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by your Union Oil Minute Man

Gloria and I notice nothing
unusual about him as he
pulls up to the pumps, except
that he's driving a red and
yellow truck with big, gilt
letters on the side that say:

"Mento, the Great Brain,"
and instead of a hat, he is
wearing a Turkish towel
wrapped around his head.
On his face he has a long,
silky mustache and a scowl.
He's the maddest looking
guy we've ever seen, this
Mento, the Great Brain!

Before I can say anything
he holds up his hand like an
actor."Say nothing," he roars.

"To Mento the mind is an
open book. Bahh-
five gallons!"

Gloria giggles as she grabs
the air hose and starts on
the tires. I make with the 76.
Mento stands over me.' 'Like
the open book is the mind
to Mento," he says."You
were about to tell Mento
there is a war on, that you

have not the time to give
Mento service; that you
are too busy—bahh, yah?''

"Bahh, no—er I mean no,
bahh, er—no,sir"—I mumble
as I start to check the
oil and radiator.

Mento glares at me. "You
tell Mento his business?
Bahh—everywhere I go I
read minds. I know what
they're going to say before
they say it.They push Mento
around. Bahh—they are too
busy!" Gloria has just
finished the windshield
and pipes up with "Not at
Union Oil Minute Man
Stations, Mr. Mento. Sure,
we're awful busy, all right,
but we're never too busy to be
helpful, "and she gives him
the old wide-eyed smile.

Mento yells, "But this is
not possible—Mento reads
minds like open books."

"Sure it's possible, Mr.
Mento," I tell him."Look,

we wanted your business
before the war; we certainly
want it after the war.
So we figure theway to keep
it is to treat you the best
we can now. You don't
have to be a mind reader
to find that out!"

Mento looks from Gloria
to me. "This you are saying
—but you also are doing?"
Gloria grins at him.
Well you got your gas, we
checked the oil, water and
tires and cleaned the
windshield. Doesn't that
look like we mean it?"

Mento shakes his head and
climbs back in the truck.
He pulls his crystal ball
out from back of the seat.

" Mento, the Great Brain, is
through! This crystal ball,
she is no good! Bahh!"—
and he heaves it over the
back fence, from where
we hear a resounding
crash, and goes chugging
Out of the station!

This morning The Brain
is back. He has a new.signi, � ,
on the truck. It says. . •

"M. Mento, Housecleaning &
Gardening." Underneath v. •
the sign is another line
that reads: "M. Mento is
never too busy to be helpful."

The latchstring is always out
at Union Oil Minute Man
Stations. Courtesy, friendliness
and essential motoring services
are never rationed. We're
busy, yes, as busy as anyone
else, but we're . . .
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apie-vra
• Reading Walter Ford's Lost Arch
story, in this issue, reminds us of the two

; lads who came into Desert's office one
summer Saturday morning. They were
all set for a weekend trip into the Choco-
late mountain country to find the Black
Butte gold. All they needed were direc-
tions for reaching it . . . Walter Ford
and John Hilton, when they started for
the Mojave to look for the Lost Arch
treasure at least had directions and land-
marks—even with these aids, they failed
to locate the gold nuggets. But they
haven't given up hope. They just didn't
dig in the rightspot!

• Another lost treasure has lured Hugh
Rankin, Los Angeles illustrator, into the
Vallecitos area of the western Colorado
desert. He will tell Desert readers about
his attempts to find the gold, equipped
with divining rod and radio finder. Ht-
defends his belief that the gold is still
there by declaring, "I am not a gullible
person; no one has sold me wild cat
mining stock and I do not bet on the
horses." A map will accompanY his story
—but he will withhold some of his
chiles for he believes they are so definite
that he plans to return as soon as travel
conditions permit.

• Fred V. Sampson, who took the pic-
tures of the antelope chipmunks in this
issue, was born in Iowa, studied art,
served in World War I. His photos have
appeared in many newspapers and na-
tional magazines. Now he lives in the
Mojave desert, in the walled-up, glassed-
in abandoned shaft of a limestone quarry
surrounded by his animal neighbors. Al-
though they often appear to be conscious-
ly posing or acting for Sampson's camera,
they are entirely unconfined and un-
trained.

• In several museums of the West are
relics which have been found along the
trail...of death and suffering left by the
Donner-Reed party, who in 1846 made
their way across the Great Salt Lake des-
ert of Utah, only to be trapped by early
snowfall in the Sierra Nevadas. Latest
discovery to be added to the tragic me-
mentoes is a worn, water-soaked little
bible which had belonged to the hero of
the party—Charles T. Stanton. In a
coming issue, Charles Kelly will tell
Desert readers of the unusual circum-
stances which led to the finding and
identifying of the bible carried by Stan-
ton--the man who could have saved
himself but chose to save the lives of
his comrades at the cost of his own.

CREED OF THE DESERT
By JUNE LEMERT PAXTON
Yucca Valley, California

The cloudburst struck the canyon deep.
With raging force its sides did sweep.
Great shrubs from rocks, the flood did

shake,
And left them lying in its wake.
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1—Luminous flame is a transformer in which chemical energy, combustion, is changed into heat and visible radiation or light.
Imagine the flame to be a point surrounded by concentric shells of waves radiating outward in every direction at the rate of
186,337 miles a second. Any radius as AB, CD, EF is a ray. 2—A single ray may be thought of as a series of impulses moving in
the direction of arrow (A). The idea is easier to grasp if we consider the impulses to be a series of points (B). Since there is an
infinite number of these points moving at terrific speed it is convenient to think of them as making up shaft of the arrow (C).
3—Parallel rays make up a beam. Imagine the beam to be constructed like B. Here the transverse lines represent cross-sections
of the beam. A single ray also can be thought of as having this same make-up but in thinking about reflection it is easier to
think in terms of beams. 4—Reflection. Ray or beam is reflected from surface SS at an angle always equal to that at which the
on-coming ray or beam strikes the reflecting surface. At B,R is reflected ray, I the incident ray. 5—Refraction. Ray or beam
passing from medium of one density into medium of different density is bent or refracted. Bending may be due to slowing

down or speeding up of ray. In this case beam traveling in air is slowed down by glass.

a vacuum. It moves more slowly in water.
Here its speed is only three-fourths as
great as it is in air. A refracted beam when
passing from a less dense medium to one
of greater density undergoes the changes
shown at figure 5.

When there is much difference in dens-
ity between two transparent media, say air
and glass, some of the rays are reflected
while others are refracted within the mass
of glass. If there were no reflections from
the surface the glass would be invisible.
Reflection of light by a chunk of glass is
shown at figure 6. Here, the glass block
is in a beaker which rests on a dead-black
surface. The glass is visible only by the
reflections from its faces and edges; most
of the refracted light is absorbed by the
black surface underneath. The jumbled
light reflected from the faces which meet
the incident beams at different angles is
said to be "scattered."

Scattered Light
In figure 7 a layer of coarsely powdered

glass covers the bottom of a beaker. This
glass appears as a white powder and a line
of print cannot be read through it because
each tiny fragment throws back the ray
that strikes it as a point of white light and
these beams are reflected at countless dif-
ferent angles, scattered from a multitude of
points. None of the light goes through to
be reflected from the print beneath. This
scattering from millions of reflecting sur-

faces is the cause of the whiteness of paper
where the fibers, although perfectly trans-
parent themselves, act as a sheet of tiny
mirrors reflecting at all angles.

Suppose we fill the beaker in figure 6
with clear water. The chunk of glass be-
comes much less visible now because it is
easier for the beam to pass from air into
water and then into glass than it is for the
beam to pass from air into glass direct;
there are fewer reflections from the sur-
face (see figure 8) It is possible to make
certain kinds of glass entirely invisible by
ordinary light. The resin called Canada
balsam can be dissolved in xylene to make
a solution which has almost the same re-
fractive index as the glass. If this is used

Polished calcite concretion, in tones
of amber, russet and Maltese grey.

Johnson collection.

in place of water the glass will be practi-
cally invisible. When the balsam solution
is poured on the powdered glass the print
beneath becomes entirely readable because
there is no scattering.

Suppose we frost a piece of glass by
grinding one side with emery powder. We
rough up the surface with countless, light-
scattering pits and facets which have the
same effect as the powdered glass in fig-
ure 7. The frosted surface is nearly opaque.
Wet it and it becomes transparent since the
film of water has much the same effect as
submerging the chunk of glass in figure 8;
the surface of the plate has become regu-
larly reflecting (see figure 9 at a and b).
This is the reason why Yellow-bird's rock
was beautiful while wet but dull when dry.
It is also the reason why a rockhound
douses a rough-polished slab with water
to see how it will look when polished. It
is easy to make a spurious polish on
smooth rocks and pebbles by coating them
with shellac. This reduces the scattering
in the same way as a wet surface. Let's next
consider the reflecting surface itself.

Reflecting Surfaces

The ideal reflector would be opaque
and non-refracting with no irregular high
points or facets to scatter the light. You
can see such a surface on the fresh cleav-
age face of a crystal of galena. Ideally re-
flecting surfaces are rare and when a beam
of strong sunlight is focused on a suppos-
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edly smooth surface, if this is examined in
a darkened room, a bluish haze nearly al-
ways appears around the bright spot
showing that some scattering is taking
place. Dr. Robert W. Wood, in his work,
"Physical Optics," tells how such a pre-
sumably smooth surface as that of the best
crown-glass actually looks dull by com-
parison with a freshly split flake of mica.

Flowing Surfaces

Another type of reflecting surface is
produced by the action of a soft cloth buf-
fer on a smooth slab of metal, glass, agate,
chalcedony, and in all probability upon
quartz. This is the highest polish obtain-
able by mechanical means. Here the sur-
face is made to flow like soft wax, After a
few hundred revolutions of the buffer the
surface actually is liquefied to the depth
of a few molecules and these begin to
spread out over the surface in a thin layer
that has many of the optical properties of
an enamel-like film.

That this flowing of the surface actually
takes place was conclusively shown by Sir
George Bea lby in 1901. Of course, it had
been known since the uie of metals first
began that a lustrous polish could be de-
veloped by simply rubbing the surface
briskly with a cloth. Just what took place
was in doubt. Some thought that the cloth
simply removed a thin film of oxide. But
there were serious objections to this view
because rubbing with a cloth also polished
gold, and a gold object would not carry a
coat of oxide. In clearing up this question
Bealby took advantage of the fact that cast
blocks of copper generally contain many
minute gas bubbles. He smoothed the sur-
faces of such blocks with abrasives until
as true as possible. Microscopic examina-
tion now showed a pattern of brilliant,
copper-colored spots, the inside of the
sliced bubbles, against a rose-colored
background, the solid copper between. He
then polished the surface for several hours
with a linen buffer. The microscope now

showed a series of blue discs against the
rose color. By the use of solvents, the ac-
tion of light reflected from the inside of
the cut bubbles, etc., he demonstrated that
the blue spots were excessively thin, trans-
parent films of metallic copper which
bridged the bubble cavities as a continuous
sheet. In 1917 J. W. French and other in-
vestigators proved that a similar flow sur-
face was produced by a cloth buffer on
glass and almost certainly on quartz.

When a piece of glass is to be ground
from the rough slab to the final "optical"
polish developed with the cloth buffer it
passes through the following stages.

Processes in Polishing

Coarse abrasives are used first to wear
down the surface rapidly. Here, the tiny
angular grains of abrasive roll swiftly be-
tween the slab and the face of the grinder.
As the grains roll about they bump the sur-
face on a microscopic scale with their cor-
ners knocking out minute, conchoidal

F11
SLAB 1,10,WiRMVIMAz.wvmV.mva\a\mtsmmn.tmatxwan
SLAB

PITCH FACE TOOL 
FiQ-, 12,

6—Scattering of light from irregularly reflecting surface (chunk of glass at bottom of beaker). Incident rays, feathered parts of
arrows, are cut by reflecting surfaces at different angles and are reflected according to rules at Fig. 4. Result is that component
rays of beam reflect in different directions or are scattered. Chunk of glass appears as glittering cluster of facets, corners and
edges. 7—Multiple scattering. Conditions in Fig 6 on smaller scale, multiplied many times. Result is jumble of reflected rays
scattering light in every direction. Multitude of glittering points produces uniformly white surface. This is cause of whiteness
of salt, sugar, cotton or, as in this case, powdered glass. This is also why a plate of ground glass appears white and opaque.
8—Effect of reducing surface reflection. Fragment of glass is submerged by filling beaker half full of water. Water and glass
now refract nearly as a unit. Although there still is some reflection fr0177 glass most of the rays refract and reflect from surface
beneath beaker. 9—Effect of dry and wet light-scattering surfaces. At A is section through glass plate with frosted upper sur-
face. Light is scattered from multitude of facets and points. Notice rays CCC bend toward the horizontal at angle less than 49 de-
grees from vertical. At B, FF shows effect of covering frosted surface with film of water. Film and plate now refract almost as a
unit. Scattering is diminished and objects are visible on opposite side of plate. Such a wet or varnished surface does not reflect so
completely as one highly polished because such rays as CCC cannot pass again into the air but are reflected downward by total
internal reflection fron7 under side of water-film surface. 10—First stage in formation of polished surface on glass, quartz,
agate, etc. Irregularly shaped grains of abrasive whirl rapidly between lap and slab. As they roll their corners, A, batter the glass
like a million tiny hammers, knocking out microscopic, conchoidal spalls (B) a ground or frosted surface results. 11—Effect
of the pitch-polisher. Face of this tool XX rubs away surface of the slab in thin, brittle layers about 1 /5000th inch thick (AA).
12—Cloth covered face of buffer at B actually rearranges molecules in surface of slab so that enamel-like "flow layer" results.
This is shown by wavy lines at A. Below, section shows flow layer or beta glass and the ordinary or alpha. At B, below, is hypo-
thetical section of a polished surface produced by near-elimination of light scattering facets. Such surfaces while extrenzely

smooth and polished frequently show ripples as QQ. This is unimportant when the polish is simply
intended to show the beauty of the polished material.
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This month's quiz session will give all those
less:than-Desert Rats an opportunity to re-
deem themselves—and it should be a "snap"

for the erstwhile Desert Rats and Sand Dune Sages. While most of the answers
will be found in various issues of Desert Magazine, others will have been learned
as the result of observation or general reading or just plain reasoning. Score ten,
and mark yourself up as a Desert Rat. Score 15 or more, and step up into the Sand
Dune Sage class. Answers on page 32.

1—The Hopi Indian reservation is entirely surrounded by the Navajo Indian
reservation.	 True 	  False 	

2—The Pecos river of New Mexico and Texas is a tributary of the Colorado
river.	 True 	  False 	

3—University of New Mexico is located at Santa Fe. True 	  False 	

4—Father Escalante was the first white man to explore the lower Colorado river.
True 	  False 	

5—Deglet Noor is the name of a famous Cahuilla Indian chief in Southern Cali-
fornia. True 	  False 	

6—From Las Vegas, Nevada, one can see Charleston Peak.
True 	  False 	

7—Bandelier was one of Coronado's companions in the ill-fated quest for the
Seven Cities of Cibola. True 	  False 	

8—Because of the similarity, the Mexicans can understand much of the Navajo
language. True 	  False 	

9—Highest mountain in Arizona is Mt. Humphreys, one of the San Francisco
peaks.	 True 	  False 	

10—The famous Castle Dome mines in Arizona now are producing lead ore.
True 	  False 	

11—Common name of one of the cactus species is Staghorn.
True 	  False 	

12—There are no active volcanoes in Arizona, Nevada, Utah or New Mexico.
True 	  False 	

13—Chemehuevi is the name of one of the Indian tribes living along the Colo-
rado river.	 True 	  False 	

14—Another name of Mescal, or Agave, is Spanish Bayonet.
True 	  False 	

15—The Indian pueblo of Isleta is located north of Albuquerque.
True 	  False 	

16—First Navajo silversmith learned his craft from a Mexican.
True 	  False 	

17—Rose quartz is a more common occurrence in quartz-bearing rock than white
quartz. True 	  False 	

18—All the various Apache tribes of Indians now are concentrated on one res-
ervation in the White mountains of Arizona. True 	  False 	

19—Museum of Northern Arizona is located at Prescott. True 	  False 	

20—The crystals commonly known as Fairy Crosses are a crystalline form of jet.
True 	  False 	

TRUE OR FALSE
spalls (figure 10). Finer and finer grades
of abrasive next are used and these simply
continue on a more delicate scale the work
of the coarse powder. The next step really
begins to produce the lustrous surface that
is the polisher's ideal. Since a truly optical
surface such as we see on lenses and fine
mirrors is not needed to show the beauty
of a polished rock, this step generally is
omitted by the rockhound.

But where the process is followed rigid-
ly the "pitch-polisher" now comes into ac-
tion. This is a special tool coated with a
mixture of pitch and wax and faced with
jeweler's rouge or putty powder. The ef-
fect of the pitch-polisher is to rub off the
surface in thin brittle layers about
1/5000th of an inch thick (figure 11).
The surface produced by the pitch-polisher
alone is called "gray" and has a low luster.
The brilliant shine is put on with the cloth
buffer which develops a flow surface as
shown in figure 12.

Alpha and Beta Glass

It has been shown that two different
types of glass occur on the same slab after
the final polish. These are the normal or
original glass of the deeper layers, called
alpha glass and the strained flow layer
developed by the cloth buffer, known as
beta glass. The flow layer acts in some re-
spects as if it had been melted and glazed
upon the alpha glass base. In fact, under
some conditions the polished layer has
been observed to flake off in glittering
scales. Another indication that the flow
layer is of appreciable thickness is fur-
nished by the fact that when "sleeks" or
cleanly channeled grooves in a polished
slab apparently have been removed by pol-
ishing with the cloth buffer, they again
will develop in their original positions if
the surface is etched by exposure to either
weak hydrofluoric acid or caustic soda
showing that the sleek simply has been
coated over with the flow layer.

Not all surfaces depend on the develop-
ment of a flow layer to gain a polish.
Some materials such as feldspar, basalt,
serpentine, fossil bone, ivory, etc., can be
made to take a high polish with a soft
buffer without flowing. This was the final
condition of Yellow - bird's polishing
stone. In these cases the highly reflecting
surface results from the continued reduc-
tion of the tiny surface irregularities to
such small dimensions that they no longer
scatter all the waves to produce white light
and the whole surface becomes in effect,
regularly reflecting.

The story I have just told is merely a
synopsis of what is known about light, sur-
faces and reflection. And when some pre-
historic Indian craftsman polished a tur-
quoise pendant to hang like a slice of the
sky from a white shell necklace, little did
he realize the tremendous magic his hands
performed with such wonderful things as
light and molecules.
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Indian traders had sold out of bright calico and
rich velveteen, brilliant hued neckerchiefs and ten-
gallon hats. This finery now adorned the young set
of Ncrvaioland as Van Valkenburgh watched them
gather on the mesa of Reeds-Under-the-Rim in north-
ern Arizona. This was the third day of the War
Dance of the Enemy Way, the part which popularly
is known as the Squaw Dance. The fun and teasing
which accompany it are far removed from the seri-
ous intent of the original dance which according to
Navajo legend started in the Holy Days when the
Black God sang over the Twin War Gods to cure
them of the ills that beset them after they had killed
enemies of their people. The modern version is but
a remnant of the grim War Dance.

By RICHARD VAN VALKENBURGH
Drawing by Charles Keetsie Shirley

ULI AND I camped in an open space on the chico cov-
ered flats under the towering rim of Baluk'i, the mesa
of Reeds-Under-the-Rim, in northern Arizona. Around

us hundreds of Navajo awaited the tocsin of the pottery drum
that would summon them to dance to the rhythm of Ftch'osih,
the Squaw Dancing Songs.

Figures came from the shadows to cast great logs on the red
embers of the fire. A giant flame leaped up and licked the smoky

-7
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According to Navajo custom an unmarried girl may choose
her partner at the Ptchsosih, or Squaw Dance. The selectee
mast dance with her until she is willing to accept silver
money for his release. Refusal to dance is an insult. Keet-
sie's drawing shows the little Navajo maid "about as high
as a willow shoot" who pulled Van into the circle of
dancers, and her twin who "hooked" his companion Tuli.

Van finally bought his freedom with a 25-cent piece.
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sky. In the ruddy glow we watched as the hastin stood in clus-
ters and "got the news" while the women squatted by their
campfires cooking and gossiping.

Attention focused on a bent old man who walked into the
half light at the west end of the dance ground. Cradled in his
arm was a drum made from a conical bottomed pottery vessel.
With a gentle tap of the looped stick on the taut goathide head
the soft beat swelled into a stirring monotonic throb.

From out of the night came a chorus. Soon a score of young
men grouped behind the drummer. Horsem. en dismounted.
Figures rose from around campfires and moved to join the
singers. "They sing yik'ish, or Warming-Up-Songs," Tuli told
me.

The yik'ish continued for an hour. An abrupt cessation of
the drumming startled me. For some moments there was a deep
silence. Enlarged now to some 50 singers the chorus linked
arms. The drum started to tap a new tempo. Reaching above the
background of the chorus soloists pitched, their voices to falsetto
high-C.

Men started laughing. Women pulled their blankets across
their giggles. "What's the joke, Tuli?" I asked.

Laughing he turned to me, "They sing l'It'il'a, the Teasing
Songs. They are making fun of people in the crowd. Right now
they are singing about old man Crooked Legs."

The Teasing Songs continued for some time. In his silence
Tuli seemed charmed by the pale moonlight that was seeping
across the dark mesa and spilling moonbeams down on the
canyon floor. After a time he turned to me and said; "Tl'hona'ai,
the Moonbearer, is bringing his white shell disc from behind
the eastern mountain. Watch! The 'ndaa will start when it gets
full and round!"

The tattoo of the drum punctured the silence. Stepping a few
feet from the main chorus a dozen men linked arms. Swaying as
they swung into the time of the strident beat, their voices
shrilled up the scale to an amazing pitch.

Not to be outdone the main chorus unleashed a powerful and
haunting chant. After they had sung a set of verses, the smaller
group wrested the lead and changed the rhythm. Wilder and
more dominant their song held until it again was drowned in
the power of the main chorus.

I looked into the excited eyes of Tuli as he told me, " 'Tis the
first of the Squaw Dancing Songs. Look!"

A large but shapely girl pushed her way through the crowd.
As she walked into the firelight her voluminous orange skirt
swayed gracefully with her long stride. Her abundance of silver
gleamed in the firelight. Clasped in her hand was the handle of
a stick topped with an elongated red bundle tipped with feath-
ers.

" 'Tis ani, the eldest daughter of Horsebreaker, the brother
of the man for whom this 'ndaa is being held. She was chosen,
you might say, 'queen'—the leader of this dance. She's a virtuous
girl. The wand she carries is the aga'tsin, the sacred rattlestick."

When I probed for more information on the aga'tsin, Tuli
stalled, "I bin 'way to school too long time. I don' know medi-
cine part. Across from us is Hathli Chii, the Red Singer. He's a
singer and knows everything. Let's go set with him."

We picked our way across the dance circle. Red Singer with
his veined legs akimbo squatted before a sooty pot gnawing a
mutton shank. He released a greasy hand from his bone to shake
hands as he welcomed, "Ya'a'taa, Good! Sit down and eat!

"So the Bilakana wants to know about the 'nclaa, eh? La!
First we will talk about the Ana'dji, the War Dance of the En-
emy Way, of which this Squaw Dance is but a small part. Pull
out those store cigarettes I see hiding in your pocket—then I
can talk better.

"The And dji started in the Holy Days. The Twin War Gods
killed the chief of the Ye'itsoh, the Enemy Gods. They carried
his scalp home and hung it on a tree near their hogan. Soon they
had bad dreams and got sick. Their mother, the Changing

Woman, sent for the Flint People. After singing over the boys
they were cured of their bad dreams.

"Then the Twins went and killed eleven more Ye'itsoh.
Again they brought home scalps and plunder. They got sick
again. Every time they went to sleep they had visions of the
monsters they had killed. Then Hashkezhinni, the Black God,
came to sing over them.

"After giving them medicine he blackened them. Across
their jaws he painted a streak of red ochre. Then with seven
yucca cords he touched their joints as he drove out the chindis,
or ghosts, of the Ana'dji.

"When Coyote and other animals came that evening to help
with the sing, Black God went home. The animals sang Coyote
Song, Owl Song, Talking God Song, Water-Pourer Song, and
Changing Woman's Song—the same as those sung today. After
this the boys got better. Everyone was happy and they held a big
dance.

"In the morning the boys were sick again. Black God was
called back. He said to Elder Brother, 'You visited your wife.
She was not blackened! We must sing again.' The woman came
and was blackened with the Twins. Eleven yucca strings were
used this time to drive out the ghosts. Then as Talking God
sprayed the east with sputum mixed with white, blue, yellow,
and black crystals, he sang, 'You are now well!'

"Tonight's Camp Dance is a vestige of the dance held in the
Holy Days to celebrate the recovery of our Twin War Gods.
Long ago it was held for warriors who had taken scalps. Now
that wars are but a memory the Ana'dji is held for people who
have a bad experience with Bilakana or other alien tribes."

"For whom do they sing tonight, Grandfather?" I asked.
" 'Tis Ute Killer. He has been suffering from swooning sick-

ness. Many years ago he killed a Moqui near Walpi. He buried
the scalp too near his hogan. Neither did he have the proper
'sing' to purify him from touching the dead one's body. The
chindi of this 'ayakhini, of the 'horizon houses,' is making him
sick!"

We looked out on the dance ground. A covey of girls had
joined the queen. She led the dancing in a skipping hop-skip.
The girls followed. Day after day they had planned for this mo-
ment. Demands for bright calico and rich velveteen had
swamped the traders. Hogans had hummed with busy mothers
sewing to outfit their debutantes for their coming-out.

The debs had nothing on the youngbloods. In a swarm they
had exhausted the trader's supply of bright hued neckerchiefs,
ten-gallon hats, and other attire in vogue with the young men
about Navajoland. Those who had no cash had pawned some-
thing. The more persistent and wily had finagled a small loan
from their old friend the trader.

The queen moved toward the stag line. When she emerged
from the thicket of ten-gallon hats she had her man. Looking
closely I saw that she had in tow a young "long-hair" whom we
knew as Skiddy. His mother had a fine bunch of sheep. And
this is an important consideration when a Navajo belle goes
husband-hunting!

Hooking her arm through Skiddy's purple sleeve so that they
faced in opposite directions she began to pivot—hopscraping
from left to right, then back again. After a few whirls she jerked
to a stop, then reversed the direction of her orbit.

Skiddy on the inside just didn't get into the spirit of the thing.
He was either groggy or plain balky. He shuffled his feet to
keep the Amazon from spilling him. Round and round they
went—never speaking or glancing at each other.

Following the example of ani the other girls darted into the
crowd. Out came their victims. If there was any hesitation they
grabbed belts, hats or jerked arms. Sometimes a selectee paid
off. But in most cases they allowed themselves to be towed out
into the swelling cluster of dancers.

Tuli told me that the men must dance until their captors are
willing to accept payment of anything from a nickel to a dollar.
Of course the love-birds operated differently—they danced to-
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gether all night. Without parental restraint, the payment was
either a ring or bracelet.

Pursing his lips across the dance ground Tuli started to
laugh. A mammoth fat girl had a little fellow by the tail of his
scarlet shirt. Deliberately she was ripping it to shreds. Before
she completely exposed him he spoke sharply to her. Grunting
she waddled off looking for another victim.

I watched the dance for a long time. The repetition became
monotonous to a Bilakana who was a product of a society that
was fast losing the peace rewarded by simplicity. Glancing at
Red Singer I saw that he was ready to talk. He was amiable
when I asked more of the Ana'elji.

"Two nights ago the medicine man started things. He rode
to the hogan which had been prepared near the spring of Hoyé.
On the first night he and his assistants made medicine and sang
the Drum Songs as they prepared the drum. Before they
stretched the goatskin, they put water inside so that it could be
swished to keep the hide taut.

"The next morning they fixed the aga'tsin, or sacred rattle-
stick. This was made from an unblemished stick cut the length
of a man's arm. A small bunch of twigs was left near the tip.
Taking a flint knife the medicine man scratched on the Bow
Mark of the Enemy Slayer and the Scalp Sign of the Scalper.
Openings were left in the designs so that the evil spirits could
get out.

"Around the twigs they tied a cluster of turkey feathers, cha-
miso, rabbit-brush, and sheep-gramma. With a cotton string
there were hung three deer-toe rattles, two juniper prayer sticks,
a buckskin bag filled with chipmunk corn (grass seed). Then
strips of red flannel were tied on. In the old days these were of
red-dyed deerhide or bayeta. In finishing they tied on bright
colored yarns, the red of which was especially spun.

"When the stick was finished the scalp was buried. About
the size of a half-dollar it was carried 100 paces east of the ho-
gan. Then the patient took the rattlestick. Getting on his horse
he led his friends eastward. After a two-hour's ride they reached
the Black Ye'ibichai's hogan near Lukaniteel, the Wide Reeds
near Ganado.

"After they went into the hogan the Black Ye'ibichai medi-
cine man started to make medicine. Luck Songs were sung over
Ute Killer. Then the colored yarn from the rattlestic.k was given
to the women to weave into blankets for good luck."

He went on. That night the medicine man gave the rattle-

A chosli victim . ' pays off with a -blue" or silver piece.
Photo by Milton Snow.

stick to Zini. When the moon rose she carried it out to lead
the first dance. It was the same dance we are watching tonight.
But it lasted only a little while. Then the young folks got a
chance to talk together while their parents visited and ex-
changed the news.

In the morning the people at the Black Ye'ibichai's hogan
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were given presents. There were oranges, stick candy and other
little things. These were wrapped in small calico bundles. Then
they were thrown out the smokehole of the hogan. Everyone
ran to get his share.

' This means more than getting something to eat. This is a
custom from the old times. When the warriors returned from a
raid they always gave away part of their loot to those who sang
the 'swaying' or purification songs over them.

-After the presents were exchanged and eaten everyone got
on their wagons or horses. Riding west they came to where we
now watch the dance. It is always like this—on the second
night the dance moves west to a place between the Black
Ye'ibichai's hogan on the east and the medicine hogan on the
west. Here the Camp Dance is held."

The steady drone of the drum was narcotic. I became drowsy
as time moved into the dawn of the Fourth Day. I lay down
with my back to the fire. Just as I was dozing off a hand firmly
pulled at my sleeve. Glancing up I looked into the determined
face of a little Navajo girl about as high as a willow shoot.

Red Singer clucked through his toothless gums. A twin of
my captor was pulling and tugging at the sleeping Tuli. "I guess
we're hooked, Tuli. Let's go!" I laughed as I was led out
through the grinning crowd into the vortex of the dance.

It was something to be tickled at. My tiny partner, an abbre-
viated edition of her elder sisters, must have looked even smaller
as she started to swing my 225 pounds. Someone wisecracked
from the sidelines, "La! Teli yazhi. the little Burro pulls the big
wagon!"

I never got into time. Finally I gave up and walked. After a
few circuits I had enough Squaw Dancing. Pulling my lady out
by main force I headed for the sidelines. But she had other plans
—with her face hidden in the folds of her blanket she hung on.

Digging into my pocket I pulled out a dime hoping for ran-
som. Her hand darted out quickly to grab the - blue." Still she
hung on and wouldn't budge. Out of the crowd her mother
yelled, -Hang on! Make Hasidih yazih pay. Don't turn him
loose until he pays you nakiyaal, a 25 -cent piece!"

I watched and listened until the moon started to sink into
the horizon of the west. Red Singer's wife stirred up the fire
and boiled a pot of coffee. After drinking a few cups, I rolled
into my blanket to take a nap. Bia had paid off and was a shape-
less lump across the fire.

I was hardly asleep when the soft voice of Red Singer chided
me awake. "Eighty summers have passed—I am wide awake as
Gini, the Night Hawk. And my eyes will be bright all day.
Hurry! 'We'll miss the last of this 'sing.'

Dawn was just a promise when we caught our hobbled horses.
Down the shadowy canyon we galloped behind the Old Drum-

mer and the queen. An arrow-flight out of Hoye, a band of
horsemen charged towards us. Crashing together the parties
were realistic in their sham battle. Gun shots reverberated in
the narrow walls—there was a melee of hat pulling and blanket
grabbing!

Suddenly the defenders broke. Whipping their ponies they
fled towards the medicine hogan. In close pursuit we chased
them. Swerving through the watching crowd we made four cir-
cuits of the hogan. Then we dismounted. Laughing, we returned
the captured hats and blankets to our enemies.

After a visit to the eating-shade I followed Tuli into the
medicine hogan. Ute Killer, the patient, was stripped down to
his g-string. The medicine man's assistants had just finished
blackening his body with a decoction of plant and animal fat.
While they chanted red ochre mixed with mutton grease was
smeared across his lean jaws.

Tuli caught me glancing at an oldster sitting near the medi-
cine man. He whispered, " 'Tis the Scalp Killer!"

When we went outside for a breath of air I commented, "He
seems pretty wobbly to be killing a scalp. -

"La! He is old man Tah from Dzillzhin, the Blackish Moun-
tain. He has been paid one burro to 'kill the scalp.' Scalps are
dangerous. A man only lives a year or so after killing one. He
is about through and is willing to take the chance for the pay."

There was a bustle near the door of the hogan. An old man
dressed as a warrior came out. In a straight line he walked to a
stick that marked the place where the scalp was buried.

Then came the Scalp Killer on his shaky legs. In one hand he
held a bag of ashes. In the other was a bow and arrows. Behind
him came Ute Killer and an assistant. Both were painted black.
While the patient held a crow's head they chanted:

Enemy Slayer walks
Painted black
He carries Gagi, the crow
The People watch.

With a shrill war cry the Scalp Killer shot arrows into the
scalp. Violently he pounded it with his poker. As he sprinkled
it with ashes Red Singer's grim eyes searched mine sharply for
skepticism as he grunted, "Ya'aVaa, Good! That finishes that
Moqui chindi. You Bilakana may not believe it—Ute Killer
will get well!"

When the feasting and horse racing were over, the Diné
broke camp and straggled off in every direction. On Baluk'i the
pirions fringing the rim were changing from a delicate tracery
of green to black against the pale blue of late day.

I had seen a great deal—thanks to Tuli and Red Singer. It was
satisfying to know that the next time I heard the throb of the
drum I would be witnessing a remnant of the grim War Dance.

Left—Squaw Dance in full swing. After moonrise the dancers start their circuit round and round the dance ground.
Right—Bdakana, or Americans, are fair prey for Navajo belles. Photos by Ir. T. Mullarky, Santa Fe.
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Name of the little Cream Cactus described by
Mary Beal this month applies not only to the color
of its flowers but to the thick creamy fluid which
quickly heals its wounds and is pleasant to the
taste. Although it is a charming species, it is incon-
spicuous because it grows about two-thirds under-
ground. This habit, and its thick conical fleshy root
combine to make it easy to transplant. It will grow
readily from seed too, if planted in sandy or grav-
elly clay loam with partial shade, and kept moist.
Unless protected it should not be grown where tem-
peratures fall below 20 degrees. It is especially
found in the Baboquivari and Santa Catalina moun-
tains of southern Arizona, where it often is asso-
ciated with the Arizona rainbow cactus.

tearyz 7/oweted

ziA 2o_le-ted Wteai
By MARY BEAL

W HEN browsing around the Cactus Paradise of south-
eastern Arizona, you need to watch your step where
the Cream cactus flourishes. Often the younger plants

of this species, Mann//aria macdougallii. do not rise above
ground-level and your attention is called to their presence only
when your unwary foot lands upon the flat top of a spiny cush-
ion. The older plants also have a tendency to hug the ground,
half or more of the broad thorny - turnip" being subterranean,
the other half of the depressed-globose head pushed up only a
few inches above ground, even in the most robust specimens. It
is easily obscured by the ordinary desert vegetation, especially
in grassland, not only in youth but in its prime.

The stems usually are solitary hut sometimes are clustered in
small clumps, rising from a thick conical root. The flattened
head is much broader than tall, fully matured specimens meas-
uring up to 8 or even 10 inches across. The surface of the head
is conspicuously covered with spiraled rows of deep-green,
strongly-angled, conical tubercles, about a half-inch high, each
little cone apexed by a cluster of 10 to 13 short white or yellow-
ish spines and 1 to 3 stout central spines, which are pale red
with purplish-brown curving tips and bulbous yellow bases.

An interesting feature of this Pincushion is the thick creamy
Juice which exudes from the tubercles when pierced or cut.
This milk has a pleasing taste but don't think of it as a beverage
possibility, for the flow is not copious, the wound healing quite
promptly. A mere sample is all it offers. In a wreath encircling
the depressed center of the head are the delicate inch-high
flowers, the many narrow petals (15 to 25) cream-color to light
yellow, recurving into a wide-spreading cornucopia. The sepals
are margined by a short fringe. Later on when the fruits mature
this floral wreath is replaced by a more colorful circle of deep
rose-red. The club-shaped fruits are smooth and naked, about
an inch long, and contain wrinkled reddish-purple seeds. In ad-
dition to these conspicuous fruits there are some very much
smaller ones, tiny green or red spheres, cuddled down between
tubercle bases.

The Cream cactus flowers in late March and April, its fav-
orite habitat gravelly and rocky mountain country from 4000 to
6000 feet elevation, thriving best in loam or clay soil. Look for
it on rocky crests, especially facing south, in rock crevices or
grassy areas, in southeastern Arizona and adjacent Mexico,
where they are most prolific, although you also may find them
in southwestern Arizona, where the one in the picture was
growing.
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This cream-flowered little Pincushion Cactus, native to
southern Arizona, was named in honor of D. T. Mac-
Dougal, outstanding desert botanist who for many years
was director of Carnegie Institution's Desert Laboratory

at Tucson.

Very similar in appearance and habit is

Mamillaria heyderi
This too is a Cream cactus with two kinds of fruit, both of

them a little smaller than those of M. macdougalii, the plant it-
self being on a somewhat smaller scale and perhaps less flat-
tened. The tubercles however are just as prominent and tipped
by a sunburst of 20 to 22 white bristle-like spines, the lower ones
stouter and longer, in the center of which stands out a solitary
stout erect spine, dark brown from tip to base. The flowers are
small, not more than a half-inch across, the petals pink or with a
lavender tinge and the sepals without fringed margins. The
larger red fruits are a bit over a half-inch long and the little
globular ones less than a fifth of an inch in diameter.

This species prefers limestone hills from 3500 to 5000 feet
elevation and blooms in May, along the Mexican border, rather
common throughout the southern parts of New Mexico, Ari-
zona and into Texas.

Another low flat-topped Pincushion of the depressed-globose
type is

Mamillaria wrightii
This resembles the two preceding species in general appear-

ance but is somewhat smaller and its half-inch long, cylindrical
tubercles yield no milky juice. Conspicuously dominating its
armament are the 1 to 3 dark, erect, central spines, long stout
fish-hooks, shiny brown to black in color, occasionally only 1 or
2 of them hooked. Radiating from these central hooks are 8 to
15 short, white, fine needle-like spines. The bright-purple flow-
ers are fairly large, an inch or so long and as broad when wide-
open, the 13 sepals with fringed margins, the numerous petals
(as many as 27) very narrow and tapering to a sharp point. The
circle of bloom is nearer the center than the wreath of the Cream
cactus but the ripening fruit is moved outward by the continu-
ing growth of the plant. It is a more showy species because the
flowers are so bright and the colorful fruit is quite large, the
smooth purple berries being an inch or so long and egg-shaped
to globular.

It grows in the mountains of New Mexico, reported from
the Sangre de Cristo range in the north, down through the
state to the southern border and across into the El Paso region
of western Texas, and doubtless adjoining Mexico.
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Louis Hadley and John Hilton at base of the arch in the Turtle mountains. Walter
Ford used much persuasion before John guided him to the arch. Rockhounds will
understand—John had just discovered a new gem field to which he returned as

soon as this photo was taken.

The prospector who first told Walter Ford about the Lost Arch mine was reluctant

to tell of his quest until Walter divided his provisions with him. Then he would
reveal only that his name was Charlie and that he was looking for an arch and a

group of cacti, the landmarks that would lead him to a golden treasure.
Ivan pah mountains in background.

Walter Ford still thinks the Lost
Arch gold might be there. He
found the saguaro cmd natural
arch which were to lead him to a
tubful of nuggets. But his only re-
ward for digging was hands and
knees full of cactus spines. John
Hilton however was not dis-
tressed for as soon as their desert
car got into the rough country of
the Turtle mountains in the Mo-
jave desert, he discovered a new
gem field of carnelian, plume-
agate, opal and geodes—what
more could a rockbound want?
Walter consoles other would-be
treasure seekers with the assur-
ance that since the Lost Arch
nuggets have remained safely
hidden since 1883 they still will
be there when postwar ieepsters
head for the desert.

By WALTER FORD

k/e q.ci the 4 4e, - - but not the Nuggets

O N A withering summer day in the
year 1883, a man named Amsden
staggered into the little town of

Goffs in the last stage of exhaustion, his
pockets loaded with gold. Some weeks
previous he had departed from Needles
with a local prospector on a secret mission
into the Turtle mountains, approximately
40 miles southwest of Needles. When he
had been revived sufficiently to talk he
told about his find—a find so rich that
gold nuggets could be had for the mere
trouble of picking them up. Amsden stated
that they were too intent on adding to their
hoard of gold to notice their diminishing
supplies of food and water until they
found them nearly gone. Taking what
gold they could carry and a scant amount
of water, they started to make their way
back to Needles.

Somewhere along their return journey
the prospector succumbed to the heat and
Amsden was forced to continue on with-
out a guide. According to accounts, the
two emerged from the Turtles on the west-
ern side, but when Amsden had to carry
on alone he headed down a long wash to-
ward the Santa Fe railroad tracks and fin-
ally reached Goffs.

In the hope that Amsden might divulge
information leading to the source of his
gold, he was given every attention while
he was recovering, but as soon as he was
able he departed for his home in the East,
taking his secret with him.

The foregoing account was given to me

by Mort Immel of Barstow, a long-time
resident of Needles and the vicinity. Im-

mel was a friend of Dick Colton, one of
the men who assisted Amsden when he
tottered into Goffs. If this were consistent
with most lost mine stories the source of
the gold should have remained a mystery,
but according to Immel, a few years after
the incident Dick Colton received a letter
from Amsden, describing the location of
the mine as well as he could and enclosing

a map, extremely vague and indefinite as
to location and distances. Of this much he
was certain: The mine was located in the
Turtle mountains, the location was not far
from a natural arch, and the find, if made,
would be a tub half full of gold nuggets.

With that meager information, Colton
organized a party consisting of Mort Im-
mel, Herb Witmire, and himself and start-
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ed out to find the gold. According to Im-
mel they tramped from one end of the Tur-
tles to the other without so much as sight-
ing an arch. In telling me about the trip,
Immel said, "I suppose that we would
have been out there yet if our shoes had
not given out. The other boys were certain
that we were on the right track, but I told
them to throw the darn fish story in the
fire and forget it."

With the exception of the Lost Pegleg
mine, the Lost Arch mine probably has
been more sought after than any other of
the lost mines of the California deserts.
One possible explanation aside from the
reward of a tub of gold awaiting the
finder, is its apparent accessibility from
points of habitation. Another attractive
feature was that the searcher had some def-
inite landmark for which to seek. Once
the arch was found, he could assure him-
self that the finding of the gold would be
a simple procedure.

Alfred R. Thompson of Los Angeles,
who worked in the general store and post-
office at Goffs during the early 20's, told
me that hardly a week passed while he
was there that someone did not arrive
to have his try at finding the arch. One
such fellow he remembers came all the
way from Panama. So secret were his out-
fitting operations that no one knew of his
intentions until he was seen starting to-
ward his goal on a midsummer day, push-
ing all of his belongings in a four-wheel
baby carriage. Fortunately, he was headed
off before heat and thirst could claim an-
other victim.

One evening while I was visiting John
Hilton at his home across from Valerie
Jean's, south of Indio, the conversation
turned to lost mines. When I recalled Im-
mel's account of the Lost Arch mine, Hil-
ton remembered that he had seen an arch
in the Turtle mountains on one of his gem
hunting expeditions. John had not heard
the Lost Arch story, so did not attach any
significance to finding the arch when he
was there, but once having heard it he im-
mediately began to make plans for a re-
turn trip. "Could I get away for a "few
days?" Fortunately, I could. As we sat
there making plans for the trip, I could not
help thinking how Immel had warned
me about looking for gold. "This gold-
hunting fever gets you," he said. "There
isn't one of us in ten thousand who ever
finds it, yet we follow a clue to a lost mine
with all the enthusiasm of a boy going to
his first circus."

We followed the parker road to a point
14 miles east of Rice, then turned north
toward the Turtle mountains. Since there
are no roads as such into the heart of the
Turtles, it was just a case of selecting the
most likely-looking wash and proceeding
with a hope and a prayer. Our car was one
especially built for desert driving, yet at
times it was necessary to travel foot-by-
foot, with one of us advancing ahead of
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the car to measure each protruding boulder
for clearance.

We had traveled approximately 16
miles over some of the roughest desert
country I have ever encountered and were
within a mile of where we intended to
stop, when we heard a sharp scraping
sound from underneath the car. I looked
back and saw a thin black line following
the car and realized what we had feared
most had happened. The oil pan had been
punctured. Fortunately the hole was not
large, so we were able to close it partly by
prying the sides together. Driving a piece
of cloth into the remaining hole seemed

to close it completely. We found that we
had lost most of the oil, but with some ex-
tra cans of oil in the car that we carried for
just such an emergency, what might have
proven disastrous under other circum-
stances did not get beyond the petty annoy-
ance stage.

As we started up a slope which Hilton
said would lead to the arch, I heard him
shout, "See what I found!" I looked at the
red-colored object he was holding in his
hand. "Gold?" I inquired hopefully.
"No!" he exclaimed. "Carnelian, and a
beautiful specimen at that." A further
search revealed more carnelian, pieces of



plume agate, small opals, and geodes of all
sizes—truly a gem collector's paradise. As
far as John was concerned, the Lost Arch
treasure had been found. I mentioned the
arch to him, but he merely indicated a di-
rection that might have included several
points of the compass and said, "It's up
there." After much persuasion I finally in-
duced him to guide me to the arch, but was
able to hold him only long enough to pose
for a picture, then back to his gem field he
went.

Left to my own devices at the arch, my
thoughts turned to the cache of gold that
Amsden and his companion supposedly
had left behind. The andesite in which the
arch is formed did not yield very readily to
my prospector's pick, so there seemed to
be little chance of the treasure being buried
directly under the arch. A few feet away
from one column of the arch I found a
small opening which appeared to extend
toward the arch—a likely hiding place for
Amsden's gold. My only reward there was
hands and knees full of cactus spines. A
packrat had taken possession of the open-
ing and had fortified it liberally with
pieces of cholla cactus to guard against just
such intrusions.

John D. Mitchell mentions in his ac-
count of the Lost Arch mine the possibility
of hematite being found in the vicinity of
the mine, but a close search around the
arch revealed only an occasional piece. As
I explored around the arch for possible
clues to the treasure, I longed for the elec-
tronic metal locator Hilton and I had used
on other expeditions. While the device
would not distinguish between gold and
any other metal, it would indicate the pres-
ence of metal, if any, and that would be a
distinct aid in searching for the Lost Arch
gold.

'After covering the ground around the
arch, yard by yard, I concluded that Ams-
den must have used the arch only as a land-
mark. In common with other lost mine
stories where gold was supposed to have
been picked off the ground, the location
of the arch is definitely not placer ground.
The late Adrian Egbert, who administered
to the needs of desert travelers at Cave
Springs for many years, used to scoff at
the idea of gold being picked off the
ground in other than placer country. "It's
like looking for hickory nuts," he used to
say. "You first have to find hickory trees."
Chester Pinkham of Eagle Rock, Califor-
nia, who is an authority on desert mining
and who is thoroughly acquainted with the
Lost Arch country, told me recently that
the mine, if it does exist, might be discov-
ered a few miles north of the arch, where
placer ground may be found. Pinkham
prospected in the Turtles for years and
told me that he had seen the arch several
times and that to his knowledge it is the
only arch in the Turtles.

The arch lies almost at the foot of a huge

castle-like butte which rises to a height of
several hundred feet. The butte has served
for years as a beacon for the few prospec-
tors who have ventured into the area. As
prominently as the butte stands out, none
of the authentic maps of the region, such
as Blackburn's or those of the U. S. Geo-
logical Survey, mention it. Owing to its
resemblance to a medieval castle, Hilton
suggested that we call it "Castle Butte. -

The inside measurements are approxi-
mately six feet high and ten feet long, a
size which makes the arch visible from
nearly a mile distant when approached
from the north. On the south side a ridge

A giant saguaro grows within sight
of the Lost Arch.

prevents its being seen until the observer
is nearly upon it.

On the north slope leading down from
the arch and about one-half mile from it, I
found a huge saguaro cactus growing.
While I have seen saguaros growing in the
Riverside mountains to the south, this was
the first one I ever had encountered so far
north. The saguaro is not a rapid grower
and the present height of approximately
35 feet of this one near the arch indicates
that it must have been of landmark pro-

portions as far back as 1883, when the
mine is said to have been discovered. Im-
mel did not mention having seen it on the
map that Amsden sent to Dick Colton, but
if he and his companion had taken the
same route to the arch as that traveled by
Hilton and me, the saguaro easily could
have been overlooked.

A few years ago while returning from a
trip into the Providence mountains, I met
an old prospector who had stopped to rest
his burro at the junction of Highway 91
and the road leading south to Cima. At
first he was reluctant to talk, but after I
had given him my unused supply of pro-
visions, he confided that he was looking
for the Lost Arch mine and that he intend-
ed to strike out from Goffs, in which di-
rection he was headed. That was the first
time I had heard about the Lost Arch
mine, and beyond jotting down a few
notes, I placed it in the category of the
usual lost mine story and dismissed it from
my mind. Once within sight of the arch
and the saguaro, I recalled what the old
prospector had told me about the Lost
Arch mine. "Once I find an arch," he said,
"with a large group of cacti close by, my
searching days will be over." There are no
large groups of cacti in the vicinity of
the arch. Could it be the saguaro the old
fellow had in mind? As I stood pondering
over the possibility the lengthening sha-
dows warned me that we would have to
be on our way, if we intended to reach the
highway before nightfall.

Both of us were reluctant to leave. John
was just beginning to realize the possibili-
ties of his newly-found gem field, but vi-
sions of darkness, a crippled car atop some
rocky mesa, or deep in some shady 'wash,
emphasized the necessity of getting under
way as quickly as possible. The drive back
was a tedious one. Time after time we
stopped to make certain that our tempor-
ary repairs were holding, but eventually
we reached the highway without further
trouble.

Even if you can convince your ration
board that such a trip would come under
the heading of "essential driving," don't
venture into the area now. If you were
lucky enough to get a stockbuilt car to
within walking distance of the arch, the
probability of getting out again without
mishap is too remote to justify taking the
risk. When we get that postwar jeep, or
its reasonable facsimile, the journey to the
arch will make a grand weekend trip. In
the meantime, the gold, if there, doubtless
will remain hidden until you can get there.
Since it has defied finding these many
years, it seems reasonable to assume that it
will remain in safe keeping awhile longer.
And to those of you, who, like John Hil-
ton, would pass up a nice clue to a tubful
of gold for a handful of carnelian or opals,
there will be plenty of those, too, for all
who venture into the area.
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MOJAVE LURE

By CECILE J. RANSOME
Riverside, California

Mojave is my mistress,
She fills my veins with fire.

When she reposes, listless,
How great is my desire!

With heart forever changeless
I call her lovely name;

She woos me with her strangeness,
Her moods of ice and flame.

What beauty in her dancing
With veils of amber sand!

How mad am I for chancing
The lure of desert land!

But should she hold me sleeping,
Upon her tawny breast,

Her yuccas will be keeping
A vigil while I rest.

• • •

GHOST-WIND
By EDYTHE HOPE GENEE

Hollywood, California
Ghost-wind, blow from the far Mojave,

Far from the Sawtooth Range;
Rustle the sage and the dormant salt bush,

Down through the valley's change.

Ghost-wind, sing of the far Panamints,
Shoshone and the Funeral Hills;

Moan through the grass and the red creosote,
Of death and of lost salt-rills.

Ghost-wind, wail through the grey smoke tree,
Warm with the desert's rim;

Bring your weird song from the edge of the
world,

Sweet with the sight of him.

Ghost-wind, go back to the far Mojave,
Where the desert sky is blue;

Speed through the night to the far dark moon,
And take my heart with you.

.2.&1,4"
By JOY WitAy

San Jose, California
I'll find happiness in a desert shack, alone,
All in this world I can call my own.
The door sags and there's a broken window,
But a sliver from the setting sun will glow
Across the room and penetrate the gloom.

I'll find beauty in a cactus, stiff and stark,
Illumined by the stars against the dark.
And in a desert's sunset afterglow,
There I'll find the God that desert lovers know.

• • •

IDEALS
By FRANCES HOPKINS
Newark, New Jersey

Magnifying clarity
Of desert air makes
The climber see
Mountains nearer
Than they are.
Yet he crosses
Intervening space,
However far.

• •	 •

THE DESERT SPEAKS
By FREDERICK HERBERT ADLER

Cleveland Heights, Ohio
I wear the sun for a diadem,

A moon-brooch on my breast.
Here Silence has her ample home

And Solitude's my guest.

My gown by night is blue, with stars;
By day it's gold and dun.

In winter I am garbed in grey
And wimpled like a nun.

Many a lover I have had,
And many more will come.

Let each beware! My burning lips
Are known to leave men dumb.

PYRAMID LAKE
By JOANNE DE EONGCHAMPS

Reno, Nevada
In time of fire, time forgotten
With a slow and mighty thrust,
These silent stones like ragged fingers
Pierced the brittle earth's new crust.

In time of water, time past knowing,
To the hollows of this ground
Then came these strange and lovely waters
With a restless yearning sound.

Where all was chaos, all was furor,
Now there stands complete, alone,
The still blue wonder of deep water,
Ragged figures out of stone.

• • •

PHILOSOPHER'S STONE
By DEAN T. SMITH

Twentynine Palms, California
Unnoticed and rough on the ancient shore

Of a long forgotten sea
Lies a pebble, dull, emitting no light
Nor promise of what may be.

But sawed asunder and polished anew
How great a change is wrought;

Behold a thing of beauty bright,
A gem to perfection brought.

But the hours of grinding are long and hard
And the burnishing wheel severe

Ere the beauty inherent within the stone
Shines forth so brilliantly clear.

'Tis so with a soul by fate untried
Lacking aught that is great or fine,

'Til ground in the harsh-toothed mills of life
Its new polished facets shine.

Travail and pain may be its lot,
Full rough its course may run,

But reward is great when it takes, at last,
Its rightful place in the sun.
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To take this photograph F.VV. Sampson had to work all morning to get back into good standing with the antelope chipmunks

who had been frightened by visitors the day before. He took this photo of himself and seven friends by touching a telegraph key

with his foot. Springing of the shutter must be done very slowly to avoid startling these usually shy little animals.

Ptaipecti With a earn eta
It was Fred Sampson's love for the desert that led him to develop a hobby to a degree that has made him

widely known as the Desert Photographer. He came to the desert to dig for gold; he remained to translate the

things that came to mean more to him than gold into a form which others could enjoy. To win the confidence

and friendship of desert animals he has lived in close and constant contact with them. He talks to them, feeds

and waters them, protects them. They are free to go where they will—which usually is in the close vicinity of

their friend. "This," he says, "is interesting but not always entirely pleasant. As for example when a spotted

skunk gets into my bed or a pair of them stage a fight beneath."

W HEN a job making sketches for

an independent moving picture
agency in Hollywood blew up and

his nerves began to play tricks, Fred V.

Sampson went out to Barstow on the Mo-

jave desert to live in the open and pros-

pect for gold in the colorful Calico moun-

tains.
An abandoned shaft in a limestone

By CORA L. KEAGLE
Photographs by F. V. Sampson

quarry looked clean, cool and inviting. He

rocked up the front of the shaft, installed
a used window and a glass-paned door for

light and had an air-conditioned dwelling
which was cool in summer and warm in

winter, all at a cost of less than five dol-
lars.

But when he moved in he found that
previous tenants had preempted claims

there. Little "phobia" skunks, desert mice
and packrats scurried about all night long
Skunks eat mice so the skunks chased the
mice while the mice scampered in panic.
They became bolder as they became accus-
tomed to the presence of the new tenant,
and raced over his cot.

In the grey dawn of early morning, the
outside world, which had seemed deserted

THE DESERT MAGAZINE
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at midday, teemed with desert life. There
was a colony of frisky chipmunks, a wad-
dling old desert tortoise, leathery looking
chuckawallas, loping jackrabbits, chatter-
ing squirrels and long tailed kangaroo rats
hopping about.

'Cantaloupe J ,J) b),ak jast! Mm-m. -

At first these denizens of the desert
scampered away at the slightest quick
movement but Sampson, an ardent lover
of wild life, started a commissary for them
as one means of winning his way into their
confidence. He placed little feeding tables

wonder if my tail's on straight."

inside and around the outside entrance.
There was grain for the chipmunks, eggs
and hamburger for the skunks. The pack-
rats and mice were coaxed with birdseed
while the rabbits, tortoise and chuckawal-
las responded to melons and lettuce. Of



course there were always crumbs and seeds
for the birds.

One especially tame little "phobia"
learned, when Sampson slept later than
usual and the pangs of hunger gnawed, to
run up and down over his benefactor's cot.
If this brought no response, he squirmed
under the clothing and scratched at Samp-
son's toes. This usually brought action.

As the animals grew accustomed to see-
ing him sitting near, there in the early
morning, camera in hand, they appeared
to put on special acts for his benefit. One
day he saw a tiny field mouse making a
brave attempt to climb a spherical cactus.
She picked her way daintily up the round-
ed surface, through the spines. He held
the camera in readiness hoping for a good
shot. When about half way up she paused,
clinging perilously, faced the camera, and
waited until the shutter clicked before pro-
ceeding on her way.

On another occasion, hoping to get a
picture of two jackrabbits who had a habit
of battling over their dessert, he sat quietly
until the two came out on the ledge of
rock and began sparring like veteran box-
ers. When the shot was developed it re-

vealed two boxing antelope chipmunks on
another rock ledge just below the rabbits.
In his efforts to get the rabbits in the right
pose, he hadn't noticed the chipmunks.

A square, flat rock was a favorite feed-
ing table. Sampson placed little wooden
posts at the four corners, stretched three
cord "ropes" around it making an arena
where dramas were staged and battles
fought while the camera clicked off
amusing poses for photographs worth
more than the gold he hadn't found.

While photographing the arena, other
chipmunks would be sitting on his head,
shoulders and knees. He has photographs
taken with one hand while the chipmunk
sat on the other. Another shows a chip-
munk daintily sipping from a wine glass
held in his hand.

These little chipmunks he has found to
be the liveliest and most versatile of all his
camera subjects. They actually are little
ground squirrels, but their resemblance to
the chipmunks of the mountains has led
desert people to call them chipmunks.
They also sometimes are called ammos,
from their scientific name ilmmospermo-
philus leucurus.

Sampson calls attention to their decora-
tive white-lined tails tightly curled up over
their backs. He says this featherlike ap-
pendage is not there for ornament alone. It
functions as rudder, propellor and quick
starter. When held curved against the back
it is in position for a powerful thrust
downward to aid a jump forward. When
it advances to attack the tail is carried to
right or left, to favor a quick jump to the
side. For a quick turn it is used as a rudder.
For a long leap it is used as an elevator,
aeronautically speaking. Sometimes in the
countless fights in which they engage, a
chipmunk loses all or part of its tail—a
loss which well can be a death warrant
when a life-saving leap is short of its mark.

He has made a detailed study of the
packrat, or the trade rat as it is sometimes
called. He says it bears little resemblance
to the ordinary rat, either physically or
temperamentally. It has a fine, silky grey
fur instead of the coarse black hair of the
wharf rat.

The packrat is a hard working little
animal, always carrying food or nesting
material to his home, usually under a rock.
He has a peculiar idea of suitable material
for his nest. Spoons, spools, cones, bolts or
keys are all grist for his mill. When the
nest is filled up he expends more energy
in selecting some articles which he con-
siders less desirable than others and re-
turning them to the very spot where he has
found other materials. This has earned
him the name of trade rat.

As an example of the weight a packrat
can carry, a miner near by set off a charge
of dynamite under a rock on the mountain
slope. He was appalled at the force of the
explosion which tore away the hillside.
Investigation revealed that the packrat had
lined his nest with half-sticks of dynamite
from a cache near by. The whole nestful of
dynamite had been exploded. But the rat
escaped and was high-tailing it up the hill
when the charge exploded.

As his photographs began to attract
wide attention, Sampson found it neces-
sary to have a studio in town. A pair of
packrats had built their nest under the
front seat of his car and reared their family
there, undisturbed by the daily jaunt to
town and back.

Sampson says that to know wild animals
you have to live with them and observe
them through the 24 hours. To have them
accept human friendship requires pa-
tience, kindness and understanding.

Life on the desert has given him his two
objectives—calm nerves and gold. But the
gold he sought was not in the crevices of
the earth but scampering around on the
surface, waiting for their friend, the Des-
ert Photographer.

Good Morning" is title Sampson has
given to photo at left. The two spar-
ring chipmunks at right reminded

him of "Patty Cake."
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The patriotic farmers of the Imperial Valley and the Coachella Valley, are marching on the battle

front day in and day out. They are producing that greatest ammunition of all—food to feed our

fighting men and women. As soon as the need became apparent after Pearl Harbor, the farmers

of the two fertile valleys turned their resources over to the production of greater crops. Car-

rots, beef and lettuce from Imperial . . . dates and other foodstuffs from Coachella . . . all to be

served on some faraway soldier's daily fare. Let's never forget the part played in winning World

War Il by our gallant farmers.

Use You Own Power-Make it Pay for the All American Canal

Washington. D  C 
War production board has ordered fur-

ther large cutbacks in both aluminum and
magnesium ingot production. More than
5000 workers will be affected by end of
the year and will be gradually released
from plants. Government-owned facilities
mainly at Las Vegas and Gabbs, Nevada,
and at Austin and Velasco, Texas, will be
affected. Complete shut-down of Basic
Magnesium plant was included in orders.

• • •
Bisbee, Arizona . . .

Important deposit of wulfenite is now
opened in northern Sonora by an Ameri-
can group headed by Howard H. Fields
of Hermosillo. Ten to 15 tons ore said to
be high in molybdenum and lead content
has been shipped daily since early Sep-
tember.

• • •
Salt Lake City, Utah . . .

Policy to permit gold mining firms to
obtain materials and equipment and to re-
habilitate properties for immediate post-
war operation has been announced by war
production board. This does not authorize
reopening of mines but only preparation
for reopening.

• •
Santa Fe, New Mexico . . .

State oil conservation commission in
September approved measures for bonus
as incentive for wildcat discoveries. State
Geologist John M. Kelly declared the
bonuses shall be produced within two
years after discoveries. The bonus will
apply to discovery of a new pool, a new
producing horizon within an existing
field, or a two-mile or more extension of
an existing pool.

• • •
Salt Lake City, Utah . . .

With production record dating back 50
years, Horn Silver mine near Frisco, Utah,
has been rejuvenated by Metal Producers
of Los Angeles, headed by Geo. W. Clem-
son. Production is at a rate of 200 to 300
tons per day, ore being shipped to smelter
in Salt Lake valley. Recent developments
in selective flotation have made complex
sulphide ores here commercially valuable.

• • •
Santa Fe, New Mexico . . .

State Geologist John Kelly has been
named member of five-man committee of
National Conference of Petroleum Regu-
latory Authorities to study Anglo-Ameri-
can oil agreement.

Elko, Nevada . . .
Rich copper ore has been discovered in

Queen of the Hills mine in Contact region
by Taylor-Yadon lease. Chas. E. Taylor, a
leaser, reports vein is more than six feet
wide, samples up to 32 per cent copper, six
ounces silver and $4.50 gold per ton, were
found in virgin ground short distance
from old shaft.

• • •
San Francisco, California . . .

Federal grand jury in September re-
turned criminal anti-trust indictment
charging that British-owned Borax Con-
solidated and German-owned American
Potash and Chemical Corp., acting as car-
tel, exercised world-wide monopoly on
mining, production and distribution of
war-valuable borax. Wendell Berge, feder-
al assistant attorney general and director of
anti-trust division, stated that cartel elim-
inated American competition by buying
small independent refineries and dynamit-
ing their mines, or by slashing prices, or
by instituting expensive litigation to in-
duce bankruptcy. Cartel did not refuse to
sell to Allied governments but discrimin-
ating prices were fixed at whatever traffic
could bear, it was declared. Officials of
Corp. at Trona office denied charges of
illegal activities. Their operations first be-
gan in 1929 in Kern and San Bernardino
counties which hold 95 per cent of known
world supply of borax.

Mina aid A I'
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LETTERS
Squabbles Hereby Ruled Out . . .

Santa Maria, California
Dear Editor:

Please let's not let the letter page de-
generate into such a squabble as the Oc-
tober number has. We love Desert Maga-
zine for the peace and quiet it brings to
our souls, particularly in these troublesome
times. Those pro and con arguments, those
bitter explosions, only serve to stir up our
own feelings and do no good to Desert.
Let those who like the magazine continue
as subscribers. Those who do not can go
elsewhere. Marshal South needs no one to
defend his life and he does not care to hear
critics, I feel sure. But let's not take a
precious page of Desert for an outlet for
personal criticism. We enjoy Desert Maga-
zine for what it stood for at its inception
and hope it will maintain that high stan-
dard.

ERNEST F. EDWARDS
• •	 •

DM Not Safe in Barracks . . .
New London, Connecticut

Dear Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to

compliment you on your magazine. It
ranks top on my list of reading material.
And it seems to make a hit with the rest
of the men in the barracks. If I leave it ly-
ing on my bunk for five minutes it has
disappeared when I return. About two
weeks later it will turn up, thumbed like
the pages -of a Saint's bible. In a subtle sort
of way it's quite a compliment.

H. E. SEXTY
• • •

Flowers for Mary Beal . . .
Miami, Florida

Dear DM:
My August copy is replete with fine

commendations from your readers. Per-
haps they become monotonous to the
editor, but please let me put in my mite
for Mary Beal, While I am an amateur
geologist-mineralogist, I have a great fond-
ness for our flowers and she presents their
stories in a charming way. I would not
change DM except to have more and
MORE of Laudermilk, Hilton and Beal.

L. M. WRIGHT
• • •

Western Life for Easterners . . .
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Dear Sirs:
Have never enjoyed any magazine as

much as DM. It makes life more bearable
to those of us who want to be back there
in the West. Mr. Henderson's articles are
read with great interest—he is a friend to
all mankind. The Souths' life story por-
trays the way the average person would
like to live—maybe not the average, but
those of us who love nature.

ALYCE UPTON

•
No More Desert Rats? . . .

El Cajon, California
Dear Editor:

The expression "desert rat" which is in
common use, is more or less obnoxious to
many desert lovers, including yours truly.
Let's line up a list of alternates suggested
by DM readers and vote on them to deter-
mine the most popular cognomen. As a
starter I submit the following:

Deserteer. Precedents — mountaineer,
musketeer, etc.

Desertonian. Precedents — Oregonian,
Californian, etc.

Desertan. Precedents — Texan, San
Franciscan, Yuman, etc.

MARVIN E. SINGLETON
• • •

Wants Columbia Desert Included .. .
Yakima, Washington

Gentlemen:
I have often wondered why we have not

read in your magazine of the Great North-
west desert. I have seen but one article con-
cerning it. After the war I hope that you
will find it possible to include material
about our section of the country of which
we are justly proud. Our Indian arrow-
heads are in a class by themselves, and our
agates, geodes and petrified woods are
considered to be among the best.

JOE L. DOBIE
• • •

"Simple Life" Not So Ideal . . .
Banning, California

My Dear Miss Harris:
Occupying the place of honor in your

August letter section was a letter I rather
liked. It expressed so much that I think
many of your readers think but do not have
the courage to put on paper. I seldom more
than glance over South's articles but I
know that they satisfy a craving that some
of your readers have.

I have met, and even smiled a bit with
a great many who believed "life on a farm
—in the wide open spaces—mid moun-
tain solitude—or in our deep dark forest
glades" was an "ideal existence" but when
they tested such a life they soon returned
to an environment for which they were
more fitted. In Mary Austin's book "Lost
Borders" the trouble of those not fitted
for desert life is very well described.

I hope that Mrs. Bauer's letter induces
you to edit and your writers to use a bit
more care in how they write of the desert
and to positively cease any "chest-thump-
ing" or derogatory reference to those who
are "chained to a desk" or are forced by
circumstances to remain away from "the
simple life."

JIM PIERCE

Water for Desert Travelers . . .
France

Dear Lucile:
Since those First Days, DM hasn't lost

its savor, its pungent odor of sage flats.
That is why this pr-war dweller of 1000
Palms Oasis "whoops" at mail call when
Desert Magazine is received "Somewhere
in France." Not me alone, for my entire en-
gineer regiment maneuvered in the Mo-
jave, summer of '43, a third of them being
converted to a mongrel combination of
Rockhourids, Desert Rats and a few—very
few, praise Allah—poets.

We commonly agree that the prize ar-
ticle was Intimations of an Unseen World,
in the July issue.

You had an item titled "They'll Drink
Salton Sea Water." If Salton Sea can be
made drinkable, any flow of desert water

ments of Cleaver-Brooks prove successful,
could be made potable. If these experi-

why couldn't potable units be manufac-
tured for all of us campers so that we
wouldn't have to carry tins of drinking
water? I'll be customer No. 1!

PAUL P. WILHELM
• • •

Postwar Rockhound Plans . . .
Hopkins, Minnesota

Dear Editors:
I almost addressed you "Dear Folks" be-

cause I read your magazine so thoroughly
that I feel as if I knew you all. A group of
us who belong to the Geological Society
of Minnesota and to the Mineral and Gem
club read your magazine and love it.

We in Minnesota and the widwestern
states expect to have our own magazine
after the war, but for the present we read
and enjoy yours and will use it as a model
in the not too distant future. This part of
the country is quite interesting geological-
ly. We are a part of the Laurentian Shield
and have some of the oldest known ex-
posed rock in the world, namely the Ely
Greenstone. We also are overrun with
fossils, especially in Iowa, Illinois and
Indiana. And of course there are the fam-
ous Lake Superior agates. And everyone
knows of our great open pit iron mines.
We have copper too, and much building
stone. A little gold has been found and
even a few not too small diamonds. So you
see, we have enough to keep innumerable
rock-hounds busy.

Many of us have cutting and polishing
outfits. We are having difficulty getting
tin oxide or substitutes. But we use our
spare time between bond drives and red
cross campaigns for book and laboratory
study of our own rocks and plants, against
the great X-day when we can wander
again. I have acquired maps of most of the
48 states and most of Canada and have
mapped many trips for the future. I am
reading up on the Southwest so that when
and if I get there, I will know what to look
for.

MRS. E. J. PROCHASKA
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How to Change the Jeep . . .
Cronese, California

Dear Desert Mag.:
About "Jeeps unadulterated." As they

are now built for the army they hardly are
good enough for real desert going. We
want the front wheel drive and com-
pound gear but we don't want the narrow
track because we often want to break the
road for other cars to follow. We want
the standard track jeep only. And we want
as high wheels on them as possible, 20x21
at least, and 6-inch or large 4 or 6-ply
tires—not the heavy, almost solid tires the
army uses.

I have seen jeeps in action out here in
the Mojave and as they are now they are
not as good as my old Model A on roads
where there are high centers and really
deep soft sand. But they would be far bet-
ter anywhere if they were given the same
clearance and tires which could be soft-
ened by deflation. If the front wheel drive
and the compound gear are removed,
though, I don't want any. Wouldn't trade
my old Model A for a carload of them,
that way.

ELMO PROCTOR
• • •

Wants Desert Geology . . .
FPO, San Francisco, California

Gentlemen:
Please send me a year's subscription to

your fine magazine. The articles you pub-
lish on where to go and what to find are my
favorites. It will be good to have a back-
log of them when I return. I would like to
see you publish a few articles on the basic
and detailed geologic structure of some
well known and little known sections of
the desert. Something we service men can
think about and correlate with standard
geologic texts until we can return to "our"
desert.

HALEY F. HOUGHTON
• • •

Weekend Life-Saver . . .
Los Angeles, California

Dear DM:
Enclosed is check for subscription to

your life-saving magazine. Why don't you
publish one every week, instead of month-
ly? You see, after 30 days of office work,
followed by 30 evenings of war news and
war work, we arrive at the jumping-off-
place, but nothing to jump with—no gas
or other means of escape. Were we
equipped with a copy of D.M. we could
get away from it all every weekend. With-
out gas or transportation of any kind we
could wander out across the desert with a
companionable little burro trudging by
our side, carrying the coffee, flapjack
flour, bacon, camera, blankets, jug of
water, and a copy of D.M., pitch camp un-
der the stars . . .

But if you can't arrange to make it a
weekly treat, we will be grateful for the
vacation it gives us every month.

EDNA TAFT

Five-Point Proof . . .
Downey, California

Dear Sirs:
To us the South family and their natur-

ist way of living have proved the follow-
ing: I. The prize possession in this world
is freedom of thought and action. 2.
Health of body and mind intensify with
such an existence. 3. The greatest pleasure
of living is deliberately taking time to live
each day. 4. Competitive struggle in so-
called civilization cannot bring happiness.
5. Those who get their understanding
from the clean desert winds have no time
for the envy of others, but are concerned
with the truth as it comes to them from
the original source.

DR. FRANK L. ROBERTSON
• • •

Substitute for Desert Travel . . .
San Francisco, California

Dear Editor:
For many months I have wanted to say

something to the reader (Nov. '43) who
criticized you for not printing more facts.
Of all magazines I like DESERT best.
Your subscription list would double im-
mediately if people knew what they were
missing.

The war has prevented my going to the
desert this year, but Marshal South's de-
scription of spring coming to Ghost
Mountain (May issue) is a good substi-
tute. It is one of the most beautiful things
I have read in a long time. I shall not ar-
gue with Marshal about his idiosyncracies
of living as long as he writes such beautiful
things. I quit him at first because of his
philosophy, but now that he has dropped
that, I am all for him.

Unlike other magazines coming to the
house, which often pile up unread for six
months at a time or of which only certain
features claim attention, DM is read by
our whole family the day it comes. DM
not only equals some of the others in their
own specialized fields but covers the whole
Southwest.

Now DM serves in lieu of a desert trip.
The reader will find in it both history and
romance. He will learn about plants and
animals by high-class writers who are
making DM a new type of textbook easy
to understand. His spirit of adventure will
be whetted by tales of lost mines and the
colorful characters of pioneer days. He
will learn where to go for colored stones
to ornament his garden or to find gem
stones for his collection. So many books
have been written about Indians it would
seem that nothing new remained to be
said. Yet almost every issue of DM has
something about Indians that never be-
fore has been printed.

And I know of no other magazine to
equal its covers. Every one is worth fram-
ing.	

C. C. WRIGHT

Service Men Want DM Unchanged ..
Boca Raton Field, Florida

Dear Lucile:
Don't let those who want to change

Desert into a scientific periodical or an art-
poetry magazine influence you too much.
One of the things those of us in the service
want to find unchanged when we come
back is Desert Magazine. Trouble is, the
magazine is too good—your audience is ex-
panding. At first just the desert people
read it. Now others, with perhaps a casual
interest in some feature of the desert, are
subscribing and immediately want to make
it over. For years DM has been just right,
and it still is. Just look back over the issues
of the first years and remember that type
of publication brought Desert to its present
unique position.

As for the poetry page, it often has
been—shall we say a little unsophisticated.
But then most of us desert people are a
little unsophisticated—and thank God for
that.

HAROLD WEIGHT
• • •

Laudermilk and Henderson Tops .
Riverside, California

Gentlemen:
The articles by Jerry Laudermilk alone

are worth the price of Desert Magazine.
And Randall Henderson's Sahara Diary is
always tops. I have every issue from No. 1
on, and prize every volume.

EDMUND JAEGER
• • •

"All the Things We Miss" . . .
West Los Angeles, California

Dear Sirs:
Having lived in southern Arizona for

years your magazine brings us all the
things we miss. Also it brings us ideas for
the future trips that are ever being
planned in our minds. Our hope is that
some day we may take that trip to Rain-
bow Bridge that you describe in May,
1940, issue.

MR. and MRS. W. E. LUNDBERG
• •	 •

Desert Will Go to Ohio . . .
Upland, California

Gentlemen:
Because I was a resident all my life of

Ohio, the beauty and splendor of all Cali-
fornia and especially the desert over-
whelms me. Both my husband and I are
now confirmed desert rats and rockhounds.
We "eat your magazine up" from cover to
cover and all the back numbers we can
find because we are eager to know more of
the wonders we have missed all these years.
It is too bad more middle westerners are
not made familiar with your magazine so
they too could see a bit of the magic of
California. I intend to send all my relatives
and friends back there subscriptions to
your magazine so they too can know the
beauty of the desert.

MRS. A. RICHARD GOODELL
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irmg pottery in Yaquitepec kiln. With a long pole he is carefully thrusting fresh fuel into the fire hole.
Drawing by Marshal South

Rider

Peiett )24a9a
By MARSHAL SOUTH

1. 0 THE southeast, where the dim reaches of &sea hori-
zon veil the Rio Colorado, white, puffy clouds of vapor
are forming in the morning sky. Again the Thunderbird

is at his task of herding the storm heads together. Will he be
successful this time or will the unwilling rain spirits again elude
him and scatter into nothingness—as they have done so often
these past months? Quién sabe! But we cling always to hope,
so long as a single cloud lingers on the skyline. The dry spell
has been a long one.

"Nuh!—no rain," says my cheerfully pessimistic desert friend
in whose veins runs the blood of those who possessed this wil-
derness of sun and thorn before the white man came. "Nuh. No
rain. Old Man angry with us." He flashes white teeth and grinsas he gestures towards the sky. A mellowed old timer of the
desert, neither heat nor cold nor rain nor the lack of it ever up-
set his good humor. But I catch in his remark a significant re-flection of something which I have heard often before. Some-
thing which was put into crisp Spanish by a vigorous old Mexi-

NOVEMBER, 1944

On Ghost Mountain, the Souths have abandoned
the primitive Indian method of firing pottery, by
which they merely had set fire to brush piled over
their clay vessels. It not only consumed too many
dry yucca trunks and mescal butts; it required too
much time to gather it armful by armful, sometimes
from considerable distances. Now they have con-
structed a simple kiln which is a real fuel-saver ...
When the rain comes—if it ever does--and work on
the cisterns is finished, Marshal will write a booklet
on the simple facts of pottery making—but it won't
be a booklet for those who prefer to turn the kiln
switch, bringing bolt number 897 down the as-
sembly line on job number 25704!

can lady—the last of an early California family. "In the old days,
senor, things were better. There was more rain. We had many
more springs. But the good Dios became angry because of the
cruelties that were done the Indians. He began to take away
the waters."

The sun mounts in the sky. And the shadow of the great rock,beneath the overhang of which I have set up my tiny typewriter
table, is shrinking swiftly. Soon I will have to move. But not justyet. It is still cool here, hunched close to the lift of the ancient,weathered granite.

Beyond the rim of sheltering cool the sun beats upon a daz-
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zling world of jagged butte and shimmering wash and the grey
endless leagues of immensity. Underfoot, where little wander-
ing wind wisps from the desert come also to seek the shadow,
the quartz gravel is crisp and white. In deep clefts and hollows
that the winds of ages have carved in the stone, cling tiny shy
desert plants and diminutive ferns. Stiff, grey-green agaves rim
the approaches with their bayonet spines. Nearby, under the
shade of a gnarled jojoba bush, a bright-eyed lizard basks. And
over all, the dome of the sky, like an inverted turquoise bowl,
shuts down upon the silence. "The shadow of a great rock in a
weary land."

Well, again the Thunderbird has had no luck with his round-
up. The scatter of little puffy thunderheads have broken away
from him and bolted, like a bunch of wild desert cattle, into the
immensity of space. The only cloud visible in the whole circle of
my desert world is the little film of smoke which hangs above
the crude kiln among the boulders and junipers where Rider is
firing our latest batch of pottery.

From where I sit I just can see his lithe sun-tanned figure as
he moves about, now stooping to break up with his axe the dry
mescal butts ; now carefully thrusting with a long pole fresh
fuel into the fire hole. It is a job in which carefulness and judg-
ment must combine. For the right heat must be attained, and at
the same time the fuel not be wasted. Fuel, unless one commits
the unpardonable crime of destroying scenery, is none too plen-
tiful in the desert. Especially on Ghost Mountain, where the de-
mands of household cooking and winter warmth have always
to be met.

So it was really the fuel—or rather, the need to conserve it—
which led us to do our pottery baking in a kiln. Formerly we had
used the Indian method of these regions, which is simplicity
itself: Merely the piling of brush over the assembled pieces and
setting fire to it—keeping the bonfire going briskly until the
pots are baked.

But this system devours fuel. I always flinch, mentally, when
I recall how many dry yucca trunks and good mescal butts are
needed to fire a sizable batch of pots. So finally, we resorted to
a kiln. The present one—for we have built several, increasingly
larger, as our needs and ambitions expand—is a hastily con-
structed, crude affair. But it does the work. And the saving in
wood is startling.

Pottery, one of the most ancient of arts, has like weaving
always been closely bound up with man's existence. And its
broken sherds, scattered everywhere about the earth, provide
a fascinating record of his history, extending far back along age-
dim trails from which no other record has survived. Pottery has
this strange quality. Though one of the most fragile of creations
it is, in fragmentary form, one of the most enduring. The shaft
of the spear will rot and the blade of the sword will corrode and
vanish into the earth along with the bones of its maker. But bits
of painted and burned clay, shaped by the loving fingers of the
potter, will endure to tell their story throughout all the changes
and convulsions of thousands of years. Whether it be from a
pit dug in the ruins of the forgotten Hurrian city of Nuzi, or
whether it be a roadside cutting in Smyrna, or the grave of a
Cliff Dweller, or from a deep shaft through the strata in the Val-
ley of Mexico, fragments of an ancient art constantly are coming
to light to attest man's presence and his residence upon earth for
greater spans than are covered by any written or conjectured his-
tory.

Pots! How vast has been the number of them. How deep
about, the earth is the litter of their shattered shapes and the
dust of the buried cities in which they were fashioned?

And the broken sherds tell another story too, as well as that
of their mere making. For they tell not only the tale of the rise
and fall of races and civilizations, they tell also of the flowering
and decline of the best fundamental qualities in the character
of their makers. If you want to see the unfolding of art and the
genuine yearning in men's souls toward the higher things of
life you must go back to the primitive handmade pots, fashioned

from the plastic clay with no tools save the skilful fingers of
the maker.

Into these pots, after they had passed the first crude era of
stark necessity, went the souls of the makers. Into them went a
deep, sincere craving for grace and for the beautiful. Crude, if
you will, but fashioned with fingers that delighted in their work,
and decorated in designs that were generally, as in the case of the
ancient Cliff Dwellers, reverent prayers in symbol form, the
ancient handmade pot and jar stand supreme as things of soul
and grace. Later came the potter's wheel—the dawning of the
mechanical method of production. And soul and grace and
meaning slowly pass from the clay shapes. Like their owners
and their buyers—for soon, in his march of progress, man be-
came too busy and too proud to make his own pots. The jugs
and the vases and the bowls become elegant and haughty and
ornate and mechanically perfect—and soulless.

But there seems no way of checking the weary cycle. For
even today the simple child of nature, unaware of the true worth
that he has created in his handiwork, and following, as do his
civilized brothers, that deadly will-o-the-wisp "some easier
way," soon abandons his beautiful clay jars and ollas for the
white man's empty coal oil can.

Which is of course hopeless. You can't do much with a coal
oil can as regards art and grace and soul. You can't, with de-
cency, inscribe reverent prayers on it. And even if you decorate
it with verses and ditties from Omar Khayyam and play sweet
songs to it upon a flute you can't do much. It takes more than
verses and the piping of an altruistic ditty to disguise the ul-
terior motives in a coal oil can—even if you pipe it in Persian.

Nevertheless there should be, by those who care, a return to
the simple worth of honest handicraft wares. There should be
more home weavers and more home potters. Especially potters.
And most especially desert potters. For somehow the arid South-
west, with its mysterious history of the past; with its sand-
drifted abandoned cities and its wealth of relics from the fingers
of long dead potters whose skill and grace of form never have
been excelled, seems peculiarly the region for those whose
craving for self-expressive things leads them back to the fashion-
ing of moist clay.

Primitive pottery is not difficult. Its scope for individual ex-
ploration and adventure is vast. But its fundamental steps are
not hard to master. Unfortunately technical books can't tell you
much about it. Their writers have forgotten the simple things
and have passed on to those rarified realms of higher learning
where you purchase the clay and use prepared glaze and turn the
kiln switch—and bolt number 897 comes merrily down the as-
sembly line on -perfect job" number 25704.

But there is another way—the way of the Indian who sat long
ago in the shade of his cliff house and put his dream of beauty
and his reverence for his Creator into the thing he built with his
fingers from the plastic earth. We of Yaquitepec haven't
learned yet, by a long way, all there is to know of that ancient
Indian's art. But we have discovered a little. Enough to begin
with. And it always has been our dream someday to assemble
those few crude facts together into a little booklet for the bene-
fit of those who, like ourselves, long to create things with their
own hands. Maybe when the rain comes, and the cisterns are
finished we will get around to writing it. Again, Quién sabe.

PURPOSE
The stars shine brightest in the sky
Upon the darkest nights,
And poverty can wing on high
The soul to noble flights.
Dread not misfortune. Life is still
Exactly as you make it.
You have a purpose to fulfill.
Then rouse, and undertake it.

—Tanya South
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For Nice Things . . •
• INFANTS AND

CHILDREN'S WEAR

• LADIES' READY.TO.WEAR
• MEN'S FURNISHINGS

• FINE LINENS

CUSTER'S
206 W. TENTH STREET	 PHONE 246

LANCASTER. CALIFORNIA
THE HEART OF ANTELOPE VALLEY

'IRILLA CUSTER	 GALEN CUSTER

INSCRIPTION HOUSE
THE PAINTED DESERT POST

Tonalea, Arizona

NAVAJO BLANKETS
All wool ... handmade ... in 3 or more
colors. Will wear for years on your floor.

30x30 in. size 	 $4.95 Postpaid
30x56 in. size 	 $9.50 Postpaid

Supply Limited .. . Order Now!

.2),e4e4 Locife
RANCHO BORREGO

An informal Ameri-
can Plan guest ranch
with the open-heart-
ed hospitality of *sr-
ly California days.

OPENING
FOR THE SIXTH

SEASON

A REAL
DESERT RESORT

Accommodations Are
Limited

(Mail 3 times a wk.)

For Reservations and Information Write to

Noel and Ruth Crickmer, Managing Owners

DESERT LODGE—RANCHO BORREGO
Borrego, California

ERE M
ARIZONA

Snake Clan Doomed . . .
HOTEVILLA—Difficulty in selecting

successor to snake priest who died two
years ago indicates that Snake clan of this
Hopi village in northern Arizona may die
out. Of the three men who would have
been eligible two were ruled out because
they had lived with white people. When
the remaining candidate became ill he con-
sidered it a sign that he should not serve
in the important position. Only five of the
12 Hopi villages still hold the prayer-for-
rain ceremonial.

University Plans Construction . . .
TUCSON—Plans for six new buildings

and additional plant services for postwar
construction at estimated cost of $1,168,-
400 are being drawn at University of Ari-
zona. Proposed construction would be sup-
ported by federal public works funds fol-
lowing war, according to Dr. Alfred At-
kinson, president, and would include
aeronautical engineering building, two
women's dorms, men's dorm, fine arts
building and dairy building.

Fish Planted for Indians . .
WINDOW ROCK—Navajo reserva-

tion streams and reservoirs are being
stocked with rainbow trout and bluegill
fingerlings, promising Indians new source
of food. Project is joint enterprise of Na-
vajo agency and Interior department's con-
servation program which has built many
reservoirs for irrigation purposes and
stocked many streams in past few months.

Advises Wounded Son . . .
FLAGSTAFF—Judge Many Children,

Navajo, never wrote a letter in his life, but
when his son was reported wounded in
France he decided it was time for a letter
—a long one. Hubert Richardson, trader,
wrote the long message as Judge dictated,
ending with advice that if wounded in the
leg the son should come home ; if not
wounded in the leg son should get up
quick and shoot more Japs. The mere fact
that son was in France where no Japs are
made no difference—son was to shoot
more of them and quick!

Special Deer Hunt . . .
KINGMAN — Arrangements have

been made for special deer hunt in Bill
Williams Wildlife Management area,
state game warden Fred Merkle has an-
nounced. Eight hundred hunters, names
to be drawn from all those applying, will
be issued permits to hunt in area for one
deer of either sex regardless of age, for six
days, November 18 through 23.

. ail ilte
Navajo Schools Closed . . .

WINDOW ROCK — Shortage of
teachers kept nine Navajo community
schools closed this fall, and many schools
opening were understaffed. In pre-war
times recruiting was done through civil
service but now is done locally, making it
extremely difficult to fill positions once
taken by teachers from whole nation. Be-
sides teachers, cooks, matrons, Navajo
housekeepers and general assistants are
needed.

• • •

A. S. Henderson of Patagonia died in
September, aged 85. He had served on first
board of Santa Cruz county supervisors
and in '80s had joined in drive against
Geronimo.

• • •

CALIFORNIA

Sued for Fire . . .

INDIO—Universal Pictures, Inc., of
Hollywood, was defendant in an 518,000
trespass and damage action filed by Carl
Barkow, Banning newspaper publisher,
and others. Action asserted that in Novem-
ber, 1943, company trespassed upon Wil-
lis Palms property, set fire to trees and
greatly damaged them while filming bat-
tle and fire scenes. Group of 300 native
Washingtonia palms, located about 12
miles east of Palm Springs, was nationally
famous landmark.

Dangerous Erosion Threatens . . .

WESTMORLAND—Erosion to extent
of 2 1/2 miles a year at mouth of Colorado
river as it enters Gulf of California is caus-
ing concern in many quarters. Cutting
back, caused primarily by 30 to 50 foot
tides, threatens to fill Salton sea to
point below Mexican border and eventu-
ally inundate Imperial Valley. It has been
suggested this erosion may prove a boon
if Mexico and United States cooperated to
establish slightly above sea level port
about 10 miles south of Mexicali.

Postwar Highways Proposed.  . .

BANNING—Proposed road construc-
tion plans for postwar period include 6-
lane Freeway from Palm Springs to Los
Angeles through San Gorgonio pass, Ban-
ning and Beaumont, tying in with Freeway
laterals from San Bernardino and River-
side at Colton. Freeways to beaches
through Santa Ana canyon, providing
quick access to all points and eliminating
left-hand turns and cross roads, also are
planned, James Guthrie, member of state
highway commission revealed recently.

Date Crop Good . . .
INDIO—Although three weeks behind

schedule, total 1944 Coachella valley date
crop is estimated at 17,000,000 pounds of
packed dates, 3,000,000 in by-products
and 5,000,000 in culls and shrinkage.
New packing and grading houses began
operations in valley for first time, facili-
tating handling and shipping of crop.

FAIRY FLAMES PINE CONES
Chemically treated, ex-

tremely long-burning pine
cones that create fascinat-
ing fairyland flames of or-
chid, cobalt blue, apple
green and turquoise and
lend magic enchantment to

your fireside. Ideal for gifts. 18 to 20 Cones in
box, So. Calif. $1.10—Central and No. Calif., Ari-
zona and Nevada $1.15—all other Western States
01.25—Elsewhere $1.35. All prices postpaid.
FAIRY FLAMES, 1104 S. Monterey St, Alham-
bra, California.

n••••,,,
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Contraband Drug Seized . . .
CALEXICO—Five men and two wom-

en were arrested and relieved of more than
$30,000 worth of prepared opium as they
attempted to board train in Puerto Pefias-
co, bound for Mexicali. Gen. Juan Felipe
Rico, governor of northern Baja Califor-
nia, stated that women gave complete con-
fessions of well-organized dope- ring in-
volving well-known persons in Mexicali,
Tijuana, Los Angeles and San Francisco.

MISCELLANEOUS

Gem Village — THE ROCKHOUND COL-
ONY—Now has 23 members. As soon as
conditions will permit most will build here.
We think this the finest location in the U. S.
Lots 100x300 ft. $150. If interested write.
We have a load of as fine thunder eggs as
you ever saw, amethyst, quartz, iron pyrites,
all Colorado materials. Also materials from
all over the world for cutter and collector.
Please don't send any lapidary work until we
get caught up, or get help. Can still do your
silver work. The Colorado Gem Co., Bay-
field, Colo.

Indian Relics: 20 genuine Indian arrowheads
$1.00, Catalog. Geo. Holder, Glenwood, Ark.

Large stock of petrified palm. Twenty tons of
rock specimens. Navajo rugs, reservation
hand hammered silver and baskets from many
tribes. Many other handmade artifacts.
Daniels Indian Trading Post, 401 West Foot-
hill Blvd., Fontana, Calif.

ROCK COLLECTORS—Small (about 1x1)
labeled agate specimens, one polished sur-
face, 35c each. Two specimens and four rough
specimens, $1.00 postpaid. Escalante Agate
Co., Box 941, Grand Junction, Colo.

FOR SALE—Indian relics, 23 assortments from
which to choose, $1.00 per assortment or $20
for all 23. All perfect specimens. Choose from
these: 10 beautiful prehistoric Indian arrow-
heads; 10 tiny bird arrowheads; 10 arrow-
heads from 10 different states; 2 stone toma-
hawks; 4 spearheads; 5 stone net sinkers; 10
fish scalers; 2 hoes; 4 agate bird arrows;
5 flint drills; 7 flint awls; 10 beautiful round
head stunning arrowheads; 4 fine sawedged
arrowheads; 4 fine flying bird arrowheads;
4 fine drill pointed arrowheads; 4 fine queer
shaped arrowheads; 4 rare double notched
above a barbed base arrowheads; 5 double
notched above a stemmed base arrowheads;
12 small knife blades of flint; 1 rare shaped
ceremonial flint; 3 flint chisels; 7 crystals
from graves; 10 arrowheads of 10 different
materials including petrified wood. Locations
given. 100 arrowheads $3.00. 100 very fine
mixed arrowheads all perfect showy colors in-
cluding many rare shapes such as drill point-
ed, double notched, saw edged, queer shapes,
etc., location and name given, $25.00. List
free. Lears, Glenwood, Ark.

WANTED, to buy desert cabin with water on
land, preferably between Twentynine Palms
and Indio, but Arizona considered. Must be
modestly priced and beautifully located.
Write 5847 Nottingham Drive, Oakland,
California.

Lands Devastated by Fire . . .

INDIO—Valuable watershed and graz-
ing lands were destroyed in August in
five-day fire believed to have started at
Anza. Forty thousand acres lost are but
part of land burned throughout Southern
California this summer, but no loss of hu-
man life or dwellings has been reported.
Entire county fire-fighting equipment,
military personnel, and trained fire fight-
ers battled the Anza blaze.

BENITOITE GEMS—After years of searching,
engineer has located many "rough" float
boulders up to ten tons of Benitoite matrix.
Area is open ground, located in a "Y" double
boxed canyon in San Benito County. Respon-
sible people have offered to finance any new
strike. For substantial "grubstake" I offer a
50-50 deal. Box K, Desert Magazine.

ROCKHOUNDS ATTENTION: For Sale, best
collection fossil wood on Highway 66. "The
Old Frontier," Historical Museum and Trad-
ing Post. One mile west Joseph City, Arizona.
Three Indian Hogans, Ancient handhewed
log building, two acres, six hundred feet
frontage, Navajo Indian weavers, basket-
makers and silversmith returning after war.
Finest Rockhound location in West. More
wood than you can cut, polish and sell in
lifetime. Whole works CHEAP. Write 2104
B Street, Bakersfield, California, for particu-
lars.

Let us do your shopping. Our knowledge of
merchandise is at your service. We will buy
any article for you from "a button to a steam
shovel" for a nominal service charge. Coast
Cities Shopping and Buying Service, 623
Storey Bldg., Los Angeles 14, Calif., or 403
Maritime Bldg., Seattle 4, Wash.

For Sale: Collector's item 50c. Beautiful sou-
venir booklet, "Life and Death of Sitting
Bull," in twenty-four photos. T. W. Jerry
Hines, 775 Myrtle St., Seattle 8, Wash.

For Sale—Five mineral claims containing veins
of good turquoise, gold and silver and ob-
sidian. Three room furnished cabin. Plenty
of water. Terms if desired. T. J. Niceley,
P. O. Box 927, Tonopah, Nevada.

LIVESTOCK
KARAKULS producers of Persian Lamb fur

are easy to raise and adapted to the desert
which is their native home. For further in-
formation write Addis Kelley, 4637 E. 52
Place, Maywood, California.

We sell Nationally Recognized Fur Producing
Karakuls. Have permanent market for wool
and furs. Attractive investment for rancher
or city investor. James Yoakam, National
Distributor, 1128 No. Hill Ave., Pasadena,
California.

REAL ESTATE

For Imperial Valley Farms—

W. E. HANCOCK
"The Farm Land Man"

Since 1914
EL CENTRO — — — — CALIFORNIA

Excellent Flaxseed Yield . . .

EL CENTRO—Possible world's record
flax yield for acreage was attained in Im-
perial Valley this year, according to bulle-
tin issued by Manager Argyle McLachlan.
Average is 231/2 bushels per acre, on basis
of shipments to mills from 27,580 Flax-
seed Association acres. This is an advance
from last year's unusually low yield of
171/2 bushels per acre.

• • •
United Date Growers association com-

pleted its most successful season by dis-
tributing to its members $250,041.01 in
final pool payment on 1943-44 California
date crop.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MAN-
AGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED
BY THE ACTS OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24,
1912, AND MARCH 3, 1933
Of The Desert Magazine published monthly at
El Centro, California, for October, 1944.

/
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

SS.

COUNTY OF IMPERIAL

Before nie, a Notary Public in and for the State
and county aforesaid, personally appeared Lucile
Harris, who, having been duly sworn according
to law, deposes and says that she is the associate
editor of the Desert Magazine and that the fol-
lowing is, to the best of her knowledge and be-
lief, a true statement of the ownership, manage-
ment (and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc.,
of the aforesaid publication for the date shown
in the above caption, required by the Act of Au-
gust 24, 1912, as amended by the Act of March
3, 1933, embodied in section 537, Postal Laws
and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this
form, to-wit:

I. That the names and addresses of the pub-
lisher, editor, and business managers are:

Publisher, Desert Publishing Co., El Centro,
California.

Editor, Randall Henderson, El Centro, Cali-
fornia.

Business Manager, Bess Stacy, El Centro, Cali-
fornia.

2. That the owner is: (If owned by a corpor-
ation, its name and address must be stated and
also immediately thereunder the names and ad-
dresses of stockholders owning or holding one
per cent or more of total amount of stock. If not
owned by a corporation, the names and addresses
of the individual owners must be given. If owned
by a firm, company, or other unincorporated con-
cern, its name and address, as well as those of
each individual member, must be given.)

Bess Stacy, El Centro, California; Edna B.
Clements, Long Beach, California; Lucile Harris.
El Centro, California; Randall Henderson, El
Centro, California.

8. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding 1
per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mort-
gages, or other securities are: (If there are none ,
so state.)

None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giv-

ing the names of the owners, stockholders, and
security holders, if any, contain not only the
list of stockholders and security holders as they
appear upon the books of the company but also,
in cases where the stockholder or security holder
appears upon the books of the company as trus-
tee or in any other fiduciary relation, the name
of the person or corporation for whom such trus-
tee is acting, is given; also that the said two
paragraphs contain statements embracing affi-
ant's full knowledge and belief as to the circum-
stances and conditions under which stockholders
and security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold stock
and securities in a capacity other than that of a
bona fide owner; and this affiant has no reason
to believe that any other person, association, or
corporation has any interest direct or indirect
in the said stock, bonds, or other securities than
as so stated by him.

5. That the average number of copies of each
issue of this publication sold or distributed,
through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscrib-
ers during the twelve months preceding the date
shown above is 	  (This information is re-
quired from daily publications only.)

(SEAL)	 LTJCILE HARRIS
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 18th

day of September, 1944.
M. W. WASHBURN

(My commission expires May 14, 1948.)

The Desert Trading Post
Classified advertising in this section costs five cents a word, $1.00 minimum per issue—

Actually about 11/2 cents per thousand readers.
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A WESTERN THRILL

"Courage," a remarkable oil painting
20x60 feet, the Covered Wagon Train cross-
ing the desert in '68. Over a year in painting.
On display (free) at Knott's Berry Place
where the Boysenberry was introduced to
the world and famous for fried chicken din.
ners with luscious Boysenberry pie.

You'll want (1) A 4-color picture of this
huge painting suitable for framing. (2) A
36-page handsomely illustrated souvenir,
pictures and original drawings, of Ghost
Town Village and story of this roadside
stand which grew to a $600,000 annual busi-
ness. (3) One years' subscription (6 num-
bers) to our illustrated bi-monthly magazine
of the West. True tales of the days of gold,
achievements of westerners today and cour-
ageous thoughts for days to come. Mention
this paper and enclose one dollar for all three
and get authentic western facts. Postpaid.

GHOST TOWN NEWS,
BUENA PARK, CALIF.

DESERT NTT ...
When you are exploring desert

trails or discovering forgotten Indian
ruins or witnessing some thrilling
episode of Southwest history through
pages of Desert — don't you often
think of some friend who would enjoy
those stories with you?

A gift of Desert is the perfect
choice for that friend who's a rock-
hound, an artist, a photographer, an
outdoor enthusiast, a student, a
writer, or a shut-in.

Desert is coming to thousands of
readers through the courtesy of a
thoughtful friend. It is a gift that
brings enjoyable hours of informa-
tive, entertaining, inspirational read-
ing every month of the year for every
member of the family.

It is a gift that lifts them out of
tense days of a chaotic wartime
world—into a world of enduring
peace and beauty and courage.

It is a gift they will treasure as a
permanent addition td their home
library—a constant source of infor-
mation, a storehouse of plans for
postwar travel.

Gift rates for Desert are moderate:
One gift subscription for a year (12
issues) $2.50; 2 subscriptions $4.50:
each additional gift ordered at the
same time $2.00.

Personal attention will be given
your gift orders. Tell us the date and
occasion—and we will send a desert
gift card at the proper time.

Address:

DESERT MAGAZINE
El Centro, California

P.S.—To help holiday mail con-
gestion and prevent disappointments
you will be planning your Christmas
gift list earlier this year than ever
before, so plan now to include Desert
in that list. We'll be able to handle
advance orders with special care.

NEVADA
Hunting Season Extended . . .

LAS VEGAS—Increase in continental
migratory bird population has resulted in
liberalized hunting regulations this sea-
son, reports fish and wildlife service office
here. Open season on birds this year will
last 80 days, from October 14 to January 1,
with a bag limit of 10 per day.

Landmark Condemned . . .
VIRGINIA CITY—Another landmark

of historic Comstock Lode disappeared
when old Virginia City firehouse was torn
down recently. County commissioners con-
demned building as fire hazard and or-
dered its removal. Appraisers set salvage
value at $350.

• • •
NEW MEXICO

Highway Plans Approved . . .
SANTA FE — Highway commission

has approved plans for 158 postwar proj-
ects totaling 1951.8 miles, third program
of its kind in state. State Highway Engi-
neer Fred Healy said that $407,527.80 of
the $1,135,174.14 to be spent would be
paid by state and remainder by federal
government. Work on highways will be-
gin when money and materials are avail-
able and will continue for several years.

"Taboo" Bears Killed . . .
GALLUP — Two Gallup hunting

parties trapped and killed five bears that
had been threatening sheep in Mexican
springs and Tohatchi mountain areas on
Navajo reservation last month. John Wal-
lace, Navajo member of party, said, "I
didn't dare bring the animal to the folks at
home for fear they'd run me out." Older
Navajo tribesmen will not kill or touch
bears, considering them as embodiments
of "chinde" spirits of the dead.

Russian Visits Sheep Laboratory .
FT. WINGATE—Alexis I. Nikolaev,

member of Soviet purchasing commission
and professor of animal husbandry at Mos-
cow agricultural academy, was at govern-
ment sheep laboratory here in September
to observe methods being developed to im-
prove sheep strains. Laboratory is devel-
oping breed from long-haired Navajo, and
Romney and Corriedale strains, to pro-
duce heavier meat animal with fleece suit-
able for hand weaving. Mr. Nikolaev was
particularly interested in fleece since
wool is important in making felt boots and
heavy clothing used in Russia.

Seeks More Indian Land . . .
ALBUQUERQUE — Indian Commis-

sioner John Collier is urging completion
of 80,000 -acre project of irrigated land
along Colorado river, below Parker dam
to relieve problem of land needed by
growing Indian tribes. Congress is asked
to allot $60 an acre to complete plan which
will add 7000 to the 3000 acres already
under cultivation by Indians.

Boys Ranch Organized . . .
ALBUQUERQUE — Non-profit cor-

poration is planned by local businessmen
to operate ranch home where underprivi-
leged or delinquent boys from 7 to 14 will
learn ranching and other vocations, and
learn principles of good citizenship
through self-government. A. E. Buck,
president, states that religion or race will
not be condition of admission and boys
will come voluntarily, not through court
commitment. It is expected that project
will be supported by voluntary donations
as soon as suitable site has been found.
Send inquiries to New Mexico Boys
Ranch, Box 261, Albuquerque.

• • •
Policaripio (Paco) Baca, ox - team

freighter, buffalo hunter, friend of Kit
Carson, died August 25 in Santa Rosa,
aged 100.

• • •
Memorial services were held September

4 at Laboratory of Anthropology, Santa
Fe, for Mary Austin, world-known writer
who died in Santa Fe 10 years ago.

• • •
Sabino Lujan, 83, who gained distinc-

tion as jeweler and worker of Mexican
filigree ornaments died September 4 in
his home in Albuquerque.

• • •
Indian affairs subcommittee has post-

poned trip to Southwest from Sept. 20 un-
til Nov. 9 because of uncertainty regard-
ing congressional adjournment.

• • •
UTAH

Winter Weather Recorded . . .
SALT LAKE CITY—Local 1944 dry

spell was broken on its 61st day by ten-
hundredths of an inch of rain in Septem-
ber with a maximum temperature of 56 de-
grees. Blanket of snow covered ground at
Alta and Brighton in first reported snow-
fall of the season, the temperature drop-
ping to 43 degrees.

Veterans Attend University . . .
SALT LAKE CITY—Fifteen veterans

of this war have registered at University of
Utah since Sep. 11, making total of 30
now attending there under G.I. bill of
rights, Herald Carlston, coordinator, an-
nounced. Government is paying tuition
and cost of books, plus monthly allow-
ances of $50 for unmarried veterans and
$75 for those with dependents for period
of one year plus amount of time spent in

. active service.
• • •

Plans are being made by state leaders for
memorialization in 1945 of old Lewis and
Clark trail. Project is directed by American
Pioneer Trails association.

• • •
Edward Rasmussen, Salt Lake City, re-

tired last month after 28 years in U. S.
fish and wild life service.
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This page of Desert Magazine
is for those who have, or aspire
to have, their own gem cutting

and polishing equipment. Lelande Quick, who conducts this department, is former presi-
dent of Los Angeles Lapidary society. He will be glad to answer questions in connection
with your lapidary work. Queries should be addressed to Desert Magazine, El Centro, Calif.

By LELANDE QUICK

AMATEUR GEM CUTTER
SPECIAL

10-lb. package 300 (FF) grit for
use with Old Miser only and
one jar Old Miser Lapping
Compound, all for ...

$3.50 F.O.B. Redlands

HILTON'S 441
and gest &top
JOHN W. HILTON, Owner

—*—

On U. S. Highway 99
Ten Miles South of Indio

—s—

Across from Valerie Jean Date Shop
P. 0. ADDRESS, THERMAL, CALIFORNIA

VRECO DIAMOND SAWS

We are now permitted to sell a limited
number of these Improved Vreco Dia-

mond Saws to civilian users.
Owing to production economies Vreco
offers these faster cutting, longer life

Diamond Saws at lowest prices,
postpaid.

6-inch	 $4.50	 10-inch_	 $6.80
8-inch__ ______ _ 5.50	 12-inch_ 	  8.75

	14 - inch 	 $11.00
Be sure to specify arbor hole size

when ordering.

Vreeland Lapidary Mfg. Co.
2020 S. W. Jefferson St.	 Portland, Ore.

RX—the complete
lapidary shop in
one small machine

No more sales
during duration

avi/nylt LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT

Whenever I have had occasion to ask for help
in any matter the response always has been gen-
erous but I never have received as much volun-
teered information on any subject as I did on
" cat'S eyes" after my request in September Des-
ert Magazine. Interesting letters came from all
over the country and while they duplicated the
Information some contributed original facts.
The most helpful letters carne from E. F. Mont-
gomery of Santa Monica, Ralph Jones of Los
Angeles, William Pitts and Leo Hertlein of the
California Academy of Sciences at San Fran-
cisco, California, and Ralph Waldo of Centra-
lia, Washington. It was the shell collectors,
rather than the gem grinders, who supplied
most of the general information but the pertin-
ent cutting information came from long time
and first class gem cutters.

Pooling the information I am able to offer
the following facts to supplement my former
remarks. The "cat's eye" is the cover or "door"
of a marine snail known as Turbo petbolatus.
The cover is called an operculum and is com-
posed of a calcareous material with a layer of
horny substance on the under side to which the
foot of the snail is attached. The snail has the
appearance of our common garden variety and
it retires within its shell pulling the operculum
after it for protection. The texture of the oper-
culum is very fine and compact and a different
structure than the Turbo's shell which prob-
ably accounts for its greater hardness in com-
parison to shells in general. The snail occurs in
the western Pacific from the Tuamotu islands
to the Philippines and as far west as the Indian
ocean. There are many species of Turbos in
which the operculum is colored, many of them
with a cover as large as a silver dollar, but the
true cat-eye is T. petbolatus, with a shell 2 to 3
inches in height with 5 whorls which are
smooth, polished and reddish brown in color
with dark bands flecked with white blotches.
The operculum from this type is circular, with
four whorls and a nucleus placed one third the
distance across the face. The outside is convex
and shiny with a bright green "eye" at the cen-
ter and a granular margin of white on one side
and brown on the other, which makes the edge
softer to grind.

This variety seldom is larger than a dime,
as I previously said, and it is the best type for
jewelry. It should not be confused with the true
cat's eye or chrysoberyl or the green variety of
quartz after asbestos mistakenly called tiger-
eye. When the quartz crocidolite is brown it is
correctly called tiger-eye because that animal's
eye is that color and on the same basis I sup-
pose a brown operculum (and most of them
are) could be called tiger-eye also if one is a
stickler for accuracy. If such terms as "shell cat's
eye" and "shell tiger-eye" were adopted it
would distinguish the shell from other varieties
and distinguish the brown from the green. The
shells do not exhibit chatoyancy and their only
claim to being called "eyes" is the pupil and iris
effect in the marking.

I have seen Quite a number of cat's eyes re-
cently and most of them were large and brown
but the finest ones were the small green ones.
The Turbos themselves are beautiful shells and
I have seen some that were ground with a
finger-nail file which indicates that their hard-
ness is probably the same as coral-3 1/2. The
method of grinding and polishing as outlined
in September Desert Magazine seems to be cor-
rect although the boys in service have proven
that Necessity was Edison's grandmother by

using whatever was at hand to turn out some
creditable "lapidary" work.

• • •
Continuing the instructions on the coloring

of agate I offer the best method of coloring
them green as used at Mar. Make a quart of a
saturated solution of potassium hi-chromate. A
thin piece of agate should be soaked in this solu-
tion about two weeks, a half-inch stone about
two months. After removal from the bath the
stones are placed in a closed vessel containing
lumps of ammonium carbonate and allowed to
stay there about two weeks exposed to the vola-
tile fumes. The stones then are removed and
gradually but strongly heated until the desired
shade of green is obtained.

Gloria Wagstaff of Framingham, Massachu-
setts, is only 14 but she writes to remind me that
a Portuguese traveler named Barbosa brought
the secrets of coloring agate to Europe from the
town of Rotanpur in India in the sixteenth cen-
tury. Gloria writes from one of the most ro-
mantic sounding addresses I have ever seen—
No. 1 Old Connecticut Path.

• • •
It is not improbable that some reader will

have to solve the problem that I recently suc-
cessfully solved and therefore I am passing
along the solution which was highly satisfac-
tory for me. I had promised a friend in the east
that I would cut her an opal and after much
correspondence about the size and shape and
drawing diagrams, etc., I said, "Chew some
paraffin and mold it with a pen-knife to the
desired shape that looks well on your hand. By
doing this you will get the size that looks best
on your particular finger." As she intended to
surround the opal with small diamonds to com-
plement the gem she drew a diagram on paper
and placed the wax in an insert, allowing for
the diamonds, and sent the result to me. I could
therefore cut the stone exactly as she preferred
it, being lucky enough to have the material at
hand.

Too many people buy gems with less care
than they buy a hat. Many a hat that looks well
looks terrible on certain people and many rings
that people wear look terrible on their particu-
lar hands. The stones are too large for tiny
fingers or too tiny for large fingers. I suppose
that most rings are purchased as gifts and the
wearer exercises no personal judgment or taste
in their selection as the purchase depends on the
personal whim of the giver. It usually is a situ-
ation in which the giver and receiver cannot get
together but when possible there should be an
agreement of minds on something as personal as
a gem that is to be worn almost constantly.

This brings me to the thought of wearing
gems at all. They should be worn to accent the
dress and personality of the wearer; they
shouldn't dominate it. I have seen amateur
lapidaries who made members of their families
walking showcases of their work, loading them
with lapel pins, rings, bracelets, pendants and
ear ornaments until they looked like a Christ-
mas tree. One well cut piece complementing a
costume looks much smarter than a pound of
assorted pieces.

• • •
Another business trip taking me east again

compels me to postpone the organization of
new lapidary societies in the Beverly Hills and
Glendale, California, areas until my return in
November. At that time I will notify all those
who have written me when organization meet-
ings will be held.

THE DESERT MAGAZINE
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OBIS 4/ID NINEMIS
ARTHUR L. EATON, Editor

CHIASTOLITE CRYSTAL FOUND
IN THE COLORADO DESERT

A very unusual crystal of ancialuNite, variet y
chiastolite, was found recently in the desert
west of Yuma, Arizona. Without question, it is
not of local origin, and therefore must have
been washed in by the Colorado river in the re-
mote past.

The crystal shows all the markings of chiasto-
lite, including a fairly well marked black cross
in the center. The shape of the crystal itself is
normal. But here normal characteristics cease.
The relatively soft macle has been completely
silicified at some time during its travels, and
all rounded sides of the crystal are entirely cov-
ered with drusy quartz.

• • •

SAN BERNARDINO MINERALS
MAPPED IN MINES JOURNAL

San Bernardino county's mineral resources are
featured in October, 1943, issue of California
Journal of Mines and Geology, just issued. Sur-
vey includes history, geography, transportation
and summary of both metallic and nonmetallic
minerals in the largest county of U.S. A table
shows production in tons and value of leading
minerals from 1880 to 1941; a large folded
map shows locations of mines and deposits as
of 1943. Article is further illustrated with
photos, maps and charts.

Besides a state map of economic minerals and
current notes from various fields, this quarterly
issue contains list of publications of U. S. geo-
logical survey and U. S. bureau of mines, state
surveys, and the reports, bulletins and maps is-
sued by state bureau of mines, and index to
Volume 39. For information relative to any of
the publications, address State Division of
Mines, Ferry Bldg., San Francisco 11, Calif.

• • •

SAN DIEGO GEMS ARE SHOWN
AT SEMI-ANNUAL EXHIBITION

San Diego mineralogical society announces
election of the following officers: W. A. Ross,
president; Harold W. B. Baker, vice-president;
Catherine Cheatham, secretary; Robert W. Row-
land, treasurer; C. A. Scott, James W. Wal-
lace, Donald Young, directors.

Harold Baker was chairman of the semi-
annual mineral exhibit staged in the city
YMCA October 8 by San Diego mineralogical
society. Anyone not strictly commercial was al-
lowed to display whether a member of the so-
ciety or not. Baylor Brooks, head of geology
department, San Diego state college, gave an
interesting short talk in the afternoon. Ribbons
were awarded for the three most attractive gen-
eral displays and for the best in the six classes
of limited displays. The latter group included
San Diego county gem minerals, natural crys-
tals, minerals or ores, polished flats, cabochons,
faceted gems.

WYOMING JADE CHOSEN
BY CHINESE EXPERT

Chang Wm Ti, fam,,,us Chinese jade expert,
recently spent a full week as guest of Allan
Branham at the latter's home in Lander, Wyom-
ing. Chang is famous for his designs and carv-
ings in jade. He carved the Chinese pagoda for
the world's fair at Treasure Island, and man-
aged the twenty-two million dollar carved jade
exhibit at the same exposition.

While in Wyoming, he examined Branham's
newly discovered jade and was so pleased with
it that he purchased 6200 pounds of the mate-
rial for his own use and for later shipment to
China. The opinion of such an expert will go
far to establish the reputation of Wyoming jade.

FLUORESCENT MINERALS

FLUORSPAR

Possibly centuries before fluorescence
was even suspected in other minerals, sci-
entists had noted the peculiar illumination
in fluorite or fluorspar. No one could ex-
plain either the cause or the result of the
phenomenon. They only knew that fluorite,
whatever its natural color might be, un-
der certain lights turned brilliant, livid
blue. A beginner, just starting a fluorescent
collection, should select his fluorite speci-
mens carefully. They usually are cheap and
easy to obtain, but under the black light,
very showy. Care should be used to sort out
and discard those pieces which, due to im-
purities and other causes, show very weak
fluorescence or even none at all.

BALL BEARING ARBORS

3/4-in. shaft 16 in. long, $11.75. 1-in. shaft.
$15.75. These prices are less wheels, all prices
are F.O.B. Los Angeles, Calif. Send $5.00
with order, balance C.O.D. We also have lapi-
dary supplies and gem material.

HARRY COTTERMAN
5118 Granada St.	 Los Angeles 42, Calif.

Located in Highland Park

LAPIDARY SUPPLIES...
VRECO DIAMOND BLADES

Give better performance, longer life,
faster cutting

6-in. Blade...1 4.50	 8-in. Blade__ $ 5.50
10-in. Blade_ 6.80 12-in. Blade_ 8.75
14-in. Blade..., 11.00 16-in. Blade._ 13.75

Arbor holes 1/2 , 5/8, 3/4 , 1 in.
Lapidary supplies now available without pri
ority: Norton Crystolon Grinding Wheels
Wheel Dressing Sticks, Crystolon Grain and
Norbide, Drum Sanders, Sanding Cloth, By
field Polishing Buffs, Polishing Powders
Dopping Wax. Canada Balsam. etc.

CUTTER'S ASSORTMENT. For $1 we will
send you a 3 lb. assortment of the follow-
ing rough gem materials: Rhodochrosite
Variscite, Thunder Eggs, Eden Valley
Wood Limb, Montana Moss Agate, Bra-
zilian Agate, California Blue Agate, Tur-
ritella Agate, Petrified Wood and etc.

PETRIFIED WOOD—Washington. Asst.
Varieties. 50e lb. Special 10 lb. asst. $3.
Slabs 15-25c per sq. in.
On all orders for gem material add 20% to
cover Federal Luxury Tax. Residents of Cali-
fornia be sure to add the 21/2% Calif. State
Sales Tax.

WARDER & GRIEGER
905 Ninita Parkway Pasadena 4, Calif.
Our Phone Number is SYcamore 6-6423

HERE ARE THE GIFTS
YOUVE BEEN LOOKING FOR!
Rings, $4.00 and Up Necklaces, $5.00 and Up

Brooches, $5.00 and Up
Bracelet and Ring Sets, $15 and Up

Plus 20% Excise Tax and 2 1/2 % Sales Tax

Petrified Picture Wood and Moss Agate — Jewelry
Hand Made in Sterling Silver Mountings

RINGS — BRACELETS — NECKLACES
BROOCHES — TIE SLIDES, ETC.

Mail Orders Filled Anywhere in U. S. A.

ELLIOTT'S GEM SHOP
26 lergins Arcade Village	 Long Beach 2, Calif.

Entrance Subway at Ocean and Pine
Open 10 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily
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AMONG THE

ROCK HURTERS
• Steve Gulon, With American air force in In-

dia, sent some beautiful ivory and silver jewelry
to friends in Marquette geologists association.

WATER CLEAR QUARTZ CRYSTALS OF
THE FINEST QUALITY-Single points 1/2
to 1 in. diameter at 10c to 50c each. 1 in. to
1 1/4 in. diameter at 50c to $1.50 each. Jumbo
Points, from 10 lbs. to 100 lbs. from 50c to
$1.00 per lb. owing to blemishes. Groups
from 50c each on up to outstanding Museum
Specimens up to $200.00 each. Beautiful cab-
inet specimens at $5.00 to $25.00 each. Be-
ginners Special-Will send one 2x2 and one
4x4 inch group and ten asstd. single points
delivered for $5.00. NOVACULITE, the
beautiful Gem Cutting Material, assorted col-
ors and blended colors, $1.00 per lb. Or will
assort five pounds and send one ring set fin-
ished ready to mount for $5.00 delivered.
WAVELITE, the beautiful green crystallized
mineral, choice specimens at $1.00 each, or 10
lbs. for $5.00. Express or parcel post extra
unless otherwise stated, every item must be
satisfactory or you get your money back. Lib-
eral discounts to dealers. J. L. Davis, 303
Ward Ave., Hot Springs, Arkansas. Member
The Rocks and Minerals Association.

Minerals, Fossils, Gems, Coins, Glass, Indian
Relics. Catalogue Sc. Purple Fluorite, 25c.
Aluminum ore, 15e. Rose Quartz, 15e. Cop-
per, 15e. Malachite, 35c. Azurite, 20c. Silver
ore, 25c. Quartz Crystal, 15e. Selenite, 15e.
Iceland spar, 15e. Feldspar, 15e. Pudding
stone, 15e. Talc, 15e. Obsidian, 15e. Tour-
maline Crystal, 25e. Fossil Shark tooth, 15e.
Fossil backbone, 25e. Fine Fossil fish, $3.75.
Iron ore, 15c. Moss Agate, 15c. Fossil Amon-
ite, 25c. Fossil snail, 25e. Fossil clam, 25e.
Cowboy Lemley, Las Cruces, New Mexico.

PRECISION GEM CUTTING-I cut and pol-
ish binocular, bomb sight, range finder, etc.,
lenses for Uncle Sam. Let me cut YOUR
stones please. Reasonable prices. Give size,
style, number desired. L. E. Perry, 111 N.
Chester, Pasadena 4, Calif.

ROCKY MOORE'S Private Collection of 500
rare and beautiful mineral specimens. All or
part. A. V. Herr, 5176 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood 27, Olympia 5052.

12 prehistoric lizard scales, 1 peacock copper,
1 fluorite, 1 pennimite. All four for $5.00.
10 1 1/2x2 size specimens $4.00. These speci-.
mens are very beautiful and full of color. All
from Colorado. Jack the Rockhound, P. 0.
Box 86, Carbondale, Colo.

Wanted:to buy, sell and exchange specimens
outstandingly rare and beautiful. Sam Par-
ker, 2160 East Van Buren, Phoenix, Ariz.

Selling out. Army calls. Assorted gem rocks
(rough). 10 lbs. $2.50. Also cabinet speci-
mens. Leon Hansen, Colfax, Calif.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER-One dollar each
lot. Five all different Fluorescent Agates-.
polished. Thirty rough Mexican Opals. Fifty
nice pieces Turquoise. Twenty different
polishing specimens. Postage ten cents. Min-
erals and gems on approval. DR. RALPH
MUELLER, Professional Building, Kansas
City, Missouri.

A varied program entertained Searles Lake
gem and mineral society at September 20 meet-
ing. Marshall Farquhar spoke on Basic Mag-
nesium. Eddie Redenbach told about his recent
trip to the Bullion mountains, 29 Palms area,
Calico mountains and Afton canyon country.
Roy Bailey showed colored slides of Zion na-
tional park. Chairman Ann Pipkin announced
that plans for the hobby show October 21-22
were progressing.

ROCK COLLECTORS ATTENTION-FALL
SPECIAL OFFER-24 different, labeled,
rocks, minerals, crystals; my selection, color-
ful, rare, showy. Postpaid $10.00. Also with
this offer, a free cabochon, your choice of
moss or marked agate, opal, moonstone, tur-
quoise, petrified wood, carnelian. You name
it. The Rockologist (Chuckawalla Slim),
Garvey Trailer Park, 941 E. Garvey Blvd.,
Garvey 32P, California.

Jewelry stones removed from rings, etc. 100
assorted $2.40. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1,
Missouri.

Elba Iron Ore: Rare, in blade and crystal form,
25e up to $5.00 piece. Something new for
collectors. Valley Art Shoppe, 21108 Devon-
shire Blvd., Chatsworth, Calif.

Montana Moss Agates in the rough for gem cut-
ting, $1.00 per lb. plus postage. Elliott's Gem
Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long Beach 2, Calif.

$2.50 brings you prepaid six rare and beautiful
crystallized Arizona minerals. Vanadinite,
Dioptase, Wulfenite, Willemite, Chrysocol-
la, Azurite. Specimens 1 1/2x2 or larger.
Wiener Mineral Co., Box 509, Tucson, Ari-
zona.

Choice Palm Root-Full of eyes showing root
and trunk structure. Very colorful. Sliced for
Cabochons. 25 cents per square inch. Satis-
faction guaranteed. GASKILL, 400 North
Muscatel, San Gabriel, Calif.

50 ring stones, including genuine and synthetic
-$7.50. 12 genuine Opals or Cameos-
$2.75. Plus 20% tax. B. Lowe, Box 311, St.
Louis 1, Mo.

INDIAN RELICS, Curios, Coins, Minerals,
Books, Old Buttons, Old Glass, Old West
Photos, Weapons, Catalog Sc. Lemley An-
tique Store, Osborne, Kansas.

Oregon Plume Agate in rough slabs for making
ring, brooch or pendant sets, $4.00 to $15.00.
Polished sets $5.50 to $20.00. A few excep-
tional pieces at higher prices. These are the
finest agates of Oregon's sagebrush country.
E. Lee Sigfrit, 211 Congress Ave., Bend, Ore-
gon,

FOR SALE-Gem Aquamarine, specimen beryl.
Large star quartz pieces, 7 pound crystal of
Brazil rutile, terminated, semi plume. Moss
and saganite agate. 6 inch sphere of varie-
gated jasper, Montana sapphires and garnets
up to ten carat gems uncut. The Desert Rats
Nest; 2667 E. Colorado St., E. Pasadena,
Calif.

Antique Jewelry: 12 articles antique jewelry,
brooches, rings, lockets, chains, etc. $3.60.
12 assorted hatpins-$3.00. 12 stickpins
$2.75. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1, Mo.

Pink Muscovite on Albite Quartz-Something
new for the cabinet. Specimens, 75e to $4.50.
Jay G. Ransom, 3852 Arboleda St., Pasa-
dena 8, Calif.

Dr. Harry Behrman, one of the outstanding
mineralogists of the world, was killed in a
plane crash in Scotland while engaged in war
work of a scientific nature. Dr. Behrman col-
laborated in preparing the new edition of
Dana's System of Mineralogy.

• • •

Arizona's Rockhound record reports that de-
spite curtailed field trips due to gas and tire
rationing several new rock localities in Arizona
have been brought to light. Some of these dis-
coveries have been due to detailed study of
material already collected.

• • •
Dr. Mars F. Baumgart gave an illustrated

talk on his vacation trip through the Southwest
at September 8 meeting of Long Beach miner-
alogical society. Long Beach mineral show was
held October 15 from noon to 9 p. m. E. A.
Just was in charge of the fluorescent display.

• • •
Richard Lehman, president of Los Angeles

mineralogical society, urges members to volun-
teer for duty in order to help the nominating
committee secure willing officers fitted for their
work. This is a timely suggestion for all clubs.

• • •
Edwin V. Van Amringe, assistant professor

of geology at Pasadena junior college, related
some of his experiences as a field trip leader to
Los Angeles mineralogical society at September
21 dinner meeting. Van Amringe used colored
slides to bring field trip territory to the audi-
ence.

• • •
October field trip of Searles Lake gem and

mineral society was to Inyokern neighborhood.
First stop was Wadsworth's claims where the
owner demonstrated his dry washer. The group
then went to Harvey field at Inyokern. Later
they visited Petty's place and climaxed the day
with a potluck barbecue at Jack Warner's.

• • •
Sequoia mineral society met September 1 in

Selma Park, Selma. Meeting date was stepped
up in order that past president Dora Anderson,
home on furlough, might attend. A newly in-
stalled outdoor grill was tried out and the new
quarters of Selma lap class were open for in-
spection. Sequoia membership now exceeds that
of 1943.

TRUE OR FALSE ANSWERS
Quiz on page 8

1-True.
2-False. Pecos is a tributary of the Rio

Grande.
3-False. It is in Albuquerque.
4-False. Hernando de Alarcon in 1540

was first white man to explore
mouth of Colorado river.

5-False. Deglet Noor is one of the
date v. arieties grown in Coachellav 

6-True.
8-False.-False.

9-True. Elevation 12,794. 10-True.
11-True.	 12-True.	 13-True.
14-False. Refers to some species of the

Yucca.
15-False. Isleta is south of Albuquer-

que.
16-True. Atsidi Sani between 1850-

1870 learned silversmithing from
Mexicans. Navajo in turn taught
the Zufii Indians.

17-False.
18-False. Mescalero, Jicarillo, Chiri-

cahua. and Western Apaches are
scattered in New Mexico, Texas,
Arizona, and Sonora and Chihua-
hua, Mexico.

19-False. The museum is in Flagstaff.
20-False. They are staurolite.

OEM MART ADVERTISING RATE
Sc a Word - Minimum $1.00  
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• •	 •

Of a Rockhound
By LOUISE EATON

A nother characteristick of rockhouns
—especially papa rockhouns—is that
they jus nacherally xpecks rox to stay put
where they deposits urn after a field trip
or however they acquired th speciments.
Mama rockhoun dusts aroun urn n pokes
Urn over a bit now n then for a month r
two, then puts urn away. After a while
she forgets what became of urn. Then
shure as shootin, papa rockhoun wants
urn right quick.

• • •
Earthquakes undoubtedly is serious

calamities. But have yu ever heard about
th ill wind what blew sum wun good?
Earthquakes causes lotsa broken glass-
whitch the onlucky owners is glad to
have carted away. Rockhouns can cut
glass to make shelves r tops for show
cases to display their treasures.

• • •
If rockhouns ever gets to go on field

trips again they'll lick rocks till they
gets callouses on their tongues.

ULTRA-VIOLET PRODUCTS, INC.
5203 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • LOS ANGELES 17, CALIFORNIA

Under the direction of Ben Mabin, field trip
chairman, members of Los Angeles lapidary so-
ciety enjoyed an unusual field trip at Harvard
Playground auditorium September 24. Several
of the members brought their equipment and
demonstrated the various steps in polishing.
Lapidary art was demonstrated by H. G. Kirk-
patrick, who had his sander and polishing wheel
in operation; Mr. Rosenberg with his two
grinding wheels; Chas. Maples who did facet-
ing; Mrs. Peters who cut and polished a beau-
tiful agate heart; Mrs. Bennett who showed
how her lap could be used with changeable
uses. Mr. McCornack showed his automatic
drill press and drilled some holes during the
afternoon.

• • •

Mineralogical Society of Arizona resumed
regular meetings October 5 with a business
meeting, the only session in the year devoted to
business. At the second October meeting the
society enjoyed a motion picture on building of
the West, showing the part petroleum played
in developing the West. The group now num-
bers 213.

• • •
Orange Belt mineralogical society sustains

interest by holding exciting meetings. Septem-
ber 3 gathering in Pinetum at Sylvan Park, Red-
lands was virtually a field trip. Everyone
brought his superfluous rocks and all had the
privilege of selecting any specimens they could
use. Winter sessions began October 5 in San
Bernardino junior college.

• • •
Bob Sherman of Searles Lake has been giving

instruction in astronomy to interested members.
• • •

Roy Rand, Brawley jeweler-rockhound, with
his sons Gene and Earl collected moss agate and
petrified wood during a month's trip through
Montana and Oregon this summer. They hiked,
traveled by bus and by boat. The boat, which
they built to take them down the Yellowstone
from Billings, was upset about 25 miles down
the river. But losing a packsack and being tem-
porarily marooned on a river island did not
stop their collecting. Agate included many fine
specimens. Petrified wood was dark but some is
replaced with chalcedony. They visited Smith's
Agate shop in Portland.

• • •
Ralph Merrill of Searles Lake talked on min-

erals of that region at August meeting of San
Fernando valley mineral and gem society. The
group has started a postwar building fund to
house their specimens, fluorescent lamps, li-
brary and polishing equipment. The society has
donated a motor and cutting and polishing
machine, and polishing material to the boys of
Birmingham hospital.

• • •
East Bay mineral society resumed meetings

September 7 with a brief outline by Julian A.
Smith of the coming program of simple identi-
fication and the uses of a hardness set and streak
plate. R. Whalley showed his set of kodachrome
slides of Mojave desert and Death Valley. Mar-
jorie Welch supplied specimens for the display
table. Sixth birthday of East Bay was celebrated
by the society's first annual potluck dinner
September 7. Following the dinner the group
visited the mineral display at Bacon Hall, Uni-
versity of California.

• • •
Dr. Fleener of Joliet spoke on light metals

at September 9 meeting of Marquette geologists
association, Chicago.

• • •
The production of fluorite or fluorspar is ex-

pected to reach one-half million tons for 1944.
This material is valuable as a flux in other min-
ing operations, in ceramics, and as the source of
hydrofluoric acid.

Midwest federation held a meeting at Mil-
waukee in October.

• • •
State mineral society of Texas held a meeting

September 23 at the home of President and Mrs.
A. E. Curry. The Currys have one of the finest
private collections in the Southwest, housed in
a 24x32 private museum constructed of colorful
rocks and minerals.

• • •
Harry Ringwald, past president Los Angeles

lapidary society, not only will have the thrill of
seeing his lapidary outfit "perform" in a mo-
tion picture; his hobby earned $150 for him in
six days' rental of the outfit to R.K.O. studios.

• • •
Worthen Bradley, president Bradley mining

company of San Francisco, was speaker at Sep-
tember 20 meeting of Northern California min-
eral society. He showed and commented on the
company's motion picture on quicksilver mine
operations in the western states. The society
had raised more than $20 at the mineral auc-
tion August 20.

• • •
W. Welch of East Bay mineral society sug-

gests that there's no time like the present to
weed out and label specimens. Field trip time
could be devoted to the task of constructing
cases and arranging personal displays. Illumine
cases if possible and put fragile specimens un-
der cover.

• • •
Precious stones division, United States Na-

tional Museum, Washington, D. C., will ex-
amine free and report upon the character of sup-
posed or newly discovered precious stones. All
such specimens should be sent to them by regis-
tered mail with full name and address carefully
printed for a reply. All such requests should
also contain sufficient stamps for safe return.

• • •
George A. Carter, professor of mechanical

engineering at University of Utah and special
adviser to Salt Lake City in smoke abatement
work, spoke at October 3 meeting of Miner-
alogical Society of Utah on subject of low tem-
perature carbonization coal with special refer-
ence to the process adopted by Salt Lake City
for its smoke abatement plan. Members ex-
hibited prize specimens collected during the
summer months.

INSTANT IDENTIFICATION
—faster analysis, sorting and

grading of fluorescent ores

MINERALIGHT
SAVES TIME and MONEY

SCHEELITE

Hydrozincite

Zircon

Willernite
—lighting your way to hidden 	

Fluorite
values in fluorescent ores—

identifying your finds with
	 Talc

quick evaluation. Used for	 Mercury

faster, better ore handling in	 and many others

mining operations.
A model for every purpose—all fully guaranteed-

20 ore samples free with each lamp.

Write for free 4-color catalog today. Dept. T

BOOKS FOR THE
ROCKHOUNDS
GEOMORPHOLOGY, N. E. A. Hinds.

Evolution of earth's landscape. Geology
simplified for student and general reader.
Among the abundant photos, sketches,
diagrams and maps are many of the South-
west. Biblio., index, 894 pp.  

GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH M$51:N00-
ERALS, G. L. English. Fine introduction
to mineralogy. 258 illus. 324 pp.  $2.50

QUARTZ FAMILY MINERALS, Dake,
etc. New and authoritative handbook for
collectors. Illus. 304 pages  $2.50

TEXTBOOK OF MINERALOGY, Edw. S.
Dana. "Final answer to all mineralogical
questions." Excellent for advanced stu-
dents and professionals. Fourth edition,
851 pp.  $5.50

FLUORESCENT LIGHT AND ITS AP-
PLICATION, H. C. Dake and Jack De
Ment. New, complete book on history,
theories and applications of the spec-
tacular phenomenon of fluorescence. For
professional and layman. Biblio. ....$3.00

NAVAJO AND PUEBLO SILVE R-
SMITHS, John Adair. History, methods
and technique of Indian silver work.
Symbolism of design. Invaluable aid to
judging quality of native crafts. l‘finy
illus., map, chart, appen., biblio., index.

. . $4.00
HANDBOOK FOR THE AMATEUR

LAPIDARY, J. H. Howard. One of the
best guides for the beginner gemcutter.
140 pages. Good illustration   $2.00

JEWELRY, GEM CUTTING AND
METALCRAFT, William T. Baxter. A
handbook for the craftsman, designed for
the amateur in jewelry-making, metal-
craft and gem-stone cutting. Illustrates
and describes methods and tools. ___,$2.75

Plus 2 1/2 % sales tax in California
We Pay Postage on All Items

!Desert Crafts Shop
EL CENTRO, CALIFORNIA

MINERS — PROSPECTORS —

GEOLOGISTS!

MINERALIGHT works like magic
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By RANDALL HENDERSON

W ITH THE ARMY AIR FORCE IN AFRICA—We
had to part with Jello, the Senegalese soldier assigned
by the local French commandant to guard our quarters

on the outskirts of this Sahara oasis. The French major changed
guards—at our request. Now we have Gabriel, another Senegal-
ese, on duty at our adobe billet.

Jello was the victim of too much kindness. He was big and
likeable, and we were rather lax with our discipline. Jello also
grew lax. And now his days of ease are gone, and he is carrying
mud on his head to build adobe walls at the French fort.

White folks often pay the penalty for the same kind of ignor-
ance. We all are guilty to a more or less degree. Some of the
unhappiest soldiers I have met in the army are youngsters from
homes where there was too much pampering—the wrong kind
of motherly love. They never were made to do hard disagreeable
tasks. And now they are paying the penalty for a failure which
is not entirely their own. The army is able to overcome the
handicap in many instances. But it is a painful experience for the
young soldier,

One afternoon late in July I went into the oasis to take pic-
tures of the annual date harvest. Hundreds of nomad families
had moved their black tents in from the desert. Some came long
distances. They were camping among the trees until the date
crop was gone.

Due to the difficulties of language, I never have been able to
get a clear understanding as to the ownership of the thousands
of palms which extend many miles along the wadi. The trees
grow wild, and only occasionally are a few of them enclosed in
rock or brush fences. The palms stand there undisturbed and
without cultivation or care throughout the year. Then when the
dates are ripe the Arabs move in and without dispute or theft,
harvest the crop from the dozen or 20 or 100 trees to which
the family claims title. French officials told me that the Arabs
have their own laws fixing and maintaining title from one gen-
eration to another—and there is seldom any confusion as to the
ownership of the trees. There is some "buying" and "selling" of
trees just before the harvest—a few rich families have acquired
large numbers of them. But the sale really is a lease, for the pur-
chaser acquires title only for the harvest season.

The harvest method is simple. Early in the season when only
part of the fruit on each stem has matured, a native boy or girl
climbs the tree, shakes the stem, and the ripe fruit falls to the

ground where the women are waiting with wooden bowls to
gather it from the sand. Later in the season when the last of the
dates are ripe, the entire stem is cut and dropped to the ground.
Much of the crop is eaten as it is harvested. The remainder is
stuffed into goatskin bags for future use. When all the fruit has
been picked, the family packs its tent and its few personal be-
longings on the backs of camels and the caravan disappears
along one of the many camel trails which lead to the distant
horizon.

During my stay on the Sahara I have acquired a high respect
for the camel. He has a bad disposition—but gosh, what do you
expect from a beast that does a hard day's work and is then
turned loose to rustle its own meal in a land where there is noth-
ing to eat but thorn bushes.

He is a faithful beast of burden. But I am not recommending
that we substitute camels for the present mode of travel on the
great American Desert. I am sure there would have been no
Desert Magazine if Grand Canyon, Rainbow Bridge, Monu-
ment Valley and a thousand other charming places in the Amer-
ican Southwest were closed to all except those with the time and
endurance to view them from the hump of a camel. I am in favor
of camels—for the Sahara. But for the home desert I prefer a
jalopy or a jeep—even if they do break down sometimes.

Just to clear up a question often asked about camels: The one-
hump camel is the Dromedary. This is the beast of burden found
in sandy arid regions of the semi-tropical zone—the Sahara,
Egypt, Asia Minor, India and Arabia. The two-hump camel is
the Bactrian. It is better adapted to the cool and rocky regions
of central and northern Asia—China, Turkestan and other parts
of Russia. I have seen thousands of camels come and go at this
Sahara oasis—but never a Bactrian.

The caravans which come into the oasis daily carry many
kinds of goods: rock salt from the mines in the northwestern
Sahara, peanuts from Senegal, cotton yard goods from the trad-
ers on the sea coast, goat and sheep and camel hides, charcoal,
tea, loaf sugar, wheat and millet, and wood gathered from the
desert for fuel. One woman in the market place was selling grass
—in tiny sheaves of what looked like dried Bermuda grass. I
had seen the same thing in the market place at Algiers.
One day when I was wandering through the village in the oasis
I learned what it was for. They were using it as a substitute for

Arabs, ranging from 14 to 50 years, employed by the Americans to maintain the airfield.



Typical scene in the market place, Here
Arab traders spread their meager stock

of merchandise on the ground,

Hamed posed for this picture as he was build-
ing a fence of palm fronds to keep the goats

out of his father's little patch of garden.

Goats are raised for wool and milk and
meat—and are brought to the market

place to be sold or traded.

soap to scour their cooking vessels. Later at one of the army
camps I saw an Arab employe using it to scrub the cement floor
in one of the dormitories. North Africa virtually has been with-
out soap, except that brought in by Americans, since the war
started. However, that was no great hardship to the Arabs—
they have been using grass for cleaning purposes for countless
generations.

In the black tent of one of the nomad families camped among
the date palms, I saw a stone grinding mill. Later when I went
back to take a picture of it I learned that the neighbors had it.
Evidently it was passed around from family to family. So I went
to the neighbor's tent. The mill was a crude affair, but a very
definite improvement over the metate and mano of the Mexi-
can and American Indian. It consisted of two disc-like stones
about a foot in diameter, one on top of the other. The grain was
poured into a hole in the center of the upper stone and ground
between the horizontal surfaces. A wooden peg was fitted into
the edge of the upper stone for a handle, and as a native boy
turned it round and round his sister fed grain into the hopper.
By the time the grain reached the outer edge of the grinding
surfaces and dropped off onto the goatskin on which the mill
was placed, it was fine enough for making bread.

Friends have sent me English translations of two volumes
about the Sahara. From them I learned that the marine fossils
mentioned in the May Diary are Stromatoporoids—you don't
have to remember the word—one of the corals. They grew in
swampy lakes during an age when there was more rainfall on
the Sahara than today. There were rivers in this arid region dur-
ing that period—rivers which never reached the sea. The waters
were discharged in inland basins such as the Great Salt Lake
basin in our American desert. It was in the brine of these stag-
nant lagoons that the fossilization took place.

Along the ramp at the airfield we rigged up a display box,
and kept it full of these rock specimens. A notice on the box
invited visitors to take a souvenir of their trip across the African
desert "With the Compliments of the Natural History Society
of  My chief recreation is an early morning trip
each day over the coral beds gathering specimens to keep the
box replenished.

In previous Diary notes I referred to the local Arabs as Bedou-
ins. That was incorrect. The Bedouin lives in central Arabia—
Saudi Arabia as it is known today—and, according to Edward J.
Byng in The World of the Arabs, he is the only true Arab. The

natives of my oasis, and other parts of the Sahara, are mixed
races with the blood of Berber, Sudanese, Turk, Negro and
other African tribesmen mingled with that of the Asiatic Arab.

In this oasis there are many Senegalese, the blackest of all the
African blacks. They are big stalwart fellows and many of them
have been recruited by the French as colonial troops.

The musicians in the French garrison here are all Senegal-
ese. Nearly every afternoon they go down the wadi to a
little grove of palm trees for their daily rehearsal. They are
divided in three groups—the buglers in one huddle, the drum-
mers about 30 yards away, and the fife players in another circle.

One afternoon I went out to take their pictures. Each group
was blowing or drumming its own tune—and the medley of
music which came from that cluster of palms was something to
remember. They staged a special concert while I was there—
and after I had passed around cigarettes and chewing gum they
gave me a salute with many grand flourishes of their instru-
ments.

Since coming here I have learned why the dome roof is used
so generally in the construction of buildings in the deserts of
the East. There is no timber for roof trusses. Therefore the
roofs are made of mud, on the arch principle. Huge structures
are erected here without a stick of wood. Mud is insulation
against summer sun—and if the-domes are kept sealed with a
fresh coat of whitewash at regular intervals they shed water
without deterioration. It is a very useful idea.

Because of the rugged conditions under which we are liv-
ing, the Air Command rotates the personnel at my station on
the Sahara every three months. I found the assignment so in-
teresting I asked for a second tour of duty—and the request was
granted.

Early in August I had completed my double tour. And then
orders came—a 21-day leave of absence in the United States
and following that I was to report to Washington for reassign-
ment.

For over three months the daytime temperatures on the Sa-
hara had not dropped below 100 degrees, and I'll confess, the
thoughts of cool ocean breezes and streams of water and broad
green fields and shady lanes—the landscape of USA—were
most intriguing. But more than these, I looked forward to a re-
union with old friends whom I had not seen for nearly two
years.

It was with mixed feelings of anticipation and regret that I

They speak no English but are good workers and quick to learn the American way of doing things.        



1—Senegalese musicians from the French colonial gar-
rison gather each afternoon for band practice. The drum-
mers, the buglers and the fifers practice in separate groups,

unperturbed by the proximity of the others.

2—Arab workmen build a flagstone road to the army
camp's neW well in the wadi. These flagstones are of beau-
tifully banded rock, known to rockhounds in the South-

west as "W'onder" or "Rainbow" rock.

3—No terrain is too rocky for the camel caravans. The Pad-
like feet of these animals cling to the rocks

like rubber soles.

4—Each weekend six or eight of the American Air Corps
boys took off across the desert on camels, headed for the
swimming hole in the canyon 10 miles away. The country

was too rough for a jeep.

said goodbye to the boys in my outfit, and to the Arabs who had
played so important a part in my daily life for many months. I
liked these primitive nomads of the desert. Few of them could
read or write even their own language—hut I was impressed
with the genuineness of their friendship. During my last days
in camp many of them brought little tokens of loyalty—fresh
dates packed in baskets they had woven from the palm fronds,
souvenirs of their metal and leather crafts.

My parting gifts to them were mostly clothes—items from
my soldier's wardrobe. They valued these more highly than the
candy and cookies which my post exchange ration would permit.

But in giving clothes to natives in the Sahara—or in any of
the African colonies—there is one rule that must be observed.
With each gift must go a signed note stating that the new owner
acquired this article honestly. There is petty thievery in Africa
the same as in America, and a dark-skinned native wearing a
pair of khaki army trousers is likely to be under suspicion un-
less he can prove legitimate ownership.

I spent a few days in Casablanca before starting the overseas
hop to American shores. The most fascinating part of the city
was the market place where merchants of many nationalities
sold colorful craftswork in leather, weaving, metals and pottery.
I have a weakness for native crafts—the handiwork of untu-
tored tribesmen. The floor of my home is carpeted with Na-
vajo rugs. But most of my shopping in Casablanca was of the
window variety—for the Air Command very properly has im-
posed a 65-pound limit on the luggage that may be carried by
an air transport passenger.

There was a brief stop in New York and in Washington—
and then a glorious flight across America's gorgeous pattern of
green fields and wooded hills—and finally the moment when I
walked through the rock garden and into the cheerful atmos-
phere of the office where Bess and Lucile and Evonne and other
associates have been performing the thousand and one details of
Desert Magazine publication during my absence. They've been
doing a magnificent job, and what a thrill it was to greet them
again.

My Diary notes this month were started on the Sahara, and
are being finished at Long Beach, California, where I am on
duty at the Air Transport Command station.

Just over the range to the east is the desert—the desert which
is my home. I am eager to go back there and follow the old
trails again and start mapping and writing about some of the
trips which Desert Magazine readers will be taking when the
emergency is past and there are tires and fuel and time to relax
in Nature's great outdoors.

I've served in two wars, and if present plans work out it will
not be many weeks before I am back on inactive status again—
planning for the days of peace which lie ahead for you and me.
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DESERT BOOKS . . .

FOR CHILDREN
• • . TO READ AND ENJOY

These will fascinate and inform youthful
readers, and will be treasured long after
the story is known by heart. Desert cards
will be enclosed with each gift order.

ONE LITTLE INDIAN BOY, Emma L.
Brock. Adventures of a little Taos In-
dian boy, Skipping - in - the - Morning.
Ideal picture-story book. Full page 5-
color illus. opposite each page. Ages
4 -8.  $1.75
CHILDREN SING IN NEW MEXICO, Roy
Keech. The Burro, Tamale Man, Horny
Toad, My Fiesta Dress, My Cow Pony
and other delightful songs with piano
music and words in Spanish and Eng-
lish. Illus.  $1.00
BLUE AND SILVER NECKLACE, Cather-
ine C. Coblentz. Story of a little Hopi
girl, the customs, arts and crafts of her
people on the Hopi mesas, northern Ari :

zona. Illus. Ages 10-15.  $2.00
THE DEVIL'S HIGHWAY, Richard A.
Summers. Historical romance based on
life of Father Kino and a young Spanish
soldier in Arizona and Sonora. Exciting
plot involving alchemy and exploration.
Many lithographs by Nils Hogner, end-
maps. For older boys and girls.  $1.75
WATERLESS MOUNTAIN, Laura Adams
Armer. Training of a Navajo boy in the
ancient religion and practical arts of his
people. Newberry Medal winner. Illus.
from paintings by Laura and Sidney Ar-
mer. All ages.  

$2DARK CIRCLE OF BRANCHES, Laura0
Adams Armer. Beautifully told story of
ltitle Na Nai, crippled Navajo boy who
understands the language of animals.
Interwoven are myths and legends of his
ancient people. Excellent illustrations in
half tone. All ages 

$CALICO, THE WONDER HORSE, i5r0-
ginia Lee Burton. Hank, the top cow-
puncher and Calico, the fastest smartest
horse, find high adventure when Stew-y
Slinker and his bad men try to disturb
the peace of Cactus country. Comic strip
pictures in many colors. Ages 8 - 12_41.00
DUSTY DESERT TALES, Louise McKee,
Richard Summers. Ancient Indian myths
and legends retold in the simple style of
the native storyteller. Background to the
culture of Pima, Apache, Hopi and
Yuma Indians. Many photographs and
illustrations. All ages _$2.50
THE TRADER'S CHILDREN, Laura
Adams Armer. Drama enters the lives of
three lively children at Black Mountain
Trading Post in Arizona. True story of
fun and adventure with desert back-
ground. Ages from 8 on. Half tone illus-
trations  

$OUR COUNTRY'S NATIONAL PARKS,1i5S,
Irving R. Melba. Informal, often humor-
ous description of historical and natural
background of 26 national parks. Adds
new significance to natural wonders
and monuments of America. All ages.
Many photographs and maps, index.
Two volumes. Each Vol $2.00

We Pay Postage 
California Buyers Add 2 1/2 % Tax

Desert Crafts Shop
El Centro, California

MODERN PIONEERS RETRACE
HISTORIC TRAILS OF 49ers

Many books have been written about
western pioneers and overland trails, but
few if any writers have made their subject
as vivid as has Irene D. Paden in THE
WAKE OF THE PRAIRIE SCHOONER.
The realism is genuine, for the author, her
husband and son actually retraced the
routes followed in the 1800's by the many
bands of pioneers on their way to Cali-
fornia and Oregon.

In preparation for this modern adven-
ture on historic trails, the Paden family—
Dr. and Mrs. Paden and Bill—worked
eagerly for nine years unearthing hitherto
unknown diaries, taking copious notes,
reading every book related to their subject
and supplementing this indoor study with
summers of exploration out of doors. They
wanted to, and did, relive the experiences
of the men and women who broke the
trails into the heart of the West. The over-
land routes, with their many cutoffs, were
retraced mile by mile in the Paden's own
journey. Excellent maps and accurate new
data are the results of their careful, au-
thentic identification and reconstruction
of history. By thorough research and min-
ute reconnoissances, the Padens added to
and corrected much former information
about the overland routes.

The book that unexpectedly evolved
from this quest contains not a fictitious
person nor imaginary incident nor descrip-
tion lightly drawn. It leaves with the
reader a feeling of deep respect for and
humility toward our pioneer predecessors,
and he becomes a witness to the incredibly
appalling tragedies that daily and relent-
lessly met them, barely 100 years ago.
Death followed near as they plodded
through bleak alkaline wastes and forded
turbulent rivers and cautiously slipped
through hostile Indian territory. The toll
of victims from cholera and smallpox
needlessly increased as caravans deserted
the ill and dying beside the road, too
gripped with fear and panic to answer the
cries for pity. But there also were births,
courtships, weddings, sermons and songs
—all warmly reported by Mrs. Paden.
This epic period of American history fig-
uratively lives today through the absorb-
ing pages of WAKE OF THE PRAIRIE
SCHOONER.

Macmillan Company, 1943. Maps,
sketches, biblio., index, 514 pp. $3.00.

—ALITON MARSH

HOW A HOPI INDIAN
MAIDEN GROWS UP

With a warm simple style, Catherine
Cate Coblentz tells the story of a little
brown-eyed Hopi girl of northern Arizona
in her latest book, BLUE AND SILVER
NECKLACE.

Although A-la's family clung to the
ways of Yesterday Americans, still ancient
tradition was at times broken for conveni-
ence. As when she was permitted the su-
preme pleasure of tending a little flock of
sheep each day, in the shallow canyons of
smoky rock and across the gold and laven-
der sands of the Painted Desert.

During cold winter days, A-la remained
inside the clean tiny room that was her
home in the pueblo, where her wise and
understanding mother taught her the an-
cient lore and crafts of a gentle people.
There she learned how to grind corn and
make wafer-thin piki. She wove beautiful
plaques, dyed sticks and twigs, and care-
fully shaped apricot-colored pottery, paint-
ing on it her own designs.

Not all of A-la's days were so peaceful-
ly spent, for there were many adventures
on the reservation—like the time she saved
the Indian agent's baby from a rattlesnake,
or fell from a high cliff and had to spend
the night in a Navajo's shelter with a
sprained ankle, or saved a national monu-
ment from destruction by two dishonest
white men.

As A-la and her family slowly become
Today Americans, the story comes to a
happy end when they move into a new
white-man house near the trading post and
A-la finds her place as a busy, intelligent
Hopi maiden.

Little, Brown and Company, Boston,
1941. Six full-page and many other illus-
trations by Edwin Earle. 242 pp. $2.00.

—ALITON MARSH
• • •

NYE WRITES TWO MORE
YARNS FOR WESTERN FANS

Nelson C. Nye, cowpunching author of
Westerns which are noted for their au-
thenticity of background and characteriza-
tion, recently has written two new yarns
about men and cattle, entitled WILD
HORSE SHORTY, and CARTRIDGE-
CASE LAW. Mr. Nye's understanding of
the West combined with his knack of
story-telling and homely humor make
these two stories which should appeal to
every horse lover and Western fan. Mac-
millan Co. Each, $1.75. —AM.
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CHRISTMAS GIFT SUGGESTION

BLOCK PRINTS
... oj ate 2eleizt SistudtweSt
Sixteen of Lon Megargee's realistic prints of the In-

dian Country, the Mexican Borderland and the Old
Frontier—all in sepia, printed on 8 3/4x12 cream laid
paper.

EVERY ART COLLECTOR and student of block
prints should have this set.

WILD HORSES
TAOS PUEBLO
CUERNAVACA
BURROS
THE BRONC
SIESTA
WAR BONNET
LA PALOMA

THE SHRINE
LONE COWBOY
BUSTED
THE TRAPPER
WESTWARD HO
APACHES
THE DRUM
THE DANCE

This is some of Lon Megargee's finest work–
scenes of the beauty of the borderland; characters
who are lusty and bold; vibrant glimpses of the old
frontier. It is a portfolio of rare artistry—done by a
cowboy-artist who knows the desert and range in-
timately.

SOLD ONLY IN COMPLETE SETS

$2.00 postpaid

ANOTHER GIFT SUGGESTION
. . . by the same artist

Stu-1.40 ,1 ait the Matt#ttaiot

Beautiful full color lithograph of Camelback Moun-
tain in the Arizona desert. Printed in red-gold and
azure tones on 16x12 mat suitable for framing.

$3.00 POSTPAID

•	 •

ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS

Desert Crafts Shop
636 State Street	 El Centro, California

THE DESERT MAGAZINE
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Navajo legend tells how Spider Woman taught Navajo women the art of
weaving on a loom which Spider Man told them how to make. Crosspoles were
made of sky and earth cords, the warp sticks of sun rays, the healds of rock crys-tal and sheet lightning. The batten was a sun halo; white shell made the comb. The four spindles were a stick of zig-zag lightning with a whorl of cannel coal, a stick of flash lightning with a whorl of turquoise, a stick of sheet lightningwith a whorl of abalone, and the fourth was a rain streamer with a whorl of white shell.

Here a Navajo woman is spinning wool which she will weave into a rug. Photo taken inside her hogan on Navajoreservation, Arizona, by Arthur C. Miller, Hollywood, California.

Ataciaja Veatte4
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• •Cive "Candy That Crows 0/7 bees".
DEGLET NOORS—Firm chewie California dates (pic-
tured above left). Ideal for use in recipes given in
"Date Recipes" Booklet shown below.

3-1b. Package—$2.75	 5-1b. Package—$4.25

ASSORTED DATES—Includes Deglet Noors and the
soft creamy choice of the crop dates. Popular Christ-
mas gift assortment.

3-1b. Package—$3.00	 5-1b. Package—$4.50

All-YEAR GIFT
"Gift of Goodies," beautifully
packaged combination (right
above), half dates and half date
confections.

1 lb.—$1.25	 3 lbs.—$3.00
5 lbs.—$4.50

THE DELUXE GIFT
Pride of Santa Claus! Pack of
Date Cake, Date Confection,
Stuffed Dates, Date Sticks, and a
few of the choicest dates.

1 lb.—$1.25	 3 lbs.—$3.50
5 lbs.--$5.50

DATE RECIPES, a beautiful little book and Desert Souvenir. Will be sent to your friends

if you add just 50 cents to each of your date orders. Contains 250 tested date recipes, by

May Sowles Metzler. Illustrated by Orpha Klinker. A Christmas greeting in itself.

Valerie Jean will take care of your
Date Gift. mailing. Send your gift
cards to ke enclosed. Order immedi-
ately fbe Christmas. Postage prepaid
in U.S.A.

VALERIE JEAN'S
R. C. NICOLL, Owner

THERMAL, CALIFORNIA

Library	 Cal -1.6
University of Arizona	 r3 3
Tucson, Arizona





Taken from Masai Point in Chiricahua National Monument. southeastern Arizona. by John L. Blackford.

PATIENCE
By PRANCES HOPKINS
Newark, New Jersey

Desert seed
Endures the dark,
Long rain-need
Fearlessly. The hour
Of storm once passed,
It springs to flower.

• • •

THE PROSPECTOR
By JAMES B. DUMMER
Los Angeles, California

Untutored in letters, in science unversed,
His, often the pangs of hunger and thirst;
With courage as rare as the gold he seeks
In the voiceless valleys, on tinted peaks,
He travels alone in the heat and cold
With stars for his compass like sailors of old.

The years on the desert gave him good health
And he blazed the broad way to a nation's

wealth,
When his eyes are dimmed, and his body is

stark
No high pointed shaft will his resting place

mark,
Yet he braves the lone trail with hope in his

breast
In the vanguard of progress—from him came

the West.

ede4 eit4i41otal
By KATHARINE M. SAWYER

Mojave, California

When you think of a desert at Christmas,
You think of a desolate space;
Bitter winds blusering round tough old grease.

wood,
No Christmasy look to the place.

But the Christmas greens from this desert
Are as fragrant as those from the snow,
And there's frost in the deep desert canyons
When you're cutting the greens where they

grow.

There's juniper, spicy and feath'ry,
To bend into grey-berried wreathes,
Long-needled pine with huge pine cones,
Live oak with small spiney-edged leaves.

Then the soft grey desert holly,
Red-barked manzanita mongst these,
Big bunches of mistletoe growing
In the tops of great sycamore trees.

What fun to bring home this beauty,
Make mantels and doorways all gay;
For this desert blooms truly to give us
A traditional green Christmas Day.

DESERT MOSAIC
By LAVONA BEACH POTTER

Los Angeles, California
Tyrian clouds in a coral sky
Conform to a timeless paragon.
Mountains, immobile, intensify
The echoing desert antiphon.
Huddles of boulders exemplify
The ruins of ancient Parthenon.
Patterns in sand and the silhouette
Of Joshua trees' macabre mold
Mingle together, a weird vignette,
Retelling a story ages old.
All of these gems form a carcanet .
Mosaic inlaid in desert gold.

• • •
WIND OF THE DESERT RIVER

By MARY PERDEW
Santa Ana, California

When the sun just tops the mountains,
And the sky is streaked with flame,
Then the wind is off the river,
With a scent no one can name,
Made of cottonwoods and smoke trees,
And a hint of 'dobe mud.
It's a scent you'll always long for,
If the desert's in your blood.
There may be sweeter fragrances
Across the miles and years,
But only the desert river wind
Can fill my heart with tears.
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DESERT

Clo4e4fties
• When Margaret Carrick first learned
there were classes in flower arrangement
she couldn't imagine anyone going to
school to learn how to put flowers in
vases. But she learned that even after
five years of study and experiment there
still are endless possibilities in her hob-
by. For several years examples of her
work have appeared in magazines, and
now plans are underway to publish
photos taken by her husband of her ar-
rangements in book form. Jack Carrick's
photography also started out as a hobby
but now he is a Los Angeles Times staff
photographer. Some examples of their
combined hobbies appear in Desert this
month.

• Charles Kelly, who wrote the story of
Charles Stanton in this issue, left Salt
Lake City in 1941 to live in Fruita, a
beautiful little oasis in a setting of scenic
red cliffs. Kelly had been interested in
this southeast part of Utah for a long
time and had made many trips through
the Wayne Wonderland. Since March,
1944, he has been custodian of Capitol
Reef national monument with headquar-
ters at Fruita. Postwar plans have been
made to build a road through the monu-
ment to the Colorado river, thence
through Natural Bridges national monu-
ment and on to Monticello, near the
Colorado state line.

• For our Christmas story, Richard
Van Valkenburgh has written about an
experience he had while in the U. S. In-
dian service at Fort Defiance, Arizona.
Since the war, however, he has worked
for Uncle Sam in a different capacity—
helping to get giant bombers off to the
war fronts. He and Ruth and their son
Dickie now are at Tucson where they
plan to make their permanent home. But
in the meantime Van is putting in long
hard hours at the plane plant.

• Southern California's native palm
oases will be the subject of a series of
sketches to be presented in Desert Maga-
zine beginning with the January num-
ber. Randall Henderson, who will write
these stories has been photographing and
logging the native palm groups found
in the desert region as a hobby for many
years. His list now includes 60-odd
groups of palms, some of them in can-
yons, others on steep rocky hillsides,
several out on the floor of the desert and
many of them in the eroded clay and
gravel hills that border Coachella and
Imperial valleys. Each month's feature
will include photographs, map, and a
brief description of the oasis. A few of
these oases have been described in pre-
vious issues of Desert, but there are
many which never have been recorded in
any publication.

CREED OF THE DESERT
By JUNE LEMERT PAXTON
Yucca Valley, California

It may be, God forgot the desert,
As some folks like to say.

But not until, to protect its beauty,
He'd placed thorns to guardœalway.
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The White House cliff ruins, home of Navajo gods in Canyon de Chelly, northern
Arizona. From tempera painting by Charles Keetsie Shirley, Navajo artist.

j Watched the qadi

Dancing Gods. This polychrome painting on walls of a wind cava in northeastern
Arizona portrays Navajo gods dancing in Night Chant.

It was in the Time of Crusted
Snow, on Christmas night, that
Richard Van Valkenburgh
watched the Navajo gods dance
and sing the ancient Night
Chant. Talking God, with the
snow crystals on the tips of his
feather adorned mask gleaming
like rubies, led four unmasked
gods through a double row of
fires. The rest of the sacred rite
was enacted according to the
pattern that had been transmit-
ted for unknown generations.
The Night Chant climaxed the
nine days it had taken to perform
the rare healing ceremonial
called the Big God Way. This is a
description of the ninth - day
chant and the story the Navajo
tell to explain the origin of the
rite-myth.

Pan ce

HIS is a bad thing to do, Hastin.
To bray like a burro at the gods
who sleep in Kin• ni' nakaih. the

White House. It is only after four frosts
have touched the peaks of the sacred
mountains that one speaks of the
bichai, the grandfathers of the gods,"
chided Tchini, Red Earth, who was my
guide in the census survey of the Canyon
de Chelly.

We had made camp under a hackberry
tree near the foot of Woman's Trail.
Across canyon the mysterious White
House ruin was a pile of white cubes
nestling in the shadows of its arched wind
cave. My curiosity to count the echoes
that would come bouncing back from the
sound box made by the curving walls of
the great canyon brought Tachini's gentle
reprimand.

I revealed myself as a tenderfoot in the
Navajo country when I asked Tachini for
more information about the gods who
dwelt in the White House. He added
pointedly, "Hastin, good Navajo do not
talk of the Yé'ii in the time of lightning,
whirlwinds, and rattlesnakes. After the
frosts I will take you to a Klédji hatal, or
Night Chant. Then we will talk of the
gods—even hear them sing and see them
dance!"

Although I visited Tachini a number of
times during the years that followed, his
promise to take me to a Night Chant
seemed to have been forgotten. Then deep
one winter when we were all holed up at
Ft. Defiance by the bad snow storms, Beni,
Tichini's schoolboy son, turned up with a
message.

By RICHARD VAN VALKENBURGH

"My father says that in 12 days the
Yé'ii bichai will dance the Night Chant at
Ni'idzhi, the Sawmill. In 17 days he will
see you and me there. - I looked at my
calendar-17 days Navajo count, starting
tomorrow, would take me to Ni'idzhi on
Christmas night.

During the days before the dance I was
fortunate in having Grandma Gordy come
in from Coal Mine canyon on one of her
raids on our larder. Knowing that our old
friend had learned a little medicine from
Old Gordy, her deceased husband, I asked
her about the rite-myth of the Night
Chant.

-La! Hastin," she began. -The Night-
way is sung in one of the four major rites

or ways. These are In the Rocks, From the
Timber, Dog Way and Big God Way. Of
these, In the Rocks is the most commonly
sung today while the Big God Way sel-
dom has been sung since my childhood.
Which version do you wish?"

Some time before, my best informant,
Ayoo' nalnezhi, the Very Tall Man, had
given me the Dog Way version. And as
Washington Matthews many years before
had recorded In the Rocks, I chose the Big
God Way rite-myth. It was so uncommon
that few medicine men could tell the whole
story.

Grandma Gordy started her story,
"Djina, Gordy told me this.

-Has jalte, the Talking God who is also
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Masks used to impersonate Navajo gods in the Big God Way rite-myth. Only A, D,
G appear in the Night Chant, described in this article. The others appear on pre-
ceding nights. A-Has jélte, the Talking God. B-Hasjéhogan, the House God. C-
Nayétnezhgani, Slayer of Enemies. D-Hasjé ba'ad. Female God. E-T6 ba'chis-
chilli, Born of Water and the twin of the Slayer (C). F-Thihaoldza, Fringe

Mouth God. G-Hasjé bik'a. the Male God. H-G,inskidi, the Humpback God.

laughed as he looked at the blanket that I
had pulled over my tingling ears, "Ha! I
thought it was a Navajo until I looked at
those big overshoes!"

While I sipped throat-scorching coffee
and thawed out by turning around before
the fire like a barbecue on a spit. Tichini
told me of the events preceding my arrival.
Eight days before, the ceremonial had

started for the cure of an old codger from
Fluted Rock called, Hashkanhatsoi, Yuc-
ca Fruit.

Some time before that the medicine
men had decided after "star gazing,"
"hand trembling," and other divination
that the old man's palsy had been caused
by Yé'ii bichai sickness. To cure this
trouble, which had been brought on by

5

called Yé'ii bichai, the grandfather of the
gods, dwelt in Kin'enakaih, the White
House. While visiting the Earth he met a
woman of the Wandering People. After
four days she became the mother of two
boys.

"Far in the land to the east they dwelt
with their mother. When they were half-
grown one boy was struck blind. The other
had both legs drawn up. Not being able
to do their share of the camp's work they
were turned out to die. That was the way in
olden days.

"The blind boy carried the crippled
brother on his shoulders. Together they
started into the west. At every cliff dwell-
ing they stopped and asked that the gods
living there cure them. But these gods,
mostly Puebloan, threw rocks and sticks
at them and drove them away.

"After a long journey they came to
Kin'ni'nakaih in the Canyon de Chelly.
As today, it was the home of the Navajo
gods. When Talking God saw them he
said, 'These are my sons—I will cure
them.' So he made 'medicine and songs
which made them whole.

And this was the first time that the
Night Chant was sung—when Talking
God cured his blind and crippled sons!"

• • •
When Beni came for nie on Christmas

afternoon the thermometer had dropped
to ten degiees below zero. Even though
warmly dressed the black-wind paralyzed
me as I went out to start my pickup. The
14-mile trip up through the pines to
Ni'idzhi on a subzero winter night was
filled with danger.

By the time the lights of Fort Defiance
were behind and we were churning up Bo-
nito canyon's deep gorge the wind had
died and the snow was falling fast. As we
passed out of the western portal of the
canyon our lights seemed to end in a
sheer grey wall. There is no count of the
number of times Beni got out to pick up
the trail and wipe the snow off our wind-
shield.

Near Dove spring the snow stopped.
Across the hills snow clouds scampered
against the black background of the pine
forest. It was a relief when we bucked
through the drifts to the corduroy road
that loggers had laid to Ni'idzhi. Before
long Beni's sharp eyes sighted pin-pricks
of red flickering against the mountain
side.

Using these as lodestars we soon
reached the outskirts of the dance. Stum-
bling through the litter of wagons and
horses, and watching for the sharp teeth
of the camp dogs we found our way to the
dance ground. Huddled around two rows
of great fires that crackled and leaped into
the sky the Navajo warmed themselves as
well as they could.

After some search we located the fire
oh Tichini. When I walked up with legs
that were as stiff as pokers, my old friend
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The Fringe Mouth sand painting, made on the eighth day of the Big God Way represents a ceremony held by the gods at a cliff

dwelling north of the San Juan river, Arizona. From this ruin there have come many of the rites of the Night Chant. Black line at

bottom represents the cave in which the dwelling stands. Small white lines on black represent houses within cave. Coming out of

both ends of cave are the rainbows that lighted the cliff duelling. Terraced figure in center and at bottom is called K6s'sis'sin, or

shaped cloud, from which arises on three roots a stalk of corn. Four outer figures represent the Humpback God. Middle figures

are Female Gods. Four elaborate figures next to corn stalk are the Fringe Mouth Gods who perform the
acts that aid patient in recovering from sickness.

participation in too many masked dances
in which he had impersonated the gods,
the hathli, medicine man, had decided that
a Night Chant would be the only remedy.

During the preceding days of the cere-
monial Dinétsosi, the head medicine man,
had supervised in giving sweat baths in
the tache, or ceremonial sweathouse. In ad-
dition the patient had been given liquid
concoctions of plant medicine, incense to
smell, and additional ceremonial purifica-
tion by baths in soaproot suds.

To invoke the benevolence of the gods
songs had been sung, prayers had been of-
fered, and the rite-myth of the Night

Chant had been told. To further please
the Holy Ones Mans, or prayer sticks, had

been made of carrizo cane and rosewood.
Near the size of a cigarette the kétans were

decorated especially for the god whose
blessing was desired.

On the second and fifth days small sand-
paintings had been made. And on the sixth
day the great Whirling Logs picture had
been laid down in all its blending colors
on the floor of the ceremonial hogan. Then
on the eighth day the superb and compli-
cated Fringe Mouth sandpainting brought
this expression of Navajo ceremonial art
to its perfection.

Something caught my eye as Tâchini
talked. From out of the door of the cere-
monial hogan west of the fires, walked the
head medicine man. Passing through the
red zone of light he faded into the dark-
ness toward the bagan, or gods'
house, the brush shelter where the dancers
were dressing.

Out of the black night came the mating

call of the mountain grouse—"Whu-huu-
huu"—

"This is the call of Talking God,"
whispered Tâchini as the intent crowd
watched five dancers emerge from the east.
With snow crystals gleaming like rubies
on the tips of his eagle feather adorned
mask, the Talking God led four unmasked
gods through the double row of fires to
the medicine hogan.

Before the hogan the patient and medi-
cine man awaited them. Invoking the rit-
ual the patient sprinkled the white-painted
bodies of the dancers with corn meal. As a
long prayer was recited sentence by sen-
tence by the medicine man, and then by
the patient, the god-impersonators swayed
back and forth as they lifted their left feet
in rhythm.

Then the Dancing Gods whooped and

THE DESERT MAGAZINE
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Grandma Cora), utaou of a Natap , medicine w,to. kJieti the tue-myth of the Big
God Way. Photo by the author.

bowed. They turned to make a graceful
scooping gesture with their rattles as they
passed Talking God. Together their voices
accelerated and swelled to above the
crackling of the fires to sing the introduc-
tory song of the Night Chant:

"Haa yaa, Corn comes up
Comes up the corn
Oh, ho, ho, ho
Ee, yee, yee, yee
Haa naa, Rain cornes down
Cornes down the rain
Oh, ho, ho, ho
Ee, yee, yee, yee."

Tichini told me, —Tis the song of start
and finish. It is the idea of the whclr:
Night Chant. It is for rain to make all
things grow. The patient's cure is for him
alone, but this is for all the people. See—
even the black tips on the eagle feathers
on Talking God's mask mean black clouds
—male rain. And the white tips on th-_-
feathers mean white clouds—femal
rain!”

The starting ceremony finished. Then
the four unmasked dancing gods slipped
away to the Yé'ii bagan. I watched as
their chief, Talking God, remained to
clear the dance ground. When he passed
me I almost agreed with the children that
he was a real god.

Besides his magnificent white mask
adorned with 12 eagle plumes and collar
of spruce, a large dove colored buckskin
was slung over his shoulder. While the
gourd rattle in his right hand beat rhythm
a bough of spruce held in his left hand
moved slightly in the same tempo. At the
back of his waist a fox skin dangled from
his belt with conchas, shell-shaped orna-
ments, as large as saucers—silver that
gleamed in the fire glow.

Again came the "Whu-hu-huu" of
Talking God.

Turning to me Tichini said, "La! Some
time ago—in the Ripening of the Sugar
Cane you asked about the Navajo gods.
That is what I called you here for. Look!

Swiftly materializing out of the snow
storm 14 fully masked Yé'ii appeared. As
they passed by they shook their rattles and
chanted in a low tone. Following Talking
God came 12 blue masked gods. Six were
Hasjébik . aa. Male Gods, and six were
Hasjéba'ad. Female Gods. Behind them
came the clown of the dance, Te.'ni:/ini.
the Water Sprinkler.

After being sprinkled before the medi-
cine hogan with corn meal the Yeii moved
out and began their dance. With arms
Inked the Male and Female Gods began
to dance in a pattern similar to the Vir-
rt,inia Reel. The couple to the west began
by linking arms and dancing eastward
through the double line. After repeating
the whole set four times they filed off in
lock-step toward the Yé'ii bagan.

From then on at half-hour intervals the
call of Talking God summoned new sets

The Holy Ones have come down from
their home in Kin'ni'nakaih. They start
with the Na',i'kaih, the Turning to 'White
Dance."

In the Time of Crusted Snow the Na-
vajo use sleds to travel over snow-

bound trails of Navajo/and.

DECEMBER, 1944	
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Drawing by Frank Adams •	 Text by Dick Adams

SOLILOQUIES OF A PROSPECTOR

BLUE HAZE AND PURPLE HILL/
GREET ME AL I GAZE
HEAVEN XENT PHENOMENON
JET HERE TO AMAZE . "

of dancers. As they repeated the pattern of
the first dance their voices varied from
basso to falsetto as they chanted their an-
cient rhythm. Toward morning the repe-
tition became monotonous. Notwithstand-
ing the increasing cold I began to doze.

A hand shook me awake, "This is not
the time to sleep, Hastin, - whispered
Tichini. One might freeze. But worse
than that—if T6'ni'lini catches you he will
throw ice water on you from his tosja or
wicker water bottle. For no good Navajo
sleeps while the Yé'ii bichai are dancing. -

I had watched this weird and funny
Yé'ii all night. In character with his blue
mask surmounted by a plumed basket hat

and with baggy clothing bound with rings
of spruce, he had mooched tobacco, ex-
temporized new dances and pestered peo-
ple. Prancing around, mimicking Talking
God, his main forte had been gesturing
to the sky and howling, "I'm the Big
Chief. La! I'm the Big Chief. -

There seemed to be no promise of dawn
in Navajoland on this freezing winter
morning. Nothing seemed to stir the
leaden pall that had settled down on the
forest to freeze everything it touched.
Huddled in their blankets the Navajo
stayed close by their campfires—even
when the dog-fights started out by the
wagons.

Then there came a hint of grey light in
the east. With this feeble promise of
dawn the Navajo began to stir. For a mo-
ment they lost interest in the dance teams
still coming on. Wading out into the snow
to their frost-tinseled horses they began to
saddle and harness for their return journey
home.

The (hant of the dancers grew louder.
T6'ni'lini leaped higher and stomped the
frozen ground harder—pulling new tricks
to hold the interest of the crowd. When
we returned from looking at Tichini's
horses he said, "Look to the east—the blue
of early dawn drives away the grey. 'Tis
time for the 'going home' of the gods! -

The ethereal blue rising in a great arch
threw a soft light on the gods as they stood
before the medicine hogan. While we
watched Tâchini said, All around us the
people pray. Above us the real gods look
down to bless us. 'Tis as close as one ever
gets to them—in the blue dawn when they
sing the song of Doli the Bluebird:

"At dawn
Doll the Bluebird sings
He has a voice
Bluebird sings.

His beautiful voice
His melodious voice
His joyful voice
Flowing in happiness."

After finishing the Bluebird Song
which included verses to Yellow Warbler,
the turned away from the medicine
hogan. Eastward they looked—across the
snow covered land that rolled away in
great swells. As the light grew strong and
a path of crystals sparkled with the first
rosy glow of the sun's promise of a bright
day the Night Chant closed with the
Ai'tsah tlai songs which had started the
dance.

With the last verse silence fell over the
deep forest. The Navajo took corn pollen
from their tiny bags. With deft movements
they placed the yellow powder on the tips
of their tongues, and the tops of their
heads. As they tossed the pollen toward
the heavens, Tichini murmured, — Tis the
final prayer for the blessing of the Gods. -

By the time I had my motor warming up
the dance was well broken up. While
Tichini and I shivered under our blankets
waiting for the heater to drive away the
cold, the old man put his hand on my
shoulder as he said, "My son, I have kept
the promise made to you under the gods'
home at Kinyni'nakaih. You have now
seen the gods sing and dance!"

"Aei'keh'heh, Thanks Grandfather!" I
replied as we watched the sleighs and
wagons of the Navajo move away through
the drifts and disappear into the snow-fog
swirling up through the pine forest. "This
is one Christmas that I shall never forget—
the White Man's holy day when I went
with you to watch the Yé'ii bichai of the
Navajo dance in the snow at Ni'idzhi."
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Charles Tyler Stanton. From an oil painting. 1844. This woodcut in McGlashan's
History of the Donner Party is the only known likeness of the pioneer hero.

Charles T. Stanton, although
he was the hero of the tragic Don-
ner party, has remained for al-
most a hundred years a com-
parative stranger to historians.
When he joined the Donner
brothers and their companions
in May, 1846, on their way to
California, none had known him
previously, he was unmarried
and stayed much to himself. Al-
though he later was to save the
lives of the Donner survivors and
give his own in attempting to
lead them through the Sierra
snows, his story still remained
little known until a recent dis-
covery which has led to the un-
covering of considerable new
information . . . When Mrs. Ber-
nice Johnson, of Ogden, Utah,
was reading about the Donner
party in a book she was prepar-
ing for review she was struck by
the paragraph which told of the
morning when the Donner sur-
vivors left the exhausted Stanton
behind, saying he would come
along presently—for that was
the name of her great-uncle who,
family tradition said, had frozen
"to death in the mountains while
guiding some emigrants." From
a chest of family keepsakes Mrs.
Johnson took a worn little bible
bearing the name of Charles T.
Stanton. During all the years she
had known of the bible she never
had connected it with the hero of
the Donner party. Later research,
to verify its Ownership, revealed
not only much more about Stan-
ton's life but traced his family
history back to 1635 in Virginia
and proved him to be a relative
of George Washington.

Pannet litayedy Xelic Tound
By CHARLES KELLY

Map drawn by John Hansen

O NE HUNDRED years ago the
first emigrant wagon train crossed
the Sierra Nevada mountains into

California — a pathfinding expedition
guided by 80-year-old Caleb Greenwood,
Picturesque mountain man.

Two years later, in 1846, the Donner
party followed Greenwood's dim trail
down Humboldt river, also bound for
California, not yet known as the golden
land. But disasters along the difficult road
caused serious delays, so that by the time

DECEMBER, 1944

they reached the foot of the Sierras snow
had fallen too deeply to permit passage
of their wagons through the pass, and they
were compelled to make a winter camp.
Before spring 36 of the 80 persons com-
prising the Donner party died of starva-
tion.

To those familiar with that tragic pio-
neer episode the unselfish activities of one
man stand out in brilliant relief against a
dismal background of suffering and
death. Although Charles T. Stanton could

have saved himself, he chose to risk his
life for his friends—and lost.

Historians long have recognized Stan-
ton's heroism but unfortunately knew al-
most nothing about him. He was an unat-
tached stranger in the party, a modest
young man who preferred action to words.
Who was he? Where did he come from?
Why was he traveling west with the Don-
ner party? No one could answer.

Then one day recently, Austin L. John-
son of Ogden, Utah, stopped at a book-
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Upper—The old Donner trail is still tnible ni the Gieat Sait elese,t oJ Clah alter almost a celitur). A wagon boA wai aiig out o)

the salt here after this photo was taken. From this point it was 20 miles to water at base of Pilot Peak in the distance. Lower—

Remains of fames F. Reed's Desert Palace car, abandoned in Salt desert in 1846. Two of the wheels have been dug up and placed

in museums since this photo was taken. Many other relics have been found strewn along the trail.

store and purchased a copy of Dale L.
Morgan's new book, Humboldt River,
thinking his wife Bernice might like to re-
view it for her literary club. Mrs. Johnson
began to read it that same evening and
found it absorbing. But suddenly she was
stopped by a paragraph which dimly re-
called something she had heard as a small
girl.

"On the sixth morning, when the
others stirred from camp, Charles T.
Stanton sat with his back against a
tree . . . 'Are you coming?' asked
Mary Graves. 'Yes,' he said, 'Em
coming soon.' So they went on, while
he sat against the tree ... feeling the
cold chilling his veins, his flesh—
then no feeling at all."

Bernice Johnson read the paragraph
again, hardly daring to hope that what she
suspected was true. Then she read it to
her husband.

"Wasn't there a Charles T. Stanton con-
nected with your family?" he asked.

"Yes," she said. "I had a great-uncle of
that name, and I've often heard my mother
say he froze to death in the mountains
while guiding some emigrants. I never
knew what year that happened nor where
the mountains were, presuming they were
somewhere in the east. Do you suppose it
could be ... yes, it must be the same man!"

Excitedly she went to a small chest filled
with faded old photographs and family
keepsakes. In the bottom lay a small, well
worn pocket bible, printed in 1831 and
showing evidence of having been water
soaked. Lifting it out she carefully opened
the cover. There on the flyleaf, in a bold
hand, was the inscription: "Charles Tyler
Stanton, Syracuse, New York, May 5,
1834." Underneath were the names of
Philip VR. Stanton and Sidney Stanton,
two of his brothers. The little bible had
been in her family as long as she could

remember, but all she knew of its history
was that one fragment of family legend.
The name and date, however, seemed to
fit the story of the Donner party as told in
Morgan's book.

Mrs. Johnson now was convinced that
the little bible she held in her hand actual-
ly had belonged to the hero of the Donner
party. If so it was a priceless relic of pio-
neer times, which had lain unrecognized
for nearly a century. To verify her belief
she began searching her family records for
every scrap of information on her great-
uncle. Later, in the Bancroft Library,
Berkeley, she found a long letter written
by Philip VR. Stanton, giving some details
of the life of his brother Charles and men-
tioning certain relics returned to the fam-
ily after his death in the mountains. From
these sources she now is able to contribute
new information on the life of one of the
West's outstanding pioneer heroes.

Her records show that Thomas Stanton,
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ancestor of the family in America, came
to Virginia in 1635, and that the Stantons
were relatives of George Washington.
Charles T. Stanton was born in New York
in 1811, one of ten children in a well-to-do
family. In 1835, one year after purchasing
the little pocket bible, he left Syracuse and
went to Chicago, where he started a mer-
cantile business. He remained in business
until about 1843, when he failed because
of hard times following the panic of 1837.
This failure and consequent loss to his
creditors had a depressing effect on his
spirits and energies. Of this period his
brother Philip wrote:

"During those two or three years
he appears not to have done scarcely
anything . . . I endeavored in my let-
ters to him to reawaken his ambition
and to induce him again to engage in
some sort of business; but all my ef-
forts were apparently unsuccessful
until within a few months prior to his
setting out on his western journey.
He then seemed to revive and to de-
termine to do something, although he
did not impart his plans to me, if in-
deed he had formed any."

In the meantime Charles' sister Perme-
ly had joined the Mormon church and

Mrs. Austin L. Johnson with the
pocket bible found on the body of
her great-uncle, Charles T. Stanton,
who perished in Sierra snows while
attempting to guide the Donner sur-

vivors to California. Gene Wright
Studio, Ogden, Utah.
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moved to Nauvoo, Illinois. It was no
doubt while visiting her that he first heard
of the emigrant movement to California.
His imagination was fired by the possibil-
ities of starting over again in that distant
land. Suddenly he made up his mind.
Philip was surprised to receive a letter
from him, dated at Independence, Mis-
souri, May 12, 1846, stating that on the
next day he would leave that place for
California.

In Independence Stanton talked with
scores of emigrants bound for Oregon and
California. Impressed with the intelli-
gence and dependability of George and
Jacob Donner, he arranged to travel in
their company. He was then 35 years old,
unmarried, and had known none of the
emigrants previously. Unattached and un-
encumbered by a wagon, he acted as one
of the scouts for the emigrant company.

As the train moved westward Charles
wrote letters to his brother Philip, a lawyer
in Syracuse, sending them east with pass-
ing trappers on their way to St. Lou;s.

Every letter reached its destination, en-
abling Philip to follow his movements on
a map in his office. At Bear river the Don-
ner party met Lansford W. Hastings, who
enthusiastically described a new cutoff he
had discovered across the Great Salt des-
ert which he said would save many miles
of hard travel. Many emigrants refused
to listen to this tale and kept to the old
road. With no connection in the party
Stanton could have done likewise, but hav-
ing started with the Donners he chose to
remain with them and share their adven-
tures. On August 3 at Bear river he wrote
his last letter, saying he would not be
able to send another until he reached Cali-
fornia.

Following the trail of an advance party
personally guided by Hastings, the Don-
ner party finally reached Weber river in
Utah, where they found the dim road too
rough for their heavy wagons. Here.three
men, including Stanton, rode ahead to ex-
plore a better road through the Wasatch
mountains. The three scouts ran out of

food, wore out their horses and nearly died
from thirst, but finally returned to guide
the wagons over a route which a year later
became the Mormon trail to Salt Lake City.

West of that future Zion, Hastings cut-
off crossed the Great Salt desert, 80 miles
of barren salt plain where there was
neither grass nor water. On this desert
many teams gave out and wagons had to
be abandoned, causing much suffering and
delay. When the train finally was reorgan-
ized at Pilot's Peak in Nevada, food sup-
plies were found to be dangerously short
and it was therefore decided to send two
men ahead to Sutter's Fort for more flour
and dried meat.

One of those who volunteered for this
dangerous mission was William Mc-
Cutchen, who left his wife and family in
the train. The other was Charles T. Stan-
ton. Some were afraid that Stanton, with
no relatives in the party, might not return,
but he previously had demonstrated his
character and the Donner brothers were
satisfied to trust him with their funds and
their lives. They were convinced he would
not betray that trust.

Pushing on along Humboldt river the
wagons crossed the Sink and finally
reached the base of the Sierras. By that
time they were almost entirely out of food.
But next day, to their great joy, a small
string of pack horses was seen coming
down the mountain, led by Charles Stan-
ton, assisted by two Indians. McCutchen
had been taken sick and was unable to re-
turn. Stanton, who might have remained
safely in California, had come back, bring-
ing supplies enough to see them over the
mountains.

But misfortune, which had dogged the
train so many miles, struck again. Snow
began to fall so heavily that it was impos-
sible to get wagons over the pass although,
urged by Stanton, several attempts were
made. At last they gave up and made camp
on October 23. The supplies Stanton had
brought did not last long. Their cattle
wandered away in a storm and became lost
in deep snow. Soon they were faced with
starvation.

In this desperate situation it was agreed
that some of the strongest men and wom-
en should make an attempt to cross the
mountains on foot to notify Capt. Sutter
of their condition. This group, appropri-
ately known as the Forlorn Hope, consist-

Frank Durfee holding one of the ox
yokes he found in a cache along the
Donner trail in the Salt desert.
Feathers from a feather bed in this
cache were fairly well preserved after

having been buried in salt for
90 years.
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the snow, after removing his vest, a Ma-
sonic pin, and the little bible from his coat
pocket. These were carried back to Sutter's
Fort and turned over to George McKin-
stry.

Philip first read of the Donner tragedy
and his brother's death in the New York
newspapers, in July, 1847, copied from
issues of the California Star brought
around the Horn in sailing ships. In No-
vember he received a package containing
his brother's relics, sent by McKinstry,
which he acknowledged with the letter
fortunately preserved by H. H. Bancroft.

The history of Charles Stanton's bible
was passed down in the family by word of
mouth, losing many details in the process.
The book itself was brought to Utah by
Mrs. Johnson's grandmother when she
crossed the plains, and that is how it hap-
pened to be found in Ogden.

Now, after almost a century, Mrs. John-
son has learned its tragic story. She plans
to place the relic in some pioneer museum
where it will be preserved as a memento of
her great-uncle, Charles Tyler Stanton,
who laid down his life for his friends.

Inscription on the Donner-Reed Trail
monument, located 45 miles east of
Wendover, Utah, on Victory High-
way, erected by Utah Pioneer . Trails
and Landmarks Association'and the

Grantsville high school.

ed of five women and ten men, including
Stanton, the only one who knew the diffi-
cult trail.

These 15 left camp on December 16,
with snow lying 20 feet deep in the moun-
tains. They had almost no food and what
little they carried lasted only two or three
days. Already worn out by his previous
exertions, Stanton was stricken with snow
blindness on the first day. Somehow he
managed to stumble along for five days,
but on the morning of the sixth he was too
weak to start with the others. They left
him sitting against a tree—and that is
where his body was found months later,
frozen solid.

On January 17, seven tottering surviv-
ors of the Forlorn Hope stumbled into
Johnson's ranch, above Sutter's Fort,
bringing word of the conditions at Donner
lake, and an expedition was hurriedly or-
ganized to carry relief back over the
mountains. Except for their almost super-
human efforts, all those in camp would
have died.

Members of the first relief party found
Charles Stanton's body and buried it in

Sidney Stanton, brother of Charles,
whose name also appears on the fly-

leaf of the Stanton bible.
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Mesquite Mistletoe or Desert Mistletoe. The tiny berries
are like opalescent pearls, creamy white to

coral pink or red.

Aidetoe 60t ati3trnai

By MARY BEAL

7-- OR CENTURIES mistletoe has been associated with
the celebration of Christmas but the romance clinging
to it has even earlier beginnings. It figured in ancient

Celtic rites as far back as the time of the druids, when oak
groves were temples of worship and the oak itself revered as the
symbol of the One God. The mistletoe growing upon it also
was held in veneration as representing man's dependence upon
God. These priests of old sent around their attendant youths
with mistletoe branches to announce the New Year and at their
Festival of the Full Moon, mistletoe again had a stellar role.
It also was valued medicinally, an infusion of the new growth
being administered as a remedy for all diseases and called
"Heal-all," which comes to us as the common name - All-Heal, -
listed by herbalists, both old and more recent, as a specific for
most ailments and strongly recommended in convulsive dis-
orders, especially for the cure of epilepsy.

Mistletoe held a prominent place in Norse mythology. Odin's
son Baldur, the darling of the gods, was slain by an arrow of
mistletoe, the only thing his mother failed to place under a vow

not to harm him. After this tragedy the mistletoe was put under

the tutelage of the Goddess of Love, it being decreed that who-
ever passed beneath it should be kissed, to signify that it was an

emblem of love and not of vengeance. The modern Yuletide

privilege of kissing those caught under the mistletoe is a sur-

vival of that legendary custom. Because it is quite generally
used in Christmas decorations in this country there is a well-

defined trade in mistletoe, the largest shipments of it coming

from New Mexico and Oklahoma. It is Oklahoma's state flower.

There are more than 400 species in this parasite family in al-

most all parts of the world, particularly in the warm countries.

Most of those in America belong to the genus Phorodendron,
which means literally "tree thief. - In the arid Southwest mistle-

toe is much more varied in form and habit and more abundant

than where a more humid climate creates closer stands of trees

with denser foliage. Between middle Texas and Southern Cali-

fornia there are several distinct varieties of Phorodendron

flavescens, which closely resembles the well-known original

mistletoe, and also several distinct species. The stems of all are

much-branched and swollen at the nodes, the flowers minute

and sunk in the joints of the spikes, usually appearing in De-

14

cember, the staminate and pistillate in different plants. The
fruit develops so slowly that by the time the berries are ripening
the next crop of bloom makes its inconspicuous appearance. The
seed is embedded in clear sticky pulp encased in a semi-
transparent skin, forming a small pearly berry.

Our desert representative of the common mistletoe, closely
akin to that of tradition, is

Phorodendron flavescens var. macrophyllum

This large-leaved variety is conspicuously common from west-
ern Texas to California. The yellow-green stems are very
woody, forming bush-like masses 2 to 8 feet across, the young
leaves quite densely hairy, becoming bald when mature, obo-
vate, 1 to over 3 inches long and conspicuously veined. The
flower spikes are an inch or less long, the globose, white berries
1/4 inch or less in diameter. It infects cottonwoods and poplars
chiefly but does not pass up willows, sycamores, black locusts
and ash. Along the Mojave river bottomlands many cotton-
woods are so heavily overgrown with this mistletoe as to be
entirely green during the leafless season with the massed
bunches of the parasite.

Variety densuni has smooth hairless herbage, small narrow
leaves not over 3/4 inch long, dull cream or straw-colored ber-
ries. Its dense globular tufts sit erectly on desert jumpers and
cypress in mountain areas in Arizona and eastern California.

Variety coryae has for hosts several evergreen species of oak.
The herbage is closely hairy, the rather broad leaves an inch
or less long and the white berries a bit hairy at apex. Very
common in Arizona, extending to western Texas and into
Mexico.

Phorodendro californicum

Commonly called mesquite mistletoe or desert mistletoe and
quite different in appearance. Its leaves are reduced to mere
scales, the yellow-green, slender stems dulled by a covering of
fine greyish hairs and usually deep red on one side, from a few
inches to 2 feet long, often curved or drooping and flexile. The
tiny berries are like opalescent pearls, from creamy-white to
coral pink or red, entrancingly abundant and beloved by many
birds. It is hosted by mesquite, catsclaw, palo verde, and iron-
wood, occasionally creosote bush. In mesquite country it often
takes over in a big way, its large bunches spreading to form
great masses that at last cover the whole tree, sapping its vital-
ity until it dies, the parasite thereby destroying itself. The birds
are not the only ones to appreciate the berries. Indians too eat
them, sun-dried and stored, and also the fresh berries stripped
from boiled twigs of spikes. Clumps of mistletoe offer fine
nesting sites for birds, especially tiny verdins and gnatcatchers.
This bejeweled species is common on the Colorado and Mojave
deserts, extending to Nevada, southern Utah and northern
Mexico.

Phorodendron juniperinum

Another leafless species, the hairless, rather stiff, stout stems

yellowish or light brown, the many crowded branches usually

erect but sometimes pendulous in age, the waxy white berries
very small. Parasitic on various species of juniper, from south-

ern Utah to Mexico, from California to western Texas, from
4000 to 7000 feet elevation. Some Arizona Indians credit it

with curative properties of high quality.

Arceuthobium campylopodum var. divaricatum

The genus to which this species belongs infests pine trees
and the variety featured confines itself to the pifions. It is an

erect robust plant, the leafless stems rather stout, 1 1/2 to 6 inches

long, olive-green or yellowish, the staminate plants more slen-

der. The ovoid berries are olive-green, veiled with a bluish

bloom. Usually found where there are Orions, especially on

slopes and ranges in the Mojave desert, Arizona and New

Mexico. An inconspicuous species as a rule.
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Vallecito stage station, before restoration, as it appeared when Hugh Rankin first viewed it in quest of the lost treasure.
Sketch by the author.

71-HERE'S a legend—
Some years after the Butterfield

stage line was discontinued in
1861, a cattle rustler moved into the old
abandoned stage station at Vallecito on the
Southern California desert. He also was
reputed to be a bandit who acquired much
gold by robbing miners from the rich
California fields.

Eventually, he decided to get out of the
country with his loot, and sent his wife to
Mexico City to buy a home for them. Dur-

ing her absence he was killed in a runaway
accident.

A Diegueno Indian woman kept house
for him during his wife's absence, and it
was through her brother that the story of
the lost gold of Vallecito became known.
This Dieguerio woman reported that
shortly before his death, the rustler had
taken two large ollas filled with nuggets,
and had ridden off on a white horse across
Vallecito valley toward the southwest.
From the doorway of the old station the

woman later saw the horse standing on a
knoll in what was then known as Potrero
canyon. More recently the place has been
known as Treasure canyon. Later the
rustler returned without the ollas.

After the death of their employer, the
Indian woman and her brother planned to
search for the gold, which they were sure
was buried in the Potrero. However, she
was bitten by a rattler and died. Her
brother thought it was a bad omen, and
!eft the country.

The rustler's wife returned, and also
spent many weeks searching for the gold
without success. Then she disappeared.

Years later Alexander MacLeod, of Los
Angeles, on a prospecting trip, became ac-
quainted with an aged Indian, and from
him learned the story of the lost gold. Mac-
Leod's informant was the brother of the
woman who saw the rustler ride into
Potrero with the ollas.

MacLeod had made one trip in search
of the treasure with a doodlebug. He had
excavated a deep hole at the point where
the bug indicated it might be buried, but
his grub ran out, and he had to give it up.

And now another trip was to be made to
Treasure canyon. My friend Theodore A.
Higgins was to go along with his radio
finder, which, working on the principle of
radar, via§ supposed to locate metallic sub-
stances beneath the surface of the ground.

It was through Higgins that I arranged
to become a third member of the party.

2uesi joii the 2041
Qalci ai %ilea&

"The rustler took two large ollas filled with gold and rode off across the
valley. And when he returned he did not bring back the gold." This is the
legendary clue that has led many treasure seekers to California's Valle-
cito valley in quest of hidden wealth. And here is a story that reveals
some of the things that can happen to a tenderfoot when he goes in search
of lost gold. He didn't find the treasure—but he's going back when Uncle
Sam will let him have the gasoline.

By HUGH RANKIN
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OLD VALLECITO STAGE STATION
ON THE

i..	 BUTTERFIELD OVERLAND MAIL ROUTE
PRESENTED TO THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO

0 MR.CHARLES F. NOLLAtID

SPAIN$T1 CAPSTAN PEDRO FADES IN 1781.
ORLDNIALLY VALLECIYOUTTIE WALLEY WAS TILE INDIAN RANCHERIA OF MARI. TM FIRST 

EUROPEAN TO VISIT THIS VALLEY WAS Tilt

-... ,...
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Sign identifying Old Vallecito Stage Station on the Butterfield Overland Mail Route gives this brief history of the landmark:
"Originally Vallecito (Little Valley) was the Indian Rancheria of Hawi.The first European to visit this valley was the Spanish
Capitan Pedro Fages in 1781. Here in 1846 camped the ragged army of General Kearney and the noted scout Kit Carson. A few
months later the famed 'Mormon Battalion' under Col. Philip St. George Cook crossed this valley. For years it was a favorite
resting place of the emigrant caravans. Here also camped Lis. Whipple and Cave J. Couts enroule to their survey of the Mexican
border. In 1851 the original building on this site was erected by J. R. Lassiter. In 1857 Vallecito became part of the first official

transcontinental mail and passenger route—The San Diego-San Antonio (Jackass) Mail, which blazed the trail
for the Great Overland (Butterfield) Mail of 1858 - 1861. -

yielded a foot-long lizard. It was a sickly
green and obviously had not been out in
the sunshine for a long time.

Down in the cienaga below, the frogs
were filling the night air with a chorus
that one hardly would expect to hear on
the desert.

After we had removed the boulders, we
tried the radio again, and this time there
was nothing but a dull hum. We tried it
again and again—but could get no an-
swering whistle. The metal, perhaps iron,
must have been in those boulders we sent
rolling down the slope. So that was that.

One morning we got a favorable signal
from the instruments. When we dug we
found a tin can. But the signal persisted
and so we went deeper—and unearthed an
old stove lid.

When our food was exhausted we gave
up. The lost gold of Vallecito still was lost,
as far as we were concerned.

At a later date I returned for another ef-
fort to find the treasure. This was after
the stage station had been rebuilt.

This time I was equipped with an im-
proved radio finder. Tramping in the can-
yon, it signaled violently and continued to

do so as I moved it over an area about 20
feet in diameter. I was at a loss to account
for so large an area. However, I had
heard that buried metal may magnetize the
surrounding earth, and so with my com-
panions started digging. There was noth-
ing but stones below, and with the hope
that we had discovered placer ground, we

took samples back to Los Angeles for as-
saying.

The report was negative. But the radio
finder again gave a positive register over
those same stones.

The signal was very very definite. I still
believe there is treasure in that canyon. 1
am going back—when I can get gas.

FURTHER ANZA DESERT PARK DEVELOPMENT PROPOSED . . .

Proposals to increase both area and development of Anza desert state park, lying
in the western Colorado desert in San Diego and Imperial counties, look forward
to a postwar era of tourist travel.

When the history of Anza park first was outlined in Desert Magazine, April,
1939, filing fees had been paid and patents were pending on about 365,000 acres
of the proposed total of 900,000 to 1,000,000 acres. Since that date, Desert Maga-
zine readers and others have contributed funds to increase the acreage on which
filing fees are paid to a present total of more than 408,000 acres. Patents now are
pending on about 26,000 acres of unsurveyed lands in the Vallecito mountain
area. While surveying will have to wait for postwar action, plans for further
development are being formulated now.

Newest proposals were made in October in form of petitions to the recently
created San Diego county park commission. Mrs. Louis Strahlmann and others
asked that the Great Overland stage route, which maintained stations at Carrizo
and Vallecito, be declared a historical monument. Another petition asking for
immediate development of a park in the Borrego sector immediately south of
Ocotillo and northeast of Vallecito, was presented by Thorwald Siegfried.
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A mantel or buffet arrangement of much charm made from simple materials of the Southwest. The yellow of the pottery head is
repeated by the yellow candles, and the brown and green of the pods and prickly pear cactus are picked

up by the painted Mexican plate.

aiett ilaufueti for your Holiday Table
An ideal husband-wife hobby team has been developed by Margaret and Jack Carrick, of Los Angeles,

California. Mrs. Carrick was not content just to "tag along," showing enthusiasm for her husband's interest in
photography from a spectator's distance. So she began to study flower arrangement, filling the house with,

'practice" bouquets. When her husband needed subjects for indoor lighting experiments he found her flower
arrangements good subjects. Since then they have taken many trips into the desert, which they find a limitless
source of material for their hobby combination.

By MARGARET CARRICK
Photographs by Jack W. Carrick

O ESERTLANDS and foothills of the Southwest of-
fer such a wealth of decorative materials that
often they are overlooked simply because they

are so commonplace. There is exquisite beauty in the
curves and angles of a rain-washed, sup-bleached stick
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as many of us have noted and then tossed it back into
some forgotten wash to lie unnoticed until it rots away.
Try one as the main line in a wild-flower arrangement
and see how much character it adds.

Gnarled roots and chunks of wood which have been
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Windblown branch of chamizo forms "tree" in this setting for the woodcutter
figurine from Mexico. Rocks, a few succulents and a gnarled piece of wood
complete the picture which is set up on a sandstone base. Chamiso. Adenostoma
fasciculaturn, is one of a group of sweet smelling shrubs which belong to the
rose family. It is common at desert's edge in the chapparal area of Southern
California. Redshank, A. sparsifolium, is a coarser species, more effective in
larger arrangements.
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A pastel arrangement from the desert country. Pure white dead branches,
wraith grey desert holly, pads of beaver-tail cactus with lavender tones, some
pale turquoise stones—all set in a bowl of soft grey. The beaver-tail cactus,
Opuntia basilaris, is found rather commonly on dry benches of the Colorado
desert to the eastern Moiave, into Arizona. It is spineless but covered with
areoles of brown glochids.
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A dead branch, a few cacti and succulents and a knot of wood create a suitable background for this figurine of a sad-looking
horse, set on a slab of desert sandstone.

charred by long-gone brush fires acquire interesting
patterns and designs which will add much interest to
desert arrangements.

Flat pieces of sandstone make perfect bases for ar-
rangements which require no water, which is true of a
great many desert materials. Most cacti and succulents
will last for many weeks without showing signs of
deterioration cmd then will take root and grow again
when planted after you've finished with them as a
decoration.

There are hundreds of lovely desert shrubs which
lend themselves well to home decoration and among the
most satisfactory is chamiso, the common greasewood.
The old growth becomes gnarled and windblown so
that well-chosen branches make perfect "trees" to be
used with figurines. They are so realistic that you can
almost feel again the hot winds of the desert blowing
through their sparse foliage. They dry. beautifully and
may be used over and over again in dry arrangements
which will last indefinitely. The feathery new growth,
after the spring rains, shoots up straight and tall and is
a lush dark green with creamy white clusters of tiny
blossoms at the top. These last well also but require
water to keep them from drooping.

The resinous creosote bush is another shrub with fine-
leaved foliage which is a delight to use either green or
dried. The leaves dry into beautiful shades of brown
and, if carefully stored between times, will keep for
years. Take the dried branches outside, sprinkle with a
fine spray and then shake off the excess water. When
used thus in arrangements your house will have that
faint, pungent odor that makes you smell again in mem-
ory that perfume which is the desert after a summer
shower.

However, before picking any wild growth whatsoever,
familiarize yourself with the laws regulating the taking
of native plantlife in your own area. Remember that
nothing growing in national parks and national forests
may be cut at any time. On private property you must
have the permission of the landowner and, even after
this is granted, be very discriminating. Take only
enough for your needs and, in the case of wild annuals,
pick only a few from each plant to insure reseeding for
the following year. Or, better still, grow some of these
beautiful flowers and shrubs in your own garden if you

live in an arid region.
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A sun-bleached stick darts upward to make the dominant line in this arrange-
ment of wild blue pentstemon, or beard-tongue. Pieces of charred wood conceal
the pinholder and add a dark accent at the base. There are many beautiful
species of pentstemon in the Colorado and Mojave deserts, both annuals and
perennials. One of the species is the wild Canterbury bell. In the same family
are such familiar flowers as linaria, snapdragon, Chinese houses, monkey-
flower, many of which do well in cultivation.
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Desert Center, California . . .
First 200 ton load of iron ore from

Eagle mountains near here was sent Oc-
tober 12 to Henry J. Kaiser's California
Shipbuilding corporation at Wilmington
to be used as ballast in Calship's Liberty
ships to increase their cargo carrying ca-
pacity. Daily average shipment is expected
to be 250 to 300 tons, delivered by truck
and trailer to Southern Pacific ore cars
south of Indio. It is expected that a spur
track will be built near present loading
point on Highway 99.

• • •
Washington, D  C 

To guide five-year program of synthetic
fuel research and development designed
to provide oil and gasoline from coal, oil
shale and sources other than petroleum, an
office of synthetic liquid fuels has been
established in the fuels and explosives
branch of U. S. bureau of mines. Initial
appropriation of $5,000,000 provides for
three demonstration plants, one for ex-
traction of oil from shale, another using
direct hydrogenation process for convert-
ing coal, lignite, agricultural and other
products to liquid fuels, and a third utiliz-
ing gas synthesis process.

• •
New York City . . .

Refined lead output from domestic
mines shows steady decline with July's
total of 33,434 tons the lowest in several
years, industry sources have stated. Con-
sumers had to use all of foreign imports
and had to draw increasing quantities from
government-owned lead stockpiles, 30, -

000 tons being issued in September.
• • •

Denver, Colorado . . .
Mints at Denver, San Francisco and

Philadelphia have turned out more than
3,000,000,000 coins in past year—about
1,000,000,000 more than ever before in
single year. Over 2,000,000 pennies leave
Denver mint daily while demand for silver
dollars, nickels and dimes also has in-
creased at lively rate. None of unpopular
steel pennies have been made since Jan. 1
but they are expected to be "in circulation
for the next 100 years."

• • •
Inspiration, Arizona . . .

Arizona's monthly output of copper
was temporarily cut by 6,000,000 pounds,
due to fire October 1 which destroyed
electrolytic metal extraction plant at In-
spiration Consolidated copper company.

Femwood, Idaho . . .
Garnet abrasive grits from large alluvial

deposit near here are being shipped to
every state and Canada for use in aircraft
production, shipbuilding, manufacture or
sand paper, tumbling barrels, aluminum
and magnesium castings and other pur-
poses for which abrasives are required.
Deposit of garnet sand has accumulated
in valley from erosion of surrounding mica
schist formation, stones varying in size
from pin head to size of egg. Some of the
stones are pure gem garnets; some pure
sapphires have been found.

• • •
Geneva, Utah . . .

An urgent appeal for manpower at
Geneva Steel company—now producing
at 65 per cent capacity because of labor
shortage—was made October 25 by R. G.
Glass, vice-president and operations man-
ager. He said immediate positions were
open for 15 bricklayers, 10 coil and arma-
ture winders, five railroad car repairmen,
five brakemen, five boilermaker helpers
and 200 laborers.

• • •

Durango, Colorado .

U. S. Vanadium corporation, idle since
Feb. 29, has acquired Durango Defense
Plant corporation, and operations resumed
early in October. Sale of Durango is first
transfer of government vanadium mills to
private industry since start of war.

Mina and At

IMPERIAL IRRIGATION DISTRICT POWER
• • . padiairowfried

• . . padid4-ope4ad

• Is helping the Imperial Valley farmer solve

wartime production problems by providing

low - cost power to overcome the labor

shortage. It milks cows, irrigates lcmd,

sprays trees and vegetables and even

breeds chickens. Costs go down as yields

go up!

• The Imperial Valley man fighting in the front
lines has a silent partner. He's the farmer who's
daily winning the battle of meeting the huge
food production goals. His righthand man is
electricity,. . it serves as an extra pair of hands
in the barnyard and in the fields. Electricity is
invaluable to the farmer!

Use Your Own Power-Make it Pay  for the All American Canal
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An argument of long standing at Yaquitepec at
last has been settled. The relative merits of Dona

Antonia, Juana - Maria - Better - Than - Nothing and

General Machado no longer are in doubt. But the
decision was reached at the cost of exhaustion to

Marshal and Tanya, who acted as judges in the

Great Tortoise Race. Ghost Mountain, surely, never
before echoed to such pandemonium as it did on the

day when the three pet desert tortoises "ran" their
race to prove the claims of their respective owners---
Victoria, Rudycrrd and Rider.

Pelett Xatugre
By MARSHAL SOUTH

0 N SEPTEMBER 27 the first flock of wild geese passed
over Ghost Mountain, going south. It was early on a
bright sunny morning, and our thoughts were on any-

thing but portents of winter, when suddenly Rudyard, who had
been working on one of the upper terraces, came bolting into
the house: "Geese," he gasped breathlessly, - -wild geese! Go-
ing south! Quick!"

We all ran out to look, headed by Victoria who in her haste
tripped sprawling over the threshold, but was too excited to
lament the mishap. Yes, there they were. Against the turquoise
sheen of the sky the geese stretched—a dark, irregular line of
big, steadily flying birds, in a formation that was more like a
great bent bow than a V. Above them, in the blue depths, there
floated a long narrow ribbon of thin white cloud that might
have been a canopy, held there in farewell by the sorrowful
handmaidens of departing summer. Below them, flashing like a
mighty shield of polished silver in the blue-grey mystery of the
desert leagues, lay Laguna Salada in Mexico, like a course
marker by which to steer. The great wings beat steadily, tire-
lessly.

Down through the silence of the desert sky their cries came
to us. There is something poignant about the calling of wild
geese. Something which one cannot quite define, yet something
primitive and deep which stirs the soul like a hand upon harp
strings. It was Ernest Thompson Seton, I believe, who in one of
his books tells the story of an Indian who, confined in a white
man's prison for some trivial offense, suffered all his trials with
stoical resignation, but died of a broken heart when the calls
of the passing wild geese drifted down to him through his
prison walls. The story well may be true, for there is never a
year that we hear the calling of the passing honkers without a
lump rising in our throats and a tightening of our heartstrings.
But perhaps it is because in the mighty symphony of creation
each creature has been given some special note, the wild goose
being entrusted with the call which will most stir the hearts of
those to whom freedom is the most precious thing in life.

Yesterday was the day of the Great Tortoise Race. This Fes-
tal Occasion and Spectacular Contest long had been planned to
decide once and for all the Yaquitepec speed championship for
desert tortoises. The thunderous clamor of the excited crowds
has died away. The dust has settled over the course. The judges
have almost forgotten the abuse heaped upon them and, save
for the chewings and scufflings of the victorious racers, still
happily browsing among their "prizes" of cabbage leaves, things
have returned almost to normal.

The race was the outgrowth of a long-standing argument
between Rider, Rudyard and Victoria as to the merits of their
favorite tortoises. Our tortoises are nicely graduated in size—
their dimensions corresponding, in proportion, to those of their
ftspective owners. Rivalry therefore is rather keen. Victoria,
y. ho claims Dona Antonia, the smallest, is always shrill in her
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Above—The South youngsters with their pet tortoises at
the "starting line."	 Below—The Finish.

assertion that Dona is the smartest, swiftest and most intelligent
tortoise that the desert has ever produced. Claims which Rider
and Rudyard, owners respectively of General Machado and
Juana-Maria-Better-Than-Nothing, hotly deny.
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"Why don't you have a race?" Tanya suggested once, joking-
ly. "That would prove everything."

The idea, somewhat to our dismay, was instantly adopted.
"A race! Why of course! A race!" There ensued a hubbub of
plans.

"But there'll have to be pwizes," Victoria declared shrilly.
"Dona Antonia isn't going to run herself all out of breff win-
ning for nothing."

"The winner shall be banqueted upon cabbage leaves," I
decided. "Nothing less. So we'll have to postpone this contest
until we get some."

They agreed to that—and I drew a crafty sigh of relief. 1
couldn't spare the time at the moment to supervise a tortoise
race. But there came a day when cabbage leaves were at hand.
Excuses and hedging were unavailing. So we pushed work aside
and went out to stage the tortoise race.

The course had been selected long in advance—a fairly nar-
row strip of gravel between banks of rocks a:nd clumps of mescal,
which it was hoped would more or less confine the attention of
the contestants to their purpose. Also a feiv broad and general
rules had been agreed upon. For instance, the owner of each en-
try would be allowed to excite his racing animal to fresh bursts of
speed by dangling before its nose choice bits of rattlesnake weed
or other dainties. Also a certain amount of yelling, arm waving,
endearing entreaty, and what not—within reason—were to be
acceptable to the judges. The owners lined up their steeds, the
starter slammed a tin can against a rock, in lieu of a pistol shot,
and the race was on.

Surely never since Ghost Mountain was upheaved from chaos
has there sounded amidst its rocks such a pandemonium of hU-
man laughter, yells and cat-calls. A chronicle of every detail of
the ensuing 15 minutes would I fear make little sense even to
us. We had expected something dull and wearisome; we found
ourselves engulfed in madness.

Possessed by some unusual demon—possibly it was a sensing
of the importance of the test—our turtles started out running in
grim earnest. They plodded and sprawled in a sort of breathless
turtle-haste. Jaws tightly clenched, necks outthrust and swaying
from side to side, they waddled on as though the Evil One be-
devilled them with a pitchfork. Up rocks and through cactus
clumps they puffed, sliding down steep slopes and landing upon
their backs in hollows—from which they had to be rescued by
shrieking incoherent owners. The trouble was that they all
persisted in going in different directions. "Turn round! Turn
round and go the other way," Tanya kept shouting, quoting
from a movie burlesque of a horse race we once had seen.

At the end of 15 minutes—invoking the time limit—we de-
clared the race well and truly won. By measurements and calcu-
lations, and taking into account the tribulations and misadven-
tures of each of the breathlessly plodding contestants, we de-
cided that each and every one of them had come in first and
were therefore all entitled to the first prize, a heaping portion
of cabbage and lettuce leaves. Thus ended the first—and prob-
ably the last—Yaquitepec Tortoise Derby. Once is enough.

But our pets soon will be too sleepy for races, anyway. Long
before this appears in print they will be dreaming the placid
tortoise dreams of their hibernation period, safely tucked away
in a warm corner of the house. For quite a while the instinct
has been moving in them to prepare. And each day, now, when
they are taken out to amble over the little juniper studded flat,
to browse and nibble among the bushes and dry grass, they
return to a certain bush beneath which, in the soft earth, they
have begun to dig holes.

When we first came to Ghost Mountain and began to trace

out, from guidestone to guidestone, the ancient pathways of
long forgotten feet, it was not long before we came upon abun-
dant traces of the Bighorn sheep. Their abandoned bedding
places were in the shelter of overhanging rocks. Their whitened
bones lay beneath gnarled junipers, in the silence of little glades.
Their weathered horns blackened in the desert sun upon 1)6111-

ders where Indian hunters had placed them for trail markers.
There were no living sheep, for the Bighorn had gone, previ-
ous to our coming. Just as the Indians had gone, before the Big-
horn. In the old days dusky savage and mountain sheep had
shared this crest together. But the Indian had gone first. Nov,
too, the reign of the Bighorn was ended. The few survivors had
faded away somewhere into those further reaches of the desert,
where, despite game laws, the binoculars and bullets of stealthy
"sportsmen" still pursued them.

But we never quite gave up the hope that some day we would
encounter living specimens of these beautiful, freedom loving
animals of the wastelands who, like the buffalo, have been
swept almost to extinction by the white man's insatiable blood
lust. For a while we even had serious plans of re-establishing
the Bighorns upon Ghost Mountain—of building for them ar-
tificial catch-pools in the rocky canyons to trap storm water for
their modest drinking needs. But this dream we were forced to
abandon. Consultation with competent authorities established
the fact that raising of mountain sheep, even under the most
careful protective measures, is almost impossible. Furthermore
we could not get any specimens of Bighorn, either young or old,
with which to start our herd.

Years passed, and although we continued to search every
ridge and crest on every desert tramp, we never saw sign of a
living Bighorn. That there were some of them still alive and not
far from Ghost Mountain, we now knew, for desert friends who
had seen the tracks and occasionally glimpsed one of the little
band, had told us. But we ourselves had no success in the mat-
ter. The buzzards wheeled and the shadows of drifting clouds
wrought a thousand phantom shapes among the mirages and
the buttes. But the Bighorn were gone.

Then suddenly, not a dozen days ago, as the whole family of
us, out on an excursion, made our way down a dry desert valley
some miles from Ghost Mountain, something big sped through
the creosote bushes ahead. "A deer! A deer!" cried Rudyard,
pointing excitedly.

But it wasn't a deer. As the dark body broke from the fringe
of brush and leaped upon the lower rocks of a precipitous hill-
side not 30 yards distant, we saw that it was a great ram, a
magnificent Nelson Bighorn. Victoria caught her breath in a
little gasp of admiration. "O000!" she exclaimed softly. "—one
of the sheeps!"

It was a monarch among sheep. In that flash instant in which,
poised upon a boulder, he glanced back at us before starting up-
ward, he was a sight to stop the heartbeat. The desert sun beat
upon his great, dark horns and lifted head and shimmered his
slatey brown sides and prominent white rump patch with a glow
of fire. A split second—arrested motion cast in gleaming metal
—he halted, appraising us. Then he started up, bounding swift-
ly up the almost perpendicular ridge with a sure footed skill
that gave a deceptive illusion of leisurely ease.

Up and up and up. Until presently he reached the crest.
Here, silhouetted against the hard blue of the sky, the tall sharp
line of a dry mescal pole rising beside him like a lifted standard,
he paused again. Silence held the desert—and us—as for per-
haps 20 seconds he stood outlined against space. A creature of
freedom, gazing out across the rocks and ranges of his home-
land in whose beetling cliffs and hidden canyons still some trace
of dwindling freedom lingers. Then he was gone. The skyline
was empty, and our hearts came back slowly to normal beating.

•
TEACHERS ALL

Then fear not you are doing naught
To help the world along.
Your every instinct, feeling, thought
Sways us to right or wrong.
Each man by living teaches. Each
Who would uplift the rest
Must by his life and actions preach.
Thus can he help the best.	 —Tanya South
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LETTERS...
GIs Invited to Belfast . . .

Belfast, Northern Ireland
Dear Sir:

I was in the Southwestern states for
three years, and to me it's just about the
finest spot in the world, not excluding my
own country. Will you ask any of your
readers who may be with the U. S. forces
in Northern Ireland to contact me. It
would be such a pleasure to have a talk
with someone else who knows and loves
the desert. My wife and I will be glad of
the opportunity of welcoming any such to
our home. Our address is 30 Clara Park,
Belfast, Northern Ireland.

STANLEY C. FOSTER
• •	 •

Clue to Organ Mountain Gold ...
Cleveland, Ohio

Dear Sir:
The article relative to the lost mine in

the Organ mountains, New Mexico, in the
March, 1944, issue, has aroused my imag-
ination. In 1917 while a soldier at Ft. Bliss
I made a weekend trip to the Organs.
While lunching at the base of one of the
mountains I noticed a thin rock that had a
very straight edge protruding from the
ground. I pulled it up and found it was a
perfect keystone about 10x16 inches and
about one-fourth inch thick. Digging with
army hatchet I found small pots of tur-
quoise beads, quartz crystals, granite balls
the size of a baseball, a stone knife with a
carved frogshaped handle. I have only the
keystone left. I often wondered if I ever
could find anyone versed in Indian lore
who would know what the markings were.
I intended to return the following week
with pick and shovel to explore further
but the next weekend found me headed
for France.

While in that locality I met an old In-
dian who told me among other things
there was buried treasure in the immedi-
ate vicinity.

JOHN H. O'NEILL
• •	 •

China Wants Spider Silk Story . . .
Yucaipa, California

Dear Miss Harris:

Please send another copy of the April,
1944, issue of Desert containing Mora
Brown's article on "silking" spiders. I re-
ceived a letter last week from Chungking,
China , requesting information concerning
the work in this country, with illustrations
of the spiders used. Mrs. Brown's article
was most accurate in detail and the draw-
ings were very good, so I want to send that
article to them. They wish to take up the
work over there.

NAN SONGER

Stand-in for Christmas Tree . . .
Altadena, California

Dear Sir:
I had been successful using succulents

for Christmas wreaths, so I thought I
would try decorating some of the spineless
cactus that grows in two long hedges in
front of our home.

The piece I chose was too heavy to
handle in one section so it was cut into
four pieces and set in a keg of sand in as
natural a position as possible, and wired
near the bottom to prevent shifting. That
done, the rest was easy and fun—leaves,"
or pads, were outlined with tinsel, stapled
to the edges with paper clips cut in half.
Popcorn edged a few of the lower edges,
lights were put on candelabra fashion with
coffee-can curls holding the wires to large
headless nails.

The shiny balls also were held in place
with headless nails or pieces of wire cut
the proper length. A few succulents were
arranged at the bottom, and desert smoke
tree branches, splashed with wallpaper
paste holding shiny Christmas snow gave
a misty effect. It was put up ten days be-
fore Christmas and, like the succulent
wreaths, was fresh when taken down after
the holidays.

• •	 •

Appreciation for Lummis
Denver, Colorado

Gentlemen:
My thanks to Desert for publishing the

fine story of Charles F. Lurnmis. There is
a man who cannot receive too much recog-
nition for his work. I have believed for a
long time he is one of the greater Ameri-
cans. Won't you tactfully suggest to Mar-
shal South that if his articles contained
more desert lore and less baby talk they
and the magazine would be improved?

CHARLES B. ROTH
• • •

Rode in First Rhyolite Auto . . .
Olalla, Washington

Dear Desert Magazine:
Your magazine is a constant delight. I

lived in Goldfield and Rhyolite three years
during the boom. My first auto ride was
out on the Amargosa desert in the first car
in Rhyolite, owned by the Busch brothers
. . I am 93 years—shall we call it old or
young?

I enjoy the letters from Randall Hen-
derson—that is the first thing I look for
when I open my magazine. The illustra-
tions are beautiful. It's such a relief to get
a magazine without a war picture. I have
three grandsons in the navy.

MRS. ANNA S. BROWN

The Ridkys use prickly pear cactus for
their Christmas table decoration.

Desert in the Jungle . . .
New Britain Island

Dear Sirs:
I have been borrowing Desert Magazine

from one of my buddies for some time, so
rather than pester him each month I am
sending in my subscription order for two
years. Having lived on the desert all my
life I find your magazine is the only thing
that brings the desert way down here to
the jungles.	

PETER N. LONCAR
• • •

DM Has Increase in Family . . .
San Diego, California

Dear Editors:
This is a formal notification that your

"family" has had another increase—one
more arm chair desert rat. And if this time
the arm chair is a wheel chair, that does
not mean a thing, for I know I get more
pleasure and satisfaction from Desert
Magazine than from any other kind of
reading. But I was exposed properly, hav-
ing spent quite some time in southern
Arizona, all the way from Gila Bend to
the Santa Ritas and later in the big camp
when Inspiration was built.

So I was very happy to discover Desert
Magazine. Every one of its departments
holds my interest. You who publish it are
to be congratulated on the quality of paper
stock, the pictures, choice of articles—
and everything about it.

Just recently I received from you a little
note of welcome, together with a printed
list of the most readily available back num-
bers. I sent for the entire list but still I am
not satisfied. I want to fill in those gaps
—I'm afraid I'm missing something!

RUSSELL E. TANNER

M. RIDKY
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Since you did so well with
the True and False test last
month, let's try this one.

It is a good brain exercise even if you don't get a high
score. As a matter of fact the average person will answer
less than 10 of these questions correctly. If you score 10
or more you are entitled to wear the badge of Desert Rat.
More than 15 puts you in the class with the Sand Dune
Sages. Answers are on page 32.

1—In the parlance of the prospector, a doodlebug is—
A tool for drilling rock for blasting	  A gadget for
locating buried treasure 	  A desert insect that
crawls into a camper's bedding at night 	
A crane for lifting ore cars 	

2—On General Kearny's famous trek to California in
1846 he crossed the Colorado river at— Yuma 	
Ehrenberg 	  Parker	  Needles 	

3—Herbert Bolton's book "Rim of Christendom" is a
biography of— Father Escalante 	  Father Font 	
Father Dominguez	  Father Kino

4—Phainopepla is the name of a desert— Bird 	
Lizard 	  Rodent 	  Cactus

5—Ephedra was used by the Mormons for— Food
Curing snake bites 	  Making tea 	
Seasoning soup

6—Source of the Little Colorado river is in— Funeral
mountains of California 	  Wasatch mountains of
Utah 	  White mountains of Arizona 	  Sangre
de Cristo mountains of New Mexico

7—Brigham 18ham Yo3uong led the Mormons to Utah in—
18   1847	  1862

	

8—Gold is most often found in— Volcanic rock 	
Sandstone 	  Limestone 	  Quartz

9—The railroad which crosses the Great Salt Lake is
the— Colorado & Southern 	  Union Pacific  -
Santa Fe 	  Rock Island

10—The famous Petrified forest of Arizona is reserved as
a— State Park 	 National Park 	
National Monument  ---

11—The form of quartz known as Carnelian is— Red
Brown 	  Yellow 	  All three colors

12—The famous Rainbow bridge is located in— Utah
Arizona 	  New Mexico 	  Nevada

	

13—Historic Lee's ferry crossed the— San Juan river 	
Rio Grande river 	  Great Salt Lake 	
Colorado river  --

14—Author of "The Delight Makers" was—
Bandelier 	  James 	  Wallace 	  Lummis

15—Halite is more commonly known as-
Sulphur 	 Soda 	  Potash 	 Salt

	16—Catsclaw is a— Tree 

	

Bush 	  Cactus._ Vine....
17—Calico mountains of California were made famous

by— A historic battle 	  Discovery of diamonds
there 	  A rich silver strike.... Their scenic beauty[...

18—The old custom of the lower Colorado River Indian
tribes was to dispose of their dead by—
Cremation  ' 	Burial in the ground 	 Deposit in a
rocky cave 	  Suspension in baskets from trees 	

19—If you were writing the name of a widely publicized
canyon in northern Arizona you would spell the
word— Havasupai  Havusupai  Havasupi 
Havisupai 	

20—Fairy Duster is the common name of— A common
desert insect 	 A peculiar crystalline form found in
asbestos rock	  A peculiar cloud formation
A perennial flowering desert shrub 	

DESERT QUIZ
DM Readers Aid Park Extension

Dear Miss Harris:
It gives me great pleasure to announce to readers of Desert

Magazine who contributed funds to pay the filing fees on fed-
eral lands for the extension to Anza Desert state park, that the
U. S. land office has issued patents to nearly all of the lands
selected and that the desert park now includes over 408,000
acres. Patents are still pending on approximately 26,000 acres
of unsurveyed lands in the Vallecitos mountain area. The sur-
vey of these lands must wait until after the war. There are
postwar plans for the development of Anza Desert state park
which, when realized, will afford desert enthusiasts many ob-
jectives for exploration.

GUY L. FLEMING,
Superintendent Southern District,
Division of Beaches and Parks,
State of California.

• •	 •

Ghost Camp Chair De Luxe . . .
San Gabriel, California

Dear Sir:

a surprise to an old Desert Rat like myself. It was something we

conditioned chair.

camp south of Searles Lake which half a century ago was known

hear a great deal about nowadays, but not then. It was an air-

as the Christmas diggings, I came across a contraption that was

About two decades ago while I was exploring the old ghost

The chair was made entirely of half-inch pipe and canvas
built on a wooden base for the chair to rock back and forth. Be-
tween the wooden base and the chair was a bellows made of
canvas and wood. A half-inch pipe connected the discharge end
of the bellows with a funnel shaped contraption fastened above
the headrest of the chair. When the occupant of the chair would
rock backwards the bellows would fill with air (it was 115 de-
grees when we were there) and when he rocked forward the
cool exhilarating air would discharge, cooling the occupant's
head and chest.

The chair had been there a long time; the canvas was all in
tatters. I think it is still there, but the nearest one can get there
in a car is two miles.

A. F. EADS

Wants Break for Relic Collectors . . .
Fort Lupton, Colorado

Publishers, Desert Magazine-
Just finishing my first year of DM and find I cannot get

along without it. Born and raised in what used to be the "Great
American Desert," DM gets close to my heart and creates a
longing to see the Great Southwest. My only complaint is that
you do not give us Indian Relic Collectors a break along with
the Rockhounds.

RALPH W. HAYNES
•	 •

No Salt for Sale . .
Ogden, Utah

Dear Mrs. Brown and E.K.:
You should see the flood of letters since your article on Salt

Lake salt crystals appeared in August Desert. Most offer to
buy salt and other minerals—and I'm on the spot. I haven't a
small piece of salt left in my collection, and so far my lake isn't
doing anything about it. I pass over it several times a week and
each time I am almost led to offer up a prayer to the Salt God.

FRANK -E. CALL

La Jolla, California
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RANCHO BORREGO

An informal Ameri-
can Plan guest ranch
with the open-h•art-
ed hospitality of ear-
ly California days.

OPENING
FOR THE SIXTH

SEASON

•
A REAL

DESERT RESORT

Accommodations Are
Limited

(Mail 3 times a wk.)

For Reservations and Information Write to

Noel and Ruth Crickmer. Managing Owners

DESERT LODGE—RANCHO BORREGO
Borrego, California

ARIZONA
Old Cultures to Be Sought . . .

TUCSON — Archeological reconnais-
sance in Point of Pines area, 100 miles east
of Globe on San Carlos Indian reservation,
will be undertaken next summer by staff of
Arizona state museum with a new grant in
aid of $1000 from Viking Fund, Inc., of
New York City, it has been announced by
Dr. Emil Haury, museum director and
head of University of Arizona's depart-
ment of anthropology. Dr. Haury ex-
pects to locate evidences of ancient cul-
tures of northern and southern Arizona,
New Mexico and Old Mexico.

Highway Program Revised . . .
FLAGSTAFF — Highway construction

program for state for first three postwar
years will involve expenditure of $21,-
465,000 in federal and state funds under
provisions of congressional act as it now
stands, U. S. Senator Carl Hayden reports.
Revising original measure, state is given
credit for its untaxed public and Indian
lands on a basis of 71.5 cents federal to
28.5 cents state funds, so Arizona's share
will be about $2,155,000 annually.

New State Publication . . .
TUCSON—A new publication of Uni-

versity of Arizona, "The Arizona Quarter-
ly," will publish material on history,
anthropology, folklore and general litera-
ture of the state. It will give particular en-
couragement to Arizona authors who are
temporary residents, members of univer-
sity staff and faculty, and will seek a limit-
ed number of contributions from major
authors outside state. Fred C. Cromwell,
university librarian, is editor. Dr. Frank C.
Lockwood, Arizona historian, is honorary
editor.

Salt River Proposal Viewed . . .
PHOENIX—Proposal by Secretary of

Interior Harold L. Ickes to take over op-
eration of Salt River valley power gener-
ating system was being considered by
Water Users association in October. Terms
state that government would assume the
$24,200,000 indebtedness, cancel out-
standing federal taxes, and furnish power
for irrigation and drainage pumping at
2 1/2 cents a kilowatt hour for period of 50
years. Proposal would be subject to con-
gressional action before consummation.

Now They'll Have Address . . .
TOMBSTONE—Steps have been taken

by city chamber of commerce to relieve
confusing situation here by providing
street signs and house numbering through-
out residential and business districts. Stu-
dents in high school manual arts depart-
ment are preparing 80 signs needed.

Stories of Norwegian Air Force ...
TUCSON Miss Frances Gillmor, as-

sistant professor of English at University
of Arizona, has completed her fifth book,
a manuscript on human interest stories of
Royal Norwegian air force trainees at
Canadian base. Miss Gillmore is author of
Traders to the Navajo, Fruit Out of Rock.

and other books.

John (Jack) Cushion, 62, veteran Ari-
zona mine shaftsman and resident of state
for 40 years, died in Phoenix Sept. 27.

• • •

CALIFORNIA
Plea for Women Date Workers ...

INDIO—Riverside county farm labor
offices in Riverside and Coachella are ap-
pealing for women to help grade and pack
the 16,000,000-pound date crop of Coa-
chella Valley. Growers have provided
housing for women workers from 18 to 60
years old at the Desert Date camp located
midway between this city and Coachella. It
is a government-built center, with several
dormitories of six rooms each. Los Angeles
farm labor office, 329 W. Second St., is
assisting in recruiting workers.

Desert Army Road to Be Repaired ...
BLYTHE—First highway recondition-

ing job since desert army maneuvers, ac-
cording to Palo Verde Valley Times, will
resurface 53.5 miles of the Blythe-Needles
road (State highway 146) from Riverside
county line to a point five miles south of
Needles. Contract was awarded to Carson
Frazzini, Tonopah, Nevada.

For Nice Things . .
• INFANTS • AND

CHILDREN'S WEAR

• LADIES READY•TO-WEAR

• MEN'S FURNISHINGS

• FINE LINENS

CUSTER'S
206 W TENTH STREET	 PHONE 248

LANCASTER, CALIFORNIA
THE HEART OF ANTELOPE VALLEY

'RILLA CUSTER	 GALEN CUSTER

FAIRY FLAMES PINE CONES
Chemically treated, ex-

tremely long-burning pine
cones that create fascinat-
ing fairyland flames of or-
chid, cobalt blue, apple
green and turquoise and
lend magic enchantment to

your fireside. Ideal for gifts. 18 to 20 Cones in
box, So. Calif. $1.10—Central and No. Calif., Ari-
zona and Nevada $1.16—all other Western States
$1.25—Elsewhere $1.35. All prices postpaid.
FAIRY FLAMES. 1104 S. Monterey St., Alham-
bra, California. 

Th                        

_ . .	 life .2)&se4l                

FRANCES M. GEORGE
• . Extends a hearty greeting to all
her old customers and welcomes new
friends. Send your orders to her
address . .

San Antonio Date Shop
Box 278

INDIO, CALIFORNIA

FINEST HOLIDAY PACK-3 lbs. Fresh Rare
Dates, Date Candies and Stuffed Dates,
each in paper cup. Wonderful gift. Deliv-
ered in U.S.A.  $3.95

FANCY DEGLET NOOR DATES in can.
2 1/2 lbs. Fresh and soft. Delivered in
U. S. A.  $3.25

Gift Wrapped 15c Extra   
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ro PROTECT SOUR	 HOME FROM

TUBERCULOSIS

P as two,

The Desert Trading Post
Classified advertising in this section costs five cents a word, $1.00 minimum per Issue—

Actually about 11/2 cents per thousand readers.

Ballarat Prospector Dies . . .

TRONA—Chris Wicht, one of the last
old time Death Valley country prospec-
tors, died at a hospital here October 17,
victim of a heart attack. More than 200
prospectors and other desert dwellers from
the four corners of the Mojave trekked to
the mesquite-surrounded cemetery here to
attend his funeral. Born in New York,
1864, Wicht went to the Dakotas where
he was associated in mining with Hefty
Green, famous as the wealthiest woman of
her time. He went to Ballarat in 1903
where he operated mining properties and
a hotel; he started a resort in Wildrose
canyon in 1917; later staked a gold claim
and built his cabin in Surprise canyon. He
knew Wyatt Earp when that Arizona mar-
shal came to Searles Lake valley to settle
claim disputes. Wicht had no known sur-
vivors. It has been proposed that his home
be maintained by Searles Lake gem and
mineral society as a memorial to him.

Holiday Visitors Welcomed . . .
PALM SPRINGS—Palm and Andreas

canyons will be open from 9 a. m. to 6
p. m. on Sundays and holidays with strict
ban imposed upon smoking or fires, ac-
cording to announcement by William
Veith, local Indian agent. Picnics are ap-
proved and arrangements for week-day
parties should be made by conferring with
Mr. Veith at Indian office, 128 North In-
dian Avenue here.

MISCELLANEOUS
Indian Relics: 20 genuine Indian arrowheads

$1.00, Catalog. Geo. Holder, Glenwood, Ark.

Large stock of petrified palm. Twenty tons of
rock specimens. Navajo rugs, reservation
hand hammered silver and baskets from many
tribes. Many other handmade artifacts.
Daniels Indian Trading Post, 401 West Foot-
hill Blvd., Fontana, Calif.

Famous BILLY-THE-KID MUSEUM, diversi-
fied HOBBIES DISPLAY, Attractive GIFT
SHOP, Excellent ROOMS for tourists.
CASA DE LAS CRUCES, "the most inter-
esting establishment in the Mesilla Valley."
Highway 70 (North) Las Cruces, New Mex-
ico. Souvenir card five cents.

Protect your Dogs, Keys, Sporting Equipment
and Social Security Numbers with metal
name plates. Single 35e, 3 tags and SS plate
$1.00. State whether for dog, keys, etc. Cash
with order. A. W. Bate, Ash Fork, Ariz.

LIVESTOCK

KARAKULS producers of Persian Lamb fur
are easy to raise and adapted to the desert
which is their native home. For further in-
formation write Addis Kelley, 4637 E. 52
Place, Maywood, California.

Huge Naval Base Planned . . .
BISHOP — Capt. Sherman E. Bur-

roughs Jr., base commander, has an-
nounced progress of U. S. navy's largest
ordnance test station, extending over Inyo,
Kern and San Bernardino counties in In-
dian Wells valley. Structure, to be per-
manent experimental laboratory, is ex-
pected to cost $48,000,000 when com-
pleted.

Fishing Permits Accepted . . .
HOLTVILLE — Application for per-

mits to fish for mullet and carp in Salton
sea during season from Jan. 1 to June 30,
1945 now are being accepted by fish and
game commission. Final action on appli-
cations will be taken at early meeting of
commission so permittees can make neces-
sary arrangements for boats and gear.

Mexicans to Plant Flax . . .
EL CENTRO—Twenty thousand acres

of farm land across Mexican border once
used only for cotton will be planted to flax
this season by order from Mexican con-
sul's office in Calexico. Facilitating plant-
ings will be six TD-0 tractors and nine
RD-6's received from United States, and
main financing will be provided by Al-
fredo Aldrete of Tecate, owner of large-
sized mill.

We sell Nationally Recognized Fur Producing
Karakuls. Have permanent market for wool
and furs. Attractive investment for rancher
or city investor. James Yoakam, National
Distributor, 1128 No. Hill Ave., Pasadena,
California.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale: 662 acres of foothill land in Amador

County, California, 5 million feet of timber,
quartz and gravel mines and large deposit of
Dolomite lime and iron. Large caves in lime.
Spring water, log houses, shop and tools.
Close to good highway under construction.
Write for further information. Address
Owner, P. O. Box 36, Fiddletown, Calif.

Would you like a nice desert home and still be
close to the shopping and amusement places?
Our 10 acres with 3 room house and bath;
city and irrigaiion water; electricity; located
Just 5 miles from El Centro, is for sale for
$3250.00 cash. Ideal winter climate; could
be rented out in summer. Write Route 2,
Box A, Imperial, California.

For Imperial Valley Farms—

W. E. HANCOCK
"The Farm Land Man"

Since 1914
EL CENTRO - - - - CALIFORNIA

Museum Has Free Movies . . .
PALM SPRINGS — Desert Museum,

under direction of Prof. and Mrs. T. D. A.
Cockerell, is open for the winter and
spring season daily from 10 a. m. to 5
p. m., free to the public. It is open any
evening on request for natural history
movies. About 100 films are available.
Motion pictures on desert life and other
natural history subjects are shown daily.
Two afternoons weekly, Monday and
Tuesday, at 3:15 there are special shows
for children. Exhibits loaned by San
Diego Natural History museum show
mammals and birds in their desert sur-
roundings. Other cases include displays
of minerals, Indian artifacts, photography.
A good library of desert books and maga-
zines is maintained.

• • •

NEVADA

Most in Service . . .
RENO—Nevada tops list of all states

with almost 12 per cent of its eligible men
and women in armed forces, Col. T. W.
Miller has declared. Committee to coor-
dinate all state agencies dealing with wel-
fare and rehabilitation of returning vet-
erans has been formed by Governor Car-
ville in order to prepare state for large
numbers of men and women who will re-
turn after war.

New Boulder Power Director . . .
BOULDER CITY—Carlo P. Christen-

sen, 57, Stanford university graduate and
pioneer engineer of the West, has been
appointed director of power of Boulder
dam project by Secretary of Interior
Harold L. Ickes. E. A. Moritz, regional
director, had been carrying dual respon-
sibility of his present office and that of
power director since October, 1943.
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INSCRIPTION HOUSE
THE PAINTED DESERT POST

Tonalea, Arizona

NAVAJO BLANKETS
All wool . .. handmade . . . in 3 or more
colors. Will wear for years on your floor.

30x30 in. size	 Postpaid
30x56 in. size ----------...$9.50 Postpaid

Supply Limited . . . Order Now!

• • •
ALBUQUERQUE -- Construction of

175 miles of rural power lines to serve
communities of San Cristobal, Questa,
Cerro, Costilla and Red River in Taos
county will be started as soon as materials
and labor can be obtained, according to
Gaylord A. Burt, manager of Kit Carson
Electric Cooperative, Inc. Cooperative's
plans have been approved by loan exam-
iners and negotiations already have begun
with engineers and contractors.

Colorado Indians Vote . . .
GALLUP—Indians in Colorado were

entitled to vote in November elections for
state and federal officers provided they
met requirements of voters and were at
least 21 years of age and registered. Two
years ago the question of Indian citizen-
ship and privileges was decided by Colo-
rado and all Indians eligible were urged
to vote.

Navajo Speaks for Rights . . .

GALLUP — Henry Taliman, Navajo
headman and only Indian to speak before
national American Legion convention in
September, pleaded there for full rights of
citizenship, including the vote, for his
people.

Silver Craft Changes Due . . .
GALLUP — Prediction of important

changes in Indian silversmithing craft was
made by M. L. Woodard, secretary of
United Indian traders association, at Gal-
lup Rotary meeting October 18. Changes
involve a shift from coin to sterling silver,
use of the metal in sheets instead of small
slugs or coins, and the use of processed
wire instead of hand-drawn. He said that
although sales volume this year under war
restrictions was $1,500,000, this was about
60 per cent of 1940 business.

FSA Project Completed . . .
PLACITAS — An all-day celebration

marked dedication of Placitas Water Facil-
ity project October 21, when for the first
time 75 families who formerly had ob-
tained all their water from a ditch had
pure spring water piped to their homes.
Springs were developed, reservoir was
built and water was piped with funds pro-
vided by a grant in aid made by Farm Se-
curity administration. Residents contribut-
ed the labor.

Transplanted Sheep Seen . . .

ALBUQUERQUE—Skull of one of the
Canadian mountain sheep which were
transplanted into the Sandia mountain
area several years ago, was found October
8 by Samuel R. Servis, Tijeras Canyon for-
est ranger. Nine sheep have been placed in
the area at intervals since 1939, Cibola na-
tional forest officials said. Four ewes were
seen October 10 a quarter-mile below the
Kiwanis cabin on the Rim Drive but no
young have been reported.

• • •
Mrs. Fabiola D. Gilbert of Santa Fe was

awarded certificate for outstanding contri-
butions to agriculture and rural living, at
annual meeting of Land Grant colleges
and universities at Chicago in October.

University Head Inaugurated ...

RENO—Dr. John O. Moseley, at his
inauguration as twelfth president of the
70-year-old University of Nevada, de-
clared that students should feel they are
"individuals and not cells in a social or-
ganism." Moseley is former dean of stu-
dents at University of Tennessee.

• •	 •

NEW MEXICO

Cooperative Power Planned

PeVect	 Qiti . . . Most Authoritative Work on Desert Birds .

THE BIRDS OF CALIFORNIA
By W. LEON DAWSON

A complete scientific and popular account of the 580 different species of birds found in the State of California. 2121 pages.
Over 1400 illustrations including 110 full-page color plates of magnificent quality, by Major Allen Brooks. Printed on fine
coated paper, each volume, size 12 3/4x10 1/2x2 1/4, is bound in two shades of top-grade library buckram, stamped in genuine gold.
Completely indexed. Individually cased.

Color plates include such desert birds as: Scott's. Hooded and Bullock's orioles, Cooper's and Western Tanagers. Green-tailed
and Desert Towhees, Cactus and Gila woodpeckers, Valley and Desert quail, Roadrunner. White-tailed kite, Band-tailed
pigeon, Verdin. Phainopepla. Lazuli Bunting, Arizona grosbeak, and 92 others.

Originally priced at $200 a set, a few
remaining sets of the de-luxe edition,
already a collector's item, are offered
at $60.00 postpaid to any part of the
U.S.A. Satisfaction guaranteed. To
order, fill in coupon below.

THE DEVIN-ADAIR CO., Dept. D.
23 East 26th St., New York 10, N. Y.

Please send me	 sets of Dawson's
The Birds of California. Check enclosed

NAME	

STREET_ 	

CITY STATE
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WANTED!
-BACK ISSUES OF

DESERT MAGAZINE

To meet the constant demand for back
files of Desert, the following prices will
be paid for earlier numbers. These
copies should be complete with cover,
in suitable condition for resale:

November. 1937 $3.00
April,	 1938 	 1.00
September. 1938 1.00
January,	 1939	 . 1.00
February, 1939	 . 1.00
May,	 1939 	 • 1.00
June.	 1939 	 . 1.00
July,	 1939 1.00
December, 1939  	 1.00
February, 1940  	 1.00

(Please mail flat. Do not roll. Check will
be sent promptly.)

Complete Polames
We have obtained enough back is-

sues of Desert to offer a limited number
of complete volumes to libraries and
others who desire them. Many of these
copies are newsstand or subscriber re-
turns and not in new condition, but all of
them are complete and 100% service-

Volume 1 . Nov."37 to Oct."38 $12.00
Volume 2 10.00
Volume 3 8.00
Volume 4 5.00
Volume 5 5.00
Volume 6 4.00
Volume 7 	 3.50
Complete Set, 7 Volumes $42.00

Above prices include LOOSE LEAF
BINDERS for each volume.

If you need back issues to complete
your files, write for a list of single copies
now available.

TH	 GAZG AZ M E

636 State St.	 El Centro, Calif.

UTAH
War Plants to Be Sold . . .

SALT LAKE CITY-Twelve indus-
trial plants and sites in Utah will be dis-
posed of by Defense plant corporation
after they have been declared surplus. Al-
though most of them now are being used
for war production, Reconstruction Fi-
nance corporation said it would negotiate
now for their sale or lease. They include
Blanding mine properties, Columbia Steel
company properties at five locations, Eitel-
McCullough, Inc., Salt Lake City ; Emsco
Refractories company, Lehi ; Kalunite,
Inc., Salt Lake City ; Utah Oil Refining
company, Salt Lake City; U. S. Vanadium
corporation, Salt Lake City: Vanadium
Corporation of America, Monticello.

Meteor Found at Topaz . . .
DELTA-E. Eugene Gardner reported

in October that Japanese residents from
Topaz had discovered a large meteor about
21/2 feet high, weighing many hundreds
of pounds. It is dark red in color and
shows partial melting of surface. It is
planned to send it to the Smithsonian in-
stitution.

First Telegraph Commemorated ...
SALT LAKE CITY-A public cere-

mony reenacting completion of the over-
land telegraph October 24, 1861, was con-
ducted October 24 by American Pioneer
Trails Assn. and a temporary marker was
placed at the site, 63 South Main, A per-
manent monument similar to the one
marking site of Salt Lake Pony Express
station at 145 S. Main will be erected after
the war, George Q. Morris, executive vice-
president of the association, said.

No Deer? Take a Coyote! . . .
SALT LAKE CITY-Many hunters

who failed to find their deer this season
accepted invitation of state predatory an-
imal control committee to shoot a coyote
or two before returning home. But Don E
Kenny, state agricultural commissioner,
appeals to hunters not to bring pelts to the
capitol. To collect the bounty of $6 per
animal, give affidavit before an area in-
spector that the predator was caught in a
certain area; go before county committee
of county in which animal was killed, or
of your home county, where affidavit will
be signed and feet removed as evidence the
animal was killed. Committee then sends
affidavit to county clerk, who forwards it
to state auditor where payment is author-
ized. In addition to bounty, hunter can
expect to sell a coyote pelt for about $10,
Kenny said.

Hot Springs Resort Planned . . .
DELTA-Plans to establish a half-mil-

lion-dollar health resort, utilizing hot min-
eral waters of natural springs 28 miles
northwest of here for treatment of polio-
myelitis and other ailments, are being
made by Salt Lake City business men.

Utah Birth Rate High . . .
SALT LAKE CITY-Utah retained its

distinction of having one of the lowest
death rates and highest birth rates in the
nation, U. S. census bureau figures have
disclosed. State death rate last year was
8.3 per 1000 population, compared with
national average of 10.9. Birth rate was
28.2, compared with 21.9 for nation.
Natural increase in population (excess of
births over deaths) was 12,170. New
Mexico reported highest birth rate, 29.4
per 1000, but Utah had a higher vital in-
dex (ratio of births over deaths) than
New Mexico.

• • •
George Beard, 88, prominent Utah

landscape artist, photographer and art
patron, died October 3 at his home in
Coalvi I le.

• • •
Dr. Samuel Clifton Baldwin, 89, one

of nation's foremost orthopedic surgeons
and dean of Utah physicians, died October
19 in Salt Lake City .

A WESTERN THRILL
- Courage, - a remarkable 011 painting

20x60 feet, the Covered Wagon Train cross-
Mg the desert in '68. Over a year in painting.
On display (free) at Knott's Berry Place
where the Boysenberry was introduced to
the world and famous for fried chicken din-
ners with luscious Boysenberry pie.

You'll want (1) A 4-color picture of this
huge painting suitable for framing. (2) A
36-page handsomely illustrated souvenir,
pictures and original drawings, of Ghost
Town Village and story of this roadside
stand which grew to a $600,000 annual busi-
ness. (3) One year's subscription (6 num-
bers) to our illustrated hi-monthly magazine
of the West. True tales of the days of gold,
achievements of westerners today and cour-
ageous thoughts for days to come. Mention
this paper and enclose one dollar for all three
and get authentic western facts. Postpaid.

GHOST TOWN NEWS
BUENA PARK, CALIF.

DESERT QUIZ ANSWERS
Test is on page 28.

I-A gadget for locating buried treas-
ure.

2-Yuma crossing.
3-Father Kino.
1-Bird.
5-Making tea.
6-White Mountains of Arizona.
7-1847.
8-Quartz.
9-Union Pacific.

10-National Monument.
11-All three colors.
12-Utah.
13-Colorado river.
14-Bandelier.
15-Salt.
16-Bush.
17-A rich silver strike.
18-Cremation.
19-Havasupai.
20-A perennial desert flowering shrub.
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6fAIS AND MINERALS
ARTHUR L. EATON, Editor

TEXAS STATE CLUB HAS
BIG SAN ANGELO MEET

Since January, 1942, Mrs. Viola Block,
Dallas, has organized two mineral clubs—
Texas mineral society, of Dallas, and the State
Mineral Society of Texas, which meets at vari-
ous places. Mrs. Block hopes to build up other
clubs throughout the state in the near future,
each to be a member of the state organization.

State group met September 23 - 24 at home of
President and Mrs. A. E. (Bill) Curry, San
Angelo. Attendinrr were more than 450 per-
sons, including visitors, prospective members
and members of societies in other states. Ex-
hibits by members were of first interest. Mr.
Curry's museum is an outstanding one, fea-
turing crystals. Among the out of town collec-
tions shown were those of D. W. Danielson of
Muleshoe, with asbestos, tiger eye, iceland spar
and bookends of Arizona petrified wood;
F. G. Hoskins of Eden, quartz crystal clusters;
Mrs. Edith Owens of Honey Grove, colorful
carborundum and other rarities. Next meeting
will be held after the war, probably in Austin,
the state capital.

Officers are: A. E. Curry, San Angelo, presi-
dent; L. H. Bridwell, Forestburg, vice-
president; Mrs. Viola Block, Dallas, secretary-
treasurer; Mrs. Edith Owens, historian. Direc-
tors: D. W. Danielson, Muleshoe; Vance C.
Tankersley, Miles; F. G. Hoskins, Eden; Wm.
F. Dukes, Fort Worth; Milton L. Silberstein,
Houston; Floyd V. Studer, Amarillo.

MANY AT TRONA'S THIRD
ANNUAL HOBBY SHOW

Searles Lake gem and mineral society's third
annual hobby show, held October 21 -22 at
Trona high school, was attended by 650. Mr.
and Mrs. C. L. Matteson of Huntington Park
and Harold E. Eales judged the hobby collec-
tions, which were entered by more than 100 ex-
hibitors.

Award winners, adult division, were: Lapi-
dary arts—Don Orr, 1st; Charles Stewart,
special; Geodes—Margaret Pipkin; Searles lake
minerals—Ralph Merrill; Jewelry—Ralph Hev-
ener; Crystals—John Fox Sr., 1st; Ralph Mer-
rill, special; Cabochons—Charles Stewart, 1st;
Ralph Hevener, 2nd; Ralph Merrill, special:
Polished specimens—Ann Pipkin, 1st; Ralph
Merrill, 2nd; Charles Stewart, 3rd. In the jun-
ior division, mineral awards went to Valeria
May Pipkin, 1st, and Jerry Wilson, 2nd.

Mrs. Josie Bishop won an award for her
early days collection. For early western desert
exhibit, George Pipkin won 1st place, Mrs.
Bishop 2nd. Award for novelty rock dinner
went to Kent Knowlton.

Among other classifications were pho-
tography, art, amateur motion pictures, airplane
and ship models, needlework, desert relics,
buttons, fossils, potters', woodwork, sun-
colored glass.

• • •
Newest members of Mineralogical Society of

Arizona are Chas. A. Belz, Landsdale, Pa.; Ken-
neth H. Eggers, St. Louis, Mo.; George L. Dil-
lard, Tucson; Richard L. Sylvester, Syracuse,
N. Y.

MIDWEST FEDERATION HOLDS
CONVENTION AT MILWAUKEE

1, ,,urth anflual oniventi"n (it Mid s.,. (:)t Federa-
tion of Geological societies was held October
7-8 at Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis-
consin. Speaker at the noon session was Dr.
F. L. Fleener of Joliet, president of the federa-
tion, who spoke on the importance of labeling
collections with special reference to the type of
minerals and the locality in which they are
found. Evening speakers were Dr. E. F. Bean,
state geologist, whose subject was Wisconsin
geology, and Father Joseph Carroll, S. J., of
Marquette University, who spoke on seismo-
graphs and earthquakes.

The group inspected the mineral and fossil
exhibits at Milwaukee public museum, under
direction of Elmer A. Nelson Jr., curator of
geology. Second day they took a field trip to
Ives Quarry where a number of additions were
made to collections.

At the election of officers, Thomas Scanlon
was elected president for the coming year. The
federation was invited by Mr. Wilson to hold
its 1945 convention at Joliet, Illinois.

• • •
DR. CHARLES CAMP CONDUCTS
"PREHISTORIC FIELD TRIP"

At October 5 meeting East Bay mineral so-
ciety enjoyed talkies on Alcan highway and in-
vasion of North Africa and islands of the
south Pacific. Pictures through courtesy of
Caterpillar tractor company shown by public
relations manager Fahey.

Dr. Charles L. Camp, University of Cali-
fornia museum of paleontology, took the mem-
bers on a prehistoric California field trip, Oc-
tober 19. On the 22nd the society enjoyed a
picnic supper at Leona park after visiting old
mines near by. Display table was arranged by
Al McGuinness at first October meeting and
by R. W. Carpenter at second

BROCHANTITE

Among the rare copper minerals is Bro-
chantite, a combination of copper sulphate
and copper hydroxide with 12 per cent wa-
ter. Color emerald green, hardness 4, grav-
ity 4. This mineral often occurs as brilliant
green clusters of acicular crystals, with
vitreous to pearly luster, or in drusy or
reniform shapes encrusted on other miner-
als. It is found occasionally in the copper
districts of the United States and a good
specimen k a prize in any collection.

POLISH TURQUO I SE...
CHRYSOCOLLA AND PICTURE AGATE

Approval Shipments

HAROLD D. MARYOTT
40 Oak St., Rt. 1	 Miami, Arizona

LAPIDARY SUPPLIES...
VRECO DIAMOND BLADES

Give better performance, longer life.
faster cutting

6-in. Blade....$ 4.50	 8-in. Blade....$ 5.50
10-in. Blade__ 6.80 12-in. Blade_ 8.75
I4-in.	 11.00 16-in. Blade_ 13.75

Arbor holes 1/2. 5/8. 3/4 , I in.
Lapidary supplies now available without pri-
ority: Norton Crystolon Grinding Wheels,
Wheel Dressing Sticks, Crystolon Grain and

Norbide, Drum Sanders, Sanding Cloth, By-
field Polishing Buffs, Polishing Powders,
Dopping Wax, Canada Balsam, etc.

CUTTER'S ASSORTMENT. For $1 we will
send you a 3 lb. assortment of the follow-
ing rough gem materials: Rhodochrosite,
Variscite, Thunder Eggs, Eden Valley
Wood Limb, Montana Moss Agate, Bra-
zilian Agate, California Blue Agate, Tur-
ritella Agate, Petrified Wood and etc.
PETRIFIED WOOD—Washington. Asst.
Varieties. 50c lb. Special 10 lb. asst. $3.
Slabs 15-25c per sq. in
On all orders for gem material add 20% to
cover Federal Luxury Tax. Residents of Cali-
fornia be sure to add the 2 1/2 % Calif. State
Sales Tax.

WRIMER & GRIEGER
405 Ninita Parkway Pasadena 4, Calif.
Our Phone Number is SYcamore 6-6423

HERE ARE THE GIFTS
YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR!
Rings, $4.00 and Up Necklaces, $5.00 and Up

Brooches, $5.00 and Up
Bracelet and Ring Sets, $15 and Up

Plus 20% Excise Tax and 2 1/2% Sales Tax

Petrified Picture Wood and Moss Agate — Jewelry
Hand Made in Sterling Silver Mountings

RINGS — BRACELETS — NECKLACES
BROOCHES — TIE SLIDES, ETC.

Mail Orders Filled Anywhere in U. S. A.

ELLIOTT'S GEM SHOP
26 Jergins Arcade Village	 Long Beach 2, Calif.

Entrance Subway at Ocean and Pine
Open 10 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily
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AMONG THE

ROCK HURTERS
Mineralogical Society of Southern California

met October 9 in lecture room of Pasadena pub-
lic library. E. V. Van Amringe reviewed a field
trip taken earlier this year. Charles L. Heald
showed movies taken on the trip. October dis-
play was sulfides, class two in new Dana clas-
sification of minerals.

• • •
Sequoia mineral society met October 3 in

Panier high school. Members brought some
spare specimens for display or sale.

San Fernando gem and mineral society re-
ports a substantial addition to postwar building
fund, resulting from miscellaneous auction held
October 15 at Valley Vista woman's clubhouse.
Rabbits, ducks, cactus, jam, south seas "cat's
eyes" were some of the articles offered willing
bidders. A potluck dinner preceded the auction.

• • •
Secretary C. L. Doss of Texas mineral society

writes that their regular monthly meeting was
held at Baker Hotel October 10. Dallas public
library loaned motion pictures of natural re-
sources of Texas and views of Big Bend na-
tional park, also a film on quartz crystal mining
in Brazil and copper mining in Chile. Boy
Scouts obligingly furnished a projector and op-
erator. Round table discussion followed show-
ing of the films.

Rock Collectors Attention! Christmas and New
Years Offer: Cuttables—Mexican Cherry
Opals 50e, 3 for $1.00; Malachite 75c, 2 for
$1.25; Chrysocolla slice $2.00; Variscite 50c,
3 for $1.00; Snowflake Obsidian Nodule
$1.00, 10 different $2.00; Tourmalines 50c,
3 for $1.00. Free Cabochon with all orders.
All above for $8.00. The Rockologist
(Chuckawalla Slim), Garvey Trailer Park,
941 E. Garvey Blvd., Garvey 32P, Calif.

Jewelry stones removed from rings, etc. 100
assorted $2.40. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1,
Missouri.

Elba Iron Ore: Rare, in blade and crystal form,
25e up to $5.00 piece. Something new for
collectors. Valley Art Shoppe, 21108 Devon-
shire Blvd., Chatsworth, Calif.

Montana Moss Agates in the rough for gem cut-
ting, $1.00 per lb. plus postage. Elliott's Gem
Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long Beach 2, Calif.

$2.50 brings you prepaid six rare and beautiful
crystallized Arizona minerals. Vanadinite,
Dioptase, Wulfenite, Willemite, Chrysocol-
la, Azurite. Specimens 11/2x2 or larger.
Wiener Mineral Co., Box 509, Tucson, Ari-
zona.

Choice Palm Root—Full of eyes showing root
and trunk structure. Very colorful. Sliced for
Cabochons. 25 cents per square inch. Satis-
faction guaranteed. GASKILL, 400 North
Muscatel, San GabTie, Calif.

INDIAN RELICS, Curios, Coins, Minerals,
Books, Old Buttons, Old Glass, Old West
Photos, Weapons, Catalog Sc. Lemley An-
tique Store, Osborne, Kansas.

Wanted: to buy, sell and exchange specimens
outstandingly rare and beautiful. Sam Par-
ker, 2160 East Van Buren, Phoenix, Ariz.

FOR SALE—Gem Aquamarine, specimen beryl.
Large star quartz pieces, 7 pound crystal of
Brazil rutile, terminated, semi plume. Moss
and saganite agate. 6 inch sphere of varie-
gated jasper, Montana sapphires and garnets
up to ten carat gems uncut. The Desert Rats
Nest, 2667 E. Colorado St., E. Pasadena,
Calif.

Herkimer County "Diamonds." Sparkling,
double terminated quartz crystals from fam-
ous Herkimer County, N. Y. Assortments
containing 20 crystals, various sizes, single,
twins, carbon and crystal inclusions, etc.,
$1.50 and $3.00 postpaid. Our "Crystal Sur-
prise Package" will be a welcome addition to
any collection, $5.00 postpaid. We specialize
in eastern minerals, Franklin, Paterson, N. J.,
and from other famous localities. H. STILL-
WELL & SON, Rockville Centre, N. Y.

Dr. H. C. Dake reports that the new address
of Mineralogist magazine is 329 S. E. 32nd St.,
Portland, Oregon. Their previous location, the
Couch building, is being converted into a hotel
for returning servicemen.

• • •

Joseph Burgess talked on flora of California
at October 13 meeting of Long Beach miner-
alogical society. He also showed national park
service pictures of volcanic activity of Hawaii.
Mercury was mineral of the month and speci-
mens of cinnabar and myrickite were displayed.
Jesse Hardman, retiring refreshment chairman
received a polished heart in appreciation of her
services. Her helpers, Mrs. Ada Soper and Mrs.
Patterson, received cabochons. New committee
members are Mrs. Lowell Gordon, Mrs. Orr and
Mrs. Wilson.

• • •

Samuel T. Snletters spoke on minerals, min-
eralogy and meteorites at October 14 meeting
of Marquette geologists association. The so-
ciety's October bulletin carries an article on
diamond prospecting in USSR submitted by
Sot. Steve Gulon, with army air forces in In-
dia.

• • •

Dr. D. H. Clark told of a trip to Horse can-
yon locality, showing specimens collected on
the trip, at October meeting of Orange Belt
mineralogical society held in San Bernardino
junior college. E. C. Cline reviewed Chas. F.
Lummis book, Mesa, Cañon and Pueblo.

• • •
Paul Robinson of western electric company

talked about experiences of an amateur lapidary
at October 3 meeting of New Jersey mineralogi-
cal society, Plainfield. New Jersey. He displayed
many examples of his art.

• • •

Seattle gem collectors club held its first regu-
lar fall meeting at chamber of commerce build-
ing September 19 with 70 in attendance, includ-
ing visitors from Kitsap mineral and gem so-
ciety. Friday ranch plume agate was discussed.
Mrs. Ralph U. Gustafson read her diary of ex-
periences at the plume bed and Lou D. Leader
spoke on formation, digging and polishing of
plume agate. He showed an excellent collec-
tion of the material.

• • •

Norman Whitmore, owner of Meco Assay-
ers, addressed October dinner meeting of Pacific
mineral society, Los Angeles, on tungsten. He
donated specimens to all attending the meet-
ing. A mineral specimen was presented as a
prize to the member turning in the best written
and most informative description of pyrite,
violarite, molybdenite and karelinite.

• • •

Wm. B. Pitts' lantern slide collection of
thin section agate, chalcedony and other min-
erals was shown at October meeting of North-
ern California mineral society. Bulletin of the
society has acquired a name as result of contest
held during August. A. L. Thamm Jr. proposed
the winning title: Rockhound Journal of the
Northern California mineral society, inc.

• • •

East Bay mineral society announces the fol-
lowing new members in September and October:
Ben Chromy, Berkeley; Miss Eleanor Irvine,
Berkeley; Mrs. Marcello Martinez, Alameda;
J. Brinks, Robert Harlow, Fred J. Mauck, Mrs.
Louise Morris, Miss Joan Morris, Paul Nord-
quist, C. H. Stevens, Mrs. Gertrude Pease,
Mrs. Ida MacFarland, all of Oakland.

• • •

Where and how minerals are found was the
subject of F. A. McMillin of the U. S. geological
survey when he spoke for the Gem Collectors
club, Seattle, October 17. Unique table decora-
tions were arranged by Mrs. Arthur Foss and
Mrs. Walter Larson. Flowers in hollow geodes
were set upon beautifully polished slabs of
petrified wood and other materials.

ROCKY MOORE'S Private Collection of 500
rare and beautiful mineral specimens. All or
part. A. V. Herr, Assayer and Chemist, 5176
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 27, Olympia
5052.

For that special Christmas Gift—Let me make
up your favorite cabochon cut stones into
jewelry that is different. Each piece indi-
vidually designed to suit the stone; hand
wrought in Sterling silver; no "castings."
Money refunded if not pleased. Women's
rings $3.00, Men's rings $4.00; Bracelets
$6.00 to $12.00; Pendants $4.00. The Silver-
smith, Rt. 1, Box 394, Alderwood Manor,
Washington.

Your choice of six of the following "Utah min-
erals in sizes not smaller than 2x2-in. for
82.50. Martite, Flowering Obsidian, Scoro-
dite, Native Sulphur, Molybdenite, Molyb-
dite, Ludwigite and small Azurite balls in a
brown rock matrix. W. T. Rogers, 1230
Parkway Ave., Salt Lake City 5, Utah.

"Herkimer County Diamonds," Brilliant na-
tural gem-like quartz crystals from Herkimer
County, N. Y. Special Holiday assortments
$1.50--$2.50--$5.00--$10.00 postage paid.
Guaranteed satisfaction. H. Stillwell & Son,
Rockville Centre, N. Y.

Beach Moonstones, Agate, etc., 2 cents each,
postpaid. Minimum $1.00. Mountain Agate
15 cents per lb. here. White, 410 N. Broad-
way, Redondo Beach, Calif.

Xmas Offer: Don't forget your Rockhound
friend at Xmas. Let me help to remember
him by sending you a box of Colorado Beau-
ties. 7 beautiful minerals in box, $5.00. Jack
the Rockbound, P. 0. Box 86, Carbondale,
Colorado.

Antique Jewelry: 12 articles antique jewelry,
brooches, rings, lockets, chains, etc. $3.60.
12 assorted hatpins—$3.00. 12 stickpins
$2.75. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1, Mo.

Minerals, Fossils, Gems, Coins, Glass, Indian
Relics. Catalogue Sc. Purple Fluorite, 25c.
Aluminum ore, 15e. Rose Quartz, 15c. Cop-
per, 15e. Malachite, 35c. Azurite, 20c. Silver
ore, 25c. Quartz Crystal, 15e. Selenite, 15c.
Iceland spar, 15c. Feldspar, 15c. Pudding
stone, 15e. Talc, 15c. Obsidian, 15e. Tour-
maline Crystal, 25e. Fossil Shark tooth, 15e.
Fossil backbone, 25c. Fine Fossil fish, $3.75.
Iron ore, 15c. Moss Agate, 15c. Fossil Amon-
ite, 25c. Fossil snail, 25c. Fossil clam, 25c.
Cowboy Lemley, Las Cruces, New Mexico.

50 ring stones, including genuine and synthetic
—$7.50. 12 genuine Opals or Cameos—
$2.75. Plus 20% tax. B. Lowe, Box 311, St.
Louis 1, Mo.

GEM MART ADVERTISING RATE
5c a Word — Minimum $1.00  
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• •	 •

Of a Rockhound
By LOUISE EATON

Queer, isn't it, how rock shows 'r not
imporrunt to unrockhouns. Nthusiasts
simply cannot comprehend how enyone
can hear about a gem display and not
make quick trax to see it.

They're shure that if folks can just
be xposed to the speciments at a xhibit
they'll be converted to the rock cult.
That's just about true, too.

• • •
If yu dont wantta luv the desert, says

an old timer, don't expose yurself to it
for any length uv time. Sum folks says
they hates the bare old hot flat place, but
after they stays there a while it gets um,
shure. They may still say they despises it,
n leave for back home. But a longin n
restlessness soon seizes um, n they're on-
happy till they can return to the spaci-
ousness uv th desert.

• • •
Shure is a good thing that politicks

don't cum between rockhoun frens, for
they dosn't see eye to eye on politikal
subjecks any more than reglar human
beins does.

East. Bay mineral society, Oakland, has begun
an active year. Dr. A. Pabst of University of
California recounted his experiences in collect-
ing minerals in Norway, at September 21 meet-
ing. He displayed specimens collected in the
pegmatite deposits of south central Norway.
His technical discussion was supplemented with
tales of ancient Korgsberg silver mines oper-
ating since 1624, and information about the
mineral industries and people of Norway. L. J.
Hostetter exhibited part of his collection of
minerals and crystals.

• • •
H. S. Keithley is again secretary of Miner-

alogical Society of Arizona. All club communi-
cations should be addressed to him at: Arizona
Museum, West Van Buren street and Tenth
avenue, Phoenix, Arizona. Meetings are held
1st and 3rd Thursdays, October through April.
Mr. Keithley announces a membership of 217.

• • •
Sacramento mineral society reports a success-

f ill exhibit September 1-October 15 in Crocker
art gallery. Chairman J. B. Nichols states that
there were 20 cabinets of mineral specimens
and polished material. A unique display was a
small cabinet of minerals shown by Clarence
L. Killam which once was the property of De-
Witt Clinton Thompson and won the first blue
ribbon to be awarded a mineral exhibit by state
fair judges in San Francisco October 4, 1854.
Harold M. Ward of Sacramento loaned a series
of 15 oil paintings depicting deserted towns of
gold rush days.

• • •
A gypsum crystal from the famous "Cave of

the Swords," Naica, Mexico, is about eight
inches long and contains 12 water bubbles. One
of these bubbles, a very small one, travels slowly
between six and seven inches in a straight line.
Another, a long slender bubble, almost two
inches long, moves back and forth only a vety
short distance, as the cavity is not much longer
than the bubble. Many tiny bubbles move rapid-
ly only one inch or less. These small bubbles
often are hard to locate.

• • •
ROCKHOUND'S POSTWAR PLANS

By CHARLES G. SCHWEITZER
I know of places I would go
When war is o'er and victory's won;
When gas and tires can be secured
And rationing is past and done.

The desert would be first to call.
I long to breathe again its air,
And look around its sandy wastes
For gems I know are hidden there.

At Lavic, where the jasper lies
With showy hues that never fade.
On Chuckawalla's mountain sides
Where geodes yield to pick and spade:

The lovely palm near Calico,
Which deep among the boulders lies;
At Lead Pipe springs the nodules hide
With agate blue as summer skies.

And there are others I could name,
More places where I'd like to roam.
Of these, I guess, I'll only dream
And, for the present, stay at home.

Practical Lapidary Guide
Fred S. Young, of Portland, Oregon,

has given us in his Art of Gem Cutting,
one of the finest books on gem cutting
ever published. He himself is expert at
both facet and cabochon cutting, and has
put into his book the results of his many
years of practical experience. The ama-
teur cutter who studies this book from
cover to cover will find himself well re-
paid, and even the professional will find
many things of value. 1942 edition. 112
pages, paper. $1.50.

COLORFUL MIRERRLS

CHALCEDONY

Most universal of all the quartz family is
the common chalcedony. This mineral, dis-
solved in the hot magmatic waters under
the earth's surface, appears in innumerable
places and seems responsible for many
otherwise unexplainable phenomena. It is
the silicifying agent which changes blue
African asbestos into tiger-eye. It "petri-
fies" many fossils. It penetrates and hard-
ens soft and porous substances and often
replaces the wood fibers in the petrification
of wood. Common forms of chalcedony are
familiar to every amateur, but the more un-
usual forms also appear unexpectedly in
every part of the earth.

• • •

SUMMIT DIGGINGS DESCRIBED
IN SEARLES LAKE BULLETIN

Searles Lake mineral news gives this infor-
mation about Summit Diggings: The Summit
Diggings placer district extends roughly three
miles west from the Searles tunnel of the
Southern Pacific inland route to Bishop. The
"Diggings" consists of unconsolidated gravels
and boulders which seem unrelated to anything
found in this part of the country. While the
gravel is 18 feet thick generally, the greatest
values are found in the first 18 inches from the
surface. The gold is evenly disseminated
throughout the gravel, although local rich
pockets have been found.

The deposits were discovered in the early
middle 90's and were worked continuously un-
til the middle 20's. Since then work on the
ground has been sporadic although favored lo-
cations still are being worked. Values range
from 80 cents to $2.00 per yard, with an av-
erage of probably $1.40 to $1.50. Development
has been retarded by lack of water. Much of
the gold is coarse; nuggets up to $4.25 are not
rare, and one nugget worth $790 was reported
to have been found some ,ears ago

An example of the carelessness practiced by
many mineral collectors came to light recently.
Several calcite (Iceland spar) crystals, well
shaped but of poor quality, were found some-
where in the western, or eastern part of Im-
perial county, or maybe somewhere else, at least
within a radius of 100 miles. When these crys-
tals were placed under the cold quartz light,
they glowed with a red brilliance, exactly like
and fully equal to the calcite from Franklin,
New Jersey. All an ambitious person needs to
do now is to examine about 10,000 square
miles of desert carefully, in order to find a valu-
able deposit of easily salable material.

Ultrzco
LAPIDARY SUPPLIES

War priorities on many materials still prevent
us from manufacturing lapidary equipment, but
we do have available a good stock of the fol-
lowing supplies for the lapidary shop:

VRECO DIAMOND SAWS	 give you better
performance . . . longer life . . . faster cutting.

6-inch 	 $4.50	 I 2-inch 	 $ 8.75
8-inch 	  5.50	 I4-inch 	  11.00

10-inch 	  6.80	 I 6-inch 	  13.75
Be sure to specify arbor hole size required. Postpaid.

VRECO GRINDING WHEELS are made ex-
pressly for us by the NORTON CO.

80, 100, 120
& 180 grit 220 grit

4 x	 I/2 -inch 	 $	 1.05 $	 1.10
6x 1	 -inch 	 2.40 2.60
8 x I	 - inch 	 3.60 3.90

10 x I	 -inch 	 5.00 5.30
10 x 1 Va-inch 	 7.00 7.50
12 x 1	 -inch 	 6.90 7.50
12 x 11/2-inch 	 9.60 10.40
12 x 2	 -inch 	 12.30 13.30

Be sure to specify arbor hole size. Postage extra.

VRECO DRESSING BRICKS are an indispensible
aid to keeping wheels trued.
8"x2"x 1" Dressing Brick 	 $ .85

ABRASIVE GRAIN ... Silicon-carbide grains in
grit sizes 60, 80, 400, 120, I SO, 180, 220, also F
(240), FF (300), and FFF (400).

50e per lb. in single lb. lots
35c per lb. in 2 to 5 lb. lots
30e per lb. in 6 to 99 lb. lots
23e per lb. in 100 lb. lots or more

(Postage extra)

POLISH POWDER ... Tripoli Polishing Powder,
2 lbs. 	 $ .85

FELT POLISH WHEELS-Spanish White Felt ...
made expressly for us by Byfield Felting Co.
These wheels are the proper hardness for polish-
ing gem stones and -Flat specimens.
6 x 1-in. 	 $4.25	 10 x 1	 -in. 	 $11.00
8x I-in. 	  7.25	 10 x Il/2-in. 	  14.90

10 x 2-in 	 $19.00
Arbor hole sizes: v2 il , 5/8il

, 3%
il , ys il . il .

Felt prices are postpaid.

SANDING CLOTH . , . CARBORUNDUM
BRAND Silicon-carbide cloth for disc or drum
type sanders. Grit sizes, 120, 220. 320.

Width Price per
Ft.

No. Ft.
per $

Price per
150 ft. Roll

R '-ill Ship.
Weight

2"
3 /t

5c 24 ft. $ 4.70 3 lbs.

8 ,,
7e

17e
15 ft.
7f1-.

6.90
18.00

5 lbs.

12 lbs.
10" 22e 6 ft. 22.00 15 lbs.
12" 25c 5 ft. 26.50 20 lbs.

Vreeland-Young Mfg. Co.
Formerly Vreeland Lapidary Mfg, Co.

2020 S. W. Jefferson St.	 Portland I, Oregon
1n•n•111nnnn •••	
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Send for
Literature te

Covington Lapidary
Engineering Co.

Redlands, Cal.

14-inch
Power
Feed
DIAMOND
SAW

Canf&lt. LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT

RX—the complete
lapidary shop in
one small machine

No more sales
during duration

W. A. FELKER	 1527 Post Ave., Torrance, Cal i forn

Moiaue .25e.seAt Qeot
and MineAal Shop . .
On Highway 91, 11 Mi. East of Barstow

One Mile West of Yermo, Calif
E. W. SHAW, P. 0. Box 363, Yermo, Calif.

ULTRA-VIOLET PRODUCTS, INC.
3205  3253• MONICA SOUL AAAAA • LOS ANOILIS 27, CALOORNI•

HILTON'S 441
cad gem &top.
JOHN W. HILTON, Owner

0—

On U. S. Highway 99
Ten Miles South of Indio

Across from Valerie Jean Date Shop
P. 0. ADDRESS, THERMAL, CALIFORNIA

INSTANT IDENTIFICATION
—faster analysis, sorting and

grading of fluorescent ores

MINERALIGHT
SAVES TIME and MONEY

SCHEELITE

T. A. Lewis of El Paso, Texas, is interested
in going into the cabochon business after the
war and he wants to know if one can cut cabo-
chons by machinery and get mass production.
No, Mr. Lewis, there are no such machines and
there will never be assembly line production of
gem stones I hope. It is still referred to as the
lapidary "art" and a characteristic of all art is
that human imagination coupled with human
temperament must enter into it. Many gems are
cut by amateurs who possess no artistic tem-
perament or imagination but then there are
many atrocious pictures painted by unimagina-
tive artists and tons of bad verse written by un-
temperamental people. But pictures and poems
do not come from machines. They will always
be individual creations and real gems will al-
ways be individual creations too.

Of course there is mass production of "junk"
jewelry, the trade term for the costume glass
ornament business, and this is the result of as-
sembly line methods just as the glass marble
business operates at Clarksburg, W. Va. But
who would take a pound piece of chrysoprase
for example and subject such valuable material
to the unimaginative machine? The nearest ap-
proach to Mr. Lewis' idea is probably the tur-
quoise processing as it exists today although
that still depends on skilled hand labor. I have
seen lapidary shops so well organized that one
could almost toss in a beach pebble at the front
door and then run around to the back and catch
the finished "moonstone" as it came out but
in spite of the perfection of such shops there
always remained a skilled lapidary with
imagination between the two doors and I hope
it will always be thus. There's no art in grind-
ing hamburger.

Now then as for the possibilities of doing
business with our native gem materials when
cut by competent lapidaries I think that has
been greatly neglected. Many a returned dis-
abled veteran could build himself a profitable
business in communities where gem material
exists. The tourist business after the war will
stagger the imagination and there probably will
be many "art centers" built along the highways
where the crafts and arts of the district will be
practiced to high perfection. Being in Texas at
the moment I have observed the great array of
nightmarish souvenirs offered by the Mexican
people to the present tourists. Sure there are
tourists now—millions of them. Twelve million
service people are sending home all kinds of
baubles from all over the world and much of it
from spots right here at home. There will al-
ways be artistic minded purchasers of art ob-
jects and good handcraft just as there will al-
ways be a large group of people who will buy
anything at all. The mind that can comprehend
the intricacies of a Navajo rug selling for sixty
dollars is usually not the mind that sees interest
in a rattan horse and rider for sixty cents. In
other words there is a large part of the post-
war traveling public who will be interested in
true craftsmanship and art and that includes
good gems cut from native materials by skilled
and imaginative lapidaries. The possibilities of
establishing such businesses are boundless.

• • •

E. P. Van Leuven of Bakersfield, California,
thinks my statement in July Desert Magazine
that the polishing process is really another
grinding process may be ambiguous to some;
that the Beilby layer is the polished surface
and acquiring it is not to be confused with the
grinding process. It is a fact that you can get as

fine a Beilby layer (a "polish") on a piece of
rhodonite with a well worn piece of sanding
cloth at high speed as you can ever achieve with
tin oxide or any other polishing agent and the
sanding cloth is an abrasive. The rhodonite ac-
quires its surface flow with no further "polish.
ing."

The point I really wanted to make was that
fine scratches can be removed in the polishing
process by the agents used which are really fine
abrasives. The great point made by enthusiasts
for cerium oxide for instance is that they can re-
move hairlike scratches in such substances as
obsidian while they are acquiring the surface
flow on the stone.

Many fine articles have appeared on surface
flow recently (one by Mr. Van Leuven himself
in September Mineralogist) but seldom does an
article appear on any scientific subject that ex-
plains it as clearly to the layman as did Jerry
Laudermilk's article "Mystery of the Magical
Surface" in last month's Desert Magazine.
There was an article that every rockhound and
gem cutter should file and read again and again.
It was as clear as the air in New Mexico. I read
it in proof form and Mr. Laudermilk deserves
great praise indeed for his splendid exposition
of this interesting subject.

But Mr. Van Leuven's query and Mr. Lauder-
milk's article stimulated my imagination and
many questions have arisen because of it. Once
a Beilby layer has been attained on a gem is
there any reason to suppose that further polish-
ing is of value? Once a stone is "polished" will
another hour's work improve it? If not, then
any abrasive that will produce a Beilby layer at
all is no better than any other agent. Cerium ox-
ide can be no better than tin oxide then unless
it accomplishes the surface flow quicker; it
couldn't give a "better" polish for a Beilby layer
is a Beilby layer after all. Have I just imagined
then that my recent opals are "brighter" since
I have been using cerium oxide or did I never
really attain a Beilby layer with tin oxide
These thoughts keep running around in my
head. What do they stimulate in yours?

• • •
In coloring agates black 13 ounces of sugar

is added to a quart of water and the stone to be
colored is soaked in the solution from 2 to 3
weeks. It is then soaked in a concentrated solu-
tion of sulphuric acid and slowly warmed for
an hour. The acid is then brought to a boil for
about 20 minutes. This process must be carried
out with caution as water coming in contact
with the acid will cause an explosion and the
acid itself will give off poisonous fumes. One
can avoid this danger by warming the acid for
an hour and then permitting it to cool, repeat-
ing the process a number of times. The affin-
ity of the acid to the water causes the treated
stone to "sweat" after coloring. This can be cor-
rected by thoroughly drying the stone for about
two days and then immersing it in ice 'water
for about six hours. Agate thus colored is
known to the trade as "black onyx" and is very
popular material for men's rings.

• • •
Because of too much activity in ton many

directions the state of my health has reached a
serious point so that I must curb many of my
present activities and undertake no new ones.
I will therefore not organize the new lapidary
societies mentioned in previous issues of Des-
ert Magazine but if some one else desires to do
so I will gladly give my file of names of inter-
ested people to them.

AMATEUR GEM CUTTER Ti shfios r t4iaogsee owt hDo ehs e r te ,Moar gaaszpiinr ea

to have, their own gem cuttingand polishing equipment. Lelande Quick, who conducts this department, is former presi-
dent of Los Angeles Lapidary society. He will be glad to answer questions in connection
with your lapidary work. Queries should be addressed to Desert Magazine, El Centro, Calif.

By LELANDE QUICK

Hydrozincite

Zircon

MINERALIGHT works like magic Witlemite
—lighting your way to hidden	

Fluorite
values in fluorescent ores—

identifying your finds with
	 Talc

quick evaluation. Used for
	 Mercury

faster, better ore handling in	 and many others

mining operations.

A model for every purpose—all fully guaranteed-

20 ore samples free with each lamp.

Write for free 4-color catalog today. Dept. T

MINERS — PROSPECTORS —

GEOLOGISTS!
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By RANDALL HENDERSON

4 FTER 19 months in the Army Air Corps in Africa, I am
back at my old desk in the Desert Magazine office—
and impatient to get out my sleeping bag and head the

jalopy along one of the trails that lead toward the distant hori-
zon. My present status is that of reserve officer on inactive duty.

For temporary sojourn, I found the Sahara desert where I
was stationed from January to August full of interest. But one
would not want to dwell permanently where the language and
the customs and religion all are alien.

It is good to be home again, and to feel the crisp air of a
November morning on the Southern California desert; to plan
the trips that will be made when gasoline and tires again are
available; and to open the mail that comes each morning from
nearly every state in the union. There is a common bond of in-
terest among Desert readers—interest that encompasses not only
the colorful rocks and exotic plants and challenging mountain
ranges—but that extends also to the beauty of the desert sun-
sets, the artistry of eroded hills, and the courage that sustains
life in a land where Nature does no pampering.

My friend Phil Townsend Hanna of Westways magazine says
we desert folks belong to a "cult." I don't care mach for that
word. In common use it implies devotion to some sort of in-
tellectual fad. If Phil could read the poetry that still comes to
this desk every day he would never accuse the desert fraternity
of being overly endowed with intellectualism.

I really do not mean that as a slap at the poets. I love the
whole tribe of 'em—good, bad and indifferent. What I mean
is that poetry is self-expression that comes from the heart—
more than the head. I wish the politicians who have been let-
ting out their blasts over the radio the past few weeks had more
poetry in their souls. Poetry, no matter how badly it is written,
is honest expression of sentiment.

But if Phil Hanna insists that we are a cult, I won't quarrel
with him. I will merely say that ours is the most free and inde-
pendent and uninhibited collection of humans in all history—
with its membership open to the whole wide world.

*	 *	 *
Desert Magazine has just passed its seventh birthday. Per-

h Ips the readers will be interested in knowing what effect the
war has had on a publication that devotes its pages almost ex-
clusively to the art of peacetime living.

My associates who have been doing a super job of carrying on
here while I was in Africa have been too modest to mention it,
but Desert has gained many thousands of new readers during
the past two years. And if you wonder how that was possible
during a period when we are under strict rationing in the use
of paper, the answer is that we closed down the advertising de-
prtment soon after war was declared and reduced the size of

the magazine—not in reading text but in advertising. The only
advertising we have carried since early in 1942 is that which
came unsolicited. And yet despite the very limited revenue
from that source, Desert has continued on a profitable basis
—thanks to the interest and loyalty of its readers.

Our original charter list of 600 subscribers has grown to a
monthly press run of 19,200 copies—and we would be printing
thousands more if the paper limitations would permit.

Like other folks, the members of Desert's staff are dreaming
plans for the days when the world will be at peace again. There
are many interesting phases of the Great American desert which
we have barely touched in past issues—and we are looking
forward to the time when there will be more pages and the op-
portunity to share this desert lore with our readers.

A very large percentage of the men with whom I served
overseas reside east of the Mississippi, and they were all talk-
ing about the "trip out West" after the war. They will not all
come, but I am sure there will be enough of them to deluge the
Southwest with visitors in the postwar period.

As that time approaches Desert will resume the mapped
travelogs which were so popular in the days before Pearl Har-
bor. We now are gathering pictures and maps and informa-
tion for the benefit of those who like to explore the strange and
interesting places on the desert.

It is also planned, when the extra space is available in the
magazine, to extend our editorial coverage to the deserts of
Mexico. Sonora and Chihuahua and the peninsula of Lower
California are happy hunting grounds for the botanist, the
mineralogist, the historian and the explorer and traveler.

I have spent much time in the deserts south of the border—
and to those friends who have expressed a fear that the desert
areas in USA would become all cluttered up with picnic parties
and postwar jeeps, I want to give assurance that Mexico is still
a virgin field for the nature student and camper. Just now the
Mexican deserts are an invitation only to the more rugged of
the traveling clan—but the roads are being improved. Sooner
or later you will be reading about Mexico's desert lures in Des-
ert Magazine.

We have good news for those who have been saving their
copies of Desert Magazine for the day when loose leaf files
again will be available. Spanish grain cloth binders, the same
as were formerly supplied, are on the way. We have the prom-
ise of an ample supply after the first of the year, and announce-
ment will be made in due time. The cost of the materials—
metal and cloth and gold leaf—has advanced and we no longer
can sell them at the former prices. But the new prices will not
exceed actual cost to us, for we have never attempted to make a
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profit on binders. We regard them as a service to our readers
—and a good advertising investment for ourselves.

This is being written just before presidential election day. I
do not know whether Roosevelt or Dewey will be the new chief
executive. But it is not conceivable to me that any one man at
the head of our government can accomplish all that has been
promised by the political speakers during this campaign—at
least not by democratic processes.

Folks forget sometimes that in a democracy the powers of a
president are limited. We want to keep it that way. And we
should not demand of the president—whether Republican or
Democratic—that public affairs be operated with the same
machine-like precision that is possible in a dictatorship. One of
the privileges in a democracy is the right to make a mistake
without having to go to a concentration camp, or worse. That
being true it is not fair to hold the president entirely responsible
for the errors of the vast horde of subordinates necessary to
conduct civil administration and a war at the same time.

Much has been said about the "alphabetical" agencies—the
boards and commissions and bureaus now employed in re-
search and in the executive branch of government. No doubt
much streamlining can be done to decrease the overlapping
functions of these various agencies. Many of them are the crea-
tion of an emergency period in which there has been no time
for training and streamlining.

There always will be bureaus—in a democracy. That is the
democratic way of doing things. The alternative is to turn the
affairs of government over to a dictator backed by a gestapo,
with orders to get things done—or else. We never have had
that in this part of America—and if it ever comes, then this war
will have been fought in vain.

And so—whether it is Dewey or Roosevelt—keep in mind
that this is a democracy, and that racketeering in the unions,
greed in business, arrogance in public office, lax discipline in the
home and incompetence in the schools—these are things that
cannot be corrected by some magical power in the hands of the
president. Neither will they be corrected by science nor by a
citizenship that thinks mainly in terms of monetary profit.

We cannot fulfill our obligation in the maintaining of a just
and effective government by going to the polls once every four
years and casting a vote for president, and then shifting the
responsibility entirely to him. Democratic government is not
one-man government.

You and I and our neighbors all across the continent are
the ones who determine in the final reckoning whether we are
to have honest intelligent administration, or racketeering and
greed and incompetence.

The free enterprise system must ultimately fail, if we allow
it to degenerate into a race merely to see who can acquire the
most property and power for himself. And that is something
you and I have to decide in the privacy of our own conscious-
ness. No president can make the decision for us.

In Los Angeles recently I spent a couple of hours with Paul
B. Witmer, registrar of the U. S. Land Office, discussing
homesites for disabled veterans who will be seeking a dry
healthful climate after they are released from the hospitals.

The original homesteaders in the Twentynine Palms area
were of this type—World War I veterans who used their army
savings and pensions to establish themselves on Uncle Sam's
public lands. Most of them moved in and built their own cot-
tages—and gained health while they were doing it. They formed
one of the first American Legion posts in California—out
there on what was then a remote undeveloped desert plateau.
Many of them have remained through the intervening years
when a paved road was built into the area, wells were drilled,
and real estate subdividers moved in and created a community ,

of beautiful homes—on the virtue of desert climate alone.
There will be many more such veterans after World War II.

Accessible public acreages are not as plentiful now as they were
26 years ago. But a new homestead law has simplified the prob-
lem of obtaining a homesite on the desert. Under the Five-Acre
Tract law, any American can lease five acres of unoccupied land
at a cost of a dollar an acre annually for the building of a cabin
or rest home, or even for business purposes.

No expenditure on the land is required. Mr. Witmer be-
lieves that the regulations soon will be relaxed to enable the
leaser to buy the land at a nominal figure after the lease has
run long enough to show good faith on the part of the holder.

These lands are not intended to be used for speculation, and
it is made clear they offer no means of livelihood. They are arid
or rough and mountainous, and in most cases the development
of water for irrigation purposes is not practicable. When the
law, originally sponsored by Congressman Izac of San Diego,
was passed by congress in 1938, the sites were intended for those
who could afford a cabin in the desert or mountains, while earn-
ing a living elsewhere.

Now, however, there is a new generation of disabled veter-
ans—and Mr. Witmer intends to see that the ex-service men
have every opportunity to utilize these lands if they desire.

Mr. Witmer and others also are interested in training the
pensioned veterans in various handicrafts, and in developing
a market for the products made by these men while they are
regaining their health.

In the first issue of Desert Magazine seven years ago we de-
fined the ideals of our publishing venture in these words:

"The Desert has its own traditions in art, literature, industry
and commerce. It will be the purpose of the Desert Magazine
to crystallize and preserve these phases of Desert life as a culture
distinctive of arid but virile America. We would give charac-
ter and personality to the pursuits of Desert people—create a
keener consciousness of the heritage which is theirs—bring
them a little closer together in a bond of pride in their Desert
homes, and perhaps break down in some measure the prejudice
against the Desert which is born of misunderstanding and fear."

Today I am deeply grateful to the associates who carried on
in my absence for the integrity with which they adhered to those
ideals.

Much of the time I was too far away even for consultation by
mail as to the editorial matter being prepared for the magazine,
Each issue reached me in due time, as new and refreshing as to
a total stranger.

Many of the readers of Desert have expressed a preference for
a particular feature or department. I found myself turning first
to the letters page. More than anything else I was interested in
what friends in the big Desert family were doing and thinking.

I enjoyed the controversy over the Souths—Marshal and
Tanya and their children. And while I very definitely am on
the pro side—nevertheless I was glad that Lucile Harris pub-
lished the letters from those who differed. I think those who
criticise the Souths adversely are in a minority. But I have a great
liking for minorities—especially when they have the courage
to get up on their feet and holler, or take their pen in hand and
write a letter. The democracy in which we live would be a very
dull affair if it were not for the howling minorities.

I am in favor of letting the Souths live as they choose. They
are not trespassing on the rights of others. Nor are they trying to
regiment your life and mine—and I would suggest that we be
equally generous in our attitude toward them.

As for Rider and Rudyard and Victoria—no one need be
concerned about youngsters who are living as close to Nature as
they do. They have a kindly father and a mother with an extra
endowment of common sense—and they are learning some very
important lessons which boys and girls raised in the big city
are missing.

In all my acquaintance I know few homes in which love and
generosity and cooperation predominate to the extent they do
in the little mud cottage on Ghost Mountain.
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NEW VERSION OF THE
NAVAJO CREATION MYTH

A new version of the Navajo genesis,

as told by the renowned medicine man
Hasteen Klah of Nava, New Mexico, is
related in THE NAVAJO CREATION
MYTH by Mary C. Wheelwright, director
of the Museum of Navajo Ceremonial Art

in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
In the introduction, Miss Wheelwright

has given her interpretation of the Navajo
concept and practice of religion. She be-
lieves that the whole ritual process is di-
rected towards appeasement of the various
gods and Holy People by the supreme
Begochiddy. Contrary to most interpreta-
tions, she further believes this is not based
on fear, but an attempt to attain a har-
monious relationship between man and
the universe.

Klah's story differs from other versions
in that Begochiddy is the important deity.
Previously he has been associated with the
Holy People, and usually enters the tradi-
tion as the "one from whom the Navajo
obtained guns, bayeta, horses, and sheep."
This single or ruling deity concept is
unique in that most Navajo deities are
dual—male and female.

Otherwise the general pattern of the
Creation is similar to those previously re-
corded. Generally this is the upward pro-
gression of the Holy People through the
various vaults of the Underworld to the
lightened Upper World—the slow evolu-
tion from zoomorphic forms to human
mind and body.

The rite-myths which combine to form
Klah's version have been described as "a
great tree from whose trunk many
branches begin."

The rite-myth of the Blessingway Chant
is a particularly valuable addition. It is
new material and is from a rite that is
common and important in Navajo cere-
monialism. The comparative use of infor-
mation from Estsah Hatrali Begay and
other medicine men adds to the value of
this section.

Fifteen page-size sandpaintings in color
are well executed and have excellent in-
terpretations. With these THE NAVAJO
CREATION MYTH, in addition to being
an interesting version of the Navajo gene-
sis, is a definite contribution to the appre-
ciation of Navajo ceremonial art.

Museum of Navajo Ceremonial Art,
Santa Fe, N. M., 1942. Glossary. Size
7x10. $12.00.

—RICHARD VAN VALKENBURGH

ARCHEOLOGISTS HUNT
FOR BURIED TREASURE

Ann Axtell Morris' DIGGING IN

THE SOUTHWEST could as well have
been entitled, "It's Fun to be an Archeolo-
gist." She not only makes this science of
prehistoric cultures a thrilling treasure
hunt but she makes its language and tech-
niques understandable to one who never
has heard of such words as stratigraphy,
who has not known the difference between
Basketmaker I and Pueblo V, and whose
only contact with mummies has been
through Egyptian mystery movies.

Her reason for writing such a book was
her desire to bring the subject out of the
aloof environment of scientific reports and
let others know the enchantment of
archeology which since 1923 has lured her
into strange and dangerous corners of the
New World. And she chose the American
Southwest, not only because most of her
experience has been there but because it is
a treasure-trove for the archeologist.

In an informal, blithe and often humor-
ous way, Mrs. Morris tells the problems an
archeologist faces when he tries to fit
isolated clues into their proper places, so
they may pass out of the field of archeology
into that of history.

Between learning about the eight cul-
tures which have been identified in the
Southwest and puzzling over the findings
which always are cropping up to blast
archeologists' neat theories, the reader will
enjoy watching archeologists in action. He
will see them "manufacturing" their own
roads as they venture into remote canyons
and mesas, he will gasp as they scale sheer
cliffs, he will learn how they live in camp
and what archeologists' "shop talk"
sounds like. He will see how archeologists
go about their work of finding a site, clear-
ing the debris, cleaning and mending pot-
tery. And he will be surprised to find that
these scientists endure discomforts and
hardships that would shock a tenderfoot—
or even an average desert rat.

There are many sidelights in the book,
such as tips on the practical side of desert
travel, intimate close-ups of the "irrepres-
sible Navajo," and the landing of the
Lindberghs near Canyon del Muerto after
their aerial discovery of a cave dwelling.

For the student it is an excellent intro-
duction to archeology; for the general
reader it is a travelog which will both en-
tertain and widen his scope of interests.

Doubleday Doran Co., 1941. Over 50
photos, 301 pages. $2.50

PAGANS PRAYING
POEMS OF THE PUEBLO INDIANS, by
Roy Keech, with full page drawings by
Indian artist Pop Chalee. Rhythmic in-
terpretations of Indian art, dances,
handcraft.  $2.00

Other Southwest poems by Keech-

POEMS OF NEW MEXICO 	 $1.00

CHILDREN SING IN NEW MEXICO $1.00

Prices postpaid in U.S.A.
California buyers add 21/2% tax

DESERT CRAFTS SHOP
636 State Street	 El Centro, California

BOOKS FOR THE
ROCKHOUNDS
JEWELS AND GEMS, Lucile S. McDonald.

Romantic story of precious stones. Many
unusual colored illustrations, full-color
plates of gems. Beautiful gift volume for
high school or adult readers. 288 pages,
index  $1.00

GEOMORPHOLOGY, N. E. A. Hinds.
Evolution of earth's landscape. Geology
simplified for student and general reader.
Among the abundant photos, sketches,
diagrams and maps are many of the South-
west. Biblio., index, 894 pp.  

$15GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH INN1n -
ERALS, G. L. English. Fine introduction
to mineralogy. 258 illus. 324 pp.  $2.50

QUARTZ FAMILY MINERALS, Dake,
etc. New and authoritative handbook for
collectors. Illus. 304 pages  $2.50

NAVAJO AND PUEBLO SILVE R-
SMITHS, John Adair. History, methods
and technique of Indian silver work.
Symbolism of design. Invaluable aid to
judging native crafts. Many illus., map,
chart, appert., biblio., index.  $4.00

FIELD BOOK OF COMMON ROCKS
AND MINERALS, by Frederic Brew-
ster ,Loomis. Fine handbook for collec-
tors. Beautifully illustrated. Includes 67
colored plates for identifying gem crys-
tals  

$0HANDBOOK FOR THE AMATEUR
LAPIDARY, J. H. Howard. One of the
best guides for the beginner gemcutter.
140 pages. Good illustration   $2.00

JEWELRY, GEM CUTTING AND
METALCRAFT, William T. Baxter. A
handbook for the craftsman, designed for
the amateur in jewelry-making, metal-
craf t and gem-stone cutting. Illustrates
and describes methods and tools. ....$2.75

Plus 21/2% sales tax in California
We Pay Postage on All Items

Desert Crafts Shop
EL CENTRO, CALIFORNIA
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Give "Candy That Crows on Trees" . . .
In order that we may receive repeat orders through
the mail WE MUST offer here only the CREAM OF
THE CROP . . .

Large Chewie DEGLET NOOR DATES . . .
3 lbs. Delivered—$2.75	 5 lbs. Delivered—$4.25

Large FIRM DEGLET NOOR DATES . . .
3 lbs. Delivered—$2.45 	 5 lbs. Delivered—$3.65

Suggested for those who prefer the firm dates, also best for
salads, cakes, etc. We use an even drier date for the famous
Valerie Jean date cake which is used in the two mixed packs
listed below.

DATE RECIPES, a beautiful little book and Desert Souvenir. Will be sent to your friends
if you add just 50 cents to each of your date orders. Contains 250 tested date recipes, by
May Sowles Metzler. Illustrated by Orpha !Clinker. A Christmas greeting in itself.

Valerie Jean will take care of your
Date Gift mailing. Send your gift
cards to be enclosed. Order immedi-
ately for Christmas. Postage prepaid
in U.S.A.

144IERIE JEAN'S
R. C. NICOLL, Owner

THERMAL, CALIFORNIA

AIL-YEAR GIFT
"Gift of Goodies,'" beautifully
packaged combination (right
above), half dates and half date
confections.

1 lb.—$1.25	 3 lbs.—$3.00
5 lbs.—$4.50

THE DELUXE GITT
Pride of Santa Claus! Pack of
Date Cake, Date Confection,
Stuffed Dates, Date Sticks, and a
few of the choicest dates.

1 lb.—$1.25 3 lbs.—$3.50
5 lbs.—$5.50

Library
University cf Arizona
Tucson, Arizona.
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By E. A. BRININSTOOL
Hollywood, California

Paul Wilhelm's "Vagabond House,'' Thousand Palms
Oasis, California. Wilhelm now is serving with

U. S. army in France.

I'm in my desert fastness—the silent painted land,
Where sunrise glories thrill me, and where, across the sand
Gleam splendors which no painter hut God Himself can show,
In changing lights and shadows, spilled by the sunset's glow.

Across the wide arroyos the broken buttes rise high,
And far beyond, the mountains, whose white crests pierce the sky.
The wine-like air brings to me the desert smells I love—
The scent of sage and greasewood from mesa lands above.

I'm in my desert fastness—a welcome solitude!
No city noises clanging outside my cabin rude.
Only the gentle breezes across the sagebrush floor,
In low-crooned, soothing whispers, drift idly past my door.

Oh, glorious desert country! Your magic spell I know !
Your lure is strong, resistless, when from your depths I go!
Your wild wastes call and beckon in accents glad and true,
And your calm stretches soothe me when I return to you!

NOMADS OF THE SOIL
By MARGARET WOODIN COUCHE

Hollywood, California

Here on this arid waste of desert sand
No tender violet nor lovely rose
Could brave the breath of dragon wind that

blows
Unceasingly across the sun parched land.
In their stead I have found a sturdy band
As carefree as a tribe of Gorgios
Who dauntlessly have overcome their foes;
An humble throng, yet unafraid they stand.

Where others would succumb they thrive alone,
And fly no banners when their kind succeeds.
Persistently they come into their own:
Brave nomads of the soil; this old earth needs
Folk with the selfsame virtues they have shown,
To be victorious in life—ah, weeds.

• • •
ARIZONA

By W. Lou BERKNESS
Long Beach, California

Only Arizona's sunsets
Defy the painter's brush.
Only here, at twilight,
Comes that breathless hush
That falls upon the desert
As night comes sweeping in,
And shadows shroud old Camelback.
And all the stars begin
To creep so soon from out the blue
And twinkle, two by two.

I lay me down in peace tonight;
Another day is done.
My heart's as glad and warm again
As Arizona's sun.

• •	 •

THE DESERT
By SARA VAN ALSTYNE ALLEN

Mecca, California

God knew
That man grows weary
Of the turbulence of beauty,
Ornate and frosted palaces,
Too crowded green,
Along the river's brink,
Bright colors dazzling to the eyes,
And birds confusing in their melody.

God fashioned
In a quiet hour
The desert,
And in it sowed
The beauty of emptiness,
The bliss of space,
The sands of peace.

ENCOURAGEMENT
By FRANCES HOPKINS
Newark, New Jersey

Many a weary pioneer
Might have halted
But for illusive cheer
Mirage afforded,
Luring the spirit on
When body faltered.

• • •
TREE OF THE DESERT

By RUTH REYNOLDS
Tucson, Arizona

It asks for little sustenance,
This wasteland tempered tree,

But waits the sun's beneficence
To spread a filigree

Of gold-green foliage on a breeze
Of sunflame that would sere

The leaves of greener, prouder trees.
And yet the semi-sheer

And delicately faded lace
Worn by the grave mesquite

Shelters the desert's tired face,
Impervious to heat.

And when mesquite leaves chastely go,
Disdaining color riot,

Imperceptibly they flow
Into the desert quiet.

• •	 •	 •
TRANQUILLITY IS TREASURE

By JESSIE FISHER
Los Angeles, California

While some may mine the hills for gold
Or dig for gems the rocks may hold,
I store within my city breast
The desert's quiet, closely pressed;
A hush, like fleecy robe at night
Enfolding me, subduing, quite,
The turmoil born of constant striving
Which desert calms with peace surprising.

• •	 •

THE DESERT CALLS
By BELLE C. EWING
Riverside, Cal ifornia

The desert calls,
I long to go.
Where the sky climbs high
And the moon swings low;
Where naked mountains touch the sky
And golden galleons go sailing by.

I dream of my land
In the sunset's glow—
Where the sky climbs high
And the moon swings low.

GHOST OF DEATH VALLEY
By S/SGT. MARCUS Z. LYTLE

Montrose, California

As twilight creeps up the Valley of Death,
The kiln of the desert burns low,
The umbers fade from the Funeral Range
And the rose from the Panamint snow.

A tide of dark blue floods over the salt
And mounts to the verdureless strand
Where, eons ago, a rain-stippled lake
Fondled a pine-covered land.

The pines have withdrawn to the top of the
peaks,

And the lake is a ghastly sink,
But its ghost comes back in the early dusk
And I hear a song on its brink:
A light is twinkling along the shore
At the foot of a purple cliff—
Not a miner's camp be a bitter spring,
But an Indian lover's skiff.

• •	 •

KEEP ME THE MOUNTAINS
By MINA MORRIS SCOTT

Columbus, Indiana

Keep me the mountains, for some day I'm
coming;

Though I had to leave them, they still are my
own.

Still I remember their grandeur, their glory—
God's greatest temples of eternal stone.

Guard me the slopes where the blue spruces
flourish,

And high peaks are gilded with glistening
snows;

Keep me the crests where the last rays of sunset
Gleam with the splendor of topaz and rose.

Watch the blue mesas, and save me the blossoms
When dry deserts bloom in the gay month of

June;
Search the cool canyons, and hoard the cleat

crystal
Of springs and of lakes that reflect the full

moon.

Prolong the spell of fiesta, siesta,
Of corn-dance and kiva where rain-gods are

sought;
Preserve traditions of far distant ages,

The pueblos and plazas with mystery fraught.

Save me the rugged arroyo and rimrock;
Catch the strange beauty of cactus and dune,

The green of the sagebrush, the grace of the
yucca—

Keep them all for me; I'm coming there soon.
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• Major Weldon Heald, who served as
Chief of the Climatology unit for the of-
fice of the Quartermaster General during
the past two and one half years, has re-
turned to inactive duty and is looking
forward to resuming his exploration
jaunts on the desert. Major Heald wrote
a very interesting article for Desert read-
ers on the subject of desert climate just
before he entered the army, and during
his time in the service has added much to
his knowledge of this subject. He will
continue in the role of civilian consultant
for the same office in which he served as
an army officer. In addition to his scien-
tific-material for Desert Magazine, Heald
has supplied mapped travelogs of out-of-
the-way places on the desert—and prom-
ises more of them in the future.

• Story of Uncle Sam's camels in the
next issue will be Frances E. Watkins'
first contribution to Desert Magazine. It
was 15 years ago that she became an as-
sistant in the Southwest Museum of Los
Angeles. She was just out of college, and
fresh from a summer's digging at Pecos
and Tecolote in New Mexico—full of en-
thusiasm and inexperience. A month later
she became librarian of the museum. Her
title since 1930 has been that of Assist-
ant Curator. While Dr. Watkins' writing
has been largely of a scientific nature, her
story for Desert will give some of the
humorous sidelights of the episode of the
camels, which "nobody wanted and no-
body loved—except Lieut. Edward Fitz-
gerald Beale and their native drivers."

• Charles Kelly's next story is about the
Rumbling Mountains of Utah, in the
House Range west of Delta. Frank Beck-
with, Delta newspaper publisher, col-
laborated on the story and illustration.
Frank says that although the Rumbling
Mountains have been silent for some
time now, they probably are "gaining
headway to begin chattering any day.
They have periods of quiescence, stop
grumbling, and then row and jangle,
throw the rolling pin and dishes around,
and then again quit fussing."

• Next in Randall Henderson's series of
sketches covering the native palm oases
in the desert of the Southwest will be the
story of Hellhole canyon in the San
Ysidro mountains west of Borrego
This group of palms is not as well known
as those in Borrego palm canyon, nor as
numerous, but the canyon has botanical
features that give it high standing among
the scenic attractions in the Anza Desert
state park. On his last trip six years ago
he counted 28 healthy palms. Another
trip is to be made to verify this count and
secure additional photographs.

CREED OF THE DESERT
By JUNE LEMERT PAXTON
Yucca Valley, California

Now grandma tortoise told an ailing
lizard,

To get in the sun each day.
For the touch of the sand is a tonic great

And the air is filled with violet ray.
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Photograph taken by Evans in Death Valley.

pot This is a comparatively recent picture which has
been very popular with the salon juries.
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Moji of Flo)/ B. Li oui p ictures art	 ix5 Speed Graphic. He just cannot be bothered with a tripod—
it takes too much time and bother.

Phataytafthet at the ane5
If you were to go into the Floyd B. Evans studio in Pasadena when the

artist-photographer was in the midst of his work you would find the place
all cluttered up with prints and mounts and acids and equipment. But out
of this disorder comes some of the finest salon prints exhibited in United
States in recent years—prints that show the desert in all its natural charm.
Evans has his own formula for photography—both in the field and in the
studio. If you are interested in knowing why his work is so popular with
the juries which judge salon prints, here are some interesting glimpses of
the man at work.

0 NE OF the reasons why pictures
of the desert Southwest have occu-
pied so important a place in the in-

ternational photography salons held in
United States during recent years is—
Floyd B. Evans.

When Evans takes a picture of the des-
ert it is a work of art, as you may judge

By JOHN HILTON

from the fact that during the year ending
June 30, 1943, he placed 127 prints in 46
international salons, and most of them
were desert pictures.

Evans did not intend to be a photo-
grapher. When he gave up a business
career in Chicago a few years ago to move
West, he planned to spend his leisure time

painting. He rented a studio in Pasadena,
California, from Edward P. McMurtry,
recognized authority in the carbro printing
process. In that atmosphere, Evans first be-
came interested and then enthusiastic over
photography as an art.

His first public recognition in his new
field of interest came in 1940 when he sub-
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mitted four prints in the annual News and
Pictorial salon sponsored by Kent Univer-
sity in Ohio. All four were accepted. With
that encouragement the Pasadena artist-
photographer really went to work in ear-
nest.

But he did not attain his record as high
man in the salons without many disap-
pointments. He experimented with various
kinds of trick shots—sliced fruits, nuts and
bolts, and other commonplace items which
once were quite popular with "arty" pho-
tographers. At various times he experi-
mented with almost every type of subject
from nudes to snow scenes. But he derived
little satisfaction in the passing fads of
photography.

Then he found one field that fascinated
him beyond all others. He made his first
trip to Death Valley—and "discovered"
the desert.

His enthusiasm for desert photography
never has cooled—and his pictures reflect
his feeling. The desert, in turn has been
good to him. It has furnished him with a
high percentage of his winning salon
prints. His picture "The Wind Passed By"
(Desert Magazine cover this month),
taken in the sands of northern Death Val-
ley has been accepted by 69 international
salons.

Studio pictures still are represented on
the Evans lists, but after that first trip to
Death Valley, most of his film has been
exposed out of doors. In the desert he has
found subject matter that needs no trick
handling. He doesn't have to roast, freeze
or boil in oil any of his negatives to make
them interesting. The desert itself, un-
marred by man or any of his works, is all
that he needs. If people do appear on
his desert, they are desert dwellers—not
imported models or visiting dudes dressed
in western costumes.

I asked Evans why he prefers desert
subjects. "The answer to that is easy," he
said. "It is the sunlight." Then he pointed
out how all-important is the matter of
lighting in the taking of good photo-
graphs. It is possible to secure good artifi-
cial lighting in the studio—but on the
desert the sunlight and clear atmosphere
combine to furnish just the right high-
lights and shadows for whole ranges and
entire landscapes. Floyd Evans did not
say this, but I suspect that he regards studio
lighting fixtures and gadgets as somewhat
of a bother—just as he looks upon the
use of a tripod in the field.

Evans has little preference between
early morning and late afternoon light. But
there must be shadows, and he seldom
takes his camera out at midday. Cloud
effects generally are best on the desert in
the late afternoon.

In the absence of a tripod, Evans seldom
clicks his camera at a shutter speed of less
than 1/100th of a second. He prefers a

large camera, his favorite for outdoors
being the 4x5 Speed Graphic with pan-
chromatic film.

He believes that color photography will
gain steadily in popularity, and that event-
ually when costs are lowered and processes
simplified the amateurs will be taking
more color pictures than black and white.

I had the good fortune to accompany
Floyd on one of his photographic jaunts.
It remains in my memory as one of the
most completely pleasant trips I ever have
taken. It led us on a loop route through
Flagstaff and Cameron, Arizona, Monu-
ment Valley and Blanding, Utah, Mesa
Verde ruins in Colorado, Shiprock and
Gallup in New Mexico. the Petrified For-
est, Painted Desert and the great Meteor
Crater of Arizona. We traveled without
any set schedule and stopped when either
one saw something that pleased him.

It was on this trip that I first saw Evans
in action. He kept his Speed Graphic with-
in reach at all times, and was out of the
car pointing it at some object of interest
on a second's notice. He doesn't bother
with a tripod. It would cramp his style. I
had seen some of the very "arty" photo-
graphers who invade the desert loaded
down with a half dozen different cameras
and a suitcase full of attachments. At first
I believed that all this sort of thing was
necessary to good picture taking. Evans
works with his Speed Graphic, one yellow
filter, and plenty of film. (This was be-
fore the war.)

I soon lost track of the number of pic-
tures he took. The film supply seemed in-
exhaustible and so did he as long as sub-
ject matter presented itself. The day Harry
Goulding took us out to visit the camps of
some of his Navajo neighbors must have
been an all-time high for film consump-
tion by one photographer. The light was
perfect, Harry is always an excellent guide,
and the Navajo liked Floyd Evans. When
we returned to the trading post that night,
he had enough exposed film to have kept
the average photographer busy in the dark-
room for weeks.

I watched him in his studio later going
over all those films. The darkroom looked
like rush season in a professional photo
finishing plant. The whole house was
strewn with test prints. The housekeeper
was frantic trying to keep things tidy, but
Floyd was happy. About the only spots
around the place not cluttered up with
prints were the parrot cage and the cactus
garden. But it was great fun—almost as
much as the trip itself. Friends dropped in
and after removing a stack of prints from
a chair or sofa, Floyd invited them to sit
down and then he and I would vie with
each other in recounting the high points of
the expedition—illustrated of course by
more prints.

The final, and to me the most interest-
ing phase of the studio was the actual mak-
ing of the salon prints. Floyd had sifted his
hundreds of shots and settled down to a
few that he thought had real promise.
Then work began in the darkroom. There
the floor was littered with discarded
prints. Floyd is a perfectionist and many
times makes a dozen tries with a film be-
fore he gets the effect he wants.

After the first test, he decides on the
portion of the original film he wishes to
use. Sometimes it is a relatively small area
of the negative. Then this is enlarged to
salon size and studied. Some spots are too
dark to suit him—others too light. The
picture is made over and dodged with his
hand or some other object to correct these
things. The print is still probably a little
light in the upper left corner so it goes on
the floor and another is made. Finally one
approaches the point where Floyd ap-
proves, and it is laid aside for further work
such as spotting and shading. Salon pho-
tography is not as simple as it looks and
Floyd's severest critic is Floyd Evans.

The final result is a picture that brings
a warm glow to the heart of the desert
dweller—and to the uninitiated in a city
thousands of miles away, a great desire to
see this strange land that lends itself so
well to the photographer's art.

When I saw the finished print of "Na-
vajo Children," all the thrills of that aft-
ernoon in Monument Valley's Navajo
camps returned in memory. Those two
little Indian children were part of a large
family that had posed with a dignity and
lack of self-consciousness seldom found in
professional models. This particular pose
was one of dozens in which these children
appeared, but Floyd had recognized the
fact that this was THE picture of the day.

After prints are made and mounted they
pass one more final test before he sends
them on their way to the salons. This is the
"living test." He hangs them in his dining
room or bedroom for a few weeks to see
how they "wear." If they look as good to
him after he has seen them every day for a
period of time, then he considers them
worthy. If they don't pass this test they
are discarded.

When I asked Floyd for prints to be
used in Desert Magazine, my request in-
cluded a picture of himself. It brought out
a very interesting and significant side of
the man. Of the thousands of negatives in
his files, there was not a recognizable pic-
ture of himself. In spite of his protests, I
insisted that he pose for one.

Folks who seldom or never have the op-
portunity of visiting the desert, owe a debt
of gratitude to Floyd Evans for the super-
lative job he is doing of bringing the des-
ert to them through his nation-wide salon
exhibits.
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t	 This Floyd B. Evans picture, taken in Monument
Navaia oahen Valley in northern Arizona has been accepted

by the i unes in 25 international salons.
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Rosita and small Pedro and the motherless child who lived with them.

at gun!
By MARGARET STONE

U. S. Indian Service Photos

S7
	streamed through the

windows flooding the big white-
washed room where Rosita lay

sleeping in old Zufii Pueblo. The young
woman stirred from her warm blankets,
tucked them snugly around small plump
Pedro, and began the daily chores. Life in
her childhood home was very complicated,
she thought, after her years spent in a small
city where she and Frank and the baby
had lived in a modern house with all the
conveniences of civilization.

Frank was a member of the Laguna

tribe, and theirs had been a non-reserva-
tion school courtship and marriage. When
they left the school Frank worked as a
skilled mechanic for the Santa Fe railroad
and neither of them knew the hardships of
primitive pueblo living. War brought an
end to their way of life, and with Frank
doing his share to keep the great bombers
flying over South Pacific islands, Rosita
took her son and went back to Zufii to
wait for peace, and to care for her crippled
mother left alone by the father's death.

She uncovered the coals, buried in last

Old customs and old beliefs
still linger in the Indian Ptieblo of
Zufii in northwestern New Mex-
ico. Women still follow the steep
trail to Sacred mountain east of
the village to supplicate the
House Blessing gods who dwell
there. Zufiis still look to Salt Lake,
ten miles away, as their mecca,
where dwell the spirits of depart-
ed tribesmen. And tradition and
ritual bound the simplest tasks of
daily life, as well as the pattern
for ceremonial days—as Rosita
learned to her dismay when she
returned to her home after having
lived in the modern ways of the
white man. Her friend Margaret
Stone tells how Rosita took some
shortcuts through these formali-
ties and effected a compromise
which pleased not only her -cor-
rect" mother but the headman of
the tribe as well.

night's ashes on the hearth of the corner
fireplace, and blew on them until a tiny
flame started in the dry cedar bark. Each
day she pleaded with her old mother to
allow a cooking stove to be placed in the
smaller room where the meals could be
prepared and eaten away from where the
family worked and slept.

-No. Always loaves have been baked for
this house in the outside ovens, and hewa
(wafer bread) prepared on the cooking
stone on my hearth. You will not change
these ways."

Rosita's mother had been one of the best
Zufii potters, and her fine big bowls were
sold for a good price. She was proud of
her work, and the worst part of her sick-
ness was that it left her unable to continue
the hard work connected with making
pottery. She kept two or more of her most
perfect bowls near at hand where she could
touch them and talk about them when I
came to the house, as I did daily. Seated on
one of the wide stone ledges which ran
around three sides of the big thick walled
room with its huge log beams festooned
with feather trimmed prayer sticks, I wrote
down stories of the Zufii people as they
were told to me by Rosita's mother. The
older woman's name was Tih-za, or at
least that was how it sounded, but it was
easier to think of her and speak of her as
-Rosita's mother."

When Rosita learned that a new hewa
stone was needed, she mentioned the mat-
ter to me. We three women were all at
work in the big room, and the chubby
brown baby was helping each one in his
solemn adorable manner. The five-year-
old daughter of a dead sister lived there
too and she was earnestly trying to make
rabbit foot dolls along with her grand-
mother. Since she no longer could shape
and paint pottery the old lady had been
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making the tiny beaded dolls, using a
rabbit foot for the body and covering the
upper part with padded cotton and beads.
The trader gladly exchanged food for the
dolls which tourists liked as souvenirs.

Rosita was crushing corn in the grinding
bin next to the wall. She rolled the kernels
up and down on the metate with the mano
stone rolling pin, until the dry corn was
turned into meal.

"My mother says we are to have a new
hewa stone," she said casually. "Will you

take your car and help me look for one?"
"Sure will. Shall we go this afternoon?"

I answered, my eyes on my notebook.
Rosita and I were startled at the outburst
of Indian conversation from the old
mother. After awhile calm was restored
and English re-entered the scene.

"You will not find a cooking stone.
That is not your business, my would-be-
white daughter. Men of the Corn society
select the baking stones."

"All right, Mother. All right. I was just

trying to do what I thought you expected
of me." The old lady was pacified.

"Tell me just what is done about getting
a cooking stone." Rosita made a swift

Zufil girls are beautiful. These girls
are waiting for the Indian Service
school to open. Shawls, many of
them imported from Czecho-
Slovakia, are widely worn by Pueblo

women and girls.
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These Zuiii women show further contrasts between the old and the new. Younger
woman is dressed in "white" clothes. She probably has bought the boy's clothing
at government school. Older woman wears typical tribal dress. The dark jumper
covers one shoulder, while over the other hangs the pitami. Blouse and longer skirt
are trimmed with embroidery and appliqué, as is her white apron. All women and
girls have their ears pierced for eardrops. Older woman wears silver eardrops
made by Zufii silversmiths. Her coiffeur also is Zuiii style but she wears modern
wristwatch and leather shoes instead of moccasins. Women here have just finished

washing out the oven preparatory to baking bread.

Domestic duties are shared by Zufii
women. To this one falls the responsi-
bility of baking bread for several
families. Baking still is done in out-
door adobe ovens. With the exception
of her modern wristwatch and leather
shoes this woman is dressed in tradi-
tional Zurii style. A pitami, or large
handkerchief trimmed with ribbons,

hangs over her back, as does her
braided hair.

stone and carry it to our doorway. Then we
feed the men, and the smoothing and
curing of the stone is your work!"

I wanted to see the quarrying of the
stone and the accompanying ceremonies.
I turned to the old house-owner. "Friend's
Mother," I began, "I will bring the men
and the stone home in the car if you think
it would be correct." The old lady was
non-committal, but Rosita carried half a
dozen bottles of the sweet pop so dear to
Indian stomachs, with her for the head-
man, when she took the traditional gift of
ears of corn rubbed with salt from the
banks of the sacred Salt lake about ten
miles away. She slyly mentioned to the
old man that her white friend always had
bottles of pop in her car and that the stone
could be brought home in the car and thus
save three miles of footwork in the hot sun.
The old man and Rosita twinkled at each
other and he nodded his head.

"You just mention to my mother that
there is no harm in having the stone ride
home instead of walk and she'll tell me!"
Next day while beads were being carefully
strung for doll making, the mother hinted
that since the white woman was such a
good friend, she had prevailed on the Corn
Society chief to allow the stone to ride
home in her car. And since the white
woman must not go alone on such an
errand, she guessed Rosita might as well
ride along.

It probably just happened that the head-
man himself was close to the car when
Rosita and I were ready to go. Anyway he
accepted the invitation to accompany us
and he directed our course eastward
toward the base of Corn mountain. There,
since the first knowledge of the Zurlis,
they have been splitting off smooth sec-
tions of sandstone for their essential cook-
ing slabs.

High noon's sun beat down on the three
men waiting for their priest. They rose
from their place under scant juniper trees
and came to the car. I suggested that a
bottle of pop might make the work go
easier, and the headman accepted the first
one opened!

Before the first effort was made to split
the stone loose, sacred meal of appropriate
colors was sprinkled toward the six direc-
tions, and a prayer stick, which was an ear
of corn plastered with Salt Lake mud and
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motion behind her mother's back and I
picked up my pencil and waited. This, the
sign had indicated, would be worth
recording.

"First we send a gift to the headman.
Then he chooses a member of the clan to

go to the quarry at the foot of Towa . -
Yallanne (Corn mountain or Sacred
mountain) to find a place to get the stone.
That member reports in the kiva to the
society and two additional members are
assigned to go with the finder, quarry the



adorned with eagle down, was placed on
the shrine dedicated to the gods of the
quarry.

With all that preparation, and because
the workers really were skilled in its hand-
ling, there was small chance for the slab
to break. Once free from its surroundings
and trimmed to a size approximately 24
by 36 inches, it was brushed clean with
juniper branches and placed on its edge
against the back seat of the car. It seemed a
good time for the second round of drinks,
and again the headman was first in line.

The slab was sprinkled with meal and
pollen by the head of the Turquoise.
society whose blessing was for the purpose
of keeping sickness away from anyone
eating bread cooked on the stone. He then
carried it into the little corn room behind
the row of metates. This time a case of
cold pop was brought from the trading
post and as a bottle was opened it was
tasted and passed around from one to
another.

One side of the stone has to be as
smooth as ivory and it was days before
Rosita, working briskly with a rubbing
stone made of petrified wood, had the
surface in condition to suit her mother. She
had to work in silence, no loud word must
be spoken in the house, and all her motions
were made from right to left. Now and
then she looked at me and grimaced, but
she never flagged until her task was
complete.

Then the real period of suspense began.
The stone slab was carefully placed on
the rock supports from which the discarded
one had been removed. These rocks which
held the big slab were placed at each end
and lifted the slab about a foot above the
wide hearth. For some reason not
explained, the right side of the hearth
always holds the cooking stone, and all
motions employed in seasoning the rock,
greasing it for use and spreading the
batter is made with right-to-left strokes.

When the slab was carefully centered on
its supports a very small fire was kindled
underneath it. Live coals from one of the
kivas were carried over to Rosita in a
beautiful old bowl, which doubtless had
been used for centuries to convey live coals,
and these were blown upon until the
shredded cedar bark blazed. Bits of cedar
wood were added now and then, just
enough to keep warmth pouring upward
against the stone. No word above a whisper
was spoken. The mother, wearied with all
the excitement, slept in her chair, while I
crouched on the floor beside Rosita in
silent companionship.

Rosita's mother, a Zuiii potter.
Zuiii pottery is egg-shell white, with

intricate reddish brown design.
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After midnight I opened a package of
sandwiches I'd brought with me and we
ate them in silence. Small Pedro was
spending the night in the hospital nursery
because he couldn't be expected not to
make a noise, and Rosita would not allow
him to sleep with any of the neighbors.
The taboo on talking had been explained.
Loud voices attract the evil spirits, who
delight in breaking cooking stones. The
same holds true when pottery is being
fired.

"When a stone cracks in spite of every-
body keeping still—what causes that to
happen?" I questioned Rosita's mother.

"In that case, either the one working on
the stone, or someone watching her has a
bad wicked heart!" declared the old wo-
man. Rosita picked up my pencil and
scribbled a message, "Let's hope our pasts
have been blameless!" We smothered gig-
gles and Rosita laid a hand on the top of
the rock to see how warm it was getting.
On the second day the fire was increased
and the slab was properly tempered. It

smoked and hissed when Rosita smeared
it with crushed pumpkin seeds. The oil
from the seeds went into every pore and
then the stone was allowed to cool. Still no
word was spoken in the house.

When the stone was cool, Rosita, under
her mother's directions, polished it vigor-
ously with a sheepskin buffer, and it shone
smooth and black as ebony. Another small
fire was kindled, and this time chunks of
raw pifion gum were rubbed over the
stone time and again. When fragments
hardened or broke from the lump, pine
twigs were used to brush them off—
toward the left, of course. When the pifion
gum was consumed, the stone again was
allowed to cool, and this time the frag-
ments were swept away with juniper twigs.
Each bunch of pine or juniper branches
was used but once and then laid aside.
While the stone cooled, it was sprinkled
with crushed juniper twigs and berries,
and the air was heavy with their resinous
odor.

The stone had been successfully



prepared, tempered and oiled. Now
everybody was crowding in to see it and
congratulate Rosita on her fine work. She
looked pleased, but put off making the
hewa mixture for wafer bread until the
next day. Real bread was needed and she
mixed a huge batch of yeast bread from
flour bought at the trading post.

Zuf-ii women pride themselves on their
beautifully browned fragrant loaves of
bread, which they bake in the beehive
ovens of adobe along the river's edge or in
the plaza. Because there are so many duties
confronting Indian women, they have
learned to apportion their work, and some-
times one woman does the baking for a
dozen neighborhood women in one day.
The women of each house mix their bread
in big granite dishpans and leave it covered
with clean muslin close to the corner fire-
place. In the morning when baking is to
be done, it is worked down and allowed to
rise the second time, then kneaded and
shaped into loaves. Sometimes these loaves
are put in pans, but more often they are
carried out on a smooth board to the hot
oven and slipped in on the meal-sprinkled
floor.

The woman selected to do the baking
has been at the ovens since early morning,
kindling her fires from bark and gradually
adding cedar wood until the - oven is
thoroughly heated. She has perhaps four or
five ovens heating at once, and when the
first customer appears, she opens the rock
door, shovels the hot coals out and puts
them into the next oven, takes a long
handled broom made of juniper twigs and
dips it into a pail of water. With this she
swipes the floor clean of ashes, then throws
a handful of coarse meal in on the floor
before placing the loaves, which are slid
into the oven on the broad end of a paddle
shaped pole. The door is closed when the
oven is full and the baker knows just how
long a period should elapse before it is
time to unchink the stone and take the
sweet smelling nutty bread out for delivery
to its owner. She either can take her pay
for the work by accepting a loaf of bread
from each customer, or they each will give
her two cups of flour for her labor.

Rosita had not yet learned how to regu-
late the heat of the outdoor ovens so in
lieu of her turn at baking she paid double
toll on baking done for her. When she
was summoned to bring her loaves to the
oven I walked along and helped carry
them. The ovens are bits of heaven for
shivering dogs and cold bare-bottomed
little boys. In winter time the youngsters,
with just short cotton shirts clothing them,
linger near the ovens and lean their chilled
backs against them. They are very careful
to keep out of the way of the busy women,
and woe to any urchin who kicks up dust
or causes any dirt to touch the precious
loaves. On days preceding village dances
or special ceremonies, all the ovens are

used, and sturdy women go up and down
ladders, back and forth from house to kiva,
with great baskets piled high with white
and brown loaves. They carry these baskets
on their heads, never needing to balance
them with a touch.

Zurii women are beautiful. A great part
of their beauty comes from the proud
graceful carriage, and I think I know how
they won their grace and poise—those
heavy baskets on their heads. I remember
having to walk up and down stairs with a
book on my head because my lady grand-
mother thought I was inclined to slump!

Rosita delivered her loaves for baking
and went back to mix and bake her first
hewa. The mother told her exactly what
to do.

"Put your hewa bowl half full of water,
and take enough salt to fill the hollow of
your cupped hand. Put that in the meal you
have ready in the second bin, and then stir
it all together in the water—stirring, of
course, toward the left."

That was the recipe, and I waited with
interest to see what that unleavened, non-
shortening style of batter would produce.

The cooking slab was smoking hot and
the mother asked to be placed in front of
it. She brushed away the crushed juniper
twigs and berries, and exposed the beauti-
fully smooth black surface. Tucking her
thumb back into her palm, she dipped the
four fingers of her right hand in the thin
mixture and with one swift swipe, she
covered the far side of the stone from end
to end. Three more passages along the
stone and it was covered. Instantly she
lifted the thin wafer off and laid it flat
on the hearth. When she had cooked about
twenty of the wafers, she began laying
them back, one by one, on the heated stone.
As soon as they touched it they were flex-
ible enough to be folded twice and rolled
into cylinders about the size of small ears
of corn. These were piled on a woven
plaque.

"You try it now, my daughter. The
stone is true and shows that your heart is
right." Rosita looked wildly at me for help,
but meeting a baffled look, she crouched
beside her mother and began what seemed
to her a hopeless job. Her first attempt
spattered the thin mixture here and there
but she grimly set her teeth and kept
trying. She was a very proud daughter of
the Zuflis when she lifted her first perfect
wafer from the stone. Each time she spread
the mixture she learned what not to do if
she wished to avoid blistered fingers.
When the mother said she would finish
the task Rosita rose gratefully and accom-
panied me to the door.

"Gee Whiz," she said, examining a
burn. "I hope this war ends soon!"

• • •
Zufii Indian Pueblo, 40 miles south of

Gallup, New Mexico, is the largest Indian
pueblo, with more than 2000 people. From

the fateful day in 1539 when Coronado's
gold seeking Conquistadors sacked the vil-
lage, and drove its inhabitants to their
sacred Corn mountain, the Zufii Indians
have figured in Southwestern desert his-
tory. They, more than any other pueblo,
adhere to the customs, traditions and full
religious rites of their ancestors.

What the return of the hundred or more
Zufii men serving in armed forces, and the
number of war worker girls, will do
toward modernizing this ancient pueblo
remains to be seen.

In the meantime Rosita, who longs to
be working in an airplane plant or thinks
what a wonderful thing it would be to wear
a WAC uniform, cares for the helpless
children and crippled mother dependent
on her. Perhaps some day she can look
back on the everyday battle she fights there
against superstition, dirt and disease, and
realize that her's was a major conflict,
bravely fought and valiantly won.

• • •
HOSTEEN JOHN, FRIEND OF
THE NAVAJO, IS DEAD

The Southwest lost one of its most color-
ful pioneers when John Wetherill, aged
78, of Kayenta, Arizona, died at Ash Fork
November 30. Wetherill was on his way to
Needles, California, seeking a lower alti-
tude for the benefit of his health, when
death came. He has been in failing health
for the last two years.

Respected by his neighbors, both white
and Indian, John Wetherill played a lead-
ing role in both archeological and geo-
graphical explorations in Arizona, Utah,
New Mexico and Colorado during the last
38 years.

He led Dr. Byron Cummings and the
first party of white Americans to see the
Rainbow natural bridge in 1909, (Desert
Magazine, May '40) . Previous to that he
had been one of the first to discover and
explore the Mesa Verde Indian ruins in
Colorado, and had led an archeological ex-
pedition to the Cliff Palace in the region
which has since been made a national park.

"Hosteen John" as he was called by his
friends on the reservation, knew the Na-
vajo better than most white men, always
was their friend, and his passing will be
mourned by friends of many races and
creeds.

John Wetherill was born at Leaven-
worth, Kansas, September 24, 1866. In
1906 he came to Arizona and during the
past 38 years made his home on the Navajo
reservation. During most of that time he
operated the Kayenta Trading post as a
partner of Clyde A. Colville.

Surviving members of his family are his
wife, Louisa Wade Wetherill, author of
Traders to the Navajo, and his son Benja-
min Wade Wetherill, now in the Aleutian
Islands.

Funeral services were held at Kayenta on
Sunday, December 3.
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This is the first of Randall Henderson's series of
stories about the native palm oases found on the
American desert. Corn spring is given first place in
the series because it was here 24 years ago that the
author made his first acquaintance with Washing-
Ionia filifera, the wild palm of Southwestern United
States. Since that time he has continued his search
for these native palm groups and has logged more
them 60 of them with others yet to be located and
photographed. Some of these oases, like Palm Can-
yon near Palm Springs, California, are well known
to desert travelers. Others are hidden away in al-
most inaccessible places and are unknown except
to a few members of the prospecting fraternity.
Palms are an infallible promise of water near the
surface of the ground. They must have their roots in
moist soil or sand—and it is because they serve as
a permanent and reliable guide to many of the
waterholes on the Southern California desert that
their location is important.

Oaiii in the

ehuch d Wa
By RANDALL HENDERSON

Prehistoric Indians left their record on the rocks at Corn
spring before the white man came this way.

0 ESERT Indians who once camped
beneath the native Washingtonia
palms at Corn spring left a rather

detailed record of their life in this remote
oasis. It is incised in the boulders close by
the little spring of clear cool water.

But no white man, or living Indian, has
yet deciphered those prehistoric glyphs.
And so my story of the spring and its
guardian palm trees snuggled deep in a

bowl-like valley in California's Chuck-
awalla mountains will start with a summer
day in 1920 when I helped push a wooden-
wheeled motor car up the sandy wash that
serves as the only road to this ancient
waterhole, and saw the oasis for the first
time.

The trip across the sandy floor of Chuck-
awalla valley and up the wash to the spring
was a rugged adventure in the days before

U. S. 60 became a paved highway. But the
hospitality of our reception when we
reached there was reward enough for the
effort.

For those were the days when Gus
Lederer lived in a little cabin among the
palms—and left his door unlatched to all
who came that way. For many years Gus
was the self-appointed guardian of Corn
spring. He kept the waterhole clean. He
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fed the quail and burros that came to his
door. He built a fence around the two fig
trees planted there at an earlier date by an
unknown hand.

To his friends, Gus was the Mayor of
Corn spring. He was a prospector who
staked many claims but never found any
pay ore. During the annual melon harvest
in Imperial valley he would herd his
jalopy down the sandy road through the

Side by side on a rocky mesa near
Aztec well, three miles up the arroyo
from Corn spring, are the graves of
Gus Lederer (left) and Tommy

Jones, veteran prospectors in
this area.

Chocolate mountains to Brawley and in
six weeks made the grubstake that kept
him in flour and bacon and beans for the
other 46 weeks.

Between prospecting excursions Gus
spent his idle hours with paint brush and
canvas. His was the untutored art that
knows no rules except to transfer to canvas
as faithfully as possible the beauty and
color of the desert landscape. And con-
sidering the fact that he had never
attended an art class, he did amazingly
well. I doubt if he ever sold a picture—or
even tried to. He just painted for the hap-
piness that comes from creative work—and
gave the pictures to friends who liked
them.

Gus died in December, 1932, and today

his body lies beneath a mound of stones
at Aztec well, three miles up the wash from
Corn spring, placed there in accordance
with his last wish, by his friend and neigh-
bor Desert Steve Ragsdale. There are two
mounds on the little mesa above Aztec
well. The other marks the resting place of
Tommy Jones, another of the veteran
prospectors of the Chuckawallas. Gus and
Tommy disagreed on every subject under
the sun. They always were arguing about
politics or rocks or art—and perhaps that
was the reason they were so attached to
each other. Life could become very dull
in a place so isolated—but it was never
boresome when these two prospectors were
together.

I had planned to write the story of this
Chuckawalla oasis for one of the early
issues of Desert Magazine. Then word
came that careless campers had left a fire
which swept through the palms, burning
the dry fronds on many of the older trees.
I did not want to tell Desert readers about
a pretty desert oasis that overnight had
become charred and ugly. And so the
story was postponed.

I am glad to report now that Corn spring
has regained most of its former charm.
Fortunately, fire seldom kills the native
palm trees. The Washingtonia filif eras at
this oasis are well supplied with water.
The skirts of dry fronds that once reached
the ankles, now come barely to the knees.
But perhaps even a desert oasis should
make some concession to the passing fads
of dress.

The number of trees has increased.
Twenty-four years ago I counted 57 palms,
including all those over three feet in
height. Today there are 82 vigorous trees
that rear their stately heads above the
thicket of mesquite and catsclaw and
arrowweed which grows at their base.

I visited the oasis late in November, my
first trip there in five years. The road up
the wash is still just a winding trail, but it
has been packed by rain and travel and I
made it easily in high gear.

That night I spread my sleeping bag in
a little clearing at the foot of the palms.
I had the oasis all to myself, but there is
no loneliness when the breeze is rustling
the dry fronds overhead and night birds
are on the wing.

Among the palms where Gus Lederer's
cabin once stood is a new concrete-walled
cottage. It is empty. I was told by one of
the prospectors later that a mining man
with claims in the surrounding hills had
planned to make this his headquarters
during the development of his property.
He did not know that all the land within
1320 feet of the spring has been with-

The palms quickly recovered from
the fire that swept through the oasis
four years ago. This picture Wa5

taken this past November by
the author.
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Corn spring nestles in a bowl-like valley in the
arid Chuckawallas. Photo by Sherman Ireland.

•
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drawn from permanent settlement by
federal order, and that Riverside county
supervisors have established this oasis as a
county park. He learned about these reser-
vations after the cabin was built—and it
has never been occupied.

The next morning I drove up the arroyo
to Aztec well to visit the graves of Gus
and Tommy. The mounds are well pre-
served, thanks to the interest of A. B.
Chaney, another of the old-time Chuck-
awalla prospectors. Chaney lives in a cabin
by the well. Periodically he goes down to
Corn spring to clean out the waterhole,
but except for this volunteer service on his
part, the oasis is unattended, and un-
occupied except by an occasional camper.

Miners and others at various times have
sought to establish a private right to the
water in Corn spring. The foundations of
an old mill where ore from the Red Cloud
inine 12 miles away once came for process-
ing, still may be seen. But that was in the
days before the federal government with-
drew this waterhole from private entry.
Now the oasis belongs to the public, where
all may come and camp in the shade and
replenish canteens from the spring.

Indians who once lived by Corn spring
have left abundant evidence of their
sojourn here. Many of the rock faces
across the arroyo from the spring are
covered with petroglyphs. Broken pottery

is found all over the area, and occasionally
a flint dart point. Gus had several metates
which he had found near the oasis.

There was food and water here for the
aborigines. From the palm trees they could
obtain an annual harvest of sweet-skinned
seeds. Great gnarled mesquites grow in the
oasis. Palms gain dignity with age, but
not the mesquite. They become twisted
and bent with years—but they continue to
grow a fine crop of beans, and mesquite
beans were a staple item in Indian diet.
Also, the catsclaw were heavy with beans
when I last visited the spring. There al-
ways has been some doubt in my mind as
to whether or not the Indians used cats-
claw beans for food. It almost requires a
sledge hammer and an anvil to crack one
of these seeds. But probably the aborigines
found a way.

Somewhere up in the hills above Aztec
well is a little flat marked by weirdly
eroded sandstone boulders—Monkey flats
it is called. Dick Emerson of Calexico has
told me about the place, but I never have
visited it.

Gus Lederer always expected to find
rich ore in the Chuckawallas. Countless
claims have been staked out in years past,
but with the possible exception of Red
Cloud mine, pay ore never has been
uncovered in quantities to insure sustained
operations. The search continues, and

today the range is dotted with monuments
erected by men who have found a trace of
color.

But while gold-seekers have tramped
the hills in vain search for wealth in this
region, the rockhounds have found the
Chuckawallas a happy hunting ground.
Geodes are gathered from outcropping
ledges in many places and much cutting
material of agate, chalcedony, jasper, car-
nelian and sagenite has been recovered—
and much more awaits the quest of future
collectors.

Corn spring is little known to the rock-
collecting fraternity for the reason that
little material has been found in the
vicinity. The rockhounds usually camp at
Wiley's well or Chuckawalla well or
Chuckawalla spring, the latter two being
about three miles apart.

Corn spring oasis is mainly a watering
place for prospectors, and for those week-
enders hardy enough to brave the sandy
trail up the wash.

Corn spring is a typical American oasis
—and thanks to the interest of local people
and the foresight of the federal govern-
ment it is to be preserved both as a source
of life-giving water in the heart of a very
arid region, and as a haven of rest for
those who come to the desert for peace and
relaxation.
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Baby woodpecker has just left his post-hole for the first
and last time. A moment after this photo was taken he

made a 50-yard solo flight to a nearby mesquite.

Sala qiictitt
. . . of a Woodpecker
By GEORGE McCLELLAN BRADT

2 ARLY last summer my wife and I were the uninvited,
though none the less appreciative, guests at a coming-out
party for a young ladder-back woodpecker, the species

known as Dryobates scalaris . It is the little black and white bird
of the mesquite and agave.

It happened at our deserted rancho near Noria, New Mexico,
where we had gone for a weekend of bird study. It was while
we were spreading our bedrolls and preparing supper that we
learned of the approaching fete.

A loud shrill cry from the direction of the empty corral
focused our attention on a small, striped, long-nosed bird cling-
ing to the side of a dark fence post. It was a woodpecker, our
first scalaris of the season. That in itself was enough to get ex-
cited about. But when the gay, loud-mouthed fellow was joined
by a second, and then the two by a third which poked its feath-
ered head out of a heretofore unnoticed hole in the post, our
elation knew no bounds. Here, under our very noses, was the
occupied nest-hole of a pair of ladder-backs.

During the next half hour we watched the parent birds make
eight trips, beaks laden with insect food, to the nest. Between
the second grub and third pupae courses, while the adults were
foraging far afield, we hurried to the post to find out how many
young birds were sharing all this food. By means of a flash-light
and some prodigious eye-straining we were just able to see the

If birds are subject to the same emotions as hu-
man beings, the fledgling woodpecker in this story
no doubt hopped off the fence post for his first flight
with much the same scared feeling that a flying
cadet has on his initial solo. And the parent birds
felt no less pride in their youngster thcm does the
average American father and mother when their
GI son writes home that he is now a solo pilot.

While baby woodpecker stares at the camera one parent
clings to side of post, having just fed the young one. Note

characteristic stance of woodpecker—stiff tail braced
against wood, sharp toes digging in.

nest's single occupant in the bottom of the hole. Others, prob-
ably three or four, must have recently left the nest for this last
one was well feathered and almost as large as the adults them-
selves. No wonder, with eight helpings of supper!

Just before seven, although it was still quite light, the little
bird gave a final, ear-piercing shout and disappeared into his
deep nest for the night. The summer sun soon dropped behind
the western mountains to relinquish the desert to the silent starry
evening, and we turned in to dream of photographing nest after
nest of ladder-back woodpeckers.

At 5:45 the next morning a woodpecker reveille put a wel-
come end to a sleepless night that had been filled with every-
thing from a horned owl duet on the top of the creaking wind-
mill to a hungry rodent tripping over a pile of tin cups and
plates. The sun, just gilding the tops of the cottonwoods, had
not yet touched the dark nest-post. But apparently sunlight had
little to do with the young ladder-back's appetite. With his little
head thrust far out of the black hole he began demanding food,
food, and more food in a voice so loud, so shrill and so unceas-
ing that after a few minutes of listening to it I was about to go
searching for grubs and ants myself.

Within an hour we had finished breakfast, thrown together a
crude blind of army cots, and set up our camera equipment a
few feet from the post. Two cameras were focused on the nest
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cavity—one with kodachrome, the other black and white. Both

were operated with a throw switch from the blind. Some 75
feet of wire ran from the switch to a relay which completed the

circuit to fire both shutters and synchronized flash-guns. By

seven all was ready and we climbed into the blind to await de-
velopments.

The parent birds evidently suspected that we were plotting
against them. With beaks full of breakfast they tried time after
time to summon the courage to feed their fledgling, but the
cameras were too much for them. This shyness was hard to un-
derstand, particularly since both birds had remained but two
posts away while the cameras were being set up. Now, even

though we had disappeared, they stayed far away while the little
bird almost blew his top, as they say in the army, in exasperation.

The young ladder-back's antics during this first trying hour
were as ludicrous as anything in the wildest Disney cartoon.
Like a feathered jack-in-the-box he kept popping his head in
and out of his hole, looking in every direction for his parents.
We expected momentarily to see him wring his own neck as he
looked first to the right, then down, then to the left, finally up—
and then, apparently without unwinding, all the way around
again. But when all this maneuvering failed to locate his par-
ents he raged with impatience. His calls grew louder, more in-
sistent, his eyes fairly spun in his curious little head, and finally
he leaned so far out he almost fell to the ground. At this point
the adult male rushed to the post with some insect gruel, his
concern for his offspring overcoming his fear of the cameras.

We got our first picture at this time (eight o'clock). After
the young bird had thrust his head far into the parent's beak for
his first bite of breakfast, the latter flew off wiih the charac-
teristic, graceful, wavy flight of the woodpeckers. During the

next hour two tries were made by the female but on neither oc-

casion could she bring herself before the cameras.

At nine the male again fed the birdling. The first visit had

netted us a photograph of the feeding process itself. This second

was a shot of the adult on the side of the post. Both adults al-

ternated during the next two hours in making four more food-

laden visits, a total of six for the morning. Then between eleven

and twelve, except for one silent survey on the part of the

fledgling of the new world he was about to conquer, we saw

nothing of the woodpecker family.
The adults doubtless needed a good rest. I know we did. The

suspense of waiting for the cautious parents to fly to the nest,

and the judging of the proper moment to make the exposure was
a nerve-racking affair.

At the time the young bird made its single appearance during
the rest hour we had our first chance to examine this whirling
dervish of a woodpecker. A patch of scarlet feathers, inter-
spersed with a few tiny white ones on the crown of his little
head, proclaimed him a male. In this and all other features he
resembled his father. Females are marked similarly except for
the vivid crown patch. Juvenile and adult plumages are very
much alike, chief differences being the duller blacks and greyer
whites, and buffy underparts of the young. All have the striking
black and white ladder pattern across wings and back. This and
the curious white areas on the face are the distinctive markings
of the members of the scalaris species.

By noon our little friend apparently had enough of resting for
he put his tiny feet on the edge of the hole and leaned far forth
to call for lunch. When the last echo had died away and nothing
even faintly resembling food had materialized he pulled head
and shoulders disgustedly back into the nest. For the next hour

Breakfast is served. Adult's beak is thrust far into the little one's throat. Apparently feeding this time was done by regurgitation
since no food was seen in the beak.
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Here's a bit of his-
tory, geography,
mineralogy, bot-

any and desert lore—just to see how much you know about
the Great American desert, past and present. You would
have to be a wizard to score 100 per cent. The average
person will answer less than 10 questions correctly. If
you know 15 of the answers you are better informed than
most of the desert rats. Answers are on page 34.

1—A Chuckawalla is a venemous reptile.
True 	  False 	

2—Nevada and Idaho are adjoining states.
True 	  False 	

3—The famous old Goldfield mining camp is located in
Death Valley.	 True 	  False 	

4—The book, Death Comes for the Archbishop, is plot-
ted in California.	 True 	  False 	

	

5—Desert lilies grow from a bulb. True 	  False 	

6—Desert tortoises hibernate in the sand or earth.
True	  False 	

7—Experts can determine the species of the tree by
microscopic study of petrified wood.
True 	  False 	

8—Carson City, Nevada, was named for Kit Carson.
True 	  False 	

9—Snails are never found on the desert.
True	  False 	

io—Tinajas Alias is the name of a historic waterhole in
Arizona. True	  False 	

11—Indio, California, is below sea level.
True	  False 	

12—The Bill Williams river is a tributary of the Rio
Grande. True 	  False 	

13—The Gadsden Purchase included part of the territory
now in Utah. True 	  False 	

14—Asbestos is made from the fiber of a tree that grows
on the desert.	 True 	  False	

15—Desert Mistletoe never grows on Ironwood trees.
True 	  False 	

16—Most of the weaving on the Navajo reservation is
done by the women. True	  False 	

17—Dickwick Hall was a scout with Kearny's Army of
the West. True 	  False 	

18—Canyon del Muerto in Arizona is a tributary of Can-
yon de Chelly. True 	  False 	

19—Sheba's Temple is located in Zion National Park.
True 	  False 	

20—Amethyst is a member of the quartz family
True 	  False 	

TRUE OR FALSE
and a half he repeated this routine, peering coyly out, inflict-
ing one raucous shout upon the desert stillness, then disappear-
ing into the hole. Finally, at 1:30 papa ladder-back appeared
with some juicy morsels. The ravenous fledgling almost swal-
lowed papa and all.

Another hour's inactivity, wherein the only sound was an
occasional dull thump from within the post, ended with the sud-
den appearance of the two adults. Both took up positions at one
corner of the corral some ten posts away from the nest. Neither
seemed to have food for the nestling. They made no effort to
approach closer, but clung to their posts and cried loudly and
long. The young one answered them, and this weird trio kept
up for about ten minutes. Af first we did not appreciate what
was happening. But the adults' refusal to approach the nest,
which could not be explained by fear of the now familiar cam-
eras, led us to believe that more was taking place than met the
eye. At 2:45 our suspicions were borne out. Without the slight-
est warning the little ladder-back pulled himself out of the hole
to cling a bit uncertainly to the side of the post.

Ladder-back woodpeckers, Dryobcrtes scalaris,
include some 15 subspecies or geographical
races. They inhabit the southwestern United States,
most of Mexico and British Honduras. They are
non-migratory. Only four races are found in North
America: The Texas woodpecker (D.s. symplectus),
Cactus woodpecker (D.s. cactophilus) of western
Texas to southeastern California, and the San Fer-
nando and San Lucas races of Baia California.

They are beneficial eating larvae, eggs and
adults of wood-boring insects, and weevils and
ants; nest in holes in mesquite, agave, palo verde,
willows, oaks, telegraph poles and fence posts; lay
two to six pure white eggs from April through June.

It was an exciting occasion for all concerned. But our exclie-
ment was nothing compared to the adult woodpeckers'. They
did everything but embrace, shake hands and say, "We knew
he'd make it." They never took their eyes off their daring son
as he clung for a few seconds to his ex-home before trying out
his brand new wings in a magnificent 50-yard solo to the trunk
of a nearby mesquite. When he succeeded in making a perfect
three point landing near the base of the tree we thought for a
moment he was going to pat himself on the back. But all he d" d
was start hitching himself up the trunk, feet digging into the
bark, stiff tail braced against it, as if he had been doing it for
years.

After getting about half way up the trunk, and while his
proud parents encouraged him with shouts of praise, he began
pecking purposefully at the dry bark. Nobody had to show him
how to make a living. We couldn't tell whether or not his in-
fantile labors were rewarded but for several minutes he
drummed steadily on the hard mesquite. Perhaps he was just
showing the adults that he could fend for himself. Finally, on
joyful wings he flew off alone far beyond the sunny yuccas.

By this time we had spent eight consecutive hours in the
blind and were really not too sorry to see the little ladder-back
strike out on his own. We wasted no time in crawling out of our
cramped quarters and going to investigate the nest-hole. It was
located five feet above the corral floor and six inches from the
top of the post. The hole's diameter was only one and one-half
inches, its depth seven. Quite a safe and cozy home. These facts
determined, we dragged the cots under the cottonwoods, for the
sun was still high and hot in the cloudless sky. There in the cool
shade we wrote up our notes and rested, while above our heads
the myriad leaves sounded like little green hands clapping in
the soft desert breeze.
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Probable scene near Kanab, Utah, about 60 million years ago u hen dinosaurs were a common feature of the landscape. Plants
shown in drawings reconstructed from "The Upper Triassic Flora of Arizona," by Lyman H. Daugherty.

"The gianti	 kanab
When Ray Alf went hunting in southwestern Utah, he did not have to

wait for open season. He was on the trail of giants that roamed the land
60 million years ago. And when he came back to Claremont he brought
only the footprints of the giants—but from these footprints, scientists have
been able to reconstruct the probable appearance and habits of these
dragon like monsters who disappeared from the earth about 25 million
years ago. Here are some facts, theories and myths about dinosaurs, who
left their tracks in the red mud of Utah and Arizona before the Southwest
became a desert land.

By JERRY LAUDERMILK
Drawings by the author

--/
- HIS is a story about giants that

stalked across the Utah mud-flats
at least 60 million years ago when

the waves of the Pacific still beat against
the shores of Arizona. California was
buried deep beneath the sea. The Rockies
had not yet been upheaved. And where
the Colorado river has since cut the terrific
gorge of Grand Canyon, quietly meander-
ing streams flowed through a level flood-
plain.

It was a spring morning four years ago
when Ray Alf, geologist of Claremont and
instructor at the Webb School for Boys,
was on a geological excursion near Kanab,
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were donated by a cooperative stone cutter
of Kanab.

Now well equipped, Ray soon arrived
on a ledge 150 feet up the canyon wall.
There he gazed fascinated at the three-toed
tracks of a giant whose birdlike foot had
a total length of 16 inches and whose
stride was more than eight feet. Ray
finally succeeded in chopping out a 75-
pound slab with its footprint intact from
the red, calcareous sandstone of the canyon.
After several narrow escapes from loss
and breakage including near-engulfment
in the quicksand of the wash, the slab with
several others finally came to a safe harbor
in the Webb School museum where they
stand, silent witnesses to events that took
place in Arizona and Utah long ago.

The red track-bearing sandstone with
shale, conglomerate and other rocks makes
up the strata of the Chinle formation, sedi-
mentary deposits of the Triassic age which
underlie a vast area in Arizona, Utah and
part of New Mexico. The formation takes
its name from the Chinle valley of north-
eastern Arizona where the deposit is 1182
feet thick. Chinle itself (pronounced Chin-
Lee) is a Navajo word meaning "at the
mouth of the canyon."

To date, a few bones from Kaiparowits
peak and some scraps from New Mexico
are the only instances of actual dinosaur
remains which have been recovered from
the Chinle. Aside from these two cases the
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Utah. The day had started all wrong. In
the first place, he had left without hammer
and knapsack. In the second place, he had
only a general idea as to what he might
expect to find and where to find it. This
combination generally means that you will
wind up in good collecting territory with-
out means of removing or transporting
your choice specimens.

This was famous dinosaur country, or
rather, dinosaur track country. At Kanab,
the garage man had reported plentiful
tracks of all sizes in the sandstone strata
of the nearby canyons and furnished direc-
tions to find them. A hammer and chisel



In 1657 folks thought one type of dragon looked like this. Dr. John

Johnson, in his "Historia Animalium" says this specimen was captured

in the fields of Bologna, and calls it a wingless, two-legged dragon.

Left—Three-toed dinosaur footprint from Triassic formation, Utah. Total length of track, 16 inches. Right—Another dinosaur
track from Triassic of Utah. This apparently is track of smaller animal of different species. Photos by Ray Alf, Claremont, Calif.

sole record of the dense dinosaur popu-
lation that once lived in and around
Kanab is preserved in these ancient foot-
prints left in the old muds and sand bars
now hardened into rock.

This dinosaur track locality at Kanab is
not the only place where a vast concourse
of reptilian giants had left their footprints.
There was something like it in the cele-
brated dinosaur localities of the Connecti-
cut valley, another formation which, like
the Chinle, was a deposit
of the Triassic age. Here
again the scarcity of bones
caused species after spe-
cies (98 in all) to be
known only by the tracks
the animals left in the
mud of swamps and on
the sandy banks of Trias-
sic rivers. Fortunately an
expert sometimes can tell
a great deal about an an-
imal from its tracks alone.

Since paleontologists
know in much detail the
general anatomy and pro-
portions of the many spe-
cies of dinosaurs, examin-
ation of a set of footprints
furnishes an indication as
to the size of the beast that

made them. In the case of the tracks that
Ray Alf found we can say that the animal
was large, probably 20 feet high, and that
it walked like a man. When it made the
tracks it was in no hurry for the tracks are
sharp and show that he set his feet down
and lifted them up without splashing the
mud which was a trifle too wet for ideal
casting and would have splattered if he had
been in a rush.

The Kanab tracks are those of many

different species of dinosaurs and very
closely resemble the footprints from Con-
necticut valley where the track of one
giant named Eubrontes divaricatus is
almost a duplicate of the 16-inch track
from Kanab. All the evidence indicates
that these dinosaurs were related species
and ranged generally throughout North
America and lived in the same type of cli-
mate and surroundings.

The Triassic was one of the most inter-
esting intervals in the
earth's history. It was a
time of reorganization
after the great depression
of the Permian period
when for at least 15,000, -

000 years, hard times
were general throughout
the whole earth. Ancient
and outmoded animals
and plants were passing
out of the picture to give
place to newer but still
fantastic types in a state
of evolution. Some as-
pects of the late Triassic
of Arizona and Utah re-
quire considerable effort
of the imagination to
visualize.

For instance, one sec -
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Lion of the Pacific coast line of the ancient
North American land-mass extended north
and south for a distance of 250 miles or
more almost in exactly the same meridian
as the western Utah border and was about
equally divided between the two states. Be-
ginning here and extending eastward, the
part of the land in which we are most inter-
ested, stretched away for a thousand miles
in the shape of a sock with the bottom of
the heel just at the coast line. The foot ex-
tended to the north with the toe in central
Wyoming, while the leg reached all the
way to central Texas.

For decades geologists have been of the
opinion that this region was either desert
or semi-desert because typical red sedi-
ments, generally supposed to indicate ex-
cessive aridity, occur everywhere. The sand
and silt of these red rocks are soil trans-
ported by streams from the erosion of the
ancestral Rockies and the mountains of
Cascadia, an obliterated land-mass in the
west. Much clay from the weathering of
ash from either local or remote volcanoes
is another typical feature of the region.
Some of the particles in these old rocks
are aeolian sand and the accepted theory
was that these materials had accumulated
on the bottom of a shallow sea of immense
extent and surrounded by parched and
arid shores. Recent discoveries, however,
made it necessary for geologists to modify
some of their views.

In 1941, the paleobotanist, Lyman H.
Daugherty, who then was making exten-
sive investigations of the Triassic deposits
of northern Arizona as part of the program
being carried out by the Carnegie institu-
tion of Washington, D. C., identified 38
species of plants some of which were of
types that precluded the possibility of a
permanently desert habitat. Although
Daugherty's researches were on material
from the Petrified Forest national monu-
ment about 20 miles east of Holbrook, Ari-
zona, and all of 220 miles southeast of Ka-
nab, much of the petrified wood is from the
same species of trees in the two localities.
So it is reasonable to suppose that the
flora was the same in the intervening
territory.

That the Kanab locality was not desert
is shown conclusively not only by the
abundance of fossil plants but by the
great size of some of the petrified trees, one
from Utah being twelve and a half feet
in diameter and 185 feet long. It is gen-
erally accepted that much of the region
was only slightly above sea-level and

Western half of United States during
Late Triassic Period when waves of
the Pacific beat against shores of Ari-
zona, and the red Chinle geological
formation was dominant in Utah,
northern Arizona and New Mexico.
Map adapted from Piersson and
Schuchert, "Textbook of Geology."

spread out in vast flood-plains traversed
by slow streams carrying much driftwood.
The battered condition of many of the
petrified logs shows that they have come
from afar. Reeds and rushes grew in thick
brakes in marshy places.

Even swamps were a common feature
of the landscape. This is shown by the
presence of fossil trees with their trunks
swollen at the base like those of the bald
cypress of Louisiana. On slightly higher
ground curious cycad-like trees and plants
with broad, strap-like leaves—Yuccites
(no relation to our yuccas), grew frond to
branch with conifers and the forerunners
of our modern hardwood trees. One of
the most abundant conifers was a close
relative of our star-pine frequently seen
in parks.

The wonder of trees and logs changed
to stone naturally has left a deep impres-
sion on the legends of the Indians who
saw them scattered over the waste and felt
that there must be some supernatural
explanation. To the Navajo they are
yeitsobitsin or the bones of Yeitso, a mon-
ster slain by the Sun in a great battle. The
scattered and broken bones of Yeitso and
his congealed blood—the lava-flows—are
all that remain to tell the tale of the titanic
struggle. The Pahutes explain the logs as
being the broken weapons of the Great
Wolf god, Shinarar.

The triassic climate throughout the

region typified by the Chinle was evidently
one of sharply divided rainy and dry
seasons. For months the rainfall would be
very great, then would come a season of
absolute drought and it is believed prob-
able that it was during the long, hot, dry
spells that the desert aspect originated.
The temperature was mild, possibly
tropical.

This Triassic world, which ushered in
the Mesozoic or Middle Ages of the earth's
history, supported an animal population
stranger than any that lived before or
since. It was the Reptile Age just begin-
ning, the reign of the dinosaurs (terrible
lizards). The creation of these fantastic
beasts was not, as is sometimes supposed,
one of Nature's experimental failures.
Actually, the dinosaurs were a great suc-
cess. For 55,000,000 years these almost
brainless, moronic animal thugs dominated
the entire earth as Lords of Creation.

Knowledge of the different species of
dinosaur and their anatomy is rather new
and is being constantly enlarged by new
finds and continual research. As recently
as 1802 some of the tracks in the Connec-
ticut valley were explained by the local
inhabitants as the tracks of Noah's raven.
They looked like gigantic bird tracks and
were so accepted. Our grandfathers had
not the slightest inkling that such animals
as dinosaurs ever existed. The dragon myth
appears to have had nothing whatever to
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do with finds of the bones of these actual
dragons because these myths developed
in parts of the earth where dinosaur re-
mains rarely are found. Where such a
foundation might be expected, as in China,
the dragon was no ordinary animal but a
supernatural being connected with earth,
air, fire or water. Despite the fact that the
ancients had no data to go by and appar-
ently created their dragons from thin air,
they sometimes did a fairly decent job in
unknowingly inventing an imaginary dino-
saur. The reproduction shown is from
an old - History of Animals" published
in 1657 and except for the fact that it
needs another pair of legs and that the
neck and tail are a trifle "arty' it almost
could qualify as a picture of Anchisaurus,
one of the smaller carnivorous dinosaurs.

It was not until 1824 that any attempt
was made to explain in a scientific way

the meaning of fossil dinosaur bones. This
was from an account of a find in the
Jurassic deposits of southern England. The
question remained indefinite however
until 1841 when Richard Owen, the an-
atomist, pointed to the fact that the bones
were those of a lizard-like animal and he
named the thing a "dinosaur. -

It is easy to acquire the wrong impres-
sion of dinosaurs. We are likely to think of
them as being simply magnified lizards,
but some were little fellows less than a
foot long from nose to the tip of the tail.
Their bones show that they were allied to
three other groups—the birds, the croco-
diles and a curious clan, the Rhyncho-
cephalia, a group which now has but a
single living representative, the Sphen-
odon, or tua-tara of New Zealand. This
low-grade, lizard-like reptile has a pee-wee
brain. In specimens 20 inches long the

brain is smaller than a pea. This animal
also has a third eye on top of its head, the
pineal eye, which is a very primitive char-
acteristic also shown by some lizards in-
cluding the common horned toad. But in
the horned toad's case the eye is marked
by a tiny opaque scale while in tua-tara the
pineal eye is well developed and said to be
sensitive to temperature changes. Some
dinosaurs, the Plateosaurs, show evidence
of having had a pineal eye on top of the
head. Like tua-tara the dinosauran mental
equipment was slight. The Brontosaur was
sometimes 65 feet long and weighed close
to 40 tons yet the brain responsible for
the action of this great mass of lizard flesh
tipped the scales at two pounds!

From the study of the teeth and jaws,
anatomists know that there were both
herbivorous and carnivorous types of dino-
saurs. Some with spoon-shaped snouts ate
the vegetation of the ancient swamps.
Others had batteries of teeth with serrated
edges set edgewise in the jaw to shear like
the blades of scissors. These were the typi-
cal flesh eaters, living engines of destruc-
tion like Tyrannosaurus rex (King of the
Tyrant lizards). Many species laid eggs
like those found in Mongolia with the un-
hatched baby dinosaur inside. We also
know something about the skin that cov-
ered these dumb reptiles. Casts of the
hide have been recovered in a number of
finds. This was thin like most snake skin
but not covered with scales. Instead, it
had a mosaic of tubercles like the skin of
the gila monster.

What wiped out the dinosaurs? No-
body knows for certain but there are
some attractive theories. The facts are that
for a period three times the length of the
mammalian domination of the earth, the
reptiles flourished exceedingly, and then
suddenly at the close of the Mesozoic,
about 25,000,000 years ago, the last dino-
saur died. Possibly this extinction was due
to changing of the earth's climate from
warm to cool and actually cold. Reptiles,
with their cold blood and lack of any pro-
tective covering such as hair or feathers
to cut down heat lost through radiation
could not stand the rigors of even a mod-
erate winter. With the onset of cold a
torpor would settle down on the entire
dinosaur race. This coupled with a slow
mind challenged by the problems of chang-
ing environment would have been too
much. They couldn't think fast enough to
carry on. However, on the warm day of the
Triassic when the unhurried giant left his
track in the sandy mud at Kanab, such
misfortunes were still a long way in the
dim future.

Ray Alf, Claremont geologist and in-
structor at Webb School for Boys,
who went on the trail of dinosaurs in
Utah — and brought home their
tracks. Photo by Helen Laudermilk.
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Barry Storm's tales of lost gold and silver in the Super-
stitions are partly confirmed legends, not so much of gold
found and lost as of an enchanted wilderness, reckless men
and the exquisite way of life that belonged to both. For
vast, unknown distances and wild, primeval horizons gave
mystery to the sublime hopes of men and a hiding place for
the gorgeous phantoms they pursued.

Castarleda, recorder of Coronado's sanguine but fruitless
hunt for the Seven Cities of Cibola, set forth the eternal
dream when he wrote: "Granted that they did not find the
riches of which they had been told, they found a place in
which to search for them."

And so the gold and its hiding place are still there, but

that matters little. It was the mystery of the unknown, the
dangerous game of chance that was fascinating—the life
wagered recklessly upon the turn of incredible odds for a
mirage at the end of an ever-shifting rainbow. This was
Adventure.

Search for the lost gold and silver of the Superstitions
has continued for many decades. But while each generation
has brought new seekers into the field in quest of the elusive
treasure, the lands have not changed. The same burning
deserts are there, wild and wide and thirsty, losing in sheer
immensity the infrequent cattleman's hut and prospector's
camp. And as always, unchanging, the giant saguaros and
grotesque chollas lift twisted arms over vast solitudes; yucca,
palo verde and mesquite march forever away to infinity over
lonely canyon chasms, eternal mountains.  

Sadie-4e 2041
Veifrt 4 qad

This month Desert Magazine publishes the first of
a series of lost treasure stories written by Barry
Storm whose search for the Lost Dutchman mine in
the Arizona Superstition mountains has extended
over a long period of years. Storm hasn't found the
Lost Dutchman, but during the quest he has become
acquainted with every gulch and pinnacle in the
rugged Superstition range. There are legends of
other lost ledges and veins containing ore of fabu-
lous wealth in the region of the Superstitions—and it
is about these less known gold and silver deposits
that Storm has written his latest series of stories.

By BARRY STORM

0 URING the early 1870's, due southeast of Arizona's
Superstition range and near General Stoneman's new
military camp at Picket Post, a soldier named Sullivan,

who was working on one of the military trails for pursuit of raid-
ing Apaches, sat down one evening as he returned from work to
rest a moment. He idly picked up a handful of stones. Among
them were pieces of black silver ore of bonanza richness.

A short time later, his enlistment up, Sullivan went to work
at Charles G. Mason's ranch on the nearby Gila river. He dis-
played his black ore but refused to tell where he had found it.
Later after the soldier had departed, Mason started organizing
prospecting parties among his neighboring ranchers and finally
found and staked out on March 22, 1875, the future location of
the fabulous Silver King mine.

The strike itself was a major sensation, and mining turned
up one sensation after another—lenses of black sulphide ore
running up to $20,000 a ton. Between 1875 and January 9.
1877, when Mason sold out his interest, he and his partners
shared in over a million dollars of production. The Silver King
Mining company, incorporated on May 5, 1877, stirred wide-
spread talk of new and equally fantastic returns from the devel-
opment of a real mine—talk that was backed up in the next few
years by another production record of three million dollars, and
the growth of Picket Post into the town of Pinal.

During this same period, while Mason was still part owner
and superintendent of the Silver King mine, two other soldiers,
French-Canadian adventurers doing a hitch in the U. S. Army

The writer standing in the region belote the southern
slopes of the Superstitions in which the two ex-soldiers

found rich golden ore.  
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Left—Route followed by the two sol-
diers past the mountain, on or near
which they discovered a vein of rich
ore. 1—East Boulder Canyon; 2—
Pass between East Boulder and
Needle Canyons. 3—Needle Canyon.

„

it
Right—East Boulder Canyon near
bend of the military trail , indicated by
arrows. lVithin a half mile the two ex-
soldiers found "a reddish vein about a
foot thick, halfway up a black-topped
hill.” Inset—.50 caliber Spencer rifle
shell found on trail, which fits the

guns carried by ex-soldiers.

at Fort McDowell, whose right names either are buried now in
the archives of the war department or more probably never were
known, were drawn by the sensational talk to seek work there
for no other reason than merely seeing what a boom mining
camp was like. To reach there, after their enlistments had ex-
pired late in 1875, they followed the military trail through the
Superstitions.

Hiking due southeast from the Mormon Flat crossing on the
Salt river, they entered the mountains between Kayhatin and La
Barge creeks, followed the trail past the prehistoric Indian ruins
now known as Garden Valley, over Black Mesa to West Boul-
der canyon a quarter mile above its mouth, crossed the low
ridge that separates East and West Boulder canyons at this point
and proceeded on up East Boulder canyon toward Weaver's
Needle which now was in plain sight. Then they turned east
on the trail to go through the low pass below the southern slopes
of the black-topped mountain which separates East Boulder
and Needle canyons, a scant half mile apart. Somewhere in this
region they flushed a deer, fired at it at least once with their
.50 caliber Spencer repeaters, Army-issued, and in the resulting
chase came upon a partly exposed "reddish vein about a foot
thick, halfway up a black-topped hill."

The two ex-soldiers did not know it was fabulous golden ore
that they had found. They knocked off a few pieces of the
"pretty rock - to carry with them as souvenirs. With these
samples still in their pockets they applied for work several days
later to Jack Frazer, mining foreman of the Silver King mine.

Frazer hired them both. After several more days in the mine
they began to see for themselves that valuable ore had much the
same characteristics of heavy weight, unusual coloring and
metallic content as the rock which they had brought from the
Superstitions. Then they asked their foreman for an opinion
of its possible value.

Frazer, being shown the glittering rock, took one astounded
look and sent for the superintendent. When Mason arrived he
confirmed what Frazer already was excitedly telling the ad-
venturers—that they had struck it rich! From the few samples
the two ex-soldiers had with them was recovered and weighed
up more than $500 in gold which was placed to their credit
upon the mine commissary books.

Mason, doubtless remembering his luck once before with an
ex-soldier, approached the two with the idea of forming a part-
nership for a share in their discovery.

He would outfit them, he said, from the mine commissary
if they would return to the Superstitions and stake out a mining
claim upon the site of their golden ore. And in the meantime,
since neither was a U. S. citizen, he would personally vouch for
them and so obtain the naturalization papers that would make
their claim valid.

The men agreed. Next morning they set out to backtrail them-
selves to fortune. But riding behind and following secretly with
a rifle across his saddlehorn was a peg-legged gambler named
Smith! And the two ex-soldiers never again were seen alive.

Weeks later when their remains were discovered in the pres-
ent Quarter-Circle-U ranch pasture, where they were buried
after being identified by the cost marks of the mine commissary
upon their equipment, both were found to have been shot from
ambush. Local opinion immediately placed the blame on Smith,
who, it was learned, had vanished from the mining camp at the
same time as the two soldiers. Later he turned up in Alaska
with his bags stuffed with a fortune in glittering golden ore.
There, many years later, he wrote to former friends in Arizona
and tried to persuade them to go into the Superstitions for him
and stake out for a half interest a claim on bonanza ore to which
he would furnish directions. No one took his offer seriously
and he again dropped from sight.

Forest, however, who was a member of the coroner's jury
which traced and buried the ex-soldiers, immediately tried to
trail them. He said in later years that he followed their tracks
into the second canyon east of Weaver's Needle, going up from
the desert into the Superstitions.

Then again, a short time later, Phipps, a Superior miner, fired
by tales of their rich ore, said he had succeeded in backtracking
them to its source. When he returned to town greatly excited,
he added: "It's less than two miles from Weaver's Needle. I
seen a cool million dollars in sight!" But Phipps never lived to
enjoy it. When he went down into his own shaft after tools with
which to work his new-found bonanza, an unexplained cave-
in killed him.

Thus do the thunder gods spin their fatal web!
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LETTERS . . .
It Is an Honor to Be Called a Desert Rat . . .

Long Beach, California
Dear Editor:

Now that I am in the Desert "family" I feel that I am privi-
leged to express my opinion in one matter I noticed in the No-
vember issue. It is the letter by Marvin E. Singleton suggesting
that the expression "Desert Rat" is obnoxious and should be
changed. Now I don't feel that way. Desert Rat has come to
mean a certain type of individual ; namely, - one who inhabits
and loves the desert."

True, at one time this title was applied to some desert hoboes
and later to desert prospectors, and still later to desert lovers. But
nevertheless, to me and many others the name of Desert Rat now
means "One who loves and inhabits, when possible, the desert."
I think it's an honor, not a disgrace, to be called a Desert Rat.

H. J. HAGENS, A Desert Rat

• •
Yes, I'm a Desert Rat, and Proud of the Name . . .

Hemet, California
Dear Editor:

Please do not let Marvin E. Singleton start another letter-
writing crusade about the Desert Rat. The Desert Rat is not a
fair-weather weekend tripper looking for a soft spot and a hot
bath when night comes.

We old-timers do not mind the name. During 50 years of
roaming the deserts in all directions, long before there was a
foot of graded road, with a team of mules and a wagon, or only
a burro or two, we were always glad to make camp where we
were when the sun went down. That was home, the only home
we had. We took the elements as they came, sometimes 120 de-
grees in the shade and no shade.

It was the Desert Rats who located the waterholes and put up
crude signs to direct others there.

I was glad to read in Desert Magazine of September, 1944,
about my old friend Charles Fletcher Lummis. I used to talk with
him when he was building his stone house in Arroyo Seco. If he
was living today I think he would move out on the desert, far
away from an automobile road and be a Desert Rat. He was a
great character.

When camping at Palm Springs on the way to Mexico City
in March, 1897, Nellie Coffman, now owner of the Desert Inn,
came to look over our outfit. Dr. Welwood Murray and three
others were the only white people we saw during a week at the
spring. Figtree John and two Digger Indians visited us when
we camped at Indio. Then we met only one white person all the
way across the salt flats where Salton Sea is located today. It took
us six weeks to make the trip to Yuma, going by way of the old
salt works and then down to the present site of Brawley. I walked
all the way.

John Hanlon near Pilot Knob saved our outfit from going
down the Colorado. The river was rising fast and the next morn-
ing our former camp was two feet under water. One has to live
and learn. A Desert Rat is not a Water Rat.

If I was able to swing a pen in literary style I could write
plenty about the Mojave desert, Death Valley and the old-timers
in 1896.

I often wonder if your readers who write about the terrible
desert life of the Souths really know where Ghost Mountain is
located. If they do they are one jump ahead of me. My guess is
that it is somewhere around Julian and the border of old Mex-
ico. If so, it is a beautiful location—with the Pacific on one side
and the desert on the other.

TOM CLARKE

JANUARY, 1945

-	 .

This is the Turtle mountain arch near Carson's well—the
one referred to in Mr. Battye's letter. The two men seated
in the lower left corner would indicate that this arch is
many limes larger than the one pictured in Walter Ford's

story in the November issue of Desert Magazine.
Photo by R. A. Martin of Oatman, Arizona

Let's Find the Gold—Then We'll Know Which Arch ...
San Bernardino, California

Dear Editors:
I am referring to the Ford article in the November issue of

Desert, the one titled: "We Found the Arch."
After a first reading of the story and glancing at the map I

thought Mr. Ford and his companions might have reached a
spot approximately near the real Arch. But further study con-
vinces me that they were not within miles of it—not the Arch
of the old-timers, not the Arch of story and legend.

Furthermore, the real arch is not "lost" and has not been dis-
covered by Explorer Ford. For years the camera fans of Needles
have driven out to Mesquite spring, now called Carson's well,
and from there climbed to the Arch—and a stiff climb it is.
R. A. Martin, now of Oatman, has photographed it, also A. P.
Miller of Needles and many others. I send you the photo taken
by Martin for comparison with the one reached by Ford. You
will note this Arch is many times larger than the one visited by
Mr. Ford. Also, it is many miles north or northeast of the Ford
Arch.

It must be understood that these Arches are not such mas-
terpieces of Nature as those found in Utah. We old-timers
of the desert, all enthusiastic readers of Desert Magazine, look
with disfavor on any writer who would change the location of
our well-known landmarks. It is our earnest wish that Desert
continues to be the exponent of truth and accuracy.

CHARLES BATTYE
Dear Mr. Battye:

You are right—there is a bigger and better known arch
in the Turtle mountains near Carson's Well. And I have
heard of other arches in the Turtles. But is it proper to refer
to any of them as the REAL arch until someone finds that
legendary Lost Arch gold mine? The "'real" arch is the one
near the lost vein of gold—and until s,ome one locates the
gold let's just keep ail the Turtle mountain arches—well,
as the FBI would say, under surveillance. And more power
to the fellow who finds the lost gold.

•
Who Built the Road in Coyote Mountain? . .

Fullerton, California
Dear Editor, Desert:

I would greatly appreciate seeing an article giving a descrip-
tion and history of the Painted Gorge near Coyote Wells on the
Southern California desert.

Several years ago I visited the gorge and found the site of a
cabin and also what looked like the running gear of heavy trail-
ers, with wide steel-tired wheels. Later, I think it was in 1940,
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I drove from Warner's Ranch past Valle-
cito and Carrizo on the old stage road, and
visited the gorge again.

This time I was able to go farther up the
canyon in my car, and I noticed two old
roads taking off from the upper canyon and
leading into the hills.

I am interested in knowing what activity
in the early days required this equipment
and the building of these roads, which are
now abandoned and badly washed out.

HENRY P. HOLMES

Many other visitors to Painted
Gorge, including the editor of Desert
Magazine, have wondered about
those old roads, which presumably
were used in mining development. If
any reader of Desert Magazine knows
the answer, we would appreciate a let-
ter from him.

• • •
Walter Ford's Turtle
Mountain "Peep-Hole" . . .

Needles, California
Dear Sir:

Regarding the article by Mr. Walter
Ford in the November 1944 issue of the
Desert Magazine about, "We Found the
Arch—but not the Nuggets."

It is true that Mr. Ford found not the
nuggets, neither did he find the arch in the

Turtle mountains, that is if the picture in
the magazine is supposed to be the arch.
This picture in the magazine is one of the
many pin-holes or eyes to be found on the
south side of the Turtles. There are many
more there just as small.

The real Turtle mountain arch is located
on the north side of the Turtles and a stiff
climb from Carson well, or a roundabout
trail via Coffin spring, which Mr. Ford's
map does not lead to ; it is far longer than
the one shown in the magazine.

I have visited this arch and these moun-
tains many times, and know all the miners
in that locality. They say that this arch is
Mr. Ford's PEEP-HOLE and that he can-
not see either the lost mine or the lost
nuggets by using this as a PEEP-SIGHT,
as there are no mines or nuggets lost in
this district; they have all been located and
recorded.

Others have pictures of the real arch,
which are far larger and of different shape
than the one in the magazine, as the arch
extends far above the heads of the men
seen in it.

This is not to cast any reflections on Mr.
Ford, but just to say that he has followed
the wrong DESERT-TRAIL to the
WATER-HOLE, like many prospectors
have in the past, which I and others have
done.

A. P. MILLER

F. J. SOUTHERLAND

Apologies to DM Reader Souther-
land and all other Quiz fans. It is
the Southern Pacific, not the Union
Pacific which crosses Great Salt Lake.
The Quiz editor has been flying
around in airplanes so much lately
he has sort o' lost track of how and
where the railroads run. So you may
score yourself another five points in
the December Quiz— and we hope
that makes you a Desert Rat.

—Quiz Editor
• • •

Paging Charles Kelly . . .
Los Angeles, California

Desert Magazine:
Please get after Charles Kelly for an-

other story. I admire his articles very
much. He seems to follow a line of facts
and history which I find very interesting.

M. R. HARRISON

Quiz Editor Has Dumb Moments . . .
San Francisco, California

To Desert Quiz Editor:
We all enjoy your department, particu-

larly the questions relating to desert flora,
geology, ethnology, etc.

I wonder if we read Question 9 in the
December magazine aright? Does this re-
fer to the Lucin cut-off across the Great
Salt Lake, of the Southern Pacific railroad.
See Bertha Greeley Brown's article in Au-
gust, 1944.

Imperial Irrigation District Again Wishes You a . . .

TitauctittAti Ciautonca and a

&am Aleta 2lea4

Your District pledges even greater effort in 1945 to give its patrons dependable,

efficient water and power service. It also renews its pledge to the fine young men

and women of America who are serving on the far-flung battle fronts of the world,

that it will keep the faith and continue to do everything possible to preserve their

liberties on the home front.

Personnel of the District will continue to do their part toward making 1945 a year

of Victory and of Peace.
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After many months of drought, the rain gods fin-
ally brought two small showers and then a deluge
to Yaquitepec. Now the cisterns are well filled—and
the South children even enjoyed the luxury of mud
for sculptoring miniature houses and cisterns. Rain
is very important to people who depend entirely on
the storm water that drains from the sheet-iron roof
of their cottage.

PeJett Xetitye
By MARSHAL SOUTH

/ HE SUN has moved far south into the lowlands and the
long string of "goldfish" which announce his rising each
morning, are back in their places upon the smoke-

blackened ceiling beam. The goldfish, which are fish-like
splashes of golden light caused by the sunbeams striking
through under the edges of badly fitted corrugated iron roofing,
abandon us in the summer. For then the sun is too far north and
the angle of the light is not right. But every winter they return,
varying in number from 10 to 22 as the sun moves. They serve
as alarm clocks. For, on those rare occasions when we happen to
drowse beyond sunrise, we are bound to be aroused by the sol-
emn chanting of Rudyard and Victoria as they count the long
line: "One, two, three, four . . ."

Yes, the goldfish are out, and it is high time to get up! An-
other desert day has begun.

But the winter-moving sun brings us, this year, more than a
line of brilliant little fish to thrill the sense of beauty. For, on
these mornings, as it lifts above the silhouetted summit of the
jumper tree and pours his flooding beams in through our east
window, it brings us what Tanya calls "The Treasure of Kings"
—a great, tall jar of flashing gold, as dazzling as any that ever
were the pride of Aztec emperors. Fashioned by Tanya during
the long days of summer and as big as one of the huge oil jars
that figure in the ancient phantasy of the Forty Thieves, it sits
now, against the wall, upon the summit of a green chest, waiting
for the day when it will be taken out and baked in an open fire
—for it is too big for our primitive kiln.

A homely thing. A thing of mud—of unfired clay. Yet now,
each morning as the sun rises, it flames to a thing of glory.
Humble enough, through all the day, set there against the drab
background of a mud wall as unfinished as itself, it nevertheless
leaps each dawn from the shadows to stand forth as a glowing
golden urn over whose beauty we have not yet ceased to marvel.

Mud! Mud turned to gold at the touch of a sunbeam. Just a
trick of the light. A simple thing, one to smile about and to for-
get. But somehow the thing has become our daily miracle—a
flashing symbol of the manner in which human clay, touched by
the rays of the Great Spirit, can suddenly flame forth to un-
guessed heights of glory. And perhaps Tanya may be right when
she calls her pet olla, "The Treasure of Kings." For the true
treasure of kings lies in understanding.

The wind gods that herald the approach of winter, prowl now
about Ghost Mountain. And often in the night rush upon it with
shoutings, roaring through the cliff-edge junipers and flinging
quartz gravel upon our iron roof like clattering bursts of buck-
shot. Several times in the dark we have arisen and by flickering
light, gone out to sweep eaves troughs and to prepare for threat-
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Tanya puts the finishing touches on one of her storage ollas.

ening showers. False alarms, most of these midnight scurryings.
But we have had two tiny rains. From one we caught 25 gallons
and from another 15. Not much, but enough to be a heartening
promise. The rain will be along later. Perhaps before these lines
see print we will again be contentedly drawing from newly-
filled cisterns.

But if our recent catch of drinking water was limited, the
showers at least provided a welcome diversion for our trio of
young Yaquitepecos. Water has been for so long a jealously
guarded, non-wasteable commodity, that to use it for play pur-
poses has been out of the question. But the two storms light as
they were, fell not only upon our roof, but also upon the private
dams of Rider and Rudyard—tiny reservoirs built carefully of
cement in strategic points among the granite boulders. There-
fore, after the showers, there was much excitement and rushing
to and fro with tin cans and bottles to collect the precious liquid
and store it before it could evaporate. There were hasty dash-
ings, with Victoria trailing along in the rear of the procession,
slopping water from her own tiny bucket and shrieking in
breathless excitement. What an orgy of "mudding"--until the
water gave out.

Rider and Rudyard build model 'dobe houses, situated cliff-
dweller fashion in crevices of rocks. But Victoria builds cisterns.
Her cisterns are constructed by the simple method of heaping
up a mound of mud and patting it nice and smooth on top.
After which the whole family is summoned to admire the work
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of art. "A vewwy fine cistern," says Victoria, contentedly eyeing
her own work. "An' after I get it smoothed out some more—"

Oh, the mud that one happy, barefoot youngster can acquire!
But mud is healthful—that is, clean mud. Humans would be bet-
ter off physically if they came more often in contact with it and
with the earth. The Indian knew this. But, being a savage, he
has been outvoted.

There is an end to mudding when the water gives out. And
there wasn't much this time. The builders now have gone back to
the regular daily round of lessons and of fuel gathering and of
helping set and distribute type—and the score and one other
daily duties. That is, the two boys have. Victoria has gone back
to the job of raising Susie and Barbara, which, outside of her
light daily allotment of reading and writing, provide her with
worries enough.

Victoria decided some time ago that her dolls needed sun
treatments. They should bask each day in the healing rays of the
desert sun. "Only thing, they haven't got a truly bed," she
lamented. "They are 'f raid to sleep right on the ground. They
are 'fraid of—of mice." And she wrinkled up her nose and gig-
gled as she said it. For mice happen to be Victoria's chief de-
light.

SO it came about that, taking the hint, Rider and I, in secret,
constructed a "truly bed" of just the right size to accommodate
Susie and Barbara—and even, if necessity called, the somewhat
dilapidated Peter Rabbit also. We flatter ourselves that the bed
was, in its way, somewhat of a work of art, being fashioned of
nicely trimmed dry mescal shoots, lashed and fitted together
with not a nail in all its fastenings. And the bed "spring" was
of interlaced fiber also, after the manner of the old style rawhide
laced beds. Bringing this contraption home by stealth we hid it.

And when Victoria's birthday came round a few days later, we
presented the bed to her, with fitting speeches.

Victoria sits beside her invalids in the sunshine and holds
converse with them in encouraging tones. And the bright eyed
young collared lizard whose habitat is on the window screen,
cocks his head and wonders what it's all about.

Quite a little desert sprite, that collared lizard. It has been
so long since he took up his residence in the vicinity of the
window -screen that we have come to look upon him as part of

the ; scenery. And we miss him when he happens to be away for

a while. A mighty hunter of flies, he has learned that his favor-
ite 'gaine always hangs round window screens. Through long

practice he has developed a technique which seldom fails. Ob-
serving an alighted fly contentedly cleaning its forelegs to-
gether in the sunlight he begins to creep cautiously toward it.
Stealthily he executes a vide, circling approach. Then, with a
lightning rush, he dashes upon the over-confident insect from
behind:Y-ou cannot see what happens to the fly. But you can

see the satisfied hunter going off, smacking his lips. The num-
ber of flies that he consumes in a day must do no little toward
keeping the balance of nature adjusted.

Remarkably intelligent these harmless reptiles. The small
fly-lizards, the most numerous, can spot their quarry at long

distances. Often I have seen a fly alight to sun itself upon a
granite boulder in a section where there apparently were no
enemies. And then, from a distance, I have noted the cautious
approach of one of the beady-eyed little lizards. You can see his
tiny eyes fixed intently on his prey. Nimbly he slides down the
sides of intervening boulders. Swiftly he darts across open
spaces, taking advantage of every scrap of cover. With deadly
purpose, keeping out of sight as far as possible, he begins to
climb the stone whereon the fly rests. Sometimes, from its thou-
sand eyes, the fly glimpses him, and makes off. But more often
than not it leaves the rock tucked away inside of Mr. Lizard. I
even have seen these lizardS leap several inches from the ground
and capture flies upon the wind. A feat comparable to that of a
bare handed human catching flying birds.

. . . And, just to even matters, before I could finish this the
rain gods, possibly having read what I wrote in the first part,
decided to come in good earnest. In full ceremonial costume,
heavy laden with water jars, they swooped down upon Ghost
Mountain, shouting their songs and whirling their headdresses
and sounding rattles.

How the water splashed from their ollas! And how the wind
gods yelled in accompanying chorus. What sudden scurryings
to and fro on our part—adjusting rain spouts and dragging
dry fuel to shelter. The falling water made a deafening tumult
on our iron roof. Mud fell from the plastering over the win-
dows, for a leak suddenly developed in the concrete eaves trough
and spilled an overflow along the wall top and the front of the
house. The first fire of the season roared merrily in the big fire-
place and three happy little Yaquitepecos toasted hands and
toes in the cheerful warmth. And while water plunged into the
empty cisterns, whirling snowflakes sheeted the distant moun-
tains in white.

Rain! and WATER! And the far. sight of snow. Yes, per-
haps, as we expected, it will be a cold winter. But today the sun
is shining again and the mudders are busy at their building.
The lizard is back at his fly-catching. And it is such a gloriously
warm and clean-washed world that it might well be a perfect
day in spring.

"But it really isn't spring," Rudyard and Victoria object, as I
voice the thought. "It's really almost Christmas!" "And don't
forget," Victoria adds, looking up, muddy faced and muddy
handed from her vigorous patting of wet adobe, "that vewwy

soon we all have to go and bring home the Christmas tree."

LITTLE THINGS

These things are worthy anyone's regard:

A willing hand, a careful and close guard

Over our tongues and tempers, and a care

That we sincerely all our burdens bear.
Such simple little things that all can do

To guide us safely all the narrows through.

Life is not hard if we sincerely try

With all the good and upright to ally,

—Tanya South
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THE HOTEL AT THE
PALMSs 	. .

FIREPLACE ADOBES
• * *

FOOD TO REMEMBER
* *

SADDLE HORSES
BADMINTON

• *	 *
• AMERICAN PLAN

Single, $6.00 up
Double, $10.25 up	 —

Gateway to Joshua Tree National Monument
ROBERT VAN LAHR, Manager

For Reservations — Write 29 Palms Inn at
TWENTYNINE PALMS, CALIFORNIA

or call any Travel Bureau or Automobile Club

For Nice Things . .
• INFANTS' AND

CHILDREN'S WEAR,

• LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR

• MEN'S FURNISHINGS

• FINE LINENS

CUSTER'S
206 W. TENTH STREET	 PHONE 246

LANCASTER. CALIFORNIA
THE HEART OF ANTELOPE VALLEY

'RILLA CUSTER	 GALEN CUSTER

.2LeAv4 Lacife
RANCHO BORREGO

An informal Ameri-
can Plan guest ranch
with the open-heart-
ed hospitality of ear-
ly California days.

OPENING
FOR THE SIXTH

SEASON

• AREAL
DESERT RESORT

Accommodations Are
Limited

(Mail 3 times et' Wk.)

For Reservations and Information Writs to

Noel and Ruth Crickmer, Managing Owners
DESERT LODGE—RANCHO BORREGO

Borrego, California

ARIZONA

Indians Speak For Rights . . .
WINSLOW—While representatives of

America's 400,000 Indians met in Denver
to organize a national council and write
a constitution and platform advocating
greater equality for their race, a congres-
sional sub-committee headed by Congress-
man John R. Murdock of Arizona, held
hearings in New Mexico and Arizona to
investigate complaints and pleas of the
tribesmen. "More education and a better
chance to make a decent living" were the
chief needs of Hopi and Navajo Indians.
Indian spokesmen asserted that reserva-
tion schools overstressed agricultural train-
ing, virtually ignoring academic subjects
required for college entrance. Indians also
want voting privileges and improved con-
ditions in their irrigation and power rights.
Congressman Carl Mundt of South Da-
kota, committee member, stated, "This
committee doesn't like an educational pro-
gram which freezes one group of people
into one occupation. It's a hopeless, futile
program. There is no future for the
Indian."

Bird Cage Will Open . . .
TOMBSTONE — Famous Bird Cage

theater, relic of silver mining boom here,
soon will be open to the public as a his-
toric museum, according to Mrs. C. L.
Cummings. Mrs. D. E. Dover of Dugger,
Indiana, wife of present owner, recently
supervised repairs on the building.

James Babbitt Dies in Storm . . .
FLAGSTAFF—State Senator James E.

Babbitt died November 12 from exposure
and exhaustion after becoming separated
from his companions on a bear hunting
trip in Fossil Creek area, 90 miles south-
east of here. His body was found five miles
north of Fossil springs after all-night
search during one of the most severe
storms in years. Babbitt, who had just been
reelected to office with highest vote cast
in Coconino county for any candidate in
the general election was mourned through-
out the state. He was member of one of
Arizona's oldest pioneer families, had
studied law at Loyola university and Uni-
versity of Southern California. He also
attended Santa Clara university and
Georgetown university, where he wrote his
master's thesis on Colorado River project.
He had been active in public life since
1933. At time of his death he was vice-
president of Babbitt Brothers Trading
company. His younger brother, John G.
Babbitt, was appointed to succeed him in
office.

Hospital For Christmas . . .

YUMA—Construction of the $250,000
addition to Yuma General hospital, started
June 1, was scheduled for completion
Christmas, according to Manager Paul
Lipscomb. Work was started in mid-
November on the $40,000 nurses' home,
just south of the hospital.

Peak Crashes May End . . .

FLAGSTAFF—It is hoped that Navy
experiments now being completed in col-
laboration with Northwest Airlines will
prevent plane crashes such as have oc-
curred in San Francisco peaks near here
by eliminating static which has caused
planes to become lost when their com-
munications signals were disrupted. Re-
search has been conducted in a specially
constructed hangar in which a plane can
be suspended as if in flight, and rain, snow
and dust storms, from which static comes,
can be created.

Author Kelland Sells Ranch . . .
PHOENIX—The 46,000-acre Yavapai

county cattle ranch owned in partnership
by Clarence Budding,ton Kelland, Bruce
Barton and John N. Wheeler has been sold
to Daniel C. Gainey, Minnesota industrial-
ist who is expected to arrive in Arizona in
February. Kelland, popular author who
maintains residence in Phoenix, Barton,
New York advertising executive, and
Wheeler, president of North American
Newspaper alliance, acquired the ranch
four years ago and built "bunk houses" for
their families and a central ranch building,
at a reported cost of $50,000.

Sandpaintings Given Museum . . .
FLAGSTAFF — A series of Navajo

sandpainting prints with accompanying
text has been given Museum of Northern
Arizona by Dr. Gladys A. Reichard, au-
thor of Dezba, Navajo Shepherd and
lreaver, and other books on Indian life
and arts. The prints were made by the silk-
screen method and are faithful reproduc-
tions of the original colors and designs.
This series of sandpaintings is used in the
Navajo chant, "Where the Two Came to
Their Fathers," originally used for war-
riors before a battle, later coming to be
used for illness. Now the chant is said
to be returning to its former purpose and
is being given in part for young Rep
entering the service, some of the paintings
being made particularly for boys going into
their first battle, others for men who have
crossed the water or who have been on
enemy soil.

Drillers Strike Artesian Water . .

CA SA GRANDE — Artesian water
struck in a wildcat oil well in Casa Grande
valley may bring thousands of desert acres
into culitvation. Well is being drilled 11
miles east of here for Casa Grande Oil
Development association, a group of local
farmers and businessmen. No other flow-
ing wells are within many miles of this
valley, and other artesian wells in the state
all are reported to be much shallower.
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The Desert Trading Post
Classified advertising in this section costs five cents a word, $1.00 minimum per issue—

Actually about 1Y2 cents per thousand readers.

CALIFORNIA

Convention Set For May . . .
PALM SPRINGS — California Osteo-

pathic association will hold its annual
convention here next May 16-19, it has
been revealed by Thomas C. Schumacher,
executive secretary of the association. Plans
for handling the 600 delegates and friends
expected to attend are being made by Wal-
ter Kofeldt, executive secretary chamber
of commerce, Earl Coffman of the Desert
Inn and local hotels.

East Mesa Report Protested . . .
HOLTVILLE—Soil report released by

University of California college of agricul-
ture that only about 40,000 acres of the
East Mesa area is suited to general farming
has been protested by Evan T. Hewes and
M. J. Dowd of Imperial Irrigation district.
District officials challenge findings on
ground that survey was not complete, that
a much larger area is suitable for farming.
They fear this report may limit develop-
ment of area to a small portion of the
total acreage available.

MISCELLANEOUS

Desert Tea: In original form. Large bundle only
$1.00 complete with instructions for use. M.til
orders taken for government stamped Navajo
rugs and blankets, Indian pottery, desert pets,
rocks and antiques. Grail Fuller's Bora X
Post Ranch, Box 26, Daggett, California.

"PROSPECTOR'S FEET ITCH." Experienced
prospector trained in geology and mineralogy,
seeks a grubstaker to finance a search for the
fabulously rich "Lost Dutchman" gold mine,
in the Superstition mountains of Arizona.
Thoroughly familiar with area and history
and has some heretofore undisclosed infor-
mation regarding the lost bonanza. Not a
promoter or crackpot. Correspondence in-
vited. Address Box H, Desert Magazine.

Desert Sun Colored Glasses: Can be cut into
jewels, 35c. Whole big bottles $1.00. Broken
necks for candle sticks 35c. Pieces 35c. Ob-
jects, etc., reasonable. Also thousands of bot-
tles, all colors, sizes and shapes 35c each. In-
teresting collections. One price sale—syn-
thetic cut gems—mineral specimens—bottles
—quartz crystal specimens, turquoise and
lazulite, peacock copper—everything one
price. 35c each and 3 for $1.00, 18 for $5.00.
Petrified wood, jasper, obsidian, agate
nodules, fluorescent hydrozincite, same price.
All f.o.b. Federal tax 20% extra. W. Dart,
Goldfield, Nevada.

Wanted: For Cash, Lapidary and Gem Cutting
Equipment. G. J. Cummings, 851 Trestle
Glen Road, Oakland 10, Calif.

Gold Dust and Nuggets Really Pay Off ! Proven
methods, simple home made equipment. For
a profitable hobby or fortune making profes-
sion, read "Gold Prospecting Made Easy."
Only 50c postpaid. Imperial Gold, 208 Del-
mar, Vallejo, California.

Mud Pots Are "Boiling". . .
CALIPATRIA — Unusual activity on

Rock hill, about three miles southeast of
famous mud pots of Salton Sea was ob-
served in November by Roy Yarbrough of
Imperial Irrigation district. Rock from this
hill is used by district in riprapping cuts
along the canal system. After supervising
hauling of this rock, he said "smoke and
steam were issuing from two deep cuts
near the top of the hill" and many large
boulders had been dislodged and had
rolled into the roadway.

Shoshone Chief Dies . . .
DEATH VALLEY — Johnny Boland,

Shoshone Indian who died of pneumonia
was buried November 10 with full tribal
ceremony in the old Indian burial grounds
atop one of the foothills in the Funeral
range north of Furnace Creek Inn. Al-
though a chief of his tribe, as the only
son of the late Chief John Boland, Johnny
never had exercised the privilege. This is
said to be the first time white people have
been allowed to witness the burial ritual
of Shoshone Indians in Death Valley.

Indian Relics: 20 genuine Indian arrowheads
$1.00, Catalog. Geo. Holder, Glenwood, Ark.

We need all types of handmade gift articles and
toys, preferably unusual ones with south-
western appeal. Give full description, prices.
Sleepy Burro Craft Guild, 1034 Hinton, Las
Cruces, New Mexico.

BENITOITE GEMS—After years of searching,
engineer has located many "rough" float
boulders up to ten tons of Benitoite matrix.
Area is open ground, located in a "Y" double
boxed canyon in San Benito County. Respon-
sible people have offered to finance any new
strike. For substantial "grubstake" I offer a
50-50 deal. Box K, Desert Magazine.

Protect your Dogs, Keys, Sporting Equipment
and Social Security Numbers with metal
name plates. Single 35c, 3 tags and SS plate
$1.00. State whether for dog, keys, etc. Cash
with order. A. W. Bate, Ash Fork, Ariz.

LIVESTOCK
KARAKULS producers of Persian Lamb fur

are easy to raise and adapted to the desert
which is their native home. For further in-
formation write Addis Kelley, 4637 E. 52
Place, Maywood, California.

We sell Nationally Recognized Fur Producing
Karakuls. Have permanent market for wool
and furs. Attractive investment for rancher
or city investor. James Yoakam, National
Distributor, 1128 No. Hill Ave., Pasadena,
California.

REAL ESTATE

For Imperial Valley Farms—

W. E. HANCOCK
"The Farm Land Man"

Since 1914
EL CENTRO - - - - CALIFORNIA

Resort Seeks Air Stop. . .
PALM SPRINGS — That this desert

resort will "in all probability" be put on
the aerial map of the nation, is the belief
of chamber of commerce secretary Walter
Kofeldt, who was the first witness before
San Francisco hearing of Civil Aeronautics
board November 1. Six companies, he said,
wish to include Palm Springs on their
itineraries, two of them as main transcon-
tinental flight stops and others with feeder
lines touching main Southern California
cities.

Plan For Aggie Training . . .
EL CENTRO—More than 100 farmers

and business men in November endorsed a
plan to extend the work of the Meloland
Agricultural experimental station, a branch
of the University of California. They ap-
proved establishment of a non-degree agri-
cultural training school at the station at
estimated cost of $165,000 for buildings
and equipment. Training would include
agronomy, truck crops, animal and dairy
husbandry, soil technology, farm manage-
ment, farm machinery and shop, physical
education.

Needles Railroad Man Dies . . .
NEEDLES—Andy Miller, veteran engi-

neer for the Santa Fe railroad at Needles,
and life-long friend of the Mojave and
Hualpai Indians, died at the Santa Fe hos-
pital in Los Angeles November 18 and was
buried at Needles.

• • •
Universal Studio in November was

shooting scenes on tedmicolor film, re-
portedly entitled "Salome, Where She
Danced," in Lone Pine area.

• • •
George R. Wade, member of first Im-

perial county board of supervisors and
former Brawley city engineer, died No-
vember 24 in Long Beach.

• • •
NEVADA

Spanish Lessons For Farmers ...
RENO—To aid Nevada farmers and

ranchers in directing Mexican nationals
working for them, agricultural extension
service of University of Nevada has issued
an English-Spanish phrase book, which
explains Spanish pronunciation and lists
common expressions and a vocabulary of
farm and ranch terms. Author is John
Agrusa, U. S. office of labor in Nevada.

Snowstorm Maroons Flocks . . .
RENO — Unusually heavy snowstorm

blanketed nearly every section of the state
in mid-November. Heaviest fall of 50
inches was recorded in Marlette lake sec-
tor, with 42 inches at Donner summit.
Stock losses were undetermined due to
isolation of ranches. More than 25,000
sheep and an unknown number of herders
were marooned 60 to 70 miles south of
Elko.
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Half of Farms Get Electricity . . .
RENO—With the latest allotment of

REA loan funds to Nevada, about 1750
farms, or 49 per cent of all Nevada farms,
are now electrified, according to report
from rural electrification administration in
November. When REA was established
here in 1935, only 900 Nevada farms, or
26 per cent, received central station elec-
tric power. On basis of 1940 census re-
ports, it seems likely that as many as 6800
occupied rural dwellings still do not have
central station electric service in Nevada.
It is believed that power lines may be
built into more thinly settled rural areas
under the Pace act.

Fewer Nuts For Candy . . .
GOLDFIELD — Nevada Indians had

few pifion nuts to harvest this year. Even
Lida canyon, Esmeralda county, termed
the "home of the phion nut," yielded only
limited quantities. In good years Indians
depend on this, Nevada's only wild nut,
as a cash crop to sell eastern candy makers.

Wants Mead Water For Farms . . .
CARSON CITY—Southern Nevada as

an agricultural and industrial center was
envisioned by Governor E. P. Carville as
he commented on disposition of the $5,-
000,000 pipeline which has supplied water
for Basic Magnesium, Inc., which closed
down in December. He believed that Lake
Mead water running through the pipeline
could be used both for industrial and agri-
cultural purposes. The governor pointed
out that water from Lake Mead could be
used to develop small farms and ranches,
a program which would fit in with plans
to provide returning servicemen with self-
supporting acreages.

• • •
Arthur B. Witcher, 72, Nevada pioneer,

sourdough of Klondike gold rush, and an
early builder of Las Vegas, died November
23 at Las Vegas hospital.

• • •
NEW MEXICO

Trail Herd Days Still Here . . .
MAGDALENA—Picturesque tales of

the old trail herd days were revived in the
wide open spaces of New Mexico, when
the fall movement of cattle got into full
swing in mid-November. Cowboys from
as far as the Arizona border drove market
bound whitefaces to this railhead—largest
ranch-to-railroad shipping point in the
state—in what was expected to be a record
movement for recent years.

Incoming Cars Top Last Year . . .
SANTA FE—One-day count of incom-

ing non-resident automobiles October 24
registered a total of 3036 motor vehicles
carrying 9145 passengers. This compares
With 2627 vehicles and 7769 passengers
in the same 1943 count. Average persons
per auto dropped from 2.6 a year ago to
2 .3, but average persons carried in all
incoming motor vehicles including trucks
and buses was up from 2.9 to 3.0.

JANUARY, 1945

Ceremonial Directors Reelected .. .
GALLUP—Six directors of Inter-Tribal

Indian Ceremonial association whose
terms expired this year, were reelected in
November for another two years. They are
A. W. Barnes, John Brentari, J. M. Drolet,
John J. Kirk, J. E. Lieberman and Clarence
Uhland. They planned an early meeting
with the five hold-over board members to
organize and select dates for next sum-
mer's Ceremonial.

Change "New Mexico" to "Cibola"?
SANTA FE—Ernest Thompson Seton,

writer, naturalist and founder of Seton Vil-
lage near here, advocates that New Mexico
change its name to Cibola. He complained
that "at least 10 per cent" of his mail
reached Mexico before it was sent back
across the border to "New" Mexico. Be-
sides, the lion-maned naturalist asked,
"Why should we be 'New' anything, when
we have such a historically suitable name
as Cibola to substitute for it?" Seton said
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett and other eminent
scholars and historians favor the change.
Cibola is the old Spanish-Indian name for
the state, which means "the land where
we find buffalo." He added that "Cibola
is on all ancient maps, Coronado first
spoke of this land as 'Cibola', and there
is the Cibola national forest and the Cibola
mountains."

El Morro May Be On New Road ...
GALLUP—El Morro national monu-

ment and Gallup are on the route of one
of six proposed north-south highways of-
fered in postwar construction program.
The highway would extend from El Paso,
Texas, by way of El Morro and Salt Lake
City according to the plan offered by Rep.
Snyder of Pennsylvania.

Prehistoric Air Conditioning . . .
FARMINGTON — Air conditioning,

considered a modern invention, actually
is more than 1000 years old and was used
by pithouse dwellers of the Governador
region of northwestern New Mexico from
700 to 900 A.D., according to conclusions
reached in Early Stockade Settlements in
the Governador, New Mexico, published
by Columbia University press. Pithouse
people dug ventilating trenches into their
homes, which admitted fresh air and pos-
sibly served as tunnelled entrances to their
subterranean dwellings.

Experimental Range Increased . . .
FORT WINGATE — Southwestern

sheep laboratory here took possession in
November of nearly 14,000 acres at Rock
Springs ranch northwest of Gallup to sup-
ply range for experimental flocks. Labora-
tory, operated by department of agricul-
ture, has been conducting experimental de-
velopments in sheep breeding to ascertain
types best suited to uses of Southwest
Indians and to raise the grade of stock used
by them.

UTAH
Would Save State Relics . . .

SALT LAKE CITY—Utah state pub-
licity and development commissioners,
Ora Bundy and H. J. Plumhof, have pre-
pared amendment to be submitted to state
legislative committee stipulating that any
object of historic or scientific interest
found in the state must first be submitted
to Utah colleges and universities and
specialists in various fields, for their use
if desired, before the object is removed
from the state, and then only by permit of
the commission.

Indians Predict Mild Winter . . .
BEAVER — Indians who have been

searching for pifion nuts which usually are
plentiful in this locality report they have
found none, and assert that the summer
was too hot and dry for a good crop. Ac-
cording to Indian legend when pine nuts
are plentiful a long hard winter is in store;
when there are none, a mild winter will
follow. In normal years hundreds of
pounds of roasted pine nuts are brought
into southern Utah towns by the Indians
who gather and roast them with an art
which the white man has hardly been able
to match.

Mormon Head Presents Gift . . .
SALT LAKE CITY—To celebrate his

88th birthday, Heber J. Grant, for 26 years
Mormon church president, presented a
gift of $25,000 from the LDS church to
University of Utah medical school. The
gift is to be used to equip a laboratory for
the department of pharmacology and
physiology of the university's new four-
year medical school. Gift was accepted for
the university by Dr. LeRoy E. Cowles,
president.

• • •
Cyrus Edwin Dallin, 82, famed native

Utah sculptor whose many works include
figure of the Angel Moroni atop Mormon
temple in Salt Lake City, died at Arling-
ton, Massachusetts, November 14.

A WESTERN THRILL
"Courage," a remarkable oil painting

20x60 feet, the Covered Wagon Train cross-
ing the desert in '68. Over a year in painting.
On display (free) at Knott's Berry Place
where the Boysenberry was introduced to
the world and famous for fried chicken din-
ners with luscious Boysenberry pie.

You'll want (1) A 4-color picture of this
huge painting suitable for framing. (2) A
36-page handsomely illustrated souvenir,
pictures and original drawings, of Ghost
Town Village and story of this roadside
stand which grew to a $600,000 annual busi-
ness. (3) One year's subscription (6 num-
bers) to our illustrated bi-monthly magazine
of the West. True tales of the days of gold,
achievements of westerners today and cour-
ageous thoughts for days to come. Mention
this paper and enclose one dollar for all three
and get authentic western facts. Postpaid.

GHOST TOWN NEWS
BUENA PARK, CALIF.
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Santa Fe, New Mexico . . .
First deep oil discovery in New Mexico

• • has been made at the Humble test well in
Lea county, at depth of 11,900 feet. It is
reported to have tested 1800 barrels per
day.The day of the pick and pan prospector

who formerly trudged along with his
burros, but more recently travels in a
jalopy, is not over, according to Charles
Newmeyer in the Mining Record. There
still is pioneering to be done in the search
for minerals, and the prospector who fol-
lows the traiTh ydar after year is the man
most likely to make new discoveries. He
has gained a knowledge through exper-
ience, for which there is no substitute.

• • •
Tucson, Arizona . . .

Resumption of its ore testing service,
inactive since September, 1943, has been
announced by the Arizona bureau of
mines at the University of Arizona here.

Tests are made on ores originating in
Arizona, a minimum charge of $5 plus
the cost of analysis assessed on samples of
100 pounds or less. No charge is made for
the services of the metallurgist. One cent
per pound is added for samples over 100
pounds.

• • •
San Francisco, California . . .

Walter W. Bradley, California state
mineralogist, has just issued a new edition
of the California Journal of Mines and
Geology, devoted mainly to three major
reports_ These include: Geology of Palm
Springs-Blythe strip, Riverside county;
Geology of parts of the Barstow Quad-
rangle in San Bernardino county, and
Geology of the Needles-Goffs region, in
San Bernardino county. All the reports are
accompanied by maps. This edition of the
Journal, Vol. 40, No 1, may be obtained
by addressing the Division of Mines,
Ferry Building, San Francisco 11, Califor-
nia. 'The cost is 60 cents plus state sales
tax.

• • •
El Paso, Texas	 . .

So successful was the first International
Mining Day celebration held here early
in November that the mining committee
of the chamber of commerce has decided
to make the event an annual affair, and
has designated the second week in Novem-
ber, 1945, for the next conference. Over
400 mining men from New Mexico,
Texas, Arizona, Colorado and old Mexico
were present at this year's program.

• • •
Winnemucca, Nevada . . .

Purchase depots operated by Metals Re-
serve company ceased purchase of domestic
tin ores and concentrates December 31. In
the future tin will be bought only on a
basis of negotiated contract. Persons inter-
ested in such ' contracts should write to
Metal Reserves company at Washington,
D. C.

Phoenix, Arizona . . .
According to information received here

the Reconstruction Finance corporation is
now accepting applications for limited
loans for the development and operation of
gold mining properties. While loans can-
not be made at this time, it is anticipated
there soon will be a modification of war-
time restrictions which will enable the
resumption of work on properties formerly
active. The RFC has set a limit of $20,000
on the initial loan, with a possible second
loan of $20,000. Legislation now is pend-
ing in congress which would remove these
limitations. Applications should be filed
through RFC field offices.

• • •

Winnemucca, Nevada . . .
Molybdenum Products company is clos-

ing its Reno office and opening a new
headquarters in this city, according to
plans disclosed by President George
Howe. The company has property in the
Bottle Creek district. A plant for calcining
and sintering is to be constructed at the
Blue Bucket quicksilver property and a
new camp is practically completed.

• • •

Denver, Colorado . . .
Robert Palmer, secretary of the Colo-

rado Mining association has sent out an-
nouncements of an inter-mountain mining
conference to be held in this city January
26-27. Groups from Colorado, New Mex-
ico, South Dakota, Utah and Wyoming
are expected to attend the conference.

• • •

Gallup, New Mexico . . .
Oil drilling activity has reached a new

high in northwestern New Mexico accord-
ing to reports reaching here. Transcal
Realty and Development corporation has
resumed drilling on the deep test well in
San Juan county; the Southern Union Pro-
duction company is reported to be below
5750 feet in the Barker Dome area ; Petrol-
eum Products corporation is active in the
Hospah dome in McKinley county where
40 producers already have been found.
There are also several individual operators
sinking test holes on the north rim of San
Juan basin and over the line in Colorado.

• • •

Cedar City, Utah . . .
Shipment of iron ore from deposits west

of this city to the Kaiser plant in Cali-
fornia, are scheduled to start as soon as a
spur railroad and temporary buildings are
completed at the property. Forty men are
at work on the project, the construction be-
ing done by Utah Construction company.

• • •
Salt Lake City, Utah . . .

Government controls on use of mag-
nesium were lifted in October by WPB
ruling. No further restrictions will be
placed upon manufacture of light metal
products, including all varieties of civilian
goods. Restrictions still will be felt in some
localities however because of critical man-
power situation.

• • •
Winnemucca, Nevada . . .

Installation of 100-ton scheelite concen-
trator was made at tungsten mine owned
by Joseph E. Riley to help ship high grade
tungsten concentrates to industrial plants.
What is said to have been largest tungsten
stockpile in United States is awaiting
treatment here. U. S. bureau of mines is
preparing extensive diamond drilling of
Riley property to determine extent of ore-
bodies beyond present developed area.

• • •

San Francisco, California . . .
Economic report for California division

of mines, appraising postwar outlook and
suggesting legislation for greater activity
and postwar employment in mineral in-
dustries of the state, is being prepared by
Samuel H. Dolbear, mining engineer.

• • •

Las Vegas, Nevada . . .
Nearly 200 workers in BMI plant at

Henderson are being laid off weekly as
part of gradual curtailment order which
will completely close plant in December,
officials state.

• • •
Washington, D  C 

Government production controls on
copper industry will cease following V-
day in Europe, WPB announced October
10. At present, brass and bronze ingot
makers may accept orders lacking priority
ra.tings but may not produce them until
after Germany's collapse. It is estimated
57,000 000 pounds of copper and copper
products will be available each quarter for
ingot makers for civilian use following
V-E day cutbacks in arms production. Re-
ports on production still will be required
for some products after European hostili-
ties cease.

• • •
Kingman, Arizona . . .

Ed Imus has located a large deposit of
barium ore, a base in paint manufacture,
in the Cottonwood district 30 miles east of
here. Former production at this location
was unprofitable due to low price. Present
price has doubled.
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ARCHEOLOGIST TELLS L. A.
CLUE ABOUT ATLANTIS AND MU

Dr. Ivan Alexis Lopatin guided Los Angeles
mineralogical society in an adventure into the
past at November 16 meeting when he spoke
on the lost continents of Atlantis and Mu (or
Lemuria). Dr. Lopatin is professor of anthro-
pology and archeology at USC.

Officers elected for the ensuing year are
Richard R. F. Lehman, president; A. J. Mac-
Arthur, 1st vice-president; Gertrude G. Logan,
2nd vice-president; Rosalie Gotfredson, 2118
Eastlake Avenue, Los Angeles 31, secretary;
Ledona B. Koppen, treasurer; W. R. Harriman,
editor ; R. R. Newell, business manager; Charles
W. Abbot, field trip chairman; Gordon Funk,
federation representative. Member Willis dis-
played some clever carvings in talc.

A Christmas party was held at West Ebel!
clubhouse December 16. Members contributed
rock specimens to fill Santa's bag for exchange
gifts.

• • •
USE OF PORTABLE LAPIDARY
EQUIPMENT IS DEMONSTRATED

Ralph Dietz lectured on gem polishing at
November 1 meeting of Mineralogical Society of
Southern California. He was assisted by H. G.
Kirkpatrick who gave a practical demonstration
of cutting and polishing on portable lapidary
equipment. Members divulged their own pet
polishing tricks and propounded lap problems.
Month's display was polished material.

The group enjoyed a field trip to California
Institute of Technology November 19 to study
the institute's mineral collection. W. J. Rode-
kohr made arrangements with R. Von Huene of
raltec for the visit.

• •	 •

Of a Rockhound
By LOUISE EATON

Rockhounds sorta classifies into two
breeds: those what collects rox f'r esthetic
reasons 'n those what gathers speciments
f'r learnin purposes.

• •	 •

Think uv all th little shugar sax a-
waitin to bring home rox frum field trips
rockhouns'll take when th duration is
Over!

• •	 •

Th longer folkes wurks with minerals
'n gems, th more they tends to specialize.
Sum wants metals only. Wun man may
turn out jus heart shaped pieces while
nuther can see nuthin but sagenite to
collect 'n polish. Sum wants only crystals
'n sum thinks agate nodules is tops.
Lotsa rockhouns, however, is still om-
nivorous 'n gathers in enything that
isn't plain country rock.

Ceacel G. Wittorff submits the following in
memory of Chris Wicht, pioneer prospector,
rancher and storekeeper of Death Valley region
and many times genial host to Searles Lake gem
and mineral society, who died October 17.

THE PIONEER
He followed the rainbow in his youth,

In the days when the West was young,
He braved the heat of the desert waste,

Till his days on earth were done.
He took the West to his humble breast,

And dreamed his dreams in the hills,
Till he found 'twas not gold his soul has sought,

But true friendship and lasting goodwill.
So he gained the peace of a soul content,

When fortune had passed him by,
And he found his gold at the rainbow's end

In the gold of the desert sky.
!Vaya usted con Dios!

• • •

Rockhound Record, bulletin of Mineralogical
Society of Arizona, reports evidences of glacia-
tion in the San Francisco mountains. A small
glacier has left its marks of polishing and
striating with well developed moraines at the
lower end. The glacier probably was about two
miles long and one and a half wide, and some
300 feet in depth.

• • •
Because of the difficulty in making field

trips, Los Angeles mineralogical society invites
dealers to bring material for sale to meetings.

• • •
A daylight field trip took Searles Lake gem

and mineral society to Ballarat and the late
Chris Wicht's place in Surprise canyon Decem-
ber 3.

• • •
John Hilton has secured from an Indian a

specimen that would make any rockhouncts
mouth water. It is a cluster of amethyst crystals
containing about 50 water bubbles.

Mineralogical Society of Arizona enjoyed
color photographs of Four Corners at November
2 gathering through courtesy of Wendell Paul-
sen, Salt Lake City. All units of the Rocky
Mountain federation traveling collection were
started at the appointed time. Utah exhibit
reached the Phoenix group in October and
Grand Junction collection arrived in November.

POLISHED TURQUOISE...
CHRYSOCOLLA AND PICTURE AGATE

Approval Shipments

HAROLD D. MARYOTT
40 Oak St., Rt. 1	 Miami, Arizona

RARE QUALITY
CUT STONES • . .

Fine brilliant cut Zircons, blue. $6
carat. Emerald cut Zircons, blue and
white . $4 carat. Ceylon native Zircons
$1 carat.

Aquamarines, 12x14 and 12x16 m/m
$2 carat, also large sizes.

Rare blue precious Topaz and Golden
Ceylon Quartz Topaz, fine color $I carat.

Carved Moonstones. Black Star Sap-
phires $2 carat. Black Onyx drops $3
pair.

Brilliant cut Montana Sapphires, also
blue and golden.

Dozen Moss Agates, brooch size, $12.
Dozen Ceylon Garnets $6

Rare Hessonite and Green Garnets.

Finest Chrysocolla cabochons in the
world, $15 per 100 carats.

Rare and unusual stone cameos, 14
karat ladies gold mountings. $60 dozen.

Synthetic Alexandrites, $2 carat.

Ask for My Approval Selection

ERNEST MEIER
Church Str. Annex	 P. 0. Box 302

NEW YORK 8, N. Y.

HERE ARE THE GIFTS
YOUW BEEN LOOKING FOR!
Rings, $4.00 and Up Necklaces, $5.00 and Up

Brooches, $5.00 and Up
Bracelet and Ring Sets, $15 and Up

Plus 20% Excise Tax cmd 2 1/2 % Sales Tax

Petrified Picture Wood and Moss Agate — Jewelry
Hand Made in Sterling Silver Mountings

RINGS — BRACELETS — NECKLACES
BROOCHES — TIE SLIDES, ETC.

Mail Orders Filled Anywhere in U. S. A.

ELLIOTT'S GEM SHOP
26 Jergins Arcade Village	 Long Beach 2, Calif.

Entrance Subway at Ocean and Pine
Open 10 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily

JANUARY, 1945	
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AMONG THE

ROCK RIMERS
Long Beach mineralogical society has a new

meeting place. It's the Belmont recreation
center, 4104 Allin street, just east of Belmont
pier. Meeting day has been changed to second
Wednesdays. Seal beach and east Ocean bus
lines both reach the club house. Initial program
in the new quarters was a motion picture of
Alcan highway shown by Mr. Goodcell of Auto
Club of Southern California.

• • •
Marquette geologists association, Chicago,

held its annual auction November 4. Dr. Boll of
Northwestern university outlined a series of
instructive lectures which will be inaugurated
in January.

ACTINOLITE-A new find: Actinolite in
quartz. These specimens are of beautiful Ac-
tinolite crystals that glisten like diamonds,
shot through quartz in criss-cross layers or in
bunches, radiating in clusters. $1.50 brings
you a nice specimen 3x3 or over. Jack the
Rockhound, P. 0. Box 86, Carbondale, Colo.

Dinosaur Bone, opaque to semi-transparent, in
a variety of colors. Pound, slab or cabochon.
Marvin's Rock Shop, Durango, Colorado.

Polished Turquoise Cabochons, $1.00 per carat,
6 carats $5.00. Can be one or several stones
for bracelet and ring set. 8 stones $10-00.
New deep blue Lazulite $1.00 carat; polished
cabochons, 6 carats $5.00. Genuine diamonds,
$2.00, 'about 1/8 carat. Showy synthetic stones
35c, 3 for $1.00, 18 for $5.00. All prices
f.o.b. Federal tax 20% extra. Good polishing
material $1.00 lb., 6 lbs. $5.00. Many kinds
of generous Mineral specimens 35c, 3 for
$1.00, 18 for $5.00. All sizes quartz crystals,
big ones cheap. Write W. Dart, Goldfield,
Nevada.

NEW FIND: Agatized Dinosaur Bone. Fine
cutting quality. Cells filled with blending
colors, red, brown and clear. Makes beautiful
cabochons and transparencies. Cutters, get
yours now, while it lasts, $1.50 per lb. Speci-
men stuff 50e. Postpaid. Bill Little, Hesperus,
Colorado.

Montana Moss Agates in the rough for gem cut-
ting, $1.00 per lb. plus postage. Elliott's Gem
Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long Beach 2, Calif.

Antique Jewelry: 12 articles antique jewelry,
brooches, rings, lockets, chains, etc. $3 60.
12 assorted hatpins-$3.00. 12 stickpins
$2.75. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1, Mo.

Minerals, Fossils, Gems, Coins, Glass, Indian
Relics. Catalogue Sc. Purple Fluorite, 25e.
Aluminum ore, 15e. Rose Quartz, 15e. Cop-
per, 15c. Malachite, 35c. Azurite, 20e. Silver
ore, 25c. Quartz Crystal, 15c. Selenite, 15c.
Iceland spar, 15e. Feldspar, 15e. Pudding
stone, 15e. Talc, 15e. Obsidian, 15c. Tour-
maline Crystal, 25e. Fossil Shark tooth, 15e.
Fossil backbone, 25e. Fine Fossil fish, $3.75.
Iron ore, 15e. Moss Agate, 15e. Fossil Amon-
ite, 25e. Fossil snail, 25e. Fossil clam, 25e.
Cowboy Lemley, Las Cruces, New Mexico.

50 ring stones, including genuine and synthetic
-$7.50. 12 genuine Opals or Cameos-
$2.75. Plus 20% tax. B. Lowe, Box 311, St.
Louis 1, Mo.

Richard Buhlis, Box 1012, Little Rock,
Arkansas, secretary of Arkansas Mineral society,
informs us that the annual meeting and banquet
of the society were held October 11, in Little
Rock. The meeting opened with election of
officers, followed by several talks. Members
arranged an excellent exhibit of Arkansas
minerals.

• • •
Wisconsin geological society recently elected

the following officers: Gordon W. Borreau,
president; Mrs. G. O. Raasch, vice-precident;
Mrs. J. O. Montague, secretary; Elmer Guessel,
Verne Wrenecke, Carl Hub and Ted Wieseman,
directors. They have just issued first copy of
"The Trilobite," monthly bulletin.

• • •
Identification of minerals has proved a pop-

ular activity at meetings of Los Angeles minera-
logical society. A prize is awarded the member
naming the largest number of minerals sub-
mitted for classification.

Rock Collectors Attention ! Christmas and New
Years Offer: Cuttables-Mexican Cherry
Opals 50e, 3 for $1.00; Malachite 75e, 2 for
$1.25; Chrysocolla slice $2.00; Variscite 50e,
3 for $1.00; Snowflake. Obsidian Nodule
$1.00, 10 different $2.00; Tourmalines 50e,
3 for $1.00. Free Cabochon with all orders.
All above for $8.00. The Rockologist
(Chuckawalla Slim), Garvey Trailer Park,
941 E. Garvey Blvd., Garvey 32P, Calif.

Jewelry stones removed from rings, etc. 100
assorted $2.40. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1,
Missouri.

GRAB A BOX: These boxes weigh 6 lbs. and
for $6.00 you will receive 6 lbs. of different
specimens 1x1 and 2x2 gathered from here
and there. Jack the Rockhound, P. 0. Box 86,
Carbondale, Colorado.

Fluorescent Calcite from Colorado, a new find,
Fluoresces vivid fushia, specimens 2x3 to 6x6
at $1.50 to $5.00 postpaid in U.S.A. Marvin's
Rock Shop, Durango, Colorado.

Swisher's rocks, minerals and petrified woods.
Island corals, shells, shell costume jewelry,
fine copper minerals from Bisbee, Arizona.
Fine quartz crystals from Arkansas. Also fine
line of Art Figurines. Swisher's, 5234 So.
Broadway, Los Angeles 37, California.

$2.50 brings you prepaid six rare and beautiful
crystallized Arizona minerals. Vanadinite,
Dioptase, Wulfenite, Willemite, Chrysocol-
la, Azurite. Specimens 1 1/2x2 or larger.
Wiener Mineral Co., Box 509, Tucson, Ari-
zona.

Choice Palm Root-Full of eyes showing root
and trunk structure. Very colorful. Sliced for
Cabochons. 25 cents per square inch. Satis-
faction guaranteed. GASKILL, 400 North
Muscatel, San Gabriel, Calif.

INDIAN RELICS, Curios, Coins, Minerals,
Books, Old Buttons, Old Glass, Old West
Photos, Weapons, Catalog 5e. Lemley An-
tique Store, Osborne, Kansas.

Wanted: to buy, sell and exchange specimens
outstandingly rare and beautiful. Sam Par-
ker, 2160 East Van Buren, Phoenix, Ariz.

FOR SALE-Gem Aquamarine, specimen beryl.
Large star quartz pieces, 7 pound crystal of
Brazil rutile, terminated, semi plume. Moss
and sagenite agate. 6 inch sphere of varie-
gated jasper, Montana sapphires and garnets
up to ten carat gems uncut. The Desert Rats
Nest, 2667 E. Colorado St., E. Pasadena,
Calif.

Dr. W. J. Mead talked on aluminum, its
source and production at November 14 meeting
of New Jersey mineralogical society. Dr. Mead
is director of Reynolds research, New York, and
head of the geological department at Mass-
achusetts Institute of Technology. A film was
shown through courtesy of Reynolds metals
company.

• • •
November Sequoia bulletin prints a travel-

log by E. E. Eldridge of a trip to Mother Lode
district and north to Crater lake for the purpose
of collecting mineral specimens to be used in
geology and mineralogy departments of Fresno
state college.

• • •
Southwest mineralogists report interesting

activities during September and October. Albert
Hake explained how he built and operates a
vise on his mud saw and demonstrated how he
can automatically lap square cabochons. Ernest
Chapman spoke on the crystal counties of the
New Jersey zeolite region. For field trips the
group visited the astronomical society club
rooms and U. S. C. laboratories where Professor
George Wyman demonstrated different methods
of treating metals and ores. Charles Standridge
talked on emeralds at one October meeting.
Dana's new system was discussed and explained
at October 27 session.

• • •
J. Lewis Renton talked on Hawaii at Novem-

ber 15 meeting of Northern California mineral
society. He illustrated his lecture with koda-
chrome slides made before the war. Last Fridays
are lapidary nights under the direction of F. J.
Sperisen.

• • •
John Hitching of Lehi was guest speaker at

November 7 meeting of Mineralogical Society
of Utah. He exhibited some of his choice speci-
mens to illustrate his talk on archeology and
Utah aborigines.

• • •
Julian A. Smith talked on mineral identifi-

cation at November 2 meeting of East Bay
mineral society; R. E. Lamberson propounded
true or false questions and Charles L. Mills
showed kodachrome slides taken on a prewar
trip to the east coast. Adan E. Treganza dis-
cussed prehistoric Indian mining and quarrying
in California at November 16 meeting, giving
a brief outline of California Indian culture,
illustrating with slides the lithic materials
mined, some uses of the materials mined, tech-
nique of mining and tools used.

TRUE OR FALSE ANSWERS
Questions are on page 18

1-False. The Chuckawalla is harmless.
2-True.
3-False. Goldfield is in Nevada.
4-False. The story is about New Mex-

ico.
5-True. 6-True.
7-True 8-True.
9-False. The desert has its own species

of snails.
10-True. 11-True.
12-False. The Bill Williams is a tribu-

tary of the Colorado.
13-False.
14-False. Asbestos is mined from the

ground.
15-False. Mistletoe is common in Iron-

wood trees.
16-True.
17-False. Dickwick Hall was a writer

and prospector at Salome, Arizona.
18-True.
19-False. Sheba's Temple is in the

Grand Canyon.
20-True.

GEN N4RT ADVERTISING RATE
5e a Word - Minimum $1.00  
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Instant
FLUORESCENT

ANALYSIS
on the job!

LIGHT

/41

klid

MINER

RX-the complete
lapidary shop in
one small machine

No more sales
during duration

W. A FELKER	 1527 Post Ave., Torrance, California

BALL BEARING ARBORS
WITH FOUR-STEP PULLEY IN CENTER
Each Arbor has four Precision Ground Ball
Bearings. 3/4-in. shaft, 16 in. long, belt in-
cluded, $18.75. 1 - in. shaft, 18 in. long, belt
included, $21.75. Ball bearing Arbors with
pulley on end, 3/4-in. shaft. 16 in. long.
$11.75, 1-in. shaft. 18 in. long, $15.75. Belts
for Arbors with pulley on end $1.20 extra.
8x2 in. wide drum sander $2.75, 8x3 in. wide
drum sander $3.75.

All prices f.o.b. Los Angeles, Calif.
ALSO CARRY LAPIDARY SUPPLIES

WRITE FOR OUR PRICE LIST, NO CHARGE

When ordering Arbors send $5.00 with order.
Arbors built to order.

Open week days 9 :3 0 a. m. to 3:00 p. m.
Sat. and Sun. 9:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.

HIGHLAND PARK
LAPIDARY SUPPLY CO.

6139 York Blvd.	 Los Angeles 42, Calif.
IN HIGHLAND PARK

FREE
with •ach lamp 20
mineral sample. m•
cluding-

SCHELLJTE
CALCITES
OP ALITES
HYALITES
POWELLITE
MERCURY
HYDROZINCITE

Members of Los Angeles lapidary society
modestly claim that it is the largest and best
lapidary group in the world. Over 100 members
attended November gathering. Colored films
taken on a field trip to home of Mr. Hansen
were shown. Ralph Dietz, foreman in an optical
establishment, talked on pitch polishing. Mem-
bers always are willing to help anyone needing
advice or instruction regarding phases of the
lapidary art. Herbert Monlux gives free instruc-
tion to groups twice a month.

• • •
Kenneth J. Hines, 1501 Palm street, Puente,

California, reports a possible diamond pipe
four miles east of Jacumba, north of the road..

Un orp
LAPIDARY SUPPLIES

War priorities on many materials still prevent
us from manufacturing lapidary equipment, but
we do have available a good stock of the fol-
lowing supplies for the lapidary shop:

VRECO DIAMOND SAWS . .. give you better
performance . . . longer life . . . faster cutting.

6-inch ........... _.....$4.50 I 2-inch $ 8.75
8-inch .....	 ..... 5.50	 I4-inch 	 , 	  11.00

10-inch 	  6.80	 16-inch 	 13.75
Be sure to specify arbor hole size required. Postpaid.

VRECO GRINDING WHEELS are made ex-
pressly for us by the NORTON CO.

80, 100, 120
& 180 grit	 220 grit

4 x '1/2-inch  	 $ 1.05	 $ 1.10
6* 1	 -inch 	 ...	 2.40	 2.60
8 x 1	 -inch 	 3.60	 3.90

10 x 1	 -inch 	 5.00	 5.30
10 x 11/2-inch 	 7.00	 7.50
12 x 1	 -inch 	 6.90	 7.50
12 x I 1/2-inch 	 9.60	 10.40
12 x 2	 -inch 	 12.30	 13.30

Be sure to specify arbor hole size. Postage extra.

VRECO DRESSING BRICKS are an indispensible
aid to keeping wheels trued.
8"x 2" x 1" Dressing Brick 	 $ .85
ABRASIVE GRAIN ... Silicon-carbide grains in
grit sizes 60. 80, 100, 120, 150. 180, 220, also F
(240), FF (300), and FFF (400).

50c per lb. in single lb. lots
35c per lb. in 2 to 5 lb. lots
30c per lb. in 6 to 99 lb. lots
23c per lb. in 100 lb. lots or more

(Postage extra)

POLISH POWDER ... Tripoli Polishing Powder,
2 lbs. 	 $ .85

FELT POLISH WHEELS-Spanish White Felt ...
made expressly for us by Byfield Felting Co.
These wheels are the proper hardness for polish-
ing gem stones and flat specimens.
6 x I-in. 	 $4.25	 10 x 1	 -in. 	 $11.00
8* I-in. 	  7.25 	10*   14.90

10 x 2-in 	 $19.00
Arbor hole sizes: 1/2". 5/8". 3/4 ", 7/8 ", I".

Felt prices are postpaid.

	SANDING CLOTH	 CARBORUNDUM
BRAND Silicon-carbide cloth for disc or drum
type sanders. Gri sizes, 120, 220, 320.      

Width Price per
Ft. 

No. Ft.
par $ 

24 ft.

5 ft.

7 ft.
6 ft.
5 ft.

Price per
ISO ft. Roll

$ 4.70
6.90

18.00

22.00

26.50

Rn11 Ship.
Weight 

3 lbs.
5 lbs.

12 lbs.
IS lbs.
20 lbs.

2"
31/

10"

12"

Sc

7c
I 7c
22c
25c               

Vreeland-Young Mfg. Co.
Formerly Vreeland Lapidary Mfg. Co.

2020 S. W. Jefferson St.	 Portland 1, Oregon

Arkansas mineral society observed its six-
teenth annual meeting October 11 at Womens
City Club, 401 Scott street, Little Rock. Lawton
Kimzey of Malvern, Arkansas, drew the annual
cash prize for his exhibits of specimens of
brookite crystals from Magnet Cove. Door
prize, an Arkansas diamond mounted on perido-
tite, presented by H. E. Powell company, was
drawn by C. Stanfill of Morrilton, Arkansas
Election returns were: W. G. Shockley, presi-
dent; L. B. Pringle, 1st vice-president; Byron C.
Marshall, 2nd vice-president; Richard Buhlis,
secretary-treasurer, Dr. D. E. Fletcher, D. M.
Stuart, Joe W. Kimzey, trustees.

• • •
Orange Belt mineralogical society enjoyed a

varied program at November meeting held in
San Bernardino junior college. Howard Fletcher
told of a former field trip to the Valley of Fire,
Nevada, and of a fishing trip to upper Lake
Mead region where he discovered a large gyp-
sum deposit. Bernard L. Burk recounted the
story of Adams Diggings, a lost gold mine in
Apache country.

• • •
Edgar B. Van Odsel, professor of geology

and astronomy, University of Redlands, lectured
on physiography of the area at November meet-
ing of Searles Lake gem and mineral society. He
illustrated his talk with colored movies of
Death Valley and the coast district. Public was
invited to attend the lecture held in Trona school
auditorium.

• • •
San Fernando valley mineral and gem society

studied hand-wrought silver and fluorescents
at November meeting. Lucille McClure, Mrs.
George McPheeters and Melba Ferguson ex-
hibited their work and talked on silversmithing
and equipment. George Parker explained cutting
and polishing of gem stones and showed
mounted specimens. Myra Sumner, Jo Iverson,
Don Graham and Bill Taylor were in charge of
the fluorescent display and each gave a short
talk on his own rocks.

• • •
Kitsap mineral and gem society, Bremerton,

Washington, lists officers Paul Walling. presi-
dent; J. J. Stoner, vice-president; Herb Brown,
of Earland Point, Bremerton, secretary.

• • •
Election of president of Rocky mountain

federation of mineral societies was conducted
by mail. Arthur L. Flagg, Phoenix, Arizona,
was unanimously chosen to serve for the dura-
tion. He appointed Mrs. Charles W. Lockerbie,
Salt Lake City, vice-president, and Humphrey S.
Keithley, Phoenix, secretary-treasurer.

• • •
Searles Lake hobby show yielded a net profit

of $180 to the society and the Girl Scouts
cleared $145

• • •
W. Scott Lewis now lists his minerals under

the new Dana classification.
• • •

Dr. Clarence J. Ryan of San Pedro donated to
Searles Lake society ten first day issues of U. S.
stamps honoring Korea, affixed to first day
envelopes mailed from Washington, D. C. They
may be traded for specimens or used as grab
bag prizes.

• • •
Member W. Scott Lewis conducted Pacific

mineral society on an arm chair field trip to
Yosemite by means of kodachromes and a talk
on geological origin of the valley.

• • •
Randall Henderson, editor of Desert maga-

zine, talked on tropical Africa and the Sahara
in kodachrome at December 2 meeting of Imper-
ial Valley gem and mineral society held in
Holtville high school. Officers of the club for
the coming year are Louise Eaton, president;
Lloyd Richardson, vice-president; Cecil Searcy,
secretary-treasurer; Arthur L. Eaton, advisor,
and Chuck Holtzer, board member. I.V.G.M.S.
is happy to welcome Capta;ri Henderson home.

Searles Lake gem and mineral society, organ-
ized January 8, 1940, met November 15, 1944,
to disband and establish a new society, incor-
porated. This step long had been anticipated but
had to be deferred until the present time. Attor-
ney Orlin J. Bell of East Bay mineral club
handled necessary legal work.

PRODUCTS, Inc.
• ANTA MONICA BLVD DEPT X LC, AN 7, L!	 CALIFORNIA

110,10iodt

MINERS - GEOLOGISTS
PROSPECTORS

Are you overlooking hidden
• alues? MINERALIGliT magic
ultra violet raye identify many
valuable anneral• right in
your outcrops, shafts or tun-

nets. Save the cost of assay-
ing for Sche•lit•. Zircon.
Willemite. Fluorite and many
other minerals which fluor-
esce inetantly. MINERALIGHT
is now a•ailable in many
modeLs for cmalykis. prospect-
ing. sortuag. qmditn and nu-
merous other uses.

FREE-B•crutiful 4-color
Catalog - Writ. today.

JANUARY, 1945	
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LAPIDARY SUPPLIES...
VRECO DIAMOND BLADES

Give better performance, longer life,
- faster cutting

6-in. Blade_$ 4.50 8-in. Blade_$ 5.50
10-in. Blade_ 6.80 12-in. Blade_ 8.75
14-in. Blade._ 11.00 16-in. Blade_ 13.75

Arbor holes 1/2. 5/8, 3/4, 1 in.
Lapidary supplies now available without pri-
ority: Norton Crystolon Grinding Wheels,
Wheel Dressing Sticks, Crystolon Grain and
Norbide, Drum Sanders, Sanding Cloth, By-
field Polishing Buffs, Polishing Powders,
Dopping Wax, Canada Balsam, etc.

CUTTER'S ASSORTMENT. For $1 we will
send you a 3 lb. assortment of the follow-
ing rough gem materials: Rhodochrosite,
Variscite, Thunder Eggs, Eden Valley
Wood Limb, Montana Moss Agate, Bra-
zilian Agate, California Blue Agate, Tur-
ritella Agate, Petrified Wood and etc.
PETRIFIED WOOD—Washington. Asst.
Varieties. 50c lb. Special 10 lb. asst. $3.
Slabs 15-25c per sq. in.
On all orders for gem material add 20% to
cover Federal Luxury Tax. Residents of Cali-
fornia be sure to add the 2% % Calif. State
Sales Tax.

1 405 Ninita Parkway Pasadena 4, Call.
Our Phone Number is SYcamore 6-6423

UIRRRER & GRIEGER

SPEEDWAY GEM COMPANY
FEATURING FINE GEMS, MINERALS,

AND LAPIDARY SUPPLIES

Write for Circulars

DIAMONDS
Do You Own These Famous Books by
Professor Frank B. Wade?
The Factors That Determine Their Value

. . . $2.00 Postpaid
Textbook of Precious Stones  $3.50
These books are internationally known.
Written by a Master Teacher in a simple
and highly informative style.

LAPIDARY MATERIAL
Waldru Final Polishing Agent—The final
polishing agent that has replaced tin ox-
ide in many amateur and professional
gem shops. 	 1 lb.-50c, 5 lbs.—$2.00
Fine Norwegian Amazonite—Will cut
into fine gems 	 1 lb.—$1.25
Good Montana Agate 	 1 lb.-75c
Fine Wyoming Sweetwater Agate Peb-
bles 	 15 for $1.00

FLUORESCENT MINERALS
Large Specimens—Many Types

Extra Special 2x3 specimens of . .
Brown Ohio Fluorite  50c

SPEEDWAY GEM COMPANY
651 E. 52nd St. Indianapolis 5. Indiana

als;n1-&11. LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT

Christmas is again upon us and I hope that it
will be a happy one for all our readers. Despite
empty firesides I hope there are no empty hearts.
Last year I expressed the hope and belief that it
would be the last war Christmas but here we are
hard at it and I do hope that things develop be-
fore this appears that will indicate that this one
will really be the last Christmas at which "peace
on earth, goodwill toward men" is nothing but
an expression and a phrase out of the past. War
is a profitable venture and I hope there will be
enough persons in the world who have not
profited from it so that when it is time to sit
down and talk things over, war will be outlawed
everywhere forever and there will be no fine
game of power and economic politics. The men
who do this will live in the hearts of other men
long after the generals of the armies are forgot-
ten.

• • •
In the past four issues of Desert Magazine I

have been writing about coloring agates. I cov-
ered the methods of coloring agate red, blue,
green and black in that order and I conclude the
matter this month by telling how to color agate
yellow. This method is the simplest of all and
usually the most successful as the stone to be
colored is merely soaked for some time in a
strong solution of hydrochloric acid after haying
previously had a bath in ferrous sulphate solu-
tion. Allow the stone to soak until the desired
shade of yellow has been obtained.

You will note that in these discussions I have
never used the term "dyeing" but I have always
used the term "coloring." There is a lot of dif-
ference. When a substance is dyed, an artificial
color is introduced that sometimes fades but we
introduce no artificial coloring when we treat
agates. We introduce chemicals made from min-
erals and the mineral content of the agate is
either changed or enhanced and the coloring is
therefore intensified.

Now there are readers who are "agin it" on
the ground that you can't improve on nature.
"I take 'em as I find 'em," they say. Indeed that
is the way to take them and I prefer it myself, for
coloring agates is a great nuisance. But when
it comes to improving nature in the coloring of
agate, it is well to reflect that nearly every piece
of agate ornament sold commercially has been
treated to some form of color bath. In some sec-
tions of America there is almost no colored agate
at all but there is much very good white agate
that could be greatly improved by changing the
mineral content. Agate, or chalcedony, includes
the jaspers and the petrified woods although
these usually are so vividly colored that they
hardly can be improved. And of course you can't
take the blue agate from Lead Pipe Springs,
California, and make it yellow or the carnelian
agate from Utah and make it blue or improve
their colors very much as nature has done a fine
job with those materials. To refrain from color-
ing on the ground that you can't improve on na-
ture is closing your eyes against the inevitable.
Is pork improved by being smoked into ham and
bacon ? I could cite a hundred such examples
that we accept every day. I have seen beach
pickers at Redondo Beach go into transports
when they found a oebble with a pale amethys-
tine color. They could have a pail full of good
blue agates in a month if they'd just give nature
a helping hand. And the fact that these beach
pebbles can be colored at all is proof that they
are agate and not "moonstones."

The chief drawback to coloring agates is that
it is messy and it needs a large place and ade-
quate vessels. Most of the coloring at Idar, Ger-

many, is done in kitchens but I would not advo-
cate that here. Another drawback is the diffi-
culty in securing the necessary chemicals but if
you are near some large city you can secure
these from any laboratory supply house by con-
sulting the yellow pages in the local telephone
directory. Some enterprising dealer could really
build up a fine business by selling these items
and supplying instructions.

There are some things to remember. Agate
and agate only can be colored with these
methods because of the fact that it is a crypto-
crystalline. Banded agate is the best because it
produces contrasts having "soft" and "hard"
layers which react differently to the chemicals.
The nodules found in the Mint Canyon area of
California should be ideal for this purpose. Not
many of the books on gem cutting have much
material on coloring but the most complete in-
formation available for further reading is con-
tained in Fred Young's excellent book, The Art
of Gem Cutting or in Geology Leaflet No. 8
published by the Field Museum in Chicago for
50 cents.

• • •
Probably no one resists change more than an

amateur lapidary who has used successfully a
certain method of grinding and polishing for a
long time. To suggest various grade wheels and
speeds invites a smile of quiet tolerance, an un-
expressed thought of "listen to that; and my
work tops his." But the only way you can get out
of the amateur class is to do gem grinding like
professionals do it and if you do you will get
better results than you ever did before. Having
polished stones successfully on a felt wheel with
tin oxide for years, I believed that was THE
way to do it—until I acquired a leather wheel,
and then I found out that both types could be
used with profit. And now I am even trying
tripoli.

Nine out of ten amateurs buy "J" bond grind-
ing wheels as a matter of course and they run
them at motor speed-1750 R.P.M. The Carbo-
rundum agents told me one day that if I used a
"K" bond No. 220 wheel at half motor speed, I
would never crack or chip another opal. I took
their advice three years ago and I have never
spoiled an opal since. In fact my cracked stones
of all kinds have been reduced to the vanishing
point. If you have a trim-off saw you can get
along very well with no more than two grind-
ing wheels—a No. 220 and a No. 180 but if you
have no trim-saw you need several wheels. I use
motor speed on a No. 120 J bond wheel to
shape a cabochon from a blank, then switch to a
No. 180 J bond wheel to rough out the curved
surface and then go to a No. 220 K bond for
the final grinding and I cut my time in half and
have almost no stone casualties. If I have a rock
that I want to finish as a specimen I "peel" the
surface with a No. 80 J bond wheel and I also
use it for "spotting" rocks. My rule is, "the
roueher the material, the coarser and faster the
grinder. As the work progresses use finer wheels
and reduce the speed. Use a No. 220 wheel at
half motor speed on all soft materials."

Now this is not the last word in grinding.
Probably no one else does it like that and most
persons can beat my cabochon work but since
I adopted those methods my own work has im-
proved to where it compares favorably with top
cutting and I can do a cabochon in half the time
I used to take. If you will vary your grinding
wheels rather than vary the pressure you will
save time and stones and you will save a lot of
grinding wheel expense because you will dim-
inate a lot of wheel dressing.

AMATEUR GEM CUTTER T 
his page of Desert Magazine

is for those who have, or aspire
to have, their own gem cutting

and polishing equipment. Lelande Quick, who conducts this department, is former presi-
dent of Los Angeles Lapidary society. He will be glad to answer questions in connection
with your lapidary work. Queries should be addressed to Desert Magazine, El Centro, Calif.

By LELANDE QUICK
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By RANDALL HENDERSON

0/ Y friend Arles Adams has found a way to explore the
desert with an A ration card. He feeds his jalopy a
mixture of half gas and half kerosene—three-quarters

kerosene when the weather is warm.
Of course not all motors will operate on that kind of fuel. But

Arles' car is no ordinary automobile. A junk dealer sold him the
old Model A for $18.00—and being a very ingenious fellow,
he converted the wreck into sort of a tarantula on wheels. It will
go anywhere a jeep can travel—and makes a lot more noise
doing it.

Late Saturday afternoon Arles and I took the rocky trail up
Fish Creek wash—through Split Mountain canyon. This is in
the Anza Desert State park. California has not built many roads
in the park yet, but in the pre-war days there was a passable
trail up the wash past the Gypsum mine and through Split
Mountain gorge.

The route is still passable—but I wouldn't recommend it.
Storm water during the past two years has created some rocky
barriers along the route. It requires a sturdy car and a stout-
hearted driver to make the trip today. Two automobiles recently
had broken trail ahead of us in the lower gorge. But they turned
back at a sandstone dike which blocked the canyon about eight
miles upstream from the Split.

It looked as if our journey also would end there. At least, that
was what I thought. But Arles had a different idea. -Sit tight
and hang on, - he shouted, as he stepped on the throttle. The
kerosene burner gave a few snorts and somehow bounced to
the top of that waterfall.

We camped that night in the bottom of the wash with a
blazing fire of dead Smoke tree wood.

Ten miles above the precipitous gateway to the canyon the
shrubs of the Upper Sonoran zone begin to appear—agave,
yucca, goatnut, wild apricot. Not all the desert plants observe
the zone classifications laid down by the botanists. Larrea, or
greasewood, is one of these. It thrives in both the Lower and
Upper Sonoran zones.

Locoweed is another. The dark green clover-like foliage of
this desert annual was the most conspicuous thing in the canyon
on this trip. I have never seen so much of it before, either there
or elsewhere. Despite its sinister name and reputation, locoweed
is a lovely flower. Its purple blossoms were much in evidence
in the lower canyon, but at higher and cooler altitudes it had
passed the flowering stage and the seedpods had burst and
emptied their contents in the sand. There are two possible
explanations of this odd fact. One is that the storm waters which
carried the seeds to the lower canyon had been so timed as to
give them a later start. The other possible clue is that in being

swept down the canyon the seeds had been buried so deeply in
the sand as to delay germination. Perhaps one of the botanists
can tell which, if either, Of these explanations is correct.

Our goal was a spring in the Vallecito mountains 14 miles
upstream from the Split. There is fine water trickling from the
rocks near the rim of a basin which the cattlemen call Galleta
valley.

This is old Indian country. San Diego museum has recovered
many artifacts from the area. Broken pottery is still much in
evidence, and stone metates — too big to carry away — are
numerous. Also a few petroglyphs. Agave, which furnished
both food and raiment for the desert redskins, grows plentifully
here, and the floor of the valley produces a fine harvest of chia
seed.

I have gone into some detail regarding this trip because this
is Anza park country, and there is widespread interest in the
improvements to be undertaken in Anza park in the post-war
period.

I believe it is the plan of the California park commission to
preserve much of the 400,000 acres in Anza as a primitive
wilderness area. I am sure that desert people with few exceptions
are in accord with this program.

However, this does not mean that the park is to remain
inaccessible. If the public is to derive enjoyment and benefit
from the park—and after all, that is the purpose of a recreational
reserve—trails must be built. Some of them will be for motorists,
others for saddle tourists, and still other routes will be planned
for the hiking fraternity.

It will never be practicable to build a surfaced highway
through Split mountain gorge and up Fish creek. This is one of
the routes which properly should be maintained merely as a
passable motor trail. Each cloudburst will damage the road,
perhaps make it impassable. But since these storms seldom come
more than once a year, and not always that often, it would
involve only a few days work and comparatively small cost
for workmen to go over the route and re-open it. For the most
part, the floor of the creek is well-packed sand where a careful
driver can roll along at 10 to 20 miles an hour without dis-
comfort or hazard. And one would miss much of the scenic
charm of this area if he traveled faster than that.

At a later date, when the canyon is passable and the gasoline
ration clerks have completed their tours of duty and resumed
their peace-time occupations, Desert Magazine will publish a
mapped motorlog of this trip.

In the meantime, we can be grateful to the ancient Indian
women who chose for many of their grinding mills such enor-
mous boulders that no museum archeologist or common pot-
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hunter can cart them off. Anza park will always have many of
these relics of the prehistoric people who occupied this area.

Out of the war will come many veterans with health impaired
by injury or illness. Uncle Sam has made generous provision for
these men, both in hospitalization and in pensions after they
receive their discharges from the hospitals.

Economically, they will be fairly secure. But there will remain
the all-important problem of regaining their health and strength.
Many of them will have ailments for which the most curative
environment will be the dry warm air and sunshine of the
desert.

Under the Izac law, these men may obtain for a very small
fee—$1.00 an acre a year—a five-acre homesite on the public
domain. And since most of the public land now available is in
the Southwest, there will be no difficulty in finding healthful
locations.

Some of these veterans will be strong enough to erect their
own modest cabins, and will find interest and gain health in
the occupation. Since it is the policy of the Department of
Interior to open tracts of considerable acreage, the men may
colonize in groups, just as they did at Twentynine Palms,
California, following World War I. Cooperatively, they can
put down wells and provide recreational facilities without great
cost to the individual.

Desert Magazine readers who have friends or acquaintances
being discharged from the armed forces for disability reasons,
can render them a service by calling their attention to the five-
acre homesite law. Information as to the lands available may be
obtained, and applications filed, at any U. S. Land Office.

There is a very important service that may be rendered by
some of the partly disabled war veterans—if county and state
and park authorities are willing to cooperate.

I can think of scores of oases and waterholes and camping
places in the desert Southwest which have suffered for lack
of custodians. There was no one present to assume the respon-
sibility for keeping the springs cleaned out, for enforcing fire
control, for coaching untidy campers, and for keeping a watchful
eye against defacement of trees and landmarks.

Two places I have especially in mind—Tinajas Altas on the
Camino del Diablo in Arizona, and Hidden Springs in the
Orocopia mountains in Riverside county, California, baye suf-
fered serious damage from the vandalism of thoughtless visitors.
There are countless other places—some of them inside of state
and national parks—where a custodian on duty not only would
preserve the charm of the local landscape, but would be an
important source of historical and travel information for visitors.

It happens that a majority of the native palm oases in the
Southwest are located in Riverside county. The damage in these
oases has been especially serious because dry palm fronds are
very inflammable.

The supervisors of Riverside county have said very frankly
that they do not feel justified in employing a full-time custodian
at the prevailing wage scale for every oasis. Probably they are
right. But wouldn't it be practicable to erect a modest little
cabin—not too conspicuously located—and allot a small salary
to a war-pensioned veteran who would remain there on duty,
and regain his health while he was serving as local ranger or
custodian? Scores of men could be employed in such roles in the
Anza Desert state park without making a serious dent in the
state park budget.

As a matter of fact San Diego county for years has maintained
a similar service at the old Vallecito stage station on the Butter-
field stage route. Bob Crawford runs his herd of cattle in a
nearby mountain valley, and serves as custodian of the restored
adobe stage building. He spends a few hours a week at the
station, and keeps a watchful eye over it the rest of the time-

and Vallecito has been well guarded at much less than a full-
time custodian's salary.

Since it is no longer a military secret, perhaps those who have
been reading Desert during the past year will be „interested to
know that my army assignment in Africa where I wrote the
Sahara Diary stories was at the oasis of Atar in French
Mauretania.

This field was on the air route from Dakar to Casablanca,
and was maintained to service bomber and transport planes
which crossed the South Atlantic and then turned north over the
Sahara to reach the Mediterranean and European theaters of war.

One of the interesting things which came to light during my
tour of duty there was the relationship between the Arabs of the
oasis, and the nomads who followed their goats and sheep out
on the grazing areas of the desert.

The aristocrats of the Sahara are the nomads. They disdained
such luxuries as permanent mud houses and brick fireplaces.
When the dates were ripe they moved their black tents in and
camped among the trees until the fruit was gone—then silently
took the camel trails that led back to their various camping
sites—wherever the flocks happened to be grazing.

It was no hardship to them to be far-removed from medical
service and luxury foods. They are a lean hardy race of people—
dignified yet hospitable. Their interest in the war is very remote.
They only ask that they be left alone to follow their traditional
way of life.

Since returning home I have been asked many times about
the future of the British and French colonies in Africa. Do the
natives want their independence? Are they qualified to govern
themselves?

I am sure that the nomads out on the Sahara need no govern-
ing state to regiment their way of life. Like the American
Indians before this continent was invaded by Europeans, the
Arabs have worked out a comparatively peaceful family and
tribal relationship which serves their purpose. Nothing would
be gained by seeking to impose changes on them.

But while the problem of peace is simple enough in a
sparsely settled region, it becomes fearfully complex when
population becomes dense and people crowd together in great
cities. And since cities are a natural result of dense population—
even in black tropical Africa—it is meaningless to cite the
nomad Arab or the American Indian way of life as a model for
social and political organization.

During the time I spent in a half dozen African colonies,
under both French and British rule, my conclusion was that,
with the possible exception of the Arabs on the Sahara, the
natives were not ready for self-government. Their own leaders,
wise in the ways of the white man, probably would subject them
to more damaging exploitation than is now imposed by their
European overlords.

But that is not the final answer. United States, in my opinion,
has provided the best solution to the colonial problem in our
handling of the Philippines.

We sent engineers and teachers to help them prepare for
their independence. We built roads and schools and hospitals,
and provided them with coaches to instruct and train them in
the way of self-government. Then we set the date on which we
would resign our management of their affairs. While the
Japanese war has upset the timetable, I am sure the program
eventually will be carried out in good faith. The Philippines will
have their independence.

United States and Russia, if they are so inclined, will be in a
powerful position at the end of this war to demand that the
European-held colonies in Africa and Asia be dealt with
according to the pattern we already have provided. And if that
is done, one of the most serious threats to permanent peace
will have been removed.
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HE FOUND PEACE IN
THE SAHARA DESERT

It was Lawrence of Arabia who first
suggested to R. V. C. Bodley that he go
live with the Arabs. Bodley was an Eng-
lishman who had served as an officer in
World War I. He was unhappy over the
peace settlement. He knew no trade or
profession and he hated the regimented
routine of army life. He was an idealist in
a world in which only hard business or
crafty politics paid dividends. His dilemma
was much the same as that of hosts of
young American soldiers who will return
from World War II.

It was in this state of mind that Bodley
became acquainted with T. E. Lawrence.
Lawrence pointed out that nomad Arabs
lived by sheep. A small capital would buy
the preliminary flock. The sheep would
multiply. The nomad had few needs. In
time I might become rich among the
Arabs. But even if I did not find material
wealth, I would regain my health, I would
become young again, I would have peace
of mind. 'Go and live with the Arabs!'
Lawrence cried."

Bodley took the advice. For seven years
he lived with the nomads and oasis people
in the Algerian Sahara desert. And it is
the story of his intimate relationship with
these desert people — their hospitality,
their code of honesty, their religion and
customs, and their cultural past and pres-
ent, that Bodley has told in his book
WIND IN THE SAHARA.

"I wore Arab dress because it was most
suitable for desert life," he wrote. "I ate
Arab food because it was all I could get,
and also because I liked it. I practiced the
Moslem faith and did not drink wine or
eat pork because otherwise I would have
seemed an outsider, a kind of disguised
tourist, watching my Arab companions but
not being one of them."

For three years the author roamed the
desert with his Arab companions and his
flock of sheep. Then for four years he
dwelt in one of the Sahara oases. There is
a vast difference between the nomads and
the people of the oases—an even wider
gap than separates the farmer from the
city dweller in America or Europe.

Out of his experience Bodley gained a
high regard for both the integrity and the
intelligence of the Arabs. But while he

discusses their religion and their cultural
background and their place in the future
world in broad terms, his story is mainly
of the intimate details of their everyday
life—what they ate, what they wore, how
they slept—stories of love and laughter
and hardship.

The author found what he was seeking
for himself. "Nothing changes out there,"
he wrote. "Nothing touches those golden
wildernesses. Nothing will alter my feel-
ings toward that country. I have seen most
of the world. I have met thousands of men
and women. But nowhere have I found the
same contentment as in the Great Sahara
Desert."

Coward-McCann, Inc., New York. 222
pages and glossary. S3.00.

• • •

WESTERN ANIMAL STORIES
PUBLISHED FOR CHILDREN

Stories of Western animals for the very
young reader have just been published by
Caxton Printers, Caldwell, Idaho , Allen
Chaffee dedicates his WESTERN WILD
LIFE to "Little Crick, who loves young
folk in fur, feathers and scales." This is a
collection of stories to delight children
while teaching them much about outdoor
life and geographical environments of the
many animals. The book's three sections
are: Wild Folk of Woods and Mountains,
Wild Folk of Shore and River, Wild Folk
of Plains and Deserts. Among the latter
are Coyotl, the Clever One; Ya-Ya, the
Little Yellow Wolf ; Shadow Bird, the
Burrowing Owl; the Cheerful Chuck-
walla ; Paisano, the Road Runner.

One of the best loved of desert folk is
A-No-Ta, the Horned Toad. The story of
this little lizard, who had horns "not only
on her small brown head, but all over," is
one of the best examples of an exciting
child's story combined with a wealth of
desert and animal lore. An accurate des-
cription of its appearance, habits, friends
and enemies is given in such simple realis-
tic manner that children will feel familiar
with A-No-Ta's desert home, within the
sound of the rustle of the wind in the
dry palm leaves—and it is also an example
of how each story illustrates some one
characteristic of the wild folk which adapts
them to their particular surroundings.

Amusing, realistic drawings illustrate
the red-and-silver bound book. $2.50.

GOOD GOVERNMENT IN
PREHISTORIC AMERICA

The weaknesses in present-day democ-
racy are not in the system but in the nature
of man—and are within his power to
correct.

Presenting this thesis, Dr. Edgar L.
Hewett - of the School of American Re-
search in his latest book MAN AND
THE STATE, in five brief chapters dis-
cusses the complete range of governmental
systems from man's earliest days to the
present in Europe and America.

At one extreme Dr. Hewett cites the
communal life of the American Indian
in the pre-Columbus period when the red-
skinned native's sense of individual free-
dom and of obligation to his family and
clan and tribe forbade the rise of kings or
dictators or even of all-powerful leaders.
There was no state in the Indian scheme
of things.

The other extreme is a product of
modern civilization—the totalitarian gov-
ernment in which the state is supreme, and
the individual an atom with many obliga-
tions and few rights.

Somewhere in the middle ground lies
democracy—struggling with a disturbing
trend toward centralization of political
and economic power.

Dr. Hewett has drawn on his life-long
studies as an anthropologist to give a clari-
fying picture of the prehistoric American
Indian and the distinctive culture that
existed on the American continents before
the coming of Europeans.

The tragedy of the Indian has been that
the white people have sought to judge
him by white standards. "Almost all
trouble in dealing with the Indian would
disappear if one group of facts could be
clearly apprehended: Namely that it is
neither through stupidity nor perverseness
that peace-loving, order-loving Indians
resist the well-meant efforts for their
betterment. It is simply the conflict be-
tween age-old ideals of authority, morality,
justice—ours seeming as perverted to them
as theirs seem to us."

The welfare of the people was the su-
preme end of all authority in the tribal
relations of the Indian. Rigid adherence to
this code prevented the rise of all-powerful
leaders. Representative government was
the rule where authority was needed.

Dr. Hewett does not suggest that we
attempt to return to that prehistoric system
of human relations which was developed
by the Indians. But from our Indian heri-
tage we could learn very important lessons
bearing on the critical problems of the
world today.

MAN AND THE STATE is one of a
series of very pertinent publications under
the general title of "Man in the Pageant of
the Ages."

Published by the University of New
Mexico at Albuquerque. 1944. 154 pp.
$2.00. —R.H.
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SPEC/AL FREE
With every pack of DATE HONEY BUTTER or-

dered from this advertisement we will send free our
date recipe book-250 recipes for date foods, con-
fections and beverages. Also in each container is
Mrs. A. H. Siogren's famous recipe for "Date Butter”
cake:
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DATE HONEY BUTTER . . .

A delicious pack of date meat in honey—
for making milk shakes, ice cream, date pie or
as filler for cakes and cookies or as sandwich
spread

2 1/4-1b. Container $2.50
Delivered to You

DELUXE DATE BOX . . .
Delicious box of dates, date candy, date

cake, stuffed dates and date roll

3-1b. Pack $3.00 — 5-1b. Pack $5.50
Delivered to You

Write for our complete folder of
date packs and prices.

VALERIE JEAN DATE SWOP
RUSSELL C. NICOLL. Owner

THERMAL. CALIFORNIA

Library	 Ocl -16
University of Arizona	 r3 3
Tucson, Arizona
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Juniper in the granite dells of the Joshua Tree National Monument. Photo by H. E. Vroman.

e4eed oi the .23eleiti
By JUNE LEMERT PAXTON
Yucca Valley, California

Its gnarled twisted trunk leaned far o'er the cliff,
Half wistful, half eager to see
If another quite like him could be living near by—
This rugged old Juniper tree.

INDIAN MOTHER
By DORA SESSIONS LEE

Prescott, Arizona
She stands at the door of her hogan
And her black eyes search the skies;
She's seeking a sign in the heavens
Where naught but the eagle flies.

She senses the sheep are grazing
In peace on the tableland;
That soft winds are gently blowing
And shifting the painted sand.

Only an Indian mother
Stolid in grief and pain;
Striving to fathom war's verdict:
"Your son will not come again."

• •	 •
BREEZES

By Mas , G. H. SCHUBERT
Thermal, California

When leaves of the Palo Verde
Spin cobwebs 'round the moon,
It's time the desert breezes
Begin their ageless tune.
They sing about their memories
And sigh for days gone by,
Then chatter through the cottonwoods
And gossip on the sly.
For awhile they rest their singing—
Then whistle o'er a dune.

When leaves of the Pqlo Verde
Spin cobwebs 'round the moon.

• • •

THE DESERT
By ELSA, DRESBACH
Palo Alto, California

I know of an enchanted land,
Where nothing grows in miles of sand
And varnished rock and alkali,
But joshua trees and queer cacti.
Till suddenly the spring bursts forth,
And then from east to south and north,
The lovely ocotillo towers,
Filled with flaming, scarlet flowers,
And miles of desert land makes room
For other kinds of radiant bloom.
And when the starlit night is gone,
The heavens blossom into dawn,
A brilliant dawn of such rose glow.
As only desert mornings know

• • •

COVE FORT
By LYDIA WRIGHT SCOBEE

Salt Lake City, Utah
Its usefulness finished, its warfare done
Cove Fort lies drowsing in morning sun
Soothed by the winds of the desert, old
It lives in the past, its tale is told.
Ghosts of the past by windows and doors
Flit through sunbeams, on shattered floors.
You hark for the sound of Indian feet
And dream of the pioneer in this old retreat.
The walls are mottled with grime and sand
Yet sturdy and lifeless still they stand.
Where a pioneer mother lisped her prayer
Are cobwebs and disorder, grim and bare.
One longs for the touch of a friendly hand
To restore this fort of rock and sand.

• •	 •

DESERT DREAMS
By OLIVE WATKINS
Glendale, California

The stars shine on the desert
With soft and steady light,
While breezes move the shadows
On quiet sands of night.

You watch the peaceful scene
With thoughts that softly stray
To happy love along life's road
And you're glad you passed that way.

SOMETIMES
By E. A. BRUBACHER
Grand View, Idaho

Sometimes I've seen my desert
Shaking its tawny mane,
Sometimes glowing and burning
Like a brilliant flame,
Sometimes sprinkled with colors
Soft as a Chinese vase,
Sometimes gently colorless,
Creamy and grey as old lace

• • •
LEARNING

By MURRAY SKINNER
Los Angeles, California

Cactus blossoms star the sand
Of the secret desert land,
Underneath the blazing sun
Where the spotted lizards run
In a region man deems banned,

Driven forth by nature's hand
To a landscape, harsh and grand—
Unobservant travelers shun
Cactus blossoms.

Yet when healthy skin has tanned,
Wise the man can pause to stand
Awed before such planting done
By the Artist who has spun
Cactus blossoms.

DESERT GHOST TOWN
By LEONARD JONES

Yuma, Arizona
Alone I ride in the evening,
Weary I lay my head
In a town forgot by the living,
In a town deserted and dead.

The night wind sighs at a memory,
A hot wind disturbs my sleep:
Laughter quickens my heartstream,
Gay music tingles my feet.

Heavy boots tremble the rafters,
A girl's song lilting, alive,
Curley takin' his pizen,
The roar of a forty-five.

The windows stare at me blindly,
A broken door hangs forlorn,
A sun tinted bottle half buried,
A wagon tongue seamed and worn.

As a sea wife waits for her sailor
Who is lost in yesteryear's wave,
As the soldier's bride though widowed
Yet waits and hopes and prays,

Do you wait for your thundering horsemen?
Will the lamplight brighten your door?
(The dust swirls by in the roadway,
The moonlight touches the floor.)
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• Before sending in his story which
will appear next in Desert, Jerry Lauder-
milk sent a "sample" of it to the editor's
desk. It was a colorful sample, for it was
part of the "Indian Rainbows" he has
w6tten about. It consisted of Indian dye-
stuffs and samples of yarn he had dyed
with them, ranging in color from Peach
Bloom and Jasper Pink through Seacrest
Green to Pecan Brown and Sooty Black.
Those who own Navajo blankets and
other Indian crafts will especially enjoy
this story of how the Indians made and
still make these dyes from native ma-
terials.

• The war has brought strange sights to
the desert But just as the desert rats were
becoming accustomed to jeeps leering
from the greasewood and tanks raring up
over the sanddunes and bombers diving
overhead—the navy starts bringing in its
boats—and with the boats, hitch-hiking
barnacles, which any good desert rat
knows do not belong in a desert. But
they're here—in Salton Sea—and John
Hilton tells about them in the next issue
of Desert.

• Lillian Bos Ross whose story of the
Elephant Trees in the Borrego area ap-
peared in the first issue of Desert Mag-
azine in November, 1937, and who later
wrote other material for these pages, re-
cently has completed her second novel
of early life in central California. Blaze
Allen. the title of her latest book, is the
story of a mountain girl in the Santa
Lucia mountains south of Monterey in the
1890's. Mrs. Ross began her writing
career while living in Borrego valley
many years ago, but more recently has
made her home on the California coast.

• Best loved of desert reptiles are the
little Horned Lizards, or Horned
-Toads" as they generally are miscalled.
Weldon Woodson, of Los Angeles has
written about his experiences while hunt-
ing them on the Mojave desert—with a
camera.

• Another spring feature about denizens
of the desert will be a pictorial series on
b;rds, with photographs and captions
by George McClellan Bradt. It will in-
clude fine close-ups of such favorites as
the mockingbird, Scott's oriole, curved
bill thrasher, ash-throated flycatcher, and
various hawks and owls.

• Lost City, which M. R. Harrington
mentions in this month's story of the an-
cient salt cave of Nevada, is now under
waters of Lake Mead. The Indians who
mined the salt probably were natives of
this city, which is believed to have had a
population of 20,000. Harrington is
largely responsible for rescuing artifacts
of this town before it was submerged.
When excavation ceased in 1935 over 100
homes had been explored. An exhibit
was assembled at Lost City museum,
south of Overton, where one may see
tools, bits of torches, mescal sandals,
corn cobs, mesquite beans and squash
seeds—all left in the salt cave. They are
accompanied by drawings and photos de-
scribing life of the dwellers, 1200 to 1500
years ago.
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Guarding the ancient Navajo citadel on the eastern spur of Big Bead Mesa is
Big Many Rocks ruin.
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For years Richard van Valken-
burgh had heard Navajo medi-
cine men -sing- of a place they
called Big Bead. It was the dwell-
ing place of their ancestors, far
to the east in New Mexico—far-
ther east than any known dwell-
ing of the Navajo. After fruitless
searching for it, he concluded it
was a sacred place now faded to
obscurity. But he had not been
chasing Navajo rainbows. He
and Dr. John Keur, guided by Na-
vajo friends, finally reached Big
Bead mesa in the Rio Puerco val-
ley, where they discovered ruins
and pottery sherds which dis-
closed interesting facts about the
ancient dwellers there and sub-
stantiated Navajo legend.

When Kohnini the medicine man saw El Cabezon he said, "La! Tis the head of the
Enemy God who was killed by the Holy Boys."

illy ilead Meia-Whete eamptitei

ilutned in the -Oncient Payi

y OE TOLEDO took time to examine
the red and buff pottery sherds that
I had laid on the blanket before him.

After a time he looked at me quizzically
as he said, "These khitsil are not from the
houses of the Anascizih, the Ancient Peo-
ple, who built the great pueblos in the
Chaco Canyon. They are Navajo—like
those my mother's grandmother used to
make!"

After weeks of search through the rough
mesa land of northwestern New Mexico,
Dr. John Yak Keur, the archeologist, and
I rested in the peaceful glow of Joe's camp-
fire on the Arroyo Torreon. Aware of my
old friend's position as headman of the
Torreon Navajo and also of his deep con-
cern over the land rights of his people, I
explained to him the reason for our visit:

"These sherds are the key to my survey
of the Dinétx-a, the old Navajo Country.
John came with me to try to locate a big
Navajo site for archeological excavation.
So far, our easternmost site lies 40 miles
west of here in the rincons back of Kinteel,
the Wide House at Pueblo Pintado. To-
gether we are attempting to prove that the
campfires of the Diné once burned as far
east as the slopes of the Jemez mountains."

Always before Joe had been kindly but
evasive in regard to my probes about Nav-
ajo sacred places. But the recognition of
the pottery sherds had stirred some respon-
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By RICHARD VAN VALKENBURGH

sive cord in him. He rambled, "Ya'a'taa,
Good! We have many little places with
that kind of pottery around here. But the
greatest of them all is one day's ride to the
south.

'There in Tségihayeizih, the Little Rock

canyon which the Mexicans call La Cana-
da Guadalupe, lies the sacred mountain of
Yo'otsoh, the Big Bead. Near this moun-
tain the signs of the Old People are to be
found in abundance. But before I take you
there we must see Kohnini, the One Eyed



Joe Toledo, genial Navajo headman who guided Dr. John Keur and the author to
Big Bead mesa where they discovered remains of ancient Navajo dwellings farther

east than they previously had been found.

Medicine Man. Not knowing medicine 1
would not go to a sacred place without
him."

I quickly agreed to send for Kohnini. It
was hard to cover my exaltation. Big
Bead! For years I had heard medicine men
"sing" of this place. But after endless
search I had reached the conclusion that it
was one of those places that had faded into
obscurity. And now—Joe casually told me
of its existence!

Kohnini's arrival at the camp in the grey
of dawn awakened us. After coffee we
piled into our battered coupe. Pursing his
lips toward a bright star that perched atop
Dzilichi, the Red Mountain, the medicine
man announced, "La! 'Tis a sign of good
luck."

After winding through the venous maze
of 'dobe bottoms that make up the Torreon
we climbed the dugway that jumped us up
to the pipeline. Once laid as the "crow
flies" to service the natural gas lines be-
tween the San Juan oil fields and Albu-
querque, this monstrosity traverses some of
the roughest country in New Mexico. But
to the traders in remote posts, segments of
the pipeline are their only outlet to the
highway.

On the last rise before we reached the
valley of the Rio Puerco, Joe motioned us
to detour off the main trail. Framed be-
tween two great mesas a rust-black dome
poked upward from the floor of the valley.
Kohnini cried, "La! 'Tis our holy Chézhin,
Black Lava. It is the head of Ye'its°, the
Enemy God who was killed by our Holy
Boys!''

A narrow gap veined by converging bar-
rancas led us down into the wide valley.
Below us the Puerco was a black snake
cutting deep scallops into the tan of the
lowlands. Where the pipeline faded into
the San Luis-Cabezon road, Joe directed
us toward the blue line of the San Mateo
mountains to the west.

Soon we passed by the squat adobes of
the pueblito of Cabezon. While the name
of the volcanic plug to the immediate south
has been El Cabezon for more than 150
years the town took the name only recently.
Until the latter part of the 19th century
it was known as La Posta. This came from
the fact that it was a post station on the
Santa Fe-Fort Whipple mail route.

After leaving Cabezon our lava studded
road wound close to the crumbly high
banks of the ephemeral Rio Puerco: Soon
we swung south to where the river valley
cut a gap between the Sierra Cebolleta and
La Mesa Prieta. Under the great shadow of
El Cabezon lava flows streaked across the
symmetry of the sunlit plain.

Between the pueblitos of Casa Salazar
and Guadalupe Joe steered us off the main
road. We followed the dim trail that led
westward by Griego's ranch toward
wooded canyons divided by high ridges.
Higher up they converged to form the

plateau that runs northward from the 11,
389-foot heights of volcanic Mt. Taylor.

Winding up through straw-colored hills
we soon reached the wide mouth of the
Canada Guadalupe. Together we looked
at the majesty of a high mesa that projected
from the main bulk of the mountains. It
ran eastward to terminate in a dome shaped
mountain. Capped with black that streaked
down over its crumbly white slopes the
appearance was fantastic.

It appeared to be an hour or so before
sunset so John suggested that we climb the
mesa. But the Navajo stalled, "Add6ta!
No! Night Wind comes down here quick.

We're not getting trapped up there on
those cliffs tonight. Too much has hap-
pened up there. Anyone with sense knows
about that place. Its infested with chindi
of all kinds."

By sunset we had made camp in the
pifions. Below us the brook was a silver
thread as it gurgled its way to the Rio
Puerco. Above us the forested canyon walls
diverged upward in black and smoky
streaks to meet the primrose sky.

The rattle of Joe at the grub box next
morning awakened us. After breakfast
John and I fidgeted while the Navajo got
around to starting. Bundled with cameras
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Designs on old Navajo polychrome pottery, and one example of filleted plainware.
Drawn by Norton Allen fromVanValkenburgh sketches.

and other gear we soon fell behind. Ahead
of us the swift gaited Indians padded out
across the grass covered slope that led to
the south ramparts of Big Bead mesa.

As we approached the shadows that
jutted out from the western scarp, Joe
spied something. When we hurried up
he smiled smugly as he pointed to a small
cluster of rotted logs. Nudging the pile
of burned rock that lay nearby with his
toe, he commented, " ... tache sani, old
sweat house!"

Then I knew we were not chasing Nav-
ajo rainbows. Something important was up
there on the mesa!

In the past every old Navajo citadel I
had discovered had one or more of these
trail tache. Medicine men had told me of
their use. When hunters or warriors re-
turned they purified themselves in these
sweat houses before entering their camps.

The Navajo began to climb through a
rocky fissure. Against the lightening sky
rocky points covered our flanks. Motioning
upward Joe showed us regular piles of
stones along the rims. Then while we drew
a breath he said, "It was behind these that
the Old People hid. When the Mexicans
or some other enemy started to climb this
trail they smashed them with rocks!"

Soon we reached the summit of the 400-
foot trail. Below us the flats sloped south-
ward toward the decomposed crags of
Lisizi, the Standing Horse. Spreading out
we picked our way over the narrow mesa
top. In the outcrops exposing the Mancos

Shale and Dalton Sandstone we watched
for pottery sherds, which are to the arche-
ologist what "float" is to the prospector.

John yelled from behind a thicket of
junipers, "Here's an old hogan!"

Hurrying over we took stock of his dis-
covery. With its three forks still locked, the
sagging tripod was identifiable as one of
the ancient alchides'ai, or forked-stick
dwellings of the Navajo. Identical to those
found today in the western sector of Na-

Conical - bottomed Navajo cooking
pot. One of the few keys to the story
of Navajo migration from the old
Dine' homeland in present Canada.

vajoland these hogans seem to have been
built since the beginning of Diné residence
in the Southwest.

By the time we reached the small flat-
topped crag that perched atop the northern
spur of the mesa we had discovered more
than 40 hogans. All were not of the forked-
stick type, some being of the circular, stone
walled construction. Consistently the trash
mounds or middens near the eastern doors
yielded pottery types that told us an inter
esting story.

Using the method known to archeolo-
gists as cross dating, or comparison of our
sherds with those from sites with estab-
lished dates, we were able to recreate the
Indian history of Big Bead. Between 700-
1800 A.D. three or more types of people
or cultures dwelt on the mesa.

The earliest sherds were made between
700-1200 A.D. by the prehistoric Ana-
seizih, the Ancient People of the Navajo.
Builders of great pueblos like Pueblo Bon-
ito in Chaco canyon, Pueblo Rinc6n near
Star Lake and Kinya'a at Crownpoint,
these first people on Big Bead apparently
were a marginal group from the great
pueblo cluster some 50 miles to the north-
west.

Following them, and possibly their des-
cendants, were the Kinsani, or Old House
People whom the Navajo still identify as
the Rio Grande Pueblans. Sherds typical
of those made at early Laguna, Jemez and
Zia pueblos show that between 1300-1800
these pueblans played an important part
in Big Bead's history.

The southward migration of the Navajo
into the Big Bead region from their old
camps and watch towers in northern New
Mexico was proven by the discovery of
sherds known as Gobernador Polychrome.
Found in all Navajo sites in the Largo-
Gobernador drainages this pottery is dark
red with zigzag and pendant black and red
decorations. Made during the 17th and
18th centuries, it is believed to have been
introduced to the Navajo by slave women
from San Juan and other Tewa pueblos
of the upper Rio Grande.

Navajo Polychrome, the decorated Diné
pottery of the 19th and early 20th cen-
turies, was easily recognizable. Still known,
but seldom made by a few aged potters, it
has an orange-buff body blotched with
bluish fire-burns. Distinctively decorated
in dull red outlined in black, the motifs
run from linear decorations to realistic
animals and flowers. In rare instances a
bowl of this almost extinct ware will ap-
pear for sale on a trader's shelf.

Common to all Navajo sites, either an-
cient or modern, was Navajo Plainware, or
the conical-bottomed cooking pot. Run-
ning in color from grey to dull black, these
vessels with filleted or raised decorations,
still are in use for storage and cooking.
One type is used with a hide cover for the
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Squaw Dance drum. But even in their hum-
ble monotone these drab atsaa are one of
the few remaining keys to the story of
Navajo migration into the Southwest from
the ancient Diné homeland in present
Canada.

After prowling through the rims and
crevices of the northern spur we located
some 30 more hogans. In contrast to the
previous 40 discovered on the open mesa
top, these dwellings utilized sections of the
natural sandstone formation for their back
walls. Then we picked our way upward
through the litter of boulders to reach the
top of the crag to get what Kohnini called,
" . . . the view of Atsa, the Eagle."

From our aerie we soon found that the
only unexplored section of the mesa was a
spur that ran toward the east. In this direc-
tion it constricted to a thin strip with sheer
cliffs dropping down to the flats below.
Then it swelled out to end in a rounder
point. On this a ragged crag of buff sand-
stone outlined itself against the streaked
black and white of the sacred mountain of
Yo'otso.

"Look!" yelled Joe as he spied some-
thing blocking the narrowest point of the
construction.

Hurrying off the crag we started across
the narrow sandstone waist. When we
drew near we saw that it was a man made
barrier. Soon we found ourselves standing
under a well constructed wall of coursed
sandstone. Measuring 12 feet in height it
girded the entire 25-foot width of the
mesa top.

The western face was flat. This was
broken by a large door opening in the
center. To the sides were three loopholes.
Passing through the four-foot thickness
of the wall we reached the inside. To one
side and joined to the main structure were
the remains of a rock walled hogan, pos-
sibly that of the watchman's family. Across
the lower part of the wall a shelf had been
built. By measurement we found that it
was just high enough for a warrior to squat
and peep out through the loopholes to the
approach from the main mesa.

After detailed inspection of Tsélani tso,
Big Many Rocks, which Kohnini called the
breastwork, we moved across to the eastern
spur. There we located about 20 more
hogans. With the formidable Big Many
Rocks between them and the main mesa
this undoubtedly was the main citadel of
Big Bead mesa. It was not difficult to
visualize the Diné gathering here for a
last stand should the Spaniards break
through the defenses on the main trail!

While we rested against the cool side
of a great slab split from the eastern crag,
we discussed the fossil shell discovered in
the marine shale of the Mancos Formation.
Kohnini had his own ideas, "La! They are
yo'olso, big beads. It was from these that
the Old People named this mountain."

FEBRUARY, 1945

As we walked across the mesa in the
cool wind that was sweeping off the last
warmth of day, Kohnini told us his ver-
sion of the history of Big Bead:

"Dina. They told this:
"After the Water Clans from the West-

ern Sea passed the San Francisco moun-
tains they camped in many places. From El
Capitin near Kayenta they traveled east-
ward until they reached Little Meadow
With 'Water. After staying there for a
while they traveled into the sunrise until
they reached this place.

"When they found the white shell the

basin: said, 'These must have been left
when the world was flooded. The Ye'i

must have left them to show the People
that this would be a good place to live.
There is cool water, lots of plant food, and
deer all over the mountains.'

"They then found out about the Span-
iards. They had to fight them all the time
to keep them from stealing their women.
That is why they built this fort high on the
mesa. But after two generations the head-
men decided that the Spaniards and their
Pueblan allies were too near.

"So they held a council and decided to



Here's another set of headaches for the Quiz fans.
Some of the questions require only a general
knowledge of desert subjects, others call for specific

information in the fields of desert botany, mineralogy, literature or geography.
Anyway, they cannot put you in jail if you miss a few of them. The average person
will answer less than 10 of them correctly. If you know 15 answers you either are a
qualified desert rat, or else you have a lot of learnin'. Only a super-student of the
desert will score 18 or better. The answers are on page 34.

1—The fangs of a rattlesnake are located at the tip of its tail 	
In its upper jaw 	  In its lower jaw 	  Back of its eyes 	

2—Indian trail shrines, often found in the Southwest, are built of rocks 	
Timber 	 Moulded Clay	  Adobe mud 	

3—Creosote bush derives its name from its inflammable qualities 	
Its production of oil 	  Its scent, especially after a rain 	

4—House Rock valley in northern Arizona is best known for its many weird rock
formations 	  Its herd of buffalo 	  Its production of pirion nuts 	
As a historic battlefield 	

5—Tuba City is in Utah 	 New Mexico 	  Arizona 	  Nevada 	

6—Most popular stone used by the Navajo silversmiths in their jewelry is
Emerald 	  Fossilized wood 	 Turquoise 	

	

Rose Quartz 	

7—Charles Francis Saunders' name is best known to students of the desert as a
Writer 	  Prospector 	  Archeologist 	  Artist 	

8—A wickiup is a type of Indian Hunting Weapon 	 Dwelling	
Ceremonial Shrine 	  River Boat 	

9—First known explorer to navigate the Colorado river through Grand Canyon
was Kit Carson 	  Julius F. Stone	  E. L. Kolb	  T. W. Powell 	

10—Volcanic glass is another name for Feldspar 	  Tourmaline 	
Quartz 	 Obsidian 	

11—The Mountain Chant is a ceremonial used by the Apaches 	  Hopi 	
Navajo 	  Pimas 	

12—The book The West is Still Wild was written by Harry Carr 	
Zane Grey	  George Wharton James 	  Lewis R. Freeman 	

13—To reach the Petrified Forest National Monument you would drive east from
Holbrook, Arizona 	  North from Flagstaff 	
South from Tucson 	 West from Springerville 	

14—The name for one of the desert's best known shrubs should be spelled
Ocotillo 	  Ocatillo 	  Ocatilla 	  Ocotilla 	

15—Screwbean is a common name for one of the species of Wild Buckwheat 	
Ironwood 	 Mesquite 	  Palo Verde 	

16—The stream which flows through Zion National Park is San Juan river 	
Virgin river 	  Little Colorado 	  Hassayampa river 	

17—The setting for the book Seven Pillars of Wisdom is the Sahara desert 	
Australian desert 	  American desert 	  Arabian desert 	

18—The western state known as the Silver State is Arizona 	
Idaho 	 Nevada 	 Utah 	

19—Mishongnovi is the name of a Hopi village 	
Peak in the Wasatch Mountains 	  A tribal god of the Mojave Indians 	

20—San Gorgonio Pass is in Nevada 	 New Mexico 	
Arizona 	  California 	

DESERT QUIZ
hunt for a new home. When they were
ready to leave a few 'coyotes' held back.
'Let's stay right here. This is a nice place,'
they argued. 'We'll make a treaty with the
Spaniards. Then we'll be near to steal their
sheep and women. We might have to spy
on our own people to the west—but we can
gain by working both ways.'

"But the good Navajo left Big Bead.
And the 'coyotes' stayed around. Today
their descendants live at Carioncito some
20 miles west of Albuquerque. Some peo-
ple say that a lot of witchcraft comes from
there.

"Westward the People traveled—even
as far as Dzilizhin, the Blackish moun-
tain beyond the Canyon de Chelly. Others
went only a little way and made their
homes in the Holkid, or Continental Di-
vide country. We—their descendants—
still make our camps on the Arroyo Tor-
reon."

When I returned to Window Rock I be-
gan searching through historical mate-
rial that might substantiate the Navajo
claim of ancient residence along the valley
of the Rio Puerco. After some digging I
found in the New Mexico Historical Re-
view:

Governor Mindinueta's Proposals for
the Defense of New Mexico, 1772 -

1778. ". . . the Navaho nation has 700
families more or less with 4 or 5 persons
to each one of its five divisions of San
Matheo (Mt. Taylor), Zebolleta or
Canon (Cebolleta some 20 miles south
of Big Bead), Chusca, Hozo (Ft. Win-
gate), Chelli . . ."
In Bancroft's History of New Mexico

and Arizona I found:
Arch. Santa Fe, MS. ". . . On March

25, 1805, Governor Chacon refused to
grant a request that the Navaho resettle
at Cebolleta . . . they must not go with
their livestock beyond the Cañon de
Juan Tafoya (a few miles south of Big
Bead), Rio de Osa, and San Mateo."

Gaceta de Mexico, Oct. 28, 1819.
". . . Governor Melgares 'appointed a
native General to live near Jemes as pos-
sible . . . ; the Navaho were granted all
their old territory to Canon Largo, boca
de Cañon Chaca, and Auga Azul."
In my last letter to Joe Toledo and Koh-

nini I wrote:
"John's tree rings taken from the tim-

bers of the old hogans on Big Bead show
that the Navajo lived there between 1745-
1812. Furthermore, this work in which
you helped has pushed the eastern boun-
dary of the Old Navajo 75 miles east of the
present reservation line. There is no ques-
tion as to the justice of your claim to an-
cestral lands along the Rio Puerco as well
as to the Canon Largo to the north. His-
tory as well as archeological data confirm
your moral if not the legal right of the Na-
vajo to these lands!"
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Cross section of Salt Cave near St. Thomas, Nevada. Drawn by Don Louis Schellbach III in

1924. The hole in which the writer was stuck is located back of the standing figure in the
lower passage. Drawing published in Scientific American, August, 1926.

A/tvada 'i Salt

eave *is tety

Why would prehistoric savages of the American
desert crawl deep into a dark dusty cavern to carve
strange glyphs on the walls and ceiling and floor?
This was the mystery that confronted M. R. Harring-
ton of Southwest Museum, Los Angeles, when his
guides led him into the Salt Cave of St. Thomas the
first time. But archeologists have a way of solving
such riddles—and the answer was very simple
when all the evidence was assembled.

By M. R. HARRINGTON
Curator of The Southwest Museum, Los Angeles

Photographs by the Author

/frI Y HEAD and shoulders were in
a big chamber, dark as pitch ex-
cept for my carbide light, and

stinking of bats ; but I could not drag my
bulky carcass through the narrow opening.
What was worse, I could not go backward.
In fact I was stuck, and if I had been alone
in that first attempt to explore the Salt
Cave near St. Thomas, Nevada, my mum-
my might be sticking there yet.

Lucky for me, Fay Perkins and Willis
Evans were behind, and they managed to
pry out enough rock salt from around me
with their picks so I could wriggle on
through.

It was Fay, an old timer in the Moapa
valley of southern Nevada who had told
me about the cave in the first place. It was
a good-sized cavern, he said, up a wash
from Tedediah Smith's little cave which
fronted on the Virgin river, and quite near
the modern salt mines. It was pretty hard
to get into, he told me, and that was why
not many white people had seen the old In-
dian "hieroglyphics" which covered its
walls.

Now "hieroglyphics" is Nevadese for
what the archeologist calls pictographs or
petroglyphs, and I was naturally interested.
Why would Indians wish to make carvings
or paintings in a dark cavern a hundred

yards from daylight? Had the figures some
religious or ceremonial meaning? Or were
they perhaps natural markings after all? I
resolved to find out, and that is why we
left our diggings at the Lost City ruins
that afternoon for my first visit to the Salt
Cave.

The entrance to the cave was a water
channel which had to be followed on
hands and knees for some distance. Then
the ceiling was higher and we could stand
and walk erect. Here we noticed that the
walls were clear like ice in some places,
milky in others. I tasted a piece. We were
in the heart of a mountain of salt.

Farther on Fay indicated a sort of shelf
or upper berth up near the ceiling. Above
that was the entrance to the main cham-
ber.

"Climb up on that shelf," he said, "and
work your way back. There you will find
the hole leading into the big room." He
and Willis were perfectly willing that I
should take the lead. I did—and got stuck.

However, I forgave them when I finally
squeezed through, for when I began to
look around I saw that the walls were
really covered with man-made markings,
all circles or ellipses, pecked into the hard
crystalline salt, measuring a foot in diam-
eter more or less. As I walked around ex-

amining these, the toe of my shoe struck
an obstruction in the salty dust of the floor.
I picked it up—a water-worn river pebble
five inches long, with a sharp cutting edge
chipped on one end by human hands. This,
I thought, might well be one of the in-
struments with which the ancients had
made the mysterious markings.

But why? Why should any human being
at any time, wish to squeeze his way back
into such a place, just to peck a lot of circles
on a cave wall? There must be some ex-
planation. "Ceremonial" is the archeolo-
gist's refuge when he can't think of a rea-
sonable answer. I'd leave that as a last re-
sort if the usual detective methods failed.
To begin with, we must gather general in-
formation.

For example, how did these old birds
get light? They had no carbide lamps, no
lanterns, not even candles. I poked around
in the dusty rubbish. Yes, here it was—
strips of bark, sage brush and creosote
sticks, all burned at one end. I should have
guessed. They had used torches. Later we
found traces of small bonfires that must
have helped a lot—if they did not make
too much smoke. But suppose their torches
went out? What a job to make a light with
fire-sticks in a place like that, or to find
your way out in inky blackness!
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The Indians pecked out their disks of
salt on the walls, ceiling and floor.

Posed picture showing how the an-
cients went about their work of

mining salt.

When an archeologist finds himself
stumped at something he sees above
ground he knows he may find the answer
near at hand, buried in some old trash heap
or ash dump. In this case it was plain that
many people had come into the cave to
carve the mysterious circles. And they very
likely had lost or hid away some of their
possessions. If we could find any of these,
especially pottery—even small bits such as
are thrown away in trash piles—we might
be able to tell who the old circle-makers
were and when they operated. Was there
any place in the cave where we could really
dig?

Again I searched around. In many parts
of the cave the floor was solid salt, hard
as rock. But in the largest chamber, where
the circles were most numerous, my trowel
sank down through a soft deposit as far
as I could reach, with bits of burned
torches all the way. We had a trash dump
to dig in! Now I had high hopes of getting
some real information, and made plans to
return with a small digging crew, well
equipped with carbide lights, dust-masks,
notebook, jointed ruler, tape line, camera,
everything necessary.

I think it was that first day we found an
easier entrance to the cave proper from the
water tunnel below—a chimney-like nat-
ural shaft that needed only a ladder. And
so we dug through the dusty rubbish, and
gradually our collection grew. The work
had to be done very carefully with small
trowels so as to overlook nothing. But even
so, we had to stop every few minutes to let
the dust settle in order to see what we were
doing, for there was no ventilation to carry
it off. And of course when anything was
found it had to be recorded in the book
with all the measurements and circum-
stances, and a field label made for the
specimen, which was wrapped and put in
a box.

Especially numerous, next to the torch
sticks, were the sharpened pebbles used to

peck the circles. Some pebbles had notches
on the sides for attaching a handle, or so
we guessed. Then, to our delight we found
such hammers with wooden handles all
complete, preserved by the salt and the dry-
ness. But why so many tools for marking
simple circles, even stone hammers with
handles?

Corn-cobs were plenty—another hard
thing to explain unless the people had ac-
tually lived in the cave—which did not
seem likely. Strings made from different
kinds of native fiber were common, also,
and one netted bag made of fiber string.
Then there were the sandals, made of
yucca fiber, some complete to tie strings
and all.

When I saw those, I began to suspect
that our circle-carvers were ancient Pueblo
Indians, for I remembered that somewhat
similar sandals had been found with
Pueblo pottery in Arizona. Pottery! If we
only could find some pottery here! Finally
we did, and it was Early Pueblo, like the
ware we had been digging up in the Lost
City ruins, only a few miles away, which
seem to date around 700 or 800 A.D.

So far, so good. But the main problem,
the meaning of the circles, still eluded us.
When the rubbish deposit was cleared

away, we found the incisions even on the
floor of the cave! We kept on digging in
hope of finding some definite clue.

Finally we uncovered a piece of salt
which seemed to have been artificially
shaped. It was flat, rounded on one edge
and about an inch and a half thick. Then
we found another and another ; they were
pieces of flat disks of rock salt, which had
been originally ten or twelve inches in di-
ameter . . . A light began to dawn! We ex-
amined the circles more closely. The cen-
ters had been broken out of many. The salt
disks had come from the circles!

Now we could see the whole story. The
ancient people had pecked the circles into
the salt, round and round, deeper and
deeper, undercutting, leaving a disk or but
ton of salt in the center. Then they had
pried out the disk, or broken it out. Thc
cave was a salt-mine, nothing less. The
circles merely were the markings left by til i
ancient miners, who had quarried out OR
disks of salt to take home. Now the fin(
powdery salt mingled with the dust that
always accumulates in a dry cave was ex -

plained. Also, the innumerable sharpened
pebbles and the countless torch fragments

The corn cobs? The miners had brought
in their lunches—green corn roasted on tilt
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Entrance to the Salt Cave of St. Thomas.

11

The ancient miners had corn on the cob for lunch. This picture posed by Indian assistants
in the Harrington expedition.

ear. The netted bag was an Indian substi-
tute for the old dinner pail. As for the pot-
tery, somebody probably had stew for his
lunch and unhappily broke the bowl.

Checking up our evidence we decided
that most of the mining probably was done
by Pueblos, as the pottery suggested. But
we found one thing that made us suspect
that the cave had even earlier visitors. That
was a piece of a curved wooden club, some-
thing like an - Australian boomerang, of a
pattern used only by a mysterious people
known to students as the Basketmakers
who drifted into the Southwest in the early
centuries of the Christian Era.

One puzzle never was solved, however.
Why had the ancients crawled into a dark
and stuffy cave to mine salt when there
were other outcrops in the open air on the
nearby hillsides, which, we later learned,
also had been worked?

Perhaps each band or village had its own
salt claim, and our cave miners, arriving
late on the scene, found all the outdoor pits
preempted. Or, there may have been some
ceremonial or religious angle to the thing
after all. The ancient people may have
thought that salt taken from the very
bosom of Our Mother, the Earth, possessed
some special power or virtue.

It does not seem possible, but the Salt
Cave adventure I have just related took
place 20 years ago! The collections went to
the Museum of the American Indian, Heye
Foundation, in New York, and to the State
of Nevada. Now some of the things are on
view in the little adobe museum built by
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the National Park Service near Overton,
Nevada.

As for the cave itself, I understand that
the very hill in which it lay has been more
or less melted down by the waters of Lake

Mead, backed up by Boulder Dam. Cer-
tainly it will yield no more secrets of the
past. Even the little village of St. Thomas,
where we bought our supplies, has disap-
peared beneath the waters.



W HY did they name it Hellhole
Canyon? For many years I have
been seeking the person who knew

the answer to that question. One of the old-
timers said the name derived from a deep
natural pit somewhere up near the head
waters of the stream which flows down
the canyon. I made one trip in search of
the pit, and friends of mine later scoured
the area—but found no pit.

When I asked Harry Oliver, who once
was a homesteader in Borrego valley, he
immediately invented a yarn so fabulous
it made me laugh. Harry knew that I knew
his tale was pure fiction.

My friend H. E. W. Wilson who spent
many years searching for the Lost Pegleg
mine in that area answered, "Well, it's a
helluva place to go into on a midsummer
day." Edward Duval, who has operated the
Borrego valley store 14 years quoted two
rumors: One was that the prospectors who
ventured up there in summer found the
gorge so full of rocks and catsclaw and so

suffocatingly hot they invariably came out
damning the canyon as a hellhole on earth.
The other story which Duval passed along
was that when the first white men visited
the Borrego valley and asked the Indians
what this canyon was called, the answer
was an unintelligible Indian word which
was translated as Hellhole.

Finally I asked A. A. (Doc) Beatty,
who took up land and filed on water rights
at the mouth of Coyote canyon in 1913—

and who knows practically all the answers
in that part of the desert.

"Well," he answered, "if you would go
up to Montezuma valley on top the moun-
tains and start down that canyon after dark,
as a friend of mine did, you would think
it was a hellish hole—just as he said it
was."

So the reader can take his choice. On a
cool winter day Hellhole is not such a ter-
rible place. True it is all tangled up with
boulders and grapevine and catsclaw. But
despite these obstacles the canyon has a

rugged charm that remains as a pleasant
memory long after the catsclaw wounds
have healed.

In Hellhole canyon is one of Southern
California's palm oases—and that entitles
it to a place in Desert Magazine's series
of palm oasis stories—catsclaw or no cats-
claw.

It was in Hellhole that I had my first
encounter with a swarm of angry wild bees.
It was a painful experience. I would much
rather meet a couple of rattlesnakes on the
trail than face the aerial straffing of a cloud
of hostile bees.

It was in 1935. I hiked up the canyon
with a troop of Boy Scouts. We had passed
through the palm thickets and were well
up the canyon when the route took us
over a hollow log on the ground. There
were 21 in our party and as each boy
stepped on the log in passing, the bees
became more and more indignant over the
intrusion. I was the last in the line, and by
the time I reached the log the air was buz-
zing with infuriated bees. They are suicide
fighters when aroused. They dived into our
hair, our ears, and inside our collars. The
only way to get rid of them is to plunge
into water or through dense brush. Since
the stream is very small, we went for the
brush—which happened to be catsclaw.
But even catsclaw is less terrifying than a
colony of berserk bees. No one will ever
induce me to rob a wild beehive.

I returned to Hellhole last December
with John R. Fleming, ranger on duty in
the Anza Desert State park, as my corn-

For those who like their desert rough and rugged and raw, Hellhole
Canyon in the Anza Desert State park of Southern California is a chal-
lenge. This is one of the lesser known palm oases on the California desert.
In this narrow gorge the palms share honors with fine native sycamores—
and the two make a gorgeous color picture in fall and winter when the
sycamore leaves have turned to gold. This story is the second in Randall
Henderson's series covering the native palm oases on the American
desert.

By RANDALL HENDERSON
Photographs by the author
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Upper left—Vase rock is a conspicuous landmark high up on the side of the canyon.

Upper right—John Fleming, park ranger, at one of the many small waterfalls in the canyon.

Lower—Green fronds of the palms among the golden leaves of sycamores formed a giant bouquet of gorgeous color.
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panion. We found the winding auto trail
from the floor of Borrego valley up the
bajada to the mouth of the canyon very
passable despite the fact that it has had
no upkeep and little travel the past two
years.

A faint foot-trail leads up along the
stream about a mile to the first of the
native Washing-tonia palms in this oasis.
Above that point the canyon becomes nar-
row. There is no trail and the hiker has
his choice of bucking his way through the
thick underbrush along the streambed or
detouring up along the steep rocky slopes
at a higher level. It is a rugged trip either
way.

A fine stream of water was coming down
the canyon in December and we noted
many young sycamore, cottonwood and
palm trees growing among the shrubs on
the bank of the stream.

Down toward the mouth of the canyon
the stream disappears in the sand, and be-
comes part of the great underground reser-

voir from which Borrego settlers pump
their water for domestic and irrigation
purposes.

Palm trees usually dominate the land-
scape in a desert oasis—but not so in Hell-
hole canyon. Here they share honors with
fine old sycamores—the two clustered so
close along the stream that their tops
formed giant bouquets of gorgeous color—
green fronds among golden autumn leaves.

We counted 25 palms, including only
those three feet or more in height. They
extended along the stream three-quarters
of a mile. Nine years ago I counted 28
palms here. Barring storms of cloudburst
proportions which occasionally sweep
practically all the vegetation out of desert
canyons, the number of trees in this oasis
should increase rapidly as there are scores
of nursery-size trees.

Just above the upper group of palms is
a well-concealed cove at the base of a 15 -

foot waterfall. The sycamores growing
around this fall are so heavily festooned

with grapevines as to make it difficult to
penetrate this little jungle—but it is worth
the effort. On the vertical rock face beside
the falling water is a great bank of luxur-
ious ferns. Ferns in a desert canyon are
so rare, they invariably bring an exclama-
tion of surprise from the visitor.

The palms were heavy with seed in
December, and at one point it is possible
to climb to a high rocky ledge and gather
the seed from the tree. No doubt the Ca-
huilla Indians gathered food from this
shelf long before the white man knew
about Hellhole canyon.

Frost had nipped many of the desert
shrubs out on the floor of Borrego valley—
but not in the canyon. Encelia had put on
its new coat of leaves. Blossoms were still
on the chuparosa. There was a carpet of
green grass and newly sprouted phacelia
in little clearings. The only evidence of
the winter season was the coloring in the
sycamore leaves.

We found shrubs of the Upper Sonoran
zone growing much below their usual level
—agave at 700-foot elevation, wild apri-
cot at 900 feet and juniper in the floor of
the canyon at 1000 feet. Later I checked my
altimeter to be sure these elevations were
accurate.

We climbed 21/2 miles up the canyon.
There is a conspicuous landmark at that
point—a huge rock sculptured like a sym-
etrical vase or jardiniere, with a cracked
neck, up on the south slope of the canyon.
It is perhaps 25 feet high and is visible
from far down the canyon.

The lower part of the canyon is privately
owned, and the property line is not
marked, but John Fleming said he thought
most of the palms are in Anza park. There
was a filing on this water at one time, and
some one actually put in a pipe line to
capture the water and carry it down to
the floor of the valley for irrigation pur-
poses. But the plan was abandoned. Ed-
ward Duval told me he now owns the
pipe and expects to take it out of the
canyon.

Efforts have been made in the past by
farming interests, and no doubt will be
renewed, to obtain the water in Hellhole
and nearby Borrego Palm canyon for irri-
gation purposes. It would be a double cal-
amity if such applications were granted.
Not only would these canyons lose much
of their scenic beauty if water is drained
away in pipes, but settlers in Borrego valley
who depend on water pumped from the
underground table also would suffer. The
public interest here obviously is to keep
the water flowing down these canyons
undisturbed. Thence by natural seepage
it will reach the underground reservoir be-
neath Borrego valley. All landowners then
will have equal access to this water through
wells and pumps.

Borrego valley, with neither towns nor
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industries other than a few hundred acres
in vegetables and fruit, has been little dis-
turbed by three years of war. There is
considerable trading in land, as there is
in potential farm land everywhere, but the
valley is far off the traveled routes and for
the present it waits in peaceful seclusion
for the day when motorists again will be
flocking there to see the gorgeous fields of
wild flowers for which it is famous.

Despite the isolation of this area, how-
ever, Ruth and Noel Crickmer told me
that their cozy Borrego Desert lodge has
been filled to capacity most of the winter

Postwar motorists who travel that way
will he greeted by new operators at the
well known Benson's service near the en-
trance to Borrego valley. The Bensons have
sold their station to Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Clark, recent arrivals in the West from
New Jersey. The Clarks admit they are
tenderfeet—but they are friendly folks
with a great deal of enthusiasm for their
new home—and that is the formula for
success on the desert.

In the meantime, the origin of the name
Hellhole may remain clouded in mystery—
but there is nothing mysterious about the
canyon itself. It is right there where you
can see it and feel it—boulders, catsclaw.
grapevines--and sabre-toothed bees. Hell-
hole will remain a challenge to those who
like their desert rough and rugged and raw.

Above the upper palms is a 15-fool
waterfall flanked by a great bank

of ferns.

There is a dim trail part way up the
canyon. Beyond that it is a rugged

hike over boulders and through
catsclaw.



&mote—the gad-iheep
By MARY BEAL

HE HOFFMANSEGGIAS might be called the "poor
relations" of the Pea family. Although they belong to a
botanical family which is extremely valuable economical-

ly they contribute no important food or other products. And at
least one of the Hoffmanseggias could be labeled a black sheep.
In some agricultural districts, such as the Palo Verde and Im-
perial valleys, it even is becoming an outlaw, diligently elbow-
Mg its way to public attention. This enterprising hustler-gone-
wrong is known variously as Pignut, Hog Potato and Camote de
raton, due to the tuberous enlargements developed on the deep-
seated branching roots.

The last name, of Spanish or Mexican origin, is translated Rat
potato, the tuber indicated being the sweet potato or yam. While
these nut-like tubers make good hog feed they cannot compete
in value with the crops they invade. They once provided an ad-
dition to Indian rations when roasted but now have been re-
placed by products of cultivation. Botanists call the Camote--

Hoffmanseggia densiflora
A perennial herb, Pignut, or Camote, grows from 6 to 12

inches high with few to several spreading stems, the herbage
quite conspicuously glandular especially about the flowering
parts. The twice-parted leaves are situated at the base for the
most part, usually clustered in a heavy tuft. They vary from 3 to
5 inches in length, composed of several pinnae or primary divi-
sions made up of 6 to 10 very small, closely-set, oblong leaflets,
inclined to fold inward. The long naked flower stalks lift their
colorful racemes well above the bright-green leaves, displaying
them to full advantage. The corollas are orange colored, from
a golden shade to red-orange, about half an inch long, the 5
petals with long claws, the lower part of the petals and the claws
densely covered with stalked glands. The ovary likewise is be-
studded with curious tack-shaped glands. The 10 stamens have
hairy filaments, the alternate ones also heavily glandular. The
flat pods are mostly straight, from one to 11/2 inches long, con-
taining few to several seeds.

Camote is quite common in the Colorado and Mojave deserts
up to 2000 feet, reaching over twice that elevation in Arizona,
extending eastward to Texas, and well down into Mexico, usu-
ally blooming from April to June, sometimes on through the
summer.

It is vigorous enough to thrive well on hard alkaline soils,
where it has little competition, but it is quick to take advantage
of more fertile cultivated soil, making surprising headway be-
cause of its habit of sending up new stems along the creeping
branches of the deep rootstock, thereby rapidly becoming a
troublesome pest under improved living conditions.

There are two other herbaceous species with spreading stems
and persistent foliage, both of them absent from the California
deserts but found from Arizona to Texas. Their roots are woody,
not tuber-bearing.

Hof f manse ggia dre pan ocarpa
This species sends up its stems from a thick taproot. The

herbage is clothed with fine appressed hairs, the bipinnate leaves

mostly basal, the petals short-clawed without glands. The sickle-

shaped pods are often curved almost to a semicircle. The spe-

cific name means "sickle fruit." It blooms from May to Septem-

ber at altitudes of 3000 to 5000 feet.

Hoffmanseggia jamesii
James' Hoffmanseggia inhabits about the same areas as the

above but reaches somewhat higher altitudes, commonly on

dry plains and mesas but sometimes takes up residence in the

pifion-juniper belt, blooming from May to August. It may be

identified easily by the conspicuous black glands which speckle

This small-leaved species, Hoffmanseggia micro phylla,
lacks the aggressive spirit of Pignut, even though it may
grow to a height of ten feet in contrast to the foot-high

stature of Pignut. Its bright yellow blossoms may be
seen from March to October.

the leaflets on the under side, the stems, flowers and pods also
dotted in like fashion. The large root is spindle-shaped and the
crescent pod unsymmetrical, being much widened above the
middle.

Hoffmanseggia micro phylla
This species has a very different personality from that of Pig-

nut. It lacks the aggressive spirit, strictly minding its own Ps
and Qs. A rounding shrub, it has erect rush-like stems densely
hairy with fine soft hairs. Usually it grows from 2 to 4 feet high
but favorable soil and moisture may send the many wand-like
stems up to 8 feet or even more. The twice-pinnate leaves are 1
to 11/4 inches long, set alternately rather far apart. They have
only 3 pinnae, the end one twice as long as the other two. The
tiny oval leaflets number 8 to 18 and often are edged with red,
sometimes all red, and folded inward rather closely.

The numerous leafless elongated racemes measure 3 to 8
inches long, openly spangled with yellow or orange blossoms
about 1/3 inch long. The bright yellow of the corolla is set off by
the dull red of the downy calyx, which at first is grey-green, each
sepal neatly edged with red glands. The gland-dotted crescent
shaped pods are about 3/4 inch in length.

This species is quite common on sandy or stony soil along
the banks and slopes of dry washes and canyons, sometimes on
mesas, at low elevations in the Colorado desert and southwest-
ern Arizona, ranging into adjoining Lower California and
Sonora. It may be found in bloom from March to October.
Painted Canyon in the Mud Hills of the northern Colorado des-
ert fosters a fine array of these attractive bushes. At higher ele-
vations they also may be found in Inyo county, particularly in
Owens valley, but the more arid southerly deserts are their fav-
ored resorts.

This group of the pea family was named in honor of J. Cen-
turius, the Count of Hoffmansegg, co-author of a Flora of Por-
tugal, who lived from 1766 to 1849.
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The chill winds of winter are sweeping across the
top of Ghost mountain these days—and that creates
new problems for a family without artificial sources
of light, and only a sparse desert landscape as a
source of fuel for heating and cooking. The Souths
refuse to denude their mountain of such growing
shrubs as junipers. The alternative is to walk long
distances to gather the dry stalks of dead mescal—
pulpy stalks which throw an intense heat for a min-
ute and then are gone. But to Marshal and Tanya
the daily chore of gathering fuel wood is no hard-
ship. They have spent the greater part of 11 years
in their remote desert mountain home. That is the
life they have chosen and it has brought them health
and happiness, and where on earth can one find
more than that?

Pei ett Xetuye
By MARSHAL SOUTH

4 CLEAN desert wind whips from the east, driving in
from the far distance where the Sierra de los Cocopahs
stretch a dim rampart of goblin blue across the horizon.

The low hunched junipers of Ghost Mountain sigh chillily to
the gusts, and the eddying smoke from Yaquitepec's one tall
chimney trails to leeward like that of a steamship bucking a
head wind.

But the desert sun, low hung upon its southern course, shines
from a cloudless sky. The whole vast, tumbled panorama of
wasteland wilderness—of jagged peak and saw-tooth ridge and
writhing lowland wash—glows in crystal light. Yes, it is winter.
But this is just one of those wide, clear, bracing brisk days that
gives desert winter its special charm.

There are however pools of summer warmth—little sheltered
nooks where, screened from the drive of the wind, the sun beats
down in a drowse of lazy warmth. One of these protected little
patches is in the lee of the house. And here, assembled in tribal
council, Rider, Rudyard and Victoria are living over again all the
exciting events of Christmas. The sun glows on their sun-tanned
bodies and the long, slender fingers of the gnarled little squaw-
tea bush beside them make shadow patterns upon the white
gravel as they talk. I am out of earshot of all but the wind-drifted
blur of their voices. But I can guess well enough at the words.
For old Santa and a host of desert friends, whose camp fires now
send flickering greetings even from the other side of the world,
made this a memorable Christmas at Yaquitepec.

Friends and friendship are soul-stirring things. And it is
always at this season of the year that we reflect sadly on the mad-
ness and stupidity which set one human being against the other
in bitter enmity, when instead they could so easily share the
unlimited blessings of the Great Spirit in friendship and fellow-
ship. Linked as we are in the bonds of understanding with such
a host of desert friends, the greater number of whom we have
never seen, it is doubly hard for us to contemplate the spectacle
of a world gone mad and wading savagely through seas of blood
toward a common destruction. Human beings, all. No matter
of what race or creed or color. Fashioned of the same clay, in
the same mould. Pursuing the selfsame cycles of existence, with
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Children of the desert are Rider and Rudyard. Their mother
is teaching them from books—Nature is building strong

bodies and alert minds.

the same needs, the same joys, the same sorrows and the same
loves and fears. And in place of the extended hand of friendship,
each to each, there is the blow, the word of insult, greed, treach-
ery and the sword.

Yaquitepec days are busy ones in winter. Which does not infer
that summertime is not packed full of tasks also. But in winter
the shortened hours of daylight give less time for work. Yaqui-
tepec is essentially primitive. And the lengthening of the work
day by means of artificial light is neither practised nor desired.
When the sun rises work begins t when it sets activities have to
be suspended. This is the natural way of life, and the healthy
way of life. But in an age of electric illumination man has
largely forgotten this truth, and pays a sad reckoning in physical
ailments, including that in injured eyesight, in consequence. The
keen eye of the unspoiled savage is proverbial. Just how much
of that keenness may be traced to the fact that he does not assault
his sensitive eye nerves with any artificial light stronger than the
yellow glow of torch or fire?

But short days make more crowded work hours. And to this
is always added the winter job of keeping the fireplace fed with
fuel. No small task in a region where fuel is scanty.

The bulk of our heating comes from the mescal—that mar-
velous desert plant of one thousand and one uses. Mescal butts,
when of last season's flowering and thoroughly dry, are unsur-
passed for heat and a brilliance and fury of burning. Natural oil
and alcohol in the substance of the plant results in an almost
incandescent flame, and the spreading, spiny butt, as it dies
down into a glowing shape of coals, like a huge flower fashioned
from illumined glass, is a thing of beauty which no crackling
log can even approach. But the heat and the glow are short
lived. Not so short lived as the twists of straw which the pioneers
on the plains were forced to depend upon. But nevertheless short
enough.

The amount of butts which a fire will consume on a chill
winter day is staggering. All these butts have to be carried for
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considerable distances down, or up, the slopes of the mountain.
And each butt, with its long dry flower stalk, is generally a hefty
load. The collecting of great heaps of this fuel, as reserve against
the sudden descent of snowstorms, is something which Tanya
and the two boys generally undertake. It involves considerable
walking and mountaineering. It is not likely that the inhabitants
of Yaquitepec will ever need to lay out a golf course in order
to enjoy the benefits of physical exercise.

There are other fuel products of the mescal, however, besides
the comparatively new, dry butts. The remains of dead plants
also are excellent burning material. Though, being rotted down
and closely matted, they are inclined to smoulder and smoke.
The dry flower stalks too, cut into handy lengths, make excel-
lent, though short lived, stove fuel. But it is the ancient roots—
the dark, almost petrified core of very old dead mescals—which
give the longest burning, though not large, fires. These old cores
are almost the equal of mesquite wood. They are hard and very
difficult to get lighted. Once burning however, they will
form a glowing mass, very much like that of hard coal. Such a
little fire will glow and smoulder for hours on a cold winter
night. You have to crouch close to it, Indian fashion. But that
is in keeping too, with good sense—and with the desert.

We never cease to marvel at the mescal. What the bamboo is
to the Oriental so is the mescal (agave) to the dweller of those
sections where it flourishes. So many of the basic wants of
primitive man are supplied by this one plant that it is difficult
to speak of it without an excess of enthusiasm. Not only does it
supply fuel after its life span is ended. But during its existence
it is capable of furnishing footwear, cordage, clothing, food,
drink, sugar, alcohol, vinegar, paper, soap—and a host of other
products. The Aztecs were fully aware of the many excellent
qualities of the plant. And the Mexican variety of it, which is
much larger than the native growths of Ghost Mountain, was
called upon to supply a large proportion of domestic needs.
There is even a record, in Aztec history, of the spiky thorns of
the plant being used to punish unruly boys, who were jabbed—
let us hope more or less tenderly—with them.

There is no single growth on Ghost Mountain upon which we
are as dependent as upon the savage dagger pointed mescals.
If a sandal strap breaks when we are on a tramp we turn to the
nearest mescal clump for repairs. The tip of a long, fleshy stiletto
pointed leaf bent over and stripped down yields a natural needle
with a length of tough threads already attached. If we need a
longer or a stouter thread, all that is necessary is to sever a big
leaf close to its base and pound the pulpy flesh with a rock until
the fibers are loosened and can be combed out and separated
by the hand. Then a quick arrangement of strands and a few
twists, or even just by braiding—and your cord or rope is made.
At one time we always used rawhide or leather for sandal straps.
Now we use mescal fiber. It is easier to get.

If a brush is needed to sweep about the fireplace, or a broom
needed for the floor, or a big paintbrush for applying asphaltum
to a water cistern, or a tiny brush for decorating pottery—again
we turn to the mescals. You can make brushes from the fibers as
artistically as you have leisure for. Or you can just pound the

edges of the big dry leaves on a stone and use them "as is." You
can tie them in bunches, with their own fiber, and build up as

big a brush as you need. And in the case of a broom you use a

length of dry mescal stalk for a handle.

If curtain poles are needed, or legs for light tables, or if there
is a light fence to be built, or if rustic shelves are required, or

napkin rings, or boxes for small objects—for all of these, and

for many more needs, the mescal is our first thought. And in the

springtime, when the plants begin to send up their new shoots,

there is the toothsome, pumpkin-yam sweetness of the roasted

mescal hearts. Here on Ghost Mountain we have not even begun
to tap the resources of this desert friend of man. And it is with
malicious satisfaction that we hug to our bosoms the knowledge
that the hand of Commercialism is not likely to reach for the
mescals in these regions, despite their many virtues. There are
not enough mescals growing wild to feed the greedy maw of a
factory. Exploitation must go farther afield • . . to the regular
agave plantations . . . for its cordage. The Great Spirit of the
desert planned a jest for all the despoilers of its useful plant life.
They grow too slowly and there are not enough of any of them
in any given area to make any schemes of greed profitable. This
applies to the Yuccas and to the Ocotillos and to the Mescals
alike—as many impractical, and often fatly subsidized, concerns
have discovered to their chagrin.

Clumps of short velvet-green grass spread spots of color along
the bases of the boulders and in the shelter of squaw-tea and
buckwheat bushes. The rains that drift in across the western wall
of the sierras have washed everything clean and the quartz gravel
sparkles in the sunlight like a strewing of crushed marble. The
three tortoises are sound asleep, tucked up for their winter hiber-
nation within the shelter of the house. Rider's three stalks of
corn are all dead and yellowed. But we harvested five tiny ears
from them. Not bad (at least so Rider thinks) , considering they
were nourished on water saved in spoonfuls from domestic uses
and upon occasional bottlefuls brought home on water hauling
trips. Onions now have the limelight, for we have a little
patch of them, the gift of a friend, growing bravely on
our smallest garden terrace. At night they are covered up ten-
derly with gunny sacks, for the spears of the frost and ice stab
violently sometimes in the hours of darkness. And often the
water in the outdoor catch-pool is frozen over.

Practically all of the lizards have gone into hiding. And the
squirrels who used to come for scraps on the terraces appear no
more. Little white-crowned sparrows hop demurely about under
the house windows or pose, watchful for crumbs, under the
shelter of the junipers. The ramarillos—a species of rubber
brush—have their grey green coats trimmed with a woolly
sprinkle of dingy-white dead blossoms, amidst which, here and
there, late lingering blossoms prick out little dabs of yellow. The
cottonwoods of the lowlands all have shed their leaves. The
creosotes are sere, and the mesquites and the catclaws are stark
and chill.

Yes, it is winter. But what a winter. And what a land. You
must live in it to love it. And you must love it to live in it.
For localities, like people, have souls. And their full charm and
confidence is given only to those who love them.

And here, in this jagged desolation of tumbled rock and
waterless wash, and dim blue distances, the spirit of the land
is very real. How many shall turn back the pages of the long
vanished years and read its history? How many shall even guess
at the secrets which are crooned by its night winds, whispering
about the old rocks and about the fire-blackened stones of long

deserted hearths?
•

OH, LIFT YOUR HEARTS

Still rise the mountains as of yore.
Oh, lift your hearts and see!
The splendors of life's endless store
Should be your company.
Then do not grovel when you can
Be heir to boundless sky,
Man is not made of common grain,
But spirit high.

—Tanya South
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Along the base of Notch Peak runs the great fault whose slight but frequent movements cause the rumbling of the mountains.

Located in the House range of western Utah, the peak is 9725 feet above sea level and almost one mile above Tule

valley to the west. Photo by Frank Beckwith.

Utah '  _I XtunUteny Mckuntaitzi
Five hunters, disappointed to return to camp without a deer, were consoling themselves by watching the sun

set over a magnificent vista of Utah valleys and ranges. Suddenly they were aroused by a terrific jolt. The earth

trembled and shook. A long rumbling rolled like thunder. Speculations to explain it ran high. Soon a column of

black smoke in the distance convinced them a new volcano was in the making. But their theories were proved

wrong by one man, who continued through the years to study the geology of the area until he learned why the

mountains rumbled. He was Frank Beckwith, Delta publisher, who has made many discoveries in the Utah

mountains of scientific value. Here is the explanation of the rumblings, which have been reported by others in

various sections of the world, but which most lay observers could not explain any better than the deer hunters

who first drew Beckwith's attention to the phenomenon in the House range of Utah.

O N a bright October day, a few years
ago, five men from Sevier valley, in
Utah, decided to go deer hunting

on Swasey mountain in the House range,
50 miles west of Delta. After selecting a
camp site high on the mountain, they be-
gan scouring the rough slopes, covered
with a growth of pifion and cedar. But it
was a poor season for game, and late in the
afternoon they all returned to camp with-
out success. Tired and discouraged, they
agreed to rest awhile before cooking
supper.

FEBRUARY, 1945

By CHARLES KELLY

Walking to the edge of a sheer cliff
several hundred feet high, they let their
feet dangle in space as they watched the
sun slowly setting behind a magnificent
vista of wide desert valleys and the saw-
toothed mountain ranges of eastern Ne-
vada. The crisp mountain air was scented
with fragrant cedar, the spot was peaceful
and quiet, and the brilliant October sunset,
they agreed, was well worth the effort of
climbing to that lofty viewpoint.

Suddenly, without warning, there came
a terrific jolt, as though the mountain had

been struck wtih a mighty sledge hammer.
This heavy shock was followed by a shak-
ing and trembling of the ground, accom-
panied by a loud rumbling sound like dis-
tant thunder. The hunters sprang to their
feet and raced away from the edge of the
cliff in record breaking time. The trem-
bling ceased after a few seconds, but the
rumblings continued for several minutes.
When the sound died away and the men
gathered their scattered wits they tried to
judge what had happened.

Some thought the sudden jar and noise
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Fossil hunting expedition in the "Rumbling mountain" area about 20 miles from
Notch Peak, 1927. Dr. Fred I. Pack, University of Utah professor, in foreground
studying fossil specimen. Frank Beckwith, Delta publisher, at extreme left. Party
is on a cove of massive lime. Top 160 feet of Notch Peak is fossil bearing Ordovi-

cian lime. The party is working in an outcrop below this level. Beckwith photo.

had been caused by part of the cliff falling
away ; but a cautious inspection some time
later showed the cliff standing as solidly
as before. Others thought perhaps the
strange sound, like a distant explosion,
had been caused by volcanic activity, of
which there were many old evidences in
Sevier valley. This latter theory seemed to
be definitely proven, when, a little later,
they observed a high column of black
smoke rising into the sky off toward the
west. A new volcano, they were sure, was
in the making. Hurriedly breaking camp
the hunters rushed back to the town of
Delta with this astounding news.

Early next morning a group of excited
men routed Frank Beckwith, editor of
the local newspaper, out of bed.

"We're going out to see the new vol-
cano!" they shouted. "Want to go along?"

"Sure!" said Frank, only half awake.
"I'll be ready in a jiffy."

For several years Beckwith had been
studying the geology of his section of Utah,
exploring old craters, lava flows and hot
plugs from which steam still issued. Much
of that activity appeared to be fairly recent,
and there was a bare possibility, he
thought, that a new eruption might have

taken place. If so he wanted to be among
the first to observe it.

Bumping over 50 miles of rough desert
road the party reached Swasey mountain
where Beckwith and his companions,
guided by one of the hunters, climbed to
the hastily deserted hunting camp. In their
climb they found no evidences of the re-
ported earthquake. Arrived on top they
scanned the horizon with field glasses, but
there wasn't a puff of smoke or steam in
sight. Some of the party began to think
the guide had partaken too generously of
snakebite remedy, but he insisted he was
telling the truth and pointed out the exact
spot where he had seen the smoke. Per-
haps, he said, the first great billow of
smoke had been followed by a flow of
hot lava. In that case the glow from the
lava might be reflected in the night sky.
But when night fell there was no tell-
tale glow in the sky.

That was Frank Beckwith's introduction
to the Rumbling mountains. The smoke
seen by the hunters, he discovered after
long inquiry, was caused by a sagebrush
fire in Disappointment valley. But the
trembling of the ground and loud rum-
bling sound were not figments of the hun-
ters' imagination. Those mountains, he
found, had been making strange noises, off
and on, for more than 40 years.

The Great Stone Face, bearing a re-
markable resemblance to Joseph
Smith, Mormon prophet, is an un-
usual landmark in the House Range
area. From the top of the head, one
can see a panorama including Notch
Peak, Mar jam Pass, Antelope Pass,

Swasey Peak.
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House range, from which the rumblings
emanate, forms the western boundary of
Sevier valley, 80 miles wide, in which are
found many geological phenomena. This
valley was once the bed of prehistoric Lake
Bonneville, of which salt-laden Sevier
lake (now dry) is a small remnant. On its
wide flat surface are many extensive lava
flows and several old craters, one of which
was pushed up through the old lake, all
showing comparatively recent activity.

Highest point in the House range is
Notch peak, with an elevation of 9725 feet.
Its west face, standing almost exactly a
mile above Tule valley, has a sheer drop
of 3000 feet. Swasey peak, where the
hunters received such a fright, lies a few
miles north in the same range. Across Tule
valley to the west are the appropriately
named Confusion mountains. At the north
end of the House range is Topaz moun-
tain, where Frank and I picked up a hat-
ful of fine topaz crystals, while a few miles
to the south stands Crystal Peak, a pure
white intrusion of unexplained origin.

In all that vast expanse of wild desert
between Sevier valley and the Nevada line
there was but one permanent resident.
Jack Watson located in Wah Wah valley
in 1887 and for more than 30 years lived
alone in his desert empire. During those
years Jack kept a diary in which, among
other things, he made a record of every
rumbling of the mountains.

Jack says the rumblings usually sound
like heavy blasting or distant thunder. At
first he thought they were caused by blast-
ing in the mines at Ely, Nevada, but later
found they came from almost every direc-
tion. Occasionally there was a distinct
tremor, such as frightened the hunters,
which sometimes might send a loose
boulder crashing over the cliffs, or rattle
the windows of his cabin. At such times
horses, cattle and sheep might become
frightened and stampede across the desert.
But usually there was only a sharp report
like thunder or a long rolling growl, often
followed shortly by two or three more of
lesser intensity. At other times the sound
might resemble a truck bumping over a
rough road, or a herd of wild horses gal-
loping by. Many were quite faint, but some
were loud enough to wake one out of a
sound sleep at night.

During the first years of Jack's residence
in Wah Wah valley the rumblings were
infrequent. According to his carefully kept
records their greatest activity was between
the years 1905 and 1920, when they were
heard nearly every day, sometimes several
times a day. Since then they have decreased.
During one three year period they almost
ceased entirely. Now they have resumed
Again, although the sound is not as fre-
quent as before 1920.

Although Frank and I visited Jack's
place several times, we heard the rum-
blings only once and then but faintly. Jack

FEBRUARY, 1945
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Theoretical cross section of Notch Peak, showing fault whose movement causes the
strange rumbling sounds heard by Jack Watson over a period of 40 years.

VII HEN I GROW TIRED OP PETTY TRIAL/
AND CITY ./TREET./ HAVE LOIT THEIR LUf2E
I HIE AWAY TO DE/ERT HAUNT./
WHERE L11-E If FREE- - AND AIR If PURE-

All other Utah mountain ranges seem
to have settled down to a serene old age;
only the House range continues to grow,
at least audibly. There was a time, during
the days of the old Fur Brigade, about 120
years ago, when the Uintah range of north-
eastern Utah was known as the Rumbling
mountains, but its rumblings seem to have
ceased about 1875.

Jack Watson had to leave his desert
home a few years ago. Since then no rec-
ords have been kept. But the mountains
still rumble and occasionally the sound
is heard at some of the outlying ranches
west of Delta. Frank Beckwith was dis-
appointed in not finding the new volcano
reported by the deer hunters; but during
the years he has derived great satisfaction
from his study of the mountains "which
grumble as they work," and has solved
the mystery of their audible protest as they
heave themselves slowly and painfully sky-
ward out of the surrounding desert.

says that is because we always visited him
in summer when the sound is less fre-
quent. His records show that the rumblings
occur much more frequently in cold wea-
ther and that any sudden drop in tempera-
ture during the winter almost certainly
will be followed by sharp and frequent
growling of the mountains. Just why sur-
face temperature changes should have
such an effect has never been determined.

Jack's records and story, corroborated by
statements from other men who had passed
through those mountains, intrigued Beck-
with's curiosity to such an extent that he
determined to find the cause of those
strange sounds. With that idea in mind he
made many trips to the House range, which
seemed to be the center of the disturbances.

He found that its high, sheer west face
was caused by an immense fault represent-
ing a displacement of several thousand
feet. His studies showed that Notch Peak
was composed of Cambrian and pre-Cam-
brian limestones and shales, tipped with
165 feet of Ordovician lime. Since this
latter formation was found on the floor
of Tule valley, to the west, the displace-
ment along the fault must have been be-
tween 5000 and 6000 feet. At the base
of Notch Peak he found an outcrop of
underlying granite and later found granite
about five miles from the east base. This
indicated that the mountain had been
slowly pushing upward while the valleys
apparently had been sinking, particularly
on the west where the great fault was so
plainly visible. It is this movement or slip-
page of one great block of the earth's
crust against another along a previously
established crack which causes the rum-
blings heard in the House range. Such
movement, at least in modern times, is
so slight that it leaves no visible trace, yet
it sets up underground vibrations which
are heard as rumblings on the surface.
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Tortilla Flat, pioneer stage station on the Apache Trail, and entrance of Tortilla Creek into
the Superstitions. A days travel south was where Wagoner'-sombled onto his rich ledge.

Today, Tortilla Flat Store, hardly visible in the immensity of space. is the
jumping off point for lost mine hunters.

Wayonet ti

Xait Xedye
Bonanza gold in rose quartz! This is one of the

treasure ledges men have been seeking in the re-
gion of the Superstition mountains in Arizona for
many years. The man who found the gold even left
a map in the hands of his friend the stage driver—
but the map was imperfect, and the gold is still there
—if you believe in lost treasure legends. This is the
second story in Barry Storm's series—Lost Gold and
Hidden Silver.

By BARRY STORM

g N THE early nineties, while Fred Mullins was still driv-
ing the Pinal-Mescal stage, one of his passengers, known
only as Wagoner, often rode out along the desert from

Pinal, Arizona, and then would vanish for weeks at a time
Sometimes, Mullins said, Wagoner would drop off at the west-
ern edge of the Superstitions and head north to prospect across
the Salt river. At other times he would go back into the moun-
tains nearer at hand. And always, sooner or later, Mullins would
pick him up again somewhere along the road for a ride back to
PinaL where Wagoner rustled his grubstakes from the miners.

FEBRUARY, 1945

Wagoner, it was said, was from somewhere back East, a
lunger," as T-B sufferers were called, and he had to stay out-
doors and in the sunshine as much as possible, if he wanted to
continue living. So he was always on the move, prospecting here
and there, carrying a blanket-roll and suitcase full of provisions.
No one ever learned much about him.

On a day in 1894, after one of these trips, Wagoner found
himself on the north side of the river, out of grub. Instead of
making a long roundabout trip back past the western end of
the Superstitions, which would have taken an extra day, he head-
ed straight across the country toward Final. He crossed the river
at Mormon Flat, hiked up the Apache Trail road to Tortilla
Flat and then southeast up Tortilla Creek.

For some hours he followed the creek bed between high cliffs
and steep slopes until he reached fairly level country on the east
side of Tortilla mountain. Then he turned due south through
the lower hills which, he knew, separated him from the head of
La Barge canyon and a trail that went on down the southern
slopes of the Superstitions through Red Tank canyon to Whit-
low's ranch near the road to Final beyond. Hiking for the better
part of a day Wagoner finally reached La Barge canyon where
he found that he had misjudged his direction slightly and was
a mile or so lower and farther west than he had expected to be.
In the gathering dusk he missed the trail.

Night was upon him now, making it difficult to travel farther
even if he had found the trail. But he continued down La Barge
canyon another mile, staying in the center where the walking
was open and comparatively smooth, and built a fire near a
spring of water about three miles due east of Weaver's Needle.

When daylight came again, he saw that he was almost due
north of Miner's Needle. He started down over the broken hills
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Wagoner's mapped trail to his hidden gold ledge in the Superstitions, matched to correct
topographic features north of Whitlow's Ranch, from which he always started.
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to the east of Miner's Needle and within the hour stumbled upon
a rose quartz vein outcropping on a southern slope. Knocking
off a few pieces with his prospector's pick, he found the pinkish,
glassy rock to be literally studded with bright yellow gold.

Here were all his dreams come true—freedom from want and
worry, from having to beg strangers for grubstakes, and freedom
to pursue his easy-going, nomadic life. For gold, the price of
food, of fresh air and sunshine, was also the price of life itself
to Wagoner. And breaking off a few pounds of the bonanza
rbck to put in his suitcase, he went on into Pinal.

From that time on for months Mullins observed that Wagoner
invariably left the stage in the vicinity of Whitlow's ranch and
as invariably caught it there again a few days or a week or so
later. And now he had two new leather suitcases in which to
carry his groceries and effects. But instead of being empty when
Wagoner flagged him down for a ride back to Pinal, the twin
suitcases, which Mullins helped many times to hoist up to the
baggage rack on top, were as heavy as when he went out.

About this time there were rumors in Pinal that Wagoner was
consistently cashing in large amounts of free gold which he had
obviously separated by hand from crushed quartz rock. And then

occasionally there would be an additional passenger who rode
out from Pinal to disembark shortly after Wagoner had left the
stage.

At first Mullins merely thought Wagoner had found a likely
prospect which he was trying to keep hidden from one or more
of his previous grubstakers who all seemed to be trying to trail
him to it. One of these extra passengers confided that Wagoner
always hiked a short distance up canyon from Whitlow's ranch
where he camped out under a willow tree. And then always at a
moment when he was unwatched, he would vanish abruptly to-
ward the Superstitions with the suitcases slung over his shoul-
ders on straps. His tracks could not be found. It was as though
he had walked on air.

Added to this mystery was the fact that Wagoner was over-
working himself making repeated trips back and forth to the
Superstitions. He admitted it one day when he appeared pale
and sick and asked Mullins to hoist the bags up alone. He had
finished a certain job now, he remarked. And Mullins, agree-
ing that he should take things easier, almost strained his own
back getting the suitcases on top of the stage. What was in
them, he asked Wagoner, that they were so heavy?



There are other treasures than gold in the desert for those with eyes to see and soul to feel,
delicate vistas of stark beauty, enchanting scenes ever new. Silent but somehow eloquent,

nature's own song stills the noise of man.

"Look and see," Wagoner said. "This is my last trip anyway."

And Mullins opened one of the bags to find it stuffed with
hand-picked gold ore of the highest grade—bonanza rock!

"Looks like you got it made, all right," Mullins said ex-
citedly. "But many's the time I gave you a free lift when you
were broke. How about letting a friend in on the secret?"

And he persuaded Wagoner to tell him the whole story of
his accidental discovery and how he had been returning to it and
wiping out his tracks with a piece of sacking which he had drug
along behind. Wagoner even made him a detailed map show-
ing the way back up Red Tank canyon into upper La Barge can-
yon and around a picacho butte. He explained, too, that he had
always covered the rose quartz outcropping with rocks and
bushes when he left it, and in addition, this last time, he had
planted a circle of trees around it to grow up into a permanent
marker if he should ever want to return. And now he was go-
ing to vanish from Final with the fortune he had accumulated
and take life easy somewhere. And vanish he did, forever.

Fred Mullins tried to use the map but he could never quite
find the right place. Many years later a resident of Mesa is re-
ported to have found a clue without realizing its significance—
two pieces of fabulously rich rose quartz which probably had
been dropped by Wagoner. But the source remains undiscov-
ered.

FEBRUARY, 1945

INDIAN TRIBES LTNITE IN NATIONAL
CONGRESS FOR MUTUAL BENEFIT

Through the newly formed National Congress of American
Indians, first steps were taken in January to give the Indian pop-
ulation greater opportunity for advancement.

The first meeting of the Executive Committee of the National
Congress was held in Chicago January 19-22. This committee
was named last November when representatives of practically
all the tribes met in Denver to perfect a permanent organization.

Among the objectives of the new Congress are the following:
1—To seek improvement in the administration of Indian

affairs by the federal government.
2—To maintain advisory agents in Washington to advise

congressmen in connection with Indian legislation.
3—To provide a legal department for the protection of tribes,

groups and individuals.
4--To issue a news letter for the purpose of keeping Indians

informed on matters affecting their welfare.
5—To establish a scientific polling system in order to deter-

mine quickly the views of members on important issues.
6—To cooperate with the American Indian Insitute in matters

affecting the welfare of the tribesmen.
7—To advocate the creation of a special tribunal for adjusting

Indian claims against the United States.
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Imperial Irrigation District

Pioche, Nevada . . .
A geological survey of the Groom min-

ing district 80 miles west of Caliente is
to be made by Fred L. Humphrey, former
geologist for Basic Magnesium at Gabbs.
The Groom mine has been an intermittent
producer of silver bearing lead for 30
years.

• • •
Yuma, Arizona . .

Addie S. Nottbusch, pioneer resident,
has filed suit to dear title to 14 mining
daims in the Kofa region. The daims are
the Addie 1 to Addie 14, and the plain-
tiff's relocation of them dates back to De-
cember, 1933.

• • •

Irmgmcm, Arizona . . .
A. W. Smith and Carroll Farley recently

returned from an 8-mile hike to the Black
Mountain range southeast of Oatrnan
bringing sacks of "calcite rose" discovered
there by Smith several years ago. These
are believed to be the largest and most
unusual specimens found in the Southwest,
some of the specimens having twists and
swirls like a perfectly formed ash tray.
They have a very definite rose color.

• •
Boulder City, Nevada . . .

Although erected originally as a lab-
oratory for the processing of low-grade
manganese, the pilot plant installed by the
U. S. bureau of mines at Boulder City can
turn out more than 2,000 pounds of 99-
plus per cent pure metal daily, according
to the report of metallurgists who have
been assigned there. The report tells of
many improvements designed to reduce
the cost of the electrolytic process. The
publication is titled Report of Investiga-
tions 3681 — Manganese Investigations
1919, and may be obtained from the Bur-
eau of Mines, Washington 25, D. C.

• • •
Salt Lake City, Utah . . .

Urgent need for increased lead pro-
duction is announced by the War Produc-
tion Board through A. M. Dixon, consult-
ant for the western mining division. Lead
producers are urged to file requisitions for
additional labor when needed, and to
maintain operations at a maximum. Labor
difficulties in Mexico, it is reported, have
curtailed metal from that source, and this
makes it important that miners and re-
finers in America operate at top capacity.

Las Vegas, Nevada . . .
Basic Magnesium plant partially closed

in November by order of the War Produc-
tion Board, is to reopen for limited opera-
tions again, producing rocket projectiles
and 81mm. mortar shells for the army and
navy. The Defense Plant corporation.
owners of the plant, will make the neces-
sary alterations and turn the equipment
over to the Rheem Manufacturing com-
pany to rush out war munitions. The plant
is reported to have produced 165,000,000
pounds of magnesium during its operation

• • •
Denver, Colorado . . .

Five thousand miners in the CIO metal
producing trade were affected when the
non-ferrous metals commission of the War
Labor Board announced December 23 that
the request for 14 cents an hour increase
in pay had been denied. The commission
explained that to alter the "little steel
formula" limiting wage increases to 15
per cent of the prewar scales was beyond
its authority.

• • •
Hobbs, New Mexico . . .

Drilling at the 3800-foot level the Stan-
olind Oil company brought in a 12,000-
barrel gusher near Eunice in Lea county
November 30. Pay oil was found in reef
limestone just about the time the company
was planning to abandon the hole.

MineA. and At

FOOD FOR VICTORY!
The Farm Front continues to be an
indispensable factor in the war effort

• That is why Imperial Irrigation District is doing

everything possible to overcome shortages in

men and materials and still deliver water to its

farmers when—and in the amounts necessary

to keep essential crops growing.

• It's a big job to maintain 3000 miles of canals,

keep 24,000 canal structures in repair, divert
2,000,000 acre feet of water into the system and
make 75,000 water deliveries to individual gates

each year—but the District is doing it!

KEEP VIT AL CROPS GROWING

Use Your Own Power-Make it Pay for the, All American Canal
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LETTERS . . .
Mojave Comes Home to the Desert . . .

Whittier, Califo rn ia
Gentlemen:

I am sending to you - Mojave"—one desert tortoise.
I found this tortoise on my way to work, near Long Beach,

California. It was headed south, and probably was brought in
off the desert by one of the soldiers.

For nearly a month, since I found Mojave, I have been unable
to persuade it to eat. The story in Desert Magazine about the
South children and their tortoise race gave me an idea. Why
not send them this one? I am sure they will know how to take
care of it.

If it is too much trouble to contact the Souths, please release
the tortoise out on the desert where it belongs—not too near a
road. Some one had daubed paint on its back before I found it—
but do not try to remove the paint—you might injure the reptile

Thank you for any kindness you may show Mojave.
JAMES E. MAYBERRY

Dear lames Mayberry:
"Mojave" arrived by express in good order, thanks to

your interest. We improvised a sort of cave in which he
could hibernate—then on December 31 we took him out to
the Souths at Yaquite pee—andhe will have the whole
range of Ghost mountain up there—with compariions of
his own kind.

It is too bad someone daubed the blue paint on his back
—but he may not even know it, and we'll hope the other
tortoises will be considerate enough of his feelings not to
men/ion it. Or, perhaps that strange coloring will give him
extra prestige in the tortoise tribe—who knows?

Anyway, I am glad you reclaimed Mojave from the chili
damp air of the California coast—and headed him back
to the desert where he can bask in warm sand and sunshine.
As for his lack of appetite—this is the wrong time of year
for a tortoise to eat. He is supposed to be asleep in his
winter hole in the sand. On behalf of this harmless denizen
of the desert I want to express appreciation for your kind-
ness.—R.H.

From the Land of Mud and Mire . .

Dear Miss Harris:
	 Italy

standing nearby.

his descriptions of the Arabs. What always amazed me most was
the way they appeared from nowhere in some barren region.
You can just stop your truck where nothing living is in sight

you a note. It is a welcome change from the mud and mire over
here to read about places that aren't so wet.

Africa. I spent a year there myself and get quite a kick out of

(except a few plants) and within two minutes an Arab will be

I especially enjoy Randall Henderson's stories of North

I just received the October issue of DM, and decided to drop

I'm also a bit of a rockhound, but I am afraid it doesn't offer
many possibilities here in Italy. I did find a large mine that had
been producing iron pyrites—although I don't know what could
he made with them. I took one specimen for myself.

I like the magazine very much but I am afraid I don't appre-
ciate the life Marshal South writes about. It seems to me he is
reversing civilization. Even the Arabs that Mr. Henderson writes
about utilize all available means to elevate themselves above
their present state.

1/3 JOHN W. ORR

FEBRUARY, 1945

Photo taken by Fred Eads in 1907

Death Valley Grave That Vanished . . .
San Gabriel, California

Dear Sir:
The enclosed photo of a grave at Confidence Mill in Death

Valley was taken in the spring of 1907. Next time I passed the
place the junk man had gathered up all the metal scrap at the
old millsite, including the iron cross on the grave.

The place was deserted for many years. Then in 1934 the
price of gold was nearly doubled, and the following year when
I passed that way two mills had sprung up on the old site of
the Confidence.

By 1938 these also had vanished. The old ore dumps, includ-
ing the rock mound on the grave were gone. If any of the readers
of Desert can identify this old grave I would like to hear from
them through Desert Magazine.

A. FRED EADS
•	 •

After the War—Life on the Desert . .
India

Dear Friends:
The average magazine and newspaper comes through third

class mail and is from three to four months reaching this interior
station. I have never seen a copy of Desert Magazine, but have
heard plenty about it. If it is what I expect of it, I would like to
order a life-time subscription. I expect to prospect in the desert
after the war—at night with a black light, and I am expecting
Desert to be a sort of guide book for my future use. Thanks for
your service to the men overseas, and I hope some day to visit
the Desert press in El Centro.

M/Sgt. LEE ELMORE
•

Here's One for the Archeologists . . .
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sirs:
We would like very much to find an Indian gong to add to

our collection of Indian arts and crafts. Inquiry at the Indian
Crafts shops here in Washington has been in vain. Could you
give me the names of any dealers, or other sources , that would
be likely to have a gong for sale.

MRS. F. M. CLINGAN
Mrs. Clingan: ill have to confess my ignorance. I never

heard of an Indian "gong"—that is. related in any way to
the American Indians. Can any reader of Desert throw any
light on this subject?—R. H.
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Elephants Near Monkey Flats . • •
Hanford, California

Dear Randall:
I just finished reading your article "Oasis in the Chucka-

wallas." I had the pleasure of spending two weeks at Aztec Well
in 1943. The trip was made with a man who worked for some
time for Steve Ragsdale. His name was Ernie Haycox.

When we were there we stayed with an old Indian named
John de la Garza. At that time he was taking care of Corn
Springs, since A. B. Chaney was doing his prospecting tempor-
arily on the front porch due to ill health. We got to visit the
graves of those grand old men of the desert, Gus Lederer and
Tommy Jones.

Also, we went up to Monkey Flats and on the way up there we
saw interesting rock formations which John called the "Feeding
Elephants." I believe you missed something by not going up
there.

I have my stacks of Deserts laid away so that when I get out
• of the army I can make some of those trips.

PVT. MARK STACK

Wining Days in Coyote Mountain • •
Escondido, California

Dear Sir:
In your edition of January, 1945, you requested information

about the old roads in the vicinity of Coyote mountain, Imperial
county, California.

I can give you first hand information regarding the early
history of mining in that area. My first trip into Painted Gorge
was in January 1896, and thereafter for many years I spent from
three to six months in the Coyote mountains and vicinity.

During January 1901, I discovered and located a deposit of
grey marble about 11/2 miles northwest of the Gorge. A few
years later the Golden State Mining company was organized in
San Diego.

The first location, and several later ones, were included in
the company's holdings and I assumed the superintendency of
the subsequent development. At that time we limited our work
to the more accessible places, from north of Dos Cabezos to the
west of Alverson canyon, as well as Creole, the first discovery
mentioned.

About 1910, other limestone—so-called marble—deposits
were located by James Fowler, to the south and west of Painted
Gorge. He organized a company, the name of which I have
now forgotten, and built a house, sheds and other structures
'just below the mouth of the Gorge. No marble was ever shipped
from this locality but the iron-rimmed wheels and other ma-
chinery were part of the equipment intended for future use.

Lack of financial backing soon caused this venture to be
abandoned, but in the meantime a very small deposit of silica
sand suitable for water filters was found about half way up the
east side of Coyote. He built a steep and impracticable road to
this deposit—but did not ship any of the product.

In ,1913 the Golden State company built a road leading north
from the mouth of the Gorge to a banded marble deposit near
the summit of the hills at that point. Nice specimens can be
found there of dark grey, white and pinkish marble. There has
never been any other mineral mined in the vicinity to my
knowledge.

I hope this will help clear up the mystery of Painted Gorge.

The name Painted Gorge has been applied recently. It had no

name in the old days. Needless to say, both companies have

long since ceased to exist, and their liabilities charged off to

experience.
W. H. TRENCHARD

Touring the Desert on Kerosene	 . .
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Dear Mr. Henderson:
Referring to the story in January Desert about your trip in the

jalopy that burns a mixture of kerosene and gasoline. If you will
consult a qualified oil man I believe you will find reasons not to
encourage the use of a mixture of kerosene and gasoline in an
automobile. I have been told by people who should know that
the explosive potential of this mixture is many times greater
than that of pure gasoline. Serious accidents have resulted from
using the two together.

Mountain Sheep at the Hayfields . . .
Pasadena, California

Dear Sirs:
I thought you might be interested to know that we believe

we saw a mountain sheep cross Highway 60-70 near the Hay-
field aqueduct pumping plant last month. It was traveling north
from the Orocopia mountains toward the Cottonwoods in day-
light—no evidence of others following. 	

DR. J. E. FILMAR

Dr. Filmar: Yon are probably correct. There are still a
few sheep in that area, ranging part of the time in the
Chuckawallas and at other times in the ranges to the north.

•
Story of a Four-Legged Desert Rat . . .

Top 0' Th' Pines, Prescott, Arizona
Dear D.

Speaking of "desert rats" recalls to my memory a baby kan-
garoo rat unearthed from his desert refuge by a curious dog many
years ago, near Needles. I rescued the little fellow and raised
him on a doll's nursing bottle. He grew to be a huge fellow,
for a rat, with slick dove colored fur, and big, shiny, black eyes.
My brother and I used to turn him loose in the livingroom,
where he would romp with us like a kitten, sometimes jumping
clear over our heads. We fed him on Polly's sunflower seeds,
much to the pretended disgust of that bird, who made ferocious
dives at him every chance she had.

Our mother was mortally afraid of the pet rat, and whenever
she discovered that he was out of his cage, made a mad scramble
for the highest piece of furniture. One day my brother and I
returned from a visit to our grandmother to find that Bright
Eyes had "escaped" from his cage and gone back to the wide,
sandy stretches. A glance at Mother's relieved face told us the
story . . . Our grief was appeased only by Father's kind and
understanding sympathy; for we knew that wherever our long-
legged playmate was, our father had seen to it that he was given
his chance to live, among those of his own kind.

Needless to say I have a kindly feeling for the desert rats,
both four-legged and two-legged. I do not feel any antipathy
toward the name, as Mr. Singleton does. It intrigues my interest
and imagination.

IDA SMITH

Calling for Hardrock Shorty . . .
Hemet, California

Dear Editor:
I have been reading the D.M. for some time now, and I've al-

ways enjoyed it. But with the shape the world is in, we need
something to make us laugh. I have noticed with some disap-
pointment that the "desert philosopher" is missing—better
known as Hardrock Shorty. I am sure others feel as I do, and
miss Hardrock.

RICHARD WIPPERT

Dear Dick: Editors of D.M. are trying to locate Hard-
rock—and if we can lasso the sunuvagun we'll have him
in Desert again. We miss him too.

E. T. SCOYEN
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Postmaster Buys State Landmarks ...
TUCSON — Crumbling ruin of Fort

Lowell, once center of Old Tucson's bril-
liant social life, has passed into private
hands. It was bought at public auction by
George Babbitt, Jr., Flagstaff postmaster,
who previously had bought site of the
Oatman Massacre, about 17 miles east of
Sentinel, where the Oatman family was
attacked by Apaches in 1851. Said Babbitt
of his purchases, "Both were made with the
one aim of helping to preserve historic
landmarks which are fading all too rapidly
in Arizona."

Bird Cage is Novel's Setting . . .

TOMBSTONE — Bird Cage theater,
center of interest during Tombstone's sil-
ver boom days, will receive national pub-
licity when Lynton Wright Brent's novel,
Bird Cage, is released by publishers next
spring. Brent, of Hollywood, has made
Tombstone his home while writing novel,
which uses many early day characters and
centers about experiences of a New York
theatrical troupe which came for opening
of the theater, December 26, 1882. Brent
already is working on another novel,
Brewery Gulch, with setting in Bisbee.

"Cattle of the Future" to Be Educated

FLAGSTAFF — Plan for preventing
cattle accidents on highways at night is
suggested by Andrew L. Case, supervisor
of driver education for state highway de-
partment. He urges that farmers continue
to increase number of white-faced cattle
in their herds, teach them from calfhood
to walk on left side of street or highway,
facing approaching traffic. "If, in years
to come, we succeed in teaching our cattle
this first rule for pedestrians on the high-
ways, we can then hope to teach human
beings," Case concluded.

Texan Buys Historic Ranch . . .
BONITA—W. T. Waggoner, Jr., Fort

Worth, Texas, in December added to his
extensive cattle holdings by purchasing the
Eureka ranch near here, one of the finest
"spreads" in the Southwest, for a reported
price of more than $400,000. In purchase
were included 2000 head of Hereford cat-
tle, all range lands and leases, ranch and
guest houses, equipment. New owner and
his wife plan to make this their permanent
home. Ranch was established more than
50 years ago, has seen service as a stockade
and stage stop between Fort Grant and
Fort Thomas.

Frontier Marshal's Widow Dies ...
TOMBSTONE—Death came Decem-

ber 19 to Mrs. Josephine Marcus Earp, 75,
widow of the colorful frontier marshal
Wyatt Earp. She died at her Los Angeles
home. During the days her husband re-
stored law and order in frontier towns
from Dodge City to Tombstone, she was
his faithful companion. They settled in
Los Angeles in the early 1900's. He died
there January 13, 1929. In 1939 Mrs. Earp
served as technical advisor for the filming
of her husband's career at Tombstone.

Fifty to Go Buffalo Hunting ...
GRAND CANYON — Hunters will

crop 50 buffalo from the state owned herd
in House Rock valley north of here Feb-
ruary 3 and 4, in order to maintain the
herd at 200, which is carrying capacity of
the range. Herd produced 51 known calves
the past season. The 50 hunters, drawn by
lot, will be allowed to keep head, hide and
one front quarter and may buy one other
quarter at 25-35 cents per pound. No com-
mercialization of the meat is permitted.

All-American Engineer Transferred
YUMA—Leo J. Foster, U. S. reclama-

tion bureau engineer here the past eight
years and in charge of all construction
work on All-American canal and Gila
canal projects, left in December for Den-
ver where he will be with chief engineer of
the bureau. He will be given special assign-
ments and serve as consulting engineer.

Assistant Named for Refuge Area ...
YUMA—Frank B. McMurry of Havasu

Lake national wildlife refuge, near Need-
les, California, has been transferred to
Yuma area to assist Arthur F. Halloran.
Yuma office will administer Havasu and
Imperial refuges as well as Kofa and Cabe-
za Prieta game ranges, a consolidation
made necessary by war conditions.

• • •
CALIFORNIA

Old West Relics Destroyed . . .
THOUSAND PALMS — A valuable

collection of relics belonging to Harry
Oliver, picturesque desert trader, was des-
troyed by fire December 17 at Dewey
Wallace warehouse here. Rare old maps,
covering West from the days when Califor-
nia was thought to be an island, Indian
pottery, antique furniture and brassware,
ancient firearms and other museum pieces
which far exceeded the $8000 valuation
placed on them, were lost. There was no
insurance. Oliver, who had been working
on a fireproof adobe structure to house
the collection, will complete his building
and seek a new collection.

Indians Not Selling Their Home .. .

PALM SPRINGS = Palm Springs In-
dians want it known their reservation here
has not been sold and no negotiations for
its sale have been started. William Veith,
local Indian agent, made the announce-
ment at request of tribal committee, to
stop rumors which had been circulating.

Legion Works for Mesa Homesteads

EL CENTRO—Imperial county Amer-
ican Legionnaires moved again in January
in effort to bring about development of
county's East and West mesas in interest
of both World War I and II veterans,
when they conducted their national com-
mander, Edward N. Schierberling, on tour
of areas. Official surveys list only about
40,000 acres as "suitable" for farm devel-
opment, while farmers and soil experts
believe much more is adaptable to certain
types of farming. Efforts of various groups
to secure permission for test farming on
10,000 acres so far have met with refusal.
Legionnaires, fearing federal prohibition
against opening area to homesteading
while suitability is in dispute, feel there
are no grounds for refusing test farming.

For Nice Things . .
• INFANTS AND

CHILDREN'S WEAR

• LADIES' READY.TO.WEAR
• MEN'S FURNISHINGS

• FINE LINENS

CUSTER'S
206 W. TENTH STREET	 PHONE 246

LANCASTER. CALIFORNIA
THE HEART OF ANTELOPE VALLEY

RILLA CUSTER	 GALEN CUSTKR

29
PALMS
INN

THE HOTEL AT THE
PALMS
• • •

FIREPLACE ADOBES
• • •

FOOD TO REMEMBER
• •	 •

SADDLE HORSES
BADMINTON

• •	 •
AMERICAN PLAN

Single, $6.00 up
Double, $10.25 up

Gateway to Joshua Tree National Monument
ROBERT VAN LAHR, Manager

For Reservations — Write 29 Palms Inn at
TWENTYNINE PALMS, CALIFORNIA

or call any Travel Bureau or Automobile Club
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Birds Aid Project for Blind . . .
SHOSHONE—Jack Kenny, blind ca-

nary fancier, is progressing with his plan
to establish a rancho in Death Valley for
rehabilitation of newly-blinded persons,
including returned servicemen. When
Kenny, former sales expert for national
corporations, became blind more than six
years ago and failed in four-year effort
to have his vision restored by specialists in
Europe and this country, he came to Death
Valley country and started raising pedi-
greed roller canaries for which he has de-
veloped a national market. Now in effort
to raise funds to help other blind people
"find themselves" he is setting up curio
store to sell Indian crafts and souvenirs,
and is inviting civic and service dubs to
purchase canaries at $20 each and leave
them in his aviary as a memorial to some
deserving person. All proceeds will be
used to finance rancho where "guests" will
be taught appreciation of the beautiful in
life, tricks of trade in getting about in a
dark world, and how to become indepen-
dent though blind. Candidates to Rancho
del Valiente (ranch of the stouthearted)
will be nominated by donors of memorial
birds. Many birds already have been pur-
chased and named for servicemen, war
heroes, deceased members of families and
crippled relatives. Much of the response
has come as result of publication in Aug-
ust, 1944, issue of Desert Magazine of
Kenny's story, "The Man Who Heard
Music in the Desert Darkness."

MISCELLANEOUS

Large stock of petrified palm. Twenty tons of
rock specimens. Navajo rugs, reservation
hand hammered silver and baskets from many
tribes. Many other handmade artifacts.
Daniels Indian Trading Post, 401 West Foot-
hill Blvd., Fontana, Calif.

WHATEVER YOUR WHIMS! REALIZE
YOUR INNERMOST LONGINGS! Get
"Spiritual Help For Your Everyday Prob-
lems." Unique book, complete collection, in-
timate, SURE solutions. Only 25e postpaid.
OUTSTANDING BOOK ASSOCIATION,
Box 2501, Los Angeles, Calif.

Desert Tea: In original form. Large bundle only
$1.00 complete with instructions for use. Mail
orders taken for government stamped Navajo
rugs and blankets, Indian pottery, desert pets,
rocks and antiques. Grail Fuller's Bor X Post
Ranch, Box 26, Daggett, California.

Gold Dust and Nuggets Really Pay Off ! Proven
methods, simple home made equipment. For
a profitable hobby or fortune making profes-
sion, read "Gold Prospecting Made Easy."
Only 50e postpaid. Imperial Gold. 208 Del-
mar, Vallejo, California.

Postwar Airport is Possibility . . .

DESERT CENTER—This community
in Chuckawalla valley may have a postwar
airport if resolution before congress for
$25,000 for its construction is approved.
It is hoped to obtain this amount as part
of nationwide airport program of civil
aeronautics administration which calls for
expenditure of $1,250,000,000 to build
3050 new fields and improve 1625 others.
This community would be required to
match government appropriation on dol-
lar-for-dollar basis, unless state legislation
is provided to allow state aid.

Four-Million Dollar Date Crop . . .

INDIO — Coachella valley dates this
season have brought income of more than
$4,000,000, exceeding last year's crop by
$500,000, according to Eugene C. Jarvis,
United Date Growers association manager.
Ripening, harvesting, packaging and mar-
keting will continue until next summer,
it is expected. In past years distribution
has been largely completed by end of
Christmas season.

Honor Given Rancher-Artist.  . .

HOLTVILLE—William R. Thompson,
rancher-artist of this district, has received
acclaim for his oil painting, "Hole-in-the-
Wall", recently exhibited by American
Veterans Society of Artists in New York
City. Painting is landscape of barren west-
ern mountains.

Indian Relics: 20 genuine Indian arrowheads
$1.00, Catalog. Geo. Holder, Glenwood, Ark.

LIVESTOCK

KARAKULS producers of Persian Lamb fur
are easy to raise and adapted to the desert
which is their native home. For further in-
formation write Addis Kelley, 4637 E. 52
Place, Maywood, California.

We sell Nationally Recognized Fur Producing
Karakuls. Have permanent market for wool
and furs. Attractive investment for rancher
or city investor. James Yoakam, National
Distributor, 1128 No. Hill Ave., Pasadena,
California.

REAL ESTATE

Lots and acreage for your future home, mile
from N.M. College, high dry, lots $25.00 up.
Southwest Desert Nurseries, Las Cruces, N.
Mex.

For Imperial Valley Farms—

W. E. HANCOCK
"The Farm Land Man"

Since 1914
EL CENTRO — — — — CALIFORNIA

Postmaster Since Teddy's Day . . .

BLYTHE—What is believed to be a
postal service record has just been chalked
up by P. D, McIntyre, this town's first and
only postmaster. At close of Christmas
rush December 26 he completed 36 years
as postmaster, having served since his ap-
pointment by Teddy Roosevelt in 1908.
At that time Palo Verde valley population
was 300 and mail was brought in from
Glamis three times a week. First postoff ice
was in a little adobe building known as
The Big Store, on site now occupied by
new city jail.

• • •
NEVADA

Tips for Meteor Hunters . . .
RENO—Nevada's sagebrush lands and

unexplored hillsides probably contain a
large number of undiscovered meteorites,
believes Dr. Vincent P. Gianella, depart-
ment of geology head at University of
Nevada. Second largest meteorite known
to have fallen in U. S. was discovered near
Tonopah in Quinn Canyon mountains in
1908. It was found by an old prospector
and weighed about 3600 pounds. There
are reports throughout the state of meteor-
ites having been seen passing through the
air. Dr. Gianella urges people to observe
carefully the flight of a meteorite by some
landmark or compass bearing so their
course may be determined. Normally me-
teorites lose their incandescence about 18

miles above earth's surface, although they
have been known to strike the earth while
still flaming. They have a commercial
value of about $5 per pound, Dr. Gian.ella
said. The university mining laboratory will
analyze free any substance believed to be
a meteorite.

Plan Hunting, Fishing for Veterans
CARSON CITY—Nevada will become

a sportsmen's paradise if state's supply of
wild animals, fowl and fish is increased as
provided in a 14-point program announced
in December by E. J. Phillips, chairman
of state's fish and game commission. Phil-
lips said program was to insure better fish-
ing and hunting for returning servicemen
He pointed out that leading army and
civilian psychiatrists recommend hunting
and fishing above all other types of therapy
for mental relaxation needed by battle
tired veterans. He seeks intensive studies
of game areas to increase productiveness
and correct biological balances and pollu-
tion conditions. One of most urgent prob-
lems is to reduce large number of game
law violations.

• • •
During past four years there have been

almost twice as many Indian births in

Nevada as deaths.
• • •

Next conference of 11 Western gover-
nors has been set for some time between
April 15 and May 1 at Reno.

The Desert Trading Post
Classified advertising in this section Coils five cents a word, $1.00 minimum per issue—

Actually about 1% cents per thousand readers.
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It Didn't Change the Climate . . .
BOULDER CITY — Despite extrava-

gant predictions when Boulder dam was
built, Lake Mead, largest artificial reser-
voir in the world, has made no appreciable
change in the climate around southern Ne-
vada and northern Arizona. This was the
recent testimony of William B. Warne,
assistant reclamation commissioner, before
house irrigation and reclamation commis-
sion at Washington. While immediate vi-
cinity of the 120-mile lake has enjoyed
slight benefit in its weather, such effect is
not noted at any distance. Lake has a sur-
face area of 162,700 acres.

• • •

NEW MEXICO

Tradition Bent But Not Broken ...
ZUNI—Wartime conditions are dis-

rupting Zufii Indian tradition. Shalako,
the ancient house blessing ceremony, is
held each December with elaborate prepar-
ation and festivities. But this year one of
the Shalako priests had to leave for army
induction just before the ceremony. Part
of the rites includes a scalp dance, initiat-
ing a new bow priest, but since no enemies
were at hand they had to use dog scalps
instead. Further curtailing ceremony was
the house shortage. Since Zunis are so busy
driving their cattle and sheep to market
to meet wartime needs they had no time
to build new houses, only five new ones
being ready to dedicate. These setbacks
however did not discourage the Shalako
gods, in strange costumes ten feet high,
nor the Mudheads, most sacred of pueblo
gods, who came down from Thunder
mountain to preside over all night cere-
monies, dancing and festivity. When the
prayer plumes were planted on the flats
bordering Zufii river and the gods retired
to the sacred mountain, Zuni New Year
officially began.

Sit Carson Aide Dies . . .
MORA—Jake Rains, one time scout and

Indian fighter for Kit Carson, died at a
Colorado home for the aged December 22.
He was believed to be more than 100 years
old. His possessions included a bell from
the old mission here, which had been cast
of gold and silver coins and was valued at
$5000.

Indian Service Officers Named . . .
DULCE—A. E. Stover of Dulce, super-

intendent of Jicarilla-Apache reservation
in northwest New Mexico and southeast
Colorado, was elected chairman of South-
west superintendents' council of U. S.
Indian service at December meeting in
Phoenix, Arizona. Floyd McSpadden, of
Ignacio, Colorado, superintendent of Con-
solidated Ute reservation, was elected vice-
chairman, and Burton Ladd, of Keams
Canyon, Arizona, superintendent of Hopi
reservation, was chosen secretary.

Indian Crafts to Be Filmed . . .
GALLUP — Arrangements are being

made by Warren Trainsue and Homer
Hott in cooperation with Navajo service
officials here to produce a technicolor
visual education film on Indian arts, crafts
and industry. The film would cover the
entire arts and crafts field on 16 mm size
for use by schools, clubs and other organ-
izations. It is intended to include some
black and white shots in the film to convey
by contrast the great beauty and brilliant
color of Southwestern landscapes.

Aztec Monument Improvement Voted

AZTEC—E. T. Scoyen, associate re-
gional park director, has announced that
$8000 has been allotted by national park
service to build a drainage ditch around
prehistoric ruins at Aztec national monu-
ment. Scoyen said the monument has been
"depreciating" the past several years be-
cause of seepage from nearby irrigation
ditches.

• •	 •
Pfc. Ben Quintana, outstanding 21 -

year -old Indian artist, former student at
Santa Fe Indian school, has been reported
killed in the Philippines.

• • •
UTAH

Public Health Steps Taken . . .
SALT LAKE CITY — Comprehensive

report on hospital facilities in Utah, with
far-reaching recommendations for estab-
lishment of state medical center, district
hospitals, rural health centers and branch
health centers, as prepared by U. S. public
health service, was accepted in late Decem-
ber by a special committee appointed by
Governor Herbert B. Maw. Proposed
state medical center would be for diagnos-
tic, teaching and research work and would
be developed by university medical school
on grounds now owned by Salt Lake gen-
eral hospital, using existent facilities as a
nucleus. It was expected Gov. Maw would
recommend suitable measures in his mes-
sage to the state legislature.

Japanese Will Leave Topaz . .
TOPAZ—Utah's giant relocation cen-

ter here, home for from 6000 to 8500 Jap-
anese since its founding in January, 1943,
"will be disestablished in an orderly man-
ner," Luther T. Hossman, project director,
announced following proclamation which
will permit most of the residents to go any-
where in the U. S. after January 2. Exodus
is expected to take place over period of
six months to a year. Since only those who
have been carefully examined and cleared
by military authority will be allowed to
leave, proclamation requests that these
persons be "allowed to enjoy the same
privileges accorded other law abiding
American citizens or residents."

Utah Artist Honored . . .
SALT LAKE CITY—National recogni-

tion has come to Joseph A. F. Everett,
prominent Utah artist, who has been
awarded the Logan medal, presented an-
nually by the National Society for Sanity
in Art. Award was made for his watercolor,
"Deep Snow," is being shown at Cali-
fornia Palace of Legion of Honor, San
Francisco. Everett is the first Utah artist
to receive the award.

A WESTERN THRILL

"Courage," a remarkable oil painting
20x60 feet, the Covered Wagon Train cross-
ing the desert in '68. Over a year in painting.
On display (free) at Knott's Berry Place
where the Boysenberry was introduced to
the world and famous for fried chicken din-
ners with luscious Boysenberry pie.

You'll want (1) A 4-color picture of this
huge painting suitable for framing. (2) A
36-page handsomely illustrated souvenir,
pictures and original drawings, of Ghost
Town Village and story of this roadside
stand which grew to a $600,000 annual busi-
ness. (3) One year's subscription (6 num-
bers) to our illustrated bi-monthly magazine
of the West. True tales of the days of gold,
achievements of westerners today and cour-
ageous thoughts for days to come. Mention
this paper and enclose one dollar for all three
and get authentic western facts. Postpaid.

GHOST TOWN NEWS
BUENA PARK, CALIF.

STUDENTS AND HOBBYISTS
ALIKE FIND THE

DflA Olf1GfIllIlf
A Source of Accurate and Always
Timely and Interesting Informa-

tion on the Absorbing Sub-
jects of . .

• GEOLOGY
• GEMOLOGY

• MINERALOGY

Subscriptions are $2.00 Yearly
Single Copies 20c

TELEPHONE TUcker 6801
428 Metropolitan Bldg.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

HILTON'S 441
Qem &top

JOHN W. HILTON, Owner

—9—

On U. S. Highway 99
Ten Miles South of Indio

—4/—

Across from Valerie Jean Date Shop
P. 0. ADDRESS, THERMAL, CALIFORNIA
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WANTED--
To meet the constant demand for

back issues of Desert, the following
prices will be paid for earlier num-
bers. These copies should be com-
plete with cover, suitable for resale

November, 1937 $3.00
April, 1938     1.00
August. 1938 	 1.00
January. 1939   1.00
February, 1939 	 2.00
May, 1939 	 1.00
June, 1939 1.00
July,	 1939 	 1.00
December, 1939 1.00

Complete
Volumes-

While Vols. 1 and 2 are not always
immediately available, we will book
your order for them, and can supply
all other volumes at once, at the fol-
lowing prices. Some of the copies are
newsstand returns and not in new
condition, but all of them are com-
plete and 100% serviceable.

Volume 1, Nov'37 to Oct'38..$12.00
Volume 2    12.00
Volume 3 	  	 8.00
Volume 4 5.00
Volume 5    5.00
Volume 6 	 4.00
Volume 7 	 3.50

All prices include LOOSE LEAF
BINDERS for each volume,

prepaid to you.

Single copies to complete your Vol-
umes 5, 6 and 7 are available at 25c
each. Write for prices on single
copies for earlier volumes.

PERMANENT BINDERS
are now available for your
DESERT MAGAZINES

Desert readers who have been waiting two years to obtain
binders for their back files can now be furnished with covers for
all volumes. The new binders are the same as formerly supplied
—mottled brown Spanish grain imitation lecrther cloth with gold
embossing. Each volume has space for 12 copies which can be
easily inserted without punching or mutilating the magazine.
They lay flat when open.

The current volume of Desert is No. 8, but binders can be
supplied for all volumes 1 to 9, and we also have a large number without volume
them. Otherwise they are the same as the numbered volumes. The price is . . .

numbers stamped on

Each Binder, including packaging, postage and tax . . . ....	 .	 $1.25

Why DESERT MAGAZINE readers

are keeping their back files!
Ninety per cent of all Desert subscribers are keeping perman-

ent files of their magazines—files that contain a wealth of accur-
ate well-indexed information always available for instant
reference. These files contain-

• Mapped trips for the weekend outing or the summer vacation.
• Stories of the lost gold mines of the Southwest.
• Maps and detailed information of the gem and mineral fields.
• Life and customs of the various Indian tribes.
• Nature studies of reptiles, birds, animals and the geology and botany

of the desert Southwest.
• Adventures in mountain climbing.
• Answers to a thousand questions regarding the lore of the desert.
• Suggestions for acquiring and homesteading western lands.
• Locations of waterholes, maps for reaching oases of American desert.
• Personal stories of artists, craftsmen and photographers of the desert.
• Home-making in the arid lands.
• Placer and lode mining—the personal experiences of men and women

who are taking gold and copper and silver and non-metallics and
chemicals from the desert hills and playas.

• Miscellaneous subjects ranging all the way from how to milk poison
from a rattlesnake's fangs to the art of polishing a desert gem stone.

All this information is made instantly available to those who
keep permanent files of Desert Magazine in their homes, through
an annual index published each year in the October issue.

Address orders to

THE DESERT MAGAZINE
EL CENTRO, CALIFORNIA
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OEMS 4ND MINERALS
ARTHUR L. EATON, Editor

POLISHED TURQUOISE...
CHRYSOCOLLA AND PICTURE AGATE

Approval Shipments

HAROLD D. MARYOTT
40 Oak St., Rt. 1	 Miami, Arizona

RARE QUALITY
CUT STONES • • .

Fine brilliant cut Zircons, blue, $6
carat. Emerald cut Zircons, blue and
white, $4 carat. Ceylon native Zircons
$1 carat.

Aquamarines, 12x14 and 12x16 m/m
$2 carat, also large sizes.

Rare blue precious Topaz and Golden
Ceylon Quartz Topaz, fine color $1 carat.

Carved Moonstones Black Star Sap-
phires $2 carat. Black Onyx drops $3
pair.

Brilliant cut Montana Sapphires, also
blue and golden.

Dozen Moss Agates, brooch size, $12.
Dozen Ceylon Garnets $6.

Rare Hessonite and Green Garnets.

Finest Chrysocolla cabochons in the
world, $15 per 100 carats.

Rare and unusual stone cameos, 14
karat ladies gold mountings, $60 dozen.

Synthetic Alexandrites, $2 carat

Ask for My Approval Selection

ERNEST MEIER
Church Str. Annex	 P. 0. Box 302

NEW YORK 8, N. Y.

BAY CLUB ESTABLISHES
CIRCULATING LIBRARY

East Bay mineral society has established a
circulating library. Committee in charge includes
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Cameron, R. O. Deidrick,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller and Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Shokal. Purpose is stated as follows:

1—To purchase books, magazines, etc.,
on mineralogy and related subjects and
make the literature available to members
on a loan basis.

2—To obtain and make available maps
showing locations of mineral deposits and
geological points of interest.

3—To assist members in planning field
trips.

4.—To add to the mineral society's bul-
letins points of interest discussed by the
committee.
Loans will be made to members for two

week periods at the minimum fee of ten cents.
Penalty for overdue books is 25 cents. Money
collected will be available for purchase of new
material. Several donations of books already
have been received.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller have donated a
case for storing and carrying literature.

• • •

PAST PRESIDENTS OF PACIFIC
MINERAL SOCIETY GIVE TALKS

Pacific mineral society, Los Angeles, held past
presidents night in a new meeting place—
Asbury apartment hotel, 2501 west sixth street.
Past presidents present each gave a short talk as
follows: Victor M. Arciniega—Copper min-
erals of Arizona; R. J. H. Mittwer—Tin ores
of Mexico; R. H. Milligan—Selenium; E. Bur-
ris Bingham — Minerals with a personality;
Dean M. De Voe; N. L. Martin—Manganese.

Each speaker illustrated his talk with speci-
mens, making a good mineral display. Labeled
specimens were exchanged as gifts.

• • -
Los Angeles lapidary society reports an at-

tendance of more than 100 at December 4
turkey dinner in Friday Morning clubhouse.
Each member contributed a beautifully wrapped
surprise gift, a polished stone of some descrip-
tion. Letters of the alphabet were put into a box
and as they were drawn members whose names
began with the selected letter chose gifts. Stones
were of wide variety and size from a beautifully
faceted gem to a four inch cube of Death Valley
onyx, as well as much jewelry.

• • •
M. D. Killdale, geologist for International

smelting and refining company spoke on geology
and mineralogy of Tintic district at December
5 meeting of Mineralogical Society of Utah.
H. H. Hayes gave a ten minute talk on the recent
meteor find in Millard county.

• • •
East Bay mineral society enjoyed motion pic-

tures December 7, shown by George E. Duff,
through courtesy of Standard oil. December 21
a potluck dinner was held in main building at
Lincoln school with a program, motion picture.
and exchange of gifts following the banquet.

FLUORESCENT MINERALS

SALTON SEA HALITE
Many of those persons interested in flu-

orescent minerals have missed entirely the
significance and beauty of halite—common
salt. Around the edges of Salton Sea, or
at the salt works on the north shore of that
body of very saline water, often are found
small clusters of salt cubes. These cubes.
a common isometric crystal of salt, are
small, seldom more than one half centi-
meter in diameter, but their fluorescent
quality is excellent. When placed under a
cold quartz lamp, they fluoresce a brilliant
red, fully equal to that of the best calcite.

• • •

NEW PROGRAM ARRANGEMENT
FOR L. A. MINERAL CLUB

Christmas party of Los Angeles mineralogi-
cal society was held at West Ebel! club Decem-
ber 16. Presidents and wives of all mineral
societies in the area were invited, and also all
those who were speakers during the year. Gifts
of specimens were exchanged.

Study classes are postponed for the duration
but a series of short talks will be given at reg-
ular meetings dealing with the tools of the
mineralogist—such as specific gravity balance,
hardness set, blow pipe, goniometer, etc.

A different arrangement has been made for
awards in the regular mineral identification
contests. All making a score of more than 70
per cent will have a chance to draw for the prize,
and those with ten per cent or better will draw
for a consolation prize

Callon City (Colorado) geology club began
its 17th consecutive year with election of Robert
Romans, president; Earl Roberts, vice-president ;
F. C. Kessler, secretary. Past activities of the
club have included gifts of nonmetallic minerals
to state museum in Denver and to municipal mu-
seum in Cation City. The society also discovered
and excavated complete remains of a dinosaur
which have been placed in Museum of Natural
History, Denver.

HERE ARE THE GIFTS
YOIPPE BEEN LOOKING FOR!
Rings, $4.00 and Up Necklaces, $5.00 and Up

Brooches, $5.00 and Up
Bracelet and Ring Sets, $15 and Up

Plus 20% Excise Tax and 2 1/2% Sales Tax

Petrified Picture Wood and Moss Agate — Jewelry
Hand Made in Sterling Silver Mountings

RINGS — BRACELETS — NECKLACES
BROOCHES — TIE SLIDES, ETC.

Mail Orders Filled Anywhere in U. S. A.

ELLIOTT'S GEM SHOP
26 Jergins Arcade Village	 Long Beach 2. Calif.

Entrance Subway al Ocean and Pine
Open 10 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily
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AMONG THE

ROCK HOVERS
J. G. Ennes spoke on Grand Canyon at De-

cember 20 meeting of Northern California min-
eral society held at public library, civic center,
San Francisco. Kodachromes depicted the colors
and formations of the region.

Mrs. Ralph U. Gustafson, secretary Seattle
gem collectors' club, states that really good
quality plume agate is scarce. Out of 26 people
who dug ten days at Priday's ranch only one
found gem quality material.

• • •
John Albanese, member New Jersey miner-

alogical society serving in the Marine corps,
sent the society a large collection of volcanic
formations. They are on display in Plainfield
library.

ATTRACTIVE AND RARE ROCKS AND
MINERALS: Arkansas' Finest Quartz Crys-
tals, single points from 10c to $50.00 each.
Beautiful Groups from 50e to Museum speci-
mens at $100.00 and more each. Blemished
points and groups for rock gardens at 25c per
lb. TAENIOLITE, one of the rarest of all
minerals, found in America only at Magnet
Cove, Arkansas, very limited supply for the
collector who wants something the other fel-
lows don't have, four ounce jar filled with
the powdered form for $1.00, lx1 in. to 2x2
in. specimens $1.00 to $5.00 each, 2x3 in. to
3x4 in. specimens at $7.50 to $10.00 each.
PYRITE and TITANIUM with BROOKITE,
very rare and attractive, limited lot 1x1 in. to
2x3 in. specimens $1.00 to $5.00 each. PY-
RITE and MOLYBDENITE 1x1 in. to 2x2
in. specimens 25e to $1.00 each. WAVEL-
LITE, 2x2 in. to 4x4 in. specimens 50e to
$1.00 each. LODESTONE 1x1 in. to 3x3 in.
specimens 25e to $1.00 each. BAUXITE
ORE, four specimens all different forms for
$1.00. NOVACUIITE, the new and beauti-
ful gem cutting material, five pounds in as-
sorted colors for $2.50. Express or parcel
post charges extra. Satisfaction or money
back. Liberal discount to dealers. J. L. Davis,
303 Ward Ave., Hot Springs, Arkansas.

Swisher's rocks, minerals and petrified woods.
Island corals, shells, shell costume jewelry,
fine copper minerals from Bisbee, Arizona.
Fine quartz crystals from Arkansas. Also fine
line of Art Figurines. Swisher's, 5254 So.
Broadway, Los Angeles 37, California.

Jewelry stones removed from rings, etc. 100
assorted $2.40. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1,
Missouri.

$2.50 brings you prepaid six rare and beautiful
crystallized Arizona minerals. Vanadinite,
Dioptase, Wulfenite, Willemite, Chrysocol-
la, Azurite. Specimens 11/2x2 or larger.
Wiener Mineral Co., Box 509, Tucson, Ari-
zona.

Choice Palm Root-Full of eyes showing root
and trunk structure. Very colorful. Sliced for
Cabochons. 25 cents per square inch. Satis-
faction guaranteed. GASKILL, 400 North
Muscatel, San Gabriel, Calif.

INDIAN RELICS, Curios, Coins, Minerals,
Books, Old Buttons, Old Glass, Old West
Photos, Weapons, Catalog Sc. Lemley An-
tique Store, Osborne, Kansas.

Wanted: to buy, sell and exchange specimens
outstandingly rare and beautiful. Sam Par-
ker, 2160 East Van Buren, Phoenix, Ariz.

FOR SALE-Gem Aquamarine, specimen beryl.
Large star quartz pieces, 7 pound crystal of
Brazil rutile, terminated, semi plume. Moss
and sagenite agate. 6 inch sphere of varie-
gated jasper, Montana sapphires and garnets
up to ten carat gems uncut. The Desert Rats
Nest, 2667 E. Colorado St., E. Pasadena,
Calif.

Mrs. Arthur Foss talked to Seattle Gem col-
lectors' club at November 21 meeting about
C. N. Clinesmiths' find of petrified hickory
nuts near Ellensburg, Washington. The fossil
nuts were found in the heart of a petrified
sycamore log-possibly the store of some pre-
historic squirrel.

• • •

University of Arizona has just issued bulletin
152 on Arizona nonmetallics. Price 30 cents-
free to residents of Arizona. It discusses com-
position, occurrence, commercial uses and pres-
ent operations of nonmetallics in the state. Com-
prehensive and comprehensible.

• • •
Annual Christmas potluck dinner and party

of Long Beach mineralogical society took place
in the new clubrooms, Belmont recreation cen-
ter, 4104 Allin street, December 13. Board
meetings also will be held at the clubhouse
fourth Wednesdays. They are open to the
membership but not to visitors.

• • •
January issue of Rockpile, monthly publica-

tion of East Bay mineral society, Oakland, lists
distinguishing characteristics of metamorphic
rocks, including gneiss, schist, phyllite, slate,
serpentine, soapstone, quartzite and marble.

• • •
Ben Hur Wilson spoke on meteorites at

December 2 meeting of Marquette geologists
association, Chicago. Dr. Ball gave a short talk
and president Stevens T. Norvell showed koda-
chrome movies of Big Horn mountains. Mem-
bers exhibited new specimens acquired during
the year. Auction and raffle in November en-
riched the treasury by $45. The most interesting
item raffled was a hand carved and polished
agate necklace sent by Sgt. Steve Gulon from
India.

• • •
Second December meeting of Mineralogical

Society of Arizona brought a program of ed-
ucational films presented by Standard Oil of
California. Member Marie Kennedy of New-
ton, Kansas, sent gifts of barite roses and li-
monite pseudomorphs after magnetite for each
member.

"HERKIMER COUNTY DIAMONDS." Bril-
liant gem-like quartz crystals from Herkimer
County, N. Y. Special assortments $1.50-
$2.50-$5.00 and $10.00 postpaid. Guaranteed
Satisfaction. If interested in Midwest and
Eastern States minerals, send us list of your
needs. We also specialize in Model and
Handicraft Kits and Supplies. H. STILL-
WELL & SON, Rockville Centre, N. Y.

Minerals, Gems, Coins, Bills, Old Glass, Books,
Stamps, Fossils, Buttons, Dolls, Weapons,
Miniatures, Indian Silver Rings and Brace-
lets. Also InLxican. Catalogue 5c. Cowboy
Lemley, Las Cruces, New Mexico.

ROCKY MOORE'S Private Collection of 500
rare alid beautiful mineral specimens. All or
part. A. V. Hen', 5716 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood 27, Olympia 5052.

Fluorescent Calcite from Colorado, a new find.
This is as fine a calcite as I have ever seen,
compares favorably with the N. J. calcite.
Fluoresces a beautiful vivid fuchsia color. An
outstanding Cabinet specimen also because of
its crystal structure. 2x3 in. to 6x6 in. for
$1.50 to $5.00 postpaid in U.S. You can't
lose. Money promptly refunded if not satis-
fied. MARVIN'S ROCK SHOP, Durango,
Colo., on Highways U. S. 160 and 550.

Herkimer, Pecos diamonds, 10 for $1.00. Large
collection of crystallized and fluorescent
minerals at 25c each. Order your bargain sur-
prise package today. Monroe Mineral Store,
Monroe, N. Y.

Thank you, Thank you, Thank you, folks, for
your response to my Xmas offer. Packing it
out to you has been a pleasure. The offer is
still good. So to begin this year 1945, I have
a surprise package of specimens, weighs 6
lbs., and is crammed full of all kinds of glit-
tering rocks, nice sized ones too. All for
86.00. Won't tell you what they are, but
there are a lot of them and nice. Jack the
Rockhound, P. 0. Box 86, Carbondale, Colo.

50 ring stones, including genuine and synthetic
-$7.50. 12 genuine Opals or Cameos-
$2.75. Plus 20% tax. B. Lowe, Box 311, St.
Louis 1, Mo.

NEW FIND: Agatized Dinosaur Bone. Fine
cutting quality. Cells filled with blending
colors, red, brown and clear. Makes beautiful
cabochons and . transparencies. Cutters, get
yours now, while it lasts, $1.50 per lb. Speci-
men stuff 50c. Postpaid. Bill Little, Hesperus,
Colorado.

Montana Moss Agates in the rough for gem cut-
ting, $1.00 per lb. plus postage. Elliott's Gem

•Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long Beach 2, Calif.

Antique Jewelry: 12 articles antique jewelry,
brooches, rings, lockets, chains, etc. $3.60.

12 assorted hatpins-$3.00. 12 stickpins
$2.75. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1, Mo.

OEM MART ADVERTISING RATE
5c a Word - Minimum $1.00

• • •
W. Scott Lewis talked on geology of the High

Sierras from Mammoth to Ritter at December
11 meeting of Mineralogical Society of Southern
California held in lecture room of Pasadena
public library. Mrs. Lewis assisted the speaker
in showing colored slides. Study of new Dana
system continued and minerals .classified as
sulfosalts were on display.

• • •
Minnesota mineral society of Minneapolis

has joined Midwest federation of geological
societies.

QUIZ ANSWERS
Questions are on page 8

1-In its upper jaw.
2-Trail shrines are built of rock.
3-Its scent.
4-Its herd of buffalo.
5-Arizona.
6-Turquoise,
7-Writer.
8-An Indian dwelling.
9-J. W. Powell.

10-Obsidian.
11-Chant of the Navajo.
12-Harry Carr.
13-Petrified Forest is east from Hol-

brook.
14-Ocotillo.
15-Mesquite.
16-Virgin River.
17-Arabian desert.
18-Nevada.
19-Name of a Hopi village.
20-California.
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Of a Rockhound
By LOUISE EATON

Yu'd think there wouldn't be eny
jurms at all on th desert on account uv
all th powerful sunshine a-bakin th land
evry day. But jurms 'n flyz r nacheral
associates, 'n did yu ever pitch camp
enywhear that sum curious flyz didn't
immediately visit yu?

• • •
Nothin smells much sweeter 'n cleaner

than greasewood after rain. Sorta like
naptha soap.

• • •
Even bright moonlight doesn't make

rockhouns regret no-fieldtrippin these
nights when th mercury drops below zero
centigrade. Mulch.

• • •
New rockhouns most generally starts

out to study th subject right. They gets
along swimminly at furst. But pritty soon
they encounters so menny new wurds
whitch even th dictionary doesn't know
that gets lost in a maze uv not-compre-
hendin. So finally they just settles back
'n absorbs all they can uv what uther
rockhouns already knows.

14-inch
Power
Feed
DIAMOND
SAW

Send for
Literature to

afx:nflilt LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT
I 18-inch
1 LAP UNIT

Covington Lapidary
Engineering Co.
Redlands, C.I.

Molave 2.e4.e.41 Qest
and Alioteizal Sitop . .
On Highway 91, 11 Mi. East of Barstow

One Mile West of Yerrno, Calif .

E. W. SHAW, P. 0. Box 363, Yerrno, Calif.

Instant
FLUORESCENT

ANALYSIS
on the job!

LIGHT
MINERS - GEOLOGISTS

PROSPECTORS
Are you overlooking hidden
values? MINERALIGHT magic
ultra violet rays idennly many
valuable cameral. right in
your outcrops, shafts or tun-
nels. Save the cost of assay-
ing for Scheehte. Zircon.
Willemite. Fluent. and many
other minerals which fluor-
esce instantly. MINERALIGHT
is now available in many
models for analysis. prospect-
Mg. sorting. grading and nu-
mere,. other uses.

FREE-Becrutikul 4-color
Catalog - Writ* today.

wzlh each lamp 20

mineral samples in-

cluding-

SCHEELITE
CALCITES
OPALITES
HYALITES
POWELLITE
MERCURY
HYDROZINCITE
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Geological Society of the Oregon country,
Portland, Oregon, lists the following officers:
E. N. Bates, president; Mrs. Mildred P. James.
vice-president; Miss Ada Henley, 2015 S. E.
Pine Street, secretary; Mrs. Mildred H. Stock.
well, treasurer. The group meets second and
fourth Fridays in the auditorium of Public Ser
vice building, 920 S. W. 6th avenue at 8 p.m.
Luncheons are held Thursday noons in Victory
room of Winter Garden restaurant, 425 S. W
Taylor street. Dr. Evert M. Baldwin talked at
November 10 meeting on some of the aspects of
the pliocene and pleistocene history of the
Oregon and Washington coasts.

OARED
LAPIDARY SUPPLIES

War priorities on many materials still prevent
us from manufacturing lapidary equipment, but

we do have available a good stock of the fol-

lowing supplies for the lapidary shop:

VRECO DIAMOND SAWS . . . give you better
performance	 . longer life . . . fester cutting.

6-inch .....	 I 2-inch 	 $ 8.75
8-inch 	  5.50 	 14-inch 	  11.00

10-inch 	  6.80	 I 6-inch 	  13.75
Be sure to specify arbor hole size required. Postpaid.

VRECO GRINDING WHEELS are made ex-
pressly for us by the NORTON CO.

80, 100. 120

	

& !80 grit	 220 grit

4x 1/2-inch  	 $ 1.05	 $ 1.10
6 x 1	 -inch    2.40	 2.60
8x I	 - inch 	  3.60	 3.90

10 x 1	 -inch 	 5.00	 5.30
10 x 11/2-inch 	 7.00	 7.50
12 x 1	 -inch 	 6.90	 7.50
12 x I 1/2-inch 	 9.60	 10.40
12 x 2	 -inch 	 12.30	 13.30

Be sure to specify arbor hole size. Postage extra.

VRECO DRESSING BRICKS are an indispensible
aid to keeping wheels trued.
8" x2" x I" Dressing Brick 	 $ .85

ABRASIVE GRAIN ... Si licon -carbide grains in
grit sizes 60, 80, 100, 120, 150, 180, 220. also F
(240), FF (300), and FFF (400).

50e per lb. in single lb. lots
35c per lb. in 2 to 5 lb. lots
30c per lb. in 6 to 99 lb. lots
23c per lb. in 100 lb. lots or more

(Postage extra)

POLISH POWDER . .. Tripoli Polishing Powder,
2 lbs. 	 $ .85

FELT POLISH WHEELS-Spanish White Felt ...
made expressly for us by Byfield Felting Co.
These wheels are the proper hardness for polish-
ing gem stones and flat specimens.

6n l - in. 	 $4.25	 10 x 1	 -in. 	 $11.00
8 x l-in. 	  7.25	 10 x I 1/2-in. 	  14.90

10 x 2-in 	 $19.00
Arbor hole sizes: 1/2", Vs", 3/4 " , 7/8 " , I " •

Felt prices are postpaid.

SANDING CLOTH ... CARBORUNDUM
BRAND Silicon-carbide cloth for disc or drum
type sanders. Gri sizes, 120, 220, 320.       

Width Price per
Ft. 

No. Ft.
per 

24 ft

IS ft

7 ft

6 ft.
5 ft

Price per
150 ft. Roll

$ 4.70

6.90

18.00

22.00

26.50

Roll Ship.
Weight 

3 Ibs.

5 lbs.

12 lbs.

15 lbs.

20 lbs

3 .

10"

12" 

Sc

7c

I7c

22e

25c                 

Vreeland-Young Mfg. Co.
Formerly Vreeland Lapidary Mfg. Co.

2020 S. W. Jefferson Si'.	 Portland I, Oregon

••••

PEBRUARY, 1945

Robert Ripley of Dallas at Nos ember meet-
ing of Texas Mineral society, showed colored
slides of Big Bend national park, scenes from
Royal Gorge, Colorado, and flower pictures
taken in Mexico and locally.

• • •
Fred Stein made and presented to Mineralogi-

cal Society of Arizona an ironwood gavel and
anvil.

• • •
Texas mineral society has elected the folios', -

ing: Dr. L. A. Nelson, president; R. H. Hassell,
vice-president; C. L. Doss, 8138 Eustis, Dallas
18, Texas, secretary-treasurer: A. L. Jarvis.
G. E. Shackelford, Thomas D. Copeland, Dr.
H. A. Trexler, board of directors.

• • •
California federation of mineralogical so-

cieties plans to hold 1945 nominations and elec
non by mail through Mineral Notes and News
official federation bulletin.

• • •
Imperial Valley gem and mineral society met

January 6 at home of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Searcy,
Holtville. Arthur Eaton discussed coming of
Aztecs to Mexico, showing drawings and stone
figurines.

• • •
Sequoia mineral society held its eighth annual

banquet and mineral show January 2. Sequoia
club draws membership from Parlier, Dinuba,
Selma, Fresno and Reedley. Each group took the
responsibility of some phase of the meeting
such as display arrangements, favors and decora-
tions, etc.

• • •
Cora Hamer, publicity chairman of San Fer-

nando mineral and gem society, reports election
of the following officers at annual Christmas
meeting, December 14: Erick Stone, president
Charles Mikesell, vice-president; Louise Iver-
son, secretary; Charles Clark, treasurer. The
group has just concluded one of its most suc-
cessful years. Membership has nearly reached its
goal and a building fund is well under way.
Establishment of a sales table not only added
funds to the treasury, but helped members en-
large their collections despite lack of field trips.

More than 100 members and guests celebrated
ninth anniversary of Mineralogical Society of
Arizona, December 7. President Flagg received
a gift of merchandise order on Ward's natural
science establishment. A brief history of the
society's activities was read. Feature attraction
was a fluorescent display loaned by Fred Wilson.

• • •
Umpqua mineral club, Roseburg, Oregon,

features a box into which members put any
specimens they can spare. When the box is
filled it is sold for a dollar and the proceeds
used to buy books on gems and minerals for the
public library.

• • •
Mrs. D. H. Clark spoke on lost mines at

December 7 meeting of Orangé Belt mineralo-
gical society, telling the story of Peg Leg Smith.
She displayed gold specimens and ores. R. H.
Ells told of a field trip taken in the mother lode
district near Placerville, and Dr. Warren F. Fox
displayed Chocolate mountain geodes.

• • •
Long Beach mineralogical society has chosen

the following officers for 1945: E. F. (Bill)
Carlson, president; Leslie Axtell, vice-president;
Sam Christensen, 1069 Gaviota, Long Beach 4,
California, secretary; J. E. Webb. treasurer, and
Fritz Schmidt, board member.



This page of Desert Magazine
is for those who have, or aspire
to have, their own gem cutting

and polishing equipment. Lelande Quick, who conducts this department, is former presi-
dent of Los Angeles Lapidary society. He will be glad to answer questions in connection
with your lapidary work. Queries should be addressed to Desert Magazine, El Centro, Calif

By LELANDE QUICK

AMATEUR GEM CUTTERRX—the complete
lapidary shop in
one small machine

No more eales
during duration

W. A. FELKER	 1527 Post A. 	 Califon-11a

BALL BEARING ARBORS
WITH FOUR-STEP PULLEY IN CENTER
Each Arbor has four Precision Ground Ball
Bearings. 8/4-in. shaft, 16 in. long , belt in-
cluded, $18.76. 1-in. shaft, 18 in. long, belt
included, $21.75. Ball bearing Arbors with
pulley on end, 3/4-in. shaft, 16 in. long,
$11.76, 1-in. shaft, 18 in. long, $15.75. Belts
for Arbors with pulley on end $1.20 extra.
8x2 in. wide drum sander $2.76, 8x3 in. wide
drum sander $3.76.

All prices f.o.b. Los Angeles. Calif.
ALSO CARRY LAPIDARY SUPPLIES

WRITE FOR OUR PRICE LIST, NO CHARGE

When ordering Arbors send $5.00 with order .

Arbors built to order.

Open week days 9:30 a. m. to 3:00 p. m.
Sat. and Sun. 9:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.

HIGHLAND PARK
LAPIDARY SUPPLY CO.

6139 York Blvd.	 Los Angeles 42, Calif.
IN HIGHLAND PARK

LAPIDARY SUPPLIES...
VRECO DIAMOND BLADES

Give better performance, longer life,
faster cutting

8-in. Blade__$ 4.50	 8-in. Blade_-$ 5.50
10-in. Blade__ 6.80 12-in. Blade__ 8.75
14-in. Blade__ 11.00 16-in. Blade__ 13.75

Arbor holes 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, 1 in.
Lapidary supplies now available without pri-
ority: Norton Crystolon Grinding Wheels,
Wheel Dressing Sticks, Crystolon Grain and
Norbide, Drum Sanders, Sanding Cloth. By-
field Polishing Buffs, Polishing Powders,
Dopping Wax, Canada Balsam, etc.

CUTTER'S ASSORTMENT. For $1 we will
send you a 3 lb assortment of the follow-
ing rough gem materials: Rhodochrosite,
Vcrriscite, Thunder Eggs, Eden Valley
Wood Limb, Montana Moss Agate, Bra-
zilian Agate, California Blue Agate, Tur-
ritella Agate, Petrified Wood and etc.
PETRIFIED WOOD —Washington. Asst.
Varieties. 50e lb. Special 10 lb. asst. $3.
Slabs 15-25c per sq. in.
On all orders for gem material add 20% to
cover Federal Luxury Tax. Residents of Cali-
fornia be sure to add the 21/2 % Calif. State
Sales Tax.

WARDER & GRIEGER
405 Ninita Parkway Pasadena 4, Calif.
Our Phone Number is SYcamore 6-6423

There is an antipathy in some quarters among
professional gemologists and commercial jewel-
ers to the amateur gem cutter. Fortunately this is
rare and usually is caused by misunderstanding
and the feeling that the occasional sale of a
homemade ring for a few dollars interferes with
the sale of valuable merchandise like diamonds.
This is not true any more than the handy man
with a home work shop who makes a coffee
table for a friend interferes with the sale of a
grand piano.

Most amateur gem cutters, like most laymen,
are intensely ignorant of gems until they begin
cutting themselves and then their interest is
stimulated and they glean knowledge about
gems which they willingly pass on to others un-
til their circle of friends becomes an informed
group. Good merchandisers of jewelry have
nothing to fear from knowledge possessed by
the customer; those who prey upon the ignor-
ance of the public deserve to be exposed.

Probably no country more than ours possesses
as many people with the means to acquire fine
gems. The fact that these people are interested,
and admittedly ignorant of the subject, is evi-
denced by the acute interest engendered by this
page and in the numerous talks I have given to
dubs. Sooner or later amateur gem cutters reach
the stage where they yearn for something better
than material they dare cut themselves and they
are faced with the problem of seeking a reliable
jeweler. That is when amateur gem cutters help
the jewelry trade by stimulating business. The
wise jeweler will cultivate the amateur and even
give him special consideration as he can well
become his best personal advertiser.

In choosing a jeweler it is wise to remember
that with such things as diamonds there are no
bargains. Diamonds and all precious stones
should be purchased from the best establish-
ments for the prices are well standardized. They
should be purchased from merchants whose
staffs include registered jewelers and at least
one certified gemologist. Registered jewelers are
salesmen well trained in the knowledge of their
business and qualified by study to give accurate
and reliable information. They are licensed by
the American Gem society with headquarters in
Los Angeles. This society is to the jewelry trade
what the American Medical association is to the
practice of medicine—a regulatory body control-
ling ethics and standards. Certified gemologists
are specialists, highly trained in the knowledge
and testing of gems, although more often than
not they have never cut a gem in their lives.
They are certified only after an intensive course
in gemology at the Gemological Institute of
America which is located in Los Angeles and
Boston.

The American Gem society now includes most
of the foremost jewelers in America. There are,
of course, some who do not belong, not because
they cannot qualify, but because they follow the
healthy American custom of not desiring to be
regimented by any group just as there are many
worthy doctors who do not belong to medical as-
sociations. I do not mean to imply that a jeweler
who is not registered is not reputable but if he
is registered you know that he has to live up to
established high standards of ethics and you can
feel safe in his recommendations.

The Gemological Institute publishes an ex-
cellent loose leaf quarterly on gem cutting and
testing similar to the "Shop Notes" of the Los
Angeles Lapidary society (and fitting their
binders) which is excellent for the advanced
cutter. It is of particular value to anyone who

facets. The subscription is $3.50 a year and it
can be obtained from the institute's headquarters
at 541 South Alexandria avenue, Los Angeles.
They also publish many interesting and authori-
tative books on gems at reasonable prices. All of
these activities are under the guidance of Rob-
ert Shipley, the founder of both the society and
the institute, who has become to gemology al-
most what Osier was to medicine. Students at
the institute have come from every quarter of
the globe.

The society's recent activities include the
confirmation of a new deposit of good quality
lapis lazuli in Colorado and the identification
of the Wyoming jade as good quality nephrite,
particularly the black variety which is probably
the best in existence. They also exposed "Mexi-
can jade" as fake and ruled out the use of the
terms "blue white" and "perfect" diamonds
which have been declared as misleading and
meaningless. They have eliminated the policy
of "caveat emptor" in a profession long suspect
in the minds of the public so that registered
jewelers should be favored with your custom.
They can be identified by the term "Registered
Jeweler—American Gem Society" on their show
cases and windows. If readers desire more in-
formation about the protection afforded them
they should send to the society for their booklet
"Jewelry and Jewelers."

• • •

These are boom times for jewelers and prob-
ably more than any other class of merchants
they are profiting out of all proportion to the
real value of the merchandise they sell. When
it comes to diamonds, rubies and emeralds,
prices are as stabilized today as they were years
ago but when it comes to an item like moon-
stones, what OPA price fixer is qualified to set
a ceiling? For instance I recently looked at a
costume piece that was a gold spray set with
about 15 moonstones that should show a fine
profit at $400 but the asking price was $1100.
I saw a pin set with four small kunzites of poor
color on which the price tag was $350, at least
$200 too much. I had a clerk show me a cameo
carved from an agate on which the ridiculous
price was $300. I gave away a half dozen opals
to my friends last year that probably would have
brought $1000 over the counters in these times.
Jewelers are in the unique position of being able
to sell anything for any price but I hold them al-
most blameless for a characteristic of the Amer-
ican temperament is the belief that money was
made to circulate—and there is nothing to buy.

• • •

At a recent meeting of the Los Angeles Lapi-
dary society it was decided to hold the fourth
annual exhibition of their work in the spring.
No show was held in 1944 so that there is every
indication that the next show should be 100
per cent larger and probably several hundred
per cent greater in quality as most of the ama-
murs have vastly improved their technique dur-
ing the gasless years.

• •	 •
DID YOU KNOW .
• German silver contains no silver at all.

• Pressed amber (made of small pieces pressed
together) turns white with age.

• Coral experts recognize 100 shades of pink.

• Turquoise should never come in contact with
soap or grease or it will gradually discolor.
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By RANDALL HENDERSON

7- HANKS to the extra gasoline which my status as a
reporter permits. I was able this year to resume an old
custom, I spent New Year eve camping on the desert—

the first desert New Year party in three years. Last year I was
in Algiers, in a blacked-out city where war-making was too
intensive an occupation to indulge in New Year festivities. The
year before that it was Morrison field, Florida, where I was
busy making preparations for the flight over the south Atlantic.

But this year my daughter, Evonne, and I put our bedrolls
in the car and drove out along the old Butterfield stage route to
California's Anza Desert State park. That evening, with Sierra
club friends who had been hoarding their A coupons for the trip,
we sat around a campfire of Smoke tree logs—and our New
Year wish for all readers of Desert Magazine is that during 1945
the turn of world events will make it possible for all those who
like that kind of recreation to resume their camping trips.

New Year day we visited the palm groups in Mountain Palm
Springs canyon, and other oases in that area. We selected that
spot for our camping trip because I wanted to bring my log book

up to date. My last trip there was six years ago. I am planning
to write the story of those palms for the March number of
Desert.

The winter night air on the desert is crisp. It was close to the
freezing point when we crawled into our sleeping bags. But the
bags were warm, and Evonne—in accordance with a good old
camping custom—heated a rock in the hot embers and put it
into her bedroll sometime before she turned in. Many of the
Sierra women, who camp in all kinds of weather, have little
canvas bags which they keep for the -hot rock- that warms up
their bedroll on winter nights.

The 400,000 acres in Anza park have escaped the invasion of
army training maneuvers. There are few roads, and much of
the area is too inaccessible even to make suitable targets for aerial.1,
bombing. As a consequence, the park has had few visitors the
past three years—and postwar motorists and hikers will find
this desert wilderness even more rugged than it was before
Pearl Harbor.

On the way to Mountain Palm Springs we stopped at the
site of the old Carrizo stage station. I was glad to note that the
crude headstone placed on the grave of Frank Fox by Bud
Sackett of Anaheim in 1943 is still there. Twice since 1882 Fox's
grave has been robbed of its roughly-chiseled tombstone. I
hope the souvenir hunters will have the decency to leave the
prtsent stone in place.

In a tobacco can wedged between the rocks on the grave was
this note, written by Sackett: "This stone was erected through
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the courtesy of one horse thief to another." Fox, accused of
horse-stealing, was shot by an officer—but historians are by
no means unanimous that the killing was justified. In any case
the grave is a landmark entitled to the courtesy of preservation.

We made a long detour to pay our respects to the Marshal
Souths at Yaauitepec on Ghost mountain. Marshal had been so
busy lugging in dry mescal for the fireplace he hadn't shaved for
a week—and was beginning to resemble one of those wild men
of the mountains. He was very apologetic. But it wasn't neces-
sary—for he is one of the busiest men in my acquaintance.

Many requests come to Desert Magazine from people who
want directions for reaching the South home. Our staff here is
under solemn pledge not to give out this information. It isn't
because the Souths are inhospitable. It is mostly because at
heart they are too hospitable. When guests arrive , work must
stop—so that proper courtesy may be shown the visitors. But if
work is delayed at Yaquitepec the family suffers actual hardship.

Folks who are accustomed to poing to the store for every
little gadget they want, have no realization of the time and labor
involved in the rigid schedule of primitive living such as is
maintained on Ghost mountain.

For instance, when I was there Marshal was wearing a belt
with a buckle he had made himself. It would have taken five
minutes and a few pennies for you or me to have bought such a
buckle at the five and ten. Marshal probably spent a day making
it. The Souths could get along with a lot less effort. But they are
not that kind of people. They did not go there to escape work. It
is not their creed to carry on with as little effort as Possible—
but rather, to accomplish as much each day as possible toward
the goal of complete self-dependence.

Marshal and Tanya are artists at heart. They would never
be happy just doing the routine chores of their existence. They
must have time for creative work—for writing, for paint-
ing, for design in pottery and leather and wood. They could
not do these things if the place was cluttered up with visitors.

And that is why the road to their mountain home is bar-
ricaded—and its location a secret. Because of the work Marshal
is doing for Desert Magazine I have a standing invitation to
go there. But I will confess I have a feeling of guilt every time
I do so—because I know every hour I am there is delaying work
they want to be doing, and should be doing for their own com-
fort and happiness.

The news of John Wetherill's death came too late for com-
ment on this page last month—but I want to pay my respects
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to the memory of a man who gave much and asked little during
a life-time of useful service in the Southwest. In the heart of
Hosteen John was more gentleness and greater courage than
are often combined in one human. The Wetherills, John and
Louisa Wade, were pioneers who, as John Stewart MacClary
expressed it in an early issue of Desert Magazine, "helped
establish goodwill in a region where previous generations of
white men had brought misunderstanding and bloodshed . . .
they were the trail-blazers of courage and integrity on a frontier
where there was very great need for that type of character."

I have seen the name of the State Flower of Arizona—the
Saguaro cactus—spelled in many ways. But it remained for
Richard J. Hinton, writing a handbook on the history and
resources of Arizona in 1878 to reduce the word to phonetic
perfection. Thumbing through the old volume the other day I
ran across this description of the Castle Dome mining district
in that year:

"There are a few horses, mules and burros in the vicinity.
There are no facilities for raising produce. Barley is worth
$4.00 a 100. Alfalfa, wheat, corn, oats, sugar-cane, vegetables,
cotton, fruits and wild hemp can be produced at Yuma. The
varieties of timber are cottonwood, ironwood, willow, mesquite,
suwarrow."

Not so bad, at that. If we would adopt that spelling for use
in English, it surely would save Arizona's tenderfoot visitors
from a lot of blunders they now make in pronouncing the
word.

Many letters are coming from rockhounds asking about the
present status of California's geode fields in the Chuckawalla
mountains. The answer is that the entire region between the
Chuckawalla and Chocolate mountain ranges is now reserved
as an aerial bombing range for the marines, and probably will
remain closed until the end of the war.

A letter from Guy Hazen, desert rat who turned paleon-
tologist, tells me that in ranging over the Southwest in quest
of fossil bones he has located several new fields of semi-
precious stones which will interest the rock collectors. Also,
Guy has promised that when field trips can be resumed he
will pass this information along to Desert readers who are
interested.

Two years ago President Roosevelt set aside 222,000 acres
. in the Jackson Hole country of Wyoming as a national monu-
ment. There was opposition, and during the last session of
congress in 1944 a bill was passed annulling the president's
action. Then Roosevelt killed the bill with a pocket veto—and
the monument remains. And now certain organized groups in
Wyoming and elsewhere are up in arms not only against the
president, but in opposition to the general program of federal
ownership of public lands.

All of which merely is a renewal of the traditional conflict
between those Americans who believe in the conservation of
the natural resources, and those who would release such national
assets to the exploitation of private citizens for personal gain.
Virtually every national park and monument in the United
States was established in the face of opposition.

One of those who testified in behalf of the Jackson Hole
monument was Horace Albright, former director of the National
Park service. He pointed out that much of the land in the new
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monument is above 7500 feet in altitude and not suitable for
raising crops. Also, that 173,000 acres of the total area already
had been owned and administered by three federal agencies
previous to the establishing of the monument.

While the Jackson Hole issue has been settled temporarily
by the president's veto, the broad question of 'public ownership
of natural resources vs private development will remain a
subject of recurring controversy.

Stripped of all confusing details, the issue is whether Jackson
Hole and other scenic and recreational areas shall remain acces-
sible as a playground for all American people, or revert to the
ownership and profit of individuals and limited minorities.

If the time ever comes when the privately owned soil of USA
is incapable of producing sufficient food for the normal needs
of the people of this country, then there may be some justifica-
tion for ploWing up the parks and planting them to wheat and
potatoes. But until the war created an emergency, one of our
most troublesome economic problems was the disposition of
surplus agricultural products. And there is every reason to be-
lieve we will have that problem with us again when the war
is over. If that is true, then why should anyone with the public
interest at heart wish to recapture the park lands for agricultural
production?

Last month 1 suggested that after the war there would be
many partly disabled veterans on pension who would be avail-
able at nominal salaries for the custodianship of landmarks and
scenic areas which have never had guardians because the
duties would not justify the services of a regular full-time
ranger.

There is already one application on file in Desert offi ce.
Roy A. Keech writes from the hospital at Tucson saying
that as soon as he receives his discharge he would like to
have one of those jobs—with no compensation except the
use of a small cabin and fuel for his stove. "I will be draw-
ing full compensation," he said, "and can get along very
nicely. I am taking up the study of watercolor painting,
and will -not mind living alone."

While only county supervisors and park authorities can pass
out such jobs, Desert Magazine would like to hear from other
veterans who are interested. For those men who are physically
and temperamentally fitted for that kind of assignment it will
provide a useful niche in a world that has not too many oppor-
tunities for the partly disabled.

Many thousands of new names were added to the Desert
Magazine mailing list through gift subscriptions during the
Christmas season. Some of the new readers are old-timers on
the desert, many of them have never seen a beavertail cactus
or a chuckawalla.

To all of them the staff of Desert extends greetings—and the
hope that in the pages of this book each month you will find
some of the peace and understanding which derives from close
association with God's outdoors.

Since it is not feasible just now for most folks to go out
and indulge in such glorious pastimes as exploring the desert
canyons, hunting for gemstones, trading with the Indians or
seeking lost gold mines, the staff of Desert endeavors as accur-
ately as possible to bring this charming land of pastel-colored
mountains and vivid sunsets into your own home in word and
picture. In the meantime the desert will be waiting with all its
mystery and charm for that day when final victory will make
it possible for Americans to seek relaxation from the intensive
duties of waging war. Then the copies of Desert Magazine you
have been saving will become a guidebook to many places
where only peace and beauty abide.

THE DESERT MAGAZINE



"anything at all" for its return . . . Kor-
nitzer asked for the life of a condemned
criminal. He was spared, but the authori-
ties beheaded an innocent man so the ex-
pectant crowd would not be disappointed.

There are dOzens of these adventures de-
lightfully told, during the reading of
which one is unconsciously educated in the
knowledge of gems. The book is illustrated
with famous jewelry pieces and phases of
the lapidary art.

Sheridan House, New York, 1941. 280

pages. 82.00.

WHEN BOATS CAME UP
THE COLORADO RIVER

It was in 1852 that paddle-wheel boats
were first brought to the Colorado river.
And it was the building of the Southern
Pacific railroad to Yuma in 1877 that end-
ed the heyday of river transportation in
that area. Between those two dates several
flat-bottomed paddle-wheelers carried on
a profitable transportation business on the
Colorado despite floods and sandbars.

While the history of boat freighting on
the river of the Southwest occupies only a
few pages in Jerry MacMullen's PAD-
DLE-WHEEL DAYS IN CALIFORNIA,
the author has given an accurate picture of
that brief span when miners and traders in
the lower Colorado basin depended
largely on river transportation for their
supplies.

Paddle-wheelers played an important
part in California following the discovery
of gold—and the author has compiled a
long-neglected chapter in the history of
this state. The foreword is by Phil Town-
send Hanna of Westways magazine.

Published by Stanford University Press,
September, 1944, ink sketches by the au-
thor. Appendix, index. 134 pp. $3.00.

• • •

BELIEVE INDIAN PAPER
NOT MADE FROM AGAVE

Students of Pre-Columbian American
civilizations are aware that at the time of
the Conquest, the Aztecs and Mayas used
a high quality paper of native make for
their pictographic records. For more than
400 years the composition of this material
has remained unquestioned since histori-
ans declared, through misinterpretation of
a native term, that the ancient paper was
produced from Agave, or Century plant
fiber.

Recently, the entire subject has been sci-
entifically investigated by Victor W. Von
Hagen who shows this idea to be a classic
example of perpetuation of an error. In
all cases he studied, the ancient material
was found to have been made from tree
bark prepared by a process still in use by
certain Indian craftsmen of Mexico. The
result of Mr. Von Hagen's research is set
forth in an entirely satisfactory book,
AZTEC AND MAYA PAPERMAKERS.

Published by J. J. Augustin, Inc., N. Y.,
November, 1944. 120 pages, 39 plates,
$6.00.

—J. D. LAUDERMILK

GEM DEALER'S ADVENTURES
TOLD IN JEWELED TRAIL

If you are a lover of gems you should not
miss Louis Kornitzer's books about his ad-
ventures, which have appeared serially in
the Saturday Evening Post. His latest book,
THE JEWELED TRAIL, relates more of
his adventures in the gem marts of the
world.

Few men ever had Kornitzer's luck in
being on the spot in any quarter of the
globe when unbelievable happenings oc-
curred. When my mother questioned the
truth of my statements as a child she would
inquire if I was telling a "story"—and in
the same sense a reader could legitimately
question the fascinating adventures of
Kornitzer. For the impression grows that
such things really could not happen.

For instance, he tells how he sold an
antique ring in Paris and then suddenly re-
membered in the middle of the night that
it had come from Venice. The Borgias used
poisoned rings to eliminate their enemies
centuries ago. What if this was one of
those? Frantically he sought and found the
purchaser just in time to save her life, for
the ring did have a tiny needle that inject-
ed poison with the pressure of a hand clasp.

Then there was the time he purchased a
jade ring—a jade ring whose very compo-
sition was hardly credible. One third was
pale lavender, one third brick red and one
third emerald green, and it cost - less than
the price of a Chinese dinner." Of course,
it turned out to be the long lost wedding
ring used for generations in the family of
a later business acquaintance who offered

—LELANDE QUICK
• • •

LIMITED EDITION CORRECTS
ERRORS IN CABRILLO STORY

JUAN RODRIGUEZ CABRILLO, by
Henry R. Wagner, is a small but valuable
collector's item in which is set down all
that is known today of the Portuguese navi-
gator who discovered what is now the state
of California on September 28, 1542.

Although the original narrative of the
Cabrillo voyage is lost, there remain in the
archives of Spain the summary and an ac-
count of the voyage made by Antonio de
Herrera in his Historia General, published
in Madrid in 1601. It was from these two
sources that Mr. Wagner gathered the facts
for his book. Beyond these facts, the story
of the conquest remains a mystery.

Conflicting bits of evidence and conclu-
sions drawn from the facts as far as they
are known are assembled in a section of
the book devoted to notes. Errors in trans-
lation, too, are pointed out. Altogether,
this account of a short but important chap-
ter in the life of Cabrillo forms the open-
ing chapter of the history of California and
as such it is a real addition to Americana.

The edition is limited—only 750 copies
being printed and 250 of those, we under-
stand, were reserved for members of the
California Historical society under whose
sponsorship the book was published.

Published by George Fields, San Fran-
cisco, 1942. $2.50. —MARIE LOMAS

Treasure Hunters 	 4rcheology . . .
Ann Axtell Morris gives an intimate picture of them in her latest book—

DIGGING IN THE SOUTHWEST
This book is an intimate close-up of the archeologist at work in the field with

his pick and shovel and camel's hair brush—written by a woman who knows the
thrills and the disappointments, the hardships and the joys of living in camp and
excavating in ancient ruins and refuse dumps for artifacts of ancient tribesmen.

Every amateur archeologist, every student of the history of prehistoric man in
America will love this book because it is so human and informative.

Over 50 Photos — 301 Pages — Prepaid to You $2.50

DESERT CRAFTS SHOP
El Centro, California
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Library
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
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HEALTHFUL — DELICIOUS

CALIFORNIA DATE •S
Soft, creamy fruit ripened in the sunshine of
the California desert—shipped prepaid to
you . .

DELUXE PACK—
This box contains Date Cake, Date Candy,
Stuffed Dates, Date Roll and some of the
Extra Fancy Deglet Noor dates.

3 pounds	 $3  50
5 pounds	 5  50

(The 3-lb. pack was incorrectly listed in last
month's Desert Magazine at $3.00.)
Delivered prepaid in the U.S.A.

DEGLET NOORS-
This pack is for those who want a full box of
Extra Fancy Dates—the finest grown in
California. These firm chewie dates are
both a candy and a food—delicious to taste,
health-building in vitamins.

3 pounds	 $3  00
5 pounds	 450

Delivered prepaid in U.S.A

Orders filled promptly by

VALERIE JEAN DATE SHOP
THERMAL, CALIFORNIA





INDIANS FOUND HEALTH BY
LIVING CLOSE TO NATURE

Out of an intimate acquaintance with
nearly all the Indian tribes of the South-
west, George Wharton James in 1907
wrote a book which perhaps better than
anything published before or since reveals
the reasons for the rugged vitality of the
American redskin as the first European
settlers found him on this continent.

A revised edition of the book was pub-
lished in 1916, but the most of these have
long since disappeared from circulation.

So long as the Indian remained true to
the traditions of his tribe in matters of
outdoor life, work, diet and self-restraint
he was immune to the ailments so common
to the civilized white races—diseases of the
lungs, disorders of the stomach and the
nervous system and old-age disability. If
later generations of Indians have fallen
victim to these white man's ills, it is be-
cause he has departed from the ways of his
fathers.

James' book THE INDIANS' SECRETS
OF HEALTH, is based on the primitive
way of life of the redskin. It was a good
way of life from the standpoint of health
because it was closely attuned to Nature.
He lived close to the earth, with little
artificial protection against variations in

temperature and weather and living con-
ditions—and because this was true his
adaptive functions remained active. And
therein was the source of his immunity to
many of the white man's ailments.

There is wide scope to James' treatment
of the subject of Indian health. There are
chapters on food, work, poise, sex, adoles-
ence, parenthood, nudity, social customs,
self-restraint and many other phases of
Indian life. The author deals with them
frankly, and even bluntly, and as an
avowed advocate of the simplicity and
naturalness of the Indians' approach to
these questions.

"I would not have it thought," he says in
his foreword, "that I commend indiscrim-
inately everything the Indian does and is.
There are scores of things about the Indian
that are reprehensible and to be avoided ...
Some of their habits are repulsive . . . But
because of this I do not close my eyes to
the many good things of his life . . . I fully
recognize the imperfections of the Indian
while taking lessons from him in those
things that go to make life fuller, richer,
and better."

The revised edition of the book was
published by The Radiant Life Press, Pasa-
dena, California. 280 pp. Halftone illus-
trations $3.25.

THERE'S DRAMA IN
THE STORY OF GEMS

"Besides having a history of their own
jewels have made history," said Lucile
Saunders McDonald in her entrancing
book JEWELS AND GEMS. How they
made history and where they have come
from makes a story that is of absorbing
interest to everyone but especially to those
who are really interested in gems. If there
is any field in which the general public
needs an education it is the history and
composition of gem materials and I know
of no book other than Kunz' own books,
which are out of print, that so successfully
presents a complete education in the sub-
ject as the McDonald book.

The story of pearls and diamonds is
completely told and while all the precious
stones are thoroughly discussed, brief men-
tion is also made of nearly all the lesser
varieties that have been used in jewelry.
A chapter covers the 42 gem varieties that
exist in the United States and reveals the
fascinating facts of the discovery ranging
from pearls in mussels in New Jersey to
the gem mines of San Diego county, Cali-
fornia.

Here is a book to hand your house guest
who is waiting for the roast to cook or
waiting for you to dress. Or it is fine for
the bed stand in the guest room to relax
with before going to sleep. And of course
if you are a lapidary or a mineralogist it is
"must" for your library. It is one of my
favorite volumes.

Thomas Y. Crowell Co., New York,
1940. 288 pages, illustrated.

—LELANDE QUICK
• • •

HEALTH AND LOVE AT
A DESERT OASIS

After all, the most interesting aspect of
the desert is the people who dwell on it,
and this conclusion is well confirmed by
the human drama enacted at an isolated
waterhole on the Mojave where Willard
Robertson brings a strange assortment of
characters in his latest novel, OASIS.

Primarily, it is the story of a man and
woman who came to the desert seeking
health—and found both health and love.
But the road they traveled was long and
difficult, and there were many obstacles to
be overcome before they found their hap-
piness.

The plot is simple. It is a character study,
with just enough action to keep a power-
ful element of suspense running through
the story.

The author's presentation of the desert
itself will not stand too close scrutiny, but
for the most part it is as realistic a desert
as one will expect to find in most fiction

Published by J. B. Lippincott Company.
220 pp. $2.50.

ME	 SECRETS Of /11411/1
What the White Race May Learn from the Indian

By GEORGE WHARTON JAMES

Desert Crafts Shop has obtained a limited number of copies of this vol-
ume, which has long been out of print. These copies were printed on a
fine grade of coated book paper (better than is crvailable on the market
today) and have been preserved in perfect condition. They are new
books— although printed many years ago.

American Indians enjoyed rugged health because they followed close
to the principles Nature has prescribed for healthful living. White Ameri-
cans have gotten far away from some of these basic "musts"—and are
paying the price in pain and disability and doctor's bills.

James has presented the subject bluntly—so that all may understand.

Halftone Illustrations — 280 Pages
$3.25 Postpaid
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• George M. Bradt, whose bird stories
and pictures have appeared frequently in
Desert, is scheduled to leave soon for
overseas duty in the infantry. He has
been stationed at El Paso since early in
the war. When the war is over," Mrs.
Bradt writes, "we hope to make tracks
for Arizona and spend the rest of our
lives there—and perhaps send you some
more bird pictures." As his final con-
tribution to Desert before leaving,
George has sent in a fine series of desert
bird pictures which are scheduled for
the April issue of this magazine.

• Owen Thamer of La Jolla, California,
wrote: "My wife and I miss Hardrock
Shorty. Until Lon Garrison can resume
his Hardrock yarns for Desert, perhaps
we can pinch-hit for him." With his
letter, Owen sent the Hardrock story
which appears in Desert this month. Edi-
tors of DM think the La Jolla humorist
produced an excellent Death Valley gag.
We haven't been able to contact Lon
Garrison for many months—and we hope
Owen Thamer will continue his job of
pinch-hitting.

• As the first in a series of short illus-
trated stories about oddities in the deserts
all over the world, Jerry Laudermilk has
written the story of W'elwitschia mira-
bills for April Desert. And if you wonder
what manner of plant or beast carries
such an atrocious name, we can only
suggest that it is classified as flora, lives
in southwest Africa, and more than any-
thing else reminds you of a botanical
version of that sea-going monster known
as the octopus.

• Palm Wash, in the Borrego badlands
of Southern California, is to be the sub-
ject of Randall Henderson's palm oasis
story in the April issue of Desert. The
brackish spring among the palms in this
wash has been the base camp for Lost
Pegleg gold searchers over a long period
of years, and is well known to most of
the prospectors in this area.

• Home gardners and seedsmen never
have been able to do much about the
Desert Lily. It doesn't like domestic life.
Elmo Proctor and a few of the desert
rats have been able to transplant the
bulbs—but no seed catalog lists it as a
regular item. Carroll Abbott, a new con-
tributor for Desert readers, has given
some interesting slants on the nature of
this "untamed lily" in a story which will
appear in the April number.

March at
SOUTHWEST MUSEUM
Los Angeles, California

Southwest Museum announces a spec-
ial exhibit of Hopi Indian arts and crafts,
including paintings by Hopi artists and
fine specimens of their weaving, pottery
and basketry; together with a remarkable
series of Kachina dolls representing the
demigods and heroes of their ancient
legends. Southwest Museum is situated
in Highland Park, Los Angeles.
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A strange body of water is Californias' Salton Sea. It is a sea below

sea-level. It is a salty sea in the bed of what was once a clear water

lake. On its shores may be gathered wood that sinks and rocks that float.
Near its southern end are little geysers of hot mud—and nearby wells
produce gas that makes one of the coldest substances on earth—dry ice.

And now, added to all these paradoxes is a new phenomenon. Barnacles

are growing on the sage and salt bush that line its shores. Millions of
barnacles suddenly have appeared where none were known two years

ago. John Hilton doesn't know how they got here—but he has written a

fascinating story about them.

By JOHN HILTON

bverythIng that grows orFoats In Salton Sea now gathers barnacles. 2 -hese dead stalks of
sage and salt bush covered with barnacles had washed up on the shore.

I- HE WAR has brought strange
sights to the desert. Residents were
startled by their first jeep and later

by convoys of them and their mechanized
brethren, army trucks, command cars, that

stretched for miles. As if this wasn't
enough, we were invaded by columns of
noisy tanks and half tracks. Even the air
overhead was filled with the roar of
mighty formations of military planes.

Yes, the old-timers around here felt that
they had seen about everything by the
time the first armored divisions had trained
in the area and the airports had gone into
full swing. But the real surprise was yet
to come. One sunny morning I looked out
of my window to see, of all things, a large
boat, traveling placidly along the highway
way in front of my desert shop. It almost
blocked traffic, and was convoyed by
motorcycle officers. I rubbed my eyes and
looked again. It was a boat all right, roll-
ing very slowly along on the biggest trailer
I had ever seen, drawn by a giant truck.
The truck was heating up and it stopped in
a wide spot in the road to cool off. I asked
the driver where in the world he was
taking a boat. He answered very curtly,
"To the naval base, - and went on tinker-
ing with his engine. It didn't make sense
and I finally mustered the courage to ask
why they were crossing the desert in the
middle of the summer to deliver a boat to
San Diego. The driver turned from his
work and favored me with a look of com-
plete disgust.

"Ain't you heard there's a naval base
right here on the desert?" he grunted.
"And don't go askin' me why. I'm a
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The .tand) shoreline at Date Palm beach is piled high with barnacles that have
broken loose from piling and rocks. June Hall, in the picture, was one of the first

to observe the invasion of barnacles in Salton Sea. Photo by Ted Slocum.

peaceable man but I've answered more
fool questions since daylight than I've
heard in 12 years in the heavy truckin .

business."

We had heard vaguely that the navy was
using the Salton Sea for certain training
and had even seen the occasional flying
boats circling over the valley. Actually
most. of us thought the mention of a naval
base on the Salton Sea was a gag to be
classed along with the report of a German
sub in Lake Mead back of Boulder Dam.

It soon became apparent, however, that
the Navy was definitely moving in. Other
boats of various sizes trundled slowly past
our door and the navy planes overhead
became more frequent. The navy didn't
- invade - our desert as the army had. It
was a gradual infiltration.

Our neighbors the Eilers family at Date
Palm Beach came in for their share of
surprises. A big P. B. Y. circled one day
and came to rest off the end of their pier.
In a short time this was'also considered a
"Naval Base. -

After that it wasn't an uncommon sight
to see Mrs. Eilers and her daughter June
bustling hurriedly about the kitchen put-
ting that -magic coffee cake.:' into the oven
and setting places at the table while they
kept one eye on a speck of a plane droning
toward them across the desert. By the time
the flying boat was resting at anchor off
the pier and the crew had come ashore,
steaming coffee and slices of fresh hot
cake were waiting for them.

Date Palm Beach had taken on a truly
nautical flavor. Young officers in their
natty blue uniforms wearing service rib-
bons from far horizons, lounged in the
dining room. Flying boats came and went
and small craft towing targets could be
seen out on the sea. The navy had taken
to the desert as naturally as a duck to water.
One valley rancher who came down for a
swim shook his head in wonder and re-
marked, "Anything can happen now. It
wouldn't surprise me if barnacles started
growing on the sagebrush. -

The old adage about "many a true word
spoken in jest- proved itself with a ven-
geance. One morning June noticed that
a white crust was forming around the pil-
ings at the end of the pier. She didn't pay
much attention at the time but thought it
odd that she hadn't noticed this before. She
was away from home for awhile and when
she came back, the crust had grown to a
mass that looked very much like barnacles.
June was skeptical about this as I had been
about the first boat. In fact she didn't
really believe her eyes until she had donned
her bathing suit and taken a close inspec-
tion. Then like most discoverers, she met
with very little enthusiasm or belief. When
she mentioned them to the navy men they
would take a look and say "sure, sure
they're barnacles all right. So what," or
words to that effect. People who knew the

Salton sea from long experience were
either unconcerned or refused flatly to be-
lieve that such a thing could be possible.

Attempts to introduce marine life into
our desert sea some years ago, proved
rather disappointing but the character of
the sea is changing and will continue to
do so as long as new and varying quantities
of water are coming into it from the All-
American Canal irrigation system.

The Salton sea is one of the most saline
bodies of water in the world to support life
in its higher forms. Mullet in great schools
abound, also mosquito fish by the millions
and the bright blue flash of the male desert
migratory minnow (Soprinadon macu-
Janis) is seen occasionally along the shore.
These are the most apparent forms of life
but a microscope reveals teeming millions
of smaller organisms too numerous to list
here even if I had the technical knowledge
necessary. This mass of microscopic life as
I understand it, is both animal and vege-
table and in some instances cornes to that
strange borderline between the two that
is common in marine life.

It would be interesting indeed to dis-
cover just where all of these life forms
originated. The mullet and mosquito fish
probably came in with Colorado river
water. The Soprinadons were natives of
some of our desert springs and water
courses. It is easy to understand how they
were washed into the sea in flash floods.
A few Colorado river salmon and carp are
found around the fresh water rivers which
empty into the sea but the black sea bass
so carefully planted years ago does not
seem to have lived.

When the barnacles were called to my
attention by Miss Cecelia Faulks of Mecca
I was as doubtful as others until she went
out to the car and produced some twigs
with small live barnacles completely cover-
ing them. The twigs were sagebrush that
had been washed into the sea. Our friend's
facetious prophecy had been fulfilled. I
went down and talked to the Eilers and
saw the barnacles for myself. June seemed
particularly interested in the creatures and
had kept simples of the first ones which
we compared with the crop now on the
pilings of the pier. Either a second species
has killed out the first larger type or the
original strain has become dwarfed by
overcrowding, for the present barnacles
are only about a fourth as large as the
earlier ones. June also called my attention
to the fact that the shells were lighter in
color and much more fragile in the later
barnacles.

She was convinced that the newcomers
to the Salton sea had hitch hiked in a
flying boat while Cecelia Faulks and Mrs.
Eilers held the theory that they traveled
on some of the boats or buoys that were
hauled in from the ocean. Gus Eilers re-
mained neutral but wished he knew a
way to get rid of them. They were already
multiplying so fast that a stick or board
only had to be in the water a few days
before a crust of minute barnacles started
to form. In fact Gus said he had been so
impressed by the speed with which the
barnacles attached themselves that he now
limited his afternoon swim to an hour, and
then wondered if any had taken root on
his back.
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To settle this controversy, I decided to
question some of the navy men and read
whatever I could find on the life and loves
of a barnacle. Our local librarian, Mrs.
Walker must have gone a little pale when
my wife called her and said that John
wanted to get hold of any literature on the
habits and life history of barnacles, but she
rose to the occassion with a passage from
the Encyclopedia Brittanica. Here I learned
the common barnacles are not always the
stolid stationary creatures we believe them
to be. In fact they have quite a fling at
swimming gayly about as free swimming
larvae in their early infancy. The eggs
hatch inside the shell of the barnacle which
is both their mother and father and then
swim out into the water where they wan-
der about for some time and often travel
considerable distances. It takes a mic-
roscope to see these lively fellows, but
they are interesting. When they reach the
proper stage, they swim to some solid
substance such as a twig or stone or the
bottom of a boat and attach themselves
head down by their antennae to their new
home. Once cemented to this spot they
are doomed to live and die there for their
legs shorten and their body goes through
a profound metamorphosis. A tiny shell
starts to form about them. Thereafter, they
must depend on microscopic life in the
water about them for food and keep a con-
stant current of water flowing in and out
of their shell with a feathery organ that
can be seen with the naked eye flipping
in and out of their shell at regular intervals.

This short account was so interesting
that I was about to look up some of the
many reference books mentioned at its
end and eventually become a barnacle ex-
pert. A whole new line of study opened
up before me and I was about to embark on
one of the many sidetracks which have kept
me from being very successful in any field
yet have afforded me so much pleasure that
I would not have it otherwise.

I was saved from a life devoted to bar-
nacle study, when on the following Sun-

day my visitors included Sam Hinton, for-
merly of the Palm Springs museum and a
scientist friend who had come for the
express purpose of studying the barnacles.
I listened to their conversation a few mo-
ments, then realized there was no crying
need for me to go into the matter. They
were into it up to their ears. In fact Sam
assured me soberly that they had come
down this time to listen to the barnacles.
I guess I looked a little dubious for he
hastened to explain that his friend was
studying underwater noises with the aid
of delicate waterproofed microphones and
amplifying devices. His friend smiled with
that smile only found on the face of pure
science about to embark on a long pro-
jected experiment.

"This will be one place," he remarked
"where we can listen to the barnacles with-
out having the sound waves cluttered up
by the racket of a school of noisy shrimp."

I decided right then and there that my
interest in Salton Sea barnacles would
remain that of a layman reporting the pop-
ular facts. I would leave the scientific end
of things to the scientists. They were al-
ready too many laps ahead of me.

It seems they have already gone to con-
siderable trouble to find out just what
species of barnacle has honored our des-
sert with its presence but due to the chem-
ical difference between ocean water and
the Salton sea, the creatures have changed
somewhat and it is still an open question.
They agree, however, that the presence
of barnacles would indicate that other
forms of marine life may be adapted to
our inland sea, some of which may be
beneficial.

The free swimming larvae of the bar-
nacle form an important part of the diet of
many other crustaceans and mollusks. It
is possible that edible clams and crabs may
eventually become important items in the
Salton sea. It may be only a matter of a
few years before we can go for a desert
clam bake. It is even possible that small
life forms may feed on the baby barnacles

which in turn would furnish food for game
fish from the ocean—fish that will bite a
hook instead of passing it by like the
vegetarian mullet.

If some of these predictions come true,
it will only add to the already amazing list
of paradoxes concerning this strange body
of water. It is a salty sea in the bed of a
once fresh water lake. A sea below the level
of the sea. A sea on whose shores may be
gathered stones that float and wood that
sinks. Near its south end live steam issues
from the desert within a few hundred feet
of wells which produce one of the coldest
of substances, dry ice. Now we have bar-
nacles growing on the sagebrush so it
wouldn't surprise me, in years to come, to
see in Desert Magazine a small department
devoted to fishing hints.

The mystery as to how these barnacles
came to the desert may never be solved.
A young flyer the other day assured me
that it is not uncommon for the P. B. Y.
boats to pump their bilges in the Salton
sea. This water may have come from any
point in the ocean from San Diego bay to
the South Sea. It seems doubtful that bar-
nacles would have survived the long hot
haul through dry desert air on the bottoms
of any of the coats transported by the navy.
Boats have been brought here from the
ocean before, but never barnacles. There
is the chance that free swimming barnacle
larvae may have survived between the
fibers of a wet coil of heavy rope hastily
brought from San Diego but I personally
like to believe that they flew in. It would
fit in better with all of the other lore of
the Salton sea.

Our scientist friends set up their equip-
ment on the pier at Eilers and listened to
the barnacles to their hearts content. There
were no noisy shrimps or mussels to mar
the perfection of the experiment, not even
the murmur of a clam. But no matter how
long and intently they listened, they could-
n't find the answer to the puzzle of how
they came here. The barnacles just would-
n't tell and I don't know that I blame them!

6

hile no one Is slue, it is suspected that the advanced guard of Salton Sea's newly acquired

colony of barnacles hitch-hiked in from the Pacific in or on the navy flying craft which come

to the new naval training station on the shores of the sea. Official U. S. Navy Photo.
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The photographer will hare a glorious field day at Mount.:in Palm Springs oases.
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1.- ROOPERS in General Kearny's Army of the West were
the first Anglo-Americans to discover the native palm
trees which grow near Vallecito creek in the arid north-

eastern sector of San Diego county, California.
That was 98 years ago. The tattered soldiers were straggling

through the sand and thickets of the creek bed when some of
them spied green foilage against a gray hillside in the distance.
When they turned aside to investigate, they found a small
spring, and trees which some of them knew by name. Lieut.
William H. Emory records the incident in his diary under the
date of November 29, 1846. Emory wrote:

"A few miles from the spring called Oro Grande . . . several
scattered objects were seen projecting against the cliffs, hailed
by the Florida campaigners, some of whom were along, as old
friends. They were cabbage trees, and marked the locale of a
spring and small patch of grass."

Many Floridans still call them cabbage trees, or cabbage
palmettos— but Californians know them as palms—the Wash-
in,gtonia filifera of the Southern California desert.

MARCH, 1945

Numbers of Desert readers are acquainted with
the oasis known as Mountain Palm Springs in San
Diego county, California, but many have visited
this place without discovering the hiding place of a
rare little forest of trees in nearby Palm Bowl. This
is one of the few places on the Southern California
desert where palms and elephant trees grow as
neighbors.

By RANDALL HENDERSON
Photographs by the author

In reading Emory's diary I have never been certain whether
Kearny's soldiers saw the palms now known as Mountain Palm
Springs, or a smaller oasis marked on the old maps as Palm
Spring. Both groups were visible from the floor of the valley.
But the trees at Vallecito's Palm spring have long since disap-
peared and the place is marked today only by arrowweeds and
mesquite growing in a salty cienega.

The only native palms near Vallecito creek today are those at
Mountain Palm Springs where there are five separate groups of
trees in three tributaries of the same canyon system.

Following the old Butterfield route from the site of Carrizo
stage station toward Agua Caliente, Vallecito and Warner's
ranch, the foliage of the lower palms in Mountain Palm Springs
canyon may be seen far off to the left, nestling in a little cove at
the base of the mountains.

There is a good natural campsite at the entrance to the can-
yon, and since none of the palms may be reached by motor, this
campground is a conveniently located base from which to ex-
plore the nearby canyons. At the point where the road ends, the
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arroyo divides, the main canyon extending back into the moun-
tains toward the west, and a tributary coming in from the north.

The ridge which divides the two canyons ends in a little butte
less than 100 yards from the campsite. It is worth the effort to
climb this butte, for at its summit is a series of rock circles evi-
dently made by prehistoric Indian tribesmen. There is nothing
here for souvenir hunters to carry away—just a collection of big
boulders rolled into place to form rings perhaps eight or ten
feet across. They may have been used as anchor stones for Indian
dwellings. They may have been put there for lookouts, or forts,
or the place may be a ceremonial ground. I do not know the
answer, nor does any living person, although I am 'quite sure
Malcolm Rogers of San Diego museum can make the best guess
because he has been studying in this field of archeology for years.

During much of the year a trickle of water comes down Moun-
tain Palm Springs canyon, and cattlemen whose stock range in
the Vallecito valley have placed a water trough at the entrance
to the gorge.

There are two groups of palms in this canyon about a half
mile apart. It is not an inviting place for picnic parties for the
reason that the cattle come here for shade and water.

The lower group of these palms is unique among all the oases
of Southern California. They are dwarfs, and this might properly
be called the pigmy oasis of the Washingtonias. For some reason,
perhaps lack of water, or chemicals in the soil, their growth was
stunted—and now they are mature trees with only half the sta-
ture of a normal Washingtonia. The dry fronds had been
burned recently when I was there on New Year day, but they
had a fine crop of seed when I saw them. There are 53 palms
in the group and 64 in the oasis further up the canyon.

The third group in this area is located in the North Fork, vis-
ible from the campsite a half mile up a rocky arroyo. There are
too many boulders for cattle to reach this spot, and it is a clean
orderly oasis of 37 palms, young and old.

Going up the North fork, just before reaching the palms, the
hiker passes a little tributary canyon coming in on the left. Most
desert canyons appear rather drab and uninteresting from a dis-
tance—and this little gorge is even less inviting than a thousand
other minor tributaries found in the desert mountains.

But do not ignore this little tributary because it has no glamor.
This is Surprise canyon—and worthy of the name. There are 15

young palms scattered along the floor of this canyon—also much
catsclaw and some scrub mesquite. But there are few boulders,
and it is a pleasant 20-minute walk along the canyon until it
suddenly opens into a magnificent amphitheater—and over
across on the far side of the picture is one of the most charming
palm oases on the American desert.

This is Palm Bowl—a little forest of trees growing so closely
together as to be almost impenetrable in places.

There is no water on the surface, but the underground supply
is plentiful, for the trees are green and healthy, and at least one-
third of the 122 palms here are youngsters. I wouldn't guarantee
that count. Counting palms in such a cluster as this is more con-
fusing than a jigsaw puzzle.

This oasis has been preserved in all its natural beauty. These
palms can be reached only by walking a mile. and a quarter—
and perhaps that is their best protection against the damage and
destruction wrought by thoughtless campers.

An old Indian trail, still marked by broken bits of pottery,
leads from the northwestern side of the bowl over a ridge into
Indian gorge, a hike of not more than a half mile.

Far up on the canyon slopes in the area around Mountain
Palm Springs an occasional Elephant tree may be seen. The trees
are not as numerous here as in the Borrego area north of Split
mountain canyon. The tall dead flower stalks of agave dot the
hillsides, and along the canyon floors chuparosa was in blossom
on New Year day.

Robert Crawford, who has a cattle ranch in the hills above
Vallecito valley is now on full-time ranger duty for San Diego
county in this area. Crawford makes his headquarters at the old
Vallecito stage station and patrols the entire area as far east as
the Imperial county line near the site of the Carrizo stage sta-
tion. He knows every canyon and waterhole in this region, and
is a friendly source of information for visitors who come this
way.

Vallecito and the Mountain Palm Springs oases probably haw
not changed much since General Kearny and his weary army
came this way 98 years ago. The "cabbage trees" are still there—
"green foliage against a grey hillside" where weary travelers may
come for clear sweet water and shade that is no less refreshing
today than it was when Lieut. Emory and the Floridans first
saw these trees.

(64)
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This pictme does not do justice to the palm scene reuealed
as one emerges from Surprise canyon and into the natural

amphitheater of Palm Bowl

These are dwarf members of the Washingtonia family
—found in lower Mountain Palm Springs Canyon. They
are mature trees, stunted at some period in their growth
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In 1857 Uncle Sam brought a herd of camels to the
United States to be used for transportation across the
Great American desert. The experiment failed. But it
wasn't entirely the fault of the camels. They did their
job and thrived on the desert vegetation of the South-
west. But they had bad dispositions and they made
hideous noises—and neither man nor mule liked the
smell of them. The camels are gone and in this
story Frances Watkins has recalled some of the
strange incidents of their passing.

This old lithograph was taken from the Senate Executive
document printed in 1857 and titled "The Purchase of

Camels for the Purposes of Military Transportation."

By FRANCES E. WATKINS

_..q AVEITA dozed comfortably on
the back of her pony as he ambled
along the trail. She was on her way

to the trading post to dispose of corn
and squash and beans she had raised in
her garden, and was surrounded by a bulg-
ing load of pots and baskets.

A rhythmic clang of bells came through
the warm summer dusk. She must be
nearer her journey's end than she had
susposed, for tame cattle seldom wandered
far from the corrals.

If Saveita had been fully awake she
would have known that this sound came
from no ordinary cowbell. And she might
have been warned by the alert cock of the
pinto's ears, by his wary step as the metallic
tankle came closer to the great rock which
hid a turn in the dusty trail.

Suddenly all four of the pinto's feet
left the earth in one leap. He achieved the
incredible feat of reversing himself in
mid-air, and disappeared in the direction
of home, leaving broken pottery, baskets
and vegetables scattered along the trail
behind—also Savieta. The plump Pima
Indian matron was very much surprised
and somewhat dazed as she brushed the
hair from her face and looked around.

Too startled even to scream she was
still sitting on the ground when through
the haze there loomed a fearsome appari-
tion—a strangely dressed man leading
such a creature as she had never dreamed.
It's big head bobbed up and down at the
end of a long curved neck. It had stiff
awkward legs with spreading pads in-
stead of regular feet, and, most astonish-
ing of all, it had a great rounded hump on
its back. It was followed by another and
another.
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Poor Savieta cowered in the dust, while
the camel train, journeying by night to
escape the heat of the day, passed silently
on its westward way. It was dark before she
summoned courage to go on to the home
of her sister, near the fort. Limping, wail-
ing, she wakened the family who roused to
hear her tale of woe—of ghostly, ghastly
visitants—of scattered and smashed goods.
And they laughed at her! It seemed that
the supernatural beasts were camels, queer
beasts brought from far away to carry
burdens over the desert. They were sup-

Grave of Hadji Ali (Hi Jolly) at
Quartzsite, Arizona. Hadji Ali was
one of the camelteers brought to

United States with the animals
in 1857.'

posed to live without eating and could go
forever without water. They smelled like
nothing on earth, and made outlandish
gurgling, burbling noises, so that the
horses and mules hated them and bolted
whenever they came near. Strange men,
who were neither Indian nor white tended
the creatures. By the time Saveita's bruises
were dressed and she had eaten a supper
of stew and corn bread, she was somewhat
calmed.

Things were brighter in the morning.
The entire family went to the scene of
the catastrophe, and together they salvaged
most of the wares she had brought to trade
at the post near the fort, although her pots
were in fragments and the shelled beans
sowed broadcast. She endured much good-
natured teasing. If she had been content to
carry her property in a kihu, a netted carry-
ing frame, they told her, like her sisters
and nieces, instead of perching proudly on
a pony's back, this would never have hap-
pened. Then, the trader laughed so hard
over her story of the tremendous beasts
and their spectral leader that he gave her
excellent bargains, and her oldest niece
lent Savieta her kihu for the return trip.
She returned home on her own two feet,
well satisfied with her new turkey-red cal-
ico, wheaten flour and enough blue and
white beads for a twenty-strand collar, in
spite of aches and humiliation. There was
more laughter and joking when she ar-
rived on foot, the gay red and blue ribbons
of a maiden's kihu fluttering about her
motherly face. Indians have long memories
for a joke, and Saveita knew that she
would never live down this adventure.

The next morning she got her willow
basketry splints with black devil's claw
for the pattern down from their place un-
der the roof, and started a basket. It was
a small basket, with a flat base and straight,
steep sides, around which marched three
chunky camels, led by an Arab cameleer.
When it was finished she made another,
bigger basket, with camels and Indians,
and, up near the 'rim, a picture of herself
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After the Pima Indians saw the camels, they made baskets picturing the strange
animal. One of these baskets along with the camel bell is in possession

of Southwest Museum in Los Angeles.

This drawing was used in 1857 to show members of congress the huge loads the
camels could carry if brought to the United States for military transportation

across the desert.

in her new checked dress, hands upraised
in amazement.

While Saveita wove her baskets, the
heavy bronze camel bells tankled on their
westward way. There were not too many
settlements along the route to the Colorado
River when camel transport was just an-
other government experiment, but the
course of the caravan was marked by runa-
way horses, frantic mules and swearing
soldiers. Skeptical beholders prophesied
that it would never work. Camels in Amer-
ica were against all nature, they said, una-
ware that under their feet rested the bones
of vast herds of camels that had roved this
region way back in the Ice Age.

It didn't work, but nature had nothing
to do with it, unless it was human nature.
It was just one of those unbelievably fan-
tastic episodes in American history which
Gilbert and Sullivan would have consid-
ered too bizarre as a plot for light opera.
In fact, there was a sort of musical comedy
atmosphere about the whole thing, and
no one would have been surprised if the
handsome young hero had burst into song,
accompanied by a chorus of uniformed
troopers, while Indians and muleteers
danced across the stage and Arab camel
drivers guarded their charges. All that was
lacking was a heroine, and that could
easily be overcome by a dark-eye senorita
coquetting at her barred window, or the
golden tressed daughter of a settler, sturd-
ily driving her fathers covered wagon.

Early in the romantic fifties, while life
in America was still something of a fabu-
lous fairy tale, young Lieutenant Edward
Fitzgerald Beale, stationed at Fort Yuma,
proposed the use of camels for transpor-

els. This was in 1852, and by March, 1853,
the War Department had $30,000 at its
disposal, a big sum for those days.

The first miserable, seasick camels were
unloaded at Indianola, Texas, February
10, 1857. Nobody wanted them, nobody
loved them, except Lieutenant Beale and
their native divers. The lieutenant, seek-
ing a wagon road across territory recently
acquired from Mexico from Fort Defiance
in Arizona to the Colorado River, gateway
to golden California, tried out the first
camel herd, which acquitted itself to his
entire satisfaction. Not, however, to the
satisfaction of the cavalrymen and hostlers
who had to take care of the clumsy brutes,
and who refused to learn how to load
and tend their temperamental wards. Cam-
els weren't horses, they weren't mules, they
weren't even oxen. They did not act like
any civilized animal. Besides, if you hurt
a camel's feelings he pouted, and camels
turned out to be touchier than the most
thin-skinned spinster. They pouted when
they stepped on a cactus thorn, when their
humps hurt, when their loads were a few
pounds too heavy, when they were hungry,
and sometimes just because they felt like
it. It was all very confusing, so, somehow,
accidents began to happen. One or two
camels at a time would break away from
the picket lines, to disappear apparently
without a trace. Strange to say, men who
could trail a mule through impenetrable
chaparral in the darkest hours of a pitch-
black night, failed to track an escaping

tation across the unknown wastes of the
Great American Desert. His suggestion
was received with enthusiasm by the vis-
ionary, ambitious Secretary of War, Jef-
ferson Davis, who promptly applied for
an appropriation for the purchase of cam-
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Bronze camel bell from ranch of General Edward F. Beal at El Tejon, California,
where some of the camels were corralled after the experiment in transportation

was given up.

camel up a sandy wash at high noon. Cav-
alry horses stampeded or became unman-
ageable when stabled near the camel
corrals, another count against the brutes.

However, there is little reason to doubt
that the animals would have thrived with
proper management and food, for they
did very well even under adverse circum-
stances.

But events were moving fast in the
United States. Romantic extravaganza and
comedy were swiftly shifting to tense
drama, soon to culminate in the grim
tragedy of Civil War. There was little time
and less inclination for experiments which

might come to nothing after all. Officers
and men in charge of the camels adopted a
policy of passive resistance. Unless under
positive orders, the camels were supported
in luxurious idleness. After some years
of useless expense, the government finally
sold the herds at auction. Private enterprise
was scarcely more successful than the gov-
ernment. In 1863 a camel transportation
company carried freight between Tucson,
Arizona, and the seaport of San Pedro,
California. Then for reasons which were
never recorded, it ceased operation. A herd
was taken north into Nevada to carry sup-
plies to the mines. The only souvenir of

this venture is a law, still active on the
statute books, forbidding camels the public
roads during daylight hours. A few were
kept by General Edward Fitzgerald Beak,
the inventive lieutenant, advanced in years
and military honors, who used them to
haul stores for his ranch at Fort Tejon,
California. There were riots and stampedes
in the pueblo de Los Angeles whenever
the general's outfit came to town. Finally,
camels were restricted to the military res-
ervation.

Some of the - lost" camels lived and even
multiplied in the secure fastness of th c
Arizona desert, where, according to well
authenticated tradition, their ghosts still
wander, although the last of the herd has
long since joined his comrades in the
happy hunting ground. No doubt Saveita
and her kinsfolk enjoyed an occasional
camel steak, before the last tough old
hump-back was shot by a wrathful pros-
pector whose burros had been routed by
the poor lonely derelict.

At General Beale's Fort Tejon ranch,
a bronze camel bell, probably one of those
heard by the Indians on that first journey,
was all that remained of his dream of
great caravans of richly laden camels sway-
ing across the southwestern plains. The
heavy bell, with its cryptic inscription,
still wired to a stiff horsehair rope, found
its way into the collection of the Southwest
Museum , to keep company with Saveita's
basket, the record of her first glimpse of
a camel.

Now, the Southwest Museum overlooks
Sycamore Grove, a favored picnic ground
since the first days of the pueblo de Los
Angeles, i i-i California. There, one sunny
afternoon, practically all the Germans
from the town had gathered for a celebra-
tion, their rigs hitched nearby. Hi Jolly
(Hadj Ali?) one of the imported camel
drivers, a veteran of the French army in
Algiers, who did not like Germans any-
way, arrived in the midst of an impas-
sioned speech anent the glories of -der
faderland." He came seated proudly in a
high yellow cart to which were harnessed
two bored, high-stepping camels. Syca-
more Grove is a long walk from the heart
of Los Angeles, even today, and it was
longer in the seventies, when only -coun-
try - lay between, but that German picnic
walked home, every step of the way, while
its horses careened over the southern Cali-
fornia hills, the debris of its wagons and
surreys and buggies littered the valley, its
beer and sausage spread as a banquet be-
fore ground squirrels and coyotes.

And by what whim of fate or law of

coincidence, did the basket made by that
Pima woman so long ago, come into the
same haven as the camel bell, where both
may be seen, mementoes of the days when
transcontinental railways were as yet vis .

ioned only by idealistic lunatics?
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Lonely on Ghost mountain? Not for the Marshal
Souths. True they have no neighbors within easy walk-
ing distance. The mail man never comes to their door—
and few visitors ever find their way up the circuitous
trail which leads to the little mud home on the summit.
But the Souths have plenty of company nevertheless—
little creatures of the wild that live beneath the rocks
and in nests in the trees and some which have even
moved in and share the warmth of the house. Here is the
story of one of their little companions—the story of
Chitka, the pocket mouse.

Peiett Retufe
By MARSHAL SOUTH

g T was on a cold evening that we first noticed Chitka.
Outside in the sable twilight a raw wind yelled across
the desert, trampling up the ridges of Ghost Mountain

and threshing the tall, dead poles of last year's mescals this
way and that against the hesitant stars. Inside the house the red
flames from a piled cone of dry agave butts swirled in the big
fireplace and the kerosene lamp, turned low, filled the kitchen
with comfortable shadows. Supper was over and the table
cleared. The curtain over the archway had been pulled into
place to keep out the chilly draughts and we had all settled cosily
on the floor before the blaze to enjoy the warmth. And there,
suddenly was Chitka.

As silently and mysteriously as a fragment of shadow he came
into the fireglow and paused, right among us. His long tail with
its tufted tip lay on the warm flagstones. His tiny, wistful eyes
peered into the mystery of the dancing flames as if fascinated.
"O000h!" said Victoria, drawing a soft breath. "The ghost of
our Andy mouse has come back."

- Shish!" Rudyard whispered, "You'll fwighten it."
But the tiny grey shape was gone, and so swiftly that we did

not see its going. -There!" Rudyard chided angrily. "I told
you! You've fwightened the life out of him!"

-But I don't think so." Victoria said confidently. "He knows
us. It's Andy. He didn't like staying dead. He wanted to get
back to us. So he jus' got himself re-borned. He's not afwaid of
us. - She wrinkled up her pudgy nose, peering here and there
into the shadows.

"If it's Andy," said Rider, "he's changed his nationality.
Andy, you may remember, was a white-footed mouse. This one
is a spiny pocket mouse."

"Which wouldn't necessawily make any diffwence," snorted
Rudyard, bristling instantly against this implication of super-
iority. "Don't you wealize that there is such a thing as pwo-
gwession? If you don't, I'm sowwy for you. Anyway his name
isn't Andy now. It's Chitka."

- Ho!" said Rider with heavy drama. "Ho! So that's it. How
do you know?"

-Because!" Rudyard said stubbornly. "Jus' because it is." He
possessed himself thoughtfully of a nice hefty club of firewood.

''Stop it!" Tanya said sharply, suddenly alive to the gathering
tension. "Rudyard, put down that weapon. And Rider, you
don't have to be so critical. I will not have any argument here.
If Rudyard says the name is Chitka, then it shall be Chitka."

''And a vewwy good name, too, I fink, - Victoria wrinkled
, her nose at Rider in a triumphant grimace. "You were twying to
..__ Sti r up a wow," she added sweetly.

But there was no row. For just about that time Chitka came
back. Came back and sat down companionably on a warm bit
of hearthstone just at the side of the fireplace. He was a cute
little fellow. But somehow he seemed a trifle wistful and lonely.
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We wondered how he had gotten into the house. The white
footed mice go and come at pleasure, utilizing the many holes
up under the roof beams, which Yaquitepec's hit and miss
construction affords them. But the pocket mice are different. Of
the aristocracy, they are retiring and perfect mannered. They
mind their own business and do not go skittering up walls and
through cracks like a pack of brigands. It was strange that Chitka
had come into the house. And stranger still that he stayed.

But stay he did. And become more and more a part of the
family circle. We came half way to believing Victoria's theory
that he was the reincarnated spirit of our old friend Andy, who,
months before had met death in battle against overwhelming
odds in the bottom of a dry water cistern. At any rate Chitka was
one of us. Every evening he was part of the circle about the
fire. Like a little grey elf he came and went between our feet,
pausing to blink into the fire and then slipping away to hunt for
crumbs beneath the table.

We never saw him in the daytime. And his hideout was a
mystery. One morning, however, Victoria, up early, discovered a
hollow in the earth in a chink between two irregular hearth-
stones. -Chitka is digging himself a hole," she reported.

But there didn't seem to be much of a hole. Just a little
hollow place. Rudyard filled it up with some fresh earth. But
next morning it had been cleaned out. We pushed exploratory
fingers into the depression. But it was only about an inch and a
half deep. Just a play hole, we concluded. A mouse was entitled
to some amusement. So we forgot about the matter. Chitka
came and went happily in the evenings. But he was having his
troubles too. For one night we noticed that he had lost at least
half of his tail. The slender tip and the graceful paintbrush tuft
had been nipped off. Evidently the battling mantle of Andy had
fallen upon him also.

At length there came a morning when, clearing the ashes out
of the fireplace, I noticed that there was a lot of earth among
them. Mice tunneling under the wall, I concluded. Trying
maybe to get into the storehouse. I had forgotten about Chitka.
By way of investigation I rooted up a big flagstone in front
of the fireplace.

There was Chitka's home. Even as the stone heaved up, ex-
posing its guarded secret to the pitiless light of day, I realized
what I had done. And it needed not the anguished exclamations
of Rudyard and Victoria to whelm me with swift contrition. This
was Chitka's home. This was the house he had been building
so long and so industriously beneath the big flagstone. This
was the meaning of that little hollow—the tiny doorway which
each morning, before daybreak, he so artfully plugged up with
earth. This was the meaning of the mysterious accumulation of 
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earth in the fireplace. Chitka's home. A home built with love
and with forethought and with patience and with art—for the
cup shaped nest which, like a four poster bed, occupied the cen-
ter of the spacious little chamber, was composed of gaily colored
tissue paper which had once been the wrapping of Christmas
packages. Here was his spacious hall. His bed. His living room
and his adjoining store chambers. Here also was Chitka him-
self, frantic, dazed by the sudden inflood of light to his secret
dwelling. From a side store chamber his eyes peered at us, his
whiskered nose twitched nervously. "Oh daddy, cover him up
again! Don't fwighten him!" Rudyard cried. "Please! Quick!
Poor Chitka!"

So we carefully replaced the roof of Chitka's underground
palace. We set the flagstones back into their places as before,
being sure to leave the chink between them so that the artful
little doorway would still serve its purpose. And we went out
and got fresh earth and filled the gaps between the stones
as neatly as we could. The doorway was still open. We did not
dare to pour earth down that for fear of filling up all Chitka's
underground domain. But it did not remain open long. For even
as we worked Victoria clapped her hands joyfully. "He's still
there," she exclaimed, "I see his nose peeping out."

But she didn't see it again. For the next moment, in place of
the nose, there came from below a little surge of loose earth.
And then another, and another. The doorway chink was filled
and once more took on its innocent look. Away downstairs
Chitka was busy with nose and paws stuffing up his passageway.

So Chitka—whom Victoria still insists is Andy, in new
guise—dwells on in his little house beneath the hearthstones of
the gods. Nightly he comes forth to gather his share of crumbs
and tid-bits and to marvel at the astounding miracle of the fire.
He has become tamer than before, and more sociable. It may
be that his little heart has taken new courage and his philosophy
of life has been established more fully. For did he not pass
unscathed through the Great Disaster—through the day when
the solid earth was torn asunder and the great light shone and
the voices spoke in thunder. Through all this has he passed. And
he lives, and even the gaudy bed of Christmas paper remains
unharmed. What mouse could ask more proof of the miraculous
or of the fact that life is lived in the shadow of unguessed powers
of mercy and understanding.

The pocket mice are a lovable breed. There are a good many
varieties of them. And it has always seemed to me they are
among the most attractive of the many different types of crea-
tures which make the desert their home. Though fairly numerous
in some localities they are not as numerous as the white-footed
mice. They are generally more shy. And even in those dis-
tricts where they are plentiful their cautious habits are such
that one can dwell in a locality for a long time without being
aware of their presence.

When first we came to Ghost Mountain there were quite a
number of them resident about the place where we built our
house. And, perhaps due to the fact that Ghost Mountain was an
unspoiled wilderness, they were remarkably confident and
trustful. Every evening they would come about the tent and the
first unfinished shack, skipping nimbly here and there in their
odd, nervous manner of movement, as they searched for scraps
and scattered grains of wheat and corn that had been dropped
at our meal grinding. With their long tufted tails, their excited
long jumps and their amusing manner of stuffing their cheek
pockets with the loot they found around our campfire, they
always provided us with evening entertainment.

Deliberately we set out to win their confidence. And, after a
while, they trusted us completely. They would come and take
wheat grains from our hands, stuffing their cheeks greedily until
they would hold no more. Then off they would run and cache the

load in hastily dug holes and hiding places and come racing
back for more. Often they forgot these little treasure troves,
which next season's rain would reveal in the shape of green

shoots of thickly clustered wheat. They became so tame that,
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with a little coaxing, they would run up on our shoulders. I
think that much of the charm of those first months on Ghost
Mountain was due to the antics and gentle trustfulness of these
little desert sprites.

That grand old scientist the late Frank Stephens of San Diego,
once had a pocket mouse as a pet. It stayed with him contentedly
for five years. And during all that time, and up to its death,
is consistently refused to drink water. Nor would it eat green
food or roots of any kind. Its favorite food was dry grain—
wheat or barley. And its home was a small box with an inch or so
of sand in the bottom, which Mr. Stephens kept in a perfectly
dry place in the corner of the hall. He provided it with some
cotton, of which the mouse fashioned itself a snug, ball shaped
nest. How the little creature could exist on dry food without
moisture Mr. Stephens confessed was a mystery to him. Yet the
fact stands. It would not drink.

Enough, though, for the present, about desert mice. All this
talk about pets, however, brings back to mind several loose
ends which might have been floating around a long while
untied. These are matters which concern Rhett and Scarlet, the
two burros and Juanita and Conchita and Betty, the goats. All
of these good animal friends, who were at one time part of our
household here at Ghost Mountain, have aroused much interest.
And this seems a good time to answer the many letters of inquiry
that have come to us concerning their fate.

Well, Rhett and Scarlett have been retired to a sort of earthly
burro paradise on the desert edge estate of good friends who
played the part of good Samaritans to the burros during our
absence. Their mission in life is now purely decorative. And in
place of the bleak cholla cacti of Ghost Mountain—which I
have seen them eating without either false teeth or gloves—
they now feast upon watermelons and other choice garden tid-
bits. When we returned from our ramblings our friends met us.
"We have your wandering burros," they said. "They were
loose in the scenery, so we offered them temporary hospitality.
When do you wish to take them?"

"Keep them," we answered. "Keep them. From henceforth
they are yours. Your springs are a more dependable source of
water than our cisterns." Yes, Rhett and Scarlet have cast anchor
in a snug harbor.

To a snug harbor also came Juanita and Conchita, the two
Ghost Mountain goats, and Betty, Conchita's daughter. We
found for them a good home in Utah where, under the shadow
of the red sandstone cliffs, they now dine upon alfalfa hay and
rolled barley, and look back, as upon some fearsome nightmare,
at the memory of their many weeks of bumping over desert roads
in the narrow confines of a tiny trailer. So they, too, are pro-
vided for.

So now, at last, all the loose ends are tied, and the questions
answered. And I find, as I look up, that the day has waned. A
chill mist veil has wafted in across the low sun and the rocks
and junipers are turning blue with the promise of a grey evening.
The little lizard who has hung around my typewriter for most
of the afternoon, speculating on the chances of stray flies, has
decided to call it a day, and has gone home.

And I think I shall follow his example. But there is a cheer-
ful thought to end on. For soon, now—not so very far ahead
in the future—the wild geese will be winging north again over
Yaquitepec. Soon—soon again— it will be spring.

•
DEPTHS

Dig in the soul. Dig in the fertile so 1
W here deep roots grow.

The shallow surface and its vast turmoil
May food bestow.

But roots of Life within deep depths all burrow,
Through grief and grime,

And through arealm of weeping and of sorrow
Come dreams sublime.

—Tanya South
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Dr. Philip A. Mum:, now director of the University Herbarium at Cornell (left) and

Gus Lederer. Photo taken by Don Meadows at Corn Springs in 1922.

LETTERS
Too Much Gold . . .

Mesa Grande, California
Dear Mr. Henderson:

We got quite a kick out of Hugh Ran-
kin's story about the two ollas of gold in
"Treasure canyon" near Vallecito. In the
first place, no large olla could be lifted
if full of gold. And second, it would break
if one tried to lift it. And no horse could
carry two of them and a man beside.

RALPH E. BUSHNELL
• • •

From Rider, Rudyard and Victoria ...
Ghost Mountain, California

Dear Mr. Henderson:
Will you please convey to Mr. T. E.

Mayberry our sincere thinks for "Mojave"
the big desert tortoise which, through you,
he sent us.

We are all delighted with Mojave. And
we think he will like his new home here
on Ghost Mountain. We have tucked him
up to sleep in a nice warm place near our
other three tortoises, and we believe that
when he wakes up he will be contented
and happy. The grass is growing and there
promises to be lots of nice tortoise pasture
for Spring.

Again with thanks to Mr. Mayberry,
and with deep appreciation to you for
the trip to Ghost Mountain in order to
bring Mojave to us.

RIDER SOUTH
RUDYARD SOUTH
VICTORIA SOUTH

• • •
Paging the Man
Who Licked the Rocks . . .

Kahoka, Missouri
Dear Desert:

Several years ago on our last trip to the
west coast, we stopped a few days with
the Cokes on Calico mountain. One day
while looking through their stock of min-
eral specimens in their out door patio, I
met a gentleman who attempted to assist
me in identifying the different rocks. In
his kindly efforts to do so, he would drag
each rock across his tongue and hold it up
for me to get perhaps the polished effect.
In so doing he was helping the Cokes and
myself, but in my own frank manner I
undoubtedly showed my dislike for 'lick-
ing'. This gentleman noticed my attitude
and remarked: "Lady, you'll never be a
rockbound until you've licked every rock
on Calico mountain". I have thought of
that remark many times and would like to
contact this gentleman. I believe he lived
in Yermo and worked at the Round house
or for the railroad. Mr. O'Bleness and I
have a specimen from our own area near
here for this man when ever we hear ffom
him. Thanks,

MRS. M. L. O'BLENESS

When Gus Lederer was
Mayor of Corn Springs . . .

Long Beach, California
Dear Mr. Henderson:

Your delightful article, "Oasis in the
Chuckawallas" in the January issue of
Desert Magazine evoked pleasant mem-
ories of the place. In April 1922 Dr. Munz
of Pomona College, French Gilman of
Banning, Bob Harwood (now Doctor Har-
wood of San Diego State College) and I
drove an old Overland - 90 - from Steve
Ragsdale's new establishment at Desert
Center to the mesa on the southeast of
Corn Springs. Rains of the previous winter
had washed out the road in the Corn
Springs barranca and we had to drive
across the piedregal on the east to get near
the springs. We spent a week in a dry
camp about a mile from the palms while
we collected plants and insects for the col-
lege collections. My field notes of the
jornada contain a number of things about
Corn Springs and August Lederer which
may be of value in the desert record.

When we visited the Springs Gus was
living alone in a little two roomed cabin,
facing east, about 60 feet south of the
main spring. The cabin was scrupulously
clean, yet was a man's home. A half dozen
guns were on the walls and prospecting

gear was evident. Gus was fond of his
guns, though he admitted he seldom killed
anything. There were two cabins at the
springs in 1922. The newer one had been
built and was occupied by Lederer, the
other was a short distance down the can-
yon and was open to the public. On the
wall of this older cabin was a large sheet
of paper headed "Corn Springs Register."
There were perhaps fifty names an the
register, mostly those of prospectors. Gus
took great pride in Corn Springs and did
everything possible to make it attractive.
He had a shower bath in the nearby wil-
lows, and a vegetable garden which pro-
duced far in excess of his own needs, both
"for you and other right people" he said.

August Lederer was a little fellow, only
five feet six inches tall and weighed 120
pounds. He was born in Idaho in 1868. He
had only two years of formal education,
but his father, a well educated German,
gave him a broad foundation in Latin,
Greek, literature and history. Gus's educa-
tion was sufficient to admit him to the
Colorado School of Mines, but he never
graduated. The lure of a big strike was
stronger than book learning. He went to
Corn Springs in 1917.

When our day's work was done we
would sit on the porch of the Lederer cabin
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and listen to Gus philosophize and dis-
cuss desert lore. He talked of burros, pros-
pecting, mountain sheep, dykes, dry plac-
ers, city people, ambition, cats (his par-
ticular pet was a large black and white
one which he called Tommy Jones), edu-
cation, mosquitoes, politics and stars. He
told the story of the Peg-leg Smith mine,
but was mum on certain details. All of
which fill several pages in my field notes.

DON MEADOWS
• • •

When Sell-interest
Becomes Selfish Interest . . .

Twenty Nine Palms, California
Dear Sir:

I have just read your reference to the
Jackson Hole National Monument in the
February issue of Desert.

It is regrettable that so much misinfor-
mation about the Jackson Hole country is
volunteered to the public by people who
are totally ignorant of the facts.

Why don't you folks petition the Presi-
dent to create a national monument of
your Barbara Worth hotel, including 221,-
610 acres of your lettuce and vegetable
fields? The hotel has historical signifi-
cance for it was named for the heroine in
the popular novel "The Winning of Bar-
bara Worth." You might also include the
Salton sea for it should be "preserved and
protected for future generations." It would
be just as sensible to create such a monu-
ment in your front yard, "for the benefit
of all of the people of the United States"
as to create a monument of Jackson Hole.
It would be comparable also to include
in your monument your "All American
Canal," for the President included Jackson
Lake, an irrigation project which waters
all of southern Idaho, in his proclamation
creating the Jackson Hole monument.

Quoting from your article: "Virtually
every national park and monument in the
United States was established in the face
of opposition." True enough, but you
should have said more—the real opposi-
tion comes from the general public who
are opposed to the commercialization of
such areas. National parks and monuments
are usually promoted by a bunch of am-
bitious people who first have the conces-
sion privileges tied up and in their vest
pocket. For instance:

August 25, 1927, Snake River Land Co.,

incorporated (Rockefeller Corp.).

February 1929, Teton National Park
created by Congress.

December 20, 1929, Teton Lodge Co.,
incorporated.

December 24, 1929, Teton Transporta-
tion Co., incorporated.

January 3, 1930, Teton Investment Co.,
incorporated.

Teton Boat Company.	 •

The incorporators of these concerns, of-
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ficers and directors, are practically all the
same men and are friends and associates of
Horace M. Albright and Rockefeller. They
began operations immediately in Jackson
Hole and are yet continuing their business,
except the Snake River Land Co. which
has been dissolved. This- is the real mo-
tive and what is behind the overworked
phrase "to preserve and protect the Jack-
son Hole National Monument for all of
the people."

We welcome the wise men to come to
Jackson Hole and, show us natives some
of- the "Antiquities and objects of his-
torical and scientific interest" which are
alleged to be within the monument.

Last summer, a guest at my ranch said
to me, "Any time you are told that Na-
tional Parks and monuments are not
created for the benefit of a few to com-
mercialize, somebody has told you a d-m
lie."

A. W. GABBEY

Dear Mr. Gabbey: Some of us
desert folks like to spend a few days
or weeks in such cool restful areas as
the Jackson Hole country—just as
you like to come south to our warm
climate in winter. And since we can-
not all afford the luxury of your beau-
tiful Square G Ranch at Jenny Lake,
we are grateful that our government
has made possible the free camp
grounds and such accommodations
and services as are provided by the
Teton Lodge company and the Teton
Boat company.

We still live under a democracy
that favors private enterprise, and it
is only proper that these concessions
be let to private business organiza-
tions operating under the control of
the National Park service.

We have provided the Joshua Tree
National monument for your winter
recreation and enjoyment. Why not
let us have the same opportunity for
summer recreation in your refreshing
Jackson Hole region?—R.H.

• • •

Talking Crow of the Nevada Desert

Beatty, Nevada
Dear Mr. Editor:

Late one summer afternoon I was sit-
ting in my small garden which consists
mostly of morning glories—a most grate-
ful plant that does not need much attention
to give abundant flowers.

Just before sunset I saw a crow ap-
proaching, apparently without fear of the
dogs lying around me in a circle. The bird
appeared to be traveling with great diffi-
culty, alternately hopping and trying to
fly. As it neared me it would stop and
close its eyes, seemingly from exhaustion.

I picked up the bird and took it into the
house where by lamp light I found a hair

spring steel wire aronnd its right wing,
making it impossible to open the wing.

A large cage was provided to care for
the bird while it was recovering. Days
passed and at meal time I fed the bird
chopped meat and fruit, always saying
"hello" when I did so. One morning to my
surprise the crow gave an answering hello,
just like a parrot.

Other crows often came around the
house and seemed to be calling to the one
inside. Not wishing to break up a home
or romance I opened the cage to release
my guest. But it did not want to leave.
When I took it outside it would remain
awhile and then before dark, would return.
It began building a nest of heavy sticks.

The bird is a good pal. It always gives
warning when strangers come. And now
the bird has acquired two words. Some-
times when I say hello, it replies "hello
yourself." S. PASTOR

• • •
Both Names Are Correct . .

Glendale, California
Gentlemen:

Your attention is called to the February
issue. Under "Desert Quiz" question 16
you say that the river running thru Zion
Park is the "Virgin." I believe you will
find that the name of the river should be
"Mukuntuweap."

E. 0 .KEPLER

Dear Mr. Kepler: You are right—
and so was Desert Magazine. The
facts as quoted in the Utah book of
the American Guide series, are as fol-
lows: "In 1872 Major Wesley Powell
visited the canyon (Zion) and ap-
plied the Indian names, Mukuntu-
weap to the north fork of the Virgin
river and Parunuweap to the east
fork." Today, three different names
are used in referring to the canyon.
Virgin, North Fork and Mukuntu-
weap.—R,H,

• • •
Sea-faring Desert Rat . . .

Tulare, California
Dear Sirs:

I want to add a few lines telling you of
the joy and pleasure we derive from such
a grand magazine. Seems strange that a
man who has followed the sea-faring life
for 38 years should dearly love the desert.
We own a little cabin at Aztec Wells and
know the Ragsdale family and Scotty
Byron the prospector who passed away in
December—a grand old character who suf-
fered much to die in his desert.

How grand it is to be able to feel the
very heavenly quietness in the speechless
surrounding of our desert. We are grate-
ful to have such a book as DM to keep us

in touch with those divine things of the

desert.
MAUDE AND WM. C. SEIDEL
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"That old ghost town in the heart of the sand." Photo by Ernest C. Peterson.

THE LORD'S BACK YARD
By EMMA B. DAGGETT

•Big Bear Lake, California
When the Lord made the trees and the flowers

To plant in His garden below,
The Lily, the Rose and the Lilac

The Daisy and the Golden-glow,

There were a lot of pieces left over,
Little scraps of red, green and blue

And all the colors of the rainbow
Were left when the Master was through.

He took them to the back of His Mansion
And threw them out into the yard

Which was just a wind-swept desert,
Bleak and barren and scarred.

Where ever each tiny piece landed
It took toot. And now it grows

With the myriad of other pieces
To make the desert bloom like the Rose.

Near the end of the year they all vanish
And are hidden away for awhile.

But when warmed by the early spring sunshine.
They lift their faces toward Heaven and
smile.

• •	 •

FIDELITY
By MYRON B. NORTON

Alamogordo, New Mexico
know a place where lizards play

On sun-warmed stones at high midday,
Where silence reigns and peace descends
To bless us as we pause.

A mountain oak gives welcome shade,
And tiny acorns lay arrayed
Like gem stones set in pattern
Light upon the sand.

A wren disturbed scolds lazily,
A chapparal struts brazenly
With flip of tail aloft
And grudgingly gives way.

Oh, give me things like these dear Lord,
And let my thoughts with Thee accord.
When Creation's seeds complete were sown
You kept the Desert for our own.
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By LOUISE MONRO
Pasadena, California

The desert is desolate, dreary and dry,
And the sun hangs high in a breathless sky;
Its torturous rays beat cruelly down
On the dusty streets of a parched little town.

A town whose streets are always bare .
Where the hush of death still hangs in the air.
For the hearts are gone, and hope is cold
For the lust of the shining desert gold.

A broken olla still swings from a thong
On the porch of a house that is lacking a song.
The hinge on the door is rusted tight,
And stars shine through the roof at night.

A graveyard stands on the outskirts of town,
With its paint peeled fence that never fell down.
And wooden tombstones, with names weathered

high,
Silhouetted stand against the sky.

Of the road once well trod, there remains but
a trail

So hard to follow that most people fail.
'Tis a sad and quiet and lonely land.
That old Ghost Town in the heart of the sand.

• •	 •

LET THERE BE RAIN
By LELA M. \\ ILLHITE

Salinas, California
Let there be rain for each thirsty blade
That grows upon the sloping hill
And sunshine across the dew kissed glade,
And flowers on the broad window sill.

Let there be rain for the desert sand,
Barren and sterile of life,
That it may blossom like another land
And contribute beauty to banish strife.

Let there be rain on the fields in Spring
That the sower may harvest his grain
And to the dweller in cities its goodness bring
Oh, gods of drought, let there be rain!

CHAPARRAL, PFC.
By GRACE P. HARMON
Los Angeles, California

High be our pride!
Now—now we, too, may give
Our land—our life—
That Liberty may live

Within the boundaries of our Nation wide!

Sky-blue our reach
And desert-wide our scope!

Within these gaugeless miles we see strange
sights:

Frail gliders drift and soar; sharp fingers probe
our nights;

Across aw chaparral
Grim monsters warp their rumbling ways:
To right! To left! Straight on ! Shrill, hideous

days!

We are bereft of life!
We help to save a World!

What rue it, then, that we are ruthless mowed,
That clanking hordes roll over us and bring
Unwonted clamor to our desert realm!

We serve! We proudly wear
The campaign colors Spring and Summer

bring!
• •	 •

DESERT BLOSSOM
By RHONDDA HOLLCRAFT

Bloomed not in such a regal bower
As this small cactus nobly 'throned
In splendor. Laced and boned
With feathery spines, needle-swift
To pierce one's armor and to lift
One's questing hand in haste
To save it from the needless waste
Of too presumtuous admiration.
Sovereignty scorns such adulation!

DESERT CREED
By JUNE LEMERT PAXTON
Yucca Valley, California

Making the most of each blessing.
No wastefulness or greed;

This is the law of the desert,
A humble and noble creed.
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Most folks call them horned toads, but they
really are lizards. They live among the sand and
rocks of the desert Southwest and prey on ants
and other insects, and when night comes they
wriggle their way into the sand where they re-
main until the sun's warmth brings them out
again. Here's a close-up of one of the harmless
little denizens of the desert.

Titeiffu clia4snled4

2ittle

7

By WELDON D. WOODSON
Photographs by Keith Boyd

W E HAD just passed Barstow, Cali-
fornia, and were headed west
along Highway 66 when Keith

Boyd suddenly slammed on the brakes.
When I looked at him inquiringly, he
pointed to the pavement less than three
yards ahead of the wheels.

There, perched on the pavement with
their heads lifted as high as their forelegs
would permit were two horned toads, no
more than six inches apart.

That was a close call for a couple of
lizards," Keith remarked as we got out of
the car and approached them. They re-
mained motionless except for rapid blink-

ing of their eyes. Keith was right. Al-
though most people call them horned

toads, their prominent tails, the scales on
their bodies, five clawed toes on each foot
and other anatomical features definitely
mark them as lizards. They belong to the
family I guanidae and the genus Phrynoso-
ma. They are harmless reptiles, commonly
found in Utah, Nevada, New Mexico, Ari-
zona and Southern California.

On the dark pavement, their light grey
bodies were more conspicuous than in the
sand, and this fact plus Keith's sharp eyes
probably saved their lives. Their color,
however, varies according to their environ-
ment. In regions where they live among
the black lava rocks their skin is generally
dark, while in the mountainous regions
their markings may be red or even bluish.
It is nature's coloration to protect them
from their natural enemies—the birds and
snakes.

As we watched them they suddenly scur-

ried down the highway, starting as if on
signal and remaining abreast until they
stopped again several yards away. Coming
closer we could see the detail of their
skins—a crown of horns on their heads,
sharp-pointed scales studding their backs
and sides and rows of spines running
around their broad flattened bodies and
thick blunt tails.

The horned lizard's spiny exterior makes
it an unappetizing meal for desert animals.
The sidewinder, or horned rattlesnake, has
been known to attack the horned lizard
and swallow it. The results are often disas-
trous. There are cases on record where the
lizard, still alive within the snake's body,
turned its head from side to side gouging
its horns through the lining wall of the
reptile, and the victor and vanquished died
together.

Since lizards breed large families—one
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report states that a single female bore 27
progeny—and the pair looked so much
like twins, we decided to spend an hour
hunting for other members of this lizard
family—with a camera. One of their favor-
ite delicacies is ants, and we searched
around the ant hills. The sun was high,
and that is the most likely time of day to
find them. At sunset the horned lizard
pokes its nose in the sand, wags its head
from side to side, and pushes with its feet
until the fore part of its body is covered.
Then it wiggles its tail as it bores in and
gradually disappears beneath the surface.
It remains under cover until late the next
morning when the warm sun's rays bring
it back to the surface again.

Certain horned lizards possess a pearly
translucent scale near the center of the
head, which according to some theories, is
the remnant of a third eye. It is believed
that remote ancestors of this reptile actually
made use of three eyes, but the middle one
because of disuse and other factors ceased
to function. Even so, when the lizard buries
itself in the sand it arranges to have this
peculiar scale close to the surface. Science
suggests the possibility that the vestigial
third eye can distinguish between light and
dark. There is the possibility that the sun's
rays as they reach it through the thin layer
of sand arouse the lizard from its siesta.

We searched one side of the highway in
vain. But when we crossed over to the other
side horned lizards appeared to be popping
up from every direction. Actually, only
three more were found, but we saw them
almost at the same time.

We picked one of them up to examine
it more closely. Suddenly two tiny streams
of reddish fluid shot out from its eyes to
the earth, a distance of three feet.

This blood-squirting trait has been a
marvel to science, although not a mystery
as to how it takes place. When the lizard is
excited or angered, the eyes become gorged
to the point that the thin membrane breaks
and the blood shoots out. Not all horned
lizards do this, however, and scientists a
half a century ago even doubted that any
of them did. One herpetologist tested over
a thousand lizards before he found a single
individual that performed this unusual act.

Some of the aborigines knew about this
characteristic, however, and regarded the
horned lizard as a sacred toad. Today,
while we have no superstitious awe of the
- toad, - we do respect it as one of the most
interesting and harmless little denizens of
the desert—a creature that deserves no mis-
treatment from those who find it in its na-
tive habitat.

INDIANS WIN IN CONTEST
OVER GRAZING LANDS

White stockmen will be prohibited from
grazing their livestock on 220,000 acres of
Indian lands in Utah without first obtain-
ing grazing permits from the Indian serv-
ice, under a decision handed down by Fed-
eral Judge Tillman D. Johnson. The judge
said: - I cannot believe congress intended
that the Indians be deprived of the use of
such lands without receiving compensation
for their value through sale or other dis-
position.''

Please jeule!
Desert Magazine office has

been almost snowed under with
orders for loose-leaf binders
since the February issue ap-
peared. Orders have been com-
ing in faster than the book-
binding concern which is mak-
ing these covers has been able
to turn them out. So if the binders
you ordered have not arrived
promptly, please excuse the de-
lay. They'll be coming along in
due time.

DESERT STAFF

Note hou perfectly the coloring of this horned lizard blends with the sandy environment
in which it lives, This is Nature's device to protect it against birds and animals of prey.
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Mountain mahogany. The bark, rich
in a peculiar dyestuff makes inter-

esting shades of red on wool
and cotten.

The wild cochineal insect furnished shades of
red. A young bug is shown at upper left; two
mature females are shown at lower right.
Tufts of cotton on the cactus pad are tents of

the insect.

Ho-ho-it-si. A cousin to the coreop-
sis. The flowers make an orange-red

basket dye used by the Hopi.

indti Made
iheit	 Pyei

While prepared dyes now ai generally in use among Indian weavers,
some of the older tribesmen sill color their wool with dyes which they
brew themselves from the shilbs they find on the desert, and from rock
pigments. Jerry Lcrudermilk's slOry of the making of these natural dyes is
the result of many years expe enting in which he has sought to dupli-
cate the dye-making cat of the dians.

By JE Y LAUDERMILK
Drawings y Helen Laudermilk

Permanent dyes of harmonious hues a
)ugs.T his photograph was taken in a
Ceremonial held at Gallup, New Mex .

li.important in the making of the beautiful Navajo
ner of the exhibit building at annual Inter-Tribal
Photo courtesy New Mexico State Tourist Bureau.

Elderberry plant, common In many
places was used by Indians of south-
ern California to make a fast black

for basket splints.

HE -big room - of the ranch house
at the LK Bar, near Wickenburg.
Arizona, had three doors. There

was the old north door, sinister and for-
bidding for no obvious reason and never
used. Some doors are like that. Then there
was the south door just about the right
means of egress if you had to go to Phoe-
nix to see a lawyer. Then there was the
door. This was simply the entrance to the
big room from the kitchen—a door to
invite loitering and conversation. Its en-
tire personality was friendly and unsophis-
ticated. It was several days before I real-
ized that this feeling of good will radiated
from a well-worn Navajo blanket that
served as a rug in the doorway.

Rabbitbrush. A common plant in many parti
of Arizona and California. The yellow flowers
made the lemon-colored dyes used by the

Navajo weavers. The foliage made
a green dye.

Canaigre or wild rhubarb, a kind oj dock is
native to Arizona. The roots make an orange-
yellow dye for cotton and wool, red on
leather. Upper right a single blossom, lower

right is the root.

This blanket was obviously a veteran.
Certain frayed creases told of service as a
saddle blanket. Three burnt holes spoke
of campfires, and two darned places re-
flected credit upon unknown owners. It
had been five years in its present place. A
little threadbare and trampled pretty
smooth, the colors were still there, creamy
white, grey, brown, black and a strangely
interesting reddish cinnamon that fitted
the scheme as perfectly as the orange spots
fit the pattern on a Gila monster. But how
did the Indian weaver get such pleasing
colors that defied time and heedless boots?

From my aunt I learned that some of
these colors were the natural colored wool
of the Navajo sheep. But the black and
red were artificial. Black was said to be
made from the leaves of a certain bush and
a mineral the Navajo found in their own
territory, and the red came from boiling
two different kinds of bark. My aunt ran
short of information at this point but could
contribute a few items of her own about
natural dyes. One plant she showed me
was a kind of dock, canaigre (Rumex
hymenosepalus), source of a reddish dye
for leather and an orange-yellow on wool
or cotton. The other plant was rabbit
brush, (Chrysothamnus nauseosus), whose
blossoms furnished a brilliant yellow on
yarn or cloth.

The question of Indian dye making has
intrigued students of American ethnology
for a long time and much has been pub-
lished in official reports, but in some cases
the information is unsatisfactory.

The origin of black dye is unknown
but some of the Cliff-dwellers and Basket-
makers were acquainted with a fast black,
perhaps this same dye prepared by a for- OkrAst
mula now lost. They also had a fast red.
After hundreds of years cotton textiles
from the debris of long-abandoned cliff

houses near Kayenta in northeastern Ari-
zona, still show strong color. These an-
cient dyers were no mere dabblers in their
art since they understood the importance
of certain chemical assistants to good dye-
ing called mordants which serve to fix the
color fast to the fiber. The theory as to
how mordants work is highly technical
but briefly it can be described as a kind of
go-between - action where some chemical

which - likes- both the dye and the fiber
carries along the coloring material when it
fastens itself upon the yarn. Other mor-
dants work by putting the fibers in a
chemically friendly mood toward the dye
so that the latter will stay fast after it once
colors the yarn. So much for the black in
my aunt's blanket. The red was a different
subject entirely.

In old times the Indians found it dif-
ficult to obtain a good red. With the ex-
ception of the Pimas who had the means
for making true reds and pinks which
I will describe later, the best they could
produce were low-toned shades of red-
dish brown, pinkish tans and dusky or-
ange. These are the reds found in the
oldest textiles. Of course, before Spanish
times there was no wool except a little
from mountain sheep killed in the hunt.
The only yarns of animal origin were made
from the hair of rabbits, dogs, badgers,
etc., and from feathers. These were twisted
into string with yucca fiber and cotton.
With the arrival of sheep and plenty of
wool there still was the difficulty about a
true and brilliant red of scarlet or crimson
shade. Later they met this need by unravel-
ing yarns from a type of Mexican red flan-
nel called bayeta and re-weaving it in
their fabrics along with yarns of native
dye.

The best early reds were made by ex-
tracting the bark of alder (Aiwa obongi-

folia) and mountain mahogany (Cerco-
carpus mon/anus and C. breviflorus) with
boiling water until a dark red decoction
resulted. The liquid then was strained and
the yarns boiled in the solution until the
dye - took. - The mordant used for this
color was fine juniper ashes. According to
one source the secret of a fine permanent
red of the henna order was to add a certain
rather rare lichen (Parmelia mollinuscule)
to the dye bath. In my experiments I tried
several different lichens since the one pre-
scribed was not available. My best results
were with a common species (Parnielia
conspera). The resulting color was, appro-
priately enough, found to be called Apache
Brown in the color dictionary.

Mountain mahogany bark alone makes

Alder. The bark boiled with that of mountain
mahogany made the fast reddish browns

found on old Navajo blankets.

Krameira or "ratany, - a treacherous
and thorny bush whose roots made a
yellow dye for the Papagos. Wild in

many parts of southern Arizona.



Sumac, also called "squawbush" is
exceptionally rich in tannin and
forms an essential ingredient in the

black dye of the Navajo.

a reddish shade called Castilian or Old
Cedar. The smooth slate colored quills of
dry bark are hardly what you'd expect to
use for a red dye, but once in boiling water
a subtle chemical change begins and the
bath grows redder and redder until fin-
ally it becomes almost black. This gives a
full, rich color on wool but paler and
pinker on cotton. To avoid disappoint-
ment with this dye it is essential to use
clean water and dye-pots and freshly
washed yarn. The dyeing operation can
be carried out properly only in pots free
from iron. The merest trace of iron dulls
the color by making it smoky.

The red dye of the Pimas was carmine
from the wild cochineal insect of southern
Arizona and California. Apparently this
dye was used only for decorating wood-
work, especially war arrows. Colonies of
the cochineal bug make their homes in
tufts of white, cottony down on the pads
of prickly-pear cactus. If you pinch a wad
of the white fluff you will fin i the tips of
your fingers stained a brilliant carmine
from the insect. Until the discovery of ani-
line dyes, cochineal was an important
source of fast reds and violets. Perhaps the
complicated manipulations necessary for
success with this dye were beyond the
grasp of the more primitive tribes of the
Southwest.

But in Mexico at the time of the Con-
ciuest, cochineal was extensively used both
for dyes and pigments. The prepared in-
sect "nochiztli" formed part of the tribute
levied by Mexico upon some of her neigh-
bors. My own experiments with the wild
cochineal were only moderately successful
since the best colors I could make were
shades of pink and old rose. The dye is
worth experimenting with if you live
where the insect is abundant.

Orange color is rare in woven Indian

Cottonwood. The leaves are a source
of beautiful, fast yellows on both

wool and cotton. It is common
everywhere.

textiles but not unusual in some Hopi
baskets. To make this color the Hopi used
the dry flowers of a plant called "Ho-
ho-it-si" (Thelesperma gracile), first cou-
sin to the coreopsis. The flowers are boiled
to make a strongly colored dye and the
splints boiled to the right shade without
the use of any mordant. On cotton the
color has to be set with alum. The hue is
a red-orange, fast to light and fairly fast
to water. In the cases of this dye and the
yellow dyes which I will take up next, the
coloring principle itself belongs to an in-
teresting series of pigments called the
anthoxanthins. Some of these—quercitrin
from black-oak bark is one—are import-
ant dyestuffs which long have been articles
of commerce.

In their pure condition the anthoxan-
thins are only slightly soluble in water but
dissolve easily in dilute acid. All plants
contain some vegetable acid, so when a
decoction of ho-ho-it-si is boiled the& is
enough acid naturally present to dissolve
the dyestuff. They also dissolve in alkaline
solutions to make shades of yellow-orange
and easily form insoluble compounds with
mordants such as alum.

The Hopi have another dye called
c'vapsi. This is made from the dry flowers
of the rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus nau-
seosus). The flowers carefully separated
from any green foliage dye a beautiful
lemon yellow. For dyeing wool, a large
quantity of dry blossoms are boiled slowly
for about four hours. When the color is
deep enough the yarns are put in and
boiled for fifteen minutes. They are now
ready for the mordant, native alum, a
common mineral in many parts of the
desert. This is a white dry crust-like salt
with a sour, puckery taste. Indian dyers
carefully heat the alum until it becomes

Pifion pine. The gum heated with
yellow ocher makes the other essen-
tial ingredient of the Navajo black.

pasty and then add it to the dye bath while
the yarn boils. Soda deepens the color.

Another beautiful yellow from palest
canary to deep brass and old gold is fur-
nished by the leaves of the cottonwood
(Populus fremontii) and other species.
Apparently this was not used as a textile
dye by the Indian weavers but it is one of
the best yellows and some of the western
tribes used a strong decoction of the young
leaves for a yellow and orange dye for
arrow feathers. This dye is fast both to
light and washing.

Green is a difficult color to make in
absence of a good blue which top-dyed
with-yellow can make any shade. To obtain
green the Indians used leaf-green or chlor-
ophyll, generally from the green parts of
the same rabbitbrush that furnished lemon
yellow. Chlorophyll is tremendously light-
sensitive and usually fades with the slight-
est excuse. But in some cases leaf-green
has lasted for hundreds of years. In one
of the many caves explored by Kidder and
Guernsey in northeastern Arizona, the in-
habitants had built partitions across the
cave with leafy oak boughs and after all
the cenwries between the day they were
gathered to the hour of their discovery,
the dry oak leaves still clung to the bran-
ches green and unfaded. Leaf-green forms
permanent, light resistant compounds with
copper salts and it is possible that where
leaf-green from some particular plant is
recommended as a dye, copper salts are
unusually abundant in the plant juice.

Blue, before the Spanish introduced
indigo, was little used as a textile dye ex-
cept for the navy blue shades of the Nav-
ajo black dye. However, there was another
blue not commonly known. This was from
the Hopi blue bean, raised both for a food
and for making a light blue to almost
black on textile fibers.
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On the Hopi reservation the weaving is lone by the men. In former days the Hopi
were excellent dye makers, making colors not only for wool and cotton but also

pigments for wood and leather used in their Katchina
and other ceremonial costumes.

The following formulas based on the
Indian dyes are ones from which I have
removed most of the - bugs - and are in-
cluded for the benefit of readers of Desert
Magazine who may want to try their hands
at this ancient art:

BLACK. Take as many sumac leaves as
will fill a half gallon measure. Bruise in
a mortar or run through a food-chopper
until well pulped. Cover with half gallon
of water and boil for two hours, renewing
water as lost by evaporation and strain. To
make the second ingredient take equal
volumes of powdered piiion gum or ordin-
ary drugstore rosin and natural yellow
ocher—the paint store kind will not do.
Natural ocher is known in the mineral
world as limonite or common rust. Grind
the rosin and ocher to a fine flour and mix
thoroughly by sifting. Transfer this mix-
ture to an ordinary iron skillet and while
stirring continually with an iron rod, heat
it over a charcoal fire. Avoid flames since
burning will spoil the product. At first
the mixture will melt, bubble and give off
puffs of yellowish smoke as it grows darker
and darker. After about an hour, the now
black mixture will begin to roll up in wads
under the stirring rod. As soon as these
wads begin to show a rubbery consistency
it is time to take it from the fire. The com-
pound will look like black, vesicular lava.
Grind this material to a fine powder and
add it to the leaf decoction and let it boil.
At first the liquid is simply a muddy,
brown fluid but as boiling continues a rich,
blue-black color develops. To dye wool in
this bath immerse the wet yarns and boil
until they show a deep black which does
not strip in the rinse water. The yarn
should remain black after the loose dye is
washed off. To dye cotton you need three
baths, one of the prepared leaf solution
alone, one of clear limewater and the blue-
black bath. Boil the cotton yarns in the su-
mac bath for an hour. Lift and pass directly
into the lime bath and let soak for half an
hour. The yarns now will be a deep brown.
Let the yarn dry thoroughly, dampen and
then boil in the blue-black bath. The result
will be a deep slate color.

RED. Grind the dry barks of alder and
mountain mahogany to a coarse meal. Add
two cupfuls of alder and one of mountain
mahogany to half a gallon of water in a
copper dye pot. Boil for two hours renew-
ing water as lost. Strain and add about
one fourth teaspoonful of sodium carbon-
ate (sal soda). The solution will become
intensely red. Immerse the yarn and boil
to the desired color. The color is fast on
wool but weak on cotton.

YELLOW. Take a half gallon measure-
ful of fresh, uncrushed leaves of cotton-
wood. Cover with half gallon of water and
boil until the solution becomes a clear,
strong yellow. Remove the leaves and boil
for ten minutes. Add half a teaspoonful of
sodium carbonate and a teaspoonful of
powdered alum and immerse the yarn. Boil

for half an hour. The yarn will be an in-
tense yellow, fast to soap and water on
wool or cotton.

GREEN. Grind fresh, green leaves of
elder (Sambucus coerulea) in a food-
chopper until about a quart of pulp has
been prepared. Squeeze the juice through
muslin into a copper pot or glazed crock.
Immerse the yarn in the cold juice and
soak for two hours. The yarns will be a
deep moss-green which would fade in
either light or water. To set this dye, have
ready a second bath containing half a
teaspoonful of powdered copper sulphate
and one cupful of vinegar in a quart of

water. Heat this bath to boiling, immerse
the yarns and boil for half an hour. Rinse
once in cold water and then put through
a bath of dilute sodium carbonate (table-
spoonful to a quart of cold water) and
rinse again. The result will be a lettuce-
green fast to light and water.

Experimenting with natural dyes is not
time wasted. In some respects they are
more satisfactory than many of the arti-
ficial dyes, since they fade "'true"; that
is, they fade to paler shades of the original
color. Besides this there is a satisfaction
in doing this primeval chemical magic
with native materials you gather yourself.
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Veigrt 73 __qhowet o6 qoIcti
By MARY BEAL

,Ø2
 LUVIA de Oro was the harmonious name given by the
early Spanish-Americans to the bare-branched Palo
Verde when spring's magic touch turned it into a spar-

kling golden fountain. Never will I forget a certain splendid
Palo Verde I saw one March day glorifying a stretch of desert
between Salton sea and the cultivated fields of Imperial Valley.
It stood somewhat apart at the side of a shallow wash, its bright
color drawing the eye like a magnet long before we could dis-
tinguish anything but the gleaming splash of golden yellow.
Like a geyser of flowing gold it gushed forth into countless
sprays of bloom, spreading out much broader than its height,
the trunk and branches obscured by the profusion of its flower-
ing. Probably it was not more than 15 or 20 feet high but it
loomed up conspicuously on the flat from far away, a marvel of
lavish bloom that fairly took my breath.

The name -Palo Verde, - literally green pole or stick, is an-
other of those Spanish terms so descriptive that it is adopted for
everyday use. The bark of this tree is bright bluish-green and
satiny smooth, from trunk and branches to every twig, though
on very old trees the trunk may roughen and the vivid color
darken.

Beauty is not its only asset. Its flowers yield nectar for honey-
bees and the pods, ripening in July, are welcomed by livestock
in times of drought, though stock are not much interested in
them when other feed is available. The Indians however made
good use of the beans, grinding the ripe ones into a meal for
porridge or mush. Some tribes used the very young seeds,
cooked whole, or the tiny embryo eaten raw, or sometimes toast-
ed.

Botanically it belongs to the Pea family, although some botan-
ists segregate its allied group of genera into the Senna family.
Our featured Palo Verde's label is

Cercidium torreyanum (Cercidium floridum)
The last specific name (meaning flowered), used by some

botanists, describes it well, for few trees are so abundantly be-
flowered. The tree averages 15 to 25 feet in height but it is not
unusual for specimens in favorable situations of deep moisture,
as along small streambeds, to attain 30 or even 40 feet. Although
during most of the year the branches, armed with small short
thorns, are bare of leaves they never are dead-looking, but al-
ways have a lively air because of their vivid green. Very early in
the spring the scanty lacy foliage appears but lasts only a short
time, usually falling before the flowers reach their climax.

The twice-pinnate leaves have a short common petiole topped
by two pinnae, each bearing 2 to 4 pairs of small oval leaflets
about one-fourth inch long. The showy flowers are one-half to
three-fourths inch across, borne on slender, jointed pedicels, dis-
posed in short loose clusters. The 5 broad, rounded petals are
clawed, the upper one broader and longer clawed than the
others, their brilliant yellow charmingly set off by the 10 ruby-
red, long-stalked anthers. The pods are linear to oblong, 1 1/2 to 4
inches long, flattened, and sharply-pointed at both ends, usually
constricted between the square flat seeds.

Its radiance lights up many washes and flood plains at low
altitudes in the Colorado desert, southern and western Arizona,
Sonora and Lower California. Occasionally it is found on al-
luvial soil of the lower slopes below 3500 feet elevation. Being
rather sensitive to frost it is noticeably rare on the Mojave desert,
being no more than an immigrant, although I know a good
many thriving specimens that have taken kindly to a new en-
vironment, scattered along from my home base in the central
Mojave to Needles. It blooms from March until June. Some-
times called Blue Palo Verde to distinguish it from the follow-
ing species.

Lluvia de Oro, or Blue Palo Verde. Photo by the author.

Cercidium micropbyllum (Parkinsonialnicrophyllum)
Sometimes only a shrub 5 to 10 feet high, in tree form it varies

from 12 to 25 feet in height. The twigs are spine-tipped but
there are no other thorns. The bipinnate leaves have 2 sessile
pinnae on an extremely short common petiole, each pinna with
3 to 8 pairs of minute leaflets, not much larger than an ordinary
pinhead but elliptical. The flowers are pale yellow borne in loose
racemes, the odd one of the 5 petals often whitish. The cylin-
drical pods are 1 1/2 to 3 inches long, conspicuously constricted
between the few seeds, the apex tapering to long slender beak.
The paler flowers give it less brilliance than the Lluvia de Oro
but even so it makes quite a display at blossom time. In Cali-
fornia it is found only in the gravelly hills and washes of the
Whipple mountains along the Colorado river. It is common in
western and southern Arizona on dry rocky hillsides and mesas
up to 4000 feet, and crosses the border well down into Mexico
and Lower California, blooming a trifle later than Lluvia de
Oro, usually in April and May.

Parkinsonia aculeata
Occasionally shrubby but usually a tree up to 40 feet high, its

smooth bark yellow-green, turning brown in age, the branchlets
armed with short thorns every inch or so. The bipinnate leaves
are seemingly a pair of pinnate leaves, the common petiole be-
ing almost invisible. The pinnae, from 4 inches to nearly 2 feet
long, have a broad, flat, spine-tipped rachis bearing from 10 to
more than 50 pairs of small leaflets. The showy corollas are
bright yellow, the upper petal with a long slender claw and a
broad crinkly blade spotted with bright-red dots, the whole petal
turning a lively brick-red as it ages. The elongated racemes and
leaves spray out from the branchlets in loose, drooping clusters.

Really a Mexican species, it is native in our southwestern des-
erts only in bordering areas, from southern Arizona to southern
Texas, favoring sandy soil in foothill washes at 2000 or 3000
feet altitude. But it is highly valued in warmer sections for culti-
vation as a quick-growing ornamental tree and you may see it
frequently, especially in Colorado desert towns, and even in
Southern California beyond the desert, notably a mile or so along
the northern approach to Riverside, one of the desert's fine
contributions to regions outside its boundaries.
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Rising sheer above the Arizona desert like the ramparts
of a long-forgotten world the weird Superstitions of

Apache gods and Spanish ghosts guard the secret of
long-lost mines.

Ait Anei at
the Petaitai

By BARRY STORM

4 PACHE thunder gods were first in the wild Superstitions.
They were there a thousand ages before conquistadores
called the unknown land Pimeria Alta, before white men

had given a name to that incredibly twisted maze of somber can-
yons and jagged, lofty crags which rise abruptly like a lost world
set apart high above the Arizona wastelands.

The thunder gods are still there in the weird immensity of
their domain as all good Indians will affirm—and many white
men also. But now there is gold, yellow glittering gold, found
and lost with bleaching bones to guard it, and strange noises
in-the nightwind. And a pagan curse is abroad on the land—
the curse of all men who have too little and want too much.

The curse and the gold were found together nearly a century
ago, the result of a deliberate treasure hunt. But the gold was
lost again. And even today men are searching for the eight
fabulous bonanzas which were first worked by the ill-fated
Peralta ex 'edition from Mexico.

MARCH, 1945

The luxe cf Apache gold cost Pedro Peralta his life
but according to legend, much of the gold he found
is still buried somewhere deep in the Superstition
mountains of Arizona. Here is the story of the first
Peralta mining operations in the Arizona moun-
tains—and of the original discovery of the claim
which in more recent years has been known as the
Lost Dutchman mine.

The year %Las _1,114,6_1.t.. was the period when Santa Fe as
capital of a remote frontier province was the jumping off place
for a vast western territory infested by savage Indians—and,
the Peralta brothers hoped, gold mines in the raw. For the
Peralta silver mines in Chihuahua, after two generations of
furnishing a living in the pleasant manner due Spanish noble-
men, were at last near exhaustion. Their owner, Miguel Peralta,
had just returned home from a trip to the headwaters of the Rio
Salado with a perfect way to remedy the situation.

This rio drains a virgin wilderness," he told his eager sons,
in which gold anywhere will give clues to itself as placer-

erosion-borne particles—in the riverbed. Follow the river then
until you find such placer gold, and trace it back to its source."

This was excellent prospecting advice in any time or country.
And it was exactly what Pedro, Ramon and Manuel with their
little band of family retainers v,—'---,----ô7---77---Igase),joLuneyed for
endless weeks down the ever-widening course of the Salt
River. They followed the rushing waters through high sheer-
walled gorges cut through multi-colored rock, travelled past
boulder-choked rapids and verdant oases of willow and cotton-
wood, briefly green against the eternal browns and reds and
greys of tuffa, sandstone, basalt and rocky soil. Occasionally
they tested for gold where tributary drainages poured water
into the river or where sandbars or riffled bedrock made a nat-
ural gold trap in the riverbed itself. And always they pressed re-
lentlessly on toward a horizon as distant and vague as the purple
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r and higher
rom iarge into Boulder creek, on up Needle

canyon and into the very heart of the Azache thunder gods'
own sacred mountain 1 here within a region from one to two
miles norther y o a towering, hat-shaped peak which he named

the placer trail thinned out and he fell to pros-
for the source of the metal.

First, he tried a steep tributary canyon (now known as Bluff
Springs), followed its brush and boulder choked course up-
ward over waterfalls and cliffs to the top of the high, plateau-
like Bluff Springs mountain, and left behind as proof of his
presence narrow exploration cross-cuts on several quartz veins.
Again, he tried farther up Needle canyon which drains the
west slopes of Bluff Springs mountain, and left another cross-
cut on the side of a hill. Then finally high on the eastern slopes
of a black-topped mountain a mile and a half due north of
La Sombrera, he came upon rich twin outcrops of reddish, gold
bearing quartz. Circling around the same mountain he found
a third on the north side and still another below the south-
western slopes. Four bonanzas!

Exciting weeks fled then in swift succession while the wheel
of fortune spun crazily. But soon provisions were gone and the
mules were staggering under capacity loads of shining yellow
rock ready to be crushed in the arrastres. Pedro, after the fashion
of miners who must leave good ore behind, went down into
Needle canyon below, into which the eastern slopes of the
black-topped mountain drained, and there made a key marker
by driving stones into a giant saguaro cactus. This cactus stood

upon the end of a rocky ridge which jutted into the canyon
and was consequently outlined in bold relief against the sky so
that it would have been almost impossible for him later to
pass by without seeing it. Then from this marker he made a
triangulation map by drawing the outlines of both the fabulous
mountain to the west and La Sombrera to the south so anyone

could return to the proper region merely by traveling up Needle
canyon until a point was reached from which both landmarks
matched the chart from entirely different directions.

Then Pedro returned to the river to find his brothers im-
patiently awaiting him.

Indians, it seemed, were the trouble—and the impatience that

thei  fnrces in the interest of speed. And he le	 amon and
--Manuel to build a permanent camp at the desert oasis and
construct the two arrastfcs which still maybe seen there when
the water is low. And so the two grew wealthier and more
selfish day by day as they worked the placer beds. As gold piled
up, they grew ever more fearful of the newly found fortune.
Sulking savages had been seen in the vicinity.

In the meantime Pedro . • a a - trail
the arrastres which

clouds at sunset. Then finally on a lucky fall day they rounded
an - abrupt bend in the river's shadowed chasm to find before
them (at the present site of Mormon Flat a veritable paradise
in that country of sun-bake , ow- ue rock, a small, ver-
dant valley in the middle of which La Barge creek, then un-
named, tumbled down in miniature cascades from a range of
jagged mountains on the south. From the wild, uncharted
Superstitions!

'St was history made. And so began legend . . .
For there at the junction of the stream and the river they fell

to work with goldpan and shovel as they had a hundred times
before. But this time, gold was there, a fabulous treasure trove
of bright, yellow flakes, caught beneath the sands of the river-
bed from a million years of rock-pulverizing erosion above.

Indeed only a fantastic bonanza containing undreamed of
wealth somewhere in the rugged maze of deep canyons and rock
spires above could have released such a store of treasure! And
with the first wild shout of discovery the trek of the Peralta
brothers stopped with dramatic suddenness, and an excited con-
sultation was held.

By this time their provisions had dwindled. And Pedro, who
rother was in nomina • •• .. 	 deTTEd to s lit u

a golden fortune would bring to anyone. Nor did Pedro's
tale of yet more gold change their minds.

"We already have enough for a lifetime," explained Ramon
and Manuel. "And we have decided to enjoy it while we may.
We want to go far south of the village Tucson where cattle
flourish and establish a great rancho. For here each day more
savages come to prowl about and harass us. Soon we might be
overwhelmed. And then what of our gold?"

Pedro laughed at their fears. He loved gold more than he
feared disaster. Moreover, the gold was inexhaustible, it seemed,
a prize in a thrilling game. So wasn't the gamble of finding it,
the risk of getting away with it of far more importance?

"We part then,"Pedro said, "because I am returning home
for a larger expedition with which to work the mines. So let
us divide all equally with a fourth share for padre. And I will
draw each of you a chart should you desire later to return."

The two copies of Pedro's map which went south into Sonora
with Ramon and Manuel were bright threads in the amazing
skein of golden disaster which Apache thunder gods were even
then weaving with sardonic mirth. For the towering pinnacles
and sheer, chasm-cliffs of the Superstitions were age-long
Apache domain—sacred ground to be guarded with life and
honor by every savage who feared the midsummer lightning
bolts and crashing thunder, the roaring floods of winter which
angry deities sent down those deep, rough canyons!

Back from Chihuahua City to those same mountains came
Pedro again in the winter of 1847 -48 with 68 men and 200
mules. Back to golden fortune—and savage death!

No sooner had he returned to the arrastres upon the river
in the fall of 1847 than skulking savages began to appear, were
glinTs-e-d er7--'é7-11 ,1 there like furtive ghosts.

The very nature of that incredibly rough country, the somber
chasms of La Barge, Boulder and Needle canyons, each with
its labyrinth of countless tributary arroyos made excellent cover
in which silent Apaches came and vanished like furtive phan-
toms. And continually from such vantage places warriors kept
the gold hungry invaders under surveilance, occasionally trans-
fixed a luckless miner with flint-tipped arrows that seemed to
come from nowhere.

If Pedro had been a soldier he would have recognized the
unmistakable portents of impending disaster and would have
kept his men together. But he was a miner and the mad, driving
urge to dig quick fortune from his mines, the romantic, reckless
impulse to search for yet more gold at the same time made him
ignore danger. And so he divided his strength, leaving a hand-
ful of workers at the arrastres, splitting the others into mining
and prospecting parties which were scattered over several square
miles in the wild region around the black-topped mountain
which he had mapped before.

The prospecting parties almost immediately discovered two
more potential bonanzas above the key marker in Needle can-
yon, both lying upon the steep slopes of a hill which jutted into
the canyon from the western side. Then directly across from this
hill in a steep-climbing arroyo which ran up the canyon's eastern
side and under towering cliffs still a third vein of rich, gold-
bearing quartz was found. Later, further exploration located
one more mine site about three-quarters of a mile east of La
Sombrera, near the western slopes of La Barge canyon. But
this latter mine, which was rediscovered in 1940, was merely a
conglomerate placer deposit formed in prehistoric times when
the mountains lay under the sea and its gravels failed to match
in fantastic richness the white and rose quartz ores of the other
seven bonanzas.

There began in the Superstitions then feverish activity such
as the mountains had never before witnessed. Permanent camps,
of which there are still traces, were established in Needle, Bluff
Springs and La Barge canyons, and in one of the arroyos at the
foot of La Sombrera Pedro had a stone hut erected from which
he could direct the mining. Nearby, too, charcoal pits in which
to retemper and sharpen drills were dug and fired, trees were
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The black-topped mountain which Pedro Peralta mapped,
as it looks from the key marker in Needle canyon below,
The arrow points to a Spanish miner's signs 1200 feet
above. In the inset is shown the key marker with Weaver's

Needle beyond. This pinnacle is the "Sambrera"
of the Peralta legend.

felled and hewed into mine timbers and always the shafts were
sunk deeper and deeper into gold-speckled ore which busy
muletrains gathered and hauled to the arrastres. And so for
many months the profitable business of mining went on.

By now the winter of 1847-48 had come and gone, the brief
desert -spring had long since laded and the heat of summer was
on the wane. And then suddenly the Apaches, who had been
content with occasional raids upon isolated miners and packers,
began to attack in earnest. The roving bands of warriors grew
constantly larger so that Pedro was forced to place more and
more of his men upon guard duty to protect those mining. And
unknown to him under cover of the harrassing attacks wily
Apache chieftains far to the north across the river were massing
together hundreds of braves with whom to destroy at one blow
the invaders who so tenaciously worked and fought within their
sacred mountains.

Pedro's first hint of the impending catastrophe came from
the river on an unlucky September day when a scout staggered
into camp to gasp out with his life a horrible tale of massacre
at the arrastres. The Apaches had slaughtered the astonished
workers upon the river and even at that moment were ambushing
guards and packers. Then other scouts rushed into camp to
inform the miners that death was indeed upon them, that hordes
of fierce savages were swarming into the Superstitions in over-
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whelming numbers and had already surrounded them upon all
sides but the west.

Pedro immediately ordered his mules burdened with treasure
—had them packed with all the golden concentrates which they
could carry. A local cowboy in 1901 stumbled upon $35,000
worth amid a heap of Spanish-shod mulebones on top of the
black-topped mountain. And while the miners fought a des-
perate rear-guard action there Pedro himself buried the re-
mainder on the fabulous hill which he had mapped, cutting
in solid rock upon the top in the form of Spanish miner's signs
a permanent memorandum of its location and the nearby loca-
tions of his richest mines. Then his band of miners fled in fren-
zied haste toward the open desert to the west—fled in the only
direction which had been left open.

But they fled into a trap!
Apaches were there waiting, were indeed everywhere—

hideously painted savages riding madly upon bare-backed
ponies, screaming, fighting, killing in a blood-thirsty, super-
stitious frenzy. They drove the miners back against the moun-
tain cliffs within sight and sound of the present location of
Goldfield. Then from all sides came a deadly hail of arrows,
savagely hurled lances . . . .

The Apaches promptly scalped their victims and looted the
packtrain, thinking they had obtained a fortune in booty. But
unwittingly they left a greater fortune behind—yellow dirt, so
they thought, which they dumped disdainfully upon the ground.
Many years later in 1914 two prospectors, C. H. Silverlock and
a partner, digging in curiosity amid the debris of a massacre,
found part of it there—$18,000 in glittering golden concen-
trates!

Now the invaders had indeed been destroyed to the last man.
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If you know the answers to 14 of these
questions and are lucky enough at guess-
ing to get four more correctly, you'll have

an exceedingly good score. The average person, not versed in the history and
geography and lore of the desert, will hardly get half of them right. Regular
readers of Desert Magazine will do better, because all the answers have appeared
in this magazine at one time or another. Fifteen correct answers gives you a Des-
ert Rat rating—and 18 is super-something-or-other. Answers are on page 36.

1—The horned toad belongs to the lizard family. True 	  False 	

2—Carlsbad caverns are located in Texas. True 	  False 	

3—Edmund Jaeger is author of Denizens of the Desert. True 	  False 	

4—Onyx is one of the limestone minerals. True 	  False 	

5—Reno is the capital of Nevada. True 	  False 	

6—It is an old custom among Mojave Indian women to have their faces tatooed.
True 	  False	

7—Volcanic craters are found only at the summit of mountains.
True 	  False 	

8—Desert lilies grow from bulbs. True 	  False 	

9—The famous Snake Dance is held annually by the Indians at Taos, New Mex-
ico. True	  False 	

10—The Dinosaur national monument is located in Utah. True 	  False 	

11—Headwaters of the Little Colorado river are in the White mountains of Ari-
zona. True 	  False 	

12—Indians dwelling on the shores of Pyramid Lake in Nevada are the Paiutes.
True 	  False 	

13—The flower of the Palo Verde tree is purple. True 	  False 	

14—Ocotillo belongs to the cactus genus. True 	  False 	

15—William Manly was one of the survivors of the Donner tragedy.
True 	  False 	

16—The historic Mormon Battalion was formed to defend the territory of Utah
against the invasion of a federal army.	 True 	  False 	

17—Diamond is harder than corundum. True 	  False 	

18—Pure bronze is sometimes mined by placer operations.
True 	  False 	

19—The site of the old port of Callville on the Colorado river is now submerged
under Lake Mead. True 	  False 	

20—Asbestos is made from the fiber of a desert shrub. True 	  False 	

TRUE OR FALSESez Hard
Rock Shorty

of
Death

Valley 0i

By OWEN THAMER

"Cold?" asked Hard Rock Shorty.
Sure it gits cold out here 'n Death
Valley. 'Member one winter when I
had to break the ice on them warm
Alum springs to git me a bucket o'
water. An' old Pisgah Bill who was
drivin' stage in them days came in
off the trip an' swore he see'd 50
jac_kribbits hoverin' around the edge
of that hot mud volcano down the
valley tryin' to keep their toes warm.

From the shade of his soap-box
on the porch of the Inferno store,
Shorty looked out across the heat
waves that simmered over the des-
ert floor.

"Yep—that was the coldest 'Ç_vin-
ter I'd seen in more 'n 40 years. But
these desert animals and reptiles
seemed to know what to do about it
alright.

"Inside the shack we kept the
stove redhot, but along in midafter-
noon I went out to the mesquite pile
to bring in some more logs. There
was a big rattler curled up on the
sunny side o' the pile tryin' to keep
warm. He took a look at me and then
shakes his tail. But no rattle. An'
then he tries again and still no rat-
tle. Finally he looks aroun' and sees
that his rattles is all choked up with
frost. So he puts his tail in his mouth
an' thawed 'em out a little, and then
starts 'er buzzin just like they's sup-
posed to do. Then he looked at me
kinda silly and slid under the log-
pile.

But there still remained in the sacred domain of the thunder
gods the sacrilegious work they had wrought. Moreover, the
mine shafts and the yellow-flecked rock which had been un-
covered there would no doubt be found again. And then once
more an invading horde would swarm into the mountains.
Should such a thing occur once more, said the medicine
men holding solemn council upon the matter, the Apaches
might forever after be punished severely by storms and floods
and all manner of natural disasters which angry deities could
contrive. So it was decreed that a band of thirty squaws and two
youths would be sent back into the Superstitions to destroy all
traces of the workings and cover the mines.

And there in the mountains this work party labored for one

full moon, throwing ore and hastily abandoned tools back into
the shafts. Then they covered the mines with stout logs which
in turn Were covered with the natural caliche cementthat hardens
into rock, placing over the whole yet another covering in the
cunning Indian fashion—this time of dirt and surface rocks
to match the surrounding ground.

But with all this care the Apache squaws left one mine open
because they thought it so well isolated and hidden that it would
never again be found. And it was the most fantastic bonanza
of them all, a mere shallow pit, newly opened, which was des-
tined to become America's most sought-for mine. This was the
legendary treasure that was to become known later as the Lost
Dutchman mine.
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To Sell Salt River Power . . .
Arizona Salt River Valley Water Users'

association has indicated that it will ac-
cept the offer of the federal government
through Secretary of Interior Ickes to buy
the power facilities of this project for
more than $28,000,000. The deal would
involve the government's assuming the
$16,100,000 bonded debt of the associa-
tion and the cancellation of $8,268,410.
Before the sale can be finally completed
it will have to be referred to the 9,000
share-holders in Salt River valley for ap-
proval, and then passed by congress.

More Trout for Colorado . . .
KINGMAN — Ten thousand rainbow

trout four to five inches in length are to be
planted in the Colorado river in the near
future, according to H. L. Reid, director
of fisheries for the Arizona Game and
Fish commission. The trout are six months
old and were hatched at the Pine Top
plant and later transferred to the Page
Springs rearing ponds in lower Oak creek.
The planting will be below Boulder dam.

Asks Help for Navajo . . .
HOLBROOK—Declaring that 50,000

Navajo Indians are living on lands that
would not support 5,000 whites, Repre-
sentative Murdock of Arizona has an-
nounced in Washington that he will ask
congress for an extensive program of
federal aid to include irrigation, reseeding
of over-grazed lands and introduction of
better strains of sheep. He described the
Navajo as the No. 1 Indian problem of
United States.

Verde River Project Report . . .
Estimated costs of bringing Colorado

river to the Verde River above Granite
Reef dam were made public by the U. S.
Reclamation service in February. Bureau
spokesmen said that if water were taken
from the Colorado at Parker and boosted
1000 feet to flow into the Verde the cost
is estimated at $134,000,000. If water is
brought from the Bridge canyon site it
would require 95 miles of tunnels and the
cost would be $325,000,000.

• • •

Museum of Northern Arizona an-
nounces that for an indefinite period it will
he open to visitors only on weekends. The
hours are from 9 to 12 and 1 to 5 on
Saturdays and 1:30 to 5 on Sundays.

• • •

Mrs. Edward Kolb, mother of Emery
Kolb who owns a studio at Grand Canyon,
died in Pasadena December 31 at the age
of 92.

. afrt the 24e4eid
CALIFORNIA

Bobcat is Loser . . .
TRONA—Defending one of her prized

hens, Mrs. Cleone Norman, art teacher in
the Trona schools, seized the only weapon
at hand — a chicken feed trough — and
killed a bobcat which had invaded the
dooryard of her Homewood canyon home.
Her son and their three dogs were away
when she heard a commotion among the
chickens. When she went out in the yard,
the cat stood its ground and snarled vic-
iously. She snatched up the trough and
killed the animal with one blow.

Tramway Project is Revived . . .
PALM SPRINGS—Backed by sponsors

in this area, another bill authorizing the
construction of an aerial tram from the
desert near Palm Springs to a recreational
area near the summit of Mt. San Jacinto,
has been introduced in the state legislature.
Similar proposals were passed by two pre-
vious legislatures and vetoed by Governors
Olson and Warren. The plans provide for
financing the 5 1,360,000 estimated cost
through revenue bonds sold to private
investors. Title, however, will be vested
in the Mount San Jacinto Winter Park
Authority, a seven-man board named by
the governor, the Riverside county super-
visors and the City of Palm Springs. When
the bonds are paid off the property is to
revert to the public through the agency
of this board and the state park commis-
sion. It is proposed to start the tramway
in Chino canyon at an elevation of 2700
feet and operate to Long Valley at the
8500-foot level. The tram is designed to
serve both for winter sports and summer
recreation, operating the year 'round.

Wildcats Cause Short Circuit . . .
LONE PINE—Power service in this

area was disrupted recently when two play-
ful wildcats shinnied up a power-line pole
and became involved in cables carrying
33,000 volts of electricity. When the re-
pair crew arrived the bodies of two well-
cooked cats were lying on the ground.

Beavers Menace to Canals . . .
BLYTHE—Two hundred beaver have

been trapped by California and Arizona
game wardens who are working together
to reduce damage caused by these animals
in the Palo Verde irrigation system. Ac-
cording to Manager C. P. Mahoney of the
irrigation district the beaver build dams
above the gate structures and cause canals
to overflow in some places and dry up in
others. Along the lower Colorado river
there are said to be more beaver than at
any time for many years.

THERE'S A WEAR
GOING ON

The worst tire on your car is the
best.

Sounds like a paradox. But it's
really the poorest tire that keeps
the car rolling. If it falls flat, the
other three can't handle the job.

When one old tread-bare casing
gives out, you can't put the car
on crutches or stick a roller skate
under one corner.

•
New tires for civilians are still
hard to get.

Meantime, the rubber on your
vehicle is steadily erasing itself.

There's a wear going on.

You can't stop wear but you can
do something to retard it.

When a tire has strained every
fibre of its being, it may be too
late to salvage it.

Save the carcass and you save all.
Have tires recapped in time. A

re-cap is a form of old age re-
tirement.

It gives the tire a new lease on
life, so it can spend its declining
miles in active service.

To help save the carcass have all
tires inspected regularly.

Shell Dealers and Shell Service
Station people will be glad to look
the situation over for you. They'll
take care of proper pressure, ro-
tation, checking valve cores and
other necessary attentions.

Drive in at the Sign of the Shell
and give your priceless tires some
real post wear service.

-BUD LANDIS
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The Desert Trading Post
Classified advertising in this section costs five cents a word, $1.00 minimum per issue—

Actually about 1 1/2 cents per thousand readers.

A community park estimated to cost
$50,000 is being planned by the City of
Needles. Federal funds together with a
$10,000 contribution from the Santa Fe
railroad and $10,000 from the local school
district, will finance the main part of the
proposed recreation pragram.

• • •

Preservation of the old military fort at
Paiute springs in San Bernardino county
is promised by Mr. and Mrs. George Ir-
win of Essex, California, who recently have
purchased the 160-acre homestead where
the ruins are located, from T. W. Van
Slyke.

For Nice Things . .
• INFANTS' AND

CHILDREN'S WEAR

• LADIES READY-TO-WEAR

• MEN'S FURNISHINGS

• FINE LINENS

CUSTER'S
206 W. TENTH STREET	 PHONE 246

LANCASTER. CALIFORNIA
THE HEART OF ANTELOPE VALLEY

'RILLA CUSTER	 GALEN CUSTER

MISCELLANEOUS
Large stock of petrified palm. Twenty tons of

rock specimens. Navajo rugs, reservation
hand hammered silver and baskets from many
tribes. Many other handmade artifacts.
Daniels Indian Trading Post, 401 West Foot-
hill Blvd., Fontana, Calif.

WHATEVER YOUR WHIMS! REALIZE
YOUR INNERMOST LONGINGS! Get
"Spiritual Help For Your Everyday Prob-
lems." Unique book, complete collection, in-
timate, SURE solutions. Only 25c postpaid.
OUTSTANDING BOOK ASSOCIATION,
Box 2501, Los Angeles, Calif.

Desert Tea: In original form. Large bundle only
$1.00 complete with instructions for use. Mail
orders taken for government stamped Navajo
rugs and blankets, Indian pottery, desert pets,
rocks and antiques. Grail Fuller's Bor X Post
Ranch, Box 26, Daggett, California.

Gold Dust and Nuggets Really Pay Off ! Proven
methods, simple home made equipment. For
a profitable hobby or fortune making profes-
sion, read "Gold Prospecting Made Easy."
Only 50e postpaid. Imperial Gold, 208 Del-
mar, Vallejo, California.

Wanted: Man or couple who like the desert for
steady position on chicken ranch near Bar-
stow, feeding. About 8000. Cabin with utili-
ties furnished. Salary depends on man. Ad-
dress Box 26, Daggett, Calif.

Finish High School at home in spare time study.
All textbooks furnished. Diploma upon com-
pletion. For complete information write H.S.
Dept., Box 537, Phoenix, Arizona.

Three hunting preserves where only
bow and arrow can be used are proposed in
a bill introduced in the California legis-
lature.

• • •
New bus service operating between the

communities of Palm Springs, Garnet,
Desert Hot Springs and Cathedral City,
operating daily except Sunday has been
inaugurated by the Tanner Motor Tours.

• • •

NEVADA
Would Protect Game Fish . . .

BOULDER CITY—Plans for seining,
the carp in Lake Mead and converting
them into fertilizer have been disclosed
by local men who plan to finance a plant
for processing the fish. The Boulder
sportsmen's club has approved the plan,
asserting that carp and other scavenger
fish are enroaching on bass and other
game fish in the lake. Nets 1600 feet
long, with a capacity for from 10 to 20
tons of fish are to be used. Bass and other
game fish will be net dipped from the
larger nets and returned to the lake.

• • •
Nevada's 1945 wool crop will be bought

by the United States government at ceiling
prices approximately the same as for the
previous year.

NAVAJO RUGS: Large, medium and saddle
blankets. Authentic Navajo and Zujii jewelry.
Famous Lorenzo Hubbell Co. rugs, Hopi pot-
tery and baskets. Hubbell's Indian Trading
Post, Tom Hubbell, 2331 Pico, Santa Monica,
Calif. Phone 50603.

Want reliable desert developer to pioneer desert
recreational development. Extensive acreage
available on Salt Creek, Riverside county,
nineteen miles from railroad and Salton Sea,
Historical and interesting region. Owner,
425 Fifteenth Ave., San Francisco 18, Calif.

LIVESTOCK

KARAKULS. Producers of Persian Lamb fur
are easy to raise and adapted to the desert
which is their native home. For further in-
formation write Addis Kelley, 4637 E. 52
Place, Maywood, California.

We sell Nationally Recognized Fur Producing
Karakuls. Have permanent market for wool
and furs. Attractive investment for rancher
or city investor. James Yoakam, National
Distributor, 1128 No. Hill Ave., Pasadena,
California.

REAL ESTATE

For Imperial Valley Farms—

W. E. HANCOCK
"The Farm Land Man"

Since 1914
EL CENTRO — — — — CALIFORNIA

Body not Recovered . . .
LAS VEGAS—Search was started for

the body of Raymond Spilsbury, former
general manager of mining properties in
Peru, when his clothes containing $13,000
were found on the bank of the Colorado
near Eldorado. He had gone there to keep a
fishing date with Murl Emory, pioneer
boatman, and when the latter was delayed,
the mining man walked along the shore,
and was not seen again. The search was
directed by Chief Ranger Don Jolley of
the national park service.

Would Sell Liquor to Indians . . .

CARSON CITY—For the second time
in two years, legislation has been intro-
duced giving Indians the same right as
other Americans 'in the matter of buying
liquor. Assemblyman Don C. Crawford's
bill would prohibit the sale to Indians
between midnight and 8:00 a.m., and ap-
peal all acts in conflict therewith.A similar
bill introduced by Crawford two years ago
died in committee.

• • •

December travel over Boulder dam
amounted to 17,300 passengers in 5,376
cars, compared with 14,386 passengers in
4,344 cars in December 1943, according
to figures released by the park service.

• • •

NEW MEXICO

War on Mesquite . . .
TUCUMCARI — Using a newly-de-

signed machine which cuts the roots deep
below the surface, lands heavily forested
with mesquite are now being cleared of the
trees at less than $10 an acre according to
a report of U. S. Bureau of Reclamation
men. Through the use of the new equip-
ment it is reported that several thousand
acres of land scheduled to be put in pro-
duction in 1945 will be available as plan-
ned. The machine, developed in Texas, is
reported to carry a cutter blade eight feet
six inches wide so deep below the surface
that the remaining roots do not sprout.

Record Timber Production . . .

SANTA FE—New Mexico's seven na-
tional forests yielded 41,678,000 board
feet of lumber, mostly ponderosa pine,
during 1944, according to the report of
Lyle F. Watts, chief of the Forest Service.
Total U. S. timber production in 1944 was
3,300,000,000 feet, the largest cut since
the Forest service was founded 40 years
ago.

• • •

Carlsbad caverns were visited by 122,

467 people during 1944, of whom 40,184
were members of the armed forces, accord-
ing to the report of Superintendent
Thomas Boles. This was less than half the
visitors recorded in 1941, peak year at the
caverns.
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PALMS
INN

THE HOTEL AT THE
PALMS

FIREPLACE ADOBES.	 .	 .
FOOD TO REMEMBER

• •	 •
SADDLE HORSES

BADMINTON

AMERICAN PLAN
Single. $6.75 up

Double, $11.75 up

Gateway to Joshua 'Free National Monument

ROBERT VAN LAHR, Manager
For Reservations — Write 29 Palms Inn at

TWENTYNINE PALMS, CALIFORNIA
or call any Travel Bureau or Automobile Club

South ern
Pacif ic

Arrested When Chant Ends . . .
GALLUP—When officers went to ar-

rest Slocum Clah's wife for participating
in an attack on District Supervisor Rudy
Sweifel, they found Denet Tsosie, Navajo
Medicine man in the fifth day of a nine-
day chant for the woman. They waited
until the chant was ended before making
the arrest. Slocum Chahs wife was one
of nearly a score of Navajo charged with
assaulting the officer when he came to en-
force the federal sheep reduction program.
The Clah family had been ordered to re-
duce its flock by 87 sheep, and according
to the report of officials, at first agreed
to do so. Later there was a change of mind,
and the trouble followed.

Free Hunting for Old-Timers . . .

SANTA FE—Free hunting and fishing
licenses would be granted to all pioneer
residents of New Mexico over the age
of 65 under a bill introduced by State
Representative Peter Gonzales of Las
Vegas. "These old people have given their
best to New Mexico," said Gonzales, -and
it would be a bit of appreciation to let
them fish and hunt for nothing."

• • •

Paul Goulding of Deming took top
honors in the bareback bronc riding event
at the 1945 National Western Stock Show
rodeo held in Denver in January. Bill
Linderman of Red Lodge, Montana, was
announced champion of the saddle bronc
contest. Toots Mansfield of Bandera,
Texas, won the calf-roping and Claude
Morris of Moorhead, Oklahoma, won the
steer wrestling.

• • •

Rumors are current that John Collier is
to resign as commissioner of Indian af-
fairs in the department of interior, and that
William A. Brophy of Albuquerque is to
be the new appointee.

UTAH

Ute Land Sale Approved . . .

WASHINGTON—Approval has been
given a senate measure authorizing the
disposal of 220,000 acres of Utah land
held in account for the Ute Indians. The
bill provides that 61,000 acres shall be
restored to the Ouray and Uintah reser-
vations, and the Indians compensated for
the remaining 159,000 acres acquired by
the federal government for livestock pur-
poses. Provision is also made for the Utes
to sue for lands taken from them without
compensation under an unratified treaty.

Would Repeal Polygamy Laws . . .

SALT LAKE CITY—Petitions urging
the 1945 legislature to submit for popu-
lar vote a constitutional amendment re-
pealing the ban on polygamy in this state
have been received from leaders of the
-Fundamentalist" cult. Sponsors of the
petition assert that Utah was required to
abolish polygamy as a Condition of state-
hood, but that the supreme court has es-
tablished the right of states to change con-
ditions imposed upon them as a require-
ment for statehood.

• •
Utah plans to participate during 1945

in nation-wide observance of the 140th
anniversary of the Lewis and Clark ex-
pedition.

Lands Restored to State . . .
SALT LAKE CITY—By order of the

department of interior in Washington, the
3,000,000 -acre withdrawal of lands in
southeastern Utah has been reduced to
200,00 acres. The land is in the vicinity
of Thompson where the bureau of mines
has been sinking exploratory wells to test
underground deposits for magnesium and
potash. Secretary Ickes has not yet made
public the report on his desk as to the ex-
tent of the mineral deposits.

A WESTERN THRILL

- Courage, - a remarkable oil painting
20x60 feet, the Covered Wagon Train cross-
ing the desert in '68. Over a year in painting.
On display (free) at Knott's Berry Place
where the Boysenberry was introduced to
the world and famous for fried chicken din-
ners with luscious Boysenberry pie.

You'll want (1) A 4-color picture of this
huge painting' suitable for framing. (2) A
36-page handsomely illustrated souvenir,
pictures and original drawings, of Ghost
Town Village and story of this roadside
stand which, grew to a $600,000 annual busi-
ness. (3) One year's subscription (6 num-
bers) to our illustrated bi-monthly magazine
of the West. True tales of the days of gold,
achievements of westerners today and cour-
ageous thoughts for days to come. Mention
this paper and enclose one dollar for all three
and get authentic western facts. Postpaid.

GHOST TOWN NEWS
BUENA PARK, CALIF.
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Washington, D. C. . . .
According to unofficial estimates from

the War Production Board, new capital
equipment for gold mining probably will
not be available until late in 1946. It was
stated, however, that when mining can be
resumed assistance probably will be given
in the rehabilitation of gold mines closed
by government order.

• • •
Kingman, Arizona . . .

After a long career of starts and stops,
the Tennessee mine is again producing un-
der a contract with the Tennessee Schuyl-
kill corporation. A good grade of zinc-
lead is said to be coming from the 700-foot
level. Bob Payne, general superintendent,
is heading a crew which is operating the
mine on a cooperative basis, each man hav-
ing a share in the output.

• • •
Death Valley, California . . .

New Sutherland Divide Mining Com-
pany located at Shoshone on the rim of
Death Valley is reported to be shipping a
carload of 40 to 50 tons of gold-silver-lead
daily. Operations so far have been limited
to the Sheba and Carbonate mines, the
Sheba having a 385-foot tunnel.

• •
Lovelock, Nevada . . .

It is reported that the U. S. Bureau of
Mines has budgeted $50,000 for diamond
drilling and surveys at the Hamilton fluor-
spar mine situated in Black canyon in the
Humboldt range. The owners of the prop-
erty are R. T. Hamilton and associates of
Oakland. Engineers have expressed the
opinion that this deposit may be one of
the most important discoveries of acid
grade fluorspar in recent years and Sena-
tor Pat McCarran was instrumental in
obtaining government funds for the ex-
ploration.

• • •
Goldfield, Nevada . . .

Proposed changes in Nevada mining
law, would eliminate the necessity of filing
claim locations with the district mining
recorder. Wayne McLeod, state surveyor
general, explained that the office of dis-
trict mining recorder was established in
the early days when lack of roads and
transportation often made it difficult to
go to the county seat for recording. The
need no longer exists, he stated, and much
confusion will be avoided if the county
seat becomes a sole recording office for
mine locations.

Sante Fe, New Mexico . . .

Mineral production in New Mexio
during 1944 amounted to $48,824,297,
with copper heading the list and potash
second, according to State Mines Inspec-
tor Warren Bracewell. The total was a
decrease of $1,233,017 from the 1943
record. Coal production for the year to-
talled 1,753,500 tons.

• • •

Globe, Arizona • • •
Believed to be one of the most import-

ant zinc discoveries in Arizona, the Irene
mine 21/2 miles north of Globe is being
diamond-drilled by the American Smelt-
ing and Refining company. Drilling has
revealed a 28-foot vein of sulphide ore 700
feet below the surface which runs 12 per
cent zinc. The Irene already has produced
a considerable tonnage of lead and some
silver.

• • •
Westgate, Nevada . . .

Gold crystals have been found in petri-
fied cypress logs at Nigger Wells in south-
eastern Nevada, according to Vincent
Gianella, professor of geology in Mackay
school of mines. Gold in crystal form is a
rare occurrence. The quantity of precious
metal found in the petrified wood was so
slight as to make recovery impracticable
for commercial purposes, it was stated.

A/41RA aid Al•

IMPERIAL IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S POWER
SYSTEM IS SAFE, CERTAIN AND EFFICIENT

BECAUSE OF A WELL PLANNED, FAR-SIGHTED PROGRAM!

— GENERATION —

Independent generating units . . . two
hydroelectric plants . . . a huge diesel
standby plant . . . plus a tie - in
with Parker Dam power, guarcmtee
against power failures due to plant
breakdowns, and failures caused by
storms.

— DISTRIBUTION —

Designed to fit the territory it serves in the
fertile Imperial and Coachella Valleys. A
modern loop system provides rapid re-
routing of main line circuits, making pos-
sible killing of a section of damaged line
and the serving of customers beyond the
break from another direction.

— TRANSMISSION —

Close to an unfailing source of power—short transmission lines reduce hazards
of operation and result in a minimum of line losses of power. 

	• Imperial Irrigation District
9 —I 	 TE                

Use Your Own Power-Make it Pay for the All American Canal
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MIS AND MINERALS
ARTHUR L. EATON, Editor

CHRIS WICHT ESTATE
BOUGHT BY TRONA CLUB

Searles Lake gem and mineral society at
Trona was high bidder for the Chris Wicht
estate at the entrance to Surprise canyon, and
it will be maintained, according to President
George Pipkin as a memorial to the beloved
pioneer miner. The property includes house,
swimming pool, cabins and garden. The club
plans to install a barbecue pit, employ a care-
taker and maintain the property for use of the
members.

A busy year is planned by the Trona club.
Aside from regular meetings and field trips the
following annual events are in prospect: '49er
party in January; Death Valley field trip, April;
Telescope peak climb, June; Barbecue at Chris
Wicht memorial, July 4; Pot luck dinner, Aug-
ust; hobby show, October; Christmas party,
December.

February 11 field trip was a daylight trek
to Last Chance canyon southwest of Randsburg
where the members found petrified wood, honey
opal, Jasper and some fire opal. Harvey East-
Inan is field trip chairman.

• • •

COMMON OPAL
Common opal, especially the Mexican variety

often appears in bright natural colors, such as
all shades of red, yellow, orange, etc. These
colored varieties, as well as all varieties of
precious and fire opal, are usually lacking in
the powers to fluoresce. But to those interested
chiefly in this phenomenon, the very commonest
types of common opal make up for all the
deficiencies of their richer relatives. Pale yel-
lows, blues, translucent to opaque whites, and
other pieces, almost too poor to notice, blossom
out under the cold quartz lamp in a glorious
golden yellow, second to nothing else in exis-
tence. These pieces can often he found where.
ever opal exists.

• • •

DIOPTASE AS EMERALD
Dioptase is an emerald green, hydrous sili-

cate of copper. Gem quality is very rare, al-
though the African mines produce a common
type in large amounts, and on a commercial
basis. The tiny prismatic crystals, brilliant and
transparent, are found occasionally in the cop-
pet mines of southern Arizona. These crystals
are always too small to cut singly, but I have
noticed many of them mounted in their natural
shape, small and slender, in the place of emer-
alds for rings and pins to set off larger stones
of other colors.

• • •
It is estimated that seven or eight percent of

the earth's crust is aluminum, the most abund-
ant of all metals. Two or three percent is mag-
nesium. These two light metals are fast becom-
ing of utmost importance in structural uses. Last
year U. S. produced 2,100,000,000 pounds of
aluminum and 44,000,000 pounds of mag-
nesium.

Collecting vs Gathering . . .

Most of us have heard one version or an-
other of the story of how Mr. and Mrs. Newly
Rich, wishing to create a false impression of
culture, built an elaborate library in their new
mansion, and filled it with books, real or "rea-
sonable facsimilies thereof", though in reality
neither of them had ever read any book. Now
and then we find an individual of this type
among the collectors of minerals. He owns a
large collection of choice specimens, some of
which cost considerable sums of money, but
none of which he collected personally. He in-
troduces the visitor to his collection with a
magnificient, even lordly gesture, but melts
like a June frost if asked a question about any
specimen which cannot be answered by reading
off the label. Such an individual is not a col-
lector and is far from being entitled to call him-
self a "rockbound." He is just a gatherer who
enjoys possession only, and is blind to all else.
After the old man with the long beard, the hour-
glass and scythe has passed his way, there's
often a bargain for the real lover of minerals.
So, after all, perhaps Mr. Gatherer did accom-
plish something.

Rockbound Record
(Mineralogical Society of Arizona)

• • •

Lelande Quick, conducter of the "Amateur
Gem Cutter" section in Desert Magazine spoke
of amateur gem cutting before the Southwest
Optimists club of Los Angeles, California, on
January 24 and the Rotary club of Redondo
Beach, California, on January 31. The talks
were accompanied by exhibitions of his lapi-
dary work.

• • •

Pebbles is the title of a pamphlet issued by
Snohomish county mineral society for its annual
banquet.

Snohomish county mineral society, Everett.
Washington, announces the following officers
for 1945: Wm. G. DeFeyter, president; Peter
Krogh, vice-president; Harry E. Bonner, 3413
Grand avenue, secretary-treasurer; Joe Swarts,
Chas. Krogh, Earl Williams, Paul Sorenson,
directors. Paul Grabner is past president. Meet-
ings are held second Mondays. An attendance of
72 at the annual banquet shows that the Sno-
homish club maintains its interest in rocks and
minerals even though field trips are out for the
present.

• • •
Records from mines and deep wells show a

temperature increase of one degree Fahrenheit
for every 60 feet of depth. Rate begins to dimin-
ish below depth of a few miles, but pressure in-
creases. This pressure apparently is sufficient to
keep rocks from becoming fluid even if tempera-
ture is high enough to melt them.

RARE QUALITY
CUT STONES . .

Fine brilliant cut Zircons, blue, $6
carat. Emerald cut Zircons, blue and
white, $4 carat. Ceylon native Zircons
$1 carat.

Aquamarines, 12x14 and I2x16 m/ra
,T2 carat, also large sizes

Rare blue precious Topaz and Golden
Ceylon Quartz Topaz, fine color $1 carat.

Carved Moonstones, Black Star Sap-
phires $2 carat. Black Onyx drops $3
pair.

Brilliant cut Montana Sapphires. also
blue and golden.

Dozen Moss Agates, brooch size, $12.
Dozen Ceylon Garnets $6.

Rare Hessonite and Green Garnets.

Finest Chrysocolla cabochons in the
world, $15 per 100 carats.

Rare and unusual stone cameos, 14
karat ladies gold mountings, $60 dozen.

Synthetic Alexandrites, $2 carat

Ask for My Approval Selection

ERNEST MEIER
Church Str. Annex	 P. 0. Box 302

NEW YORK 8. N. Y.

HERE ARE THE GIFTS
YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR!
Rings, $4.00 and Up Necklaces, $5.00 and Up

Brooches, $5.00 and Up
Bracelet and Ring Sets, $15 and Up

Plus 20% Excise Tax and 2 1/2 % Sales Tax

Petrified Picture Wood and Moss Agate — Jewelry
Hand Made in Sterling Silver Mountings

RINGS — BRACELETS — NECKLACES
BROOCHES — TIE SLIDES. ETC.

Mail Orders Filled Anywhere in U. S. A.

ELLIOTT'S GEM SHOP
26 lergins Arcade Village	 Long Beach 2, Calif.

Entrance Subway at Ocean and Pine
Open 10 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily
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"HERKIMER COUNTY DIAMONDS." Bril-
liant gem-like quartz crystals from Herkimer
County, N. Y. Special assortments $1.50-
$2,50-$500 and $10.00 postpaid. Guaranteed
Satisfaction. If interested in Midwest and
Eastern States minerals, send us list of your
needs. We also specialize in Model and
Handicraft Kits and Supplies. H. STILL-
WELL & SON, Rockville Centre, N. Y.

Minerals, Gems, Coins, Bills, Old Glass, Books,
Stamps, Fossils, Buttons, Dolls, Weapons,
Miniatures, Indian Silver Rings and Brace-
lets. Also Mexican. Catalogue 5c. Cowboy
Lemley, Las Cruces, New Mexico.

Herkimer, Pecos diamonds, 10 for $1.00. Large
collection of crystallized and fluorescent
minerals at 25c each. Order your bargain sur-
prise package today. Monroe Mineral Store,
Monroe, N. Y.

50 ring stones, including genuine and synthetic
—$7.50. 12 genuine Opals or Cameos—
$2.75. Plus 20% tax. B. Lowe, Box 311, St.
Louis 1, Mo.

NEW FIND: Agatized Dinosaur Bone. Fine
cutting quality. Cells filled with blending
colors, red, brown and clear. Makes beautiful
cabochons and transparencies. Cutters, get
yours now, while it lasts, $1.50 per lb. Speci-
men stuff 50c. Postpaid. Bill Little, Hesperus,
Colorado.

Montana Moss Agates in the rough for gem cut-
ting, $1.00 per lb. plus postage. Elliott's Gem
Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long Beach 2, Calif.

Antique Jewelry: 12 articles antique jewelry,
brooches, rings, lockets, chains, etc. $3.60.
12 assorted hatpins—$3.00. 12 stickpins
$2.75. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1, Mo.

Swisher's rocks, minerals and petrified woods.
Island corals, shells, shell costume jewelry,
fine copper minerals from Bisbee, Arizona.
Fine quartz crystals from Arkansas. Also fine
line of Art Figurines. Swisher's, 5254 So.
Broadway, Los Angeles 37, California.

Jewelry stones removed from rings, etc. 100
assorted $2.40. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1,
Missouri.

$2.50 brings you prepaid six rare and beautiful
crystallized Arizona minerals. Vanadinite,
Dioptase, Wulfenite, Willemite, Chrysocol-
la, Azurite. Specimens 11/2x2 or larger.
Wiener Mineral Co., Box 509, Tucson, Ari-
zona.

Choice Palm Root—Full of eyes showing root
and trunk structure. Very colorful. Sliced for
Cabochons. 25 cents per square inch. Satis-
faction guaranteed. GASKILL, 400 North
Muscatel, San Gabriel, Calif.

INDIAN RELICS, Curios, Coins, Minerals,
Books, Old Buttons, Old Glass, Old West
Photos, Weapons, Catalog Sc. Lemley An-
tique Store, Osborne, Kansas.

Wanted: to buy, sell and exchange specimens
outstandingly rare and beautiful. Sam Par-
ker, 2160 East Van Buren, Phoenix, Ariz.

FOR SALE—Gem Aquamarine, specimen beryl.
Large star quartz pieces, 7 pound crystal of
Brazil rutile, terminated, semi plume. Moss
and sagenite agate. 6 inch sphere of varie-
gated jasper, Montana sapphires and garnets
up to ten carat gems uncut. The Desert Rats
Nest, 2667 E. Colorado St., E. Pasadena,
Calif.

AGATE JEWELRY AND OREGON AGATES
—Ladies 10k gold rings, pointed or oval type,
$14.40 including excise tax. We make pen-
dant necklaces, brooches, rings of several
types. Sell plume and other agate by the slab.
We guarantee satisfaction or will refund your
money upon receipt of our merchandise. See
that funds accompany your order. E. Lee
Sigfrit, 211 Congress, Bend, Ore.

Send me 3 lbs. of good grade agate or ?? and I
will cut you one large heart or 2 large cabo-
chons, you pay postage. R. H. Justice, 343
West 87 St., Los Angeles 3, Calif.

ATTENTION ROCK CUTTERS--Chrysocolla
cabochon blanks 25c, exceptionally  fine green
jade 35c and 50c, flower obsidian 15c and
25c, Crawfordite 25c, Rhodinite 15c, petrified
wood, shows distinct grain, generous speci-
men 50c. De Morrionne & Charles, 420 N. La
Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 36, Calif.

Specials this month. Rare Seam Agate, showing
moss, black, green, dentric. Superb cabochon
material, most all of it fluoresces a beautiful
green. $1.00 per lb. A local find of smoky
quartz crystals, real dark, looks like amethyst,
fine specimens 50c to $10.00. Extra good
Thunder Eggs from the Little Mule moun-
tains, pretty centers, many geodes 2 to 3
inches 50c each, polished halves 65c. Gor-
geous quartz crystal clusters from Little Rock,
Ark., from $1.00 to $100.00. Choice Barite
roses from Oklahoma 1 to 3 in. at 25c, 50c,
75c. Choice geodes from all locations $1.00 to
$10.00. Cash with orders, postage extra. No
shipments for less than $2.00. Clark's Hobby
House, Route No. 1, Box 26, Fallbrook, Calif.

Let me make up your favorite cabochon cut
stones into jewelry that is different. Each
piece individually designed to suit the stone;
hand wrought in Sterling silver; no "cast-
ings." Money refunded if not pleased. Wom-
en's rings $3.00, men's rings $4.00, bracelets
86.00 to $12.00, pendants $4.00. THE SIL-
VERSMITH (New Location), R.R. 2, Box
268, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

CYANITE—Beautiful spLimens, long blue and
blue-green crystals in white quartz matrix,
from Connecticut. ACTINOLITE—Very at-
tractive dark green crystals with creamy white
talc, from Vermont. EASTONITE with ser-
pentine from Pennsylvania. TREMOLITE-
Glassy crystals in snow white limestone,
from Connecticut. NORBERGITE—In white
limestone, found in only two localities in the
world, from Franklin, N. J. WILLEMITE
with Calcite, Franklinite, Zincite, etc. (Fluor-
escent), from Franklin, N. J., 2x2 in. to 3x5
in. and priced at 50c to $3.00 each. Parcels
post or express extra. H. STILLWELL &
SON, Rockville Centre, N. Y.

Mineral Sets-24 Colorful Minerals (identi-
fied) in 1x1 compartments—Postage paid,
$3.50. Prospector's Set of 50 minerals (iden-
tified) in 1x1 compartments in cloth rein-
forced sturdy cartons, Postage paid $5.75.
Elliott Gem Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long
Beach 2, Calif.

Moss or Fern Opal: Makes beautiful cabochons
or cabinet specimens. $1.00 per lb., plus 20%
tax, Calif. residents 21/2% state tax. Write for
our list of minerals. A. L. Jarvis, Rt. 2, Box
350, 'Watsonville, Calif., 3 mi. So. of Wat-
sonville on State Highway No. 1.

Beautiful Black Satin Spar, masses of small
Selenite crystals give these specimens a satin
luster that changes to a silver sheen when
specimen is turned or moved. 1 large speci-
men $3.00. To Cutters—Snow Flake Obsidian
nodules, 1/2 nodule $1.50, whole nodule
$2.50, a real gem material. 6 Colorado Beau-
ties, assorted, $6.00, a large assortment of
2x2 specimens $6.00, order both for $10.00.
Actinolite in quartz $1.50, 12 prehistoric
lizard scales $2.00, Horneblend crystals in
Diorite $2.00, no fractures. Jack the Rock.
hound, P. O. Box 86, Carbondale, Colo.

Souvenirs of Goldfield, Nevada's great mining
camp. Real Gold, Silver, Copper, Lead, Talc,
Zinc, Chalk and many interesting and instruc-
tive formations. Valuable aids to prospectors.
Generous samples 35c, 3 for $1.00, 18 for
$5.00. Larger sizes 50c to $2.50, includes
many fluorescent minerals. Fluorescent petri-
fied wood. Glass, Cinnabar in Opalite and
Opal. Gold and silver mines in Nevada locat-
ed for a very small fee. Write if interested to
W. Dart, Goldfield, Nevada.

Rock Collectors Attention! 1 only Iceland spar
showing several double movable bubbles,
size 2 5/8x1 5/8 x1 3/8 in. Price $100.00; 1 only,
Utah Cerussite XL group, size 7x5x4 in., very
showy $50.00; 1 spec. Ariz. Vanadinite XLS.
on rock 16x6x2 in. $25.00; 2 only purple
Fluorite Phantom XL groups, 1 is size
6x7x21/2 in., other 11x41/2x4 1/2 in. Very
choice $35.00 each. The Rockologist (Chuck-
awalla Slim), Garvey Trailer Park, 941 E.
Garvey Blvd., Garvey 32P, Calif.

Something new—Beautiful colored brecciated
banded agate, brecciations resealed with clear
chalcedony. Also petrified palm root in clear
chalcedony. $1.00 per lb. or 25c per sq. in.
A few cabinet specimens $5.00 up. E. H.
Peebles, 401 W. Garvalia, San Gabriel, Calif.
Phone AT-12764.

Opals—Cut and polished cabochons. Fine stones
in several colors $1.00 to $50.00 each. Special
price for this month on Zircons, facet cut,
mounted in solid gold ladies or men's rings.
Unmounted loose stones sold very reasonable.
Write for prices to W. Dart, Goldfield,
Nevada.

Minerals: Spending a few months in the desert
collecting specimens for myself. I have a
quantity of fine large showy duplicates for
sale. If interested write. K. O. Otoupalik,
916 Fremont St., Las Vegas, Nevada.

Good cutting material, Petrified Wood, Agate,
Jasper, $1.00 per lb. Special mixed lots $4.00
for 5 lbs. Variscite specimen material .$1.00
per lb. and up. Geodes and Ribbon Rock, 5
lbs. for $1.00. Please include postage. John
L. James, Tonopah, Nevada.

Rocky Moore Collection Sold. Have on consign-
ment another collection of 350 specimens, all
different, 1 to 4 inches, price $75.00. A. V
Herr, Assayer Chemist, 5176 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood 27, Calif.

The Rockhound Colony Grows: Plan to visit
the only Gem Colony in America. Look us
over and if you like us and we like you—
join us and help make this colony something
we'll all be proud to belong to. We have sold
25 lots to date to some of the best dealers
and collectors in the fraternity. Lots 100x300
ft. $150. We will not be able to do lapidary
work until further notice. We still do silver
work and sell gem material, cabinet speci-
mens, minerals, books, cut stones and silver
jewelry. Write for particulars. The Colorado
Gem Co., Bayfield, Colo.

CEiII MART ADVERTISING RATE
Sc a Word — Minimum $1.00
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AMONG THE

ROCK HIlifTERS
R. J. Sampson talked on minerals of San

Bernardino county at January 16 meeting of
Pacific mineral society.

• • •
Mineralogical society of Salt Lake City, Utah,

meets first Tuesdays in the geology buildings
of University of Utah.

• • •
West Coast mineral society held its January

9 meeting at home of secretary Lee Seabridge
240 Orange Street, Norwalk, California.

• • •
W. Stuart Cramer talked on rise, evolution

and fall of the trilobite at January 6 meeting
of Marquette geologists association, Chicago.
Dr. Ball continued his instructive geology-study-
course lectures.

• • •
War production board announces that an

adequate supply of industrial diamonds for es-
sential uses is assured for the first half of 1945
through an accord with the British ministry of
supply. Certain types are reported scarce.

• • •
Dr. Yard H. Johnson has presented a col-

lection of opalized wood to Brigham Young
university, Utah. The wood came from near
Mountain City, Nevada and contains specimens
of ancient redwoods which may have been the
ancestral stock of present day big trees. Dr.
Johnson, who served two years with the Army
in the Aleutians, has also given the university
geological specimens peculiar to that region.

• • •
John M. Grieger of Warner and Grieger is

at present with armed forces in Honolulu.
• • •

A new lapidary society was organized at the
home of Russell Grube, San Jose, California,
on January 28. Any amateur in Santa Clara
county or nearby counties is welcome to join and
details can be secured from Mr. Grube by ad-
dressing him at P. 0. Box 124, San Jose. Grube
was a charter member of the Los Angeles Lapi-
dary society.

•	 •

Of a Rockhound
By LOUISE EATON

Lotsa rockhouns built rock gardens
when field trippin was possable. Pritty
an not too good rox went in aroun cac-
tus an' succulents. Now when no new
rox has come in for a long time sum uv
thos not-so-good speciments looks almost
like cuttin material. Just about evrything
in this wurld goes by comparison, an' rox
wheather good or bad is n oxception.

• •	 •

Lotsa a desert flowerz 'II be born to
blush unseen 'n waste their fragrants this
spring becus rains on the color-ado desert
have been unusually plentiful and well
spaced. Ocotillo has worn leaves since
last fall and bloomed constantly.

• •	 •

Mama rockhouns always feels young
in their hearts. So it sorta surprizes 'n
shocks um to look in a mirror n see
wrinkles in their faces 'n their heads
gettin gray.

C. H. Abbe and George Valdez were in charge
of January 18-20 mineral show put on by San
Benito mineral association, Hollister, California.
Exhibition featured San Benito county minerals
but included specimens from many other dis-
tricts.

• • •
Mother Lode mineral society, Modesto, Cali-

fornia elected the following December 15; A. J.
McMeekin, president; Edna Matheron, vice-
president; Mae McKibben, secretary; W. P.
Weston and Fayne Rinehart, trustees.

• • •
Long Beach mineralogical society has pur-

chased two $50 war bonds and also has sub-
stantial sum in the treasury. Jay Wilson of 1208
W. 6th St., Corona, has been named secretary
following the resignation of Sam Christensen.

• • •
San Fernando mineral and gem society opened

its year with a hobby show. Members displayed
their varied collections of paintings, woods,
fans, carvings, gems, etc. J. L. Micksell, Wm.
Taylor, Payton Randolph, George McPheeters
entertained the group with short talks on cop-
per, quartz, feldspar and lapidary work.

• • •
Dr. V. E. Larrick told of a trip to the Colo-

rado river country at January 4 meeting of
Orange Belt mineralogical society. Lester Cary
showed colored pictures taken in Painted desert.
Petrified forest, Grand Canyon, also various
scenes from New Mexico and Arizona.

• • •
Ralph Slight told Los Angeles lapidary society

at January 8 meeting about various types of mar-
ble found in different parts of the world. A
motion picture showing all steps in quarrying
and preparing marble illustrated his talk. Archie
Michaeljohn, Fred Rugg, Rosenburg, McCorn-
ack, Mitchell and others are committee in charge
of forthcoming L. A. lapidary society exhibit.

• • •
Los Angeles mineralogical society presented

a purse of fifty dollars to patients at Rancho
Los Amigos as a Christmas gift.

• • •
Ernest Chapman gave an illustrated lecture

on a field trip to old Mexico at January 8 meet-
ing of mineralogical society of Southern Cali-
fornia. Members displayed their south of the
border specimens to add interest to the meeting.

• • •
Los Angeles mineralogical society plans to

sponsor study of mineralogy in the city schools.
A committee has been working three months on
methods. They hope to experiment with a 7B
class, using a set of fifty minerals in a course
to cover ten weeks, an hour of instruction each
school day. Club members will assist by being
ready to visit the class on request, talk to the
pupils and exhibit specimens.

• • •
Professor Daniel T. O'Connell was scheduled

to give a Kodachrome-illustrated talk on geolo-
gical glimpses of the national parks at January
2 meeting of New Jersey mineralogical society,
Plainfield, New Jersey.

Within short distances of Plainfield are lo-
cated some of the best mineralogical museums in
the world. Secretary G. R. Stillwell urges mem-
bers to visit Philadelphia academy of natural
sciences, Princton university museum, Rutgers
university museum, Patterson museum, New
York museum of natural history, Columbia,
Yale and Harvard museums. President Joseph
D'Agostino suggests that each member make
a special effort to invite meneralogists, geo-
logists, gemologists of the area to attend meet-
ings.

• • •
Seattle Gem Collectors' club heard Dr. Combs

of the University of Washington give a lecture
on "Cave Pearls" at the January dinner meet-
ing in the chamber of commerce building. The
program included showing of pictures of the
latest eruption of Mt. Vesuvius.

Louise Worden, Los Angeles teacher, gives
elementary instruction in rocks and minerals
to her fourth grade pupils. She reports that about
two in every thirty become ardent rockhounds.

'COLORADO MINERALS'
Crystals

Cabinet and Fluorescent Specimens

Approval Shipments

MA.RVIN'S ROCS SHOP
U. S. Hiways 160 & 550, Durango, Colo.

Outco
LAPIDARY SUPPLIES

War priorities on many materials still prevent
us from manufacturing lapidary equipment, but
we do have available a good stock of the fol-
lowing supplies for the lapidary shop:

VRECO DIAMOND SAWS ... give you better
performance . .	 . longer life	 . . . faster cutting.

6-inch 	 $4.50 12-inch 	 $ 8.75
8-inch 	 5.50 14-inch 	 11.00

10-inch 	 6.80 1 6-inch 	 13.75
Be sure to specify arbor hole size required. Postpaid.

VRECO GRINDING WHEELS are made ex-
pressly for us by the NORTON CO.

80, 100, 120
& 180 grit 220 grit

4 x	 1/2 -inch 	 $	 1.05 $	 1.10
6 x 1	 -inch 	 2.40 2.60
8 x I	 -inch 	 3.60 3.90

10 x 1	 -inch 	 5.00 5.30
10 x 11/2-inch 	 7.00 7.50
12 x 1	 - inch 	 6.90 7.50
12 x	 11/2-inch 	 9.60 10.40
12 x 2	 -inch 	 12.30 13.30

Be sure to specify arbor hole size. Postage extra.

VRECO DRESSING BRICKS are an indispensible
aid to keeping wheels trued.
8"x2"x 1" Dressing Brick 	 $ .85

ABRASIVE GRAIN ... Silicon-carbide grains in
grit sizes 60, 80, 100, 120, ISO, 180, 220, also F
(240), FF (300), and FFF (400).

50e per lb. in single lb. lots
35c per lb. in 2 to 5 lb. lots
30c per lb. in 6 to 99 lb. lots
23e per lb. in 100 lb. lots or more

(Postage extra)
POLISH POWDER ... Tripoli Polishing Powder,

2 lbs. 	 $ .85

FELT POLISH WHEELS-Spanish White Felt...
made expressly for us by Byfield Felting Co.
These wheels are the proper hardness for polish-
ing gem stones and flat specimens.
6 x I-in. 	 $4.25 10 x 1	 -in. 	 $11.00
8x I-in 	 7.25 10x 14.90

10 x 2-in 	 $19.00
Arbor hole sizes: 1/2 ,,	 3/4,, 7/8 "

Felt prices are postpaid.

SANDING CLOTH ... CARBORUNDUM
BRAND Silicon-carbide cloth for disc or drum
type sanders. Grit sizes, 120, 220, 320.

Width Price per
Ft.

No. Ft.
per $

Price per
ISO ft. Roll

R-0 1 Ship.
Weight

2"
3 ,,

Sc
7e

24 ft.
15 ft.

$ 4.70

6.90
3 lbs.
5 lbs.

8” I7c 7 ft. 18.00 12 lbs.
10" 22c 6 ft. 22.00 15 lbs.
1 2" 25c S ft. 26.50 20 lbs.

VREELAND MFG. CO.
Formerly Vreeland Lee idary Mfg. Co.

2020 S. W. Jefferson St.	 Portland I, Oregon
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STUDENTS AND HOBBYISTS
ALIKE FIND THE

A Source of Accurate cmd Always
Timely and Interesting Informa-

tion on the Absorbing Sub-
jects of. . .

• GEOLOGY
• GEMOLOGY

• MINERALOGY
Subscriptions are $2.00 Yearly

Single Copies 20c

TELEPHONE TUcker 6801
428 Metropolitan Bldg.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

. . . FREE • . •
— NEVADA PETRIFIED WOOD —

Order My Beginner's Special
5 Gem Stones in the Rough, $1.00
Enough material to cut 15 cabochons
and if you will add 15c for postage and
packing I will include a large piece of
Nevada petrified wood free. Remember
there is 20% tax on gems so be sure to
send a total of $1.35.

If you send in names and addresses
of other rockhounds an additional suit-
able present will be included as a sur-
prise.

Write for my offer on polishing
material by the pound.

W. DART
GOLDFIELD, NEVADA

Instant
FLUORESCENT

ANALYSIS
on the job!

LIGHT
evid

MINER. A

MINERS — GEOLOGISTS
PROSPECTORS

Are you overlooldng hidden
values? M1NERALIGHT magic
ultra violet rays identify many
valuable minerals right in
your outcrops, shafts or tun-
nels. Save the cost of assay-
ing for Scheelite, Zircon.
VVillemite. Fluorite and many
other minerals which fluor-
esce instantly. MTNERALIGHT
is now available in many
models for analysis, prospect-
ing. sorting, grading and su'
moteur other uses.

FREE—Beautiful 4-color
Catalog — Write today.

FREE
with each lamp 20
mineral samploa in.
eluding-
SCHEELITE
CALCITES
OPALITES
HYALITES
POWELLITE
MERCURY
HYDROZINCITE

W. Stuart Cramer, 833 N. McKinley Road,
Lake Forrest, Illinois, has a collection of insects
preserved in colorless, transparent plastic.

J. C. Mathes, of Dow chemical company, of
Midland, Michigan, stated recently at a meeting
of the American society of mechanical engi-
neers, that wings, constructed entirely of mag-
nesium, have been in use on certain kinds of
American airplanes for a year or two. Thirty or
forty sets of these magnesium wings on planes
at naval training stations have proven quite
satisfactory.

• • •
Collectors in Ventura, California, have

formed a mineral club of 20 active members.
Mrs. P. M. Woodside is president, E. G. Kemp-
ton, vice president; Francis Herter, 60 Lincoln
Drive, secretary. Club rooms at 60 Lincoln Drive
are open the 2nd and 4th Saturdays and visiting
rockhounds are invited to call.

• • •
Searles Lake gem and mineral society, Trona.

California, reports the following officers elected
for 1945: George Pipkin, president; Ralph Mer-
rill, vice-president; Diane Adler, secretary;
Harvey Eastman, treasurer; J. Phil Lonsdale,
Chet Edwards, Ceacel Wittorff, Ann Pipkin,
Virgil Trotter, directors. Ralph Merrill is also
editor of Searles Lake mineral news.

• • •
Members of the Desert gem and mineral so-

ciety at Blythe, California, have asked Riverside
county supervisors to take steps to protect des-
ert wells, springs and waterholes, and to have
the watering places in the desert properly sign-
posted.

• • •
At the January 18 meeting, 102 members and

guests of the Mineralogical Society of Arizona
at Phoenix were entertained with colored movies
entitled -Permanente Magnesium, the Magic
Metal for War and Peace." This picture, filmed
by the Permanente Metals corporation, was
projected by the YMCA Men's club of Phoenix.
On display at the meeting was the Colorado
Mineral society's traveling exhibit, which is re-
ported to be unusually fine.

• • •
Scheduled for the February meetings of the

East Bay mineral society at Oakland was the
showing of J. Lewis Renton's pictures of "Min-
erals in Thin Sections," and a lecture on micro-
mineral mounts by George H. Needham, presi-
dent of the Northern California mineral society.

• • •
The mineralogy division of the Southeast

Hobby society announces a program for March
27 with colored slides on Conchology and Min-
eralqgy by A. E. Allard, chairman of the min-
eralogy division. Dr. Clinton Hubbard, con-
chology chairman, will describe the shells as
shown in the slides. A. E. Allard offers a very
unusual program in colored mineral slides.
Fluorescent minerals will be shown in their na-
tural color on the screen and right-before-your-
eyes, the same mineral will gradually fluoresce
without having made any apparent change in
position or background. Many other minerals
will also be shown in their natural color on the
screen, accompanied by a brief non-technical de-
scription by Mrs. A. E. Allard. C. L. Matteson,
in charge of the mineral exhibits, promises many
beautiful displays of minerals, gem stones,
shells, and fossils. Those interested are invited
to attend. Program starts 8 p. m. at Southeast
Y.M.C.A., 3365 E. Gage, Huntington Park,
California.

• • •
Northern California mineral society elected

the following officers for 1945: George H.
Needham, president; J. Lewis Renton, vice-
president; Harriet Thompson, secretary and
hostess; C. Waltermire, treasurer; Bernice V.
Smith, curator; Ella Schumacher, librarian;
Louis Eddy, Bert Walker, William Munich Jr.,
directors. The society held its annual banquet
January 21 at Del Mar restaurant in San Fran-
cisco. Each member took a favorite specimen.
Mr. Vonson of Petaluma donated a prize for the
most interesting two minute account of how a
specimen was obtained.

Mineralogical Society of Utah at Salt Lake has
elected the following officers for 1945: Junius
J. Hayes, president; Mrs. Marie Crane, vice-
president; W. T. Rogers, 2nd vice-president;
Forace Green, secretary; Mrs. Lillian Lockerbie,
treasurer; Sears P. Roach, historian,

• • •
Almost a hundred members and guests attend-

ed the January meeting of the Los Angeles min-
eralogical society and heard Dr. Gordon B.
Oakeshott, instructor in earth sciences at Comp-
ton junior college, give a fine talk on the -Ge-
ology and Mineralogy of the San Fernando
Quadrangle and the Western San Gabriel Moun-
tains." Many fine geodes were displayed b n
"Benny'' Benedict and others and door prize,
awarded. A book raffle was held and the re-
sponse indicated that this was a welcome inno-
vation that might bear repeating. Chuck Jor-
dan brought over a considerable quantity of
minerals which seemed to meet with favor--
there were a lot less of them to take back. The
continued influx of new members and the re-
awakening interest of more and more older
members has made it necessary to arrange with
Boos Brothers for more room in which to op-
erate.

• • •
Stevens T. Norvell discussing igneous rocks

in the January bulletin of the Marquette geolo-
gists association in Chicago, points out that the
same granitic magma will produce four different
types of rock according to the rate of cooling.
Slow cooling deep within the earth makes gran-
ite. Rhyolite results from somewhat more rapid
cooling. Under such rapid cooling as would re-
sult if the mass were to flow out on the surface
of the earth, the magma produces felsite. If the
exit of molten mass is into an ocean or lake the
extreme rapidity with which it cools produces
obsidian in different forms.

• • •
Eva Wilson entertained Imperial Valley gem

and mineral society with a talk on desert wild
flowers at February 3 meeting. She illustrated
her discussion with her exquisite pictures made
of pressed flowers mounted under glass. Meet-
ing was held at home of Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Mains, Calexico.

ANSWERS TO TRUE OR FALSE
Quesiions are on page 28

1—True
2—False. Carlsbad caverns are in New

Mexico.
3—True.
4—True.
5—False. Carson City is the capital of

Nevada.
6—True.
7—False. Volcanic craters sometimes

are found in the level plain country.
8—True.
9—False. The Snake Dance is a Hopi

ceremonial in Arizona.
10—True.	 11—True.	 12—Truc.
13—False. The flower of the Palo Verde

is yellow.
14—False. Ocotillo belongs to a genus

of its own, Fournquiera splendens.
15—False. Manly was a member of the

Jayhawker party that took the south-
ern route from Utah to California.

16—False. The Mormon Battalian was
part of General Kearny's Army of
the West.

17—True.
18—False. Bronze is an alloy of copper

and tin.
19—True.
20—False. Asbestos is mined from the

ground.
+I
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16' inch
LAP UNIT

14-inch
Power
Feed
DIAMOND
SAW

Send for
Literature to

01011a.	

101494RY SUPPLIES...
VRECO DIAMOND BLADES

Give better performance, longer life,
faster cutting

6-in. Blade.___$ 4.50	 8-in. Blade._$ 5.50
10-in. Blade__ 6.80 12-in. Blade_ 8.75
14-in. Blade_. 11.00 16-in. Blade__ 13.75

Arbor holes 1/2 . 5/8. 3/4, 1 in.
Lapidary supplies now available without pr i

-ority: Norton Crystolon Grinding Wheels,
Wheel Dressing Sticks, Crystolon Grain and
Norbide, Drum Sanders, Sanding Cloth , By-
field Polishing Buffs, Polishing Powders,
Dopping Wax, Canada Balsam. etc.

CUTTER'S ASSORTMENT. For $1 we will
send you a 3 lb. assortment of the follow-
ing rough gem materials: Rhodochrosite,
Variscite, Thunder Eggs, Eden Valley
Wood Limb, Montana Moss Agate, Bra-
zilian Agate, California Blue Agate, Tur-
ritella Agate, Petrified Wood and etc.
PETRIFIED WOOD—Washington. Asst.
Varieties. 50e lb. Special 10 lb. asst. $3.
Slabs 15-25c per sq. in.
On all orders for gem material add 20% to
cover Federal Luxury Tax. Residents of Cali-
fornia be sure to add the 21/2 % Calif. State
Sales Tax.

LORIMER & GRIEGER
405 Ninita Parkway Pasadena 4, Calif.
Our Phone Number is SYcamore 6-6423

RX—the complete
lapidary shop in
one small machine

No more sales

during duration

W. A. FELKER	 1527 Post Ave., Torrance, Californie

BALL BEARING ARBORS
WITH THREE-STEP PULLEY IN CENTER
Each Arbor has four Precision Ground Ball

Bearings. 3/4-in. shaft, 16 in. long , belt in-

cluded, $18.75. 1-in. shaft, 18 in. long, belt

included. $21.75. Ball bearing Arbors with
pulley on end, 3/4-in. shaft. 16 in. long,
$11.76, 1-in. shaft, 18 in. long. $15.75. Belts

for Arbors with pulley on end $1.20 extra.
8x2 in. wide drum sander $2.75, 8x3 in. wide
drum sander $3.75.

All prices f.o.b. Los Angeles, Calif.

ALSO CARRY LAPIDARY SUPPLIES

WRITE FOR OUR PRICE LIST, NO CHARGE

When ordering Arbors send $5.00 with order.
Arbors built to order.

Open week days 9:30 a. m. to 3:00 p. m.
Sat. and Sun. 9:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.

HIGHLAND PARK
LAPIDARY SUPPLY CO.

6139 York Blvd.	 Los Angeles 42, Calif.

IN HIGHLAND PARK

AMATEUR GEM CUTTER Tishfiosr page owf hDoeLevrte,Moar goaszpifnree

to have, their own gem cutting

and polishing equipment. Lelande Quick, who conducts this department, is former presi-

dent of Los Angeles Lapidary society. He will be glad to answer questions in connection

with your lapidary work. Queries should be addressed to Desert Magazine, El Centro, Calif

By LELANDE QUICK

Probably no material ever has confounded
amateur lapidaries more than the Wyoming

jade. Folks who have been used to good results
with "California jade," and other materials sold
as jade because of a loose use of the term,
find that they get poor results with the real
material when they use the same lapidary treat-

ment.

Mrs. E. A. Williams of Elkhart, Indiana, is

the latest correspondent to cry for help with the
familiar complaint of "lemon peel" finish. I
have had no experience with the Wyoming jade
myself as the results I got with Burma jade dis-
couraged me and I have been unable to procure
green jade of a color that satisfied me. 1 see no
sense in processing black jade if I want a

black stone when "black onyx" is so easily
available if you have a spare pound of sugar
and a few surplus agates—and who hasn't?

But since authorities have identified the

Wyoming black jade as being probably the

finest black nephrite ever found I consulted a

man who has much of it, if not more, than any-
one. "Chuck" Jordan, the popular Los Angeles
dealer, has made hundreds and hundreds of
cabochons of the Wyoming jade with a perfect

finish. When I asked him for information for
Desert Magazine readers he said, "Sure, I'll

tell you how I do it. I got a lot of tips from

Mr. Rhodes of Lander, Wyoming, and I com-
bined them with my ideas and as the result of
long experiment I evolved a process for turning

out a perfectly polished stone. Speed is the
secret, just as it is with Rhodonite. I turn my
sanders up to 2000 RPM. I use a fairly new
No. 220 cloth (after doing a couple of agates on
it) and then I finish lightly on a well-worn
sander. Then I thoroughly wet a hard leather
buff that has very little padding, saturate it
with tin oxide and let the wheel get almost
dry. I also turn it up to 2000 RPM and barely
touch the jade to the buff. The result is perfect."

Jade is peculiar material to work with. It pos-
sesses an indefinable something that most ama-
teurs refer to as "tough". I suppose it could
stand such unorthodox treatment as dry buffs
that run at 2000 RPM. An agate would crack
under the treatment quicker than Churchill
could say "unconditional surrender" but then
we all do so many agates that we unconsciously
give all stones the same lapidary procedure. I
do know that high speed is the answer to dif-
ficulties with Rhodonite and I can well under-
stand that it is probably the solution to jade.
But I wonder how fast the Chinese artisan
polishes with his crude foot-powered machinery
—and who can approach him in the quality
of his jade finish? At any rate, Jordan does fine

ati4if&it. LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT

jade work and you might try his ideas and re-
port to me, for I haven't the jade and I have

no buff such as he uses.

• • •

H. H. Meigs of Sacramento, California„i
frequent correspondent, has had the trouble
that comes to every. amateur at one time or
another. He has fine scratches on some moss
opal that defy every treatment and wants to
know what to do. I can't answer that one but
maybe some reader can. My theory is that it's
just bad luck and I put it away and wait for the
luck to change. Meigs wants to know if the
cerium oxide would work and is worth the
money and I would say off-hand that it prob-
ably would work and it is worth the money. I
have had just such occasions with opals when
the more I sanded the more scratches I saw and
then I tried some cerium oxide and whoosh!!—
they were gone. I do think that grit in the air
can get on your felt and leather buffs and put
in new scratches as fast as you grind out the
old ones and if I had constant trouble with
several kinds of material 1 would be suspicious
of that and do something about it. I keep all
my buffs in large paper bags. I used to keep
them covered with rubber bathing caps. Those
were the days!

• • •

Desert Magazine gets out to the boys in the
Pacific and they have been reading the informa-
tion I gave in November about shell cat eyes.
Long and interesting letters have reached me
from Francis Pugh and C. W. Fitch giving
accounts of finding the shells all over the area
between Australia and the Philippines but they
contribute nothing new on the lapidary angle
except that tooth powder is a good polishing
agent for them. Some day Fm going to try
tooth powder on a felt buff and see what it
does. After all it's cheaper by the pound than
cerium oxide. I do wish that some of the boys
in the Pacific area who read this would remem-
ber me with some of the cat eyes. I'd be glad
to polish and forward some to some service
man's kin in exchange for a nice batch. I prefer
the green ones and of course if I receive some
blue ones—well!

• • •

Recognizing the cultural accomplishments of
the Los Angeles Lapidary society in the shows
given in past years, the facilities of the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art and Science in
Exposition Park, Los Angeles, have been of-
fered for this year's exhibition which probably
will open on Saturday, May 12 with a two
day open house with members in attendance. It
is expected that at least 150 separate exhibits
containing 25,000 gems will be on display to
the general public for a period of two months.
This recognition is deserved and it fulfills a
long personal ambition to have the amateur
lapidary art received and take company with
sculpture and painting under the same roof.
Amateur lapidary work at least has been lifted
out of the hobby class and placed on a pedestal
with the other arts where it rightfully belongs
and where it was centuries ago. It is hoped that
those exhibiting will realize this and display
only the best, the very best, of their gem work
for the idea is on trial and it would be a bitter
disillusionment if it failed. The two day show
heretofore attracted about 6000 people each
year but now several times that number will
have an opportunity to witness the entire show
over the two month period. This will be a great
event. Do plan to attend.
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By RANDALL HENDERSON

g F UNCLE SAM accepts my five dollars and puts his
stamp of approval on the application papers I filled out,
I will soon be the proud possessor of one of those 5-acre

jackrabbit homesteads we've been writing about in Desert
Magazine.

I am not sure whether my lizard farm is located on the top of
a rocky peak, or on the side of a steep canyon or down in a sandy
wash. It may take a half a ton of TNT to blast out a level spot
big enough for a 10x12 cabin. But for better or for worse, my
name is in the pot and I am about to become a member of that
growing fraternity of white collar workers who aspire to own
a little weekend shack out on the desert.

It all came about this way: On a recent visit to the Los Angeles
land office I learned that a certain Section 36 and other lands
along the foothills at the toe of California's Santa Rosa moun-
tains on the south side of Coachella valley had been claSsified as
available for five-acre homestead leases.

And so I went out to look over this Section 36. Many of the
other Desert readers have been filing on these five-acre govern-
ment tracts, so why not me?

With my friend Wilson McKenny, I spent a day and a half
- tramping over rocks and bucking catsclaw and mescal, trying to
find a suitable location for a desert cabin. The only thing Mac
and I were real sure about at the end of our exploring was that
the U. S. Land Department had been 100% truthful when it
announced that these 5-acre tracts were not to be considered a
source of livelihood. If there is a patch of terrain in Section 36
level enough and fertile enough to grow a mess of beans, Mac
and I never found it.

But you cannot expect too much when you get a piece of land
330x660 feet for $5.00. And so Mac and I and some of our
friends filed anyway—sort of sight unseen.

The uncertainty about this business of taking up jackrabbit
homesteads is that there are no markers to indicate where one
five acres ends and the next one starts. At some time in the dis-
tant past, government surveyors put in section corners, and they
are still there—if you can find them. But no one has ever staked
out the 5-acre claims.

The formula for locating a jackrabbit farm is to comb the
desert over until you find a government corner within a rea-
sonable distance, say a mile or two, of the section in which your
future desert mansion is to be located. Then look at your watch
and take a slant at the sun, and decide which way is north or east,
or whatever direction you want to go. Then start pacing off the
distance—three feet to a step. And if you have made a perfect
guess as to compass direction and every pace is exactly three feet
long, eventually you will come to the spot where you want to be.

There are likely to be two or three young mountain ranges
along the route, so you have to make allowance for the short
steps going up hill, and the skidding you do on the way down.

And when you come face to face with a boulder as big as a house
you have to do a little "offset surveying" to get around that.

It was apparent to Mac and me after an hour or so of this
squint-at-the-sun method of surveying that there was a sizable
chance for error. So we put our heads together and figured out
a fool-proof formula. He was to go around a quarter section one
way and I was to go the other. And if we met at the right spot,
everything was okay.

It was a good idea—but we failed to allow for the fact that
Mac's legs are about four inches longer than mine. Also we
didn't know the sun was going to disappear behind a cloud
about the time we were making our right angle turns. And when
we reached the end of our beats, we were a quarter of a mile
apart. In fact there was a small mountain range between us, and
by the time we had found each other we had lost all idea of
where those section lines were supposed to be.

So we just gave it up and went in and filed our applications,
and when we came down to the question, "Have you examined
the land?" we could truthfully say "yes" for I am sure there isn't
a butte or a ravine in that whole section we haven't inspected.

And we still don't know whether our jackrabbit farms will be
on a knob so high and windy it will take anchor chains to hold
down the cabin, or in the path of every cloudburst that comes
down a wash. But we got $5.00 worth of fun and fresh desert
air out of the adventure.

Out of my own experience I can pass along a couple of tips for
those who sooner or later will want to become jackrabbit home-
steaders. Take along a good compass and a chain or steel tape
—for there are 128 five-acre farms in a section of land, and there
may not be a U. S. survey post within a half mile of the cactus
patch which you decide should be in your front yard.

And don't be afraid that the "good homesteads" will all be
gone before you can save enough gas coupons to go out and lo-
cate your future desert homesite. It is the policy of the Land Of-
fice to open additional public lands for this purpose as they are
needed. In fact, I have a letter from the Commissioner of the
U. S. Land office in Washington stating that is exactly what
they are going to do. And I have a hunch some of the future sub-
divisions will include more desirable lands than have yet been
offered to 5-acre applicants. Public land all over the West will
be available for these homesites as there is a demand for it.

No doubt surveys will be made later establishing corners for
the 5-acre divisions—but not while there is need for every avail-
able man at the front or in the war production plants.

In the meantime, hunting a government section corner in a
wild rocky terrain is almost as much fun as hunting a lost gold
mine—and probably just as profitable. And the suspense of
waiting to see whether your grab-bag adventure in real estate
got you a granite sidehill with a streak of quartz down the mid-
dle, or a friendly family of lizards in a sand dune has its intrigu-
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i i-1g aspects. There probably isn't any gold in the quartz, or gar-
nets in the sandhill. But they cannot put you in jail for dreaming
about such things. And it sort of takes your mind off the tragic
side of the war.

More than once, on these pages, I have suggested that if the
leaders in big business, big labor, big politics and big govern-
ment, could be persuaded to go out and make their decisions in
the tranquil environment of a remote desert canyon or mountain-
top, the problems of civilization would not be so troublesome.

And now there are two of us who hold that view. Stuart
Chase, economist writing for the Twentieth Century Fund, has
just produced the fourth in his series titled After the War Ends.
In his new book, Democracy Under Pressure, he suggests this
approach to the problems of America:

"I see perhaps a hundred leading Americans, men and
women, meeting in some high quiet place . . . They are not the
kind of people who are active in Me First groups. They are sci-
entists, judges, teachers, university people, philosophers of
business, lovers of the land, statesmen; and they think in terms
of the whole community.

"I picture them as people without ideologies or dogmatic
principles, aware of their own shortcomings and the general in-
adequacy of mankind, as Wells puts it. They are accustomed to
approach a question with the scientific attitude, and to look at all
the major characteristics of a situation before leaping to a con-
clusion. They are aware of the pitfalls of language. Supermen, if
you like, but if there are not a hundred of them in the country to-
day, America is in a bad way. We had more than that in 1787.

"They ought, I think, go up into the mountains somewhere.
Perhaps the Navy would invite them to Sun Valley, whose beau-
ty and remoteness would give them perspective. The young vet-
erans recuperating there would remind them of the urgency of
their task. They could look at the Sawtooth mountains of Idaho,
blocking the sky to the north, and remember the majesty and
splendor of their country."

The chairman is speaking . . .
" 'We who are meeting here, I take it, represent no economic

interest except that of the consumer, which means everybody.
We are not specifically for 'labor,' for 'capital,' for farmers, for
organized medicine, for Wall street, the West Coast, the export
trade, the department stores, or for the manufacturers of Shock-
ing Radiance perfume.'

" 'We are not in favor of 'capitalism,' 'socialism,' 'fascism,'
'communism,' 'individualism,' or saving the world by the intro-
duction of planned parenthood. We have gone through these
vague ideologies and come out on the other side . .

"'We want to find out which monopolies can be successfully
broken up into competitive units, and which cannot be v,' , ithout
disaster . . we want to determine how far labor unions should
be regulated in the public interest, and whether the Wagner act
needs amendment. We are sure, I think, that union accounts,
like corporate accounts, should be a matter of public record .

'We have come here, I take it, because we believe our de-
mocracy can find the brains. If anyone in this room does not be-
lieve that a managed economy is compatible with political de-
mocracy and civil liberties, some mistake has been made in the
invitations. That is one assumption we are all supposed to make.
We do not have to assume its eternal truth, but without it as a
working hypothesis we can do little here but toss a dilapidated
ball of argument around the same old dusty circle. We assume
that our democracy can manage its affairs, and we have met to
prepare a temporary plan of management . .

"'Preachers have long admonished us that all men are broth-
ers, but they got nowhere in an era of scarcity where there was
not enough to go around. Brothers sat on brothers' heads. The
Power age has given material foundation to the preachers' case.
For the first time in history there is no need for brothers to push
one another down. Look at the United States in 1944, producing
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twice what it did in 1940. The economy of abundance makes the
class struggle as old-fashioned as a high-wheeled bicycle . .

'Full employment or progressive degeneration is the choice
we apparently must make, the price we have to pay for fecundity
of the machine. The enemies of society are not the rich who
spend their money on luxuries, but those who restrict production
and won't let other people work. These enemies are found in the
monopolies of both business and labor. The pressure groups are
crawling with them . .

" 'None of us belongs to pressure groups, but some of us
have pet ideas. I implore you to drop them if they stand in the
way of agreement. It isn't you who must be vindicated, but your
country. Broader still, it is democracy which must be vindicated.'

" 'We are sick and tired of hearing it said we can never get
anywhere because our government is so rotten—meaning in a
democracy that we are rotten. We are sick and tired of running
around in circles, wringing our hands because we can produce
so much. That is a game for people in a mental hospital, not for
civilized men. The war has interrupted the game, but if we let
things drift the mental cases will come back.'

" 'The question before us here is not whether there shall be
government interference in the economy. That question was set-
tled in the affirmative by the first administration of George
Washington, when customs tariffs were enacted. The question
before us is what kind of government interference? Will it be to
subsidize powerful pressure groups, or to keep all America
strong?'"

That is the setting, and the approach with which Stuart Chase
would tackle the post-war problems of USA—and it all makes
good sense to me. And if Idaho's Sun Valley happens to be
snowed in with a winter blizzard on the date when the scientists
and teachers and business men and statesmen are called together
for their conference, I can suggest any number of secluded coves
and rock-rimmed plateaus out here on the desert of the South-
west, where the sun will be shining and Nature's handiwork will
provide a perfect stage for such a meeting.

Writing from Twentynine Palms where he is wintering A. W.
Gabbey of Wyoming says: -National Parks and Monuments
are usually promoted by a bunch of ambitious people who first
have the concession privileges tied up and in their vest pocket."
(See Letters Page.)

That statement is so unworthy, I cannot believe that Mr. Gab-
bey meant what he wrote. It is inconceivable that a man could
live for long amid the beauty of the Jenny Lake landscape in
Wyoming, and have so little faith in his heart.

We have Grand Canyon, Yellowstone, Crater Lake, Yosem-
ite, the California Redwoods and a hundred other glorious parks
and monuments in the West—they belong to you and me be-
cause of the courageous fight waged by far-seeing American
men and women to preserve those areas against private greed.
And no bitter words spoken by Mr. Gabbey can detract from the
esteem in which the most of us hold those fearless pioneers
of park system.

I'll be going out in a few days to see if the desert lilies have
poked their first green sprouts through the sand. I have no re-
ports from elsewhere, but there is the promise of many wild-
flowers on the Colorado desert of Southern California. The pur-
ple blossoms of the locoweed are plentiful along U. S. Highway
99 west of Salton Sea, and the golden blossom of encelia may be
seen occasionally. There have been several light winter showers
in this area, and ocotillo and burroweed are in leaf and the sands
are carpeted with green sprouts. It is never quite safe to make
predictions regarding Nature's wildflower parade this early in
the season, for hot winds in 'February can do much damage, but
if the winds hold off we will have better than an average wild-
flower display.
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Healthful, Delicious
California Dates . . .

EXTRA FANCY
DATES . . .
—CREA M OF THE CROP

The top grade of Deglet Noor
dates carefully selected from

thousands of pounds as they go
over the grading belts. Selected

for texture and flavor distin-

guishable by the lighter color.
Deglet Noor means "date of
light" and these light golden
dates, the best grown, make a
gift package not to be com-

pared with the run of the crop

said for cooking purposes. Sup-

ply limited but sufficient for im-

mediate orders. Orders from

east should be air mailed.

3-lbs	 $3  00

5-lbs	 5  00

Delivered Prepaid

DE LUXE GIFT PACK . •
The most popular all-time gift. A great remembrance for

Birthday, Mother's Day and Easter or any anniversary.

Extra Fancy light golden Deglet Noor dates, the famous

Valerie Jean Date Cake, date roll, Jumbo stuffed dates and
the date honey fruit confection with a generous supply of
walnuts. In our 16 years of shipping, this package has proven

by far the most popular and the letters from the Boys and
Girls overseas raving about this gift are heart-warming.

3-lbs	 $3  50 delivered prepaid

5-lbs	 5  50 delivered prepaid

Russell C. Nicoll, Owner 	 Valerie Jean Date Shop	 Thermal, California





Primrose in the Dunes. Copyright Photo by Stephan Willard of Palm Springs.

40td T.4e4e We're %adz By HELEN L. VOGEL
San Diego, California

And there were those
Who could not see for sand
That here a rose
Could bloom as on black land

They could not sense
The stirrings of rebirth
Beneath the crust
That hides the desert's earth.

So those passed on,
Passed on to greener fields
To plan and build,
To garner lesser yields.

But those who stayed
Through dirt, through heartbreak, yet
Found richer life
Than all those others met.

For even those
Who grew not rich but old,
A pension had
Of full life, more than gold.

Still there are those
Who cannot see for sand
The trails that lead
Into their promised land.

COME SPRING
By MARION ESTERGREEN

Albuquerque, New Mexico
One feels the inward throb of spring,

The bitter tang of winter goes;
It rides out Oct the gale of March

And sweeps away chill snows.

The rains pour down and buds burst forth,
Bright tulips line a flower bed;

As life shoots up from cold, dead earth,
Spring lifts her sleepy head!

• • •
DESERT TRAGEDY

By NELL COX
St. George, Utah

A skeleton, shovel, and pick we found
Where our car had left the desert trail.
In awe-struck silence I gazed, and then
I seemed to know the piteous tale.

This bearded prospector, worn and gaunt,
Had wandered thirsting for days untold
'Til he fell at last on this lonely spot
Clutching his meager store of gold.

Perhaps the mirage of a distant lake
Came to mock his great despair.
He'd give his gold indeed to slake
The horrible thirst that grips him there.

Gold has ever been the lure
Which entices men to risk their lives.
One finds gold and one finds naught
And he is fortunate who survives!

2

DESERT LANGUAGE
By CHARLES F. THOMAS, JR.

Mancos, Colorado
This strange land! Some name you desert!
Lone! Forbidding! Drear and dread!
Some see but a sphinx unspeaking,
Cruel! Heartless! Silent! Dead!
Some see naught but blinding sunglare
Cast across brown sands and hot;
Find no beauty in its vastness,
But a land that God forgot!
Yet sweet music comes to gladden
Those who know the desert land.
IXTondrous vistas for the seeking;
Beauty spread with lavish hand.
In its solitudes find solace;
Through its trials win strength and rest.
It, with secret, mystic whisper,
Speaks a language rare and blest.

• •	 •

FROM A CAR WINDOW
By ARTHUR C. AGERN

Las Vegas, Nevada
I counted one, I counted two,
I counted three, then four
But soon they passed so rapidly
I counted them no more.

They sat up straight, they flicked their tails,
They frisked about and ran
And dove into their mystic realms
As only ground squirrels can.

The ground seemed almost honeycombed
Along the desert swirls.
Now would it be hyperbole
To see a million squirrels?

JOSHUA TREE
By GEORGIA MOORE EBERLING

Pueblo, Colorado
As black as night against the sunset sky
The branches of the Joshua tree writhe. High
Against the crimson clouds its twisted limbs,
The night and wind and storm and dust defy!

For ages it has stood, to typify
Eternal life, it was not meant to die.
Its tortured branches chant the desert hymns,
Its murmur is the desert's lullaby.

• • •

WATER ON THE HIGHWAY
By EARL L. DAVIS

Los Angeles, California

Driving through Mojave sands;
Sun is shining bright;
Sky is blue as indigo;
Everything seems right.

All at once ahead of me
Shimmering in the_ sun,
Water on the highway
Seems to spread and run!

Do I stop my journey,
Search for hat or wrap,
Turn around and run away
To avoid the trap?

No! I rather speed ahead,
Smiling all the way:
Knowing that mirages
Cannot spoil my day !
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apie- vp4
• Sherman Baker, who has served in
the Army since he last contributed to
DESERT, will have another article pub-
lished soon. This time he has written
about the historic trek of the Mormon
Battalion, which ended at San Diego in
1847, opening the first wagon road
through the Southwest to California.
In order to add new material to a
subject which has received much atten-
tion from historians and other writers,
Mr. Baker has carried on voluminous cor-
respondence and has consulted the diaries
of some of the Mormon soldiers on the
march.

• Richard Van Valkenburgh first met
Frank Walker when he persuaded the
Navajo-Irishman to aid him in a U. S.
Indian Service project as interpreter. But
after many camps together, as they spread
their bedrolls on barren mesas or in the
shade of cottonwoods along Arizona
streams, they became close friends, and
through the years Van has been able to
piece together the fragments of Walker's
colorful life. Next issue of DESERT will
include Van's story of his friend, whose
career as interpreter began at the age of
fourteen.

• Using the complete journals of the
Powell Colorado river expedition as his
source material, Charles Kelly in this
issue gives a new version of the ill-fated
trio who left the Major Powell party at
what is now known as Separation Rapids.
Kelly believes that previous versions of
this incident fail to give the three men
the credit due them. He says that while
his version "may put a few dents in
Major Powell's halo, I believe it presents
a true picture of what took place at Sep-
aration Rapid in 1869."

• Dr. Frank C. Lockwood, dean of Ari-
zona historians and contributor to DES-
ERT, has written a new series of inti-
mate biographical and character sketches
of ten Arizona pioneers, with special
reference to the part they played in the
life of the old silver mining town of
Tombstone, Arizona. The articles are
currently appearing in the weekly Tomb-
stone Epitaph and include John S. Vos-
burg, John A. Rockfellow, John P. Clum,
Wyatt Earp, Wm. M. Breakenridge,
James C. Hancock, Endicott Peabody,
Jeff D. Milton, Ed Vail and Alfred C.
Lockwood.

• Latest DESERT writer to have a book
published is Louise Baker (Mrs. Sherman
Baker). The book is based largely on her
own life in California telling the story
of small town life about 25 years ago,
as seen by a telephone operator, hence the
title Party Line. It is being published by
Whittlesey House ,

CREED OF THE DESERT
By JUNE LEMERT PAXTON

Yucca Valley, California
Blinking stars are candles in the sky;

Crescent moon is cradle-like, and high.
Dainty robes, the fleecy clouds imply,

And desert breeze is baby's lullaby.
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Z IGHT men were with Major John
Wesley Powell when he launched
his first exploring trip into the

unknown canyons of the Colorado river
in May, 1869. Forty-nine years later, on
May 20, 1918, when a bronze tablet in
Grand Canyon national park was dedi-
cated to the memory of Powell and his
companions, the names of only five of the
original crew were engraved on the plaque.

And here is the story of the missing
men, the three boatmen who left the ex-
pedition two days before the passage of the
canyon was completed, at the place now
known as Separation rapids, climbed out
of the gorge and met with tragic death.

Public opinion had branded the men as
cowards and deserters, unworthy of re-
membrance. But there is evidence of record
to support the conclusion that this was
an injustice to the men.

Powell's report for many years was the
only available account of that heroic jour-
ney, and because of the author's high
standing in scientific and government cir-
cles it was accepted without question. But
since his death additional information has
been uncovered which throws an entirely
different light on the events at Separation
rapids. These new sidelights are contained
in journals of various members of that
expedition, unearthed and collected by
Robert B. Stanton, Julius F. Stone and
others. Stanton and Stone, convinced that
the three men who left the party at Separa-
tion rapids had been done a great injus-
tice, determined to correct the popular er-
ror. Stanton did so by compiling the facts
in a book titled -Colorado River Contro-
versies. - Stone personally erected a tablet
to their memory.

Powell's expedition left Green River,
Wyoming, on May 24, 1869, in four small
boats, to explore and map the Colorado
river, whose course was then little known,
although trappers and explorers had
reached its banks at various places. After
many thrilling experiences and some minor
disasters in the swift rapids of Lodore,
Desolation, Cataract and Marble canyons,
the nine men entered Grand Canyon,
where their troubles really began. As they
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proceeded through the deep gorge from
which there was no exit, each rapid ap-

peared worse than the one before. Their
frail boats were almost hammered to pieces
on the rocks. To complicate matters still
further they ran short of food and were
compelled to perform the most strenuous
labor on half rations or less. Having once
entered the canyon there was no alternative
but to go forward, yet that seemed at times
almost impossible. Under such conditions
it is no wonder that some of the men and
even the leader himself should become
discouraged and dispirited.

In Powell's official report there is no
hint of any friction in the party until they
reached Separation rapids, but other jour-
nals of the expedition present a different
picture. According to these records Powell,
who had been a major in the Civil War,
was egotistic and dictatorial, trying to en-

On August 28, 1939, Julius F. Stone and a party voyaged to a point in
Lower Grand Canyon near the head of Lake Mead and placed a tablet on
the canyon wall. This plaque was in memory of three members of the first
Powell expedition in 1869 who quit the boats and climbed out of the can-
yon. For many years following the Powell exploit, these men were re-
garded as deserters. More recently however, opinion has gained head-
way that there was justification for the decision made by the three who
left. Mr. Stone is among those who believe the men were unjustly accused
—and here are some of the reasons for his conclusion.

By CHARLES KELLY

The Thtee Who AyJt



Julius F. Stone speaking at dedication of memorial tablet placed at Separation
Rapid on August 28, 1939, 70th anniversary of the separation which took

place there. Photo by Dr. R. G. Frazier. 1939.

HERE ON AUGUST 28
1 8 6 9

SENECA HOWLAND,

O. C. HOWLAND

and

WILLIAM H. DUNN

separated from the original Powell
Party. climbed to the North Rim and
were killed by the Indians.

For further authentic information
see -Colorado River Controversies' .

obtainable from Universities librar-
ies.

This Cenotaph was placed and
dedicated in 1939 by later Colorado
River Voyagers.

Text on the plaque.

force unnecessary military discipline upon
his men, some of whom had previously
lived the free and independent life of
trappers and Indian traders in the moun-
tains of Colorado. These men naturally
resented their leader's ideas of military
courtesy, particularly when he would not
eat at the common mess and made his bed
apart from the others. As time went on
the man-killing labor and short rations
made tempers short, resulting in several
outbreaks. The major seems to have had
some disagreement with O. G. Howland
who, besides his regular work with the
boats, was doing topographical work and
sometimes could not keep up to date. Wil-
liam H. Dunn was another target of the
leader's wrath, which boiled over when
Dunn fell into the river while carrying the
major's expensive watch. On that occasion
Powell is reported to have ordered Dunn to
leave the expedition or pay $50 a month
board for the remainder of the trip. This
order angered the men, since it was im-
possible to get out of the canyon and the
"board - consisted at that time of a half
ration of mouldy flour baked without soda
or yeast and a few dried apples.

By force of necessity Dunn continued
with the expedition while Jack Sumner,
who had originally induced the major to
'make the journey, tried to act as peace-
maker. But Dunn, smarting under the un-
just order, determined to obey it at the
first opportunity. His friend, O. G. How-
land and the latter's brother, Seneca How-
land, agreed to accompany him.

After fighting the swirling waters for
double the supposed length of Grand
Canyon and with no end in sight, the
party finally reached a rapid which ap-
peared more wicked than anything encoun-
tered up to that time. The boats could not
be carried around it, and to run through
that seething water seemed humanly im-
possible. Camp was made at the head of
this rapid and its roar throughout the
night did nothing to improve the spirits
of the men.

This rapid, now known as Separation,
was caused by a great accumulation of
rocks thrown into the channel from two
side canyons coming in trom the north
and south. The northern canyon seemed
to offer a possible means of escape. If its
walls could be scaled, a way might be
found over the plateau above to some Mor-
mon settlements on Virgin river.

That evening, after a scant meal of hard-
tack, O. G. Howland called the major
aside and informed him that he, his brother
and Dunn had decided to leave the can-
yon and try to make their way overland to
the settlements. When the other men
learned of this decision there was little
sleep in the camp.

After considering all available evidence
it seems practically certain that Major
Powell himself seriously thought of giving
up the expedition and leaving the river
at this place. Only enough food was left
for a day or two, and no one knew how
soon they could obtain fresh supplies or
what worse difficulties might lie ahead.
Speaking of this incident Powell says: ''At
one time I almost concluded to leave the
river." One of the men . Hawkins, states
that he finally persuaded the major to con-
tinue. Jack Sumner, who had helped or-
ganize the expedition, was strongly in
favor of continuing by river and it was no

doubt his faith in the enterprise which
eventually convinced the others.

In the morning, when the three men
persisted in their determination to leave,
Powell gave them three guns, part of the
remaining food, a chronometer, some
watches, and a duplicate record of the expe-
dition. All three were good hunters, famil-
iar with Indians, and no unusual fear was
felt for their safety. Of this parting Powell
says: Some tears are shed ; it is a rather
solemn parting ; each party thinks the
other is taking the dangerous course."
There was no hint of desertion or coward-
ice. Dunn was obeying orders to leave.
The other two went along for safety. True,
the rapid below looked worse than any-
thing they had yet seen, but it was not fear
of that rapid nor physical cowardice which
caused the three to leave. If such had been
the case Powell would have named the
place of parting -Desertion." Instead it
was ''Separation," each division taking
what it believed was the best course. The
date was August 28, 1869.

O. G. Howland, Seneca Howland and
William H. Dunn stood at the head of the
rapid as the other men pushed their boats
into the swirling stream. The place was not
as had as it looked from above and in a
very few minutes all had passed through
safely, landing below where they waited to
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Looking up the side gorge coming in opposite Separation Creek. At camp here on
August 27, 1869, three of Powell's men decided to leave the party and try to

go out overland. Julius F. Stone photo, 1909.

see if the three men would change their
minds and follow. When Howland sig-
naled for them not to wait, they reluc-
tantly pushed on down the river and in two
more days of difficult travel reached the
mouth of the Virgin, where they met Mor-
mons from the settlements and obtained
fresh supplies. Here the major and his
brother, Walter Powell, decided to leave
the river, as the other three had done
above, and the expedition was officially
terminated.

But Jack Sumner and the other three
men were determined to see the thing
through to the bitter end, regardless of
the major's "separation," and in due time
Sumner had the satisfaction of reaching
tidewater in the Gulf of California, thus
completing the journey he had first pro-
posed.

Nothing more was heard of the How-
lands and Dunn for over a year. Then
Jacob Hamblin, Mormon scout, came into
Kanab with a report that all three men had
been killed by Shivwit Indians. Powell
later visited the Shivwits, with Hamblin, to
learn details of the tragedy. According to
the Indians, the three men succeeded in
reaching their village, much worn and
half starved. They were fed and given a
place to sleep. A few weeks previously
some prospectors had mistreated several
Indian women and the Shivwits killed the
three white men for revenge, according to
Indian custom. Powell listened to their
excuses, apparently forgave them, and the
incident was closed.

While he never directly accused them
of cowardice or desertion, his omission
of certain facts allowed the public to con-

elude that the two Howlands and Dunn
had received their just dues.

When Robert B. Stanton went down
the Colorado river in 1890 he discovered
many discrepancies in Powell's report and
determined to collect all possible informa-
tion on the Powell expedition. As a re-
sult he uncovered individual journals of
the men who accompanied Powell and
after studying them came to the conclusion
that a great injustice had been done the
Howlands, and Dunn. His carefully com-
piled book absolves them from any charge
of cowardice.

But this vindication could not add their
names to the memorial tablet at Grand
Canyon. To compensate for the omission,
Julius F. Stone, who first went down the
river in 1909 and whose latest voyage was
made in 1938, erected a tablet to their
memory at the exact spot where they
parted from their companions. Construc-
tion of Boulder Dam had backed up the
waters of Lake Mead until the lower end
of Separation rapid was submerged. Carry-
ing his memorial plaque Stone chartered
a power launch and proceeded to the ex-
treme head of Lake Mead, where the tablet
was securely fastened to the cliff in com-
memoration of the separation which took
place there.

It was dedicated August 28, 1939, ex-
actly 70 years after the historic parting.
Julius F. Stone, who carried out this pro-
ject as his personal contribution to Col-
orado river history, is author of the beauti-
fully illustrated book -Canyon Country."

The only other memento of these three
unfortunate men is found in a grotto called
Music Temple, two miles below the mouth

of San Juan river, where their names, cut
in the rock in 1869, are still faintly visible
although badly eroded by the elements.

Partly because of the tragic incident
connected with it, Separation rapid has
earned a bad reputation. Stanton, who was
there on March 13, 1890, says it was one
of the worst spots he had seen on the
river. It had to be run since there was no
way to get boats around it, due to sheer
walls. At the lower end he was thrown
into the water and narrowly escaped
drowning.

Stone stopped there November 13,
1909, to take the photos accompanying
this article, but ran it without accident.
In 1911 the Kolb brothers portaged part
of it and ran the rest, striking a large rock
at the foot, but without serious damage.
Norman Nevills, who has run it several
times, says it presents a different problem
at each different stage of water. Dr. Russell
G. Frazier's party ran it in 1934 at the
lowest recorded stage of water, when the
entire rapid was staggered with protruding
boulders, making it necessary to row back
and forth from one side of the channel to
the other. They got through, however,
without accident and without unloading
the boats. At that time it would have been
possible to walk around the rapid, along
the north shore, but this was an unusual
condition.

In 1928 Glen R. Hyde and his young
bride started down the Colorado river on
a honeymoon voyage in a 20-foot scow
controlled by sweeps at each end. Because
of his previous experience on Salmon river
he anticipated no difficulty, and succeeded
in reaching Bright Angel creek without
accident. But when the couple failed to
appear at Needles on schedule, a plane
was sent upriver to look for them. Their
empty boat was seen stuck on a rock in
Separation rapid. A searching party later
found the boat and contents intact but
never any trace of the couple. Mrs. Hyde
was the first woman ever to attempt the
Colorado river rapids.

Major Powell was correct when he said:
"Each party thinks the other is taking the
dangerous course." If his party had been
lost in the rapids below, and if the three
men who went overland had not been
killed by Indians, O. G. Howland, Seneca
Howland and William H. Dunn would
have brought out the only record of that
first expedition and would have been ac-
claimed heroes. It could easily have hap-
pened that way.

Only a handful of adventurous persons
will ever see the tablet erected at Separa-
tion rapid, but Julius F. Stone has the
personal satisfaction of knowing their
names have been preserved to future gen-
erations and their memory cleared of the
charge of cowardice and desertion. Their
tragedy was that they guessed wrong.
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Far off the beaten tracks of the Southern California desert is the oasis of Seventeen Palms—
nestling at the base of the Santa Rosa mountains.

Up -Otto r I a d
ta /7 Pa/mi

Motor touring in Borrego badlands is a thrilling
experience—especially when rains have softened
up the arroyos which serve for roads in that area.
But there is a historic old waterhole over in the heart
of the eroded mudhills of the Borrego country—and
here are the directions for reaching it, including a
few hints as to what kind of hazards may be en-
countered along the way.

By RANDALL HENDERSON
Photos by the Author

g DID not intend to write about 17 Palms oasis this
month. This April story, the fourth in the Desert Maga-
zine's series covering the native palm oases of the Great

American desert was to be devoted to Palm Wash.
Now it happens that both 17 Palms and Palm Wash are in

the Borrego badlands of Southern California—and at certain
times of the year those badlands are treacherous ground. It
also happened that instead of an exciting little jaunt up Palm
Wash, as I had planned, I spent the afternoon digging my car
out of an oozy little cienaga several miles away . . . But I am
getting ahead of my story.

Arles Adams was my companion on this trip into the Bor-

rego country. Arles is a good pal to have along. He not only
savvies the mysterious inner workings of an automobile, but he
is a good hand with a shovel. And sooner or later on these desert
trips I usually get mired down.

We decided to go into the badlands the back way. The rear
entrance in this case being what is left of an old road which
-Doc- A. A. Beatty, pioneer citizen of Borrego, promoted 25
years ago. This road connected the present Highway 99 near
Truckhaven with the old Beatty homestead in upper Borrego
valley.

There isn't much of the old trail left—just a few ruts here
and there. It never was much of a road—and today most of it
is impassable. If the state legislature and the governor of
California approve the state park budget which is now up for
consideration, this route is to be restored with an oiled macadam
highway, for this is in the Anza Desert state park. But the bill
at Sacramento did not help Arles and me on our recent trip.

We spent Saturday night as the guests of Ruth and Noel
Crickmer at the Borrego Desert lodge. Before daylight the
next morning we were on our way along Doc Beatty's old road
toward Truckhaven. The trail is passable as far as Arroyo
Salado and it was our plan to travel down the arroyo past 17
Palms to Highway 99, then turn back along the paved road
to Palm Wash and spend the day exploring that interesting
region.
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Arles Adams pauses beside the salt-encrusted spring at 17 Palms where normally the wale,
is too brackish for human use.

Everything went along as planned—up to a certain point.
We found the trail rocky and hard to follow in places, but after
we reached Arroyo Salado we were on the downhill grade, and
by nine o'clock we were.eating a camp breakfast in the shade
of a Smoke tree at 17 Palms oasis.

The palms actually are in a little tributary canyon which
comes into the main arroyo from the west. As we turned into
the narrow side gulch we were eager for a first glimpse of the
trees. Neither of us had been there since Pearl Harbor, and there
were rumors that bombing pilots from one of the desert training
fields had used the palms as a target.

In justice to the Air Corps I want to dismiss those rumors
as pure fiction. The palms were intact. There was water in the
spring—and I have never seen the oasis cleaner and more
inviting than on this trip.

When J.  Smeaton Chase visited this waterhole in 1918
(California Desert Trails), he reported that the place was
strewn with cans and bottles. But today there is no litter to
destroy the charm of this remote oasis. The average camper
today, I believe, is more thoughtful in the matter of cleaning up
his camp debris than was the prospector of an earlier period.

Probably few visitors have gone to 17 Palms during the past
three years, except perhaps soldiers whose bombing targets are
but a few miles away. But in a glass jar cached beneath the skirts
of one of the palms we found a package of cigarets and matches
—left there in recent months by C. M. Lewis and party of
Westmoreland. The jar also serves as a register for visitors,

and the latest names in the glass container were those of Mr.
and Mrs. C. P. Stillwell of Ontario and Barney and Kay Barnes
who had camped there New Year eve. The tobacco evidently
had been cached for the first wayfarer who needed it—and we
left it undisturbed.

A U. S. Geological survey bench mark near the oasis gives
the elevation as 410 feet. Evidently there has been a corrected
survey since 1918 as Chase reported that the marker read 417
feet at the time of his visit. The Cahuilla basin is settling.

Visitors should never go to 17 Palms expecting to find good
water. The soil is white with alkali, and the water in the spring
is bitter. I have no doubt that if someone were to clean out the
hole daily for a couple of weeks the water would become usable.
But at best it probably would be brackish.

Obviously 17 Palms derived its name from the number of
trees found there at an early date when Indian trails led gold-
seekers to the spot. Likely that was more than 100 years ago.
Chase reported that he found "six or eight" palms at the time he
camped there. Today there are five shaggy veterans, scarred with
the flames of many fires. Also one headless trunk which has
died since I first visited the oasis 10 years ago.

But while the old generation of palms is slowly disappearing,
there are 25 young trees ranging from two to 20 feet in height.
Only one of these has been burned, the others having skirts of
dry fronds that reach to the ground. Palms thrive on water too
salty for human use—and the younger trees appear healthy
and well fed.
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A lone palm in Arroyo Salado is the marker for a cienaga where the motorist may have
trouble following a heavy rainstorm,

When the sun is right, the clay hills in the vicinity of this
oasis sparkle with calcite and gypsum crystals, and occasionally
one finds a chip of petrified wood in the vicinity. Vegetation is
sparse on the red and yellow hills of the highly-eroded Borrego
badlands—but in the arroyos there are Smoke trees, catsclaw,
mesquite, arrowweed and a marvelous assortment of sandstone
concretions.

There is neither road nor well-defined trail into 17 Palms—
you just follow the wash to get there. The oasis may be reached
by car from two directions—the back way in from Borrego
valley and down the dry water-course as Arles and I went, or
up the wash from Bridge No. 5813 on Highway 99. It is a
rugged trip for an automobile either way.

Going upstream from Highway 99 it is 12 miles to the oasis—
but that is not a trip to be undertaken soon after a rainstorm.
For there are treacherous sands in Salado—sands and clays that
have no bottom when they are saturated with water.

We spent an hour at the oasis. Then started down the wadi
with no car tracks to follow. It had rained since the last previous
visitor was there, and the sandy floor was swept clean. But the
sand was well packed, and it was not hard to follow the route for
there are precipitous clay banks on both sides.

We knew from previous experience that there was a soggy
cienaga between those clay walls at a point well down the can-
yon. We were sure we would know the place because it is
marked with a lone palm tree—growing there miles away from
its nearest relatives of the palm family.

We were still some distance above that tree when suddenly,
without warnirrg, the bottom dropped out from under us. The
car came to an abrupt stop with the wheels buried to the axles
in a gooey slime of sand and clay. There was dry sand on the
surface--but it was merely camouflage to cover the villainous
cpagmire beneath.

We got out a pair of old Model T running boards which I
carry for such emergencies. But they were useless. The weight
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of the car merely crushed them down out of sight in the ooze,
and we later had to do a job of excavating even to find them.

There is only one formula I know for such an occasion. Jack
up the car and build a road under it, with the best materials
available. There is an abundance of sandstone in Arroyo Salado
—concretions and slabs and boulders. First we had to build a
rock foundation for the jack. Then while Arles began mucking
out pits for our new roadway, I combed the landscape for rocks.
I don't know how many I carried that day—but it was enough
to build a two-track runway from the car to the nearest hard
ground—and that was a lot of rock.

Packing boulders isn't such a bad pastime—especially if you
have been in the army. As far as I am concerned it beats those
bending exercises we had every morning while the slave-driver
out in front of the squadron counted "one-two-three-four,"
over and over again. When I am toting rocks on my own I can
heave them up in two counts or six—just whatever I feel like—
without taking any dirty cracks from anybody.

So finally we reached dry land. But the day's work was "riot
over yet. One of the clay banks had caved off ahead of us, and
we spent another hour scooping out a trench wide enough for
the car to pass through the barrier.

I am mentioning these little details so no one will be misled
as to the accessibility of 17 Palms oasis. It is not a place to be
visited in a shiny new car and fiesta togs.

But Arroyo Salado is not always as difficult to traverse as we
found it on this trip. Rain seldom comes to this desert region
between January and September—and a few weeks from now
the arroyo will be easily passable. It is never a boulevard, you
understand, but with careful driving the oasis can be reached
without hazard to car or person.

It was late in the afternoon when Arles and I reached the
bridge on 99. So we decided to call it a day and save the Palm
Wash trip for a future issue of Desert Magazine.
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Birdseye view of the Peraha-mapped mountain from high across Needle canyon to the
east. The arrow locates Spanish miner's signs at the top, the dotted line an ancient trail to
the summit. In the inset is one of the Saguaros probably topped as a trail marker. Arrow

indicates the location of one of the key markers found in later years.

&tie at the

Thanclet qadi

Last month Barry Storm told of the discovery of
gold in the Superstition mountains—and of the fate
of Pedro Peralta when he ignored the curse of the
Apache thunder gods and sought to take out the
gold he had discovered. When the Indians massa-
cred Peralta and his miners, they sent their women
to conceal the mine workings so they would never
again be found by the white men. But the Indian
women left one shallow pit undisturbed—and of the
four men who later rediscovered it, three of them
met tragic fates—again the curse of the thunder
gods.

By BARRY STORM

29 EDRO Peralta, discoverer of rich gold ore in the Super-
stition mountains of Arizona in 1846, was killed by
Apache arrows when his greed for wealth led him to

ignore the curse which the Indian thunder gods imposed on all
who invaded their sacred domain.

Ramon and Manuel Peralta, who accompanied their brother
on the discovery trip, escaped his fate by returning to Mexico
after they had acquired a fortune in gold. They preferred ranch-
ing to the hazards of mining gold in a land where Apaches
were constantly on the warpath.

They learned of Pedro's death through underground channels

of rumor—and were thankful for the good fortune that had
preserved their own lives.

Manuel married the daughter of a nearby rancher, Fernando
Gonzales, and now had two children. Ramon remained single
and footloose and to vary the staid life of a gentleman rancher
he often rode to nearby Cananea, a small and very wild mining
camp, where he periodically drowned his boredom In a mad
whirl of wine and song. There, too, in the cantina he found a
sort of second-hand thrill in the convivial company of adven-
turers who had come from all over the world.

To Ramon this latter was no small attraction for in his secret
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heart he often wished that he possessed like them the reckless
hardiness to engage in dangerous enterprises. And so he struck
up a friendship with two of these adventurers, Jacobs, a German,
and Ludi, a Hollander, who were together working a nearby
mine. And before long the two had become Ramons insepar-
able companions, for they had many tales to relate of a wide
world over which they had roamed. But Ramon in return could
only tell them of the bonanzas far to the north!

At his golden stories the two adventurers continually scoffed
in a good natured way. Bonanzas in that desolate wilderness?
Well, perhaps. But if so, why was not Ramon up there adding
to his wealth?

So matters stood upon a day in 1860 when Ramon and
Manuel received word of the death of their father, Miguel. And
one of them, the sorrowful missive stated, would now have to
return home to take care of the estate—the old silver mines and
the business properties in Chihuahua City and Monterrey where
the elder Peralta had invested the gold that Pedro had brought
him years before. The two brothers decided between them that
Ramon should make the trip since he was both free and willing.

It happened then quite casually that Ramon set out in June
upon the eastward-bound journey that took him for the last
time to Cananea. And there in the little village he paused,
before travelling on across the mountains, to bid his miner
friends a last goodbye.

Together the three went to the cantina and drank a toast to
the success of all. And then a thought occurred to one of the
adventurers. What now of the fabulous mines of which Ramon

had so often boasted? How was he to keep his oft-repeated
promise to prove that they really existed?

Indeed, Ramon stated, the matter was really simple. And

from his luggage he produced the map which Pedro had given

him. It would, he said, show them exactly upon which one of

the hills in the Superstitions the mines were located, should they
desire to go there. At any rate the map was worthless to him
since another government now held the land and he, a Mexican

citizen, could never claim the bonanzas which Pedro had found.

And anyway he had no need of the wealth which his friends
might some day find useful. If so, they were very welcome to the

treasure which Ramon would never see.

He gave the two adventurers detailed directions for reaching
the proper region from the south, the direction in which he had
left the mountains himself. Ramon told them that from the
desert they would have to go up the first deep canyon from the

western end of the range, climb northward over the backbone

of the range itself until they came within sight of a hu2e, som-
brero-shaped peak dead ahead, travel downward past the base

of the peak into a canyon (East Boulder) running northward
until at last they found on the east side the entrance to a tribu-
tary canyon which was very deep, pot-holed and densely wooded
with scrub oak. Then they were to turn about and go back
southward up this tributary (Needle) canyon until they reached
a point where the outlines of the hat-shaped peak to the south
and the black-topped mountain to the west both matched from
the same place the outlines upon the map. Near this spot they
would find a marker upon the end of a rocky ridge. And the
marker would be pointing to nearby mines!

–
Ludi and Jacobs, Ramon had said, would have to travel downward past the base of the huge

sombrero-shaped peak which was the landmark to Pedro Peralta's nearby mines.
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,
Jacobs and Ludi, it must be acknowledged, accepted both

Ramon's instructions and his map with a grain of salt. And yet,
as they admitted then, they might possibly look into such an
intriguing matter someday, if only for curiosity's sake.

Eleven years passed in which the map was all but forgotten.
But finally the adventurers' own mines played out, bringing
with the necessity of seeking new fields memory of Ramon's
story. Probably there was no truth in it, reasoned Jacobs and
Luth. Yet what could they lose by finding out? And didn't the
wealth which Ramon possessed lend considerable weight to
such fascinating possibilities?

And so at last in the spring of 1871 the two adventurers,
more from curiosity than valid reason, trekked northward from
Mexico and into the Superstitions. Following the directions
which one of them had jotted down on the map they reached
Pedro's key marker in Needle canyon to find, amazingly, that
the map did indeed match the sombrero-shaped peak to the
south and the black-topped mountain to the west. No doubt,
too, they discovered in the region enough evidence of Pedro's -
presence to excite their enthusiasm. They went doggedly from
site to site of the now hidden mines and hunted over the nearby
hills until finally they stumbled upon the shallow bonanza
which the Apache women had left uncovered twenty-three
years before—the glittering, golden rock which the Indians had
thought would never again be found!

Ramon had been right after all. And small wonder he had
been a rich man! For here was fabulous ore of such dazzling
wealth as to stagger the imagination ; ore such as even they had
never before seen in the richest of Mexican mining camps—
beautiful rose quartz that was almost a third shining, yellow
metal!

But others, ahead of them, had also found this rich deposit.
For some weeks now two other men who had outfitted in Flor-
ence, a frontier trading post and stage station thirty-odd miles
away from the wild, unmapped Superstitions, had been pros-
pecting at the western edge of the mountains near what was to
become the boom mining camp of Goldfield. And both of these
two, Jacob Walz, "The Dutchman," and his partner, Jacob
Wiser, were already well known in even that wild west as
thorough-going scoundrels, capable of practically anything.

Just where the two unnaturalized German immigrants first
met is not definitely known. Walz for a time had worked in
the early diggings of the Vulture mine near Wickenburg before
he was finally caught high grading—stealing rich pieces of
ore—and was firéd. After that he seems to have drifted south
to the Mexican border where he ran into Wiser, an itinerant
carpenter whom no one would any longer trust with a job. And
before prospecting farther back in the Superstitions for the
possible source of such gold, they had returned to Florence
in the spring of 1871, seeking someone who could build two
portable dry washers with which to work out the placer. They
were directed to a local cabinet maker, a German now known
only as Frank, who made the machines. Later Frank recalled that
while waiting on the dry washers the Dutchman had offered
him a job and had speculated on the possibility of finding
Spanish mines which Indians were supposed to have hidden.
But Frank refused the job because he knew nothing about
mining. Perhaps, too, he felt that it was safer in town, for the
Apaches, still hostile, would • be doubly so toward any white
man who invaded the sacred domain of their thunder gods.

The Dutchman and Wiser had worked out their placer gold
and begun prospecting the Superstitions at the same time that
Jacobs and Ludi found their shallow bonanza. And Walz and
his partner, working eastward, came at last upon traces of more
placer gold in Needle canyon where they pitched camp near
the northwestern corner of Bluff Springs mountain, and started
to cook an early supper. And then the faint, far-away sound of
metallic pounding drifted down canyon to their astonished ears,
unmistakably that of steel upon rock. The hammering of miners!

Walz and Wiser turned to each other with eyes suddenly
glittering. And in that instant each. one of them knew that the
other was thinking exactly the same thing. The legendary mines!
Spanish gold hidden by Indians!

Both were dead shots, armed with the best guns of their
day, and the element of surprise was in their favor. So Wiser
took his .45-70 Springfield musket and Walz his .45-90 Sharpes.
And then toward the sounds of the pounding from up canyon
they crept, on beyond the black-topped mountain which Pedro
had mapped, and toward Weaver's Needle. As the pounding
grew louder, they spied Jacobs and Ludi working in a shallow
pit high upon an eastern hillside. Working a mine!

This opportunity for fortune neither Walz nor Wiser could
resist. From ambush, each picking a man, they levelled their
rifles. Then the crashing thunder of gunfire shattered the
mountain silence—echoed and re-echoed in fading crescendo . . .

Next morning the Dutchman and Wiser were on their way
early to dispose of the bodies of their victims and look over
the mine that fate had placed in their hands. They went up
Needle canyon with mounting excitement, climbed the steep
arroyo to the mine, and then halted in amazement. For the
bodies of the two they had shot apparently had vanished into
thin air!

But they had disappeared only from the murderous Germans.

Jacobs and Ludi, both mortally wounded, had struggled away
unseen in the night, making for the low pass at the head of
Needle canyon that would let them out of the mountains on
the south. Ludi died enroute and his remains later were found
in the very shadow of Weaver's Needle. Jacobs, stumbling on
alone, finally reached Andy Starr's cabin on the desert beyond.
And there he collapsed in Starr's arms, babbling wildly about
Spanish-mapped mines and hidden ambushers. And then he,
too. . . died!

Meanwhile, back in the mountains, Walz and Wiser were
examining the mine in a veritable frenzy of excitement. For
fantastic ore was there to conjure forth roseate dreams of
unlimited wealth—a reddish quartz vein that was almost a third
gold! And it was theirs, every yellow-studded bit of it! As they
worked, the thought came to the Dutchman—why not have
this gold all for himself? And when the opportunity came,
another shot reverberated through the peaks and ridges of the
Superstitions.

Deaf to Wiser's stricken pleas, Walz left him to die in the
mine. Then he returned to camp, methodically gathered up all
his partner's possessions—his dutch oven, fry pans, little coffee
mill, the bag of assorted nails that he carried for occasional
carpentry work—and hid them all under a nearby boulder in
Needle canyon, thus concealing forever, he thought, the evi-
dence of his deed.

In the meantime Wiser gathered his ebbing strength and
crawled away. Friendly Pima Indians finally found him stum-
bling in delirium on the desert and carried him to Colonel Walk-
er's ranch. In Walker's home he hovered for days between life
and death, telling his incredible story of murder, bonanza gold
and greedy treachery, a little at a time.

By way of proof he made Jack Walker a crude map showing
the way back to a mine somewhere northeast of Weaver's
Needle. But the Walkers, already rich from the Veckol mine
which Pima Indians had shown them, and knowing full well
the unsavory reputation of the two Germans, were either not
enough impressed with the chance for wealth in the Supersti-
tions to risk Apache death or were too wise to be taken in by
such obvious attempts to obtain revenge upon the Dutchman.
Wiser died, another victim of the thunder god's curse.

In the next issue of Desert Magazine will appear -Barry
Storm's story of Walz—and of the Lost Dutchman mine.
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elwitschia mirabilis. Redrawn by the author from Don Ferdinand da Costa Lears figure
prepared for Dr. IF elwitsch. Upper figure shows a young plant .15 or 20 years old. Below
is an old veteran of many seasons with typically wind-shredded leaves which simply finish
without ornament or fixings as frayed tags of leaf-tissue. Figure copied from Leal's figure

as appearing in Curtis" Botanical ilfagazine. Kew, 1863.

The Ative5

eall it glitm6a°

The accompanying story of a plant
with an unpronounceable naine is the
first in a series of short sketches to be
written by Jerry Laudermilk about
oddities found in the deserts around
the world. Other subjects will appear
in Desert Magazine from time to time.

71— HIS is the story of the Welwit-
schia plant, a grotesque marvel
from the desert in a far-off land

where rain falls but once in a decade.
Although first cousin to Ephedra, the fa-
miliar "Desert tea" of our own Southwest,
this plant has been so molded by its
environment that only an expert can de-
tect a family resemblance. Both lrelwit-
schia and Ephedra belong to the Gnetales,
a highly specialized vegetable alliance of
but 50 species with certain traits that seem
to fit them in somewhere between the
Gymnosperms, pines, firs, etc., and the
Angiosperms or flowering plants.

This vegetable anomaly has been con-
tent with so many strictly utilitarian fea-
tures that it is hard to think of it as a
finished product. It functions like a pho-
tosynthetic machine with the shape of a

By JERRY LAUDERM1LK

monstrous, undeveloped seedling. Many
plants such as the Ginkgo tree, the star-
pines and magnolias seem to be relics from
past ages. Welwitschia is more like a fore-
cast of things to come, a sample to show
how certain higher plants may look, when,
as modified survivors from our own age,
they struggle for the last traces of water on
a dehydrated earth. The idea is not far-
fetched. A condition something like it
may already exist on the planet Mars where
a meager water supply from melting polar
caps wars against the vast red desert for
the vegetation of that desiccated globe.
But before I go deeper into the personal
eccentricities and probabilities evoked by
\)(7elwitschia let's have a glance at the
land that forms the scene for this plant's
weird existence.

Beginning at the 15th parallel South

and extending down the coast of south-
west Africa for nearly 700 miles is a nar-
row strip of desert and semi-desert that
includes some of the driest land on earth.
Although washed by the waves of the
Atlantic and Trequently subject to heavy
fogs at night that leave the vegetation
wet with dew, the annual average rainfall
is nowhere more than 10 inches and in
some places less than three-quarters of an
inch in 10 years. For decades this driest
of dry lands is seldom wet to a depth of
more than three inches. Adding to this
general drought are strong winds from

-the interior which draw out moisture from
the ground and rattle the sand like dry
sleet over the miserly soil. With all this
excessive harshness of atmospheric forces
the temperature is generally mild, about
60 degrees Fahrenheit for the year even
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in the Namib, most arid part of this land
of desolation.

The plant population of Welwitschia-
land is small in individuals but large in
variety. It grows mainly along the many
dry washes and shallow valleys where
clumps of strange Euphorbias share the
few patches of sheltered ground with other
curious plarzts that specialize in either
bloated and fleshy leaves or gaunt and
thorny stems. This weird growth is a
feature of the landscape as distinctive as
the cacti of our own desert and all local
plant-life is stamped with the stark per-
sonality of the background. But most out-
landish of many strange shapes are certain
rumpled heaps of dusty green which loom
in bold contrast against the glittering
bleakness of the waste. These tangled
heaps are the wind-shredded strands of
enormous leaves which from a little dis-
tance seem to sprout directly from the
ground. Closer view shows them to be
made up of strands of foliage which spring
like flat ribbons from opposite edges of
brown, cracked and bowl-shaped objects
sometimes more than 60 inches across.
These tops of Welwitschia "stocks" may
either be half buried in the ground or rise
a foot or more above it like enormous tur-
nips in a wind-scoured garden.

For unknown centuries this strange
plant has been familiar to the wandering
Bushmen who call it by the native name
"tumbo." The Dutch and Portuguese col-
onists must also have known it since it is
rather common in some of the districts first
to be settled. But for some reason Welwit-
schia escaped scientific notice until 1860

when the explorer, Dr. Frederick Wel-
witsch described specimens he saw grow-
ing near Mossamedes in Southern Angola.
Naturally, this curious plant astonished the
botanical world and for years, since all
the circumstances associated with it were
unusual, there grew up some mistaken
notions that have persisted for a long
time. One of these is the supposed fact
that the leaves are simply the two enor-
mously overgrown cotyledons (seed-
leaves) of the young sprout. This is not
quite correct.

Dr. H. H. W. Pearson of Cambridge,
a leading authority, shows that the coty-
ledons soon fall away after the first pair
of permanent leaves have a good start. But
these are all the plant ever puts out,
since, unlike any other type of leaf so
far known, they continue to grow from
their bases embedded in a grove around
the crown somewhat as a fingernail con-
tinues to grow from its matrix. The leaves
are frequently more than six feet long and
sprawl over the ground at the mercy of
the wind. The plants are of different sexes
and the only attempt at ornament ever
displayed are the red cones of the female
flowers which appear to be fertilized by
an insect that lives among the foliage.

Speculation about Welwitschia's ances-
try is practically pure guesswork since fos-
sils of the Gnetales are of doubtful identity.
But the class must be ancient and many
ages would have been required to produce
the features found today. In any case, Wel-
witschia shows what a resourceful genus
can do when Mother Nature says to it
"adapt yourself or die."

COLORADO LEADS BIG GAME
CENSUS OF UNITED STATES

Almost one-fourth of all big game ani-
mals in the United States are to be found
in the seven Rocky Mountain states includ-
ing Arizona.

Total big-game population of the area,
based on a 1941 survey, was 1,556,559.

Leading state was Colorado, with 440,-
160 animals, followed by Idaho with 242,-
958. Arizona's total was 113,720.

Colorado led all states in the number of
mule deer, 398,375, and Montana was first
in the number of mountain goat, 5,540;
grizzly bear, 650, and bison, 1,242. Idaho
had the largest number of big-horn sheep,
3,047; and Wyoming the greatest number
of moose, 3,650, and elk, 65,125.

Other big game figures by states:
White-tailed deer: Arizona, 30,310;

Idaho, 28,090; Montana, 39,705; New
Mexico, 16,600; Wyoming, 3,000.

Elk: Colorado, 26,360; Arizona, 5,125;
Idaho, 37,893; Montana, 27,123; New
Mexico, 3,703; Utah, 5,252.

Prong-horned antelope: Arizona, 8,-
430; New Mexico, 30,335.

Big-horn sheep: Arizona, 50; New
Mexico, 6.

Desert big-horn: Arizona, 1,470; New
Mexico, 285.

Peccary or javelina: Arizona, 15,620;
New Mexico, 400.

Black Bear: Arizona, 16,628; New
Mexico 3,527; Utah, 483.

Bison: Arizona, 200; New Mexico, 84;
Utah, 21.

Female of the Welwitschia plant in its natural habitat, the Namib desert of Southwest
Africa. As simple heaps of green leaf-tissue the foliage sprawls as an unkempt jumble on

the windswept sand. When stretched out flat the leaves of a plant like this may measure 12

feet from tip to tip. Photo by Wm. Austin Cannon. Copied by Helen Laudermilk from
Carnegie Institute of Washington, D. C., Report No. 351, 1924.
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WE'D LIKE TO KNOW
Since county and state regulations in much of the

desert area where the Desert Lily is native forbid
the removal of bulbs, Desert Magazine will be inter-
ested in receiving letters from readers who have
been successful in propagating the Lily from seed.
We would like to pass along to other readers the
experience of those who have been successful. 

Vpdameci .24
By CARROLL ABBOTT

Z7 Lily, Hesperocallis undulata, is the wild mustang
of the plant kingdom—spirited, persistent, and untamed.
It frequents the more unreachable parts of the desert, and

search as you will, you will never see a vast garden of Desert
Lilies. They are much too wary for that. Wisely they scatter over
the desert in gallant clumps and remain on the winning side of
the battle against domestication.

No other member of the Lily tribe with half its beauty has
remained as foreign to the flower garden and catalogs as Hes-
perocallis. Its slow propagation foils the attempts of the nursery-
men. A nurseryman must have an immense stock of a plant
before he can offer it to his customers. The Desert Lily is spread
so widely and thinly ; its bulbs are so far down, and its reproduc-
tion so slow as to discourage commercialization. But few desert
lovers are sorry about that. To them, the only proper atmosphere
for the Desert Lily is the equally wild and untamed landscape
of the desert.

Recognized for countless years by the Indians or the pungent
garlic flavor that it imparts to their cookery, the Desert Lily
was welcomed by the early Spanish explorers as a spicy supple-
ment to their tasteless, meager rations. The Spaniards promptly
dubbed it ajo, garlic, and thereby set the stage for the naming of
the Ajo mountains in southern Arizona which boast of many
scattered clumps of the Desert Lily.

The name, Hesperocallis undulata, gives a vivid description
of the plant. "Hesperocallis" was tailor-made to fit by the
American botanist, Asa Gray. It is a welding of Greek words:
"hesperos" for western, and "kallos" for beauty. "Undulata" is
Latin for wavy, referring to the leaves. Putting them together,
you may decipher, "a western beauty with wavy leaves." An
undeniably accurate picture.

Spread in discreet clumps over the Mojave and Colorado
deserts and parts of western Arizona, the Desert Lily may be
found in splendor around Twentynine Palms, Yuma, and Fort
Mojave. March and April are the usual months favored with its
flowers, but some localities are blessed with a few blossoms
as late as May.

Botanically, the Desert Lily is relegated to a niche all its own
in the Lily tribe. But invariably when a newcomer chances across
its spike of white beauty, he indignantly demands, "Why isn't
it a Lily? It's as beautiful as any Easter Lily I've ever seen."
Granted, but the answer lies not in the flower but about 10
inches to two feet below the ground surface. It's the rarely seen
bulb that spells the difference between the Desert Lily and its
Lily cousins.

A true lily bulb is a mass of fragile scales that threaten to snap
off unless they are handled with extra care. But the bulb of
Hesperocallis is firm and solid, covered snugly with a tight
fitting coat. The searing desert sands would roast the watery
lily scales.

PPRIL, 194 5

An inch or two of rain in the late fall or early winter knocks
at the desert floor to stir up the leaf action on the Hesperocallis.
The bulb, weeks in advance, is busy preparing a rosette of
crinkled, folded leaves. The foliage makes the Desert Lily a
beautiful plant in or out of flower. Spreading widely, often
crawling on the sand, the first leaves sometimes grow to 18
inches. They are pale blue-green, bordered with a narrow,
crinkled line of white. All is set for the rain which will deter-
mine the height of the stem and the number of flower bells.

A 12-inch stalk spiked with a half dozen flowers is the
reward for one or two inches of rain. Three or four inches of
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DESERT QUIZ One way to improve your
knowledge of the Ameri-
can desert is to take the

Quiz test in Desert Magazine each month. You may not
score very high the first time—the average person knows
less than 10 correct answers—but your percentage will in-
crease as you read Desert Magazine each month. Fifteen
correct answers is a high rating, and only a super-student
of the Desert will reach 18. The answers are on page 30.

1—You are bogged down in the sand with the wheels
spinning. The first common sense remedy to try is—
Race the motor Let some air out of the tires 
Start shoveling sand 	 Jack up the car 	

2—From the San Francisco peaks of Arizona, to see
Grand Canyon you would look—East 	 South 	
West 	 North 	

3—The Kiva serves the Indians as—A weapon of
war  • A form of bread 	  A storage place for
grain 	  A lodge room for men 	

4  Indian symbols incised in the rocks are properly
called — Lithographs 	  Hieroglyphs 	 Picto-
graphs 	 Petroglyphs 	

5—Boulder dam was built in—Black canyon 	 Boulder
canyon 	  Marble canyon 	  Grand canyon 	

6—Sidewinders more often are found mi—Prairie dog
holes 	 Caves 	 River bottoms 	 Sand dunes

7—Indians used Ephedra for making—Dye 	 Poison
arrows 	 Tea 	 Intoxicants 	  

8—Casa Grande ruins in southern Arizona have been
reserved as a—National park 	 National monu
ment 	

-
State park 	  Indian reservation 	

9—To reach Taos, New Mexico, from Santa Fe you
would_ travel in the general direction of—North 	
South 	  East 	 West 	

10—The book Campfires on Desert and Lava was written
by—Sykes 	 Lockwood 	 Chase 	  Hornaday

11—Obsidian is properly classified as — Sedimentary
rock 	  Metamorphic rock 	  Igneous rock 	
Conglomerate 	

12—First known explorer to navigate the Colorado river
through Grand canyon was—Kolb	 Powell 	
Kit Carson 	  Bill Williams 	

	13 —The Comstock lode was located in — Nevada 	
California 	  Arizona 	

14—Nolina is the name of a desert—Bird 	 Reptile 	
Shrub 	 Squirrel 	

15—To visit the Cedar Breaks national monument you
would go to—Arizona 	  Colorado 	  Wyom-
ing	  Utah 	

16—Bingham canyon in Utah is famous for its—Gold
mines 	  Waterfalls 	  Copper Pit 	 Scenic
caves 	  

17—Coronado came to New Mexican territory primarily
seeking—To establish missions 	  In quest of the
Seven Cities of Cibola 	  To annex the territory to
Spain 	  To find the headwaters of the Colorado
river 	

18—Bill Williams tributary flows into the Colorado river
nearest—Boulder dam 	 Needles, California 	
Parker, Arizona 	  Yuma, Arizona 	

	19—The state flower of Arizona is the—Cliff rose 	
Columbine 	 Wild verbena 	  Saguaro cactus

20—Most of the dates grown in the United States come
from—Coachella valley 	  Yuma valley 	 Salt
River valley 	  Chuckawalla valley 	  

water summon a stem up to three feet crowded with as many as
40 blossoms. As the lower flowers unfold, the flower spike
shoots skyward, lining the stem with more buds. The life dura-
tion of each flower is two or three days, after which it withers
away to a curious transparent, papery texture, leaving a swelling
seed pod.

The Desert Lily is never in a hurry. If no rains wake it from
its dormant sleep, it just rests on into a more fortunate season.
It will wait patiently for several years until adequate moisture
awakens its latent beauty.

How long it requires to grow a flowering bulb from the
black Desert Lily seeds is locked up with other desert secrets.
Most botanists like to scribble under propagation: "probably
from seeds." The Hesperocallis bulb is too tough and life on
the desert is too rugged to risk taking vital flower energy from
the mother bulb and venturing it on a bulblet.

The Desert Lily faces no danger of extinction. It thrives in
discouraging places and is often too bashful in blooming.

But even a mustang can be corraled and there are a few
instances in which desert people have been able to bring Desert
Lily to their gardens. Reports say that patience, care, knowledge,
and a good dose of prospector's luck, are necessary require-
ments to propagate or transplant Hesperocallis. But with all its
enchanting beauty, the Desert Lily hasn't appeared on the
flower menu of garden catalogs, for though nurserymen are
filled with pioneer spirit, most of them shy- away from the task
of breaking the untamed lily to garden harness.

STAMPEDE FOR JACKRABBIT HOMESTEADS
DELUGES LOS ANGELES LAND OFFICE

A 1945 version of the land rushes of former years was staged
in Southern California during February when applicants for
"Jackrabbit Homesteads" deluged the United States land office
in Los Angeles with 1500 applications for 5-acre leases on pub-
lic lands in Twentynine Palms, Victorville, Morongo and Coa-
chella valleys.

Registrar Paul B. Witmer and members of the Land Office
staff in the Postoffice building in Los Angeles had long waiting
lines of people who carne either to get information or make ap-
plications.

In a majority of cases the applicants filed sight-unseen, mak-
ing their selections from maps in the government files.

The land office personnel tries to make it clear to each appli-
cant that the lands are not designed as a source of livelihood,
and in most instances are several miles from the nearest water
and power-lines.

The procedure is for the applicant to fill out a blank, the
limit being five acres for any American citizen except that both
husband and wife are limited to one filing. The application is
accompanied by a $5.00 filing fee. Final approval of the appli-
cation is given in Washington and requires from two to three
months. When approved, the applicant must pay the first year's
lease at $1.00 an acre. Thereafter for the five-year term of the
lease the cost is the same—$5.00 a year for five acres.

The Izac law under which public lands are opened in this
manner permits the sale of the 5-acre tracts. However, the regu-
lations set up by the department of interior have so far restricted
all applicants to leases. The department is now considering plans
for selling the land outright to lessees after cabins are built or
other improvements are made on the property. There is no re-
quirement as to residence on the land, however, such as was
necessary under the old homestead laws.

Witmer stated that additional lands will be made available as
required to meet the demands of the public. "There are 8,000, -

000 acres of public land in Southern California," the registrar
stated, "and most of it is on the desert. Those desiring to make
applications should understand that this is not farm land. It is
mostly sand and rocks—and the government makes no promises
as to water or other improvements."
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On far-off Ghost mountain where the Marshal
South family is healthy and happy in primitive
isolation there is much work to do—but Marshal and
Tanya and their three children also find time to play.
And since there are neither theaters, nor motor roads
nor neighbors on Ghost mountain—they seek their
pleasure in exploring the great mysterious desert
that lies about them. Here is the story of a field day
at Yaquitepec.

att Nettle
By MARSHAL SOUTH

W ELL the wild geese have gone north again, winging
their course in dawnlight and starlight and through
storm above the low roof of Yaquitepec. The glorious

Spirit of Spring reaches out in new life and promise across the
desert. In the earth and in the air the wave of energy stirs in root
and in leaf and in darting insect. And this morning, as I went out
in the early dawn to carry a can of ashes to the dump, the first
hummingbird of the season whirred about my head, darting
by to light, a tiny jewel of feathered green, upon the summit
of a near-by juniper. Yes the spring is here.

And we are ready enough to greet it. The winter on Ghost
Mountain was cold. Not as grimly cold as previous signs had
led us to expect. But quite cold enough. The youngsters, who are
always wishing for snow, were gratified. And had about all
they wanted of snow-and-honey desserts. For a long while a
big snowman, of which Rider was the chief designer, kept guard
by the yuccas in front of the house, his black eyes, formed of
juniper charcoal, peering fixedly through the wan sunlight and
through the ghostly radiance of the moon. But the snowman
is gone. And though the children swept up his eyes and buttons
and personal adornments dolefully their elders shed no tear at
his passing. Snow, especially desert snow, is beautiful. But
there is the bite of iron hidden beneath its ermine. The warm
winds of spring are more gracious.

Yet we have affection enough for winter. For Ghost Moun-
tain winters have a generous sprinkling of joy and are always
fragrant with happy memories when they are laid away, one by
one, in the treasure chest of the years. Memories of cheerful
roaring fires. Of the strong harping of the gales, driving across
the roof in the starlight. Of stories told around the warm mound
of snapping embers. Of memory pictures woven by the fire glow
upon bare, healthy, happy young bodies against the tapestry of
the dark. Of the cracking of pifion nuts. Of the rustly scurrying,s
of inquisitive mice.

And there are always the memories of sunny interludes, too.
For winter never endures too long in one stretch. Always it is
broken in irregular fragments, between which the gods of storm
go on vacations—sunning themselves in indolence amid the
drowsy peace of desert canyons. Such respites are not long. But
while they last they are perfect. And, upon one pretext or an-
other, we generally manage to take advantage of them.

It was during one of these sunny recesses that we discovered
"The Cave of Memories."

The name sounds romantic. But Rudyard, who broods over
forgotten cities and spends his time, at odd moments, scribbling
weird bits in "The Book of Tilpan," insists that that is its name.
So The Cave of Memories it has become.

Of course we didn't set out to find the cave. Not having the
least idea that it was there. What we really went out for was
to scout for more dead juniper trees to help with the fuel
supply. This break of wonderful weather, we said, was a golden
Opportunity which we really could not afford to miss. So we
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pushed daily duties aside and, having made solemn proclama-

tion (after the manner of Governors and other exalted person-

ages) that this was "Go-Search-for-Juniper-Day" and therefore

a complete holiday, we packed a lunch and taking the crowbar—

to uproot dead stumps with—and the necessary carrying ropes,

we set out.
The summit of Ghost Mountain is a savage wilderness of

rock. Upthrust in a shattered mass from the parent crust of earth

by mighty forces, the riven granite has been ground and wea-

thered by the slow march of thousands of desert years. It is hard
going between these monstrous boulders, fortified by their foot-
ing of jumbled stones and massed bayonets of mescal thorns and

cholla. Each step must be taken with judgment, for a false one
may lead to serious disaster. Under such conditions any burden

soon makes itself felt. It was not long, therefore, on our excur-

sion, before we found a pretext_to abandon the heavy iron bar.
It would be better to do our scouting first, we said, and come

back for it when we had located the dead trees.
So, having thus thrown dust in the eyes of our accusing con-

sciences, we cached the bar at the foot of a big wind sculptured

boulder, beneath the shadow of which lay the blackened stones
of an ancient roasting hearth, and went merrily on our way.

We felt better without the bar. Because we knew, in our
guilty hearts, that we hadn't really come out looking for juniper,
anyway. We had really come out for a holiday. And now that
we were freed of the heaviness of that bit of iron, dragging at
our spirits with the dead weight of a New England conscience,
the day seemed brighter everywhere.

You don't choose definite directions when you are on an
exploring trip such as ours. You just keep moving, leaving the
direction to chance—which is always sure to lead you into some-
thing worthwhile. So we just tramped and scrambled along.
Stopping often to peer into mysterious hollows under leaning
boulders; to examine weird bits of cactus growth, or just to look
out over the vast immensity of the distant desert that rolled
away from beneath our mountain in all the fantastic shades and
mysterious allure of an unknown land never before trodden by
the foot of man. That it had been trodden we knew only too
well. But it lay so weird and silent and distance-shrouded that
even the knowledge could not destroy the illusion. The desert,
of all the different regions of the earth, has the strongest per-
sonality. Man and his works cannot break it. Always, in the back-
ground, lies the Spirit of the land, watching, brooding. Waiting
the day when she can sweep clear the stage of threadlike trails
and human gopherings. Man always overestimates himself. The
old gods always have the last word.

We came to a rim, presently, among the rocks, and found our-
selves looking downward into a rugged canyon that we had
never seen before. It was drier here, seemingly, and the heaped
boulders looked thirstier. They were blackened and reddened
under the wheeling suns of unguessed centuries. The scatter of
Junipers through which we had been passing seemed here to
pause, as though sight of the thirsty depths had checked their
ranks. One or two—as though adventurous scouts—had gone
down. We could see their dull green shapes clinging here and
there to the scorching rock tumble below. But the main body
had halted, appalled. 'A dry wind came out of the depths, and
the slopes that fell away from our feet were a thirsty yellow-
white sheen of the vicious bigelovi)—the cruelest cactus of the
desert. Truly it seemed we had stumbled upon the Canyon of
Desolation.

But youth takes small stock in appearances, being swayed
only by the luring spell of adventure. Rider and Rudyard were
already skipping nimbly down the rocks and we had little choice
but to follow them. I turned over the water canteen to Tanya
and picked up Victoria. Victoria can hold her own with the
boys under normal conditions. But her little legs are as yet too
short for scrambling jumps among boulders the size of young
houses. We started downwards.

We went down the canyon a long way. And it was quite
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warm in the lower depths, for the sun, slanting directly into the
gash, struck savage reflections from the thirsty rocks. The several
juniper trees which we had seen from the top and which had
looked so diminutive and toylike proved to be gnarled and
husky specimens, undoubtedly centuries old. Now that we saw
closer where they grew the wonder was not that there were so
few of them. The miracle was that there were any at all. These
must indeed have been daring spirits, seeking adversity for its
own sake.

Our two wild Indian guides, whose lithe naked bodies had
been flitting like shadows down the canyon ahead of us, paused
finally and exhibited signs of excitement. From their beckonings
and gesticulations and faint, distance hushed shouts, we gathered
that they had reached the end of something. For which our
aching muscles were not sorry. We saw them sitting down
presently, upon the top of a huge flat rock, talking together
and pointing down the gorge, which, beyond them fell away
and away into shimmering distance until it merged with the
misty blues and violets of the far lowlands.

And we soon found why. For a few minutes later, rounding
a great boulder and sliding down a short wind polished rock
incline, we found ourselves in a tiny, crater-like basin, rimmed
with mighty and terrifying rocks and carpeted with as beautiful
a floor of gritty white sand as ever gleamed on the beach ot any
South Sea island paradise. It was warm here and silent and
altogether delightful. We set Victoria on her feet. And with
a cry of joy at the feel of the smooth sand she sped off like a
twinkling brown sprite to join her brothers.

Only to be halted by wild yells. Hair flying and arms waving,
Rudyard came sprinting back towards us. "You all take care!"
he panted. "That's the place where it jumps off into nuff ink.
It's 15,000 feet deep over there. Or—or maybe a bit less!" He
was out of breath.

"Whenever there's a heavy enough storm," Rider said specu-
latively, "there must be a magnificent waterfall here."

"An' there might be a spwing!" Victoria exclaimed, struck
with the sudden idea. "Daddy, you should go home at once
an' bwing a shovel an' try digging, down there at the bottom."

"Some other day, sweetheart," Tanya said softly. "Anyway
we probably can find other places that might be nicer to dig in.
Ufff! Just to think of going over there! How about some lunch?"

So we ate our lunch way back from the rim, in the drowsy
shade of a vast rock, the dazzling white shimmer of the oat-
meal-coarse sand ringing about our feet. A lone buzzard
wheeled far up in the blue arch overhead, and here and there,
on the steep scorched slopes that rose up around us, the savage
clumps of Bigelow's cholla sparkled a brassy yellow glare of
glistening spines.

And it was while we sat resting there, our eyes roving idly
over the pressing desolation, that we saw suddenly the huge
barrel cactus, the shadowy hollow and the little wall of stones.

"Looks like a cave up there," Rider said, pointing. "See.
There by that big cactus, under that overhanging rock."

"And a stone wall!" Rudyard gasped, excitedly. "Quick!
Quick!" He fled away, an unfinished piece of bread in his hand,
Rider sprinting at his heels.

It was a cave all right. A cave which, when we had clambered
up to it, urged on by the frantic goadings of Victoria, who was
weeping with disappointment at not being able to get there as
swiftly as her brothers, proved to extend back some little
distance under the great rock. Like all the other caves of the
Ghost Mountain region it was formed through the leaning
together of a group of giant rocks. Such caves are usually not
very big. But this one was larger than most. And undoubtedly it
had been lived in. For, in addition to the low breastwall that
had been built up before the entrance, all the cracks and crannies
of the cave proper, where the irregular shapes of the rocks came
together, had been carefully built up and plugged with frag-
ments of stone. Storms and the march of years had dislodged
many of the smaller pieces, so that now the sunlight struck
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through chinks and draught holes. But in its prime the little
rock dwelling evidently had been quite weathertight and snug.

Yes, undoubtedly, this cave had been lived in. But that had
been a long, long while ago. No one was living here now—or
was there? Absurd. What a question to ask, with the evidence
of utter abandonment so plain on every hand. But there is a
solemn hush about such places. A "something" which, as we
stood there in the utter silence of the canyon, did not make the
queer thought seem so absurd. It was easy enough in that solemn
hush to imagine anything. The weight of the past was over us
all at once. The boisterous excitement of the children had gone
out of them. They were all at once very quiet. As we moved
about, peering and exploring cautiously in the dimness, we
spoke in whispers.

There wasn't much in the cave. The "old people" were very
poor, as regards earthly possessions. A broken olla. A couple
of rubbing stones—one of them a very graceful one of the roller
type fashionécl from grey granite. A few sticks of ocotillo wood
and several hunks of age-worn juniper. A thin scattering of
charcoal fragments and several smudged areas on walls and roof
where ancient cooking fires had left their trace—these, and
a deep worn mortar hole in a flat boulder beside the cave
entrance, were all the mute testimony which the cave contained.

Not much. Yet, as we stood there, looking out over the vast,
wide sunlit sweep of glistening boulders, that swept away in
desolation down the far course of the canyon until it opened
out into the further vastness of the mysterious lowland desert,
we could not shake off the odd feeling with which the cave
inspired us. "I fink," said Victoria softly, "that there are ghost-
esses here." She looked around her expectantly. Victoria is
deeply interested in "ghostesses." They hold no terrors for her
any more than they do for the other two youngsters.

"Whoever used the grinding hole, used it a long time ago,"
Tanya reflected, half to herself. "See how that big barrel cactus
crowds above it. No one could possibly use the hole now for
grinding. That cactus must have grown since."

We all looked at the cactus and were silent. This was a giant.
Bisnaga grows very slowly.

Rudyard went back into the cave. "You know," he said, when
he came out, "there's a funny heap of dirt and charcoal bits and
piled rocks in the back of this cave. Do you s'pose that whoever
lived here . . ."

"Maybe," Tanya said, not waiting for him to finish. • 'Maybe.
I shouldn't wonder. It feels like it. And anyway, if they are
buried there, I don't think we ought to stop here any longer.
Anyway there's a feeling here as though someone resents our
presence. Let's go. It's their cave. Let's leave it to its dreams and
memories."

"The Cave of Memories," Rudyard said solemnly, as we
went down the slope. "I shall call it by that name. It is like the
things I write about in the Book of Tilpan."

So we went home. Climbing out of that silent canyon we
threaded our way back across the summit of Ghost Mountain.
And we retrieved the iron bar from where we had cached it. And
we reached home just at sunset, when the long shadows of the
mountains were thrusting purple fingers into the twilight mys-
tery of the desert.

• • •
KINDNESS

For those who willingly pursue
The noble plan of living,
There is an endless task to do
In sharing and in giving.
For God so built this plane of man,
That he who would be wise,
Must give of kindness all he can,
Thus only shall he rise.

Tanya South
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This is part of the author's collection of morieros and metates. arranged in front
of the false fireplace in his home.

WQ ediect Mattetai
By HOWARD KEGLEY

O RDINARILY I don't stop when
she cries: "Stop! Back up! I saw
something." I slacken my speed

maybe 1,000 feet down the road and then
we both agree that whatever it was prob-
ably isn't worth backing up for. But this
time I stopped, quick enough even to have
dodged a jaywalker, for somehow I had
a feeling that my wife had seen something
well worth a second look.

"There it is, sticking out of that cut-
hank!" she exclaimed, as I stopped the
coupe. "I've been telling you all along
that some day we'd find one!"

Sure enough, we had. Lying face down,
under about three feet of overburden, and
sticking out of the cutbank half Its width,
was as pretty an Indian mortero as you
ever laid eyes on.

Twilight was settling down over the
desert when we made this delightful dis-
covery as we slithered through a gash in
the low hills of southern Riverside county,
on a week-end outing the day before gaso-
line rationing began.

The mortero was about 10 feet above
the highway. We pried it out with a camp.
shovel. It weighed perhaps 300 pounds,
and when it rolled down the embankment
it almost buried itself just off the shoulder
of the pavement, where a perennial seep-
age created a bottomless mire.

blow to get it into the turtle-back was
a problem. After approaching it from many
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Collecting morteros sometimes
calls for a strong back and plenty
of patience—but is fun neverthe-
less—as you will gather from this
story written by a man who has
made it a hobby for many years.

angles we finally decided the only thing
to do was to build a ramp of stones by
stacking them under the rear of the car
and sloping them down to the rock. We
found a pole, and by prying up first one
side of the rock and then the other, and
slipping rocks under it, we gradually

To Keep the Records Straight

It is common error to use the
word metate as applying to two
different types of Indian grind-
ing stones. Correctly, the metate
is the shallow type of grinding
stone with a mono as the tool
for crushing the grain. The me-
tate and mono are still in com-
mon use in the Hopi villages of
Arizona and in other places to-
day. Mortero is the Spanish
word for mortar, and its method
of use is the same as in a mod-
ern drug store or assay shop.
It is a well-worn hole in a rock
and the grain is crushed with a
pestle.

wormed it up to the foot of the ramp, from
which location, after much difficulty, we
succeeded in rolling it into the turtle-back.

What an undertaking. Night was upon
us. But we were thrilled. It was the crown-
ing triumph of a quarter of a century in
the lives of two mortero collectors. To get
the car into a position where we could
build the ramp we had to turn it cross-
wise of the highway and back it to the
shoulder of the road. Since both of us were
needed to manage the loading task, there
was no one to act as flagman for approach-
ing traffic.

My wife remarked as we finished the
job and were brushing off some of the
travel dust: -Too bad a highway patrol-
man didn't come along ; he could have
given us a boost with the rock!"

Yes, and what a boost he could have
given us—right into the clink, for turning
the car crosswise of the road. I muttered
that I much preferred to do such jobs alone,
and stepped on the starter. Up the grade
we went, and as we dipped over the brow
of the hill there, not 100 feet away, at the
side of the road, a highway patrolman
idled on his motorcycle, chatting with two
buck privates. It was indeed our lucky day!

What a mortero it was! The grinding
recess was at least 10 inches deep, and on
the surface at opposite sides, were indis-
tinct symbols resembling the cross fre-
quently used by Mission Indians in bas-
ketry. While collecting morteros in half
a dozen southwestern states — generally
trading for or buying them from the In-
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Frank J. McCoy of Santa Maria Inn, has an interesting collection of morteros. He

uses some of them to decorate a balcony and stairway overlooking a
hidden garden back of the Inn.

dians—we were always remarking that
some day we would find one and, sure
enough, we did, on the last day we could
use gasoline for an outing of considerable
length.

We sunk it in the lawn, against the
garden fence, and planted a huge tree fern
at one side of it. But when I tell you we
found one don't conclude that they are
easy to find. It was our first find in 25 years
of collecting. Still, they can be found, al-
though mostly you get them from Indians
who live where morteros were numerous
for centuries.

If an Indian has two morteros he will
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sell or trade one, but will rarely part with
the only one in his possession because they
still use these grinding rocks to prepare
cornmeal, pound peppers, or powder dried
roots or leaves of some medicinal plant.

Extending back for two generations, and
reaching from the Mexican line to Pyramid
Lake in Nevada we have been collecting
Indian motteras and getting a lot of fun
out of it. We possess a few more than 50,
of many sizes and shapes. Two or three
are almost the shape of bathtubs. We are
unable to understand how they acquired
such shape, for generally morteros are
round.

At the outset we sought them as bird-
baths for the garden, but after accumulat-
ing quite a number we turned to collecting
them as a hobby. Visitors at our domicile
have often been known to give one another
knowing glances, as if to hint that we
probably had been dropped headfirst upon
some hard object, in our infancy.

"What good are they?" some inquire.
"Anything as lifeless as a stone holds no
interest for me," some have remarked.

Well, they are inanimate, excepting per-
haps in the early morning or late after-
noon when a flock of friendly birds comes
to take a cool dip, and remains to preen
wet feathers and cut up various didos in
the yard. Several years ago nature answered
this question of animation to our complete
satisfaction. One forenoon the back gate
was ajar, and who should wander in but
Daisy, a fresh-water turtle about the size
of a ham sandwich. The name Daisy was
attached to her because when first sighted
she was creeping out of a border of Shasta
daisies. She made a bee-line for a sizable
mortero which was filled with fresh water,
and into it she went with a great splash.

Since that eventful day Daisy has sup-
plied the animation for our collection of
morteros, which are liberally distributed
around the yard. The birds, which formerly
monopolized the rocks, now have to watch
their opportunity to steal a bath, for Daisy
puts in about eight hours a day toddling
from one swimming hole to another.

In and out of one and into the next one
she goes, finding at the bottom of one a
juicy angle-worm, placed there by whoever
dug it up from the garden, and dining
sumptuously on Concord grapes slipped
into another mortero by a generous fem-
inine hand. Daisy is up at dawn and into
the rock under the bedroom window. At
deep dusk she drags her tired legs toward
the big mortero we found in the cutbank.
There she submerges, like a s'ubmarine,
and sleeps soundly till daybreak.

In quest of Indian relics we have driven
as many as 2100 miles and returned with
only one mortero. Again, we have collected
two or three in a single day, on some In-
dian reservation, less than 150 miles from
home. One time we would stop to see
Mary Osuna, a Mission Indian woman re-
siding at the side of the road a few miles
south from Warner's Springs, and she
would have none. A month later she may
have a couple of them. Her grandchildren
pick them up around there, especially at
the old camp over the Palm Springs side
of the mountains.

Some people labor under the impression
that the proper way to collect morteros is
to dig for them in aboriginal burial
grounds. In ancient Indian villages, yes,
but not in burial places because, almost un-
failingly, when the Indians buried the mar-
tero with its owner the rock was first
broken in two pieces and then turned
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A ranger al Zion National park examining an unusually symmetrical Pahme Indian metate.
. The crushing end of the pestle is as round as a croquet4all.

This fine Indian grinding mill, weighing many tons, is seen by visitors near Tinajas Alias
along the Camino del Diablo in southern Arizona.
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upside down upon the breast of the de-
ceased. Furthermore, it no longer is per-
missable to dig in Indian burial grounds
for the recovery of relics.

Occasionally someone plows out mor-
teros from some spot where Indians used
to camp. In creating a prison farm on a
section of sagebrush and sand north of
Ojai, the city of Ventura some years ago
plowed out dozens of fine morteros in a
tract among liveoaks. These are now to be
seen in the museum at the courthouse in
Ventura. In grading space for an athletic
field at Elsinore workmen gouged scores
of them from a hillside with their grading
equipment.

A couple of decades ago Dominic Soto,
an Indian residing in the Cahuilla country,
near Anza, brought to light 35 to 50
morteros of various izes while putting his
ranch under cultivation. He stood these
on edge, using them as a retaining wall
along the driveway and walk leading to his
front door. We were never able to persuade
Soto to sell or trade any of these.

The two most unusual morteros that
ever came to our attention belong to stead-
fast collectors. "Happy" Sharp, who lives
in a cabin near the crest of the highway
between El Centro and San Diego, has a
huge mortero with grinding recesses on
opposite sides. Turn it up or down and
you find a deep hole in which to grind
grain. Our recollection is that "Happy"

found this in the bleak and arid stretch
of country between his cabin and the Mex-
ican border. The other unusual mortero
was dug up on Catalina Island. It is oblong
in shape and has two recesses, side by side,
with a narrow saddle of rock between
them. It is a perfect twin, and we laid eyes
on it in the little museum at the top of
the hill, above Avalon.

The most unusual mortero in our col-
lection is a rock nearly three feet across
the face. It has four grinding holes of
different sizes, on its face. We found it in
the back yard of a Pahute woman near Ft.
Independence. She said her husband dis-
covered it in a desolate stretch of country
extending up to the foot of Mt. Whitney.
He wound a log-chain around it, hitched a
team to it, and dragged it down to their
cabin.

We paid her what she asked for it,
which was less than we expected she would
want. In excavating around it we found
that it was as deep in the ground as it was
above ground, which was at least a foot.
Climbing into the sedan, we drove to
Bishop and hired two husky laborers to
help load the rock.

Opening the rear door, and placing a
plank upon the edge of the doorstep, we
tipped the mortero on edge and rolled
it into the back end of the car, leaning it
against boards placed against the back-seat
cushion. The rock weighed in excess of

600 pounds. Back in Los Angeles, we had
no way of getting the mortero unloaded.
Two men couldn't turn the trick. Twice we
got a helper, but couldn't find two helpers.

We drove around Los Angeles and
neighboring communities for three weeks
with that boulder in the back part of the
car. Finally we succeeded in rounding up
two men who could both help at the same
hour, and so we managed to land that
largest mortero of our collection at the
rear of our back yard, near the outdoor fire-
place, where it shows up as a real museum
piece.

• • •

SIX COLORADO TRIPS
PLANNED THIS SEASON

Harry L. Aleson of Boulder City, Ne.
vada, Colorado river explorer, plans to
leave Lee's Ferry with three companions
the latter part of March or early in April
for a power boat trip 177 miles up the
Colorado to Rainbow bridge and other
points. If successful the trip is to be re-
peated in August.

Among the six river trips planned by
Aleson for the 1945 season is an attempt to
reach Havasu and Bright Angel from Lake
Mead in June.

Aleson has a fine program of moving
pictures taken on past trips on the Colo-
rado which he has been showing to South-
ern California audiences during the past
winter.

These morteros in the back yard of the author's home serve as bird baths—
and a cold plunge for Daisy the turtle.
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givet
By DAMA LANGLEY

T le Indian lads have big brothey J in the navy—and perhaps the milkweed floss which they

gathered will help to save the lives of the men on the ships. U. S. Indian Service photo.

They didn't have much to give—those pov-
erty ridden native Americans who dwell on an
arid reservation in northeastern Utah. But they
wanted to help the war effort—and so they
went out and gathered milkweed pods, and
then seperated the lint from the seed by hand.
Their gift did not measure big in dollars and
cents—but it paid rich reward in happiness to
the givers because they gave the most that
they could.

Q
N northeastern Utah lies a desert
region known as the Uintah Basin,
and in 1861 the Mormon Church

sent an exploration party there with the
idea of turning it into one of their de-
lightfully fruitful valleys. Hundreds of
desert spots had been reclaimed and
brought into production by those zealous
pioneers, and it was hoped this remote
spot held possibilities. The Head of the
Church in Salt Lake City received this
report:

"This section is measurably valuless

(their spelling, not mine) except to hold
the world together!"

With that valuation on record it fol-
lowed without question that the thing to
do was "give it back to the Indians." Pres-
ident Lincoln did just that, making the
Uintah-Ouray reservation headquarters
there by executive proclamation in 1863.
Here the Ouray-Uintah pertion of the Ute
tribe was placed to live or die according
to their ability to survive under almost in-
credible conditions.

Major Powell, one-armed explorer of

the Colorado River, visited Whiterocks in
1868. Of this agency site he wrote in his
diary: "The landscape everywhere away
from the river is of rocks; tables of rock,
plateaus of rock, terraces of rock, ten thou-
sand strangely carved forms. Rocks every-
where, and no vegetation, no soil, no
sand . . ." He had plenty of time to look
the landscape over while his companions
were trying to repair their wrecked river
boats and recover equipment lost in the
rapids.

Always the Uintahs have been hungry
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and wretched and destitute, but they strug-
gled along, and now out of that most
desolate of all Indian reservations comes a
heart-warming story.

The Uintah children around Whiterock
school have just given $18.30 to the Red
Cross.

To white children whose every whim
is satisfied, who have ice cream cones and
candy, and factory-made kites and roller
skates, the sum of $18.30 may look very
small. But that amount of money looks
like a million to an Indian child.

Practically every able bodied man of the
tribe has long since gone to war, and the
younger women are working at distant
war plants. The children left at home,
the only home they have ever known,
talked of ways they could help end the
war and bring their folks back again.

"What can we do?' they asked their
teachers over and over. The answer came
out of the clear blue sky! A radio program
told of the need of milkweed floss as a
substitute for kapoc no longer available
since the Japs occupied the East Indies.
Teachers and children listened. Kapoc was
necessary for filling life preservers and for
aviators' flying vests; to stuff mattresses
and pillows for hospital beds, and for in-
sulation purposes. Only the supply in the
United States end that on ships en route
when war struck was available when the
great need came. The speaker ended his
talk: "Milkweed goes to war. The col-
lection of milkweed floss is vital to the

war effort. Boys and girls can now effec-
tively share in this program."

Around Whiterocks and over the res-
ervation "valueless except to hold the
world together" the huge milkweed, As-
clepias speciosa, flourishes. It has taken
possession of the waste places, crowds the
banks of irrigation ditches, and wherever
its probing roots can find a bit of moisture
it spreads its dull green leaves and opens
the big clusters of dusty pink blossoms.

While waiting for specific instructions
regarding the collecting and preparing of
the floss, the children spent their playhours
in locating new plants and protecting
them against destruction.

Evenings were spent bragging about
how many new growths had been dis-
covered and how many clusters of bloom
were on each plant. Two precious months
went by before the teachers could get any
information from the processing firm en-
gaged by the government to convert milk-
weed floss into war material. When the
information came it was almost too late to
save this year's crop. All the directions for
collecting and curing the big pods were
useless with the season so far advanced,
and no provision was made for collecting
or forwarding less than carload lots.

Again the teachers and children held
conferences.

''Can't We open the pods, take the seeds
off and just mail the floss to the factory?"
one of the older girls asked.

Inside of two hours the big boys and
girls of the school (ten and twelve year
olds are the 'big' ones in that school) were
coming in with sacks filled with pods cut
from the stalks. They had been told to
select the greener pods not already begin-
ning to open. The pods were dumped on
the floor of the big gymnasium and two
weeks later the last of the plunder was
salvaged.

"We mustn't whistle or talk or sing,"
one of the teachers explained, "or the floss
will fly all over the room!" That took a
lot of the fun away because Indian children
keep up a steady chatter and banter while
they work with their hands. Soon the
silence became a game and motions and
suppressed giggles kept things enlivened.
All at once a bit of floss landed on the
nose of a youngster and the resulting
sneeze practically sunk a troop carrier with
all hands lost. The unhappy culprit was
in disgrace until other children and even
a teacher began to sneeze.

The school nurse came to the rescue
with strips of gauze with which each
worker was muzzled against breathing the
floss. That did make the game exciting.
Masked raiders stripped the husk from
the floss core. Disguised pirates stripped
the brown seed from the roll and delivered
the treasure to a teacher who placed it in
a container made of two thicknesses of
wire screening. The core in the center of
the floss held the silk together until air

Uintah children gave up their play-time hours to go out and gather milkweed for the navy.
U. S. Indian Service photo.
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This little miss who gathered milkweed learns about lipstick—her first experience.
U. S. Indian Service photo.

Sez Hard
Rock Shorty

of
Death

Valley 0 ,r/glik9

By OWEN THAMER

Hard Rock Shorty edged his chair
up a few inches closer to the old
wood-burner in the center of the In-
ferno general store and filled his
pipe with rough-cut. The winter
wind was rattling the windows.

"You fellers a'been talkin all
evenin' about ghost mines," he re-
marked. "Well, the spookiest thing
I ever saw wasn't in a mine at all. It
was a cactus!"

Shorty waited a minute and
looked around the circle to see if
everybody was listening. "Yessir, a
cactus, and 'til I figgered out how it
got that way I was plumb flabber-
gasted.

"I was prospectin' over Panamint
way—an' I made dry camp one night
beside a big barrel cactus. At least I
thought it was when I stopped there.
As I was takin' the pack off' n the
burro I heard a swish. It knocked
my hat off and tore a hole in my
sleeve. I dropped flat like an Indian.
Well, nothin' more happened so I
looked around and there in the spot
where I'd seen that barrel cactus was
one o' them spindly ocotillos with
its stalks awayin'.

"'Eyes must be goin' bad,' I sez
to myself. 'Or this summer heat's
gett in' me.'

"I kept thinkin about that for a
long time. Then one day out on the
flat where all them dust devils play
around in summer, I found out what
changed that barrel cactus into an
ocotillo. One of them whirlwinds
was coming across the desert right
toward me, the wind going 'round
in a spiral just like a young cyclone.
When it come to an ocotillo it start-
ed twistin' them long limbs around
each other, and braided them up so
tight they looked just like a barrel
cactus.

"Then I knew what happened
over in the Panamints that evenin' I
camped there. One o' them ocotillos
'd just got around to untwistin' it-
self."

and sun struck it, then almost instantly
the floss fluffed up to gigantic proportions

Fifteen pounds of milkweed pods make
a pound of floss and when the season was
ended they had sixty-one pounds ready
to ship. By tightly cramming it in, ten
pounds of floss could be packed in a
hundred pound sugar bag, and the floss
was mailed that way.

Six posters made by the children were
forwarded along with the floss. Each pos-
ter told a story. One showed a milkweed
plant sapping precious water needed to
produce food. Another pointed out that
milkweed is deadly to young animals, and
many lambs and calves die from eating it.

Perhaps the most striking picture was a
young Indian in full war paint attacking
a Jap with a bow and arrow. The arrow
is tipped with a milkweed pod.

Neatly lettered on one was the infor-
mation that milkweed floss weighs one-
sixth what wool does and is much warmer;
twenty-eight ounces of floss will keep a
survivor of a torpedoed ship afloat 140
hours; oil extracted from the seed is used
to lubricate bullets; and that milkweed
grows abundantly even in desert places.

It was a great day when a check in the
amount of $18.30, payment for the sixty-
one pounds of floss, was passed from child
to child. After the tangible evidence ha-d
been touched by each milkweed worker,
it was endorsed over to the Red Cross
Service without a dissenting vote.

Indian Givers, those underprivileged
children on a Utah Desert.
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BACK COPIES OF DESERT MAGAZINE
SIX FOR $1.00 . . .

For those interested in special phases of the des-
ert country—field trips, lost mines, archeology, his-
tory, exploration and adventure, etc.—following
are lists of back issues now available.

These magazines are from our surplus files. Part
of them are newsstand returns, but all complete and
in good condition.

In ordering merely specify the A-List or B-List
etc. Or, if you wish to make up a special list of your
own from the magazines listed on this page, the
rate will be the same—six for $1.00 postpaid to you.
Single magazines from any of these lists will be
mailed for 25 cents.

MINERAL FIELD TRIPS—	 A-LIST
Fossil Hunters in Tropic Shales. Map.

John Hilton 	 April '41
Opal Hunters in Last Chance Canyon. Map.

John Hilton 	 • May '42
In a Rock Collector's Paradise. Map.

Clark Harrison 	 June '42
Crystals that Fade in the Sunlight. Map.

John Hilton 	 Aug. '42
Crystals From an Old Mine Dump. Map.

Bertha G. Brown 	 Sept. '42
Gem Stones in Veins of Coal. Map.

Charles Kelly 	 Nov. '42

EXPLORATION AND ADVENTURE—	 B-LIST
We Camped in Havasu Canyon. Map.

Randall Henderson 	 June '42
Gold Hunters are Like That. Charles Kelly 	 July '42
Playground in the Utah Wilderness. Map.

Charles Kelly 	 Aug. '42
By Boat to the Lake of Mystery. Map.

Godfrey Sykes 	 Sept. '42
River Gold. Charles Kelly 	 Oct. '42
Miner's Hell. Map. Randall Henderson 	 Dec. '42

PERSONALITIES—	 C-LIST
The Saga of John Searles. Ora Lee Oberteuffer 	 Oct. '42
Capt. Jeffords—Blood Brother of the Apaches.

Sherman Baker  Nov. '42
Charley Brown of Shoshone. Wm. Caruthers....Dec. '42
Harry MacCloskey—Saddle Tramp. Kelly Mar. '43
"Dad" Fairbanks. Wm. Caruthers 	 May '43
Clarence Budington Kelland. Oren Arnold __Aug. '43

INDIAN LORE—	 D-LIST
Rain Sing. By Charles Kelly 	 Sept. '42

Trail to the Healing Waters of Tosido. Map.
Van VaLkenburgh 	 Oct. '42

Basketmaker of the Hualpai. Margaret Stone....Nov. '42
Shrine of the Three Babies. Joyce R. Muench Mar. '43
I Went to the Hogan of Kinlichini. Map.

John Hansen 	
Bean People of the Cactus Forest.

Margaret Stone 	 Sept. '43

SOUTHWEST HISTORY —	 E-LIST
Polk and Posey on the Warpath. Map.

Dan Thrapp 	 May '42
Massacre in the Mountains. Map.

Van Valkenburgh 	 Feb. '43
Autographs in Stone. Charles Kelly 	 June '43
Lee's Ferry on the Colorado. Kelly 	 Nov. '43
Black Horse of the Red Rocks. Map.

Van Valkenburgh 	 Jan. '44
They Built an Island Home in the Desert. Map.

Charles Kelly 	 Feb. '44

LOST MINES—	 F-LIST
Big Antelope Placer Mine. John D. Mitchell ....May '42
The Frenchman's Lost Gold Mine. Mitchell ....Oct. '42
Lost Organ Grinder's Ledge. Mitchell 	 Nov. '42
Don Joaquin and His Lost Gold. Mitchell 	 May '43
Black Butte Gold. David Champion 	 Aug. '43
Lost Josephine Gold Mine. Kelly 	 Oct. '43

DESERT NATURE STUDY—	 G-LIST
Hawk of the Wastelands. George Bradt  Sept. '42
How to Recognize Meteorites. H. H. Nininger Dec. '42
Kit Fox—Phantom of the Moonlight.

John L. Blackford 	 Jan. '43
Inside Story of Geodes. Jerry Laudermilk 	 May '43
Pelicans of Pyramid Lake. Map. M. Stone 	 June '43
Gnomes of the Desert Night. G. D. McClellan 	 Sept.'43

ARCHEOLOGY—	 H-LIST
Good Luck Shrines of the Desert.

Arthur Woodward 	 Jan. '41
Cave of the Giant Sloths. Map. Laudermilk ....Nov. '42
Ancient Antelope Run. Map. Kelly 	 Mar. '43
Adventure in Nevada Cave. Johns Harrington 	 May '43
Sheep Hunting Artists of Black Canyon. Map.

Vernon Smith 	 Mar. '44
Stone from Time's Beginning. Laudermilk 	 Aug. '44

MINES AND MINING— . 	I-LIST
Gold for the Vaults of America. Map.

Helen Ashley Anderson 	 May '42
Chemicals From a Desert Lake. Map.

H. H. Marquis 	 June '42
He Found His Glory Hole in His Own Front Yard.

Clee Woods 	 Jan. '43
Yellow Aster Mine 	 June '43
Quest for Gold in Henry Mountains. Kelly 	 Aug. '43
Basalt—the Rock from Hades. Laudermilk 	 Mar. '44

23 OF THE ABOVE STORIES ARE ACCOMPANIED
WITH MAPS

We suggest that you also order a loose-leaf
binder to preserve these magazines for instant ref-
erence. Binders holding 12 copies will be sent for
$1.25 each.

THOut0L11AGAZIIIE

El Centro, California

Aug. '43
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LETTERS...
Gold Doesn't Grow on Trees . . .

Tortilla Flat, Arizona
Dear Randall:

Many people are writing about Wag-
oners Lost Ledge, etc. To save a lot of
pointless conversation in which I am now
having to engage, might I state in an open
letter that I am not now conducting treas-
ure hunting expeditions, that I usually
prefer to work alone, have no maps for
sale, and that gold in the natural way of
things does not come sticking out of the
rocks in large yellow gobs, that the claim
I recently recorded is not on the Lost
Dutchman but on some nickel-chromite-
titanium ore, and that gold ore usually
runs over $200 per ton before gold is even
visible in it.

In short, those persons who are ser-
iously going in for treasure hunting here-
abouts had better first acquire some knowl-
edge of geology and of mineralogical-
chemical reactions if they would stand a
chance of success. For even lost mines do
not come beyond the horizons of minerali-
zation which are present here. Nor is there
any atomic attraction method which works.
Doodlebugs are unreliable, and the only
way underground unseen ore can be found
is by methods used and recognized by the
mining profession, via electronic locators
which merely measure induced differences
between comparatively non-conductive
(to electric currents) country rock and the
conductive metallic ores, which of course
is the Fisher-beam, Radar, et al principle.

Proper use of these instruments, con-
trary to what the manufacturers state, takes
either years of field experience on known
ores plus an excellent knowledge of ap-
plied electronics or the easy way of taking
a geophysical engineering course such as
Stanford offers. One does not just go out,
turn on the juice. Technical interpretation
of electrically caused reactions are always
necessary in order to discern where, what
and how much of who's ore is present.
Or I would have been a millionaire a long
while ago!

Seriously, since treasure hunting is my
pet hobby, I am always glad to chin awhile
with those like spirits, both male and fe-
male, who drop by my cabin, and who
have the courtesy to obtain information
on the subjects above before talking about
them. For I have! The hard way!

BARRY STORM
• • •

The Crown Was a Tobacco Can ...

Willits, California
Dear R. H.

The controversy regarding the Desert
Rats reminds me of something I had al-

most forgotten: That I was crowned King
of the Desert Rats in 1921 at Fish Spring
on the northwest side of Salton Sea.

The ceremony was performed by my
partner E. H. Richards on one of my num-
erous trips to that territory, and the
crown" was a tin token associated with

some brand of tobacco, picked up in the
camp. As I sat on a box he came up be-
hind me and placed the crown on my head
and announced: "I hereby crown you King
of the Desert Rats."

I have never claimed or used my title as
there are so many more who are on the
desert more than I, and who have more
right to the title.

I regret to read in your February issue
that the Bensons have left Ocotillo. I
knew them well and always found them
hospitable and friendly. I am sure many
of my fellow Desert Rats will join me in
wishing them well.

H. E. W. WILSON
• • •

More Work for Jerry Lcrudermlik

Treasure Island, California
Dear Mr. Laudermilk:

I read your article in the May '43 Desert
Magazine. I really think it is swell. You
know, the first question that people ask
me when they would see the geodes in my
collection, is how are they formed. I
never really knew how to explain it before.
It not only helps us who collect, by giving
us a logical and satisfactory explanation,
but it also lets others know so that they
don't keep asking us. They seem to think
that just because we collect mineral and
rock specimens that we should know how
everything like that is formed. It kind of
puts us on the spot.

I really think that it would be a good
idea to write a whole series of articles like
that, explaining the formation of many of
the common rocks and minerals and also
some of the less common ones, for the
benefit of the collectors and the people
who ask all the questions. An article with
the different types of petrified wood, and
why some is one color and other pieces a
different color. Also why Arizona wood is
brilliantly colored and some still looks
just like wood. A lot of people don't even
know that most petrified wood has been
replaced by silica and most of those who
do know it, don't know how or why. I
think that one on fossils would be very
appropriate also. Many people don't know
how or why, or under what conditions fos-
silization takes place.

RAE ANDERSON

Lost in Hellhole Canyon . . .
Los Angeles, California

Dear Sirs:
Mr. Henderson's article in the February

number on Hellhole canyon reminded me
of an adventure to which I was a party
that occurred there several years ago. It
was in the summer of 1931 that I was a
group leader at the YMCA Camp at Camp
Marston in Pine Hills.

During the camp session a friend of
mine took his group on a short trip to
Borrego valley and Borrego Palm canyon.
He had been there the year before but the
boys were not familiar with the country.
In some way the party got divided the
first afternoon, and two of the boys, loaded
down with more than their share of the
equipment started up Hellhole canyon in-
stead of Palm canyon. Not realizing that
they were in the wrong canyon they pro-
ceeded, thinking the others were just
ahead. It grew late so these two cached
all their heavy equipment except one can-
teen and hurried unencumbered up the
canyon. They were still hiking when it
got dark, so they stopped at the dry mouth
of the canyon and spent a very uncomfort-
able night, lost and without food and
very little water. In fact they were not
found until a searching party met them the
next afternoon, a scared and badly sun-
burned pair of boys.

A sequel to the story was occasioned by
the fact that the cache of supplies includ-
ing several valuable items could not be
found. After Camp Marston was over in
August four of us went to Borrego valley
for an outing of our own and determined
to find the boys' cache. We spread out the
entire width of the canyon and slowly
started hiking up in a line. The cache was
soon located by this method. However we
left, convinced that Hellhole canyon was
Just as its name implies, an exceedingly
hot, dry place.

I was much surprised and delighted to
read that farther up there is vegetation
similar to Palm canyon, and will en-
deavor to someday renew my acquaintance,
I hope on more pleasant terms.

CARL R. ERICKSON
• • •

Answer to the Gong Question . . .

Museum of the American Indian
New York, N. Y.

Dear Sir:
We know of no instrument used by

the American Indian that might be clas-
sified as a gong. It is quite possible the
article you mention referred to the country
in India.

E. K. BURNETT
Assistant to the Director

Note—The above is an answer to
Mrs. Clingan's request for informa-
tion about an Indian gong in February
'45 Desert. •
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Keeping the Records Straight . . .

Berkeley, California
Dear Sir:

In Charles Kelly's article in the Decem-
ber Desert Magazine "Donner Tragedy
Relic Found," there appear to be two
errors.

The Tablet on Murphy Cabin Boulder
as shown in McGlashan's History of the
Donner party shows the names of 42 per-
sons as having perished, instead of 36 as
stated in Kelly's article.

The Bidwell party crossed the Sierra
Nevada in 1842, crossing about where So-
nora pass now is. This was two years earlier
than the Greenwood party which Kelly
calls the first. There may have been one
earlier still.

On page 32, you state that the Union
Pacific crosses Great Salt Lake (Desert
Quiz). Is it not the Southern Pacific?

I hope you will pardon me for being
critical. I like your magazine. I also like
accuracy.

LARRANCE PAGE

Dear Mr. Page:

Desert Magazine has forwarded
your letter to me, and I will try to
answer your questions.

1. The tablet on the Donner monu-
ment listing names of those who died
is incorrect. I believe 36 is the actual
number. Most such markers are
erected without sufficient research,
and few of them carry historically
correct information. This is especially
true in Utah.

2. The Bidwell party entered Cali-
fornia in 1841, but they had aban-
doned their wagons. My statement
was that Greenwood guided the first
wagon train into California, and that
is correct. The Stevens-Townsend-
Murphy party were the first to arrive
in California with wagons, in 1844,
guided by Greenwood.

3. I think Union Pacific is correct
for your third question. See map and
statement in advertisement 012 page
77 of "Newsweek" for Dec. 4, 1944.
Western Pacific also crosses the
southern tip of Great Salt Lake, dur-
ing years of high water. At present
their route is on dry land.

There was an emigrant party or-
ganized in 1843 to go to California,
by J, B. Chiles, who had been with
Bidwell in 1841. Chiles himself took
a new route by way of Malheur river,

but sent his wagons, with Joe Walker
as guide, down the Humboldt and
then through Walker pass. Or at least
it was intended to take the wagons
through Walker pass; however, they
were abandoned before reaching that
place, although the emigrants got
through on foot or horseback. This

party and Bid-well's party, are the only
,known groups of emigrants to reach
California overland by the central
route before 1844, but neither of them
succeeded in getting ,their wagons

- through.
I hope this takes care of your ques-

tions. If there are any others, will be
glad to answer them.

CHARLES KELLY
• • •

Here's Competition for Hard Rock . . .

Prescott, Arizona
Dear Editor:

I am sure glad that you have gotten Hard
Rock Shorty back with us again.

I •was talking with a fellow the other
day about Hard Rock, and he said he didn't
care to read about him as he figured that
what he said wasn't always the exact truth.
Can you imagine anyone like that? Of
course a person that really knows the
Southwest desert knows that what Hard
Rock talks about really can happen.

Take like me for instance. About a week
ago I had to make a trip over to our power
house at Irvine on Fossil creek. On my
way back to Prescott I was bringing an
old truck that we didn't need over there
any more. She was in kinda poor shape—
no radiator cap, door missing on driver's
side, just sort of rickety all over.

But I was getting along okay until I
passed through Jerome on my way up
Mingus mountain where the grade is pretty
steep. I noticed the water in the radiator
was getting low. It had me worried consid-
erably because there just isn't any water
along there.

Well sir, you know just about that time
I ran into the goshawfulest snow storm
you ever tried to see through. Snowed so
hard I couldn't hardly make out the front
end of the truck. Old Mingus is mean
enough to drive over when the sun is
shining and the road is dry. In that snow
storm I had to stop every few feet to see
if I was still on the road or headin' toward
the deep canyon on the off side.

I was so busy drivin' the car I forgot
about the radiator—and the first thing I
knowed the motor began to sputter and
when I went out to see what was wrong
the radiator was running over and the
water threatening to drown the igni-
tion. Yes, that was a heap of snow fallin'
that day.

• • •
Prospector's "Tall Tale?" . .

Encinitas, California
Dear Desert:

Hardrock Humes of East San Diego
vouches for this experience of his when he
was prospecting near Wickenburg, Ari-
zona. As usual he was bothered by pack-
rats carrying off everything that was loose.
One day, returning to camp, he encounter-

ed a large rattlesnake. Unable to find a
stone or stick to kill it, he hurried to the
tent to get his six-shooter. When he re-
turned, he found a traderat jumping
around the snake just as they say a mon-
goose does around a cobra. The snake was
striking every few seconds, but the rat
would jump in and bite him behind the
ears—a few more bites and the snake gave
up and went limp.

Next day, he thought he'd cut off the
rattles for a souvenir, but they were gone!
Being curious, he got his shovel and raised
up one side of the packrat's nest, which
was in some brush nearby. There was the
rat family with five little rats and about a
dozen snake rattles—and everyone of the
baby rats had a rattle to play with!

Hardrock claims that same packrat made
a rich man of him. One night he took his
best silver teaspoon, leaving in its place
a piece of quartz. It showed gold, although
he hadn't seen "color" anywhere in the
vicinity. He put pancake flour in his gold
pan, hoping the rat would get it on his
feet and make it possible to track him.
After ten days he was successful. The rat
went into a crevice in a hill. The slit was
too small for a man to crawl through, but
after digging for five days he got inside
the cavern. There he saw the winter home
of the packrat and later found the seam
where the gold was.

GUY O. GLAZIER
• • •

I'll Be Coming Back to the Desert .

India
Dear D. M.

I've just finished reading the November
and December issues of your incomparable
magazine, and as usual, have but one
complaint—there's not enough of it. After
this scrap is over why not make it a weekly?

Being a native of Southern California,
the desert cast its spell over me as a child,
and has increased its power through the
years that have followed. I was an avid
reader of DM several years before enter-
ing the service and naturally it had to fol-
low me over the seas.

For awhile I was stationed in the great
western desert of India where the simi-
larity to our Southwest is amazing. I took
many hikes across great open bajadas and
up steep-sided rocky mesas, finding many
rocks and minerals that I recognized from
collecting sorties made in the past on the
Mojave. I was content to remain there for
the duration, but soon was moved up into
the jungle country where one finds mos-
quitoes and monsoons.

Now I await each issue of DM eagerly
as it serves to take me out of this hot humid
country for a short time and transport me
to the desert I love and hope to return to
some day. Keep up the splendid work and
never never change anything. It's always
been tops, so keep it that way.

GEORGE W. ZENT

MOULTON B. SMITH
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BACK COPIES
WANTED--

Desert Magazine office has a
number of unfilled requests for
January and February copies,
1945. If the subscribers have extra
copies available, or have no fur-
ther use for the regular copy, we
will appreciate your mailing them
to the Desert office. They will be
paid for at 25c a copy.

We are also needing some of the
early issues to complete orders for
back files, and will pay the follow-
ing for good magazines:

November '37 	 $3.00
April '38 	 1.00
January '39 	 1.00
February '39 	 2.00
May '39   1.00
June '39 	 1.00

DESERT MAGAZINE
El Centro, California

Your STEERHIDE Huaraches will be
well worth the ration stamp you must
now send us, because they are care-
fully handcrafted of real sole leather
and have the stamina of a shoe.
Work, walk and play in them, they
can take it, and every pair you buy
saves American shoe leather needed
elsewhere. Send your foot outline and
shoe size. We guarantee a fit Please
send ration stamp.

Sizes for everyone—men,
women, children. (Chil-
dren's sizes $2.25)

Please send 	  pairs Huaraches

Foot outlines enclosed, sizes 	

Name 	

Address 	      

First rattlesnake of the season was re-
ported by two Banning boys who found

the reptile while on a hike during the
latter part of February, and promptly killed

it.    tRt . afri tite 2sa.e4,1       

ARIZONA
Bigger Dam Than Boulder . . .

PHOENIX—Speaking before the Col-
orado Society of Engineers at Denver in
February, Walker K. Young, chief en-
gineer of the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation
disclosed preliminary plans for a super-
dam in the Colorado river which will
dwarf Boulder dam. It was indicated that
the site under consideration is at Bridge
canyon, 120 miles upstream from Boulder.

Farmers Get $500,000 Settlement .. .
SAFFORD — Phelps Dodge corpora-

tion has agreed to pay the owners of 30,-
000 acres of irrigated land in Graham
county $500,000 in settlement for water
taken to operate the copper concentrator
at Morenci. The mining company origin-
ally estimated that it had sufficient water
for its needs, but when war-time demands
stepped up operations the corporation be-
gan to pump water out of San Francisco
river, a tributary of the Gila, jeopardizing
the supply of farmers. The farmers were
guaranteed compensation for their losses,
but brought suit in 1942 to insure an ample
settlement. The half-million dollar agree-
ment ends the litigation.

Say Hopi Religion Forbids War . . .
TUCSON—Two Hopi tribesmen, Fred

A. Pahongva and Roger Comahletztewa,
under arrest as draft-dodgers, wrote a
4-page letter to the parole office stating
that they had refused to fight for Uncle
Sam because they have a greater duty to
their religion than to their nation. It
was asserted that the history of the Hopi
people bears out this contention, although
admitted that in the present war very few
of the Hopi men have refused army
service.

Gift to Arizona Museum . . .
FLAGSTAFF—Museum of Northern

Arizona announced on its 17th annual
meeting that Mrs. Mary-Russell F. Colton,
one of the trustees, has presented the insti-
tution with ten acres of land on which are a
number of masonry and frame buildings.
The gift adjoins the other property owned
by the museum and brings the total hold-
ings to 70 acres. When the new buildings
are remodelled, they will provide greatly
increased space for research.

The Museum of Northern Arizona is
located three miles north of Flagstaff at the
base of the San Francisco Peaks (altitude
12,640 ft.). In the past the museum has
provided, each summer, research facilities
for a few advanced students in geology,
anthropology, and biology, and in the
post-war period it is hoped that this ser-
vice may be greatly increased.

Fur for the Trappers . . .
FLAGSTAFF—To improve the fur re-

sources of the state, Arizona has established
a division of Fur Conservation within the
state Game and Fish commission. B. C.
Fox, former deputy game warden of Mo-
have county, is to head the new depart-
ment. Fur animals in the state, especially
beaver, have been increasing and large
numbers of pelts have been taken along the
Colorado river the past two years.

• • •
German war prisoners are reported to

have picked 20,000,000 pounds of cotton
for Arizona growers during the last quar-
ter of 1944.

• • •
Boy Scouts at Safford picked 20 sacks of

sage brush seed to re-seed an area where
there is a shortage of this shrub.

• • •
CALIFORNIA

Weir in Colorado Closed . . .
BLYTHE--A S25,000 reclamation bu-

reau weir across the Colorado river, de-
signed to raise the surface of the water
and improve the Palo Verde valley water
district's supply for irrigation purposes,
has been closed, creating a granite apron
entirely across the channel. Only about
half the rock eventually to be dumped into
the channel has been put in place, how-
ever. The weir became necessary when the
comparatively clear water now coming
'down from Boulder and Parker dams
above, sluiced out the river channel and
dropped the water level so low as to make
the Palo Verde intake ineffective.

• • •
INDIO — While completion of the

Coachella branch of the all-American canal
is still many months away, portions of the
87 miles already finished are now being
seasoned with a flow of water which ad-
vances two miles a day, according to the
report of U. S. Bureau of Reclamation en-
gineers. The Shea Construction company
which has a contract for 20 miles of ditch
approaching Indio from the east, expects
to complete its sector by March 1946.

• • •
Percy S. Shumway of Paul's Pioneer

Date Garden south of Indio, died follow-
ing a heart attack February 16. He was a
veteran of World War I. Surviving mem-
bers of the family include his wife, Nina
Paul Shumway, who has been a contributor
to Desert Magazine.

• • •
Senator Ben Hulse of Imperial valley

has introduced a measure in the state legis-
lature providing for the establishment of
an agricultural college in Southern Cali-
fornia as part of the state university system.

Water Flows in New Canal
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Propose Park at Caliente Springs.
JULIAN — Supervisors of San Diego

county are reported to be preparing an ap-
plication to the department of interior
requesting that Agua Caliente springs in
Vallecito valley be deeded to San Diego
for county park purposes.

Anza Park May Exchange Lands ...
BORREGO—Under the provisions of a

bill now before the California legislature,
the state park commission is authorized to
exchange certain of its holdings within the
general area of the Anza Desert State
park for private lands adjoining the park.
The park now includes lands on the floor
of Borrego valley which have agricultural
value, and the measure is designed to per-
mit the exchange of these acreages for
scenic areas now privately held.

• • •
NEVADA

Studies Habits of Tortoise . . .
CARSON CITY—A desert tortoise in

search of water will travel from four to
five miles a day, according to the report
of Dr. Frank Richardson, assistant pro-
fessor of biology at the state university,
who has been studying the habits of this
member of the reptile family. The life

MISCELLANEOUS
Large stock of petrified palm. Twenty tons of

rock specimens. Navajo rugs, reservation
hand hammered silver and baskets from many
tribes. Many other handmade artifacts.
Daniels Indian Trading Post, 401 West Foot-
hill Blvd., Fontana, Calif.

YOUR INNERMOST LONGINGS FUL-
FILLED! Get "Spiritual Help For Your
Everyday Problems"-25c. Booklists includ-
ed. OUTSTANDING BOOK ASSOCIA-
TION, Box 2501, Los Angeles.

Gold Dust and Nuggets Really Pay Off ! Proven
methods, simple home made equipment. For
a profitable hobby or fortune making profes-
sion, read "Gold Prospecting Made Easy."
Only 50c postpaid. Imperial Gold, 208 Del-
mar, Vallejo, California.

GENTLEMAN seeks man companion of good
habits to spend spring, summer, fall in moun-
tains in Arizona. Placer claims, two cabins
furnished. Ideally situated among pines.
Water for garden, can raise chickens and
prospect. Share grub expenses. Must have car.

'Write Box F, Desert Magazine, El Centro,
California.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED. By middle age
couple without dependents, in college, muse-
um, hospital, resort or anywhere where expe-
riences of both including mineralogy, geology,
archeology, chemistry, bacteriology, x-ray
technique including diffraction and spectom-
etry and stenography are partly or wholly es-
sential. Experienced in expedition work in
remote areas. Reasonable salary for employ-
ment of both in permanent positions. Address
Box L, Desert Magazine, El Centro, Calif.

span of the tortoise is about 20 years, and
because of its fine adaptation to desert con-
ditions there is no danger of extinction if
left undisturbed by man. Nevada is con-
sidering a statute to protect the tortoise
similar to that adopted several years ago
by California.

Las Vegas Asks for State Building ...
LAS VEGAS—The legislature has been

asked to appropriate $100,000 from the
state's post-war reserve fund to erect a
building to house state offices in this city.
It was stated that in a number of instances
state officers serving the Las Vegas area
are required to use their residences as
office quarters due to lack of housing.

Would Change State Boundary...
RENO—The perennial dispute over the

California-Nevada boundary has been re-
vived by the introduction in the Nevada
legislature of a resolution calling for a vote
of northwestern Nevadans and northeast-
ern Californians to determine whether or
not there shall be a change in state lines.
Nevadans assert that the boundary origin-
ally was established as the summit ridge of
the Sierras, but that California ignored this
line in fixing the present boundary.

DESERT TEA: In original form. Large bundle
only $1.00 complete with instructions for
use. Desert Pets and antiques sold and ex-
changed. Grail Fuller's BorXpost Ranch,
Daggett, Calif.

Trade eight inch astronomical telescope for a
quantity of petrified wood. Write A. Hegel,
4418 So. Hoover, Los Angeles 37, Calif.

NAVAJO RUGS: Large, medium and saddle
blankets. Authentic Navajo and Zufii jewelry.
Famous Lorenzo Hubbell Co. rugs, Hopi pot-
tery and baskets. Hubbell's Indian Trading
Post, Tom Hubbell, 2331 Pico, Santa Monica,
Calif. Phone 50603.

REAL ESTATE

KARAKULS. Producers of Persian Lamb fur
are easy to raise and adapted to the desert
which is their native home. For further in-
formation write Addis Kelley, 4637 E. 52
Place, Maywood, California.

We sell Nationally Recognized Fur Producing
Karakuls. Have permanent market for wool
and furs. Attractive investment for rancher
or city investor. James Yoakam, National
Distributor, 1128 No. Hill Ave., Pasadena,
California.

LIVESTOCK

For Imperial Valley Farms—

W. E. HANCOCK
"The Farm Land Man"

Since 1914
EL CENTRO - - - - CALIFORNIA

To Start Processing Guano . . .

ELY—Bats which lived in caves in the
peaks high above Spring valley, 40 miles
southeast of here, provided a new industry
for this part of Nevada—the recovery and
processing of guano. The Interstate Guano
company, headed by E. R. Woolley, has
completed construction of a processing
plant to start turning the bat deposits into
fertilizer. Even with a limited crew it is
estimated that 400 to 500 sacks of guano
will be taken from the deposits daily. The
caves from which it will come have not
yet been fully explored.

• • •

NEW MEXICO

Trees for Arid Acres . . .
ALBUQUERQUE—Encouraged by the

Soil Conservation service, hundreds of
New Mexico farmers are planting trees and
shrubs around their homes in areas where
lack of rain has discouraged these plantings
in the past. Federal men from the forestry
service have demonstrated that many spe-
cies of trees may be grown by diverting
the runoff from roads and pastures during
the occasional rainfalls. Of 124,000 trees
distributed by the Soil Conservation service
this season, Chinese elm has been the
most popular, 32,775 of these having been
given away to applicants.

Should Indian Lands Be Taxed. . .

SANTA FE—The supreme court is to
be asked to determine whether or not a
state has the right to tax Indian lands with-
in its boundaries. To secure a decision on
this point, the New Mexico State Tax
Commission has ordered Taos county to
place on the county tax rolls 100,000 acres
of land belonging to the Taos Indian
pueblo. It is expected that the U. S. Indian
service will challenge the move on behalf
of the Indians.

QUIZ ANSWERS
Questions are on page 16

1—Let some air out of the tires.
2—North.
3—A lodge room for men.
4—Petroglyphs.
5—Black canyon.
6—Sand dunes.
7—Tea.
8—National monument.
9—North.

10—Hornaday.
11—Igneous rock.
12—Powell.
13—Nevada.
14—Shrub.
15—Utah.
16—Copper pit.
17—In quest of the Seven Cities of

Cibola.
18—Near Parker, Arizona.
19—Saguaro cactus.
20—Coachella valley.

The Desert Trading Post
Classified advertising in this section costs five cents a word, $1.00 minimum per issue—

Actually about one-half cent per thousand readers.
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PALMS
INN

THE HOTEL AT THE
PALMS

FIREPLACE ADOBES

FOOD TO REMEMBER

SADDLE HORSES
BADMINTON

▪ *
AMERICAN PLAN

Single, $6.75 up
Double, $11.75 up

Gateway to Joshua Tree National Monument
ROBERT VAN LAHR, Manager

For Reservations — Write 29 Palms Inn at
TWENTYNINE PALMS, CALIFORNIA

or call any Travel Bureau or Automobile Club

A WESTERN THRILL
"Courage," a remarkable oil painting

20x60 feet, the Covered Wagon Train cross-
ing the desert in '68. Over a year in painting.
On display (free) at Knott's Berry Place
where the Boysenberry was introduced to
the world and famous for fried chicken din-
ners with luscious Boysenberry pie.

You'll want (1) A 4-color picture of this
huge painting suitable for framing. (2) A
36-page handsomely illustrated souvenir,
pictures and original drawings, of Ghost
Town Village and story of this roadside
stand which grew to a $600,000 annual busi-
ness. (3) One year's subscription (6 nu n-
bers ) to our illustrated bi-monthly magazine
of the West. True tales of the days of gold,
achievements of westerners today and cour-
ageous thoughts for days to come. Mention
this paper and enclose one dollar for all three
and get authentic western facts. Postpaid.

GHOST TOWN NEWS
BUENA PARK, CALIF.

STUDENTS AND HOBBYISTS
ALIKE FIND THE

0111111 ififIGHII1(
A Source of Accurate and Always
Timely and Interesting Informa-

tion on the Absorbing Sub-
jects of . . .

• GEOLOGY
• GEMOLOGY

• MINERALOGY
Subscriptions are $2.00 Yearly

Single Copies 20c

TELEPHONE TUcker 6801
428 Metropolitan Bldg.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Navajo Seek More Water . . .
SHIPROCK—Additional water for ir-

rigation on the Navajo reservation will be
brought from the San Juan river if efforts
of the New Mexico Indian Affairs as-
sociation are successful. Sam Akeah, vice
chairman of the Navajo Tribal council,
told the association that as a result of the
livestock reduction program the Indians
are barely able to make a living on their
lands, and that more water is needed.

Would Abolish Indian Bureau . . .
ALBUQUERQUE—Declaring that the

Indians would work out their own prob-
lems quickly if they were not treated as
wards of the government, Senator Moore
of Oklahoma has announced that he will
reintroduce legislation abolishing the fed-
eral Bureau of Indian Affairs. The Okla-
homa senator admitted that such a pro-
posal has little chance of becoming a law.

Record Movement of Indians . . .
GALLUP—War has resulted in the

greatest exodus of Indians from the reser-
vations of the Southwest in history, accord-
ing to the annual report submitted by In-
dian Commissioner John Collier's office to
Secretary Ickes. Collier reported that 55
per cent of the able-bodied men between
18 and 50 years are in the armed forces or
in war industries, and that more than 10,-
000 men, women and children have left
their homes for employment elsewhere.
Despite this reduction of manpower, the
value of agricultural production on the res-
ervations amounted to $19,000,000 in
1943—a gain of nearly $2,000,000 over
the previous year.

• • •
August 16-19 has been set as the time

for the annual Inter-Tribal Indian cere-
monial at Gallup. The association which
conducts these events will continue its
wartime policy of inviting only the tribes-
men who reside within reasonable travel-
ing distance from Gallup.

• • •
Henry Gasper has been installed in

office for his fourth 2-year term as gover-
nor of Zutii pueblo. Oath of office to the
governor and his staff was administered
by Macelita, high priest of the north. Canes
and badges of office were presented during
the ceremony.

For Nice Things . .
• INFANTS' AND

CHILDREN•S WEAR

• LADIES' READY.TO-WEAR

• MEN'S FURNISHINGS

• FINE LINENS

CUSTER'S
206 W. TENTH STREET	 PHONE 246

LANCASTER. CALIFORNIA
THE HEART OF ANTELOPE VALLEY

'SILLA CUSTER	 GALEN CUSTER

UTAH
May Go Back to Reservation . . .

SALT LAKE CITY — White man's
ways are quite confusing to Tabby Young,
65-year-old Indian who resides in this
city. Recently he was knocked down and
injured when struck by a traffic patrol
car. And as if that wasn't enough damage
to do a free native American, as soon as
he had recovered he was given a citation
for jay-walking.

Statue for Brigham Young Urged .. .
SALT LAKE CITY—A resolution be-

fore the Utah house of representatives
would provide $20,000 for the placing of
a statue of Brigham Young in the national
statuary hall in Washington. The plan was
proposed two years ago and a committee
at that time selected Mahroni Young,
grandson of Brigham Young, as the
sculptor.

Would Control Game Hunting . . .
SALT LAKE CITY—Plans for new

laws governing the control of big game in
Utah are now under discussion in the legis-
lature. The proposed law, instead of estab-
lishing fixed open and closed seasons for
hunters, would set up five districts in the
state where hearings would be held peri-
odically to determine the number of game
animals to be killed for the season. The
purpose of the measure is to limit hunters
to the shooting of game animals only
when they have become so numerous as to
threaten livestock feeding.

Planning Postwar Roads . . .
OGDEN—Utah will have a federal al-

location of $4,651,056 for postwar road
construction uncter the national highway
program announced from Washington.
This is part of the first 8500,000,000
authorized by congress as part of a S1,500, -

000,000 federal highway project. The sum
now alloted to Utah represents 74 per-
cent of the Utah road fund, the state being
required to raise an additional 26 percent
to match the federal money. A committee
representing 62 communities in 19 cities
has been formed to plan the road construc-
tion program.

• • •
Twenty-four tracts of land ranging from

SO to 1800 acres, and totalling 13,300
acres within the Central Utah Relocation
center are to be leased to farmers this
spring. Applicants have been asked to put
in bids for leases.

• • •
Nearly $4,000,000 in new post-war con-

struction in Utah is provided for in bills
introduced in the legislature. Hospitals
and colleges will be the main beneficiaries.

• • •
Increasing damage caused by coyotes

resulted in a general invitation to sports-
men in the Salt Lake area to take part in
in a coyote drive the latter part of February.

A grant of $15,000 to the University of
Utah has been made by the Rockefeller
foundation, the money to be used for the
collection and use of historical source
materials.
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Carson City, Nevada . . .
Published by the Nevada State Bureau

of mines, a new bulletin titled "Quick-
silver Deposits in Nevada" recently has
been prepared by Edgar H. Bailey and
David A. Phoenix, of the U. S. Geological
Survey. The 200-page book is supple-
mented by numerous maps and includes an
exhaustive study of quicksilver deposits
in all parts of the state. The book is sold
for $1.00.

• • •
Gallup, New Mexico . . .

An increased amount of silver will be
available for Indian craftsmen after March
1, according to a ruling of the War Pro-
duction Board received by M. L. Woodard,
secretary of the United Indian Traders as-
sociation. The silver is to be released from
stocks hoarded by the United States Treas-
ury department, but the method of release
and the price are not yet known.

• • •
Washington  D C  ..

Production of 35%-or-better manganese
in the United States in 1944 amounted to
243,000 short tons, the second most pro-
ductive year on record, according to the
report of the U. S. Bureau of mines. Most

• •
of the low grade ore, totalling 1,660,000
short tons, came from the Lake Superior
region. Principal shippers of high grade
ore were: Anaconda Copper company of
Montana, Manganese and Development
company of Montana, Dominion Mangan-
ese corporation of Virginia and Manganese
Ore company of Nevada.

• • •
Tombstone, Arizona . . .

The Lucky Cuss and other well known
old mines in this area may again be in
highly profitable operation if new milling
processes now being tested at Salt Lake
City prove successful. Recently Charles A.
Kumke of the U. S. Bureau of Mines has
been here gathering samples for shipment
to Salt Lake. From the Lucky Cuss mine
came a specimen of manganese-silver, the
former estimated at 60 per cent, and the
latter at six ounces a ton.

• • •
Winnemucca, Nevada . . .

According to reports from New York,
1000 flasks of Spanish quicksilver are be-
ing offered on the American market at
prices ranging from $155 to $160 a flask,
compared with the current quotation of
from $165 to $175 for American metal.

Julian, California . . .

There is still the possibility of a profit-
able gold production from the Julian dis-
trict in San Diego county, according to the
report of Roy M. Kepner Jr., of the county
agricultural commissioner's office in a
report on natural resources of the county.
In addition to gold, there is also the pros-
pect of profitable mining of tungsten and
copper. Kepner reported that while the
county's gem stones, tourmaline, topaz,
kunzite, beryl and aquamarine are meeting
with competition from synthetic stones, the
demand for gems has remained good. Pro-
duction has been curtailed during the war
due to the scarcity of explosives and labor.

• • •

The Yerington, Nevada, plant of the
International Smelting company, in op-
eration since 1942, has been closed down
and the equipment i s being removed.
About 50 miners, many of whom have fam-
ilies in Yerington, are affected.

• • •

Return by the nations of the world to
the gold standard is urged by the Soviet
writer, Z. B. Atlas in the Russian periodi-
cal "Bolshevist." Gold is the best inter-
national currency yet discovered, asserts
Atlas, and should again be made the basis
for exchange both internationally and do-
mestically.

klifrie4. and M*

We Are Veterans at Meeting Emergencies...
Trained personnel of our organization
is ready at any hour or minute —
to meet any emergency which may
threaten to disrupt the vital power
and water service upon which our

•customers depend . .

We are proud of the record we have made
in meeting emergencies. The flood of 1939
— the earthquake in 1940—maior disasters

—District crews working in mud and muck
—without sleep or rest—kept the power
lines hot—brought water back into the
canals in record time.

WE STAND PREPARED!

In the present National Emergency—to protect your life lines of power and water

—with efficient, experienced crews.

Imperial Irrigation District
Wtf 	 • 

Use Your Own Power-Make it Pay for Use All American Canal
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OEMS AND MINERALS
ARTHUR L. EATON, Editor

RARE QUALITY
CUT STONES . . .

Fine brilliant cut Zircons, blue, $6
carat. Emerald cut Zircons, blue and
white . S4 carat. Ceylon native Zircons
$1 carat.

Aquamarines, 12x14 and 12x16 m/m
$2 carat, also large sizes.

Rare blue precious Topaz and Golden
Ceylon Quartz Topaz, fine color $1 carat.

Carved Moonstones. Black Star Sap-
phires $2 carat. Black Onyx drops $3
pair.

Brilliant cut Montana Sapphires, also
blue and golden.

Dozen Moss Agates, brooch size, $12.
Dozen Ceylon Garnets $6

Rare Hessonite and Green Garnets.

Finest Chrysocolla cabochons in the
world, $15 per 100 carats.

Rare and unusual stone cameos, 14
karat ladies gold mountings, S60 dozen.

Synthetic Alexandrites, $2 carat.

Ask for My Approval Selection

ERNEST MEIER
Church Str. Annex	 P. 0. Box 302

NEW YORK 8, N. Y.

Maiave 21e4e21 gem
ao.ci Mioteizal Sh012 .
On Highway 91, 11 Mi. East of Barstow

One Mile West of Yermo, Calif .

E. W. SHAW, P. 0. Box 363, Yermo, Calif.

'COLORADO MINERALS'
Crystals

Cabinet and fluorescent Specimens
Approval Shiprnent3

MARVIN'S ROCK SHOP
U. S. Hiways 160 & 550, Durango, Colo.

HERE 4RE THE GIFTS
YOUVE BEEN LOOKING FOR!
Rings, $4.00 and Up Necklaces, $5.00 and Up

Brooches, $5.00 and Up
Bracelet and Ring Sets, $15 and Up

Plus 20% Excise Tax and 2 1/2% Sales Tax

Petrified Picture Wood and Moss Agate — Jewelry
Hand Made in Sterling Silver Mountings

RINGS — BRACELETS — NECKLACES
BROOCHES — TIE SLIDES, ETC.

Mail Orders Filled Anywhere in U. S. A.

ELLIOTT'S GEM SHOP
26 Jergins Arcade Village	 Long Beach 2. Calif.

Entrance Subway at Ocean and Pine
Open 10 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily

	 (

ROCKHOUNDS IN 23 STATES
JOIN ARIZONA SOCIETY

Mineralogical society of Arizona boasts
members in 23 states. Rockhound Record goes
to 69 postoffices, 24 of them in Arizona.

U. S. bureau of mines provided a motion pic-
ture on asbestos for March 15 meeting of the
society.

C. H. Robinson, Sr., president of mineralogi-
cal society of Washington, D. C. presented to
the Arizona group a collection of petrified
wood specimens gathered within ten miles of
the national capitol building. The wood is
conifer of early cretaceous period.

Members report obtaining some excellent
specimens through trading during the past six
months.

March exhibit in chamber of commerce build-
ing, Phoenix, displays examples of bloodstone
or heliotrope and jasper, both in the rough and
polished. Heliotrope is the Nfarch birthstone.

• • •
LAPIDARY SOCIETY PLANS
PERMANENT CLUBHOUSE

Sixty-eight charter members of Los Angeles
lapidary society received certificates at fifth
anniversary meeting held February 5 at Friday
morning club house.

Two important items were discussed: first,
the coming exhibit next May to be placed in
Los Angeles museum for a month or more;
second, consideration of an amendment to the
constitution proposing a planning committee
to work toward a permanent club building.

Lelande Quick, one of the club founders,
spoke on highlights of the past five years.
Twenty-seven persons were present at the first
meeting. Now there are nearly 200 members.

Photographs of the group were taken.

ARTCRAFT TO BE FEATURE
OF LOS ANGELES SHOW

Southm cst Mineralogists in I. An-
geles are to hold their' 7th annual show
this year at the Harvard playground. The
dates are April 7 and 8, and George
Schwarz is in charge. The theme this
year is -Bronze. -

Entries are to be accepted in five
competitive classes, as follows:

MINERALS—To be judged according
to variety, quality and rarity.

CRYSTALS—To be judged according
to variety, quality and rarity.

POLISHED FLATS AND NODULES
—To be judged according to workman-
ship, variety of specimens and Outstand-
Mg material.

CABOCHONS—To be judged accord-
ing to workmanship, variety of specimens
and outstanding material.

ARTCRAFT — This class includes
polished material for personal adorn-
ment, articles of utility, and pure art.
To be judged according to quality of
workmanship, effort and originality.

FOUND LARGEST DIAMOND
DURING HORSESHOE GAME

Dr. Roy J. Holden, head of geology depart-
ment. Virginia polytechnic institute, states that
the largest diamond ever found in eastern U. S.
has been reported. It was found twelve years
ago by W. P. Jones while pitching horse shoes
near Peterstown, West Virginia. At the time
it was not identified, but kept merely as a
curious stone. It was sent to the college for iden-
tification about a year ago.

The crystal is a hexoctahedron with all 48
faces present. Faces have dull luster somewhat
like ground glass. High refractive power.
Weight 34.46 carats. No other diamonds have
been found in the area and the theory is ad-
vanced by Dr. Holden that this stone was
brought in by river wash from metamorphic
nick formations above the discovery site.

• • •

MANY GEM CLUBS HAVE
DISTINCTIVE EMBLEMS

Many mineral societieh hase elceted  emblems.
Orange Belt uses twinned staurolite crystals.
Searles Lake heads its official stationery with a
doubly terminated crystal of hanksite. South-
west mineralogists, being a twin society of lap-
idary arts and earth sciences, have chosen as
their symbol a twin quartz crystal. Marquette
geologists association, Chicago, picture a rock
sack, prospector's pick, hiking boots and a few
crystals. Sequoia bulletin heading is a redwood
tree.

Mineral notes and news. California federa-
tion bulletin, pictures the golden bear nugget
found in Placer county and now owned by the
federation.

• • •
George F. Beck, Ellensburg, Washington,

writes on fossil woods of Yellowstone national
park in February Mineral Notes and News.
This is part one of a series by Beck
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OEM MART ADVERTISING RATE
5c a Word — Minimum $1.00    

Minerals, Gems, Coins, Bills, Old Glass, Books,
Stamps, Fossils, Buttons, Dolls, Weapons,
Miniatures, Indian Silver Rings and Brace-
lets. Also Mexican. Catalogue Sc. Cowboy
Lemley, Las Cruces, New Mexico.

Herkimer, Pecos diamonds, 10 for $1.00. Large
collection of crystallized and fluorescent
minerals at 25e each. Order your bargain sur-
prise package today. Monroe Mineral Store,
Monroe, N. Y.

50 ring stones, including genuine and synthetic
—$7.50. 12 genuine Opals or Cameos—
$2.75. Plus 20% tax. B. Lowe, Box 311, St.
Louis 1, Mo.

Montana Moss Agates in the rough for gem cut-
ting, $1.00 per lb. plus postage. Elliott's Gem
Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long Beach 2, Calif.

Antique Jewelry: 12 articles antique jewelry,
brooches, rings, lockets, chains, etc. $3.60.
12 assorted hatpins—$3.00. 12 stickpins
$2.75. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1, Mo.

Jewelry stones removed from rings, etc. 100
assorted $2.40. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1,
Missouri.

$2.50 brings you prepaid six rare and beautiful
crystallized Arizona minerals. Vanadinite,
Dioptase, Wulfenite, Willemite, Chrysocol-
la, Azurite. Specimens 1 1/2x2 or larger.
Wiener Mineral Co., Box 509, Tucson, Ari-
zona.

Choice Palm Root—Full of eyes showing root
and trunk structure. Very colorful. Sliced for
Cabochons. 25 cents per square inch. Satis-
faction guaranteed. GASKILL, 400 North
Muscatel, San Gabriel, Calif.

INDIAN RELICS, Curios, Coins, Minerals,
Books, Old Buttons, Old Glass, Old West
Photos, Weapons, Catalog Sc. Lemley An-
tiClue Store, Osborne, Kansas.

Wanted: to buy, sell and exchange specimens
outstandingly rare and beautiful. Sam Par-
ker, 2160 East Van Buren, Phoenix, Ariz.

AGATE JEWELRY AND OREGON AGATES
—Ladies 10k gold rings, pointed or oval type,
$14.40 including excise tax. We make pen-
dant necklaces, brooches, rings of several
types. Sell plume and other agate by the slab.
We guarantee satisfaction or will refund your
money upon receipt of our merchandise. See
that funds accompany your order. E. Lee
Sigfrit, 211 Congress, Bend, Ore.

Let me make up your favorite cabochon cut
stones into jewelry that is different. Each
piece individually designed to suit the stone;
hand wrought in Sterling silver; no "cast-
ings." Money refunded if not pleased. Wom-
en's rings $3.00, men's rings $4.00, bracelets
$6.00 to $12.00, pendants $4.00. THE SIL-
VERSMITH (New Location), R.R. 2, Box
268, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

ATTENTION ROCK CUTTERS! Cabochon
blanks of Chrysocolla 25c, Rhodenite 15c to
25c, Flower Obsidian, 15c to 25c, cutters as-
sortment of 12 cabochon blanks $1.50. If you
wish to drop by please call Crestview 6-7931.
de Marrionne _ and Charles, 420 No. La
Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 36, Calif.

Beach Moonstones, Agate, Jasper, 3 cents each
postpaid. Minimum $1.00. Scarce. W. White,
410 N. Broadway, Redondo Beach, Calif.

FOR SALE—Gem Aquamarine, specimen beryl.
Large star quartz pieces, 7 pound crystal of
Brazil rutile, terminated, semi plume. Moss
and sagenite agate. 6 inch sphere of varie-
gated jasper, Montana sapphires and garnets
up to ten carat gems uncut. The Desert Rats
Nest, 2667 E. Colorado St., E. Pasadena,
Calif.

Good cutting material, Petrified Wood, Agate,
Jasper, $1.00 per lb. Special mixed lots $4.00
for 5 lbs. Variscite specimen material $1.00
per lb. and up. Geodes and Ribbon Rock, 5
lbs. for $1.00. Please include postage. John
L. James, Tonopah, Nevada.

Send me 3 lbs. of good grade agate or ?? and I
will cut you one large heart or 2 large cabo-
chons, you pay postage. R. H. Justice, 343
West 87 St., Los Angeles 3, Calif.

For Sale: Blue green Bauxite, showy, rare, 2x3
in. 2 for $1.50. Peridotite, beautiful diamond
bearing rock, 2x3 in. 2 for $2.00. Novaculite,
various shades and colors; beautiful when cut
and polished, 2x3 in. 6 for $2.40. Postpaid.
Thompson's Studio, 385 W. Second St.,
Pomona, California.

"April Showers Bring May Flowers," to the
Rockies, and beautiful minerals to Jack for
Spring offering. 6 Colorado beauties $6.00.
Buy 6 and I add one free. Jack the Rocichound,
P. 0. Box 86, Carbondale, Colo.

GEODES: Beautiful geodes just in. Beautiful
crystals of Drusy quartz, cover layers of chal-
cedony, the outside red jasper. 5 inch ones
$6.00 ready to cut and polish, the small ones
1 to 2 1/2 inches $1.50. Jack the Rockhound,
P. O. Box 86, Carbondale, Colo.

Tri-State District Specimens, no trades. I have
the finest in Galenas, Marcasites, Dolomites,
Ruby Sphalerite, Calcites and specimens
showing various associations of the above
minerals. No price lists, write for prices and
descriptions. Boodle Lane, Box 331, Galena,
Kansas.

A Post Card will get my new descriptive price
list of Arkansas' finest Quartz Crystals.
Novaculite, the new gem cutting material,
together with listings of local minerals and
some of the rarer minerals from the famous
Magnet Cove, Arkansas district. Liberal dis-
counts to dealers. J. L. Davis, 303 Ward
Ave., Hot Springs, Arkansas.

The Rocichound Colony Grows: Plan to visit
the only Gem Colony in America. Look us
over and if you like us and we like you—
join us and help make this colony something
we'll all be proud to belong to. We have sold
25 lots to date to some of the best dealers
and collectors in the fraternity. Lots 100x300
ft. $150. We will not be able to do lapidary
work until further notice. We still do silver
work and sell gem material, cabinet speci-
mens, minerals, books, cut stones and silver
jewelry. Write for particulars. The Colorado
Gem Co., Bayfield, Colo.

Sequoia mineral society held its eighth annual
banquet February 2 at first Baptist church,
Selma. The evening was spent in renewing ac-
quaintances, viewing display, group singing and
acquiring new specimens as prizes or by pur-
chase. New officers were installed. Members
displayed garnets in great variety of size, shape
and color.

AMONG THE

ROCK RIMERS
Arkansas mineralogical society has issued its

first quarterly bulletin named Arkansas mineral
bulletin. It deals with Hot Springs quartz crys-
tals. Copies may be obtained from the society,
Box 429-A, Rt. 1, Little Rock, Ark. Ten cents.

• • •
Bill Sanborn presented colored movies on

Indian country of the Southwest at February 12
meeting of mineralogical society of Southern
California. Pictures were taken in Mesa Verde,
Monument Valley and La Plata mountains.
Classes four and five of the new Dana were
studied and members displayed minerals from
those groups.

• • •

F. A. Willard delighted Imperial Valley gem
and mineral society at March 3 meeting with
kodachrome movies taken in Oregon. They
showed a Rogue river boat trip, Willowa park,
salmon fishing and an enchanting rock garden
in Bend, Oregon.

• • •

Pacific mineralogist bulletin states that in
the state museum, Tucson, Arizona, is a metal-
lic meteorite shaped like a doughnut. It is about
three feet in diameter. A local blacksmith had
used it as an anvil for twenty years.

• • •

Marquette geologists association elected the
following officers for the coming year: Stevens
T. Norvell, chairman; Langdon Longwell, vice-
chairman ; Margery Scanlon, secretary-treasurer ;
Slema Jenner, curator-librarian and historian.

• • •

January speakers of Marquette geologists as-
sociation were unable to attend but gave their
talks at February meeting. W. Stuart Cramer
talked on rise, evolution and fall of the trilobite.
Dr. Ball continued his series of geology lectures.
Pinch hitters at January meeting were visitor
Mildred Hopp who told of her trip to ParicutIn
and member Goetz who talked on bauxite, dis-
playing a collection of aluminum minerals.

• • •
Northern California mineral society listed

four February meetings: business meeting the
second; micro-mount evening at laboratory the
16th, general meeting at public library, San
Francisco, the 21st, and lapidary night at labo-
ratory the 23rd. Carroll F. Chatham lectured on
synthetic gem stones at general meeting. Cha-
tham is believed to be the first person in U. S.
to make synthetic emeralds. Crystals and faceted
stones were on display.

• • •
W. Scott Lewis talked on hidden beauties of

the mineral world February 15 at Los Angeles
museum, Exposition park. This was the first
time that a lecture on minerals had been given
in the museum series.

• • •
Mrs. Howard Fletcher spoke on fluorescence

and its application at February meeting of
Orange Belt mineralogical society. Mr. Fletcher
showed many specimens under different types
of modern fluorescent lamps. Mrs. Wedgewood
reviewed her first rock trip made years ago in
Rapid City, South Dakota where she visited
Scotts mine and collected rose quartz.

• • •
Searles Lake gem and mineral society re-

ports an approximate net profit of $1470 taken
at its '49er party. It is hoped that next year the
event may be a two-day affair.

• • •
Largest diamond ever found in the East

Africa fields was recently picked up in the
central part of Tanganyika territory, near the
shores of Lake Tanganyika. It weighed 120
carats.
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This rare find was made by Edw. Lang-an ammonite fossil in palm root. The
ammonite is replaced by quartz. Matrix is grey-brown and the stone took a fine
polish. He made the discovery when he started sawing through the palm root. "Lap
experts never make finds like this," Lang wrote. "It is only done by fools like me."

Charles Clark, Burbank, lectured on copper
at February meeting of San Fernando Valley
mineral and gem society. George Parker, North
Hollywood, talked on modern technique of the
first phase of gem cutting. Exhibited were cop-
per specimens and sea shells. A. L. Anderson
entertained with colored pictures of Santa Bar-
bara and San Juan Capistrano missions, Red
Rock cañon and Palm Springs.

• • •

Chuck Jordan held open house February 18
for members of Mineralogical society of South-
ern California.

• • •

Gladys Babson Hannaford spoke on the dia-
monds in your life at February 6 meeting of
New Jersey mineralogical society, using slides
and other display material. Mrs. Hannaford is
associated with the De Beers syndicate.

• • •

Not far from the large Kyanite mine in the
Cargo Muchacho mountains, in Imperial county,
California, is a small mineral deposit which
has caused much argument among scientifically
inclined persons. The best opinion seems to be
that it is sericite. Many small masses taken from
the open pit are snow white in color, granular
to fibrous in structure, with rather a brilliant
sparkle on broken edges. This is true sericite,
a scaly form of finely broken up muscovite mica.
Much of the sericite taken from the pit, how-
ever, is stained by iron to a brownish hue.

• • •

George F. Beck, Ellensburg, Washington, has
identified as palm some petrified wood sent by
Fred Roner of Albany from upper Crooked
River. It is the first fossil palm that has come to
Beck's attention from sources north of the Mo

-ave. Beck states that many unknown hardwoods
are found in the Sweet Home district, Oregon.
Sectioning emphasizes their exotic character.
One specimen from a large log section shows
by its structure that it was originally an excep-
tionally light wood, possibly half the weight
of balsa. Apparently many of the Sweet Home
woods have become extinct with no living
counterparts.

• • •

Mrs. Minna Bland, school teacher at Luna,
New Mexico, writes to Desert Magazine: "Here
we have fossils galore and quartz of almost all
varieties. This part of the country has not been
overrun with "rockpigs" so we still have some
beauties. If any of the Desert Magazine readers
are coming this way I would enjoy gossiping
over my rock collection which I think is good,
and I can show them a few places near the road
where they can find specimens that require
f))) ration stamps."

Thomas S. Warren, head of Ultra Violet
Products Inc., talked on fluorescence and phos-
phorescence of minerals at February 15 meeting
of Los Angeles mineralogical society. He showed
part of his wonderful collection of fluorescent
minerals. Members displayed their specimens
and brought suspected fluorescents for identi-
fication by Lehman and Schlagel. At March
meeting Dr. Robert W. Webb of U. C. L. A.
was scheduled to tell about his work in collabo-
ration with Dr. Joseph Murdock in connection
with revised edition of bulletin 113-Minerals
of California-published by California division
of mines. Dr. Webb is an honorary life member
of the society. Pacific Mineralogist for February
carries an article on Luminescence. Ernest Peter-
son, chairman of committee on mineralogy in
the schools has prepared a monograph on feld-
spar intended as a pattern for descriptions to ac-
company each mineral in school display cases.

• • •

Dean Roberts of the School of Mines at the
University of Washington was guest speaker at
the February meeting of the Seattle Gem Collec-
tors' Club. His topic was Aluminum mining
and producing for industrial use. Dean Roberts
also showed excellent pictures from his , private
collection, of various mining operations in the
northwest. Mrs. Arthur Foss made a very appro-
priate and unusual arrangement for the dinner
table. She implanted a fluorescent light in a
little house, which shown out upon a beautiful
garden of fluorescent stone. The garden was
complete with flowers, paths, and even a rock-
hound relaxing in the shade of a tree.

• • •

A deposit of moss agate is reported from
Lander, Wyoming. The material contains white
and green moss.

• • •

W. Dart, formerly of Murfreesboro. Arkan-
sas, has settled in Goldfield, Nevada, where he
has established a business in rocks and collectors
bottles.

• • •

F. Howard Brady, geologist of Sheridan .
Wyoming, reports a fossil ammonite shell meas-
uring 46 inches in diameter. It was found near
Wyola, Montana.

• • •

Charles W. Abbott, field trip chairman of
Los Angeles mineralogical society plans a trip
in March to Azusa to see the mineral collection
in Azusa library then to the hills to collect
fluorite specimens.

• • •
WPB has tightened restrictions on use of

lead for civilian needs in order to make more
of the metal available for war purposes.

John Fox, Sr. talked on copper at February 21
meeting of Searles Lake gem and mineral society.
Copper minerals also were featured on display

table. Field trip March 4 took the group to
recently purchased Chris Wicht estate where

house and grounds were cleaned and put in
order for use of members

• • •

Sound and color pictures of Rocky mountain
diversion tunnel entertained Southwest Minera-
logists at February 16 social night. Harold Ea les
was in charge of February 23 study class, sub-
ject, Identification and Mineral Testing.

0112f_D

LAPIDARY SUPPLIES

War priorities on many materials still prevent

us from manufacturing lapidary equipment, but
we do have available a good stock of the fol-

lowing supplies for the lapidary shop:

VRECO DIAMOND SAWS . . . give you better
performance . . . longer life ... faster cutting.

6-inch .  $4.50 12-inch..  $ 8.75
8-inch .... 5.50..... 5.50	 11.00

10 - inch 	  6.80	 I 6-inch 	  13.75
Be sure to specify arbor hole size required. Postpaid.

VRECO GRINDING WHEELS are made ex-
pressly for us by the NORTON CO.

80, 100, 120

4 x 1/2-inch 	 $ 1.05
	8, 180 grit

	
22$ 0 1 7 1610

6 x I	 -inch 	  2.40
	

2.60
8 x I	 .........	 3.60

	
3.90

10 x 1 	-inch ........,_ .......... 	 5.00
	

5.30
10 x 11/2-inch 	 7.00

	
7.50

12 x 1	 -inch ...........	 6.90
	

7.50
12x 11/2 - inch ......	 .......	 9.60	 10.40
12 x 2	 - inch .................. ........._ 12.30	 13.30

Be sure to specify arbor hole size. Postage extra.

VRECO DRESSING BRICKS are an indispensible
aid to keeping wheels trued.
8" x2" x I" Dressing Brick ........ 	 $ .85

ABRASIVE GRAIN . . . Silicon-carbide grains in
orit sizes 60. 80. 100, 120, ISO. 180. 220, also F
(240). FF (300), and FFF (400).

50c per lb. in single lb. lots
35c per lb. in 2 to 5 lb. lots
30c per lb. in 6 to 99 lb. lots
23c per lb. in 100 lb. lots or more

(Postage extra)

POLISH POWDER . . Tripoli Polishing Powder.
2 lbs 	 $ .85

FELT POLISH WHEELS-Spanish White Felt ...
made expressly for us by Byfield Felting Co.
These wheels are the proper hardness for polish-
ing gem stones and flat specimens.

6x l-in 	
 
$4.25	 10 x 1	 -in. 	 $11.00

8e I-in 	  7.25	 10 x 1 1/2-in. 	  14.90
I 0 x 2-in 	 $19.00

Arbor hole sizes: 1/2". 5/8" , 34 " , 7/8 ", I " .
Felt prices are postpaid.

SANDING CLOTH . . . CARBORUNDUM
BRAND Silicon-carbide cloth for disc or drum
type sanders. Grit sizes, 120, 220, 320.

Price per
Ft.

5e

7e

I 7c
22c
25c

VREELAND MFG. CO.
Formerly Vreeland Le-)dary Mfg. Co.

2020 S. W. Jefferson St.	 Portland I, Oregon

Width

"

3"
8"

10"
12"

No. Ft.
per $ 

24 ft.

15 ft.

7 ft.

6. ft.

5 ft.

Price per
150 ft. Roll

$ 4.70
6.90

18.00
22.00
26.50

R-)1 Ship.
Weight 

3 lbs.
5 lbs.

12 lbs.
15 lbs.
20 lbs.
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TURQUOISE
CUT STONES AND

ROUGH MATERIAL

SAMPLES SENT ON REQUEST

Orders Taken for Stones Cut to
Any Shape or Size

No Order Too Large or Too Small

WE REPLACE STONES AND

REPAIR INDIAN JEWELRY

The Mary Rose Shop
GEMS AND CURIOS

139 North Broad Street

GLOBE, ARIZONA

aralif&it LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT

Power
Feed
DIAMOND
SAW

Send for
Literature to

Covington Lapidary
Engineering Co.

Redlands, Cal.

Instant
FLUORESCENT

ANALYSIS
on the job!

LIGHT
MINERS — GEOLOGISTS

PROSPECTORS
Are you overlooking hidden
values? MLNERALIGHT magic
ultra violet rays identify many
valuable minerale right in
your outcrops. shafts or tun-
nels. Save the cost of assay-
ing for Scheelite, Zircon,
Willemite, Fluorite and many
other minerals which fluor-
esce instantly. MINERALIGHT
is now available in many
models for analysis. prospect-
ing, sorting, grading and nu-
merous other uses.

FREE—Beautiful 4-color
Catalog — Write today.

- 1	PRODUCTS, Inc.
21:15 SANTA *MONICA BLVD. DEPT. X. LOS ANGELES 27. CALIFORNIA

with each lamp 20
mineral samples in-
cluding—
SCHEEL=
CALCITES
°FRUITS
HYALITES
POWELLITE
MERCURY
HYDROZINCITE

HOW TO MAKE A "CARRY-ALL"	 CALEDONITEWhen a pretty girl powders her nose, little
does she know what she is putting on her face.
Besides talc, with maybe a trace of powdered
silica, she is putting starch, clay, kaolin, oxide
of zinc, zinc stearate, and oxides of titanium and
magnesium.

Stevens T. Norvell of Marquette geologists
association, Chicago, suggests constructing a col-
lapsible one wheeled barrow to transport heavy
rocks from field to automobile.

Make the frame in the shape of a capital "H"
but with two crossbars, overall length about six
feet, width two feet, distance between cross-
bars two feet. A piece of canvas fills in space
between crossbars. Up to this point it looks
like a stubby stretcher and can be used in this
way by two men. The minerals rest on the
canvas.

The frame can be made of pipe loosely
screwed together so it can be readily taken apart
for storage in the car trunk, or it can be made
of wooden 2 -x2 - pieces held together with
bolts and wing-nuts.

Now we go from the stretcher stage. A single
wheel of fair size and sufficient strength is
attached so that it is directly below the load.
This takes the load off the two porters. Without
too much trouble it can be made into a sort of
one-man vehicle, a kind of wheel-barrow. To
do this the wheel is removed from beneath the
load and placed between the shafts at the front
end. The wheelbarrow can be pulled or pushed
by one man.

Some situations will be encountered, no
doubt where the contraption is of no material
aid and may upon some occasions be somewhat
of a hindrance. In such cases it can be left in the
car trunk. There will be plenty of opportunity
to use it when it can be a real help.

• • •

IMPORTANCE OF MAGNESIUM
PREDICTED FOR POSTWAR USES

R. P. Lansing, vice-president of Bendix avia-
tion corporation, predicted the use of mag-
nesium for many household and industrial
purposes at the first annual meeting of the mag-
nesium association in New York. The light
weight of this metal is its chief recommendation.
The only lighter metals are lithium, potassium,
sodium and calcium and these are unfit for
structural uses because of their extraordinary
chemical activity, as well as for rrrmv other
reasons. The great dangers in the use of mag-
nesium are the ease with which it catches fire
and the terrific heat with which it burns. War-
time research has conquered much of this
danger, so that this light metal can now be used
in the manufacture of knitting machines, bread
slicers, hand tools, radios, cameras, and almost
countless items for household use.

The supply of magnesium apparently is •
limitless. All salt sea water contains a percent-
age of magnesium so that most of the present
supply is obtained from this source, although
much metal has been obtained from the ore
magnesite in Nevada, by Basic Magnesium,
incorporated.

• • •

CADMIUM
Cadmium once considered among the very

rare metals, is now common. Most of the 21/2
million pounds obtained each year is taken from
Greenockite (CdS) or, by electrolysis, from
the zinc sphalerite (ZnS). Cadmium is a dull,
silvery colored metal which melts at 321 de-
grees Centigrade or 621 degrees Fahrenheit.

Greenockite forms honey yellow to orange
colored hexagonal xis, with a hardness of 3 and
specific gravity of 3.5. This rich ore produces
77.7 per cent cadmium and 22.3 per cent sulfur.
When heated it turns red and loses the sulfur.

Cadmium is a metal of many uses. As one of
the soft metals, it is used in the manufacture of
electric fuses, soft plugs and dental alloys. It
melts easily and is used as a protective coating
on many tools to preserve them from rust. The
lemon yellow cadmium sulphide as well as other
colored compounds of the same metal, are used
as pigments in both house paints and artists
colors.

Among the rare minerals of copper is Cale-
donite. It is a basic sulphate of lead and copper
with the rather imposing formula 2 (Ph,Cu) -
0.803.H20 -0O2. It usually occurs as tiny
orthorhombic crystals, ranging in color from
verdegris green to bluegreen, and coated on
the surface of some other material. The spark-
ling green crystals often resemble dioptase,
which occurs in much the same way, but their
hardness of 2.5 and gravity of 6.4 make them
easy to distinguish from dioptase hardness 5,
gravity 3.28. There are several foreign occur-
rences of caledonite as well as a few deposits in
certain parts of California, Arizona, New
Mexico and Utah.

• •
Synthetic and Simulated Gems

Many dealers in genuine and imitation gems
in recent years have placed the words "simu-
lated rubies, - "simulated emeralds" and in one
case noted "genuine simulated rubies" in their
advertisements, without bothering to explain to
the public the meanings of the words. The word
"simulated" can be applied truthfully only io
imitations which bear no relationship whatso-
ever to the real gems, and which have been made
merely to resemble or look like the real article.
They are made of paste, "strass," or even mere-
ly glass! Synthetic stones are manufactured
also, but are carefuly produced from identically
the sanie materials, and have the same hardness
and often most of the other physical character-
istics of the real gem.

• • •

The Soviet Union, which has large deposits of
talc, is using it instead of firebrick for lining of
the firebox in boilers and engines. It has been
known to stand up under a temperature of more
than 3000 degrees fahrenheit, which is far
above the melting point of most metals and
surpasses all boiler temperatures. Talc has a
hardness of only one, which makes it easy to cut
and shape. It is claimed that it heats and cools
more rapidly than most firebrick, a fact which
makes it a fuel saver.

• •	 •

Of a Rockhound
By LOUISE EATON

Rockhouns always has time to talk rox.
It makes no matter what they're domn
when sumwun comes along to discuss
speciments. They may be washin dishes
'r teachin school 'r building houses. They
stops their busy-ness right away an' con-
verses. They look over all available ma-
terial an' gets a pleasant uplift from
contact with a kindred spirit.

• • •
A field trip by my other name would

be as sweet. Sumplaces they goe in cara-
vans instead uv on field trips an' sum
even call field trippin followin the leader.
Eny soin whatever into rock territory
would shure be welcome.

• • •
Didja ever notice how fast time flies

when rockhouns gets together at a meet-
in Or even jus talkin mongst themselves.
Furst thing yu know it's already tomor-
row an' way past time to go home. It's
shure fun to swap talk an' rox.

• •	 •
Live and let live is a good tenet for

desert dwellers an' rockhouns. It applies
to ideas as well as to surroundins. The
other fella has a right to his opinions an'
view point Too, if they don't interfere too
much with the common welfare.
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RX—the complete
lapidary shop in
one small machine

No more sales
during duration

1527 Post Age- Torrence, California

BALL BEARING ARBORS
WITH THREE-STEP PULLEY IN CENTER

Each Arbor has four Precision Ground Ball
Bearings. 3/4-in. shaft, 16 in. long, belt in-
cluded, $18.76. 1-in. shaft, 18 in. long, belt
included, $21.76. Ball bearing Arbors with
pulley on end. 3/4-in. shaft, 16 in. long.
$11.75, 1-in. shaft. 18 in. long, $16.75. Belts
for Arbors with pulley on end $1.20 extra.
8x2 in. wide drum sander $2.75, 8x3 in. wide
drum sander $3.75.

All prices f.o.b. Los Angeles, Calif.

ALSO CARRY LAPIDARY SUPPLIES

WRITE FOR OUR PRICE LIST, NO CHARGE

When ordering Arbors send $5.00 with order .

Arbors built to order.

Open week days 930 a. m. to 3:00 p. m.
Sat. and Sun. 9:00 a. m. to 5 :00 p. m.

HIGHLAND PARK
LAPIDARY SUPPLY CO.

6139 York Blvd.	 Los Angeles 42, Calif.
IN HIGHLAND PARK

AMATEUR GEM CUTTER This r page  owf
who e

hsae vr te ,Moar g
aspire
a  zi n e

to have, their own gem cutting

and polishing equipment. Lelande Quick, who conducts this department, is former presi-

dent of Los Angeles Lapidary society. He will be glad to answer questions in connection
with your lapidary work. Queries should be addressed to Desert Magazine, El Centro, Calif.

By LELANDE QUICK

There are many amateur gem cutters who

never give a thought to wearing as jewelry any

of their own creations or gems processed by

others. 1 have never had a personal yen to wear

•.) any of my own handicraft although I have

bedecked others with it. Recently I did get a

hankering to wear my birthstone—an amethyst.

It has always been a favorite with me and I

determined that 1 would get a good one of deep

color and BIG. But I scoured the wholesale

marts and there was not such a thing to be had

as a Russian amethyst of good violet color of

any size without bad feathers, and I abandoned

the idea with great reluctance when the thought
ocurred to me that I might have mounted a fine

Alexandrite which I have had in my collection

for several years. And so I took one weighing

11.2 carats and had a superb mounting made

in gold. Now I have a ring that fascinates me

daily. At night it is a beautiful columbine red,

and in the daytime it ranges from slate blue

to emerald green. It has caused so much com-
ment among my friends that I have refused

twice twenty times to sell a similar stone weigh-

ing 9.75 carats.
I have seen several Alexandrites and always

admired them but I suppose I was prejudiced be-

cause they are synthetic, which is silly because
a synthetic stone does not necessarily mean an

imitation. When a mineral is synthesized it
possesses all the characteristics of the original.
I had been told by several persons that all Alex-
andrites more than three carats were synthetic.
When I checked with the American Gem So-
ciety I learned that most of the Russian Alex-
andrites were small but that several have been
cut from Ceylon stones weighing 20 carats and
valued at $10,000 each or $500 a carat, in con-

trast to the wholesale value of synthetic spinel,
or Alexandrite-like corundum, of four to six
dollars a carat.

The Alexandrite, named for the Czar Alex-
ander because it was first discovered on his 21st
birthday in 1833 in the Ural mountains, is or-
thorhombic chrysoberyl with a hardness of 8 1/2.
The true gem is emerald green in daylight and
columbine red or raspberry in artificial light,
caused by the difference in composition of ar-
tificial light and sunlight. The color change is
caused by traces of chromium, but in synthetic
corundum, sold as Alexandrite, vanadium
(closely related to chromium) is the coloring
pigment (Kraus). Robert Shipley states that
large stones of good quality synthetic Alexan-
drite are also rare and he says they are synthe-
tic spinel. They are in great demand now and I
can think of no stone that is more appropriate
for a gentleman's ring and certainly there is
none that will give more delight.

• • •

Arrangements have been completed for the
annual show of the Los Angeles Lapidary so-
ciety to be held in the Museum of History of
Science and Art in Exposition Park, Los Angeles.
It will open May 12 and continue for two
months although only on May 12 and 13 will
members be hosts at an open house to their
friends. On these days the exhibits may be
viewed in the evening hours. To those outside
the Los Angeles area I might say that the Los
Angeles Museum compares very favorably to the
Field Museum in Chicago and it compares fav-
,, rably to a combination of the Museum of Nat-
ural History and the Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York. This is the first important
recognition of amateur lapidary work as an art
form of the people and it is with pardonable
pride that the Los Angeles Lapidary society pre-
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sents this great exhibition as a fitting climax to
its fifth year of existence.

J. Howard McCornack, chairman of ex-
hibits, is preparing for award ribbons in many
classes such as cabochons, jewelry, faceted gems,
cameos, spheres and cubes, flats and nodules,
novelties and practical arts. There will also be a
separate room for a fluorescent display and an
assembly of lapidary machinery, much of it
developed by society members.

This is a far cry indeed from the amateur
lapidary art as it existed only five years ago
when the society was founded. One has only
to refer to the mineralogical magazines and
compare the advertisements and articles rela-
tive to gem materials and lapidary machinery
that appeared then with the current issues to
determine the tremendous interest that has de-
veloped through the war years. It is inevitable
that every sizable community will have its
lapidary society five years from now and it be-
comes a profound duty of existing societies to
harness the great enthusiasm and interest that
has been initiated and pass on the secrets learned
the hard way in these past few years. Ir is indeed
hoped that the names of those who become inter-
ested in the art to the point of wanting to do
something about it will be garnered and intel-
ligently used by the museum authorities and the
sponsoring society. The week doesn't pass that
I fail to receive inquiries from every section
of the country about how to begin with the
lapidary art. I predict that after victory there
will not only be hundreds of societies but there
will be new magazines catering to the lapidary
instead of using gem cutting as a side issue of
mineralogy. However THE MINERALOGIST
and ROCKS AND MINERALS have been
awake to the opportunity and now have far more
lapidary items and advertisements than they had
as recently as a year ago. A great event is ap-
proaching in this Los Angeles show and if you
are in Los Angeles at the time you should not
miss it even if you don't know what cabochon
means. Chairman of the show is Archie B.
Meiklejohn, who managed the exhibit two years
ago and had so much to do with the success of
the first two exhibitions.

• • •
At last the makers of grinding wheels have

gotten together and standardized the markings
of wheels so that you no longer have to remem-
ber which company's product you are using be-
fore you place an order. The symbols are very
complicated and need a chart for explanation
which can be had for the asking from any
of the abrasive manufacturers. For instance the
old style No. 220 J Bond wheel of the Carbo-
rundum Company is now designated as C 220-
06-VG. The C stands for "grade", the 220 for
the grit size, the 6 for the grain combination, the
V for vitrified and the G is the manufacturer's
record. In other words the old 220 J Bond is
now known as 220 VG for short.

• • •

DID YOU KNOW . . .
• Margante is the Greek word for pearl.

• As long as 300 years ago a single pearl found
in the Gulf of California was sold to the
King of Spain for $180,000.

• Charles I of England always wore a pearl in
his right ear.

• Romans (men and women) wore three rings
on each finger, except the middle finger of
each hand. They wore a ring on each joint
and had heavy rings for winter and light
rings for summer.

LAPIDARY SUPPLIES...
VRECO DIAMOND BLADES

Give better performance, longer life.
faster cutting

6-in. Blade___$ 4.50 	 8-in. Blade._$ 5.50
10-in. Blade	 6.80 12-in. Blade_ 8.75
14-in. Blade_ 11.00 16-in. Blade._ 13.75

Arbor holes 1/2 . 5/8. 3/4
, 1 in.

Lapidary supplies now available without pri-
ority: Norton Cryetolon Grinding Wh•els,
Wheel Dressing Sticks, Crystolon Grain and
Norbide, Drum Sanders, Sanding Cloth. By-
field Polishing Buffs, Polishing Powders,
Dopping Wax , Canada Balsam. etc.

CUTTER'S ASSORTMENT. For $1 we will
send you a 3 lb. assortment of the follow-
ing rough gem materials: Rhodochrosite,
Variscite, Thunder Eggs, Eden Valley
Wood Limb, Montana Moss Agate, Bra-
zilian Agate, California Blue Agate, Tur-
ritella Agate, Petrified Wood and etc.
PETRIFIED WOOD—Washington. Asst.
Varieties. 50c lb. Special 10 lb. asst. $3.
Slabs 15-25c per sq. in.
On all orders for gem material add 20% to
cover Federal Luxury Tax. Residents of Cali-
fornia be sure to add the 2% % Calif. State
Sales Tax.

WARDER & GRIEGER
405 Ninita Parkway Pasadena 4, Calif.
Our Phone Number is SYcamore 6-6423
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By RANDALL HENDERSON

7 ROM military and naval sources come warnings to
people on the desert to keep hands off of unexploded
bombs which may be found occasionally in ranges ad-

jacent to bombing targets.
The instructions are that if such bombs are found, they should

not be tampered with—but reported to the nearest air station
where demolition experts will be available to dispose of them.

The practice bombs generally in use, and which in rare in-
stances do not explode when they reach the earth, are about three
feet in length and have a four-bladed tail-fin. An explosion due
to tinkering may cause serious injury to those close at hand.

* * *
Nomination of William A. Brophy, Albuquerque attorney,

to succeed John Collier as U. S. Indian Commissioner, is now
before the senate for ratification. Bearing on Brophy's appoint-
ment, I have two clippings on my desk, taken from the Albu-
querque Journal on successive days.

One of them contains an endorsement of Brophy from the
governors of the Pueblo tribes. It quotes Abel Paisano, secretary
of the All-Pueblo Council, as stating that the governors have
known Brophy "for a long time and they like him. He has done
a great deal for the Indians."

The other clipping states that Deshna Clah Cheschillige, pres-
ident of the Navajo Rights association, and Sam Ahkeah, vice-
chairman of the Navajo Tribal Council, are flying to Wash-
ington "to voice a last minute objection to the appointment of
William A. Brophy as Indian Commissioner."

"He's not a livestock man," Deshna Clah is quoted as saying.
"An attorney can't know what our livestock problems are, and
so we want Chester A. Faris." Faris is secretary of the Indian
Rights association.

So, the Pueblo Indians want Brophy. The Navajo are against
him. And if you were a congressman who knew none of the
principals in the controversy, how would you vote? Well, I
don't know either.

It all adds up to this: That the Indian problem is a very com-
plex thing. And neither those who regard all redskins as lazy
and dirty, nor those who shout about the injustices done the red-
man and then do nothing about it, are helping the situation.

John Collier at heart was one of the best friends the American
Indian ever had. He worked many years in behalf of their better-
ment. But as commissioner he was generally disliked and often
distrusted.

Unfortunately, among those whites who have been sincere
in their desire to improve the status of the Indian, there have
been two widely divergent schools of thought. One school
would solve the difficulty by absorbing the Indian into the
civilization of the white man and eventually doing away with
the reservation as it is now defined. East of the Rocky mountains
this program has met with considerable success.

The other group, more familiar perhaps with the character of
the desert Indian, would make no effort to impose the white
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man's culture on the tribesmen, but rather would encourage and
help him to acquire economic independence and political equal-
ity through the channels of his own traditions and way of
thought.

I do not know which would be the most effective policy for
desert Indians—and neither do you. Over a long span of time
both probably would lead to the same goal of achievement. But
I am sure that the past policy—of vacillating between these two
philosophies—is not the right course. It is to be hoped that the
new Indian Commissioner—whoever he may be—will have the
vision to set up a long-range program, and then carry it out
with unwavering adherence in the detail of each day's decisions.

What is to be done to preserve the desert country from van-
dalism? I wish I knew the answer. Geo. A. McCullen writes
from Desert Moon ranch that during Paul Wilhelm's absence
with the fighting forces in France, vandals have broken some
of the windows in his "Vagabond House" at Thousand Palms.
And James E. Cole, custodian of the Joshua Tree national monu-
ment reports that within recent months some one has set fire
to the dry frond skirts of nearly all the 110 palms in Lost Palms
canyon in the Eagle mountains of Southern California.

I do not enjoy reporting such things. But I have a feeling that
if enough indignation can be aroused among those who disap-
prove that kind of destruction—and that includes the great ma-
jority of American people—a way will be found to solve the
problem.

In the U. S. Land Office in Los Angeles they've had quite a
stampede of Jackrabbit homesteaders during the past month.
Fifteen hundred applicants signed up for 5-acre leases on the
public lands of the Southern California desert, most of them
without even seeing the rocks and sand on which their desert
cabins are to be located.

I am told the list includes quite a colony of movie people, with
several well known names. All of which is a fine idea. The at-
mosphere of the untamed desert is good for city folks.

In some respects, Hollywood and the desert are as far apart
as the two poles. One is a man-made environment—a place of
sophistication and make-believe, a world which lives by ballyhoo
and a rather superficial brand of hero-worship. The other—the
desert—is genuine and unpretentious. If one finds beauty here,
it merely is a reflection of the beauty in one's own soul. And if
it is ugly, that also is a shadow of something within. The desert
goes its own silent way—the friend or foe of rich and poor alike,
according to their understanding, and their willingness to abide
by the disciplines which Nature imposes on all without favor.

I think I would like to have some Hollywood folks for neigh-
bors out in the Jackrabbit colony. But I hope they'll leave Holly-
wood on the other side of the mountains and just be simple gen-
uine human beings when they come out here. The only stars
which have any rating in the desert are the diamonds which
glitter in the dark canopy overhead at night.
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LAST WORD ON THE
BLACK WIDOW SPIDER

Black Widow spider has been making
the newspaper headlines for many years.
And now it has advanced a step further
along the road to fame—or at least, noto-
riety—and become the subject of a book.

BLACK WIDOW, America's Most
Poisonous Spider, is the title of a 222-page
volume which includes just about every-
thing that has been learned down through
history concerning Latrodectus maclans,
which is the scientific manner of identify-
ing this member of the spider family.

Raymond W. Thorp and Weldon D.
Woodson, both of whom have contributed
to Desert Magazine, collaborated in the
preparation of the book. They have
brought together the results not only of
their own years of study in laboratory and
field, but their research also has extended
to every available source of spider fact and
lore both past and present.

L. mactans is equipped with a pair of
fangs and sacs containing a very potent
venom. Of the 1498 reported cases of bite
from this spider in United States from
1726 to 1943, 55 have resulted in death.
Although the spider has been found in the
five major continents, its favorite abode
in the United States appears to be Califor-
nia, since 32 of the reported deaths oc-
curred in this state.

The reasons why death or even serious
illness does not always result from the
bite are explained in considerable detail
by the authors.

While the book presents all available
scientific data relating to Black Widow as
well as much information about tarantula
and other species, the volume is written for
the lay reader.

With an appendix that covers many case
histories, and an excellent index, this book
is likely to stand for long as the one most
complete and authentic source of informa-
tion covering a subject close to all readers
because the Black Widow is everywhere.

Published 'ay The University of North
Carolina Press, foreword by Dr. Emil Bo-
gen. Illustrated. $3.00.

FOR SALE . . .

"Hour Glass in the Mojave"
THE DESERT BOOK OF THE SEASON

By Author, 1434 E. 16th, Long Beach 4, Calif.
Also "Chart for Voyage"

REFERENCE BOOK FOR BOTH
THE AMATEUR AND EXPERT

Just as GETTNG ACQUAINTED
WITH MINERALS (English) is an easy
introduction to amateur mineralogy, the
amateur lapidary will find that his educa-
tion is off to a fine start if he possesses
and studies GEMS AND GEM MATERI-
ALS by Kraus and Slawson. Indeed the
two books go hand in hand and should be
sold as companion volumes.

Professor Edward H. Kraus, co-author,
is Dean of the College of Literature, Sci-
ence and Art of the University of Michi-
gan and as recently as February 20 he
became the fifth recipient of the Roebling
Medal given by the Mineralogical Society
of America in recognition of meritorious
achievements in the fields of crystallog-
raphy and mineralogy.

Kraus' readable work includes descrip-
tions of every gem and tables of the prop-
erties of all gem materials alphabetically
arranged. Information is contained that
will readily settle any argument between
lapidaries. It has chapters on cutting and
polishing, metals for mounting, manu-
factured gems, the formation and occur-
rence of gem minerals, etc. And it has more
illustrations than a school geography.

This is not a new book but it is pre-

sented in a new 4th edition. It deserves to
be on the shelf of every mineralogist and
lapidary, every jeweler and dealer. It is ex-
cellent as a course in general adult educa-
tion.

GEMS AND GEM MATERIALS—
Kraus and Slawson—McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc., New York — Illustrated — 287
Pages. $3.00.

—LELANDE QUICK
• • •

STUDY TELLS NAVAJO
USES OF NATIVE PLANTS

Navajo dependence on nature is illus-
trated to a remarkable degree in a study of
plant uses just published by School of
American Research and University of New
Mexico. ETHNOBOTANY OF THE
NAVAJO, a monograph by Francis H. El-
more, now lieutenant junior grade in the
navy, tells how Navajo Indians formerly
obtained from native plants not only many
medicines but most of the necessities of
life. A partial list includes food, beverages,
brooms and soap, brushes, ceremonial
materials, fabrics, weaving accessories,
building materials, deodorants, dandruff
removers, jewelry, dyes, chewing gum.

• • •
INDIAN HEALTH BOOK
ENTIRELY SOLD OUT

Readers of Desert Magazine are advised
that no more copies of George Wharton
James' book The Indians' Secrets of Health
are available. The Desert Crafts Shop ob-
tained the last 65 copies of this out-of-print
volume and advertised them on this page
last month. The supply is now exhausted
and as far as is known, no more of them
will be obtainable except through the old
book stores.

ANCIENT LIFE IN THE AMERICAN SOUR/WEST
By EDGAR L. HEWETT

Director of the School of American Research and of the
Museum of New Mexico at Santa Fe

One of America's greatest archeologists, out of a life-time of experience
in delving into ancient ruins, has reconstructed the life of the prehistoric
peoples who occupied the Southwest before the white men came.

It is the story of the Pueblos in the valleys, the cliff-dwellers of the
canyons, the peoples of the painted desert, the Navajo and the Hopi, the
fabled Grand Quivirct, and

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE SEVEN CITIES OF CIBOLA

This volume was published in 1930 and only a limited number of
copies of this classic of archeological research are now available.
The price is .

$5.00 Postpaid to You

DESERT CRAFTS SHOP
El Centro, California
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(VALERIE YE-AN LA TE erHOP 	

A Desert Treasure . •

A "gift case"—delicacies of the Desert—a real surprise and
delightful treat. An Easter Gift of unusual value. A Mother's Day
gift—the choicest for the best mother in the world—YOUR mother.
A gift of rare delicious foods for any special occasion or anniver-
sary. Contents:

Three pounds of golden dates—not the usual run but HAND
SELECTED for the best in texture and flavor. Many people do
not know that there is a difference in dates until they eat the
VALERIE JEAN SELECTION.

Two and one-quarter pound attractive package of DATE-
HONEY BUTTER for just downright good eating as it is or as a
spread on that hot breakfast toast; it helps make the finest cake
you ever ate—and what a dish of ice cream this mix will make.
Try SOMETHING NEW.

One pound of Valerie Jean Date Cake. Eat this cake just
once and you become a Valerie Jean date cake eater.

One pound of Date, Honey and Walnut fruit loaf.

One pound of delicious stuffed dates.

Ten pounds of Golden freshly picked and carefully selected
DESERT oranges and grapefruit when in season. These oranges
and grapefruit are SWEET and the choice of gourmets. You
never know the delicious taste of oranges and grapefruit until
you enjoy those grown here. Right now and for several months
this fruit is at its best. When out of season we substitute equal
value in choice dates.

With this ''gift case" we include a copy of our cook book, DATE
RECIPES—a lasting souvenir of the Desert with its 250 tested recipes
for using dates—story of date culture and this valley 100 feet below
sea level.

This "gift case'' delivered prepaid anywhere in the United
States for $10.25. In ordering ask for the "gift case."

Write for new descriptive folder and price list of date packs.

Valerie Jean Date Shop
Russell C. Nicoll, Owner	 Thermal, California
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THERE IS NEED OF THE DESERT
By AMY VIAU

Santa Ana, California

Some call it waste
As though there is not need
Of vastness with a silence
Reaching unto stars
And trackless ways unchecked by bars.

The desert is
A lover of the flown sea,
With open arms left empty
Save of weathered brush
On lee of sand.
Its brooding heart breathes hues
Of saffron, purple, mist-blues
Melting into hush.
The day and night
Cast dreams upon its breast
'Which lure by promise of rest
From earth's wakeful rush.

Ask him who seeks
This span of solitude
What need there is of desert,
And his words may be
-To brace my soul with constancy. -

• •	 •

THE DESERT LAND
By MILDRED HANSEN DENNISON

Mojave, California

To those who've never known or walked
These trails of sun and sand,
This is but waste; they've never talked
The language of this land.

They do not know
The desert song, the symphony
Of wind across the dune,
Nor see the silvered filigree
Of sage against the moon,

Nor feel the flow
Of healing peace that comes to those
Who know and understand
The sun, the storm, the still repose
Of this, the desert land !

MOONLIGHT COMES TO THE
DESERT HILLS
By DELLA P. CLARK
Glendale, California

Above the desert hills a white moon swings,
Strange beauty rests upon familiar things.

Along the trails beneath these spendthrift beams
Lie mystery, romance, and broken dreams.

Elusive scents escape from bud and tree
Like wafts of fragrant memories set free,

And mystic stuff like star-dust, fine and white,
Comes down to mingle with the sand at night.

These moon-lit hills seem very far away
From all the harsh and barren things of day;

Their craggy peaks are very near the stars
And a seamless robe of silver hides their scars.

• •	 •
DESERT REST

By CLARICE WIDMAN
Loveland, Colorado

Beyond the Rimrock Mountains lie
Vastnesses of a cobalt sky.
Man dwarfed to insignificance
May comprehend magnificence
And feel that God is nigh.

CREED OF THE DESERT
By JUNE LEMER1 PAXTON

sleek old rattler was warming himself
In the last lingering rays of the sun;

If I'm not mistaken, he was bored with
life

And hoping to have some fun

Reictoeitatiait
By MORA M. BROWN
Riverside, California

The ragged Joshuas, like hags bewitched with
pain,

Crouch solemnly through dust and heat and cold
Until—rain-cleansed, sun-warmed—no longel

old,
They flaunt their yearly beauty, white and bold
And shout, -0.h desert, we are young again I .

• • •

IN THE HOLLOW OF GOD'S HAND
by _JANICE

Brawley, California

God proffers His hand wherein there lies
A jewel as azure as the skies,
A sapphire set in the diamond sand,
The Chocolate Mountains the wedding band,
Shadowy smoke trees the filigree
Of the ring that links God's hand to thee.

Untie the ribbons of roadway white.
Lift the fleecy clouds so the light
Shines on the gem He holds in His hand,
A symbol of gifts at His command,
Gifts of abundance offered His heirs,
For the very universe is theirs.

His is a gift of the sun-swept hills,
Of summer skies, and the quiet thrills,
Of boundless horizons, rolling lands,
And sparkling waters transforming sands
To flowering groves with fields between,
Shading from emerald to palest green.

God asks a pittance for gifts so rare—
A kindly spirit, perhaps a prayer;
A hand outstretched to a friend in need;
The mastery of hatred, sin, and greed.
These conquests form—with the Golden Rule—
Man's bond to God through the azure jewel.

• •	 •

POET AND THE DESERT
By EMILY PATTERSON SPEAR

Seattle, Washington

He may not speak the rapture of his heart
When desert splendor flames before his eyes.
For speech is silent when the poet stands
Before the open door of paradise.
For here the fires of poetry burn high,
And here the majesty of earth abides;
It is here the poet sees beyond the stars,
The soul of things—the upward flowing tides.
Who has felt the heart of him beat high
At sight of cacti flowering in the sun
Until he saw beyond the petaled bloom
The mystic pattern of its beauty spun ?
God bless the poet for he calls the world
To witness grandeur of the heritage
He gave when with pen dipped in fount of love.
He wrote the splendor of the desert page.

• •	 •

DESERT YEARNING
By CAROLYN WILLIS OWEN

Kansas City, Missouri
I have looked on the desert at dawning,

When the heavens were roseate gold,
And my eyes then knew they were feasting

On a beauty they longed to enfold.

I have gazed on the desert at noon-time
When the sun was so molten with heat

That the sands were embellished and shining
In a glory no jewel could repeat.

I have looked on the desert at evening
When the sunset was painting the west,

And my eyes were asking a question,
"Is not this when its beauty is Irigst ?"

Then I saw the desert at night-time
Under the spell of a star-lit dome	 •

And I knew I should go on forever
With a yearning to make it my home.
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• Service men overseas (and relatives
and friends in U.S.) will be interested
in Lelande Quick's suggestions on page
37 of this issue. Buying gem material in
foreign countries to be sold here may
prove not only a profitable transaction
for a returning veteran, but the beginning
of a satisfying hobby. And a wide demand
for lapidary classes for veterans voca-
tional training may lead to occupations
ideally suited to the handicapped as well
as to those who want an outdoor life.

• New contributor this month is Lena
Creswell, retired doctor of osteopathy,
writer and traveler. Her story about
Happy Sharp on page 23 is the result of
one of her many hobbies—that of meeting
unusual people in out of the way places.
Nominally a resident of San Diego, Cali-
fornia, she has been "commuting" for
some time between Tucson, New York
and Mexico D. F., studying and gather-

. ing material for feature articles.

• Maurine Whipple, author of The
Giant Joshua, Houghton Mifflin Literary
Fellowship prize novel which was re-
viewed in DESERT, April, 1941, has an-
other book scheduled for publication
soon. It is a Utah state guide, This Is the
Place, covering the entire state and some
of the surrounding country, illustrated
with color plates and many rotogravure
photos.

MAY CALENDAR

Southwest Indian baskets, rugs, blan-
kets, pottery, paintings and silver and
turquoise jewelry from the Fred K.
Hinchman collection will be on view
daily from 1 to 5 except Mondays, at
Southwest Museum, Highland Park, Los
Angeles, California. Exhibit through
April was a group of paihtings and
statues of Saints, known as Santos and
Bulbs, a quaint and naive form of folk
art developed in New Mexico in early
Spanish-Mexican days. Free to public.

• • •
Annual exhibition of Los Angeles

Lapidary society, first important recogni-
tion of amateur lapidary work as an art
form, will be held for two months be-
ginning May 12 in Museum of Science.
History and Art, Exposition Park, Los
Angeles. Members will be hosts to friends
at open house the evenings of May 12-13.

• • •
Silk screen prints of Navajo sandpaint-

ings depicting the Navajo ceremonial
"Where the Two Came to Their Father"
is the current showing at Museum of
Northern Arizona, Flagstaff. Museum
open to visitors on Saturdays 9 to 12 and
1 to 5; on Sundays 1:30 to 5. Advance
appointments for other hours may be
made with Miss Katharine Bartlett,
curator.
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THE SILENT CITY, Bryce Canybn National Park, Utah.
Photo by Juanita Schubert, Azusa, California.
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2ast a the Wedte4ill B4adte4d.
With the passing of John Wetherill at Kayenta, Ari-

zona, last November, only one brother remains of the
Wetherill family which played a major role in the dis-
covery and early exploration of the Mesa Verde Indian
ruins in southwestern Colorado. Alfred, the last of the
brothers, lives at Tulsa, Oklahoma.

The five Wetherill brothers and a sister married to
Charles Mason, made their home in the 1880's near
Mancos, Colorado, where their father homesteaded the
Alamo ranch. They were in the cattle business.

Indian ruins were known to exist in that area, and
in riding their range the boys often caught glimpses of
these old cliff dwellings. When there was spare time they
explored them.

They read what material and government reports they

could obtain, and gradually devoted more and more
time between cattle-hunting trips to the hunting of old
ruins. There was no profit in these excursions. They gave
their time to it because for them it was a fascinating
pastime.

Some of the ruins already had been visited by trappers
and prospectors, and considerable damage had been
done, and the Wetherills were interested in preserving
the relics of the ancient civilization. It happened that Al
was the brother who first saw the massive ruin now
known as Cliff Palace.

In order to clear up some confusion in the records as
to the circumstances of the discovery, Desert Magazine
asked Al to write the story as he recalls it, and this is
his report:
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By AL WETHERILL

g WAS alone the day I first got a
glimpse of the Cliff Palace. But I
was too tired to do anything about

it—and that is why there has been some
confusion over its discovery.

My brother Richard, Dr. Comfort (of
Fort Lewis, which was occupied at that
time by troops) and myself, were camped
near where Johnson canyon connects with
Cliff canyon. Early in the morning, Rich-
ard and Dr. Comfort took the horses and
rode off up Johnson canyon while I went
on foot up Cliff canyon. I planned to fol-
low around the foot of the upper ledge
through which a small seepage of water
had been forming caverns or caves for
centuries. The Cliff Dwellers took ad-
vantage of these places for many genera-
tions, judging from the numbers of coat-
ings of plaster applied to the buildings
whenever the dirt or ceremonials de-
manded a change. On this particular day,
we weren't hunting stray cattle, but were
on the lookout for ruins.

Our interest in them had dated from
the time I first heard there was an old
ruin of some kind down the canyon, about
twelve miles from the ranch. I went down
to investigate and found the one which we
named "Sandal House" because of the
specimens which systematic digging later
disclosed. Then we would find others
when we were rounding up cattle. We be-
gan to make a study of the buildings and
their one-time inhabitants, although we
could not give it much attention then as
we were trying to make a home worth liv-
ing for . .. So it was about 1887 before we
could go ruin hunting for no other
purpose.
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Alfred Wetherill is now 83.

As I traveled up the bed of the canyon, I
saw one large ruin on the South cliff and
climbed up to it. It had been practically
demolished by the trappers or prospectors
who came down from the high La Platas.
Unfortunately, very often they, and the
government surveyors, also, came under
the category of "pot-hunters" who would
wreck an entire ruin to get one bowl they
neither really appreciated nor cared for.
They had gone through the canyon at dif-

ferent times and stumbled onto a number
of the buildings, in their wanderings.

I looked around and found a few frag-
ments of pottery and pieces of spun or
woven scraps of material made from yucca
plant, scattered on the ground, but that
was all. The pot-hunters had excavated a
small cavern in the floor, evidently in an
attempt to get old Indian relics. I passed
a small branch canyon on the west side of
the main canyon, going on to Balcony
House, perhaps two miles farther up the
main canyon which probably had been
built in that location because of adequate
water supply. Balcony House and the ruin
we later named "The Brownstone Front,"
a fairly large building on the opposite side,
both had been ransacked by pot-hunters.
Later, with good equipment, we were able
to clean out and repair much of the dam-
age done, and also made a number of good
finds which their surface rummaging had
missed.

Before continuing past the tributary can-
yon I mentioned before, I had noted that
it was the only one that had shown up as
far as this point. I do not know how much
time I spent in getting this far away from
camp, but as long as I had gone that dis-
tance up the canyon, I thought it might
be well to cross over from the main canyon
and come down the small branch. I climbed
up the side of the canyon opposite the
Brownstone Front, and through a small
gap broken in the top ledges, crossed over
the mesa top and struck into the head of

the canyon in which Cliff Palace was lo-
cated. The canyon was short—perhaps two
or three miles from the source to where it
reached the main Cliff canyon. I started
to follow down the rough and rocky bed
of the canyon as being the easiest and
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Cliff Palace in Mesa Verde National Park.

quickest way out. The sides of the slopes
were covered with small trees and brush
so thick as to almost cover the view of the
top ledges. Great rock slides and "jump
offs" were hard to get around or over, but
when I was about half the distance down
the small canyon, I saw through an open-
ing in the thick growth, the towers of Cliff
Palace.

By that time, I didn't have enough
energy to go up the slope through the
brush and trees to investigate, and decided
there would be time enough another day.
If I had realized the extent of the find, I
would have forgotten how tired I was and
made the climb anyway. But by this time,
I felt plenty worn out and kept on going.
After getting about a mile beyond the
mouth of the gulch. I met Richard and Dr.
Comfort—and the horses—and told what
I had seen. They had been wondering if I
had fallen off a cliff or had been detained
by some other accident.

We went on back to the ranch and were
too busy for awhile to do anything about
it. Then one day, Richard and Charles
Mason, while looking for cattle and water
holes on the top of the mesa, saw the spot
where I had told them the ruins were lo-

cated. The beauty of it fascinated them and
from then on we went in more for archeo-
logy than we did for ranching.

It isn't really so terribly important, I
guess, who discovered what, first. There
were so many ruins, each had some special
feature all its own, and they all contained
archeological treasures far beyond any
money value.

We all worked together, the five of us
and Charles Mason — cleaning, repairing,
hunting in the various buildings. John,
Charles and I travelled on foot and car-
ried packs on our backs all over Navajo
canyon. When we would find a place, we'd
go back to bring horses and pack outfits to
where we wanted to work.

In 1888, we assembled a collection for
the Historical Society of Denver. That was
our first.

Baron G. Nordenskiold came to the
ranch in 1891 as a tourist and became so
enthusiastic over the ruins that he decided
to stay there to accomplish the contribution
to science by which he must win the right
to his title.

John and I made his collection for him
and gave him the material for his book. I

have an autographed copy which he gave
me. His picture, and one letter written
after he returned home I have saved.

The work in the ruins took all summer.
In the fall, Baron Nordenskiold and I
made the trip to the Grand Canyon, taking
along a boy to look after the horses. We
went by way of Tuba, crossed the Little
Colorado, went down into the canyon and
crossed the Colorado river on a log raft
we made and climbed up the opposite side
where the Bright Angel comes into the
canyon. We returned to the ranch in time
for Christmas.

In 1893, we made our own collection for
Alamo ranch museum.

In 1895, John married and temporarily
lost much of his interest in ancient history
in favor of the more modern undertaking
of establishing a home of his own.

But Richard and Clayt and I kept the
Ancients company for a time without much
help from the other two brothers and
Charles . . . Then the Hyde Exploring ex-
pedition sponsored a collection we made
for the Peabody museum in 1896. Richard
stayed with them for some time, and was in
charge of their work in southeastern Colo-
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Martha Wetherill Stewart, niece, who secured this old family photograph for
Desert Magazine, wrote: "See what my mother means when she says they might be
taken for cattle rustlers? Anyhow, standing, on the left, and looking like "Peck's
Bad Boy" is Win, when he was about 17, I believe. Beside him, standing, is Clay-
ton, who might pass for Bret Harte's Jack Hamlin, the gambler. Seated, are the
three older brothers—Alfred, Richard and John. (I don't think Bob Wills, nor any
of the modern cowboys would claim them as professional brothers . . and that
works both ways, JO doesn't bother anyone.) The plate is cracked, as you can see."

rado and northeastern Arizona and part of
Utah.

Over the long period of years, John,
Richard and I did most of the actual work.
Charles helped, as did Clayt and Win at
various times, but we three felt, somehow,
that the ruins were our personal responsi-
bility. We derived much satisfaction from
it all, and felt that by our interest we helped
to preserve treasures that might otherwise
have been destroyed by vandals. If we ac-
complished anything at all toward giving
southwestern archeology its rightful place
in scientific interest, and I feel that we
have, then it was more than worth all the
hard labor, all the mummy dust we ate
while we dug through the hot summer

days, and the unfriendly attitude we often
had to cope with from many who might
have cooperated.

John's life from the time he left the
ranch is well known. His father-in-law was
a mineralogist and an expert mining man.
The two of them went into Monument
Valley looking for mines — the Merrick
and Mitchell Lost Mine being their par-
ticular goal. When they arrived at the lo-
cation, they found one sack of ore which
had been left behind after the two men
were killed. The specimens were so poor
that they gave up any further search for
mines and located at Kayenta.

There were many adventures during the
years that followed. The trading post was

more of a side line, because John's interests
hinged on scientific work, and by study
and associations, he became probably the
best posted man on subjects pertaining to
the historical background of that part of
the country.

His discovery of Rainbow Bridge, the
various ruins in his area and his expedi-
tions, are in Desert Magazine's files as they
have appeared in articles from time to time.

John and Lufa Wetherill quelled the Ute
Indian uprising of 1915 by their diplomacy
and the friendship and trust which the
Indians had in them. It quieted down with-
in ten days. I am sure that no one, any-
where, understood the Navajo and their
problems as well as John and his wife.

His death is such a great loss to so many
that it is unnecessary to dwell on his pass-
ing, as he has left his mark, which cannot
be erased.

• • •

PROPOSE PALO VEPnE MFSA
LANDS FOR WAR VETERANS

Sponsored by President Ed F. Williams
of the Blythe chamber of commerce and
leaders in local and state civic affairs, a
plan for the irrigation and development of
16 000 acres of desert land on the Palo
Verde mesa in Rivers:de county, Cali-
fornia, is being urged for the benefit of
war veterans.

About one-third of the area is patented,
either as school land or as perfected home-
steads. The other two-thirds is held by
desert entrymen who filed on Palo Verde
mesa and Chuckawalla lards under the
desert entry law between 1905 and 1910.

Owing to the fact that prior to the build-
ing of Boulder dam, the Colorado river
run-off was at times inadeouate for lands
already in cultivation in the lower river
basin, the entrymen asked congress and
were granted an extension of time in
which to conform to the desert entry laws
requiring the development of water before
patent would be issued.

Since the completion of Boulder dam
the entrymen have continued to ask for
extensions. The last of these waivers ex-
pires in June, 1945. In the meantime
many of the original entrymen have died
and their rights have passed on to the heirs
who in many instances are not interested
in desert reclamation.

In order to clear up the situation and
make the lands available for use, Williams
and others are asking that no further exten-
sion of time be granted, and that the land
which reverts to public status be developed
as a post-war reclamation project by the
Bureau of Reclamation. Under the appor-
tionment of Colorado river water made by
the river basin states in 1931, the Palo
Verde mesa acquired the same water rights
as are held by Imperial and Coachella val-
leys.
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Pawn eaetto

O teen Rivetaq
,

The world's oldest known cactus,
Eopuntia douglassii, The Dawn-
opuntia from Green River shales
of Utah. Experts were consider-
ably surprised to find that this
prickly pear of 20,000,000 years
ago so closely resembled modern
species. Redrawn by the author
from the photograph in the
American Journal of Botany for

October, 1944.

The stage setting for this story was sev-
eral million years ago—but the little drama
enacted on a rocky hillside of that period
is of interest today because it throws new
light on the origin of one of the best known
plants in the Southwest. In this story, Jerry
Lcrudermilk presents what little is known
about the ancestry of the prickly pear cac-
tus. If you are a botanist, you will want to
read this story. And if not—well, it will be
good exercise for your imagination.

By JERRY LAUDERMILK

Drawings by the Author

'FRO

7 "- HE leading episode of this story
happened long ago in eastern
Utah near the present town of

Watson. In fact, it was so long ago that
the earth has since made twenty million
circuits 'round the sun. The Rockies have
since been thrust up from an ancient plain
and five separate times the glaciers came
sliding over the world like monstrous tools
of ice. These, and wind and water and
slow-writhing subterranean forces have re-
wrought the shape of the land as a clay
model is changed to fit the image in the
mind of a sculptor.

So it has been many ages since that after-
noon in the Eocene, as geologists call the
opening scene of the era of modern life,
when a large herd of the diminutive, four-
toed mountain horse, Orohippus scam-
pered from a thicket where palmettos, mag-
nolias and other warmth-loving plants

grew interspersed with hardier broad-
leaved species. In some ways the landscape
resembled that of present day Louisiana
even to the numerous bayous and marshy
places. But there were also areas of higher
land, ancient residual benches of a dis-
sected flood-plain. It was over one of these
that the little horses were going toward
water, a great land-locked lake, ancient
Lake Uinta, that shimmered away toward
the heart of Colorado. As they raced down
a steep slope their rattling hooves shook
the pebbly soil and set the hillside moving.

As avalanches go this was hardly a fifth-
rate sample. Actually, it was so small that

the laggard of the herd cleared it in four
jumps. The important feature is that at the
bottom of the slope, a mere hundred yards
or so away, there curved the bank of a
small creek littered with branches and
other forest flotsam on the way to the
great lake. All the plants that grew on the
crumbly slope rode along with the moving
soil and were tumbled into the water. The
"ruction" was less impressive than the
splashing of a giant pig taking a bath. If
you could have watched this latest donation
to the drifting trash you would have seen a
well grown plant nowadays familiar to all
dwellers of the Southwest, a cactus of the
prickly pear type on its way to preservation
in the sediments of Lake Uinta.

Viewed as a lone incident without con-
sideration of its possible future importance,
the event was as insignificant as a single
figure in the whole geological record. But
minor incidents frequently become great
through associations at first unguessed.
The annals of science are rich with such
cases: For example, certain fossil shells of
tiny animals, the Foraminifera, once were
but the subject of an interesting hobby for
eccentric Mid-Victorian microscopists.' But
today, their significance having become
known, they form the basis of a special
branch of science and expedite the search
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Pereskia pereskia. The most primi-
tive of the Cactaceae. Hardly what
you would expect to find qualifying
as a cactus but the flower tells the
story. This is a common woody
climber from Mexico and 1Fest

Indies, frequently grown as an
ornamental.

for oil. So the leading episode of my story,
the accidental dousing of a cactus in a
creek, may sometime have utilitarian im-
portance. As it is, the simple fact that a
cactus was preserved is interesting enough
from the light it casts on the early history
of the Angiosperms or flowering plants.

The origin of the Cactaceae long has
been one of the puzzles of plant evolution.
The family numbers about 1500 species all
of which with one exception, those of the
genus Rhipsalis, are natives of America
and live between latitudes 59 degrees
North and 49 South. Rhipsalis itself, a
strange, switch-like tree-dweller from the
jungles of Ceylon and Africa, some author-
ities believe, is actually a wanderer from
America carried to lands beyond the sea
by migrating birds or other causes. At any
rate, certain species of Rhipsalis from both
sides of the Atlantic appear to be identical.

In the history of a flowering plant it's
the blossom that furnishes most informa-
tion. With the Cactaceae the flower struc-
ture suggests relationship, to the myrtles
probably, and possibly with the roses and
so to a generalized buttercup-like ancestor.
How the Cactaceae may have evolved is
clear enough but their pedigree or origin
is a different story; the trail vanished at
the beginning of the early recent or late
Pleistocene.

Until recently the only positive evidence
for the existence of ancient cacti was a
few spines and pieces of dessicated epider-
mis that Phil Munz and I recovered from
the giant sloth remains in Rampart and
Muav caves of Arizona. This was obviously

from Opuntia basilaris, the common bea-
ver tail cactus that -grows around the caves
today. While this was interesting as show-
ing that cacti grew in the desert several
thousand years ago it didn't throw any
light on the remote history of the family.

Paleobotanists were inclined to the be-
lief that if a very ancient cactus should be
found it would resemble Pereskia, the
"Barbados gooseberry," a woody climber
with true leaves that lives in the West
Indies and Central America.

In 1926 Earl Douglass, an experienced
collector was salvaging the Eocene plant
fossils being taken from the Green River
shales of Utah. Among this material were
a fossil Opuntia preserved as a beautiful
impression and shreds of carbonized tissue.
This specimen which consists of three
joints, a fruit and possibly part of a flower
along with three other specimens consist-
ing of separate joints, were made the sub-
ject of extensive research by the eminent
paleobotanist, Dr. Ralph Chaney of the
University of California at Berkeley.
Chaney's investigations showed that the
plant was actually what it first appeared to
be, an Opuntia closely resembling modern
species but with some important primitive
characteristics that show a nearer resem-
blance to Pereskia than most contemporan-
eous Opuntias display.

Although Mr. Douglass' discovery was
made in 1926 Dr. Chaney did not publish
the results of his investigations until Octo-
ber 1944 when the whole story about the
fossil appeared in the American Journal
of Botany for that date. The peculiar char-
acteristics of the fossil were so definite
that Dr. Chaney made it representative of
a new species which he named Eopuntia
douglassfi or Douglass' Dawn-cactus in
honor of its discoverer.

On the morning of July 24, 1847, Wil-
ford Woodruff drove his light spring wa-
gon out of Emigration canyon in Utah and
stopped on an eminence overlooking the
great valley of the Salt Lake.

Brigham Young, in the vehicle with the
driver, gazed over the valley below in
silence, then turned to the Mormon leaders
who had accompanied him on the long
trek from Nauvoo, Illinois, and said: "It
is enough. This is the right place, drive
on."

That was the decision which established
the Utah desert as the home of the Mormon
church and its people. Many years later
a square granite shaft with a buffalo skull
carved in bas-relief near the top was erected
to mark the spot.

Now a new and more imposing monu-
ment is to be erected. The Utah legislature

Rhipsalis, the single exception to the
rule that all cacti are American. This
specimen of Rhipsalis cassutha comes
from Ceylon but its ancestors may
have originated in America many

thousands of years ago.

Cactus fossils are extremely rare, per-
haps because they generally grow on the
open desert or exposed hillsid?s far from
water. Their chances of being preserved as
fossils are very slim unless helped by a
series of fortunate circumstances such as
I described at the beginning of this story.
As it was, most of the early cacti which
might have been saved as fossils lived to
dry out and crumble away without leaving
a trace behind.

this year appropriated $125.000 for that
purpose, and an equal sum is being raised
by popular subscription under the leader-
ship of Heber J. Grant, president of the
Church of Latter Day Saints.

The new monument is to be sculptored
by Mahroni Young, grandson of the great
Mormon leader. Central figures, and bas-
reliefs, cast in bronze are to be placed in
1947, and the dedication will be July 24
of that year when Utah observes the cen-
tennial of the Mormon trek to Utah. The
central shaft of the monument is to be 60
feet high, and will be topped by figures of
Brigham Young, Heber C. Kimball and
Wilford Woodruff. Below on the wings
will be smaller groups representing Fa-
thers Escalante and Dominguez, first white
explorers of Utah territory, and of the
trappers who came after them.

"THIS IS THE PLACE" MONUMENT TO
BE DEDICATED IN UTAH CENTENNIAL
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Frank Ir'alker, ablest ofislavajo interpreters.

Just before this story of Frank
Walker went to press, his long
life of invaluable service ended.
He died March 20, at the age
of 72, and was buried at St.
Michaels Mission in northeast-
ern Arizona . . . As assistant to
the Franciscan Fathers at St.
Michaels he interpreted most of
the now classic Ethnologic Dic-
tionary of the Navaho Lang-
uage. As interpreter for the gov-
ernment at Fort Defiance, he was
instrumental in bringing about
a better understanding between
Navajo and white man. Al-
though he had been in semi-
retirement at the mission the
past years he still remained ac-
tive in this role. Even in his last
illness, he was called upon to
interpret in federal court pro-
ceedings . . . Here Richard Van
Valkenburgh has sketched the
life story of the man he esteemed
and loved most among all his
friends in Navajoland.

teeptetet ta the Wavaia
By RICHARD VAN VALKENBURGH

2 0 mE years ago I was assigned to aid
our public relations man at Win-
dow Rock, Arizona, in obtaining

the recordings of the voices of the impor-
tant Navajo headmen. Aware that such an
undertaking would be delicate, as the Na-
vajo were bitter over the reduction of their
flocks by the Indian department, I went
to Sonsola for the advice of Henry Chee
Dodge, the greatest man of the tribe.

Sitting deep in his great leather chair
the "Old Man" heard me. For some mo-
ments he did not answer. Then he advised,
"With good interpreting by a respected
elder of our people, you might get the
headmen's voices recorded on wax. If you

can convince the one I'm thinking about,
you'll get what you want. Go down to St.
Michaels and tell Frank Walker that I
sent you."

When I walked into Frank's room at the
mission I immediately recognized the dig-
nified, slightly stout and ruddy man who
looked inquiringly at me with pleasant grey
eyes from under his black Stetson. I had
wondered about him many times when I
had seen him with the elders at Squaw
dances and talking with the headmen at
tribal councils.

Quietly he listened to my proposition.
After some reflection he directly answered,
"I'm not as young as I used to be and have

been under the weather. It will be winter
soon. Furthermore, I'm not too sure that I
wish to give my word to go into something
that might turn my people against me. I'll
let you know in four days."

In the months that followed Frank be-
came more than my interpreter. Together
we watched the Kinbito wash in a flash
flood as it gnawed out our road. Knee deep
in the red gumbo of Snake flat out of Gan-
ado, we dug out. Huddled together in our
pickup we shivered out a blizzard on the
Potrero out of Cuba, New Mexico. To-
gether we traveled under the ever-changing
skies of Navajoland to companionship and
deep understanding.
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Frank's last resting place is St. Michaels Mission, where he spent many years of his
life in the role of interpreter.

Interpreting for a government official, Frank Walker explains why Washington
needs the Navajo to take the war trail against axis. Photo by Robert Sumner, USDA.
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Each camp tapped the great reservoir of
Frank's historical knowledge. I soon found
that it was characteristic of the man to place
himself and his experiences in the back-
ground. Father AnseIm Weber, the great
Franciscan, was his paragon. Father Ar-
nold was his friend and benefactor in old
age. Chee Dodge, his lifelong friend, was
the hero of many escapades.

But after many camps together, beside
our campfire under the whispering pines
of Penistaja, resting on our bedrolls in a
lonely 'dobe on a barren mesa near Kinteel
wHe the chindis in the winter wind squal-
led outside, and in the shade of the cotton-
woods of the Callon Blanco while the
wind devils twisted down toward the San
Juan river, the fragments of Frank's life
began to jibe.

Frank's story begins long before his
birth . . .

During the middle of the past century
while America was finishing the Mexican
war and wiping out the buffalo along with
the Indians of the West, the Garrett clan
dwelt in Eire. The stock was sturdy, God-
fearing and ever faithful to the tenets of
the Mother Church.

But young John and Barnard Garrett re-
belled against the strict and pious life pat-
terned for them. Probably they drank too
much. Possibly they were haramscarum.
Nevertheless, they committed the card;nal
sin of their time and country when they
struck a priest. Just one jump ahead of the
shillalahs of their irate countrymen, they
shook the shamrocks off their heels and
headed for America across the sea.

When they reached New York City they
took the first opportunity that presented
itself. Uncle Sam was offering citizenship
to aliens who served a hitch in the army.
John and Barney joined up. After serving
some time in the east, they finally reached
northern California to fight in the Modoc
Indian wars.

Tragedy soon struck in the form of a
Modoc war arrow. After Barney was bur-
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bright eyes and raven-black hair caught his
eye. Questioning, he soon discovered that
she was a Navajo. As a child she had sur-
vived a New Mexican slave raid and had
been adopted by a kindly family named
Chavez.
' No one knows how John Walker won
Damasia Chavez. Nevertheless they soon
were married by the padre at the old church
of San Jose de Laguna. Soon they settled
at Deer Springs on the Zutii river between
the pueblo and present St. Johns, Arizona.
Together the Irishman and the Navajo girl
roughed it out in the wilderness that is
wild even today.

Some months later a band of Navajo
hunters came to Deer Springs. Closely they
scrutinized Damasia. Then they tried to
talk to her in Navajo. When she ignored
them they rode away. Watching for John
to leave on ,the next day, they had no
scruples when they stole her. For they had
recognized her by a scar as the 'ated yazhi,
the Little One, who had been stolen by
the Mexicans on Dzilapai, Gray mountain
near Cameron, Arizona, many years before.

When they reached their hogans by the
pussy willows of Oak Springs in Dine-
tsosi's valley they began making medicine
for an Ancidji. With this ceremony for
driving out the evil spirits, Damasia would
be purified of her association with Mexi-
cans and Bilakana.

In time John Walker located Damasia
at Oak Springs. Accompanied by Agent
Miller, Jesus Alviso, the interpreter, and
Manuelito, the head chief of the Navajo,
they went to Oak Springs. There ensued a
long powwow with Damasia's uncle, of
which he says, --my mother's uncle was
a headman—a hard fellow. But with Man-
uelito there, he did not want any trouble.
So my father gave him some money. In
Navajo way that was right for she was of
his clan, a woman of the Hamigani, the

ied, John became morose and wild. After
a fracas with an army officer his career in
the army abruptly ended. One jump ahead
of the provost marshal, he headed south.
No one knows where he wandered in the
terra incognita of the West, but eventually
he reached sanctuary in northern Mexico.

In 1867 John Garrett turned up at
Fort Yuma as John Walker. Drifting east-
ward across Arizona he eventually wound
up at Fort Wingate some 12 miles east of
present Gallup, New Mexico. No one there
wanted any part of the mail contract to
Fort Apache some 200 miles southwest-
ward. With two ex-army sergeants, Tom
Montgomery and Barney Clark, Walker
took the dubious proposition of hauling the
mail over Apache infested deserts and
mountains.

On one of his trips to Albuquerque in
1872 John Walker stopped at the post
station of El Rito some 12 miles east of
Laguna Pueblo. An attractive girl with



Here Frank started and finished his book learning. The old Navajo school still
stands among the cottonwoods lining the timeworn ground at Fort Defiance.

Photo by the author.

People Formed from the Changing Wo-
man's Back."

Frank Walker was born on April 10,
1873 in the 'dobe stage station at La Puente
on the Little Colorado river, some five
miles north of present St. Johns. In some
way his birth was recorded in the parish
church at San Bernadino, California. Truly
a pioneer of Navajo-Irish heritage, Frank's
life began in an era now but sketchily re-
membered by few old timers.

When Frank was near five years old
his father bundled up the family and start-
ed southward. Down from the pine forests
of the plateau into the chasms knifing out-
ward from the Mogollon Rim they picked
their way. Following the dangerous trails
through the lands of the feral Tonto and
Pinal Apache they came to the desert.
Southward they travelled along the dim
tracks that led across the grey waste until
they came to the old pueblo of Tucson.

After a short stay on the Santa Cruz the
family moved to Fort Thomas on the Gila
river between present Safford and Bylas,
Arizona. The beginning of Frank's mem-
ory starts at this time when John P. Clum
had the onerous job of corraling the
Apache bands on the San Carlos reserva-
tion. Thus his first impressions are of the
raw life of a frontier post boiling over with
hatred and intrigue.

While John Walker ran cattle and kept
books for the army suttler, Damasia
worked as interpreter. For Apache was the
kindred language of her own Navajo. For
playmates Frank had Apache children. He
well remembers the grim Geronimo, Vic-
torio of the Warm Springs people, and
Natchee, the son of the great Chiricahua,
Cochise.

Frank's memories of the Apache are
kindly as he tells, "Natchee was my fath-
er's particular friend. Many times he came
to our place at Fort Thomas. My father
would loan him a gun, in half a day he
would come back with a deer. He was a
great tracker and hunter—"

"In 1914 they brought the renegade
Apache back to Mescalero in southern New
Mexico. Father Anselm took me down
there to see if any of my old playmates were
alive. Natchee was there. He recognized
me right away. For I had played with his
daughter when we were kids."

All was not play at Fort Thomas. One
of Frank's earliest memories is of standing
by while his mother shot through their
cabin door at a nocturnal intruder. Then
he tells, "There was a cattle buyer named
Hunt who was murdered by three Mexi-
cans. They got a band of Apache to trail
and capture the 'coyotes.' Then Jack O'-
Neil, the U. S. marshal and Johnny Lee,
the sheriff, came to father's place and said,
'Come along, John. We're going to have
a necktie party!'

Grimly Frank added, "Then the next
morning I saw the bodies of the three
Mexicans as they hung from the limb of a

With Father Anselm Weber, the pio-
neer priest. Frank trekked endless
miles over dim trails into the ends of
Navajo/and. From an old sketch
made by an unknown Navajo artist.

big cottonwood tree. That's when I first
learned about justice!"

When Damasia "started talking about
her own people all the time," John decided
to move toward the Navajo country. Again
the family took the trail. Northward they
moved through the White mountains and
downward across the rolling plains, finally
to settle at Cheetxo, the Red Water, some
three miles south of present Houck,
Arizona.

John Walker took a job as bookkeeper
for the Houck & Zeigler cattle outfit head-
quartering at Navajo Springs. Riding be-
hind his father Frank watched the covered
wagons of the emigrants as they pushed
across the deep-rutted trail that led from
Zurii toward the blue peaks of the San

Francisco mountains in the west. Trailing

the great herds of Texas cattle coming to
stock Arizona he sat by the campfires of

the cowboys and heard their stories of the
Great Plains. With rounded eyes he
checked his bucking pony as he watched
the first pot-bellied locomotive puff down
the Puerco to close the last gap in the
transcontinental Atlantic and Pacific rail-
road.

Frank's memories are rich in his boy-
hood experiences. He grew up and watched
as Commodore Perry Owens, who had
been his father's friend and foreman at
Navajo Springs, become one of Arizona's
most famous frontier sheriffs. As an eye-
witness he saw Owens in his vendetta
against the badmen who infested northern
Arizona in the 1880's.

It is a great story when Frank tells of
how Owens wiped out the Blevin's Boys in
Holbrook in 1887. As partisans of the
Graham faction of the bloody Graham-
Tewksbury feud of Pleasant valley, they
died as they had lived—outlaws. Four of
the Cooper - Blevin's gang fell before
Owens' trusty Winchester on that sanguine
autumn afternoon.

With a streak of his Irish heritage crop-
ping out, John Walker wanted his children
to have good educations. In 1883 he bun-
dled Frank and his brother John Jr. off to
school at Fort Defiance. A miserable place,
according to government reports, the
brothers soon ran away at the first oppor-
tunity.

Once when Frank questioned my wis-
dom in overlooking the truancy of a Na-
vajo boy, I reminded him of an agent's
report of a certain jaunt of his in which he
ran away from school and covered 50 miles
before they caught him. Smiling, he count-
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If you want to find out how much you
really know about the American Desert
—its geography, history, Indian life,

mineralogy, botany and everyday lore—this test will be quite revealing. The
desert is a big broad subject, and the average person will answer less than 10 of
these questions correctly. A few of the desert rats will score 15, and a person who
knows more than 15 answers is entitled to the honorary title of Sand Dune Sage.
Answers are on page 36.

1—The Colorado river is the boundary between Mexico and United States be-
low Yuma. True 	  False	

2—Geronimo was a famous warrior of the Navajo tribe. True 	  False 	
3—Phantom ranch is located in Death valley. True 	  False 	
4—Coal is mined in the vicinity of Gallup, New Mexico.

True 	  False 	
5—Only male members of the trirry_-, danca with snakes in the Hopi snake cere-

monial. True	  False
6—Tahquitz is one of the gods of rhe Pa:Dag° Indians.

True 	  False 	
7—Muroc dry lake is located in Caiiforni-.. True 	  False 	
8—Lava is an igneous rock. True	  False 	
9—Legendary location of the Lost Dutchman mine is the Panamint mountains

of California.	 True 	  False 	
10—Screwbean mesquite derives its name from the spiral form of its trunk.

True 	  False 	
11—Lowell Observatory is located in New Mexico. True 	  False 	
12—Hematite is one of the iron minerals. True 	  False 	
13—Director of the National Park service is Newton Drury.

True 	  False 	
14—The primary industry of the Hualpat Indians of Arizona is basket-making.

True 	  False	
15—Ganado Mission school on the Navajo reservation is a Presbyterian institution.

True 	  False 	

16—Cactus is native only to the Western hemisphere. True 	  False 	

17—Wild antelope are still seen on the Nevada desert. True 	  False 	

18—Wickenburg, Arizona, is on the bank of the Bill Williams river.
True 	  False 	

19—The Mojave river of California has no outlet to tidewater.
True 	  False 	

20—Founder of the Mormon Church was Brigham Young.
True	  False 	

TRUE OR FALSE

ered, "Maybe so. But schools are different
now. So is the world. My years have con-
vinced me on one thing. The Navajo will
never have a chance until they are all ed-
ucated!"

At fourteen Frank began his career as an
interpreter. Accompanying U. S. cavalry-
men from Fort Wingate he helped eject
squatters who had settled on fertile Na-
vajo tribal lands near Fruitland, New Mex-
ico. When Chee Dodge, the regular agency
interpreter, was away from Fort Defiance,
Frank acted as his substitute. He smiles
when he tells how pleased he was to re-
ceive the one dollar monthly pay for his
services.

In 1889 Frank lost his father. At the
request of Commodore Owens he had
started on horseback for Prescott to appear
in the U. S. court against the Hashknife

cattle outfit. Somewhere beyond Sunset
pass, south of Winslow, he disappeared.
For many months Owens searched for the
body of his friend. But John Walker was
another of the many who d'sappeared in
the bloody breaks of the Mogollon Rim.

It is seldom that Frank visibly expresses
emotion. But when he speaks of his mar-
riage to Pinto's daughter in 1893 his voice
softens. For some years he lived in the rich
old headman's camps south of Gallup.
Becoming great friends with the old war-
rior whom the Navajo agents called "Bron-
cho," Frank's impressions of Pinto's char-
acter and deeds are contrary to the white
man's version.

In 1900 Frank began his lifetime career
as an interpreter at St. Michaels mission
by the meadows of Ts'ihootso some seven
miles southwest of Fort Defiance. For some

time, the founder of the mission, Father
Juvenal Schnorbus had searched for a man
who could gain the confidence of the
Navajo as well as intelligently interpret
English into Navajo and vice versa. In
Frank he found his man.

Soon Frank became associated with the
man who played a great part in crystalliz-
ing his fine code of honor and ethics. With
father Anse Im Weber, still revered as the

,good and kindly 'aanashodi chischilli, the
Curley-Haired-Long-Robe, Frank trekked
endless miles over dim trails that led to
the ends of Navajoland. Today, Frank's
memories are filled with the deeds of the
pioneer priest who became a national
figure in his fight for Navajo education,
health and land rights.

Ten years after Frank went to work at
St. Michaels, the now classic An Ethno-
logic Dictionary of the Navaho Language
was published. Developed with the pain-
staking research, writing and even printing
of Fathers Berard Haile and Leopold Os-
termann, this great index to Navajo life
and custom was for the most part inter-
preted by Frank Walker.

With maturity Frank's integrity and
ability were well established to both white
man and Navajo. He became a familiar
figure in the courts where Navajo were
involved. U. S. marshals called upon his
services. His reputation was brought clearly
to me in a courtroom some years ago. At
the opening of the case in which a New
Mexican and a Navajo were involved, one
of New Mexico's shrewdest attorneys sug-
gested, "Let Mr. Walker interpret both
sides of the case. We'll take his word!"

Even though ill in 1940, Frank went
with me into the vast and rough no-man's-
land of the Ho/kid Navajo east of the reser-
vation. While never admitting such, he
went for the sole purpose of aiding in the
rehabilitation of these "hard ones." Hos-
tile and suspicious after many years of ex-
ploitation by large stock owners and gov-
ernment negligence, their welcome to an
Indian Service employee was anything but
warm.

But after identifying Frank by his Na-
vajo name Ashkis/innib, the Freckled Boy,
I would hear, "La! Ya'a'taa! good! Tis the
one of whom we have heard the old ones
speak of as a good man—one who talks
straight. We will listen!"

Today, Frank lives in well earned re-
tirement at St. Michaels. Of different dis-
position than his old friend, Henry Chee
Dodge, the dynamic and eloquent chair-
man of the Navajo Tribal Council, Frank
remains in the background and holds no
tribal office. Nevertheless, with his rich
experiences and keen understanding of his-
toric and contemporary Navajo-white re-
lations, his advice is continually sought by
both the young headmen and old natani.
Truly a hastui, a respected elder of the
Navajo, Frank Walker merits his title
"Dean of Navajo Interpreters."
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Virgil Adair lives in a roadside cabin and keeps a watchful

eye on the palm oasis, part of which is on his mining claim.

On the right—Just a little splotch of green in a rugged and
forbidding landscape. There's a tiny trickle of spring water

among these palms.

.„

Pa/mi 01a515

1GH up on the rugged north slope
of the Santa Rosa mountains in
Southern California is the Hermit

Mining claim—located many years ago by
Gus L. Hinch.

It is a feldspar claim—not a very profit-
able one, but it has produced some pretty
specimens of pink and white rock, and oc-

casionally a small shipment finds its way
to market.

The Palms-to-Pines road, zigzagging up
in a series of hairpin turns from the desert
floor of Coachella valley into the Santa
Rosa and San Jacinto mountains, passes
the door of Gus' cabin.

It is a lovely spot, located on a bluff a

thousand feet above the floor of Deep can-
yon. If one goes out on the edge of the
bluff far enough it is possible to hear the
water that tumbles over a 100-foot preci-
pice deep in the canyon below.

I have never been certain whether Gus
located his claim in this spot because he
thought there was wealth in the feldspar
which outcrops in the vicinity, or if he se-
lected the most gorgeous site he could find
for a little cabin in which to spend the late
years of his life and then dug around to
see what manner of mineral he could dis-
cover that would enable him to file a claim
and thereby establish title to the ground.

It is a question that cannot be answered
now, for Gus is dead. He was killed by a
speeding automobile on the highway in
front of his cabin in 1935.

One of the most accessible of the many palm oases in Southern
California—and yet one never seen by the motorist speeding along the
nearby highway—is in a rugged tributary of the Deep Canyon gorge
which gashes the north slope of the Santa Rosa mountains. Virgil Adair,
one of the desert's old-timers, is the self-appointed guardian of these
palms. When you've read this story you'll agree he is giving a good
account of his custodianship.

By RANDALL HENDERSON
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Looking up Hidden Palms canyon. The Palms-to-Pines
road passes just beyond the notch at the head of the canyon.

•
Looking down toward Deep Canyon which is just a few
hundred yards beyond these trees. There's a 100-foot

waterfall there.

Fortunately for you and me and all those
who love the Santa Rosa mountain country,
two years before his fatal accident, Gus
gave title to the claim to his friend Virgil
F. Adair. Just why it was a fortunate gift
will be revealed as I make you better ac-
quainted with Virgil Adair.

Among his many interesting pastimes,
Virgil is a rock collector. He has them all
over the place. The top of the little knoll
where the cabin is located is terraced with
trails. I suspect that Virgil built many of
them just to find a place to display his
growing collection of stones. The yard and
garden and nearby slopes are lined and
piled with rocks—some of them speci-
mens a collector would travel many miles
to obtain. There are geodes from the
Chuc_kawallas, rainbow rock from the
Santa Rosas, turquoise from Nevada, con-
cretions, petrified wood, agate, chalcedony
roses—all parts of the desert are repre-

sented. Fastened among the rocks on the
porch is this sign:

WELCOME TO HIDDEN PALMS
RELAX. FORGET THE WORLD

ENJOY Y U RSELF —
NOTHING FOR SALE

But Adair's hobbies are not limited to
rocks alone. Another of his interests is the
well-concealed little oasis of native Wash-
ingtonia palms located in a precipitous trib-
utary of Deep canyon just below the cabin.
Part of these palms are on the mining claim.
But no fences will be built around them or
warning signs posted against trespassers as
long as Virgil Adair lives here.

These palms-55 in number—are grow-
ing within a quarter of a mile of the Palms-
to-Pines highway. And yet the motorist
might pass here a thousand times without
seeing them. Hidden Palms oasis is well
named.

But there is parking space in front of
the cabin for all who care to stop. I sus-
pect that the palms and the tiny stream of
water which trickles along the floor of the
canyon among them had more to do with
Gus Hinch's selection of this site for his
cabin than did the occasional seam of feld-
spar in the nearby rocks. Gus wanted the
public to enjoy these palms. He spent many
weeks building and maintaining a trail
down into the gorge so they might be acces-
sible to visitors.

The trail is not in good repair now, and
in places is overgrown with catsclaw and
other canyon shrubs. But that is because
Virgil Adair has been employed on a war-
time job and has been away from his cabin
much of the past three years.

When I last visited Adair in March he
had just driven in from the coast to do the
annual assessment work on his claim. He
apologized for the condition of the trail,
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and because some of the rocks in his yard
had fallen out of the orderly ranks in
which he normally keeps them.

"I hope before many months to come
back here and spend the rest of my days .
in this cabin," he told me. "Then I'll put
this place in order again." This cabin will
also be the home of Mrs. Adair—a bride
of just a few months. They spent a week's
honeymoon here following their marriage,
and both are looking forward to the day
when they can return for permanent resi-
dence.

There are two routes for viewing the
palms in the gorge below the cabin. One
can take the rock-rimmed trail which con-
tours the edge of the bluff and peek over
into the chasm and see just the tops of the
trees. But for a speaking acquaintance w.th
the palms it is necessary to follow a steep
and crooked trail down into the canyon.
It is the only feasible route down there—
and the reward is a cooling drink of spring
water while one rests in the shade of some
grand old veterans of the palm family.

For those who like rock-climbing, it is
possible to continue down the tributary
into Deep canyon where a magnificent
view is obtained from the top of the water-
fall—a waterfall that few people have
seen because of the rugged character of the
Deep canyon gorge. The trail does not go
beyond the palms—after that it is just
a matter of scrambling over and around the
boulders which in some places almost bar-
ricade the canyon.

There are about a dozen veteran trees in
the oasis which bear the scars of many
fires. The remaining trees are compara-
tively young—perhaps 10 to 40 years.

The origin and history of the palms
which grow in the Santa Rosa canyons, and
in many other places on the floor and
around the rim of Coachella valley and on
south into Mexico is not known. Many
theories have been offered, some of them
with a certain amount of scientific basis.
The idea held by some people that they
were planted by the Spanish padres has
been discarded by all who have given any
study to the problem.

Another possible explanation is that
the palms were brought in by Indians from
tropical areas to the south. This is possible
but could have taken place only during a
period when water was more plentiful
than in the Colorado desert today. Palm
oases are found in many places where there
has been no surface water for many years.

Probably the most generally accepted
theory is that these trees are the surviving
stragglers from an age when this desert
region was tropical in character, with
plenty of water and lush vegetation.

The elevation of the Palms-to-Pines road
at the Adair cabin is 3000 feet. The Hid-
den Palms tributary drops perhaps a
thousand feet in its length, which is about
a half mile: On my trip through Coachella

valley and into the palm canyon in March
I saw encelia, mallow, phacelia, ephedra,
verbena, geraea, primrose and an occa-
sional ocotillo in blossom. The flowering
season of wild apricot had just passed and
the fruit was setting on the trees. The blos-
soms of yucca, agave and nolina will be
sprinkled over the slopes of the Santa Rosas
a little later.

Gus Hinch planned a permanent home
here—and Virgil Adair fulfilled his last
wish by placing the remains of his friend

beneath a mound of rocks on the knoll near
the cabin.

Gus wanted this to be a little house
beside the road where visitors always
would be welcome. And this wish also is
being carried out by the man who fell heir
to the Hermit Mining claim. But Virgil
Adair's hospitality is not- merely in, ful-
fillment of the wishes of his old friend—
for Virgil is a hospitable fellow who loves
this spot and wants others to enjoy it with
him.
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Gold in the Superstition mountains of Arizona,
according to legend, first was discovered by the
Peralta brothers of Mexico. When Pedro PeroIto and
his miners were killed by Apaches, the Indians care-
fully concealed all but one of the seven ore claims
the Mexicans were working. Many years later
Jacob Walz and Jacob Wiser, with a map furnished
by Pedro PeroIto's brothers, went into the mountains
seeking the lost treasure, only to find that two other
prospectors had arrived there ahead of them. Walz
and Wiser gained possession by killing the pros-
pectors. Then Walz shot his partner, and remained
to operate the mine alone—and here is the story
of the Lost Dutchman mine which is still being
sought by countless treasure hunters.

ilenan3d

at the Xait

Putchman
By BARRY STORM

y ACOB WALZ killed Jacob Wiser, the partner who was to
have shared with him in the rich Superstition mountain
treasure originally discovered by the Peraltas. And now

the Dutchman was the sole owner of both the fabulous mine and
the secret of its location.

He gathered up his first sack of rich ore and took it to
Florence, Arizona, where word of his riches spread like wild-
fire. He squandered his gold in an uproarious manner, regaling
everyone who would listen with tales of his newly-found bo-
nanza. It was an old Spanish working, he explained. But the
location—ah, that was a secret worth a king's ransom.

The baffled and envious people of Florence were asking about
Wiser's .whereabouts. For hadn't he gone into the Superstitions
with the Dutchman? And wasn't he entitled by the prospector's
unwrtten code to half the freely spent gold? Dark rumors were
these, intimating treachery and worse. And like all rumors
they grew overnight to ugly proportions. Then Walz publicly
and foolish!), replied to them with a hair-raising tale of an Indian
attack in which Wiser had been killed. So the cat came out of
the bag!

Walz vanished from Florence as abruptly as he had appeared.
Weeks later he turned up again with more of his fabulous ore,
but this time in Phoenix where no one knew of Wiser. There he
again went on a drunken spree, told even wilder tales than before
of his bonanza—and promptly whipped the little village into
such a state of wild excitement that practically every able-
bodied man made immediate and secret preparations to follow
him. But Walz was no fool, drunk or sober. And he vanished
suddenly one night.

Breathless weeks followed while scores of would-be trackers
awaited the Dutchman's return. Then suddenly he was there like
a wraith from the desert, this time with a burro load of hand-
picked ore which he sold to Goldman & Company's store, adding

to the excitement of watchers. Hasty calculations, based upon the
weight capacity of his burro, proved this ore to be worth more
than $10,000 a ton!
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Trail

Wiser's map moderni2ed and matched to the only
sequence of canyons and ridges which fit it. Numbers lo-
cate: 1—Entrance to first canyon from desert; 2—First
canyon climbing north toward Weaver's Needle; 3—
Backbone of range; 4—Weaver's Needle; 5—East Boul-
der Canyon descending on west side of Needle; 6—Low
pass between East Boulder and Needle Canyons, just south
of Peralta-mapped mountain,' 7—Needle Canyon in which
trail ends near hill of the horse's head. The trail mapped

by Wiser is shown by continuous line.

And this time, after his usual spree, the Dutchman upon leav-
ing town, not only found a stampede-sized crowd awaiting to
follow him, but saw that many more were already camping out
on the desert near the mountain, hoping to intercept him.

After that he continually changed his course, usually enter-
ing the Superstitions from the northwestern side as he had the
first time so he could watch his backtrail for miles into the
desert. And when a particularly zealous follower did come close,
he would head for the rough, wild region around Weaver's
Needle where he would vanish without a trace, or lead his
trailer upon a deliberate wild goose chase, sometimes swinging
through the mountains only to come out again at Tortilla Flat
or Roosevelt.

On one of these occasions he appeared one evening at Blevins .

cabin near Roosevelt while Blevins himself was off on a trip to
Globe. Blevins' boy put the Dutchman up for the night. When
Blevins returned home the next morning and learned that Walz
had left scarcely an hour before he grabbed up his rifle and took
out on the still-warm trail. After a hard day's work he succeeded
in following the tracks to the little flat just south of the junction

1,
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of Reevis and Pine creeks. There the Dutchman must have
discovered that he was being followed and started wiping out
his trail as he went for Blevins found that the tracks ended as
abruptly as though Walz had sprouted wings and flown off.

But Walz had not flown off. He had returned to his mine and
shortly afterwards he appeared in Tucson with two burro loads
of ore which he sold to Charlie Myers for $1,600. George
McClarty, Chuck Brown and one of the Poston brothers wit-
nessed this sale. And then realizing from the Dutchman's con-
versation that he had never legally recorded his location, they
decided to follow him back to the mine. They followed him
easily enough to the vicinity of Whitlow's Ranch on Queen
creek—and promptly lost the trail when Walz plunged into the
trackless maze of twisting canyons beyond.

And as though to mock their efforts Walz returned again to
Tucson almost immediately with a sackful of specimen ore sam-
ples which he had A. L. Pellegrin, an assayer, clean for him.
Indeed, these pieces were so fantastically rich that Pellegrin
instead of charging the Dutchman for the job accepted a chunk
of the gold-engraved rock which he later had cut up and made
into ring sets for his children.

On another occasion, Charles M. Clark of Mormon Flat, at
whose cabin the Dutchman sometimes stopped, tried to follow
him and after a strenuous tour of the mountains found himself
hiding behind a mesquite tree at the Tortilla Flat spring while

the Dutchman rested on a nearby rock. After awhile, without
turning around, he called to Clark to come out. Walz said he
had known Clark was following him all the time, that he would
kill him the next time he tried it.

By this time everyone in 'Arizona Territory was convinced
that the Dutchman was secretly working a hidden bonanza. In
fact there could have been no doubt of it in the face of his ore
sales and continuous production for more than six years. Yet he
seemed content merely to bring out enough of his bonanza rock
at one time to - have him a spree. - Perhaps he also had a secret
cache somewhere in the Superstitions where he was accumulating
a fantastic fortune against a time of need. More than once Walz,
himself, hinted at such a pqssibility.

For years then this game of hide and seek continued with two
possible fortunes as the prize and with Walz always proving to
be the more canny outdoorsman. Then in 1877, advancing age—
he was now sixty-nine—and the ever-increasing trouble of elud-
ing his followers caused him to abandon his bonanza and retire.
He rented a plot of ground and an adobe hut, located near the
present intersection of Henshaw Road and 16th Street, in Phoe-
nix, from Mrs. Henshaw and séttled down to a life of ease and
the prosaic pastime of raising chickens and wine grapes. But he
guarded his secret with all the perversity of a child who knows
something and won't quite tell it.

In the little riverside community at the same time there was,

Members of one of the many parties which have entered the Superstitions in .rest of the

Lost Dutchman mine. Left to right they are Walt Upson, mining engineer; Fred Allen of
London, Gene Holman of Wisconsin and Barry Storm.



Monument to the Dutchman and his fabulous mine,
erected at Apache Junction, Arizona.

by one of those strange coincidences which often occur, a Ger-
man-speaking woman — a quadroon, Julia Thomas, whose
mother had been a servant in a German family. Julia, who
owned an ice-cream parlor across from the old city hall and was
to all appearances a sort of dusky white, had a way about her
and certain physical attractions. Soon she was talking to the
Dutchman in his native tongue, and he often took gifts of eggs
and wine over to her home. The wine, people knew, was a very
potent product of the Dutchman's own making. And it was no
secret either that he had given Julia enough gold to buy a new
fountain for her ice cream parlor. All of which may have been
reason enough for the friendship which developed.

In Phoenix during this period, was another German, "Old
Man" Petrasch, who recently had arrived from Montana with his
two sons, Reinhart and Herman, and was establishing a bakery
business. The Dutchman could hardly fail to patronize a fellow
countryman. To one of the boys, Reinhart, who had the route
in his section of town, making deliveries from baskets on a
yoke slung over his shoulder, the Dutchman became quite at-
tached, probably because boy-like he often used to forget his
deliveries while he sat by the hour and listened to Walz's fabu-
lous tales. Once when Reinhart confided to him that the bakery
was about to go broke, the Dutchman gave the boy $500 in gold
with which to buy equipment and a new delivery wagon.

And again, a year or two later, when Julia needed some money
one day to keep a wandering husband from coming home to
roost, Walz told her to dig in his yard. She did and brought up
a tin can containing $1,500 in gold dust and nuggets which she
sold to Goldman's. So the easy years rolled on. And then on
May 3, 1887, just ten years after the Dutchman had last seen
his mine, an earthquake shook central Arizona, spending its
fury along the fault which underlies the Superstitions near Phoe-
nix and the Santa Catalinas near Tucson.

Old Walz, growing ever more feeble with the years, could
not have known that this shock rolled boulders off hillsides,
caused cliffs to tumble and probably changed many of the land-
marks which he knew. Anyway it was so difficult for him to get
around now that he had not thought about returning to his mine.
But shrewd Julia had been nursing ideas of her own.

One day during the winter of 1891 she put it up to him,
pointing out that he was now 83 years old. Soon, she said, he
would be too feeble to go anywhere or he might even die. Then
what of the mine which he had often promised to show his
friend? Besides, his gold was running out and he wouldn't want
to be caught penniless in his old age. So arguing thus she got
him to agree to take her into the Superstitions with the first
fair weather of spring.

But fate once more intervened—or perhaps it was the thunder

gods. And down from those mountains and the vast 'wilderness
beyond came waters suddenly rising until on February 19, 1891,
the flood which put most of Phoenix under water also swept
over the Dutchman's little hut. And he had to take shelter that
evening in a cottonwood tree. There after a night of exposure
which resulted in pneumonia, Reinhart found him next morning
and carried him to Julia's house.

Feeble with age, sick and homeless now, the Dutchman found
his last sanctuary with Julia Thomas, and Reinhart who would
not leave him. Realizing that death was at last upon him, Walz
told his two friends the story of his mine. The shaft, he said,
went down on an 18-inch vein of rose quartz which was studded
with pin-head nuggets of gold, and there was a three inch hang-
ing wall of hematite which was about a third gold beside it.
Then as clues to its location he told them of a roofless, two-room
house which he had made of heaped-up stones in the mouth of
a cave. The cave was near the bottom of a high bluff and faced
northward for he had put a tarpaulin in the entrance to keep
out the north wind and rain.

After they found this cave, which explained his ability to
vanish from pursuers. they were to go about a mile farther up
the same canyon, which trended north-south, until they found a
ridge on the end of which was a natural stone face looking up-
ward to the east. Directly across from the frwe, high up in a
narrow ravine, they would find the inclined entrance to his
mine. The right canyon, he added, could be identified further by
the tumbled ruins of an old, Spanish-built stone house near its
head. Then he made a rough map which he sealed in an envelope
for Julia, and died in her home February 22, 1891.

Julia Thomas, the elder Petrasch and Herman that summer
formed a partnership to search for the mine, financed by sale
of the ice cream parlor, while Reinhart, who was the least
interested in the possibility of free fortune, stayed behind to keep
the bakery going. The three spent several months in vain search,
located and identified Walz's placer workings near Goldfield
but could not find his shaft in the mountains beyond. And the
Dutchman's crude map remained entirely undecipherable.

In later years, after old Petrasch and Julia had died, and Rein-
hart had sold out his bakery business, both he and Herman
searched together, and then alone at various intervals. But Rein-
hart, whose close association with the Dutchman should have
given him the most detailed directions, had paid little attention
to Walz's repeated instructions through the years and when he
wanted them he found that he had forgotten or jumbled them
with other boyhood memories.

Indeed, he even had forgotten the many chance remarks which
the Dutchman had made during the years he lived in Phoenix--
verbal clues, which gathered together from the many different
people who remembered them, localized by amazingly exact
descriptions the region in which more tangible evidence was
later found to verify them.

On one occasion Walz had said: "You'll never find it, but it
you pass three red hills you have gone too far." Toe far to the
north, he must have meant, for the only red hills are a bare
half mile north of the junction of Bluff springs and Needle
canyon. Again, he once said that he could not be seen from
the military trail in the canyon below, but that he could, himself,
watch the trail from his mine. And then he told about having to
climb up a short way from a steep ravine to be able to see
Weaver's Needle to the southward from above his mine. The
shaft there must have faced west because he was particularly fond
of telling how the setting sun coming through g break in the
mountains (between the Needle and Peralta-mapped mountain)
would shine into his inclined shaft and glitter on the ore.

Does the ore still glitter in the setting sun? Probably not, for
those mountains have been combed by gold seekers for many
years. Possibly Walz worked the ore body out before he retired.
Perhaps the earthquake of 1887 covered it with rocks and debris
from above. Dozens of lives have been lost in the search—but
the bonanza of the Lost Dutchman remains an unsolved mystery.
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This Golden Eagle has been out
of the nest about a month. Late
in March the eagles lay their two
chestnut splotched eggs on an
inaccessible ledge overlooking
the desert floor. Most majestic of
the desert birds, it rarely is seen

by visitors.

Bitdi at the Peiett Sptiny
Photographs and Text by George McClellan Bradt

Spring is the desert's season of birds and flowers. It would seem as if Nature intended nestling birds to see
the desert for the first time at its very best—covered with multicolored flowers. But whether this is the case or not
spring is undoubtedly the best time to become acquainted with the desert birds. Spring is the one season when
adult birds are to be found at the same place time after time. Nest and young keep the parents localized.

Here are a dozen desert birds which one can expect to find nesting in our southwestern area when spring
returns to the desert. While the species depicted in the photographs were found in the El Paso, Texas, area, they
are typical of the entire region, and the nesting dates will approximate those of other similar areas.
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Left Mocker feeding young. The Western Mockingbird is known to almost every frequenter of the desert. On top

of fence post or yucca stalk, day and night, it sings songs of its own making or borrows tunes from other birds. In

flight its black and white wings and long black white-edged tail are distinctive. Like its near relative the Thrasher

it usually nests in low shrubs and thickets. Four to six blue-green brown speckled eggs are laid in June, the

young leave the nest in July. Right—Curved-bill Thrasher on cholla nest. This shy ground feeding member of the

Thrasher-Mockingbird family uses its exaggerated beak as a tool to unearth insects and seeds. It nests close to

the ground in thornbush or cactus and lays three or four pale greenish white eggs in May and June.

Male Scott's Oriole. When seen among the green
yucca leaves its glossy black head, neck and back,
brilliant lemon yellow underparts and white wing
bars give it a strikingly jewel-like appearance.
It nests five feet above ground and lays two to four

purple-black blotched eggs in June.

White-rumped Shrike, the carnivorous songbird
whose habit of impaling its insect, lizard and rodent
prey upon yucca thorns and wire barbs has earned
it the name of Butcher bird. Markings are grey,
black and white, over his eyes he wears a bandit's

mask. Its five to seven eggs are laid in April.



Left—Adult Burrowing Owls. The desert's Billy or Ground Owl. This expert little nocturnal hunter of desert rodents
lives in old ground squirrel and gopher holes. Far underground it lays seven to nine pure white eggs and raises
its brood in April and May. Right—Western Horned Owl. Desert's nocturnal counterpart of its diurnal hunters the
hawks and eagles. Its magnificent eyes miss little that takes place on the desert's starlit floor. When living far
from human habitation it is a beneficial destroyer of injurious rodents, but when it has acquired a taste for poultry
it becomes a nuisance. It nests in the arms of tall yuccas and saguaros, in old hawk and eagle nests, on ledges
and in caves. One of the earliest of nesters, it lays two and three large white eggs late in March; young are to be
found in the nest in May.

Nighthawk, Nightjar, Bull-bat, Goatsucker. Despite its various common names, this bird of the desert twilight is
neither hawk nor bat but a highly expert flycatcher. Its great mouth surrounded by stiff curved bristles forms an
effective insect trap. It may be identified by its erratic flight while pursuing its insect fare and by the peculiar
white spot on the und side of each wing. Two greyish white eggs blotched with black and grey are laid on the
ground in May and Ju e.



Left—Female Marsh Hawk. This is the large but graceful hawk with conspicuous white rump commonly seen
flying low over the desert as it searches for rodents. Males are slaty blue above, females dusky brown. Bothhave the snow-white rump and peculiar owlish facial disk. Four to six greenish white eggs in nest on or just
above the ground often in marshy areas. Nests should have eggs or young by June. Middle—Ash-throated Fly-
catcher at nest. One of the commonest desert flycatchers, found in same area as its near relative the Arkansas
Kingbird. Its coloration fits its quiet habits—brownish grey except for ashy throat and a rufous tail when spread.
Nests in fence post holes and even in bottoms of pipes used for posts, in May and June. Right—Male Sparrow
Hawk. Smallest of the true falcons, hunter of insects and mice and most colorful of all hawks. Bluish wings of
male and his black breast spots distinguish him from the female with her rufous wings and streaked breast.
Both have black streaks below the eye. Four or five reddish brown eggs are laid in holes in cottonwoods and
saguaros in April and May.

Swainson Hawk. One of the commonest and most beneficial of desert hawks. Slender body, and, in the adult,
wide brownish breast band and dark head distinguish this species from its relative the far bulkier Red-tail. Im-
mature birds like the one below have breast feathers streaked with brown drop-like markings. Eggs found in May.



Hap p) Sharp—The Old Man of the Mountains. Photo by

Philip A. Bailey, San Diego, California.

Once a year—on his birthday—Happy Sharp
invites his friends to come to his little cabin beside
the road for his annual "rattlesnake feast." And

since some folks are rather squeamish about eating
snakes, Happy overcomes their inhibitions by serv-

ing the meat in croquettes. The meat is white, and

flakes somewhat like tuna.

Om itan

the Mountain3
By LENA ORES WELL

4 LONG the road that climbs over the sierras east from
San Diego and then winds down into the desert country I
met "Happy" Sharp.

Happy's unique home of granite rock clings to the side
of a hill on Highway 80, between Boulevard and Jacumba,
California. When I stopped at Happy's desert curio mart, he
came out to bid a welcome. He stood very erect. His grey hair
reached to his shoulders. He wore a large-brimmed felt hat and
reminded me of pictures I had seen of Buffalo Bill.

People who wail despairingly that life is over at forty, fifty,
or even sixty, should see the valiant light in the blue eyes of
this man who at the age of seventy is still full of energy and
enthusiasm in many fields of interest.

Happy is an accountant by profession but his hobby is col-
lecting Indian relics. Several years ago when his health failed,
he decided to find a place where he might live in the open. He
purchased an acre of land near Jacumba, where not only did he
find a wealth of Indian lore but in doing so he dug his way back
to health. Today he is robust and exemplifies all that his name
implies.

This "Old Man of the Mountains," as he calls himself, grew
enthusiastic when he told of his long treks into Mexico, to the
Utah state line, to Death Valley, and of his explorations through
many of the remote and deserted canyons of the Mojave and
Colorado deserts, to add to his Indian collection of pottery, beads
and arrow heads.

"I love to visit the sites of old camping grounds, battle fields
and the haunts of prehistoric men," he said, as he exhibited his
collection of Indian pottery. Happy and his exploring partnet
have found ollas all over the Souhwest. "This is the most beauti-
ful of all," and he exhibited a small, delicate vessel, wonderfully
mottled in pleasing colors. "It is one of my most recent finds.
You can't imagine the thrill I get out of unearthing one of these
perfect ollas. I have found them in the farthest corners of ancient
and abandoned caves, and I have dug them out of the desert
sands, the one exposed portion being in plain sight of hundreds
of travelers. It brings a thrill to find one like this intact, after the
lapse of years, yes, centuries, for some of these are prehistoric!"

Happy explained that the more modern ollas are unorna-
nented. The older ones often have patterns. Water jars, storage
,Ilas and the burial vessels are the most common forms in this
ollection, though there are a few open bowls and plates.

He has made very important finds, including a knitted

burden-basket, half finished, with the knitting needles in place,
said to be the only one known. There is a very old hamaca, or

carrying net, which measures about six feet on each side and
contains 300 feet of native rope. This is made with the double
loop or square knot and is still strong enough to be used for
the purpose for which it was originally designed.

In one cave Sharp found a barbed stick, used for spearing the
chuckawalla lizard, which hides in rocks and holes and inflates
itself so that it cannot be pulled out. The barbed stick does the
deflating and hauls out the delicate morsel.

A pair of wooden pinchers, used in handling the luscious
cactus pears, and many other curious and useful relics are among
Happy's collection. He has a beautiful set of Venetian beads that
doubtless were purchased by Spaniards and traded to the
Indians. These beads are of a lovely blue and they still retain
some of their iridescent finish.

This large collection may be seen in its entirety in the little
stone house by the side of the road. Happy is now planning
to build a larger museum after the war. He has many photo-
graphs, which aid in tracing the early history of the West, as well
as a 62-year old stage mailbag. Happy has a collection of guns
and told me the history of a number of them. He has a Well's
Fargo dispatch case and other valuable data pertaining to early
life in the Southwest.

One of Happy's most prized possessions is a pile of letters
bearing such addresses as, "The Old Man of the Mountain, west
of Jacumba," "The Old Man with the Long Hair," "Buffalo
Bill's Double," etc. With his long hair and goatee Happy might
pass for Cody. But the Old Man of the Mountains wears no guns
and lives in peace with the Indians.

When asked why he wore his hair long he replied, "Oh, just
for local color." In harmony with Happy's go-lucky, care-free
way of living is his novel way of telling time. Observing that
many of the trucks and busses which passed his cabin gave him
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a certain kind of toot brought the explana-
tion. "These fellows all travel on schedule.
I've got 'ern trained to toot me a signal
when they pass. I can tell what time it is
that way almost any time except when I'm
asleep. Then it doesn't matter."

Although he lives alone, Happy is not
a recluse. He loves company and there are
certain festive occasions every year when
friends come from distant places to enjoy
his hospitality and partake of one of the
rattlesnake dinners for which he is famous.
Also, his attractive roadside cabin is visited

The little rock house beside Highway
80 where Happy lives alone with his
relics. Photo by Randall Henderson.

This is one of Happy's rarest finds—a mortero with a grinding boie on both sides
of the stone.

by thousands of motorists who stop every
year to look over his unique display of In-
dian artifacts and rocks.

Happy isn't much of a salesman. He en-
joys showing his antiques and oddities—
but he never suggests that you buy one.
That is just up to you. Happy's wants are
simple. It doesn't take many sales to keep
beans in the pot—and the Old Man of the
Mountains enjoys your visit whether you
buy anything or not.

Sez Hard
Rock Shorty

of
Death

Valley 0 4047

A grizzled prospector trudging
behind a pack mule approached In-
ferno store and turned in at the cor-
ral and started to off-load his animal.

"That's or Pisgah Bill," remarked
Hard Rock Shorty as he sliced an-
other splinter from the much-
carved bench on the porch of the
.t."-• He was talking for the benefit
of the new clerk who was standing
in the doorway.

"Pretty sorry lookin mule he's
got," answered the clerk.

"Yeah, but Bill 'ud rather part
with his right leg than have any-
thing happen to old Dynamite,"
said Hard Rock. "Why that's the
mule that helped discover them iron
claims down Eagle mountain way."

"Happened this way," said
Shorty as he folded up his jackknife
and leaned back against the weath-
ered siding. "Pisgah usta pack over
them mountains bringin' supplies
to some claims him and his partners
was trying to develop into a silver
mine.

'01' Dynamite kept loosing his
shoes on them trips. They'd come in,
the mule limpin' and Bill a cussin.'
'Somepin' golblasted spooky about
this business,' Bill 'ud say. 'Them
shoes was all right when I left Mec-
ca—but by the time we got to the
top of the pass they'd disappeared.'

'Well, it went along that way
for months, and ol' Dynamite 'ud
lost enough shoes to outfit a black-
smith shop—and Bill was gettin'
madder an' madder.

"Then one day some slick lookin'
fellers came into camp. Said they was
mining engineers. Wanted to know
where they could get some men to
go down an' do assessment work on
their iron claims in the Eagles. One
of them had some samples of mag-
netized iron they'd picked up at
their claims.

" 'Lots of this magnetic stuff
down there,' the boss man sad. 'And
it's got a powerful lot of pull. Fact,
that's what helped us locate them
claims. We was running some sur-
vey lines through there and we
kept a-finding horseshoes. When
we tried to pick one up we found it
stuck to the rock like it was glued.
Magnetism
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Snow ice cream for breakfast! That's what a spring snowstorm meant to the South chil-

dren. Photo shows Yaquitepec after snow had covered Ghost Mountain overnight.

aiett Xettt9e
Number One problem cf the South family this

month was not lack of water. Rain and late snowfall
eliminated that for some time to come. It was ridding
themselves of an underground menace, in the per-
son of Chitka. Now Chitka had been a household
pet, an ideal one—except for one fault. He was too
progressive. Like his tribe of spiny pocket mice, he
was a miner. But when he began to assert his talents
by building ambitious tunnels which threatened the
very foundations of Yacruitepec, drastic measures
had to be taken. Marshal tells how the South family
solved the situation—to the satisfaction of both
mouse and man.

By MARSHAL SOUTH

AQUITEPEC was just getting nicely into an early spring.
The first desert daisies were winking at the sun. The first
orange colored flowers of the mallow were dancing like

brilliant butterflies on branching stalks. Here and there among
the tumbled boulders the scarlet trumpets of the pentstemons
were lifted to the warm wandering breezes. Quail called from
the ridges. Lizards basked upon the stones. And the whole
wilderness summit of Ghost Mountain basked in a golden glory
of sunshine that was drowsy with the drone of bees.

Then came the storm. Hard upon a morning of dazzling sun-
shine it came, driving a rush of dark clouds across the summits
of the western mountains. By midday the world was drear and
Sullen, and by nightfall icy rain was driving in a howlirg wind.
All the next day the cold and the fury increased. The iron roof
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roared to the hammering of the deluge. The water swirled in
the run-off gutters and the churning wind gusts fell upon the
house with such fury that one particularly violent one, cork-
screwing down the chimney, toppled a blazing mescal butt out
of the fireplace and sent it rolling down into the midst of our
young Yaquitepecos as they crouched about the fire. Everyone
escaped except Victoria, who did not jump quickly enough
and in consequence got several bad burns on the legs. We had
reason then to be thankful for the Yaquitepec mode of life. Had
she been hampered with inflammable clothing the outcome
might have been much worse.

And that night came the snow, falling like a ghostly winding
sheet across the shivering shoulders of spring. We woke to a
white world. To a silence and stillness. To the end of the storm
—and to wild, youthful shouts of delight. "Snow! Snow again!
Oh Mother, where is the big bowl? So we can have snow ice
cream for breakfast. Oh quick, quick! The sun's shining! It's
melting!''

"Huh, melting is it?" observed the long disillusioned family
elder, muffled deep in his blanket and conscious of chilly fingers
and toes. "Melting, did you say? Well, I certainly hope- so. Too
much is plenty. And anyone who can be so crazy about.

But they do not stay to hear. Bare feet. Bare bodies. Vic-
toria's little legs twinkling and her "bath-a-robe"--held to her
person only by one pin at the neck—streaming behind her like
a flag. Out the door. Over the rocks. Leaping like chipmunks
from icy boulder to icy boulder. Snatching up handful after
handful of the precious white, powdery stuff— "Snow! . . .
Snow! ..."

The cisterns are full now. The storm brought just enough
rain to make up what they lacked. And again the sun is shining
and the bees hum and the flowers lift their heads.

Chitka, the spiny pocket mouse, has severed his connection
with Yaquitepec—by request. Chitka was one of the most
lovable of pets. And we had had dreams of having him with us
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as a permanent member of the household. But Chitka, despite
his many virtues, had one fault. He was too progressive. A miner
by trade, be insisted on pushing his particular talent beyond
the bounds of all reason. The region of the fireplace, where we
had joyfully allowed him to establish himself, soon grew too
small for his ambitions. He longed for fresh worlds to conquer.
And emboldened and fortified by the fat living which we show-
ered upon him, he set out to conquer all the foundations of
Yaquitepec. He began to drive ambitious tunnels.

For a long time we did not know what Chitka was up to. Oc-
casionally we saw piles of fresh earth in the fireplace. And in-
dulgently carried them away with the ashes. Chitka, we assumed,
was enlarging his palace beneath the hearthstones.

But one evening Chitka bobbed out of the earth in an en-
tirely new quarter, a long way from his home grounds, in a
disquieting region. There is one mouse-proof room at Yaquite-
pec which we use as a storehouse. Whole grains and foods are
stored there, for Yaquitepec is a long long way from the cor-
ner grocery. We keep a "mouse detector" on the floor of this
room. It is a simple device which consists of a dish of squash
seeds. Yaquitepec mice are very fond of squash seeds, and
whenever by any infrequent chance a mouse gets into the
storeroom, he makes a bee line for the squash seed dish. And
leaves evidence of his feasting in nibbled fragments—which
evidence results in our turning out full force to evict the in-
truder and plug up whatever chink or cranny has served him for
an entrance.

But all those mice had been white-footed mice. Not under-
ground engineers, as was Chitka. Our hearts chilled as we
visioned an unending battle against an underground attack. The
foundations of our storeroom riddled by tunnels. Chitka open-
ing up lanes to the outer world of his brothers and sisters, who
in the dead of night, while we slept, would rise from the
bowels of the earth and carry off our supplies. The amount of
grain that even a single pocket mouse can remove in one night
is startling. Small wonder that we became alarmed. We had no
data on the speed with which Chitka could dig tunnels. But we
did know that a tiny mole has been known to tunnel 75 yards
between sundown and sunup. Chitka might not be a mole, but
he had demonstrated his ability to travel fast and far by the
underground route. Unless we were willing to put concrete
over the entire floor of the storeroom we were at his mercy.
Therefore, Chitka, we decided, would have to move.

So we fashioned a nice box for Chitka. With a sleeping com-
partment and ventilation holes and a cunning little door, closed
by a slide. And we stored it with grain and with enough wool
and scraps to make any mouse an elegant nest. Then, one eve-
ning we led a train of grain inside the box and when Chitka had
ambled in, collecting it in his cheek pouches, we shut the door.

He didn't care for the new arrangement. But we felt consid-
erably relieved at having him under lock and key. And a few days
later, when we felt that he had settled in his new home (he had
built himself a nice wooly nest) we carried the box out onto the
flat, quite a distance from the house, sunk it half way in the
ground and constructed an earth tunnel to it. Then we opened
the slide door and went away feeling virtuous.

But the next morning Chitka was no longer in his house. The
nest where he was wont to sleep was empty. "Somefing has
tookened him away?" Victoria said, sniffing tearfully. "Some
thiefs in the night?"

That night, after supper, Chitka bobbed up cheerfully in the
firelight. He walked around our feet, sat down on the edge of
the hearthstone, cleaned his whiskers with his paws, then with
a sarcastic flirt of his stumpy tail, betook himself down into his
diggings. Next morning Chitka had a new pop-hole, still nearer
the storeroom.

We caught Chitka again. He was easy to catch. And we kept
him in durance vile for several days—time which he passed in
industrious nibbling at the inside woodwork of his box (yes,
pocket mice do try to gnaw their way out of confinement, pre-

vious testimony to the contrary). Then again we took Chitka out
into the wide wide world. This time we carried him far up the
ridge of Ghost mountain. Finding him a nice homeland amid
some juniper trees and rocks, we took him out of his box, gave
him a last gentle stroking and bade him a sorrowful farewell.

Rudyard, our seven-year-old, whose bubbling enjoyment of
life extends over a wide field, chiefly artistic and literary, has
found himself a new hobby. This is setting his own stories in
type. Squatting on a bench, a much too big composing stick in
his hand and a case of twelve point type before him, he makes up
the story as he goes along, combining the tasks of author anc)
typesetter into one operation. For long stretches he squats thus
at his task, his face deep furrowed with concentration, the soft
"tick, tick" of the type, as he slips them into place, broken at
intervals by such worried questions as, "Mother, how do you
spell 'obnoxious.'" Or, "How many esses are there in 'posses-
sion'?" When the words are long there usually is a frantic wail,
"Stop! . . . Stop! . . . Give it to me in parts." Then, as he gets
it, section by section, he jams the type into place, letter by letter,
with a sort of grim triumphant determination. With his interest
and knowledge of printing whetted by a good deal of previous
service as "assistant foreman" in our Yaquitepec printing jobs,
he makes an astonishingly good job of his typesetting, a proof
of a couple of booklet size pages usually revealing no more errors
than I would have made myself. And though the spectacle of
Rudyard, when he tugs at the lever of our hand operated press
always reminds me of that bronze group in San Francisco in
which muscular, all but nude artisans cling their straining weight
to the giant lever of a metal punching press, yet I feel a thrill of
pride as I see him puff and haul. Good friends write me some-
times, in worried vein, "But what will be the future of your
children?" Well, I am not worrying.

And at the present moment, far from worrying, I am all puf-
fed up. And why? Well, because I am the proud possessor of
something, the like of which no other individual on earth pos-
sesses. It came about that I had a birthday. Such things to me
are of no great moment. But my young "braves"—and "brave-
ess" —think otherwise. So on each of these occasions I am loaded
with a multitude of gifts, laboriously constructed bit by bit for
months beforehand. Among the gifts on this occasion were
notebooks, carefully made up and sewn together by Victoria. A
bright shiny dime and a collection of manuscripts and pictures
from Rudyard. And from Rider a varied assembly of mechanical
marvels, ranging from an instrument for detecting the direction
of the wind to hand beaten metal bowls in which to burn incense
and an improved device designed to do away with the necessity
for drying ink with blotting paper. But somewhere down the
line of the long collection I came upon a contraption which puz-
zled me. It was a block of wood, upon which a pivoted, hammer
shaped weight behaved in a queer and mysterious manner that
was fascinating. "Rider," said I, vastly interested, "now just
what—what in the sam hill is this?"

"Oh—that," he said a bit impatiently. "Oh, that's merely an
automatic paper weight. You just slip the papers under the
pivoted hammer—and there you are. See!"

He turned back to the wind detector, and went on explaining
how it worked and how I could adjust it.

But my head was in a whirl—for I was the owner of the only
automatic paper weight in all the world!

•	 •	 •
EFFORT

All good things come to us in time,
The good, the noble, the sublime.
W hate'er we dream of and envision
With worship, will with just precision .

Come some day knocking at our door.
Life has of bounty endless store.
Each may attain. Each may arrive.
All we need do is work and strive.

—Tanya South
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LETTERS...
Toes of a Roadrunner . . .

Santa Clara, California
Dear Mr. Henderson:

Isn't George Bradt going to do his su-
perb bird articles into a book? They are the
best I have ever read, and I own nearly
every book there is on California birds.

His article on Roadrunners interested
me especially. One of my first trips to the
desert started me on a merry Roadrunner
adventure. I found a bird track in the sand
that I suspected was made by a Roadrun-
ner, but none of my books mentioned that
their toes had a zygodactyl (toes in pairs,
two forward and two behind) arrange-
ment, so I started out to investigate.

A college laboratory and a small-town
museum had Roadrunners mounted with
three toes forward and one backward.
People familiar with Roadrunners all their
lives gave emphatic but contradictory re-
ports. At long last, Jaeger's Denizens of
the Desert, the mounted specimens in the
San Diego Museum of Natural History,
and best of all, hours spent watching live
Roadrunners in their cage at the Fresno
zoo convinced me that they invariably are
zygodactyl and do not have one reversible
toe as owls do. It is a lot of fun checking up
on the odd pranks of Nature.

ELIZABETH H. PRICE
• • •

There's No Age Limit on Rockhounds
Ventura, California

Dear Friends:
I consider you are my friends as I have

been reading your splendid magazine for
several years. I would like to tell you what
a favor you did me about four years ago,
but am afraid to take up too much of your
time. But I will anyway. Before I became
a subscriber to DM I procured some of the
numbers from the library here.

I read them and wrote you that I was
an old man trying to cut and polish stones,
but I had no material to work on, and
asked you to tell anyone who had any spare
material, I would consider it a favor if
they would send me some.

You published that part of my letter in
your DM and I received a veritable shower
of rocks from all over the country. People
came to the house with boxes of specimens.
That is what started me to be a real rock
collector.

At present I have about 1500 specimens
of all kinds, about 200 cabochons, 150 flu-
otescents, a rock from every state in the
union, and a few foreign. I thank you for
all you did for an old man. Will be 80

ars old this year and still going strong,
cut and polished seven cabochons today.

It shows what a great lot the rock
hounds are.

J. H. IMHOFF

When Camels Came to USA . .
Azusa, California

Dear Sir:
The article "When Camels Came to

the Desert" in your March magazine
brought to mind a story I heard while
working for the U. S. Reclamation de-
partment in Phoenix, Arizona in 1909.

Some years before that date one of the
descendants of the released U. S. Army
camels was reported to be on the Arizona
range. A saloon-keeper in Phoenix con-
ceived the idea of using the animal for
advertising purposes.

He built a stockade behind his saloon
and hired some cowboys to land the ani-
mal in the cage. After much grief the
camel finally was roped and dragged
through the streets of Phoenix during the
hours of the night.

The beast immediately set about wreck-
ing the stockade. Carpenters were hired to
reinforce the fence from the outside. Early
one morning the camel broke out and went
through the saloon making a mess of things
generally.

Circling through the city in an effort
to find the open desert again he caused a
lot of havoc. Every horse that saw him
or smelled him promptly ran away caus-
ing numerous wrecked vehicles. The sa-
loon-keeper faced many damage suits.
Everybody concerned was glad to see the
last of the camel.

CHARLES H. EDWARDS
• •	 •

Printers Know Nothing About Botany
Alamogordo, New Mexico

Dear Mr. Henderson:
The fine illustrated story "Indians Made

Their Own Dyes" by Jerry and Helen
Laudermilk, has a couple of the pictures
transposed—or else the titles are mixed.

I think I am right in saying that you
have the Elderberry and the Sumac
(Squawbush) exchanged. The leave on
the so-called Elderberry look like a perfect
drawing of Rhus trilobata.

I saw some wild cochineal insects on
some cactus pads here, and wondered
where so much intense carmine came from
when I tried to get the insects off. Then
Mr. Laudermilk explained it all in his
dye story.

PFC ALBERT E. FARMER

PFC Farmer: The printers mixed
those cuts, and we have been wonder-
ing how many of our botanical
experts would discover the error.
Apologies to all botanists, and I rec-
ommend your promotion to—well
let's jump a grade and make it a buck
sergeant. —R. H.

More Light on the Utah Tragedy ...
Salt Lake City, Utah

Editor Desert Magazine:
The recent story in Desert by Charles

Kelly reminds me that 50 years ago when
I was a youngster in southern Utah, the
leadership of the gang which killed the
Howland brothers and Dunn was ascribed
to Toab (toe-ab), an Indian who had an
unsavory reputation over a long period.
When I saw him occasionally on the streets
of St. George he seemed rather along in
years. We small children were afraid of
him and always stayed in our own yards
when he was known to be in town. He
served time in the state penitentiary for a
later killing.

According to my information, the slay-
ing of Powell's men occurred at Pigeon
Spring (mourning dove) in the Para-
shaunt country. Later, at this same point,
Samuel Adams and several companions
were trapped by the Toab gang and es-
caped death only by strenuous pow-wow-
ing and solemn pledges to furnish blankets
and other supplies to the gang. I have a
manuscript account of this episode, titled
"A Night of Horrer" (sic) in which Mr.
Adams flatly states that Toab was the kil-
ler of the river voyagers, whom he de-
scribed as men "who left the party because
they were scared to face the rapids." This
shows what the opinion of the settlers of
the vicinity was at the time.

I have rather favored the version given
by Mr. Kelly, and so stated in print some
years ago. However, the challenge was
quickly taken up by Frederick S. Dellen-
baugh, who came to the defense of his
chief, to whom he was always loyal. The
death of Mr. Dellenbaugh shortly after
brought an end to the discussion. To my
mind, he was the most colorful of all Colo-
rado river stalwarts and I have the greatest
respect for his opinion, but I still believe
that Sumner's narrative is credible and
that there was much more than fear of the
river behind the "separation" of the prin-
cipals of this tale.

RUFUS D. JOHNSON
• • •

Desert 'Tits In" . . .
Pasadena, California

Dear Desert Magazine:
I don't know when I have enjoyed any-

thing so much as I have reading over and
over your Desert Magazine. Somehow it
just seems to fit into my life.

I was raised out on the Canadian prairie
and spent a great deal of my time picking
up buffalo bones and piling them into
heaps so my dad could break up the land
with our ox team.

I have a great time following the Souths.
I even stay awake at night waiting for their
pack rat to come tumbling down on the
roof.

NELLIE KECK
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Chrysocolla
Work Here Any More . . .

Prescott, Arizona
Dear Mr. Henderson:

In the August 1944 issue of Desert
Magazine there appeared an article writ-
ten by Helen Ashley Anderson, telling of
the copper mining going on at Bagdad
Copper Co. here in Yavapai County,
Arizona.

As Bagdad is only 70 miles from our
home, my wife and I had planned for
some time, since reading this article by
Mrs. Anderson, to make a trip over to
Bagdad and try to find some of the big
chunks of chrysocolla she spoke of lying
around on the hills there. As Washington's
birthday was a holiday at my place of
employment, we chose that time to make
the trip.

Leaving Top 0' Th' Pines early in the
morning we drove down Hassayampa
trail to Kirkland Junction, and turned
right on the Kirkland-Hillside graded
road. Kirkland valley has some fine stock
ranches developed along its floor ; really
nice places. About two miles past what
used to be the town of Yava, we turned
right again on the Hillside-Kingman road.
From there on to Bagdad your steering
wheel is never still for one moment. How-
ever, this road is now under construction,
and a good many of the twists and turns
are being straightened out.

The last couple of miles down into Bag-
dad takes careful driving. The road is cut
out of the side of the mountain, and just
a slight mishap could send you some two
thousand or so feet down into the canyon.
Once down into the camp, we found the
place all in a hustle and bustle. Everybody
seemed to be in a hurry to go some place
except where they were. I hailed one young
miner and asked him where we could find
Clinton Anderson. Our idea was to talk
with Mrs. Anderson and maybe she could
tell us where we could find some of the
chrysocolla. The young fellow knew Clint,
as he called him, but informed us that the
Andersons had left Bagdad a long time
before, and he thought they now lived in
Colorado.

Well, that pegged that idea in a hurry.
The wife and I were turning our heads
around and around, trying to spot some
green and blue rocks, and not having any
luck at all. I hailed another fellow who
was rushing by on his way toward the
shaft. He was kind of an old fellow; sort
of grizzled and gnarled. I asked him if he
knew where we might find chrysocolla.
"Chrysocolla?" mused the old-timer. Then
brightening, "Must be the one that worked
on the fountain at the commissary. She
don't stay here no more, son. Left about a
year ago with a mucker that got fired off
the job."

I guess I must have shown my disap-

pointment, for the old fellow, in a seeming
show of helpfulness added, "Gal named
Renay is working her job now. You can
find her down at the commissary."

It was plain that the man was no rock
hound, and also equally plain that my
wife was not interested in hunting up a
"gal named Renay," so I found a level
place that would permit me to turn the
car around, and drove on back up the hill
about a quarter of a mile, where I could
park the car in a little niche on the side
of the road.

We got out and spent some time tramp-
ing over the hillsides, but found no green
or blue rocks. On the way out, along where
the new road had been excavated, we did
find some beautiful mica formations, and
took home some fine big chunks for our
rock garden. All in all it was a very nice
trip that we will not forget for a long
time.

MOULTON B. SMITH
• • •

There's a Difference of Opinion ...
Dunlap, California

Dear Sir:
Usually I enjoy Desert Magazine from

cover to cover, but your ignorant and con-
ceited reply and editorial regarding the
truths contained in A. N. Gabbev's letter
has so stirred my ire that the only way to
get it out of my system is to reply.

To keep the record straight, I must say
that I am strongly in favor of reasonable
areas for National parks created for the
purpose for which they were intended.
However, there is no reason for including
all the mountains and a good portion of the
desert in National parks and thereby creat-
ing a monopoly for the large concession
interests. It would be just as reasonable to
add all the Santa Monica mountains to
Griffith park in Los Angeles.

You speak of selfish interests. How
about your own? You want to be able to
ride over hundreds of miles of roads and
trails and see all along the way a few more
flowers and tame wildlife.

1/hile on the other hand thousands of
acres of forage go to waste, timber ripens
and dies and rots, minerals lie dormant,
sportsmen are excluded from large areas
and become more congested in smaller
areas. While at the same time deer espe-
cially are deteriorating in the large parks,
and in some places are becoming short of
proper forage. Also bear have to be killed,
as they become too tame, and are dumped
into the garbage pits.

Now I derive a goodly portion of my
business from travel to the National parks
and would be the last to suggest their elim-
ination. However, I am aware of the
political and commercial set-up behind the

Park extension plan, which is out to get
control of all our recreational areas.,

I could go on for pages giving you facts
and figures bearing on the above, but hope
only that you will be more lenient in your
judgment of a man who is probably better
informed about the National park situa-
tion than you are.

WM. M. CLINGAN
• • •

More About the Horned Lizard . . .
Newton, Kansas

Dear Mr. Henderson:
I read with interest an article on horned

toads, or lizards, by Weldon D. Woodson,
and published in March issue of DM. I
wish he had been just a little more explan-
atory. He makes the statement that "a
single female bore 27 progeny,'' which
isn't very enlightening.

I would like to tell you about an exper-
ience I had while hunting fossils with my
husband and brother on a little hill near
Dexter, Kansas. We were scratching
around in the loose sandy soil picking up
various forms of brachiopods, sections of
crinoids, bits of coral, and if we were
lucky—a trilobite. My husband was a bit
startled when he scratched on the rusty
brown colored back of a horned lizard. He
saw her as she deposited an egg, then she
began to work frantically to cover it,
scratching with her front claws and using
her tail like a broom to sweep the dirt in.

We decided to explore the nest, because
that is what it was—a shallow hole dug on
the gently sloping side of the hill. My
brother used his pocket knife to remove
the eggs, but first we had to set Mrs.
Horned Lizard away off to one side, for
she kept running back to the nest trying
to cover it. She used the horns on her head
to loosen the soil, then clawed with feet
and lashed with her tail, with all her might.

We removed the eggs carefully and
counted about 18. They were white and
very soft shelled, about like the thin mem-
brane on the inside of the shell of a hen
egg. The eggs were small, about the size
of the end of my little finger. Maybe it
would be better to say, the size of a small
bird's egg. After counting the eggs we put
them all back in place, and put Mrs. Lizard
back where we found her, and when we
left she was very happy.

I've thought a lot about it since. Did she
deposit the eggs all at once, or over a
period of days? How long, I wonder, be-
fore they hatched? Did she stick around
to see that the little ones had something to
eat, or did the sun hatch the eggs and the
poor little fellows have to make their OWII

way from the beginning? A little lizard
crawling out of such a small shell would be
a sight to see. Next time I find something
like that, I will pitch my tent and see how
things come out.

MARIE KENNEDY
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PALMS
INN

THE HOTEL AT THE
PALMS• • •

FIREPLACE ADOBES
• • •

FOOD TO REMEMBER
• • •

SADDLE HORSES
BADMINTON

IF	 1	 •

AMERICAN PLAN
Single, $6.75 up

Double, $11.75 up
Gateway to Joshua Tree National Monument

ROBERT VAN LAHR, Manager
For Reservations — Write 29 Palms Inn at

TWENTYNINE PALMS, CALIFORNIA
or call any Travel Bureau or Automobile Club

Your STEERHIDE Huaraches will be
well worth the ration stamp you must
now send us, because they are care-
fully handcrafted of real sole leather
and have the stamina of a shoe.
Work, walk and play in them, they
can take it, and every pair you buy
saves American shoe leather needed
elsewhere. Send your foot outline and
shoe size. We guarantee a fit. Please
send ration stamp.

Sizes for everyone—men,
women, children. (Chil-
dren's sizes $2.25)

Please send 	  pairs Huaraches
Foot outlines enclosed, sizes 	
Name 	

Address 	

OLD MEXICO SHOP
SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO

ARIZONA
Test Crop Yield on Gila Land . . .

YUMA—To determine what crops can
be profitably raised on Gila Mesa desert
lands, University of Arizona is cooperating
with US bureau of reclamation in five-year
program on University farms near Yuma
Mesa division of the Gila Reclamation
project. Gila project, extending 80 miles
east of Yuma valley and south to interna-
tional border, includes 150,000 acres
which ultimately may be expanded. Four
hundred acres now are planted to high-
yield alfalfa ; 700-800 acres are being
cleared and leveled for fall planting.

Colville Buried Near Partner . . .
KAYENTA—Clyde Colville, who with

John Wetherill established a trading post
in the Monuments area in 1906, and who
followed his partner in death by only two
days last November, now has been buried
beside him in the Monument Valley region
where they spent the greater part of their
lives among the Navajo.

New Bridge Spans Colorado . . .
TOPOCK—Santa Fe railway opened its

new double-track bridge over Colorado
river here in March, replacing the single- •
track which was built in 1890. New struc-
ture, upstream from the old, consists of
three 350-foot deck truss spans over the
main channel, with girder approaches of
150 feet on east and 30 feet on the west.
Abutments of the seven piers are supported
on reinforced concrete cylinders down to
solid rock, a maximum depth of 123 feet
below water level. This required men to
work under 52 pounds air pressure, in 30-
minute shifts.

• • •
Lincoln Johnson, 65, prominent Que-

chan Indian and former tribal council
member, died at Fort Yuma reservation
March 8.

• • •
Jack O'Connor, former instructor at

Arizona State Teachers college and Uni-
versity of Arizona, is new member editor-
ial department of Outdoor Life magazine.

• • •
Richard Pointer "Uncle Dick" Marable,

87, long associated with Arizona irrigation
and mining development, died at his Yuma
home March 15.

• • •
:lames Wallace Bennett, 92, Arizona cat-

tleman and trading post operator for 72
years, died March 10 at Sage Memorial hos-
pital, Ganado.

• • •
Flagstaff's All-Indian Pow Wow, fea-

turing parade and rodeo, has been set for
July 3-4.

CALIFORNIA
New Desert Park Proposed . . .

SAN BERNARDINO — Creation of a
"great public recreational area" in River-
side and San Bernardino counties border-
ing the Colorado river was proposed in
legislature at Sacramento in March. Sen-
ate approved resolution by Senators Nelson
S. Dilworth, Ralph Swing and Ben Hulse
requesting state lands commission to with-
draw from sale or lease any state lands in
the area. Commission also was requested to
exchange lands under its control elsewhere
in the state for any federal lands in the
proposed recreational area. Existing and
proposed dams on the river have enhanced
adjoining recreational values, the resolu-
tion declared.

Imported Dates Held "Infested". . .
INDIO—Those who could see "no dif-

ference" between the more costly dates
grown and packed in Coachella Valley and
the cheaper imported varieties familiar in
markets before the war, had their attention
called to the "difference" in March, when
9,600,000 pounds of dates imported from
Syria were held in Seattle by order of Pure
Food & Drug administration which barred
4800 pounds from entry because they were
"infested with insect filth." The dates,
valued at $1,500,000, comprised the first
shipment to arrive at that port since the
war, and were consigned mainly to east-
ern importing firms.

Pioneer Museum Established . . .
IMPERIAL—Culminating a nine-year

effort to secure a permanent location, Im-
perial Valley Pioneers association in March
signed a 17-year lease giving them use
of former administration building at Im-
perial county fairgrounds here as a mu-
seum and pioneers' headquarters. At an-
nual meeting in April proposal to extend
membership to any person with 20 years
or more residence in the valley was to be
considered. Membership heretofore has
been limited to those who arrived prior
to 1918.

More Guayule to Mexico . . .
INDIO — Ten million guayule rubber

plants recently were shipped from Whittier
ranch east of here to Continental Mexican
rubber company, Durango, Mexico, for
planting there. Large per cent of rubber to
be extracted from plants will be returned
to US. To supplement extraction mill at
Salinas, which has been operating since
1932, a new mill at Bakersfield was ex-
pected to be ready in April. Mixed with
synthetic rubber, guayule is used largely in
production of tires, and has many other
commercial uses.

Canal Workers Get Housing . . .
MECCA—Three of ten proposed 40-

man units to house additional workers on
All-American canal project were scheduled
for completion April 1 on Box canyon road
north of here. Low's Commissaries, Los
Angeles, which has had much experience
in large scale military feeding, will have
charge of restaurant and recreational facili-
ties, which it is said will be open to pub-
lic and canal workers alike.

MAY, 1945
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The Desert Trading Post
Classified advertising in this section costs five cents a word, $1.00 minimum per issue—

Actually about one-half cent per thousand readers.

NEVADA	 Million Dollar Ranch Sold . . .Fred Clark, Anza Pioneer, Dies . . .
ANZA—Death this spring took another

of the Desert Men—Fred Clark, who set-
tled here more than half century ago and
in whose adobe home many a prospector,
cowboy, hunter and traveler found shelter
and hospitality. As a guide he was helpful
to Dr. Eugene Bolton and his party when
they were tracing the De Anza expedition
route, which was found to pass over Fred's
ranch. A monument to mark the route
was erected 15 years ago on the Clark
homesite by Native Sons of the Golden
West. In 1892 he packed ore with a string
of six burros from Asbestos mine to Santa
Rosa reservation; he helped put down
desert wells at various sites and helped
deepen well and put in trough at Shavers
which has served as desert watering place
many years. With his brother Frank he
dug a well in the big playa at upper end
of Borrego valley, which since has borne
the name of Clark lake.

• • •
Legislation has been dratted at Sacra-

mento to provide state-wide horse-back
and hiker trails.

MISCELLANEOUS
OPPORTUNITY open for partly disabled vet-

eran desiring to locate on Southern Califor-
nia desert. Light work of clerical nature will
supplement pension and provide useful and
responsible employment for man of good
character. Address Box PD, % Desert Maga-
zine, El Centro, Calif.

ELDERLY COUPLE with an extra cabin in
a wooded mountain area in California will
provide home and board for a single man who
will help with light - chores—chopping fire-
wood, repair work on road and a trip to
town occasionally for supplies. Must be able
to drive car. Ideal spot for pensioned veteran
who seeks outdoor life. Address Box 427,

Calif.

'Wanted: By elderly man, expert irrigator, Des-
ert Caretaker position with nearby, modest,
permanent home and plot on installment or
life-tenure plan. Excellent references, Address
E.B.H., care of Desert Magazine.

DESERT TEA: In original form. Large bundle
only $1.00 complete with instructions for
use. Desert Pets and antiques sold and ex-
changed. Grail Fuller's BorXpost Ranch,
Daggett, Calif.

YOUR INNERMOST LONGINGS FUL-
FILLED! Get "Spiritual Help For Your
Everyday Problems"-25c. Booklists includ-
ed. OUTSTANDING BOOK ASSOCIA-
TION, Box 2501, Los Angeles.

NAVAJO RUGS: Large, medium and saddle
blankets. Authentic Navajo and Zufii jewelry.
Famous Lorenzo Hubbell Co. rugs, Hopi pot-
tery and baskets. Hubbell's Indian Trading
Post, Tom Hubbell, 2331 Pico, Santa Monica,
Calif. Phone 50603.

Oldtime Stagecoach Driver Dies . . .
GOLDFIELD — Robert Alonzo Paine,

one of the last of the oldtime Western stage
drivers, died in March at Nevada City,
California. Known as "Lon" wherever
stage drivers gathered, he drove the old
Concord coaches over desert roads of
southern Nevada in early days of Tonopah
and Goldfield and Virginia City. He car-
ried out to the railroad at Sodaville many
thousands of dollars worth of gold and
silver bullion. He was on the Sodaville-
Tonopah run during the winter of 1902-03
when the "black pneumonia" epidemic in
Tonopah took lives of hundreds of miners.
He was born in Spencerville, California,
in 1865.

• • •
Assemblyman George Miller has been

elected president Paradise Cattlemen's as-
sociation.

• • •
Fishing season at Lake Tahoe and

Truckee river in Nevada will open May 1,
to conform with the California season.

Large stock of petrified palm. Twenty tons of
rock specimens. Navajo rugs, reservation
hand hammered silver and baskets from many
tribes. Many other handmade artifacts.
Daniels Indian Trading Post, 401 West Foot-
hill Blvd., Fontana, Calif.

Wanted: Steam Car, any condition, anyone
knowing of or having one for sale please
write to Warren Harris, Potrero, Calif.

Send 3e stamp for list of over 200 books for
sale on the Southwest, Pacific Coast, Geology,
Mountaineering, including Western Ameri-
cana. M. V. Denny, 1014 Cornwell Place,
Ann Arbor, Michigan.

LIVESTOCK

KARAKULS. Producers of Persian Lamb fur
are easy to raise and adapted to the desert
which is their native home. For further in-
formation write Addis Kelley, 4637 E. 52
Place, May-wood, California.

We sell Nationally Recognized Fur Producing
Karakuls. Have permanent market for wool
and furs. Attractive investment for rancher
or city investor. James Yoakam, National
Distributor, 112$ No. Hill Ave., Pasadena,
California.

REAL ESTATE

GEM VILLAGE: The Rockhound Colony. For
information, also rocks and minerals, write
to The Colorado Gem Co., Bayfield, Colo.

For Imperial Valley Farms—

W. E. HANCOCK
"The Farm Land Man"

Since 1914
EL CENTRO - - - - CALIFORNIA

ELKO—Russell Land and Cattle com-
pany, one of the largest enterprises in
northern Nevada, which had been operated
by the George Russell family for over hall
a century, was sold in March to Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Doyle, Mr. and Mrs. Myron
Doyle and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Craven,
of Reno. Deal involved about $1,000,000
and included 9000 head of cattle.

Lake Mead Carp for Fertilizer . . .
LAS VEGAS — A Nevada corporation

is completing plans to seine water of Lake
Mead for carp. According to Frank Wait,
county fish and game commissioner, a fer-
tilizer plant which will grind up carp will
be installed near site of the old sand mill
in Virginia basin, and the product - will be
shipped to Southern California. Tests in-
dicate there is enough protein in the fish
meat to provide excellent fertilizer.

May Improve Comstock Lode Route
GOLDFIELD—Early improvement of

highway through historic Kingsbury can-
yon, connecting pioneer settlement of
Genoa with Lake Tahoe was urged in Ne-
vada assembly in March. Historic road
follows trail used by emigrants from Cali-
fornia to Comstock lode in the early days.

• • •
Goldfield News and Weekly Tribune,

published past 11 years by A. R. Hopkins,
was sold in March to Clyde R. Terrell of
Tonopah.

• • •

NEW MEXICO
Civil Service for City Workers . . .

SANTA FE—By terms of a bill ap-
proved in March by New Mexico house of
representatives, municipal employees in
cities whose population exceeds 30,000
would be placed under civil service. Al-
buquerque is the only New Mexican city
in this population class.

A WESTERN THRILL
"Courage," a remarkable oil painting

20x60 feet, the Covered Wagon Train cross-
ing the desert in '68. Over a year in painting.
On display (free) at Knott's Berry Place
where the Boysenberry was introduced to
the world and famous for fried chicken din-
ners with luscious Boysenberry pie.

You'll want (1) A 4-color picture of this
huge painting suitable for framing. (2) A
36-page handsomely illustrated souvenii,
pictures and original drawings, of Ghost
Town Village and story of this roadside
stand which grew to a $600,000 annual busi-
ness. (3) One year's Subscription (6 num-
bers) to our illustrated bi-monthly magazire
of the West. True tales of the days of gold,
achievements of westerners today and cour-
ageous thoughts for days to come. Mention
this paper and enclose one dollar for all three
and get authentic western facts. Postpaid.

GHOST TOWN NEWS
BUENA PARK, CALIF.
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FREE - TO
THE LADIES!

You can get a colorful, well illus-
trated booklet written by a lady
for the ladies. It tells in familiar
home and kitchen language what
makes a car go and what it takes
to keep it going.

It isn't necessary to take the
family autumobile apart to see
what makes it tick.

You don't have to be a techni-
cian to understand how the ma-
chinery works when you're driving.

But there are some things you can
read about that will help you help
your precious automobile outlast
the duration.

Of course, you don't have to do
any actual servicing of the car
yourself. Shell Dealers and Shell
Service Stations know how to at-
tend to that work.

Many cars are 7 or 8 years old
now. So, it's a mighty good thing
to know your car and its upkeep
requirements.

Just send for Shell's free booklet
that tells about the Woman at the
Wheel. Mail this coupon (or drop
a post card). Hurry, please, be-
cause our supply of these booklets
is limited.

Shell Oil Company, Incorporated,
100 Bush Street,
Touring Service,
San Francisco 6, California

Please send, without charge or
obligation, the booklet "Alice in
Motorland."

Name

Address

City

Border Patroled by Air . . .
GALLUP—Immigration service now uses
an autogiro to search for Mexicans crossing
border illegally. Ugo Carusi, immigration
commissioner, stated that in a recent seven-
month period there were 42,000 dis-
covered attempts to cross the border with-
out permission, most of them Mexicans
seeking US jobs. When that plane hovers
over a bunch of men caught coming across
the border, they just stand there as thotigh
paralyzed," he said. "We are able to radio
back for a car to come to the spot and pick
them up." A force of 750 men patrol the
2200-mile Mexican border.

They're "Long Hairs" No Longer .. .
ROY—It now can be officially claimed

that this is "short hair" country, compared
with Lysite, Wyoming. Some time ago the
draft took the only barbers from this town
and Mosquero, forcing residents to journey
46 miles to Springer for their haircuts.
Now William C. Mack and his neighbors,
who live 17 miles from Lysite, which in
turn is 51 miles from Riverton, nearest
place where "store-bought" haircuts can
be had, have to travel 130 to 140 miles.

Indian Commissioner Confirmed . . .
ALBUQUERQUE — William A. Bro-

phy, former Albuquerque attorney, was
confirmed by US senate as commissioner
of Indian Affairs. He has been chief of
Puerto Rican division of interior depart-
ment and goverment lawyer for Pueblo
Indians in New Mexico. Although several
Indian leaders and congressmen urged that
confirmation be deferred until further con-
sideration could be given appointment of
an Indian to the post, none of the wit-
nesses questioned Brophy's ability or in-
tegrity.

• •	 •
New Mexico state fair has been set for

September 9-16.
• •	 •
UTAH

Famed Organ to be "Improved". . .
SALT LAKE CITY—World-celebrated

Mormon tabernacle organ is due for a
few improvements, and G. Donald Harri-
son, Boston, outstanding pipe organ build-
er and consultant in US began a study of
the big organ in March. "The LDS taber-
nacle is the most perfect structure for or-
gan tone I have ever visited and the organ
is ideally placed." Harrison, who has built
some of the great pipe organs in this coun-
try and England, said the 32-foot organ
pipes installed by pioneer builders in 1867
were unique. "Ordinarily, pipes that long
are built of metal instead of wood. If pipes
are of wood, they almost invariably are
rectangular in shape, instead of round as
are these pipes."

• •	 •
Utah and Nevada, with more than 60

per cent of their school age residents-14
to 19 years—enrolled in schools, lead the
nal ion in this class.

Utah's Leading Citizen Dies . . .
SALT LAKE CITY—Herbert S. Auer-

bach, 62, one of the West's outstanding
merchants, a mining engineer, historian,
musician, collector and civic leader, died
of a heart ailment March 19. President and
manager of Auerbach Co. department store
and president of Auerbach Realty Co. and
Brooks Co., his business interests were but
one phase of a busy varied life. He started
his career as mining engineer in 1906, later
operated extensive realty interests and ex-
panded the mercantile business, established
by his uncle and father in an adobe shack
here in 1864, into one of the major mer-
chandising institutions of intermountain
West. Western and Mormon history being
one of his deepest interests, he gradually
acquired one of the largest libraries in the
world on the subjects. He carried on exten-
sive research studies, wrote numerous ar-
ticles and books. One of his most recent
contributions was a new translation of the
journal of Father Escalante, Catholic priest
who led first party of white men into what
is now Utah.

Island Airfield Not For Buffalo . . .
SALT LAKE CITY—Antelope Island

in Great Salt Lake, inhabited by "one
family and a herd of buffalo" is scheduled
to get a postwar federal airport. Assistant
Secretary of Commerce William Burden
said the airport, estimated to cost about
$15,000, was tentatively included in a
long-range, 10-year program. "It's in-
tended for recreational purposes," he ex-
plained, "to take advantage of the island's
hunting and fishing opportunities. No, it's
not for the use of the buffalo."

mountain Spring Ranch
Beautifully Located on Bill Williams Mt.

• Individual Cottages Scattered
Among the Pines

• Saddle Horses

• Trailer Accommodations

Season May to November

FOR INFORMATION WRITE BOX 247
WILLIAMS, ARIZONA

For Nice Things . .
• INFANTS' AND

CHILDREN'S WEAR

• LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR

• MEN'S FURNISHINGS

• FINE LINENS

CUSTER'S
206 W. TENTH STREET	 PHONE 246

LANCASTER. CALIFORNIA
THE HEART OF ANTELOPE VALLEY

'RILLA CUSTER	 GALEN CUSTER
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mperial Irrigation District

Use Your Own Power-Make it Pay for the All American Canal

Mines and At • •
' Reno, Nevada . . .

A maximum price of $17.50 a ton f.o.b.
Zurich, California, has been established by
OPA for a select grade of crude talc pro-
duced in Esmeralda county, Nevada. Speci-
fic prices ranging from $8.00 to $15.25 a
ton were established in November, 1944,
and the new ceiling limit applies only to a
superior grade which meets rigid specifi-
cations. Zurich is the shipping point for
the Nevada talc.

Washington, D. C. . . .
The War Production Board's list of es-

sential items which may be manufactured
from imported silver, is soon to be in-
creased, according to WPB announcement.
Foreign silver costs the manufacturer 25
cents an ounce compared with the domestic
price of 71 cents.

• • •
Carson City, Nevada . . .

Since no one has yet claimed the $25,000
bounty offered by the Nevada legislature
in 1943 to the first person to discover
oil in commercial quantities in the state,
a bill has been introduced in the current
session by James Ryan of Clark county,
renewing the offer.

• • •
Amarillo, Texas . . .

United States' surplus supply of hel-
ium is to be pumped back into the ground
to remain in storage until needed, accord-
ing to orders issued by Secretary Ickes. One
of the 11 helium-producing wells in the
Cliffside field in Texas is to be used as a
storage vault, and pipe lines to Amarillo
and Exell will make the gas available as
needed. United States has a world monop-
oly on this gas.

Tombstone, Arizona . . .
Members of the Tombstone chapter of

the Small Mine Owners' association at
their last meeting were urged to make ap-
plications for the federal funds needed to
resume operation on the 750 gold mines
closed down in 1942. Confidence was ex-
pressed that gold mining can be resumed
as soon as the European conflict is ended,
and much optimism prevails that there
will be an increase in the price paid for
gold.

• • •

Gallup, New Mexico . . .
Due to lack of markets, the Gallup

American Coal company's mines near here
are scheduled for closing, according to
company officials. It was explained that
the company's largest customer, the Santa
Fe railroad gradually has been shifting
from coal to oil-burning locomotives, and
that other markets also have shrunk. The
property has not been profitable for some
time said Horace Moses of the Chino
mines, and it has been decided to close
down the property at a time when workers
have every opportunity to get employment
in other fields.

• •	 •

Tombstone, Arizona . . .
S;nking a new shaft in the heart of the

old Tombstone mining area, the Giacoma
brothers believe there is good promise of
striking rich deposits of lead, gold and
silver within a depth of 250 feet. Their
claim, the Intervina, was patented in 1880

but has never been worked. Adjoining
claims produced high values in the old
mining days. The two-compartment shaft
is now down 50 feet.

• •	 •

Winnemucca, Nevada . . .

Named after John M. Mackay of Vir-
ginia City mining fame, a tellurium com-
pound discovered recently by C. D. Wood-
house, is to be called "Mackayite" accord-
ing to Vincent P. Gianella, head of the
geology department at the University of
Nevada. The yellow mineral with a waxy
lustre was discovered near Goldfield.

The All-Electric Home of Tomorrow
Is Taking Form Today . . .
• Men's dreams, cumulative experiments . .

and out of the test tube of today will come

the all-electric home of tomorrow. Through

the exigencies of wartime needs, the elec-

trical industry has distilled from ideas reali-

ties that will become integral parts of modern

housekeeping.

• Fixed lighting, a completely equipped electric

kitchen, a planned electric laundry, and a

"round the year" air conditioning system will

raise the standard of living in America and in

the Imperial Valley. By productive planning

NOW, your publicly-owned Imperial Irrigation

District is ensuring a better tomorrow.
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OBIS AND MINERALS
ARTHUR L. EATON, Editor

GI's BRINGING HOME
MANY FINE SPECIMENS

American soldiers and sailors returning from
far corners of the earth are bringing blck from
those places specimens of gems and minerals of
every imaginable kind. Among -those in recent
weeks are agates from Alaska; opals and tur-
quoise from Australia; agate from Guadalcanal
and Solomons; rubies, cats eye, sapphires and
chrysoberyl from Burma and Ceylon; calcite
curios from Egypt; cat eyes, coral and shells
from South Pacific; jade, cinnabar from China;
opals, turquoise and pearls from Mexico; pearls,
emeralds and crystals from South America; tiger
eye, garnets, spinel from South Africa; flint
and cryolite from Greenland; nickel and anti-
mony from New Caledonia. Besides these, the
South Pacific is proving a gathering place de
luxe for sea shells.

• • •

MUCH SPURIOUS STONE
SOLD IN MEXICO

Mexico in years past has become famous as
a country where diamonds and other gems can
be purchased very reasonably. In recent years,
due partly to the preat influx of American
tourists, great numbers of "imitations" have
flooded the market. "Mexican black diamonds"
are hematite iron cut and polished. "Mexican
jade" is largely calcite evenly colored green.
Some is merely Mexican onyx crudely painted
green on the outside. The color can be removed
very easily. The "genuine black jade" sold in
most places is obsidian, volcanic glass. Every
-Mexican sapphire" examined this year has
turned out to be merely cut glass. Queretaro, the
home of the opal, at present displays mostly
cut and polished bottle glass and obsidian.

• • •

RARE MINERALS AT TRONA
Roy Bailey talked on fluorescence at March 21

meeting of Searles Lake gem and mineral so-
ciety, Trona, California. He showed color slides
taken in Zion national park. Display table cor-
responded with the speaker's subject.

Another work party at the Chris Wicht
memorial March 18 put the Surprise canyon
place in good condition.

A field trip to the Spangler district took
place March 25, and April 21-22 marked the
date of the annual Death Valley trip.

March bulletin continues the series of ar-
ticles on Searles Lake minerals, dealing with
glaserite or aphthitalite and sulfohalite,
fohalite is found only in Searles Lake, and rarely
there. It is the only mineral from the lake that
contains fluorine.

'COLORADO MINERALS'
Crystals

Cabinet and Fluorescent Specimens
Approval Shipments

MARVIN'S ROCK SHOP
U. S. Hiways 160	 550, Durango, Colo.

Flo Resley, Kernville, California reports or-
ganization of a mineral society. A group of in-
terested people met at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
James Bechtel and chose the title Kernville
Rockhounds for the society. The following were
elected officers: Mrs. James Bechtel, president ;
Mrs. Ida B. Pascoe, vice-president; Milus Robi-
son, field guide, Mrs. William Resley, secretary.
The group has ten charter members besides of-
ficers. Primary plans included a March 19 field
trip to Indian Wells and an April 9 meeting at
the home of Mrs. Ida Pascoe.

• • •
K. Bensusan gave an illustrated talk on open-

ing a mica mine in Brazil at March meeting of
San Fernando Valley mineral society. Specimens
of muscovite mica, polished cabinet pieces and
c-bochons were exhibited on the display table.
The society made up another purse of thirty
dollars for lapidary supplies and tools to be sent
to service men at Birmingham hospital.

• • •
Sacramento mineral society began the 1945

season with the following officers: A. J. Mc-
Clelland, president; Paul Downard, vice-presi-
dent; Lillian Coleman, secretary; Mrs. M. P.
Colony, treasurer; Ruth Mayfield, librarian; W.
E. Haskall and O. T. Illerich, directors. Sixth
annual banquet was held March 2. J. R.
Schv..enck, chemical engineer for Hughes re-
search and engineering company was speaker.
He discussed development and uses of plastics
and showed samples of materials. Among visi-
tors present were George H. Needham and J.
Lewis Renton, president and vice-president of
Northern California mineral society of San
Francisco; Orlin J. Bell and Buster E. Sledge,
president and secretary of East Bay mineral
society, Oakland. Sacramento mineral society
meets fourth Fridays for the semi-technical
study of geology, mineralogy and gemology. In-
terested persons are always welcome at meetings.

K. J. Hines of Puente reports the discovery
of a very fine deposit of plasma in San Benito
county. This stone is a silicious heliotrope or
bloodstone.

. . . FREE . . .
— NEVADA PETRIFIED WOOD —

Order My Beginner's Special
5 Gem Stones in the Rough, $1.00

Enough material to cut 15 cabochons
and if you will add 15c for postage and
packing I will include a large piece of
Nevada petrified wood free. Remember
there is 20% tax on gems so be sure to
send a total of $1.35.

If you send in names and addresses
of other rockhounds an additional suit-
able present will be included as a sur-
prise.

Write for my offer on polishing
material by the pound.

W. DART
GOLDFIELD, NEVADA

Instant
FLUORESCENT

ANALYSIS
on the job!

MINER A LIGHT
FREE
with each lamp 20
mineral samples in-

eluding—

SCHEELITE
CALCITES
OPALITES
HYALITES
POWELLITE
MERCURY
HYDROZIIICITEZotaitfriit-

PRODUCTS, Inc.
,2e5 SANTA MONICA BLVD DEPT X LOS ANGELES 2' CALIFORNIA

MINERS — GEOLOGISTS
PROSPECTORS

Are you overlooking hidden

values? MINERALIGHT Magic
ultra nolet rays identify many
• alua	 minerals right in

your outcrops. shafts or tun-
nels. Save the cost of assay-
ing for Scheelite. Zircon ,
Willemite. Flaunt, cmd many

other minerals which fluor-

esce instantly. MINF-RALIGHT
• now available in many

models for analysis. prospect-
ing. sortmg. grading and nu.
merou• other use.

FREE--Becrutilul 4-color
Catalog — Write today.

HERE ARE THE GIFTS
YOUVE BEEN LOOK/NC FOR!
Rings, $4.00 and Up Necklaces, S5.00 and Up

Brooches, $5.00 and Up
Bracelet and Ring Sets, $15 and Up

Plus 20% Excise Tax and 2 1/2% Sales Tax

Petrified Picture Wood and Moss Agate — Jewelry
Hand Made in Sterling Silver Mountings

RINGS — BRACELETS — NECKLACES
BROOCHES — TIE SLIDES, ETC.

Mail Orders Filled Anywhere in U S. A

ELLIOTT'S GEM SHOP
26 lergins Arcade Village	 Long Beach 2,, Calif.

Entrance Subway at Ocean and Pine
Open 10 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily
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Minerals, Gems, Coins, Bills, Old Glass, Books,
Stamps, Fossils, Buttons, Dolls, Weapons,
Miniatures, Indian Silver Rings and Brace-
lets. Also Mexican. Catalogue 5c. Cowboy
Lemley, Las Cruces, New Mexico.

Special on copper stained rocks, containing some
Chrysocolla, Azurite and Malachite, including
Variscite, Lazulite and Shattuckite. Fine speci-
mens up to 10 lbs. weight each. Fluorescent
Powellite, Scheelite and Hydrozincite and
other materials. Other materials include Cin-
nabar in Opalite, Opalized wood, Agate and
Chalcedony, Opal in limited quantities. Field
specimens of Pumicite, Fluorspar, Opalite,
Magnetite iron in botryoidal form, unusual,
Pearlite, Jasper, Agate, Petrified wood. com-
bination Gold, Silver and Zinc ore, Calcite
crystals, Specular Iron, Chalk, Talc, Cinnabar
ore, Wonderstone, Travertine Onyx, all one
price. Generous sample specimens. Choice of
any 35c each, 3 for $1.00, 18 for $5.00. Aver-
age size 1 1/2 by 2 inch to 2 inch by 3 inch,
some larger or smaller according to scarcity
of material. Mixed up or large pieces $1.00
per lb., 6 lbs. for $5.00. Material for cutting
and polishing $5.00 per lb., 6 lbs. for $25.00.
Address W. Dart, Goldfield, Nev.

50 ring stones, including genuine and synthetic
—$7.50. 12 genuine Opals or Cameos—
$2.75. Plus 20% tax. B. Lowe, Box 311, St.
Louis 1, Mo.

Montana Moss Agates in the rough for gem cut-
ting, $1.00 per lb. plus postage. Elliott's Gem
Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long Beach 2, Calif.

Antique Jewelry: 12 articles antique jewelry,
brooches, rings, lockets, chains, etc. $3.60.
12 assorted hatpins—$3.00. 12 stickpins
$2.75. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1, Mo.

Jewelry stones removed from rings, etc. 100
assorted $2.40. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1,
Missouri.

$2.50 brings you prepaid six rare and beautiful
crystallized Arizona minerals. Vanadinite,
Dioptase, Wulfenite, Willemite, Chrysocol-
la, Azurite. Specimens 1 1/2x2 or larger.
Wiener Mineral Co., Box 509, Tucson, Ari-
zona.

Choice Palm Root—Full of eyes showing root
and trunk structure. Very colorful. Sliced for
Cabochons. 25 cents per , square inch. Satis-
faction guaranteed. GASKILL, 400 North
Muscatel, San Gabriel, Calif.

INDIAN RELICS, Curios, Coins, Minerals,
Books, Old Buttons, Old Glass, Old West
Photos, Weapons, Catalog Sc. Lemley An-
tique Store, Osborne, Kansas.

Wanted: to buy, sell and exchange specimens
outstandingly rare and beautiful. Sam Par-
ker, 2160 East Van Buren, Phoenix, Ariz.

AGATE JEWELRY AND OREGON AGATES
—Ladies 10k gold rings, pointed or oval type,
$14.40 including excise tax. We make pen-
dant necklaces, brooches, rings of several
types. Sell plume and other agate by the slab.
We guarantee satisfaction or will refund your
money upon receipt of our merchandise. See
that funds accompany your order. E. Lee
Sigfrit, 211 Congress, Bend, Ore.

Send me 3 lbs. of good grade gem material as
listed in -Gems and Gem Materials" and I
will cut you one large heart of 2 large cabo-
chons, you pay postage. R. H. Justice, 343
W. 87th St., Los Angeles 3, Calif.

Tri-State District Specimens, no trades. I have
the finest in Galenas, Marcasites, Dolomites,
Ruby Sphalerite, Calcites and specimens
showing various associations of the above
minerals. No price lists, write for prices and
descriptions. Boodle Lane, Box 331, Galena,
Kansas.

Souvenirs of Goldfield, Nevada's great mining
camp. Real Gold, Silver, Copper, Lead, Talc,
Zinc, Chalk and many interesting and instruc-
tive formations. Valuable aids to prospectors.
Generous samples 35e, 3 for $1.00, 18 for
$5.00. Larger sizes 50e to $2.50, includes
many fluorescent minerals. Fluorescent petri-
fied wood. Glass, Cinnabar in Opalite and
Opal. Gold and silver mines in Nevada locat-
ed for a very small fee. Write if interested to
W. Dart, Goldfield, Nevada.

FRANKLIN, N. J., COLLECTION. 10 excel-
lent specimens, several highly fluorescent:
Polyadelphite, Willemite, Rhodonite, Nor-
bergite, Mangan Calcite, Orange colored
Calcite, Salmon colored Calcite, Franklinite,
Zincite, Graphite in Limestone. Size about
2x2 in. or larger $4.00 postpaid. H. STILL-
WELL & SON, Rockville Centre, N. Y.

ARIZONA PETRIFIED WOOD—This is from
a collection made years ago and is in small
pieces and cutters ends that are not large
enough for the professional cutter. All will
cut good sized cabochons and up to paper-
weight sizes, and a few bigger pieces for the
larger orders. This wood is well agatized and
of excellent colors. Satisfaction guaranteed.
3 pounds for $1.00. Be sure to include post-
age on four pounds from your zone. MAR-
VIN'S ROCK SHOP, Durango 1, Colo.

Opals—Cut and polished cabochons. Fine stones
in several colors $1.00 to $50.00 each. Special
price for this month on Zircons, facet cut,
mounted in solid gold ladies or men's rings.
Unmounted loose stones sold very reasonable.
Write for prices to W. Dart, Goldfield,
Nevada.

New Wonderlite Ultra Violet Bulb, fits stan-
dard electric light socket. Can be used con-
tinuously if desired. A rugged bulb giving
beautiful fluorescent results. Price 82.35
postpaid. H. STILLWELL & SON, Rock-
ville Centre, N. Y.

Mineral Sets-24 Colorful Minerals (identi-
fied) in 1x1 compartments—Postage paid,
83.50. Prospector's Set of 50 Minerals (iden-
tified) in 1x1 compartments in cloth rein-
forced sturdy cartons, Postage paid $5.75.
Elliott Gem Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long
Beach 2, Calif.

Have on consignment another collection of 300
beautiful cabinet specimens, including some
$25 and $50 pieces. Price for the lot $550.
A. V. Herr Laboratory, Assayers & Chemists,
5176 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 27,
Calif.

"HERKIMER COUNTY DIAMONDS." You
cannot have too many of these gem-like crys-
tals. Very attractive assortments at $1.50-
$2.50.$5.00-$10.00 and up. Postage paid.
H. STILLWELL & SON, Rockville Centre,
N. Y.

Good cutting material, Petrified Wood, Agate,
Jasper, $1.00 per lb. Special mixed lots $4.00
for 5 lbs. Variscite specimen material $1.00
per lb. and up. Geodes and Ribbon Rock, 5
lbs. for $2.00. Please include postage. John
L. James, Tonopah, Nevada.

Send for our cutter's selection: 1 lb. Moss or
Fern Agate, 1 lb. Mint Canyon Agates, 1 lb.
colorful Jasper Agate, 1/2 lb. California Palm
Wood, good quality, 1 Piece Carnelian. Post-
paid $2.50. MINERAL MIRACLES, 12103
Louise Ave., Compton, California.

Violet Kashmar sapphire. Rosiclore fluorite
groups. Arizona Wulfenite, Montana sap-
phire and garnet, polished slabs and nodule
saganite, Brazilian rutilated quartz slabs.
Money back if not satisfied. The Desert Rats
Nest, 2667 E. Colorado, E. Pasadena, Calif.

Fossils from the Ordovician of the Cincinnati
area, Bryozoa, brachiopods, gastropods,
cephalopods, corals. Single specimens 25c, 5
for $1.00. Will also exchange. H. Bradtmuel-
ler, 6936 Ken Arbre Road, Cincinnati 27,
Ohio.

Closed from April 8 to May 3. Going to Mexico
for Opals (big ones) yum, yum. Put in your
order early fer the choice stones both cut and
uncut. The Desert Rats Nest, 2667 E. Colo-
rado St., E. Pasadena, Calif.

FLUORESCENT Manganiferous Calcite, glows
like live coals of fire under short wave lamp,
two pounds $1.50. Beautiful, radiating
Wavellite xis. in matrix, 1x2 40e, 2x3 $1.00.
Bright green Variscite in matrix, rare, 1x2
75e, 2x3 $2.00. Postpaid and guaranteed.
Thompson's Studio, 385 W. Second Street,
Pomona, California.

ROCK COLLECTORS ATTENTION! — XL
groups of colorful specimens—Blue Fluorite
$2.50, Orange-brown Wulfenite $2 00 Pur-
ple Fluorite $2.00. White Aragonite Stalac-
tite $1.00, Azurite $2.50, Fluorite Cleav,ge
$2.00, Quartz and Pyrite $2 00, Chalcanthite
Stalactite 81.00. Free polished specimen.
Complete offer only, all postpaid for $10 00.
The Rockologist (Chuckawalla Slim) Gar-
vey Trailer Park, 941 E. Garvey Blvd., Gar-
vey 32-P, Calif.

AUSTRALIAN FIRE OPAL: I gram or 1/4
3/8 inch 28c each or $8.00 per oz. 1 to 2 grams
approximately 1/2 in. 60e or $10.00 per oz.
2 to 3 grams approximately 3/4 to 1 in.. $1.25
each or $10.00 per oz. Larger pieces in three
different sizes $2.00, $3.00 and $5.00 each
or $12.00 per oz. One Superb specimen
1x2 1/2 inches $20.00, one piece lx1 3/4 inches
$14.00. On all orders add extra for postage
and insurance, also uncut gem material carries
the 20% luxury tax, residents of California
add 21/2% for state sales tax. A. L. Jarvis,
Rt. 2, Box 350, 3 mi. south of Watsonville
on St. Highway No. 1, Watsonville, Calif.

AMONG THE

ROCK RUINERS

One of the finest collections of rare quartz
crystals in the country can be seen at the Mu-
seum of the Ozarks, a branch of the Ozark
Biological Laboratories, 769 Park Ave., Hot
Springs National Park, Arkansas. Mr. Byron
C. Marshall is owner and manager of this na-
tionally known institute.

• • •

The Arkansas Mineral society invited the
State Mineral Society of Texas of which A. E.
Curry of San Angelo is president, to join the
Arkansas group's April 15 field trip to the

famous Magnet Cove where large quartz c , Ys-
tals are found. Guide on the trip was to be Joe
Kimzey, former Arkansas state geologist.

GEN MART ADVERTISING RATE
Sc a Word — Minimum $1.00
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• •	 •

Of a Rockhound
By LOUISE EATON

It's no wonder therz more papa rock-
houns then mama wons. Mamas has to
keep home runnin smoothe but th males
uv the species can talk an' lick an talk
an' talk while th ladies fixes eats, does
washin an' cleans house. It usta be diff-
runt when field trippin was possable,
cause men sorta prides umselves on bein
good camp cooks an' so they took over
most uv the chores on a field trip. But
now when it's stay-at-home-n-try-to-like-
it the mamas is sort of left our if they
wants to be polite an' good hostesses. And
they don't like it.

• • •
When sum rockhouns was kids they

lived right in rok huntin n findin terri-
sorry an' didn't know about it. That is,
they placed no value on the pretty pebbles
they collected an' just left ern behind
when they moved. Now they'd shore
like to go back to thoz fields.

• • •
Didja ever see wun rockhoun explain-

in by map to a nuther rockhoun how to
find field trip territory ? A few lines, dots,
an' arrows sketched on a scrap us' paper
is all that's necessary. The result doesn't
look mutch like Norton Allen's maps, but
it serves the purpose.

• • •
Jeeps is gettin their noses broken by

a new contrapshun known as a weasel. It
is claimed that weasels can do every-
thing jeeps can and a lot more. espeshully
when it corns to ruff, tuff an' sandy
goin. Rockhouns is beginnin to dream
of travellin in weasels when the duration
is over.
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PRICES INCLUDE
POSTAGE

ORDER/TODAY FROM a

'41111111111111n Fet/IPIllEn7 COINPARY Mr.
2020 WESTLAKE AVE. • SEATTLE' 1, WASH.

ads ekat.e.41

.eest,e4,1
USERS say our Hillquist

SuperSpeed Diamond
Saws cut faster and out-
last many saws that sell
for twice the money. If you
need a new saw or the old
one needs recharging, try
a SuperSpeed-you'll
swear by it, not at it. Be
sure to state size of arbor
hole.

Rockhounds Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Cowin of
Wapato, Washington, and Grace Dearborn,
Boston, Mass, are wintering in California.

• • •
Long Beach mineralogical society has pur-

chased and installed in the clubhouse 4104
Al lin st. a cabinet in which to display its
specimens.

• • •

Karl Von der Abe talked on bloodstone at
March 14 pot luck dinner meeting of Long
Beach mineralogical society. At a previous ses-
sion Ada Soper talked on amethysts and Mr.
Pervis on early history of the club; Bill Carlson
warned of sharp practices in diamond dealing.

(ARM
LAPIDARY SUPPLIES

War priorities on many materials still prevent
us from manufacturing lapidary equipment, but
we do have available a good stock of the fol-
lowing supplies for the lapidary shop:

VRECO DIAMOND SAWS ... give you better
performance . . 	 longer life . . . faster cutting.

6-inch 	 $4.50 	12-inch 	 $18.0705
8-inch 	  5.50	 I4-inch 	

1.

10-inch 	  6.80 	16-inch 	  13.75
Be sure to specify arbor hole size required. Postpaid.

VRECO GRINDING WHEELS are made ex-
pressly for us by the NORTON CO.

80, 100, 120

	

& 180 grit	 220 grit

4x 1/2-inch 	 $ 1.05	 $ 1.10
6e I	 -inch 	  2.40	 2.60
8x I -inch 	  3.60	 3.90
Os I	 -inch 	  5.00	 5.30

10 x I 1/2 -inch 	  7.00	 7.50
12 x 1	 -inch 	  6.90	 7.50
12 x 11/2-inch 	9.60 	 10.40
12 x 2	 - inch 	  12.30	 13.30

Be sure to specify arbor hole size. Postage extra.

VRECO DRESSING BRICKS are an indispensible
aid to keeping wheels trued.
8" x 2" x 1" Dressing Brick 	 $ .85

ABRASIVE GRAIN ... Silicon-carbide grains in
grit sizes 60, 80, 100, 120, 150, 180, 220, also F
(240), FF (300), and FEE (400).

50c per lb. in single lb. lots
35e per lb. in 2 to 5 lb. lots
30c per lb. in 6 to 99 lb. lots
23c per lb. in 100 lb. lots or more

(Postage extra)

POLISH POWDER ... Tripoli Polishing Powder,
2 lbs.  	 $ .85

FELT POLISH WHEELS-Spanish White Felt...
made expressly for us by Byfield Felting Co.
These wheels are the proper hardness for polish-
ing gem stones and flat specimens.

65 Lin. 	 $4.25	 10 x I	 -in. 	 $11.00
Sn l-in. 	  7.25	 10x   14.90

10 x 2-in 	 $19.00
Arbor hole sizes: 1/2", 5/8", 3/4 ", 7/8", I".

Felt prices are postpaid.

SANDING CLOTH . . . CARBORUNDUM
BRAND Silicon-carbide cloth for disc or drum
type sanders. Grit sizes, 120, 220, 320.

Width Price per
Ft.

No. Ft.
per $

Price per
150 ft. Roll

12"11 Ship.
Weight

2" Sc 24 ft. $ 4.70 3 lbs.
3 ,

7c 15 ft. 6.90 5 lbs.
8" I 7c 7 ft. 18.00 12 lbs.

10" 22c 6 ft. 22.00 15 lbs.
12".. 25e 5 ft. 26.50 20 lbs.

VREELAND MFG. CO.
Formerly Vreeland Laridary Mfg. Co.

2o;  S. W. Jefferson St.	 Portland I, Oregon

New officers of the Kern County, California,
mineral society are: Wm. F. King, president ;
Geo. Hudson, vice president; Mable O'Neil,
secretary-treasurer; John Kennedy, field scout;
Gilla Kenney, curator. For the April program,
H. C. Tillman was scheduled to lecture on Mt.
Lassen and the lava caves of northern California.

• • •
First issue of the Arkansas Mineral Bulletin,

issued by the Arkansas Mineralogical society
at Little Rock, carne to the Desert Magazine of-
fice recently. Edited by Richard Buhlis, secre-
tary, the bulletin has an informative article on
Arkansas Quartz, written by Dr. H. W. Wheel-
er, mineralogist of the Arkansas geological
survey, and other interesting material for thc
collector.

• • •
President Brown was host to the mineralogi-

cal society of southern Nevada at February meet-
ing. Mr. Critcher from Oregon exhibited plume
agate jewelry. Mr. Pollock from Boulder City,
Colorado showed an assortment of petrified
woods identified as pine, redwood and poplar.

• • •
Umqua mineral club, Roseburg, Oregon,

studied garnets at March meeting. Margaret
Carr talked on types, colors and forms of gar-
nets. Jack Wharton read an original article de-
scribing conditions under which garnets are
formed and where they are most likely to be
found. Leslie Roberts is newly elected presi-
dent and Jack Wharton secretary. The group
has made up a box of minerals representative
of Douglas county to be sent to a service man
in Texas who inquired regarding minerals of
that section.

SPRING SPECIAL . . .
A box of 12 Colorado minerals, all different
and large specimens full of color. 3x3 or lar-
ger. Buy one for $1.00, buy the 12 $7.00 for
all. These are nice.

JACK THE ROCKHOUND
P. 0. Box 86	 Carbondale, Colo.

WEST TEXAS AGATE . . .
GEM QUALITY assorted cabochon agates in-
cluding highly colored banded and the beauti-
ful jasper flower-agate. $2.50 per lb. Prepaid.
Good quality mixed cabochon material, $1.25
per lb. Prepaid. Send for Price List on other
Choice West Texas Minerals.

FRANK DUNCAN and DAUGHTER
P. 0. Box 63	 Terlingua, Texas

RARE QUALITY
CUT STONES . . .

Fine brilliant cut Zircons, blue, $6
carat. Emerald cut Zircons, blue and
white, $4 carat. Ceylon native Zircons
$1 carat.

Aquamarines, 12x14 and 12x16 rnim
$2 carat, also large sizes.

Rare blue precious Topaz and Golden
Ceylon Quartz Topaz, fine color $1 carat.

Carved Moonstones. Black Star Sap-
phires $2 carat. Black Onyx drops $3
pair.

Brilliant cut Montana Sapphires, also
blue and golden.

Dozen Moss Agates, brooch size, $12.
Dozen Ceylon Garnets $6.

Rare Hessonite and Green Garnets.

Finest Chrysocolla cabochons in the
world, $15 per 100 carats.

Rare and unusual stone cameos, 14
karat ladies gold mountings, $60 dozen.

Synthetic Alexandrites, $2 carat.

Ask for My Approval Selection

ERNEST MEIER
Church Str. Annex	 P. O. Box 302

NEW YORK 8, N. Y.
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RX—the complete

lapidary shop in
one small machine

No more sales
during duration

W. A. FELKER	 1527 Post Ave., Torrence, California

ARAGONITE...
One specimen of beautiful aragonite 3x3

$1.60, specimen 6x6 $5.00.

This takes a beautiful polish.

JACK THE ROCKHOUND
P. 0. Box 86	 Carbondale, Colo.

IT DOES EVERYTHING!

THE New Compact No. 3V is the latest in lapidary

equipment , .. a worthy successor to our pre-war

Compact Lapidary Units, of which there are more

than 1000 in use. Scientifically designed and pre-

cision built, it embodies many exclusive features

found in no other equipment, and makes possible

the fullest enjoyment of the lapidary hobby. The

price of our standard unit is $88.00 f.o.b. factory

(less motor and stand). It includes everything neces-

sary to make cabochons and specimens up to the

capacity of the 8 - saw. Saws up to 10 - can be used

on this machine.

WRITE TODAY FOR OUR NEW FREE CATALOG. It

shows you the four simple steps in making a cabo-

chon ... tells you how to lap specimens how to

make spheres . .. and how to cut a faceted gem

stone. SEND NOW! This 32-page catalog is chock-

ful of helpful information on the lapidary art.
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West Coast mineral society planned to hold
its April meeting in the mineral store of Ed
Matteson in Brea, California.

• • •
Klamath Falls mineral club has chosen the

following officers: Kenneth McLeod, president;
Judge D. V. Kuykendall, vice-president; E. P.
Livingston, secretary-treasurer. Meetings are
held last Thursdays in chamber of commerce
rooms. Visitors, especially service men, are al-
ways welcome.

• • •
Snake River gem club reports a membership

of 53. John Glass is president and Jas. F. Tice,
Rt. 5, Weiser, Idaho, is secretary. The group
draws membership from Payette and Weiser,
Idaho, and Ontario, Oregon. The club meets
once a month, usually in Payette, which is
centrally located.

• • •
Michigan mineral society is compiling an

"accopress" expansible binder in which members
will place clippings, notes, mineral outlines, etc.

• • •
Imperial Valley gem and mineral society en-

joyed a swap game at regular April meeting
held at home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Seaman,
Holtville. Hereafter the county courthouse in
El Centro will be available to the group for
regular meetings, first Saturdays 7:30 p.m. Any
rock minded person is invited to attend.

• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Cutter of Arcadia were guests

at March meeting of Orange Belt mineralogical
society held in San Bernardino junior college.
They showed many beautiful gem stones, spheres
and turned onyx. J. C. Filer described a field
trip to southern Santa Rosa mountains for petri-
fied wood, sand concretions, calcite, barite and
amber calcite.

• • •
W. Scott Lewis states that moldavites and

other tectites which have fallen in diffuse
showers in various parts of the world are now
believed to be fused bits of lunar surface prob-
ably displayed by meteors. They are a fused
glass like obsidian, but differ from any obsidian
found on this planet.

TRUE OR FALSE ANSWERS
Questions are on page 12

1—True.
2—False. Geronimo was an Apache.
3—False. Phantom ranch is at the foot

of Bright Angel Trail in the Grand
Canyon.

4—True.
5—True.
6—False. Tahquitz was a god of the

Cahuilla Indians in California.
7—True.
8—True.
9—False. Lost Dutchman mine accord-

ing to legend was in the Supersti-
tion mountains of Arizona.

10—False. Screwbean derives its name
from the shape of its bean.

11—False. Lowell Observatory is in
Arizona. 

12—True.
13—True.
14—False. The Hualpai are mainly stock

raisers.
15—True.
16—False. The genus Rhipsalis is native

to Ceylon and Africa.
17—True.
18—False. Wickenburg is on the bank

of the Hassayampa.
19—True.
20—False. Joseph Smith was the founder

of the Mormon Church.

Earl L. Calvert gave a description and history
of copper mines of northern Michigan and H.
Stanton Hill discussed geology and minerals
of that region at March 12 meeting of min-
eralogical society of Southern California held
in Pasadena Public Library. Members displayed
copper specimens from the district. March 18,
Calvert kept open house for the Pasadena group
at his home 1528 Ardendale, San Gabriel. A
grab bag is being prepared. Members donate
specimens to fill the bag which will be ready
at the June meeting.

• • •
A new lapidary society was organized Febru

ary 4, 1945 in San Jose, California, to be known
as San Jose lapidary society. It comprises the
counties of Santa Clara, San Mateo, Monterey,
Santa Cruz and San Benito. R. S. Grube was
elected president by the 33 charter members.
Meetings are held first Tuesdays 7:30 p.m. at
Kof fee Kup cafe. The group is anxious to build
up a library which was started with a subscrip-
tion to Desert and back files.

• • •
Dr. McKim of Fresno state college lectured

on prehistoric Indians of San Joaquin valley of
California at March 6 meeting of Sequoia min-
eral society held in Parlier high school.

• • •
Los Angeles lapidary society discussed facet-

ing at March 5 meeting held in Friday Morning
club house. Four members displayed their facet-
ing devices and explained steps necessary to
finish a stone.

• • •
O. C. Smith showed movies of his hobby.

placer mining, at March 20 dinner meeting of
Pacific mineral society in Los Angeles. The
group enjoyed a trip through Richfield oil com-
pany refinery of Watson station March 25. C. C.
Brumk is now president of the society and J. F.
Underwood, 670 So. Hillview ave., 1..05 Angeles
22, is secretary.

BALL BEARING ARBORS
All Steel Base (No Wood)

4-Step Pulley in Center

2 BEARINGS	 2 BEARINGS

3/4 Inch Shaft. 16 Inches Long 	 $23.75
1 Inch Shaft, 18 Inches Long 	  27.50

V-Belt Included

Same Arbor with Wooden Base—$3.00 Less

Arbors Have Four Sets of
Precision Ground Ball Bearings

Saw Arbors and Special Arbors Made to Order

8 Inch DIAMOND CUT-OFF SAW, Corn -

plete with 1/4 H.P. (Rebuilt) Motor. $65.0 3

Send for Our Price list of Lapidary Supplie ,

All Prices F.O.B. Los Angeles, California
SEND $5.00 WITH ORDER

Open Every Day, Including Sunday
!I :35 a. m to 5 :110 p.

HIGHLAND PARK
LAPIDARY SUPPLY CO.

6139 York Blvd.	 Los Angeles 42, Catit.
Phone ALbany 8894
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frk,I 16-inch
i LAP UNIT

Send for
Literature te

Covington Lapidary
Engineering Co.

Redlands, C.I.

LAPIDARY SUPPLIES...
VRECO DIAMOND BLADES

Give better performance, longer life,
faster cutting

6-in. Blade._$ 4.50	 8-in. Blade._5 5.50
10-in. Blade_ 8.80 12-in. Blade— 8.75
14-in. Blade._ 11.00 18-in. Blade._ 13.75

Arbor holes 1/2 , 5/8, 3/4 , 1 in.
Lapidary supplies now available without pri-

ority: Norton Crystolon Grinding Wheels.

Wheel Dressing Sticks, Crystolon Grain and

Norbide, Drum Sanders. Sanding Cloth, By-

field Polishing Buffs , Polishing Powders.

Donning Wax, Canada Balsam, etc.

CUTTER'S ASSORTMENT. For $1 we will

send you a 3 lb. assortment of the follow-

ing rough gem materials: Rhodochrosite,
Variscite, Thunder Eggs, Eden Valley

Wood Limb, Montana Moss Agate, Bra-

zilian Agate, California Blue Agate, Tur-
ritella Agate, Petrified Wood and etc.

PETRIFIED WOOD—Washington. Asst.
Varieties. 50c lb. Special 10 lb asst. $3.
Slabs 15-25c per sq. in.
On all orders for gem material add 20% to
cover Federal Luxury Tax. Residents of Cali-

fornia be sure to add the 2 1,42% Calif. State

Sales Tax.

WARDER & GRIEGER
405 Ninita Parkway Pasadena 4, Calif.
Our Phone Number is SYcamore 6-6423
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L) Here's a fine precision tool that
greatly simplifies the cutting of any
faceted gem. Though made for our
Compact Lapidary Unit, the Hillquist
Facetor can be used with any other
horizontal lap thru the use of a simple
adaptor socket which we can furnish.
S28.00 f.o.b. factory. Adaptor socket,
51.50. NO PRIORITY NEEDED.

AMATEUR GEM CUTTER This
is

h o r pagee owf hDo ehsae
have,

te ,MoarMagazine n e

to have, their own gem cutting

and polishing equipment. Lelande Quick, who conducts this department, is former presi-

dent of Los Angeles Lapidary society. He will be glad to answer questions in connection

with your lapidary work. Queries should be addressed to Desert Magazine, El Centro, Calif

By LELANDE QUICK

There is no piece of lapidary equipment that

is undergoing the revolutionary changes of the

diamond saw. The development of high speed

saws for war industry has made the average

lapidary pant for the end of the war so that

he can get his hands on a saw that will go

through a rock like a hot knife through a pound

of butter. While I have heard talks on these

saws by the developers of them I have heard of

no advances in the lubricants used (aerosol al-

ready seems a thing of the past) and William

Baxter, author of Jewelry, Gem Cutting and

Metalcraft, has asked my aid in taking a census

.1f Desert Magazine readers on the lubricant

they are now using. I think that half kerosene

and half No. 30 motor oil is entirely satisfac-

tory and I believe most people use it but if any-

one is using anything else it would be a big

help to Baxter's research if you would drop me

a postal and tell me what you are using and

why. I would like to get some opinions on

aerosol too from people who have used it. Sev-

eral of the major oil companies are working with

Baxter on this research but I think he is wise

in going right to the horse's mouth for his

tips. Will you cooperate in this A postal

will do.
• • •

Having had many letters from the boys in the
Pacific area I hope that this particular issue

reaches many of them for it should help them

turn a penny for themselves. The furor over

the shell cat eyes has made the service men

acutely conscious of gems and I have no doubt

that the experience of a returning soldier who

recently came to me with an opal is being dupli-

cated daily. This man had purchased a magnifi-

cent precious opal from an amateur lapidary

in Australia for $100. It weighed almost 17

carats so that the charge of about $6 a carat for

a really remarkable gem of even color was fair

indeed. But he had not reckoned with the cus-
toms authorities and he had to pay $69 duty on

it when he came home. He then offered it for

sale to a jeweler who advised him it had to be
recut as it was a little high on one end and side.

He was referred to a lapidary who said he
wouldn't touch it until an insurance company

hod issued a policy to cover it while it was
being recut. The premium was about $80; the

charge for recutting was $200. In other words
this soldier was treated fairly abroad but vic-
timized terribly when he got home. I know a

dozen amateurs who could have trued up that

gem in jig time although all of them, including
myself, would have been frightened at the re-

sponsibility. Of course 1 put the lad in touch

with interested and reliable authorities and he

made a satisfactory deal.
If service men get into areas where gems of

any kind are for sale they would be wise indeed
if they turned any surplus cash they had into
gems for they can resell them at home to repu-
table jewelers for three or four times their cost
abroad providing they have selected good gems

and bargained successfully. Gems purchased in

the rough require ho duty but finished gems do,
and enough money should be saved -to pay the

duties at this end. Men who did lapidary work
at home should not be victimized on rough mi-
terial too easily. Of course finished gems will
bring a readier sale in American markets.

• • •
Mention is again made, for the last time

before it opens on May 12, of the annual ex-
hibition of the Los Angeles Lapidary society
being held at and sponsored by the Los Angeles
Museum of Science, History and Art in Exposi-
:ion Park, Los Angeles. Those of you who are
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interested in the lapidary art are probably anx-

ious for the moment when you can feast your

eyes on the thousands of gems that will be ex-

hibited. Lapidaries will need no urging to attend

this top event but I want to direct a word to

the readers who are unacquainted with the lap-

idary art. Every magazine has its loyal sub-

scribers but probably no magazine in the country

has as many readers claim for it that "they read
every word of it from cover to cover - as has

Desert Magazine. Those people may skip a

little when they come to this section, which is

at the back of the magazine and hits the readers'

eyes about the time they are susceptible to bore-

dom. But if they do struggle through with it

with an exclamation of- - Wonder why they

print this stuff in a magazine like this, - I'd

like to urge them to come and see for them-

selves, if they are within easy distance of Los

Angeles. See that more than half of the gem
stones on display come from the desert regions.

See what can be done with rocks you wouldn't
think were good enough to toss at a jack rabbit.

You will count your visit as one of the memor-

able experiences of your life—and certainly your
next visit to the desert will mean a lot more

to you. You will then realize what the Master
meant when He said, "Eyes have they but they

see not." He spent His life in the desert and

knew.
• • •

Inquiries continue coming from the service
men asking where they can train to become
professional lapidaries after peace. I do not
know. Close questioning reveals that no lapi-
dary course exists anywhere in America. The

Gemological Institute does not teach lapidar)
procedure; only gem testing, identification, etc

It seems to me that the government should add
a lapidary school to their vocational traininc
program and I suppose they will if as man)

men will ask about it as have asked nie for in-

formation. Los Angeles would be the logical

place for such a school as competent teachers and

materials abound in the area and it probably will

be the chief port in the great' trade with the
Orient. Certainly the lapidary vocation would
be ideally suited to the handicapped soldier who
must sit at whatever work he does and I hope
the planners do something about it.

• • •
DID YOU KNOW . . .
• The Egyptian placed a ring on the finger of

his wife as a symbol that he trusted her with
his house. This became the wedding ring.

• All chickens killed in Muzo, Colombia, must
be examined by a public official who removes
any emeralds found in the gizzard.

am:ay-lilt LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT



By RANDALL HENDERSON

)QECENTLY I stopped at a little ranch in Morongo valley
for a chat with Allen Bobo who recently got his dis-
charge from the navy and is now raising turkeys.

Allen and his brother during their school days earned spend-
ing money by capturing live snakes for museums and scientific
laboratories. They were paid 35 cents a pound and found it very
profitable during their vacation periods.

"But we don't do that now," Allen explained. "It is a mis-
take to kill off the snakes. It upsets Nature's balance. Snakes are
a farmer's best friends, and especially rattlers because they kill
more rodents than other species."

Allen has been bitten by rattlesnakes more than once, but
through prompt and proper treatment suffered no ill effects
from the experience.

* * *

Without doubt, I am the world's worst automobile driver.
At least I am sure I spend more time digging my car out of sand
and bogs and the various other kinds of traps which 01' Man
Desert lays for tenderfoot tourists, than any other human. My
car—any car I drive—seems to have an uncanny way of getting
itself into trouble.

Once, years ago when I went down into Lower California as
a reporter to write a story about the damage done by an earth-
quake, I let the car skid into a crevasse caused by the quake—
and spent hours getting out. I've been stuck in dune sand, wash
sand, blow sand and quicksand—and if there was any other kind
of sand on my desert beat I would have been mired down in
that too. I have dug and pried and pushed my jalopy out of
slimey clay, snow banks, water, rocks, silt, and just plain 'dobe
mad. Once, up in Monument Valley I got hung up on one of
those drifts of tumble weeds. And I never seem to learn any
better.

My latest adventure was the most disgraceful of all. Generally
I sweat it out and eventually have the satisfaction of muddling
through on my own power. But this time I had to call in a trac-
tor—something no self-respecting desert rat would ever do.

It happened this way: I drove off for a weekend at Dos
Palmas, a historic waterhole at the western toe of the Choco-
late mountains on the north side of California's Salton sea. This
was a station on the old Bradshaw stage road in the 'seventies,
and was used as the mail and freight route from San Bernardino
to the La Paz placer camp north of Ehrenberg on the Arizona
side of the Colorado.

Dos Palmas very properly should have a place in the palm
oasis series I am now writing for Desert. And so I went there
to get some late pictures and check up on road mileages. The
army and marines and All-American canal contractors have
made many changes in the old trails on the Southern California
desert in the past three years.

My assignment turned out badly. Some vandal—or perhaps
it was a careless camper—had burned the palms at the Dos
Palmas springs within recent months. The trees will recover, for

they have a good water supply—but it will take many months,
and I do not want to present this oasis to Desert readers until it
has regained some of its natural charm. So the story will wait.

Off on the horizon some miles from Dos Palmas is another
little group of native Washingtonias. I have seen them in the
distance many times, but the desert over that way is far off the
beaten trail and I never felt I had the time or the right equip-
ment to reach them.

Since the Dos Palmas story was out for the present, I searched
the brush for some kind of trail leading to the distant palms,
and discovered a couple of ancient tracks going in that direction.
The trail started off through saltbush and arrowweed and I was
rolling along on a salt encrusted surface that seemed firm as a
pavement.

There was a damp place ahead, but I thought nothing of it.
Then suddenly the car dropped to the axles, with the wheels
spinning in black mush. Moisture serves to pack ordinary sand,
and improve its texture for travel. But this wasn't sand. It was
alkali-impregnated clay, oozing with water—an underground
spring.

Getting out of such a hole is not a serious problem when there
are planks, or even rocks, to put under the wheels. But there
wasn't a pebble as big as my fist. The only material at hand was
arrowweed. With the help of some equipment in the car I es-
tablished a foundation for the jack, and lifted the car one wheel
at a time. Under each wheel I built a matting of weeds, and a
runway back to solid ground. And when I, started the motor
those weeds squashed into the goo like so much straw. And the
wheels went on spinning.

So that was that. I could see the roof of the Dos Palmas ranch
off in the distance, perhaps a mile away, and the temptation was
too great. I gave my pride a kick in the pants and hoofed it over
to that ranch for help.

And now I want to offer an apology. I want to retract all the
dirty remarks I have ever made about "dude ranchers from Hol-
lywood." For the folks who got me out of that mudhole are full-
fledged citizens from Hollywood boulevard in the heart of the
Movie City.

It seems that Raymond R. Morgan of the Hollywood adver-
tising agency which bears his name, bought the Dos Palmas
ranch about a year ago as a sort of desert retreat for his staff
and clients. Raymond wasn't home when I knocked on the door
but his very efficient secretary was there—and also J. L. Lan-
dress, their head farmer. They rustled some log chains, got out
the tractor and yanked my car out of that mudhole with a dis-
patch that would have done credit to Dad Fairbanks and Shorty
Harris.

Last month I wrote, "I think I would like to have some Holly-
wood folks for neighbors . . but I hope they'll leave Hollywood
on the other side of the mountains and just be simple genuine
human beings when they come out here."

And that's the kind of people I found at Dos Palmas ranch
Thanks, neighbor, for the lift!
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AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY .

4 WESTERLY TREND
By GODFREY SYKES

• He rode herd on the old cattle trail to Dodge City.
• He sat on the edge of the sidewalk in frontier towns and saw gunmen

fight duels to death.
• He explored the Colorado river and trekked for days across the desert

on hardtack and raw fish when his boat burned.
• He built the Lowell Observatory.
• He was cowboy, engineer, Indian trader, scientist, merchant, and

explorer—and he even admits putting his brand on some of the
neighbors' cattle.

Here is an amazing story by a man who has had 60 years of active participation
in the transformation of the Southwest from a desert wilderness to a national play-
ground.

Godfrey Sykes packed more fun and experience and adventure into one year
than many people have in a life-time. It is a book that should be in every South-
western library.

$4.00 Postpaid

DESERT CRAFTS SHOP
El Centro, California

SIXTY YEARS OF FUN
IN THE SOUTHWEST

As a youth in England Godfrey Sykes
read Capt. Mayne Reid's thrilling tale of
the Texas plains, The Headless Horseman,
and resolved that he would become an
American cowboy.

As soon as he had finished engineering
school in the British Isles he bought pas-
sage on a boat that would bring him to the
land of boots and saddles and adventure.

That was more than 60 years ago—and
Godfrey Sykes has spent most of the inter-
vening years in the Southwest. Well along
toward 90 years of age, his home is now
in Tucson, Arizona.

He took a fling at cowpunching, rode
herd on the famous old trail from Texas
to Dodge City, Kansas, and eventually be-
came foreman of a cattle ranch. But God-
frey Sykes' interest in life extended far
beyond the range, big as it is, and his cow-
hand days merely were the prelude to a
life that has been full of high adventure.

He tells the story with quaint humor in
the autobiography which has just been
published by the Arizona Pioneers His-
torical Society, A WESTERLY TREND.

In reading this book, one is amazed that
a man could have accomplished so much
in one life time. He and his brother owned
the Turkey Track cattle ranch at Flagstaff.
He helped engineer and build Lowell Ob-
servatory on the rim of Grand Canyon. He
worked for a season as Indian trader.
When running water and plumbing came
to 'Flagstaff he was in the heating and
plumbing business. Many of his years were
Spent as a scientific associate at the Desert
Laboratory.

In between these occupations he found
time to tour the world in a tramp steamer.
He served in London during World War
I. He spent some time on an engineering
mission in Japan and was in Egypt on a
scientific expedition for several months.

His special hobby during all this period
Was a study of the Colorado river, and par-
ticularly the delta region. During the early
days at Flagstaff he built a boat, hauled it
to Needles, and with a companion floated
downstream through a tidal bore that
caused them considerable trouble and into
the Gulf of California. Due to an accident
for which Sykes assumes full blame, the
boat was burned, leaving the two men with
I our gallons of water and four dozen hard-
tack biscuits as the sole food and water
supply for a 150-mile trek over the desert
to Yuma.

Not discouraged by this experience,
Sykes returned to the delta again and again
on camping and scientific explorations. He
generally is recognized today as the dean
of all authorities on this interesting region.

Despite his caustic comment regarding
some of the innovations that civilization
has brought to the Southwest, he maintains
a sense of high good humor. The troubles
of the frontier began, he writes, "with the
arrival of the first lawyer and the hanging
out of his shingle." And again, "Fortun-
ately for our collective peace of mind, that
crowning indignity, the Dude Ranch,
staffed by guitar-twanging imitation cow-
boys clad in ten-gallon hats, polychromatic
shirts, and the modern conception of the
old-time cowhand's footgear, did not ap-
pear to travesty our former simple and
comparatively blameless lives until our
happy horse days had become well-nigh
forgotten amidst the steadily increasing
reek of gasoline and lubricating oil."

In the foreword of the book, Frank C.
Lockwood writes, "I regard A Westerly
Trend as the greatest autobiography that
has come out of the Southwest."

Publication date February 23, 1945. Il-
lustrated. 325 pp. S 4 .00.

—RANDALL HENDERSON

VERSE FROM THE RANGE
"I've roped a few rhymes and lyrics out

of the herd I believe you'll like," writes Al
Summers in the foreword to a book of
poetry, WHERE CATTLE ROAM. "I
never studied poetry or art, but have tried
to picture the cowboy and the western
range horse as I know them."

Published by Mathis Van Nort & Com-
pany, Dallas, Texas. $2.00.

• • •

CHILDREN'S GAY BOOK OF
SPANISH-AMERICAN SONGS

CHILDREN SING IN NEW MEX-
ICO is a little brown book of music,
charmingly illustrated with pen sketches.
The author Roy A. Keech has affectionate-
ly dedicated it "to all of the well-behaved,
happy, and lovable Spanish-speaking chil-
dren, and to their English-speaking
friends, in all the Americas."

Throughout his travels in the South-
west, Mr. Keech collected many of the gay
little verses and tunes chanted by Spanish
children about their play, their- friends,
their animals and their holidays. Believing
it would help fill the need for greater un-
derstanding and friendship between the
children of the two races, he gathered into
a book 12 of these songs in both their Eng-
lish and Spanish translations. J. S. Mackay
furnished the music—lively and easily
played and sung. Although written espe-
cially for children, the songs cannot help
delighting grown-ups as well.

Clarendon Press, Clarendon, Texas,
1941. 81.00.	 —AM.
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4 DESERT TREASURE . .
A "gift case"—delicacies of the Desert—a real surprise and delightful treat. A Mother's Day gift—the

choicest for the best mother in the world—YOUR mother. A gift of rare delicious foods for any specictl occa-
sion or anniversary. Contents:

Three pounds of golden dates—not the usual run but
HAND SELECTED for the best in texture and flavor. Many
people do not know that there is a difference in dates until
they eat the VALERIE JEAN SELECTION.

Two and one-quarter pound attractive package of DATE-
HONEY BUTTER for just downright good eating as it is or
as a spread on that hot breakfast toast; it helps make the
finest cake you ever ate— and what a dish of ice cream
this mix will make. Try SOMETHING NEW.

One pound of Date . Honey and Walnut fruit loaf.

One pound of Valerie Jean Date Cake. Eat this cake just
once and you become a Valerie Jean date cake eater.

One pound of delicious stuffed dates.

Ten pounds of golden freshly picked and carefully se-
lected DESERT oranges and grapefruit when in season.
These oranges and grapefruit are SWEET and the choice of
gourmets. You never know the delicious taste of oranges
and grapefruit until you enjoy those grown here. Right now
and for several months this fruit is at its best. When out of
season we substitute equal value in choice dates.

With this "gift case' we include a copy of our cook book, DATE RECIPES—a lating souvenir of the
Desert 	 250 tested recipes for using dates 	 story of date culture and this valley 100 feet below sea level.

THIS -GIFT CASE - DELIVERED PREPAID ANYWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES FOR $10.25
In Ordering Ask for the -Gift Case"

Write for new descriptive folder and price list of date packs.

Russell C. Nicoll, Owner Yalerie Jean Date Shop Thermal, California





EL BURRITO
By HELEN L. VOGEL
San Diego, California

Long-eared, swing-tailed mud-coat varmint,
This yere's not where I'm a'aimin.'
You know this pile 'aim no gold mint !
I 'aint diggin' here nor stayin'.

No-brained, sloe-eyed, flea-bit crittur,
'Caint you see this takes some brainin' ?
Squat yore stubborn rump an' sit yere
Whilst I hunt an' do the strainin'.

Horn-toed, nip-mouthed, brayin' jackass!
Hey—hold on! Those rocks yore loosin' !
Shift yore hide. Jus' move an' bypass.
Gol—here's gold without no sluicin'.

Strip my hide an' stop my honin'.
Cute-eared, smart-tailed, grey coat darlin',
Four legged wonder quit yore groanin'.
You've growed wings to suit a starlin'.

• •	 •

THE WIND
By IDA SMITH

Prescott, Arizona

There is quiet out on the desert.
The warm sun sinks in the west.
The wind whispers low through the sage brush,
A message of peace and rest.
It writes on the clean, white sand dunes;
It talks in the swaying trees.
Its sermons for aeons have spoken,
In wild storms, and soft summer breeze.
How I wish I could read that message,
That sweeps o'er desert and fen ;
That for ages and ages has tried to speak
To the hearts and souls of men.

6144 Saa pon
By IVAN MARDIS
Tucson, Arizona

I stumbled on this sunken grave
Out on the desert wild—
Oh Merciful God—what a desolate place
To bury a little child!
The place was marked with native stone,
A tall one at the head!
The artifacts were rusted toys—
A tricycle and a sled.
A jar now purpled by the sun
Held epitaph time-yellowed, torn and dim—
In faded ink I read the words
"Age Three—Our Son," and "Jim,"
This little lad helped play the role—
Though much too soon was laid to rest!
It took sorrow, pain, and desert graves
To write the epic of the West.

OLD-TIMER
By MARGARET GRAHAME COLLINS

Carlsbad, California
The day will come when I shall see no more
The lift of mesa to the windy sky,
Nor sagebrush spreading on the desert floor,
Nor mountains lift red battlements on high.
The time will come when I shall ride no more
Shall hear no saddle-leather's friendly creak;
Nor feel the storm and sunlight as before;
Nor see the pale moon rise or the dawn break.
For then I shall be riding far away—
Down many a ghostly trail on shadowy hill.
And I shall ride with comrades old and gay—
With Billy the Kid, Kit Carson, Buffalo Bill,
And Hickock, Custer, Crockett and the rest.
Of all my rides, that one will be the best.

SERMONS
By CATHERINE M. HENSON

Flagstaff, Arizona
There are sermons in the yucca
Silent sermons in the dunes,
Where the undulating sand mounds
Almost sing their hymnal tunes.
There are sermons in the silhouettes
That frame a glowing sky,
And the hardy men who try
In the rugged saw-tooth mountains
Their passing years at seeking
Minerals held in rock and sand—
Silent sermons ever waiting
To explorers of this land.
In the quiet and the vastness
Petty thoughts of men grow broad,
For the desert has its altars
Resting at the Feet of God.

• •	 •
SPECTERS OF THE DESERT

By KATHARINE BUOY
Portland, Oregon

The purple twilight deepens suddenly.
The desert stars illume the trackless waste

As dusk reveals a ghostly mystery,
And with a strange disquiet I am faced ;

For out across the sandy wilderness
A caravan of camels move in sight,

Their drifting pace seems almost motionless—
Dim mirage—vague specters of the night.

Long, long ago these aliens trod the sand
And ambled down beside the Salton Sea.

Then one by one they vanished from the land—
But famous still wherever they may be . . .

Before my dazed and unbelieving eyes
Move creatures from the past in phantom

guise . . .
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• When you start out to look for treas-
ure in your favorite hunting ground, you
may be the type to use a forked-stick-
but not Walter Ford. Next month, he'll
tell DESERT readers how the scientists
do it. "Doodlebug" doesn't sound scien-
tific, but that's what the mining and
geology fraternity have dubbed the de-
vice which locates below-the-surface min-
erals by means of electrical currents and
radio waves. And they don't call it "treas-
ure hunting" or "witching," but geo-
physical exploration.

• Georgia B. Redfield makes her first
appearance in DESERT'S pages this
month as author of the story about Wil-
liam "Uncle Kit" Carson, nephew of the
famous scout. She lives in Roswell, New
Mexico, where she- has written for local
newspapers for 25 years. She has con-
tributed to Sentinel and New Mexico
magazines the past 10 years and has
written many songs, stories and poems,
and descriptive articles.

• Waxen beauty of the saguaro blos-
soms, on this month's cover, soon will
mature into the luscious red tunas, har-
vested each July by the Papago Indians
of southern Arizona. Setting up camp in
the cactus forest, natives hook the fruit
off with long sticks, letting it fall onto
clean canvas. Youngsters eat many of the
ripest immediately, before the women can
pour them into large earthen cooking pots
to boil, later to make syrup, fruit paste
and jam, and from the finely ground
seeds, the wafer-like bread, piki.

• Clee Woods, New Mexico writer, who
with his wife Betty explores and writes
about the Southwest, next month will tell
about his pilgrimage to the cave of See-
a-huh, the great miracle performing god
of the Pima and Papago Indians in the
faraway days when these two tribes were
one. Story will be accompanied by a
map showing location of the hidden cave
in the rugged Baboquivari mountains
southwest of Tucson, Arizona.

• Even if you don't want to study, you
are going to enjoy the geology lesson
Jerry Loudermilk has prepared for you
next month. The subject is obsidian. But
the way Jerry tells it—combined with a
bit of Indian excavation in Arizona, a
little rockbound lore, -a trip into Aztec
land, a touch of Greek history, and some
chemistry just to top it off—you won't
know you've been to a geology class.

CREED OF THE DESERT
By JUNE LEMERT PAXTON

Yucca Valley, California

Black Ants have made a mountain
Of chaff from filaree;

At least, it is a mountain,
As far as they can see.

1UNE, 1945
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This painting of the Mormons reaching a stream on their march across Arizona, was painted
by George M. Ottinger and appeared in Golder's "March of the Mormon Battalion."

leg.i a the

/Hayman ilattalion
By SHERMAN BAKER

California had been seized and occupied
by troops of the American army many days
before Cooke's Dragoons, known as the
Mormon Battalion, reached the Golden
state, but this fact in no way detracts from
the credit and honor due the ragged little
army which broke the first wagon trail
through a rugged and hostile desert from
Santa Fe to San Diego. Here is the story of
one of the most amazing infantry marches
in all history.

7. HE dawn-wind was bitterly cold
when reveille was sounded. Col-
onel Cooke, already up and scan-

ning the horizon, talked to the night-
watch shivering in their ragged uniforms.
One of the guides came up.

-A march of 15 miles will take us to
the deserted ranch of San Bernardino,
Colonel. Water is there, and wood, and
the hills are full of deer and antelope. We
can rest a week . . ."

Colonel Philip St. George Cooke, of the
First Dragoons, Regular Army, drew him-
self up. His already grizzled beard bristled,
his deep-set, earnest eyes blazed. The nos-
trils of his jutting Roman nose flared.

"Rest? Nonsense, Weaver! We'll keep
on! My orders are to take these wagons to
the General in California as quickly as
possible. We'll rest when—and if—we get
to California!"

Pauline Weaver, the half-breed Arizona
guide, grunted. It meant nothing to him.

He was away from the Battalion most of
the time, scouting out the route, hunting,
trapping. He kept his own belly full, at
any rate. Let these Mormons starve.

The men were coming out of their low
tents—tents held up by their muskets, tent-
poles long ago dispensed with to save
weight. Swinging their arms, running
about to get warm, they scattered to look
for the scant firewood the high Arizona
prairie afforded. Then when the fires
flickered in the` half-light, there came the
welcome smell of cooking meat. The worn-
out mules were hitched up to the battered
wagons as a little of the steaming stew was
doled out to each man.

The sun appeared from behind the high
mountains in the east, and it was light.
Soon the air became warm, then hot, and
plodding along in this desperate haste the
men took off their torn coats. Another day
of hard marching in the trackless wilder-
ness of the great American Southwest be-

gan. The Brethren were on their way to
California . . .

The Mormon Battalion was organized
soon after the beginning of the Mexican
War in 1846. Driven from Missouri,
hounded from community to community,
denied admittance to Arkansas, the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints at last
made the decision to emigrate to the Far
West. The government, killing two birds
with one stone, decided to enlist some of
the Mormons in the army, and march them
to California, where they wanted to go, and
thus at the same time both capture and col-
onize the coveted lands.

General Kearny was sent to wrest Cali-
fornia from the Mexicans. Hurrying along
with a small detachment of Dragoons, he
appointed Cooke as commander of the
Mormon Battalion. Cooke's orders were to
bring through the wagons—to open the
first wagon road through the Southwest to
California.
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Captain James Allen, of the First Dra-
goons, on June 19, 1846, had commenced
the enlistment of the Mormons. At the
Mormon camps in Iowa territory he re-
cruited five companies of infantry for a
period of 12 months, to be paid the same
as the regular infantry, and at the expira-
tion of their enlistment to retain their arms
and equipment.

The raw Battalion marched from Coun-
cil Bluffs on July 21, and arrived in strag-
gling order at Fort Leavenworth August 1.
At Leavenworth, Allen became sick and
remained behind. The Mormons left the
post August 13. They were never rejoined
by their original commander, as Allen died
on the 23rd. The Mormons plodded on
under a temporary commanding officer,
and finally, after much difficulty arrived
at Santa Fe in detachments October 9 and
10.

General Kearny had already left Santa
Fe with his picked company of Dragoons,
but his march was so slow, impeded as he
was with a long wagon train, that the
guide, Kit Carson, said it would take more
than four months to reach Los Angeles. Ac-
cordingly, Kearny sent the wagons back,
and assigning Philip St. George Cooke the
command of the Mormons, appointed him
"the task of opening a wagon road to the
Pacific."

It was October 13, 1846, when the early
frost was touching the high mountains
around him, that Philip St. George Cooke
took command of the ragged Mormons at
Santa Fe.

The tired, journey-worn Mormons who

met Cooke's eye were 486 in number—
men, women and children. Of these about
60 were very old men, invalids or other-
wise unfit for active service. A large num-
ber of women and children had already
been sent away. Cooke sent away the re-
maining women—all but five wives of
officers and sergeants, to be "transported
and provisioned at their own expense."

Weeding out most of the invalids, hur-
riedly buying all the supplies he could in
Santa Fe, Cooke left October 19, with 397
troops, and 60 days' supplies of flour, cof-
fee and salt, 30 days' rations of salt pork,
and 20 days' supplies of soap. Creaking
along beside his troops were about 26
wagons.

It was a motley army, and everything
worked against its success. It had to march
1100 miles through an uncharted wilder-
ness, hampered by a slow-moving wagon
train. It was enlisted more or less by fam-
ilies. It was hindered by women, youths,
sick men. It was raw and undrilled, though
willing. Its clothing was already torn and
ripped by travel. To make matters worse
there was no money to pay the men, and
the quartermaster's department was with-
out funds or even good credit. And, last
but not least, the mules were broken down,
and there were few to buy or trade.

The first few days of marching were
feverish. The new herd of lowing beeves
and the kicking, half-wild mules were a
constant worry. Many of the animals were
lost before Cooke could form a regular
herd guard. The already trail-weary mules
gave out from time to time. The men suf-

fered greatly from the heat and dust dur-
ing the day, and from the cold at night.
Cooke managed once in a while, by paying
exorbitant prices, to exchange a few of the
worst mules for better ones from friendly
Indians.

The guides sent back by Kearny came
into camp one by one, Pauline Weaver,
Charbonneau, all of them, with the excep-
tion of Antoine Leroux, "more or less
drunk." None of the guides proved of
much assistance in the whole trip, and
none of them knew the region to be tra-
versed. Cooke had nothing but trouble
from them. One huge man, weighing over
200 pounds, was drunk for weeks, and
finally was discharged by Cooke.

Mile after mile in the burning New
Mexican desert the mules floundered. One
by one they died. Soon every single mule
was pulling a load—not one spare animal
was available. Many of the men were sick,
and riding in the wagons, and many more
had to have their knapsacks and arms car-
ried. Cooke was desperate. He was told
that most of his mules could not go to
California even driven loose without pull-
ing a load.

So, on November 9, he ordered 58
of the oldest, sickest and least desir-
able of the men, along with some of the
broken down ox teams, to return to Santa
Fe. This lightened his load considerably.
The next day Cooke was greatly cheered
by making 15 miles. Soon they shot deer
and turkeys to supplement the meager
daily rations. They followed the Rio
Grande, leaving it on November 13 near
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Monument erected in Salt Lake City as a memorial to

the Mormon Battalion. Photograph by Harry Shtpler.
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This old photograph of Colonel Cooke was taken some
years after the trek of the Mormon Battalion, when he had
been advanced to the rank of general. Photo from Mc-

Clintock's "Mormon Settlement," courtesy Mulford
Winsor, Arizona state historian.

General George Stoneman, who as a lieutenant was the
"Admiral" of the Mormon Battalion. Photo from Parish's

"History of Arizona," courtesy Mulford Winsor,
Ariiona state historian.

the present town of Rincon, Dona Ana
county, New Mexico.

They struck the Mimbres river near the
northern boundary of the present Luna
county, New Mexico, on the 18th. After
crossing this, their next water was the Ojo
de Vaca. Here they found an old Spanish
trail, leading from Janos, Chihuahua, to
the old Santa Rita copper mines. The Bat-
talion followed this trail south until con-
vinced that its course should be toward the
San Pedro river. Then they turned south-
westerly through the present Whitmire
pass and along Animas creek. It was here
that they saw their first grizzly bears and
mescal plants. "Black-tail" deer (mule
deer) and antelope became plentiful.

The deserted ranch of San Bernardino
was their objective at this point. But Cooke
writes in his diary that it "seems to elude
us like a phantom.'' Mantle lito, the Apache
chieftain, came into their camp and of-
feed to trade mules. Through the treach-
erous Guadalupe pass the Battalion crept,
chopping a rough road for the wagons all

the way. On December 2, 1846, the weary
Mormons reached the old rancho of San
Bernardino.

This was a great Spanish hacienda that
had been deserted for years, and had fallen
into ruins. It is near the present boundaries
of New Mexico, Arizona, and Sonora, and
at the time Cooke saw it, consisted of a
collection of large adobe buildings, all
surrounded by a high wall with regular
bastions for defense. The buildings oc-
cupied about two acres. The previous
Spanish owner had about 80,000 cattle,
many of which were still roaming about in
a wild state.

It was here that the Mormons shot their
first wild oxen. It was more exciting than
a buffalo hunt, and the meat supplemented
their dwindling rations. These wild cattle
supported the Apaches, just as the buffalo
farther east supported the Plains Indians.
All of the hungry men gorged themselves
on the delicious fresh meat, and then they
smoked a great quantity of the rest. There

were also quite a few wild horses roaming
this part of the country.

On December 9 they reached the San
Pedro river. The San Pedro was frozen over
in many places, and the temperature was
below 10 degrees Fahrenheit, with a cold
northwest wind blowing every day. Along
the San Pedro the Battalion had its first
battle—with wild bulls. The bulls were
even harder to kill than buffalo, and would
run off with half a dozen musket balls in
them. One bull had two balls in its heart,
and two in its .1ungs, and with these
wounds charged a man before it dropped
dead. The bulls attacked the column of
marching men, wounding several of the
soldiers and killing a number of mules.
The Battalion fired volley after volley. For-
tunately for them, the bulls would charge
singly or in pairs and not all together, or
otherwise the story would have been dif-
ferent. In the excitement, Lieutenant Stone-
man (later General Stoneman, Governor
of California) shot himself accidentally in
the hand.
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In the San Pedro the men caught trout
"three feet long." As they neared the place
where they were to turn off from the San
Pedro to Tucson, Cooke drilled his men in
military maneuvers as he expected to have
to attack Tucson. But his worries were
needless. The Mexican commandante of
the presidio of Tucson sent a special com-
missioner to treat with Cooke. They agreed
to a sort of armistice, in which neither force
would harm the other. The Mexican com-
mander then sent another messenger say-
ing that he could not as a man of honor
agree to Cooke's terms. Cooke accordingly
made preparations for action. However,
another messenger came in saying that the
post had been evacuated by the Mexicans.

In Tucson Cooke found the inhabitants
very friendly. He bought wheat, salt and
tobacco. But Cooke was still distrustful of
the Mexican troops who had retreated. So
he pushed a volunteer scouting party a little
way toward the Mexican position. This
caused the Mexican soldiers to retreat even
farther. Tucson appeared to Cooke as a
rather squalid little town of about 500
half-civilized people. Two conciliatory let-
ters were sent, one to the commandante,
and the other to the Governor of Sonora,
Tucson and the surrounding country being
at the time part of Sonora. There was a
midnight alarm, when the nervous Bat-
talion thought the Mexicans were attack-
ing, but nothing came of it.

On December 18 the tattered army left
for the Gila river. This was one of the
hardest parts of the trip. There was no
water for miles, and it was surprisingly
hot during the day. Cooke marched in the
darkness for several nights, and finally ar-
rived at the Gila river near the present
town of Florence, on December 21. During
his trek from Tucson to the Gila a mes-
senger came in from Tucson, saying that
the Mexican commandante boasted that
he had driven the cowardly Americans
away, and that he would pursue the re-
treating Battalion. Needless to say, Cooke
was not very much alarmed.

One of the most pleasant periods in the
entire journey was the stay at the Pima
villages, on the Gila. The Pima Indians
were friendly, pleasant, cheerful and intel-
ligent. The Indian villages consisted of the
dwellings of about 2000 Indians, and to
Cooke's eye, resembled a crowded New
Orleans market — with even watermelons
for sale. The stern Colonel was so delighted
with the scene that he presented the Pima
chief with some sheep—unknown and ex-
otic animals to these Indians.

At this point the Gila river makes a
great arc. Cooke's course was to make a
chord to the arc of the river, cutting off
several days' time. Christmas day, 1846,
was not observed in any official way. Cooke
in his journal noted that they made a day's
march of 18 miles. It was hot, but cloudy
and there was no water. The next day they
struck the Gila again.

The deep sand and the high banks of the
Gila river bottoms were serious obstacles
to the Mormons. They had to cross and
recross the river again and again. The
water became brackish, and then quite
salty. The Battalion labored on, and the
march was desperately slow. Finally Cooke
decided to try to float some of his heaviest
supplies downstream.

Lieutenant Stoneman claimed to have
had much experience in boating and raft-
ing, and on January 1, 1847, was given
command of the Mormon "navy." Two
wagon bodies were lashed together end
to end on dry cottonwood logs, and the
seams were hastily caulked to protect the
cargo from water. All the road tools, part
of the rations, and some of the corn bought
at the Pima villages for the mules was
placed aboard. Cooke continued his march
toward the Colorado while "The Admiral,"
as the men jocularly called him, tried to
launch his ship.

The Mormon flotilla would not float,
however. The heavily-laden ship would
run aground at every sand-bar, and finally
dug in so deeply that the Admiral could
not float the cumbersome craft off again.
Cooke had instructed him to bring the load
down on mule-back if the navigation of the
river proved too difficult and slow. But
Stoneman was young and obstinate, and
struggled to make his expedition a success.

In the meantime Cooke and the Bat-
talion were too far away to send back for
the supplies. So Stoneman had to cache
the cargo and float down in the empty
ship to the Colorado, where the "navy"
served gloriously in ferrying the Battalion
across. Cooke sent some of Stoneman's
"sailors" under a corporal back with mules
to rescue the cached cargo. But the intrepid
Colonel could not wait for the supplies.
He reached the Colorado on January 9—
"that most useless of rivers . . . so barren,
so desolate and difficult," he called it. The
next day, near the present Algodones, Baja
California, Mexico, he commenced the
crossing. All that day, all that night, and
all the next day the Battalion ferried and
swam. As they were now on the main trail
to California from Mexico, Cooke had
hopes of military action—of meeting the
retreating Mexican army from California,
or of reinforcements from the south.

He marched hurriedly and camped that
night, exhausted and thirsty, at the water-
hole later called Cooke's Wells. This
water-hole was dry. There was no certain
water ahead of him for many miles, and so
with an energy quickened by desperation,
Cooke's men set about digging wells.
Quicksand caved in and filled the holes.
It was "the most trying hour of my long
military experience," wrote Cooke. But
they knocked holes in the bottom of one
of the women's washtubs, and using the
sides to keep the sand from caving in, fin-
ally got a trickle of water.

The next day they camped at the present
El Alamo, Baja California, dug out an old
well and obtained a little water. Then they
headed northwesterly, and at Pozo Hondo,
in present Imperial county, California, re-
ceived word of the battle of San Pascual.
At Pozo Hondo there was not enough
water for the men alone, and the dying
animals went dry again. This was the worst
period of the whole trip. The Battalion was
suffering terribly from thirst, and every
man was nearly at the end of his strength.
They struggled all night, dragging them-
selves desperately along, ragged and bare-
foot. Some of them wrapped their feet in
cloths or old bits of hides, but others were
too tired even to take this trouble, but stag-
gered along on bleeding feet. Finally the
army reached a clear stream of running
water—Carrizo creek.

Then they marched again. Between Val-
lecito and San Felipe they had to hammer
and chisel out a pass for the wagons
through the solid rock of a narrow pass. On
January 21, 1847, they arrived at Warner's
Ranch. At the Hot Springs they all bathed
and noted that the water was so warm that
the Indians slept on cold nights with their
bodies in the stream, and their heads above
water on the bank. On the 23rd the Bat-
talion was rejoined by the corporal and the
party of "sailors" sent back for the supplies
cached on the Gila. The Battalion was
heading for Los Angeles when orders came
from Kearny to go to San Diego.

One mile below the Mission of San
Luis Rey the gaunt veterans saw a sight
that lifted their hearts. As they came over a
little hill they got their first glimpse at the
Pacific Ocean. It was one of those strange
days, when the water was as still as a
mirror, with the clear blue sky darker than
the silver sheen of the water. Joy filled
the souls of the desperate pilgrims. In their
haste to reach San Diego, the men upset a
wagon—the first overturned on the whole
trip from Santa Fe!

And so, on the 29th of January, 1847,
the trek of the Mormons was completed at
San Diego. Colonel Cooke read his con-
gratulatory order to the cheering men.
"History may be searched in vain for an
equal march of infantry," said Cooke, in
a soldierly understatement. A ragged col-
umn of raw undisciplined men struggled
through 1100 miles of barren wilderness,
and had opened the first wagon road
through the Southwest to California.
Cooke's road was used by thousands of
Forty-niners and, as a practicable rail-
road route, was one of the main reasons for
the Gadsden Purchase. Today the railroad
roars along much of the wagon route of
the Mormons, covering in a day or so what
the Brethren sweat blood over for months.
The westward course of American empire
swept largely over the faint wagon trail
left by the intrepid Cooke and his Mormon
Battalion.
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The leading characters in Jerry
Laudermilk's botanical story this
month are grafters and thieves—
and they live on opposite sides of
the world, one a denizen of the
desert and the other in a jungle
hot-house. But despite their dis-
parity in environment and size,
they are cousins, scientifically.

By JERRY LAUDERMILK
Drawings by the Author

g
T WAS high noon in the particu-
larly arid Gypsum Cave locality of
the Nevada desert. The geologist

and I had hiked for miles beyond the
point where the trail gave up and creosote
bush and desert holly took over. We had
reached a rendezvous to wait for the botan-
ist who had left our three-man expedition
early in the morning. We knew that when

Greatly enlarged section of a Dalea
branch with Pilostyles flowers in dif-

ferent stages of development.

he joined us again he'd be practically worn-
out from packing a 20 pound plant press
over the hogbacks and arroyos of that
shadeless territory.

So I started a fire to brew a can of tea,
a beverage I had found to be the quickest
reviver for weary muscles on a desert trip.
It wasn't long until the botanist caught up
with us. He was dog-tired as we had ex-
pected but not too fagged out to notice
the brown and black spots on a twig of in-
digo bush (Dalea fremontii var. john-
sonii) I was about to add to our camp fire.
He reached for the twig and examined it
with more interest than I thought it de-
served. Then he handed it back to me with
the cryptic remark, - thought at first the
brown spots might be Pilostyles. - I knew
what the brown spots were—crumbs of
charred tobacco. I had used the stick for
a pipe-cleaner. But what was Pilostyles?
This word was a new one to me. After he

Peiett Adyet and 
.Y11/10 q %ant

Rafflesia arnoldii, the gigantic jungle flower from Sumatra: A flower-miracle in purple, red,
yellow and white. From a plate in Lady Raffles Life of Sir T. S. Raffles. 1835.

Redrawn from the original plate.
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had relaxed, he told us about one of the most curious natives
of Arizona, a tiny brown flower smaller than a match-head, and
its enormous cousin, the most prodigious flower in the world.

In the southwestern corner of Arizona where the Gila river
joins the Colorado is a stretch of desert with a peculiar flora.
Although the rainfall is only three to six inches a year, a curious
effect of plenty blends with the generally starved look of the
landscape. Along the Colorado river groves of cottonwood and
.1-iickets of arrowweed loom green against the ash-colore('
background. Away from the river is a region where weathered
granite mountains and long slopes of sunburnt malpais support
a thin cover of dry and wiry shrubs interspersed with larger
plants. In the summer it is a land of navy-blue shadows and
hard white sunlight. Plants here strive ceaselessly against the
winds that blow the seedlings out of the ground and marching
dunes that smother many a promising plantlet on the brink of
success. Then rare and destructive summer cloudbursts wash
away many plants that have survived the wind and drought.
So only the lucky and adaptable live on and many resort to
curious tricks to hold their own.

You can see that in this locality a man needs some initiation
before he can comprehend the strange life dramas that take
place only a few feet away. Fantasy reaches a climax here with
the rare and curious little plant, Pilostyles thurberi whose ex-
istence might never be suspected. This species has only been ob-
served so far in one small area between the north end of the Gila
mountains and the Gila river where it grows as a parasite, and
only on the indigo bush (Dalea emoryi and possibly D.
schottfi).

The midget hero of my story belongs to a small and highly
specialized family of grafters with a tremendous name, the
Rafflesiaceae, which has thrown all pretense to vegetable ethics
overboard and reduced everything in its structure except the
flower to a web of cells like the mycelium (spawn) of a mush-
room. This web is for one purpose only, theft, stealing the sap
from some unfortunate host-plant into whose tissues Pilostyles
has sunken its filaments. This host is always the indigo bush.

Dalea is a shrubby legume with purple flowers and smooth
pale-colored stems covered with a silky down which grows to
a height of about four feet and is common throughout the re-
gion. Until about April nothing unusual will be noticed about
these plants. Then, upon the stems and lower branches of certain
Dal cas, thickly scattered specks of blackish dots like pepper ap-
pear. These are the tiny flower buds of Pilostyles which have just
broken through the bark. The dots soon develop into a colony
of minute brown flowers like crumbs of burnt toast. The ap-
pearance of the little stemless blossoms is almost as grotesque
as would be peach blossoms bursting through the bark of a
sycamore branch. Soon these elf-size flowers set seed and ripen
as the blossoms dry up, and once more everything is ready to
begin again the old round of thievery on the stem of some new
victim. So much for our American representative of the Raffle-

siaceae. Next let's have a look at Pilostyles' giant cousin.

It's a long jump from the sandflats of the Colorado river to
the jungles of Sumatra where we shall meet the chief of the
whole clan. This is the flower, for the flower is all that meets
the eye, of Rafflesia arnoldii.

In the early 1800's, when Sir Stamford Raffles, Lieutenant
Governor of Sumatra, explored the jungles of the interior where
land-leeches were so thick the boots of the explorers "soon
filled with blood," men of the West saw this wonder of the

Flowers of the Arizona midget, Pilostyles thurberi grow-
ing on the stem of indigo bush (Dalea emoryi). One of the

many flowers is shown at A.

vegetable kingdom for the first time. May 21, 1818, in the
green twilight of the reeking forest, humid as the orchid room
of a hothouse, they gazed awestruck upon this monstrous flower
of lurid colors, wild and strange in its way as the chanting heard
in a quinine-dream. The enormous blossom, sometimes four
feet from petal tip to petal tip, flamed wondrously with purple,
sultry red, vermilion and gamboge yellow, all weirdly splotched
with spots of livid white, and, says Sir Stamford "the nectarium
was nine inches wide, and as deep ; estimated to contain a gallon
and a half of water, and the weight of the whole flower fifteen
pounds." The "nectarium" to which he refers is an old term
applied to the central, cup-shaped organ of the flower.

This uncanny plant grows upon the exposed roots of vines
where the seeds, scattered by the trampling feet of browsing
elephants, have lodged. At first the young Rafflesias appear as
small round buds the size of walnuts. These soon swell to the
size of cabbages more than a foot through. Then at last the
enormous buds unfold their glowing petals like a silent drama
in the jungle dusk.

The eerie flower-vampire endures but a few days. Its thou-
sands of seeds ripen and mix with the remains of the decayed
blossom which passes from the tropic scene—with the smell of
a dead fish.

There may well be hitherto unreported occurrences of our
own midget of the Rafflesia family, Pilostyles, for, as I suggest-
ed at the beginning of my story, wherever the host-plant
(Dalea emoryi) grows the tiny thief can also be expected. And
too, it would be of tremendous interest to hear from some Des-
ert reader in the armed forces who may see Rafflesia, itself, in
its native habitat.
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Mass of selenne crystals at the base of the desert jeu el box , some weighmg up to 500 pounds.

z ASTWARD beyond the end of the
oiled highway at Torrey, the desert
road through Wayne county, Utah,

winds along the base of highly colored,
beautifully sculptured cliffs and through
deep, tortuous sandstone canyons where
every turn presents a delightful picture.
When dry this road presents no difficulty ;
but a slight sprinkle of rain quickly re-
duces its red surface to the consistency of
soft soap, temporarily but effectively stop-
ping all travel.

This condition is largely due to the

JUNE, 1945

presence of gypsum in the soil. Rock for-
mations through which the road runs are
highly impregnated with gypsum, easily
visible as thin white sheets or narrow veins
usually not over a quarter inch in thickness.
The material seems to have been deposited
in a shallow, brackish lake containing
much gypsum in solution.

But the geological conditions which now
make wet weather driving hazardous also
produced, in another section of Wayne
Wonderland, some phenomenal groups of
unusually large and beautiful crystals of

gypsum known as selenite. These deposits,
sometimes as large as a small house, found
in the Carmel formation, have been eroded
out of soft red rock and stand glistening in
the desert sun like gigantic jewel boxes,
visible for miles. Average length of these
crystals is about 18 inches, but some
are nearly three feet long and weigh up to
three or four hundred pounds. While some
have a slight greenish cast, others are so
transparent that a newspaper can be read
through a thickness of several inches.

These deposits of selenite were discover-
ed in pioneer times by cattlemen. About 40
years ago a geologist collected some unusu-
ally large specimens, which he placed in
various museums and private collections,
where they are still on display. Since that
time the locality seldom has been visited.

Eight years ago Dr. A. L. Inglesby, who
has been collecting rocks and minerals
for many years, moved to Fruita in Wayne
county, where he continued his hobby.
From time to time he heard of these crys-
tals, but the deposits were far off any road
in a section difficult of access, and it was
several years before he acquired any sped-
mens. In the spring of 1944 he tried to
reach the spot by truck but found it im-
possible. Later he tried to go in with team
and wagon, but had to turn back. Finally,.
in September, he decided to go in by pack
train and try to bring out a few large speci-
mens. Dez Hickman, of Torrey, furnished
the horses and I was invited to accompany
the expedition.

11
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in the Utah Poett
Nature erected a tower of glistening selenite crystals in the Utah desert

—and placed them in such an inaccessible spot that they can be reached
only by a pack train. Perhaps it was a wise arrangement, for such a
natural jewel box as Charles Kelly describes in this story needs and de-
serves some kind of protection. Selenite crystals hold no interest for gem-
cutters because they have a hardness of only 2, and have little value
except as "pretty specimens."

By CHARLES KELLY



Center of the crystal mass, showing some large clear crystals nearly three feet long.

Leaving Fruita at daybreak with three
saddle horses and three pack horses, we
rode down the deep,winding, picturesque
gorge of Dirty Devil river for about ten
miles, fording the stream 34 times and
passing entirely through Capitol Reef,
through which the stream has cut its chan-
nel. As we traveled downstream we passed
upward, geologically speaking, from the
Moenkopi formation, through the Chinle,
Wingate and Navajo to the Carmel, just
east of the reef. Here the canyon walls
break down and South Desert wash enters
it from the north.

Leaving the river we followed the wash,
a dry channel cut through the Carmel for-
mation. Toward the east were high, sheer
cliffs, while a succession of rounded knolls
of decomposing rock lay along the west
bank of the wash at the base of Capitol
reef.

Rather than follow the meandering wash

we traveled mostly over and through these
red knolls. Everywhere we could see glit-
tering bits of gypsum, for which the Car-
mel formation is noted, and were thankful
the skies were clear, since even a horse
would find treacherous footing if the soil
was wet. After several miles of apparently
aimless wandering we rounded a steep
knoll where Dez Hickman pointed out
large pieces of selenite that had rolled
down the slope from an outcrop above.
Stopping here a few minutes we uncovered
some nice crystals, but they were not ex-
ceptionally large, so we moved on again.
Continuing north we passed several places
where large deposits of selenite were ex-
posed. Dez told us such outcroppings could
be found at intervals in that rock forma-
tion for a distance of 30 miles.

Finally we turned a bend of the wash
and saw what at a distance looked like the
ruins of a rock tower built on the side of

a hill. Near its base were many flat pieces
of selenite shining in the sun like panes of
glass. As we drew closer we saw that the
- tower- was one solid mass of immense
clear crystals, glittering like some giant's
jewel box. None of us spoke for several
minutes as we stood admiring this strange
phenomenon of nature, the like of which
I had never seen before or ever dreamed
of. Most crystals are hidden in the bowels
of the earth and can only be found by
blasting and digging. But here was a
treasure chest standing boldly above the
surface, as plainly visible as a lighthouse.

This outcrop rose directly from the bed
of the wash, which in flood season had cut
away from the knoll's base, leaving the
mass exposed. One side of the base pre-
sented a flat surface showing thousands
of small crystals, but the upper part was
a compact group of large crystals, some
nearly three feet in length. Those on the
outside, exposed to wind and rain, were
slightly stained with green, although their
sharp angles showed little evidence of
weathering.

Not wishing to disturb the main mass
we began carefully prying off odd pieces
around the base. The crystals had been
formed with some air spaces between,
which near the surface were filled with
red soil. Farther inside, where no foreign
matter had penetrated, the crystals were
perfectly transparent, regardless of thick-
ness. In the center of the mass was a cavity
and around this the most perfect crystals
had formed, one of which would probably
weigh 500 pounds. We did not touch that
section, since the best pieces could not be
removed without destroying many others.

By using iron wedges we were able to
separate individual crystals, but since this
necessarily left some scars, we removed the
material in as large pieces as possible.
Within two hours we had taken out sev-
eral specimens, including one single crys-
tal weighing about 300 pounds. Dez load-
ed three pack horses with 200 pounds each,
but had to leave the largest pieces, which
were too heavy for the horses.

Looking at our loot next morning, it
seemed but a pitiful small sample of the
available material, although some of the
specimens were unusually fine. According
to those who should know, they are among
the largest and finest ever found in this
country.

Having had to leave so much behind,
Dr. Inglesby seemed somewhat disap-
pointed in the results of the trip, until, in
sorting the stuff, he accidentally discovered
that one of the crystals enclosed a cavity
containing water and an air bubble. This,
he said, was the answer to every rock-
hound's dream and alone was worth all the
time and effort. His ambition now is to
go back and find more like it.

Perhaps all rockhounds are like that—
always looking for a bigger and better
specimen
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Looking atat a distance like the ruins of an old tower, this desert jewel box in Wayne Wonder-
land, Utah, reflects sunlight from thousands of great selenite crystals.
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This old veteran, scarred by many
fires, escaped the cloudburst floods in
Little Moron go canyon because it
stood on higher ground. At the base
of the tree are national park rangers
who accompanied the writer to this

spot. Photo by Harlow Jones.

By RANDALL HENDERSON

0 NE DAY, sooner or later, the
owner of a cabinsite at Desert Hot
Springs, or somewhere on the great

sandy bajada that extends from the south-
ern base of California's Little San Bernar-
dino mountains to Whitewater river, may
be excavating foundations for a new cot-
tage, or combing the desert for rocks for
the fireplace, and come upon an ancient
Indian metate or mortero.

When that happens, perhaps I can con-
tribute a bit of information as to the pos-
sible origin of the old relic. It does not
require the insight of a professional archeo-
logist to visualize the circumstances under
which that Indian grinding stone was de-
posited out on the desert plain many miles
from the nearest water, or from the abori-
ginal campsite where it was used.

Probably that Indian tool of the stone
age was carried down out of one of the
Morongo canyons, along with other tools
and weapons of prehistoric origin, in one
of the great cloudburst torrents which at
long intervals surge through these can-
yons. Such floods carry a tremendous ton-
nage of sand and boulders. That is the
way bajadas are formed.

I found striking evidence of the destruc-
tive power of these storm floods on a
recent trip into Little Morongo canyon.
James E. Cole, custodian of the Joshua
Tree national monument, told me he had
seen some veteran Washingtonia palms in
the Little Morongo one day while he was
trying to locate the western boundary of
the monument. I wanted a record of those
palms for my log book of the Southern
California oases—and so Jim and I hiked
down there to see them.

We found but two trees—veteran palms
that obviously were natives of prehistoric
origin. I am sure these trees merely are
the survivors of what was once a palm
forest of considerable extent. For there is
abundant water in this canyon, a flowing
stream which comes from springs which
are never dry.

The two palms had lived through the
recurring floods which swept down the
canyon because they happened to have
sprouted well up on the slope above the

While native palm trees are on the
increase in many of the oases of
Southern California, here is the record
of one canyon where torrential floods
have destroyed all but two trees of
what probably was once an extensive
forest. But there is a fine water supply
in the canyon where these trees grow
and if left undisturbed, Nature will
begin again her task of restoring this
scenic spot to the beauty that pre-
historic Indians found here.

This is the upper one of the two
native palms still growing in Little
Moron go canyon. This tree is about a
mile downstream from the Moron go
valley entrance to Little Morongo
canyon in the Little San Bernardino
mountains. Photo by Harlow Jones.
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floor of the gorge. The picture of a torrent
of water surging down the canyon, uproot-
ing all the palms on the lower level, was
clear to me because I have seen evidence
of the same occurrence in the beautiful
palm canyons of the desert in Lower Cali-
fornia. In two instances, in Mexico, the
cloudbursts were of such recent dating that
hundreds of dead palm trunks may still be
seen, piled high in the debris at the mouths
of the canyons. Exploring these canyons, I
learned that only those trees which grew
above the flood level had escaped de-
struction.

And while the flood water was denud-
ing Little Mo'rongo canyon of its palms,
it also swept away most of the evidence of
the Indian camps which unquestionably
were located along this stream of clear
sweet water. For this is Indian country, and
water and palm trees are an invariable
guide to the habitations of the ancient
redmen—just as today they mark the camp-
sites of prospectors and those who follow
the desert trails.

There are two live streams in this sector
of the Little San Bernardino range. One is
in Little Morongo, the other in Big Moron-
go. Jim Cole tells me there are no native
palms in Big Morongo. The water comes
from springs and seepages where the can-
yons leave Morongo valley, and flows a
mile or two miles or all the way to the
mouth of the canyon, according to the
season of the year and the rainfall of the
preceding months. At the time of my trip,
in April this year, water was flowing the
entire length of Big Morongo. In Little
Morongo it disappeared in the sand about
half the distance down the canyon.

Easiest access to the palms in Little
Morongo is from Morongo valley—down-
stream. A cattle ranch occupied by the
Duncan family is located there. Many
palms grow around the ranch house and in
the stock corrals, but these obviously were
planted there in comparatively recent years.

The upper one of the two native trees
is about a mile below the ranch house. The
second is a quarter mile farther down.

At the present time it is possible to
reach the lower palm over a winding and
rocky motor trail going upstream from the
mouth of the canyon. This is not an im-
proved road, however, and much of it will
disappear when the next storm flood comes
down the canyon.

The Metropolitan aqueduct tunnel
crosses the Little Morongo about a mile
upstream from the mouth of the canyon.
But the huge cement pipeline is buried
beneath the floor of the canyon, with only
the rock dump mucked from the bore be-
low and brought to the surface by shaft to
mark the location. The contractors had a
large construction camp here — but the
buildings are all gone now and the site
swept clean.

Mute evidence of the destructive force
of the flood torrents which Come down this
canyon is seen in the remaining sections
of the macadam road originally built to
the aqueduct camp. Long sections of the
road have been swept away and the route
is marked only by occasional islands of
macadam which in places stands three or
four feet above the present floor of the
rocky streambed. Motorists now going up
the canyon follow short sections of the
old road, but for the most part they travel

on detour trails that wind among the rocks.
From the lower end of the canyon it is
71/2 miles to the first palm.

While the western boundary of the
Joshua Tree monument is not well marked,
Custodian Jim Cole has concluded that
the upper palm tree is outside the monu-
ment while the lower one is so close to the
line as to be in doubt until a survey has
been made.

A heavy growth of arrowweed, mesquite
and willow covers the floor of the upper
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Showing an "island" of the old macadam road built by the aqueduct contractors to serve their
construction camp a mile from the mouth of Little Moron go canyon. Storm floods

have destroyed most of the highway.

part of the canyon, while the slopes are
dotted with yucca and nolina, with agave
and juniper higher up.

We looked in vain for evidence of the
former Indian dwellers in this canyon. Un-
doubtedly the desert natives were here,
but if the artifacts from Little Morongo
ever are recovered, I am convinced they
will be unearthed by accident by cabin
dwellers on the great desert plain of
Coachella valley where city folks in ever
increasing numbers are buying plots of
ground and erecting weekend and vacation
cabins to escape the high pressure of metro-
politan life.

If Nature were permitted to complete
her cycle undisturbed there is little doubt
but that the palms which have been swept
away in Little Morongo canyon would
eventually b! teplaced by a new generation
of Washingtonias. But it would take a long
period of years—and in the meantime I
am one of those who would favor the
planting of young seed—to the end that
this canyon be restored within the span
of the present generation to the scenic
beauty found here by the aborigines.

Companions on the trip into the Little

Morongo, in addition to Custodian Jim
Cole, were three department executives
from the regional office of the park service
in San Francisco: Schofield DeLong, archi-
tect, Sanford Hill, landscaping engineer
and Homer Crowley, engineer. Harlow
Jones went along as photographer.

Later we followed the well-graded roads
through the Joshua Tree national monu-
ment and Cole pointed out potential sites
for public campgrounds to be installed as
soon as manpower is obtainable. Many at-
tractive sites are available, coves and nooks
where visitors may camp in the shelter of
huge fantastic rock formations and spend
vacation hours studying the botany or ex-
ploring caves or climbing precipitous faces
of granite. Water will have to be developed
for these sites, and it is not a simple matter,
but the park organization will solve it even-
tually.

There is no haphazard improvement
where the park men are concerned. The
architectural department makes sure that
proposed buildings conform to lines ap-
propriate to the terrain, the landscape en-
gineers insist that Nature's handiwork be
disturbed as little as possible, the engineer-

ing office has to solve problems of water
supply, sewage disposal, drainage and
access.

It had been three years since I visited the
monument. Roads have been much im-
proved, but otherwise the landscape re-
mains unchanged. It is now possible to mo-
tor to Keys view on the high ridge of the
Little San Bernardino mountains over a
smooth easy grade. Plans are in the making
for a unique shelter and lookout station on
this point, overlooking the great expanse
of desert to the south and east.

Cole told me of his recent discovery of
a lone Washingtonia palm—evidently a
native—growing in the monument at an
elevation of 4300 feet at the head of 49
Palms canyon. If his estimate of the eleva-
tion proves correct, this tree probably is
the highest among the thousands of native
palms found on the Southern Califotnia
desert. Up to this time the Washingtonias
at Dos Palmas spring in the Santa Rosa
mountains near the Pines-to-Palms high-
way (not to be confused with Dos Palmas
oasis near Salton Sea) , have been regarded
as the highest outpost of the palm family.
They grow at approximately 4,000 feet.
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William Kit Carson of Roswell, New Mexico.

gN ROSWELL, New Mexico, the old-timers of Pecos
valley were holding their annual reunion and parade. It
was a colorful procession—covered wagons, veteran cat-

tlemen in boots and spurs and 10-gallon hats, belles of the gay
'nineties in hoops and bustles, a cowboy band, old stage coaches
and behind the wagon division a band of Apache Indians from
the Mescalero reservation, descendants of Geronimo's notorious
raiders.

Leading the parade was the governor of New Mexico, ac-
companied by a former governor who had been a cowboy in the
Pecos in 1885—and had quit the range when they began
punching cattle in Ford cars."

As the procession passed there was cheering from the crowds
on the sidewalks. But it was noticeable that the loudest applause
moved along the street with the passing of an elderly frontiers-
man on a spirited cavalry horse.

His grey hair reached his shoulders. He wore fringed buck-
skins adorned with silver. The rolled felt hat on his head ob-
viously had seen long service. Through an elaborately beaded
belt was thrust a fighting man's hunting knife. His earrings
were of thunderbird design, similar to those worn by Apaches
on the warpath.

On another person such trappings might have appeared gaudy
—but not on this dignified veteran of the desert country.

This was my first glimpse of William Kit Carson, nephew
of the famous scout who bears the same name. Since that parade
day in Roswell many years ago I have become better acquainted
With "Uncle Kit" as he is called, and often have visited the
two-room cabin near Roswell where he came in 1931 to spend
the remaining years of his life.

My first visit to the old scout was to get information about
the Once dreaded Apache Chief Geronimo.

I U NI E , 1945

One of the last of the scouts who followed the trail
of Geronimo, William Kit Carson, 87, lives today
in a cabin on the outskirts of Roswell, New Mexico.
Here "Uncle Kit" turns back to pages of history and
gives many interesting sidelights on that period
when white man and Indian were engaged in
bloody contest over the Southwestern territory
which was the ancient hunting ground of the
Apache. •

Miele kit,

Ttontietim all

By GEORGIA B. REDFIELD

The old man was in his everyday work clothes. He sat on a
sawed log seat in front of his house, with his dog and his gun
close by his side.

Inside his cabin the walls were covered with pictures, relics
and newspaper stories of the early years, of events in which he
played an important part.

Trophies from the buffalo hunting grounds and the Indian
wars hung from rough pine rafters. There was an Indian belt
taken from a fierce old warrior who once got the drop on the
wary scout and put a bullet through his leg crippling him for
a year.

On the walls of the room were deer horns, a warbonnet, buf-
falo robe, and soft tanned deer skin and lamb skin rugs.

Fastened with thumb tacks on the closet door was the birth
certificate, signed by the Rev. George De'Vloo, Pastor of Sa-
pello, New Mexico:

"I hereby certify that William Kit Carson is the son of
William Carson and Maria Carson. That he was born
August 7, 1858, in the soldiers barracks in old Fort Union,
New Mexico.
When asked why he wore long hair and beard, the old man re-

plied with a twinkle in his eyes, "Not because we thought they
made us look handsome, as you might think. All the scouts wore
long hair because the Indians had more respect for a man who
had long hair, showing they were not afraid of scalping. My
Indian scout pals, Pawnee Bill and Diamond Dick, who was
Dr. Richard Tanner of Nebraska, all wore our hair long.

- Let's see, - the old man continued, "guess it was Geronimo
mostly you said you wanted to hear about. Pawnee Bill was my
blanket pal when we were chasin' old Chief Geronimo. After
the old fellow was captured and persuaded by Lt. Charles Gate-
wood to surrender, and we took him to Florida, and later to
Fort Sill, Oklahoma, I felt sorry for the rampagin' old chief.

"He honestly believed that the white man stole the Indians'
best land and buffalo huntin' grounds, over there east of Pecos.
He thought the Apache had a right to take anything the white
man had, in return.

"Until the hour the old chief died he believed he would some
day be allowed, like they promised, to return to his old moun-
tain home in Arizona. He said: The government never did
keep a promise or a treaty unless there wasn't any way of get-
tin' out of 'em.'" After a moment he added seriously, "He
wasn't far wrong at that. Old Geronimo was smart. You
couldn't fool him, no matter how hard you tried.

"Pawnee Bill was always good to old Geronimo. He got the
Government to let the old fellow travel with his Pawnee Bill
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Kate, second wife of the old chief, Geronimo, and her
present Apache husband.

Wild West Show. All the shows wanted to hire him but the old
Apache wouldn't ever travel with anybody but Pawnee Bill. He

went to the World's Fair in Chicago too, with Pawnee Bill.
"All my old pals are dead now, and all the army men I knew

are dead.
"Old Kate Geronimo, the chief's second wife still lives, but

they keep it pretty quiet. People would worry the old squaw to

death if everybody knew she was living up there on the Mes-

calero reservation. They sent her back after old Geronimo died.

She married old Apache Cross Eyes, and she's got a new house

like the government built for all the Apaches on the reservation

and things are not hard for her now since she's so old.
"Robert Geronimo, the old chief's son, lives on the reserva-

tion too. He has a fine stock ranch. He is well liked by every-

body on the reservation.
"When Geronimo died at Fort Sill of pneumonia, in Febru-

ary, 1909, he was buried in the Apache burying ground on

Cache creek. You know Indians believe in the happy hunting

ground, and when the warriors die some of the Apache tribe

kill his horse at his grave, and his guns and tomahawks and

bows and arrows are left on the mound.
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"When Geronimo was buried, just as they threw the last
spadeful of dirt on his grave, old Kate dashed through the
crowd leading the Apache chief's favorite pony. Before any cf
the soldiers could stop her, she slashed the pony's throat and
he fell over dead on the old chief's grave.

"This is the chief's picture." Uncle Kit got up and rummaged
around in an old suitcase. When he faced me again, and hand-
ed me the picture, there were tears in his eyes.

"He liked me," said the old scout, "even if I did help to run
him down. He gave me his picture, himself.

"I think ol' Geronimo liked me because I lived as the Indians
lived, and because I married an Indian maiden—her name was
Little Wild Rose. I danced the Indian dances—like the Apache
devil dances—which they have the first week in July up there
on the Mescalero reservation. Every step and every stomp has a
meaning. I know them all.

"It was at one of the ceremonial dances I spotted Little Wild
Rose. I said to myself, 'She's the maiden for me.' So I told her
father I liked his daughter, and I wanted to sing to her. He
said, 'How many ponies you got?' I told him I had quite a
bunch and I would give him seven ponies. I gave him all the
tobacco I had in my pocket and he let me sing on the outside of
his daughter's tepee. I sang all the love songs I knew in Indian,
and all the time she knew American as well as I did. She had
spent five years in school and talked just like any white maiden.

"When I got on my pony and rode away she came out of
her tepee and threw a handful of pebbles after me. That meant
I was accepted and could come again. If she hadn't come out it
would have meant not to come back.

"The next time in the light of the moon I sang again, outside
of her tepee, and she came out and stood beside me until I fin-
ished my song, then she gave me a fine pair of moccasins she
made herself from my footstep measure she got, outside in the
sand, the night of my first visit.

"By the light of the next moon I drove over the seven ponies
I had promised, and the tom-toms started up and we had a
bridal stomp dance. Chief Little Hock came and took Little Wild
Rose by the hand and led her outside of the light of the bon-
fires, and then he came back and led me to my squaw. He asked
if we wanted to live together for the rest of our lives. We both
answered, 'yes.' He made us promise to be good to each other,
and that promise neither of us ever broke.

"That night the squaws put up a tepee for each of us. One on
the east side of the bonfires and one on the west, and we slept
apart. The next morning we had breakfast by the bonfire and
neither of us spoke a word. That was the bridal custom. Then
the chief brought a fine woven Indian blanket and wrapped it
around us and he said, 'You are now buck and squaw.' They
then brought us our ponies, and we mounted and I took her

back to where I was born, at old Fort Union.

"This kind of Indian marriage always stuck. There never
was any divorce. Blanket marriage meant for always.

"My wife died in 1902 and left me alone to bring up our little
daughter, we named, Nucki.

"I stayed and raised her among the Indians. This is Nucki's
picture, in her maiden ceremonial dress. She lived in the sun-

shine and was jus' like a sweet wild flower. Everybody loved
her. She would ride her pony all day long until she came in at

night to sleep. See in her picture she has her arm outstretched.
That is the way, at sunrise, she asked the Great Spirit to bring
happiness for the new day. That's another Indian custom.

"Nucki died soon after she was shut up in school every day,
then I was left all alone. There wasn't anything left there for me.
I commenced traveling with the Coleman Shows. I had a band of

fine Indian bucks. We took our show to England but the In

dians longed for their own country, and would go down to the

shore and look far away across the ocean and howl because
they couldn't wade across to their American home.

"When we came back to America we went to Louisville,

Kentucky, with the Lang Amusement company and stayed there
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Nucki, "just like a little wild flower." Daughter of Wil-
liam Kit Carson and his Apache wife. She died when

they sent her away to school.

from 1928 until 1930. While I was there I met a fine American
lady. Her name was Francis Stout. She had a sick son in a Louis-
ville hospital. We soon were engaged, and I quit the show busi-
ness. I wanted both of us to go back to old Fort Union and live.
Francis said we would have to wait until her son got better and
could leave the hospital. Then we could be married and go back.
I went on alone to fix up a home, but there wasn't anything left
but tumble down ruins of the old fort. It made me sad to see it.
I left and came to Roswell. I wrote to Francis telling her where
I was making a home. All my letters came back. Her son got
better and they had gone away from Louisville.

''So now I am all alone again. I sit out every evening by my-
self on the old log seat at my door and watch the sun go down
over there behind Old Baldy. Ed always think about the times
I chased the Apaches when they got away from the reservation
up there, when they went on rampages. There wasn't anything
between here and the White mountains and old Capitan then
but Indian moccasin tracks."

Soon after my first visit to Uncle Kit, I went up to the Mes-
calero Apache Indian reservation. I wanted to see Geronimo's
widow—old Kate Cross Eyes. I found her, just as Uncle
Kit said I would. She was sitting on the floor of her new house
as she had been accustomed to sit in her old tepee home. Al-
though she was almost blind she was picking over beans for
th,:ir noon day meal.

No one knows how old the woman really is. No records were
ever kept of the older Apache Indians.

Her present Apache husband demanded $40.00 for the privi-
lee of taking his wife's picture. We compromised with a

JUNE, 1945

bright new necktie, a pair of brilliant socks and 50c, but he in-
sisted on being included in the picture.

While not beautiful the old woman is interesting as the
loyal wife of Geronimo, of whom the old renegade would in-
variably say after each raiding escapade, "I been home in peace
with my wife and children." She spent the last unhappy years
with Geronimo during his confinement at Fort Sill.

I saw the Mescalero Devil Dancers, wearing their spectacular
July ceremonial costumes, with their black hoods of buckskin,
black masks, molded to their features ; and double-decker head.
dress of awe inspiring impressiveness.

After several months absence from Roswell this year, I re.
turned one day to find that Uncle Kit, the loyal friend of the
Apache Indians, at the age of 87 years, had taken a wife.

During the hot July weather last year he suffered a sun
stroke and while ill, his Louisville fiancee who had come to New
Mexico, with her son, to find the old gentleman, learned that
he was no longer at Fort Union. She established her home in
Albuquerque and one day saw Uncle Kit's picture in the paper
as he was greeted at a political meeting by former Governor John
Miles. She soon learned he lived in Roswell. She wrote him.

Kind friends, nursing the lonely old man, informed her of
the old scout's condition. She and her son came at once. Uncle
Kit, overjoyed by their reunion, soon recovered.

The little house would not hold all of the good friends of the
old frontiersman who wished to attend his wedding, so they
were married September 8, 1944, in the yard at the front of his
home, where he had sat, so many evenings throughout long
lonesome years, to watch the sun set over Old Baldy in the
White mountains.

Geronimo gave this picture of himself to his friend
William Kit Carson.
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Rum Ckt3
By BARRY STORM

.P"

In the Queen Creek area of the desert (arrow) on the south slopes of the Superstitions,

David Hawkins' prospector uncle found the Silver Antelope of Apache tradition which

may well prove to be a second Silver King mine. Weaver's Needle, below,

at the foot of which many have found gold.

Gold meant nothing to the Apache In-
dians except for its exchange value in
buying powder and lead to carry on
warfare against the invading white men.
And when the imprisonment of Geroni-
mo virtually ended the Apache fighting ,

the old chief never revealed the source
from which he had drawn his treasure.
But there were rumors—and here is the

story as it is still told in Arizona.

gN THE Superstition mountains of Arizona, in the miner-
alized region of reddish hills bordering LaBarge canyon,
where to this day occasional travelers report finding a

lone piece or two of flint-like, brightly-colored quartz, heavy

with iron and gold, there are exposed on the surface large masses

of low assay gold ores from which "colors" may easily be
panned. But there are also other ores in the region, a bonanza

vein of rose quartz which is said to have produced many bars of
gold bullion though it has not been worked by white men for
well over a century. According to legend this vein is on the

mountain now called Geronimo Head which rises sheer and
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ragged a thousand feet or more to form the east wall of La-

Barge canyon directly across from the region of red hills.
Geronimo Head, which is a rugged area of about six square

miles, is reputed to have been the favorite hiding place for
Apache Indians when hard pressed by pursuing soldiers—and
the source of the gold which financed many hard-fought
campaigns against the white men who were invading Indian
lands. Somewhere in its bewildering maze, which would baffle

even a mountain goat, and stretching south from Tortilla Flat
for over three miles into the wild Superstitions, is a hidden box
canyon, a veritable slit in solid rock, probably fault-formed and
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LaBarge canyon (1) leading from Canyon lake (below) to
the mineralized region (2) and the key spring (3) just

below Geronimo Head (cross) in which enough gold ore
has been found to make the famed Geronimo's story of a

Spanish mine in the mountain which bears his name
an exciting possibility.

erosion cut. The great Apache chief Geronimo, himself, has
said that it is there. And Geronimo has always scorned a forked
tongue! Geronimo has never lied!

Many decades before even Geronimo was born, that hidden
canyon had been found by a party of armor-clad Spaniards, one
of the small bands which unrecorded in history, marched and
countermarched over the 18th century wilderness in search of
gold. There they found gold in a rose quartz vein so rich that
hand mortaring alone sufficed to work the rock. And in the
course of a few months they had a low tunnel following the vein
into the mountain from the sunken valley, a comfortable camp
and a small rock smelter at a spring that broke out of solid rock
nearby. They had to climb in and out of the hidden valley on a
rope hung down from above.

The story is that Apache scouts knew of the presence of these
Spanish invaders, and were watching them constantly from a
well-concealed hideout. The Indians knew that when gold was
at stake, the Spaniards were careless of their personal safety,
and they were awaiting the day when the miners would have
exhausted their powder in blasting operations.

Finally that day came. The blasting was ended and the
fortune-hunters prepared to break camp and move the golden
treasure that had accumulatNI. Then the Apaches closed in.
They circled the rim of the sunken valley, pouring arrows into
the panic-stricken miners, and rolling huge boulders over the
cliffs to complete the massacre of the men below.

But the gold could not be destroyed. The glittering store of
yellow bullion was stacked like cordwood inside the tunnel. It is
believed most of it is still there, although Geronimo is said to
have drawn on this store of wealth to buy powder and lead for
his raids on the whites who invaded Apache territory.

Geronimo, himself, scornfully admitted after his capture that
this same sunken valley somewhere in the towering maze of the
mountain that now bears his name was the place where he had
vanished from pursuit on more than one occasion. And history
records the near-scandal at Fort Sill, Oklahoma, when at last
Geronimo had been imprisoned there in 1886, and there plotted
his escape. Gold was the mainspring of that plot, gold from an
ancient Spanish mine known only to the Indians. And yet the

gold which had been mined there was only as a grain of sand
to the desert of gold still left in the rose quartz vein. Perhaps
it is so. Proud old Geronimo was never known to lie!

A certain spring at the foot of the mountain (in LaBarge
canyon) was the key to the treasure, Geronimo once confided to
a fellow prisoner at Fort Sill. For that spring was really fed
by the one high up in the sunken valley. By following the water
in its devious meandering over and through the mountain of
solid rock a white man might come again upon the mine and
its horde of gold. But Geronimo very well knew that no white
man could successfully trail such a tenuous clue.
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Once in the 1920's that fabulous valley was reported to have
been seen by Charlie Morgan of Phoenix, while on a mountain-
dimbing trip up the Apache Trail. Morgan said he even climbed
down into it on a rope and then found a twisting tunnel cut by
erosion—through the lower enclosing wall of the sunken valley,
through which he could just barely squeeze his way out again.
He had stumbled upon the valley by accident for there was
nothing to indicate its presence, he said, until he had actually
come upon the rim of it.

Its location, Morgan estimated, was between four and five
miles east of the prehistoric burial mounds and walled-up ter-
races in the Superstitions now known as Garden valley. But
Morgan, in his hurry to find a way out again from the sunken
canyon into which he had dropped, gave only brief attention
to the camp remains and scattered bones and an 18th-century
Spanish musket which he found lying upon the ground there.
So he did not discover the fabulous vein and golden treasure so
near at hand!

There is said to be other Indian treasure, too, in the Super-
stitions, and not so far across the mountains as the crow flies. A
veritable hill of silver ore which must be almost solid metal in
places, a series of erosion-cut pillars of galena somewhere in
the bed of lower Queen creek, covered now by flood debris but
once in a lifetime washed clean to glisten in the bright Arizona
sun.

The Apaches call it the "Silver Antelope," doubtless because
of the shape of one of the pillars. And when David Hawkins'
uncle, working out of Phoenix in 1890, came upon an Apache
youth pinned with a broken leg under his horse and nursed him
back to health, the youth's father told him about it. But it took
Hawkins' uncle just fifty years to find it, in 1940.

"A mountain of native silver and lead, thousand of tons," he
told Hawkins. "You can take an axe and chop it. It seemed
unreal, but there it was. And I too old for it to do me any good
now."

The prospector was 90 years old, and had made his stake.
And so when he had gone east to retire, he looked up his nephew
in Illinois and gave him the chance at fortune which he:Couldn't
use himself. He drew a map, "made with compass and back-
tracked to a sure known point." Two weeks after his discovery
he had tested the map by retracing his steps back "mark for
mark and had found nothing but sand and wash gravel. Under-
neath was the silver," he explained. "Then I knew what Apaches
meant. My partners and I had crossed there dozens of times."
And that is all David Hawkins will tell of it. For one day now he
hopes to be able to leave his farm and uncover the Silver An-
telope and so prove the conviction of all the local miners that
there is still more silver in the mountains than ever came out of
the fabulous Silver King mine nearby.

There are other reports of gold in the Superstitions. Ed
Lambert, who once worked as a cowman in that region, is the
source of one of these stories. Lambert told of finding a chunk
of white quartz with stringers of gold while rounding up cattle
at the head of Needle. canyon. "I was interested only in cattle
in those days, and knew nothing about mining," he explained.

Lambert did not recall whether the quartz had been picked up
as float, or was broken from a temporarily exposed ledge—and
later when he sold his cattle business and acquired mining in-
terests, he wished that he had been more observing as to the loca-
tion of his discovery.

In more recent times, Wallace McDonald, a cowboy working
for Tex Barkley's Quarter-Circle-U ranch found gold while
herding cattle down Needle canyon. Somewhere along the way
he filled his pockets with rocks to throw at the steers he was
driving toward the First Water line camp near Goldfield. He
still had a few of the rocks left when he finally rode over to the
Goldfield mining camp that evening.

As usual, most of the men who worked in the Goldfield
mines were there. And after casual greetings and a drink all
around, McDonald felt ready to rib the miners a little.

"So you think you got ore here," he said. "Well, take a look at
this."

And from his chaps pocket he pulled a piece of rock which he
had picked up that day in Needle canyon, and handed it to one
of the men. He, himself, he had always freely admitted, would-
n't know gold if he fell over it.

"Son," exclaimed the miner, his eyes popping out, "you
can stop punching cows right now."

"Why should I do that?" laughed McDonald. "You ain't
taking me seriously?"

"Don't have to," said the miner, while the others crowded
around. "This here speaks for itself. It's gold ore, lousy rich!"

"Gold?" echoed McDonald, stunned.
And the joke turned out to be on him, for search as he might

he could never find where it had come from.
The thunder gods keep their secrets well!

RECLAMATION BUREAU HAS PLANS FOR
193,300 NEW FARMS IN 17 STATES

More than 400 irrigation projects in 17 western states ar
included in a vast program of development planned by the U. S
Bureau of Reclamation to provide farming opportunities durin
the post-war period. The estimated cost of the total program
is $4,790,000,000.

These plans were disclosed recently when Goodrich Line
weaver of the bureau's operations and maintenance branch ap
peared before the house irrigation and reclamation committe
to testify in connection with a bill which will give war veteran
preference rights in obtaining these lands.

Lineweaver said the program would provide for the creation
of 193,300 new farm units, and would provide supplementa
irrigation water for another 106,170 units.

The land rush will include thousands. of men with other than
western background, Lineweaver said.

Many of the 3,000,000 now employed in the west's war in
dustries will want to turn to the soil, he declared, and the bureau
has received many inquiries from soldiers of eastern states who
plan to make the west their home.

• •
Under Public Law 434, approved by congress September 27

1944, veterans of World War II are entitled to the same pref
erence previously given to veterans of World War I in the
matter of securing public lands under the Homestead, Deser
Land and 5-acre Tract laws. Under this provision, when public
land is made available, applications made by veterans within
90 days take preference over other applications. Also, in proving
up on homesteads where three years' residence is required, time
spent in the armed forces is credited in lieu of residence on the
land, up to two years.

Information and application forms in connection with the
filing of entries on 5-acre tracts may be obtained from any U. S.
District land office. The following district offices are located in
the southwestern states: New Mexico—Federal building, at
Las Cruces and Santa Fe. Arizona—Federal building, Phoenix.
Utah, Federal building, Salt Lake City. Nevada—Federal build-
ing, Carson City. California—Federal building at Los Angeles
and Sacramento.

To meet the increasing demand for 5-acre "Jackrabbit Home-
steads" on the Southern California desert, the U. S. Land office
is now engaged in extending its surveys in the 29 Palms area.
Roger F. Williams with a field crew of five men is doing the
survey work.

•
Four sections of land at the old mining townsite of Ryan

in the Death Valley area were opened to homestead applications
during the early part of May. Service men were given a priority
in the filing of applications.
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"Indian relics, like gold, are where you find

them." Marshal South had good reason for using

this prospectors' slogan upon the recent discovery

of an Indian mescal roasting shovel. For various

members of the family during the past 14 years had

walked past, around and by the spot where the an-
cient relic lay. Many times they must almost have

trod upon it. Then casually, on a wood hunting ex-
pedition, Rider's young eyes spied it, and it was
added to his burden of fire wood, later to be in-
spected and classified by Marshal as a fragment

of an implement which the early dwellers on Ghost
Mountain had used in their mescal roasts.

aiett Xatufe
By MARSHAL SOUTH

j?
	are drifting across the ridges of Ghost

Mountain like skirling eddies of gaily painted snowflakes.
Where do they come from, so suddenly and mysteriously,.

these dainty little sprites that are drifting and tumbling every-
where upon the desert wind? Most of them are a reddish tor-
toise-shell. But there are all sizes and colors, down to the very
tiny fragile-looking ones that flutter the bushes with their
yellows, whites and pale blues. Rudyard has his nose buried
deep in reference books. But it is a hopeless job. As well attempt
to classify sunbeams from a crude lithographed chart as to
identify all these fragile desert fairies by consulting pictures and
descriptions.

Yaquitepec is richer by a new desert relic. A grey inconspic-
uous fragment, but one that is a treasured link in the chain
that binds Ghost Mountain to the misty past. It arrived the
other day in a howling windstorm, tucked away in one of the
baskets of fuel which Tanya, Rider and Rudyard had laboriously
boosted up over the gale-whipped boulders of the southern
ridges. When they reached the house Rider picked a queer,
irregular fragment of grey, termite-nibbled, flat, ancient wood
Out of his burden and presented it for inspection. "Now," he
demanded, "what is that?"

I turned it over in my hands. It was light and weathered—
and very old. The desert sun had sapped all the weight and
strength out of it. About 11 inches long, at its longest projecting
point, it had a width, in the broadest portion, of about seven
inches. Sun, storms and termites had wrought havoc upon it.
Yet at one end there still was a trace of human handiwork in
the shape of a quite apparent tapering in thickness, and there
were unmistakable signs of wear from vigorous use. Although
tattered and worn and ghostly, the ancient fragment, to my eyes,
fairly shouted its identity. "That, my son," said I, with all the
impressiveness I could muster, "is a portion of the blade of an
ancient Indian mescal roasting shovel."

They all gathered around eagerly. It is seldom, in these days,
with two lively sons and a remarkably active and critical young
daughter, that I have much chance to pose as the "expert" on
anything. So I seized upon my one golden moment. With be-
fitting dignity I expounded upon the probable age of the shovel.
Of how it undoubtedly had been broken while in use by some
too ambitious wielder in the dim days when Ghost Mountain
was ranged by dusky Americans who had no inkling of the
coming of the white invader. It made a good lecture, and prob-
ably a fairly correct one. For the fragment undoubtedly was
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Long forgotten mescal roasting hearth on Ghost Mountain:

Wash drawing by the author.

very old. With the resultant enthusiasm we all made a pilgrim-

age to the spot, not so far from the house, where the fragment

had been discovered. This was close by an ancient mescal roast-
ing hearth. One so old that it was all overgrown with tall ocotil-
los and a generous sprinkling of cholla cactus. From the site we

could look far down the mountain to where, in the distant valley,

there once had stood a populous Indian village. Standing there,

with the evidence of the old mescal hearth at our feet and with

the grey fragment of the ancient shovel in our hands, it was not
hard to slip back into the past. Into the dim days when the drift-
ing, shy ghosts that now haunt the caves and ridges of Ghost
Mountain were not ghosts, but lusty flesh and blood.

Our fragment of Indian shovel is the only evidence of these
tools which we have discovered on Ghost Mountain itself.
There have been digging sticks—which are companion imple-
ments to the shovels in mescal roasting—but so far no complete
shovels. There may be a dozen perfect specimens lying hidden
away in crannies under the rocks within sight of the house.
Indian relics, like gold, are where you find them.

And in case you should happen upon any of these relics of old
mescal roasts while prowling in the desert, it is well to know
that the complete, unbroken shovels are of varying sizes, but
usually are about two feet long, from the tip of the handle to
the tip of the blade. In shape they are something like a crude
canoe paddle, though with a squarish tip. The width of the
blade is eight inches, more or less. And the implement is all
in one piece, the round, stick-like handle being simply a trimmed
down continuation of the blade part. Evidently they were
fashioned, with infinite labor, out of flat slabs of wood split
from trees, perhaps obtained in the mountain canyons. The best
place to look for them, as for the mescal digging sticks, is in
crannies under boulders that are not too far from the ancient
roasting hearth sites.

Tortoise herding again has become one of the daily occupa-
tions of our young Yaquitepecos. For all our desert tortoises
woke up promptly, as though by an alarm clock, on the first
calendar day of spring. And they brought with them healthy
appetites. Victoria, who loves to feed them tid-bits, finds the
task an exciting one. All of our pets have varying tastes. I have
heard of desert tortoises who, in civilization, became so high-
toned that they would eat nothing but rose petals. Ours are not
yet quite so educated—being by no means exposed to the perils
of civilization. They do, however, fluctuate between filaree,
prickly bush, rattlesnake weed, ancient corn husks and old and
weathered fragments of packing cartons.

Rudyard, tucked away yesterday in a sunny hollow among the
boulders, day dreaming to the steady harping of the wind as he
roved meditative eyes over the landscape, discovered a hum-
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mingbird's nest—sighting it as it swayed to and fro, a tiny
camouflaged grey dot, on a branch of juniper. It was last sea-
son's, of course. But we never had seen it before, notwithstand-
ing the fact that it was so close to the house that we could have
dropped a lariat loop around it from our back window. How
perfect is the art by which the creatures of the wild conceal their
habitations. Rudyard, who long has had a burning desire to
find one of these nests, was thrilled over his discovery. This
morning he has gone with sketchbook and pencil to make a
pictorial record of it. We have hopes that last year's experience
may influence the tiny jeweled builder to make another nest
in the vicinity this season.

Chances are good. For our bird world has been very active
around Yaquitepec since the weather warmed. And we are glad
that, despite other pressing chores, we managed to get up
several new bird houses in time for spring. One of them, Rider
fashioned from chicken wire and cement. Covering the wire
framework with a cement stucco and painting the roof a cheer-
ful red, above whitewashed walls. Set on lengths of old iron
pipe—to block the evil designs of squirrels and other climbers—
these houses drew excited comment from our feathered friends.
There was much rivalry over the question as to "who was to have
which." So far, however, there have been no real fights. And
our chief worry is that the Flycatchers, who always arrive much
later, may be greeted with rows of "No Vacancy" signs, for the
"housing situation is acute." Even the Guard House—the little
sentry box, fashioned from a mescal butt, thatched with wide
leaves and set upon one end of the last warning sign that pro-
tects the Yaquitepec trail—was taken early. The sharp-eyed little
sentry of our outpost is already on the job.

Yaquitepec's contact with the outside world, maintained by
the many welcome letters that come drifting in, is a happy
one. Yet, every once in a while, real problems come along by
the same route. These are in the form of queries from corres-
pondents who feel deeply the urge to break loose from a machine
patterned world and to strike out for themselves in "some un-
spoiled field" that will be "close to nature."

This is a natural and healthy desire. And one that is a bright
gleam upon the drab curtain of lock-step civilization. But these
questions are always almost impossible to answer with any
degree of satisfaction to the questioner. The reason is that every
problem of this kind is different. It all depends upon the circum-
stances and upon the qualifications of the particular individual.
It is a question, too, of values. Of what one values most—free-
dom and independence ; or money, comforts and gadgets. That
anyone who really wants to, can break away from civilized props
and carve out his oWn life in "the great open spaces" has been
proved many times. But the unknowable factor in each case is
just how sincerely does the dissatisfied individual want to
change his lot. Many think that they do—and really don't. Deep
in their hearts they would be horrified to face the prospect of
throwing overboard almost every one of the advantages to
which they have been accustomed, and to engage in a life of
hardship and scanty monetary reward. Few can stand the test.

Yet it is to those few that America—that the whole human
race—owes its vital life spark. It was men and women who had
ideals greater than money and comfort who won the West. Bare-
handed, friendless, moneyless and alone, the man who has a
vision of freedom and of self reliance will go forth against all
adversity and against the gibes of his fellows. This is the breed
that builds empires, that blazes the broad trail that others, the
weaker, the more timid and the more crafty, follow. Not in
money does the pioneer take his reward. He takes it in something
infinitely finer—in freedom, in the satisfaction of being his
own man, no chattel dependent upon the whims of another. It
is to these freedom-loving souls who will not march docilely in
the ordered ranks to the piping of those who would sway them,
that all freedom owes its life. They are the bearers of the sacred

fire. When any nation has succeeded in crushing out these
independent souls—in bludgeoning them down with the rest
into the conventional mould—then, that nation is dead. Dead
as are the nations of the ants, whose every ant hill—held up so
often as an example of industry by uncomprehending philoso-
phers—is a ghastly illustration of universal slavery and frozen
progress, born of the crushing of individuality.

This then, is the answer to those who query. Balance your
values. Make your choice, without illusion and with eyes open
to what lies ahead. And if it be that in you stirs that spark of
divine fire which must have freedom or perish, then fare forth
with an untroubled heart. And the blessing of all the gods go
with you. For the world has need of you.

More than once, from wanderers whose chief happiness it is
to explore old desert trails, gleaning a treasure of chips and
sherds of ancient pots, has come the query, "Why the almost
universal round shape, or modification of the round shape, for
the Indian olla? Didn't they know how to make other shapes?"

Yes, they did. But there is a good reason, in fact several good
reasons for the globe design. In the first place, using a crude
native clay, with a high degree of shrinkage, there was much
less danger of cracking during drying and firing with round
shapes than with those having sharp angles. A clay "bubble,"
which is really what an olla is, shrinks inward upon itself in an
even manner. Strains and stresses, which are very pronounced
in flat-bottomed pots with straight sides, are largely avoided.

This was one good reason. Another was that a round pot,
ppset, will not crash. It will just roll without damage to itself.
An important factor when one considers the extremely fragile
nature of Indian fired pottery. There is, however, another
excellent reason for the shape. A round cooking pot, used in
camp cookery, as the Indian used his, has great advantages.
By means of scraping a very small hollow in the earth it can
be set up to stand firmly. And, with the fire built around it, no
stones or other raising devices are needed ; the bulge of the
pot gives it full heat. Further, when liquid and solids are cook-
ing together, as in the case of mushes or stews, there is much
less danger of burning. The solid matter which may settle and
pack to the bottom is in a relatively cool zone—the portion of
the pot in the earth hollow. The main heat is concentrated
around the bulge of the pot, higher up, where the contents are
likely to be most liquid and freer moving.

Winds slatter across the roof of Yaquitepec and make desert
music through the chinks. This desert music of the wind is
something which has a grip upon the heart that is peculiarly its
own. All true desert wanderers and dwellers know it. It is
inseparable from lone spaces and isolated, sun-blistered desert
shacks. Mournful? Maybe—but not to those who undersfand
it. Chittery-squeak chittery-squeak . h000 sh ssb ...Urrr
urn urr . . . Miles and miles of creosotes and lonely dim buttes,
blurry in the rush of the wind. The wan sunlight of late after-
noon striking in spots of round light through nail holes in walls
and in roof and lacing bars of dust-speckled gold through
silent interiors. Ashes in the fireplace, hiding in the shadows.
Blackened pots and skillets upon the stove. And beyond the
windows the long long leagues of the desert greying into dim
distances in the rush of the sobbing, never ceasing wind.

I WILL
/ will! And nothing need prevent.
I will! To whatsoe'er extent
My proud ambitions highly soar,
I know, in God's unbounded store
I still shall gain, if but I do
The noble, generous and true.

—Tanya South
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By MARY BEAL

il
ERE'S the grand-prize winner for lavish color, familiarly
known throughout its realm as Desert Sunflower. The
most bedazzling sweeps of flowery gold I've seen in all

desert areas were emblazoned by this wide-spread species. I'd
like to show you a few extra-special stretches of its festive abun-
dance. Our first wayfaring takes us eastward from the central
Mojave desert and very soon the increasing frequency of Sun-
flowers will be noticeable as we roll along, until just beyond Pis-
gah crater they multiply into a magnificent expanse of shimmer-
ing splendor. Many times I've journeyed there when the road
was like a causeway traversing a golden sea, the waves of scintil-
lant color billowing against the bordering mountain slopes, the
whole terrain between the ranges, from Mt. Pisgah almost to
the outskirts of Ludlow, flooded by myriads of Sunflowers. After
an interval of a few miles a recurrence of this superlative prolu-
sion gives an encore of the breath-taking spectacle even more
extensive than the first one, continuing for 15 or 20 miles, per-
haps more. Our eyes were too busy taking in the glory of it to
note exact distance but I know Amboy was in sight before it
receded.

Passing Amboy crater, which appears little more than a stone's
throw from the highway, a road of sorts leads to the cinder cone.
Let's follow it to the margin of the black lava bed. To save tires
it is wiser to leave the car there and walk the rest of the way,
treading a devious sandy course between the jagged ridges of
lava. If it's springtime the drifts and nooks of sand harbor little
variegated gardens that are beguiling, but our chief interest lies
ahead.

Topping the last lift of the rugged bed there bursts into view
a picture to bring gasps of delighted surprise—a long lake of
Desert Sunflowers rimmed on its far shore by the black crater
and long high lava flows, a striking contrast to the sheet of
brilliant color stretched out on either side. It hasn't the vastness
of those other sweeps of color but the perfect setting puts the
finishing touches to a picture to hold in memory. To complete
the experience one should plunge into the sweet-scented yellow
flood and wade through to the other side for a different outlook.

Another memorable assemblage of Sunflowers makes Death
Valley its rendezvous. If you have been there in springtime (by
the way, spring comes early to the Sink) you can never forget
its glorious sheets of gold. The whole floor of the main basin
(except the salt beds and the long white ribbon of the Amar-
gosa's alkalinity) a sunny mass of Sunflowers, hosts of them
climbing the gravel fans and the lower hills, densely crowding
the draws. I think of it as a glory of gold, patterned at the bor-
ders with purple and violet Phacelias.

The Colorado desert has some fine tracts of Sunflower pro-
fusion, especially that along the highway between Whitewater
and Mecca but I have seen none as outstanding as the ones
mentioned above.

In addition to their role of beautification their flowery expan-
ses make splendid bee-pastures, and their seeds furnish a bounti-
ful food supply for the bird and rodent population.

This sunflower once was classified with the Encelias but now
hears the name

Geraea canescens

The rough purplish stems, clothed with long firm white
hairs, average from 1 to 2 feet in height, though occasionally
several inches higher, often with a few branches from the base,
terminating in open clusters of bloom. The hairy 3-nerved leaves
are alternate and more or less toothed, 11/2 to 4 inches long, those
oar the base larger, diminishing in size as they ascend to mere

Desert Sunflower, Geraea canescens. Its myriad fragrant
blossoms form golden seas on the desert in spring.

Photo by Mary Beal.

lanceolate bracts. The showy fragrant flowers tip rather long
peduncles, the heads '11/2 to 2 inches across, with rather wide
golden-yellow rays, the disk a trifle deeper shade. The narrow
green bracts of the short involucres are strikingly outlined by a
dense margin of white hairs. The flat wedge-shaped achenes
are black with white margins, the upper corners continuing into
2 slender awns, the black somewhat obscured by silky white
hairs, especially dense at the sides. You'll find this exuberant
species from southern Utah and Nevada, through Inyo, Mojave
and Colorado deserts, to western and southern Arizona. Its time
of glory generally comes in March and April but under certain
favorable conditions it may rush the season considerably. A few
years ago on a New Year's day trip to Boulder Dam we saw
many Desert Sunflowers in bloom between Yermo and Baker.
At times it may be in bloom as late as June but not as sump-
tuously as in spring.

Geraea z'iscida

This coarse, sticky-hairy, acrid plant might be called the Poor
Relation of the highly prosperous Desert Sunflower. Its few
stout erect stems, 1 1/2 to over 2 1/2 feet tall, are quite leafy, nearly
to the few hemispherical yellow flower heads, which are an
inch, more or less, broad but have no rays. The oblong involucral
bracts are densely glandular. The leaves are sessile, oval or
oblong, with eared or cordate bases, coarsely and irregularly
toothed or only obscurely so. The whole soft-hairy plant is dis-
agreeably glandular and very distasteful to handle, not only at
the time of contact. The sticky bitterness has a tenacity which
hangs on unpleasantly a long while, enough to make it an out-
cast. Its desert range is restricted to the southwestern edge of the
Colorado desert, growing on dry slopes of bordering mountains
at an elevation of 2000 to 4000 feet.
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Sez Hard
Rock Shorty

of
Death

Valley
"Sure, we got fresh eggs to sell

in this store," exclaimed Hard Rock
Shorty. "Inferno 's got the best eggs
in Death Valley. They're from Pis-
gah Bill's chicken farm. He brings
'em in fresh every day."

Shorty walked behind the counter
to wait on the customer. "Clerk's
jest stepped out a few minutes, but
I can count out yer eggs.

"I remember the summer Bill
started that chicken farm. He's al-
ways tryin' some new scheme to get
rich, an' he bought in a lot of them
layin' pullets. Figered he'd quit pros-
pectin' and supply the minin' camps
with eggs.

"Good idea, too, only Bill had
a lotta trouble the first summer. The
well on his claim went dry, and he
had to start haulin' in water from
that mineral spring up in Eight Ball
crick.

"Next day Pisgah came rushin'
over to the store madder'n a bee in
a paper flower boquet.

"Come over to my place, Shorty,'
he 'xclaimed. 'Somepin's the matter
with them chickens. They're cacklin'
around the hen house like a lot o'
bluejays — and them eggs. You
oughta see them eggs.'

"So Bill and I walked across the
gulch, him a hurryin' like it was all
important. He took me in the hen-
house, and sure enough, the eggs in
the nests was puckered up like wal-
nuts, an' not much bigger'n cactus
wren eggs.

''H'm, I sez to Bill. What yu feed-
in' em anyway?

— Same as always,' said Bill.
"Then I remembered somethin'.

Where yu gittin' yer water," I asks.
"Well yesterday, I started haulin

water from the hole in Eight Ball
crick,' he answered.

"Yu'd better start haulin water
from somewhere's else," I told Bill.
"That's that Alum spring. I had a
mule onc't that got away and took a
drink of that water, 'an it puckered
up his face 'til he couldn't eat, and I
had to shoot him to keep him from
starvin."

DESERT QUIZ Here is Desert Magazine's monthly test for those
who think they know—or would like to learn more,
about the great. American desert country. The sub-

jects include geography, history, mineralogy, botany, Indian life and lore of the
desert. If you score 10 correct answers you are ready to graduate out of the tender-
foot class. Fifteen gives you a desert rat rating, and if you know 18 of the answers
you are qualified for the desert brain trust. Answers are on page 36.

1—Butterfield is a name best known in connection with—
Gold mining in the West 	  Overland stage operation 	
Indian warfare 	  Negotiation for the Gadsden Purchase 	

2—A Balsa was used by the Colorado river Indians as—
A ceremonial headdress 	 A vessel for storing mesquite beans 	
A weapon for killing game	 A craft for crossing the river 	

3—The Spider Woman was— A mythical character in Indian legend 	
The name of a popular Southwestern novel 	
The wife of a Navajo medicine man

4—The ore from which mercury most commonly is derived is— Cinnabar 	
Manganese 	  Hornblende 	  Muscovite 	

5—The salt in Salton Sea, California, comes mainly from— Periodic tidal waves
from the Gulf of California 	  Salt beds in the bottom of the sea 	
Drainage from alkali lands in the surrounding area 	
Seepage from salt mines in Chocolate mountains 	

6—The University of Arizona is at—
Florence 	  Flagstaff 	  Phoenix	  Tucson 	

7—Motoring from Las Vegas, New Mexico, to Denver by way of Trinidad, Colo-
rado, one would go over— Daylight Pass 	  Raton Pass 	
Ute Pass 	  Cajon Pass 	

8—A mescal pit was used by the Indians for— Storing grain	
Concealment in war 	 Trapping rabbits 	  Cooking food 	

9—Mexican Hat is the name of a little rock formation in—
Utah	 Arizona 	 New Mexico 	 Nevada 	

10—Manly's Death Valley in '49 was written by— An army officer 	
A California-bound goldseeker 	  A trapper 	  An archeologist 	

11—Juniper berries are— Red 	 White 	  Light blue 	

12—A paleontologist is interested primarily in— Indian relics 	
The tree-ring measurement of time 	  Fossils 	  Study of desert snails

13—To see the Wasatch mountains one would go to—
Santa Fe 	  Tucson	  Salt Lake City 	  Death Valley	

14—The Virgin river feeds into— Lake Mead 	  Great Salt Lake 	
Elephant Butte reservoir 	  Salton Sea 	

i5—Bisnaga is the Spanish name for— Hedgehog cactus 	  Barrel cactus 	
Prickly pear cactus 	  Pincushion cactus 	

16—The metal most largely recovered from meteorites is—
Iron 	 Nickel	  Silver 	  Lead 	

17—Lowell Observatory is located near— Carson City, Nevada 	
Banning, California 	  Flagstaff, Arizona 	  Silver City, New Mexico

18—Leader of the historic Spanish cavalcade in search for the Seven Cities of
Cibola was— Cortez 	  Escalante 	  Coronado 	  Garcia 	

19—The Death Valley recreational area is a— National Park 	
National Monument 	  State Park 	  Indian reservation 	

20—William A. Brophy is— Indian commissioner 	
National Park director 	  Chief of the Bureau of Reclamation 	
Head of the Forestry service 	
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LETTERS...
Growing Desert Lilies . . .

Newberry, California
Gentlemen:

Mr. P. B. Johnson of Newberry tells
me he propagated the Desert Lily seed
you mentioned in your April number.

He says the seed from the lower stems
are the only ones he has succeeded in
growing. These seed are sown in very
sandy soil and never watered. He has sent
seed to the coastal regions, but they never
matured sufficiently to bloom.

He also stated that it takes from three
to four years to raise a blooming plant.
Desert Lily is numerous in this area, but
the writer never succeeded in growing a
plant from a transplanted bulb.

A READER
• • •

Powell and Five Men . . .
Fairfield, Iowa

Dear Sir:
I have made several trips in the western

mountains and desert—the greatest thrills
of my life.

I enjoy remembering the history of cer-
tain places and events. Therefore I am
writing about Major Powell's excursion
down the Colorado in May, 1869—hoping
that sometime you will clear up this dis-
crepancy:

National Parks Portfolio states: "Nine
men accompanied Major Powell. Three
men deserted the day before his faithful
half dozen floated clear of the canyon."

April '45 Desert Magazine states:
"Eight men were with him. Three men
separated two days before, etc."

G. K. DUNKEL

The writer of the Desert Magazine
story, Charles Kelly, has given the fol-
lowing clarifying information:

"The opening paragraph of my
story was technically wrong, as there
were nine men with Powell when he
left Green River, Wyoming. But one
of them left the party at Uintah
agency, so there were only eight with
Powell when he went through Grand
Canyon, and only five of them floated
clear of the canyon after the Separa-
tion Rapids episode.

"As to the elapsed time between
Separation Rapids and the end of the
canyon, Dellenbaugh writes: 'By
night they had run entirely out of the
granite, and at noon the next day. . .
they emerged at last from the depths
of the giant chasm.' Therefore the
separation took place two days before
Powell left the party, rather than one
day.

"Hope this makes matters clear."
CHARLES KELLY

The Blasting Was Stopped . . .
Lemon Grove, California

Dear Sir:
On Easter Sunday a party of us made

the trip to Hidden springs and Sidewinder
canyon in California's Orocopia foothills.
What we found there will be a shock both
to you and to Desert readers.

The picturesque entrance to Hidden
Spring canyon was being destroyed by the
contractor building the Coachella branch
of the All-American canal. The north side
of the entrance had been blasted out to
some extent and the south side drilled for
blasting.

We reported our findings to John Hil-
ton. He was indignant, as we had been,
and stated he would try to stop the destruc-
tion of this scenic spot, which is protected
by county, state and federal laws.

We found the spring area badly littered
with bottles and cans, and the water un-
drinkable—this condition brought about
by workers who had been camping there.

D. L. HEYSER AND PARTY

Mr. Heyserlohn Hilton immedi-
ately protested to the contractors and
was assured no more damage would
be done at Hidden spring.—R.H.

• • •
First Worker to Use a Stone Tool ...

Sinaloa, Mexico
Dear Mr. Henderson:

When I visited Corn Springs about 1930
one of the special attractions was a remark-
able colony of thread-waisted wasps. The
species was Sphex yarrowi, if my memory
serves well after all these years. I remem-
ber of lying on the ground for hours ob-
serving the activity of these glistening and
somehow sentient beings. Hundreds of
them were occupied in digging their bur-
rows, which perforated like a sieve an ex-
panse of open ground near a small cabin.
The air seemed to vibrate with the arid buz-
zing sound they made as they dug. They
contended among themselves for rights
only they could "conceive. - In flight they
would occasionally dash against a neigh-
bor, the small click of contact coming dis-
tinctly to my ears, s the small silvery
bodies flashed in the 'sun before my eyes.
They were all females.

When a hole was dug and the nest pre-
pared in the bottom several inches below
the surface, the wasp went hunting for
worms which she paralyzed with her sting
but did not kill. She laid her egg upon one
of these anaesthetized worms of provender,
leaving the hatched offspring to grow up
alone in dark and solitary but safe con-
finement.

So the wasp worked away coming and
going. Always before leaving her nest for

another foray she closed the opening with
a small pebble selected to fit just so. Dust
was kicked over the pebble until no visible
trace of the opening was left. Most remark-
able was the final plugging of the hole.
Seizing a second suitable pebble in her
strong mandibles she tamped down the
dirt over the hole, her long slim body
rocking like a teeter-totter before each
sharp hammer-like blow.

So far as we know this is the first animal
to use a tool, for it has been living several
million years at least with about the same
bodily structure, correlative with habits.
Certainly her use of a stone tool far ante-
dates the Chellean pick, a comparable early
human tool. If you go to Corn Springs
again in the spring, look for these Thread-
waisted Wasps and I am sure you will find
some still carrying on as before.

HOWARD SCOTT GENTRY
• • •

Friendly Denizens of the Desert . . .
Brooklyn, New York

Desert Editor:
Some time ago on the Arizona desert, a

couple of GI's captured a venomous rattler
that was prowling around the camp. By
some expert maneuvering, it was finally
placed in a wire cage used for catching
flies around the messhall. But just looking
at a poisonous snake hardly sufficed for
camp excitement.

Then somebody got the idea that a scor-
pion—if one could be found—would make
a worthy opponent for the rattler in a
battle to a finish. As luck would have it,
a scorpion did turn up among the men in a
different sector of the camp.

Bets were made. Word of the impending
fight spread like wildfire. Practically every
soldier not on duty that day planned to
attend the battle of the desert. The im-
promptu "ring" was the open back of a
truck. The scorpion was brought in by its
"handlers" in a reinforced cardboard
box; while the rattler made its appearance
in its original wire cage. An ingenious
soldier hopped onto the truck and an-
nounced: 'Men! Introducing the two
deadliest beasts of the desert—for the
world's championship!" Using the gestures
of a professional boxing announcer, he
pointed to the rattler. "In this corner," he
shouted, "the battling Rattler!" Frenzied
voices and applause filled the air. "In that
corner," he continued, "the deadly Scor-
pion!"

As the cheering of the audience died
down, the handlers of each of the contes-
tants opened the cage and box respectively.
The rattler was the first to appear. The
scorpion, after a bit of coaxing, finally
emerged. They both stared at each other
rather blandly. Except for the slight move-
ment of the rattler's head, there was not a
semblance of warfare in either one.

The GI's began to yell: "We want ac-
tion! C'mon an' fight!" But the contestants
stared at each other as if it was love at first
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You Don't See What
You're LOoking At

The science of deception has been
developed to a high degree.

Many a soldier has been startled
when the tree next to him got up
and walked off to lunch.

Sailors get quite a shock when
a distant wrinkle in the ocean turns
out to be a sea-going vessel.

Camouflage is the art of disguise
brought up to full war strength.
It's based on the technique of the
old-time beard-wearing detective.

Another type of false pretense is
the booby trap. Did you ever stop
to think that an automobile could
be a form of this deceptive device?

Your faithful old vehicle may
appear innocent enough, but sup-
pose one of the hidden parts has
enjoyed extended neglect.

Suppose lack of lubrication has
put this part in a snappy condition.

The sudden breaking of just one
vital joint might prove dangerous.

Cars are about twice as elderly
this year as compared with normal
times.

They need attention now more
than ever. And one of your best
safeguards is regular Shellubrica-
tion.

Shell Dealers and Shell Service
Stations have the know-how and
the equipment to render an up-
keep service specially designed to
help your automobile endure the
duration.

The job takes only a few min-
utes and it can do a lot toward
making your car as safe as it looks.

Drive in for Shellubrication
today !

-BUD LANDIS

sight! For 45 minutes neither fang, sting—
let alone, venom — split the atmosphere!
The audience whistled, implored, shouted
—but to no avail. It was the most disap-
pointing spectacle ever witnessed by a
group of fighting men.

To this day no one knows whatever be-
came of the scorpion. But somewhere in
the South Pacific a sergeant is battling the
Japs with a dagger whose handle is cov-
ered with the skin of a certain poisonous
Arizona rattlesnake!

MALCOLM HYATT
• • •

Paging Horsethief Bill . . .
Sacramento, California

Dear Sir:
Your dandy magazine comes to me as a

gift from one you identified only as
"W.J.K."

Now I know only one W.
ham (Wild Bill) J. Kilmartin—a horse-
thief and generally questionable character
who, until recently, has been wanted by
the sheriff of Modoc county, California,
for various and sundry charges including
smuggling arrowheads and petrified pine
nuts out of the county.

The statute of limitations has run and
the charges are dropped. Can you tell that
to Bill for me, and assure him he can now
cut off his whiskers and shed his anonym-
ity. Tell him I'll also forgive his jumping
my claim up in the Virgin opal fields.

He's a cantankerous and eccentric old
rat, but I miss him nevertheless and would
like to pard up with him again. There's a
lot of desert to prowl over yet. I don't
know where he is but heard he was hiding
out somewhere down Death Valley way.

Can you get this through to him some-
how. Tell him I come south about once a
month and would like to make a rendez-
vous.

G. F. (Kelly) ENGLE
• • •

Prehistoric Lake Cahuilla . . .
Mecca, California

Editor, Desert Magazine:
Can you tell me when the name of old

Lake Cahuilla was changed to Salton Sea?
Thank you for this information.

VANCE SHEFFIELD

Mr, Sheffield: Lake Cahuilla occu-
pied the below-sea-level basin of Im-
perial valley in prehistoric times. The
records of its existence are found in
the water line which is seen at Traver-
tine point and other places. Also in
the travertine deposits and the num-
erous Indian campsites located along
its shore line.

Lake Cahuilla is believed to have
existed about 700 or 800 years ago,
and had evaporated long before the
first white man's exploration of this
region.

Salton Sea, while occupying the
lower levels of the same basin, came

into existence' when the Colorado riv-
er broke through its levees and flowed
through Imperial valley in 1905-6-7,
long after Lake Cahuilla had disap-
peared. —R. H.

• • •
Indian Rock Circles . . .

San Diego, California
Dear Sir:

I enjoyed the article "Oasis of the Cab-
bage Trees" which appeared in the March
issue of Desert Magazine very much. There
is one comment I would like to make how-
ever regarding the item about the series
of rock circles found on the bluff.

The following story is about a similar
arrangement of rocks which I thought
you might be interested in hearing.

Several years ago, almost thirty to be
exact, my parents lived on a homestead
near Geraldine in eastern Montana. This
section of Montana is strictly plains coun-
try broken only by an occasional coulee.
While hiking over our place one day we
discovered a series of these rock circles such
as you have described in your article. They
were placed along the coulee on the higher
raises of ground which commanded a view
of the entire country for miles around. The
rocks used in these circles were about eight
to twelve inches in diameter and the circles
themselves about ten feet across. There
were several of these circles together which
formed a semi-circle.

My father began at once making inquir-
ies about the strange rock formations and
was informed by the old timers in the
community that these rocks were used by
the Blackfoot Indians as weights around
the edge of their teepees. This explained
the reason for the large number of circles
in one location and indicated that an en-
tire tribe had made camp there. It seems
that the explanation for the rocks still be-
ing in such perfect circles after many years
was the fact that the teepee had been
gathered together from the center leaving
the rocks in place. The tribes usually broke
camp hurriedly because of enemy approach
and trekked on to a new site to make camp.

It is quite windy in that section of the
country and the rocks were used around
the edges of the teepees to prevent their
being blown over. These rock circles were
always found on higher ground which
allowed the Indians to view the entire
horizon for the approach of the enemy.

I do not know how true this story is, but
we have always considered it quite authen-
tic because the Blackfoot Indians are still
in existence in Montana and the old timers
who told my father about these rock circles
had received their information from these
Indians. Whether it be true or false
thought it might be of interest to you and
it is a story I shall always vividly remember
as one of my most interesting childhood
experiences.

VIRGINIA FORBES
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29
PALMS
INN

THE HOTEL AT THE
PALMS• • •

FIREPLACE ADOBES• • •
FOOD TO REMEMBER

• • •
SADDLE HORSES

BADMINTON
• • •

AMERICAN PLAN
Single, $6.75 up

Double, $11.75 up
Gateway to Joshua Tree National Monument

ROBERT VAN LAHR, Manager
For Reservations — Write 29 Palms Inn at

TWENTYNINE PALMS, CALIFORNIA
or call any Travel Bureau or Automobile Club

The war in Europe finished, we've only begun the

march to victory in the Pacific.

Another reason why we shall

continue to keep 'em rolling.

The friendly Southern Pacific

BUY AND HOLD MORE BONDS!

ARIZONA

Arizona Projects to Top Billion . . .
YUMA—UP dispatch reveals bureau

of reclamation plans to spend $1,268,219,-
000 in Arizona, more than is budgeted for
any other state. Work already has started
on two of the 19 proposed power and ir-
rigation projects—a power installation at
Boulder Dam and canals and pumps on
8500 acres of the Gila-Mesa unit. Other
projects blueprinted include $414,400,000
Central Arizona irrigation project, $476,-
000,000 Kanab Creek power project,
power and silt control in Bridge canyon,
projects at Parker dam, Marble canyon and
on Williams river.

It's "Gold Digger Patton". . .
PHOENIX — Third Army seizure of

Germany's gold bullion cache brought
Gen. Geo. S. Patton a lifetime invitation
to the Gold Diggers Ball, annual social
event at Camelback Inn. Jack Stewart, inn
manager and sponsor of the ball where
Easterners dress in their version of west-
ern prospectors garb, cabled Patton the
invitation, "Because you are established as
the world's best gold digger."

Navajo GIs Need Dictionary . . .
WINDOW ROCK—War has demon-

strated to Navajo Indians the importance
of a written form of their language. Pvt.
George Harrison, Navajo soldier stationed
in England, recently wrote Supt. James M.
Stewart of Navajo Service for a dictionary
of the Indian language so he could write
to his wife, who lives at Dennehotso, and
asked that someone write a letter for her.
Stewart sent him the booklet The ABC of
Navajo, which explains system of writing
Navajo developed a few years ago by the
government.

Don't Dump Cats on Desert . . .
AJO—Report on wildlife restoration by

state game and fish commission indicates
that the feral cat (unwanted housecats re-
leased by well meaning owners to prey
upon insectivorous, song and game birds)
is one of the most dangerous enemies of
young pheasants with which state is en-
deavoring to stock several areas. Preda-
tory animal trappers are trying to eliminate
these, as well as coyotes, foxes and bob-
cats. Transplanting of antelope so far has
proved more successful, one of the best
plantings being in Altar valley south of
Tucso n.

• • •
Among 96 persons sharing $230,00 fel-

lowship awards by Guggenheim Memorial
Foundation in April, is Fred Kabotie, In-
dian artist of Oraibi.

Tomblers Lodge, at Mormon Lake, 30
miles southeast of Flagstaff, opened May
1 under new ownership of Jess O. V. Winn
and Joe F. Merino.

• • •

CALIFORNIA

Colorado Water to San Diego . . .
BANNING — Construction on San

Diego branch of Colorado River aqueduct
started in May. Starting at west portal of
San Jacinto tunnel, the 71.5 mile aque-
duct will reach to San Vicente reservoir, 18
miles east of San Diego, and will border
San Jacinto, Hemet, Winchester and
Temecula. Longest tunnel will be in
Fire hill, 5300 feet; the shortest in San
Vicente, 2400 feet. Aqueduct will cross
state highways 17 times. Estimated cost is
$17,500,000. Camp Pendleton, world's
largest marine base, near Oceanside, will
receive 5,000,000 gallons of water daily
from reservoir to be built 2.2 miles south-
west of portal of San Jacinto tunnel. Daily
capacity of aqueduct will be 129,263,000
gallons.

Alfalfa to be Dehydrated . . .
CALEXICO—Construction of an alfal-

fa dehydrating plant here was scheduled to
start by mid-May, according to plans of
Cliff C. Nolder of Santa Ana Dehydrating
company. The plant, which should be in
operation by October 1, will provide a new
industry for this community and a local
market for alfalfa growers. Completed
plant will handle 300-500 tons green hay
daily, dehydrated product to be used ex-
clusively for poultry feed. 
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More Power For Desert . . .
REDLANDS — A million barrels of

fuel oil for Pacific war will be saved an-
nually by construction of a new transmis-
sion line from Boulder dam to Southern
California by S. C. Edison company, ac-
cording to H. J. Moulton, company's dis-
trict manager. Preliminary work has started
on the $4,500,000 project, set for comple-
tion before end of 1945. The 125,000 kilo-
watts of energy to be carried on the line
will be generated at Boulder dam and trans-
mitted by existing facilities to Hayfield
pumping plant of Metropolitan Water dis-
trict. From that point, new line will con-
tinue 130 miles, possibly through San Gor-
gonio pass, then through San Bernardino
county to new substation, to be known as

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED INFORMATION — About lava
rock and flagstone. Wish to purchase whole-
sale for retail trade. A. H. Rich, 1443 West
84th Place, Los Angeles 44, Calif.

Large stock of petrified palm. Twenty tons of
rock specimens. Navajo rugs, reservation
hand hammered silver and baskets from many
tribes. Many other handmade artifacts.
Daniels Indian Trading Post, 401 West Foot-
hill Blvd.; Fontana, Calif.

DESERT TEA: In original form. Large bundle
only $1.00 complete with instructions for
use. Desert Pets and antiques sold and ex-
changed. Grail Fuller's BorXpost Ranch,
Daggett, Calif.

YOUR INNERMOST LONGINGS FUL-
FILLED Get "Spiritual Help For Your
Everyday Problems"-25c. Booklists includ-
ed. OUTSTANDING BOOK ASSOCIA-
TION, Box 2501, Los Angeles.

GIFT BOOKS of the Southwest. For outstand-
ing titles on the desert country—Travel, His-
tory., Desert Plants and Animals, Gems and
Minerals, Indians, Juvenile—write Desert
Crafts Shop, 636 State St., El Centro, Calif.
Free catalog.

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT WANTED by middle age
couple without dependents, in college, muse-
um, hospital, resort or anywhere where ex-
periences of both including mineralogy, ge-
ology, archaeology, chemistry, bacteriology,
X-ray technique including diffraction and
spectrometry and medical fields, photography,
photomicrography and stenography are partly
or wholly essential. Experienced in expe-
dition work in remote areas. Reasonable sal-
ary for employment of both in permanent po-
sitions. Reply Box L, do Desert Magazine.

ELDERLY GENTLEMAN, 59, well educated,
dependable, sober, wants light out-of-door
work, preferably gardening. Knowledge of
plant culture, soil bacteriology, landscaping,
bookkeeping. Address T:W.B., c/o Desert
Magazine.

Highgrove, which will supply Riverside,
Colton, Redlands, San Bernardino and sur-
rounding territory, supplementing existing
facilities. In general appearance, new line
will resemble Boulder dam transmission
line now seen on Mojave desert, in Cajon
pass and in Cucamonga-Chino district—
tall steel towers of four-legged design sup-
porting three large-diameter conductors
having a steel core and covering of alumi-
num strands. On top will be a single wire,
a lightning arrestor, grounded at each
tower. Work camps will be established at
Cactus City, Edom, Beaumont and other
sites. About 100 miles of road will be built
to serve first during construction, and later
for patrol cars. About 550 men will be em-
ployed at peak of construction.

LIVESTOCK

KARAKULS. Producers of Persian Lamb fur
are easy to raise and adapted to the desert
which is their native home. For further in-
formation write Addis Kelley, 4637 E. 52
Place, Maywood, California.

We sell Nationally Recognized Fur Producing
Karakuls. Have permanent market for wool
and furs. Attractive investment for rancher
or city investor James Yoalcarn, National
Distributor, 1128 No. Hill Ave., Pasadena,
California.

REAL ESTATE

FOR SALE: 6800 acre operating ranch, good
location, good water, cottonwood timber on
about 5 miles of dry creek. Some water holes,
deer, antelope, lightly stocked with good cat-
tle. 836,500 cash. A. D. Hudson, Gillette,
Wyoming.

FOR SALE: By owner, 40 beautiful level acres
near Palm Springs-Indio highway, in heart of
big activity. 3475 Elmwood Drive, Riverside,
or phone 5213-W.

FOR SALE: Home or cabin site. One acre.
$175.00, Sunny Valley, heart of motherlode
area, California. Three miles from county
seat. 208 feet frontage, macadam road, spring
water with reservoir. Trout stream across
road. Shade trees. Deer country. All land in
vicinity gold bearing. Location ideal for
country store. R. H. McKay, 1604 Long Ave.,
Fort Worth 7, Texas.

WISH TO SELL: Old established desert busi-
ness, operating mill house, and all equipment
to continue and expand. All year employment.
Mojave Desert tea. Rancho Del Remolino,

GEM VILLAGE: The Rocichound Colony. For
information, also rocks and minerals, write
to The Colorado Gem Co., Bayfield, Colo.

For Imperial Valley Farms—

W. E. HANCOCK
"The Farm Land Man"

Since 1914
EL CENTRO - - - - CALIFORNIA

New Plant for Soft Dates . . .
INDIO—Cooperative Date Growers as-

sociation has purchased Hacienda cafe
building in Coachella to serve as modern
packing house to cure and package soft
varieties of dates for United Date Growers
association. Construction on fumigating
rooms and other equipment started in May.
Growth of the date industry has necessi-
tated specialized treatment for the many
fine varieties other than Deglets. Principle
kinds to be handled in the new plant ace
Saidy, Khadrawi, Halawy and Zahidi.

"Cap" Worthington Dies . . .
WINTERHAVEN — T. J. (Cap)

Worthington, 64, died April 7 at Indian
hospital in Yuma. Most of his early life
was spent in northern Arizona ; he was a
captain in World War I, had been in
Mexico during one of the uprisings, had
served as Calexico chief of police. He was
interested in mining activities in this coun-
try and Mexico and encouraged Yuma In-
dian craftsmen in producing higher qual-
ity pottery. He had written numerous pub-
lished articles on mining and pioneer days.

• • •
Dr. Robert Morton, Arizona physio-

therapist, has been appointed manager of
Desert Hot Springs, according to Ameri-
can Physio-Therapy Institute, Inc., the new
owners.

• • •

NEVADA
Wants Workshop for Artists . . .

LAS VEGAS — James Swinnerton, fa-
mous painter of desert scenes and creator
of "Canyon Kiddies," in urging that Las
Vegas provide facilities for artists, claimed
that "Art is the best publicity an area can
have." He stated, "There is a grand com-
bination of desert and mountains, two very
opposite things which meet here and are
very good subjects for landscape artists."
But, he continued, it is impossible for ar-
tists to do satisfactory work in a hotel
room ; consequently most of the artists who
make field sketches in the vicinity, have to
make their actual painting later in a studio.
He suggested than one of the large hotels
or the city provide a simple workshop for
artists, where they could set up their easels,
with proper lighting, and complete their
pictures while still in the area.

Acres and Acres of Flowers . . .
LAS VEGAS—Greatest display of wild

flowers "in a long time" was reported late
in April by Gordon Baldwin, national park
service naturalist. Extensive displays were
found in El Dorado canyon, Willow
Springs district and along highways. There
were "acres and acres of lupine, desert pop-
pies and California poppies, lots of desert
mallow, golden hills and evening prim-
rose." The heavy blooming of beavertail
cactus was above average. The budding
cholla cactus was expected to be in bloom
soon after May 1.

The Desert Trading Post
Classified advertising in this section costs five cents a word, $1.00 minimum per issue—

Actually about one-half cent per thousand readers.
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Mountain Spring Ranch
Beautifully Located on Bill Williams Mt.

• Individual Cottages Scattered
Among the Pines

• Saddle Horses

• Trailer Accommodations

Season May to November

FOR INFORMATION WRITE BOX 247
WILLIAMS, ARIZONA   

For Nice Things . . •

• INFANTS' AND
CHILDREN'S WEAR

• LADIES READY-TO-WEAR

• MEN'S FURNISHINGS

• FINE LINENS

CUSTER'S
206 W. TENTH STREET	 PHONE 246

LANCASTER. CALIFORNIA
THE HEART OF ANTELOPE VALLEY

'RILLA CUSTER	 GALEN CUSTER

GENUINE' STEERHIDE

LIARACH ES
Your STEERHIDE Huaraches will be
well worth the ration stamp you must
now send us, because they are care-
fully handcrafted of real sole leather
and have the stamina of a shoe.
Work, walk and play in them, they
can take it, and every pair you buy
saves American shoe leather needed
elsewhere. Send your foot outline and
shoe size. We guarantee a fit. Please
send ration stamp.

Sizes for everyone—men,
women, children. (Chil-
dren's sizes $2.25)

Please send	 ...... pairs Huaraches
Foot outlines enclosed, sizes 	
Name 	

Address 	

Aerial Gunners Hunt Coyotes . . .
ELY—Coyotes have been taking such a

heavy toll of sheep throughout eastern
Nevada that plans have been made to
shoot the animals from planes. A contract
has been signed with Nevada Aviation Co.
for a plane, pilot and gunner, in an at-
tempt to eradicate coyotes. State legisla-
ture recently enacted a law allowing the
hunting of coyotes by plane.

Boulder Darn Contract Let . . .
BOULDER CITY—Contract to supply

70,000 barrels modified Portland cement
for making improvements on tunnels and
river channel at Boulder dam has been
awarded Monolith Portland Cement com-
pany of Los Angeles, Secretary of Interior
Harold L. Ickes has announced. The im-
provementç will help maintain peak pro-
duction at the world's largest hydroelectric
plant.

• • •
Fishing in Humboldt river will last from

May 1 to September 30 in most of the
bordering counties.

• • •

NEW MEXICO

Veterans Want More Education . . .
ALBUQUERQUE — In response to a

cluestionaire mailed to Indian service men
by John Evans, superintendent of the Unit-
ed Pueblo agency, he learned that most of
them wanted to attend vocational schools
under the GI bill of rights, so they could
become auto mechanics, mechanical engin-
eers and craftsmen in other fields. Their
replies arrived from Palau islands, Ger-
many, France, England, the Marianas, It-
aly and other battlefronts, written on every-
thing from V-Mail to wrapping paper.
While most specified a desire to return to
an Indian school for further training, some
were definitely opposed to that, one soldier
in Germany writing, "I'll take my training
in the same schools with other veterans
beside whom I've lived and fought."

A WESTERN THRILL
"Courage," a remarkable oil painting

203E60 feet, the Covered Wagon Train cross-
ing the desert in '68. Over a year in painting.
On display (free) at Knott's Berry Place
where the Boysenberry was introduced to
the world and famous for fried chicken din-
ners with luscious Boysenberry pie.

You'll want (1) A 4-color picture of this
huge painting suitable for framing. (2) A
36-page handsomely illustrated souvenir,
pictures and original drawings, of Ghost
Town Village and story of this roadside
stand which grew to a $600,000 annual busi-
ness. (3) One year's subscription (6 num-
bers ) to our illustrated bi-monthly magazine
of the West. True tales of the days of gold,
achievements of westerners today and cour-
ageous thoughts for days to come. Mention
this paper and enclose one dollar for all three
and get authentic western facts. Postpaid.

GHOST TOWN NEWS
BUENA PARK, CALIF.

Plan Navajo Weaving Industry . . .

GALLUP — Tests and experiments
which may make the name "Navajo
Tweeds" as important to textile world as
Harris Tweeds, are being made at U. S.
department of agriculture sheep laboratory
at Fort Wingate. Miss Irene Emory, Santa
Fe weaving consultant and instructor, is at
laboratory working out patterns and de-
signs for production of handwoven suit
woolens and she will instruct Navajo girl
weavers in new weaving processes. Labora-
tory was set up to breed into the old Na-
vajo sheep the "quarter blood" fleece qual-
ities of the Romney breed, and the body
characteristics of the Corriedale of Austra-
lia and New Zealand, in effort to produce
an animal able to survive desert ranges, pro-
duce heavy lambs and long wool which is
most suitable for handweaving. Labora-
tory Director James O. Grandstaff, inter-
ested in expansion of Navajo weaving in-
dustry after the war, declared, "There are
weavers among the Navajos equally as
skilled as the hardy Scotsmen who produce
the famed Harris Tweeds on hand looms in
their homes. With the development of
suitable fleeces and training in the use
of new-type looms, the Navajos may some-
day be producing suiting which will be in
demand for the production of men's and
women's clothing around the world."

To Film New Mexico Story . . .
ALBUQUERQUE — It has been an-

nounced from Hollywood that Eugene
Manlove Rhodes' Paso Por Aqui, story of
New Mexico, will be filmed in New Mex-
ico this fall. Harry Sherman is producer,
and William Brent, who spent his first 25
years on the New Mexico range, and his
wife, have adapted the story for the screen.

• • •

UTAH

Mosquitos Being Dispossessed . . .
SALT LAKE CITY—If it bites you, it

isn't a Salt Lake mosquito—at least that's
what residents in this city will tell you, now
that their mosquito abatement program is
underway. Even those mosquitos that for-
merly inhabited the cemeteries are leaving
since they no longer find water in flower
containers on graves. Head of drive against
mosquitos is Dr. Don M. Rees, University
of Utah professor of zoology, who warns
mosquitos that still hold real estate to sell
out fast—or else.

Shearing Makes Sheep Shiver . . .
PRICE—Shearing of more than 100,-

000 head of sheep in Carbon and Emery
counties was started late in April at Green-
river, Sunnyside Junction, Mounds, and
other smaller corrals. At Mounds for the
first time shearing was done by machine.
Shearing by blade is preferable as it leaves
some wool to protect animals during lamb-
ing season which immediately follows
shearing time, but since blades are unavail-
able, machines were introduced this year.

Joseph Alma Freestone Everett, 62, in-
ternationally known Salt Lake City artist
and winner of Logan award for sanity in
art at San Francisco last December, died
April 24.
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Los Angeles, California . . .
Federal agencies are not favorable to-

ward the resumption of gold-mining im-
mediately after V-E day, according to the
statement of Representative Claire Engle
of California. Reasons given by the federal
officials are that there is still a critical need
for men in the lead and copper mines, and
that the resumption of gold-mining might
draw workers from mines producing these
much-needed ores.

• • •
Gallup, New Mexico . . .

Gallup American Coal company, re-
cently shut down "for lack of markets . '
has been sold to a six-man syndicate. A. T.
Hannett, Albuquerque lawyer and former
New Mexico governor, said he had closed
the transaction with New York represen-
tatives of the American Smelter and Ken-
necott Copper companies, which held stock
in the mine. His associates in the venture,
which will be incorporated as Gallup-
Gamerco Coal Co., are S. P. Vidal of Al-
buquerque, U. S. Collector of Internal
Revenue for New Mexico ; P. J. Vidal, Gal-
lup hardware dealer ; Dominic Rollie,
Gallup postmaster ; J. W. Eichman, Gallup
druggist ; Dr. J. W. Hannett, Albuquerque.

• •
Winnemucca, Nevada . . .

Shortage of labor and scarcity of repairs
and supplies are blamed for the closing
down of the Getchell mine, one of Ne-
vada's largest producers, the last of April.
Since the government's ban on gold min-
ing in 1942, the mine has been producing
arsenic and tungsten, employing about
100 men and their families. It was indi-
cated that the property would remain out
of production until gold mining can be
resumed, unless a critical need develops
for arsenic.

• • •

Reno, Nevada . . .

Coastal shipyards and other industries
are being combed for experienced miners
to staff Nevada's lead, zinc and copper
producers, according to Glenn E. Brock-
way, deputy regional director in charge of
manpower. There is a national urgency
for lead and copper, and with stockpiles
low, miners are being encouraged to return
to their prewar jobs to produce not only
for wartime needs, but also for civilian
demands which will follow the collapse of
the war in Europe.

Washington, D. C.. . .
United States is on the way toward ex-

haustion of many of its important mineral
reserves, according to the estimate of Elmer
W. Pehrson, chief of the economics and
statistics branch of the federal bureau of
mines. Pehrson's figures, published in the
April issue of Mine and Metallurgy, and
based on national consumption from 1935
to 1939, estimates there is less than a five
year reserve supply of antimony, tungsten,
platinum, mercury, asbestos, manganese,
chromite, nickle, tin, industrial diamonds,
quartz crystals and flake graphite. The 5-
to-25-year group includes zinc, petroleum,
cadmium, gold, lead, silver, bauxite and
vanadium. The 25-to-100-year bracket in-
cludes sulphur, natural gas, fluorspar and
copper. Iron ore is estimated at 111 years,
potash 117, anthracite 195, molybdenum
422, phosphate rock 805 and bituminous
coal and lignite 4300 years.

• • •
Salt Lake City . . .

Three hundred native Puerto Ricans are
scheduled to arrive here for work in the
Utah Copper company's open pit in Bing-
ham canyon. Last summer 200 of these
workers arrived for a six-month contract,
but most of these returned at the expira-
tion of their time. Many of them are ex-
pected to come back again under the new
agreement. The Puerto Ricans will be
used mostly in the track department.

AlineA. and kl•

KEEN VISION . . .
well 4a4ie tantavtatiA pasi-wa4 plioidefrfra

Electrical engineers, too, are getting set for the challenges of a new world.
People e,verywhere—industries as well—are stirring themselves to make sure
that there will be jobs to ease the employment problem after the war ends. Even
the troops overseas are being considered . . . for immediate planning is the
only way to insure post-war employment.

New electrical techniques are playing a tremendous part in the output of
many forms of ammunition and equipment for our fighting men . . . so out-
standing are these new advances that they are, even now, blazing new produc-
tion trails for the manufacture of peacetime products.

INSURE QUICKER VICTORY . . . BUY MORE BONDS!

Use Your Own Power—Make it Pay  for the All American Canal
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CMS AND MINERAIS
ARTHUR L. EATON, Editor

MAKES SIMPLE CARRY-ALL
FOR PACKING IN ROCK

W. C. Bush, writing from Grand Junction,
Colorado, describes a new carry-all (see illus-
tration) he has devised for packing rock. Tell-
ing about the equipment, he says:

"One man can handle a load of 200 pounds
on level ground or slight down grade, but steep
grades and crossing washes requires two men.
The handles are from a cultivator, and the
wheel is rubber-tired — borrowed from my
wheelbarrow. It is put together with bolts and
can be taken apart readily. If anyone is interested
in making one like it . I will be glad to furnish
more specifications—just as one r.lckhound to
another."

One man can carry 200 pounds
• • •

TURQUOISE MINERS ARE
MARKETING POLISHED STONES

Frank Burnham, Louis Cirac, and Charles
Joseph are working mining properties five miles
from Frazier's wells, Nevada, and twelve miles
north west of Tonopah, for the production of
high quality turquoise. A clear, blue stone is
produced by one mine and the highly prized
spider web variety by another. Like most tur-
quoise, some of this is found in thin veins diffi-
cult to work, and some as-nuggets or kidneys.

The three partners work the mines as a
source of ore to be sold to all customers; and
also polish much of the material for sale by the
carat. The polished stone output sometimes to-
tals as much as 5000 to 6000 carats per day.

• • •

BASANITE OFTEN CONFUSED
WITH BLACK OBSIDIAN

Many persons, even experienced collectors,
err in the classification of basanite. Some deal-
ers have advertised basanite for sale and de-
livered black jasper. There are certain distinct
differences between black jasper and basanite. A
comparison shows basanite to be much blacker
and to have a velvety luster lacking in other
black stones, jasper is often somewhat brittle
while basanite is infinitely tough. Even an ex-
perienced gem cutter notices this toughness at
once and comments on it. Jasper chips easily
while basanite seldom does. Also true basanite
is rarely ever found in large pieces.

Well Known Collector Passes
Dr. D. H. Clark of Redlands, one of the

most ardent and beloved members of Orange
Belt mineralogical society, passed away March
29. Dr. Clark retired about 15 years ago be-
cause of ill health. Soon he became interested in
the rock hobby which gave him a new lease on
life. His wife has always been interested in
pretty rocks and they made many trips into the
California mountains and deserts and many
states. Dr. and Mrs. Clark have been members
of the Orange Belt mineralogical society since
1938. His collection consisted of many polished
specimens especially large specimens of petri-
fied woods of all kinds which he had collected
himself. As a collector of iris agate he was
known to many of his friends as the iris agate
king. His fluorescent display was among the
finest.

• • •

Industrial Uses of Cadmium

Dr. Eldred D. Wilson discussed origin of
common minerals at April 15 meeting of Min-
eralogical Society of Arizona. Junior members
put on an exhibit. At the second monthly meet-
ing the group examined materials added to the
society's collection since October, 1944. March
program was based on mining and processing of
asbestos.

Each Rockhound Record, official bulletin of
the Arizona society, located in Phoenix, lists
names of new members of this steadily growing
club. April Record carries items on cadmium and
petroleum. It states that cadmium is used in
electroplating high speed bearings in planes, on
slides for cockpit doors to insure non-stick op-
eration; in delicately adjusted parts in the fuse
mechanism of bombs and shells, and as a sen-
sitizer of paper for the detection of poisonous
gases.

Cadmium is a tin-like metal malleable and
ductile, capable of a high polish. It occurs as a
sulphide greenockite and sometimes in spha-
lerite and smithsonite. Most industrial cadmium
is recovered as a by-product from the treatment
of zinc ores. Sphalerite containing varying
amounts of cadmium is found sparingly in
Arizona.

• • •

Hot Springs Diamonds
Hot Springs Diamonds are not diamonds.

They are supposed to be genuine Arkansas
quartz crystals, but sometimes they turn out to
be pure dee glass. Unfortunately, some souvenir
dealers (not mineral dealers) sell a very high
grade of glass as genuine quartz crystal or Hot
Springs diamond.

Arkansas has the only genuine diamond mine
in North America, which has produced some of
the world's best stones. This mine has not op-
erated for years, hence, Arkansas diamonds are
very scarce and command very high prices.

Diamond Cave (Caverns), located near Jas-
per, Newton County, Arkansas, is often con-
fused with the Arkansas Diamond Mine. This
cave was so named on account of its sparkling
calcite crystals. —Arkansas. Mineral Bulletin

Coal in Canizo Gorge
Several small specimens of bituminous coal

have been found recently in Carrizo gorge in
San Diego county, California. No large amounts
nor deposits have been located, but a number of
easily identified specimens have been located
by prospectors.

GEMS & CRYSTALS
From World Wide Sources

The 18th edition of V. D. Hill's Gem and
Crystal catalog has just come from the
press. It lists faceted and cabochon gem-
stones, crystals — both singles and
matrix, gold and silver specimens, me-

teorites, polished agates, petrified
woods, books, etc.

It is yours for the asking—write today.

V. D. HILL
Complete Gem & Mineral Establishment

Route 7 - G, Salem, Oregon

INTRODUCING--

A Fellow of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science and President of
both the Rocky Mountain Federation of Min-
eral Societies and the Mineralogical Society
of Arizona. Mr. Flagg has been a "Rockhound"
for half a century. forty of which have been
devoted to the minerals of Arizona.

In this fascinating new book, of which only
a limited edition has been printed, Mr. Flagg
presents in five parts a wealth of construc-
tive facts and information that will be in-
valuable to both the novice and the experi-
enced "Rockhound."

Part 1 The Rockhound and his hobby. What,
where, how to collect. How to identify
and care for specimens. How to enlarge
a collection.

Part 2 Common minerals of Arizona with
complete identification key.

Part 3 Common rocks of Arizona with table
of igneous rocks.

Part 4 The amateur Lapidary.
Part 5 Mineral Societies.

Also biography and complete list of
Arizona Minerals.

Beautiful in typography. cloth-bound and
illustrated with interesting sketches and with
plates of Arizona minerals and polished
stones, faithfully reproduced in true colors
from natural color photographs "Rockhounds
& Arizona Minerals" is a handsome addition
to your library as well as an invaluable hand-
book.

Edition is limited to 1800 autographed and
numbered copies.

Price—$3.50 postpaid anywhere in U.S.

Address orders to ...

WHISPERING WIND PRESS

Fred Wilson's Indian Trading Post
25 North Central Ave.. Phoenix , Arizona
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Enlisted men and officers of Holtville Naval
Air station are using their opportunities to
search for rock and mineral specimens in one
of the best fields in Southern California—the
one nearest their station. They find many fossils,
agates, jasper, basanite, geodes, gypsum, calcite,
etc.

IOEM MART
FLUORESCENT Manganiferous Calcite, glows

like live coals of fire under short wave lamp,
two pounds $1.50. NEW CALCITE (white)
in lavender clay, fluoresces rich, deep, rose-
pink under Ultra-Violet radiations. Phosphor-
escent. Choice. 1 pound $1.25. Postpaid and
Guaranteed. Thompson's Studio, 385 West
Second St., Pomona, Calif.

YOUR FAVORITE CABOCHON MOUNTED
IN EITHER STERLING OR 10K GOLD.
Each piece designed to bring out the beauty
of your stone. Ladies sterling rings from
83.00, 10K gold from $7.50, Pins, Brooches,
Bracelets, etc., reasonable. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. Send for descriptive list of fine ladies
and mens rings now in stock. Your corres-
pondence invited. K. K. Brown, Star Route,
Castle Rock, Washington.

Geodes from Colorado desert—beautiful vari-
colored, all with crystal lined cavities. Halves,
polished or unpolished, or cut them yourself.
Cavities guaranteed in uncut ones. Sizes from
10 inches down. Prices from $25.00 down.
Many other varieties of rocks and minerals.
If it is found on the Colorado desert, we may
have it. Money refunded if not as represented.
Sales tax to Californians. Luxury tax on all
polished articles. We pay postage. Desert
Blossom Rocks, Box 356, Winterhaven, Calif.

ATTENTION ROCK CUTTERS! Assortment
of 12 cabochon blanks $1.50. Blanks of Chry-
socolla 25e, Rhodonite" 20e, Hemmotite 25e.
Sterling silver earring backs, screw type
$3.00 per dozen. Cut and polished Star Sap-
phires, $2.50 per carat. Stones range from
31/2 to 7 carats. Please include luxury tax on
cut stones and earring backs. De Marrionne
and Charles, 420 No. La Cienega Blvd., Los
Angeles 36, California.

FOR SALE—Gem Aquamarine, specimen beryl.
Large star quartz pieces, 7 pound crystal of
Brazil rutile, terminated, semi plume. Moss
and sagenite agate. 6 inch sphere of varie-
gated jasper, Montana sapphires and garnets
up to ten carat gems uncut. The Desert Rats
Nest, 2667 E. Colorado St., E. Pasadena,
Calif.

50 ring stones, including genuine and synthetic
—$7.50. 12 genuine Opals or Cameos—
$2.75. Plus 20% tax. B. Lowe, Box 311, St.
Louis 1, Mo.

Minerals, Gems, Coins, Bills, Old Glass, Books,
Stamps, Fossils, Buttons, Dolls, Weapons,
Miniatures, Indian Silver Rings and Brace-
lets. Also Mexican. Catalogue Sc. Cowboy
Lemley, Las Cruces, New Mexico.

Send for our cutter's selection: 1 lb. Moss or
Fern Agate, 1 lb. Mint Canyon Agates, 1 lb.
colorful Jasper Agate, 1/2 lb. California Palm
Wood, good quality, 1 Piece Carnelian. Post-
paid $2.50. MINERAL MIRACLES, 12103
Louise Ave., Compton, California.

Searles Lake Gem and Mineral society of
Trona held a two-day field trip into Death
Valley April 20-21. The rockhound caravan
went over 5,000-foot Emigrant pass and then
rolled down the grade to the tepid floor of the
valley at Badwater, elevation 279.6 feet below
sea level. Stops along the route included Wild-
rose station, Stovepipe well, Rhyolite, Beatty,
Pahrump, Furnace creek inn and Dante's View.

• • •
Dr. Austin F. Rogers of Stanford university,

was scheduled to discuss jade at the May 17
meeting of the East Bay mineral society at Oak-
land.

Tri-State District Specimens, no trades. I have
the finest in Galenas, Marcasites, Dolomites,
Ruby Sphalerite, Calcites and specimens
showing various associations of the above
minerals. No price lists, write for prices and
descriptions. Boodle Lane, Box 331, Galena,
Kansas.

Mineral Sets-24 Colorful Minerals (identi-
fied) in 1x1 compartments—Postage paid,
$3.50. Prospector's Set of 50 Minerals (iden-
tified) in 1x1 compartments in cloth rein-
forced sturdy cartons, Postage paid $5.75.
Elliott Gem Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long
Beach 2, Calif.

Good cutting material, Petrified Wood, Agate,
Jasper, $1.00 per lb. Special mixed lots $4.00
for 5 lbs. Variscite specimen material $1.00
per lb. and up. Geodes and Ribbon Rock, 5
Tbs. for $2.00. Please include postage. John
L. James, Tonopah, Nevada.

Montana Moss Agates in the rough for gem cut-
ting, $1.00 per lb. plus postage. Elliott's Gem
Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long Beach 2, Calif.

Antique Jewelry: 12 articles antique jewelry,
brooches, rings, lockets, chains, etc. $3.60.
12 assorted hatpins—$3.00. 12 stickpins
$2.75. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1, Mo.

Jewelry stones removed from rings, etc. 100
assorted $2.40. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1,
Missouri.

$2.50 brings you prepaid six rare and beautiful
crystallized Arizona minerals. Vanadinite,
Dioptase, Wulfenite, Willemite, Chrysocol-
la, Azurite. Specimens 11/2x2 or larger.
Wiener Mineral Co., Box 509, Tucson, Ari-
zona.

Choice Palm Root—Full of eyes showing root
and trunk structure. Very colorful. Sliced for
Cabochons. 25 cents per square inch. Satis-
faction guaranteed. GASKILL, 400 North
Muscatel, San Gabriel, Calif.

INDIAN RELICS, Curios, Coins, Minerals,
Books, Old Buttons, Old Glass, Old West
Photos, Weapons, Catalog Sc. Lemley An-
tique Store, Osborne, Kansas.

Wanted: to buy, sell and exchange specimens
outstandingly rare and beautiful. Sam Par-
ker, 2160 East Van Buren, Phoenix, Ariz.

AGATE JEWELRY AND OREGON AGATES
—Ladies 10k gold rings, pointed or oval type,
$14.40 including excise tax. We make pen-
dant necklaces, brooches, rings of several
types. Sell plume and other agate by the slab.
We guarantee satisfaction or will refund your
money upon receipt of our merchandise. See
that funds accompany your order. E. Lee
Sigfrit, 211 Congress, Bend, Ore.

Some small pieces of bright green jasper
found on the Oregon beaches provide a pleasant
surprise for the gem cutter. When cut and
polished as cabochons, they take a fine polish
and in addition, show many little oval-shaped,
lemon yellow spots that add much to the beauty
of the gem.

• • •
Clarence R. Smith talked on wind, water and

sand, a story of the Indiana dunes, at April 7
meeting of Marquette geologists association,
Chicago, Ill. Visitors are always welcome at the
meetings held in the Academy of Sciences, north
Clark and Armitage streets.

• • •
April bulletin of Marquette geologists as-

sociation carries an article by Stevens T. Nor-
veil on granite, sand and jasper and one on the
diamond by E. Goetz. Goetz states that up to
1920 the Arkansas diamond district near Mur-
freesboro has yielded about 300 stones, average
weight 0.4 carat.

• • ••
Samuel G. Gibben, director of applied light-

ing, Westinghouse electric and manufacturing
company, talked on the influence of research
in luminescent materials in the production of
light at April meeting of New Jersey mineral-
ogical society, Plainfield, N. J. Dr. Frederic
Pough presented the Plainfield group with a
beautiful specimen of multicolored tourmalines
in quartz, from Brazil. It will be given as a
door prize at the annual business meeting.

• • •
Gordon B. Oakeshott, instructor of earth

sciences at Compton junior college, talked on
economic minerals of the western San Gabriel
mountains at April 17 dinner meeting of Pa-
cific mineral society. The group as a whole
visited the annual exhibit of Los Angeles lapi-
dary society May 13.

• • •
Units of Rocky Mountain federation traveling

collection have returned to their starting points.
Success of the venture can be gauged by infor-
mation acquired by each host group. Repetition
of the experiment has not yet been decided upon.
Six units were circulated, beginning their jour-
ney last October.

• • •
Sequoia bulletin reports that fossils, believed

to be bones of a giant elephant, have recently
been discovered in a deposit on the edge of
Tulare lake.

Cortdatani • • •
Of a Rockhouad

LOUISE EATON

Sun-scorched, thirst-haunted summer
desert shure must have sum intangible
grippin quality to make poets effuse
about it or human beins an' even rock-
houns ever want to see it again. For the
rockhoun therz always the lure of speci-
ments as well as just the huntin of rox,
but sumtimz rockhouns wunders why
enny one should want to be 3/4 roasted
alive. Maybe it's the space and the peace
or just the ineffable beauty of color.

• • •

You'd imagine from readin rock-houn
reports an' bulletins that the main object
in winnin the war an endin the duration
waz to get to go on field trips again.
That really isn't true. Field trips is justa
sorts symbol indicatin democratic pre-
rogatives of doin what yu pleaz when yu
want to. No rockhound really likes to
fight an kill, but he'll shure do his ut-
most to get a dirty job finished.

AMONG THE

ROCK !MITERS

ADVERTISING RATE
Sc a Word — Minimum $1.00
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'COLORADO MINERALS'
Crystals

Cabinet and Fluorescent Specimens
Approval Shipments

MARVIN'S ROCK SHOP
U. S. Hiways 160 & 550, Durango, Colo.

RARE QUALITY
CUT STONES . . .

Fine brilliant cut Zircons, blue, $6
carat. Emerald cut Zircons, blue and
white, $4 carat. Ceylon native Zircons
$1 carat.

Aquamarines, 12x14 and 12x16 m/m
$2 carat, also large sizes.

Rare blue precious Topaz and Golden
Ceylon Quartz Topaz, fine color $1 carat.

Carved Moonstones. Black Star Sap-
phires $2 carat. Black Onyx drops $3
pair.

Brilliant cut Montana Sapphires, also
blue and golden.

Dozen Moss Agates, brooch size, $12.
Dozen Ceylon Garnets $6.

Rare Hessonite and Green Garnets.

Finest Chrysocolla cabochons in the
world, $15 per 100 carats.

Rare and unusual atone cameos, 14
karat ladies gold mountings, $60 dozen.

Synthetic Alexandrites, $2 carat.

Ask for My Approval Selection

ERNEST MEIER
Church Str. Annex	 P. 0. Box 302

NEW YORK 8, N. Y.

LAPIDARY SUPPLIES...
VRECO DIAMOND BLADES

Give better performance, longer life,
faster cutting

6-in. Blade_$ 4.50 8-in. Blade_$ 5.50
10-in. Blade_ 6.80 12-in. Blade_ 8.75
14-in. Blade_ 11.00 16-in. Blade_ 13.75

Arbor holes 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, 1 in.
Lapidary supplies now available without pri-
ority: Norton Crystalon Grinding Wheels,
Wheel Dressing Sticks, Crystolon Grain and
Norbide, Drum Sanders, Sanding Cloth, By-
field Polishing Buffs, Polishing Powders,
Dopping Wax, Canada Balsam, etc.

CUTTER'S ASSORTMENT. For $1 we will
send you a 3 lb. assortment of the follow-
ing rough gem materials: Rhodochrosite,
Variscite, Thunder Eggs, Eden Valley
Wood Limb, Montana Moss Agate, Bra-
zilian Agate, California Blue Agate, Tur-
ritella Agate, Petrified Wood and etc.
PETRIFIED WOOD-Washington. Asst.
Varieties. 50c lb. Special 10 lb. asst. $3.
Slabs 15-25c per sq. in.
On all orders for gem material add 2 0 % to
cover Federal Luxury Tax. Residents of Cali-
fornia be sure to add the 2 1/2 % Calif. State
Sales Tax.

WARDER & GRIEGER
405 Ninita Parkway Pasadena 4, Calif.
Our Phone Number is SYcamore 6-6423

Dr. Paul Wedgewood gave an illustrated
travelogue of Vallecito mountains, San Diego
county, at April 'meeting of Orange Belt min-
eralogical society held in San Bernardino, Cali-
fornia, junior college. 42 members and guests
attended.

Moiatie .25e4eid gem
and Miaeizal S4op . .
On Highway 91, 11 Mi. East of Barstow

One Mile West of Yermo, Calif.
E. W. SHAW, P. O. Box 363, Yermo, Calif.

Uluzco
LAPIDARY SUPPLIES

War priorities on many materials still prevent

us from manufacturing lapidary equipment, but
we do have available a good stock of the fol-
lowing supplies for the lapidary shop:

VRECO DIAMOND SAWS . . . give you better
performance . . . longer life .	 . faster cutting.

6-inch 	 $4.50	 12-inch 	 $ 8.75
8-inch 	  5.50	 14-inch 	  11.00

I0-inch 	  6.80 	16-inch 	  13.75
Be sure to specify arbor hole size required. Postpaid.

VRECO GRINDING WHEELS are made ex-
pressly for us by the NORTON CO.

80, 100, 120
& 180 grit 220 grit

4x 	1/2-inch 	 $	 1.05 $	 1.10
6x I	 -inch 	 2.40 2.60
8 x I	 -inch 	 3.60 3.90
O x 1	 -inch 	 5.00 5.30

10 x	 11/2 - inch 	 7.00 7.50
12 x 1	 -inch 	 6.90 7.50
12s l'/2 -inch 	 9.60 10.40
12 x 2	 -inch 	 12.30 13.30

Be sure to specify arbor hole size. Postage extra.

VRECO DRESSING BRICKS are an indispensible
aid to keeping wheels trued.
8"x2"xl" Dressing Brick 	 $ .85

ABRASIVE GRAIN ... Silicon-carbide grains in
grit sizes 60, 80, 100, 120, 150, 180, 220, also F
(240), FF (300), and FFF (400).

50c per lb. in single lb. lots
35c per lb. in 2 to 5 lb. lots
30e per lb. in 6 to 99 lb. lots
23e per lb. in 100 lb. lots or more

(Postage extra)

POLISH POWDER ... Tripoli Polishing Powder,
2 lbs. 	 $ .85

FELT POLISH WHEELS-Spanish White Felt.
made expressly for us by Byfield Felting Co.
These wheels are the proper hardness for polish-
ing gem stones and flat specimens.
6 x I-in. 	 $4.25	 10 x I	 -in. 	 $11.00
B s l-in. 	  7.25 	 10s 11/2 - in. 	  14.90

10 x 2-in 	 $19.00
Arbor hole sizes: 1/2 ". 5/8" , 1/4", 7/8", 1".

Felt prices are postpaid.

SANDING CLOTH . . . CARBORUNDUM
BRAND Silicon - carbide cloth for disc or drum
lype sanders. Grit sizes, 120, 220, 320.

Width Price per
Ft.

No. Ft.
per $

Price per
150 ft. Roll

Roll Ship.
Weight

2" 5e 24 ft. $ 4.70 3 lbs.
3 , 7c 15 ft. 6.90 5 Tbs.r I7c 7 ft. 18.00 12 lbs.

10" 22c 6ft. 22.00 15 lbs.

._	 12" 25e 5 ft. 26.50 20 lbs.

VREELAND MFG. CO.
Formerly Vreeland Lapidary Mfg. Co.

020 S. W. Jefferson St.	 Portland I, Oregon
L-11,

Aleen Runkel gave an interesting talk on
early history of Mexico at April 17 dinner meet-
ing of Gem collectors club, Seattle, Washington.
She described the life and habits of Mexican
Indians, displaying examples of their hand weav-
ing, silver work and pottery. Mrs. Arthur Foss
decorated the speakers table with a basket of
prize winning camellias. Meeting was held in
chamber of commerce building.

• • •
Mrs. Gordon spoke on diamonds and Mr.

Gordon on mercury at April 11 meeting of Long
Beach, California mineralogical society held in
the regular place 4104 Allin street. Tentative
plans are. already under way for the annual
mineral show. A field trip is planned to Palos
Verdes.

• • •
Cecil Searcy, secretary of Imperial Valley

gem and mineral society, suffered serious in-
jury recently when a piece of steel from his rock
hammer pierced his eye causing loss of sight.
Deepest sympathy is extended to him from all
fellow rockhounds.

• • •
Fourth annual exhibit of Los Angeles lapi-

dary society will be on display at Los Angeles
county museum, Exposition park, for two
months. Not only every person interested in
lapidary arts, but every one who can should
see these gems.

• • •
Dr. Thomas Clements of U. S. C. discussed

gem stones and crown jewels of England at
April 19 dinner meeting of Los Angeles miner-
alogical society held in Boos brothers cafeteria.
Members brought specimens of the 50 minerals
selected for study in the schools as well as many
other specimens including a large topaz, smoky
quartz and aquamarine. Mr. and Mrs. Hirch dis-
played 3 beautiful opal cameo.

• • •
M. D. Taylor of Stockton lectured on the

technique of faceting at March 23 meeting of
Sacramento mineral society. He showed a mov-
ing picture of the process, and a faceting ma-
chine of his own devising. Mr. Taylor gave
the society a faceted Brazilian citrine to be
awarded as an attendance prize. E. E. Pook con-
ducted mineral-of-the-month discussion on lith-
ium, lightest of known metals, specific gravity
0.585. Specimens from which lithium is pro-
duced were on display.

• • •
Harry Vroman, camera pictorialisr, was sched-

uled to conduct Los Angeles mineralogical so-
ciety on a kodachrome armchair field trip to
the desert at May 17 dinner meeting. Members
are reminded to be on the lookout for specimens
suitable for sale at the annual June auction.

• • •
Henry D. Hellmers spoke on the history of

West End chemical company at April 18 meet-
ing of SearlPs Lake gem and mineral society. He
illustrated his talk with colemanite specimens
from the company mine in Muddy mountains
near Las Vegas, Nevada.

• • •
• Searles Lake gem and mineral society, Trona,
California, is about to realize its dream of a
clubhouse. Priorities and cost are final obstacles.
American potash and chemical corporation will
finance the building and a portion of the cost
will be repaid by the mineral club over a period
of years. Jack Stahl, local architect, furnished
plans for an Indian style building.

• • •
Bill Bluet entertained Sequoia mineral so-

,ciety with a group of moving pictures at April
3 meeting held in the high school, Parlier, Cali-
fornia. Arch Addington, Fresno State college,
promised a talk and kodachrome slides on the
colorful southwest for May program. President
Leon Dial was scheduled to talk on polishing
jade.
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RX—the complete
lapidary shop in
one small machine

GEM MATERIALS--
Australian Fire Opal. Excellent material
$10.00 per oz., sizes range 3/8 to 1/2 in.
piece 28c ea. 1/2 to 5/8 in. piece 60c ea.
5/8 to 3/4 in. 86c ea. 3/4 to 1 in. $1.25 ea.
Other sizes at $2.00, $300, $500, $14.00
and $20.00.
Chrysocolla with Malachite, Arizona.
Sawed slabs at 25c square inch.
Rhodocrosite, Argentina. Beautiful rose
colored slabs at 25c sq. in. sawed slabs.
Turritella Agate, Wyoming. Sawed slabs
at 25c sq. in, rough material at 75c lb.
Blue Banded Agate, Texas. Bandings of
various shades of gray blue to black,
complete patterns for cabinet specimens
25c to 50c sq. in., rough material $1.00 lb.
Moss Agate and Moss jasper. Texas.
Brown and red colors, complete patterns
or for cabochons. Sawed slabs at 25c per
sq. in Rough material $1.00 per pound.
Star Quartz, Brazil. Light rose color,
$2 50 per lb., rough material.
Rough Nodules, Nevada. Light Blue
Agate make good cabochons or for cab-
inet specimens 75c per. lb., rough mate-
rial. Average 1 to 2 inches.
Lazulite, Nevada. Blue and white com-
binations for cabochons, 3/8 to 1/2 in. 10c,
1/2 to 3/4 in 15c, 3/4 to lin. 20c, 1 to 1 1/4 in
25c. Larger pieces in stock.
Red Moss Jasper, Davis Mountains,
Texas. Sawed slabs 25e sq. in.
Moss or Fern Opal, California. $1.00 per
pound rough material. Sawed slabs 25e
sq. in.

A. L. JARVIS
Rt. 2, Box 350, Watsonville, Calif.

3 mi. So. of Watsonville on St. Hwy. No. 1
Closed Wed. and Thurs. each week

ANSWERS TO DESERT QUIZ
Questions are on page 26

1—Overland stage operation.
2—A craft for crossing the river.
3—A mythical character in Indian leg-

ends.
4—Cinnabar.
5—Salt beds in the bottom of the sea.
6—Tucson.
7—Raton pass.
8—Cooking food.
9—Utah.

10—A California-bound goldseeker.
11—Light blue.
12—Fossils.
13—Salt Lake City.
14—Lake Mead.
15—Barrel cactus.
16—Iron.
17—Flagstaff, Arizona.
18—Coronado.
19—National monument.
20—Indian commissioner.

Los Angeles lapidary society discussed polish-
ing of soft stones in open forum conducted by
Lelande Quick at April 2 dinner meeting held
at Royal Palms hotel. E. F. Montgomery ex-
plained cutting of cameos and intaglios. He
showed shells and blanks from which cameos
are made and the tools used.

• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Kilian Bensusan entertained

the Mineralogical Society of Southern Califor-
nia, Pasadena, with a lecture and pictures on
mining mica in Brazil for the United States
government. The group meets in Pasadena pub-
lic library 7:30 p.m. second Mondays. Members
are donating specimens to make up two grab
bags, 10e and 25c, for the June meeting. Annual
Pasadena junior college field trip was planned
for early May with Van Amringe leader.

• • •

Among the crystals usable in radios sets of
both kinds are tourmaline, quartz, pyrite, ga-
lena, etc. Of these, quartz takes first place, not
because it is better suited for the purpose, but
because it is cheaper, much more common and
also much easier to get. Beginners, however,
often use galena or pyrite, as the smaller size
crystals are often cheap and common.

• • •

Wm. J. Grieger has announced the purchase
of the entire stock of the Mineral Exchange at
Houston, Texas. The stones total about 10,000
pounds and include a large -variety of the Pat-
terson and Franklin collection, New Jersey min-
erals, Barringer Hill, and from Texas. Clarence
L. Brock, owner of the Exchange is retiring
after conducting his mineral business for 16
years.

FLUORESCENT AGATE . . .
GEM QUALITY finely banded tranlucent
"iridescent" agate and the rare onyx and
banded black agate from pale smoky through
deep brownish-black. Fluorescent "scenic"
effects of intense varied shades of green
$2.50 lb. Prepaid, plus 20% Federal Tax.

FRANK DUNCAN AND DAUGHTER
Box 63 — Terlingua, Texas

GARNETS IN QUARTZ . . .
Big Specimen $4.00, Geodes full of Quartz
Crystals 4x4 $6.00. 6 Colorado beauties 4x4
$6.00, a 6 lb. box of 2x2 Colorado specimens.
assorted, $6.00.

JACK THE ROCKBOUND
P. 0. Box 86, Carbondale, Colo.

Gem Collectors Club, Inc., Seattle, Washing-
ton, held its business meeting and dinner March
20 at chamber of commerce building with 150
present. Following officers were elected: Walter
L. Larson, president; Ralph U. Gustafson, vice-
president; Mrs. J. Frank Murbach, secretary;
Mrs. G. I. Hayward, treasurer. H. C. Ellsworth
showed several sets of movies on Priday's ranch,
Bryce, Zion and Grand canyons.

• • •
E. A. Montgomery talked on systems used for

mining gold at February meeting of Desert
gem and mineral society, Blythe, California. At
March meeting plans were discussed for post
war reconditioning of desert wells. A favorable
report from county supervisors in this regard
was announced. Also a resolution was passed
to present a petition to Senator Dilworth to be
introduced in the state legislature asking state
highway aid in keeping desert roads open and
in good repair. The group plans to present a
geode valued at $50.00 to the member who
wins most points in collecting best mineral and
gem specimens during a period of three months.

• • •
Theo. H. Kleeman of Elizabeth. Colorado,

has constructed a seven-foot xylophone from
petrified wood.

• • •
Julius Commode of Bagdad, Arizona, has

found a large deposit of unusual opal, shot
through with dendrite.

• • •
Stevens T. Norvell, Marquette geologists as-

sociation, states that caverns are found in some
localities and none in others with similar under-
lying rock because three conditions must be ful-
filled if large caverns are to form: 1—Limestone
of considerable thickness; 2—Hardwood for-
ests; 3—Copious rainfall. Limestone is the
only rock sufficiently soluble. Decaying leaves
from the hardwoods furnish organic acid which
is leached out by the rain and carried into the
limestone which it gradually dissolves. When
cracks and fissures become interconnected
chambers with an outlet, running water moves
in and by hydraulic force and abrasion enlarges
the caverns.

• • •
Much Jasper—No Jade

Several reported finds of jade in Imperial and
San Diego counties, California, have not been
proven. Most of the material turns out to be
some other material. Even the dark green color
does not closely resemble true jade. Much of it
is jasper and some even chlorite or serpentine.
A firm, hard chlorite is fairly common in some
parts of southwestern Arizona, and two small
hills of it are known in the Quartzsite area.

HERE Of THE 61175
YOI/VE BEEN LOOKING TOP
Rings, $4.00 and Up Necklaces, $5.00 and Up

Brooches, $5.00 and Up
Bracelet and Ring Sets, $15 and Up

Plus 20% Excise Tax and 21/2% Sales Tax

Petrified Picture Wood and Moss Agate — Jewelry
Hand Made in Sterling Silver Mountings

RINGS — BRACELETS — NECKLACES
BROOCHES — TIE SLIDES, ETC.

Mail Orders Filled Anywhere in U. S. A.

ELLIOTT'S GEM SHOP
26 Jergins Arcade Village	 Long Beach Z. Calif.

Entrance Subwcry at Ocean and Pine
Open 10 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily
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When I was a boy I used to play soldier and

sing a ditty about "Captain Dick of the Horse

Marines." I never thought I'd hear from him
hut I have a letter that I give herewith. Its an-
swer is in your hands and I know that the gem
fraternity will lose no time in solving the Cap-
tain's problems. "Can you furnish plans and in-

formation for the establishment and operation

of a lapidary setup for the use of patients at the
Victorville Army Airfield Hospital? As part
of the convalescent training program for ambu-
latory patients we are planning field trips in
the Mojave and Colorado desert regions com-
bined with mineral collecting and then lapidary
work for those whose interest is sustained."
There follow some personal compliments and
ihen—"would it be asking too much for a list
of locations where interesting minerals can be
collected with some detailed instructions for
getting there so that we can take small groups
afield with a reasonable assurance that they will
not return empty handed ?'•

Now the average rockhound would sooner
part with his mother-in-law than reveal a loca-
tion but surely you will tell these boys where
to go. They have paid the price of victory and
are attempting the recovery of their health in
our deserts. I have told the Captain what to do
about the lapidary setup. 'Will you tell him
about locations? Don't reveal them to me; write
direct to Captain W. B. Dick, V.A.A.F. Hos-
pital, Victorville. California—and send the boys
a few pounds of those surplus rocks you have
in the backyard.

• • •

"Old Buck" has written me a long and in-
teresting letter. He has taken the advice I gave
in March DESERT about jade polishing, added
other advice gathered here and there, and then
used his own method with great success. Buck
says, "Cut out a circle of one inch pine about 8
inches in diameter with a jig saw. Get 15 cents
worth of sheepskin with the wool shaved and
tack this on the wheel the way sheep wore it—
outside out. I run the disk at 1760 or motor
speed and give it a good wetting each time be-
fore applying tin oxide. I brush a little paste on
the stone and put on a reasonably hard pressure
until the paste begins to dry out. If I haven't
a suitable polish by this time I wet her up again.
Jade does not like too much heat.

"Now before the jade goes to the buffer there
is a treatment I give it that goes a long way to-
ward getting a good polish. I use a new cloth.
220 grit to start, nice and sharp. and I put on
a very light pressure to shave off the scratches
without too much friction. Then after washing
in running water to get every iota of 220 grain
off the stone she goes to a new 320. If my glass
eye shows the scratches all gone, or very fine
and hair-like, she is ready for the sheepskin
buff after another washing. I find that the tiny
scratches that it takes a reading glass to see dis-
appear under the buffing process. Some of the
lighter jade seems to have tiny pits that come to
the surface in sanding but even these seem to fill
up and I turn out very nice stones with this
light touch on a sharp sander followed by a
very wet sheepskin buff with tin oxide." That
sounds like good advice, Buck—but I'll bet you
do agates the same way, huh ? "Old Buck" is
Leon Dial of Dinuba, California, president of
the Sequoia Mineral society.

• • •

Two things have occurred during the past
month that have given me pardonable satisfac-
tion. Gulick the trade newspaper that goes to

JUNE, 1945

practically every jeweler in the country, has re-
printed my comments in DESERT for February,
1945, relating to the promotion of better feel-
ing between jewelers and amateur gem cutters
and my discussion of the functions of the
American Gem Society and the Gemological In-
stitute. At last the amateurs have presented their
case widely to the profession and a better un-
derstanding should result.

In August, 1944, DESERT, I became a little
testy over the lackadaisical attitude of our west-
ern museums with regard to the scarcity of good
displays of gem and mineral specimens in a
section of the world about as rich as any and
richer than the rest of America. I decried that
in one museum Charlie Chaplin's shoes and Lon
Chaney's teeth were well displayed but that the
few gems were tucked away in the darkest corner.

The largest museum in the West has decided
to do something about it. The Museum of His-
tory, Science and Art at Los Angeles is procur-
ing a curator of gems and minerals to attempt
to build a section comparable to those of the
eastern institutions. Roland McKinney, director
of the museum, extended an invitation to 25
men representing the schools and colleges of
Los Angeles county and the mineralogical and
lapidary societies to discuss a program for the
development of the museum's section on gems
and minerals. This group then was appointed as
a permanent advisory committee under the
chairmanship of Dr. Chester Stock, professor of
paleontology at the California Institute of
Technology and senior curator of the earth sci-
ences of the museum. Dr. Stock appointed an
executive or "steering" committee to advise on
policies and problems.

Members of this committee are Ernest Chap-
man, for many years president of the California
Federation of Mineralogical Societies; Dr.
Thomas Clements, professor of mineralogy at
the University of Southern California; Dr, Rob-
ert W. Webb, professor of mineralogy at the
University of California at Los Angeles; Rich-
ard R. F. Lehman. president of the Los Angeles
Mineralogical society, who will act as secretary
—and myself.

For many years—too many—fine mineral and
gem specimens that have come from the great
mines of the Southwest have found their way to
eastern museums. As collectors passed on, their
collections were auctioned or bequeathed to the
eastern institutions so that the western museums
received the culls and most of those are only
loaned. Mr. McKinnev's vision cannot help but
promote revised thinking by those who have
fine gem and mineral collections and who won-
der what will become of them in the future. If
you possess such treasures that you would like
the public to enjoy long long after you are gone
you could do nothing better with them than
to see that the Los Angeles Museum gets them.
Or you could loan them for a while.

As I have said before, it takes a Croesus to
leave gem collections like the Morgan collection
in New York, the Roebling collection in Wash-
ington, and the Field collection in Chicago, but
if adequate housing and display are supplied
under competent care, who knows what the Los
Angeles Museum might display a generation
from now? This should be great news indeed to
Californians because there are more mineralogi-
cal societies here than in any other state and it
is the only state that has lapidary societies. All
of these societies should be the first to get in
back of this far-sighted program. Have you
suggestions?

afx:01-7- LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT

BALL BEARING ARBORS
All Steel Base (No Wood)

4-Step Pulley in Center

2 BEARINGS	 2 BEARINGS

3/4 Inch Shaft, 16 Inches Long 	 $23.75
1 Inch Shaft, 18 Inches Long   27.50

V- Belt Included
Same Arbor with Wooden Base—$3.00 Less

Arbors Have Four Sets of
Precision Ground Ball Bearings

Saw Arbors and Special Arbors Made to Order

8 Inch DIAMOND CUT-OFF SAW, Com-
plete with 1/4 H.P. (Rebuilt) Motor _$65.00
Send for Our Price List of Lapidary Supplies

All Prices F.O.B. Los Angeles, California
SEND $5.00 WITH ORDER

Open Every Day. Including Sunday
9:30 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.

HIGHLAND PARK
LAPIDARY SUPPLY CO.

6139 York Blvd.	 Los Angeles 42, Calif.
Phone ALbany 8894

Instant
FLUORESCENT

ANALYSIS
on the job!

LIGHT
MINERS — GEOLOGISTS

PROSPECTORS
Are you overlooking hidden
values? MINERALIGHT magic
ultra violet rays identity many
valuable minerals right in
your outcrops, shafts or tun-
nets. Save the cost of assay-
ing for Scheelite. Zircon ,
Willemite. Fluorite and many
other minerals which fluor-
esce instantly. MINERALIGHT
. now available M many
models tor analysis. prospect-
ing. sorting, grading and nu-
merous other use.

EREE--Beautiful 4-color
Catalog — Write today.
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to have, their own gem cutting
and polishing equipment. Lelande Quick, who conducts this department, is former presi-
dent of Los Angeles Lapidary society. He will be glad to answer questions in connection
with your lapidary work. Queries should be addressed to Desert Magazine, El Centro, Calif.

By LELANDE QUICK

1110dvtiat
• PRODUCTS, Inc.

,os SANTA MONICA BLVD DEFT x 5O ANCI,	 ,-11111 OP515

with each lamp 20
mineral samples sn.
eluding-
SCHEELITE
CALCITES
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HYALITES
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MERCURY
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By RANDALL HENDERSON

ON A seldom-traveled trail in a remote canyon of the
Anza Desert state park f met an elderly cowman. He was
riding his range—or what had been his range—looking

for strays.

In a region as rugged and inaccessible as this, it is a rare oc-
currence to meet another human—and we stopped for a chat.
We talked about the new highway which, according to rumor,
is to be routed through this area. We mentioned the fencing of
the waterholes, and of the increasing influx of campers and va-
cationists who would be coming to this park in the postwar
period.

He faced the prospect of being crowded off of much of his
range—a range where cattlemen have run their herds without
interference for generations. He is being fenced in—or rather,
Out.

He was not bitter. But obviously, he was not happy over the
outlook. And one could not blame him for that. He had been
a cattleman all his life—and the loss of the range which is his
source of livelihood is a very serious matter to him and his
family.

It would be easy to arouse a great deal of public sentiment in
his behalf—and in behalf of thousands of other cattlemen in
the West who have seen their ranges fenced off for farming, for
industry and recreation. The American Indian went through
all that at an earlier period. The cattleman and the miner took
the Indian's hunting grounds and reduced him to the status of
ward of the federal government. And in turn the cowman and
prospector are being crowded and fenced by farmers and com-
munity builders and recreation-seekers.

Such is the way of progress. The real tragedy of all this is not
the displacement of the older and more primitive pursuits, but in
the fact that humans find it so painful to readjust themselves to
that which is new and different. Change is the essence of the
Great Plan of the universe. But we humans cling to the tradi-
tional. We are timid, and reluctant to venture beyond the ground
we know.

I am not talking about changes in the tangible things about
us. We go for new styles in dress, new devices of entertainment,
and new gadgets in the home and shop. But these are mere
superficial factors in our existence. The changes which we resist
so stubbornly are in the realm of our thinking—involving the
economic and social and political problems of our community
life. And after all, these are the important things—because the
degree of enlightenment with which we approach them deter-
mines whether we are to have war or peace, want or plenty, sub-

servience or freedom.

All of which does not solve the immediate problem of the
cowman I met along the trail. Readjustment will not be easy for

him. If, after this war is over, we would tackle the job of sweep-
ing some of the cobwebs out of our great American school sys-
tem, and teaching youngsters how to live and think, perhaps we
could make it easier for his sons and grandsons.

Here at the Desert Magazine office we get many letters Irom
people who want to find "a quiet spot on the desert for rest and
relaxation." They feel that they could be doing their jobs better
if they could take a few days' recess from the high pressure work
and responsibility they have been carrying since 1941.

It is a good idea. A little cabin on the desert is fine tonic for
ragged nerves and high blood pressure. But the Desert staff has
not been able to give much help in finding vacant quarters. The
desert country has played an important role as a training ground
for the armed forces—the navy as well as the army and marines.
The housing problem here is no less critical than in the cities.
Every shack that is habitable is occupied.

Of course the desert is still wide open for campers. But the
chores of camp-life have their drawbacks to those not accustomed
to this way of living. I wish I could suggest a solution, but I can
see little prospect for improvement while the war is in progress.

On display in the Desert office is an 18 "karrot" gold nugget
from Lost Pegleg Mine No. 999. We are indebted to Harry
Oliver—No. 1 clown of the desert country—for this gorgeous
hunk of "precious metal."

The nugget looks and feels suspiciously like the replica of an
ordinary bunch of carrots (18 of them) done in plaster paris
and then lacquered with a few coats of that gold paint you buy
in the store.

This is the same Harry Oliver who manufactured several
scores of wooden peglegs, finished them with sort of a weathered
appearance, and then planted them in various caves and "coyote"
holes in the Southern California desert. That was many years
ago, and the desert prospectors still are bringing in proof that
Pegleg Smith carelessly left his artificial leg behind when he
prospected this country and discovered the famous Pegleg mine.

Oliver began his desert career as a homesteader in Borrego
valley, did a tour of duty as art director at Hollywood, and re-

turned to the desert to "live like a human being." He now has
a little roadside stand at Thousand Palms junction on Highways
60-70-99.

He wears a set of whiskers like Steve Ragsdale's. In fact the
resemblance is so great that a Coachella valley newspaper once
ran a picture of Steve to illustrate a story about Harry. Strange
things happen on the desert when Harry Oliver is on the prowl.
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WOMAN WRITES LATEST
EMIGRANT TRAIL BOOK

Retracing old emigrant trails across
plains, mountains and deserts, through
sand, rocks and sagebrush, following dim
tracks of pioneer wagons not traveled since
the Gold Rush, is a man-sized undertaking.
But even this field of historical research
lately has been invaded by women. Not
long ago Dr. Margaret Long published In
the Shadow of the Arrow, a story of the
Death Valley trail. Later Irene Paden wrote
In the Wake of the Prairie Schooner, a
record of her findings along old emigrant
roads.

Now comes another new volume, THE
OLD CALIFORNIA TRAIL, by Julia
Cooley Altrocchi, to round out the series,
leaving little for mere man to do in a field
where the going is always tough. This
latest book is one which should have been
written long ago. The Santa Fe and Oregon
trails often have been retraced and de-
scribed, while the California trail, which
carried more westbound traffic than all
others combined, has been sadly neglected.
Here passed Joe Walker and his trappers,
John Bidwell and his footsore emigrants,
J. B. Chiles' wagons, first on the Hum-
boldt, Old Greenwood with the first wag-
ons to reach California, Fremont and Kit
Carson, the tragic Donner party, the great
Gold Rush, and hordes of emigrants seek-
ing homes in the land of gold.

In Mrs. Altrocchi this old highway has
a competent chronicler who is not chair-
bound. Having re-explored the route over
a period of years, guided by emigrant jour-
nals, she not only describes it as seen by
pioneers nearly a century ago, but as it is
today, almost forgotten and in many places
untrodden since covered wagon days. Its
complete historical background is enliv-
ened with personal experiences and inter-
views with old-timers and desert rats con-
tacted along the old highway, making the
book an entertaining human document.
Having previously written several books,
including a volume of verse (Snow Cov-
ered Wagons), her style is smooth and
Pleasing .

Illustrated with 50 photos taken by the
author in forgotten corners of the desert.
Endmaps, sketches. Biblio., index, 327 pp.
Caxton Printers, Caldwell, Idaho, April
1945. $4.00.

—CHARLES KELLY

REPORT SHOWS FOOD VALUE
OF JOSHUA TREE SEED

Seeds of Joshua tree have approximately
the same food value as wheat bran and
the "seeds and seed meal are not at all
disagreeable when eaten raw by humans,"
according to the report of Carl B. Wolf of
Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden in a
monograph recently published under the
title, CALIFORNIA WILD TREE
CROPS.

The booklet covers the utilization of
three of California's native seed crops—
Joshua, Oak and California Buckeye. Sum-
ming up his findings on Joshua, Wolf's
laboratory tests show that the seed contains
34 per cent of edible oil and a fair amount
of protein, and that the pods are a fair feed
material approximating dried orange peel
in analysis.

The oil, he states, "appears to be a fine
quality light oil, pleasant in taste and with
characteristics which might prove to war-
rant its usage for even more important pur-
poses than merely as another edible oil."

A ton of seed as harvested from the trees
produces approximately 1000 pounds of
pod meal, 300 pounds of oil and 700
pounds of seed meal having a market value
based on equivalent products at current
prices, of $74.87, the author reports.

• • •

NOVEL TELLS ROMANCE OF
CORTEZ AND DONNA MARINA

The history of Cortez and his adven-
turers is told in all its color and vividness
by Elizabeth Cannon Porter in her book,
CORTEZ THE CONQUEROR. The read-
er follows the small expeditionary force
from the landing on the shores of Mexico,
through the bloody battles and hardships
that the Spaniards experienced in trying
to conquer the proud Indians.

Woven into this story of priceless In-
dian treasures and furious battles is the
romance of Cortez and Donna Marina, the
Aztec interpreter who was instrumental in
aiding the Spaniards in their conquest.

For those who enjoy historical novels,
the book will be an interesting one. In
fact, it is so rich in historical detail that it
sometimes gives the impression of over-
shadowing the exciting personal plot built
about Cortez and Marina.

Published by Dorrance & Company,
1944. Endmaps. 415 pp. $2.50.

—DOROTHY GREENWOOD

MEDICINE OPENS DOOR TO
LITTLE KNOWN NAVAJO LIFE

In the most penetrating book yet written
on the Navajo, the NAVAHO DOOR
digs deep into the medical and psychiatric
life of the Dine. With great skill the
authors have wrought together material
most difficult to obtain and have presented
it in a readable and interesting text.

Entering Navajoland under the auspices
of the Social Science Research Council,
Lieut. Alexander H. Leighton M. C.
USNR and his wife Dr. Dorothea C.
Leighton M. D. did their field work in
Navajo communities rather than in the
agency offices at Window Rock. The re-
sult is a book untinged by an apologetic or
controversial tone, but simply is a candid
description of Navajo life as it is today.

While the first few chapters on history
and sociology are not new to students of
Navajo life, the Leightons' slant is refresh-
ing. The chapter on the Indian Service is
to date the most objective treatment of the
much debated policy of John Collier, for-
mer commissioner of Indian Affairs.

Regarding Navajo Service they sum up:
"The plans and goals of the Indian Service
are excellent, and one cannot help being
moved with admiration, but it must be re-
membered that although much has been
accomplished a great deal is still in the
form of intent rather than realization."

The chapters dealing with Navajo medi-
cal concepts and the reaction to white man's
medicine are the highlights of the book.
Utilizing case-history methods the Leigh-
tons have been able to bring out exactly
what the Navajo thinks about these things
—a viewpoint which in the past has been
almost ignored.

The NAVAHO DOOR is by far the best
semi-scientific book yet published on the
contemporary Navajo. It is an introduction
to Navajo life which should be required
reading for all Indian Service employees.
Most pleasing to the reviewer is the eras-
ure of the painted and bedecked Indian
forever dancing under turquoise skies, and
the presentation of old John Navajo as he
really lives and breathes.

Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
Mass., 1944. Map. 34 illus. 145 pages.
$4.00.
—RICHARD VAN VALKENBURGH

• • •
SILVER BRIDLE ORNAMENTS
DEPICTED IN BULLETIN

Some of the best examples of Indian
silverwork are to be found in horse trap-
pings, especially that part of the bridle
known as the headstall. Laboratory of An-
thropology, Santa Fe, recently published
Bulletin No. 17 in which 12 examples
from the laboratory's fine collection of
silver ornaments are reproduced in page
halftones, with descriptive text. INDIAN
SILVERWORK OF THE SOUTHWEST
—BRIDLES, H. P. Mera and Stanley A.
Stubbs. Art-paper bound. 75c.
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'Valerie JearLgates
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The name that spreads the t:Irne of
.	 CalyorntaS finest dates and date delleacks

DE LUXE DATE GIFT PACK. . .
The most popular all-time gift. The perfect remembrance for any occasion—birthday, anniversary,

of homecoming. Extra fancy light golden Deglet Noor dates, the famous Valerie Jean date cake, date roll,
jumbo stuffed dates and the date honey fruit confection with a generous supply of California walnuts. All
these are packed in a delectable carton—and it is just as delicious as it looks.

In our 16 years of shipping, this package has proven by far the most popular, and letters from the
Boys and Girls overseas raving about this gift are heart-warming. Packed to carry 'round the world.

1 Pound Delivered Prepaid 	 $I 25
2 Pounds Delivered Prepaid 	 3 50
5 Pounds Delivered Prepaid 	 5 50

Valerie Jean Date Shop
Thermal, California
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DARE ISSUES NEW EDITION i
OF GEM CUTTING BOOK

A revised, enlarged edition of ART OF
GEM CUTTING has just been issued by
Mineralogist Publishing company, Port-
land, Oregon. Dr. H. C. Dake, editor of
the Mineralogist magazine, and Richard
M. Pearl, well known Colorado gemolo-
gist, are responsible for this third edition.

Besides a new introductory chapter on
gem cutting as a hobby, there is a 37-page
section which contains many valuable tips
on special lapidary technics. Among these
are bedside lapidary for cripples ; power
feed (diamond) saw ; theory and practice of
polishing (by E. P. Van Leuven) ; sphere
cutting ; pitch polishing ; cameos and cameo
cutting; typical home lapidary shop ; how
to cut star quartz ; drilling holes ; coloring
agates (Idar method) ; how to polish jade,
and many others. The chapter on jewelry
making was omitted from this edition.

Many photos, drawings, index, 128

pages. $1.50.

In March we obtained a limited supply
of these books, but it was soon ex-
hausted and since it did not appear at
that time that more copies would be
available, we refunded checks to a num-

ber of persons who had ordered them.
Now, however, we have received a

NEW SUPPLY OF

George Wharton James'

The Indians'
Secrets of Health

American Indians enjoyed rugged
health because they followed close to
the principles Nature has prescribed for
healthful living. White Americans have
gotten far away from some of these

basic "musts"— and are paying the
price in pain and disability and doctors'

bills. James discusses the subject bluntly
—so that all may understand.

Halftone Illustrations

280 pages — $3.25 postpaid

DESERT CRAFTS SHOP
El Centro, California

GRAND CANYON—
MIRACLE OF EROSION . . .

On September 12, 1909, Julius F. Stone
and four companions shoved off in four
boats at Green River, Wyoming, to run the
Colorado river rapids. Two months and 12
days later the party arrived at Needles,
California, at the end of one of the most
successful of the early day trips through
Grand Canyon.

This merely was the first of many trips
Julius Stone made to and through the
watershed of the Colorado river to con-
tinue his exploration and study of the fas-
cinating geology of this country.

Finally, in 1932 he felt conversant
enough with the subject to publish his own
and the conclusions of others as to the
geology of the Colorado river canyon.
Hence the book, CANYON COUNTRY,
The Romance of a Drop of Water and a
Grain of Sand.

While part of the book is a day-by-day
record of his first trip through the gorge,
the greater part of the volume is devoted
to a study of the geological history, with
over 300 halftone illustrations which with
the explanatory notes accompanying them,
give a graphic story of the miracle Nature
wrought in the formation of the Grand
Canyon abyss.

Grand Canyon is mainly the work of
erosion, and for a detailed study of how
sand and water and heat and cold, with
sufficient time, have been able to gouge
out this great chasm, Stone quotes at length
from the report of Captain Clarence D.
Dutton in Tertiary History of the Grand
Canyon District, recognized as one of
the 'most authoritative studies ever pub-
lished on the subject.

With foreword by Henry Fairfield Os-
born of the American Museum of Natural
History in New York City, the book was
published by G. P. Putnam's Sons. 435
pages with index. $5.00.

—RANDALL HENDERSON
• • •

WORLD OF ROCKS VIEWED
FOR NOVICE AND STUDENT

We live on a rock, for the world is al-
most wholly a rock in one form or an-
other. A large part of it may be covered
by the sea but underneath the sea is rock
for sand is little pieces of rock. We do
everything with rock from seasoning food
with it to building our homes and using
its metals for making our machines for
making everything else.

How these rocks came about is known as

the science of geology and the story of

their formation is delightfully and un-
derstandingly told by Carroll and Mildred
Fenton in THE ROCK BOOK which is
profusely illustrated. This is an easily un-
derstood book for the novice in geology
and excellent as a refresher course for the
person who studied it at college. A knowl-
edge of rocks is needed by the collector
of minerals and gems of course if one is
to have any more than a surface interest. If
you possess a good book on mineralogy and
another on gemology you should certainly
have one on geology and I can think of
none that I would rather recommend than
THE ROCK BOOK. It also has a chapter
on how to collect and label rocks.

If it follows that one's visit to the opera
is more appreciative with a previous
knowledge of the story and music or if a
visit to an art gallery is more intelligently
enjoyed by a previous study of arts and art-
ists then it is even more important to the
enjoyment of any trip, anywhere, to have a
working knowledge of geology. Every vista
from a train or car window presents geo-
logy and if the view is beautiful there is
great satisfaction in knowing the founda-
tion of it all.

Doubleday, Doran & Co., Garden City,
N. Y., 1944. Illus. with color plates,
photos, line drawings. Index, 357 pages.
$6.00.

—LELANDE QUICK
• •	 •

"FISH TRAPS" BELIEVED BUILT
BY HUNTERS, NOT FISHERMEN

On a series of terraces at the base of the
Santa Rosa mountains in southern Coa-
chella Valley, California, are three rows
of symmetrically placed small rocky en-
closures, known to the tourist world as
"Ancient Fish Traps."

To refute this popular claim and to pre-
sent all facts possible in attempting an ac-
curate explanation of these structures,
Adan E. Treganza wrote a nine page illu,s-
trated paper on the subject, which has been
reprinted from American Antiquity for
January 1945. Among the many theories
advanced to account for the stone-circled
depressions are that they are sites of former
homes, traps to 'catch fish from ancient
Lake Cahuilla, shooting blinds for hunters,
mescal roasting pits, storage pits for mes-
quite beans, sweathouses, or the work of
nature.

Mr. Treganza concludes that the "fish
trap" theory is erroneous and is solely the
outgrowth of local misinterpretation. He
believes that if they are house sites, as some
scientists believe, they must be unique, as
the diameter ranges from four to 101/2 feet,
there is no evidence of continued occupa-
tion and their arrangement would be
liar for such use. Most of the evidence, as
he presents it, seems to point to thé possi-
bility that they served as blinds for antelope
hunters.
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Clo4e-
• Frank C. Lockwood, of the University
of Arizona at Tucson, has spent almost a
lifetime writing about the men who made
history in the Southwest. He has told of
their adventures and triumphs in such
books as Pioneer Days in Arizona, Tuc-
son—the Old Pueblo, With Padre Kino
on the Trail, The Apache Indians, More
Arizona Characters. DESERT next month
will publish his latest tribute to one of
the Southwest's lesser known heroes,
Francois Xavier Aubrey, the man who
first won fame by riding horseback the
780 miles from Santa Fe to Independence,
Missouri, in five days and 16 hours.

• Mojave, the desert tortoise which
James E. Mayberry found last winter
near Long Beach and sent to the Marshal
Souths on Ghost Mountain, long since
has come out of hibernation. Marshal re-
ports that Rider has Mojave looking al-
most natural again, having worked
patiently for long hours with a dull knife,
scraping off the layers of blue paint some-
one had daubed on him. "He seems
grateful to have the gooey stuff off,"
writes Marshal, "There should be a
$10,000 fine and 50 years jail sentence
for painting tortoises."

• Dr. Byron Cummings, archeologist
and director emeritus of Arizona state
museum, has returned to Kinishba, north-
east of Globe, Arizona, to continue re-
search and writing. He already has
written one book, Kinishba. and many
papers and reports relative to this pre-
historic pueblo of the Great Pueblo
Period.

• Mountain Treasure, in this issue, is
the seventh of the series Barry Storm
wrote about lost gold and silver mines
in the Superstition mountains east of
Phoenix, Arizona. Although the Lost
Dutchman, supposed to exist somewhere
in the broken ruggedness of this range,
is the most famous of them, Storm in
this series has written about other less
well known ledges and mines of the
Superstitions, for they too have lured men
for generations—to adventure and to
death.

• Walter Ford, who wrote the Doodle-
bug story in this issue, has been asked by
many potential treasure hunters just
where to start looking for "lost mines."
He suggests, first, that they read Bailey's
Golden Mirages and Mitchell's Lost
Mines, the latter now out of print. Next,
get acquainted with the old timers—they
usually have a location or two tucked
away in their storehouses of information.

CREED OF THE DESERT
By JUNE LE MEET PAXTON
Yucca Valley, California

The desert counts no time by days,
Nor yet by passing years;

It lives right on courageously,
Untouched by man-made fears !
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Photograph taken in Hidden Springs canyon, California, by Dick Freeman.

CARNIVAL TIME
By JANET MOORE
Portland, Oregon

The gypsy desert dances
At her yearly blue-sage ball,
Sun-bright skies her 'kerchief,
Frost-tinted hills her shawl.

• •	 •

LANDMARKS
By CLARICE WIDMAN

Loveland, Colorado
I marked the place well in my mind:
The dry creek bed—the rocks behind,
The deep-notched mountain to the left,
The twisted cedar in the cleft,
The sand dune like a queer igloo
Would be most helpful as a clue
To where the spotted agates lay
When I returned, another day.
The time slipped by, a month, a year.
Another day I journeyed near
By devious desert pathway led
To find the spotted agate bed.
The dry creek flowed wide, swift and deep.
The sand dune shifted to flat bare sweep.
And the twisted cedar I would know,
Had vanished. All was strange, till lo,
I saw the deep-notched mountain peak
Landmark eternal that I seek !
Then, with bearings true I found the way
To where my desert treasure lay.

.2)ede/tt /44/2.
By GEORGE M. GOODELL
Los Angeles, California

I like a trip up a sandy wash
With a smoke-tree here and there,
Make a detour around a catsclaw bush,
Have m'souite twigs brush my hair.

I like the soft ground that's under foot
And the hard bedrock at times;
The winding course, the narrows and flats,
The stoops and the little climbs.

I like to pick up odd looking stones
And kick in the gray'lly bed,
To swing my pick at the rocky bank
Or nick a boulder instead.

I like to examine little plants,
I wonder at blooms so pure,
And puzzle the cactus' varied spines;
Protection so dainty yet sure.

I like to scare up a cotton-tail,
See a lizard flicking by,
A roadrunner streaking thru the brush,
Or a buzzard in the sky.

I like to stop in a restful spot
(Out here one's easy to find),
To eat my lunch and dreamily rest,
And flood with sweet peace my mind.

JACKRABBIT HOMESTEADER
By GRACE PARSONS HARMON

Los Angeles, California

I've got me a piece of a desert
And no one knows where it is "at";

It's just four straight lines on a paper—
It may be deep, hilly or flat.

They can't stake blue sky or warm sunlight,
Or near stars and great moons that shine.

Who knows? I might find me my true love
By that piece of desert of mine!

• •	 •
MY KINGDOM

By LELA M. WILLHITE
Garvey, California

I like a smooth, long stretch of desert land
At night, and in the daytime too, its sand
Running away in rippling waves, to disappear
To a place beyond my ken. I want a sky clear
As the arch above a desert's floor at night,
And then I'd take a full moon for my light!
When clouds came I'd have them sailing high,
All day, across the cobalt sky
Till the sun lay close above the mountain line
And I'd say, God, that fleet of ships is mine!
When summer came and locusts piped their
I'd take my portion of the dust and heat and all
That any desert gives in form of stormy weather;
I'd say, God and the devil made deserts, togeth , 1!
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Two-unit doodlebug in operation.

Poodle4u-f7 Pt eVectat
--/

- HE OLD prospector got out of his
car and walked over to where I was
going through some strange maneu-

vers with a still stranger piece of apparatus.
He watched me in silence for a few mo-
ments, squinted at the sun, as if to gauge
its intensity, then queried, "What are you
aimin' to do with that contraption?" The
contraption to which he referred was an
electronic metal locator, commonly known
as a "doodlebug." What I was aiming to
do was to plot the depth and extent of a
body of iron ore.

I was surveying a location on the Mo-
jave desert for a mining syndicate at the
time and was accompanied by one of the
officials. We already had uncovered some
good-sized specimens to confirm the find-
ings of the doodlebug, so the remaining
task was to determine the approximate size
of the ore body. When I explained to our
visitor what we were doing he scoffed at
the idea. There was no ore of any kind in
that vicinity, he asserted, but if we wanted
proof he would give it to us in short order.
He strode over to a near-by wash and re-
turned with a forked branch several feet
long.

"Now!" he exclaimed. "We'll see just
how smart you fellows are." Then he began
a contest between the newest and the old-
est methods of making Mother Earth re-

They are not infallible, these
new scientific devices which lo-
cate minerals beneath the sur-
face of the ground—but they are
based on a scientific principle
which makes sense—within cer-
tain limits. Walter Ford's story
will help clear some misunder-
standing as to iust what these
limits are.

By WALTER FORD

veal her secrets. The one, based upon a
sound and proven scientific principle, the
other, upon some mysterious factor which,
if the forked-stick clan understands, it is
loathe to reveal. From a scientific view-
point, I should be inclined to attribute a
little superstition and legerdemain in their
operation, but perhaps I am a bit preju-
diced.

If the vehemence with which our forked
stick disciple asserted his findings, were
to be taken into account, I'm afraid that
science would have taken a poor second
place that day. Although he crossed and
recrossed the area that I had gone over
previousiy with the doodlebug, nary a

quiver did the stick produce. With a little
fun in mind, I asked the old fellow to let
me try my luck. I found that the stick would
respond to the slightest inward or outward
pressure, so I made it dip violently where
the doodlebug had previously indicated
ore. "That doesn't mean a thing," our visi-
tor shouted. "You just don't know how to
operate it." With that he snatched the stick
from my hands and angrily stalked back to
his car.

Prospecting for minerals beneath the
surface of the ground and mapping hidden
geologic structures by means of electrical
currents and radio waves come under the
general term of geophysical exploration.
One of its many subdivisions is the locat-
ing of buried metals at fairly shallow
depths with portable equipment, such as
the so-called doodlebug.

One that is properly built and intelli-
gently operated should locate metals sev-
eral feet beneath the surface of the ground.
Owing to the large number of factors in-
volved, it is difficult to estimate the max-
imum depths at which buried metals may
be located. The size or mass of the metal,
the condition of the soil, whether moist or
dry, the depth of the metal, the length of
time it has been buried—all must be taken
into consideration. One reliable manufac-
turer of metal locating outfits gives his

11 JULY, 1945
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John Hilton searching for the "gamblers' treasure.
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Illustrating the principle on which the electronic metal locator operates.
Sketch by Norton Allen.

RECEIVER

being carried in a knapsack, similarly tc.
the mine detectors used by the armed for-
ces. Some instruments of this type have th(
operating apparatus mounted on the coil
frame, but for portability I prefer the ar-
rangement shown in the photograph. In
operating position the two coils are elec-
trically balanced and no whistle is heard
in the headphones. When the magnetic
field set up by the coils strikes buried met-
al, it is distorted out of shape. This un-
balances the circuit and causes a whistle to
be heard in the headphones.

Contrary to the opinions held by some
doodlebug operators, the principle of ra-
dar is not involved in its operation. High
frequency radio waves, such as are used in
radar would be reflected from the ground,
rather than penetrating it. A typical ex-
ample is the terrain clearance indicator
where a radio wave is directed from an air-
plane toward the ground, then reflected
from the ground back to a receiver on the
plane to determine the height of the plane
from the ground.

One fact that the doodlebug operator
must accept is that it will not distinguish
between precious and non-precious metals.
At times it is rather discouraging to learn

operating range as 15 feet. Of the various
types of doodlebugs that I have owned and
operated, I have never had occasion to go
deeper than six feet, so I may place that
depth as a conservative estimate of their
operating range. In one instance I was able
to detect a small cartridge shell nearly one
foot beneath the surface.

There are two general types of doodle-
bugs, both of which operate upon similar
principles. The two-unit type, which has a
transmitter at one end of two handles and
a receiver at the opposite end, has the ad-
vantage of being more stable in operation
and more sensitive than the single unit
type, although it is somewhat more un-
wieldy to handle. The two-unit type con-
sists of a coil of wire wound within each
frame of the transmitter and the receiver
which are placed at right angles to each
other. In operation the coil of the trans-
mitter sets up a uniform magnetic field,
none of which passes through the receiver
coil. When the magnetic field set up by the
transmitter strikes buried metal, it is dis-
torted out of its original shape and some
of its magnetic lines pass through the re-
ceiver coil. These magnetic lines flowing
through the receiver coil set up a current
within that coil, which causes the receiving
apparatus to send a high pitched whistle
through the headphones. Some doodlebugs
are equipped with a current meter in addi-
tion to headphones to give a visual indica-
tion when metal is located. The drawings
illustrate the action of buried metal upon
the magnetic field.

The single-unit type of doodlebug has
the two coils wound upon a single circu-
lar frame, with the operating apparatus
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William A. Brophy of Albuquerque. Neu llexico. New commissioner of Indian Affairs.

Act the Akut eanini1J3ionet1

W HEN THE 23,000 young Indian
men and women serving in the
armed forces throughout the

world, return to their reservations in
America, they'll find a new director of
their destinies—William A. Brophy, 42-
year-old attorney of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, whose appointment as Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs was confirmed by
congress March 6, 1945.

These Indians fighting right along with
their white comrades for freedom of all
nations, justly feel that they are entitled to
plan and shape their own lives without
the sometimes stupid rule of white men set
over them. They, together with the thous-

An Interview with William A. Brophy

By DAMA LANGLEY

ands of their white tribesmen working in
war factories and other essential industries,
and the thousands on the reservations do-
ing their part as good Americans, will find
Mr. Brophy a sympathetic and able com-
missioner if he is permitted to follow his
honest convictions. Here is a man who 1)2-
lieves that Indians have shown their ability
to work toward full and unhampered citi-
zenship in the country they have been &-
fending.

When former commissioner, John Col-
lier, announced his retirement, many tri-
bal leaders of the 400,000 Indians in the
United States and Alaska, urged that one
of their own blood be named as commis-

sioner. The idea seems to have astonished
congress. Such a sensible and simple act
as appointing a qualified Indian, any num-
ber of which were presented to them for
consideration, was not to be thought of!

Many of the Indians, particularly the
55,000 Navajo, objected to the appoint-
ment of Mr. Brophy, fearing he would con-
tinue former policies which they consid-
ered disastrous. But the senate 'committee
on Indian Affairs listened to all protests,
investigated all charges, subjected Mr.
Brophy to a grilling and intensive exam-
ination, and then unanimously recom-
mended that he be appointed.

I asked for an appointment With the
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new commissioner and we faced each other
across his desk in the Indian Offices high
above the Chicago river, in that great noisy
city so far from the homes of most of his
charges. Mr. Brophy might well have been
an Indian, himself, with his dark eyes,
black hair and tanned skin. But when I
asked him about it, he laughingly said his
ancestors were Irish.

"What interest do you have in Indians?
Why did you accept the office of commis-
sioner?" I asked.

"I've liked the Indian people since I first
went to New Mexico 20 years ago. For 12
years I was attorney for the 19 Pueblos of
New Mexico and I was impressed by their
intelligence, their sense of justice and their
fairness. They fight for what is theirs but
they are fair fighters. I have never known
one of them to take an unfair advantage or
commit an underhand act."

"Do you know much of other Indian
tribes?"

"No, only the New Mexico Indians and
those of northern Arizona. But I am un-
willing to think that fact will influence
my ability to serve all tribes alike. Perhaps
not knowing individuals of any certain
tribe may aid in an impartial viewpoint.

"I was born in New York in 1903 and
had my schooling there and in Chicago.
Then I went to New Mexico university,
and law school in Colorado. Since then,
outside of the time I've spent in Washing-
ton on the Puerto Rican commission, and
a few trips to Puerto Rico, I've stayed in
New Mexico. I practiced law there with
one of the old legal firms."

A discussion of his plans for the Indians
disclosed his reluctance to make definite
statements until he had personally inves-
tigated their needs and the possibility of
obtaining results.

He did say that his first concern was to
familiarize himself with the entire set-up
through which Indian Affairs function. He
made it clear that he was not criticising any
former commissioner or superintendent but
that he felt it an obligation to make sure
that the machinery was in good working
order ; that every dollar granted for Indians
was spent for the purpose granted. In such
a scrutiny of routine and personnel he
would necessarily become familiar with
the whole picture of Indian administra-
tion.

"There is something definitely wrong
when 90 per cent of the Navajo, an intel-
ligent and energetic tribe, are illiterate. By
illiterate I mean they can't read or write
and have no knowledge of English. If it
is humanly possible I intend to remedy
that situation. There, of course, must be
considered the great distances between
roads on the reservations and the hardships
encountered in trying to get children to
and from school. And the economy must
be corrected. Education comes slowly when
the whole existence depends on hand to
mouth efforts."

"What is your attitude toward the In-
dian arts and crafts?"

"That is something the Indians them-
selves must govern. I like to think there
will always be members of each tribe with
enough tribal pride and love of beauty to
keep their handicrafts in commerce. I want
to see the sale of their products put on a
higher basis. The white world should be
educated to the Indian art rather than the
artisan brought down to meet tourist ideas
and prices. I believe there will be silver-
smiths and weavers as long as the Navajo
tribe exists and that holds true of other
tribal potters and basket makers."

I spoke of the Indians' wish to have one
of their own race as commissioner. Mr.

Brophy said he thought the Indians should
be encouraged to develop leadership and
initiative among themselves, and that their
ability to take their place on equal terms
with the white world in which they live
lies within themselves.

"What do you think of abolishing reser-
vations?"

"Oh, no, you don't! You don't drag
me into a discussion of that just yet. But
come and see me again in six months and I
may have interesting answers to some of
the other questions you have asked."

There is something about this Mr.
Brophy that inspires confidence, and I left
his office believing that he should be called
commissioner for the Indians.
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glittetiny Stone

aJ the -03 teci
By JERRY LAUDERMILK

Photos by Helen LaudermiLk

Next time one of you rockhounds finds an obsidian
arrowhead on a field trip, you'll know more about it
than Pliny the Elder in A. D. 77 or the many writers
who followed him. Even as late as 1784 a naturalist
in describing obsidian attributed to it characteristics
which belong to marble. In this article Jerry Lauder-
milk tells what modern scientists have discovered
about the conditions and processes which have pro-
duced obsidian, or volcanic glass. Although there
still are some puzzling angles, they won't worry the
rockbound, for most of the remaining questions in-
volve the world of ions and molecules.

Z7 	of the Old People once stood on a ridge
overlooking the Hassayampa not far from the ranch house
of the LK Bar. There, beneath the catsclaw and mesquite

trees only a forlorn heap of -killed - or purposely broken metates
and scattered sherds of pottery remained where busy people once
had made a home. Now the only inhabitants of the lonely ridge
top were a solitary quail on sentry duty and a pair of demonstra-
tive chipmunks who watched while a harmless tenderfoot dis-
turbed the stubborn Arizona soil with a pick and shovel.

It was a hard job for a green hand. The tools apparently had
been made for a giant and the work went slowly. The result of
three hours delving was a paltry excavation about knee-deep.

A search among the charred fragments of some prehistoric
Arizonan's home revealed an arrow point. As a weapon this
specimen was a coarse piece of work but its material touched off
the trail of thought that has led to this story.

This was a rough example of the arrowmaker's art about two
inches long by three quarters wide and a quarter thick. Shaped
like a pointed oval it evidently had been made for heavy duty,
to be shot just once as expendable ammunition. These are all
common features of hastily made points but its substance was
unusual—the result of an old quarrel between heat and cold
and their fight for a vast pool of granite stewed to an incandes-
cent soup in a Plutonic pressure cooker. After ages of infernal
digestion with fire, superheated steam and tremendous pressure
the white-hot concoction of melted silicates was disgorged from
the throat of some volcano. At first it flowed in thin streams
like a blazing river amidst a spray of fire, radiating destruction.
Then cold pounced upon it and it congealed to the razor-edged
symbol of sharpness we call volcanic glass or obsidian.

This material has been known to roc_khounds since the dawn
of the Old Stone Age. In those times geology was a utilitarian
subject altogether since one of the first human needs was a tool
with a cutting edge. Such tools could be made best from rock
that broke into sharp-edged flakes like flint and chert. But of
all materials for such artifacts the ideal tool-stuff was obsidian.

The Aztecs called this glittering stone itztli. A cult and a
special goddess, itzpapalotl (obsidian knife-butterfly) covered
it with a haze of mystery and a certain amount of dread, for from
this rock as black as congealed night were made the knives for
human sacrifice to the monstrous gods of Mexico.

By what names earlier men in other lands had called this
strange dark glass, we don't know. But the name we use today
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Some Aztec artist thought that the goddess presiding over
obsidian might look like this brilliantly colored grotesque
from the ancient manuscript, Codex Telleriano-Remensts.

Redrawn by the author from Kingsborough's facsimile.

was coined by a garrulous old Roman with a strong bent for
observation. In A. D. 77 when Pliny the Elder published his
Natural History he declared that this rock first was described
by a man named Obsius who discovered it in Ethiopia. Pliny
himself calls it -obsian - or -obsian stone - but somewhere along
the route of translation the extra syllable - di - crept in and the
name became ob-si-di-an. Pliny's description fits the stone per-
fectly. He says it frequently was used for jewelry and even
sculpture and that a statue of Augustus and images of four ele-
phants in the Temple of Concord were made from it. During the
Middle Ages the name sometimes was applied to other black
stones like marble and dense basalt capable of a high polish.

Until rather recent times the science of mineralogy was largely
guesswork based on rough field observations and lore handed
down by the alchemists. Ideas about the composition of ores,
minerals and rocks were of the crudest. Most identifications
depended on the physical qualities of a specimen and only the
roughest chemical tests ever were applied. If two samples of an
ore showed a general resemblance they were likely to be con-
sidered as varieties of the same thing. So it was quite in order
that as late as 1784 when the naturalist John Hill wrote his
History of Fossils he confused obsidian with a kind of black
marble from the Greek island of Chios. Among several curious
statements he says that obsidian effervesces vigorously with aqua
fortis (nitric acid), burns to a white ash and is too soft to
strike fire with steel. These are all good reactions for marble or
calcium carbonate but not for obsidian; in fact, these qualities
are just the ones that obsidian lacks. Hill then gives an inter-
esting description of real obsidian and remarks upon its ancient
use for mirrors.

Actually, obsidian is a complex mixture of silicates of alum-
inum, iron, calcium, magnesium, sodium and potassium with
more or less water and traces of rarer elements all present as
components of a supercooled liquid. Before I explain what I
mean by a supercooled liquid and tell how volcanic glass is
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brisk reaction and the product will simmer down to a glowing
liquid, melted quartz plus aluminum silicate, the mineral silli-
manite in a state of fusion. At white heat, the necessary tem-
perature for the reaction, the liquid will be perfectly clear like
melted glass since the molecules of sillimanite are in actual
solution just as a spoonful of salt is dissolved in a quart of water.
In this case the excess solvent is the unused melted quartz. Thesc
two illustrations show why free quartz is such a common constit-
uent of many igneous rocks although the rock itself is made up of
silicate minerals ; the quartz simply is excess quartz with nothing
else to do but crystallize out and fill the gaps between the oth(r
crystals.

Most substances under favorable conditions separate from
solution as crystals. A crystal is a solid having a precise geomet-
rical shape which on careful examination is found to conform
to one of six basic patterns. This plan or motif is a constant
feature regardless of the size of the crystals. I can illustrate this
point with a common example. Ordinary table salt (sodium
chloride) crystallizes in the form of cubes. These cubes may
range in size from tiny crystals visible only under the highest
power of the microscope up to giants many feet in diameter. But
whatever their size they all are cubes. In fact, with care you can
split up a large crystal into smaller and smaller pieces each at
which will be a perfect cube exactly like the original. X-ray
studies of crystals show that the basic plan extends down to the
tiniest identifiable molecule. This fine structure of a crystal is
an essential requirement. Suppose you have a two inch crystal
of the mineral halite (common salt) and a cube of glass the
same size, they would look alike but one would be a crystal and
the other not, since the glass cube would lack the necessary fine
structure to qualify as a crystal. A crystal of a salt such as sodium
chloride consists of an orderly three-dimensional arrangement
of electrically charged atoms of the metal sodium and the gas
chlorine; the sodium atoms carry positive charges and the
charges of the chlorine atoms are negative. These electrically
charged atoms are called ions (the chlorine atom with its charge
is called the chloride ion). The pattern formed by the ions within
the crystal is called space lattice.

Suppose you drop a crystal of ice cream salt (sodium chloride)
into a glass of water ; ions begin to leave the space lattice of the
crystal and diffuse into the water and finally the whole crystal
dissolves. It is a crude but useful conception to think of the
ions as fitting into chinks between the molecules of water. In
dilute solutions the ions are thinly scattered throughout the
vastly more numerous water molecules.

If we boil our dilute salt solution it continually loses water
through evaporation but the sodium ions and chloride ions are
nonvolatile and remain behind. As more and more water mole-
cules leave the evaporating solution we can imagine the ions of
the salt as drawing closer and closer together until finally a point
is reached where they again unite and build the space lattices of
a new salt crystal ... This is rather crudely put but makes a work-
ing basis for what comes next—crystallization from a hot melt.

Geologists don't know as much as they'd like about conditions
within a molten magma. It is not certain whether the mineral
constituents of a melted rock are present as ions or molecules—
probably both exist together. At any rate, crystalline compounds
separate from a slowly cooling mass of melted rock in a way
analogous to crystallization from an aqueous solution, only in
this case the solvent instead of being water almost always is
melted quartz or a super abundant silicate mineral. In such a
melted rock-mass the various ions and molecules are in terrific
turmoil and as long as the solution stays hot, crystallization can't
take place but if it begins to cool slowly the ions can begin to
settle down to an orderly arrangement. The situation can he
dramatized as follows:

Imagine a military drill ground just before assembly. Men are
milling around haphazardly forming groups and again breaking
up pretty much as they like. This represents conditions within a
melted rock, the individual soldiers representing the ions and
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Black obsidian, the most perfect tool-stuff in the days be-
fore metal. Black color is due to microscopic particles of a
black powder, apparently from iron oxide, scattered

through a colorless glassy matrix. Specimen from lnyo
county, California.

formed, it will make it more understandable if we first learn a
little about crystals.

It is well known that the elements show pronounced likes and
dislikes for one another and form permanent compounds accord-
ing to strict rules. For instance, suppose you mix two pounds of
iron filings with ten of sulphur and heat the mixture. The iron
and sulphur will combine to make the compound ferrous sul-
phide, a dense black solid familiar to everybody who ever played
with chemicals. But you won't have a dozen pounds of product ;
your total yield will be a little more than three pounds. Since
only a fixed and definite amount of sulphur can combine with a
given quantity of iron, the excess will burn up or remain as
unused material.

Suppose you apply the same treatment to a small amount of
aluminum oxide and a large volume of powdered quartz (silicon
dioxide). If you heat the mixture hot enough there will be a

Red obsidian. Besides the typical black glass, obsidian
sometimes is of other colors. This brick-red specimen owes
its color to a scattered dust of hematite in a colorless matrix,
has a more waxy luster than black obsidian. The sub-
conchoidal fracture is typical. Specimen from Inyo county.



molecules just before crystallization begins. Now suppose the
bugler sounds assembly. All the buzzing 'round stops, men begin

to flow toward their places in the ranks and soon what was a
mob crystallizes into solid formations of soldiers. These orderly
formations can be imagined as crystals of minerals—quartz,
feldspar, mica, iron oxide, etc. The final crystallized army can
now be compared to a piece of coarsely crystalline rock, say

granite porphyry. Here I reach the point I was leading up to a
few paragraphs back when I mentioned supercooled liquids.

Suppose we have the same milling gang of soldiers we had
originally. Suddenly a terrific freeze strikes the parade ground;

the drop in temperature is so abrupt that every man (ion or
molecule) freezes fast in his tracks wherever he happens to be.

The whole army now is a petrified mob without any crystalline
structure. All the minerals that normally would have crystallized
as large units still are present but scattered without any basic
pattern as particles within a supercooled liquid, a glass, in this

case obsidian.
Comparison of obsidian with a melted and suddenly chilled

granite is logical although the chemical composition of obsidian
varies somewhat. This has been shown by thousands of analyses
of glassy lavas and other rocks from all over the earth. Further-
more, the fact that a crystalline rock can be melted and cooled
to a glass and then the glass re-melted and cooled back to a
crystalline rock again was proved experimentally by the famous
geologist, Sir James Hall, more than a century ago.

In the latter part of the 18th century when the modern science
of geology was being polished into shape, there was much specu-
lation about the origin of igneous rocks. It had been contended
by James Hutton, "a private gentleman" of Edinburgh and one
of the founders of the science, that crystalline rocks had been
formed from a previously molten magma. This was assumed
to have cooled far below the surface of the earth under circum-
stances favoring crystallization. Hutton was not certain what
these circumstances were but thought that pressure was one of
them. At any rate, his theories were roughly pawed over by his
opponents, particularly as regarded the action of heat. These
critics declared that a melted magma would cool to a glass, not
a crystalline rock. At this point of the controversy Hall con-
cluded that the only satisfactory way to settle the point was to
experiment. His experiments lasted off and on from 1790 to
1798. He took samples of whinstone, an ancient lava from Scot-
land, and samples from Vesuvius and from Mount Etna and
kept them at an intense heat in the furnace of an iron foundry
until they boiled. He then allowed the liquid rock to cool rapidly
just as it was taken from the furnace.

His results at first appeared to favor the anti-Huttonians; his
melted rock had cooled to a glass. But Hall was a careful experi-
menter and kept on with his work. He tried the effect of slow
cooling upon his melts. The crucibles were taken white-hot from
the iron furnace and "cooled - on a bed of glowing coals. This
seems like a contradictory statement but actually represents a
drop in temperature from possibly 1450 to 1550 degrees Centi-
grade to somewhere around 500 or 900 degrees. The fire was
kept at this relatively moderate temperature for several hours and
then allowed to die slowly down. Slow cooling had done the
trick. The melts had "frozen - to fine crystalline masses and Sir
James now could make either glasses or crystalline rocks from
the same samples. Here we come to a point where it is perti-
nent to ask what conditions must exist for obsidian to form
naturally.

Lava of course, has its origin in the molten magma at the
very bottom of the lithosphere or stony crust of the earth possibly
40 or more miles deep. How the vast reservoir of heat, sufficient
to hold all rocks in a state of fusion originated in the first place
still is an unsolved riddle ; perhaps it was left over from the
beginning, perhaps it is due to radioactivity—nobody knows.
But at any rate the molten zone is a region where conditions are
unlike anything on the earth's surface. Here, at a temperature
of at least 2,000 degrees C. molecules of metallic oxides, silica
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Cristobalue crystals lining vesicles in black obsidian. All

uncommon form of quartz (5i02), formed at extremely

high temperatures in the fluid rock. Specimen from

Coso Hot Springs, California.

and water may make up something like a geo-chemical delirium.
What this furiously battling mixture of ions and molecules
would look like we don't know and probably never will. But the
evidence of the seismograph indicates that it is more rigid than
steel from enormous pressure, yet elastic.

At times, due to causes unknown, masses of the molten magma
break through or melt their way into the strata of the outer crust.
Here the fused material, no longer original magma but magma
contaminated by absorption of lighter rocks from the upper
crystal layers, forms vast structures of granite and pegmatite,
dikes, domes and intrusive sheets. In these subterranean depths
the molten rock has cooled but slowly and crystals of quartz,
feldspar and other minerals formed as the incandescent mass
congealed.

At other times a column of melted rock breaks through the
crust and forms frightful rivers and lakes of boiling lava. These
flow as spreading sheets and darting tentacles of fire. This glow-
ing flood is overcast by a cloud of steam from water as it escapes

Iridescent obsidian. Steel-blue to bronze iridescence of this
material makes unusually attractive specimens for the rock-
hound. Sample from Mammoth mountain, about 25 miles

south of Mono lake, California.



Desert Quiz fans
will find some
easy ones in the

list this month. But there are others which will require a
familiarity with the history, geography, botany, geology
and lore of the desert country. The average person should
get 10 correct answers. Fifteen out of the 20 is a high
score, and only those super-students of the desert will
answer 18. Answers are on page 36.

1—Woodpeckers often drill holes and me ake their nests
in Saguaro cactus.	 True 	  F

2—Salt River valley in Arizona receives its irrigation
water from the reservoir behind Boulder dam.

True 	  False 	
i—Scientists have positive evidence that giant sloths

once roamed the desert in Nevada.	 True 	
False 	

4—Between the mouth of the Colorado river and Grand
Canyon there are five dams in the stream. True 	
False 	

5—The capital of New Mexico is at Santa Fe.T 
	 False 	

6—Capt. Juan Bautista de Anza who led the first white
colonists to California overland, crossed the Col-
oraaldseo river at what is now Ehrenberg. True F 

7—The Great White Throne is in Bryce Canyon national
park.	 True 	  False 	

8—The sidewinder is a venomous snake.	 True 	
False 	

9—The aspen is an evergreen tree. True 	  False 	
10—Obsidian is a form of volcanic rock.	 True 	

False 	
11—Date palm trees grew wild in certain parts of the

American desert beforee the coming of the white
man. True  F

12—An atlatl was used by Indian tribesmen for grinding
turquoise.	 True 	  False 	

13—Valley of Fire is a state park in Utah.
True 	  False 	

14—Phantom Ranch is located in Grand Canyon at the
foot of Bright Angel trail.	 True 	  False 	

15—Showlow is the name of a town in Arizona.
True 	  False 	

16—The first Powell expedition down the Colorado river
started from Green River, Utah.	 True 	
False 	

17—The Hopi Snake dances are held annually beginning
August 20. True 	  False 	

18—The book, Apache Gold and Yaqui Silver, was writ-
ten by J. Frank Dobie. True 	  False 	

19—Wood from the Joshua tree is used for making arti-
ficial limbs.	 True 	  False 	

20—Desert tortoises hibernate during the winter months.
True 	  False 	

TRUE OR FALSE

Vesicular lava. Moderately slow cooling of lava containing
a great deal of steam causes this very common type of rock.
Under more favorable circumstances the same rock could
have hardened to a glass. Specimen from Pisgah crater,

San Bernardino county, California.

from the liquid mass and the pressure eases in the air of the
Outer world. The lava, at first as thin as honey, thickens as it
cools and much gas remains trapped as bubbles in vesicular
basalt.

But it sometimes happens that most of the gases are cooked
Out of the lava while still fluid in the depth of the crater. It is
now like the metal in a glass maker's furnace and when poured
out some parts of the flow congeal too rapidly for free move-
ment of the mineral molecules ; these areas harden to obsidian.

Vast deposits of this wonderful material occur over many
parts of the earth. Wherever early man found it he learned
the secrets of its use. Always in demand it was traded to points

Pegmatite or graphic granite. This coarsely crystalline rock,
the opposite extreme of the glassy texture of obsidian, has
resulted from the slow cooling of magma at great depths.
Pattern made by the quartz, dark areas, against the paler
background, feldspar, is typical of this rock. Specimen from

Juniper Flats, Riverside, California.

far from its source, material from the Rockies having been found
in mounds of the Mississippi Valley. In Mexico it was a staple
for weapons, tools, mirrors and jewelry, and among the Indians
of northern California work in this material reached perfection.
Sometimes enormous ceremonial swords were chipped from a
single slab such as the blade in the Southwest Museum at Los
Angeles. This masterpiece is more than 33 inches long. But how
the craftsmen and artists of the stone age and of more recent
times shaped this rock with primitive tools is another story.
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This is just a preliminary report, writes Randall Henderson—just a
glimpse of the rugged scenic beauty to be found in a little known group
of canyons in San Ysidro mountains where palms grow wild amid splash-
ing waters that tumble over huge granite boulders. Capt. Juan Bautista
de Anza passed near this spot 171 years ago, but Anza and his soldiers
and settlers on their way to San Francisco had no time for side trips. And
so it remains for the Americans of this generation to discover and explore
this rugged terrain in Anza Desert state park.

Photographs by Arles Adams
and the author

These full-skirted veterans grow among the boulders in Sheep canyon.
Collins valley in the background.
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Paini3 at the San Oicitai
By RANDALL HENDERSON

N MARCH 1774 when Captain
Juan Bautista de Anza made his first
historic trek across the Southern Cal-

ifornia desert the Indians who sulked be-
hind rocks in Coyote canyon attempted to
kill his horses. They failed, partly due to
the alertness of Anza and his companions,
and partly because of the inferior quality
of their bows and arrows.

Father Francisco Garces who accom-
panied Anza, carved a record of the attack
on a willow tree at Santa Catarina spring.
That was 171 years ago and the willow
has long since disappeared. Also, the In-
dians, whom Father Pedro Font later de-
scribed as -so savage, wild, dirty, dishev-
eled, ugly, small, and timid, that only be-
cause they have human form is it possible
to believe that they belong to mankind, -

likewise have gone to their happy hunting
grounds where it is hoped they are better
fed and washed.

But Santa Catarina spring is still there
— flowing 200 miner's inches of fine
mountain water, and supplying moisture
for the most impenetrable jungle of wil-
lows to be found on any desert.

Although Santa Catarina is within the
general area of the Anza Desert state park,
the spring is subject to a private filing
made in the days before anyone thought of
setting this rugged desert region aside as
a public recreational area.

My story is concerned more with the
willows than with the spring. For those
willows at present are an impassable bar-
rier to one of the most gorgeous sectors of
the 400,000-acre park—that is, impassable
to motorists.

Capt. Anza mentioned the willows in his
diary. There are three groups of them in
Coyote canyon—known as Lower, Middle
and Upper Willows. Santa Catarina
spring supplies water for the Lower Wil-
lows.

My first acquaintance with the Lower
Willows was in 1934. At that time pros-
pectors and cattlemen had a wagon trail
of sorts up the canyon, following very
closely the route Anza had blazed in 1774.

Wilson McKenney and I undertook to
follow this historic trail in our jalopy. We
got through—but only after we had spent
most of a morning pushing and prying our
car through that wilderness of willow trees.
Then, a few months later a cloudburst tor-
rent came down the canyon leaving a jum-
ble of rocks below the willows that closed
the route to all traffic except hikers, cow
Ponies and goats.

Recently, Arles Adams and I, loafing
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SCALE

ONE MILE.

•

around a campfire one evening in another
part of Anza park, brought up the subject
of Coyote canyon. We wondered if we
couldn't take his spider-legged jalopy, sans
fenders and top, over the rocks and
through the forest of willows.

Neither of us had visited Coyote canyon
for four years. We knew we would be in
for rough going. But there are some palm
canyons in Coyote canyon's tributaries and
I had wanted to revisit them to get pic-
tures and data for Desert Magazine readers.
So we decided to make the attempt.

We started for Coyote canyon early one
Saturday morning in April this year. Going
through Borrego valley we stopped at the
Anza ranch where water from Santa Cata-
rina spring is being used to irrigate a
large acreage of winter tomatoes and early
grapes.

The Anza ranch was homesteaded in
1909 by "Doc" A. A. Beatty who filed on
the water in the spring. More recently, the
ranch together with several hundred addi-
tional acres in Borrego valley, was pur-
chased by A. A. Burnand, vegetable grower
and shipper.

Burnand was not at home, but Lawrence
Way, ranch foreman, intimated that any-
one who would try to take a car up Coyote
canyon should be examined by a sanity
board. "We've a half dozen saddle horses
that need exercise out in the corral," he

said. "You'd better leave your car and buck
those willows in a saddle."

We thanked him for the offer, but we
wanted to have a look before we discarded
our four-wheeled tarantula. Anyone could
ride a horse up that canyon. We wanted
to see if it could be done in a car.

From Anza ranch house to Lower Wil-
lows is three miles—rough crooked going,
with frequent fords across the irrigation
canal which brings water from the spring
down to the ranch. At the end of the
three miles the trail ended abruptly on a
sandy bench with a 12-foot drop off to the
bottom of a creek bed strewn with
boulders.

We might have found a way down off
that bench, and with a crowbar and shovel
and much work we probably could have
opened a passage through the boulders—
but up ahead, only a few hundred yards,
were those willows! They've grown bigger
and thicker with the passing years. They
completely block the canyon for nearly
a half mile. They are growing in a swamp
criss-crossed with channels. The mud and
water ranged from ankle deep to knee
deep. Lawrence Way was right. No sane
human would try to take a car through
that willow-forested morass.

We returned to Borrego valley for an
overnight camp, and early next morning,
with Burnand and Way as companions,

we wrangled the horses through the wil-
low jungle to Santa Catarina spring.

Above the spring there is a wide bulge
in Coyote canyon, known as Collins valley.
John Collins and his wife and three chil-
dren took up a homestead here in 1897 and
built a cabin. With the spring as a source
of water they planned to grow fruit and
winter vegetables. But the cattlemen who
were running stock in Coyote canyon re-
sented their coming, and after years of
persecution during which his home was
burned, Collins gave it up.

Later Joel Reed filed on the land and
built a cabin which is still standing, al-
though it has been unoccupied for years.

A conspicuous landmark on the bench
where the cabin stands is a tall Wash-
ingtonia palm that may date back to the
time when the Collins family lived here.
Santa Catarina spring bubbles from the
floor of a nearby ravine. You can hear the
water—but unless you have the hardihood
to penetrate a dense jungle of trees and
wild grapevine, you cannot see it.

Burnand and Way bade us goodbye at
the cabin, for there was work to be done
on the ranch. Arles and I followed a cattle
trail through the mesquite which surrounds
the cabinsite and emerged eventually on
the great creosote-covered bajada that ex-
tends from the floor of Collins valley hack
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In Cougar canyon—every palm is a picture in this rugged gorge of the San Ysidros.

to the base of the San Ysidro mountains on
the south.

To my knowledge there are six canyons
tributary to Collins valley having native
palm trees and running water. Three of
these canyons have their outlet directly
into the valley and are more or less known
to Anza park visitors. They are Indian,
Sheep and Thousand Palms canyons. The
story of Thousand Palms, written by Hul-
bert Burroughs, appeared in Desert of
September, 1941. But there are three other
canyons, hidden deep in San Ysidro moun-
tains, which are practically unknown to
desert travelers, and which in my opinion
are of greater scenic interest than the
three I have named. These are Cougar can-
yon and two unnamed tributaries of Indian
canyon.

There may be other palm oases in this
rugged San Ysidro area. But there is no
record of them, and I have not yet explored
the region thoroughly enough to be sure.

It was eleven o'clock when Arles and
I had covered the three miles from Santa
Catarina spring to the foot of the San
Ysidro range where Sheep and Indian can-
yons come in from the southwest and
southeast and join channels on the bajada.

It was evident we would not have time
to visit all the palm canyons in one after-
noon, so we divided forces. Arles tied his
horse to a Palo Verde tree and started the
rocky climb up Cougar canyon, which
really is a tributary of Indian, while I con-
tinued along the cattle trail that led up to
the water in Indian canyon.

There is nothing very spectacular about
Indian canyon. For a desert arroyo, it has
an exceedingly dense growth of chaparral
and trees and a fine stream of water. There
are only seven palms in this canyon, and
they are growing in such dense thickets of
cottonwood, mesquite and shrubbery as to
make photographs impossible.

It is in the two unnamed tributaries
which enter Indian gorge from the west
that I found palm oases which I am sure
will delight visitors to Anza park in future
years.

One of them might properly be named
the Canyon of the Hidden Springs. Far up
on the rocky slope on one side are seven
or eight tiny clusters of mature palms, their
green fronds glistening in the sunlight
against a background of drab grey rock.
There are not more than two or three or a
half dozen in each group, and they cling
so closely together it is impossible to count
them without climbing the slope to ex-
amine them closely.

There is no surface water coming down
the slope where these palms grow. But you
may be sure there are underground springs
at their roots. Otherwise they would not be
growing there. They, or their predecessors,
probably date back to a period when there
was much water on this mountainside—
perhaps numerous springs gushing from

among the rocks. There is still a clear
stream in the bottom of the canyon.

This gorge is too steep and rocky for a
horse, and I climbed the last half mile on
foot. But it was worth the effort. This re-
mote canyon is a tiny world of its own—
a very peaceful little world. The only
sounds here are the wind rustling through
the dry fronds overhead, the singing of the
birds that come here to drink and bathe and
make their nests, and the music of water
tumbling over boulders in the creek.

If the plans of the park authorities are

carried out, sooner or later there will be
a paved road down Coyote canyon—mak-
ing this San Ysidro mountain recreational
area accessible to park visitors. But because
of its isolation and the ruggedness of its
terrain, the remote Canyon of the Hidden
Springs probably will remain a sort of
limited access area — reserved for those
who are willing to pay something extra in
physical effort for the privilege of enjoying
its tranquil splendor.

I did not have time to follow this canyon
to its source. I would estimate there are
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•,." canyon also has a fine stream of water
tumbling over great blocks of granite that
make climbing very difficult. lithe park
authorities later budget funds for a foot
trail in this area, Sheep canyon would be
the logical selection for one of those trails.
This is the most accessible of all the palm
oases in the area I am writing about. It
would require only a half mile hike from
the floor of the desert to this wild jumble
of palms and boulders and waterfalls. And
I can think of no more delicious experience
on a warm summer day than a palm-shaded
seat on a rock in the spray of one of those
falls.

While there are streams in these palm
canyons the year 'round, none of this
water normally reaches the floor of the
desert as a surface flow. It tumbles over
the rocks among the palms and then dis-
appears in the sand down toward the
mouth of the canyon. It is quite possible

A seat in the spray of this Sheep can-
yon cascade is reward enough for the

steep climb to this palm oasis.

One of the palm groups in Cougar
canyon.

less than 100 palms. But it is one of those
cases where every palm is a picture.

Returning to Indian canyon, it is only
a few hundred yards up the cattle trail to
the point where the second of the unnamed
tributaries comes in from the west. And
that also will have to await a more thor-
ough exploration at a future date.

While I was spending the afternoon
deep in the San Ysidro range, Arles Adams
was having a grand time scaling the rocks
and waterfalls in Cougar canyon. He
counted 32 palms in that gorge, but lacked
the time to follow it through to the end.
There is a fine stream of water in Cougar,
with a series of scenic waterfalls framed in
stately Washingtonias. In this canyon one
needs a rope for security in scaling the al-
most vertical walls that rise in gigantic
steps toward the ridge behind.

In a hurried trip up Sheep canyon we
counted 26 palms, which is two more than
I recorded there eight years ago. Sheep
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In the Canyon of the Hidden Springs the wild palms grow in little clusters far up on the ilde of the granite slopes.

At the deserted cabin on Joel Reed's homestead near Santa Catarina spring. Left to right—A. A. Burnand, Lawrence T. Way

and Arles Adams, companions of the author on the Coyote canyon trip.



of Death Valley ...	 (744i9
By HARRY OLIVER

c.ge

Hard Rock Shorty

Outside the Inferno store the wind
was howling, and the air was so thick
with sand it was impossible to see
the hitching post 10 feet from the
door.

-Good day to wash the kitchen
pans," remarked Hard Rock Shorty
as he emptied the sand out of his
corncob and refilled it from his old
buckskin pouch.

-Don't take no water for dish-
washin' this kind o' weather," Shorty
explained. "Jes hold the skillets an'
things outside the door an' the
wind'll scour 'em clean.

"Reckon some folks is glad to see
all this wind ablowing, 'specially
from the east this way. I'm thinkin .

about Arkansas Joe who has that lit-

tle patch o garden down Mojave
river way. Arkansas calls hisself a
dirt farmer. But shucks, there ain't
enough dirt in that homestead o'
his'n to grow a potted tulip. Mostly
all sand.

-But Joe keeps a tryin', with what
water he can raise with that one-hoss
pump he's rigged up. He's away late
with his farmin' this season. Y'see
every winter the wind starts blowin'
from the west, and blows most o'
Joe's farm away. A couple o' months
later the wind changes and blows
from the east.

-Joe's been frettin' a lot lately.
The winds is late and he cain't start
his spring plowin 'til his farm blows
back."

Entrance to Indian canyon. Looking at the San Y sidros from the floor of Collins valley one
would never suspect that hidden in these barren desert mountains are some of the

most charming palm oases on the American desert.

that the generous fountain of water at Santa
Catarina spring, three or four miles away,
is served by underground channels from
the streams in these palm canyons.

A conspicuous landmark guards the en-
trance to Sheep canyon—a lone palm tree
growing on the western mountain slope
above the bajada, a native Washingtonia,
dwarfed in size but obviously a veteran. It
is an outpost, on perpetual duty—a very
unusual sentinel because it extends to each
visitor a silent invitation to explore the
fastness of the canyon beyond.

It was nearly dark when Arles and I re-
turned the horses to their corrals that night.
Five palm oases are too many to cover in
one day. I hope future visitors will have
more time to enjoy the peaceful luxury of
those rocky oasis retreats than we had on
this trip. But I'll be going back there. In
the meantime I will ask Desert readers to
regard this merely as a preliminary report
on the wild palms in the San Ysidro moun-
tains.

Each of those canyons—Indian, Cougar,
Sheep and the two unnamed oases deserves
a more detailed description and more ade-
quate pictures than are presented at this
time. And since this is park country—those
palm canyons are to be reserved for the
enjoyment of you and me and other Ameri-
cans who love the desert wilderness.
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Usually when the South family returns from an all

day exploring trip they climb back up to Yaquitepec
loaded with fire wood and perhaps a miscellany of

- specimens. - But this excursion was different—it

took on the form of a discovery. Many times they
had found evidences of the Indians who once had
called this desert mountain home. But on this trip

they discovered the ruins of an ancient dwelling—

and in it fragments of a type of pottery not made by

the Indians who were native here. This is Marshal's

account of the discovery of House Forgotten.

Pelett Retufe
By MARSHAL SOUTH

7 - HE SUN sparkled upon the mountain. Against the gleam

of the desert sky, flecked by a few lacy veils of white that
had been flung aside by the waking dawn, the first

blooms of the ocotillos swung in splashes of scarlet. Through

the swaying junipers the desert wind walked, talking to itself

and crooning snatches of forgotten songs as it plucked at the

harp strings of the wire grass. "Come with me, - whispered the

wind. "Come with me and I will show you something. Come. -

And the tall dry shoots of the mescals swayed together in

approval and the new blooms of the buckwheat nodded their
heads: -Yes, go, - they counseled. - It is too beautiful a day to

stay at home. And perhaps you will find something. Go!"
So we took a canteen of water and a little package of food

and shut the door of Yaquitepec behind us and set out upon the

heels of the wind, which had wandered away down the ridges

and was calling to us from between the rocks. The white sun-

warmed gravel and the sloping surfaces of the granite rocks
were pleasant beneath bare feet. High overhead in the clean

blue of the sky a giant airplane forged westward, shattering the

silence with the jarring din of its four motors. But on a swaying

wand of ocotillo on a ridge beside us an oriole perched uncon-
cernedly and poured forth a trill of liquid music.

We tramped on, following the wanderings of the wind and

the glad notes of the orioles and the waving banners of the oco-

tillos. The desert had settled to its glowing pattern of forenoon
gold. The yuccas threw pools of jetty shade. Upon the ridges the

black trunks of great bigelow chollas stood like savage sentinels,
each crowned in a sun-flamed mop of bristling spines. In the

far clefts and canyons lurked weird deeps of purple shadow and

across the patches of white gravel between the mescal clumps
startled whiptail lizards streaked from before our feet. Sun-
shine and vast space and an unspoiled wilderness of rock and
thorn and glowing earth.

We had started without destination. But after a while, as we
wandered on, pausing often to pick up fragments of stone or to
admire some new desert growth or to peer into the nests of
cactus wrens, we became aware that we were following an old
trail. There were only dim traces of it here and there, but it was
a trail for several times Rudyard picked up chips of weathered
pottery. And once, by a boulder overgrown in a tangle of
chollas, we came upon a place where someone long ago had
dropped an earthen jar—an accident attested to by several large
sherds, including one that had formed part of the lip. The frag-
ments were worn with age. How many desert suns, we won-
dered, had risen and set since the dim day when that jar had
slipped from the brown fingers that had been carrying it.

We made no attempt to follow the trail traces. It would have
been useless, they were so old and dim and infrequent. The des-
ert, especially in the vicinity of Ghost Mountain, is full of these
phantom footpaths, that seem to begin nowhere and to end in
the same baffling manner. We came out presently upon the thin
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his is Marshal South's watercolor sketch of the old Indian

ruin they discovered among the desert rocks.

thread of a tiny dry wash. And there, just up the opposite slope,

among a scatter of creosotes and huge boulders stood - House

Forgotten."
It wasn't much of a house—not after the manner of those

mysterious ruins left by the cliff-dwellers. Even when it had
been occupied, it could never have been anything more than a

rather crude shelter. But to someone, or some family, it had been
home. And to any home, however crude, there always is an aura
of sentiment. In the age-old stillness of the desert which shim-
mered around us in the hot glare of noon, we approached it in

hushed excitement.
The front wall, crudely piled of rough dry stone, had slipped

and collapsed. But as we made our way up the dim trail, we
could see signs enough that the house had served as a human

shelter for quite a long time. Pottery fragments were abundant;
the pathway, though dim and age worn, had seen plenty of traf-

fic in its time, and the big rocks that had been rolled in to fill
gaps or to reinforce the wall spoke plainly of a great deal of ex-
pended energy. Like all such places it had its atmosphere—its
feel of the past. And while the - feel - of this old, forgotten dwell-
ing was different and less haunted than that of the isolated
little cave which we had discovered in the hills, it nevertheless
was very definite. In the silence of the desert noon the past hung
over it heavily.

There was no roof to the dwelling. In the beginning the rea-
son for its construction had been a low, overhanging projection
of rock, before the ready-made shelter of which the original
builders had reared the loose-stone wall. Probably the space
between the edge of the ledge and the summit of this wall had
been spanned at one time by yucca trunks and thatch, as is sug-
gested by remains that we have found in other places. But of
this roofing no trace save a short and very ancient fragment of
yucca trunk—which may or may not have formed part of the
original beaming—remained. Upon the drifted earth within the
house, where a litter of packrat sticks and thorns lay thickly col-
lected, the noon sun beat down unobstructed. Only under the
overhang of the natural rock was there a ribbon of shade. And
here, in places, the scorch of ancient fires still showed on the
cave-like wall and roof.

As the first hush of awed strangeness gradually passed from
us we went to exploring. In the other cave—the lonely little
cavern of the canyon—there had been every reason to feel that
the crude little shelter was also a tomb. Here however there was
no such insinuation. So in the sunshine and silence, stepping
cautiously (for pac_krats have a genius for collecting the most
villainous thorn clusters) we spread out to see what we could
find.

On top of the overhanging ledge, that had served partly as a
roof, there was a mortar hole worn into the rock. And here, evi-
dently, members of the family had done some of their pounding
of mesquite beans and other seeds. Down the slope a little dis-
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tance from the house there was another mortar hole. But this
had been made in softer rock and passing years had almost
weathered it away. Near the house we found an ancient frag-
ment of bone, too weathered for identification, but probably a
piece from some slain mountain sheep. And inside the house,
in crannies under the overhang of the rock Tanya discovered
some large pottery sherds. By the side of the wall, at a point
where, when the roof had been in place, had been the entrance
to the dwelling, lay a nicely rounded stone used in the prepara-
tion of roasted mescal and fibers. How long it had lain there,
carefully set down by its last user, we could not guess.

But our greatest finds were in the line of pottery. Not in size
—for all fragments were relatively small—but in significance.
For, at this site, were types of pottery which we never before
had found. Wandering back and forth over the slopes in front
of the house both Rider and Rudyard picked up chips of a red
clay earthenware which had been carefully coated and polished
with a white clay finish. This had been laid on and worked be-
fore firing. And the white glaze polish had formed a perfect
bond with the body material, a finish which the passage of all
the succeeding years had been unable to mar. This was a find
important enough, of itself. But Victoria, grubbing about cau-
tiously among the packrat spine litter on the house floor, dis-
covered a very thin fragment that evidently had been part of the
upper side of a small bowl. This was beautifully fashioned—as
thin as any modern chinaware—and though obviously hand-
made was almost as symmetrical as though thrown on a potter's
wheel. Around the rim of the bowl—or rather that portion of it
which the fragment represented—had been painted a band of
white. A small streak of white still showing on another edge of
the sherd showed also that the white design had been carried
to other sections of the bowl.

The discovery of this white polished, and also the decorated
ware, produced a good deal of excitement. The ancient Indians
of this section did not decorate their pots. And except for some
small scratched designs, found once upon a fragment of a storage
olla, we never before had encountered any attempt to beautify
pottery. The find set House Forgotten in a class by itself. For
while it is probable that the dwellers of this little desert home
did not make the pots themselves—the ware in both instances
being of different body clay to that of pots fashioned locally—
still it is obvious that they must have obtained the ware either by
trade or from visiting friends.

We are not "diggers." We have little sympathy with those
whose hands in curiosity pry into graves and tear up the ruins
of abandoned dwelling places. So we did no trenching and'
turning of the earth, either in the sun drenched floor of House
Forgotten or in its vicinity. We did search for the spring which
we surmise existed somewhere close by. But the surface of the
earth changes with the years. And faults in the subterranean
rocks close. The desert spring from which the dwellers of House
Forgotten filled their treasured white polished olla no longer
exists.

It was late when we left, for after we had done our exploring
and picked up our pottery fragments and hunted for springs and
eaten our lunch there was still a sketch to make. And after that
a good deal of sitting around on vantage points, soaking in the
silence and the shimmering stretches of desert view.

The canteen was lighter on the homeward march. Which
was an advantage. But not much had been gained by the empty-
ing of the food sack. For Rudyard and Rider promptly annexed
it as a collecting bag in which to carry home all manner of
specimens—stones and odd sticks and seed pods and pottery
chips and skeleton sections of ancient Bigelow cholla trunks.
Victoria, too, added industriously to the collection, pattering
here and there in search of treasures. On one of these side excur-
sions she was thrilled to discover in a low bush the perfectly
concealed nest of a pair of desert sparrows. In the beautifully
woven little home reposed three tiny white eggs, from which—
having permitted us only the hastiest of glances — Victoria

shooed us all away. "Hurry," she said. "Let's all go away quick
so the spawwows can come back. I don't want them fwightened."

The desert was waking to the cool of the evening. Under the
buttes and out from the deep gorges the shadow dancers were
already shaking their sable mantles. A long way off an investiga-
tive coyote lifted his quavering note. The ravens were flopping
homeward, flying heavily and commenting upon our progress
with sardonic "wauks." A stubby tailed rock python, his glassy-
blue metallic length half out from the protection of a mescal
clump watched us as we passed and flickered a speculative
tongue. Down a tiny, well worn chipmunk trail, an old brown ta-
rantula moved, while from beneath a gnarled juniper a soft-eyed
little antelope squirrel sat up from its meal of berries and
squatted erect upon its haunches, watching like a friendly elf in
a fur coat, the procession of queer two-legged beings that
tramped past.

Our friend the wind overtook us. He was coming back to
spend the night wandering on the ridges and playing his harp
among the rocks and junipers.

"Well," said the wind, "didn't I promise to show you some-
thing?" And he laughed. "You know," said the wind, "someday
someone is going to discover the ruins of your house. And find
bits of your pottery. And they are going to speculate learnedly
upon it and decide that you were creatures of a very primitive
order. But that you did have just the rudiments of the intelli-
gence which has come to its full flower in them."

And so we came back over the last ridge. And skirted around
the edge of the ancient mescal hearth which is on the little flat.
And there stretched on a cord between two boulders was Rud-
yard's sign which says "This is the town of Tilpan"—the sign
which guards that mysterious retreat where he and Victoria toil
mightily, constructing pit dwellings and piling up walls of rock.
The sign swung in the wind, which was already beginning to
chant and to harp upon the mountain. And as we went on and
came around the corner of the last juniper and into sight of the
little low-hunched house of Yaquitepec, we saw that in our
absence the Flycatchers had moved into the tiny red-roofed home
in the summit of the gnarled tree near the water cistern. They
were just tidying up after a busy day of carrying nest material.

"Te-quip" and "Tee-churrr" they said in greeting. Then they
flew off into the sunset.

So we opened the door of our own house and Tanya lit the
supper fire and the two boys and Victoria dumped their sack
of specimens upon the floor and eagerly began to go through
them. I went out to take a final look around and make all snug
for what promised to be a windy night.

For across the western mountains, the wild harpings of the
wind already were calling in weird cloud shapes—grey monsters
of mist born of the damp spume of the waves which roll their
thousands of leagues and their sullen depths above the sunken
continent of Mu and all its cities. Grey cloud shapes of mystery
which, through the night, would go charging eastward toward
the shores of that other ocean which rolls its billows above the
vanished glories of Atlantis.

As I barred the shutters and tied down the covers of the
water barrels I knew that the wind was right. Someday, some-
one will come and speculate and search amidst the ruins of
Yaquitepec. And will exclaim over the pottery chips and the
few thin relics of another House Forgotten.

TIME
Time? What is Time? A drop of rain.
A flash of silver wings. The light of stars.
Our great capacity for joy or pain.
And endless repetition of life's scars.
We live—we die. We are reborn.
Caught in this Wheel, and anguish torn,
Or souls upraised to the sublime!
The warp and woof of life is Time.

—Tanya South
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Rising sheer above the Atizona desert like the ramparts of a long-forgotten world the weird

Superstitions of Apache thunder gods and Spanish ghosts guard the secret of long-lost mines.

Mauntain itedi ate
In the Superstition mountain region of central

Arizona seasoned prospectors and dude gold-
hunters alike still search for the fabulous mines re-

puted to have been discovered and worked by the

ill-fated Peralta party from Mexico 100 years ago.
According to legend, the gold concentrates that had
accumulated when Pedro Peralta and his miners
were killed by Apaches, later were recovered by a
nephew—and here is the story of their recovery.

By BARRY STORM

7- HE YOUTHFUL looking but ragged Mexican, who
called himself Ramon Peralta y Gonzales, had obviously
endured an exhausting journey. He was gaunt and the

roan horse, which had been his only transportation from Cali-
fornia, was gaunt, and both of them were streaked with des-
ert dust. But to Charles M. Clark, who was the telegrapher at
Maricopa, neither man nor beast had suffered anything which
could not be cured by rest and good food. So in this year of 1874,
before the Southern Pacific had laid its tracks through the
isolated Arizona villages and Ed Schieffelin had staked out his
fabulous Tombstone claims, Clark offered the Mexican food
for himself and the trade of two Indian ponies for the exhausted
roan horse.

Gonzales accepted both with an obvious gratitude. And then
after a few days rest he went to work around the village, making
adobe bricks. Indeed, he must have intended to stay, for he in-
formed his people in Sonora of his whereabouts by mail. But
within a few weeks, he received a letter from his father, who was
dying, asking him to come home immediately.

The second time Gonzales appeared at Maricopa many months
later he had just come from Sonora, as he told Clark. And again
he was even more fatigued than before, and the pony which he
had ridden far and hard was beyond salvage. But this time, Gon-
zales confided, he had a map to gold, and he needed help to
get it.

Maricopa was an isolated spot so Clark didn't nrind making

conversation when he had the chance. And conversation with
anyone who thought he knew where gold could be obtained was
of high interest at a time when the mysterious Dutchman was
keeping the whole territory excited with reports of fabulous
hidden treasure.

"You mean you want a grubstake then," Clark said. "But how
am I to know that you really have directions to where gold can
be found? You haven't been in these parts long, you know. -

..That is true," the Mexican said. "In fact, I have just come
from Sonora where my father died. And you remember the
letter calling me home. My father's name was Manuel Peralta,
and he said that many years ago in his youth, before there were
Americanos here, he had worked placer gold in the Rio Salado
near the mountains called the Superstitions. He said that there
was more such gold in those mountains in a canyon called Fresco.
He made me a map to this gold, and I have come to get it."

Clark's interest immediately was aroused. For it was only
three years ago that Andy Starr had told how a dying man
named Jacobs had stumbled out of those same mountains with a
wild story about finding a Spanish bonanza with the help of a
map obtained in Sonora. And perhaps this map came from the
same source!

"Let me see this map then," Clark exclaimed excitedly. "May-
be I'll grubstake you."

"But, no," said Gonzales hastily. "I do not wish anyone to
see the map."

"Then I'll not help you," Clark said.
It was only with great reluctance, and when he saw that he

could expect no help otherwise, that Gonzales finally produced
the map. He kept it firmly clenched in his own two hands while
he allowed Clark to take a brief look at it. Clark saw that it was
an outline sketch of the Four Peaks on the north and of Weaver's
Needle on the south and that between the two a line had been
drawn to intersect the Rio Salado or Salt river at a point about
midway between where the tributary canyon marked Fresco
came into the river. Four crosses were marked around the
tributary junction with Cañon Fresco—and that magic word
''mina!

"Mine!" Clark translated excitedly. "Then where from this
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Abe L. Reid, pioneer Arizonan who found a piece of rich Spanish ore in 1930 on the north-
ern slope of Peralta-mapped mountain but not, in two years of hunting,

the hidden mine from which it must have come.

line between the peaks which crosses the Salt river is the right
canyon—this Cañon Fresco?"

"You'll help me with a horse and provisions and a rifle to
save me from Apaches?" asked Gonzales narrowly.

"I'll grubstake you, if you let me copy the map," Clark ex-
claimed. And so the trade was made, and after Clark had hastily
copied the map, the son of Manuel Peralta rode off toward the
Superstitions on Clark's horse, with Clark's rifle in the boot
under his leg and with Clark's grub in his saddlebags.

Crossing the desert toward the northeast then, the Mexican
rode on past the western end of the mountains, through the pass
at Apache Gap and on to the Salt river beyond at Mormon
Flat. And then he merely followed up the riverbank until he
encountered the two old arrastres near the site where his father
had said placer gold had been obtained. Near the site, too, of
the mapped Cañon Fresco!

But the arrastres were not all that he found.
There were human bones scattered about, still partially cov-

ered by the last disintegrating remnants of clothing. Nearby was
the tumbled ruins of an old camp.

Gonzales passed by the remains of the 26 year old mas-
sacre of the Peralta workers wonderingly, and went over to
the camp. And then with a gasp of amazement he saw behind
the tumbled ruins of the breast-works, where Pedro's unlucky
men on the river had made their last stand, the glitter of yellow
gold shining through rotted hide sacks—concentrates from
Pedro's mines back in the mountains!

This was indeed rare good fortune which Manuel Peralta had
not foretold upon his deathbed. For with such a treasure Gon-
zales could live a full life in California. And no need now to seek
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farther up the Cañon Fresco which his father had mapped,
though that golden canyon was indeed right at hand, running
southeast from the little valley later called Mormon Flat. It was
in fact Tortilla canyon which trended east, and the mina
location was about the junction of Peters canyon which came
into it from the south, a scant four miles above.

And now all Gonzales had to do was fill up the sacks which
he had brought along. So he returned to Maricopa days ahead
of schedule.

Clark really became excited now when he saw with his own
eyes this golden proof, so he thought, of the mapped way to
fortune. For Gonzales showed him, and shared with him, a large
baking powder can full of the yellow dust, which Clark did not
know was lode concentrates panned from the arrastres and not
true placer gold. And Gonzales, in the excitement, did not dis-
close the full truth of the fortune he had found but instead
persuaded Clark to sell him the horse carrying the fortune
for a paltry 300 dollars with which to travel on, he said, to
relatives in California. Then he left Maricopa, riding west into
the sunset, to vanish forever as far as Clark was concerned.

Clark tried to find the source of the gold which he had seen
with his own eyes; then both he and his son searched, still unsuc-
cessfully. They did considerable placering in LaBarge canyon
with small success, entirely overlooking the fact that it is really
a tributary of Tortilla creek, coming into the latter near its
mouth.

To this day Tortilla creek is still unrecognized as the true
Car-ion Fresco , Here, Russel Perkins of Tortilla Flat reported
finding huge ash piles and other remains of an obviously large
encampment, and Clark's son, Carl, stumbled upon a piece of
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hexagon drill steel sharpened Spanish-style in the form of a
pointed, four edged spearhead instead of the chisel bit style
used by American miners.

But though Clark never learned of it, Gonzales reappeared
once more in the Superstitions 56 years later, seeking this
time, from information obviously gained from relatives, the
source of the golden concentrates which he had found upon the
river. This time, too, in 1930, he came into the mountains from
the southern side, trying apparently to set a course for Weaver's
Needle from the desert below. But he was very old and the
climbing was hard and in some way he missed his direction
slightly so that he found himself in upper LaBarge canyon on
the east side of Bluff Springs mountain instead of in Needle
canyon on the west side. It was only the difference of a scant
mile between but the sheer crags of the intervening mountain ef-
fectively blocked any view of La Sombrera from LaBarge can-
yon. And Roy Bradford was camping there!

Gonzales came to his camp, and casually asked Bradford to
direct him to a high, black-topped hill which lay due north of
another higher, hat-shaped peak which should be somewhere
in the vicinity. He was Gonzales, he said, and he was seeking
old mines which relatives from Mexico had once worked many
years before.

Bradford was all excitement, for he himself had been search-
ing for some years now for exactly those same mines. In fact, he
recently had found at the junction of Bluff Springs and Needle
canyons a huge saguaro into which stones had been embedded
high up in such a way as to lead him to believe that they had
been shot there by a nearby mine shaft blast. So Bradford was
digging, he thought, even then upon the site of a hidden mine.
And he too bluntly pressed the old Mexican for further details.

At this excited show of interest Gonzales fell into a wary
silence from which he refused to be moved. Then Bradford, see-
ing that no more information was forthcoming and not wishing
to disclose the site of his own digging to a total stranger, told
the Mexican that the mountain he sought was yet many miles
farther north. So Gonzales thanked him and again vanished
into thin air, never to return. But with him vanished forever
Bradford's one chance at fortune.

Yet, many years earlier, during the 1890's, John Carrol, a
Mesa merchant, did cash in on his chance, and took his
son with him on one trip to the ledge of bonanza gold
ore to which he had fallen heir in payment of a delinquent bill.
The ore had originally been found by a soldier from Fort Mc-

Dowell who spent most of his time off duty either drinking up
his gold or prospecting for more. But he didn't dig it up as fast
as he spent it and after a year he had run up quite a bill at Car-

rol's store. Then one day his regiment was transferred to Mon-
tana.

Carrol promptly asked for payment of his bill, and the soldier,
to avoid having his pay attached, offered an alternative--a
sporting proposition. - He knew, he said, where there was a

ledge of rich ore in the Superstitions, even though he hadn't
worked it as industriously as he should. If Carrol would call his
bill even, he would tell him how to find it. And Carrol, him-

self, ought to have some idea about its value after cashing in the
gold that the soldier had occasionally brought in.

Carrol did indeed have a very good idea of the value of that
rock. He had already made plenty of profit from it, and secretly
entertained the idea that a fortune was there if the ore lasted
long enough. It was free milling gold in rotten hematite quartz
which could be worked by hand at no cost. So he agreed to ac-
cept the phantom vein in full payment.

The soldier instructed him then to go to the parade ground
at Fort McDowell, draw an imaginary line between the flagpole
there and Weaver's Needle which could be seen in the distance,
and then go up a canyon from Mormon Flat into the Supersti-
tions where the line intersected. Probably there, he would still
find the soldier's tracks, leading up canyon to the ore.

John Carrol took this good advice shortly afterwards and ac-
tually obtained enough gold to cause him to sell out his busi-
ness and retire in ease. On his last trip to the ore, Carrol took his
son along, and they rode horseback for over an hour from the
river up what could only have been LaBarge canyon. Then they
reached a well mineralized region of hills made reddish by
oxidizing iron where many small arroyos drained down into the
canyon. There they tied their horses and cooked lunch, leaving
behind to mark the spot a frying pan, coffee pot and some cot-
ton sugar sacks in which they had carried supplies.

From this point they went west up one of the arroyos a short
distance to where a quartz ledge lay exposed upon a right bank_
Here the elder Carnal obtained the small fortune which set him
up for many years after. And then the ledge apparently vanished
into thin air—was probably covered by erosion in the mean-
time. For twelve years later the younger Carrol returned alone,
successfully refound the lunch camp, but never again the rich
ledge he had once seen.

The thunder gods alone knew the secret!

Apache Lake and other man-made bodies of water in the desert now hide much of the Rio
Salado down which the Peralta brothers trekked a near century ago to find rich placer

deposits and fabulous, half-legendary bonanzas in the nearby Superstitions.



LETTERS...
Onyx and Onyx Marble . . .

Ft. Collins, Colorado
Dear Sir,

Under "True or False" in the March
number of Desert Magazine, No. 4 "Onyx
is one of the limestone minerals" is said to
be 'true' which is not according to Dana
and and other mineralogists.

The Fourth Edition of Dana states
"Onyx is a cryptocrystalline variety of
quartz and is a banded variety with layers
in even planes and the banding is straight."

None of the above features fits the lime-
stone minerals, though Mexican Onyx or
Onyx Marble are varieties of limestone,
and should not be confused with "Onyx."

ROY G. COFFIN

Friend Roy: You are correct. The
True or False editor had his wires
crossed the day he wrote that answer.

• • •
Native Palms at Corn Springs . . .

Long Beach, California
Desert Magazine:

Three years ago I visited Corn Springs.
I thought then it had the earmarks of a
good story. Ever since I've intended writ-
ing you suggesting, at your convenience,
that a good subject for a story was there.

Now that you have written that story, ap-
pearing in the January issue, permit me to
say I think you did a rotten job.

While there I was told by an old pros-
pector, living now at Yuma, formerly a
swamper on a freight wagon for the Red
Cloud mine, that the palm shoots were
brought from Mecca and planted at the
spring. That was their origin.

A little campaign from Desert Maga-
zine, I believe, would force Riverside coun-
ty park department to take measures to
protect the palms from fire. They are
worth the effort, separated by many miles
from other trees, a pleasant spot for all
who come. I've been thinking seriously of
volunteering to cut the chaparral out by
hand myself.

Army and Navy are Feudin' Agin ...
Globe, Arizona

Gentlemen:
After several years enjoyment of Desert,

I sincerely regret the apparent necessity
for prompting you on the history of your
own state. The incentive is offered by a
surprising inaccuracy used as an opener for
your foreword to Sherman Baker's splen-
did story—TREK OF THE MORMON
BATTALION—published in your June
issue.

Unquestionably, you are safe in assert-
ing that the expedition was "one of the
most amazing infantry marches in all his-
tory." Nothing "detracts from the credit
and honor due the ragged little army," but
you erroneously state that "California had
been seized and occupied by troops of the
American army many days before Cooke's
Dragoons, known as the Mormon Battal-
ion, reached the Golden State."

There is no justification for the state-
ment that California had been seized and
occupied by TROOPS OF THE AMERI-
CAN ARMY. Troops of the American
Army never at any time seized California.
The seizure was accomplished by the
NAVY, and the occupation for "many
days" before the arrival of the Battalion—
more than five months in all—was main-
tained by that branch of our armed forces.
Moreover, Navy control was not relin-
quished for at least two months longer. It
was then, after the California conquest
was over, that the military arm succeeded
to possession, but only played an incon-
spicuous role thereafter.

You completely ignore Commodore Sloat
and the flag-hoisting at Monterey ; Mont-
gomery, and the Stars and Stripes flown at
San Francisco ; Fremont leading Kit Car-
son and the California Battalion personnel
of nondescript civilian volunteers, cam-
paigning as a unit of Commodore Stock-
ton's forces.

Lest we forget—America knew and ap-
preciated her heroes during and after those
glamorous days. The Californians sent Fre-
mont to the United States Senate in 1850.
In 1851, the then retired Pacific Squadron
Commander Stockton received an identical
compliment from fellow citizens in his
home state of New Jersey.

I presume that your 99-year-late, short-
short, Navy-scuttling story will provoke
an abundance of salty comment if you tell
it to the marines.

Your Native Sons should next year ob-
serve the Conquest Centennial with a
special Navy Day program on July 7th.

LESLIE GREGORY

Dear Leslie Gregory: W hile you
Arizonans (Sherman Baker resides in
Prescott) are arguing over your Cali-

fornia history, let me remind you that
the first step in the seizure of the slate
was made by neither the army nor the
navy, but by a little band of Yankee
rebels who on June 14, 1846—three
weeks before Commodore John D.
Slow' landed in Monterey—seized the
Mexican presidio at Sonoma, arrested
the Mexican comandante, and hoisted
a home-made flag over the fort, and
kept it there. However, it is true, the
formal capture of the state is credited
to the navy—and more power to the
gobs. Let's hope it won't be long be-
fore they plant another American flag
over Tokyo.

—R. H.
• • •

Those Highbrow Poets . . .
Banning, California

Henderson :
I'm sittin rite down to an old typewriter

that has you beat for age to compliment you
on your June number. Also, you have me
puzzled about that poetry page. This is
the second time that you have a readable
page in a long time.

Generally, too much of your poetry is
modernistic—whatever that means, or "hi-
brow"— and by usin' that word I mean it
isn't understandable.

Hope you keep the good work up.
JIM PIERCE

• • •
The Lure is—Gold! . . .

South Laguna, California
Dear Editor:

Well, I see the Desert Rat argument
sticks its head out of the sand once more.
From what I have noticed there is no
doubt that the picturesque, sometimes ro-
mantic and always interesting old codger
has a lot of friends. They seem inclined
to idolize him without realizing the rigid
qualifications that guard his class and title.
I suspect they have an urge to belong.

The real Desert Rat is a character dis-
tinct and unique. Being a mere desert
dweller does not qualify for that title.

I know the breed, Desert Rat, Sour-
dough or Gumbasino, they are pretty much
the same type with a considerable differ-
ence in the setting. All however are pros-
pectors. They are not wandering over the
waste places just because they love the
desert and admire the shadows and stark
scenery. There is a stronger urge than that
—the lure of gold. In fact I can't imagine a
real Desert Rat being other than a pros-
pector.

If any of these kindly idealists want to
horn-in on the honest fraternity of Desert
Rats, they will have to get a burro, pick,
skillet, coffee pot and learn to throw a
squaw hitch, then hie themselves forth into
the land of sand, sunsets, sidewinders,
solitude and scenery, there to serve their
apprenticeship. There is no royal road,
no camino real to the real thing. You got
to go the route to belong.

JAMES P. PORTEUS

THE DESERT MAGAZINE

FRED MC KEE

Dear Fred: Just to keep the records
straight, the palms at Corn Springs
were mature trees when the Red
Cloud mine began operation in 1898.
Unfortunately, the supervisors of Riv-
erside county have not yet discovered
the scenic beauty of their desert do-
main—or else they just don't give a
damn. In any case your offer of vol-
unteer service in reducing the fire haz-
ard at Corn Springs is gratefully ac-
cepted. But please do not disturb
those gnarled old mesquites. They are
hardly less picturesque than the
palms. Thanks for your contribution.

—R. H.
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Mountain Spring Ranch
Beautifully Located on Bill Williams Mt.

• Individual Cottages Scattered
Among the Pines

• Saddle Horses

• Trailer Accommodations

Season May to November

FOR INFORMATION WRITE BOX 247
WILLIAMS, ARIZONA

BeFore you buy any lapidary equipment.-

glod Pt OVA

NEW CATALOG

RE
ARIZONA

Coyotes May Spread Infection . . .
KINGMAN—Fifteen per cent of the

coyotes caught or poisoned in this area
recently, have had buccal papillomata, or
infectious wart, growing in or about their
mouths, reports Leonard F. Miller, U. S.
fish and wildlife trapper. This is the first
time this infection has been reported here,
although it frequently appears among dogs
in northern states. It is highly contagious
and often results in death. Although there
will be no regrets for the coyotes among
stockmen, there is danger it may spread
to dogs.

Frijoles With "Black Dots".
FLAGSTAFF — Arizonans are having

some laughs over recent Satevepost story
purporting to tell how Mexican dishes are
prepared in their state. As retold in Cocon-
ino Sun, seems that Sen. Carl Hayden's
favorite Mexican dish is frijoles, "those
pink beans with the black dots." "He likes
them for their solidity rather than for their
elegance, and eats them Mexican fashion—
nor unlike the American way of eating a
hot dog in a roll. The roll in this case is
a tortilla, which is the national bread of
Mexico and resembles, before it is rolled
up, a pancake the size of a salad plate." As
to the recipe given for preparing the lus-
cious beans, often called "Arizona straw-
berries," the Sun merely snickers. And,
the paper concludes, "Who ever heard of
a frijole with black dots?"

Trout Fishing Until September . . .
FLAGSTAFF — Trout fishing in Ari-

zona streams became legal May 30, and
will continue through September 30. Dates
are same for Fort Apache Indian reserva-
tion. Fishing licenses must be held by an-
glers on both state and reservation streams.
Those fishing on reservation must have, in
addition, special permits which may be ob-
tained from Wm. S. Donner, superinten-
dent of Fort Apache reservation, White-
river, Arizona.

Indians versus State . . .
PHOENIX—Arizona Indians have re-

fused transfer of Maricopa Wells, historic
stagecoach station site in Final county, for
park purposes. In replying to request of
state legislature, Indians declared they al-
ready had taken steps to preserve Maricopa
Wells and suggested the state might help
by building a road to the site. Pima and
Maricopa Indians donned U. S. army uni-
forms there for first time in 1865 when
they were mustered in for Civil War Ser-
vice as Companies B and C of the Arizona
Volunteers.

. die Se/seitt
Alaskans Learn Silversmithing . . .

TUBA CITY — Four students from
Wrangell and White Mountain schools in
Alaska are being sent by Indian Service to
boarding school here to learn the art of
making cast silver jewelry. Two of the
students will be from the Haida and Tlin-
git tribes, and two will be Eskimos. Their
instructor is Chester Yellowhair, famous
for his beautiful work in cast silver. It is
planned that upon their return the students
teach other Alaskan natives, using dis-
tinctly Alaskan designs from their tradi-
tional totemic material.

• • •
Buffalo herd in Houserock valley pro-

vided background for pony express pic-
ture filmed by Republic Productions in
May.

• • •
State highway commission will have an

estimated 815,715,713 to spend in 1945-
46.

• • •
CALIFORNIA

Indians May Get Treaty Money . . .
SACRAMENTO — Descendants of 18

California Indian tribes are hopeful of re-
ceiving reimbursement for lands which the
white man took over from their ancestors
under treaties about a century ago. Assem-
blyman Don Allen of Glendora, himself
three-fourths Indian, was slated to intro-
duce resolution asking Congress to make
awards to the 25,000 Indians on per capita
basis rather than as a S5,000,000 trust fund
to be used for them. "Indians in California
have been earning their own living for
many years," Allen declared. "There is no
reason why they should be treated as wards
of the State and have the money they have
been awarded kept and spent for them by
some state agency."

• • •
Zane Grey's Wanderer of the Wasteland

recently was filmed in southern Inyo coun-
ty by RKO. Locations were at Whitney
Portal, Alabama Hills, R. B. Spa.inhower
ranch and Keeler-Darwin area.

For Nice Things . .
• INFANTS' AND

CHILDREN'S WEAR

• LADIES READY.TO.WEAR

• MEN'S FURNISHINGS

• FINE LINENS

CUSTER'S
206 W. TENTH STREET	 PHONE 246

LANCASTER, CALIFORNIA
THE HEART OF ANTELOPE VALLEY

'IRILLA CUSTER	 GALEN CUSTER

—••

• THE LATEST in lapidary
equipment, with many
exclusive features found

in no other machines. More than 1000 in use. Stand-
ard Unit, $88.00 f.o.b. factory (less motor and stand).
Price includes diamond saw, grinding wheels, sanding
wheels, polishing buff and everything necessary to
make cabochons and specimens up to capacity of the
8" saw. Saws up to 10" can be used on this machine.

Zezo Vodei

DIAMOND SAW UNIT

SAWING • POLISHING

LAPPING • FACETING
SANDING • GRINDING

SPHERE CUTTING

• HANDLES from
a 10" to 16" blade. Safe
clamp hold quickly adjusted

loony size stone. Cross feed
permits several parallel cuts

without reclamping stone.
Internal Pressure grease lu-
brication .. • adjustable oil

sump. Splash proof, yet
work is visible at all times.
$74.00 f.o.b. factory less
blade and motor.

THE NEW COMPACT 3V

FACETING ATTACHMENT
• A FINE precision tool that

greatly simplifies the cut-
ting of any faceted gem.
Can be used with any hori-
zontal lap thru the use of
a simple adaptor socket.
$28 f.o.b. factory. Adaptor
socket, $1.50. No priority.

AVAILABLE

WITHOUT PRIORITY

PIEG

WE PAY POSTAGE •;;;

ii/111040

ORDER /TODy' FROM

\\1
LOOK AT THESE

LOW PRICES
NEw RECHARGED

.... ..$4.00 $3.35

7" ...	 4.50	 3.60

8"-	  5.25	 4.25
Icy 	  6.75	 5 .75

12" ....• 	  3.25	 7 '00
14" 	 - 10 .00	 8 '25
16"	 11.75	 9.75

.111111•n

• USERS say our Hillquist
SuperSpeed Diamond

•"' Saws cut faster and out-

last many saws that sell
for twice the money. If
you need a new saw or
the old one needs recharg-
ing, try a SuperSpeed-
you'll swear by it, and not
at it. Be sure to state size
of arbor hole.

DILSL
L Armin W

IPERSPEEZ7
11111J111J

ead. iasteil
14460 (449.Cif

PRECISION MACHINE WOE

fel//PREBT CORM" MC,
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Postoffice Changes Name . . .
INDIO—Name of Keen Camp post-

office, located at Idyllwild turn-off on
Highway 74 in San Jacinto mountains, has
been changed officially to Mountain Cen-
ter. This is the only postoffice in the coun-
try with that name, and it also avoids con-
fusion which arose when postoff ice was
moved in November 1943 to present loca-
tion. Office was established 40 years ago at
what was then known as Keen Camp, later
as Tahquitz Lodge, and still later as Tall-
quitz Meadows. Miss Gertrude Canning
has served as postmaster since 1930.

Famed Resort Hotel Sold . . .
INDIO — La Quinta hotel, 5 1/2 miles

west of here, soon will resume its place as
a playground of the rich and famous.
Closed since spring of 1942, it recently has
been sold for a reported $251,100 to A. S.
Kirkeby, president of the corporation own-
ing Blackstone and Drake hotels in Chi-
cago, Beverly-Wilshire in Beverly Hills,
Gotham in New York City, and Hotel
Nacional de Cuba in Havana. Property,
said to be valued at more than double its
sale price, involves more than 800 acres,
the rambling Spanish style main building
and 25 bungalows.

MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED: FOR CASH OR TRADE. Whole-

sale Lots: Identified igneous rocks, crystals,
fluorescents, cutting materials, critical and
strategic minerals. Send lists for offer. D. M.
McCampbell, Calexico, California.

CACTUS CATALOG — 20 big pages — 65
ILLUSTRATIONS. Cultural Guide. How to
graft and insect control. 25c coin or stamps.
Fitzpatrick's Cactus Gardens, Rt. 3X, Edin-
burg, Texas.

DESERT TEA: In original form. Large bundle
only $1.00 complete with instructions for
use. Desert Pets and antiques sold and ex-
changed. Grail Fuller's BorXpost Ranch,
Daggett, Calif.

YOUR INNERMOST LONGINGS FUL-
FILLED! Get "Spiritual Help For Your
Everyday Problems"— 25e. Booklists includ-
ed. OUTSTANDING BOOK ASSOCIA-
TION, Box 2501, Los Angeles.

PETRIFIED PALM rock specimens and nearly
every kind of cut stones both precious and
semi-precious. Still have good selection of
Reservation hand-hammered silver, Navajo
rugs, old Indian baskets that are worthwhile
and other artifacts. We do not have a catalog.
Daniels Indian Trading Post, Rt. 2, Box 139,
Fontana, California.

NAVAJO character dolls. Copper bracelets and
silver jewelry. All genuine Indian hand made.
All Indian arts and crafts. Wholesale only.
Paint Pony Trading Post, Box 177D, Show-
low, Arizona.

Hotel Indio Sold Again . . .
INDIO—Hotel Indio was sold in May

to Bisno & Bisno, national hotel owners.
Resident manager will be Squire Heath-
man of Los Angeles. Building was owned
by Mrs. Charles VonDerAhe of Los An-
geles, and lease, furniture and equipment
were owned by Merle C. Debban and his
mother Mrs. Mary A. Hamilton, who pur-
chased them last year from Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Haas.

• • •
NEVADA

Lake Bottom for Veterans? . . .
CARSON CITY—Setting aside several

thousand acres of rich land which once was
bottom of Lake Winnemucca to provide
small ranches for veterans was advocated in
May by Wayne McLeod, state surveyor
general. Although department of interior
in 1936 created Winnemucca migratory
bird refuge, comprising 60,680 acres of
lake bed and adjoining 12,106 acres lake
for several years has been dry and conse-
quently wildfowl and game have disap-
peared. McLeod declared combination of
"very rich" soil and "high water table"
make agricultural development practicable
and inviting.

LIVESTOCK
KARAKULS. Producers of Persian Lamb fur

are easy to raise and adapted to the desert
which is their native home. For further in-
formation write Addis Kelley, 4637 E. 52
Place, Maywood, California.

We sell Nationally Recognized Fur Producing
Karakuls. Have permanent market for wool
and furs. Attractive investment for rancher
or city investor. James Yoakam, National
Distributor, 1128 No. Hill Ave., Pasadena,
California.

REAL ESTATE
HEIR TO 30 LOTS. Desert Townsite. Adjoins

Nat. Hgwy., few miles to Blythe. Near big
Airport. Game to invest sight unseen? $25 per
lot. Highway lots slightly higher. Your Post-
War Desert homesite. Box E, Desert Mag.,
El Centro, California.

WISH TO SELL: Old established desert busi-
ness, operating mill house, and all equipment
to continue and expand. All year employment.
Mojave Desert tea. Rancho Del Remolino,
Amboy, California.

GEM VILLAGE: The Rockhound Colony. For
information, also rocks and minerals, write
to The Colorado Gem Co., Bayfield, Colo.

For Imperial Valley Farms—

W. E. HANCOCK
"The Farm Land Man"

Since 1914
EL CENTRO - - - - CALIFORNIA

Engulfed City Emerges . . .
LAS VEGAS — St. Thomas, the town

engulfed when Lake Mead was first filled,
rose from the waters during lowest ebb in
lake's history at end of April and remained
a resurrected city for several weeks. John
F. Perkins, early settler and builder of first
modern building in the lost city, came back
with his family to view remains of the
home they had had to abandon when town
was submerged. They found the cars they
had left as waters crept over the town. Still
standing was the great tree which marked
corner of their lawn and which had been
covered about seven years by 70 feet of
water. The "doorstep" of their house con-
sisted of a few scattered bricks. Ebb figure
was 1145.54 feet above sea level, repre-
senting a fall of 64 feet this year. Lee Dana,
superintendent of operations and mainten-
ance for Boulder Dam, expects a normal
rise in the lake this summer.

Lake's Effect on Plantlife . . .
BOULDER CITY—To determine how

formation of reservoir behind Boulder
Dam has affected plantlife in Grand Can-
yon and Lake Mead, Dr. Elzada Clover,
head of botany and ecology departments
at University of Michigan, arrived here in
May to conduct the study. Dr. Clover is one
of the few women who have braved rapids
of Colorado river, having been a member
a few years ago of the Norman Nevills
river boat expedition.

Health Spa Planned . . .
LAS VEGAS — "Combining Modern

Science and Desert Health" is slogan of a
million dollar health resort planned for
immediate future by Leland Woods, Los
Angeles capitalist, who has purchased large
tract on Los Angeles highway across from
Hotel Last Frontier's rodeo corrals. Spa
will feature good food with nationally
known dietician in charge of menus. It will
be operated under direction of a registered
M. D.," as adjunct to Samaritan Institute
which Woods operates in Los Angeles.
Woods declared resort is to be constructed
"for the protection of public health and
will be tied in closely to the veterans' re-
habilitation program."

• • •
Milton J. McColm, former assistant

superintendent Boulder Dam recreational
area, has been promoted director of recrea-
tion planning for Missouri river basin with
headquarters in Omaha.

• • •
Nevada state airmen will meet in Las

Vegas October 20-22.
• • •

John Lucian Savage of Denver, designer
of Boulder and Grand Coulee dams, has
retired as chief designing engineer for bu-
reau of reclamation, after 34 years as mem-
ber of staff.

• • •
Valuation of railroad properties in Ne-

vada has been set at $68,293,500 for 1945
by state tax commission.

The Desert Trading Post
Classified advertising in this section costs five cents a word, $1.00 minimum per issue—

Actually about one-half cent per thousand readers.
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SAVE. . . Your

DESERT MAGAZINES
There is a constant demand for

back copies, dating back to the
first issue of Desert. Today we are
needing, and will pay the following
prices for good copies of the follow-
ing numbers:

November '37 $ 3 00
April '38 	 1 00
January '39 	 1 00
February '39 	 2 00
May '39 	 2 00
July '39 	 1 00

Following is the current price list
for complete files of Desert Mag-
azine bound in loose leaf binders.
The October issue each year car-
ries a complete index for the vol-
ume:

Volume 1, Nov. '37 to Oct. '38 . $12.00
Volume 2 	 13 00
Volume 3 	 10 00
Volume 4 	 6 00
Volume 5 	 5 00
Volume 6 	 4 00
Volume 7 	 4 00
Complete set of 7 volumes . . $50.00

Volumes 1 and 2 are not always
available for immediate shipment,
but generally they can be forward-
ed within a reasonable time, as out-
of-stock issues are obtained.

The magazines in these volumes
are not all new, some of them being
newsstand returns, but they are
guaranteed to he complete copies
in good condition.

DESERT MAGAZINE
El Centro, California

Electric Generating
Sets

350 Watt to 90,000 Watt
"Caterpillar" Diesel

or Gasoline Powered

Some of the smaller models are
now available for shipment from
stock.

We will be glad to help you esti-
mate your light and power costs.

JOHNSON TRACTOR CO.
Box 351

RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA

NEW MEXICO
Hanna Is New Indian Attorney . . .

ALBUQUERQUE — R. H. Hanna is
successor to Wm. H. Brophy as attorney
for United Pueblos Indian agency. He was
named by Harold L. Ickes after recommen-
dation of All Pueblo Council and Superin-
tendent John G. Evans. Hanna has had
many years experience as non-government
representative of Indians. He is former
justice of state supreme court, was special
assistant to attorney general, which post
involved the "Walapai Indian case" and
aboriginal rights of southeastern Alaska
Indians to tidal waters.

Ries Appointed Laboratory Head. . .
SANTA FE—Maurice Ries, Washing-

ton, D. C., became director of Laboratory
of Anthropology here June 15, succeeding
the late Dr. J. F. Zimmerman. Ries, for-
mer newspaperman, has served as director
and research associate at Tulane university
and has been connected with United Fruit
company in Central America.

Water Soon Ready For 7000 Acres ...
TUCUMCARI — With final blast in

tunnel No. 4 on May 1, last barrier was
removed for delivering water from Con-
chas reservoir, 35 miles northwest of here,
completing first unit of 45,000-acre Hur-
ley irrigation project. Bureau of reclama-
tion engineers expect to complete lining of
tunnel and make water available to 7000
acres of crop lands by July 1.

Hobby May Start Industry . . .
ALBUQUERQUE—New Mexico cedar

wood may be used to make chests, boxes
and novelty pieces on factory scale. W. A.
White, mining engineer who has turned
his hobby of furniture making into a local
enterprise, believes four or five of the 21
varieties of New Mexico cedar are usable.
He has purchased factory site and has
started turning out window and door
frames and lawn furniture. Next on list
are cedar chests. Before end of year he
hopes to employ 20 - 25 assistants.

• •	 •
UTAH

Mormon Leader Dies . . .
SALT LAKE CITY — Heber Jedediah

Grant, for more than 26 years president of
Latter Day Saints (Mormon) church, died
May 14, aged 88, bringing sorrow to al-
most a million of his followers. He had
served as president longer than any prede-
cessor except Brigham Young, who served
30 years. At 24 he became the church's
youngest stake president. Although he op-
posed polygamy, which the church out-
lawed by its manifesto of 1893, he had
embraced it in his youth. He always was
opposed to liquor, tobacco, tea, coffee and
other stimulants. Council of the Twelve
Apostles appointed George Albert Smith,
75, to succeed him. Smith had been presi-
dent of the council.

Cave Monument Open to Public . . .
AMERICAN FORK — Timpanogos

Cave national monument opened for sum-
mer season May 27. Charles B. Walker,
ranger in charge, announces there will be
guides to conduct visitors through the
scenic cave area, which includes not only
stalactites and stalagmites but rare root-
shaped helictites which are found in abund-
ance of delicate colorings of red, brown,
green, blue and lavender. Despite travel
restrictions 8000 persons registered at cave
last year and many more thousands en-
joyed recreational facilities of camp
grounds below the cave. Located in Ameri-
can Fork canyon, cave is reached by mile
and half long trail which ascends 1200
feet; passageways then lead back into
mountain on a level, instead of downward
as do most caves in this country.

Founder of Ruby's Inn Dies . . .
CEDAR CITY—Rueben Carlson (Ru-

by) Syrett, 61, veteran tourist guide and
founder-owner of famed Ruby's Inn, died
May 8 at home of his daughter Mrs. Le-
Grande Farnsworth of this city. "Ruby",
who was identified with tourist promotion
for more than 25 years, established "Tour-
ist Rest" camp in 1919 near where Bryce
lodge now stands, the first accommoda-
tions on rim of Bryce canyon. In 1924 he
opened Ruby's Inn, just outside the park, a
homey western tavern which became fa-
mous for its unique atmosphere and from
which many prominent parties started on
extended exploration trips through Bryce
area.

• • •
Dr. Louis P. Gebhardt, professor of bac-

teriology, University of Utah medical
school, is new chairman Rocky Mountain
section, Society for Experimental Biology
and Medicine.

• • •
Brigham S. Young III, 87, grandson of

Brigham Young and second president of
LDS church, died May 18, at his home in
Magna.

A WESTERN THRILL
"Courage," a remarkable oil painting

20x60 feet, the Covered Wagon Train cross-
ing the desert in '68. Over a year in painting.
On display (free) at Knott's Berry Place
where the Boysenberry was introduced to
the world and famous for fried chicken din-
ners with luscious Boysenberry pie.

You'll want (1) A 4-color picture of this
huge painting suitable for framing. (2) A
36-page handsomely illustrated souvenir,
pictures and original drawings, of Ghost
Town Village and story of this roadside
stand which grew to a $600,000 annual busi-
ness. (3) One year's subscription (6 num-
bers) to our illustrated bi-monthly magazine
of the West. True tales of the days of gold,
achievements of westerners today and cour-
ageous thoughts for days to come. Mention
this paper and enclose one dollar for all three
and get authentic western facts. Postpaid.

GHOST TOWN NEWS
BUENA PARK, CALIF.
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Mina awl)
Fontana, California • • •

Henry J. Kaiser is seeking a readjust-
ment of his original loan of $111,000,000
from the Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion for the purpose of taking over and
continuing in operation the Fontana Steel
plant which he has been operating as a
wartime project. He has paid off $27,000,-
000 in principal and $9,000,000 in interest
on the original RFC loan. Kaiser states
that it will require $52,000,000 from pri-
vate sources plus additional millions for
working capital to convert the plant to the
manufacture of tin plate and steel products.
Bank of America, through A. J. Gock its
chairman, has announced that it will help
finance the Kaiser program.

• • •
Santa Fe, New M-e3dco . . .

• Capt. R. R. Spurrier, former oil man of
Hobbs, has been named by Governor
Dempsey as New Mexico state geologist
and secretary of the state oil conservation
commission. Spurrier succeeds John M.
Kelly who resigned in February to take a
position with independent oil operators
in west Texas.

• •

Las Vegas, Nevada . . .
The J. M. Montgomery company, vet-

eran engineering concern, has taken over
the Basic Magnesium plant at Henderson,
Nevada, according to the announcement of
F. O. Case, general manager for the Ana-
conda Copper company which has been
operating the plant. The new management
is to operate the plant as Basic Magnesium
Project with H. H. Giddings as general
manager.

• • •
McDerinitt, Nevada . . .

Cordero Mining company, largest pro-
ducer of quicksilver in Nevada, has set a
opal of 500 flasks for its current month's
production. The average monthly output
for some time past has been 400 flasks. The
mill at Cordero mine is a 125-ton Her-
shoff, but its operation has been limited to
SO tons daily due to shortage of men. Ow-
ing to decreasing need for strategic min-
erals, reports have been current that three
of Humboldt county's top mineral pro-
ducers will close down in June. These are
the Getchell mine, Golconda division of
the Nevada-Massachussetts company, and
Golconda Manganese.

Washington, D. C. . . .
The War Production Board on May 26

removed all controls on the use of domestic
silver. WPB pointed out that while any-
one may now buy domestic silver without
restriction, equipment with which to use
it is entirely in the hands of regular manu-
facturers. Restrictions on the use of foreign
silver will continue as in the past.

• • •
Ely, Nevada . . .

John C. Kinnear, general manager of
the Nevada Mines division of Kennecott
Copper corporation, has been promoted to
the position of vice president in charge
of operations of the company in Arizona,
Nevada and New Mexico. He succeeds W.
S. Boyd, retired. Kinnear started working
for the company as a laborer in 1910.

• • •

Niland, California. . .
Cardox Western, Inc., successor to the

National Dry Ice company, has started a
deep test well near Salton sea in an effort
to locate carbon dioxide gas at lower strata
than have previously been tapped. The
wells in operation range from 600 to 700
feet in depth, but the new test hole is to
go to 2500 feet or deeper, if necessary.
From wells now in operation the company
is producing 30 tons of dry ice daily. About
95 per cent of this volume goes to the
armed forces.

DISTRICT POWER
	awaits an Me ia4

Today, we are very busy fighting and achieving victory! Scores of young

men from Imperial Irrigation District are in the armed forces. The employees

remaining at their tasks on the home front are keeping electric power on the war

job 24 hours a day, seven days a week. . . in military camps, air fields, vital

industries, on the farm, and for the needs of the District's customers. Amidst all

manner of shortages, there is no shortage of electric power. We take occasion

to call attention to these contributions to the all-out effort because they are made

possible under our system of free enterprise . . . one of our basic freedoms which

our enemies sought to destroy.

Use Year Own Power-Make it Pay for the All American Canal
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OEMS AND MINERALS
ARTHUR L. EATON, Editor

Q. aid Aliite)tai	 ifrt

_L'as elo".ele,1 41biacts 13,000

'COLORADO MINERALS'
Crystals

Cabinet and Fluorescent Specimens

Approval Shipments

MARVIN'S ROCK SHOP
U. S. Hiways 160 & 550, Durango, Colo.

NAVAJO INDIAN RUGS & JEWELRY
Tom S. Hubbell, Ph. 50603
Santa Monica, California

By LELANDE QUICK

According to authorities at the Los Angeles
County Museum of History, Science and Art at
Los Angeles the attendance for the first two days
of the fourth annual exhibition of gems, jew-
elry and lapidary art was in excess of 13,000,
representing 80 per cent of the museum attend-
ance for those two days, which exceeded any
attendance since the Olympic games. The ex-
hibition opened May 12 and will continue at
regular hours through June 29 with free ad-
mission.

The exhibition was quite different from other
shows in that all displays were under glass and
each member exhibited his best specimens in a
single stone exhibit so that the cream of the
society's lapidary effort was combined in a few
cases. There were 84 general exhibits ranging
from novelties to faceted stones, from cameos
to carved talc and howlite and about 23,000
separate items in all.

The exhibition exceeded in attendance any
special exhibit the museum ever had and the
society has been invited to exhibit again in 1946.
A set of prominent Los Angeles certified gemo-
logists judged the single stone exhibits, while
the general displays were judged by a group of
men from all over the West including Harold
Odle of Rollins, Montana, and Alan Branham
of Lander, Wyoming. The judging was so thor-
ough and critical that it took the two sets
of judges two days to finish that enormous
task. Even with the competent help of the
museum authorities and the excellent work of
Exhibit Chairman Archie Meiklejohn and his
assistant Howard McCornack it took eight days
to place the exhibits.

The fluorescent exhibit and display of lapi-
dary machinery were the largest exhibits of these
items ever assembled. The theme of the show
was "beauty" and while it was all beautiful the
one word on everyone's lips was "quality." The
members of this guild have progressed in the
lapidary art amazingly as was witnessed by the
excellent cameos of E. F. Montgomery and the
carved statuettes in lepidolite and howlite of
Clara Hueckel. Other outstanding items were
the lighted geodes of James Forbes, sand blasted
jade placque of Esther Ports, iris transparencies
of Ted Schroeder, 100 hearts and pendants of
Howard McCornack, colonial home and gar-
dens of Zola Barnes, a complete set of dinner
ware in onyx by O. C. Barnes, smoky quartz
sphère the size of a baseball by Ralph Dietz,
carvings to scale in talc of the whole dinosaur
family by Rolland Willis, and many other items
too numerous for mention.

Great progress has been made in jewelry mak-
ing and some of the outstanding items in that
class were a bunch of grapes in drusy amethyst
by Mrs. W. H. Mayfield, a thistle with ame-
thyst by Isabelle Cass, a poppy of Nipomo spic-
ule agate by Marguerite McLellan and great
quantities of rings, pins, earrings, etc. Mrs. W.
H. Mayfield contrived some very original work

TRADE HAS LOST SINCE
MEN QUIT WEARING JEWELRY

Jewelers, without an effort, have allowed
what was once a very essential part of their
business to fade gradually out of existence. The
male of the species, who likes good jewelry as
well as his mate does, once was a best customer,
using collar buttons, scarf pins, shirt studs, cuff
buttons, rings, fancy watch chains and fobs,
watch charms, tie clasps, etc.

A sewed on collar, two white buttons on the
sleeves and the collar and cuff button business
was gone. Soon tie pins and shirt studs followed.
The big, solid gold watch chain, with an ex-
pensive charm, faded to smaller and smaller
size, until it also has gradually disappeared. The
flashy diamond, ruby or emerald ring is gone.
This business can be built up again. Judicious
advertising and the featuring of men's jewelry in
the show case may help restore this lost business.

GEMS & CRYSTALS
From World Wide Sources

The 18th edition of V. D. Hill's Gem and
Crystal catalog has just come from the
press. It lists faceted and cabochon gem-
stones, crystals — both singles and
matrix, gold and silver specimens, me-

teorites, polished agates, petrified
woods, books, etc.

It is yours for the asking—write today.

V. D. HILL
Complete Gem & Mineral Establishment

Route 7-G, Salem, Oregon

by combining copper and silver in unique pieces.
There were thousands upon thousands of cabo-
chons and many members have adopted faceting
with great credit. It is estimated by museum
authorities, who are taking a count, that at
least 70,000 persons will visit the exhibit before
it closes on June 29.

• • •

MANY COLLECTORS PLAN
TRIPS TO JADE FIELDS

As a result of the wide publicity given the
Wyoming jade discoveries in 1939, a flood of
inquiries is being received by the Landers cham-
ber of commerce from rock collectors and gem
cutters who announce their intention of visiting
the area as soon as travel restrictions are lifted.

Presence of jade in this area has been known
for several years and it has been found over ter-
ritory extending from Dubois, Lysite and north
of Shoshoni to Medicine Bow on the south. It
ranges from the light green to black, the only
black jade known to exist in the world.

Fremont county jade was first identified by
Dr. John Marble of the National Museum,
Washington, D. C., who was in the valley in the
fall of 1939. Prior to that time the rock had been
called almost anything except what it really is,
and when the noted scientist placed his stamp
of approval upon the quality of the jade in this
section, rockhounds became interested.

The presence of jade in Wyoming finally
attracted the attention of Chang Wen Ti, presi-
dent of the Chinese Jade Pagoda Co. of Los
Angeles, who made a trip there last year to ex-
amine the extensive placer field in the vicinity
of Crooks Mountain and study the lode claims
on the north side of the Sweetwater river.

HERE 4RE THE GIFTS
MOVE BEEN LOOKING FOR!
Rings, $4.00 and Up Necklaces, $5.00 and Up

Brooches, $5.00 and Up
Bracelet and Ring Sets, $15 and Up

Plus 20% Excise Tax and 21/2 % Sales Tax

Petrified Picture Wood and Moss Agate — Jewelry
Hand Made in Sterling Silver Mountings

RINGS — BRACELETS — NECKLACES
BROOCHES — TIE SLIDES, ETC.

Mail Orders Filled Anywhere in U. S. A

ELLIOTT'S GEM SHOP
26 Jergins Arcade Village	 Long Beach 2. Calif.

Entrance Subway at Ocean and Pine
Open 10 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily
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Of a Rockhound
By LOUISE EATON

Scientists now sez that particles uv
dust in th air causes beautiful sunsets.
Dust is one uv th onpleasant things desert
folkes has to put up with. But if that's
what makes gorgeous desert sunsets it
shure has its uses. Like white hyacinths
f'r the soul.

• • •
It's supprizin how few good rox are

found in uther countries by rockhouns in
the services. Grim busyness uv war takes
up most uv their time. But when they
can get away for a bit uv safe or unsafe
fieldtrippin they gets disappointed in
most localities an has a nuther reason f'r
wantin to go Home.

• • •
Sum folkes claims yu can't identify rox

properly onless yu knows lotsa things
about um, such as specific gravity, hard-
ness, etc. But you can reconnize your
frens in different clothes and unaccus-
tomed places, so it seems that sumtimz
familiar minerals could be identified just
by lookin.

• • •
Houses lived in by unrockhouns al-

ways looks sorta bare to rockhouns when
they visits in urn. That's probally becus
therz so menny wide open spaces like
mantles an table tops unoccupied by rox.
Seems sort uv a waste of space.

YOUR FAVORITE CABOCHON MOUNTED
IN EITHER STERLING OR 10K GOLD.
Each piece designed to bring out the beauty
of your stone. Ladies sterling rings from
$3.00, 10K gold from $7.50, Pins, Brooches,
Bracelets, etc., reasonable. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. Send for descriptive list of fine ladies
and mens rings now in stock. Your corres-
pondence invited. K. K. Brown, Star Route,
Castle Rock, Washington.

50 ring stones, including genuine and synthetic
—$7.50. 12 genuine Opals or Cameos --
$2.75. Plus 20% tax. B. Lowe, Box 311, St.
Louis 1, Mo.

Minerals, Gems, Coins, Bills, Old Glass, Books,
Stamps, Fossils, Buttons, Dolls, Weapons,
Miniatures, Indian Silver Rings and Brace-
lets. Also Mexican. Catalogue Sc. Cowboy
Lemley, Las Cruces, New Mexico.

Mineral Sets-24 Colorful Minerals (identi-
fied) in 1x1 compartments — Postage paid,
$3.50. Prospector's Set of 50 Minerals (iden-
tified) in 1x1 compartments in cloth rein-
forced sturdy cartons, Postage paid $5.75.
Elliott's Gem Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long
Beach 2, Calif.

Good cutting material, Petrified Wood, Agate,
Jasper, $1.00 per lb. Special mixed lots $4.00
for 5 lbs. Variscite specimen material $1.00
per lb. and up. Geodes and Ribbon Rock, 5
lbs. for $2.00. Please include postage. John
L. James, Tonopah, Nevada.

Montana Moss Agates in the rough for gem cut-
ting, $1.00 per lb. plus postage. Elliott's Gem
Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long Beach 2, Calif.

Jewelry stones removed from rings, etc. 100
assorted $2.40. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1,
Missouri.

$2.50 brings you prepaid six rare and beautiful
crystallized Arizona minerals. Vanadinite,
Dioptase, Wulfenite, Willemite, Chrysocol-
la, Azurite. Specimens 11/2x2 or larger.
Wiener Mineral Co., Box 509, Tucson, Ari-
zona.

Choice Palm Root—Full of eyes showing root
and trunk structure. Very colorful. Sliced for
Cabochons. 25 cents per square inch. S^tis-
faction guaranteed. GASKILL, 400 North
Muscatel, San Gabriel, Calif.

Antique Jewelry: 12 articles antique jewelry,
brooches, rings, lockets, chains, etc. $3.60
12 assorted hatpins — $3.00. 12 stickpins
$2.75. B. Lowe, Box 311, St. Louis 1, Mo.

INDIAN RELICS, Curios, Coins, Minerals,
Books, Old Buttons, Old Glass, Old West
Photos, Weapons, Catalogue Sc. Lemley An-
tique Store, Osborne, Kansas.

Wanted: to buy, sell and exchange specimens
outstandingly rare and beautiful. Sam Par-
ker, 2160 East Van Buren, Phoenix, Ariz.

JEWELS from the Colorado Desert: Beautiful
lavender agate; pound chunks, $1.00. Aga-
tized wood from the Chocolate Mts., showing
cell structure in whites, reds, browns, prom-
inent eyes. Copper mineral aggregations—az-
urite, malachite, melaconite, chrysocolla, chal-
cocite—takes good polish, spectacular. Slabs
from these two, 35e per square inch. Placer
galena nuggets from Trego Mts. 1/2 inch or
larger, 25e. Geodes, etc. Money returned if
you don't like 'em. Desert Blossom Rocks,
Box 356, Winterhaven, Calif.

AGATE JEWELRY AND OREGON AGATES
—Ladies 10k gold rings, pointed or oval type,
$14.40 including excise tax. We make pen-
dant necklaces, brooches, rings of several
types. Sell plume and other agate by the slab.
We guarantee satisfaction or will refund your
money upon receipt of our merchandise. See
that funds accompany your order. E. Lee
Sigfrit, 211 Congress, Bend, Oregon.

FRANKLIN, N. J., COLLECTION. 10 excel-
lent specimens, several highly fluorescent.
Polyadelphite, Willemite, Rhodonite, Nor-
bergite, Mangan Calcite, Orange colored
Calcite, Salmon colored Calcite, Franklinite,
Zincite, Graphite in Limestone. Size about
2x2 in. or larger, $4.00 postpaid. H. STILL-
WELL & SON, Rockville Centre, N. Y.

MONTANA MOSS Agate in rough for gem
cutting and specimen. 50c to $1. per pound,
plus shipping cost. Also can supply Jade, Jas-
per and Petrified wood. E. A. Wight, P. 0.
Box 1318, Billings, Montana.

"HERKIMER COUNTY DIAMONDS." You
cannot have too many of these gem-like crys-
tals. Very attractive assortments at $1.50-
$2.S0-$5.00-$10.00 and up. Postage paid.
H. STILLWELL & SON, Rockville Centre,
N. Y.

WILL EXCHANGE or buy for cash, polished
agate, flame wood, highly colored jasper and
any colorful cabochons suitable for bracelet
or ring sets. Have finest Tri State district
Xled specimens for exchange, no checked
stones accepted. Will pay good prices for
agates with good markings. Boodle Lane,
Box 331, Galena, Kansas.

BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY FOSSILS. An as-
sortment of 12 specimens all different. Size
4x4. A real buy for $7.00. George Bryant, The
Rock Hunter, Rt. 2, Lawrenceburg, Ky.

6 BEAUTIFUL COLORADO SPECIMENS
$6.00, size 3x3 1/2 in. 22 11/2x11/2 in. speci-
mens, very showy $6.00. 12 prehistoric lizard
scales $1.00. 1 beautiful specimen of snow
white crystallized marble 5x51/2 in. $3 00.
Jack the Rockhound, Box 86, Carbondale,
Colorado.

NEW WONDERLITE ULTRA VIOLET
BULB, fits any standard electric light socket,
50 hour life, 300 watts, 105-120 volts, A.C.
or D.C. can be used continuously if desired,
a rugged bulb giving beautiful results. Price
82.60 including tax and insured post. H.
STILL WELL & SON. Rockville Centre, N.Y.

ATTENTION ROCK CUTTERS! Assortment
of 12 cabochon blanks, $1.50. Citrine quartz
$2.00 per ounce. Blanks of Rhodenite 20e.
Hemotite 25e. Sterling silver earring backs,
screw type $3.00 per dozen. Cut and polished
star sapphires $2.50 per carat, stones are from
31/2 to 7 carats. Genuine faceted Oriental
Rubies approx. 1/4 carat each, $1.50 each.
Please include luxury tax on cut stones and
earring backs. De Marrionne and Charles,
420 No. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 36,
California.

PREFORM CABOCHONS, Jasper, Agates,
Bloodstone, Tigerite and many others, all
sizes, priced from 35e to $1.00. Australian
Opal 3/8 inch to 1 inch $1.50 to $10.00, plus
20% fed. tax, 21/2% California State tax.
A. L. Jarvis, Rt. 2, Box 350, Watsonville,
California, 3 miles south on State highway
No. 1.

COLORFUL CUTTING MATERIAL-1 lb.
Death Valley onyx, 1 lb. (beautiful)
Rose Quartz-Brazil, 1 lb. Howlite (White),
1/2 lb. Dover England Flint, 1/2 lb.
Opalite, 1/2 lb. Palm wood (Rare, good

'eyes), 1/2 lb. Rhodonite (Pink), 1/2 lb. Du-
mortierite (Blue), 1/2 lb. Ophi Calcite (yel-
low), 1/2 lb. Gem Obsidian (banded or
scheen), 1/2 lb. Flower Obsidian (white and
black), 1/2 lb. Last Chance Canyon Gem
Material, 1/2 lb. Jasper Agate and 1 California
Thunderegg. Special — All Select — $12.00.
MINERAL MIRACLES, 12103 Louise Ave.,
Compton, Calif. 6 Blks. East of 12100 Blk_
Atlantic Blvd.

FLUORESCENT AGATE, gem cutting mater-
ial, fluoresces beautiful rich green under short
wave only. Rare, supply limited. SATIN
SPAR, attractive cabinet specimens, fluores-
ces orange, yellow and pink under short wave.
Rare and scarce. Special on these remarkable
offerings for one month only, $1.10 per
pound. Postpaid and guaranteed. Thompson's
Studio, 385 West Second Street, Pomona,
California.

LARGE, CLEAR SELENITE crystals up to 125
lbs., suitable for Rock Gardens, Aquariums,
Rustic Lighting Systems, or ornamental rock-
work as well as rock collections. Varies from
perfect transparency to cloudy twinings with
close resemblance to ice. Will sell by the
pound (average 25e) or mining claim out-
right. Owner doubts that there is finer mater-
ial of this type in the world. Accessible 21/2
miles from paved highway. Henry Covington,
Box 59, Fredonia, Ariz.

MEXICAN FIRE OPAL and fine specimen
opal, all colors, Tiger's Eye, Brazil Carcilian,
slab Chrysocolla, Ceylon Sapphire, Mexican
gem Amethyst, Baddeleyite pebbles, Zircon-
ian. Money back if not satisfied. The Desert
Rat's Nest, 2667 E. Colorado St., E. Pasa
dena 8, California.

GEN Al4RT ADVERTISING RATE
Sc a Word — Minimum $1.00
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Highland Park Lapidary Supply
6139 York Blvd., L. A., 42, California

Phone AL 8894

1 in. ARBOR 31 in. LONG
2 3x8 DRUM SANDERS

Write for our Catalogue

THAT PHOSPHORESCING
TEXAS —PINK- CALCITE

Being the most Intense phosphorescing
Calcite known, showing lasting blue. Is a
MUST in all fluorescent collections, and good
specimens are becoming scarce. 2x3 $ 1.00. 3x3
$2.00, 3x4 $3.50, 4x5 $5.00. Wholesale prices
si u oted.

FRANK DUNCAN AND DAUGHTER
Box 63, Terlingua, Texas

THE DUO SANDER • • •
Here is a new type sander. A Combination of drum and disc. The two in one

wheel that is sure to make sanding of flat slabs and cabochons a pleasure.

1.     
2.      

The DUO SANDER is easily placed in position by first attaching the drum part
to either end of the arbor shaft. The disc fits into the recessed open side of the drum
and is substantially held in place with three bolts from the back side of the drum.
The bolts screw into plate nuts attached to the inside of the disc.

DUO SANDER — 2" wide, 9" diameter, shipping wt. 3 lbs.— $5.50 plus postage
DUO SANDER —3" wide, 9" diameter, shipping wt. 4 lbs.— 6.50 plus postage

Extra wooden discs ready for use to fit above — $2.00
OUR REGULAR DRUM SANDERS

7" diameter x 2" wide, shipping weight 2 lbs.— S2.50 plus postage
8" diameter x 2" wide, shipping weight 3 lbs.— 2.75 plus postage
8 - diameter x 3 - wide, shipping weight 4 lbs.— 3.75 plus postage
9" diameter x 3" wide, shipping weight 5 lbs.— 4.00 plus postage

Arbor Hole Sizes for Drum Sanders All Styles, 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, 7/8, 1-in.
Send for our free bulletins on lapidary supplies, gem materials, books and

fluorescent minerals. Upon request we will also send a copy of the booklet
MINERALIGHT FINDS HIDDEN VALUES.

WARNER & GRIEGER 405 Ninita Parkway
Pasadena 4, California

Our Phone Number is SYcamore 6-6423

Among the very interesting mineral specimens
found by sailors near Salton Sea are agates, ala-
baster, fish tail gypsum, siderite, pumice, obsi-
dian, and salt crystals. The gypsum is variety
selenite, very transparent and fluorescent. The
salt (halite crystals) also flupresces. The sider-
ite, mixed with calcite, creamy colored to brown,
occurs as incrustations and also, rarely, as well
formed roses. The hot springs and small geysers
have produced many odd formations, among
them siliceous sinter or float stone.

• • •
M. P. Colony, of Sacramento mineral society

conducted an interesting and instructive discus-
sion on the "mineral of the month," Rhyolite
rocks. This portion of the monthly program has
become quite popular. Volunteers are assigned
subjects for round table discussions, and the
necessary research proves of great educational
value both to the speaker and to the members.
Two thirty minute pictures in sound and color
rounded out the program. One was "Sutter's
Empire," depicting the scenic beauty and natural
resources of Sacramento valley and adjacent
foothill country. The other was the story of
electricity, entitled "Hydro."

• • •
On June 10 the Southern California Miner-

alogical society was scheduled to hold its annual
meeting and election of officers at the home
and on the grounds of L. Y. Giddings at 1318
E. Colorado avenue in Pasadena. Prizes were
given for mineral exhibits, there were grab-bag
offerings, and handsome door prizes. The meet-
ing on July 9 with a talk by P. E. "Gene" Lin-
ville of Pasadena junior college reported on the
annual field trip to Kern river canyon. The field
trippers brought home some fine specimens,
especially garnets.

• • •
There are numerous ways by which a stone

may be dopped. This was demonstrated Monday
night, May 7, at the L. A. lapidary society meet-
ing. The very interesting demonstration was part
of the open forum program conducted by Le-
lande Quick. Several members brought their
equipment and showed their methods of putting
stones on dop sticks. Among the accessories used
were an old electric iron and two old toasters,
while the regulation alcohol lamp was also much
in evidence.

• • •
Desert gem and mineral society of Blythe,

California, held its May 14 meeting at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Brooks. In addition to
the host and hostess, other members present were
Mr. and Mrs. Collis Mayflower, Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Vargas, Mr. and Mrs. Horace Miller, Mr.
and Mrs. George Buckner, Jessie Nell Harrison,
Rev. Leslie Sim, Louis Favret, Ed C. Moore, B.
W. Cahoon, Ed. J. Seymour, and E. A. Mont-
gomery. The second monthly contest in choice
specimens was won by Brooks, with Vargas
second and Buckner third. The grand prize for
the three months contest will be awarded at the
next monthly meeting.

• • •
Members of the Searles lake gem and mineral

society went to their club house, the Chris Wicht
memorial at the foot of Surprise canyon May 27
for the special purpose of constructing a bar-
becue pit there. Initiation of the pit will be at
the big barbecue and picnic planned for the
society on July 4. June 17 was the date set by
the society for the annual climb to the top of
Telescope peak. A number of out of town hiking
enthusiasts were invited to go along on the trip.

• • •
Mother Lode mineral society of Modesto, Cal-

ifornia, holds its regular meetings on the fourth
Friday of each month. The May meeting was
held the 25th. Wesley Gordon spoke on petri-
fied wood. The summer meetings will take the
form of a pot luck supper, and will be held at
the regular meeting time at the homes of the
various members.

Mrs. J. Frank Murbach, secretary of the Gem
Collectors club of Seattle, Washington, reports
that the club met on May 15 for its regular
monthly meeting and dinner in the chamber of
commerce building. Dr. Gunther of the Univer-
sity of Washington spoke on the use of stone
by the prehistoric Indians and Eskimos as tools
and weapons. The speaker brought a display of
arrowheads from the Columbia river basin and
jade implements from Alaska.

The State Mineral Society of Texas had four
representatives at a recent meeting of the Arkan-
sas state society. Mrs. Edith Owens, Mrs. Ford,
Mrs. Nell Carrigan, and D. W. Danielson. The
trip lasted four days. They were guided by Dick
Buhlis to a field where they gathered lodestone,
magnetite, garnets, vesuvianite, pyrite, etc., be-
fore going to the meeting. The Arkansas mineral
society presented each visitor with an honorary
membership certificate in the Arkansas society
after lunch. The Texas representatives not only
secured many specimens from their field trips,
but added very freely to their collections from
the stock of the various dealers in Hot Springs,
Crystal Springs, and elsewhere.

• • •

Pacific Mineral society of Los Angeles held a
dinner meeting Tuesday, May 15, at the Asbury
apartment hotel on west Sixth street. Thomas
Clements, Ph. D., talked on the emerald mines
of Muzo, Colombia. Dr. Clements is professor
of geology at the University of Southern Cali-
fornia. He has a first hand knowledge of his
subject, as he did geological research in the
mines in 1939 for the Colombia government. He
also is a member of the Los Angeles mineralog-
ical society and was its first president. Dr. P. A.
Foster displayed a collection of lead minerals in
the society case.

TURQUOISE & CHRYSOCOLLA
JEWELRY

( Wholesale Exclusively)

HAROLD D. MARYOTT
40 Oak St. Rt. I	 Miami, Arizona
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AMONG THE

ROCK HURTERS
Merton Andersen, Holtville naval air base,

has been polishing sets cut from agate which
he brought home from Guadalcanal. It shows
lovely shades of muted pink and lavender and
wavy white lines.

• • •
About fifty specimens have been added to

permanent collection of Mineralogical Society
of Arizona during the past year.

Nix°
LAPIDARY SUPPLIES

War priorities on many materials still prevent
us from manufacturing lapidary equipment, but
we do have available a good stock of the fol-
lowing supplies for the lapidary shop:

VRECO DIAMOND SAWS ... give you better
performance .. .	 longer life	 ... faster cutting.

6-inch ..... .... .$4.50 I2-inch 	 $ 8.75
8-inch 	 5.50 I4 - inch 	 11.00

10-inch 	 6.80 I6-inch 	 13.75
Be sure to specify arbor hole size required. Postpaid.

VRECO GRINDING WHEELS are made ex-
pressly for us by the NORTON CO.

80, 100, 120
& 180 grit 220 grit

4 x 	1/2-inch 	 $	 1.05 $	 1.10
6x 1	 -inch 	 2.40 2.60
8 x I	 -inch 	 3.60 3.90

10 x 1	 -inch 	 5.00 5.30
10 x 11/2-inch 	 7.00 7.50
12 x 1	 -inch 	 6.90 7.50
12x 11/2-inch 	 9.60 10.40
12 x 2	 - inch 	 12.30 13.30

Be sure to specify arbor hole size. Postage extra.

VRECO DRESSING BRICKS are an indispensible
aid to keeping wheels trued.
8"x2"xl" Dressing Brick 	 $ .85

ABRASIVE GRAIN ... Silicon-carbide grains in
grit sizes 60, 80, 100, 120, 150, 180, 220, also F
(240), FF (300), and FFF (400).

50c per lb. in single lb. lots
35c per lb. in 2 to 5 lb. lots
30c per lb. in 6 to 99 lb. lots
23e per lb. in 100 lb. lots or more

(Postage extra)

POLISH POWDER ... Tripoli Polishing Powder,
2 lbs. 	 $ .85

FELT POLISH WHEELS-Spanish White Felt...
made expressly for us by Byfield Felting Co.
These wheels are the proper hardness for polish-
ing gem stones and flat specimens.

6x I - in. 	 $4.25 10 x 1	 - in. 	 $11.00
8 x I-in. 	 7.25 10 x  	 14.90

10 x 2-in 	 $19.00
Arbor hole sizes: 1/2". 5/8". 1/4". 7/8", I".

Felt prices are postpaid.

SANDING CLOTH ... CARBORUNDUM
BRAND Silicon-carbide cloth for disc or drum
type sanders. Grit sizes, 120, 220, 320.

Width
Price per

Ft.
No. Ft.
per $

Price per
150 ft. Roll

Roll Ship.
Weight

2" Sc 24 ft. $ 4.70 3 lbs.
3 ,, 7e 15 ft. 6.90 5 lbs.
8. I7c 7 ft. 18.00 12 lbs.

10" 22e O ft. 22.00 15 lbs.

12" 25c 5 ft. 26.50 20 lbs.

VREELAND MFG. CO.
Formerly Vreeland Lapidary Mfg. Co.

2020 S. W. Jefferson St.	 Portland I, Oregon

Kern County mineral society each month, at
its regular meeting, holds an exhibit, by mem-
bers, of the mineral of the month, as chosen by
the society, and awards a first prize to the winner
and points to the runners up. The mineral of
the month for April was native copper ; winner
Emery Harman, points to E. Harman 5, E. P.
Van Leuven 4, C. Chenard 3, G. Petersen 1, G.
Hudson 1, John Kennedy 1. The following
"minerals of the month" were selected for the
ensuing year: May, native silver Ag; June, na-
tive antimony, Sb; September, native bismuth,
Bi; October, native arsenic, As; November, na-
tive gold, Au; December, native iron, Fe; Jan-
uary, native mercury, Hg; February, native tel-
lufium and all tellurium ores, Te; March, native
lead and all lead ores, Pb. In the case of rare
elements, the ores are allowed also.

• • •
K. J. Hillquist of Lapidary Equipment com-

pany, Seattle, advises that service men overseas,
in writing for the company's catalog, should send
a written mailing permit from a superior officer.
Owing to mailing restrictions, the post office
will not accept these catalogs without such a
request. "We find it an embarrassing situation,"
writes Mr. Hillquist, "but there is nothing we
can do except send word to the applicant that
we must have a written request."

• • •
Diamonds, gold and jade were lecture sub-

jects at May meetings of East Bay mineral so-
ciety, Oakland. Dr. Austin F. Rogers of Stan-
ford gave the lecture on jade. A mineral and
lapidary show by members, with prizes, was
scheduled for June.

• •
Roland McKinney, director of Los Angeles

county museum of history, science and art, an-
nounces that L. A. county museum budget for
the fiscal year includes an appropriation for a
curator of minerals. A group of 25 men repre-
senting schools, colleges and mineralogical and
lapidary societies met to discuss a program of
scope and policy for the development of the
museum section of mineralogy. The group re-
solved itself into an advisory committee. Dr.
Chester Stock as chairman appointed an execu-
tive committee as follows: Ernest Chapman,
Dr. Thomas Clements, Dr. Robert Webb, Le-
lande Quick, Richard R. F. Lehman.

• • •
Imperial Valley gem and mineral society has

resumed meetings in county court house, El
Centro, Calif. At May meeting, A. L. Eaton
spoke on emeralds and members displayed green
stones. A grab bag is planned for June, speci-
mens to be donated by members. It was decided
that whoever wins a door prize should be re-
sponsible for door prize at following session.

• • •
E. A. Curry of San Angelo, Texas, president

of State Mineral Society of Texas, says that the
government has uncovered some giant quartz
crystals weighing from 10 to 200 pounds in
Crystal mountain, Arkansas. While in search of
clear crystals to use in radio, power machinery
moved one whole side of the mountain, disclos-
ing the huge crystals.

• • •
Orange Belt mineralogical society has elected

the following officers for the coming year: Peter
W. Burk, president ; Dr. Warren F. Fox, River-
side, Calif., vice president; Mrs. A. F. Wade,
secretary; I. V. Graham, treasurer; Kenneth
Garner, federation director. Election was held
at home of I. V. Graham, San Bernardino, with
fifty members and guests in attendance. Eighteen
rock specimens were awarded as door prizes. A
covered dish dinner was planned for June 10
meeting at Sylvan Park, Redlands.

• • •
The Rockpile, official bulletin of East Bay

mineral society, suggests that if any rockbound
goes to Holbrook, Arizona he should search the
neighboring open country for pebbles of petri-
fied wood.

Charley Abbott's field trip committee of Los
Angeles mineralogical society, and past presi-
dent O. C. Smith, superintendent of a Richfield
refinery, arranged for a field trip through the
Watson refinery of the Richfield oil company,
Sunday, May 20. The refinery is at Alameda
street and Sepulveda in Los Angeles. This is a
rare privilege in these times, especially with
foremen and engineers provided as guides to
lead small groups and explain the various pro-
cesses. At the May 17 meeting Harry Vroman
showed kodachrome pictures of the Joshua Tree
national monument.

• • •

Southwest mineralogists, Los Angeles, gave
awards to the following at the eighth annual
show, April 7 and 8-crystals: Alwida Dartt,
Zola Barnes, Albert Hake; minerals: Harold
Eales, Ethel Prosser, Sam Boase.

• • •

A. L. Jarvis of Watsonville, Calif., gave a
talk to San Benito minerals association on his
wide experience in cutting and polishing native
gems and gem materials. He displayed his
cutting tools for the interested inspection of
members.

William Gale, director research and develop-
ment for American potash and chemical corpor-
ation was scheduled to discuss history of Searles
Lake from John Searles to the present time at
May 16 meeting of Searles Lake gem and min-
eral society, Trona, California. Gale has seen
21 years of service in Trona. May display table
featured lead minerals. All field trips except
those scheduled as annual affairs are to be made
to Chris Wicht's to put the place in order and
work on swimming pool and barbecue pit.

• • •

Ruth Simpson, curator at Heard museum, dis-
cussed prehistoric rockhounds at May 3 meet-
ing of Mineralogical Society of Arizona held in
Arizona museum, Phoenix. She illustrated her
talk with material and pictures. Membership
now totals 300. This group plans end of the
year Jamboree May 24 and annual picnic June
3. Informal meetings will be held on north
lawn of museum during summer months.

ANSWERS TO TRUE OR FALSE
Questions on page 16

1-True.
2-False. Salt River valley receives its

irrigation water from Roosevelt dam.
3-True.
4-True.
5-True.
6-False. De Anza crossed the Colorado

at the present site of Yuma.
7-False. The Great White Throne is

in Zion national park.
8-True.
9-False. The aspen turns gold and

sheds its leaves in autumn.
10-True.
11-False. The date palms on the Amer-

ican desert originally were imported.
12-False. The atlatl was a weapon for

throwing darts.
13-False. The Valley of Fire is a state

park in Nevada.
14-True.
15-True.
16-False. The first Powell expedition

started from Green River, Wyoming.
17-False. Snake priests set the dates for

the Snake dance from year to year.
18-True.
19-True.
20-True.
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This page of Desert Magazine
is for those who have, or aspire
to have, their own gem cutting

and polishing equipment. Lelande Quick, who conducts this department, is former presi-
dent of Los Angeles Lapidary society. He will be glad to answer questions in connection
with your lapidary work. Queries should be addressed to Desert Magazine, El Centro, Calif.

By LELANDE QUICK

AMATEUR GEM CUTTER

14-incb
Power
Feed
DIAMOND
SAW

Send for
Literature to

Covington Lapidary
Engineering Co.
Redlands, Cal.

LAP UNIT

RX—the complete
lapidary shop in
one small machine

No more sales

during duration

1527 Post Ave., Tofrance,Californla

•

Many people have written to remind me that
there are lapidary courses available in our high
schools throughout the land, particularly in Cali-
fornia. Robert T. Hatt. director of Cranbrook
Institute of Science at Bloomfield Hills, Michi-
gan, advises that they have given lapidary
courses "sporadically" during the past eight
years. But this was not exactly what I had in
mind when I suggested that we need somewhere
a definite curriculum on all phases of lapidary
procedure—a course that a returning veteran can
take with some assurance that when he completes
it he is fitted for a job as a lapidary. No course
can give him the skill that must come with ex-
perience but he should be able to acquire a
knowledge away beyond anything he can get
from the high school courses that do little more
than help to cultivate a hobby. Manual training
in schools teaches boys to be handy with tools but
it produces few, if any, carpenters or cabinet
makers and I've a notion that few people taking
present public school courses are equipped for a
life work as a lapidary.

Veterans still are writing to ask where they
can go to become a lapidary in the same sense
that they can learn to be an accountant or a
stenographer and I still do not have an answer
for them that is satisfactory. I suppose that most
professional lapidaries snort at the idea of a
man going to school to learn to be a gem cutter,
but then a generation ago farmers viewed with
contempt the agricultural courses then coming
into vogue in colleges where boys went to learn
how to become farmers. Those boys made more
progress with a farm in five years than their
dads had made in a life time and they didn't
produce the errors of the dustbowl. Probably that
isn't a good comparison but the idea I am try-
ing to convey is that "knowledge is power" and
that applies to gem cutting too. If it is practical
to give real courses in plumbing and bricklaying
in trade schools some thought should be given
to teaching lapidary procedure in such a way that
a man is prepared to make a career at it and I
know of no such schools to which I can direct
earnest inquirers Has anyone something else to
offer ?

• • •
Dr. Dake, editor of the Mineralogist maga-

zine, and Richard Pearl have brought out a new
edition of The Art of Gem Cutting. I have
long recommended this book, among others,
to considerate inquirers (and some inconsiderate
ones who want me "to take a few minutes to
tell them what machinery to use and how to cut
gems"). The new book gives most of the an-
swers and offers more practical advice on gem
cutting than any book I ever have read. Much of
the information comes from articles written by
amateurs for the Mineralogist and came out of
hard experience from people who have done
more in five years to make gem cutting easier
than the profession has accomplished in cen-
turies.

Without meaning to be picayune I am puz-
zled by the constant use of the word lapidarist
in the book, as the use of that word where lapi-
dary is intended has disappeared from all other
publications. A lapidary is a person who pro-
cesses rough mineral materials into finished
gems and when these gems acquire a setting they
become jewelry. A man who is a connoisseur of
these gems, although he may never have cut one
in his life, is a lapidarist although the newer
term, gemologist, coined by the American Gem-
ological society, now is used in books to avoid
confusion with the word lapidary. The society
however prefers that the term gemologist be

used only for persons. who have completed a
gemological course. Lapidist was superseded by
lapidarist and of course the word lapidarian
never existed. However such a criticism is point-
less for such a useful book; it merely is interest-
ing and useful information.

• • •
It probably will not happen this summer but

there is a strong possibility that next fall and
winter will see the greatest descent of the human
race on the American deserts that ever has been
witnessed. It is estimated that Los Angeles coun-
ty, California, alone has 20,000 rockhounds, and
almost without exception they will flock with
their relatives and friends to the desert to see
if the rocks are still there. Countless thousands
who have had to stay at home and who have done
more reading than they ever thought they would
do, are going to be newcomers to the desert
where the rocks are most easily seen and ac-
quired.

I would like to offer new enthusiasts a word
of caution about becoming rockhogs instead of
rockhounds. It isn't necessary to pack a car with
rocks until the springs break in order to get a
handful of cabochons or a few decorative rocks
for a garden. And don't break up all the rocks
in sight that you can't carry away. What may ap-
pear to be just a rock to the uninitiated may be
a rare find to someone who knows a geode from
a cocoanut. If you intend to go to the desert after
rocks, arrange to go along with someone who can
give you helpful advice. Many times I have a
guilty feeling when I look at my cactus and suc-
culent gardens containing enough worthless ma-
terial to build a house—material that I gathered
on my first desert trips when I thought that
every green rock was a rare find of "green jas-
per." Soon, and it cannot be too soon, we shall
be going to our healthful deserts again, follow-
ing that thing which never has been adequately
defined but for which we have paid such a
price—the American way of life. Let us be re-
spectful and appreciate our desert in such a
way that the next visitors who come along will
see as much of beauty and interest as we saw.
Just because they sometimes are referred to as
"wastelands" we don't have to make them so.

• • •
It was a great pleasure indeed to meet so

many of my Desert Magazine friends and readers
at the opening of the gem exhibition (on display,
remember, through June 29 in case you still want
to see the greatest exhibition of the lapidary art
ever held anywhere). I know now that there
probably are many more times as many people
interested in gems as there are those who cut
them. That is why this department is conducted
as it is, not merely as a listing of motor speeds
and grit sizes. Many people told me they became
gem conscious through Desert Magazine. The
13,000 visitors passing through the display on
the first two days did not permit much of a chat
with any one individual, which I am sure was
understood. But I thank you for your gracious
words and for coming to the exhibition, an ac-
count of which is presented elsewhere in this
issue.

• • •
DID YOU KNOW . . .
• The largest alluvial diamond ever found in

North America was found at Peterstown,
West Virginia, in April, 1928, by Grover
Jones. It weighed nearly 34 1/2 carats and is on
loan to the U. S. National Museum. Mr.
Jones is the father of 17 sons, all living, sev-
eral of whom also are on "loan" to govern-
ment services.

New Data on Alumina

R. F. Geller and P. J. Yavorsky, of the staff
of the National bureau of standards have made
certain measurements and determined that the
melting point of alumina (AL203 ) lies between
3630 and 3690 degrees fahrenheit. The old value
usually given was 3720 degrees.

Alumina is the oxide of aluminum. As pure
alumina it appears in the mineral world as
rubies and sapphire, and with added water of
crystallization, as bauxite and clays. In one form
or another, it is used in industry for emery cloth,
in super-duty spark plug insulators. refractories,
watch jewels, gem stones, etc.

r77,77

MINERALIGHT
Identifies SCHEELITE

MINERS — PROSPECTORS

ATTENTION:

Are you overlooking hidden riches?
Ov•r $100,000,000.00 worth of
Scheelite located by Minerelight
users—much of it in gold, lead, silver

and copper mining properties.
Accurate check for Mercury, too.
Models in all sizes shown in new
catalog—also ore specimens in full
color- Money-back guarantee and 20
free ore specimens with each lamp.

WRITE DEPT. T TODAY

ULTRA-VIOLET PRODUCTS, Inc.
5105 SANTA MONICA BLVD,	 LOS ANGELES

TOP 0' TH' PINES
Rocks — Minerals

Clean cabins in the cool pines
S mi. so. of Prescott, Arizona

Highway 89
Moulton B. & Ida Smith
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By RANDALL HENDERSON

Q
F ONE may judge from the letters coming to Desert
Magazine office, just about everybody and all the rela-
tives are planning motor trips in the postwar days when

there will be plenty of gasoline and tires and leisure for that kind
of thing.

And since many of the finest scenic and recreational areas in
the West are located in the desert regions of Utah, New Mexico,
Nevada, Arizona and California, I am beginning to wonder
where and how we are going to find meals and lodging for all
the visitors. Even in this war period, the housing accommoda-
tions, both for transients and permanents, are taxed to the limit.

Of course much of this surplus population is transient, and
will be moving on when the war training period is ended. Never-
theless, on a basis of estimates made by various travel agencies,
it appears probable that for many months following the lifting
of wartime restrictions on manpower and travel equipment, the
roads leading to the recreational areas will be clogged with
folks going somewhere.

THe chief bugaboo of travel these days is the ''No Vacancy"
sign. And it probably will be worse after the war. These signs,
like certain species of desert cacti, blossom most profusely at
night. About noon every day they begin to appear along the
roadside. By nightfall they are - seen on nearly every inn and
motor court.

All of which is good business for the proprietor—but most
exasperating for the motorist who at the end of a long day's
travel has to go from one hostelry to the next begging for "just
a cot—or anyplace for a few hours' sleep."

I've found a simple formula for beating the "No Vacancy"
nightmare, and perhaps some of Desert's readers will be inter-
ested. My solution will not appeal to everyone. Nevertheless,
it offers a carefree way to travel on the desert where there are
at least 300 nights in every year when one with proper equip-
ment can sleep comfortably out of doors.

There's always a sleeping bag and a box of groceries in my
car. And in the sleeping bag is one of those pneumatic mattresses
—the kind that can be inflated either with the tire pump or
my own lung power. I rather prefer the latter method because
it is fine exercise in deep breathing. I generally carry the two-
third length mattress. It serves adequately, and takes less
puffing.

In the great expanse of the desert Southwest there are a
million dry arroyos and sheltered coves and level mesas where
one may park off the highway and spread the bedroll on the
ground and sleep in complete security and comfort. I carry a
lightweight waterproof tarpaulin, and if it starts to rain during
the night—as it seldom does—my bedroll sheds water like a
duck.

With adequate bedding, an air mattress and a small pillow
that rolls up inside the sleeping bag, one can sleep as comfort-
ably out under the stars as on any mattress that ever was in-
vented. And my Indian friends tell me it is "good for white man
sleep on ground, all same Indian."

Traveling with that kind of insurance gives one a freedom

of action and a sort of gypsy independence that adds immeas-
urably to the pleasure of the trip—even when I have no occas-
sion to use the sleeping bag. The "No Vacancy" sign holds no
horrors because the wide open desert always has ample bedroom
space.

Of course there are many possible refinements to the comfort
of sleeping outdoors—a cot if you have inhibitions regarding
snakes, a wool ski cap for cold weather, a hot rock for added
warmth if needed, an electric lantern for reading in bed, a ther-
mos of hot coffee for a morning rouser—but don't bother with
a tent.

A few cans and packages of food also are a good standby for
emergency—in fact I fare better from my private larder than in
four-fifths of the roadside eating places these days. At least
I get good service—and there are no more skilled chefs on earth
than the cooks who prepare the canned and packaged goods on
the grocery store shelves.

Once on a trip through New Mexico I discovered a new
function for my grub box. I had stopped at one of the roadside
stands where the Pueblo Indian women sell their pottery to pass-
ing tourists. When I started to leave without having bought
any of the souvenirs, the elderly Indian woman said : "Maybe
you have something to trade?"

When I asked what she meant, she said: "You got groceries?"
That was an idea. So I got out the food box, and for the next

half hour we had a grand time swapping sardines and canned
peaches and soda crackers for decorated pottery. I would select
a piece of earthenware. Then she would reach into the box and
set out the items she wanted in exchange for it. Of course she
asked more than it was worth—or expected to get. So I would
deduct a can of spaghetti, or reach into her stock for another
piece of pottery.

She would giggle and I would haggle—and I don't know yet
who got the best of the deal. But we both had a lot of fun.

Yes, the food box is a useful item, whether you are on a camp-
ing trip or not. And with a sleeping bag stowed away with the
luggage for each member of the party you can laugh at those
"No Vacancy" signs, and the memory of that night on the sand
will become one of the most pleasant recollections of the trip.

The weather man has his dates all mixed up again. This is
early June, and in this sector of the great American desert, we
are still sleeping under blankets. Contrary to what many of f-
desert dwellers might think, the cool summer weather is not
welcome here. The melon harvest is a month late and other
farm production is being retarded.

But the desert itself goes along unperturbed by variations
in the weather. The smoke trees in the washes are laden with
indigo blossoms and the rocky slopes on the higher elevations
are decorated with the gorgeous flowering stalks of yucca and
nolina. The plants and animals of the desert world are highly
adaptive. That is the reason they have survived. We humans also
survive better—in terms of youth, health and happiness—when
we keep our adaptive functions active.
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The Romance of a Drop of Water and a Grain of Sand

By JULIUS F. STONE

With 300 halftone plates, this book is a graphic presentation of the
natural processes of uplift and erosion by which America's most scenic

gorge was created. The author is one of the recognized authorities on

the geology of the Grand Canyon country.
This book has long been out of print, but Desert Crafts Shop has

obtained a limited number of new copies which will be sent postpaid at

the publisher's original price of
$5.00

Write for our complete list of books of the Southwest.

DESERT CRAFTS SHOP
El Centro, California

STORY OF THE SHEEPMAN
IS TOLD WITHOUT GLAMOR

Three animals played major roles in
Southwestern history, all of them gifts of
old Spain. They modified the lives of white
man and Indian alike; they provided the
basis for the folklore and drama of the
Southwest. The horse, which made the
Comanche a warrior and the Anglo-Ameri-
can_ a cowboy, has finished his role. The
Longhorn has disappeared. But the sheep
stays on and his importance is even increas-
ing.

His story, from his ancient beginnings
in Africa and Spain to the present intensive
experimental stage, is told by Winifred
Kupper in THE GOLDEN HOOF, dedi-
cated to J. Frank Dobie and published in
May 1945 by Alfred A. Knopf, New York.
It is the story of sheep and of the men
who moved with them through Texas and
New Mexico, of the Indians and cowmen
and squatters and wolf packs and blizzards
and droughts that beset their progress.

Mrs. Kupper has not had to rely solely
on the rather extensive bibliography she
lists or even on tales of the old sheepmen,
for she was born and raised on - a sheep
ranch at Bandera, Texas. She started out to
be a sheepwoman as a child under the wise
tutelage of one of the old-timers, Robert
Maudslay—and when she walked out on
the range with her flock, she was no picture
of elegance. For she says, that was years
before "the dudes from the East were to

show us what a young girl should wear in
the West."

"When the writers of immigration book-
lets began the campaign that was to lure
thousands to the unsettled Southwest- they
pictured a Utopia where a man had only
to camp out-of-doors and watch his sheep
nibble the thick grass day after day while
he enjoyed the cool breezes of summer
and the warm sunlight of winter." But that
isn't the picture the author gives of the
sheep industry. There was the colorful,
traditional side, to be sure, but with a first-
hand knowledge of all its phases, she does
not omit the prosaic work of everyday nor
minimize the hardships and the dangers of
Indians, hostile cattlemen, predator ani-
mals and the elements.

One of the many interesting chapters
deals with the Navajo woman, who is both
herder and weaver, and who more than
anyone else in the Southwest has made the
sheep business a career and a creative life.

Frontispiece from oil painting by N. C.
Wyeth. Bound in red cloth stamped in
gold, printed on goldenrod. 203 pp. $2.75.

• • •

CHINLEE RUG DESCRIBED IN
NAVAJO TEXTILE SERIES

The beautiful Chinlee rugs of the Na-
vajo Indians, recognized by their color
schemes which include various shades of
yellows and browns, warm or greenish
greys, dull lake and brownish reds and a

subdued pink, besides pastel shades, are
the result of an interesting collaboration.

L. H. (Cozy) McSparron, Indian trader
at Chinlee, Arizona, and Miss Mary Cabot
Wheelwright, interested in the economic
status of Navajo weavers, inaugurated ex-
periments to eliminate both the cold drab
effect of many of the native vegetable dyes
and the gaudiness of the cheap aniline
dyes. Through Miss Wheelwright's in-
fluence the Du Pont chemical corporation
made up a number of easily handled dye
stuffs in shades which were intended to
duplicate those seen in the old faded and
mellowed blankets so highly prized by
collectors. Al though this experiment
started at Chinlee (where it acquired its
name) , the style since has spread to other
parts of the Navajo reservation.

History and description of the Chiniee
blanket are given in one of the most recent
of the bulletins published by Laboratory of
Anthropology at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
To date 16 bulletins in the General Series,
relating to various types of Navajo textile
arts, have been printed.

Some of the other types treated in the
series are, the Chief Blanket, Blankets of
the Classic Period, Slave Blanket, Pictorial
Blankets, Navajo Woven Dresses. Each is
4 3/4 x 5 inches, bound in stiff art paper
and printed on fine book paper. There are
many illustrations, including halftone
plates, depicting the finest available ex-
amples of each type of textile. A set of
13 bulletins is now available at $3.25.

• • •
BOOK BRIEFS . . .

Dictionary of California place names is
being prepared by Dr. Erwin G. Gudde to
be published "in something over a year
from now- by University of California
Press, Berkeley. It will be a "large book
and as authentic as honest and careful
scholarship can make it." On advisory
committee is George R. Stewart, American
literature teacher at UC, whose Names on
the Land, first general history of place
naming in US, recently was published by
Random House.

• • •
Dr. Agapito Rey, professor of Spanish at

Indiana University, has been in Albuquer-
que this summer collaborating with Dr.
G. P. Hammond, University of New Mex-
ico, on another in their Coronado histori-
cal series on the Southwest. Series includes
The Narratives of the Coronado Expedi-

Their latest work, Benavides Me77701' -

ial on New Mexico, is being published by
University of New Mexico Press.

• • •
Rosemary Taylor, following her success

with Chicken Every Sunday, is producing
more b'8oks with an Arizona setting. She
has just completed Ridin' on a Rainbow,
story using her father's life as the theme,
as the first was about her mother, and now
is writing another, Floradora on a Pony,
based on the famous 76 ranch and its
owner Mrs. W. T. Webb.
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• According to the Navajo, their sheep
carne to them as a gift of the gods. Little
Lefty, Richard Van Valkenburgh's host
on one of his trips through Navajoland,
told him the story as the old singers of
the tribe have told it. Van's version of
the introduction of sheep to the South-
west and of the first Navajo weaving, dif-
fers from the legendary history—but Van
has written both versions for DESERT
readers, to be presented in a coming
issue.

• John W. Hilton, artist-writer who has
contributed many gem field trips and
other features for DESERT, has had one
book accepted and another contracted for.
His Sonora Sketchbook, telling of his
experiences in Mexico and illustrated
with his drawings, is scheduled for early
1946 publication by the Macmillan com-
pany. The second will be another sketch-
book featuring Coachella Valley desert
area. In between writing, John continues
to paint. He recently completed two
paintings while in Death Valley.

• Louise Baker's Party Line, published
last spring by Whittlesey House, was
condensed in the July issue of Reader's
Digest. Both Louise and her husband
Sherman Baker are DESERT writers.

• Natt N. Dodge believes the story of
of the saguaro disease, which he tells
about in this issue, will go down as one
of the classics in the series of revelations
about the inter-relationships of plant and
animal life. Natt, who has written nu-
merous features for DESERT in the past,
is a naturalist in the National Park Ser-
vice. He was stationed at Southwestern
National Monument headquarters, Cool-
idge, Arizona, when he first contributed
to DESERT. He later lived at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, when headquarters was
moved there. Just recently he was as-
signed to the Chicago office.

• Jerry Loudermilk, DESERT writer
and professor at Pomona College, Clare-
mont, California, in July was appointed
curator of the college museums, which
house many rare fossils and other items
of interest to desert minded people. He
estimates there are at least "10,000
thousand stories here."

CREED OF THE DESERT
By JUNE LE MEET PAXTON

Yucca Valley, California

The desert weaves a web to entrap,
And does the task quite neatly;

For he who comes back here boo oft,
Enmeshed is he, completely.

AUGUST, 1945

NAVAJO MOTHER AND CHILD. Photo by the late
Wm. M. Pennington.
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Watute Seti
Wolf ilaor6y 1-1 :api

By NATT N. DODGE

Field man for the Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural engineering
examines a cactus under treatment for the disease that now threatens the saguaro

forests. National Park Service photo.

To protect the cattle grazing in
Kaibab forest on the North Rim of
Grand Canyon, man began kill-
ing Off the cougars. Then the deer,
with their natural enemies disap-
pearing, began to increase—and
soon the cattle were worse off
than ever—the deer were devour-
ing the range. That is what hap-
pens when man disturbs the fine
balance which Nature normally
maintains. And now the same
thing is happening in southern
Arizona—and the victim this time
is the majestic saguaro — state
flower of Arizona. This story is
not very flattering to the human
species — nevertheless, it con-
tains facts which we must face.

/V ATURALISTS sometimes illus-
trate how Nature keeps her world
in balance by telling the story of

the old maids and the bumblebees.
In an eastern farming community, so the

story goes, there were many maiden ladies.
They all owned cats. The cats, as cats will,
scoured the barns and fields for mice. As
a result of the reduction of field mice,
which raid ground bees' nests, bumblebees
increased rapidly and so were able to make
a thorough job of pollenizing all the red
clover blossoms with a consequent heavy
set of seed. Sale of the clover seed so in-
creased the prosperity of the many young
farmers in the community that they could
afford to marry, thus absorbing the supply
of eligible girls. Soon there were no old
maids and very few cats; mice increased,
reducing the bumblebees, with a propor-
tionate lessening of clover pollenation and
a drop in seed production. Young men
starting to farm under these unfavorable
conditions were unable to marry, a new
crop of spinsters and cats developed, the
population of mice decreased, and the cycle
started all over again.

Although obviously absurd, the forego-
ing does serve to illustrate the ramifica-
tions in Nature and the far-reaching and
sometimes spectacular developments re-
sulting from an apparently insignificant
change. Under normal conditions, Nature
compensates for such changes, the effect
itself often producing the remedy for the
cause. Through a natural system of checks
and balances, the pendulum of normal
change swings slowly back and forth with
no adverse effect upon the various compli-
cated inter-relationships of plant and ani-
mal life.

Sometimes, however, an abnormal factor
may enter the picture and, by removal of
one of the checks or controls, so throw the
pendulum off balance that instead of
swinging back, it continues forward at an
ever accelerated pace. Usually the disturb-
ing factor is some activity of mankind that
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Giant saguaros near San Carlos lake in Arizona. Photo by osef Muench.

interferes with the normal and orderly pro-
cesses of Nature. The perturbing and pain-
ful part of this upset of Nature's balance
is that the final outcome usually produces
a serious disturbance in some entirely un-
related project of mankind in an alarming
and quite unexpected manner. In an at-
tempt to adjust the aberration and get
Nature back on her normal path again,
mankind may find the situation so painful
that he will apply the newly gained knowl-
edge to future activities. And then, again,
he either doesn't learn the lesson well
enough or else time dulls his memory and
before he realizes the fact, he has blundered
into another booby trap.

Classic among the unhappy experiences
which we in the Southwest have had with
an unbalanced set of natural conditions is
that started on the Kaibab plateau of north-
ern Arizona in 1906.

A beautiful wilderness, the Kaibab was
covered with great forests of Ponderosa
pine, piiion and juniper, with spruce and
fir at the higher elevations. Extensive sub-
alpine meadows kept green by the heavy

snows of winter offered verdant summer
ranges adequate for hundreds of cattle. It is
little wonder that stockmen took advantage
of them as early as 1885. As might be ex-
pected, the mountain lions of the Kaibab
began taking a toll of calves, and vengeful
cattlemen opened a war of extermination
upon them. In 1906 the Kaibab, an area
of 727,000 acres, was set aside as the Grand
Canyon national game preserve. Killing
of deer was prohibited, and government
hunters were sent into the area to kill
mountain lions and coyotes. Famous
among these hunters was Uncle Jim Owens
who claims to have destroyed more than
600 lions from 1907 to 1919.

Under normal conditions, an adult cou-
gar kills and eats approximately 50 deer
per year. Unlike the human hunter who
seeks the largest, heaviest buck or the one
bearing the widest spread of antlers, the
mountain lion hunts for food finding the
slow, the stupid, the crippled the diseased,
or the old—its easiest prey. In this man-
ner under normal conditions, the cougar
tends to keep down any excess deer popu-

lation and at the same time leaves the
smartest, the swiftest and the more vigor-
ous as breeding stock. This is a fundamen-
tal law of Nature known as - survival of
the fittest.''

By 1913 there were 15,000 cattle and
5000 sheep on the Kaibab. The all-out
campaign of cougar destruction was well
underway and deer were increasing rapid-
ly. From an estimated less than 10,000 deer
in 1906, the herds grew rapidly until by
1922 there were somewhere between 30,-
000 and 50,000 deer on the Kaibab. Grass
and browse which had been ample for both
deer and cattle, now was at a premium.
Suddenly the stockmen carne to a rude
awakening. A new and thousandfold more
dangerous enemy appeared on the horizon.
The great herds of deer, like a plague of
hcofed locusts, were eating the cattle out
of house and home. Not only were the
cattle being starved out, but the deer them-
selves were gaunt and weak and in their
fiantic search for food they were denuding
the soil of its cover and rapidly paving the
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Papago Indians harvest tons of saguaro fruit every summer.
National Park Service photo.

way for that great enemy of all agricultural
pursuits, erosion.

Among the many species of plants to
suffer by this increase of deer, the most
spectacular was the quaking aspen, a beau-
tiful birch-like tree that adds grace and
color to the dark green, coniferous forests
of the Kaibab. Small trees were stripped of
their branches as high as the deer could
reach, young shoots were nipped off at
the ground, and not a new sprout suc-
ceeded in lifting its head above the soil for
more than a decade. For ten years or more,
reproduction of aspen on the Kaibab was
blotted out.

In protecting the calves, cattlemen and
government hunters removed from the
Kaibab the cougar, a vital factor in Na-

ture's set of checks and balances. In re-
moving this check, they unleashed uncon-
trolled forces of destruction which rapidly
gained momentum. Not only were thous-
ands of starving deer forcing cattle and
sheep from the Kaibab ranges, but they
were threatening the people of the United
Stares with a grave calamity, for the Kaibab
and the North Rim of the Grand Canyon
were destined to become one of the world's
popular tourist attractions bringing to the
people of northern Arizona and southern
Utah millions of tourist dollars each sum-
mer season. To protect the calves, the cou-
gars were killed. No cougars—thousands
of deer! Too many deer — no grass, no
shrubs, no aspen—erosion began its insid-
ious work. No grass, no shrubs, no aspen,

accelerated erosion—no visitor attractions,
hard times for countless hotel and innkeep-
ers and service stations.

It took a thoroughly aroused nation to
check the threatened calamity and grad-
ually restore the balance of Nature to the
Kaibab. The United States forest service
with the help and cooperation of the Ari-
zona game and fish commission gradually
has reduced the Kaibab deer herd to ap-
proximately 17,000 animals, an optimum
number for the particular conditions.
Hunting, predator activities, grazing, and
other uses of the Kaibab are carefully con-
trolled and managed.

Today, the history of that experience is
one of the classic stories of conservation
in America, and the basic truths that it
taught us should be engraved forever on
the nation's memory.

But the scars of that near-tragedy scarcely
have healed when we become aware that
man has been making a similar blunder
in another part of Arizona. Failing to un-
derstand the fine balance which Nature
maintains, he again is facing the penalty for
hi F lack cf foresight

The innocent victim of man's latest folly
is none other than the giant cactus, the state
flower of Arizona—the majestic saguaro.

To tell the story, it will be necessary to
go back in history to the period when Tuc-
son was a little frontier community in a
lard of wild Apaches.

Tucson was then a woodburning town,
and in the 1800's it took a lot of wood to
feed its fires. Mesquite and ironwood made
the best fuel, and woodcutters ranged far-
ther and farther afield stripping the desert
washes of the needed wood. Lime kilns
along the base of Tanque Verdes took
heavy toll. Need for fence posts increased
demands, and the face of the desert soon
began to change. Civilization had come to
the great Southwest. Cattle grazed where
once lay deep shadows of dense mesquite
groves, and the blue-grey smoke of a thou-
sand pungent fires floated toward the
Catalinas.

Time passed, and Tucson grew. Cattle
ranged more widely and the grass upon
which they fed began to thin. Coyotes
learned to favor veal. Then guns, traps and
poisoned baits were turned against them,
just as they were turned against the cougars
on the Kaibab. And just as the deer re-
sponded to the thinning ranks of the moun-
tain lions, so the desert rodents—the kan-
garoo rat and the ground squirrel, the
wood rat, and all their aunts, and uncles,
and cousins took advantage of the coyotes'
troubles to increase their families in a big
way. The desert, already reeling under the
blows of the woodcutters and the tramp-
ling hooves of cattle, was set upon by ever
increasing hordes of rodents. Prickly pear,
cholla and ocotillo—those tough and hardy
desert denizens unpalatable alike to steer
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Summer clouds ride the crest of the Catalina mountains—guardian range of the
cactus forest. National Park Service photo.

and rat, gradually became the prominent
survivors.

But what ,:bout the saguaros? How were
they faring during this gradual change?
Apparently they were unaffected, their
hulking forms towering in gargantuan aus-
terity over the desert small fry. Like Methu-
selah, they live forever. 13 ut do they? Ask
Dr. Forrest Shreve, grand old wizard of
desert botany and ecology who has been
prying into the private lives of saguaros
for decades. Ask Dr. J. G. Brown of the
University of Arizona who recently dis-
covered the bacterium causing the disease
that for the past five years has been top-
pling the tough old giants of the famous
cactus forest. Ask Dr. James Mielke of the
U. S. Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and
Agricultural Engineering. Ask Don Eger-
mayer, custodian of Saguaro national mon-
ument. Ask these men what is happening to
the saguaro.

No, the giant cactus is neither invulner-
able nor everliving. True, its life span may
spread over two centuries, although the
majority of individuals do not pass the 150
year mark. But here's the catch: in the
heavily grazed and cut-over areas, there are
no young saguaros! And, what is more,
there probably never will be. Once the
present old-timers are gone, the saguaro
in those areas is through. This is what has
happened.

It's a short story in the telling, although
it took more than a century in the living. A
mature saguaro in its lifetime may produce
billions of seeds but only a very few, even
under favorable conditions, find suitable
surroundings for germination. For many
generations desert Indians have harvested
the fruits. Birds, rodents and insects con-
sume the seeds. Only in suitable soil, under
the protecting shade of a dense, low-grow-
ing shrub or tree does the saguaro seedling
survive its infancy. Rodents consume the
tiny plants for the moisture stored in the
spongy tissues. Life was rugged for baby
saguaros even in pre-Coronado days.

With the coming of the Spaniards,
woodcutters began to remove the mesquite
and ironwoods so essential to the protec-
tion of the seedlings. Crushing hooves of
settler's cattle trampled out those that suc-
ceeded in establishing themselves. Rodents,
freed of their coyote enemies, did a thor-
ough job of eliminating the few that man-
aged to run the gauntlet of the others. For
years there has been little if any reproduc-
tion of saguaros in parts of the southern
Arizona desert.

Why have we been blind to this fact be-
fore? It took an epidemic of saguaro necro-
sis, a then unknown disease of the giant
cactus, to initiate the intensive studies that
have brought to light the situation as it is
recorded here. In the summer of 1939, Dr.
J. G. Brown of the University of Arizona
noticed that many of the older saguaros in
the vicinity of Tucson were infected with a
type of rot. The disease was particularly

prevalent in the great cactus forest of Sa-
guaro national monument, 15 miles east
of the city. Some of the desert giants were
literally melting away.

Alarmed officials of the national park
service, which administers the national
monument, asked for help from experts of
the U. S. Bureau of Plant Pathology, Soils
and Agricultural Engineering. Radical
measures to check the epidemic were put
into effect and 335 of the badly diseased
plants were destroyed. In the meantime,
Dr. Brown had found that the disease was
caused by a bacterium. Other studies show-
ed that the disease had been prevalent
among saguaro stands for centuries, in fact
that it was the principal cause of the death
of nearly all saguaros, but that it killed in
general the older, mature plants. Thus, in
a normal stand of saguaros composed of
plants et all ages, its inroads were not no-
ticeable. Only in an old stand, with few
or no young plants, did its ravages assume
the appearance of an epidemic.

Further investigations, which still are
being conducted by Dr. Brown and his
students, indicate that the bacterium which
causes the sagualo disease is carried by the
larvae of a ;mall night-flying moth. The
larvae subsist on the tender fresh tissue of
living saguaros. Gnawing their way
through this tissue, they leave behind them
tunnels along which spots of infection ap-
pear. These spread, gradually destroying
the flesh of the plant. Frequently the whole
heart of a saguaro may be a mass of decay
before the presence of the disease is ap-
pareut on the outside In other individuals,
the infection breaks out as a black, running
sore. Such lesions, if opened to the light

and air, readily callous over and heal. Thus,
by proper treatment, it has been found pos-
sible to cure some plants and thereby slow
the spread of the disease and reduce its toll.

This is the story of the woodcutters, the
coyotes, the moth and the saguaros. Basi-
cally, it is similar to that of the spinsters,
the cats, the mice, and the bumblebees;
and to the story of the cattle, the cougars,
the deer, and the aspens. Once again a
little stick whittled in all innocence by
man many years ago, suddenly looms as
a huge club ready to smite mankind today.

"So what," you say, "what of the sa-
guaro? It is no good anyway. "That's right,
in a way. The flesh is useless as stock feed,
and the ribs cannot be considered as com-
mercial lumber. Some other blossom may
be declared Arizona's state flower, and
only the birds and the Indians eat saguaro
fruit. But do we not forget? Before the
war, southern Arizona was fast becoming
a tourist mecca of the West ; because of its
winter climate, of course. But climate isn't
everything, and there are many lovers of
southern Arizona to whom the desert
would not be The Desert without the giant
cactus. Someone has called the saguaro
"camera fodder." Florida has a climate.
Hawaii has climate. It is summer in Aus-
tralia when it's winter in U.S.A. After the
war is won and the age of air travel takes
over, climate at the ends of the earth will
be almost as close and easy to reach as is
southern Arizona's climate now ; but only
Arizona has saguaros. Whether they are
worth saving, as measured in tourist green-
backs, is much more than a 64 dollar
question.

My story is nearly finished. Fortunately
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Calloused scars and the stub of an amputated branch attest the efficacy of the
treatment now being given the stricken cactus. National Park Service photo.

Sez Hard
Rock Shorty

of
Death
Valley 10 1f-imitq

L)

"Yep! Usta be a lotta snakes 'n
this Death Valley country. But not
any more. -

Hard Rock Shorty moved over a
few inches on the bench that was a
permanent fixture on the lean-to
porch of the Inferno store, so one
of the women in the tourist party
could have a seat.

Hard Rock offered no explana-
tion, and finally one of the tourists
could restrain his curiosity no longer.

-What became of all the snakes?"
he asked.

-Well, Henry Ford was the cause
of it all, - said Shorty. -It was a long
time ago, soon after he started mak-
in' them Model-T cars. Then the
dude prospectors started comin' out
here in tin lizzies lookin' for gold.
An' them scientific fellers came
along lookin' for bugs, and then the
real estate slickers came in lookin'
for townsites. They all had them
new-fangled Ford cars. They didn't
pay no attention to the old freight
road. They just chugged off across
the desert in every direction 'til this
valley looked like a sand dune after
the beetles had held a convention.
There was car tracks in every direc-
tion. -

Shorty paused to re-light his corn-
cob while his audience waited impa-
tiently for the rest of the story.

"Yep! That was the end of the
snakes. They all broke their backs
trying to follow them car tracks.
Ain't been no snakes since. -

there remain in southern Arizona today
many fine stands of the giant cactus in loca-
tions where, due to freedom from unfav-
orable conditions, saguaros still are repro-
ducing. Some of these stands may be saved
if action is taken promptly. How? Through
the maintenance of natural conditions as-
suring continued normal saguaro reproduc-
tion by preventing such activities of man
as interfere with or upset Nature's balances
and checks. First, carefully survey the pres-
ent saguaro resources of southern Arizona
and determine which of the better stands
show the healthiest conditions of normal
reproduction. Select which of these are to
be guaranteed preservation and then get
tough. Be sure that the area is of sufficient

size so that it will not be subject to the
ravages of outside influences, especially the
various activities of mankind. If grazing is
going on in the area, get rid of it now and
fence it completely out for all time. Pro-
hibit woodcutting in the area, and keep
hunting under careful control. Do not per-
mit the destruction of coyotes or other pre-
dators. That's about all there is to it. Just
leave it alone, give it a chance, and the
saguaros should take care of themselves 
if it isn't too late.

Then, let's don't forget to pinch our-
selves at regular and frequent intervals so
that we won't blunder into another ecologi-
cal booby trap. They are very easy to get
into, even with our eyes wide open.

Date Garden Brings $4500 Acre

Agricultural land values reached a new
high in the Coachella valley of California
recently when Lee J. Anderson, one of the
most successful growers in that area, is
reported to have paid $90,000 for a 20-
acre garden of Deglet Noor dates in ma-
ture production—$4500 an acre.

W. G. Jenkins, from whom Anderson
made the purchase, retains his home ranch,
he Garden of Allah, and the private pack-
ing shed there.
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Last February Randall Henderson started for
Palm Wash to write the story of this oasis for Desert
readers—and spent the afternoon with Arles Adams
digging their jalopy out of the quicksand in a cien-
aga. More recently the trip was undertaken again—
and with better luck. Palm wash has played an im-
portant role in World War II as the source of some of
the best optical calcite available for gunsights.

hiny
o Palm Gliaih

By RANDALL HENDERSON

XY OLD friend Henry Wilson insists that the three
low hills where Pegleg Smith found his legendary nug-
gets of black gold are located somewhere in the vicinity

of Palm wash in the Borrego badlands of Southern California.
I believe Henry is mistaken. Otherwise he would have found

Pegleg's gold long ago. For Henry has tracked over that country
for weeks at a time. It is rough terrain, but I doubt if there is
a mound as big as an ant hill that he hasn't seen at close range.

There is lure in the Borrego badlands for those who like their
desert raw and rugged—but the wealth in these eroded clay and
sandstone hills is not gold. It consists of isolated palm oases,
of fantastic sandstone concretions, of fossils and calcite crystals,
and of barren hillsides where beavertail cactus yields some of the
most beautiful blossoms on earth.

I always have suspected that these were the attractions which
brought Henry Wilson back to Palm wash time after time—that
it was the fascination which this wild desert terrain holds for the
true outdoor man, rather than yellow metal, which brought
Henry down here for long camping excursions.

His camp generally was at a little spring of brackish water
seeping from a clay bank at the base of a tiny cluster of native
palms. Only three of the palms remain alive today, but weather-
ing trunks on the ground are evidence of a more flourishing oasis
here at an earlier date.

The old - Doc - Beatty road from Truckhaven on Highway 99
to Borrego valley followed the sandy floor of Palm wash for a
distance. In such a water course no road is permanent, but the
point where Beatty's old buckboard and the freight wagons
climbed out of the arroyo and took off across the clay ridges
still may be seen. The road was built 18 years ago, and today
there are deep water-worn ruts in the grade, and it no longer is
passable.

To explore Palm wash today, one leaves Highway 99 at
Bridge No. 58-46, the third bridge north of Truckhaven service
station, and follows the winding course of the dry channel. It is
sandy in places, but a bold driver may go for miles up the arroyo
without difficulty. The important thing is to keep the car rolling
with plenty of momentum. The trouble which inexperienced
drivers encounter in such terrain is due to their timidity. They
are too cautious. For the desert visitor who likes to poke around
in the trackless areas, whether in quest of mineral treasure or
fossil deposits or just for the fun of exploration, 1 would offer
this suggestion: On the upwash trip keep the car rolling, and
when it looks too tough to roll any farther turn around and head
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The "venerable grandmother - of Palm wash oasis. This
tree, perhaps 150 years old, was pictured on the corer of

Desert Magazine in December, 1937.
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Due to the lack of water Palm wash oasis gradually is losing its fight for survival. Here are
fire of the remaining 13 native Washingtonias.

The surviving 13 palms in Palm wash are tethered in and near the arroyo over a distance
of two miles. The palm in the circle is the one to which the author pays tribute in this story.
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downstream before losing momentum. Plan the stops for sight-
seeing on the return trip down the wash. Learning that lesson
cost me a lot of shovel-blisters.

My first trip up Palm wash was in 1936. At that time I found
two springs, and counted 22 mature Washingtonias and five
young trees.

But so far as water and native palms are concerned, Palm wash
is a vanishing oasis. Today it is necessary to dig for water—and
the palm count is 10 adult trees and three youngsters. The
water supply in this area slowly is diminishing—for reasons
which probably are related to the fault lines visible in this
region. Only three of the palms grow in the floor of the wadi.
The others may be seen on the clay and gravel hills on the south
side. The first of these palms—a group of one adult and two
young trees—is found three miles up the wash from Truck-
haven. The others extend along the arroyo within a distance of
two miles.

Henry Wilson's old camp is at the upper group, on the bank
of a small tributary wash. From this base Henry made countless
trips over the surrounding hills in quest of Pegleg's black
nuggets. I have camped with Wilson at that spot, and have
done some rockhound prospecting on my own. The nearest I
ever came to locating any black material of value was the dis-
covery of some old monuments erected as far back as 1915, by
oil prospectors. There has been drilling for oil in the Borrego
badlands, but it yielded no better returns than Henry Wilson's
quest for the mythical black gold.

But while Palm wash has produced neither gold nor oil, it
has supplied large quantities of one of the most important stra-
tegic minerals required by Uncle Sam in World War II. The
hidden treasure in this area was discovered to be calcite—
crystals which play an essential role in some of the most effec-
tive gunsights developed by army ordnance. An ample supply
of these crystals for present and future war needs has been
mined, and the claims no longer are in active production—
hence the story now can be released.

Recently I revisited this area at the invitation of Jack Frost,
one of the owners of the calcite mines. At the mining camp near
the head of the wash, 10 miles from Truckhaven, I met Jack
and Alice, his wife, and their partner, Robert R. Dye. Most
of the mining buildings and equipment have been removed, and
we camped that night on the sheltered side of a sandstone hill
near the workings.

They told me the history of the calcite claims. Following
crystalline float which is widely distributed over this area, a
veteran prospector named Heather located the first claims many
years ago. He recorded his first location notices in Imperial
county, thinking his claims were in that jurisdiction. Later he
learned they were on the San Diego side of the county line, and
corrected the recordings. Later, from adjoining claims John
Hilton and Guy Hazen brought out specimens which attracted
considerable attention. John sent some of the samples to an
eastern laboratory, but the report at that time was that they
had no commercial value.

Following Pearl Harbor when laboratories were concentrating
on the problem of improved weapons, it was found that certain
types of calcite crystals furnished the perfect answer to the
development of a highly effective gunsight—and the samples
Hilton had sent in previously were just right. Following a long
distance call to Hilton, one of the laboratory experts came from
the eastern seaboard to accompany John to the claims. Out of
this inspection came orders for Hilton to start mining calcite
crystals with all possible speed.

Later, to protect its supply of material, an eastern manufac-
turing concern bought and consolidated most of the claims in
the area—about 25 in all—including those owned by Hilton.
John remained as one of the mining operators despite a painful
injury, until the claims eventually were resold to Frost and Dye
who continued mining until the war needs were filled.

AUGUST, 1945

The deposits occur in seams, in some instances two or three

feet in thickness. They are located close to the surface and most

of the optical calcite was taken out from vertical open cuts in

the sandstone hills.

Some distance from the commercial calcite deposits, the part-

ners Jack and Bob, opened a seam of beautiful basic plate crys-

tals. Many fine specimens, including some of museum quality,
have been taken out of the deposit. While these have no value

for optical purposes, they are much in demand by collectors, and

the owners are taking out what they can this summer for that
purpose. Owing to the rough terrain surrounding this deposit,
a long back-pack trip is necessary to bring out the crystals—
and back-packing delicate calcite plates on slopes too steep and

rocky for a burro is a tedious job. The boys will earn all they
get for those specimens.

On the return trip from the mines, I took a camp road that
wound down to the floor of a Palm wash tributary, and followed
the arroyo down past the palm trees to the bridge on Highway

99. This made an interesting loop trip, with a downhill grade
on the sandy floor of the wash.

Alice Frost likes to "gopher' . into the calcite seams for
museum specimens such as the one she is holding.
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One easily could become lost in the labyrinth of canyons
and crevasses in the sandstone hills of Boric go Badlands.

Palm wash, and in fact the whole Borrego badland area, is a
happy hunting ground for those seeking sandstone concretions
for the rock garden. These concretions take many fantastic
forms, including flagstone material for curbs and sidewalks.
Near the base of one of the trees in Palm wash the ground is
covered with perfectly round little pebbles—like the culls from
a marble factory. At other places these same globular forms
are as big as cannon balls.

Since these concretionary forms constantly are weathering
out of the sedimentary deposits, the supply never will be
exhausted.

There also is fossil material in this area, and occasionally one
finds a piece of petrified wood—the dark brown wood charac-
teristic of the Southern California desert.

Since part of the badlands is in the Anza desert state park ten-
tative plans are being made for the construction of a paved road
from Truckhaven through the heart of this highly-eroded area
to Borrego valley. Such a road not only would provide more
direct access to the scenic canyons in the northern Anza park,
but would be a boon to Borrego valley vegetable and fruit
farmers who are now seriously handicapped in getting their
products to market.

I mentioned the spring at the upper palms, where Henry
Wilson camps when he is searching for the Lost Pegleg. There
is another spring in a little tributary wash near where the old
Beatty road climbs out of the wadi. One of these two waterholes

Jack Frost in one of the open cuts from which the optical
calcite was mined for gunsight manufacture.

is marked Four Palm spring in an old map—but I have never
been sure which one.

At the lower spring there were palms at an earlier date, but
they were cut down by unknown vandals, and the logs used
to build a roof over the spring. This waterhole is now only a
damp place in the sand, where thirsty coyotes occasionally paw
their way down to water. An old prospector told me that moon-
shiners had a distillery here during the days of prohibition, and
because of the isolation of this spot were able to operate for a
long period before the law caught up with them.

Over a low hill from this spring is a grizzled veteran of the
palm family—a tree so striking in the desolation of its surround-
ings that we used it as a cover picture for the second issue of
Desert Magazine, in December 1937. This grand old tree
has defied the elements for perhaps 150 years. The winds have
whipped the sand away from its roots. It is bent from age and
the weight of a vigorous thatch of green and dry palm fronds
at its crown. This tree, more than any object 1 have seen on the
desert elsewhere, symbolizes the courage, the tenacity, the dig-
nity, the vitality of the desert country. Once I referred to it
as the -Grand Old Man'' of the desert. And later I discovered
I was wrong. One October day I drove up there and found
a fine cluster of fruit hanging from its crown. Male palms do
not bear fruit. And so I apologize, and doff my hat in respect
to the venerable grandmother of the Palm wash tribe ot
Washingtonias.
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Lacy and glittering festoons of calcium carbonate hang suspended
caverns, New Mexico. National Park Service photo.

in Carlsbad

The pearl in the beautiful neck-
lace, the plaster on the wall, the
onyx marble inkstand, the stalac-
tites in the cave, the chalk in the
schoolroom — all these and a
thousand other items in daily use
contain calcium in one form or
another. And yet as a metal, few
people ever have seen it. Here is
a glimpse of one of the most use-
ful members of the great mineral
family.

ealcittm-

MineAal

Mafrut

Quises
By JOHN D. THOMPSON

e ALCIUM IS described as a soft
silver-white metal, occurring only
in combination. While it is one

of the most abundant of metals, the earth
being composed of about five per cent
calcium, it is a metal that comparatively
few people ever have seen, or know where
it is to be found.

Its hiding places are not well concealed,
but on the contrary no other mineral is so
well advertised, if unusual beauty of struc-
ture and bright colors can be taken as a
bid for recognition. In many instances the
hiding places are original and unique,
either in crystals or massive rock, in gor-
geous cavern displays, in vast limestones,
beds of shells and coral reefs, and in solu-
tion in nearly all natural waters. It is an
element that each of us, together with all
animal life and the birds of the air use
constantly throughout life.

One of the great storage places for cal-
cium is the White Cliffs of Dover, re-
cently glorified in song, one of the most
prominent landmarks in the world. These
cliffs are composed of pure fine-grained

friable limestone, or chalk, in which oc-
curs in chemical disguise the element cal-
cium. Originally the limestone was formed
on the ocean bottom by the accumulation
of tiny calcareous shells of the little ani-
mal with a big name, foraminifera. The
salt water, where the cliffs now stand, car-
ried calcium in solution, which was with-
drawn by the tiny single celled animals to
make their shells. These little animals lived
either as creeping life on the bottom or
floating life near the surface. When they
died their shells accumulated on the sea
bottom to form immense beds of limestone,
finally to become consolidated and uplifted
to their present height.

There are 280 mineral species in which

calcium is the prominent basic element as
compared with 148 of magnesium, two of
platinum and six of gold. Calcite, or cal-
careous spar, is the stable form of calcium
and the principal mineral of the numer-
ous calcium group, being also the most
abundant of all minerals except quartz.

No other mineral is of more interest for
the reason that it occurs in such a variety
of colors and forms. It imitates, builds in-
dependently on a vast scale as exemplified
by coral reefs some of which are over 1200
miles long, uses its own coral animals in
construction, and borrows and uses bright
colors to adorn itself more lavishly than
any Hollywood beauty or gypsy belle.

Just why calcite should present itself in

AUGUST, 1945
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lengthy formula as this one: 2CaF3 .2A1-
( F,OH ) 3 .CaSO4 .2H2O., or perhaps by
the unusual name of the place where it is
found, as for instance the common rock,
creedite, found near Wagon Wheel Gap,
Creed Quadrangle, Colorado. With most
of the other 280 rocks the acid test for
calcium ends the amateur's day of descrip-
tive mineralogy.

Probably the most plentiful of all cal-
cium crystals are the hexagonal-tripyrami-
dal apatite gems which are used as gem
stones. The small crystals presenting 18
facets of softly shining colors of sea-green,

Satin spar. Fine fibrous variety of cal-
cium with a pronounced silky luster.

Pectolite. Needle-like crystals radiate
from the center in all directions.

such an array of colors and shapes is dif-
ficult to explain, but where colors appear
they are applied with taste and elegance.
While many of the crystals are shapely
enough to be used as gems, generally they
are too soft for use as jewels. The most
important calcium minerals are calcite,
limestone, marble, aragonite, gypsum and
fluorite, while such names as yttrocerite,
tyuyamunite, syngenite, ettrinite, tachy-
drite and nordenskioldine are plentiful
even though hard to pronounce.

One of the calcium minerals, calcite, has
more than 300 varieties of form. The more
important ones like gypsum, apatite, fluor-
ite and aragonite are readily identified.
Others like scapolite, peCtolite, garnet and known are seen in most mineral collections. bluish green, grey, violet-blue, flesh-red
vesuvianite while perhaps not so generally Some are remembered by their unusually or white, are the most delicate and beauti-

Plate of wine-yellow dog-tooth spar calcite crystals.	 Fragment of pure calcium carbonate rhombohedral crystals.
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fui of all hiding places for the rhombohe-
dral unit cell of calcium atoms, and in many
cases are quite perfectly cut and polished
and ready for use as a ring setting. How-
ever, the mineral is not hard enough to
withstand the abuse to which the usual
stone is subject, being no harder than the
point of a blade in a good jack knife. It is
interesting to know just why minerals are
given odd sounding names. This one, apa-
tite, is from the Greek words, ''to deceive,"
due to a resemblance to fluorite, amethyst,
aquamarine, etc.

Fine pearls, lustrous rounded pale blue
concretions of great value, often the tomb

Vaterite. A variety of crystalline cal-
cium carbonate.

of a tiny dead parasite, is made of that
exquisite mineral, aragonite, which is cal-
cium carbonate. Shells taken from the sea,
if properly prepared from living animals,

not to be confused with beach-worn and
sanded shells, are as beautifully tinted in
bright colors of aragonite as are beautifully
tinted cut gems on display.

Septeria. A concretionary nodule of
lime , the inside lined with dog-

tooth spar.

The vast coral reefs that encircle the
globe, especially in the warm shallow wat-
ers near the equator where coral animal life
is so active, are limey growths of calcareous
skeletons of marine animals being compos-
ed essentially of calcium carbonate. These
immense reefs with their sharp pinnacles so
dangerous to ships, are continuous growths
of coral and layer upon layer of broken
calcareous skeleton fragments cemented
into a solid mass with lime provided by
the numerous lime secreting algae, sea-
weed, or precipitated by minute coral ani-
mals. Finally these masses of coral and
lime, covered with endless acres of deli-
cate plant-like growths of coral, become
consolidated as limestone—a coral reef,
one of the wonders of calcium.

Nail-head spar. Oval plate of yellow calcium carbonate.	 Specimen of Aragonite crystals from Bisbee. Arizona.
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DESERT QUIZ Answers are on page 36.

1—Stalactites and stalagmites most commonly found in
natural caves are of 	  Limestone 	  Quartz 	
Feldspar 	  Lava 	

2 -Before the white man brought soap to the Southwest,
the Indians, for cleansing used— Minerals 	
Yucca roots 	  Agave leaves 	  Nothing 	

3—A Hopi woman, according to native custom, obtains
a divorce by— Running away from her husband 	
Making a sacrifice to the gods 	  Edict of the
medicine man 	  Putting her husband's belongings
outside on the doorstep 	

4—The Horned Lizard, or toad, lives mainly on—
Mice and desert rodents 	  Bugs and insects....
Vegetation 	  Other lizards 	

s—Pauline Weaver's role in the history of the South-
west was that of— Archeologist 	  Stage coach
driver 	  Guide and trapper 	  Steamboat
captain on the Colorado 	

6—The famous ruins at Casa Grande, Arizona, are be-
lieved to have been built by— Apache Indians
The Hohokam 	  Aztecs 	  Cocopahs 	

7—Going by the most direct road from Tucson, Arizona,
to Guaymas, Sonora, you would pass customs inspec-
tors at — Douglas  El Paso  Nogales 

8—Largest inland body of water in the states of Califor-
nia, Utah, Arizona and Nevada is— Great Salt
Lake  Salton Sea  Lake Mead 
Reservoir at Roosevelt dam 	

9—Tallest cactus growing in the desert is— Cholla
	  Bisnaga 	  Prickly pear 	  Saguaro 	

	

10—Obsidian is— Sedimentary rock 	 Conglomerate
	  Igneous 	  Metamorphic 	

1 i —If you were planning a trip into the Sangre de Cristo
mountains you would go to— Nevada 	  New
Mexico 	  California 	  Utah 	

12—Malachite most likely would be found in a—
Tin mine 	  Copper mine 	  Iron deposit 	
Gold mine 	

13—Reg Manning of Phoenix, Arizona, is best known
as— Cartoonist 	  Mining engineer 	
Politician 	  Bronc Rider 	

14—Mission San Xavier del Bac at Tucson was estab-
lished originally by— Father Font 	  Father
Kino 	  Father Escalante 	  Father Serra 	

15--The settlement of Shoshône in the Death Valley
region derived its name from— An early day
trapper 	  A species of desert tree 	  A mineral
found in that locality 	  A tribe of Indians 	

16—Indians who dance with snakes as part of their
prayer for rain ritual are the— Hopi 	  Hualpai
	 Pahute 	  Havasupai 	

17—Guide for the first known party of white men to see
the Rainbow Natural bridge in Utah was—
Kit Carson 	  John Wetherill 	  Bill Williams
	 John Wesley Powell 	

I8—Morro Rock in New Mexico is famous mainly for—
Its historical inscriptions 	  Its Indian taboo 	
Odd shape 	  Historic battle 	

19—Locale of the legendary Lost Arches mine is the—
Superstition mountains of Arizona 	  Wasatch
mountains in Utah 	  Panamint mountains bord-
ering Death Valley 	  Turtle Mts., California 	

20—If you wanted to go from Las Vegas, Nevada, to Leh-
man caves, general direction of your route would
be— East  North  South  West 

Nail-head spar crystals of u-me -colored calcite embedded in
ruby sphalerite with tiny crystals of yellow pyrites.

Saddle-shaped dolomite white crystals encrusted in ruby
sphalerite crystals. A fine combination of

white and ruby red.
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LETTERS...
From the Chinese War Theater . . .

Somewhere in China
Dear Sir:

Word has reached me in this remote
section of the globe that the March 1945
issue of Desert contains a photograph of a
Nevada ghost town taken by myself in
the good old days when the enjoyment of
the romance of the desert was a matter of
gassing up the old buggy and heading out.

If my information isn't just another ru-
mor, please send me a copy of the March
number so I can revel in the past for a
few hours.

It is very heartening to know that Desert
Magazine carries on and permits those
lovers of Nature to derive enjoyment and
relaxation both from the memory of past
adventures, and in the making of plans
for future excursions into the colorful
desert.

Regardless of the adventures in foreign
lands that go with army life, the lure of
the Southwestern desert remains in my
blood. There is no comparison between
the rugged desert wilderness in my home-
land and the landscape here—a landscape
that has been worn smooth by centuries
of Chinese civilization.

I will be hounding the mail call in the
hopes of receiving the March issue with
the ghost town picture, and am hoping to
supply you with more pictures in the
future.

SGT. ERNEST C. PETERSON

Greetings, Sgt. Peterson: The
March issue with your ghost 101117

photo (poetry page) is on its way to
China. The staff of Desert also will
he glad when more of your fine
photos are available for our pages.

—R•H.
• •	 •

Has Anyone Seen Horsethief? . . .
Randsburg, California

Editor Desert Magazine:
To inform friend G. F. Engle (June

DM, page 28) as to the whereabouts. fur-
ther escapades, etc., of -Horsethief Bill"
Kilmartin, I will let this much out: Bill is
hiding in the wilds of San Francisco, think-
ing, perhaps that the statutes of limitations
has NOT run, and that the sheriff of
Modoc is still lookin' for him.

But Bill acquired a different name dur-
ing his few months visit at my camp near
Randsburg which he christened -Rancho
de Mingus." Due to the fact that he was
an artist in preparing rattlesnake sand-
wiches, he was called "Rattlesnake
Fie had a rival, though, in the person of
Shel Wettach, old sourdough of the days
of Nome, also a visitor at the ranch. Shel
would garnish his sandwiches, when

served with the rattles of the reptiles he and
Bill would save, and he always liked to
decorate his dishes appropriately, but
Bill didn't like the idea and wouldn't have
anything to do with them.

Thls camp is situated in an oval basin,
a drop along the Garlock Fault (major
east-west fault), about a mile long by half
a mile wide. Bill thought once of buildinP
a stone wall clear around the basin and
starting a rattlesnake ranch, and did ac-
tually build a few hundred feet of walls,
in ard about the cactus garden. Bill would
crawl cut of bed at six in the morning and
get in an hour's work on his walls before
breakfast, which was always at seven. I
was the breakfast cook, and one morning I
overslept and Bill wasn't called in until
eight. When he came in and looked at the
time piece he said he thought that was the
damdest lcngest hour he ever worked. Af-
ter that, he took the alarm clock out with
him and placed it on a rock near his work,
just to be sure.

S. M. MINGUS
• •	 •

Sure, cmci why not . . .
Oakland, California

Dear Sir:
As ex-El Centrans and numbering

among those who proudly claim to have
answered 14 of the 20 questions correctly
(from your June, 1945 issue), we boast
the honorary title of "Desert Mice. - Can
we get away with this?

MARY and FRANK ROESCH
• •	 •

Fish, Antelope or Mermaids? . .
Aguana, California

Dear Randall:
On the book review page of your Tulv

issue I note a very interesting explanation
of the "Fish Traps," written by Adan E.
Treganza.

Now I am all up in the air, as I thought
I had solved the fish trap question. I have
found many of recent use all along the
Lower California gulf coast. They are al-
ways near an Indian campsite, and are still
serviceable as traps for mullett. However,
I am always ready to concede to higher
learning,

Mr. Treganza disregards the fish trap
theory, and suggests they may have served
as blinds for antelope hunters. If that is
true, then the paleontologists should be
looking for the bones of that marine ante-
lope. They must necessarily be a marine
species for the -wall- of the trap is always
toward the sea.

Perhaps Mr. Treganza has something
after all. Maybe those ancients were trying
to trap mermaids—but in that case they
would be trappers rather than hunters.

HARRY H. BERGMAN

It's too Hot to Argue . . .
San Bernardino, California

Dear Editors:
Strange as it may seem, Desert has of

late met with my full approval. Nothing
has appeared that I can criticise. Life is
indeed becoming tame. Cannot you work
up some controversial subject?

CHARLES BA'TTYE

To Old-Timer Battye: We don't
want Desert to become too tame—
but 01' Man Sun is pouring it on us
these days. It isn't good arguin' wea-
ther. Just sit tight for a couple of
months—and when the fall days come
we'll try to launch a buzz bomb over
in your direction. —R. H.

Suggestions from Nebraska . . .
Omaha, Nebraska

My dear Mr. Henderson :
I was not sure I wanted the Desert Mag-

azine another year. It is a good magazine
and very interesting, but when a subject is
discussed I sometimes think both sides of
the question are not viewed.

Take the Jackson Hole deal. I love the
great outdoors, but I don't like to see things
railroaded as this was. I have been in the
Jackson Hole country, and the Tetons
should be kept for future generations, but
as to the part now grabbed by Washington
I cannot see where it has the qualifications
for a National monument.

This will rob Teton county and Wyo-
ming state of revenue from taxes, and if
you will look at the map you will find that
Wyoming is well covered with government
reserves.

Your - rockbound - department could
be improved by more articles on how to do
things. We, the rest of the United States,
are not interested in the Los Angeles shows
or their doings, and some of us like black
jade instead of faking nature by coloring
agates, as one of your editors does.

Get the true facts and present both sides,
remembering we all do not live in the
Southwest, and I am sure your magazine
will go places. This is intended as con-
structive criticism, and my subscription is
enclosed.

DAN H. DUNHAM
• •	 •

Dreaming of Postwar Days . . .

Dear Editors: 
Philippine Islands

out here so far from home and friends. One
Life is a rather drab affair at best way

of its brighter moments each month is the
arrival of Desert. Because for a few hours
I am home again traveling some of the
trails I once knew, and planning  on
new ones. Thanks so much for making
those hours possible.

JOSEPH G. HUFFMAN, RTlic
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It is like an explosion of visible
music, says Jerry Loudermilk,
when the pent-up energy deep in
the heart of the yucca suddenly
is released in a stalk that grows
as much as a foot a day and then
blossoms into a gorgeous bouquet
of creamy brilliance. No human
knows just how this miracle is
wrought—but here is as much of
the story as a scientist can piece
together.

Upper right—Semi-diagrammatic figure of cells of yucca
embryo to show cell growth through division. A mature
cell ready to divide: N nucleus, Ne nucleolus, Ch chroma-
tin strands. B chromosomes resulting from break-up of
chromatin strands arrange themselves horizontally at the
center of the cell. C chromosomes redistributed at opposite
poles of the cell will form the nuclei of two new cells. D
first suggestion of a new cell wall.E wall nearly established.
F wall complete and two daughter cells formed. G and H
the daughter cells now "grown up" are ready to divide and

repeat the whole story.

Upper left—Magnified section through a seed of Yucca
whipplei to show the embryo. A the root end, B the

plumule or shoot end.

Lower left—A greatly magnified section through embryo
at very beginning of germination. Cells of the root cap

cover the tip like a thimble.

Lower right—Greatly magnified section through plumule end
of same embryo.

By JERRY LAUDERMILK

Drawings by the author

7- HE RANCH house of the LX Bar was built of yellov,
'dobe. It stood near the middle of a small alluvial fan
facing the Bradshaw mountains in Arizona. During my

first months in the desert I used to outstrip the sun at rising and
hurry to the top of a high ridge that had belonged to the jumping
chollas since the Old People left the Hassayampa. There, beside
a companionable saguaro shaped like something from Brobding-
nag, I awaited one magical moment when the sunlight, split into
beams of gold by the mountain peaks, lit up the valley.

It was straight, undiluted revelation. For half a minute it
would seem as if a curtain had been drawn aside to give a
glimpse of a mystical Arizona that had always existed in a time-
less world. Against a vivid background of mesquite, catsclaw and
cottonwood, the house, the windmill, horses, and everything
around the ranch that caught the slanting rays, stood out keen

Terminal ten inches of flower stalk of Y. whipplei. Right—
Imbricated bracts with tips of young flowers just showing.
Right lower—Young flowering branch removed. Right
upper—Spine-guarded lip of bract. Left upper—Bract
pulled down to show young flower. Left lower—Attach-

ment of bracts to stalk.

When VaCea Waweei
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and bright but in miniature like models in a diorama lit by
amber light.

Close-up and with whiter daylight, there was no longer a
golden aura around ordinary things but the trim, keen look
persisted. This was the impress of my aunt, who, a trim and
precise person herself, imposed a will for order upon everything
and everybody on the ranch from Fiddlesticks the cat and her
two kittens down to common mortals like my cousin and myself.

But with all this regulation a kind of calculated liberty was
allowed in appropriate places. Although the beans in the vege-
table garden had to submit to a life of discipline, standing in
straight lines like soldiers, the strictly ornamental flowers faced
the world from a more informal angle. Take the hollyhocks for
instance. These plants grew with just enough abandon to look as
if growth were a downright satisfaction. This careful dodging of
rigid symmetry included the placing of even the larger shrubs.
There was no front yard exactly, simply a sandy expanse of
smooth ground between the flower beds. Included in this orderly
disorder were two yucca plants remarkable for their great dome-
shaped clusters of radiating bright green leaves, pointed like
stilettos.

These plants grew differently from the local Arizona yuccas,
the "soaptree" or Yucca elata which had narrow leaves in thick
bunches at the ends of long stems. According to my aunt, her
two sword-bearing bravos were native Californians called Span-
ish dagger or to be scientific, Yucca whipplei. And, she added,

Section through terminal ten inches of flower stalk; loca-
tion of actual growing tip shown at A. Right lower— Sin-
gle well developed flowering branch enlarged. Left
upper—Tip magnified, tissue of primordial meristem at B.
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this species sometimes sent up flower stalks "15 feet tall." Since
she had set out the young plants herself, I was curious to learn
why she hadn't arranged places in their honor more toward the
center of the general composition. Her answer was emphatic.
"They are right where they belong." As ornaments of evening,
they were to have the purple of the mountains and not the skele-
ton of the windmill for a background when they blossomed. She
had thought of everything.

All this care about the landscaping of a couple of yuccas and
her yarn about 15-foot flower stalks afforded me a kind of smug
amusement. But it wasn't funny. I merely was ignorant about
the ways of yuccas in the desert.

I had seen some species blossom in the Middle West and my
ideas on the subject referred to rather spindling affairs about
a yard high. In Oklahoma folks called yuccas "bear grass" and
sometimes grew them in the graveyard. Sometimes they used
the leaves in the smokehouse to hang up hams and sides of
bacon. But the blossoming of these two pets, scheduled to take
place right away, was declared to be a marvel worth a trip to
Arizona in itself.

I can best compare my own impression on seeing a yucca in

Left—Longitudinal section through a young yucca plant
with attached root. A—Actual growing tip at crown of
root. B—Section through cone of rolled leaves at center
of cluster. L-L single leaves. Right—Longitudinal section
through base of flower stalk with attached root not sec-
tioned. Cross-hatched oval area indicates arrangement of
fiber in sap-gorged interior of axis. The sugar-loaded sap

is quickly available food for rapidly
developing flower stalk.
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full bloom by saying that to me it is like an
explosion of visible music. I know this
sounds a bit crazy but flowers sometimes
have influenced smarter men than myself
in much the same way. For instance-, an
old Chinese sage once wrote an essay on
the inaudible sound made by a plum blos-
som. I don't mean to imply that I think
there is any actual noise, something you
can pick up with an amplifier and set of
headphones. The idea I want to convey
is that if music, say that of a well played
xylophone, could be congealed into solid
form, it might very well look like a blos-
som-covered yucca stalk.

Writers a-plenty have described the
splendor of the yucca in blossom. So I'll
not add my own name to the list although
the subject can no more grow old than
Christmas. Once I told another story to

readers of Desert about the annual romance
that takes place between the yucca flowers
and certain dainty white moths named
Pronuba who act as matchmakers neces-
sary for pollination. This time my yarn
deals with events from the scattering of the
seed until just before the flower miracle
occurs.

It's hard to make a choice from a gal-
axy of beauties, but since Yucca whipplei
long has been one of my favorites, I'll write
my story around that species. Let's have a
glance at the background of my subject.

Yuccas are lilies. This fact you may
have guessed if you ever looked carefully at
a single blossom. The Liliaceae or lily fam-
ily is extremely large and includes some
of the most beautiful flowers in the world,
and it has a brief history in a geological
way. The most ancient lily so far known

is a fossil flower from the Upper Creta-
ceous of Japan, deposited there just a short
9,000,000 years ago.

The seed of whipplei is a flat black ob-
ject about the size and shape of an old-
fashioned carpet tack head. It has an aver-
age .weight of only 25 milligrams or almost
exactly half the weight of a postage stamp.
Under favorable conditions a plant can
set 36,000 seeds. Probably half of these
never have a chance to live since they are
eaten by larva of the Pronuba moth. Of
the lucky ones that escape, the probabili-
ties for a successful career for any particu-
lar seed are slim.

It has been questioned whether a dor-
mant seed should be considered as alive or
dead. My own opinion is that a fertile seed
is alive since it can be shown that a slow,
faint respiration takes place through the
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hilum or small natural pore of a seed. And

seeds that are kept in airtight containers

soon die, as do seeds that ha* lost most of

their moisture. The old stories about grain

having been sprouted from 4eds found in
Egyptian tombs are fables based on honest
mistakes and sensational reports. 1 once

found eight seeds of squash in the dust
of a storage cave at Montezuma's Castle
ruin near Camp Verde, Arizona, and coax

From left to right: l—Young flower
stalk showing just above leaf cluster.
At this stage the stalk may grow a
foot a day. 2—Flouer stalk a week
old. Tips of flowering branches just
begin to show. 3—Stalk nearly full

stage. 4—The miracle of
yucca blossoms.
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OUTLOOK
BRIGHTER

The economic situation in motor
transportation looks brighter.

It's not that we're going to get
any new automobiles. It's just that
there has been a sharp dedine in
the number of cars being retired.

Last year, 5,000 cars were con-
signed to the junk yard daily—
many of them having reached the
vehicle Valhalla through neglect.

One motorist reports that he is
back on his feet again because of:

Frozen liabilities due to im-
proper bearing lubrication.

Irregularity of radiator liquida-
tion.

Infrequent tire inflation.

Indifference to stabilization of
currentcy in the battery.

General dropping off of parts
brought on by lack of attention.

However, many car owners are
now taking better care of their
rolling stock. Result is, there is a
slump in the volume of autos hit-
ting the scrap heap.

Prolonging your automobile's
life is a simple financial transaction.

You invest a few 0 and you save
a lot of $.

Your best bet is thorough and
regular upkeep service. Shellubri-
cation is a gilt-edge buy.

This special system of mainte-
nance pays big dividends. It was
developed by Shell engineers to
help make your car outlast the

duration.
Shell Dealers and Shell Service

Stations everywhere are at your
service. For a brighter outlook in
1945, drive in and —

Make a date for
Shellubrication today!

-BUD LANDIS

\VA

as I might with good soil, warmth and
water there was no green response.

The first effects of warmth and mois-
ture on a seed are mechanical and chemical.
A section through a mature yucca seed
shows the embryo as a simple, rod-shaped,
ivory white kernel embedded in the blu-
ish white bulk of the seed which is mainly
food material stored up for use by the seed-
ling. A section magnified under high
power shows the embryo to be composed
of thousands of cells of unusual type ready
to divide as soon as growth begins. There
is not the slightest thing about this yucca
embryo that resembles the plant but the
whole story of yucca life from seed through
flower and back to seed is held in it.

There are several theories to account
for this stability of a species. They are all
too tremendously complicated to be done
justice without a great many words. New
advances are being made with such speed
that only a specialist in the subject of hered-
ity or science of genetics is qualified to
speak on the topic and what he had to say
would, in all probability be intelligible
only to another geneticist.

One of the early workers in this field,
Weismann, put forward the theory that
offspring (in the case of plants, seeds with
their embryos) contain a certain factor,
possibly something of ultra-microscopic
size, called the zygote which is unchanged
from generation to generation and acts as
a sort of foundation for the growth of cells
which will mature into another individual
like the parent. So far the nearest known
parallel to Weismann's zygote is the so-
called gene, a mysterious entity associated
with the chromatin of the nucleus of the
cell—I warned you that this subject was
tough.

I said that cells divide or grow by divi-
sion. By this I mean that when a cell
reaches a certain limiting size a curious
change begins. It actually builds a parti-
tion across itself to become two smaller
cells which in turn grow up to reach the
limiting size and repeat the operation.

When the yucca seed sprouts, the em-
bryo elongates, growing from both ends.
It soon breaks through the seed coat and
bends into an arch. One end penetrates the
soil to establish a root-hold while the other
remains within the seed absorbing the
stored food until the seedling is ready to
begin life on its own. The first foliage leaf
soon appears, green, ready to make its own
food and from the first the young leaf is
protected by a sharp spine at its tip.

The growth of the young plant is very
slow. For several years it consists mainly
of increasing the root system and adding
more and more leaves to the rosette. Later,
a more or less globular stem or axis hidden
by the bases of the overlapping leaves be-
gins to form. From now on for a few
years there will be nothing new to report

except a slow and steady increase in size.
The axis grows larger and more pineapple-
shaped ; stiff, dagger-pointed leaves, actual
living swords, repel intruders from any
direction. At the heart of this dome of
blades a spike or pointed cone of tightly
rolled leaves incloses younger and younger
blades down to the very growing tip of
the axis, a tiny white point, leaf-shaped but
less than an eighth of an inch long.

After eight or 10 years a striking change
takes place among the leaves at the center
of the cluster. There appears to be a sudden
uprush of energy and the heart of the plant
is in a kind of turmoil. Strength and vigor
that can almost be felt radiate from the
plant now and in some forms of Y. whip-
plei the new blades of the pointed cone
show carmine colored tips. The axis rap-
idly swells and one morning the upthrust
tip of the flower stalk appears. Now events
follow with a rush. Sometimes the new
stalk grows as much as a foot a day. At
length appears the wonder. The magic
column of deep blue-green ornamented
with dagues of purple and crimson has
covered itself with countless bells of white.

Curious things have taken place in the
plant before this glorious climax occurs.
For one thing, a great store of sugar, made
by the green alchemy of the leaves from
carbon dioxide and water under the sun's
influence, has been accumulating in the
axis for several years. Perhaps it is this
wealth that the swords protect while the
plant goes forward with its preparation.
At last, when the accumulated sugar in the
sap reaches a certain concentration, a kind
of trigger action of a chemical nature not
well understood, is touched off and the
result is the floral miracle.

The yucca has had many uses in the
lives of the desert Indians. The leaves fur-
nish strong glistening fiber second to none
for cordage. The rind of the dry stalk made
the best hearth for the fire-drill and the
charred pith the best tinder. Baskets, dye
and soap, brushes and ornaments—even
a natural needle and thread made by the
spiny tip of a leaf with its attached strands
of fiber were but a few of its uses. Like the
bamboo, another plant of many roles it
also served as food. Flowers, fruit and
stalk were eaten raw, baked or boiled. But
as my old friend, Joe Aguilar, shoemaker
of Wickenburg, once said when we dis-
cussed the lore of the yucca, "As for my-
self, I would as soon eat one piece of some
angel."

• • •
Ceremonial Dates Announced

Secretary M. L. Woodard has an-
nounced that the annual Inter-Tribal In-
dian Ceremonial at Gallup, New Mexico,
is to be held this year August 17-18-19
Thirty Indian tribes are expected to take
part in the three-day carnival of native
dancing and ceremonials this season.
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Grandma Rose Daniels has spent most of her 91 years on the Uintah and Ouray
reservations of Utah. She has developed a new variety of lima bean adapted to

the short dry seasons of Utah.

Severity-five years ago it was
the custom for Indian tribes to raid
one another's camps, stealing
food and women and children.
Navajo and Mexican people now
and then signed a treaty to ex-
change prisoners, but usually the
Utes retained their stolen slaves.
Rose Daniels, kidnapped by Utes
when she was a little Navajo girl
of five, grew up as a Ute and has
proved to be one of the most val-
uable members of that Utah tribe.
This is the story of Grandma Dan-
iels, the Indian Burbank, who is
responsible for a new type of
lima bean.

Butbanh

the Zito
By DAMA LANGLEY

Photos by U. S. Indian Service
Map drawn by Norton Allen

./(/
1GHT was near and a cold wind
crept across the desert of northern
Arizona while a Navajo woman

and her five year old girl drove the family
sheep into a corral for safety from wild
animals. Mother's voice was gay and re-
assuring as she urged the reluctant flock
into the enclosure made of juniper limbs
held together with wild grapevines.

The mud hogan where the Navajos
lived would be warm and fragrant with the
smell of pine burning in the middle of
the floor under the smoke hole. Mutton
Stew bubbled on the fire and a rock was
heating on which the corn cakes were to
be baked. The little Navajo girl ran after
a stray sheep so that they might sooner go
back to the hogan and supper . . .

That was 86 years ago, and only those
few childhood memories remain with Rose
Daniels, old and wrinkled and almost
blinded by sun and glare and wind and
smoke of many campfires. For, while the
mother and child drove the sheep to shel-
ter, a raiding band of hungry Ute Indians
swept down on one of their frequent thiev-
ing expeditions, and when they went back
to their native haunts in what is now north-
eastern Utah, they carried with them the
small terrified Navajo girl. They had cap-
tured her and were taking her back to be
a slave in their tribe.

"Can't you remember more about the
time you were stolen?" I asked her, sitting

near so that her fading sight could reach
me.

"No. Nothing much of that time. I was
so very little and so scared. I only remem-
ber being beaten because I screamed for
my mother. And I know I was hungry al-
ways. I was a slave and as I grew older I
did all the hard work around the camp. We
had no sheep ; we had few horses and most
of the ones we had were stolen from other
Indians. I could not eat the grasshoppers as
the Utes did—they seemed to stick in my
throat and make me sick. When I was sent
out to drag wood from where high waters
had washed it I looked for green things to
eat, and I dug roots and ate them.

"The men hunted a lot, and brought the
game to the camp for the women to skin
and cure the meat. Of course I liked meat
to eat but I had to steal whatever I got of
it. We cut it in thin strips and hung it to
dry in the hot sun. Then it was packed
away in pouches made of the stretched guts
of the animal. I learned to make clothes out
of deerskins and later when I lived in Wyo-
ming 1 learned to do very fine beadwork."

"When there wasn't meat what did the
Utes eat?"

"The red fruit of the cactus. The stick-
ers were singed off and the fruit dried. The
seedpods of yucca plants were dried too,
and there was flour made from mesquite
beans and pition nuts. And always grass-
hoppers, winter and summer. In the sum-
mertime we knocked them down and
boiled them for fresh eating. Others we
dried like the cactus fruit and saved them
for winter.

"All the time I was learning these things
I kept trying to get back to my own people.
I ran away time and again but I was always
caught and brought back and beaten. I
never gave up hope. Maybe the Utes got
tired of watching and looking for me. One
day a white man came to the camp and they
sold me to him. He and other people of the
Mormon church were buying slaves away
from the Utes and trying to stop that tribe
from stealing and making other tribes work
for them. I was happy when I knew about
it. I thought would go home then. When
I was asleep I always dreamed about my
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UMITAR and OURAY
DIAN RESERVATION
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mother and the hogan and the sheep.
When other children captured by the Utes
were brought to camp I felt unhappy for
them. But I didn't go home.

"This white man said my own people
had been raiding and stealing from white
towns and from the Mexican people and
that a big army of soldiers had come and

driven them all out of our homeland and
now they were far away. I no longer had a
home. But his family took me with them
to Fort Bridger up in Wyoming where the
snow was deep, deep. Here were other
tribes of Indians, and from them I learned
to make moccasins and hunting jackets for
the fur traders and to sew beads on them

in bright decorations. Up there, too, I
learned to boil the fat out of a bear without
believing a chindee would get me. (Bears
are sacred to Navajo.)

"With the Mormons I learned another
way of life. You know the Mormon people
always plant seeds and have things grow-
ing to eat. I learned to plant the seed and

From this type of ditch on the Uintah-Ouray Indian reservation Rose Daniels has watered her gardens by an irrigation system
of her own contriving. Water comes from Uintah and White rivers.
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From such a hogan Rose Daniels was stolen 86 years ago. This typical Navajo hogan is a circular dwelling built of mud , logs
and other bits of odds and ends. Navajo ?route,' wear colorful. wide flowing calico skirts and velveteen blouses.

to take care of the crops. In Wyoming
there was plenty of water for growing food.

One day I married a Ute who was with
a party of trappers. We went back to Utah
where I had been a slave. It was different
now. I was a wife and I had my own place
to live, and I worked only for my own fam-
ily. I took care of my four babies and my
husband. - The old woman stopped talking
and thought awhile.

"I planted seeds. -

She planted seeds. This waif pushed
around by fate from one place to another
and back again, planted seeds in the desert
home of her captors and made them grow.
Her husband helped her with her planting,
and soon others wanted to have food like
Rose Daniels raised and saved for winter
eating. They, too, planted.

Year after year this Navajo woman, who
was now more Ute than any of its blood
daughters, planted her seeds. She raised
cabbage and onions, carrots, turnips, to-
matoes, peas, beans and potatoes. Of course
the Indian corn and melons and squash
were not neglected, but after awhile she
grew ambitious and added asparagus and
lettuce and cucumbers to her planting.

Water, of course, was the crying need,
and so Rose devised her own irrigation sys-
tem by making little furrows among her
plants and guiding water from the feeble
streams in the Uintah and White rivers.

Each year she watched her plants and set
aside the best to be used for seed. As she ga-

thered the seed of each vegetable she grew,
she placed it in a little glass jar or paper
sack, and smiled happily knowing that she
could plant again when spring came. To
her the never ending battle against blasting
winds, drifting sands, drought, grasshop-
pers, cutworms and even floods, was a
challenge gladly met and conquered.

Six years ago an official of a horticultural
station visited Grandma Daniels. as she is
now called by everyone. He looked at her
garden, and he remembered the report
made to the Mormon church by their of-
ficial exploration party. In 1861 this party
was sent to the Uintah basin, where Rose
Daniels lives, in search of a region where
pioneers could be sent to establish homes
and further the program of the church. The
report read: -Uintah Basin is measurably
valuless (the exact spelling) except to hold
the world together!"

The visitor looked at the garden of the
frail old Indian woman and examined the
containers of seed she proudly brought
forth. Among her precious seeds he found
three lima beans.

- May I take these with me?" he asked.
Grandma Daniels was happy to share her
treasures, and so the three seeds went back
with the agent to the experiment station at
Cheyenne where they were planted. From
these three seeds came the newly developed
lima bean, placed on the market for the first
time last year, and which is the only known
lima bean which can be grown successfully

in the short dry seasons of Utah, Wyoming
and South Dakota.

The Uintah-Ouray reservation records
say that Rose Daniels was born in 1854,
ninety-one years ago, but she still works
among her plants. This little wrinkled Bur-
bank of the Indians says we must raise what
we eat—no matter where we live.

• • •
GOVERNOR APPROVES PALM
SPRINGS TRAMWAY PROJECT

Gov. Earl Warren of California has
signed a bill authorizing the construction
of a $1,360,000 tramway from the floor
of Coachella valley to a point near Hidden
Lake at 8,500 elevation on Mt. San Jacinto.
The measure, introduced by Assemblyman
Phil Boyd of Riverside county, provides
for financing of the project by private capi-
tal under the sponsorship of the Mt. San
Jacinto Winter Park Authority, composed
of two members each from Palm Springs
and Riverside county, and three named by
the governor.

Under the provisions of the bill, the
new park authority will be authorized to
issue up to $3,000,000 in revenue bonds.

The bill passed the assembly May 26
and the senate June 13, despite opposition
from the Sierra Club and other conserva-
tionist groups in the state. Opponents of
the measure took the position that San
Jacinto is one of the few remaining primi-
tive areas in Southern California, and
should be preserved in that status.
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Washington, D. C. . . .
Cripple Creek, Virginia City, Tonopah,

Kingman, Nevada City and other mining
camps throughout the West were ready
to go back to work July 1 upon word from
War production board, which lifted ban on
gold mining. Gold operations had been
suspended since October 8, 1942 to con-
serve machinery, supplies and labor for
more urgent mineral production. Recent
action, however, carries only the low prior-
ity rating (AA5) granted to business for
repair, maintenance and operating supplies.

• • •
Winnemucca, Nevada . . .

U. S. geological survey has announced
its intention to complete or assist in the
completion of a series of state geological
maps and a postwar aerial mapping of the
state of Nevada, a project which had been
urged by the State planning commission
and American association of state geolo-
gists. Project is designed especially to aid
small property owners in mapping, samp-
ling and advising on procedure in order
to encourage and stimulate mining. Fred L.
Humphrey, who already has made bureau
examinations and reports, has been as-
signed to further studies in gold mining
areas this summer.

• •
Winnemucca, Nevada . . .

Paul Soule, San Francisco capitalist, and
associates have contracted to develop gold
properties of Mrs. Josie Pearl, 98 miles
northwest of here. Property includes 12
Iode claims, 200 acres placer gold mining
property, with water rights.

• • •
Salt Lake City, Utah . . .

Utah Oil Refining company, holder of
world's record in production of 100-octane
gasoline at Salt Lake City refinery, expects
to increase substantially its production up-
on completion of a new pipe line Septem-
ber 1, E. S. Holt, vicepresident in charge
of manufacturing, announced June 20.
This plant is one of two in nation using a
new process for making a high-octane com-
ponent known as neohexane.

• • •
Trona, California . .

Mining properties in Troua, Randsburg,
Kernville, Mojave and Death Valley areas
have been studied recently by E. D. Arthur,
manager Los Angeles county chamber of
commerce mining department, completing
a market survey. Report is intended to put
operators in touch with markets where
their ores are most needed. Chamber pub-
lishes such a report annually.

San Francisco, California . . .
State division of mines, still receiving

inquiries about assessment work require-
ments, repeats that act of congress of May
3, 1943, suspends assessment work for the
duration. "Until the hour of 12 o'clock
meridian on the 1st day of July after the
cessation of hostilities in the present war
as determined by proclamation of the Presi-
dent or concurrent resolution of the Con-
gress; Provided, That every claimant of
any such mining claim, in order to obtain
the benefits of this Act, shall file, or cause
to be filed, in the office where the location
notice or certificate is recorded, on or be-
fore 12 o'clock meridian of July 1 for each
year that this Act remains in effect, a notice
of his desire to hold said mining claim
under this Act."

• • •
Tonopah, Nevada . . .

Lee Hand, largest producer of turquoise
in Nevada, recently announced his inten-
tion of reopening the No. 8 turquoise
mine, 25 miles northwest of Carlin, once
a heavy producer of highgrade gem stone.

• • •
Bishop, California . . .

Darwin mines property has been pur-
chased by Anaconda Sales corporation,
subsidiary of Anaconda Copper company,
it was disclosed in June. Transfer was to
take place August 1. Mine and mill prop-
erty, which has been employing about 100
men producing strategic lead ore, includes
about 2000 acres near Darwin.

Mina and M*

qiecataii, lo4 a . . .

POST-WAR KITCHEN?
As you catch a moment's relaxation from the war-work whirL do you ever

take a longing look into the post-war future? Those war bonds you're buying and
keeping now will help you fulfill your brightest dreams. Tomorrow's kitchens are
not just figments of the imagination. They're real, with fine improvements of the
appliances you've long known and appreciated. Tomorrow's kitchens will be
pleasant to work in . . . more truly than ever the center of home life.

Among the many post-war appliance marvels to watch for is the refrigerator
with the magical home-freezer compartment, the fully automatic range, and the
inexpensive Steam Electric iron. Keep buying bonds and plan now for your
kitchen of tomorrow.

Use Your Own Power-Make it Pay  for the All American Canal
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Ever since Marshal South, in 1940, began his
series of articles in Desert Magazine to describe an
experiment in simple natural living which he and his
family are evolving at Yaquitepec on the western
border of the Colorado desert, he has had readers of
diverse opinions—and prejudices. Some are frankly
puzzled, many curiously interested, while still others
actually are hostile in their criticism of such a life
in these "civilized" days. Although every article, in
some measure, has explained the Souths' purpose,
Marshal this month attempts to answer a little more
specifically a typical question: "Just what do you get
out of separating yourself from civilization and wall-
ing up yourself and family in a desert solitude?"

aiett Retufe
By MARSHAL SOUTH

g
N THE early dawn Yaquitepec belongs to the birds and
the desert bees. Not the honey bees. But the great, black,
bumbling carpenter bees. These big handsome fellows,

who bore and chisel catacomb-like homes for themselves in the
soft pith of dead mescal stalks, come out in the early morning
to buzz and boom all along the eaves of Yaquitepec. There is
a peculiarly comforting drowsy peace to the sound. Something
that speaks of the wilderness and freedom. When one has just
awakened from sleep and is considering, in a detached sort of
way, the prospect of getting up and beginning the work of the
day, the deep booming drone of these giant bees is soothing
music.

We often have wondered at the regular rite which they per-
form of seeking and bumbling and bumping all around the eaves
before sunup. They are persistent about it. And it is not just
one round of the house—it is many. There cannot be anything
very attractive about roofing iron. And certainly it is not edible.
We have suspected that during the night tiny specks of moisture
may condense on the undersides of the iron sheets, where they
project over into the eaves troughs. Perhaps that is what the
bees are after. But if so they are sharper sighted than we, for
repeated examinations have failed to disclose any traces of
dampness. Nevertheless we are still inclined to the notion that
water is what the bees are after.

And why not? In portions of the African desert, where there
are great daily temperature changes, moisture will collect in
the deep interiors of loosely-piled rock cairns. In fact in some
sections specially constructed water towers—very thick walled
buildings—are fashioned to take advantage of this very cir-
cumstance. In these towers, whose walls are pierced with many
small openings to admit the heated air, there are arranged a
maze of slanting pieces of slate, upon which the warm air con-
denses and forms drops of water. It is the steady dripping from
the slanting slates—collected in a hollow in the floor and led
off in a stone gutter—which furnishes the steady trickle of
water which the water tower provides. Not much of a supply
in comparison to the great labor of construction involved. But
water is water in any desert.

There is not much mystery surrounding the morning
twittering of the birds around our eaves. These little bright eyed
dwellers of the wasteland are inspired by several reasons. In
the nesting season it is frankly a business one. For there are
many desirable scraps and threads to be found around and
among the house walls. Yaquitepec is proud of the distinction
—which it shares with all true desert establishments—of being
compounded of a great variety of building materials. And, in
addition, as there always is some portion under construction,
the harvest of mescal fiber, fragments of cloth, frayed rope
scraps and trailing sections of gunny sack, is fine for nest
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Nest of the Desert Sparrow in a low Bigelow Cholla cactus,
growing among Desert Agaves. or Mescals.

Watercolor by the author.

builders. On their quest, bird couples flit and flutter along the
wall tops, twittering and tugging at ends and fibers with great
good will.

The birds — who are fresh air advocates themselves —
thoroughly approve of our house construction, and sometimes
come in to look it over better. The most recent of these self-
appointed inspectors was a tiny canyon wren that hopped in
through a hole up near the summit of the west wall two days ago.
The sun was just lifting above the eastern ridge of the moun-
tain and in the level golden shafts that struck in through win-
dows and smaller openings our tiny visitor found plenty to
occupy its curiosity. If it was scandalized that we were not yet
out of bed it at least kept its feelings to itself. After perching
for awhile on the suspended length of mesquite wood that does
duty as a chandelier over the table, it proceeded to a flitting
examination of the house. Pictures, clay ollas, typewriters,
water jars, baskets and benches—each in turn was selected as
a perching place—while, with much head cocking, our diminu-
tive long-billed brown sprite studied attentively every detail
of this mysterious realm that it had penetrated. Apparently satis-
fied with its adventure, it flew through the archway into the next
room and attempted to hop out through the window. Then it
encountered a mystery as baffling as the fourth dimension is to
humanity. The window was shut. Against the glass pane—as
against some supernatural barrier through which it could see
but not pass—it fluttered and beat wildly.

Rudyard, Victoria and Rider scrambled out of bed and
dashed to its aid. But as is often the case with fear-crazed
humans, it misunderstood their motives. There was a whirl of
brown feathers and a fleeting rush—and the wren had dis-
appeared. We all searched for it. We suspected that it had
darted into the other room and was now hidden in some dim
corner up above the mescal poles which are laid for seasoning
along the ceiling beams. But our search was unavailing. We had
just given it up when the wren again was at the windowpane.
This time with the aid of a wide cloth scarf it was captured.
conducted gently to the opened door and liberated. It flew into
a low thicket of squaw tea bushes and vanished. The adventure
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was over, but it provided the children with a topic of conversa-
tion and speculation which kept their minds busy for some
time.

Little things? Of course. But all of that adventure which we
call life is built up of little things. And perhaps if time could be
found in this frantic rush of progress for more attention to little
things the big things might be simplified. It is one of the happy
necessities of life at Yaquitepec that every incident, however
trivial, calls forth attention and thought. Particularly in the
matter of desert plant and animal life by which they are sur-
rounded, are the interests of our youngsters held and drawn
forth. The birds, the squirrels, the lizards and the pinacate
bugs—all are to them part of the family. And incidents befalling
these little brothers of the wild are taken with a deep seriousness
and sympathy.

There was, for instance, the tragedy which befell the home-
making dreams of the cheerful little pair of desert sparrows,
who had decided to build their nest in a low cholla that grew
among a clump of mescal plants just back of the house. Rud-
yard discovered this skilfully hidden little home when it was
almost completed. Thereafter the busy little birds, as they flew
back and forth bringing in fibers and grasses, were under almost
constant though cautious observation by one or other of our
youngsters. Interest reached its climax when the little nest had
become the cosy container of three tiny white eggs. Victoria
went about in a state of constant anxiety and watchfulness for
fear that the squirrels would discover the little house and
rob it of its precious treasure. The day when the eggs would
hatch was looked forward to eagerly.

But the eggs never hatched. What it was we never will know.
A hawk, perhaps. At any rate the nest suddenly was left desolate.
Days passed. And weeks. And the three tiny white eggs lay
there lonely beneath the glare of the desert sun and under the
shine of the desert stars. For a long while Rudyard, in whom
hope dies hard, clung to the scant comfort that maybe the spar-
rows were off on a temporary excursion and would return. But
slowly, with the steady passing of the long days, even his hope
died. Finally he set a time limit. shall wait just a month," he
announced sorrowfully. - If they don't come back by that time
I will know that something has happened. And I'll take the
nest and eggs into the house and keep them. Just to remember.
It isn't any good leaving them out to be finally torn up by the
wind and rats."

He was suspiciously close to tears. For Rudyard is tender-
hearted. By the end of the month, time had softened the sorrow.
Gravely he went out and brought in the little deserted home and
its three tiny white unfulfilled promises. It hangs now, from a
slender wire, just below the deserted nest of a weaver bird,
almost within hand reach of where I sit typing.

A correspondent demands to know "just what do you get
out of separating yourself from civilization and walling up your-

self and family in a desert solitude?" He is puzzled. He can-
not understand why it is that we are willing to turn aside from

the brassy parade of progress, or to deny ourselves electric lights
and the priceless privilege of radio music sponsored by Purfued
Soap.

Well, since he is not alone in his disapproval of our having
dared to turn aside from the Grand March, I shall answer his
question.

In the first place we get freedom. Freedom of mind and

freedom of body. In this sunlit desolation of rock and thorn,

where the sun beats down through an unending march of

days and the desert silence which broods among the boulders

and ocotillos is broken only by the harpings of the wind, we

can spread freely the net of our minds to gather those priceless,
fundamental stirrings of the infinite which are most easily come

by when one is close to nature. Our thoughts are our own—

to weigh, to digest, to evaluate. No coloring lens or distorting

mirror—either of the printed word or the shouted aerial tirade
—can stir our judgment, or influence it. What we think we

think ourselves. That which we value we can develop. That
which we hold to be trivial and unworthy we can escape. By
dawnlight or starlight or in the glare of nôon we are spared
the constant effort of thrusting aside a ceaseless stream of ready-
made thought, which sponsored by every diverse "interest"
under the sun, beats constantly upon the eyes, ears and brain of
the marcher in Progress' proud parade. Thus, quite unassisted,
we can do our own thinking more easily. Not that it is impos-
sible to think, even in the clamor of a boiler factory. But the
process is more efficient and more pleasant in the wasteland
solitudes where silence is stirred only by the desert wind.

And, even as it grants us freedom of mind, so does the
desert grant us freedom of body. Here, far in the friendly
shelter of our sun-seared rocks we need bow no knee to any
sacred cow set up by the gods of fashion or of convention.
Nature, the Great Mother, who with wise and loving hands
directed the costumes and the health of our dusky Indian prede-
cessors upon these wild slopes, extends her kindly care over
us in similar fashion. When the snow falls or the bitter winds
roar we can, if we feel so inclined, wrap ourselves in the warm
folds of a blanket. When the sun shines and the warm breezes
bring the glad tang of bodily comfort over the ridges we can dis-
card our blanket. And there are none to say us Yea or Nay.
From the cramping bondage of shoes our feet likewise have
escaped. If, in the winter, the ground is frozen, or if, in sum-
mer, the rocks and gravel are too hot for comfort, we can—and
do—wear a simple sandal such as the Yaquis wear. But for the
most part we can go barefoot. And this without "scandal" or
exposing ourselves to the "pity" of our neighbors, or the kindly
"advice" of interested medicos.

Thus, on both counts of mind and body, do we secure a
freedom which is denied those who cannot bring themselves
to forsake the hollow bribes of progress. And with the gaining
of this freedom we gain also something else. The boon of
natural health.

Further, our "unnatural turning aside" has brought us peace
and contentment. It has brought us to the state of consciousness
where each day is a separate jewel to be lived and enjoyed for
itself. Where each hour is a living thing, filled with the singing
joy of fundamental life. Of the whispered mysteries of the
drifting wind, of the glad notes of the birds, of the glinting
sparkle of sunshine gold upon rocky pinnacle or upon swaying
thorn. It has given us a deep kinship and understanding with all
nature, the abiding sense of the oneness of all things, a clearer
perception of the glory of the Great Spirit, as much in the
jeweled eye of the desert lizard as in the majesty of the desert
dawn.

Therefore, as through hour and day and month and year, we
pursue our way upon this Pilgrimage of Life, finding joy in
simple things—in the sun-cast mottled shadows of the clouds
creeping in patterns across the tawny flanks of barren moun-
tains, in the webs of purple mystery which sunset wraps about
the lowland wastes, and in the long grey fingers of the fog
which, at seasons, loom ghostly in the passes of the western
sierras—we are content. We have found peace. Has my accus-
ing correspondent also found it?

•
TRUE GREATNESS

True greatness lies within the soul.
And be it beggar, with his bowl,
Or monarch, praised with cheers and din,
Still must he build true worth within.
For worldly power and pomp and pelf
Are here today—and gone tomorrow.
But majesty, born in oneself,
Will stay, whatever grief or sorrow
Torment our lot with weighty care,
As on we fare.	

—Tanya South
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IDEAL FOR DESERT WEAR...

$59.50
Fed. Tax
Included

• Waterproof	 • Shockproof
• Sweep Second Hand • Anti-Magnetic
• 17 Ruby Jewels	 • Dust Proof

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

—MALL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED —
Add 40c for postage and insurance plus
2 1/2 % Sales Tax if in State of California

BROOKS CREDIT
JEWELERS

562 Main St. — El Centro, Calif.
-HOME OF THE DIAMOND"

InteroTribal
INMAN

CEREMONIAL,
_GUAM D, N EW MEXICO

7000 INDIANS OF 30 TRIBES PRESENT
Their Authentic Dances, Chants, Sports,
Rodeo and Hcmdicrafts, in America's
Greatest Indian Presentation.

FREE FOLDER ON REQUEST

AUGUST 17, 18, 19, 1945

ARIZONA
Homesteading To Be Delayed . . .

YUMA—While it is hoped war produc-
tion board soon will release strategic ma-
terials for use in completing canals and
structures on first 30,000 acres of Gila
valley project, south of here, it probably
will be three years before the land is opened
for homesteading, J. R. Rohrer, bureau of
reclamation engineer, declared in June. Of
the 30,000 acre unit, 22,000 acres are ir-
rigable and of this 13,000 acres are gov-
ernment owned, the remainder being pri-
vately owned or not irrigable. Project
eventually will include 75,000 irrigable
acres.

First Papago Grammar Written . . .
TUCSON—If you can't speak Papago,

you can learn. Dr. William Kurath, profes-
sor of German at University of Arizona,
has prepared a Brief Introduction to Pa-
pago, A Na/ire Language of Arizona, be-
lieved to be the first printed record of the
language of these southern Arizona In-
dians. Bulletin deals with sounds, word
formations, sentence structure, vocabulary,
texts and songs of the Papago tongue.

Navajo Gods Didn't Rumble . . .
WINSLOW—Theories about the cause

of recent - rumblings in the mountains'
of northeastern Arizona were discarded
when report from Fort Wingate, New
Mexico, declared they came from detona-
tion of suspected defective aerial bombs
there. Rumblings had been heard from dis-
tances of more than 50 miles, at approxi-
mately 7 a.m. for 10 days before mystery
was cleared up. They had seemed to eman-
ate from Castle Butte, 6000-foot promon-
tory on Navajo reservation 25 miles north-
east of here. Some of the Indians, it was
reported, thought - the devil was moving
around, getting ready to swallow the Na-
vajos. -

Another Meteor Crater? . . .
FLAGSTAFF — A flaming heavenly

body was seen streaking through the sky
the whole length of Arizona night of June
19 and was believed by residents of north-
ern Arizona to have fallen somewhere in
that area. Dr. Paul Jose, of University of
Arizona observatory, said meteor prob-
ably was 500 feet in diameter, was travel-
ing five to 10 miles per second, and was
about 25 miles above the earth's surface.
It first was seen at Douglas, then Tucson,
Phoenix, Prescott and Flagstaff.

• • •
Betatakin trading post at Shonto has

been purchased from Harry Rorick by Reu-
ben Heflin, it was reported in June. Heflin
recently sold his Oljato post in Monument
Valley to Fred Carson, Jr. of Nazalinni.

CALIFORNIA
Waste Water Raises Salton Sea ,. . .

EL CENTRO—Elevation of Salton Sea
has increased 4.75 feet during the past
seven years, according to data of W. E.
Hartzog, superintendent of water distri-
bution and drainage construction for Im-
perial irrigation district. On May 1, 1938,
elevation of sea was minus 245 feet. Read-
ing May 1, 1945, was 240.25 below sea
level. Figures indicate that waste water
flowing into sea from Imperial Valley's
canal system decreased nearly 50 per cent
during the seven year interval, while water
from the drainage system and from waste
ditches recorded a proportional increase
during the same period. Superintendent
Hartzog asks that farmers, to help remedy
this situation, cut to the lowest possible
minimum the waste water from their irri-
gation fields.

Land Surveying Office Opened . . .
TWENTYNINE PALMS — Jack S.

Raub, Newport Beach surveyor, opened
an office at Joshua Tree in June. He will
carry on general land surveying in this
desert area. Walter Giles will be in charge
of the office. 
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The Desert Trading Post
Classified advertising in this section costs five cents a word, $1.00 minimum per issue—

Actually about one-half cent per thousand readers.

May Clean Out Desert Waterholes
BLYTHE—Plans are under way for set-

tlement of damage done to desert wells
during the period of occupancy by desert
troops. At that time many wells were filled
by the troops to prevent drinking from
any contaminated waterholes. The well on
the Prouty ranch was filled with tin cans ;
the famous Brown's well near Rice was
choked with debris. Anyone knowing of a

A WESTERN THRILL
"Courage," a remarkable oil painting

20x60 feet, the Covered Wagon Train cross-
ing the desert in '68. Over a year in painting.
On display (free) at Knott's Berry Place
where the Boysenberry was introduced to
the world and famous for fried chicken din-
ners with luscious Boysenberry pie.

You'll want (1) A 4-color picture of this
huge painting suitable for framing. (2) A
36-page handsomely illustrated souvenir,
pictures and original drawings, of Ghost
Town Village and story of this roadside
stand which grew to a $600,000 annual busi-
ness. (3) One year's subscription (6 num-
bers) to our illustrated bi-monthly magazine
of the West. True tales of the days of gold,
achievements of westerners today and cour-
ageous thoughts for days to come. Mention
this paper and enclose one dollar for all three
and get authentic western facts. Postpaid.

GHOST TOWN NEWS
BUENA PARK, CALIF.

For Nice Things . .
• INFANTS' AND

CHILDREN•S WEAR

• LADIES READY-TO-WEAR

• MEN'S FURNISHINGS

• FINE LINENS

CUSTER'S
206 W. TENTH STREET	 PHONE 246

LANCASTER. CALIFORNIA
THE HEART OF ANTELOPE VALLEY

'IRILLA CUSTER	 GALEN CUSTER

Electric Generating
Sets

350 Watt to 90,000 Watt
"Caterpillar" Diesel

or Gasoline Powered

Some of the smaller models are
now available for shipment from
stock.

We will be glad to help you esti-
mate your light and power costs.

JOHNSON TRACTOR CO.
Box 351

RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA

desert well, waterhole or spring that was
filled by the army is urged to notify Ed
F. Williams, president Blythe chamber of
commerce, giving all information avail-
able, including date well was filled, wheth-
er it was on private or public domain.
Funds awarded in any settlement will be
used to clean out the wells.

War-Damaged Highways Repaired . .
BLYTHE—Two highway sections, south
and west of here, which were damaged by
heavy army traffic during the desert train-
ing period, were scheduled for recondition-
ing and reconstruction during June. Sec-
tions of the north-south highway through
Palo Verde valley from Palo Verde on the
Imperial county line, to a point six miles
north of U. S. Highway 60 on Intake boule-
vard, will be rebuilt at a cost of $109,000.
Work had already started in May on re-
construction work from Black Rock to
Shavers Summit on Highway 60 on $74,-
000 contract.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: FOR CASH OR TRADE. Whole-
sale Lots: Identified igneous rocks, crystals,
fluorescents, cutting materials, critical and
strategic minerals. Send lists for offer. D. M.
McCampbell, Calexico, California.

CACTUS CATALOG — 20 big pages — 65
ILLUSTRATIONS. Cultural Guide. How to
graft and insect control. 25e coin or stamps.
Fitzpatrick's Cactus Gardens, Rt , 3X, Edin-
burg, Texas.

DESERT TEA: In original form. Large bundle
only $1.00 complete with instructions for
use. Desert Pets and antiques sold and ex-
changed. Grail Fuller's BorXpost Ranch,
Daggett, Calif.

YOUR INNERMOST LONGINGS FUL-
FILLED! Get "Spiritual Help For Your
Everyday Problems"— 25c. Booklists includ-
ed. OUTSTANDING BOOK ASSOCIA-
TION, Box 2501, Los Angeles.

Arizona Highways, Deserts, National Geogra-
phics, other magazines, bought, sold, traded.
John Wesley Davis, 26111/2 Donaldson St.,
Los Angeles 26, California.

WANT: Electronic, Electric or Ray locator for
ores, minerals, etc., for use or remodeling. Can
use portable or other battery receiver or trans-
mitter as in above. No junk, nor cut to war
effort, please. Can need minor servicing. Des-
cribe. A. L. Murphy, P. 0. Trona, California.

GOLD PANNING for profit, 'healthy, fascinat-
ing, outdoor occupation. Beginners' big in-
struction book, blueprints, photograph —
$1.00. Desert Jim, 208 Delmar, Vallejo, Calif.

NAVAJO character dolls. Copper bracelets and
silver jewelry. All genuine Indian hand made.
All Indian arts and crafts. Wholesale only.
Paint Pony Trading Post, Box 177D, Show-
low, Arizona.

Beaver to Aid Fishermen . . .
INDIO—One of these days some moun-

tain climber or desert rat is going to be
surprised when he climbs up Tahquitz
creek and comes face to face with a bea-
ver. In June, five golden beaver trapped in
Tuolumne river were brought to the Idyll-
wild section by Bill Pollard, fish and game
commission, and planted in upper Tah-
quitz creek. They are the first of their kind
in this section of the country. Their dams
are expected to make excellent fishing
spots.

NEVADA

Nevada Senator Dies . . .
CARSON CITY — U. S Sen. James

Graves Scrugham, 65, died June 23 in San
Diego naval hospital. He was elected to
senate in 1942 to fill unexpired term of
the late Sen. Key Pittman. Prior to that he
had served 10 years in lower house, was
one-time governor of Nevada.

PETRIFIED PALM rock specimens and nearly
every kind of cut stones both precious and
semi-precious. Still have good selection of
Reservation hand-hammered silver, Navajo
rugs, old Indian baskets that are worthwhile
and other artifacts. We do not have a catalog.
Daniels Indian Trading Post, 441 W. Foothill
Blvd., Fontana, California.

LIVESTOCK

KARAKULS. Producers of Persian Lamb fur
are easy to raise and adapted to the desert
which is their native home. For further in-
formation write Addis Kelley, 4637 E. 52
Place, Maywood, California.

We sell Nationally Recognized "Fur Producing
Karakuls. Have permanent market for wool
and furs. Attractive investment for rancher
or city investor. James Yoakam, National
Distributor, 1128 No. Hill Ave., Pasadena,
California.

REAL ESTATE

WISH TO SELL: Old established desert busi-
ness, operating mill house, and all equipment
to continue and expand. All year employment.
Mojave Desert tea. Rancho Del Remolino,
Amboy, California.

$100 FOR 20 YEAR LEASE, on 100 ft. sq.,
Desert cabin sites. Water developed. Address
"Doc" G. M. Norton, P. 0. Box 96, Venice,
California.

For Imperial Valley Farms—

W. E. HANCOCK
"The Farm Land Man"

Since 1914
EL CENTRO - - - - CALIFORNIA
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DIAMOND SAW UNIT
• HANDLES from

a 10" to 16" blade. Safe
clamp hold quickly adjusted
loony size stone. Cross feed
permits several parallel cuts
without reclamping stone.
Internal Pressure grease lu-
brication ... adjustable oil
sump. Splash proof, yet
work is visible at all times.
$74.00 f.o.b. factory less
blade and motor.

\‘ n
LOOK AT THESE

LOW P RICES
NEW RECHARGED

	6 . 	 64.00	 62 . 35
	.... 4.50	 3 .60

	

5 . 25	 4.25
	..... 6.75	 5 .75

	

-------- 8.25	 7 .00

	

14" ...--... 10.00	 8.25

16" 	 11.75	 9.75

Diranun
SUPERS-PEED h

1.1

• USERS say our Hillquist
SuperSpeed Diamond

- Saws cut faster and out-
last many saws that sell
for twice the money. If
you need a new saw or
the old one needs recharg-
ing, try a SuperSpeed-
you'll swear by it, and not
alit. Be sure te state size
of arbor hole.
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BeFore you buy any lapidary equipment-

Gila Monsters Coming to Nevada . . .
BOULDER CITY—Discovery of two

Gila monsters in Boulder Dam national
recreational area this summer has piqued
curiosity of Dr. Gordon Baldwin, park ser-
vice naturalist, and his assistant, Wilbur
Doudna. Gila monsters are considered rare
in this area, their common habitat being
southern Arizona. Dr. Baldwin wonders if
they are "migrating in this direction," So
if you see something that looks like an ani-
mated colored beaded bag, park service of-
ficers here want to know about it. Don't
bring it in, for the Gila monster is pois-
onous. Just photograph it, if you wish, then
tell park service the location and date seen.
It has a heavy body, round stubby tail, is
orange or salmon in color, variously
marked in brown or black. Its hide is rough,
resembling a beaded surface. Those which
have been reported were in Eldorado can-
yon, Valley of Fire, Gold Basin, Emery
Falls near mouth of Grand Canyon, Hem-
enway Beach, Black mountain, Overton.

Mining Paper Editor Dies . . .
GOLDFIELD—A. R. Hopkins, editor

and publisher of Goldfield News and Tri-
bune the past 12 years, died June 12. He
had been connected with newspapers from
Kansas City to Florida, was two years
managing editor of North China Star in
Tientsin, China, did newspaper work in
Tokyo, and was managing editor of the
Telegram in Havana, Cuba, for several
years. He was state assemblyman from
Esmeralda county in 1935.

• • •

NEW MEXICO

Anthropologist Completes Project. . .
ALBUQUERQUE — Measuring heads

of over 3000 GIs to design the most com-
fortable gas mask is a project in which
Paul Reiter, instructor in anthropology at
University of New Mexico, has partici-
pated as a graduate student the past 18
months at Harvard university. He has been
working on a scholarship toward his doc-
tor's degree under Dr. Earnest A. Hooten,
Harvard anthropologist. Postwar applica-
tion of the findings—for fitting glasses,
hats, dental and medical devices, etc.—is
expected to make the studies of widespread
value.

Ranchers Make Way for Bombing . . .
LAS CRUCES — Ranchers were re-

ported ready in June to comply with gov-
ernment order to vacate more than half
million acres in Dona Ana and Otero
counties which the army has announced
will be converted into a bombing range. It
was stated by Horace H. Hening, secretary
New Mexico Cattle growers association,
that the ranchers would be permitted to
continue using the acreage, receiving ad-
vance notice when the range would be re-
quired for bombing practices.
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Pioneer Sheepman Dies . . .
ALBUQUERQUE — Frank Bond, who

rose from proprietor of a territorial general
store in northern New Mexico to become
one of the country's biggest sheep and wool
operators and to establish a chain of stores
in the state, died June 21 at a Pasadena,
California, sanitarium, aged 82. His impor-
tance to the Southwest is recognized in
Shepherd's Empire, by Charles Wayland
Towne and Edward Norris Wentworth,
scheduled for July publication by Univer-
sity of Oklahoma Press.

• • •
Walter O. Berger of Albuquerque, long

prominent in state legal and banking cir-
cles, was appointed by Gov. Dempsey in
June to state highway commission.

• • •

UTAH

Baby Antelopes End Long Trek . . .
SALT LAKE CITY — A pair of tiny

month-old antelope "Bill" and "Dollie,"
captured in a remote section of northeast-
ern Utah, were being tamed and cared for
by employes of Tracy aviary in Liberty
park after a long journey from their native
home. The frightened little brown animals
were given into the care of a mother goat.
They had been captured by Hal Wilson,
aviary keeper, Clarence Thompson and
John Lach, on the Paul Williams -ranch
near Lynnwood, a trip which required 50
miles travel on unimproved roads, an 18
mile horseback ride and a crossing of the
Green river in -The Flying Dutchman, - a
cable car.

Studies High Altitude Life . . .
PROVO—Dr. C. Lynn Hayward, asso-

ciate professor of zoology at Brigham
Young university, has been awarded grants
totaling $400 for research in ecology. The
study will involve distribution and habits
of plants and animals of high altitude areas
in Utah, Colorado and Wyoming. Dr.
Hayward plans eventually to make similar
studies throughout the montane West.

Writer Awarded Fellowship . . .
SALT LAKE CITY—Dale L. Morgan,

former Salt Lake City writer, has been
awarded a Guggenheim fellowship. He is
one of three Farrar and Rinehart authors
to be so honored. The new work by Mor-
gan, who also wrote The Humboldt. in
Rivers of America series, will stress in-
fluence of Mormonism on American life.
In 1940 Morgan assisted Utah WPA
writers' project in producing Utah State
guidebook.

• • •
Roy A. Schonian, for 13 years editor

and publisher of the Uintah Basin Record,
Duchesne, was appointed manager of Utah
State press association in June, with of-
fices in Salt Lake City. He had sold his
paper May 1944.

THE NEW COMPACT 3V

LAPIDARY UNIT
SAWING • POUSHING

LAPPING • FACETING
SANDING • GRINDING

SPHERE CUTTING

• THE LATEST in lapidary
equipment, with many
exclusive features found
in no other machines. More than 1000 in use. Stand-
ard Unit, $88.00 f.o.b. factory (less motor and stand).
Price includes diamond saw, grinding wheels, sanding
wheels, polishing buff and everything necessary to
make cabochons and specimens up to capacity of the
8" saw. Saws up to 10" can be used on this machine.

...1.4.,.._ 	
4,	 ''',.,......----,,... • A FINE precision tool that

1 	illilk_7110--------,\	 grea tly simplifies the cut-

1 ' V

L......A,

..	 .

IS	
a simple adaptor socket.

FACETING ATTACHMENT
	------.. 	 ting of any faceted gem.

$28 f.o.b. factory. Adaptor

Can be used with any hori-
zontal lap thru the use of

socket, $1.50. No priority.

mountain Spring Ranch
Beautifully Located on Bill Williams Mt.

• Individual Cottages Scattered
Among the Pines

• Saddle Horses

• Trailer Accommodations

Season May to November

FOR INFORMATION WRITE BOX 247
WILLIAMS, ARIZONA



This page of Desert Magazine
is for those who have, or aspire
to have, their own gem cutting

and polishing equipment. Lelande Quick, who conducts this department, is former presi-
dent of Los Angeles Lapidary society. He will be glad to answer questions in connection
with your lapidary work Queries should be addressed to Desert Magazine, El Centro, Calif

By LELANDE QUICK

AMATEUR GEM CUTTER

RX—the complete
lapidary shop in
one small machine

No more sales
111 !HOW. duration

1527 Post Avefl. To•ranc , ,Celitornia

TOP 0 TH' PINES
Rocks — Minerals

Clean cabins in the cool pines
5 mi. so. of Prescott, Arizona

Highway 89
Moulton B. & Ida Smith

Highland Park Lapidary Supply
6139 York Blvd., L. A., 42, California

Phone AL 8894

I in. ARBOR 31 in. LONG

2 3x8 DRUM SANDERS

Write for our Catalogue

GREATER

EFFICIENCY

HIGHER

INTENSITY

LIGHTER

WEIGHT

FREE
4-Color

Catalog

atx:ttiVm- LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT  
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NEW

MODELS   MINERALIGHT
identifies 

SCHEELITE
— MINERS — PROSPECTORS

ATTENTION!

Are you overlooking hidden riches?

Over $100,000,000 00 worth of

Scheelite located by Miner° light

users—much of it in gold, lead, silver

and copper mining properties.

Accurate check for Mercury, loo.

Models in oil sizes shown in new

catalog — also ore specimens in full

color. Money-bock guaronlee ond 20
free ore specimens with each lamp.

WRITE DEPT. T TODAY

ULTRA-VIOLET PRODUCTS, Inc.
5205 SANTA MONICA BLVD.	 LOS ANGELES

In the May issue of DESERT I asked for in-
formation about the type of lubricant readers
are using in their diamond saws, the information
to be passed on to William Baxter of Bethesda,
Maryland, for some original research he is doing
on the subject. I should have used the word
"coolant- instead of - lubricant - as the oil is
used to cool the blade and not to lubricate it.
The response was very gratifying indeed and I
wish to thank the many people who offered
voluntary advice. It all has been passed along to
Mr. Baxter. The consensus can be summed in a
single sentence: Water soluble coolants are un-
satisfactory; oil is preferred in varied combina-
tions but No. 30 motor oil with kerosene in
equal amounts is used by the great majority of
gem cutters.

Some of the processors sawing quartz crystal
for the government use Prorex C made by So-
cony-Vacuum Oil company and claim that the
blades run cool and have a much longer life.
Others use a product made by Standard Oil com-
pany called Superla Soluble Oil diluted with
water in the proportion of one part of oil to six
of water. These soluble oils of the big refineries
are probably all much alike and too expensive.
Baxter himself advises, - I have tried a number
of the water soluble oils but none perform as
well as the kerosene and oil mixture. I have
tried ao oil made by Gulf Oil company called
Mechanism Oil A (also B and C). It works well
on small pieces but I thought it did not cool the
saw as well as the oil-kerosene mixture. -

The advantage of water soluble oils or water
solutions of aerosol is that sawed specimens are
cleaner. The disadvantage is that the water
evaporates and unless you replenish it constantly
you still have the mess of the oil to contend with
and the additional danger of adding too much
water and getting a rusty blade.

The ideal mixture would be one that is not
messy, that doesn't penetrate the stone, that
properly cools and prolongs the life of the blade
and is inexpensive. Nothing has come along as
yet that combines all these desires as well as the
50 per cent kerosene-oil mixture. Soft materials
such as turquoise usually are sawed in such
small pieces that they can well be cut in the
trim-off saw with a copper disk and water so
that they are kept entirely away from oil. Larger
slices can be washed promptly with soap and
water. There is no solution to the oil problem
like a bucket of suds and a brush. I had a friend
who thought he had a bright idea for the oil
problem. He merely dropped the slices as they
came from the saw in a box of sawdust to absorb
the oil. He first tried it on about 50 slices of
rhodochrosite and they all turned black so that
he ruined about ten pounds of the best rhodo-
chrosite I ever saw as that material is very porous
and it ate the oil like a rescued war prisoner
eats K rations. If there is further information on
this subject I still would like to have it.

• • •

I recently conducted an open forum on dop-
ping stones before the Los Angeles lapidary
society that was not only a very interesting eve-
ning but also a very revealing and educational
one. Many members brought their equipment
and demonstrated at tables with groups of about
ten at each table. Every ten minutes the groups
would move so that at the end of an hour every-
one had seen at least half a dozen methods of

dopping stones. There were many unique meth-
ods shown for holding the stone, some of which
did not use wax at all. One man had a small vise
into which he clamped the stone, another used
adhesive strips longer than the stone so that he
could manipulate with both hands. Another man
used large nails for dop sticks and another used
stationary pincers. There were many devices for
heating the stones—old flat irons, gas burners,
etc. but none of them as efficient, safe or cheap
as the Bunsen burner.

A survey of the many methods seemed to indi-
cate that the following is the most efficient and
satisfactory method of dopping stones so that
they will not come off the dop while being
worked. Secure some discarded dowel sticks in
various thicknesses from a local carpenter or
cabinet shop and cut them into lengths adaptable
to your own hands. Buy an alcohol lamp from
a laboratory supply house or your druggist can
secure one for you and sell you the alcohol.
Secure sticks of sealing wax from your mineral
supply dealer and use it as it comes. There is go
convincing evidence that boiling it with shellac
or mixing it with any other substance makes it
any better. Heat the stone as you will but many
lapidaries make this detail too complicated. Your
dentist or physician will probably supply you
some cast off pincers with which you can hold
the stone directly in the flame of the alcohol
lamp, being careful not to get it too hot. Test
it on your cheek which is more sensitive to hear
than your fingers. Move the stone in the flame
and test it until it gets uncomfortably warm to
the touch (not burning hot) and lay it aside
until you hold the dop stick (which has been
previously waxed) in the flame, twirling it to
keep the wax from dripping.

When the wax is soft and hot, but before it
gets runny, stick it on the stone and mold with
the fingers which have been dipped in water. Do
not dip the dopped stone in water to set it as it
sets too rapidly and the stone will come off the
stick as you work with it. Have a box or a can
filled with sand and stick the dopped stones in
the sand (stone upright) to cool for future
grinding. Remove the stones with a knife after
heating slightly in the lamp and clean the re-
maining wax from the finished gem with a little
acetone on a rag. Some stones are stubborn and
you may be afraid of too much heat. These can
be placed in the refrigerator or if you are in a
hurry stick them in a bowl of ice and they will
come clean from the dops in a few minutes.

Opals will crack if you heat them very much.
If you are in a position to secure any you will
find the wax used by the American railway ex-
press company is the best there is. Mixing sealing
wax with beeswax makes it softer ; mixing it
with shellac makes it brittler but these factors
are not desirable. Some enterprising dealer surely
could make money and become popular by of-
fering a complete dopping set with illustrated
instructions. The set should contain various sized
dop sticks, a lamp, pint of alcohol, several sticks
of wax and a pair of pincers. And perhaps a
dopped stone should be included to show the
end result. Has any reader something to offer
that is an improvement in this method ?

• • •

DID YOU KNOW . . .

• Amber of prior quality has been found ill
several eastern states.

instantly
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OEMS AND MINERNS
ARTHUR L. EATON, Editor

PRIZES AWARDED AT ANNUAL
PASADENA SOCIETY MEETING

Mineralogical Society of Southern California
held its most successful annual meeting June
10 at the L. W. Giddings home in Pasadena. A
large crowd enjoyed a raffle, auction and grab-
bag which netted $154 and an exhibit which
ranked with the all-time best.

Prizes were awarded in the following classes:
General minerals: — 1-Lillie Rohrer ; 2-Don

Stevens; 3-Mrs. Frances W. Brown.
Locality—I-Jack Streeter, Mammoth Mine, Ari-

zona; 2-Earl Calvert, England; 3-Louis Vance,
Bisbee, Arizona.

XL Groups—I-W. J. Perkin; 2-W. J. -jack-

Rodekohr.
XLS Single or Twin-1-J. S. Diederich.
Polished materials, Cabochons and Flats — 1-

Quita Ruff ; 2-Collection of the late Oliver
Saylor, entered by his daughter; 3-Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Heidrick.

Rock types—l-Pasadena junior college, entered
by Stanton J. Hill.

Novelties, Spheres, etc.—I-Mrs. May Duquette;
2-Ralph Dietz ; 3-Frank A. Bahr.

Jewelry—I-Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Heidrick.
Honorable mention—l-Fred W. Kroger, gold

specimens; 2-Carl Aicholz, Alaskan artifacts.
All officers were reelected to serve another

year. Paid membership is now 168. Meetings
will be held throughout the summer.

• • •

GEM AND MINERAL SECTION
ORGANIZED BY BUFFALO GROUP

Because of interest shom n at preliminary
meetings, a group of men and women have or-
ganized a Gem and Mineral section of Buffalo
Society of Natural Sciences, to function under
auspices of Buffalo Museum of Science. At the
earlier meetings, Charles A. Randorf, local civil
engineer, discussed gem cutting and displayed
finished gems cut on simple machinery from
inexpensive rough stones; Anderson Pace, Jr.,
of DuPont, gave a nontechnical talk on gemstone
crystallography, and D. K. Winebrunner. of
State Teachers' college, demonstrated making
of a ring.

At the May meeting a charter was adopted and
the following officers elected: Thomas G. Mun-
roe, General Cable corporation, president; Ed-
ward L. Brady, E. L. Brady and Son, vicepresi-
dent; Mrs. Milford Grote, Deaconess Hospital
secretary; Walter A. Anderson, Hinde and
Dauch paper company, treasurer; Charles Daf-
gard, Manufacturers and Traders Trust com-
pany, and Charles A. Randorf, directors.

Summer group activity will consist of field
trips to nearby mineral localities and practice
in jewelry making. With opening of the mu-
seum's fall activity October 1, the group will
resume formal meetings at the museum, with a
Program of speakers on various phases of gem-
cutting and mineralogy. Also at that time the
group will resume use of the museum's com-
plete gemcutting equipment.

Interested persons living in the Frontier area
Wishing further information are invited to write
or telephone any of the officers or directors.

VARIETY MARKS PROGRAM
OF SOUTHEAST HOBBY CLUB

Southeast Hobby Society of Huntington Park
recently enjoyed an outstanding program fea-
turing the various divisions of the club. More
than 125 members and visitors attended.

Dr. Clinton Hubbard, conchology chairman,
lectured on his exhibit of sea shells, rarest of
which was a golden cowry which had been pre-
sented to him by Mrs. Hubbard on their golden
wedding anniversary.

W. L. Jackley, chairman of fossil division
carried his audience back millions of years when
giant turtles and other monsters reigned. His
specimens were from 'Wyoming badlands.

A. E. Allard, mineralogical chairman. enter-
tained with the finest set of colored slides on
gems and minerals in the Southland... C. L. Mat-
teson, chairman of exhibits and fluorescents.
turned his ultra-violet lights on such specimens
as benitoite, neptunite, dioptase, sulphur crys-
tals and jamesonite. Mrs. Matteson exhibited
gem beads of tiger eye, rose quartz, amethyst and
turquoise. She also had cut and polished book-
ends.

John A. Jones, chemist of the mineral divi-
sion, exhibited native gold ore, sphalerite, pink
calcite, malachite, wulfenite, cinnabar, silver.
tourmaline, etc. In the junior division, Allen
Titmus displayed Herkimer diamonds, howlite
tungsten minerals, magnetite, etc.

The following officers were elected: Wendell
G. Thompson, president; Harry L. Shetler, vice-
president ; Adolph W. Meyer, 2nd vicepresident
Mrs. Thompson L. Baker, secretary, and Saul
Oster, treasurer. Mr. Baker was chosen parlia-
mentarian, and executives elected were C. L.
Matteson, H. H. Kollmeyer, -Clover Charley'
French and Roberta Smith.

SEVENTY ROCKHOUNDS ON
TELESCOPE PEAK CLIMB

Seventy persons made the weekend trip June
16-17 to Wild Rose canyon, Death Valley, for
the third annual Telescope Peak hike sponsored
by Searles Lake gem and mineral society. Thirty
completed the climb to the top of the 11,045
foot mountain, according to Harvey Eastman,
field trip director.

Actual ascent began from Mahogany Flats at
8 a.m, and most of the hikers had reached the
top before noon. Ted Goodwin, son of T. R.
Goodwin, superintendent Death Valley national
monument, and Newell Merritt of Argus were
among the first to reach the top and sign the
Sierra Club register.

After the hike the party had dinner at Wild
Rose Canyon station, where Mr. and Mrs.
George Pipkin also had prepared breakfast for
the group. Saturday night a motion picture of
Death Valley was shown.

TURQUOISE & CHRYSOCOLLA
JEWELRY

(Wholesale Exclusively)

HAROLD D. MARYOTT
40 Oak St. Rt. I	 Miami, Arizona

'COLORADO MINERALS'
Crystals

Cabinet and Fluorescent Specimens

Approval Shipments

MARVIN'S ROCK SHOP
U. S. Hiways 160 & 550, Durango, Colo.

GEMS & CRYSTALS
From World Wide Sources

The 18th edition of V. D. Hill's Gem and
Crystal catalog has just come from the
press. It lists faceted and cabochon gem-
stones, crystals — both singles and
matrix, gold and silver specimens, me-

teorites, polished agates, petrified
woods, books, etc.

It is yours for the asking—write today

V. D. HILL
Complete Gem & Mineral Establishment

Route 7-G, Salem, Oregon

HERE ARE THE GIFTS
YOU 'PE BEEN LOOKING FOR!
Rings, $4.00 and Up Necklaces, $5.00 and Up

Brooches, $5.00 and Up
Bracelet and Ring Sets, $15 and Up

Plus 20% Excise Tax and 21/2 % Sales Tax

Petrified Picture Wood and Moss Agate — Jewelry
Hand Made in Sterling Silver Mountings

RINGS — BRACELETS — NECKLACES
BROOCHES — TIE SLIDES, ETC.

Mail Orders Filled Anywhere in U S A

ELLIOTT'S GEM SHOP
26 lergins Arcade Village	 Long Beach 2, Calif.

Entrance Subway at Ocean and Pine
Open 10 AM to lOPM Daily
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CE1101 AldRT ADVERTISING RATE
Sc a Word — Minimum $1.00

AMONG THE

ROCK IIIIRTERS
For Sale, 1000 pound geodes and thundereggs,

from the Palo Verde Mt. section of Calif.,
approximately 200 pounds each, from 5 sep-
arate beds, 3 to 8 in. diameter, uncut and
unbroken. These are choice from my collection
and will sell only as a complete unit. On
display with representative eggs cut and
polished from each bed at—SILVER SPRING
FLOWER AND GEM SHOP. 3 MILES
SOUTH OF FALLBROOK, CALIF.

BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY FOSSILS. 25 Rhyn-
chotremas and Platystrophias, $2.00. Delicate
brachiopods on 3x4 limestone slabs $3.50. 2
different $5.00. Postpaid. George Bryant,
Route 2, Lawrenceburg, Ky.

A REMARKABLE DISCOVERY. A scientifi-
cally minded collector in Pa. has found a com-
bination of minerals and rare earths fused in
a gray crystallized slag which fluoresces a
strong orange and pink with occasional blue
and reddish phosphorescence under short
wave lamps. A specimen of this rare and un-
usual material should be in every fluorescent
display. Special introductory offer, for one
month only, $1.00 per pound postpaid. Guar-
anteed and handled exclusively by Thomp-
son's Studio, 385 West Second Street, Po-
mona, California.

SEND ME YOUR FAVORITE CABOCHON
MOUNTED IN EITHER STERLING OR
10 K GOLD. Each piece designed to bring
out the beauty of your stone. Ladies sterling
rings from $3.00, 10K gold from $7.50, Pins,
Brooches, Bracelets, etc. reasonable. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Send for descriptive list of
fine ladies and mens rings now in stock. Your
correspondence invited. K. K. Brown, Star
Route, Castle Rock, Washington.

Colorado plume agate, sawed slabs, $1 to $30.
All on approval. This is a new find, none
better. Priced according to size and beauty.
The Colorado Gem Co., Bayfield, Colo.

WASHINGTON PETRIFIED WOODS. Many
color combinations and varieties. Six slabs,
One dollar plus postage. Over twelve square
inches. State preference. Cabochons or speci-
mens. Money back if dissatisfied. Full log
sections available. Native Gems, 111 No.
Tacoma Ave., Tacoma 3, Washington.

Beautiful Selenite specimens. Three large speci-
mens $5.00, Black Satin Luster, Sheet Selen-
ite, 1 large crystal. 6 large beautiful Colorado
specimens, all for $6.00. A 6 lb. box of beauti-
ful assorted Colorado specimens, very nice,
86.00. Jack the Rockhound, P. 0. Box 86,
Carbondale, Colo.

BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY FOSSILS. Assort-
ment of 12 different specimens. 4x4. A real
buy, $7.00. Postpaid. George Bryant, Rt. 2,
Lawrenceburg, Ky.

ARIZONA QUARTZ CRYSTAL CLUSTERS.
Not glass-clear type, but beautiful. From 3 to
20 point groups. Doubly-terminated single
crystals with, without other crystals attached
at various angles. 50c to $4.00. Single crys-
tals pointed one end only 2 dozen $1.00. Crys-
tal oddities, specially priced. ARIZONA
BARITE coated with azurite. Not spectacular,
but rare. 10e to $1.00. Postage extra. Mini-
mum order $1.00. Mrs. Maryann Kasey, Box
230, Prescott, Arizona.

Wanted: to buy, sell and exchange specimens
outstandingly rare and beautiful. Sam Par-
ker, 2160 East Van Buren, Phoenix, Ariz.

MONTANA MOSS Agate in rough for gem
cutting and specimen. 50e to $1. per pound,
plus shipping cost. Also can supply Jade, Jas-
per and Petrified wood. E. A. Wight, P. 0.
Box 1318, Billings, Montana.

INDIAN RELICS, Curios, Coins, Minerals,
Books, Old Buttons, Old Glass, Old West
Photos, Weapons, Catalogue Sc. Lemley An-
tique Store, Osborne, Kansas.

WILL EXCHANGE or buy for cash, polished
agate, flame wood, highly colored jasper and
any colorful cabochons suitable for bracelet
or ring sets. Have finest Tri State district
Xled specimens for exchange, no checked
stones accepted. Will pay good prices for
agates with good markings. Boodle Lane,
Box 331, Galena, Kansas.

Colorado Desert Minerals: Anthophyllite, a
beautiful woodlike amphibole mineral, fair
size chunk $1.00. Vanadinite-cherry-red, 50c
up. Perlice, 50e. Fluorescent — red — calcite
50e. 6x3x2 in. banded fluorite with ribbon of
red fluorescing calcite in center, $3.00. Chal-
cedony roses, 25e. Apache tears, 25e. Assort-
ment of geodes, some have the appearance of
pine cones, very odd. Prices according to size.
For cutters: Palmwood, jaspers, agate, copper
mineral complex, has hardness of 5, 35e per
sq. in. Postpaid in U. S. Correspondence in-
vited. Desert Blossom Rocks, Box 356, Win-
terhaven, Calif.

AGATE JEWELRY AND OREGON AGATES
—Ladies 10k gold rings, pointed or oval type,
$14.40 including excise tax. We make pen-
dant necklaces, brooches, rings of several
types. Sell plume and other agate by the slab.
We guarantee satisfaction or will refund your
money upon receipt of our merchandise. See
that funds accompany your order. E. Lee
Sigfrit, 211 Congress, Bend, Oregon.

$2.50 brings you prepaid six rare and beautiful
crystallized Arizona minerals. Vanadinite,
Dioptase, Wulfenite, Willemite, Chrysocol-
la, Azurite. Specimens 1 1/2x2 or larger.
Wiener Mineral Co., Box 509, Tucson, Ari-
zona.

Choice Palm Root—Full of eyes showing root
and trunk structure. Very colorful. Sliced for
Cabochons. 25 cents per square inch. Satis-
faction guaranteed. GASKILL, 400 North

° Muscatel, San Gabriel, Calif.

Minerals, Gems, Coins, Bills, Old Glass, Books,
Stamps, Fossils, Buttons, Dolls, Weapons,
Miniatures, Indian Silver Rings and Brace-
lets. Also Mexican. Catalogue Sc. Cowboy
Lemley, Las Cruces, New Mexico.

Mineral Sets-24 Colorful Minerals (identi-
fied) in 1x1 compartments — Postage paid,
$3.50. Prospector's Set of 50 Minerals (iden-
tified) in 1x1 compartments in cloth rein-
forced sturdy cartons, Postage paid $5.75.
Elliott's Gem Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long
Beach 2, Calif.

Good cutting material, Petrified Wood, Agate,
Jasper, $1.00 per lb. Special mixed lots $4.00
for 5 lbs. Variscite specimen material $1.00
per lb. and up. Geodes and Ribbon Rock, 5
lbs. for $2.00. Please include postage. John
L. James, Tonopah, Nevada.

Montana Moss Agates in the rough for gem cut-
ting, $1.00 per lb. plus postage. Elliott's Gem
Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long Beach 2, Calif.

K. E. Bensusan, Australian mining engineer,
was to be the speaker for Los Angeles mineralog-
ical society at its July 19 meeting. His subject:
"An Investment of $14,000,000 in Brazilian
Iron—What it Means."

• • •
At the May meeting of Long Beach mineral

society, Mrs. J. Wilson spoke on emeralds, and
Mr. Webb spoke on beryllium, the modern mir-
acle metal. A field trip to Corona and Del Mar
was arranged for June 17 by Mr. Axtel.

• • •
"Arizona—Its Mineral Resources and Scenic

Wonders" is the title of a motion picture shown
through the courtesy of the Bureau of Mines and
Phelps Dodge corporation at June 19 meeting
of Pacific mineral society, Los Angeles. It in-
cluded views at representative Arizona mines,
national monuments, irrigation systems and
agricultural areas. J. F. Underwood, secretary of
the society, arranged a display from his min-
eral collection.

• • •
Southwest Mineralogists, Los Angeles, have

elected the following officers for 1945-46: Dor-
othy C. Craig, president; Kenneth Dartt, vice-
president ; George Schwartz, treasurer; Herbert
Collins, recording secretary; Marie Stager, cor-
responding secretary. Directors include above
officers and Harold Eales, Leo Cotton, Sam
Boase.

• • •
W. Scott Lewis, 2500 N. Beachwood Dr.,

Hollywood 28, Calif., says in his June bulletin
that he has a small supply of shells still remain-
ing which he will send free of charge to chil-
dren if they will send 15e for mailing, plus
postage, or they may be called for in person.
These shells have been donated by friends who
want to help interest young people in nature
study. Shells are all correctly labeled.

• • •
Any rockhounds who will be in Denver this

summer are invited to the field trips to be con-
ducted by the Colorado mineral society. First
trips were on June 10 and July 22. Secretary is
Miss Alice Gathercole, 4557 Zuni St., Phone
GLendale 3321, Denver.

• • •
Los Angeles lapidary society has elected fol-

lowing officers for the coming year: A. B.
Meiklejohn, president; Mrs. Belle Rugg, 1st
vicepresident; Harry Ringwald, 2nd vicepresi-
dent ; Mrs. Willella Gunderson, secretary; Thos.
A. Daniels, treasurer ; Lelande Quick, historian.

• • •
Walter Bradley, state mineralogist, spoke on

commercial minerals of California at June 7
meeting of East Bay mineral society, Oakland.
Their June 23 meeting was in form of a chicken
dinner, followed by exhibit of specimens by
members. J. Lewis Renton, San Francisco, was
exhibit chairman.

• • •
East Bay mineral society installed the fol-

lowing officers at June 23 dinner meeting: Rob-
ert O. Deidrick, president; N. Spencer, vice-
president; D. E. Cameron, secretary; Wesley
Mayder, treasurer; Orlin J. Bell, L. J. Hostetter,
directors. J. Lewis Renton has another year to
serve as director.

MEXICAN FIRE OPAL and fine specimen
opal, all colors, Tiger's Eye, Brazil Carcilian,
slab Chrysocolla, Ceylon Sapphire, Mexican
gem Amethyst, Baddeleyite pebbles, Zircon-
ian. Money back if not satisfied. The Desert
Rat's Nest, 2667 E. Colorado St., E. Pass-
dena 8, California.
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Mineral Specimens --
fluorite, Illinois, beautiful crystal

specimens 	  .25 to $50.00
fluorite, Octahedrons. Illinois, yellow,

purple, some with inclusions .10 to $4

Velvet Malachite, Arizona, beautiful
dark green crystals on matrix .25 to $3

Galena & Sphalerite, Kansas .25 to $20
Pink Chalcedony, New Mexico .15 to $1
Descloizite, Mexico, brownish to black

crystals, 1 each: 31/2x2 $2.50, 4x2 $4.50,
2x3 $4.50, 5x31/2 $8.00.

Gypsum Crystals on Calcite & Sphaler-
ite, Kansas, 1 1hx11/2 to 2x21/2 priced
according to crystals .50 to $2.00, very
unusual and nice for a cabinet speci-
men.

A. L. JARVIS
Route 2, Box 350, Watsonville. California

Residents of Calif. should add 21/2%
sales tax on all orders

NAVAJO INDIAN RUGS & JEWELRY
Torn S. Hubbell, 2331 Pico Blvd.

Santa Monica, California

THE DUO SANDER . . .
Here is a new type sander. A Combination of drum and disc. The two in one

wheel that is sure to make sanding of flat slabs and cabochons a pleasure.

1.     
2.                 

The DUO SANDER is easily placed in position by first attaching the drum part
to either end of the arbor shaft. The disc fits into the recessed open side of the drum
and is substantially held in place with three bolts from the back side of the drum.
The bolts screw into plate nuts attached to the inside of the disc.

DUO SANDER -2" wide, 9" diameter, shipping wt. 3 lbs.- $5.50 plus postage
DUO SANDER -3" wide, 9" diameter, shipping wt. 4 lbs.- 6.50 plus postage

Extra wooden discs ready for use to fit above -$2.00

OUR REGULAR DRUM SANDERS
7" diameter x 2" wide, shipping weight 2 lbs.- $2.50 plus postage
8" diameter x 2" wide, shipping weight 3 lbs.- 2.75 plus postage
8" diameter x 3" wide, shipping weight 4 lbs.- 3.75 plus postage
9" diameter x 3" wide, shipping weight 5 lbs.- 4.00 plus postage

Arbor Hole Sizes for Drum Sanders All Styles, 1/2, 5/8,3/4, 7/8, 1-in.
Send for our free bulletins on lapidary supplies, gem materials, books and

fluorescent minerals. Upon request we will also send a copy of the booklet
MINERALIGHT FINDS HIDDEN VALUES.

WARNER & GRIEGER 405 Ninita Parkway
Pasadena 4, California

Our Phone Number is SYcamore 6 -6423

June issue of New Jersey mineralogical society
bulletin states that the Newark Museum, in ad-
dition to having excellent mineral exhibits, is
doing a fine job of teaching and encouraging
study of mineralogy.

• • •
At the annual Fresno meeting June 9, mem-

bers of Sequoia mineral society were entertained
by Fresno members of the society at a potluck
dinner held at Fresno state college. George L.
Gary, state mineral technologist, spoke on un-
usual commercial minerals of California, illus-
trating his talk with kodachrome slides. An
exhibit was held after dinner.

theco
LAPIDARY SUPPLIES

War priorities on many materials still prevent
us from manufacturing lapidary equipment, but
we do have available a good stock of the fol-
lowing supplies for the lapidary shop:

VRECO DIAMOND SAWS .. . give you better
performance . . 	 longer life . . . faster cutting.
6-inch 	 $4.50	 I2-inch 	 $ 8.75
8-inch 	  5.50	 I4-inch 	  11.00

10-inch 	  6.80	 I6-inch 	  13.75
Be sure to specify arbor hole size required. Postpaid.

VRECO GRINDING WHEELS are made ex-
pressly for us by the NORTON CO.

80, 100, 120
& 180 grit 220 grit

4s 	1/2-inch 	 $	 1.05 $	 1.10
6x I	 -inch 	 2.40 2.60
8 x I	 - inch 	 3.60 3.90

10 x 1	 -inch 	 5.00 5.30
10x 1 1/2 -inch 	 7.00 7.50
12 x 1	 -inch 	 6.90 7.50
2e 11/2-inch 	 9.60 10.40

12 x2	-inch 	 12.30 13.30
Be sure to specify arbor hole size. Postage extra.

VRECO DRESSING BRICKS are an indispensible
aid to keeping wheels trued.
8" x2" x1" Dressing Brick 	 $ .85

ABRASIVE GRAIN ... Silicon-carbide grains in
grit sizes 60, 80, 100, 120, 150, 180, 220, also F
(240), FF (300), and FFF (400).

50c per lb. in single lb. lots
35c per lb. in 2 to 5 lb. lots
30c per lb. in 6 to 99 lb. lots
23c per lb. in 100 lb. lots or more

(Postage extra)

POLISH POWDER ... Tripoli Polishing Powder,
2 lbs. 	 $ .85

FELT POLISH WHEELS-Spanish White Felt ...
made expressly for us by Byfield Felting Co.
These wheels are the proper hardness for polish-
ing gem stones and flat specimens.
6e l-in. 	 $4.25 10 x	 1	 -in. 	 $11.00
B e I-in 	 7.25 10 x	 1. 1/2 -in. 	 14.90

10 x 2-in 	 $19.00
Arbor hole sizes: y2 ” , 5/8 11 3/4 ” /8 "

Felt prices are postpaid.

SANDING CLOTH . . CARBORUNDUM
BRAND Silicon-carbide cloth for disc or drum
type sanders. Grit sizes, 120, 220, 320.

Width Price per
Ff.

No. Ft.
per $

Price per
ISO ft. Roll

Roll Ship.
Weight

2" 5c 24 ft. $ 4.70 3 lbs.
3” 7c 15 ft. 6.90 5 lbs.
8” 17o 7 ft. 18.00 12 lbs.

10" 22e 6 ft. 22.00 15 lbs.
12" 25c 5 ft. 26.50 20 lbs.

VREELAND MFG. CO.
Formerly Vreeland Lapidary Mfg. Co.

2020 S. W. Jefferson St.	 Portland I, Oregon

H. C. Tillman gave a lecture on Carlsbad
Caverns, illustrated with his many beautiful
pictures, at June 11 meeting of Kern county
mineral society, Bakersfield. Mr. VanderEike,
Mr. Little and Dr. Grosbeck gave five minute
talks on ''My Most Interesting Specimen."

• • •
Orange Belt mineralogical society held June

11 meeting at Pinetum, Sylvan Park, Redlands.
New president Peter Burk displayed splendid
collection of polished rocks. A grab bag and
trading post session followed the afternoon cov-
ered-dish dinner. Thirty-two members and
guests were present.

• • •
Forty members of Seattle gem collectors club

displayed jewelry they had made, at the June
19 dinner meeting, held in chamber of commerce
building. There were 117 in attendance. Mrs.
Lloyd Roberson was in charge of the program,
which included talks by Miss Runkel, jewelry
class teacher, Mr. Uhlman and Mr. Allen. Plans
were made for a joint picnic with Tacoma agate
club to he held at Salt Water park August 12.
An invitation was extended by the Jack Lan-
dons to have a picnic at their summer home on
the Sound July 15.

• • •
From Picher, Oklahoma, comes a report of

the discovery of a rich deposit of galena, lead
sulphide, a few miles west of the present field.
This deposit is deep but very rich. Some fine
cubes and cleavages have been taken out already.

• • •
Garnierite, hydrous silicate of nickel and

magnesium, often occurs as beautiful green crys-
tals, or dark green masses. American sailors and
soldiers find that the island of New Caledonia
produces quantities of this ore, that it ranks
second in the world as a producer of nickel.
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Of a Rockhound
By LOUISE EATON

True rockhouns an' commercial rock-
houns is alike in sum respecks an' diffrunt
in uthers. They both desires good speci-
ments an' 'II go a long way to find um, but
dyed-in-th'-wool rockhouns whose beans
an' bacon don't depend on sellin' rox are
satisfied if they gets jus wun super rok in
a day's haul. On th contrary, commercial
dealers has to find their specirnents in
quantity so as to acquire an adequate sup-
ply uv material for barter. Rockhouns an'
their business brothers is, however, inter-
dependent. 'Twould not be convenient for
either to function without th' uther.

• • •
"Omigosh, - groans th' baggage

checker, —What's in this suitcase ! feels
heavy as rox. -

-It is _fox, - admits th' travellin rock-
houn, feelin sorta sheepish. But dija ever
know a rockhoun who could go places
without a copy uv Dana in his suitcase or
who could get back home without visitin
all possible rok localities an fillin his
luggage with new speciments!

• • •
When the present batch uv pebble pups

grows up they'll be mighty well informed
on th' subjeck uv rox an" minerals. Almost
always it's th' bright eyed kids on a
field trip who picks up th' best speci-
ments. Their minds is in th' receptive an'
retentive stage where they learns easily
an'. remembers. Even toddlers in rockhoun
homes gathers in rox an' takes um to th'
grownups demandin, -Talk rox now.
Talk rox.••

eartilatiam4

Texas mineral society, Dallas, at their regu-
lar June meeting elected the following officers:
Raymond C. McIver, president ; J. D. Churchill,
vicepresident; A. O. Phipps, secretary-treasurer.
Mrs. Wm. LaDew and Mrs. J. D. Churchill were
elected new directors to serve the coming year.

• • •
Annie Waggoner and Edythe Maloney, mem-

bers of Searles Lake gem and mineral society,
are now second lieutenants in the Nurses Corps.

• • •
Fluorescence was the subject of George Le-

Moines talktalk before the Gila mineral society,
Miami, Arizona, on June 21. He demonstrated
fluorescent qualities of specimens with a min-
eral light. H. O. Coles, at the June 7 meeting,
had discussed various methods of assaying gold.
Gila mineral society meets every other Thurs-
day evening at the YMCA. All persons interested
in minerals are invited to attend.

• • •
Fourth annual show of Los Angeles lapidary

society (see details in July issue of DM) was
continuing to draw large crowds up to its clos-
ing date July 1, when an estimated 30,000 per-
sons would have seen the display of all phases
of the lapidary art. Officials of Los Angeles mu-
seum, where the show was held, have invited the
society to make the exhibit an annual event at
the museum.

Moiatie .2)w.e41 gem
aid Mineital Aara . • •
On Highway 91, 11 Mi. East of Barstow

One Mile West of Yermo, Calif.
E. W. SHAW, P. O. Box 363, Yenno, Calif.

MINIATURE SETS, Asst'd per doz. 	 $6.00
50 RING STONES, including genuine and

synthetic 	 $7.50
SYNTHETIC RUBIES or GENUINE GAR-

NETS, per carat 	 $1.25
CAMEOS or OPALS—Genuine-12 for $3.75

100 Jewelry Stones removed from rings,
etc., $2.40; 50 large ones 	 $2.40

12 ARTICLES ANTIQUE JEWELRY, rings,
pins, etc. 	 $3.00

500 COSTUME JEWELRY STONES 	 $2.00

B. LOWE, Holland Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.

Plans for a fall and winter program were
made by members of Desert gem and mineral
society, Blythe, at their final meeting of the year
June 11 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Brooks. Next season will start September 10

INTRODUCING--

A Fellow of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science and President of
both the Rocky Mountain Federation of Min-
eral Societies and the Mineralogical Society
of Arizona, Mr. Flagg has been a "Rockhound"
for half a century, forty of which have been
devoted to the minerals of Arizona.

In this fascinating new book, of which only
a limited edition has been printed, Mr. Flagg
presents in five parts a wealth of construc-
tive facts and information that will be in-
valuable to both the novice and the experi-
enced "Rockhound."

Part 1 The Rockhound and his hobby. What,
where, how to collect. How to identify
and care for specimens. How to enlarge
a collection.

Part 2 Common minerals of Arizona with
complete identification key.

Part 3 Common rocks of Arizona with table
of igneous rocks.

Part 4 The amateur Lapidary.

Part 5 Mineral Societies.
Also bibliography and complete list of

Arizona Minerals.

Beautiful in typography, cloth-bound and
illustrated with interesting sketches and with
plates of Arizona minerals and polished
stones, faithfully reproduced in true colors
from natural color photographs "Rockhounds
& Arizona Minerals" is a handsome addition
to your library as well as an invaluable hand-
book.

Edition is limited to 1800 autographed and
numbered copies.

Price—$3.50 postpaid anywhere in U.S.

Address orders to ...

WHISPERING WIND PRESS

Fred Wilson's Indian Trading Post
25 North Central Ave., Phoenix, Arizona

ANSWERS TO DESERT QUIZ
Ques.tionç are on page 16

1—Limestone.
2 —Yucca roots.
3—Putting her husband's belongings

out on the doorstep.
4—Bugs and insects.
5—Guide and trapper.
6—The Hohokam.
7—Nogales.
8—Great Salt Lake.
9—Saguaro.

10—Igneous.
11—New Mexico.
12—Copper mine.
13—Cartoonist.
14—Father Kino.
15—A tribe of Indians.
16—Hopi.
17—John Wetherill.
18—Its historic inscriptions.
19—Turtle mountains of California.
20—North,

4outa

An Alaskan

MINERAL DEALER
Watch our advertisement in the DESERT for choice specimens

from Alaska

Inquiries and correspondence invited regarding
Alaska minerals, air-mail

CHROMITE (High Grade), in Dunite, Specimen 	 $1.00

Cassiterite—PLACER & LODE, massive, crystalline & semi-crystalline

Postage paid anywhere in U.S.A.

ALASKAN MINERAL SALES
BOX 2265
	

ANCHORAGE, ALASKA

NOTE!
Please do not send postal notes, as they are not redeemable in Alaska post offices
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By RANDALL

e2
ATE IN June I returned from one of the most interesting
assignments in my experience as a reporter for Desert—
a seven-day boat trip down the San Juan and Colorado

rivers from Mexican Hat, Utah, to Lee's ferry in Arizona, with
Norman Nevi lls and a party of his voyagers.

Riding fast water for seven days through one of the most
colorful regions of the Great American Desert was an exciting
variation after all the years I have been exploring the arid region
in a jalopy. We rowed when we felt like it, ran a few tumbling
rapids, did a fair share of bailing, dived overboard for a swim
when it was hot, rode a driftwood log for the fun of it, climbed
the sandstone cliffs, explored the side canyons—and tried our
best to eat the skipper's flapjacks. Norman is the world's champ-
ion boatman—and its worst flapjack cook. But with the exception
of that morning when he served shoe-leather hotcakes, the grub
was fine. The trip was a glorious adventure in one of the least-
explored regions of the West.

I took the portable typewriter along, and will write the story
for the September issue of Desert. The pictures are not ready
this month.

By pooling our gas coupons, Weldon Heald and I were able
to make the trip to Mexican Hat by automobile. This was my
first opportunity in three years to greet some long-time friends
of the Indian country—folks who also are known to many other
Desert readers.

*	 *	 *
We stopped overnight at the Top o' th' Pines lodge near

Prescott, Arizona, where Ida and Moulton Smith, former Cali-
fornia rockhounds, last August took over a neglected cabin
hostelry in a beautiful setting of pine timber and are converting
it into a haven of cleanliness and comfort.

Moulton formerly was an auto mechanic at Van Nuys, suburb
of Los Angeles. He and Ida did what many folks in the metropol-
itan areas dream about doing. They cut loose from the smug
security of a steady job, burned their bridges behind them, and
went out looking for a new home and a business of their own in
a mountain recreational area.

They found their opportunity at Prescott. They are working
long hours—but they also have time to search for specimens for
their mineral collection, and they are learning the names of the
trees and flowers and birds that live in their mountain doorprd.
Their accommodations are modest, but their enthusiasm is
unbounded. They are having a grand time—and they'll make a
success of their venture.

In Prescott I visited the office of the Yavapai Associates, a
cooperative group of civic organizations whose job is to tell the
world about the climate and recreational attractions of Yavapai
county, Grace Sparkes, dynamic secretary of the group, is pre-
paring amunition for the postwar travel period. The timbered
plateau and range country of Prescott is a vacation paradise in
summertime. I only hope they have enough accommodations
for all the people who will be going there for outings when the
ration books are discarded.

*	 *	 *

HENDERSON

North from Prescott we took the route through colorful Oak
Creek canyon. As usual, the trout fishermen were having poor
luck along the creek—but the canyon was gorgeous, as it always
is. That is a place to take kodachrome pictures and write poetry
—not catch fish.

Then we went on through Flagstaff to Cameron on a bluff
overlooking the Colorado river. Hubert and Mrs. Richardson,
who are almost as much an institution at Cameron as their
painted desert landscape, were not at home, and there were few
tourists in the trading post, but the Hopi Indians who were run-
ning the coffee shop and doing the housekeeping seemed to
have everything under control. The Richardsons maintain a
refreshing little oasis of comfort and cool drinks for the motor-
ist who has traveled long dusty miles in the summer sun.

The huge piles of Navajo rugs usually on display in the
Cameron trading post were missing. The Indians are not making
so many of them these days, and the prices have advanced 50
to 100 per cent over the prewar market. But even at 100 per cent
increase the Navajo are not overpaid for their craftsmanship. In
terms of man-hours, Navajo weaving is the biggest value one
can buy in the United States, even at the advanced prices.

We crossed the Little Colorado and took the well-graded
gravel road north toward Tuba City, Kayenta and Monument
valley, and stopped for lunch with Katherine and Bill Wilson,
formerly of Rainbow lodge. Bill is doing a wartime shift as
custodian of the Betatakin and Keetseel ruins in Navajo na-
tional monument while Jimmy Brewer, the regular custodian,
toils with the Seabees in the Pacific. Bill did his tour of war
duty in the Philippines in 1898.

Like everyone else, Bill and Katherine are eager for the com-
ing of V-J day, so they can return to Rainbow lodge, which has
been closed the past three years. Barry Goldwater, serving with
the Air Corps, has acquired the Hubert Richardson interest in
the lodge, and he and the Wilsons plan to reopen it and improve
the roads to accommodate the postwar travel to this scenic
part of Arizona and Utah.

Tragic changes have taken place since my last visit to Kayenta.
With the passing of John Wetherill and his partner, Clyde A.
Colville, the Kayenta trading post has been incorporated and
sold to Bennett S. Hyde, and Charles J. and R. G. Babbitt of
Flagstaff, with Bennett as trader in charge.

Mrs. Wetherill and son Ben were packing the priceless relics
of many year's accumulation in the Indian country, preparatory
to departure from a home which during the lifetime of John
and Louisa has entertained noted guests from all over the world.
Mrs. Wetherill told me she probably would go to Phoenix. Her
fine ethnobotanical collection and notes from the Navajo coun-
try, on which she spent many years research, probably will go
to Stanford university for publication, she said.

In Monument valley the trading post was closed, and the
Navajo on guard duty spoke only two words of English we
could understand—and since Weldon and I knew not a word
of Navajo we resorted to a sort of mongrel sign language.
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When our Indian host counted up to seven on his fingers and
pointed over the hill, we decided that Mike and Harry Goulding
would return from their vacation in seven days. But we guessed
wrong. Later in talking with other motorists we learned the
Navajo had been giving out this same information for the pre-
vious 10 days.

When we tried to get into one of the stone cabins for a
night's lodging, the Navajo said "three." So we gave him three
dollar bills and moved in—and his grin assured us we had
guessed right this time and the parley came to a successful
conclusion.

We spent a pleasant evening at the post despite the absence
of the host and hostess—and I hope Mike and Harry are having
a lot of fun on their "seven" day vacation.

When we arrived at Mexican Hat the following day we found
Norman NeviIls perched in a little cage on a cable high over
the swirling waters of the San Juan taking his daily readings of
volume and velocity and silt-content of the water. He is resident
engineer for the U. S. Geological survey at this point and it is
from the data compiled by him and scores of other observers
along the Colorado and its tributaries that the federal govern-
ment is able to make its plans for the control and utilization of
this great river system.

The boatmen who were to pilot us down the river were mak-
ing final preparations for the trip and Doris Nevi lls the skipper's
wife was making up the week's camping menu. Every meal is
planned in advance and Norman carries a typewritten sheet
listing the number of cans of fruit juice, soup, meats, vegetables
and fruit allotted to each meal. Thanks to' her careful planning
and a generous ration board we had an ample supply of good
food.

Mexican Hat, which derives its name from a sombrero-like
rock on the nearby horizon, is not much of a settlement according
to civilized standards. Normally the only residents of the barren
bluff are the Nevi lls family—Norman and Doris and their two
daughters, Joan aged eight and Sandra aged four, and Norman's
mother, Mae NeviIls, who manages the eight-room lodge and
a few cabins, all built of native stone.

Oil has been found in the vicinity, and drilling crews come
and go—but the permanent residents are all NeviIls. There is
neither store nor school, and the nearest doctor and postman
are at Bluff 27 miles away.

Joan's teacher is her mother, and Sandra soon will be going
to the same school in the NeviIls living room. I wish those
Desert readers who have been worrying about the raising of
children under such isolated conditions as surround the Marshal
Souths and the Norman NeviIls, could know Joan and Sandra.
Any parent anywhere, could be proud of youngsters with such
health and intelligence and freedom of spirit. Their discipline
comes mainly from the environment in which they live—and
Nature is a wise and understanding disciplinarian.

Perhaps some day the NeviIls children will have to readapt
their lives to the artificial environment of a more crowded
community.

But I have no misgivings as to that. For, in the surroundings
in which they are spending their formative years they are acquir-
ing a reservoir of health and self-reliance and discipline—and
plain common sense—that will serve them in any contingency.

I would not want to raise children in the poverty of a tene-
ment district nor in the ugliness of some of the mining camps I
have seen. But aside from these extremes of ill-environment I
believe the KIND OF PARENTS is a hundred times more im-
portant than the PLACE in which a child is raised.

Mae NeviIls is a gray-haired frontier woman who faces the
problems of her remote roadside hostelry with a cheerful philo-
sophy that is most refreshing. Her laundry had burned a few
days before I arrived in Mexican Hat. There was no fire depart-
ment to put out the blaze and she was still wearing bandages

over the burns she received when she tried to fight the flames,
alone. But she was smiling through the bandages.

The Navajos call her "Shi-mah-yazzi, my little mother." She
feeds them when they are hungry and helps them when the
chindee has brought them ills. She is a good samaritan in the
heart of a vast arid desert doing what she can for those in
trouble, and it makes no difference whether their skin is red
or black or yellow or white.

At Lee's ferry when we reached the end of our journey we
ate lunch in the ramada of Frank Dodge, veteran river man
who takes the readings for the USGS at that point. Waiting for
us on the sandbar where we grounded the boats were Harold
Bryant, superintendent of the Grand Canyon national park, and
Mrs. Bryant. The Bryant car was stocked with cold drinks, and
it was a welcome treat for we landed in a sandstorm, the first
unpleasant weather we had on the trip.

At Marble Canyon lodge, near Navajo bridge over the Col-
orado, a few miles below Lee's ferry, we found new proprietors
in charge. Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Green have taken over this desert
oasis of good food and clean shelter, to be operated by them-
selves and their three sons, two of whom are still in the service. It
was refreshing to come out of the sandstorm and into the
spacious lounging room of the lodge, richly decorated with
Indian crafts and trophies of the desert country. Travel is light
now, but the Greens will have plenty of customers later, for they
provide the kind of accommodations that soon become known
through the tourist grapevine.

At the Gap trading post, Johnny O'Farrell, veteran of many
years on the reservation, was preparing to take a long vacation.
He had sold the Gap store to Jack Owens, formerly of Navajo
mountain, and his Copper Mine trading post to C. F. Thompson
of Lcs Angeles. O'Farrell, who has long been one of the most
popular traders in the Indian country plans to make his future
home at Tustin, California.

Placards on the walls of many of the trading posts offered
$10.26 a day for laborers to work at the Marine depot at Bar-
stow, California. That is fabulous pay compared with the pre-
war, or even the present income of a Navajo Indian engaged
in sheep raising and weaving. But not many of the Navajo are
taking the job—and in most cases they remain only a few weeks.
Most of the younger Indians, who would be attracted by such
wages are in the armed forces.

The war has brought closer contact between Indo-Americans
and Anglo-Americans — both in the armed services, and in
civilian activities. Large numbers of Indians, having drawn the
same high pay as their white associates engaged in war produc-
tion, and having lived for extended periods away from the
reservations, will find the meager economy of the Southwestern
reservations less endurable in the years ahead. My conclusion is
that while this may complicate the . immediate problems of the
U. S. Indian service, it will be an important contributing factor
in the long-range solution of the Indian problem as a whole.

For I am one of those who believes that the ultimate solution
lies in the direction of complete assimilation of the Indian into
the cultural and economic life of the United States. It is incon-
ceivable to me that the Indians will forever be confined to
reservations, with a culture completely apart and an economic
level far below that of their white neighbors. If in the process
of absorption the best in the Indian way of life can be preserved,
then both races will be the gainers.

The change will require many generations. It would be a
mistake to try to force the issue. Today, the great majority of
Indians could be admitted to the white man's social and econ-
omic order only as laborers and menials. That would be unfor-
tunate for both races. The transition must come only as the
Indian through education and adaptation is prepared to take
his place in the white man's society with all the dignity inherent
in his race.
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Pueblo Bonito in Chaco Canyon, Nei, Ifexico. Photo by Josef Muench.

THE PAINTED DESERT
By  GEOM., E L. WELLIAms

Flagstaff, Arizona

With easel set, the artist stands beside the
Painted Desert,

Waiting for the dawn's first rays to clarify its
hues.

He thinks to paint a masterpiece of this chaos of
color

But falters at the shading of its purples and its
blues.

As the sun mounts swiftly higher o'er this
land of ancient fire,

The hills and valleys lay benumbed in glacial
cold,

The artist waits, bewildered at the swiftly chang-
ing picture

As the purples turn to yellows and the yellows
turn to gold.

When the sun has reached its zenith and the
landscape lays a-shimmer,

And the fantasy of color fades into a tawny-grey,
Then the mirage works its magic. Tiny mound

becomes a mountain,
And a yawning chasm opens where the level

valley lay.

Swiftly evening shadows lengthen; steal across
this lonely land,

And the humbled artist, sleeping, dreams no
more of being great.

Thru the desert's revelation he has learned his
limitation:

God alone achieves the perfect; man can only
imitate.

By DOROTHY ROGERS OLD
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Oh, crumbling ruins defying Time's great hand,
You stand and furnish me a gloomy trace
Of vanished tribes who once lived on this land,
You breathe the secrets of a vanished race
And warn me of the swiftness of Life's pace,
But Time's erosion weakens your thick crust
And slowly yOu are blending with the dust.

• •	 •

DESERT MOONLIGHT
By JENNIE R AULTMAN

Trinidad, Colorado

Long shadows lie across the desert sand,
The twilight deepens, chilly grows the air,
In silhouetted form the rocks rise bare
And ghastly as if chiseled, and some hand
Had placed them there between the sky and

land;
The desert sun has disappeared, a glare
Still lingers in the sky as if to share
The cooling atmosphere near where they stand.
Reluctantly the sun withdraws her light,
And darkness closes down upon the scene,
While stillness reigns as desert birds take flight ;
Then suddenly the moon with silver sheen
Leaps the horizon, lo ! the desert night
With trailing robes comes forth, a beauteous

queen.

TO A NODULE
By JOSIAH NATHAN NUTTER

Long Beach, California
Oh, you were just an ugly rock

Until the lapidary's art
Revealed at last the hidden beauty

Held within your stony heart !
• •	 •

DESERT GARDEN
By JERRY M. DARRELL

Alma, California
If you must upon the desert dwell,

Take a hint from me.
If you cannot live without a garden, group

Cacti at the base of a Joshua tree.
Let there be cereus both low and tall,

And 'gargoyle growing opuntias queer,
A stately staghorn, a bisnaga pink,

And coryphantha dainty, dear.
Tall silvery cholla with its jumping spines

Beside a low, bristling grayhead,
An Opuntia ursina like a patch of snow,

With a parishi beside for a stain of red.
Group engelmannis with their purple bloom,

About barrels big and full and round.
Now scatter about your spine)' plants,

Desert rocks of yellow, green and brown.
And when summer's strident heat

Beats upon the waterless land,
Everything will shrivel up,

But your gallant spiney band.
So if you must upon the desert dwell,

Take this hint from me.
If you cannot live without a garden, group

Cacti around a Joshua tree.
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Desert Candy
MADE OF CHOICE COACHELLA
VALLEY DATES, WALNUTS AND

DESERT HONEY

1 lb 	$125
3 lb 	• 	350

4 lb	450

Sib	 550

Delivered Prepaid

This package wins top honors as an overseas shipper
1 lb., 3 lb. and 4 lb. packages

shipped overseas at no extra
charge

THERMAL, CALIFORNIAVALERIE JEAN DATE SHOP





GUIDE TELLS HOW TO
KNOW AND COLLECT ROCKS

If you are a rockbound with no academic
knowledge of rocks, or a gem cutter with
little acquired information on gems. you
should possess MINERALS, Their Identi-
fication, Uses and How to Collect Them,
by Herbert Zim and Elizabeth Cooper.
Many of the books on gems and other min-
erals are too difficult for the average read-
er; they must be studied instead of read
for enjoyment. But MINERALS is dif-
ferent. It is profusely illustrated with crude
but impressionistic drawings. It gives the
most important mineral localities in every
state and lists the names of most of the
mineral societies everywhere. It tells the
uses of minerals and how some of them are
processed into metals. The book coordin-
ates geology, gemology, mineralogy and
metallurgy into an easy primary education.
It tells how to become a collector, how to
house a collection and how to identify
specimens.

The book is a "must" for beginners and
all amateurs who do not have the advan-
tage of a mineral society membership. If
a friend newly acquiring an interest in
gems and minerals were to request the
loan of one of my many books on the
subject, MINERALS is the one that I
would thrust upon him with a reasonable
assurance that he would read it through
and understand what he had read. It is
also a worthy addition to a good mineral
library because of the mineral locations and
society addresses it gives and for much
useful information not given in other books
on gems and minerals. Here is a fine item
to lay away for Christmas for what rock-
hound friend or member of the family.

Harcourt, Brace & Co., New York. 368
pages, 80 illustrations. $3.00.

—LELANDE QUICK
• •	 •

DEBT TO MARY AUSTIN
TOLD IN MEMORIAL BOOK

To acknowledge formally the debt
which the Southwest always will owe Mary
Hunter Austin, a representative group of
her friends and associates have put into
words their estimate of the many-faceted
woman of genius who upon her death
eleven years ago left a rich heritage to the
land of her adoption. The memorial is in
fcrm of a symposium edited by Willard
Hougland and published last year by
Laboratory of Anthropology at Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

Hougland prefaces the 15 testimonials

with, "The good Mary Austin accom-
plished in the matter of the arts and crafts
of these two cultures (Spanish-American
and Indian) , shows itself with greater
clarity as each year passes. And still she
had time to write two of what I believe to
be her greatest books: One Smoke Stories
and Land of Journey's Ending, in addition
to her outstanding autobiography, Earth
Horizon."

Among those who have contributed to
the 63-page booklet are Houghton Mifflin
company, her publishers for nearly a third
of a century ; such literary critics as Henry
Seidel Canby, Carl Van Doren, Dudley
Wynn and T. M. Pearce; personal acquain-
tances like Jane Baumann, Mabel Dodge
Luhan, Erna Fergusson, Elizabeth Willis
DeHuff, Ina Sizer Cassidy and Edgar L.
Hewett.

Besides the various personal, literary and
sociological estimate - of Mary Austin,
there is an account of her contributions to
the Indian Arts Fund of Santa Fe, followed
by a checklist of her books.

• • •

MINING BUREAU REPRINTS FIELD
TESTS OF COMMON METALS

Used by miners throughout the world
since its first publication in 1917, Univer-
sity of Arizona's bulletin on common field
tests for minerals now has been issued in
the second reprint of its eighth edition. It
has been reprinted in the past by Queens-
land Government Mining Journal of Bris-
bane, Australia, the engineer's reference
handbook Fax and in part by other pub-
lications. It also is used as a text in some
high schools throughout the country, and
in vocational education.

Written in simple and nontechnical
language, the bulletin is intended for the
prospector and miner in the field and
describes tests for 32 minerals and other
substances. It first was published under
the title Select Blowpipe and Acid Tests
for Minerals. Now entitled FIELD TESTS
FOR THE COMMON METALS, it has
been written in all of its editions by George
R. Fansett, mining engineer of Arizona
Bureau of Mines. Fansett has worked in
mining for 40 years, 30 of them as field
mining engineer among Arizona prospec-
tors and miners for the state bureau.

Many of the field tests described by
Fansett can be made with the usual equip-
ment and acids and dry reagents such as
borax and baking soda which the prospec-
tor stows in his field pack.

Press Bureau, University of Arizona,

Tucson. Free to Arizona residents, 20 cents
each to out-of-state purchasers.

• •	 • •
BOOK BRIEFS . . .

E. A. Burbank, who lived among the
Indians many years, from Oklahoma to
Navajo, Hopi and Zufii land of the South-
west, with the California tribes and the
Sioux, • Crows, Nez Perces and Utes, came
to understand them as few artists have.
Of him Charles F. Lummis said he was
"easily master of Indian faces." His story
is told by Dr. Ernest Royce in Burbank
Among the Indians, published by Caxton
Printers.

• • •
Life of thirteenth century inhabitants of

Mesa Verde cliff ruins, Colorado, has been
dramatized by Christopher La Farge in a
"play in verse" published - by New Direc-
tions. It was written for the Metropolitan
Opera company as libretto for an opera.

• • .
Stories of cowboy songs and how they

are sung, tales of the old cattle trails and
the roundups, and anecdotes as told by the
late Jack Thorp to Neil McCullough Clark,
fill Parclner of the Wind with the flavor
of the Southwest. Thorp is described by
one who knew him, as "one of the rare cow-
boys who had a Long Island background
and lots of academic education. A man who
left what he apparently considered the
'effete east' to find fun and fortune first
in Old and then in New Mexico." Book
is beautifully printed and bound by Caxton
Printers.

• • •
Frances Crane, whose Turquoise Shop

was reviewed on this page March 1942, has
written another novel with New Mexico
setting—Ameihyst Spectacles. It deals with
the charm of the Taos colony, the beauty
of the surrounding mountains.

• • •
Oliver LaFarge, most popularly known

for his The Enemy Gods and the Pulitzer
Prize winning Laughing Boy, has just writ-
ten his autobiography Raw Material, which
as those who know his work might have
suspected deals more with the author's
psychology than with events of his life. He
was an anthropology student at Harvard,
pursued his field work in Arizona, New
Mexico and Guatemala, has written widely
—from scientific papers to short stories,
has been official and unofficial representa-
tive of the Southwest Indians. His latest
book was published by Houghton Mifflin.

• • •
Harvey Fergusson's Home in the lrest,

published by Duell, Sloan and Pearce, is
this New Mexico author's ninth book. It
is autobiographical in vein, a search into
the world which produced him, and ending
with his twenty-first year. And since his
forebears for generations were New Mexi•
cans there is much of old Southwesterr
culture in his anecdotes and memoirs.
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• Silhouetted on this month's cover are
five members of the Norman Nevills ex-
pedition down the San Juan river to Lee's
Ferry on the Colorado which Randall
Henderson writes - about this month. Left
to right they are: Patricia Bailey, Alfred
M. Bailey, Father Harold Baxter Liebler,
Don Bondurant and Fronk Cooke. Photo
taken at the junction of Forbidden and
Bridge canyons — on the -Rainbow
Trail

• City people have seen so many strange
sights on the desert, they are becoming
immune to them. But John Hilton can
tell them a new one. Down in Coachella
Valley they might happen on such a scene
as this: A white haired woman with a
broom, busily sweeping away at the base
of a sand dune! The answer isn't what
one might think, for she's the Desert
Shell Lady—Mrs. Gertrude Favier, col-
lecting tiny ancient shells which she uses
to make delicate jewelry and dainty cor-
sages. You'll meet her in DESERT at an
early date.

• In the next issue Jerry Loudermilk
will explain the fine art of eating cactus
fruit (tunas). It was in Arizona that
Jerry acquired his cactus lore, and he has
developed some of it himself through
experimentation. After reading his story,
you'll know how to avoid all the things a
tenderfoot usually blunders into. And
after reading Jerry's recipes for prepar-
Mg such dishes as Miel de Tuna . Melco-
chl and Queso de Tuna, you won't worry
your ration board for sugar anymore.
You'll start looking for someone who
knows someone who has some prickly
pear cactus—so you can make some "cac-
tus honey" too.

• After conducting a tour of Bird Island
in Great Salt Lake, Utah, in this issue,
Charles Kelly next will take DESERT
readers on an exploring trip through
New Mexico and Arizona with the Cap-
tain Lorenzo Sitgreaves party down the
Zu5i and Little Colorado rivers. The year
is 1851 and the scout is Antoine Leroux,
one of that company of guides, Indian
fighters and mountain men about whom
legends have grown for almost a century.
Far less is known of Leroux than of Kit
Carson (for he never kept a journal),
but Kelly has recorded most of what he
has been able to discover from various
sources.

CREED OF THE DESERT
By JUNE LEMERT PAXTON
Yucca Valley, California

The catsclaw ladies look charming today,
Each wearing her holiday gown;

I can't see the reason for dressing so gay,
Unless they are going to town.
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"When the purple mist just kissed the plain." Photo by Wilton Carneal.

THE DESERT
By MARGARET GRAHME COLLINS

Carlsbad, California
There have been those who feared death at the

last,
Feared the relentless cold and lonely tomb,
Shuddered to think how the unfriendly womb
Of earth would prison them and hold them fast.
I do not fear the narrow brown-walled room.
Let sage spring from my flesh and let me be
Food for mesquite and twisted Joshua tree;
Let my blood flower in scarlet cactus bloom.
Here in these serried hills my fathers lie.
Here are the pioneers—the brave, the bold.
Deep in the furrowed plains and on the high
Lone ridges rest the wagon trains of old.
In this rich earth, bury me with my clan:
Trapper, scout, frontiersman, cattleman.

•
FLOWERS OF THE DESERT

By VIOLET PEEL RUSSELL
Bakersfield, California

There are those who sing of roses,
Of violets and dew,
But I sing of the desert blooms
That flaunt their beauty too.

Of cacti, strong and sturdy,
Wax-white yucca bells,
Manzanita, desert holly
And Joshua sentinels.

• •	 •
RELEASE

By JAMES LANE DOYLE

Los Angeles, California
To those torn by war's havoc,
Sad hearts that find no peace—
To souls earthbound in slavery,
Whose sorrows never cease—
The desert's magic silence
Breathes freedom and release.

• •	 •
DESERT MORNING

By Stf. Sgt. MARCUS Z. LYTLE

Montrose, California

The lava mounds are black against the dawn,
And ocotillos stand as sharp as glass;
The yellow glory of the cottonwoods is stilled
In the first sunshine coming through the pass.

After a windy night, the desert air is hushed
And cold, its shadows deep and grim;
But clouds and sand of last night's storm are
spent ;
A calm new day is at the canyon rim.

AS RIDES THE DESERT WIND
By LOUISE IVIE

Pasadena, California
Lives that pulse with strange broodings-
Only they, can know
The heart of the purple desert
When the wind rides low.

And those who strain for loved voices—
Only they, hear a cry
From the lips of a thirsting desert
When the wind rides high.

• •	 •

PALO VERDE
By DORA SESSIONS LEE

Prescott, Arizona
When I reach that plane called Heaven
I shall beg a little room
That overlooks an Eden
Where the palo verdes bloom.

I shall not bemoan my passing
Earthly joys will leave me cold
If I find the streets of Heaven
Bright with palo verde gold.

• •	 •

WHITE HOLLY
By HELEN L. VOGEL

Mecca, California
Where now, oh where does white holly grow—
Where the snow birds nest and the cold winds

blow?
Oh, no. It blooms where the sand sweeps wild,
Where coyotes and quail are the desert's child,
Where hills rear high up to craggy peaks
And the trails are faint to the gold man seeks.
It nestles close to the shell strewn sand
Which once was the palm of the ocean's hand.
White leaves are blendings of flame of dawn
And the purpling night when day is gone,
A blush of green and each earthborn tone.

Its white is as life—part unseen, part known.
• 0	 •

DESERT CHARACTER
By THELMA WHITTIER

Valmora, New Mexico
Dignity has the desert in its drab and tattered

gown
Peace has its face under a thorny crown
Quiet has its voice the whole year 'round
Laughter has its sunshine which heals without

sound.

24ici Ziai.t See

lite .25ele4t?
By LVAN6ELINE TAPPAN

Bicknell, Utah

Did you see the desert after the rain
When a purple mist just kissed the plain;
And the mountains distant, mysterious, blue,
Seemed to court the desert too?

Did you see blue pools like jewels laid
In the rocky cups that the sandstone made,
And the fleet wild horses that came to drink
From the cup's cold water at the trampled brink ?

Did you see the desert on the first spring day
When a little lizard darted away;
And green flies buzzed round the horses' ears,
Sheep herds waiting for the snip of shears,

The earth deeply dreaming in fathomless sleep,
The sky its infinite secrets keep,
The stars like diamonds on velvet blue;
And in all the vastness there was only you?

• •	 •

DESERT GHOSTS
By MURRAY SKINNER

Los Angeles, California

Across the sands the restless whirlwinds dance—
Tall yellow ghosts, like memories of the men
Who sought adventure, gambling on a chance,
And died, forgotten, save by some lone pen.
Whirling at freakish fancy of the wind,
Feet in spined cacti, heads among the clouds,
They stalk majestically, till whipped and thinned.
They fall apart, like disinterment shrouds.

No trumpeting of wind proclaims their birth,
Though trumpets blared the start of journey

made
By men whose ghosts they shaped from desert

earth ...
But like the trappings such brave men displayed
The trail is marked by debris, crushed and rolled.
Though the men who ventured left their's traced

in gold.
• •	 •

AT PEACE
By DONALD G. INGALLS
Los Angeles, California

To stand at the foot of a weathered slope,
In the warmth of a desert day,
And watch the shimmering pulse of heat,
That o'er my Kingdoms play.

To trace the flight of a busy bird,
Or of a lazy, guardian, cloud.
To wonder at the huddled mesquite
That about the washes crowd.

Here I may meditate in peace,
Here is my soul at rest.
As I wander slowly onward,
Through the land I love the best.

• •	 •

FIERY FINGERS
By EDNA SMITH DERAN
Los Angeles, California

Drouth now tarries overlong
And summer heat makes known its might.

The tapestry of spring time fades,
As nature feels the touch of blight.

Death hovers here upon the land
And verdure halts, irresolute.

The parching pastures yawn wide-mouthed,
The voice of lisping creeks grows mute.

We weary of the sky's blue arch,
And yet a poet's eager eye

Finds beauty in the staying drouth,
A poem poised in cloud-free sky.
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This photograph of the Hopi Snake dance was made 35 years ago. before the Indians
put a taboo on cameras. Photo by W. T. Mullarky.

"i Wai a Stzahe Ptie5t"

HIS IS like getting home after a
long absence," I said to Marta and
Nahe as we settled ourselves for

a long gossip on the rooftop at Old Walpi.
I could look down on the Sacred Rock in
the plaza where for centuries the Snake
Dance has been held, and still farther
down to where the northern Arizona desert
stretched away for a hundred miles to be
met by the blue horizon.

Early peaches were ripening in the
sunny coves surrounding the fortress-like
mesa, and a basket, made by Marta, was
piled high with the fragrant fruit. Marta
was shelling corn to grind into meal for
kiki and Nahe worked with a little hand
drill putting holes through shell disks to

SEPTEMBER, 1945

By DAMA LANGLEY

be strung into a necklace. Although gas
rationing would limit the crowd of visi-
tors to the Snake Dance only three weeks
off, wagonloads of guests from dude ran-
ches, and many horseback parties were
expected. Indians from every nearby tribe
would be there to buy and trade for Hopi
wares. Nahe was getting his stock of
jewelry ready.

"Somebody told me you used to be a
Snake dancer," I spoke idly to him.

"Yes. But I was afraid of the snakes ;
they knew it and bit me. That's why I
stopped being a dancer!" He grinned cheer-
fully and I thought he was teasing me until
he pointed to an old scar on his hand, and

pushing his sleeve back revealed two or
three matching scars on his brown arm.

"Afraid of them? A Hopi afraid of
snakes?" I said. For many years Nahe had
saved a place for me close to the kisa where
the snakes are stored during the actual
dance, and he always seated himself nearby.
I thought it was because we were friends,
but my ego took a tumble when he said,
"I sit close to you at the dances because
you are not afraid of the snakes. You don't
jump and yell when one gets close. You
know the priests let snakes almost bite
white visitors who get scared and disturb
the ceremony."

This revelation that Nahe had been an
active member of the mysterious Snake
Dance order interested me greatly. Here
was real information if I could get him to
talk.

"I thought people were born into the
Snake Clan and lived and died in it, - I
said inquiringly.

"People are born into the Snake Clan,
but the Snake Dancer order is made up of
chosen men from the Clan. My father was
a Snake Priest and I was only six years old
when he died. My grandfather at once took

The Hopi Snake Dance conducted every other year at Walpi in
Northern Arizona, is older than the coming of the white men to this
continent. The mysteries connected with it, and its secrets have been so
faithfully guarded throughout the centuries that only a select few of
the highest members in the order know the entire ritual. It is seldom
a member of the Snake Clan will discuss even the most trivial matters
touching on the secret order. For that reason there is no picture of
Nahe, as I have called him, and he is not known to his tribesmen by
that name. In every other respect the story is true, and its facts have
been checked with accredited authorities on snakes.
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Women of the Snake clan. Photo by Frashers.

me down into the Snake kiva and began to
teach me the songs and prayers. I didn't
want to go down there with him."

As he talked I could almost see the
small frightened lad and hear his unheeded
protests. The grandfather was relentless,
and Nahe was learning the age-old chants
when fate intervened in the form of the
reservation agent. He gathered young Nahe
up along with several other Hopi children
and sent them to Sherman institute in
California.

- I almost forgot my fear of snakes while
I was there, and it never occurred to me that
I'd have to take part when I went home
.again. There in California we seemed so
far away from the old beliefs and ceremon-
ies. I'm not saying the Snake Dance isn't a
,good thing for those who believe in it. I
just am physically unfitted to be a Snake
dancer because I fear and hate snakes. My
grandfather refused to believe my feelings
were real, and I was again marched to the
:Snake kiva to take up my training."

He stopped talking and we could faintly
hear the sound of rattles and songs in the
.Snake kiva built like a swallow's nest
against the sheer cliff by the Snake Rock.
Down there at the foot of the ladder which
'protruded through the hatch in the roof,

young acolytes were being trained for their
sacred tasks, and perhaps some of them
were as frightened as had been Nahe forty
years ago.

Nahe continued, "When it was time to
bring in the snakes for the dance I was sent
to the north with a very stern old priest.
We had spent the night before in the kiva
practicing the proper songs and prayers
and I must have gone over them a thousand
times. When a rattlesnake is found, 'medi-
cine' is sprinkled and then one is supposed
to say this prayer to the gods: 'Make him
to be gentle. Make him so he bring no evil
to me. Make him tame!' And then I was to
say to the rattlesnake: 'Be tame unto me ;
for here I've made my prayers!'

"I said that over and over in the kiva
that night while I worked making a sacri-
ficial wand of eagle feathers and jay bird
plumage. It was unfortunate that I was the
only candidate, if such an unwilling victim
as I could be called a 'candidate.' All the
old men were watching me and listening
to me, waiting to see if I shamed my grand-
father, and there was I, hungry and sleepy
and mad and scared. But when dawn came
I went with them down the Old Warrior
trail in search of rattlesnakes I didn't want
to find. We went toward Wepo wash, and

as soon as the sun came up snakes began
to show themselves. They were moving
to get into cool shady places before the
heat of the day. At first I was just supposed
to watch how it was done when a snake was
captured. I saw how the sacred meal and
'medicine' was tossed to the six cardinal
directions and then on the snake. I listened
to the prayers and observed how the snake
was stroked with the eagle wing and then
swiftly picked up with the thumb and fore-
finger, the thumb being extended forward
and upward to keep the snake from turning
its head. Of course the snake is to be held
with the left hand and gently stroked and
flaoothed with the right hand before it is

dropped into the rawhide bag carried for
the purpose. I watched and listened and
observed."

"Were you afraid of other snakes? Or
were you just catching rattlers?"

"We didn't bother with anything but
rattlesnakes. This priest I understudied had
no patience with members of the order who
danced with bull snakes or water snakes.
Didn't the whole dance revolve around
rattlesnakes that bit Hopis and had to be
appeased?

7You know one of our ancient chiefs went
down into Grand Canyon and he married
a daughter of the underground Water God.
He brought her here to Walpi and when
her children were born some of them were
rattlesnakes. The Hopi people were not
nice to her and the rattlesnakes bit them.
Since her father controlled the rains and
the water that feeds Hopi waterholes, it
was necessary to keep in his good graces
so the Snake Dance was initiated! The old
priest felt that rattlesnakes were the ones
to be honored, and only rattlers interested
him. You know, of course, that rattlesnakes
give birth to their young instead of laying
eggs to be hatched in the sun."

-Did you catch any snakes that first
day?"

-Yes. We, a big rattler and I, caught
each other, - he pointed to the scars on his
hand. - I saw this big fellow before the
priest did, but I walked right past it making
plenty of noise hoping it would take the
hint and go. 'Come back here,' said the old
priest. I walked back and looked at the
snake. He just lay there coiled, tasting the
air with his forked tongue and listening
to us. A snake hears through its tongue,
you know. I was handed the pouch of sa-
cred medicine and I sprinkled it around. I
think I anointed several new directions in
my desire to have the snake get away. And
I couldn't think of one word of the prayer
I was to make! He didn't move and after
awhile I threw a handful in his face and
began to really fan him with the eagle's
wing. He fanned right back with angry
strikes. I backed away and he struck so
hard he was stretched full length and the
priest yelled for me to grab him. The
thumbs upward and forward technique was
completely forgotten. I just grabbed, too
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Sidewinder or Horned rattlesnake. Its poison is very potent.
Photo fry National Park Service.

far back behind his head and he turned
and bit me. The priest snatched him and
dropped him in the sack and we went to the
nearest waterhole."

I opened my mouth to ask the important
question, but Nahe was too quick.

"Don't ask what cured the bite. That
isn't my knowledge. You must not ask me
to give you any of the secrets of the Snake
order. I was, however unwilling, a mem-
ber of it, and even other Hopis must not
learn about its affairs from me."

"Could you tell me if the bites are
treated with herbs? What can you tell me
that won't get you into trouble with your
people?"

"I can tell you that Indians never scare
themselves to death when a snake bites
them, like many white people do. Our
Hopis know that getting scared and ex-
cited will carry snake poison through the
system very quickly. Many of our people
are bitten every year as they herd sheep, or
gather their crops from the fields. The
women and children are bitten while they
get bunch grass and yucca leaves for basket
making, or dig clay for pottery. Not one
has been known to die from a snake bite.
Why? Because centuries of brotherhood
with rattlesnakes has made it necessary for
the Hopis to learn all there is to know
about such snakes, their habits, the deadli-
ness of their venom and how to combat it."

I looked at the scars on Nahe's hand and
arm. The flesh had not been cut across so
the wound would bleed and drain.

"Last week one of our old men watching
the plantings was bitten. The Snake priest
was summoned and the old man was
brought to the kiva. He wasn't allowed to
walk and get his blood hot, he was brought
up on the back of a burro. The priests kept
him in the kiva until yesterday and he
came out perfectly well, but very hungry.
Only two little blue marks show where the

fangs buried themselves. It was a side-
winder that bit him."

"I guess it was lucky that it was only a
sidewinder that got him," I said.

Only a sidewinder!" Nahe was indig-
nant. "What do you mean? A sidewinder
is as deadly as a diamondback rattler." I
murmured apologies for my ignorance and
Nahe continued my snake education. "A
fang came loose when the snake bit him
and it was still stuck in the wound when he
came to the lciva."

"That I do not believe!" I told him
firmly.

'Believe it or not it's true:' he said, and
Marta nodded in confirmation. Nahe said

something about having learned his snake
lore the hard way, and continued his story.

"A rattlesnake has two fangs, is born
with them, and yearns to make use of them
within an hour after birth. Each fang is
solidly fastened to a movable bone of the
snake's upper jaw, and each one is con-
nected with a gland full of poison behind
the eyes. These fangs are shed two or three
times a year. But before the snake lets
loose of a fang he has grown a new one
just beside the old one and it has been cut
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Sacred Rock at lralpi where the Snake dance is held. A few minutes after this picture
was taken the Antelope clansmen emerged from their kiva, followed by the Snake
priests. Photos of this scene are no longer permitted. Photo by Crandall, courtesy

National Park Service.

into the poison canal. The old fangs are
shed by becoming caught in whatever the
snake bites. And so this sidewinder's fang
hung on the old man, and now its in a
little pottery bowl on the snake altar being
saved for use in the Snake dance."

"You remember I used to comment on
the several kinds of rattlesnakes used in the
dance," I said to Nahe and he nodded his
head.

"We sometimes have five or six kinds
of rattlers at a Dance. There's the Bleached
rattlesnake. That's the dusty pink one that
doesn't get excited about anything, just
sort of limply dangles through all the
ceremonies. Then we sometimes catch the
big Desert rattler and the Mojave dia-
mondback. The Western diamondback is
the big showy fellow. It was one of those
that first bit me. They are always nervous
and full of fight. They just wind up and
wait and dare anybody to come near. And
of course there's the Horned rattler, the
one you call 'only a sidewinder'."

"Well, I apologized, didn't I?" Nahe
grinned, and those folks that believe an
Indian has no sense of humor should have
shared that boyish grin.

"Yes, you fixed it all up. Next time you
watch a dance, you notice how carefully
the younger men avoid contact with side-

winders. They are left to the expert priests
and treated with respect. You'll see that
those little snakes land fighting when they
are tossed from the dancers' mouths."

"They squirm so much maybe the dan-
cers have to hold them so tight they hurt
them with their teeth," I suggested.

Nahe reached across to where Marta
keeps her pottery materials and brought
out a lump of soft creamy clay.

"Before the dancers leave the kiva they
fill their mouths full of this clay. It coats
their tongue and the inside of their mouths
so they can't taste, and it fills in between
their teeth and covers all sharp points.
That's to protect the snakes."

"I always thought whatever they held in
their mouths was a sort of antidote for
snake bite," I hazarded. "And, too, I've
heard lots of people insist that the snakes
have their fangs pulled out just before the
dance, or that they are made to strike into
a sheep's liver until the poison sacs are
empty."

Nahe thought for a while. When he
spoke he completely ignored my first and
last suggestions.

"If their fangs were pulled and they
couldn't bite, why should we watch them
so carefully and keep the prayers going?
If they had their fangs pulled who is brave

or foolish enough to pull them? There are
four kinds of plant roots used to treat snake
bites among the Hopis. I only know about
one of them. It is what the Mexicans call
golondrina, and we name it rattlesnake
weed. Every Hopi house is supposed to
have some always ready for use. You know
that one of the obligations of the Snake
order is to treat any Hopi bitten by a snake.
I've seen part of the treatment. The patient
gives the Snake priest a bundle which con-
tains a gift, and the priest prays over it,
then treats the bite and the one bitten gets
well pretty soon."

When I reached a reference library I
delved into botany to try and locate Nahe's
golondrina. In Kearney's Flowering
Plants and Ferns of Arizona I found this:
"Euphorbia (Spurge) : Certain species,
such as E. albomarginata, are known as
rattlesnake weed, and by the Mexicans as
golondrina. They are popularly supposed
to be efficacious in treating snake bite, and
the root of E. albomarginata is said to have
been used as an emetic by the Pima
Indians."

"How did you get out of being a Snake
priest?" I wanted to know.

"I was afraid of rattlesnakes, and so I
was allowed to be a sort of step-child of the
Clan," he said.
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LETTERS...
On the Origin of Cactus . . .

Banning, California
Dear Mr. Henderson:

I was very much interested in the ar-
ticle in your May number of Jerry Lauder-
milk on the 'Dawn Cactus of Green River'
as the geological history of the Cacti seems
to be so very obscure. In fact, until recent
times it was supposed to be indigenous to
the Western Hemisphere. I understand
that Luther Burbank in his studies at Santa
Rosa worked on the assumption it was
developed from the drying up of the south-
western portion of North America and ac-
-quired its spikes for protection against for-
aging animals and changed its shape the
better to procure and hold moisture. He
worked in reverse by giving ample mois-
ture, etc., and so developed spineless edible
cactus.

I note the 1931 Funk and Wagnalls en-
cyclopedia says of the Eocene epoch that
the flora laid down in England was of the
Indo-Australian character, palms, screw
pines and cypress in the earlier, and gum,
nettle tree, banksia, with aroids, cacti,
laurel, cypress and yew, also maple, plane,
willow, poplar, elm, beech, chestnut, horn-
beam, walnut, fig, etc., in the later time,
indicating a gradual cooling period. I have
been unable to discover any cacti finds in
the rock formations of India or Australia
although the latter is generally considered
the oldest continent.

I think this a very interesting topic and
as your magazine is published in the center
of the cactus world an excellent subject
for further articles and discussion.

ERNEST FULLER, C. E.
• •	 •

Keeping Out the Bugs . . .
Fultonville, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Henderson:
In the last Desert I note what you say

about sleeping out. It's great! However, I
have several friends who, while liking the
outdoors, are reluctant to sleep on the
ground because of bugs, snakes, and what
have you in the way of night prowlers.

This annoyance can be overcome by a
tent-like affair of cheese-cloth. It may be
of one piece if one does not care to bother
with sewing. Here's how: Place a big
sheet of cheese-cloth on the ground. Make
up the bed in the middle of it. Then fold
the ends over the bed. Set stakes in the
ground at each end, fixed so a loop on the
cheese-cloth can be fastened to them. Fold
in the surplus cloth and pin if necessary.
The top is stretched tight with guy ropes.
A person who is handy can improve on this
by making a cheese-cloth tent.

It is no protection against weather, but
it is proof against bugs.

MRS. A. C. BOSTWICK

Art of Camp Cooking. . .
Bremerton, Washington

Dear Mr. Henderson:
In my opinion it seems that the fine old

art of campfire cooking is a possession of
far too few people. My mouth fairly waters
when I recall the good things my father
used to produce with his Dutch oven when
we spent an occasional vacation high in the
Cascade Mountains. Among the things
that we enjoyed were pan bread and syrup
for breakfast and huckleberry dumplings
for lunch or dinner.

We still have the Dutch oven but neither
the knowledge nor skill to use it, so I won-
der if there is enough interest if we may not
have a page now and then in Desert de-
voted to campfire and Dutch Oven recipes.
I would like to know also how to use the
deep pit method of baking, where food is
buried for hours in a covered pit that has
been previously heated.

I was interested in Marshal South's ac-
count of mescal roasting and their method
of baking bread in the fire place coals.

MRS. L. M. NELSON

No doubt there are many Dutch Oven
experts among Desert's readers. We'll
appreciate hearing from some of them
—in answer to Mrs. Nelson's inquiry.

—R. H.
• •	 •

Those Indian Gongs . . .
Walnut Creek, California

Gentlemen:
This is a delayed letter about Indian

gongs. I believe it was your January issue
in which some one asked about them, and
later a writer from a museum stated that
he did not know about the existence of any
among North American Indians.

I was manager of a store in Siskiyou
county for many years, and nearly always
had a large display of my polished mineral
specimens and cut stones in a showcase in
the store,

This was quite an attraction and many
carne to see them, including several Indians
who became my friends.

One day one of the Indians came in and
said: "Mac, I have a rock for you in my
car." I went out with him and there was a
piece of Happy Camp jade (Californite)
so big it took the two of us to lift it out of
the car.

We got to talking about Happy Camp
jade and he told me that when he was a
child his mother had a large piece that was
flat and thin. This hung at their back door
and was used as a gong to call the children
to their meals. Another piece of jade was
used to strike the Indian gong.

M. Z. RUSSELL

Never "No Vacancy" Sign Here . . .
Baltimore, Maryland

Dear Sir:
I was interested in your comment in the

July issue. I have solved the problem of
lodging on my gem field trips by rigging
up a very comfortable bed in the turtle-
back of my Chevy coupe. With my bedroll
I carry two small air mattresses, a pillow,
sheets and pajamas. After a long day's hik-
ing it is a great luxury to take a rub-down
in a basin of water and sleep in pajamas be-
tween clean sheets.

With a little improvising, a comfortable
bed can be made in many of the coupes
now being used. It is- surprising how much
space there is in many of the cars. 'With
such an outfit and a box of grub one can
travel with a great feeling of security. And
if one will take the trouble to stop at the
first town when he starts out in the morn-
ing and fill his thermos bottles with cold
milk, juice and water—that is a luxury
plus.

J. W. ANDERSON
• • •

Hazards of the Arroyos . . .
Los Angeles, California

Dear Mr. Henderson:
Are the dry washes you advised "tender-

feet" to sleep in (last issue) when camping
on the desert, safer in California than in
Arizona? I was taught their dangers so
thoroughly in Arizona that they almost had
me scared to cross one.

GRACE PARSONS HARMON

Dear GPH: It is true, in rare instan-
ces, there is a certain amount of hazard
in camping in an arroyo. But desert
cloudbursts, like desert rattlesnakes,
are such a rare occurrence in those
areas accessible to campers, as to offer
little danger. I have been waiting 20
years to get a picture of a cloudburst
torrent in action. It is true in the pla-
teau country of northern Arizona
where summer rains are frequent that
one should be on guard against flash
floods. But I daresay that 10,000 lose
their lives on the highways of the
Southwest, for every victim of a desert
rain storm. —R. H.

• •	 •
Gila Monster in Nevada . . .

San Francisco, California
Gentlemen:

Your news item "Gila Monsters Coming
to Nevada" interests me.

I lived in Las Vegas two years. A few
months before I was drafted into the army,
Mrs. Dora: Tucker, a grand old lady of the
desert, and I saw a gila monster about 20
miles out of Las Vegas. It was near a dirt
road not many miles this side of the Valley
of Fire.

He was a beauty. We stopped the car,
and when we approached him he gave us
the air, and an open mouth.

EVERETT BERRY
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William P. Krehm

As a fledgling artist, Bill Krehm had little opportunity to meet the top-
flight painters from whom he might get help in improving his tech-
nique. So he went into the picture framing business—and made such
fine frames the successful artists soon were coming to him for their
woodwork. It was good strategy—and this month Krehm's work is being
shown in one of Los Angeles' best known galleries.

4RT--t4e Hard Way
By JOHN HILTON

Art Reproductions by Bill Krehm

jpiY FIRST meeting with Bill Krehm
was the day he and Jimmy Swinner-
ton stopped at my roadside studio

on their way to the desert on a sketching
trip. Their car was loaded with painting
equipment and their camping outfit.

They were in high spirits. Jimmy, be-
cause he loves the desert wilderness and
looks forward to every opportunity to
return to the field where so much of his
fine work has been done. For Krehm, this
was to be an adventure of double enjoy-
ment. He had just recovered from a linger-
ing illness that had forced him to give up
his work in a war plant, and this was his
first real outing in months. And then, he
confided to me that Swinnerton had been
one of his boyhood idols, and he felt it a
rare privilege to be the companion of one
who had won so high a place in the world
of art. "It's fun to go sketching with Jim-
my," he said. And we both realized this
was an understatement.

Those trips with James Swinnerton and
other topnotch western painters are the cli-
max of a long hard pull along the road
of art for William P. Krehm. He has over-
come obstacles which would have discour-
aged and perhaps beaten a less determined
man.

He was born in 1901 in Kansas City, one
of a family of eight children At ten he was
getting up every morning at four o'clock to
sell papers for the Star and Journal. And
after school there were the afternoon edi-
tions to sell. This did not leave him much
time for his hobby—which was drawing
pictures.

He was a great admirer of Swinnerton's
cartoons—Little Jimmy, Pinky, Beans and
Toby, and he spent hours trying to re-
produce these characters. Drawing was not
in the curriculum of the public schools in
those days and when he stole time from

Gems of the Desert
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the three "R's" to do his sketches, there
was trouble with the teacher.

Bill joined the navy in 1918 and saw
service on the U.S.S. Wisconsin and the
U.S.S. Kansas. He later served on the
U.S.S. Washington which brought the
King and Queen of Belgium and Prince
Leopold on their visit to the United States.
All through this service he made sketches
of the places and scenes that were attractive
to him. He never lost sight of his interest
in art.

After his discharge he returned home
for a few months, but was restless. He
wanted to see more of the world, and sketch
and paint what he saw. He went to St.
Louis and got a job on a river boat going
to New Orleans. He hoped to sign on a
freighter that would take him on a long
cruise, but jobs of this sort were hard to
find and he failed to get a berth.

He went to Chicago and got a job as a
switchboard inspector for Western Elec-
tric. In 1926 he went to California to try
to ship on a boat from San Francisco. He

hoped to see and paint far off places—
the islands of the Pacific, China, Japan,
India and other parts of the Orient. While
waiting for an opportunity to get such a
berth, he visited the art galleries in Los
Angeles and after studying the paintings
of contemporaries decided that he should
have more training before he attempted
to go out and paint.

He postponed his trip indefinitely and
tried to get acquainted with the artists who
had produced the paintings he admired.
This was not so easy, but Bill was a persis-
tent fellow and he finally hit upon a plan.

He decided the way to meet artists was
to go into the making of picture frames. He
got other work to support him and began
doing picture framing on the side. He
wasn't satisfied with making ordinary pic-
ture frames. His ambition was to produce
the sort of frames that would be in demand
by the very topnotch painters. This took
study and application. It was a roundabout
course but he never lost sight of his goal.

Finally in 1930, the depression threw



him out of his job and he went into the
framing business on a larger scale. This
was a blessing in disguise. Soon the artists
were getting acquainted with Krehm
frames and Bill in turn was getting ac-
quainted with them. He had entry to the
best studios and galleries of the country
and found many a helping hand among the
artists whose paintings he was framing.

He studied with Dana Bartlett and later
with William T. McDermitt, former art
director of the Pullman State College in
Washington. It was Jack Wilkinson Smith,
however, who really opened his eyes to the
finer points of painting. Under his direc-
tion Krehm's canvases began to take real
life. During this period he made trips into
the deserts of Arizona, California and
Utah. In them he not only found all the
adventure he had longed for, but an un-
bounded source of painting material.
Through all of this period. Bill gives great
credit to Jack Wilkinson Smith for his
real development and progress.

His paintings were beginning to sell but
few who bought them had ever heard of
him. This is the problem faced by most
aspiring artists and it probably will always
be the same. He continued making better
frames.

If his paintings were not famous, his
frames were well known among the good
artists in the West. Most of these painters
in turn were willing to lend a helping hand
in the way of suggestion and criticism and
Bill was humble enough to take these sug-
gestions and criticisms and profit by them.

In 1937 William Krehm the budding ar-
tist and topnotch frame maker met James

Lure of the Desert
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a great deal more in the desert than most
artists and he was willing and eager to
teach his friend how to see these things
too, and to put them on canvas.

His pictures were exhibited at the San
Francisco fair, and have been hung in a
number of the state fairs and in lesser
shows. Art critics who saw these few paint-
ings have been more than favorable in their
comments. Now Krehm has his real chance.
The Biltmore Art salon has invited him to
present an exclusive exhibit of his most
recent work during the current month of
August.

I have seen about half of the canvases
that will be on display in this show and it
is my belief that they will stand up with
other work shown in this discriminating
gallery. James Swinnerton says of him:

For years Bill Krehm framed the paint-
ings of other artists. He was compelled in
many instances to handle work that was
not worthy of a really fine frame.

On the other hand, some paintings that
passed through his adept hands were an
inspiration, and he sought faithfully to
make the frame worthy of the picture.

"His previous fine artsmanship fits him
to do a finished job of actual brushman-
ship, and he has a fine sensitive eye for
color. Most of all, he has the aptitude for
hard work at the easel, and that is the only
way to learn and keep on learning to the
end of our days."

It is my opinion that after the Biltmore
show, thousands of other art-minded peo-
ple in the West will be saying other com-
plimentary things about Bill Krehm.

Swinnerton his childhood idol who in the
meantime had taken up serious painting
and was bringing the desert into the gal-
leries and homes all over the United States.
This meeting must have been a distinct
thrill even though at first their common
interest was limited to picture frames. It
was not long before a friendship devel-
oped, for Jimmy is that sort of a person.
The friendship led to sketching trips and
informal instruction that were invaluable
to Krehm. Swinnerton with his background
of 40 years of desert painting could see



In the rocky terrain around their homestead cabin, Frank and Anna Bull have found
hundreds of Indian artifacts.

&bin in the Rekehi

g
F THE ghosts of the desert Indians
who once lived and hunted in the
foothills along the north side of Cal-

ifornia's Little San Bernardino mountains
ever decide to go out looking for the kit-
chen utensils of their prehistoric ancestors,
they'll find a big quantity of them decorat-
ing the cabin-yard on the homestead of
Frank N. Bull.

The Bull cabin, tucked away in a little
rock-rimmed cove among junipers and
pinon pines 30 miles northwest of
Twentynine Palms village, is literally sur-
rounded by ancient Indian metates and
manos, all neatly arranged in rows and
symmetrical designs.

Most of these artifacts were found on
Frank's 160-acre homestead. When I asked
him how many there were he answered:
"There are 180 here, and I've given away
about 80."

Gathering Indian relics on their home-
stead is the hobby that has kept Frank and
Anna Bull active and enthusiastic during
the eight years since Frank gave up his
job as a machinist in Long Beach and came
to the desert for health and the enjoyment
of their late years.

With each metate is its mano, or grind-
ing stone, with one side worn straight
and smooth by the ancient Indian women
who used these crude stone tools to crush
mesquite beans, acorns, and edible seeds
from many of the shrubs which grow on the
desert.

At several places on the homestead me-
tate cavities are found on boulders too
large to be moved. Frank likes to take his
visitors on a roller-coaster ride over the
hills and across the ravines to see the old
Indian campsites. At one of the springs in

a nearby canyon faint pictographs still may
be seen on the rock walls.

The Bulls keep their yard and home
clean and orderly. Every rock is in its place,
and no debris finds lodgment in their
neighborhood. But they have been careful
not to destroy any of the natural landscape.
They are in the zone of juniper, pinon,
joshua tree, yucca, agave, goatnut, wild
apricot and many of the Upper Sonoran
species of cacti—and when there are winter
rains they find a gorgeous display of wild-
flower annuals among the great boulders
of granite rock which cover much of the
landscape.

At present they are hauling water to the
cabin from a nearby spring, but their plans
include the development of a more con-
venient water supply in the future.

It was no accident that led Frank to
locate on this rocky claim in the heart of
the Mojave desert's Joshua tree domain.
He spent months searching the California
desert for a homesite. "I wanted a home-
stead high enough to be comfortable in
summer, where the atmosphere is dry
enough to be beneficial to sinus ailments.
And when I came to this spot and found
the spring just over the hill, I knew my
quest had ended," Frank said.

"According to government surveys we
have 160 acres. But surveyors figure only
in air miles. If you include the surface of

When homesteaders moved in years ago to take up the government
land in Yucca valley they shunned the jumbleland of granite that rimmed
the valley on the north and west. It was a fit place only for jackrabbits and
lizards—they thought. But years later Frank Bull in quest of a quiet retreat
where he and his wile could spend the late years of their lives, found
among the rocks just the site they wanted for their home—and it has
brought them a rich return in health, peace and independence.

By MAUDE A. FOX
Photographs by Harlow Jones
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Frank and Anna Bull at thei,	 , - ert homestead.

all the rocks and ridges and pinnacles in
this quarter-section I've got at least 340
acres."

For agricultural purposes, the - 340-acre-

Bull homestead isn't worth five cents. And
probably never will be. But measured in
terms of economy and health and content-
ment it is the most valuable ranch in the
world to Frank and Anna. It is the kind of
retreat that many people dream about as
they approach the age of retirement, and
few ever acquire, for the simple reason that
most human beings are reluctant to break
with the habits and associations of a life-
time and do the necessary pioneering.

Although the Bull cabin is many miles
from the nearest paved highway, hardly a
weekend passes that there are not visitors—
folks who come to see the rocks and relics
Frank has collected, or just to enjoy the
hospitality of two happy people living in
complete independence.

Once a week Frank drives the 1934
model car which he keeps in fine running
order to Twentynine Palms for groceries
and supplies. Once or twice a year, before
the war, they would go to the big city on
the coast for a few days. And they'll tell you
that "the best part of the trip was in com-
ing home again to the desert. -

Onie Jones—one of the neighbors
from Twentynine Palms—tries her
hand with an Indian grinding mill.

Frank likes to show visitors the pre-
historic stone tools and weapons he has
gathered on his homestead. - I didn't know
a thing about archeology when I came
here, - he explains, -and I don't know
much yet, but archeologists often come
here, and from them I learn about the use
of some of these odd-looking stones. -

Hundreds of bits of broken pottery are
scattered over the area, but Frank so far
has failed to find an olla intact.

Frank Bull was an army captain in
World War I and they have a son in the
overseas service now. A big picture of him
hangs in the living room of their cabin.

The Bulls have had many opportunities
to sell their homestead, and they have been
urged to build cabins and turn it into a
resort. But they are not interested. "We are
rich enough now," Frank explains. "We
have the wealth of regained health, the
wealth of the beauty and the freedom of the
desert, and the wealth of hundreds of
friends. And those are the things that count
roost.''

• • •
"Coachella" Not Typographical Error

Common story that Coachella valley's
name originated when through typo-
graphical error it was spelled that way
rather than the intended -Conchala- (lit-
tle shell) is refuted by C. E. Holcomb, Ful-
lerton, who says name was created from
first syllable of Coahuilla, native Indian
tribe, with ending suggestive of shells.
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Seagulls are not always as friendly as this pose might indicate.
Photo by Dr. W. H. Hopkins.

ilied

qteat _gait Xahe
By CHARLES KELLY

y IM BRIDGER, credited with the
discovery of Great Salt Lake in 1824,
was a man of vivid imagination. He

and his half-wild trapper friends conjured
up many stories about that mysterious body
of water, some almost equaling those of
ancient Greece. In its center was supposed
to be an immense whirlpool with an under-
ground outlet. Anyone caught in its vortex
disappeared forever. Islands visible in the
lake were said to be covered with strange
vegetation and inhabited by giants half

I

human, half animal. Some were thought to
contain treasures of gold and precious
stones.

These myths were not dispelled until
1843 when the explorer John Charles Fre-
mont made a voyage to one of the larger
islands in a rubber boat, accompanied by
Kit Carson, who still believed the trappers'
stories. Fremont found the island barren of
animal life and covered with nothing more
startling than desert sage and grasses. The
other islands were not visited until 1850

when Captain Howard Stansbury explored
and mapped the entire lake and its vicinity
He found one small island, looking at a
distance like a flat-crowned hat, densely
covered with colonies of nesting birds.

Great Salt Lake is a large but shallow
body of water containing 22 per cent or
more of salt. Its surface is frequently
whipped by the wind into waves which, al-
though never very high, are heavy and
dangerous to small craft. Although a body
cannot sink in that brine, anyone thrown
out of a boat in rough weather is soon
strangled by the bitter water. For this rea-
son boating on the lake was never popular
until dependable power boats made it a
reasonably safe and pleasant sport.

That explains why I spent so many years
in Salt Lake City before visiting any of
the islands. Viewing them from shore I was
as curious as the old trappers, and was par-
ticularly delighted when a friend, Leon
Stanley, invited me to accompany him on a
voyage to the little hat-shaped island now
called Bird Island.

Leon had built a sturdy little speedboat
called Boots, driven by a powerful inboard
motor which he said was thoroughly de-
pendable. We left the pier at Saltair about
ten o'clock on a bright day in May, with the
deep green lake as smooth as a pane of
glass. The motor purred at the first twist
and within a few seconds we were skim-
ming over the water at a high rate of speed.
Leon steered a course due west toward the
middle of the lake.

The motor's exhaust made conversation
difficult, but Leon pointed out various
islands as we passed. Antelope on the right,
Stansbury and Carrington on the left—all
appearing strangely different from the
usual shore view. Finally, in somewhat less
than two hours, a small low island which
had been invisible before, seemed to sud-
denly rise from the water dead ahead. This
was our destination. We had traveled 30
miles. As Leon cut off the power we drifted
in toward a small rickety pier and made
fast.

At first glance Bird Island was a dis-
appointment. It contained only 22 acres,



Young pelican gets its dinner a la beak. Adults fly 70 to 100 miles to bring
food for their young. Photo by Dr. IV. H. Hopkins.

In the early days of Utah settlement many tales were told of the
strange denizens that inhabited the little-known islands of the Great
Salt Lake. More recent explorations have removed all mystery as to
the character and habitation of these islands. Here is the story of what
Charles Kelly and a companion found when they reached one of the
islands by motorboat several years ago.

with its highest point 40 feet above high
watermark. But the reason for its modern
name was soon evident. Frightened by the
roar of our motor thousands of gulls rose
from the rocky ground, screaming until
conversation became difficult. In the dis-
tance groups of large white pelicans with
black-tipped wings took to the air in grace-
ful wheeling formations.

We had walked only a few paces on land
when I accidentally stepped on an egg
whose natural camouflage made it almost
invisible. Looking carefully for the nest
from which it had rolled I found the entire
surface of the ground thickly sprinkled
with gull's eggs, but nowhere any sign
of a nest—not even a small depression.
They were lying everywhere, in some places
so close together we could hardly step be-
tween them.

Gulls screamed at us as we passed, oc-
casionally diving to strike at our hats. After
we passed they returned to their eggs and
to their interminable quarreling. They are
descendants of the same gulls which saved
pioneer Mormons from starvation by de-
stroying a plague of black crickets and for
that reason have always been protected by
law. In fact the California gull (Larus
fornicus) is the Utah state bird. This was
their great nesting ground where they
could raise their young undisturbed by
natural enemies.

As we picked our way carefully along
the shore I noticed a large compact group
of white objects in the distance.

"Are there sheep on this island?" I asked
Leon in surprise.

-No," he laughed, - those are young
pelicans, although they do look from this
distance like a herd of sheep. -

When we approached them the simi-
larity was obvious. Several hundred young
pelicans, still covered with white down al-
though nearly full grown, were tightly
jammed together in a herd, aimlessly wad-
dling about in awkward movements—one
of the strangest sights I had ever seen.
While their parents were away fishing dur-
ing the day these ungainly infants gathered
in large groups, squawking and pushing

each other, exercising their legs while wait-
ing for their feathers to grow.

The adult birds (Pelicanus erythrorhyn-
rhos) returned near sundown with fish in
their enormous gullets to feed their young.
Later, when these had been digested, skele-.
tons and heads were regurgitated on the
ground, which made the young pelicans
and their entire vicinity smell to high hea-
ven, somewhat dampening our curiosity.
As we walked toward one group the birds
slowly waddled away from us, jamming to-
gether and pushing one another until some
of the weaker individuals were trampled
to death. That this occurred even without

our disturbing presence was evidenced by
the number of dead and flattened young
pelicans in the vicinity. There were several
such flocks on the island, each with its
separate -herd ground. -

From this nesting ground adult pelicans
fly to the mouths of various streams or even
to Utah Lake for fish to feed their vo-
racious young. Their shortest round trip is
at least 70 miles and they frequently fly
more than 16)0 miles each day. Surrounded
as they are by salt water the young pelicans,
gulls and other birds never taste fresh
water until they are mature enough to fly to
the mainland. Gulls have an easier life than

Showing almost the whole of Bird Island where 20,000 gulls and 4000 pelicans once
nested every year. As a result of drought years and evaporation in the Great Salt Lake,
the island is now connected with the mainland and has been deserted by most of the birds.

Photo by Wally Brans ford. 
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Leon Stanley with a half grown Blue
Heron on Bird Island.

Leon Stanley arid the author off for Bird Island in the speedboat Boots.
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pelicans, since part of their diet consists of
the tiny brine shrimp (Artemia gracilis)
found abundantly in the waters of Great
Salt Lake.

Although gulls are beautiful and inter-
esting birds, they have some bad habits.
During nesting season male and female
pelicans alternate in covering their eggs,
since if left for a single moment gulls
pounce on them and perforate the shells,
destroying the embryo.

Leaving the odoriferous pelicans, Leon
and I explored other parts of the island. On
the highest point we found several nests
of blue heron (Ardea berodias treganzai)
built of small sticks high off the ground
to accommodate their long legs. While
such nests were not numerous, each was
occupied. Double crested cormorants
(Phalacrocorax auritus auritus) also are
said to nest here, but we were unable to
find any although other visitors had seen
them. These four varieties seem to include
the entire bird population.

We were unable to estimate the number
of birds on the island, but Dr. Lockerbie,
who has made a study of the subject, says
the usual population consists of about 20, -

000 gulls, 4000 pelicans, 15 blue heron and
20 cormorants. All this on 22 acres of
rock and sand, with scant vegetation, at
least 35 miles from the nearest fresh water.
Birds also nest on some of the other islands
but nowhere in such great numbers. In
early days guano was removed from Bird
Island, the workers living in a small shack
shown in one of the accompanying photo-
graphs.

It was late in the afternoon when Leon
and I returned to the boat, although there
was still sufficient time to reach the main-
land before complete darkness. But when
we tried to start the motor it refused to go,
as motors sometimes do, especially marine
motors on Great Salt Lake where the water
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contains so much salt. After half an hour
of futile priming and cranking Leon de-
cided to investigate the innards of the balky
engine, while I stood by nervously calculat-

California Gull: Adults have
grey mantle, black wing-tips,
black on under side of tip being
cut straight across -as if dipped
in ink." Distinguished by red or
red and black spot on lower
mandible of bill. Young during
first year are dusky brown
throughout, with flesh-colored
bill black-tipped. In second year
it is paler, white below with
more white at base of tail.
Breeds on inland lakes from
Canada to California.

White Pelican: Wing-spread
of nine feet with black primaries
in wing and a great yellow
throat-pouch. Flies with head
hunched back on shoulders,
long flat bill resting on curved
neck. Breeds on inland lakes,
Canada to California, migrates
through interior to Mexico.

Treganza's Heron: Subspecies
of Great Blue Heron, found in
interior from east Washington
and Oregon, south Idaho and
Wyoming to southeast Califor-
nia (Salton Sea) and Mexico,
east to central Colorado. Often
called "crane," about four feet
high, blue-grey color, whiter
about head and neck.

Double - Crested Cormorant:
The common cormorant on large
inland bodies of water in west-
ern U. S. Differs from coast cor-
morants by bright orange-yel-
low throat-pouch.

ing the remaining time before sunset.
There were no lights on the boat.

After much tinkering Leon got the en-
gine together again and turned the crank.
It started with a purr which was music to
our ears and soon we were speeding toward

Saltair. The setting sun, painting the sky
with brilliant color which was doubled
by reflection in the water, and casting deep
purple shadows on distant mountains, fur-
nished a magnificent panorama which
alone was well worth the trip. Leon had
planned to return before the usual sunset
breeze set in, but engine trouble had de-
layed us and now the speeding boat began
slapping small waves heavy with salt. In
stead of dying out with darkness the wind
increased, raising such large waves that
we had to creep along at what seemed a
snail's pace to avoid smashing the thin
hull. Each wave threw spray over the boat
and we were soon covered with a crust
of salt. To prevent salt water from reaching
the ignition system Leon covered the en-
gine with his coat, then sat shivering at
the wheel, glancing now and then at his
compass with a flashlight. Although the
night was clear there were no guiding
lights, since no one lives near the barren
lake shores.

It was ten o'clock before we picked up
the distant lights of Saltair and past mid-
night before we finally made fast to the
pier there, thanking our lucky stars the
temperamental engine had not taken a
notion to quit in the middle of the lake.

Since that interesting voyage, made sev-
eral years ago, Great Salt Lake has steadily
diminished in size, following years of
drought. As it receded it became finally a
saturated solution, depositing a layer of
solid salt on the bottom. Feathers of peli-
cans swimming in this solution became so
impregnated with salt they were unable
to rise from the water and as a consequence
thousands died.

Because of this long continued recession
Bird Island is at present connected with
the mainland by a sandbar, allowing preda-
tors to reach the nesting ground. As a
result all birds have abandoned the place,
making their nests on other islands or
moving to Utah Lake, 45 miles south. It
may be many years before the lake rises to
its old level and the birds again take pos-
session of their favorite nesting ground.
Thanks to Leon Stanley I was able to visit
Bird Island before it was abandoned by its
feathered population, when it was still
the most interesting spot in mysterious
Great Salt Lake.
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R0BABLY the most inaccessible and least
known region in the United States is that
wilderness of sand and limestone buttes and

bluffs and chasms in northern Arizona and south-
ern Utah known as the -canyon country." The
Navajo and Ute Indians have dwelt there for
years—but to most Anglo-Americans it remains
a labyrinth of impenetrable gorges and unscale-
able walls. It is the mystery and beauty of this

By RANDALL

region which has given increasing interest to
the boat trips which Norman NeviIls and other
riverrnen have been running down the San Juan
and Colorado rivers. By boat, one reaches the
very heart of this wild region. Most popular and
least hazardous of the river trips is from Mexican
Hat, Utah, down the San Juan to Lee's Ferry on the
Colorado in Arizona—and this is the story of that
trip, a 7-day voyage of 191 miles.

HENDERSON
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There were 13 in the river party: Back row, left to right—Wayne McConkie (bodlinan), Franc ii Farquhar, May,,,,
Farquhar, Frank Cooke, Marjorie Cooke, Alfred M. Bailey, Father Harold Baxter Liebler. Front row—Skipper Norman

Patricia Bailey, Randall Henderson, Fred G. Brandenburg, Weldon F. Heald and Don Bondurant (boatman).
Photo by Fred G. Brandenburg.

HE ENTIRE population of Mexi-
can Hat, Utah-14 persons includ-
ing transients—was on the sandbar

when we shoved off June 15 for our seven-
day run down the San Juan river to its
junction with the Colorado and thence
through Glen canyon to Lee's ferry in
Arizona.

This was Norman Nevills' second San
Juan excursion for the 1945 season—four
boats, three boatmen and ten passengers.

The Indians in the canyon country refer
to Norman's boats as "water ponies—all
time buck." That is a fairly accurate de-
scription, but Nevills, who engineered and
built the boats himself, has more alluring
names.

There was the Music Temple piloted by

Skipper Norman, with Marjorie and Fran-
cis Farquhar of Berkeley, California, and
the writer as passengers. Next was the
Hidden Passage with Wayne McConkie at
the oars. Wayne is a level-headed Mormon
boy who teaches biology and manual arts
at the Moab, Utah, high school and spends
part of his vacation time on the river be-
cause he likes it. Riding with Wayne were
Alfred M. Bailey, director of the Colorado
Museum of Natural History at Denver,
his 19-year-old daughter Patricia, and Fred
G. Brandenburg, assistant curator of birds
at the Colorado museum. Bailey was mak-
ing the trip to secure kodachrome movies
for next winter's national lecture tour.

Don Bondurant, a young civil engineer
in the service of the War department at
Albuquerque had obtained leave of absence

to join the Nevills expedition as oarsman
in the San Juan, third boat in the fleet.
Passengers with Don were Father Harold
Baxter Liebler, founder and director of
St. Christopher's Episcopal mission for the
Navajo at Bluff, Utah, and Major Weldon
F. Heald, Altadena, California, who re-
cently returned to inactive duty after three
years service in the Quartermaster corps.

Nevills had planned to take only three
boats down the river. But the day before
departure, Frank and Marjorie Cooke of
Cambridge, Mass., touring the West on
their honeymoon, arrived at Mexican Hat
and asked to join the excursion. Frank had
had some experience with the oars, and he.
and the bride were eager to make the trip,
so Norman launched a fourth boat, the
Rainbow Trail—which was promptly re-

Mexican Hat lodge, owned by Mrs. Mae Nevills, Norman's mother. Here the party assembled from California, Colorado,
Utah and New Mexico for the river excursion.
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Norman Nerills—he never lost a passenger or a boat.

christened by members of our party as the
"Honeymoon Special."

The gauge at Mexican Hat showed a
flow of 8300 second feet the morning We
left Mexican Hat. This is high water in
the San Juan. Norman was happy. He pre-
fers high water when he runs the San
Juan and Colorado.

The discharge in the San Juan fluctuates
widely from day to day and month to
month. When snow is Melting in the
Rocky mountains, or when there are cloud-
burst floods in the drainage basin the
stream surges high between its canyon
walls. In September, 1927, a flash flood
reached a peak of 70,000 second feet. In
1896 and 1934 the stream was virtually
dry.

The story is told of James Douglas, a
mining man who found rich placer values
in a bar below Mexican Hat during a low
water period in 1909. Before he could
bring equipment to recover the gold, the
river rose and covered the bar. Douglas
waited 20 years for another low-water stage
when he could resume operations — and
then ended his heart-breaking vigil by
jumping off the bridge at Mexican Hat.
Five years later the river went dry.

I soon learned why the Indians say
Norman's water ponies "all time buck. -

The San Juan at this flood stage is fast
water. When it isn't piling up against sub-
merged boulders, it forms sandwaves, often
three and four feet high, one after another
in parallel series. We soon learned that
these waves are quite harmless, and it be-
came one of the popular diversions of the
trip—steering into the sandwaves while
the boat bucked and tossed like a ship in
a storm. Hitting them stern or bow first,
the boat reacted like a slow-motion bucking
pony. We preferred to take them broad-
side. It was like a rubber-cushioned roller-
coaster.

Occasionally one of the waves would
break at the wrong moment and the pas-
sengers would get a splashing. But in the
midsummer on the desert wet clothes are
refreshing, and when the river failed to
give us an occasional ducking, members
of the party would dive overboard and pad-
dle along with the boats as they floated
downstream.

Soon after leaving Mexican Hat we en-
tered the Goosenecks, where the San Juan
meanders between its canyon walls in a
series of dizzy turns resembling the gyra-
tions of a mammoth sidewinder. The boats
travel six miles to gain a mile in their
westerly course. Just below the Goosenecks
we pulled to shore and loafed on a sandbar
while we ate the sandwiches Doris Nevills
had prepared.

During the afternoon we came to the
first white water riffle of our journey,
named Government rapids. Two govern-
ment survey boats are reported to have
gone on the rocks here during an early
period when boats were not as well de-
signed for this kind of water as they are
today.

"Yogi!" the skipper shouted as we
headed into the swift water. And thanks
to Yogi, or to good oarsmen and well-built
boats, we rode the crest of the main current,
missed a score of projecting boulders and
within a few seconds emerged from the
rapids with only a mild splashing to show
for the experience.

It seems that Norman has a mythical
pal—a follower of the ancient Hindu phil-
osophy of Yoga, and has installed him as
sort of river god in the canyon country, to
protect his boats and their human cargoes
from the hazards of submerged rocks and
rough water. Norman spins a long yarn
about how the Yogi happened to desert
his ancient home in India and adopt the
desert of the Southwest as his new abode.

The Yogi must be a very potent guardian

for Norman has made one trip down the
Green river, four through Grand Canyon,
and 30-odd excursions from Mexican Hat
to Lee's ferry without losing a passenger
or boat.

During the afternoon we saw two pairs
of bighorn sheep on the talus slopes at
the foot of the limestone diffs along the
river. They raced ahead of the boats for
some distance, leaping from rock to rock
with an agility that is almost unbelievable.
Gradually we gained, and when we over-
took and passed them, they turned and
raced in the opposite direction.

An hour before sundown the boatmen
pulled into a backwater eddy at Slick Horn
gulch, a side canyon with a trickle of
sweet water and a delicious pool. We dis-
covered we had a good cook in camp, in
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Read from right to left to follow the route taken by the boat party from Mexican
to the junction with the Colorado river.

To KAYENTA
FLAGSTAFF

Flat on the San Juan river 1131/2 miles

the person of Wayne McConkie, and mem-
bers of the party shared in the camp duties
—gathering driftwood, peeling potatoes
and washing dishes.

The campfire bull session was of the
river, and Norman gave us some of the
highlights of his experience. "Face your
danger!" is his number one rule. Most of
the time the boats ride with the stern
downstream so the oarsman is looking
ahead toward the submerged boulders
along the shore where the current is strong-
est.

"You furnish the brains and let the
river do the work," is another of Norman's
favorites. "You've got to out-figure it."
And that is the way Nevills and his river-
men operate. There is not much rowing.
The current carries the boat along from
six to ten miles an hour—and that is
enough speed for such a trip. The skill in
running the river is in keeping the boat
always in the most effective currents, with
an alert eye ahead for rocks and shoals
and backeddies. Norman handles his boat
with the skill of a fine violinist—a push,
a pull, a drag of the right oar at the right
moment—and the boat glides along with
the maximum speed of the current, always
just out of reach of the various kinds of
booby-traps which 01' Man River has set
for the unwary.

It all sounds very simple. But those of

us who took a hand at the oars at later
stages of the journey, discovered that it
takes more than ordinary rowing skill to
keep out of trouble. I finished my tour
of duty as an oarsman with a perfect bat-
ting average—I tried for three landings
and missed all three of them.

The second day was Sunday, and Father
Liebler invited us all to six o'clock mass in
a pretty setting of limestone shelves and
benches in the cove at the mouth of Slick
Horn gulch. The padre had brought com-
plete vestments for the service—a com-
munion ritual, and in this natural chapel
among the towering limestone walls it was
most impressive.

We passed Grand Gulch where Byron
Cummings and John Wetherill made im-
portant archeological discoveries many
years ago. We landed for lunch in the
shade of a thousand-foot wall with a con-
venient shelf just above the waterline near
Clay Hills crossing. Wide side canyons at
this point provide easy access to the river
and it formerly was a well-known ford. Up
to this time we had been riding between
gray limestone embattlements that rose as
high at 2,000 feet above the river. Below
Clay Hills crossing we entered a region of
broken ramparts of red Wingate and Na-
vajo sandstone.

Soon after lunch we arrived at Paiute
farms where the canyon widens out and

there is a valley where Indians once raised
corn and squash and melons. For two miles
the San Juan sprawls out as a series of
sluggish channels between sandbar islands.
There may be a deep water channel through
those bars—but we couldn't find it. How-
ever, it was no hardship to go overboard in
the cool stream and push. I've pushed my
jalopy out of more stubborn sand than
we found in the San Juan shoals.

Later in the afternoon we stopped at
Nevills canyon, a tributary of the San Juan,
to fill the canteens with cool clear water.
Just before the sun went down we pulled
inshore for night camp at Petroglyph rock.
The glyphs are on a great block of stone
that had fallen from the wall above, and
predate any of the present Indian cultures.

Our dinner menu at Petroglyph camp,
typical of the meals along the way, con-
sisted of soup, fried ham, lima beans,
mashed potatoes, canned figs and tea and
coffee. The soup was delicious — but
Wayne merely grinned when we asked him
the brand. Later I learned how this strange
soup concoction was made. The canned
foods are all stored under the fore and
aft decks in the bottom of the boat. By the
end of the first day most of the labels had
been washed off by the water that came
over the side when we ran the sandwaves.
The cook knows the soup cans by their size
and shape—and that is all he knows about

Read from right to left to follow the route of the river party from the San plan junction down the Colorado river to Lee's ferry.



Toe-holds cut in this sandstone wall by prehistoric Indians
probably lead to cliff dwellings at the top—but the rock
has decomposed and NMI's has not yet been able to go

all the way up—hencelthe name, Mystery Canyon.

Frequent stops were made on the river trip to explore side
canyons and climb the sandstone bluffs of the wild rugged
"canyon country." This sandstone knob was climbed from

Hidden Passage.

them. When it is time for dinner he simply
starts opening soup cans. They may be
noodle soup, or bean soup, or vegetable or
tomato—and generally we got a mixture
of all of them. It was always good soup.

The third day we ran the three worst
rapids in the lower San Juan—Paiute, Syn-
cline and Thirteen Foot. Norman had been
preparing us for these rapids for two days,
especially Thirteen Foot where the river
falls that distance in a quarter of a mile.
Actually, these rapids are not comparable
to the treacherous cataracts of the Colorado
—but listening to Norman, one would
think we had only a 50-50 chance of get-
ting the boats through. The boatmen held
frequent huddles and discussed in awed
tones the hazards of these roaring river
demons.

I wondered at the time why the skipper
wanted to put so much fear in the hearts
of his passengers. Later I concluded it was
good psychology. For this reason: All vet-
eran boatmen on the Colorado agree that
the greatest danger on the river comes from
lack of vigilance on the part of the pilots.
Constant alertness is essential. If the boat-
man ever lets down and underestimates the
power of the river currents and eddies, he
is in for trouble.

So, while Norman is building up re-

spect for the river on the part of his passen-
gers, he is also fortifying himself and his
crew against any tendency toward over-
confidence. Perhaps that helps explain the
fine record of the Nevi Ils expeditions.

Nevi Ils and McConkie ran the four boats
through the Paiute and Thirteen Foot rap-
ids, while a majority of the passengers
scrambled over the rocks to a point where
they could take pictures, and then rejoined
the craft below. Norman takes no unneces-
sary chances with his passengers.

There is neither habitation nor landmark
where the San Juan completes its journey
and dumps its muddy waters into the Col-
orado. But it is a gorgeous spot—the river
fringed with willow and tamarisk against
high walls of red sandstone. This is an
important junction in the river system of
the Southwest, and yet the overlooking
canyon walls are so inaccessible that few
persons have come here except by boat. We
had traveled 1131/2 miles on the San Juan.

The Colorado in southern Utah roars
through Cataract canyon in a tumultuous
torrent—a tough treacherous river that
holds the respect of every boatman who has
dared its passage. Then, as if exhausted by
the fury of its Cataract canyon tantrum, it
flows along for 140 miles in placid seren-
ity—and that is the Glen canyon sector.

Major John Wesley Powell gave the can-
yon its name in 1869 on the historic first
expedition down the Colorado when he
was impressed by the frequent picturesque
coves and alcoves that occurred in the sand-
stone walls along the stream.

The San Juan enters the Colorado in
upper Glen canyon—and we rode the quiet
waters of Glen to Lee's ferry, a distance
of 771/2 miles. The Colorado was running
at flood stage with 53,000 second feet
when we reached it — a broad muddy
stream, too deep at this stage for sand-
waves and too sluggish to give the boatmen
any serious problems of navigation.

We unrolled our sleeping bags that
night on a series of broad sandstone shelves
that formed steps to the river's edge. A
delightful camp it was. A few hundred
yards downstream was the entrance to Hid-
den Passage canyon, a tributary with a well-
camouflaged entrance which Norman Ne-
vills had named. Next morning we fol-
lowed the narrow winding passageway a
quarter mile to a waterfall, and then with
the help of a rope scaled a high overhang-
ing ledge for pictures.

This fourth day of our journey was de-
voted mainly to the exploration of side
canyons. Leaving Hidden Passage we
crossed the river and hiked a short distance
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When the day is warm, the passengers and boatmen go overboard for a refreshing dip in the San Juan.

into Music Temple. Powell camped here
August 1-2, 1869, and gave the canyon its
name. He wrote in his notes:

On entering we find a little grove of
boxelder and cottonwood trees; and, turn-
ing to the right, we find ourselves in a vast
chamber carved out of rock. At the upper
end there is a clear deep pool of water
bordered with verdure. The chamber is
more than 200 feet high, 500 feet long and
200 feet wide. Through the ceiling and
on through the rocks for a thousand feet
above, there is a narrow winding skylight,
and this is all carved out by a little stream
which runs only during the showers that
fall now and then in this arid country . . .

Here we bring our camp. When -Old
Shady- (the cook) sings us a song at night,
we are pleased to find that this hollow in
the rock is filled with sweet sounds. It was
doubtless made for an academy of music
by its storm born architect ; so we named
it Music Temple. -

We found the name of Dunn of the first
Powell expedition carved on the walls, and
the names of E. S. Dellenbaugh, W. H.
Powell, Hillers, Bishop and Steward of the
1871-72 expedition still plainly visible.
There was a tin box here where more recent
visitors have been depositing bits of paper
with their names.

From Music Temple we dropped down-

stream two miles to Mystery canyon—an-
other of Norman Nevins pet canyons. At
this high water stage we could enter the
tributary by boat, following the narrow
inlet in a great S-shaped passage deep in
the vertical sidewalls. At one point a huge
block of stone had fallen from above, form-
ing a tunnel through which our boats
passed. From the end of our waterway we
hiked 300 yards to a great domed room
somewhat after the pattern of Music Tem-
ple. Here was a clear deep pool in a luxur-
ious garden of maidenhair ferns and col-
umbines.

We ate our lunch amid the ferns while
Norman told why he had chosen the name

There is never a dull moment on a Nevills trip. When the river flows smoothly and there are no rocks to worry about,

Norman turns to clowning. The voyagers took turns riding this log in lower Glen c hivon. Fellow-passenger is Francis Farquhar.
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Father Harold Baxter Lief)ler on a bluff overlooking the Colorado where Father Escalante crossed the river in 1776—the
"Crossing of the Fathers.

"Mystery - for this canyon. He had found
old Indian steps cut in the sidewall not
far from where our boats were moored. The
steps were weathered and crumbling and
the wall very steep, and although he had
made several attempts he had not yet
reached the top. Later when there is time
he plans to return with tools to improve the
old steps. He expects to find undiscovered
cliff dwellings above. The mystery remains
unsolved.

Two and one-half miles downstream
from Mystery canyon is Twilight canyon.
Indian petroglyphs mark the walls at the
entrance. Here, water erosion through
countless ages has carved a waterway of
hairpin turns. At each turn the cloudburst
torrent which comes down at long inter-

vals has undercut the sandstone and gouged
out a great cave-like recess. The canyon is
narrow and the walls very high, and the
sun seldom penetrates to the bottom.

A mile below Twilight canyon we rowed
into a narrow inlet that marks the entrance
to Forbidden canyon. We had visited four
side canyons today — Hidden Passage,
Music Temple, Mystery and Twilight—
and in a land of such gorgeous color and
majestic form that is almost more scenery
than a mere human can digest in one day.
A river trip with Norman Nevins is more
than a mere boatride. It is a flight on a
magic carpet of adventure into a canyon
wilderness of indescribable beauty and
grandeur. One feels very humble at the
end of such a day.

The high spot of our San Juan-Colorado
journey was still to come. At the entrance
to Forbidden canyon, we were at the river
gateway to Rainbow Natural bridge. This
was the end of the river trail to one of
America's greatest natural wonders—the
great arch of rock which John Wetherill
and Byron Cummings first brought to the
attention of the English-speaking world in
1909.

From the Colorado it is 41/2 miles up
Forbidden canyon to its junction with the
Bridge canyon tributary, and another 11/2
miles to the bridge.

We went swimming in the backwater of
the inlet that evening, then cooked our
dinner in a stone fireplace built in the
ruins of an ancient cliff dwelling. Our

41,
Where the San Juan (right) joins the Colorado. Few white travelers have ever reached this junction except by boat.
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sleeping bags were spread on smooth sand-
stone shelves amid stone walls that had
been erected in this well-protected cove by
the aborigines of an unknown past.

The 12-mile round trip to the bridge
next day was along the floor of a canyon
where a clear-water stream zigged and
zagged from one side to the other, making
many crossings necessary. A very good trail
follows close to the canyon walls, but much
of the time we preferred to follow the rocky
course of the stream below. The grade is
easy, and there are always rocks or willows
or redbud trees for shade when it is time
to rest.

At the junction of Forbidden and Bridge
canyons Emory Kolb carved his name many
years ago, and incised an arrow indicating
the route to the bridge. There are deep
clear pools at the entrance to Bridge can-
yon, and while some of the hikers took a
refreshing dip in the water, others relaxed
on the rocks and discussed . the old-time
rivermen who had contributed to the early
exploration of the Colorado—the Powells,
Dellenbaugh, the Kolbs, Galloway—and
the later adventures of Buzz Holstrom and
Clyde Eddy and his crew of schoolboy oars-
men. The rivermen of today have a high
respect for the audacity and skill of Major
Powell—but they find it hard to forgive
him for riding the river in a chair perched
on the deck of his boat. That strange pro-
cedure just doesn't make sense to a river
rat today.

At the National monument register be-
neath the arch of Rainbow bridge the 13

members of our party registered as Nos.
3945 to 3957. I checked back in the big
book which contains the names of many dis-
tinguished men and women, and found
that 621 visitors had registered there since
I last signed the book April 8, 1941, as a
member of the Sierra club's pack trip from
Rainbow lodge on that date.

We ate lunch by a spring beneath the
bridge, and then Marjorie Farquhar, Wel-
don Heald and I climbed the sidewalls to
reach the top of the bridge while the photo-
graphers waited below to take pictures of
the climb.

Next day — our sixth day out — we
landed at the mouth of Kane creek and
hiked over sandstone bluffs to the point
where Father Silvestre Velez de Escalante
and his exploring padres cut steps in the
rock to get their animals down the bluffs
for a crossing in 1776. The steps, still well
preserved, are about a mile up Padre creek
from the Colorado—but it is not practi-
cable to approach them by that route today
because of quicksand at the mouth of the
creek. Father Liebler was especially inter-
ested in this side-trip and accompanied
the photographers to the historic spot for
a silent tribute to the courage of those
sturdy churchmen of 169 years ago. A
plaque on the sidewall just above the water-
line at Padre creek marks the "Crossing of
the Fathers."

Continuing downstream we passed the
mouth of Warm creek which marks the
Utah-Arizona state line. Here Norman
Nevills and Barry Goldwater in 1940

painted a marker on the sidewall, and with
characteristic chamber of commerce zeal,
Barry added "Arizona Welcomes You."

Our last night's camp was at Outlaw
cave, a great arched recess in the canyon
wall, separated from the river by a grass-
grown bench where we spread our bedrolls.
Norman gave the cave its name when he
learned that Neal Johnson, hiding from
officers for alleged horse-thievery, had
lived here for several months. Later John-
son was hanged in Nevada.

There remained only a 171/2-mile run on
comparatively smooth water for the last
lap to Lee's ferry. Norman never allows
his trips to become monotonous or his
guests bored, and with nothing more excit-
ing on the program this last day, he spied
a huge log of driftwood balanced high on
a rock along the river, and decided that
some of us should have a log-ride on the
Colorado.

With much pushing and pulling and
puffing we pried the log loose from its
perch. Riding a log on the Colorado
proved good sport—until just above Lee's
ferry the log hung up on a submerged rock,
and its occupants had to be rescued by a
boat.

And thus ends the saga of a desert land-
lubber on the river trail to Rainbow bridge.
If it is my destiny eventually to arrive at
the River Styx for safe passage to the region
beyond—I'll not complain of this fate if
Norman Nevills and the Yogi are there
to handle the boat.

Camp at the entrance to Forbidden canyon. Note the masonry walls of prehistoric cliff dwellers. This camp is on a still-
water inlet. From here the party hiked six miles up Forbidden and Bridge canyons to Rainbow Natural bridge.
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Summertime on Ghost Mountain is a period dur-
ing which the South children come into even closer
and more constant contact with animate life. Mar-
shal, in this month's article, relates some of their
discoveries about their cmimal friends—and about
a tragedy which befell a "younger brother."

Pei ett Xetufe
By MARSHAL SOUTH

--/
— HE CARPENTER BEE, who lives somewhere in the

headrail of our outdoor bed, is an early riser. When the
first streaks of dawn begin to whiten the rocky ridges

to the eastward we hear him begin to stir. The bed headrail
which is fashioned from dry mescal poles, has a neat round hole
near one end, which is our little friend's doorway. From this he
has run his tunnels far back along the soft pith of the pole's
interior. How, in his dark retreat, he knows when it is dawn, we
cannot guess. But know he does. Regularly each morning, at
the same time, we hear him stir and begin to come down the
long length of his hidden passage, uttering querulous complaint
at every step, much like some grouchy rheumatic old farmer,
stirred from a warm bed on a cold winter's morning, to go
down to the barn and feed the stock.

This is the time of the year when the fierce arrows of summer
sun beat upon the iron roof of Yaquitepec. Ghost Mountain is
hot, and the children scan the horizon anxiously for any thunder-
clouds that may hold the promise of rain. Towering and weird
are these mighty water-bearers of the sky, with the hot brassy
rays of the sun reflecting blindingly from their mighty battle-
ments and casting caverns of awesome shadow in their titan
clefts and canyons. Squatting in the shade Rudyard and Victoria
were watching a particularly imposing thunderhead. "It may
come here," Rudyard suggested. "It is very near."

Victoria wrinkled her nose, as she squinted, desert fashion
against the sun-glare: "I don't fink so," she said pessimistically.
"It may be near. But I fink it is altogether near too far." Which
proved later to be excellent judgment, despite the fact that
Victoria is as fond as a lawyer of making her remarks com-
plicated.

Yes, we wish it would rain. But there is health in heat and in
sunshine, notwithstanding the discomfort which is inseparable
from desert midsummer. The dry heat of the desert is charged
with benefit for the human body. Humanity gets far too little of
the sun—that is, civilized humanity. The unspoiled savage was,
and is, different. But civilized man has turned his face to the
darkness, in more ways than one. You may read articles and
listen to discourses which seek to prove that sunlight should be
taken in cautious doses, that too much of it is a positive danger.
All of which sounds very official. But the exponents of these
theories make a very poor showing in actual health. About ninety
per cent of the people I know are afraid of the sun, afraid to
expose their skins to it, saying that they will burn. Which they
do. But most of them are sick in some way or another.

Rider, whose mathematical mind runs to investigation, lately
has been bitten by the "perpetual motion" bug. He frequently
is to be observed, these hot days, sitting at the bench under the
ramada deeply absorbed in some device whose underlying pur-
pose is to produce continual and costless power. The la-test is
a steel ball designed to run around a circular tilting track-way,
the momentum of the ball to produce power by the constant,
alternating up and down movement of the track. So far this
device has not been any more successful than its predecessors.

Marshal South, with Yaquitepec and ramada in back-
ground. Little bird house, of Flycatcher-snake adventure,
may be seen on summit of juniper tree at extreme left.

Photo NOT taken in summertime.

But Rider is not discouraged. And though the scoffers have been
poking fun at "perpetual motion"—just as they did at the idea
of the airplane—there is not much basis for their jibes. Per-
petual motion—so far as human existence is concerned—is
everywhere in the universe around us. It remains only to har-
ness some of these perpetual powers.

But summer, notwithstanding sunshine and health and the
opportunities for invention, also has its tragedies. The other
day Rudyard, scouting around in a park of bottles and containers
(in which, when it rains Rider stores a supply of water for his
own projects) discovered one bottle that was uncorked. The
stopper had somehow fallen out and the bottle, an ordinary
quart vinegar bottle, had lost about half of its contents by evap-
oration. A mass of grey feathers and an almost unrecognizable
drowned shape floated in the remaining water which the bottle
contained. Upon breaking the bottle we discovered that the
remains were those of a little canyon wren. Though how it had
managed to come there we could not imagine. Canyon wrens
are small bodied, but the neck of a vinegar bottle is even smaller.
That the bird could have forced itself through so tiny an opening
seemed impossible, especially as the bottle had been standing in
an upright position. The only explanation seemed to lie in the
possibility that the feathered mite, in its inquisitive prowlings,
had spied the uncorked bottle and, possibly intrigued by the
dead flies—of which there were several floating in the water,
had forced itself head first down through the bottle neck. Once
inside its doom was sealed. For not only did it fall into the
water, but the perpendicular smooth sides of the glass, sloping
in to a dome over its head, gave it no hope of foothold for
climbing. It must have perished miserably.

Old Mojave, the latest addition to our Yaquitepec tortoise
herd, has begun to change his snoozing place. The sun has
moved—and so has the shadow which, up to now, he has 
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enjoyed. So he is plodding off to find another cool spot. Desert
tortoises ordinarily dig themselves deep burrows under bushes
or rocks. But the conditions at Yaquitepec don't admit of any
satisfactory efforts in that line. So we have to provide artificial
shelter. Mojave, however, is a distinct character in his own
right. He likes to rove around and to suit himself. He is very
domestic. And nothing pleases him so much as to prowl about
the house where, at night, he has his own special sleeping box.
In daytime however he snoozes in the shade outside. Or, if it
gets too hot, returns to the house where he has a retreat deep
under a cupboard or type case. Early morning and late evenings
is tortoise time. It is then that these strange and queerly lovable
desert creatures like to roam and feed.

It was said by one of the ancient philosophers that "The
proper study of mankind is man." But I think that this advice
should be amplified to include the whole of animate creation.
For certainly man may learn a great deal by intelligently study-
ing his "younger brothers" of fur and feather and all their many
classes of relatives. Not studying them in the sense of knowing
their Latin names, or their exact measurements. But by seeing
the world—their world—as far as possible, through their eyes.
In this way much may be learned of their "human" reactions to
various situations. Also the varying degrees of intelligence pos-
sessed by not only different classes of creatures, but by different
individuals of the same class. Study of this sort will do much
to rid man of the exalted mythology of greatness which he has
woven about himself. The Indian, before his liberties and his
soul were destroyed by his ignorant white conquerors, knew
much of this lore. To him the creatures of the desert and of the
forests were not just "animals." They were younger brothers,
about whom a vast store of knowledge and understanding were
accumulated. Something that today is thrust aside by those who
stampede along in the mad scramble for the baubles of "civili-
zation." The Indian knew better. But then the Indian was part
of the natural picture. And he had the advantage of being
unhampered by books. Books are all very well in their place. But
they are a menace if overdone.

But the Book of Nature—the same one that the Indian studied
so successfully—still is available free to all. And the Desert
Edition of it, whose pages we on Ghost Mountain ruffle through
every day by the aid of wind and sunshine, always provides
interesting items and food for thought.

There was, for instance, the chapter written by our pair of
flycatchers and the brown racer snake. A chapter of tragedy.
But one nevertheless which contained many side lights on bird
and snake intelligence.

This pair of flycatchers nested very late this year. They were
a long time deciding on their nest box. Also they took their
time about building. Finally the job was complete and the

eggs laid. The female took up the task of hatching them. A few

hot days passed. Frequently in the afternoons she would come
and sit in the nest box opening, cooling off.

It was on one of these hot afternoons that a wild outcry arose

from the children. Rider had seen a long "something" hanging

out of the nest box—a shape at which the frantic bird, hovering

near the entrance, was wildly pecking. "There's something in the

flycatcher house" was the wild shout that brought Tanya and me

running.
It was the young brown racer snake who has spent all his

life around Yaquitepec. He is now about 30 inches long and full

of misguided humor. His lithe tail hung out of the nest box,

which is situated in the summit of a gnarled juniper tree. And

as I came rushing up and grabbed him, he withdrew a startled

head and a mouth full of nest feathers. He looked innocently

astonished.
The poor flycatcher was swooping and fluttering around in

frantic terror. So tumbling his snakeship unceremoniously on

his head among the branches—from which he hastily scooted—

I wrenched open the nest box door and felt in the deep little nest

pocket. There were still two eggs left. We secured the door of
the box again and went quickly away to give the terrified bird
a chance to return. The snake, we felt, having had some ungentle
handling and a scare, would not be likely to return.

It took the flycatcher a long time to calm herself. We would
have worried about the eggs chilling had it not been such warm
weather. She hovered around and around the nest and peered
at it from vantage points on the branches for so long that we
grew tired of watching and went about our work. And then we
heard again a frantic twittering and crying. And again we dashed
out.

It was the snake again. He hung half out of the box as before.
This time I was really angry. Without ceremony I yanked him
forth and sent him whirling out over the mescals and rubber
bushes. I distinctly remember how stiffly he went  round and
round in the air. Just like a stiff stick. And, luckily for him,
he landed in a springy rubberbush a considerable distance away.
Rider, racing to the spot, advised that he was making off across
country at top speed.

He had managed to get another egg. That left a solitary one.
We decided to move the nest box. We sawed it from its wooden
pole support and remounted it atop a long length of steel pipe,
which we set up in a crack of some great boulders some ten feet
from its original treetop site. We feared that this was the end
of the flycatchers' homemaking. It didn't seem possible that
they would ever come back after this. And they didn't.

But the snake did. Incredible as it may seem that slim brown
piece of rascality came back for the third time, looking for the
last egg. Shortly after we had finished the job of establishing
the nest box upon its steel pole I discovered him sprawled out
along the branches in the juniper tree. He was looking at the
severed end of the nest box pole in a puzzled sort of way. He
conveyed the impression of one who, having imbibed too freely,
is "seeing things"—or, in this case, not seeing them.

I shook my finger at him and gave him a wrathful lecture. But
you can't get really angry with a racer snake. They are so full
of humor. He just looked at me with his peculiarly expressive
eyes. He seemed to wink. Then he slid swiftly away.

"Why didn't you kill him?" a friend asked us later. He
couldn't understand why we hadn't swatted the robber. But
things aren't managed that way at Yaquitepec. We do not shed
the blood of our brothers—it is only the ignorant who resort to
killing as a solution to problems. Gaining thereby not a solution
but an intensification of the trouble. The command "Thou shalt
not kill" is a very real plank of our religion. There was a time
once on Ghost mountain, when—through ignorance and a fear
for what baby footsteps might blunder into—we baCkslid on
our convictions as far as rattlesnakes were concerned. But we
have repented of our failure and our error. And the rattlers now
rest, with all our other brothers, under the seal of peace. For
we have seen what this upsetting of the balance of nature does,
even in the short period when we were guilty of it. For the
squirrels and the packrats of Yaquitepec have increased alarm-
ingly, And the native vegetation suffers. He who is wise will
leave the balance alone.

SECURITY

Where lies Security?
Oh soul, not in the marts of men,
Nor in the cities, where the stain
From greed and selfishness is gross.
Mere living holds no power of loss
Nor gain within itself. Oh soul,
Only WITHIN may Truth unroll.
Only WITHIN may you conceive
The good in which you would believe.
And from WITHIN, who e'er you be,
You may attain Security.

—Tanya South
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ARIZONA
Desert Road to Deep-Sea, Fishing . . .

YUMA—By next year Yuma will be
less than 85 miles by paved road from
deep-sea fishing in Gulf of California.
Construction of toll road from San Luis,
on the border 26 miles south of here, was
to be started in July and finished by Jan-
uary 1, and will extend to Puerto Isabel and
El Golfo. Enterprise is being backed by
syndicate of Mexico City bankers. Ac-
cording to rumors a resort hotel will be
built at El Golfo.

Arizona is Ranch Background
For "Leave Her to Heaven" . . .

FLAGSTAFF—Ranch scenes for 20th
Century-Fox technicolor picture Leave Her
to Heaven, starring Gene Tierney, Jeanne
CraM and Corne! Wilde, were shot at
Sedona during July. Over 100 members
of the company came to Arizona for the
filming of Ben Ames Williams' bestseller.
"Back of the Moon" lake scenes already
had been completed at Bass Lake, at en-
trance to Yosemite national park and Bar
Harbor, Maine, scenes were filmed at Mon-
terey and Carmel, California.

First Arizona Indian GI Home . . .
WINSLOW—Sgt. Guy Suetopka, first

Arizona Indian to be drafted, now can
compete with oldtime Hopi chiefs telling
stories of warfare as he relates his exper-
iences with 158th Infantry in Pacific. His
"greetings" from the president arrived on
Christmas Day, 1940 and now his 112
points have won an honorable discharge.
Although he had been taught silversmith-
ing at Phoenix Indian school, he intends to
train as a machine mechanic under GI bill
of rights. Sergeant Suetopka has the Com-
bat Infantryman badge, American Defense,
Good Conduct, American Theater of War,
Asiatic-Pacific and Philippine Liberation
ribbons. He also has four bronze stars and
the Bronze Arrowhead for participation
in an initial assault landing. He has two
brothers in armed forces, Neilson in Ger-
many and Vinton in Philippines. His fam-
ily lives in Winslow.

Pioneer Woman Prospector Dies . . .
DOUGLAS—Funeral services were held

July 6 for Mrs. Grace Fisher Cornwall, 83,
one of Arizona's few women prospectors.
A pianist of note, she came to this state
about 1900 from Pennsylvania, for a time
entertaining at Tombstone's Birdcage
theater and later teaching music at Bis-
bee. She began prospecting around Jerome
about 1904 and located claims which be-
came part of the rich Verde Extension.
Later she prospected in the Klondike and
Yukon. She returned to Arizona in 1911
and settled in Douglas.

afrt ate .25,4e41
Arizona Date Growers Organize . . .

CHANDLER—Another step in devel-
opment of American date industry is
marked by formation of Arizona Coopera-
tive Date Producers association, a group
who will operate a modern packing house
here. They announce they have nearly
500,000 pounds of dates signed up for
processing during coming season, an
amount comprising approximately 25 per
cent of Salt River valley's date production.
Bert Noll of Chandler is president of the
association ; Art Beck of Tempe, vice-
president ; Harry Palmer of Mesa, secre-
tary-treasurer.

• • •
Allotment of $1,352,550 for improve-

ment of US Highway 66 has been an-
nounced by Arizona highway commission
as part of plan to make two super-highways
crossing state east and west.

• • •
Improvements involving total expendi-

ture of $50,000 were under way this sum-
mer at Ganado Mission and Sage Memorial
hospital at Ganado, Dr. C. G. Salsbury,
superintendent, announced in July.

CALIFORNIA

29 Palms Postoffice Receipts Soar . . .
TWENTYNINE PALMS—Local pos-

tal receipts for first half of 1945 reflected
153 per cent increase in business, accord-
ing to Postmaster Ben Steeg. Receipts to-
taled $14,274.53, just $563.06 less than
the entire year of 1944 which had been
greatest year in history of the local office.
Postoffice was established in 1928.

Electric Generating
Sets

350 Watt to 90,000 Watt
"Caterpillar" Diesel

or Gasoline Powered

Some of the smaller models are
now available for shipment from
stock.

We will be glad to help you esti-
mate your light and power costs.

JOHNSON TRACTOR CO.
Box 351

RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA

s•P

Free!
One of the most

heart-warming

stories

you ever read

A night of drama, during which S. P.'s crowded Los Angeles Division
concentrates on cushioning the ride of three seriously wounded sol-
diers, brings them home safe. A true account by Harry Bedwell, S. P.
operator and noted writer of railroad stories for national magazines.

Send your request on a postcard to Claude E. Peterson, Vice Presi-
dent, Southern Pacific, Room 735, 65 Market Street, San Francisco 5.

THE FRIENDLY SOUTHERN PACIFIC
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Here is another set of booby traps prepared
by Desert Magazine's quiz editor for this
month's readers. But they really are not

booby traps—everyone of them is a legitimate question with a yes or no answer.
You'll not get all of them correct, but you'll learn some new history, geography,
botany, mineralogy and lore of the desert from this test. The average resident
of the Southwest will get 10 correct answers. Any score of 15 or over puts you in
the super class. Answers are on page 34.

1—A rattlesnake adds a new button to its rattle every year of its life.
True 	  False	

2—State flower of Arizona is the Saguaro cactus.
True 	  False 	

3—The Smoki people of Prescott, Arizona, use only non-venomous reptiles in
their annual ceremonial. True 	  False 	

4—The Oatman massacre in 1851 occurred at Oatman, Arizona.
True 	  False	

5—The soldiers who accompanied Capt. Juan Bautista de Anza on his trek from
Tubac to Monterey in 1775-76 wore armor-plate of metal.
True 	  False	

6—The sand in the White Sands National monument of New Mexico is com-
posed mostly of gypsum. True	  False	

7—Galleta is the name of a forage grass which grows wild in the desert South-
west. True	  False	

8—Desert Indians in Southern California once used a crude throwing stick or
boomerang to capture rabbits. True 	  False 	

9—Navajo Indians grow cotton for weaving rugs. True 	  False 	
10—Elephant Butte dam is located in Arizona. True 	  False 	
11—It is necessary to have a license from the Indian Service of the federal gov-

ernment before opening a trading post on an Indian reservation.
True 	  False 	

12—The famous Old Dominion copper mine is located at Globe, Arizona.
True 	  False 	

13—The Bird Cage was the name of a historic boom mining camp theater at Vir-
ginia City, Nevada. True	  False 	

14—The desert kangaroo rat travels on all four feet. True 	  False 	
15—The desert coyote will not harm rodents or lizards. True 	  False 	
16—The book, Ben Hur, was written by Lew Wallace while governor of New

Mexico. True 	  False 	
17—Muscovite belongs to the mica group of minerals. True 	  False 	
18—The Great White Throne is located in Bryce Canyon national park.

True 	  False	
19—Newton Drury is director of the National Park service of USA.

True	  False	
20—Impurities in the water make it impossible to use salt from the Great Salt

Lake in Utah commercially. True 	  False	

TRUE OR FALSE

UTAH
"Smoky" Filmed in Utah . . .

KANAB—This city upheld its position
as "Utah's Hollywood" when the 20th
Century-Fox picture, "Smoky" went into
production here July 12, with Anne Baxter
and Fred MacMurray in the lead roles. The
technicolor picture, adapted from the Will
James book, was to be filmed at Duck
creek on Cedar mountain and at Navajo
lake, with its setting of pink cliffs and dark
forests. The classic formations of Zion also
were to furnish background, as were the
vermilion sands of historic Cave lakes in
Robinson canyon. Fay Hamblin, Kanab
stockman, contracted to provide horses to
be filmed as a wild band, and cattle from
southern Utah ranges were to take part
in an old-time roundup.

Mormons Celebrate 98th Anniversary
SALT LAKE CITY—Throughout the

communities of Utah programs on July 24
commemorated the 98th anniversary of the
entrance of the Mormon Pioneers into des-
olate Salt Lake valley. Most impressive of
the memorials was the pageant "Trailways
of Freedom," with cast of over 1100, which
was presented as highlight of the Days
of '47 celebration at University of Utah
stadium here. Climaxing the two weeks
memorial observance was breaking of
ground for new $250,000 "This is the
Place" monument at site in mouth of Emi-
gration canyon. Monument is expected to
be completed for dedication July 24, 1946,
according to John D. Giles, executive sec-
retary-treasurer of the monument com-
mittee.

BOILED OIL

Was a time when city kids
thought milk came from bottles
that sprang up over night on the
front porch. Early education was
limited pretty much to the 3 R's.
Youngsters learned few miracles
of science — except maybe that
now and then a cow jumped over
the moon.

But it's different today. Schools
teach all about interesting things
that effect everyday life.

For instance, there's that versa-
tile substance called petroleum
(petro a rock, oleum oil).

Scholars learn that rock oil,
from miles down deep in the earth,
can be boiled to make motor fuel
and more than a thousand other
useful things.

H o w ever, lest the quizzical kids
try to augment the family gasoline
ration by experimenting with a
batch of oil on the kitchen stove,
Shell has prepared "The Story of
Petroleum."

This 24-page booklet tells in
plain language how oil originates,
where it hides, how it is drilled and
refined, and what its many uses are.

There are interesting illustra-
tions. Also comic pages so readers
can laugh while they learn.

The Story of Petroleum costs you
no more than a J. postcard. Just fill
in name and address and send to :

Shell Oil Company, Incorpor-
ated, Touring Service, San Fran-
cisco 6, California.

Get your copy before the supply
is gone. Find out all about what
makes the world's wheels go round.

—BUD LANDIS
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THE DUO SANDER . . .
Here is a new type sander. A Combination of drum and disc. The two in one

wheel that is sure to make sanding of flat slabs and cabochons a pleasure.

The DUO SANDER is easily placed in position by first attaching the drum part
to either end of the arbor shaft. The disc fits into the recessed open side of the drum
and is substantially held in place with three bolts from the back side of the drum.
The bolts screw into plate nuts attached to the inside of the disc.

DUO SANDER —2" wide, 9" diameter, shipping wt. 3 lbs.— $5.50 plus postage
DUO SANDER —3" wide, 9" diameter, shipping wt. 4 lbs.— 6.50 plus postage

Extra wooden discs ready for use to fit above — $2.00

OUR REGULAR DRUM SANDERS
7" diameter x 2" wide, shipping weight 2 lbs.— $2.50 plus postage
8" diameter x 2" wide, shipping weight 3 lbs.— 2.75 plus postage
8" diameter x 3" wide, shipping weight 4 lbs.— 3.75 plus postage
9" diameter x 3" wide, shipping weight 5 lbs.— 4.00 plus postage

Arbor Hole Sizes for Drum Sanders All Styles, 1/2. 5/8, 3/4, 7/8, 1-in.
Send for our free bulletins on lapidary supplies, gem materials, books and

fluorescent minerals. Upon request we will also send a copy of the booklet
MINERALIGHT FINDS HIDDEN VALUES.

WARNER & GRIEGER 405 Ninita Parkway
Pasadena 4, California

Our Phone Number is SYcamore 6-6423

NAVAJO INDIAN RUGS & JEWELRY
Tom S. Hubbell, 2331 Pico Blvd.

Santa Monica, California

"PEOPLE OF THE ROCKS"
ORGANIZE AT PRESCOTT

Organization of a new Arizona rock society,
the Yavapai Gem and Mineral society of Pres-
cott, was announced July 26 by Ida Smith, sec-
retary. Officers chosen are: Alvin A. Hanson,
president; H. L. Womack, vice-president; Mrs.
Smith, secretary ; Moulton B. Smith, treasurer ;
Mrs. J. Bryant Kasey, receptionist; A. De An-
gelis, membership chairman.

Yavapai, the secretary points out, is doubly
appropriate as their club name for it is not only
the name of the county but it means "people of
the rocks" and was derived from Prescott's
Yavapai Indians.

• • •
NEW MINERAL CLUB IS
FORMED AT POMONA

Another new mineral society, the Pomona
Valley mineral club, recently was organized by
Genevra B. Dow, Hollis Page, Edythe M.
Thompson and a number of others interested in
the study of minerals and the lapidary art. Its
president is Hollis Page, 1831 N. Berkeley ave-
nue, Pomona, California, who is head chemist
at La Verne water distribution center. Miss
Dow, vice-president, is a former active mem-
ber of Marquette Geologists association of Chi-
cago. Mrs. Thompson, secretary-treasurer, with
Wilson E. Thompson, is proprietor of Thomp-
son's Studio, which deals in minerals, gem
stones, fluorescent lamps and art novelties.

• • •
PLAINFIELD SOCIETY HAS NEW
CONSTITUTION, NEW OFFICERS

New Jersey Mineralogical society, Plainfield,
has adopted a new constitution and bylaws. Last
year's officers have been reelected for another
year as follows:

Joseph D'Agostino (National Broadcasting
company), president ; Dr. S. S. Cole (National
Lead company), first vice-president ; H. E. Mill'
son (Calco Chemical company), second vice-
president ; G. R. Stilwell (Bell Telephone labor-
atories), secretary ; Miss Edna Hensel (Plain-
field Public schools), treasurer. Dr. A. B. Cum-
mins, E. G. Conrad, E. Wise, O. B. J. Fraser are
on board of directors. Following appointments
have been made by the president: Dr. A. C.
Hawkins, curator; W. N. Eastburn, librarian;
O. Smith, R. R. Goodrich, L. Vogt, membership;
H. Fielding, G. Shoemaker, R. A. Cordrey, aud-
iting; Dr. A. B. Cummins, Dr. L. R. Burtsfield,
Dr. A. F. Buddington, education; P. Orem, Mrs.
P. Orem, C. H. North, public relations ; E. Con-
rad, L. Morgan, Dr. G. C. Ridland, program and
field trips; L. Blackadar, P. Robinson, W. H.
Savary, nominating; W. Jeffrey, T. Mooney, V.
Duplin, Mrs. G. Shoemaker, Miss E. Haver, en-
tertainment.

• • •
Following publications have been donated to

library of East Bay mineral society: The Rock
Book, Getting Acquainted with Minerals, Out-
line of Principles of Geology, Minerals of Cali-
fornia, How to Collect Minerals, Mineral Tables,
This Puzzling Planet, Caroni Gold, Locations &
Notes of Vicinity of Salt Lake City, The World's
Minerals, Strategic Mineral Supplies.

MONTEREY BAY AREA
HAS NEW MINERAL CLUB

Monterey Bay Mineral society is a new club
organized to cover the Monterey Bay area. They
already have started a club library and have a
traveling showcase of specimens which will
make the circuit from Salinas to Monterey, Car-
mel, Santa Cruz, Hollister and Watsonville.
Secretary is Mrs. A. W. Flippen, care of
YMCA, Clay and Church streets, Salinas, Cali-
fornia.

• • •

The national bureau of standards has estab-
lished a commercial standard for all silverware
manufactured or sold in the United States. It
requires that the registered trademark, or name
of the manufacturer or seller of silver goods
shall accompany all such quality marks as sil--
ver, solid silver or sterling silver. The bureau
has required the establishment of this commer-
cial standard so that usage and practice in
quality marks may become a matter of public
record and acceptance all over the nation.

TOP 0' TH' PINES
Rocks —Minerals

Clean cabins in the cool pines

5 mi. so. of Prescott, Arizona
Highway 89

Moulton B. & Ida Smith

GEMS . . .
SAPPHIRE, cabochons, brown, green, pink,
purple, golden, white and blue; one each seven
colors $30.00. Total weight about 5 carats.
TIGER-EYE, cabochons, ovals 10x5 Mm size,
green, red, purple, gray, blue and brown, one
each six colors $3.60.
AMAZONITE, cabochons, rounds, 61/2 to 8
Mm size $3.60 per doz.
AQUAMARINE, octagon, oval and round cut
at $1.80 to $2.40 per carat.

KRUEGER LAPIDARIES
106 W. Third, Dept. C. Los Angeles, Cal.

"MAIL ORDERS ONLY"
All prices include 20% luxury tax

Residents of Calif. add 2 1/2 % sales tax
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E	 Al 4 R	 ADVERTISING RATE
Sc a Word - Minimum $1.00  

AMONG THE

ROCK HURTER5    

JUST RECEIVED: Shipment of Nevada Tur-
quoise, have also purchased entire mineral
stock at Brea of Ed Matteson. Some good
cutting material and very rare mineral speci-
mens. Daniels Trading Post, 401 W. Foot-
hill Blvd., Fontana, Calif.

OREGON VEIN Moss Jasper, highly colored
in various shades of red, yellow and green
with the red predominating. Good cutting
material $1.00 per lb. Guy H. Tallmadge,
3315 Pacific Ave., Tacoma, Wash.

ATTENTION ROCK CUTTERS: Assortment
of 12 cabochon blanks $1.50. Citrine quartz
$2.00 per ounce. Blanks of Wyoming jade
50c, Hematite 25c. Sterling silver earring
backs $3.00 per doz. Cut and polished star
Sapphire $2.50 per carat (stones run from
2 to 7 carats). Faceted genuine oriental
Rubies, apx. I/4 carat $1.50 each. Please in-
clude luxury tax on cut stones and earring
backs. de Marrionne and Charles, 420 No.
La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 36, Calif.

PREFORM CABOCHONS: Ready to sand and
polish, Australian Opals, $1.50 to $10.00.
Red and yellow Tigerite, Africa, Bloodstone,
India, grey blue Agate, Moss Agate, red and
brown, pink petrified wood, Texas, Brazilian
Agates, Turretella and Algae, Wyoming, 75c
to $2.00. Many other preforms in stock. Lux-
ury tax included in price, residents of Cali-
fornia should add 2 1/2 % state sales tax. A. L.
Jarvis, Rt. 2, Box 350, 'Watsonville, Calif.
3 miles south on State Highway No. 1.

COLORFUL CUTTING MATERIAL: Death
Valley onyx 50c lb., Moss Agate, Calif. 75c
lb., Opalized Gem Material $1.00 lb., Flint,
Dover, England $1.00 lb., Rhodonite (color-
ful) Calif. $1.00 lb., Palm wood, Calif. Fair
$1.00 lb. Best Quality $2.00 lb., Agates, good
quality 50c lb., Gem Obsidian (Golden,
Scheen, Banded or Flowered) $1.00 lb.,
Howlite, the wonder material for Cameos or
Carving 50c lb., California Thundereggs 75c
lb., Blue Dumortierite 75c lb., Horse tail
reed-rare $1.00 lb., Brazilian Rose Quartz,
best color $4.00 lb. Smallest order accepted
$2.50. All orders plus postage. Mineral
Miracles, 12103 Louise Ave., Compton,
Calif. 6 Elks. East of 12100 Blk. Atlantic
Blvd.

AGATES: A new find, not nodules. You have
seen nothing like these, I am sure. Very high
grade, bright colored Plume, Flower and
Moss in shades of red, yellow, green, black,
etc. Pieces will make striking, charming jewel-
ry. Will sell slices excellent for gem cutting.
Plume $5.00 to $25.00, Flower and Moss,
$1.50 to $10.00 plus tax, postpaid. Send or
come for your order now. Money back if not
entirely satisfied. Mae Duquette, 407 No.
Muscatel, San Gabriel, Calif.

LAPIDARY: 15 years experience, will cut your
cabochons, $1.50 up. Facet $5.00 up per
stone. Estimates on request. Forest N. Ran-
som, Box 5437, Metropolitan station, Los
Angeles 55, Calif.

BEAUTIFUL SERPENTINE. Suitable for
specimens, suitable for cutting, nice size,
$2.00. Peacock copper, rainbow colors, nice
specimen $3.00. Beautiful quartz crystal
group, $5.00, very nice for any collection.
Colored groups, quartz crystals, tinged with
Hematite, $8.00. These groups are large,
crystals are small, shine like diamonds. Jack
the Rockhound, P. 0. Box 86, Carbondale,
Colo.

EXPERIENCED TURQUOISE cutters wanted.
Rate 2 cents per carat for 40 hours work, 3
cents per carat for cutting after 40 hours in
one week. Can cut up to 53 hours per week.
List references and experience in first reply.
Maisel's Indian Trading Post, P. O. Box 1333,
Albuquerque, N. M.

SOMETHING NEW: Terminated augite xis
with martite xis, all on the same specimen.
Prices $1.00 to $4.00. With each order add
50c and receive an uncut geode or thunder
egg from Utah. No order for less than $1.00.
W. T. Rogers, 1230 Parkway Ave., Salt Lake
City 5, Utah.

SPECIAL MIXED LOTS: Opalite and Agate
cutting material. Every piece different, five
lbs. $4.00. Please include postage. Vincent
Trescartes, Box 465, Elko, Nevada.

Wanted: to buy, sell and exchange specimens
outstandingly rare and beautiful. Sam Par-
ker, 2160 East Van Buren, Phoenix, Ariz.

INDIAN RELICS, Curios, Coins, Minerals,
Books, Old Buttons, Old Glass, Old West
Photos, Weapons, Catalogue Sc. Lemley An-
tique Store, Osborne, Kansas.

AGATE JEWELRY AND OREGON AGATES
-Ladies 10k gold rings, pointed or oval type,
$14.40 including excise tax. We make pen-
dant necklaces, brooches, rings of several
types. Sell plume and other agate by the slab.
We guarantee satisfaction or will refund your
money upon receipt of our merchandise. See
that funds accompany your order. E. Lee
Sigfrit, 211 Congress, Bend, Oregon.

$2.50 brings you prepaid six rare and beautiful
crystallized Arizona minerals. Vanadinite,
Dioptase, Wulfenite, 'Willemite, Chrysocol-
la, Azurite. Specimens 1 1/2x2 or larger.
Wiener Mineral Co., Box 509, Tucson, Ari-
zona.

Choice Palm Root-Full of eyes showing root
and trunk structure. Very colorful. Sliced for
Cabochons. 25 cents per square inch. Satis-
faction guaranteed. GASKILL, 400 North
Muscatel, San Gabriel, Calif.

Minerals, Gems, Coins, Bills, Old Glass, Books,
Stamps, Fossils, Buttons, Dolls, Weapons,
Miniatures, Indian Silver Rings and Brace-
lets. Also Mexican. Catalogue Sc. Cowboy
Lemley, Las Cruces, New Mexico.

Mineral Sets-24 Colorful Minerals (identi-
fied) in 1x1 compartments - Postage paid,
$3.50. Prospector's Set of 50 Minerals (iden-
tified) in 1x1 compartments in cloth rein-
forced sturdy cartons, Postage paid $5.75.
Elliott's Gem Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long
Beach 2, Calif.

Good cutting material, Petrified Wood, Agate,
Jasper, $1.00 per lb. Special mixed lots $4.00
for 5 lbs. Variscite specimen material $1.00
per lb. and up. Geodes and Ribbon Rock, 5
lbs. for $2.00. Please include postage. John
L. James, Tonopah, Nevada.

FOR SALE: Mineral collection, $2500.00, the
largest and most beautiful private collection
in the State of Utah. Hans Anderson, St.
George, Utah.

Colorado plume agate, sawed slabs, $1 to $30.
All on approval. This is a new find, none
better. Priced according to size and beauty.
The Colorado Gem Co., Bayfield, Colo.

Rockhounds have spread all over the country
even into newspaper cartoons. George Clark in
"The Neighbors" depicts a disgusted young
mother searching through Junior's coat pocket
and remarking, "Why save silly old rocks? Can't
you collect something sensible like old streetcar
transfers ?" Small fry's trouser pockets, too, are
bulging with specimens in true rockhound style:

• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rose were hosts to members

of Umpqua mineral club, Roseburg, Oregon, at
July 11 potluck meeting. Mrs. Theo Bond re-
viewed the book Mountains by Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Lane Fenton. Everett Tester talked on
lava and modern methods of manufacturing
glass. A field trip was planned to visit member
Margaret Carr who is spending the summer on
a fire lookout. August meeting was a picnic
at Kiwanis park.

• • •
R. L. Sherman told about the recent solar

eclipse as viewed from Telescope peak at July
18 meeting of Searles Lake gem and mineral
society. M. R. Hughes, motion picture hobbyist,
showed "Man of Conquest," life story of Sam
Houston. Swimming and a picnic lunch were
enjoyed before the meeting which was held at
Valley Wells.

• • •
Orange Belt Mineralogical society, Redlands,

has lost another of its members, Vern McMinn,
whose untiring efforts helped make OBMS a
success. He was past president of the club.

MEXICAN FIRE OPAL and fine specimen
opal, all colors, Tiger's Eye, Brazil Carnelian,
slab Chrysocolla, Ceylon Sapphire, Mexican
gem amethyst, Baddeleyite pebbles, Zircon-
ian. Money back if not satisfied. The Desert
Rat's Nest, 2667 E. Colorado St., E. Pasa-
dena 8, California.

SEND ME YOUR FAVORITE CABOCHON
MOUNTED IN EITHER STERLING OR
10 K GOLD. Each piece designed to bring
out the beauty of your stone. Ladies sterling
rings from $3.00, 10K gold from $7.50, Pins,
Brooches, Bracelets, etc., reasonable. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Send for descriptive list of
fine ladies and mens rings now in stock. Your
correspondence invited. K. K. Brown, Star
Route, Castle Rock, Washington.

Add an artistic touch to your FLUORESCENT
display. 1 9x12in. fluorescent art picture-
tulip design-done in fluorescent minerals;
strikingly beautiful under cold quartz lamp.
Price $1.00. White markings of SCHEELITE
in black tourmaline crystals, very rare and
quantity limited. 3 1/2 in. to 4 in. specimen,
$1.00. Postpaid and guaranteed. THOMP-
SON'S STUDIO, 385 West Second Street,
Pomona, California.

Montana Moss Agates in the rough for gem cut-
ting, $1.00 per lb. plus postage. Elliott's Gem
Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long Beach 2, Calif.

Colorado Desert Minerals: Anthophyllite, a
beautiful woodlike amphibole mineral, fair
size chunk $1.00. Vanadinite-cherry-red, 50c
up. Perlite, 50c. Fluorescent-red-calcite
50c. 6x3x2 in. banded fluorite with ribbon of
red fluorescing calcite in center, $3.00. Chal-
cedony roses, 25c. Apache tears, 25c. Assort-
ment of geodes, some have the appearance of
pine cones, very odd. Prices according to size.
For cutters: Palmwood, jaspers, agate, copper
mineral complex, has hardness of 5, 35c per
sq. in. Postpaid in U. S. Correspondence in-
vited. Desert Blossom Rocks, Box 356, Win-
terhaven, Calif.
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• •	 •

Of a Rockhound
By LOUISE EATON

Noboddy's time is so valuable that he
can't be courteous. A pleez, thank yu or
a pardun me is just as effective as a
shove or a glare-an' certainly creates a
pleasanter atmosfere. Discourteous rock-
houns is scarce. They's alwayz ready to
lend a hand if needed an' shuns is grate-
ful for courtesies received. Maybe this
attitude is engendered by th' vastness an'
quiet uv th' desert. Rockhouns is always
ready to share grub an watter with th'
usher fella. They'll even share good rock-
huntin grounds. Most alwayz.

• • •
When yu see sumwun with rockhoun

jewelry on, it is almost impossable not
to begin talkin to um-jus to find out if
they bought th' trinket or if they made it
umselves an' so belongs to th' rok fra-
ternity.

• • •
"Early" is th' time yu has to get up to

go to wurk. At th' same hour on a rok
trippin mornin th' day is more'n half
gone. Queer, isn't it, how a fella can al-
wayz find time to do th' things he truly
wants to do.

• • •
Rockhouns would make good chamber

uv commerce boosters if they wuz as
'nthusiastic about their community as
they are about their hobby. They can sell
th' rok idea to most ennywun becuz their
hearts is in it. That's what it takes to
make a successful home town booster. Uv
course, it is putty difficult for a rock-
houn to understan how ennyboddy can
fail to become a rockhoun.

B. Bane, jeweler of Kingfisher, Oklahoma,
has just purchased some lapidary equipment.
Since he is a beginner, he would like to visit
the lapidary shop of someone in his vicinity.
Does Desert Magazine have any lapidary-readers
near Kingfisher?

• • •
Edward W. Foerster, who previously has sup-

plied Gem and Mineral sets as well as Gem
Craft and Jewelry Craft, complete outfits for
cutting and polishing and jewelry making, re-
cently announced his new business association
with Krueger Stone House, an old established
Los Angeles gem house, as director of mail order
business. Kruegers supplies any type of gem
stone to the amateur, professional and collector.

aim)
LAPIDARY SUPPLIES

War priorities on many materials still prevent
us from manufacturing lapidary equipment, but
we do have available a good stock of the fol-
lowing supplies for the lapidary shop:

VRECO DIAMOND SAWS ... give you better
performance .. 	 longer life ... faster cutting.

6-inch 	 $4.50 	12-inch 	 $ 8.75
8-inch 	  5.50	 I4-inch 	  11.00

10-inch 	  6.80	 I6-inch 	  13.75
Be sure to specify arbor hole size required. Postpaid.

VRECO GRINDING WHEELS are made ex-
pressly for us by the NORTON CO.

80, 100, 120

	

& 180 grit	 220 grit
4x 1/2-inch 	 $ 1.05	 $ 1.10
6 x I	 -inch 	  2.40	 2.60
8 x 1 -inch 	  3.60	 3.90

10 x I	 -inch 	  5.00	 5.30
Ox 1 1/2 -inch 	  7.00	 7.50

12 x 1	 -inch 	  6.90	 7.50
12e I1/2-inch 	  9.60	 10.40
12 x 2	 -inch 	  12.30	 13.30

Be sure to specify arbor hole size. Postage extra.

VRECO DRESSING BRICKS are an indispensible
aid to keeping wheels trued.
8"x2"xl" Dressing Brick 	 $ .85

ABRASIVE GRAIN ... Silicon-carbide grains in
grit sizes 60, 80, 100, 120, 150, 180, 220, also F
(240), FE (300), and FFF (400).

50c per lb. in single lb. lots
35e per lb. in 2 to 5 lb. lots
30c per lb. in 6 to 99 lb. lots
23c per lb. in 100 lb. lots or more

(Postage extra)

POLISH POWDER ... Tripoli Polishing Powder,
2 lbs. 	 $ .85

FELT POLISH WHEELS-Spanish White Felt
made expressly for us by Byfield Felting Co.
These wheels are the proper hardness for polish-
ing gem stones and flat specimens.
6 x l-in. 	 $4.25	 10 x 1	 -in. 	 $11.00
8 s 1-in. 	  7.25	 I 05 I 1/2 -in. 	  14.90

10 x 2-in 	 $19.00
Arbor hole sizes: 1/2 ", 5/8 ", 3/4 ", 7/8 ". ".

Felt prices are postpaid.

SANDING CLOTH	 CARBORUNDUM
BRAND Silicon-carbide cloth for disc or drum
type sanders. Grit sizes, 120, 220, 320.

Width Price per
Ft.

No. Ft.
per $

Price per
150 ft. Roll

Roll Ship.
Weight

2" Sc 24 ft. $ 4.70 3 lbs.
3 ,

7e IS ft. 6.90 5 lbs.su I7c 7 ft. 18.00 12 lbs.
10" 22c 6ft. 22.00 15 lbs.
12" 25c 5 ft. 26.50 20 lbs.

VREELAND MFG. CO.
Formerly Vreeland Leridary Mfg. Co.

MO S. W. Jefferson St.	 Portland I, Oregon

Cmmdr. J. L. Reinarts, USN, displayed and
operated his portable equipment including a 12
inch diamond saw, a disc cutter and faceting
machine, for the San Jose lapidary society at its
July meeting in Santa Clara. Cmmdr, Reinarts
called his apparatus a - "kitchen" type outfit be-
cause "it could be operated on the kitchen table
without fuss or muss." President R. S. Grube
reported on the East Bay mineral society annual
display, for which he was a judge. W. O. Eddy
of Salinas, a visitor, gave his impressions of Los
Angeles Lapidary society annual exhibit.

• • •
Panhandle-Plains Historical Society museum,

of Amarillo, Texas, contains five cases of rocks,
minerals and meteorites to be found in Texas
Panhandle. The workroom has a collection of
about 2500 rocks and minerals in process of
being classified.

• • •
Since its organization in 1937, Gem Collectors

club of Seattle has grown from 22 members to
about 150. Collection of minerals and lapidary
work are chief interests.

• • •
At July 5 meeting of Santa Monica- Gemo-

logical. society President Vern Cadieux was pre-
sented a certificate of honorary life member-
ship for his outstanding interest in the society.
Also on the program was a technicolor picture
on Death Valley and desert flowers, with a talk
on the geology of Death Valley by Professor
W. R. B. Osterholt.

• • •
"A Concise Introduction to Gemology" was

subject of a talk by Gene Linville before Min-
eralogical Society of Southern California at
July meeting in Pasadena Public Library.

AMAZING BARGAINS! . . .
HIGH QUALITY STONES

Almandine Garnets (Madagascar) ea	 $1.20
Green Garnets (Australia) ea. 	  1.80
Opals (Australia) ea. 	  .95
Moonstones (Ceylon) ea. 	  120
Sapphires (Blue & Golden, India) ea.	 2.40
Aquamarines (Brazil) ea. 	  1.80
Sardonyx (South America) ea. 	  .90
Quartz Topaz (Brazil) ea. 	  1.80
Amethysts (Brazil) ea. 	  1_20
Turquoises (Persia) ea. 	  .90
Rough Quartz Topaz (Brazil) ea.   1.80
All stones cut and polished. We guarantee
complete satisfaction. See that remittance ac-
companies your order.

L. de CRISSEY
P. 0. Box 93 - Times Square Station

NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

MINIATURE SETS, Asst'd per doz. __ 	 $6.00
50 RING STONES, including genuine and

synthetic 	 $7.50
SYNTHETIC RUBIES or GENUINE GAR-

NETS, per carat 	 $1.25
CAMEOS or OPALS-Genuine-I2 for $3.75

100 Jewelry Stones removed from rings,
etc., $2.40; 50 large ones 	 $2.40

12 ARTICLES ANTIQUE JEWELRY, rings,
pins, etc. 	 $3.00

500 COSTUME JEWELRY STONES 	 $2.00

B. LOWE, Holland Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.

'COLORADO MINERALS'
Crystals

Cabinet and Fluorescent Specimens
Gems Native to Four-Corner-States

MARVIN'S ROCK SHOP
U. S. Hiways 160 & 550, Durango, Colo.

POLISHED TURQUOISE--
Wholesale Lots or Small Orders

of Matched Sets

H. & B. TRADING CO.
37 Globe St.	 Miami, Ariz.

Handmade Gold Filled Rings
Suitable for Agate or Petrified Wood.

$7.00 per Doz.
3 assorted samples, postpaid for $1.75

HANSEN NOVELTY CO.
BEND, ORE.

Learn Gem Cutting Hobby--
THOUSANDS throughout the country are
turning to gem cutting as a fascinating
and profitable hobby. You too can learn
to cut gems, and operate your home lapi-
dary shop. Spend your vacations collect-
ing rough gem materials in the many
localities that abound throughout the
country, and your leisure time turning
this material into beautiful gems, pol-
ished specimens, and many valuable
ornaments.

THE ART OF GEM CUTTING, new third
edition, price $1.50, with 128 pages, and
68 illustrations, will enable you to learn
gem cutting. Both cabochon and facet
cutting are described, and various types
of gem cutting equipment illustrated and
described. Includes an excellent chapter
pertaining to gemology. ART OF GEM
CUTTING, by Dr. H. C. Doke, and Rich-
ard M. Pearl, price $1.50, Postpaid.

MINERALOGIST PUBLISHING CO.
329 S. E. 32 Ave.	 Portland 15, Oregon
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RX—the complete
lapidary shop in
one small machine

No more sales
during duration

W. A. FELKER	 1527 Post Ave., Torrance, California

Highland Park Lapidary Supply
6139 York Blvd., L. A., 42, California

Phone AL 8894

1 in. ARBOR 31 in. LONG

2 3x8 DRUM SANDERS

Write for our Catalogue

TURQUOISE & CHRYSOCOLLA
JEWELRY

(Wholesale Exclusively)

HAROLD D. MARYOTT
40 Oak St. Rt. I	 Miami, Arizona

HERE 4RE THE GIFTS
YOUVE BEEN WOKING FOR!
Rings, $4.00 and Up Necklaces, $5.00 and Up

Brooches, $5.00 and Up
Bracelet and Ring Sets, $15 and Up

Plus 20% Excise Tax and 21/2% Sales Tax

Petrified Picture Wood and Moss Agate —Jewelry
Hand Made in Sterling Silver Mountings

RINGS — BRACELETS — NECKLACES
BROOCHES — TIE SLIDES, ETC.

Mail Orders Filled Anywhere in U. S. A.

ELLIOTT'S GEM SHOP
26 Jergins Arcade Village	 Long Beach 2, Calif.

Entrance Subway at Ocean and Pine
Open 10 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily

Plans were being completed in July for the
annual mineral show of Long Beach Mineralog-
ical society, to be held at the main public library
August 27 to September 14. Mr. and Mrs. Bond
are in charge of arranging the display.

• • •
If any rockbound can spare old copies of

Desert Magazine, they will be gratefully re-
ceived by Santa Monica Gemological society
for their library. At present they have all of
1941 issues except February and March, and
all of 1942 except November and December.
They will gladly pay shipping charges. Address
Mrs. Myrtle Cadieux, Librarian, 9908 Santa
Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, California.

At the July meeting of Texas Mineral society
Carl Flaxman and Raymond Hadon gave an in-
teresting talk on style trends in jewelry. Many
pieces of jewelry were shown to illustrate the
various trends. Mr. B. Salas, club member, dis-
played a large number of gem stones he had cut
and polished.

• • •
New officers of Santa Monica Gemological

society are: Vern Cadieux, president; W. G.
Russell, first vice-president ; Harold Little, sec-
ond vice-president; George Hartman, treasurer ;
Mrs. Estelle Tesh, recording secretary; Mrs.
Elsie Jacobs, corresponding secretary.

• • •
After a summer recess during July and August,

Marquette Geologists association, Chicago,
scheduled first meeting of fall season for Sep-
tember 8, when Dr. Ball will continue his -easy
lessons" and Mr. Sumi will discuss meteorolog-
ical instruments. Both talks will be illustrated
with slides.

• • •
Members of Los Angeles Mineralogical so-

,iety were reminded to keep August 19 an open
date for their field trip to the Lehmans. Presi-
dent Richard Lehman is all set to barbecue
steaks—on shares!

• •
Texas Mineral society, Dallas, at its regular

June meeting elected the following officers: Ray-
mond C. McIver, president; J. D. Churchill,
vice-president ; A. O. Phipps, secretary-treas-
urer; Mrs. William H. LaDew and Mrs. J. D.
Churchill, directors.

• • •
At July 11 meeting of Long Beach Mineralog-

ical society, Mr. Schmidt presented a motion pic-
ture showing building of Parker dam and the
Metropolitan aqueduct. Mrs. Ohlson spoke on
rubies.

• • •
Harold E. Eales gave a hclpful talk, -How to

Learn Minerals by Collecting," before Pacific
Mineral society, Los Angeles, at the July 17
meeting, Asbury Apartment hotel.

• • •
Wood-Opal of Virgin Valley, Nevada, was

subject of talk by Daniel E. Steriss at July 8
meeting of San Diego Mineralogical society.
Steriss operates El Dandora Rock Shop of San
Diego.

• • •
Mailing over 200 copies of the Bulletin and

Rock Pile monthly is going to be simplified
for the secretary of East Bay mineral society.
As a result of the money-raising dinner March
10, society now has a new addressograph
machine.

Allen H. Nicol, charter member of Sacra-
mento mineral society, is again a civilian after
having served in the Marine Corps and is en-
gaged in technical mineralogical wick in Wash-
ington D. C. Nicol was first president of San
Diego mineral society when it was organized
in March 1934, as the outgrowth of a success-
ful mineralogical class conducted by him while
he was curator of mineralogy at San Diego mu-
seum of natural history. He is a former mineral
technician for state division of highways.

• • •
Gem Collectors club of Seattle, Washington,

recently was honored by Seattle Sunday Times in
its rotogravure section by being alloted two
pages of pictures showing members cutting and
polishing stones. Among those shown were Mr.
and Mrs. L. L. Roberson, Mr. and Mrs. Gustaf-
son, Mrs. C. A. Ross, and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Larson, in their work rooms.

• • •
Members of Kern County Mineral society,

their families and friends, were all set to take
part in the big Treasure Hunt and chicken pot-
luck dinner scheduled for August 12 at home
of Mr. and Mrs. Van Leuven, Bakersfield.

• • •
Feature of July 5 meeting of Gila Mineral

society, Miami . Arizona, was a talk on cutting
and polishing of gems by Harold Monteith, who
operates a cutting and polishing shop in Clay-
pool. Members brought specimens for classifi-
cation and discussion. Meetings are held in
YMCA.

• • •
Orange Belt mineralogical society held July

meeting in Fairmount park, Riverside, Califor-
nia. Members displayed polished specimens.
August 12 meeting was planned to take place in
Lytel Creek park, San Bernardino.

.• • •
D. F. Courtright of Western Fiberglass com-

pany, San Francisco, told Sacramento mineral
society at their June meeting about the modern
miracles of glass. His display included glass
wool, glass thread of silky sheen, brocaded glass
cloth in delicate pastel colors, and a piece of
glass that neither expands nor contracts, a type
which is manufactured secretly and exclusively
for military use.

ANSWERS TO TRUE OR FALSE
Questions on page 30.

1—False. A rattlesnake adds a button
only when he sheds his skin.

2—True.	 3—True.
4—False. The Oatman massacre oc-

curred nine miles from the present
town of Sentinel in southern Ari-
zona.

5—False. Only buckskin armor was
worn by Anza's men.

6—True. 7—True. 8—True.
9—False. Navajo Indians weave their

blankets of wool.
10—False. Elephant Butte dam is in

New Mexico.
11—True.	 12—True.
13—False. The Bird Cage theater is

located at Tombstone, Arizona.
14—False. The kangaroo rat travels only

on his hind legs, with a little help
from his tail.

15—False. Coyotes eat rodents and
lizards.

I6—True. 17—True.
18—False. The Great White Throne is

located in Zion National park.
19—True.
20—False. About 80,000 tons of salt for

commercial use are harvested from
the Great Salt Lake annually.
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This page of Desert Magazine
is for those who have, or aspire
to have, their own gem cutting

and polishing equipment, Lelande Quick, who conducts this department, is former presi-
dent of Los Angeles Lapidary society. He will be glad to answer questions in connection
with your lapidary work. Queries should be addressed to Desert Magazine, El Centro, Calif

By LELANDE QUICK

AMATEUR GEM CUTTER

• o SK HOLM

Send I or
Literature tu

Gov ing ton Lapidary
Engineering Co.
Redlandb. Cal

Slash sawing time with
FELKER DI-MET RIMLOCK
Diamond Wheels

Enlarged section of rim
shows ipecial. orbe, cl blade
side and diamond tooth con-
struction which prot , nles un-
usually last, free zufring.

ko' Faster Cutting
V Freer Cutting
Po' Smoother Surfaces
Por Exceptionally Long Wheel Life
1,0 Greater Diamond Wheel Econ-

omy per Dollar Invested

Due to Rimlock's remarkable cutting ability,
almost all production has been going into mili-
tary use. Now limited quantities hove been
released and are available for rock cutting.
Write for literature, specifications and
quotations.

FELKER MANUFACTURING CO.
1132 BORDER AVENUE • TORRANCE, CALIF.

DIAMOND ABRASIVE WHEELS AND CUTTING MACHINES 
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NEW

MODELS

GREATER

EFFICIENCY

HIGHER

INTENSITY

LIGHTER

WEIGHT

FREE
4-Color
Catalog

MINERALIGHT
instantly

Identifies SCHEELITE
MINERS — PROSPECTORS

ATTENTION!

Are you overlooking hidden riches'
Over $100,000,000 00 worth of
Scheelite located by Mineralight
users—TUCh of it in gold, lead, silver
ond copper mining properties.
Accurate check for Mercury, too.
Models in all sixes shown in new
catalog—also ore specimens in full
color. Money•back guarantee and 20
free ore specimens with each lamp.

WRITE DEPT. T TODAY

ULTRA-VIOLET PRODUCTS, Inc.
5205 SANTA MONICA BLVD. 	 LOS ANGELES

avi;k11-7- LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT

The magazines are carrying many more adver-
tisements for gem cutting accessories and mate-
rials than they did a year ago. Things seem to
be loosening everywhere. One mineral magazine
has 18 more pages than it had a year ago and
another has 12, while the advertising of interest
to gem cutters in Desert Magazine is just about
double what it was then. Evidently many people
have decided to go into the gem business for
there are many new names.

If you have been planning a lapidary shop as

a postwar venture we believe you can go ahead
now—IF you can get motors. Getting a motor
is still the big hurdle to jump. But there is
everything offered for sale, with the exception
of new diamond saws. And what things! The
dealers must have gone on rock trips too, or
done business with people who have, because
there is a plentitude of worthwhile materials
offered. If you are a mechanic you can build a
shop of your own. If you are not mechanically
minded you can assemble a rather complete
shop from the advertisers in almost one issue of
the Mineralogist or Rocks and Minerals or our
own columns. If you are just toying with the
idea and have no information, you might buy a
book or two, procurable from our book depart-
ment. Two books you should have are The Art
of Gem Cutting by Dake and Pearl and Jewel'',
Gem Cutting and Meta/craft by Baxter. Read
the books, get some rocks, assemble a shop and
go to it. But there's one important thing to re-
member—try to make the acquaintance of some-
one who cuts gems, for you can learn more in
one hour in another man's shop than you can
by reading ten books. If you know no one who
cuts gems get in touch with your nearest min-
eralogical society for there always is someone
in every such society who cuts. If you have no
society in your community and you can uncover
a dozen interested people then organize one.
At least 20 new societies have been announced
in the past three months and I notice it is the
tendency now to call them gem and mineralogi-
cal societies rather than just m;neral societies.

Time has brought a great change. A few
years ago everyone had to learn gem cutting
the hard way—by trial and error. There were
no books about gem cutting; there was no com-
mercial machinery for sale; there were no or-
ganized groups; there were no magazine articles
or speakers on gem subjects. Now there is a
mass of information with good magazines and
books about lapidary procedure and the com-
munity is small indeed that doesn't have at least
one gem cutter. There are large and flourishing
societies organized for the express purpose of
the exchange of lapidary ideas. Mineral collec-
tors (not always mineralogists, remember) used
to refer almost contemptuously to the gem cut-
ters in any group as pebble polishers and crystal
crackers. They were the folks who usually said,
"You can't improve on nature"—as if nature
never made a mistake. I believe the feeling is
better now and the gem cutter is welcome in any
mineralogical group.

In my first column I said that I believed that
any mineralogist was a better mineralogist if he
was also a lapidary. Time has proved I was
right for nearly every one of the many miner-
alogical societies in the Los Angeles area had
special "field trips" to the recent great exhibi-
tion of the lapidary art sponsored by the Los
Angeles Lapidary society. Yes, time has brought
a great change—time and understanding.

• • •
This section of Desert Magazine is now in its

fourth year and there have been times when I
have been discouraged but just as my doubts

were greatest, a letter from someone usually
came along which lifted me again. Those of you
who have been steady readers will remember
references to L. E. Perry of Pasadena, Califor-
nia, Mr. Perry became an amateur gem cutter
in the Imperial Valley, California, the home of
Desert Magazine. When an acute bottleneck de-
veloped in the war effort because there was no
skilled labor to process jewel bearings for air-
plane engines and quartz crystals for other serv-
ice supplies I mentioned the fact in this column
Perry then transferred his amateur skill to thc
war effort and placed several others that I re-
ferred to him, some of whom came from distant
states. Perry now advises that he was chosen
from among several hundred ro represent the
war effort gem and lens grinders in receiving
the Army-Navy E award. He writes, "I believe
that many thanks are due you personally for
much good work along this line. Through you
I have placed several rockhounds on precision
jobs when and where they were needed. It
seems amazing to me how these columns have
helped in the w-r."

Thank you Mr. Perry, and thanks to all gem
cutters everywhere who transferred their recrea-
tional effort to a most grueling type of precision
work for the sake of the country. It's fun to
work up an agate into a finished gem but when
you have to grind all day every day and never
waste a minute or spoil material it is the most
nerve wracking job in the world. I am glad in-
deed that the government has given the task of-
ficial recognition with the E award.

• • •
Lizzie Stephenson of Delano, California, asks

if I can suggest someone who will drill holes
in some pieces of jade for cigarette holders. I
know of no one who does that and I would ap-
preciate some information from someone who
can do it. I have never seen any gem cigarette
holders made by amateurs—and there is an ex-
cellent idea for gem cutters to work on. Such
holders not only would be a worthy addition to
the practical arts but they would offer a chal-
lenge to the imagination and artistic skill of
many lapidaries. It would seem to me that the
reverse procedure would be the best in this case
That is, the hole should be drilled first, perhaps
in an oblong block of material and the grinding
should proceed from there. Can someone offer
help on this problem?

• • •
The American Museum of Natural History

in New York recently acquired a 19 carat oval
brilliant cut Brazilianite. This is the latest gem
crystal to be discovered and is known in only
one location in Brazil. It is transparent to trans-
lucent and is a chartreuse yellow. Only on
other stone has been cut from the material Sc
far as is known and that is a 23-carat emerald
cut. This gem promises to be rarer than Benito-
ite.

DID YOU KNOW . . .
• A diamond the size of a hen's egg ( (770

carats) was found last January in Sierra Le-
one, West Africa. It is the largest uncut dia-
mond in existence and is larger than the Var-
gas or Jonkers diamonds before they were cut.

• The largest diamond ever found in East Af-
rica was recently found in Shinyanga, Tan-
ganyika. It weighs about 120 carats in the
rough and is valued at $60,000.

• Russia recently announced the discovery of
19 new diamond deposits in the Ural moun-
tains.
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NORAION FENCE
Made of cedar poles cut on the ground,

requires much labor and material, but
will last indefinitely and turn the wildest
stock. Photo by Wallace Bransford.

DESERT FENCES
By CHARLES KELLY

4t.

SI48 FENCE "Horse high, bull stout and hog tight," this fence of ripple-marked sandstone
slabs is ornamental as well as permanent and useful.
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PIONEER FENCE w
A twthinadlrlottwe roefpcaedr ar t tlrl elaesstgruloo beedr5frooTe thes.hills, has served a half century, and

IRISH FENCE The material was gathered from the field it encloses. Involves no cost except
muscle and sweat, the main tool being a stout back. 
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By RANDALL HENDERSON

I/ OT? YES, the temperature in the Imperial valley of
California where Desert is published is 112 degrees
today, July 30. That is shade temperature.

And yet more than a million people are living today on the
Great American Desert—in the five states of Utah, Arizona,
New Mexico, Nevada and California.

Why do they choose this region of extreme summer tempera-
tures for their homes?

For many reasons! Some are here for their health. Microbes do
not thrive in hot dry climates. Others because the blood of the
pioneer still flows strong in their veins. They love the indepen-
dence of the frontier. The primitive living conditions which
still prevail in many parts of the desert are a challenge to
them. They do their best work when the going is tough. They
are fortunate people, for they have learned that all-important
fact of life—that true happiness comes from within, from the
satisfaction of creative work and achievement.

The health-seekers and the pioneers are a minority. The ma-
jority are here for profit. They are farmers in the irrigated valleys,
cattlemen on the ranges, mine operators and merchants and
bankers and doctors and salesmen—middle class Americans
who find less of vicious cutthroat competition, less chiseling,
less of distrust, and a quicker recognition of integrity and
character than in the big crowded centers of population. Racke-
teers do not thrive for long in a country community.

The tradition of open-handed hospitality, of neighborliness,
of tolerance, which characterized the old West, survives in the
desert country, especially in the more remote regions where
men and women live close to the earth and rely on Nature and
their own hands and ingenuity for the gadgets of daily living.

A very important part of the income of desert people comes
from agriculture—and the agricultural economy rests on fer-
tility, water and high temperatures.

And so, it all adds up to this: Most of us make our homes on
the desert because we prefer it. We live here, not in spite of
high temperatures, but because of them. Air-conditioning has
taken the sting out of the summer heat in most of our homes and
shops. And when winter comes we have the grandest climate
on earth.

In a current issue of the Gazette of Gallup, New Mexico, I
read this announcement: "Manufacture of Indian style jewelry
on a factory basis will be inaugurated in Gallup August 1,
marking the first machine invasion of this territory, heretofore
jealously guarded and widely recognized for its handmade
products."

I know that paragraph will bring a feeling of regret to many
readers of Desert—as it has to me. You and I wish that it wasn't
true. The craftsmanship of the Navajo silversmith is crude some-
times, but it is true art. It is an expression of that deeply-rooted
urge in the human heart to create something beautiful—whether
it be poetry or pottery or sculpture or jewelry.

And yet there is another side to the story. Navajo silversmiths

have never been well paid for their work. A wage equal to that
of skilled craftsmen in the white man's world would make the
cost of Navajo silverwork almost prohibitive to people of limited
means. And therein lies the dilemma. Shall we perpetuate art
at starvation wages, or sacrifice art in the interest of giving the
Indian a decent income and the self-respect that goes with good
earning power.

Fortunately, these are not the only alternatives. I believe the
Indian Service should continue its efforts to encourage handi-
craft work among the Indians—and the marketing of these
products among buyers who can afford to pay a price which
skilled work deserves.

On the other hand, I can see no good reason why the family
of moderate income should be deprived of those exquisite
Indian designs in silver and turquoise because they cannot afford
the luxury of handmade ornaments.

If we are going to perpetuate Indian craftsmanship, one thing
is certain. We are going to have to pay higher prices for the
bracelets and rugs and vases and hand-woven baskets. There is
no point in shedding tears of sentiment over the passing of
Indian craftsmanship. If we think highly enough of the Indian
arts to pay the artist an ample wage for his labor, he will continue
to do creative work. If we are not willing to do that, and the
Indian goes into a more remunerative field of work, it will be
our failure, not his.

Recently I spent an evening at the cabin of W. E. Ketcham—
park service employe whose home is on the greasewood mesa
near Twentynine Palms. He calls his place Rancho Dipodomys,
after the four-toed little denizen of the desert commonly known
as the kangaroo rat.

At sundown each day "Ketch" scatters grain on his porch and
the little animals with the long tufted tails come in from their
surrounding villages for their daily feast. They put on a show as
good as a three-ring circus. They travel on their hind legs like
a kangaroo—and their agility is amazing. Ketch raises nothing
on his ranch except dipos—he is their protector as well as their
meal ticket.

From the standpoint of some persons, it is unfortunate the
term rat has been applied to them. They are friendly little pets
that have nothing in common with the rodent which has become
a scourge in other parts of the world. In fact, the word rat as
applied to certain denizens of the desert—including members
of the human family—has an entirely different connotation to
desert dwellers than to folks who dwell in other places, the
waterfront for instance. "Rat" is a fighting word under some
circumstances—but out here in this arid country you may flatter
a man by calling him a desert rat.

Folks not accustomed to the desert usage of the word may
find it difficult to readjust their definitions. There are some—
non-residents of the desert—who would outlaw the term desert
rat. But the old-timers on the desert do not feel that way about
it. They coined the term themselves—and they'll probably make
it stick.
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Imperial Irrigation District

Use Your Own Power-Make it Pay  for the All American Canal

Winnemucca, Nevada . . .
Holder of the first hoisting, engineer's

license ever issued in Nevada to a woman
is Mrs. Maude Morris, employed at Ne-
vada Sheelite mine near Rawhide. She also
was the smartest candidate ever to appear
foi the test, in the opinion of Matt Mur-
phy, state mine inspector. "She knew all
the answers and passed the highest of any-
one who has come before the board since
I have been a member," he said. Before
coming to Nevada she once operated a
locomotive in Montana.

• • •

Bishop, California . . .
Saddle Rock gold mine at Skidoo has

been purchased by Wm. C. (One Match
Bill) Thompson of San Fernando from
Helene West, former owner of Stove
Pipe Wells Hotel and called The Prin-
cess" by her friend Death Valley Scotty.
This is the second mining property
purchased by Thompson in recent months.
In April he acquired the Shorty Harris
gold and scheelite tungsten property in
Gold Belt mining district, considered one
of the richest tungsten deposits in the US.
Also in recent months he has discovered
copper and tungsten deposits in Shelf and
idjoining Death Valley mountains.

• •
Salt Lake City, Utah . . .

Postwar demand for copper will be
ample to insure continued employment of
the 4100 men now working at Utah Cop-
per company's mine and mill for several
years after V-J Day, E. T. Stannard of New
York, president of Kennecott Copper cor-
poration, predicted in July while visiting
Utah and Nevada properties controlled by
Kennecott. Copper production in their
mines so far this year have been running
at about 72 per cent of that maintained
early in 1944. 

• 0 •

Kelso, California . . .
Expanding its iron ore property hold-

ings in the desert, Kaiser Company, Inc.,
iron and steel division, purchased several
mines in Kelso district from Colorado Fuel
and Iron Warehouse company, Denver,
according to deeds on file July 12. Revenue
stamps indicated purchase price of $125,-
000. Properties are known as the Iron King
Quartz, the Iron Mountain Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5,
6 and the Iron Mountain placer mine. Ore
is transported by giant trucks to Union
Pacific siding at Kelso, then shipped by
rail to the Fontana steel mill.

Washington, D. C. . . .
Senator Abe Murdock, Utah, reported

July 18 that President Truman had ap-
proved plan submitted for monetizing at
$1.29 per ounce 300,000,000 ounces of
free silver now in treasury vaults. Program
calls for issuance of $387,000,000 in silver
certificates. Inasmuch as this issue does
not require an equivalent amount of federal
reserve notes or other interest bearing
paper, earning to the government in annual
interest alone, Sen. Murdock pointed out,
will amount to $7,740,000 not to mention
the profit accruing to the treasury to the
amount of $247,000,000. "This action in
my opinion will be hailed by the entire
population of this country. It may be criti-
cized by a few big bankers who have always
opposed silver as money," the senator de-
clared. "It can't possibly be criticized as
inflationary because the silver certificates
issued will be issued in lieu of the same
amount of credit dollars and a silver cer-
tificate dollar is less inflationary than a
credit dollar because it bears no interest."

• • •
Golconda, Nevada . . .

A gold strike in Adelaide district south
of here was reported July 25 by G. C.
"Red" Staggs, original discoverer of the
famed Jumbo gold mine. This is said to be
the first gold strike made since the ban
was lifted July 1. Assays from the Hoodoo
claims run 6.26 ounces gold to a ton, with
a small amount of silver. It is expected to
run $219.53 per ton.

and Al°

Imperial Count farmers Have One of the Most Impressive LUar Records in the
United States if Hot in the Entire World! 	 •
• In addition to contributing large numbers of

their sons and daughters to the armed forces of
the nation, Crops and Livestock produced by
them in 1944 had a valuation of $61,706,241.

• Data assembled by the Imperial County Board of
Trade shows that 13 of these products had a
valuation of $1,000,000 or more each; seven had
an individual valuation of more than one-half
million dollars, and 44 items had respective
valuations ranging from $2,000 to $480,000.

THE 13 "MILLION DOLLAR" CROPS WERE:
1. Lettuce, 13,433 cars shipped 	 $12,895,690
2. Cantaloupes, 5,708 carloads 	 7,762,880
3. Cattle, 77,200 head 	 5,790,000
4. Alfalfa, 18,307 cars 	 5,217,495
5. Carrots (fresh), 6,973 cars 	 5,125,155
6. Flax, 800 cars 	 4,579,200
7. Barley, 927 cars 	 1,668,600
8. Peas, 643 cars 	 1,464,754
9. Tomatoes, 1,036 cars 	 1,258,740

10. Sugar Beets, 2,705 cars 	 1,190,200
11. Dairy Cattle, 12,776 head 	 1,149,840
12. Watermelons, 2,467 cars 	 1,036,140
13. Sheep, 113,700 head 	 1,023,300

The Patriotic Successes Being Achieved by Imperial County Farmers are Made Possible by the Publicly-
Owned Imperial Irrigation District which Furnishes Them with Both Water and Power, Commodities that

are Distributed by the People of Imperial County.
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Valerié Jeaq Data Shop
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Library
University of Arizona

Tucson, Arizona
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nanie that spreads the f4rne of
ealifornias iineSt deteS and date delicacies

DE LUXE DATE 6IfT PACK. . .
The most popular all-time gift. The perfect remembrance for any occasion—birthday, anniversary,

or homecoming. Extra fancy light golden Deglet Noor dates, the famous Valerie Jean date cake, date roll,
jumbo stuffed dates and the date honey fruit confection with a generous supply of California walnuts. All
these are packed in a delectable carton—and it is iust as delicious as it looks.

In our 16 years of shipping, this package has proven by far the most popular, and letters from the
Boys and Girls overseas raving about this gift are heart-warming. Packed to carry 'round the world.

1 Pound Delivered Prepaid 	 $1.25

3 Pounds Delivered Prepaid 	 3 50

5 Pounds Delivered Prepaid 	 5 50

Palerie Jean Date Shop
Thermal, California
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Chinch-weed spreads a golden carpet in many desert a(eas
from June to October. Beal photo.

1- RAVELING along a desert road in summer or early
autumn you may be surprised to see sheets of bright yel-
low flung across the dull-colored pattern of vegetation.

The chances are that those golden areas are made by Pectis, small
members of the Sunflower family. Commonest species is called
Chinch-weed because of its strong odor, which is considered
similar to that of the chinch-bug. Opinions vary, however, as do
olfactory senses. You'll find this heavy scent described as dis-
agreeable, agreeable, strong-smelling, and lemon-scented. If ru
hold a sprig of it close to your nose and take a deep whiff, the
strength of it will almost take your breath and you'll line up on
the - disagreeable- side. But taken in moderation, as a passing
sniff, the scent is toned down so the term - lemon-like- might
easily be applied. - Lemon-scented - is the term used in the bot-
any report of the Wheeler Expedition of the U. S. Geological
Survey (1874) with the suggestion that those species so labeled
might be -worthy as a source of extract. -

The scent was pleasing to the Indians, certain tribes of Ari-
zona and New Mexico using it as perfume and as flavoring for
meat and corn meal dishes, either fresh or dried. They also made
a dye from the plant. But for most of us its chief value is to en-
liven the drab floor of the desert at a time when most flowers
have vanished. Of several species of Pectis the commonest one
is

Pectis pap posa (Chinch-weed)

A low, much-branched annual 3 to 6 inches high, vigorous
plants occasionally twice that size, the several leafy branches
forming a rounded tuft covered with bright-yellow flowers.
The rank-smelling herbage is smooth and hairless, a bright
lively green. The sessile, elongated-linear leaves (1/2 to over 1
inch long) are entire, the margins rolled back, and furnished
at the base with a few pairs of stiff bristles. The thick mid-rib
is prominent underneath, with a deep groove down the center
above. The crowded flower-heads terminate very slender stems
and measure about 1/2 inch across, growing in loose clusters at
the ends of the branchlets. Both ray and disk flowers are yellow,
the 8 or 9 rays notched at the apex. The leaves and narrow bracts
of the involucres are marked with translucent glands, quite reg-
ularly set. Only the ridged and slightly hairy achenes of the
disk are crowned by a pappus, composed of 12 to 20 plumose
bristles, that of the ray flowers being a mere circlet of minute
scales.

One of the few annuals responding promptly and whole-
heartedly to summer showers. I remember particularly a del;ght-
ful array of them that a few years ago gilded the Palm Springs-
Indio area in October, following a copious late-summer rain,
accompanied by a few other ambitious species.

Very common on sandy and gravelly plains and mesas of the
Larrea (creosote) belt, up to 3000 feet elevation, from June to
October, in the Colorado and Mojave deserts and Arizona,
extending to Utah, New Mexico and Sonora.

Pectis angustifolia

Similar to Chinch-weed, possessing an intense odor of lemon
which Wheeler's botany report considered - worthwhile for
experiment in cultivation, - that ''might be turned to commercial
account.' The leaves are comb-like below with closely-set lobes
and dilated at the base, set with many oval glands as are the
involucral bracts. The pappus of both ray and disk achenes is a
mere crown of 4 or 5 short scales. Quite common on dry hills
and sandy-gravelly mesas of the Larrea and Pifion pine belts of

2

Arizona, New Mexico, western Texas and Sonora, at elevations
of 3000 to 7000 feet, blooming in late summer and early fall.

Pectis filiper

Another similar low, much-branched species, the smooth
entire leaves very narrowly linear, an inch or two long, with
numerous glands and 2 or 3 bristles on either side at base. The
yellow flowers are 1/2 inch or more broad, on very fine thread-like
stems more than an inch long, the 5 lanceolate involucral bracts
with papery margins and marked with numerous glands. The
pappus of 2 to 4 stout stiff awns, awl-shaped and roughish.

Found from western Texas to Arizona and northern Mexico,
on rocky slopes, sandy plains and mesas in the Larrea and Pifion
belts at elevations of 3000 to 6000 feet, blooming from August
to October.

Pectis prostrata (Fetid-Marigold)

The common name, Fetid-Marigold, is sometimes used for all
the Pectis species but oftener given to this prostrate form. The
slightly-hairy branches lie flat on the ground ; the linear or
oblanceolate leaves are strongly bristled at the base and dotted
with scattered oil glands ; the sessile flower-heads, are rather
congested and much surpassed by the subtending leaves, the 5
oval involucral bracts with thin translucent margins. The pappus
is composed of 2 to 6 lanceolate, very pointed, papery awns.

Found in the Larrea and Pi fion belts at altitudes of 4000 to
6000 feet from August to October, on dry slopes and open sandy
plains of western Texas, New Mexico, southern Arizona and
Sonora.

Pectis longipes

A low, diffusely-branched perennial with a woody rootstalk,
often not more than 4 to 8 inches high, the branches trailing
or sometimes ascending, conspicuously angled and grooved. The
very narrow leaves are all near the base, an inch or two long and
liberally provided with roundish, pellucid, brown glands along
the margins, with several long bristles at the base. The yellow
flower-heads may measure an inch or more across, at the tip
of long, thread-like naked stems, the 12 to 15 involucral bracts
linear-lanceolate, with only a single gland or none. The pappus
of the disk achenes is composed of 20 to 40 unequal roughish
bristles, that of the ray of only 2 bristles or strong awns and
sometimes a few scales. It grows on rocky slopes and gravelly
flats at elevations of 3500 to 5500 feet from western Texas to
southern Arizona and northern Mexico, blooming fr,om April to
September. •
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DESERT

elase-
• The day following Japan's peace offer,
the editor of Desert Magazine and John
Hilton met at John's gem, art and cactus
shop on Highway 99, and the following
conversation took place:

Editor: "John, you know what the
rockhounds are thinking about this week,
don't you ?"

John: "I reckon I do. Every blasted
one of 'em is making plans for a field
trip."

Editor: "That's right, and it is up to
you and Desert Magazine to suggest the
places to go."

John: "You mean you want some
mapped field trip stories for the mineral
collectors?"

Editor: "You're reading my mind,
John. Beginning with the November
issue, we want a mineral field trip in
every issue of Desert—with maps show-
ing how to get there."

John: "All right, boss—we'll start with
a new geode field out in the Chucks-
walla country, outside the bombing range.
And there'll be more coming up."

• Almost on the eve of V-J day the
Navy moved Marshal South and his fam-
ily from their Ghost Mountain home "for
the duration." His article this month tells
of their temporary refuge. Since they are
in an isolated area, the Desert office has
not heard from Marshal since the "dura-
tion" ended—but they probably will be
climbing back to Yaquitepec shortly.

• For the next issue of DESERT, Hope
Gilbert has written the story of Adolph
Bandelier, pioneer archeologist in New
Mexico. In his memory the spectacular
ruins of El Rito de los Frijoles, first ex-
plored by him, were established as Ban-
delier national monument—and here is
the setting for his classic novel The
Delight Makers.

• It's all right to dream—but during the
past few years the Campfire Breakfast on
this month's cover was so far out of
reach, DESERT editors since April 1942
have been holding back this tantalizing
campfire scene marked "Reserve for first
issue after V-JE Day."

DESERT CALENDAR
Oct. 7-14--New Mexico state fair, Al-

buquerque.
Oct. 15—Desert Museum, Palm Springs,

opens.
Nov. 10-12—Frontier Day celebration

and date exhibit, Indio, Calif.

HUNTING SEASONS

Deer—Arizona, northern zone: Oct. 16-
Nov. 15 (Bill \Williams wildlife
management area: Oct. 23-Nov. 15) ;
California: Sep. 1-Oct. 31 (Imperial
county: Sep. 16-Oct. 15).

Ducks—Nevada: Oct. 13-Dec,31; New
Mexico: Nov. 2-Jan. 20; Utah:
same as Nevada.
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Death Valley from Dante' r Point. Photograph by foref Muench.

LIGHT IN DARKNESS
By MORA M. BROWN

Riverside, California
As in the darkness of the desert night
The cereus bares its petals one by one.
So in the darkness of earth's bitter plight
Unfolds a light far brighter than the sun.

With day, the perfume and the flowers depart,
To be rekindled but in memory's store;
But God's great love unfolding in the heart
Will shine away earth's hatred and earth's war.

•	 •	 •
THE GENTLE WIND
By DONALD G. INGALLS
Los Angeles, California

The vagabond of space is here.
His mood today is merry.
His breath is cool and fragrant,
Perfumed with nature's sherry.

See him moving through the Aspen,
He has done so since their birth.
Now he whispers to the grasses,
And they shake with silent mirth.

Oh, Wanderer of the Wastelands,
Today so gentle and fine.
Would that my existence,
Were as gay and free as thine.

11,400t .2sa4el View
By RUBY LYTLE

Montrose, California

No warmth of chaparral has clothed this lonely
peak;

No April sings among ferruginous ravines,

Which wear the chiseled mask of death—austere
and bleak,

Untouched by spring, forsaken by the evergreens.

A mile below, a phantom river serpentines

Through salt beds furrowed with the Devil's
cloven prints.

And far across the valley weather-gouged
tureens

Pour molten silver on the giant Panamints

Exile of starry laurel-fragrant hills, I seek

To break the silence of the desert's throbless
heart.

0 Spirit wind that stirs the palms of Furnace
Creek,

I, who have talked with canyon streams, have
here no part !

THE WATER HOLE
By IDA SMITH

Prescott, Arizona
I wandered through the hills one day,
In quest of desert flowers;
The kind that grew in rocks and rills
Without the need of showers.

And there beside a water hole
Some cattle lingered long,
And lifted gentle eyes to mine,
While sparrows winged their song;

And with trusting look of mute appeal,
Drew near as I passed by
So sure that I could help them,
For the water hole was dry!

CREED OF THE DESERT
By JUNE LEMERT PAXTON

Yucca Valley, California

The bird that sings in the cactus bush
Is borrowing none of life's sorrow;

He gives today the best that he has,
Leaving God to care for tomorrow.
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Kern's sketch of the Yarn pai Indians who ambushed Leroux as he was scouting for the
Sitgreares party in northern Arizona.

42taine Atowx-Pathbendat
Antoine Leroux is one of the -forgotten men - of western American history.
As trapper, scout, guide and Indian fighter, he was no less esteemed in
his day than his brilliant contemporary, Kit Carson. Unfortunately, there
was no biographer to record the exploits of this French-Canadian guide
of 100 years ago, and it has been necessary for Charles Kelly to go to
many sources to compile the meager record contained in this brief story
of one of the West's most dauntless trail-blazers.

By CHARLES KELLY

Illustrations accompanying this story are reprinted from the Sitgreaves
report, and were made by R. H. Kern, artist for the expedition. The litho-
grapher was Ackerman of New York.

UNRISE of November 3, 1851,
found a government exploring ex-
pedition camped on Yampai creek

in northwestern Arizona. Across the break-
fast campfire, finishing his third cup of
black coffee, squatted the French-Canadian
guide on whose knowledge of the country
and its hostile inhabitants rested the suc-
cess or failure of the expedition.

"Well, Antoine," said Capt. Lorenzo
Sitgreaves, "will we find good water on
today's journey?"

"I am not certain of that, Captain," re-
plied Antoine Leroux, thoughtfully. "I
have trapped this creek many times, but
never crossed from here to the Mojave
villages where you want to go. It might be
best to wait while I look over the country
ahead."

"Very well," Sitgreaves said, "the horses
need rest and the grass is good here."

Picking up his rifle the guide rose to go.
"If I find water," he said, "I will make a
smoke signal and you can move on in the
morning.-

.. Good! We will watch for it."
Mounting his Indian pony Antoine was

soon out of sight in the broken desert. Up
to that point it had not been necessary to
do much scouting. He knew the country
over which they had passed and was famil-
iar with all its streams and waterholes. But
the desert ahead was new to him. As he
rode on and on the chances of finding water
seemed more uncertain. Finally, in the dis-
tance, he saw a small mountain and rode
toward it, hoping to obtain a more exten-
sive view of the country. Climbing steadily

over rocky ledges and around large bould-
ers he had almost reached its summit when
he heard the ominous twang of bowstrings
and found himself the target for a flight
of arrows. Before he could dismount he
had stopped three of the sharp flint points,
two of which struck him in the head and
one in the wrist.

Stunned by the sudden attack he fell
from his horse, cursing himself in French
for having been so careless. He should have
known the Yampai Indians would have
lookouts on every high point. They were
close by, he knew, but fearing his rifle, re-
mained concealed until they were sure he
was dead.

Fortunately, Antoine's skull was hard
and the two arrows had glanced off, leav-
ing painful but not serious wounds. The
one in his wrist had gone deeper. He pulled
out the shaft but could not dislodge the
flint point. Catching his horse he slowly
and carefully worked his way down the
slope out of range, then mounted and rode
back toward camp, wrapping his bleeding
wrist in an old piece of buckskin.

The pain of his wounds was bad enough,
but what he could not bear was the thought
of what Captain Sitgreaves and his men
would say when they learned he had been
so careless as to fall into an Indian ambush.
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Cosnino Indians in northern Arizona.
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For Antoine Leroux had a reputation to
maintain. He had trapped every stream in
the Southwest and was considered the out-
standing guide and authority on all that
country and its hostile Indians. Because of
his experience he had been hired to guide
this expedition.

How had he gained such an intimate
knowledge of so vast a territory, whose
wild inhabitants had been hostile since the
days of early Spanish exploration? Unfor-
tunately we have little information on An-
toine Leroux's early life, for like most
French-Canadians, he never kept a journal

of his travels. If he had, he would now be
as famous as his contemporary, Kit Carson.
However, the little it has been possible to
glean from various sources seems well
worth recording.

The Leroux family appears to have set-
tled in St. Louis at an early date. Antoine

Mojave Indians visited by the Sit greaves party in 1851.
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Zufii buffalo dancer sketched at the time Capt. Sitgreaves
was mapping the Zufii river.

first went to Taos, over the Santa Fe trail
in 1822, probably with the Robidoux
brothers, and thereafter made it his head-
quarters, marrying a Spanish woman and
receiving a grant of land near Arroyo Seco.
He undoubtedly assisted Antoine Robi-
doux in establishing Fort Robidoux, near
present Delta, Colorado, and afterward
(1837) Fort Uintah in northeastern Utah.
His earliest expedition into Arizona seems
to have been with Michel Robidoux in
1827. Near the Maricopa villages this party
was attacked and nearly wiped out. The
survivors joined James O. Patties trappers,
continuing down Gila river to the Colo-
rado. Here Patties group turned south to
the gulf, while George Yount's party, un-
doubtedly including Leroux, went north at
least as far as the mouth of Virgin river.

On a subsequent trapping expedition
Leroux met Bill Williams on the stream
which now bears his name. These incidents
are all that is known of Leroux's early
travels in the Southwest, but his detailed
knowledge of that section proved he had
explored almost every mile of it.

For some reason Leroux does not appear
again in the records until 1836. In that
year Gen. Kearny and his dragoons left
Fort Leavenworth for California by way
of Santa Fe and Gila river, guided by Kit
Carson, Thomas Fitzpatrick and Antoine
Robidoux. Behind them came Col. Cooke
with the Mormon Battalion and a wagon
train which, not always able to follow the
cavalry, had to find a different route. The
pathfinder employed for this difficult task
was Antoine Leroux, whom Col. Cooke
described as "a most sensible and exper-
ienced guide." Leroux guided these wagons
where no vehicles had ever traveled before,
his exploit placing him alongside Carson
and Fitzpatrick in ability.

When the California campaign was con-
cluded Leroux seems to have returned to
Taos. Trapping was then about played out
and he devoted more time to his ranch. But
he was often called upon whenever the
services of a dependable guide were re-
quired. In March, 1849, he guided Lieut.
J. H. Whittlesey's military expedition
against a band of hostile Utes, the same
band which soon afterwards killed Leroux's
old friend, Bill Williams. Again, in No-
vember of that year, he was chief of scouts
under Capt. Grier, leading an expedition to
avenge a massacre of whites by Apaches at
Point-of-Rocks, when a Mrs. White had
been taken captive. Discovering the hostile
camp Leroux halted the command for a
parley with the Apaches but Kit Carson,
disregarding instructions, rode headlong
toward the camp, revealing the presence
of soldiers. The surprised Indians wounded
Capt. Grier, then killed Mrs. White before
escaping.

During that same year Lieut. Simpson
led an expedition into the Southwest, leav-
ing his name on Inscription Rock and end-
ing his work at Zufii. To continue that

work the government in 1851 ordered
Capt. Lorenzo Sitgreaves to map Zuili
river, the Little Colorado, and continue
across the Colorado into California. In
Santa Fe, where his expedition was organ-
ized, Sitgreaves hired Antoine Leroux as
guide.

This expedition traveled to the mouth
of Zufii river, down the Little Colorado
to the falls, around the west base of San
Francisco mountains, then across the desert

to Yampai creek, where Leroux ran into
the Indian ambush and was seriously
wounded. Making his way back to camp
he was treated by the army surgeon, Dr.
Woodhouse, who removed the flint point.
His head wounds healed quickly, but the
one in his wrist became infected and gave
him much pain and trouble the rest of the
journey.

From Yampai creek Sitgreaves traveled
southwest to the Mojave villages along the
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Colorado, then south to old Camp Yuma,
where the camp was attacked by Indians,
one soldier being killed. That no greater
loss was suffered was due to Leroux's
knowledge and advice. Sitgreaves had
planned to explore upstream as far as the
Virgin, but shortage of supplies compelled
him to continue from Camp Yuma direct to
San Diego.

Leroux remained in San Diego until
April, 1852, when he was engaged by John
R. Bartlett to guide the Mexican boundary
survey eastward from that place. When
Bartlett's party reached the Maricopa vil-
lages on Gila river, Leroux met Chief
Blanco, who led the fight against Michel
Robidoux, in which he nearly lost his life.

The year 1853 was a busy one for An-
toine Leroux. In May he met Edward F.
Beale, superintendent of Indian affairs, on
the Santa Fe trail. Beale wished to be
guided to California and Leroux agreed to
go, but was taken sick and could not make
the journey. In the meantime two govern-
ment railroad survey parties had reached
New Mexico, one under Lieut. Whipple,
the other led by Lieut. Beckwith and Capt.
Gunnison. At Albuquerque Whipple en-
gaged Leroux as guide, but while the ex-
pedition was preparing for the journey his
services were requisitioned by Gunnison,
who was to explore a route from Santa Fe
to Grand river and across the Green into
the Great Basin. Picking up his "exper-
ienced and well known guide" in Taos on
August 19, 1853, he began searching for
a practicable railroad route through the
mountains.

Gunnison found that Leroux knew every

Women grinding corn in Zufii pueblo.

mountain pass and its possibilities as a
railroad route, describing them accurately
in advance and saving much difficult travel.
Crossing the mountains this party struck
the headwaters of a stream later named for
Capt. Gunnison, followed it some distance,
crossed to the Uncompahgre and struck the
old Spanish trail which Leroux had traveled
many times with Robidoux.

Within sight of the Abajo and Lasal
mountains on the upper Colorado, Leroux
pointed out the Spanish crossing of Green
river, mapped the route and returned to
keep his appointment with Whipple. Tra-
veling at night, with only two companions,
he passed through the hostile Ute country
safely. Of his services with Gunnison the
artist Mollhausen said : "The confidence
which he inspired—a confidence that had
been earned by thirty years' toil in pri-
meval wilderness—made us all rejoice not
a little at having secured his services."

Back in Albuquerque Lieut. Whipple
had assembled an immense cavalcade of
114 men, 16 wagons and 200 mules. He
left on November 7, his route being
through Laguna and Zufii, past the present
sites of Holbrook and Flagstaff, around
Bill Williams mountain, down Bill Wil-
liams river to the Colorado, upstream to
Needles where he crossed, then up Mojave
river past Soda Lake to intersect the Span-
ish trail and continue into California
through Cajon pass. In later years this be-
came approximately the Santa Fe railroad
route.

To conduct such a large expedition
through almost waterless deserts placed a
heavy responsibility on the guide. In places

Leroux crossed and sometimes followed
his route with Sitgreaves two years pre-
vious. On White Cliff creek he met the
band of Yampai Indians who had tried to
kill him, but the size of Whipple's party
kept them peaceable. Christmas was spent
at Cosnino Caves near Winona, Arizona.
After abandoning most of their wagons
the party made a difficult crossing of the
Colorado at the Mojave villages, being the
first, Leroux said, to pass that place without
a fight. Continuing west to the old Spanish
trail they met a group of Mormons who
told them Capt. Gunnison and most of his
party had been massacred by Indians on
Sevier river in Utah.

Returning from Los Angeles in May,
1854, Leroux traveled from the Pima vil-
lages to the Little Colorado at the mouth
of Cañon Diablo, discovering the famous
ruins in Verde valley. This route is shown
on early maps as the Leroux trail.

Of his subsequent activities very little is
known. No doubt he retired to his ranch
at Arroyo Seco or his home in Taos. I have
not been able to learn the place or date of
his death. But Antoine Leroux deserves
something better than oblivion. During his
lifetime he was considered the equal as a
scout of his fellow townsman, Kit Carson,
contributing much to early knowledge of
the Southwest. The routes he explored later
were used by both railroads and highways
through New Mexico and Arizona. But his
only monuments are Leroux Wash at Hol-
brook, Leroux Island in the Little Colo-
rado, and Leroux Springs near Flagstaff,
named in his honor by Sitgreaves and
Whipple. All those he guided spoke highly
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of his knowledge and ability, but none took
time to record a description of the man
himself.

It is exceedingly unfortunate that Leroux
left no written record of his experiences,
since he had a good education in both
French and English. He was selected as a

Indian blacksmith shop at Zufii in 1851.

delegate to the territorial convention at
Santa Fe in 1851, and had been frequently
consulted by topographical engineers when
the first railroad surveys were projected.
As late at 1868 his letters containing ac-
curate descriptions of the Southwest were
quoted by John C. Van Tramp and others.

No biographer discovered Antoine Le-
roux in time to preserve his story. Practi-
cally all that is known of him is contained
in this brief sketch. This is a great loss to
western history, for Antoine Leroux was
one of the real pathfinders of the South-
west.

Fort Yuma at the time the Sticreares expedition crossed the Colorado there in 1851.
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According to Navajo legend, the tribesman who keeps a four-horned-
ram in his flock will prosper and grow rich. It is a sacred animal and plays
an important role in the folklore of the Indian tribe. Here is the story of its
origin, as told to Richard Van Valkenburgh by Little Lefty as they sat by
the campfire and ate goat leg and fried bread. Here also, is the white
man's story of the introduction of sheep into the Indian Southwest.

Sacted

at the Wavar
By RICHARD VAN VALKENBURGH

Old Four Horns.

to locate one but when I followed the lead
they were either dead or non-existent. I
told Sam to secure camp as we were going
to follow the ram wherever he went.

A staccato sound not unlike the buzz of
a rattler stirred the silence of the canyon.
Searching for the source I looked upward
to see sheep begin to drift across the cliffs.
When they bunched high upon Twin
Trails they were a fleecy white cloud pass-
ing from the last glow of sunset into the
blue mist that was tucking the abyss in for
the night.

When the flock reached the bottom and
strung out behind Denetsah bideen, I dis-
covered the origin of the disquieting sound.
A small herder shyly glanced at us as he
passed shaking a tin can filled with peb-
bles. Old Sam said as we started to traii
behind, "Tis the way they hurry the sheep
along."

We had to set a stiff pace to keep up
with the flock. Soon they turned into a
deep scallop in the towering walls of the
canyon. Across the grain-laden cornfield a
thin white ribbon of smoke spiraled up-
ward to guide us to the camp. When we
reached the chabo'o, or summer lean-to, an
old Navajo squatting inside welcomed,
"Hag61a, where you going?"

"Right here, my friend," Old Sam an-
swered as our host beckoned us to sit with
him. This is Hastin Hasidiyazih, the Les-
ser Inspector. He has followed your Denet-
sáh bideen down from Twin Trails like a
coyote. He comes to find out more about
your sacred ram."

While we stuffed ourselves on goat leg,
fried bread and watermelons, Old Sam
passed on the news of sings, politics and
tidbits of scandal to our host whose name
turned out to be Hastin Tl'a yazih, Little
Lefty. When the conversation began to
run dry I asked, "Now, about that four-
horned ram of yours, Grandfather . .

"To tell the story of Denetsah bideen I
will have to begin with a little part of the
Yo'o hatal, or Beadway chant," began
Little Lefty.

The singers tell that long before we
Navajo had sheep there was a gambler
named Naxo'ilpai, He Who Wins. He
came down to the home of the Earth People
from the heavens carrying a talisman of
turquoise. When he reached Kin/eel, the
Wide House at Pueblo Bonito, N. M., he
used this charm to win everything the
People had, even their minds and bodies.

"From their homes on the sacred
mountains the Gods watched. When they
saw their children lose everything they
called for a council on Dzoot dzill, which
the Bilakana call Mt. Taylor. For eleven
days and nights they danced and prayed.
On the twelfth day they gave Has je' ho gan
begay, House God's son, magic equal to
that of the Gambler.

"No sooner had Hasjéhogan be gay
reached Kinteel when the Gambler chal-
lenged him to play. For twelve days and
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4 STRANGE beast picked its way
across a narrow ledge on a sheer
cliff in the Callon del Muerto in

northern Arizona. When it stuck its moony
face over the side and waggled its four
looping horns down at me I knew I was
seeing things!

Old Sam, my Navajo friend and mentor,
let me puzzle it out for a moment before
he said, '"Tis Denetsah bideen, Old Four
Horns, the sacred ram!"

Old timers had told me of the sacred
ram of the Navajo. But this was my first
meeting with him. In years past I had tried



"The New-Born Lamb"—Sketch by the Navajo artist, Charles Keetsie Shirley.

nights they gambled. And then the magic
of the Gods prevailed and the People were
slaves no snore. In happiness they took
their goods and went to their hogans.

"In great anger the Gambler swelled up
like a balloon. Slowly he began to float up-
ward into the sky. Up and up he went until
he was a speck no larger than a sand-fly.
Then the people heard him curse in a
strange language, 'I shall return with war,
famine, and disease!'

"Then the headman said, "Tis the speech
of another tribe. That Gambler was not a
Navajo.'

"Naxo'ilpai floated upward until he
reached a long row of stone houses. There-
in dwelt Békosidi, the deity that the white-
skinned people call God. After hearing the
Gambler's story Békosidi felt sorry for him.
So he said, 'My son, I have just created a
new people. You shall be chief over them
—the Nakaih or Mexicans!'

"Then Békosidi gave him bayeta and
other bright and beautiful cloth. He gave
him silver ornaments and fine cloths em-
broidered with gold. Then he had Thunder
teach him how to make gunpowder and
use guns. After this he gave him sheep,
horses, chickens and other tame animals.

"When Na.voli/pai prepared to return to
Earth with these things, Békosicli said, 'My
son, there is one thing I cannot give you.
That is Denetsab bideen, the Four Horned
Ram. For he is being kept by the Navajo
Gods for the use of the Diné themselves.'

"The Gambler's people greatly increased
in Old Mexico. After a while they began
to move north and built 'dobe houses
around Santa Fe on the Rio Grande. When

the Mexicans were all settled and their
flocks began to move out toward the Na-
vajo country the sent down Dontsah,
the White-Headed-Fly, with a message for
the People.

-Dontsah told them, 'Go down towards
Too baad, the Female Water, which the
Mexicans call Rio Grande, and take some
of those tame sheep of Naxo'ilpai's chil-
dren. When you return with them the
Gods will give you something that they
have kept for the Navajo alone!'

"So the Navajo went and took some
sheep. When they returned to their camps
in the Cañon Largo they started to take
good care of them. Then the ewes had
lambs. Everyone was excited when they
went out and saw that one ewe had a
lamb with four horns on the top of its
head.

"Then the medicine man said, 'La! 'Tis
Denets,i1.7 bideen. the sacred ram. This is
as the Gods promised the Navajo. We
must always keep him and his kind. For he
is the sign of perpetuality. La! The man
who keeps a four-horned-ram in his flock
will prosper and grow rich!""

While I preferred Little Lefty's version
of the divine origin of the sacred ram,
science has its cold opinion regards this
peculiar animal. The multi-horn character-
istic is hereditary and occurs in less im-
proved types where there has been no
effort to eliminate inbreeding.

During the pause Little Lefty and Old
Sam pressed me for the Bilakana belief in
the origin of sheep in general. As I was
aware that both would be skeptical as to
any observations I might have made, I

evaded the four-horned-ram and agreed
that Naxo'i/pai must have been the Mexi-
can I had heard about.

I went on to give the White Man's ver-

NAVAJO WORDS
denetsah bideen—Four horned ram
chaho'o —Lean-to shelter used in

summer
hag61a—Where are you going?
Hastin ILisidirazih—Mr. Lesser In-

spector .(Van Valkenburgh's
name in eastern Navajo)

Hastin Tl'a yazih—Mr. Little Lefty
yo'o hata/—Beadway chant
naxo' ilpai — Gambler of Kinteel

"He who always wins"
Dzoot dzi//—Refers to Mt. Taylor in

sacred way
Bilakana—American
Hasjéhogan begay — Son of house

god
Békosidi— White man's or Mexi-

can's God
Ye'ii — Navajo Gods — sometimes

re'ii bichai
Dontsah — White Headed Fly —

messenger of the gods
Doya' chonda—Bad—strong!
Hwelte—Fort Sumner, N.M., Span-

ish luerte, fort'
Hashkinini — War name — hard to

interpret
Liiizhin—Black Horse
ll'acingione—Washington
Chdtsoih 	 Big Belly—Capt. Frank

T. Bennett
T6 ni'nilini—Water Pourer Ye'ii
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sion of the introduction of domestic sheep
in the Americas. In 1538 Hernando Cortés,
the conquistador, brought the first Spanish
Merino sheep as well as Churro sheep to
his hacienda at Cuernavaca, near Mexico
City. Later he distributed them among the
missions of Mexico.

Two years later Coronado left Compos-
tela with the first domesticated sheep to
enter the Southwest. Only a few remained
when the Quivira-bound expedition reach-
ed the Tewa pueblo of Pecos in present
New Mexico. Here amidst the curious
puebloans the sheep were left in the care
of Father Luis de Escalona, who was to be
murdered at instigation of the medicine
men in 1542, one of the two first martyrs
of New Mexico.

It was easy to associate Naxo'ilpai with
Juan de Ofiate for he was the Spaniard who
began to colonize the upper Rio Grande in
1598. History records that it was not long
before the Navajo began to raid the fron-
tier settlements. Navajo unwritten history
and Spanish archives agree that from these
forays came the original stocking of the
Navajo flocks.

Little Lefty smiled when I stopped, "La!
Your story is almost as good as the Navajo
one. But not quite so good. Mine is not
done.

-After getting the sacred ram our flocks
multiplied like the seeds of sage. Following
Denetscih bideen, our sheep grew accus-
tomed to Navajoland's rugged mountains
and dry deserts. They grew long wool and
their legs became long so that they could
walk a long way between sunrise and
sunset.

-When I was a boy it was not uncom-
mon for a rich man to own 5000 ewes. But
they got careless about keeping the laws
of the Gods. The four-horned-rams started
to disappear from the flocks. The elders
nodded their heads and said, 'It is bad when
Denet.dh bideen goes away—evil days are
upon us!'

-Then came Kit Carson with his Utes
and Mexicans to kill our warriors and mur-
der our sheep. The big flocks were smashed.
Only the wolves and coyotes drank from
our springs. As our people began their
long walk to Hwelte—far to the east into
captivity on the Rio Pecos—the elders said,
'Remember the curse of Naxo'ilpai. I shall
bring war, famine, and disease among you!'

"When Wacingtone sita, he who sits in
the White House, allowed us to return to
Navajoland in 1868 we found that some of
our sheep were still alive. Hashkinini, in
Monument Valley, and Lilizhin, Black
Horse in the Red Rocks, had got away
with some of our sheep. But they did not
have enough to get the Navajo started
back in sheep business.

"So Wacingtone helped us out. One year
after our return all the Navajo were called
to Fort Defiance by Chaftsoih, Big Belly,
whom the Bilakana called Captain Frank
T. Bennett. Each Navajo, large and small,

Each Navajo child has a share in
the family flock.

was given three ewes. When the lambs
came the women nursed the weak ones on
their own breasts. That is how we got
started in the sheep business again."

"Is it true that the Navajo sing a cere-
mony over their sheep as they do people?"
I asked Little Lefty.

-Oh, yes, - answered the old Indian.
-Sheep have become almost sacred to us
old people. As you may know there is even
one sand-picture that shows them with the
other sacred animals. And then we know
that a four-horned-ram was issued with
those given at Fort Defiance in 1869. And
we say, 'That was an omen from the Gods.
With Denetscih bideen came our present
prosperity!'

-When dipping time comes in the fall
we start worrying for fear that our sheep
might drown in the vat. So we sing a one-
day Hozhoni or Beautyway ceremony over
the flock. We do the same when we move
camp—for there is always danger of light-
ning, whirlwinds, and bears!"

-I see that you have old type Navajo
sheep in your flock, Grandfather," I com-
mented. - I have seen very few of these—
and mostly in the west around Navajo
mountain. -

My question brought a grunt, "Well,
many years ago the agents started running
around saying, 'These old scrawny Navajo
sheep aren't much good. You people need
another kind of sheep that will give you

a lot of meat as well as wool. So they
started to mix up Rambouillet and other
White Man's breeds with our Navajo. -

Feeling the fine and soft texture of a
natural dye blanket that lay beside me I
asked, "Grandfather, just what kind of
wool is the best kind for weaving blankets
like this?"

"The women say that a blanket is no
better than the wool from which it is
woven. The best comes from the back
cuts of the old Navajo sheep. For this is
the longest and finest wool. Today—with
only a few of the old sheep left the blankets
are not so good. In the old days I have
seen them woven so fine that they would
hold water!"

"What do you think of the future of
Navajo as sheepmen?" I questioned.

Little Lefty was almost sad as he an-
swered, "We old people live in the things
of the past. We know that the world has
changed since our youth, but we don't like
to think of it. We still dream of grass that
reaches up to tickle a horse's belly. Many
of us still think that the grass will return
if To nilini, the Water Pourer, will give
us rain.

"The young men who hang around the
agency say, 'The grass is only a mirage.
Pray all you want to TO ni'nilini—he'll
bring you no rain and grass.' Then down at
Chinle school where they scratch things on
paper making fun of my sacred ram, here
is what my granddaughter brought home
from school:

Grandfather's four horned ram
His role of sacrilege is ended
We Navajo have been blind too long
Fooled into believing that he was

blessed.
"Now this grandchild of mine may be

right. But we Navajo cannot survive on
White Man's ways alone. We must always
depend on prayer and faith in our Gods.
For we are now in the generation of which
the omen was made by the Holy People,
'Unless faith is kept in the Navajo Gods
the Diné and their Earth shall crumble
away to nothing in the twelfth genera-
tion!"'

We walked into the wide path of moon-
light down from the white shell disk that
was the autumn moon. Its gentle, silvery
light spread over the rims to creep into
the canyon patterning great patches of
light and shadow. When we reached the
corral, partly made by the cliffs, the sleep-
ing sheep were white blotches against the
dark earth.

Looking down at Old Four Horns who
lay by the gate guarding his flock, Little
Lefty murmured, "Denetscih bideen is more
than a sheep. To us old people he is a
symbol of the prosperous and great days
of the Navajo. Right now it makes me feel
secure to stand here and know that I own
him. For he is the gift that long ago the
Gods gave the Navajo to insure their per-
petuality."
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Opuntia vaseyi: A common wild California tuna having many varieties. The typi-
cal flower is said to be salmon-colored but yellow, bronze, rose and magenta
blossoms are common. This specimen had yellow flowers; fruit is red. A section of

the tuna is shown at upper left.
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There's delicious food beneath the spiny skin of the
prickly pear cactus — if you will take the trouble to
brush off the spines and strain out the seeds. The Indians
and Mexicans have been eating it for generations—and
in North Africa where the American cactus was im-

ported many years ago, the prickly pear now occupies
an important place in the food markets. Here are direc-
tions for harvesting and preparing cactus honey, tuna
"cheese" and other candy-like products from the fruit of
the prickly pear cactus.

itaxicani nil it l'ana
By JERRY LAUDERMILK

Drawings by the Author

y OE AGUILAR was the first to tell
me about cactus fruit. That was at
Wickenburg, Arizona, many years

ago. Joe knew a great deal about the kinds
of cactus that grow in Mexico. From him
I first learned that the spineless cactus is
not, as I had supposed, a North American
prodigy, but had been cultivated in old
Mexico before the days of the conquest.

Joe knew all about the pitahaya (pro-
nounced pee-ta-yah) , or fruit of the saguaro
cactus. According to him, the Pima Indian
new year began in July with the pitahaya
harvest. This was a gladsome season when
most of the tribe gathered in the saguaro
forests and became luridly drunk from
home brew that came from the fermented
fruit.

Alfred Contreras, another of my Wick-
enburg neighbors, was the local tinsmith,
and he had perfected a gadget for taking
the seeds out of tuna, the fruit of the
prickly pear cactus. He knew little about
tuna, except the process of de-seeding the
fruit—but he told me where I could go for
expert information in the art of making
tuna honey and other candy-like products.
It is good information to have in these days
of ration points and sugar shortage—and
so I am passing it along to Desert readers.

The prickly pear, like all but one of the
large cactus family, is a native of America.
Mexico seems to be the center whence all
the cacti spread over the two Americas
and some species of the prickly pear is to
be found in every state of the union except
Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont.

But it is only in the Southwest that the
plant becomes impressive. From here to
southern Mexico stands of the nopal are,
in places, a striking feature of the land-
scape.

During spring and early summer the
cacti, fantastic aggregates of flat, oval and
usually spiny pads growing one from an-
other at many curious angles, are covered
with beautiful flowers commonly of some
shade of yellow, red, salmon or magenta.
Later, the fruit ripens as the actual pear or
tuna. These are red, purple, orange or
yellow depending on the species or variety.
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Tools and fixings for handling tunas: (1) grass broom for removing spines, (2)
tongs for tunas within reach, (3) Mexican type of tuna snare, three prongs on a
long pole, (4) improved tuna snare. The tips of the tongs are covered with burlap
to prevent bruising fruit; when the string A is pulled the jaws close and tunas can
be picked as easily as if by hand. (5) Tuna seeder. The bottom of a tin pail is
punched full of small nail holes from the inside and mounted in the frame shown.

A crock is to be placed underneath and as the tunas are pulped with a potato
masher the juice runs into the crock.

In practically all cases the fruit is protected
by an efficient armament of spines, and
tiny barbed glochids. This is one of the
main reasons why this very palatable fruit
has never become popular north of the
border.

Many species, both the wild forms and
the mansas or tame varieties are staple ar-
ticles of food with the Mexicans and the
Indians of the Southwest. But to deal suc-
cessfully with this strictly American fruit
requires a certain amount of knowledge.

Practically all the common types of prickly
pear are perfectly safe to eat provided the
spines are removed and the seeds discarded.
Many Indians and other folk including
myself eat seeds and all. However, since the
average amount of edible material amounts
to only 28 per cent, a man would be prac-
tically half full of seeds before he had made
a satisfactory meal, so its a good plan to
use patience and remove the seeds.

The first operation when about to eat
a tuna is gathering the fruit. To deliberately

grab a pear without a little preliminary
fixing can be one of a tenderfoot's most
disagreeable minor disasters. Fingers in
stantly grow a painful stubble of tiny, hair.
like spines which are a saint's own job to
pick out since the barbed tips remain in
the skin. Fortunately they are rapidly ab-
sorbed or at any rate cease to nag after a
day or two. This distressing initiation is
unnecessary. Here is the way to gather tunas
without discomfort:

Make a small brush by gathering a
bunch of dry grass about a foot long and
as big around as your thumb. Wrap two-
thirds of the stem end with string to make
a handle and you have the time-proven
spine remover. Now, simply brush the
surface of a pear thoroughly as it grows on
the pad. Spines and glochids stick to the
grass and the fruit is finally de-spined. In
place of the grass broom you may use any
leafy twig strong enough to stand up under
the brushing. White sage makes a fine
brush. This method is for choice fruit with-
in reach.

In other cases the tunas are best gathered
with tongs made by splitting a stick about
two feet long for three-fourths its length
and keeping the arms open with a wedge
tied in place. These are used as pliers to
pluck the fruit from the bush. As picked
the fruit is dropped on the ground and
spines removed either with the brush or
by rolling it in the sand coyote fashion.
Brushing is better.

Tunas that grow beyond reach are picked
with a special tool made by splitting the
end of a long pole, preferably bamboo, into
three 14-inch sections. These are kept open
with two wedges so as to make a sort of
three-prong spear. When this is pushed
around a tuna it is firmly held with two
prongs on one side and one on the other.
Tongs or pole damage the fruit and it
has to be used at once. This is avoided by
using the tongs of my own invention and
shown in the cut.

After you have gathered your first tunas
you will probably want to sample the fruit.
The proper technique for eating tunas is
to slice off the flower scar on top and the
stem scar at the bottom and then peel off
the skin.

Now for the cooked tuna products:
Miel de Tuna. Suppose you have gath-

ered a couple of baskets of ripe tunas, wild
red ones and tame yellow "mission pears''
and want to make tuna honey. The method
is simple but requires patience and know
how. Peel the tunas thinly with a sharp
knife, leaving considerable rind as it con-
tains much juice and some sugar. Half fill
a deep kettle with the peeled fruit. Add
water to cover completely. Boil steadily for
two hours and replenish water as it evap-
orates. When thoroughly cooked the seeds
settle to the bottom. Cool, and strain the
pulp through a metal sieve to remove seeds
and big pieces of fiber. Some cooks are
satisfied to use the thick jam-like paste just
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Improved tuna snare in action. The writer gives a demonstration
using O. vaseyi as his subject.

as it is for the next step, but the finest miel
de tuna is made by re-straining the pulp
through muslin.

Next, put the strained juice in a double
boiler and boil down until it is as thick

as honey. It is now finished except the cool-
ing which must be done properly to prevent
fermentation. Pour the hot honey into a
wooden bowl ( wood so that it will not
cool too rapidly) and stir with a paddle
so that plenty of air will be worked into it
until it is completely cold. In case you use
a wooden chopping bowl an old one is
best since new bowls are waterproofed with
wax which is apt to melt loose and spoil
the honey. Cover the cold honey with a
cloth and let it stand 12 hours. Preserve in
jars as you would honey.

Miel de tuna will go to sugar in a few
months but this does not interfere with
the flavor. Red tuna honey is garnet-colored
with a flavor something like that of honey
and molasses plus a trace of pickled beets.
Yellow fruit makes a deep orange-colored
product with the combined flavors of honey
and butterscotch candy. The intensely
sweet flavor of the tuna products is re-
markable since no sugar is added in the
making. Miel de tuna was a luxury among
the Aztecs and jars of tuna honey were
standard articles of tribute frequently listed
in the ancient manuscripts.

Melcocha. To make melcocha requires
more handling than does miel de tuna. You
begin as in making tuna honey, but the
pears are first seeded. The standard seeder
is a tin cylinder holding about a gallon and
fitted with a shallow, conical bottom ( slope
of sides about 30 degrees). The bottom is
punched full of holes too small for a seed
to pass. Inside this cylinder is a wooden
mechanism like an old fashioned ice cream
freezer dasher.

Peeled tunas are dumped in at the top
and mashed by turning the dasher. The
pulp flows through the holes into a bowl
placed beneath. In place of this regulation
seeder which costs about $8.00 to build
you can make a satisfactory substitute from
a flat bottomed pail or large tin can as I
show in the cut.

Having prepared a couple of gallons of
pure juice (no water is added to melcocha)
fill a kettle about two-thirds full and boil
for about an hour. Much foam and gum
will rise to the top. Skim this off and add
fresh juice to make up for volume lost in
boiling, and cook for another hour. Repeat
the boiling and skimming until all the
juice has been added. By this time the syrup
is very thick and ropy. Use either a double
boiler or very low fire and cook down until
the pulp is too thick to fall from a wooden
spoon held bottom up. Pour warm pulp
into a wooden bowl and work with the
paddle just as you did miel de tuna. Cover
and let stand 12 hours and preserve in reg-
ulation fruit jars. Its keeping qualities are
excellent. It may begin to candy within a

month but in my opinion this simply makes
a better product.

Queso de Tuna. This is a trifle too hard
to make without an apprenticeship with
miel and melcocha. Queso is for all prac-
tical purposes an extra thick melcocha
which has been -beaten - 250 to 500 times
by throwing a big lump of dough-like tuna
paste forcibly from a height above the
cook's head onto a stone table. The effect
is somewhat the same as pulling taffy and,
as a Chinese cook would say "a great deal
of celestial moisture - is added in the pro-
cess.

Tunas are also preserved by drying, a
favorite way with Indians and Mexicans
alike. To dry Indian style dig a pit about
two feet deep. Make a fire that will burn
down to a good bed of coals and cover the
coals with a layer of smooth rocks about as
big as your fist. Remove the hot rocks with
tongs and cover the coals with a layer of
salt bush twigs to a depth of about two
inches. On this place a layer of de-spined
tunas which should be green or not more
than two-thirds ripe. Cover the tunas with
hot rocks. Make another layer of salt bush
on the rocks and a second layer of tunas
and then more rocks and so on until the pit
is full. Now add a final layer of salt bush
and cover with dirt. Leave it over night.

In the morning the tunas will be limp
and mostly flat from pressure and show the
color of cooked green peppers. They are
now ready to dry on racks as you would
apricots. Cooking does several things. Un-
treated tuna is practically airtight and un-
less cooked the fruit would dry very slowly.
But the heat breaks down the cell structure
so that water is lost rapidly. Cooking also
helps in preservation by killing spores
which may be present.

Another way to dry tunas is the Mexican
method: Peel the fruit as thin as you can
and dry the whole fruit on racks or use a
modification of the method by splitting
each fruit so as to expose an evaporation
surface.

Dried tunas are usually cooked by boil-
ing or stewing. Dried green tunas have a
peculiar flavor like dried green apples with-
out a trace of sweet and are cooked with
other fresh fruit for flavor, while the dried
ripe tunas taste like sweet, red peppers.

Another time I intend to tell readers
of Desert about some of the other numer-
ous uses for the prickly pear. But for this
time why not take a tip from the folks of
"Old Wickenburg- and enjoy what the
desert has to offer in the way of tunas, the
kind which requires no ration points.
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Gertrude Favier in her home workshop, making the sea shell bouquets that
are so much in demand.

Ages ago when the present Salton
Sea basin in Southern California was
filled with a great clear-water lake,
millions of tiny creatures were busy
building their limestone shells. The
lake has long since evaporated—but
the sea shells are still there, preserved
by the dry desert atmosphere. And
now an ingenious woman whose
home is in this desert basin, has found
a way to gather those prehistoric
shells and from them create little
decorative novelties that have wide-
spread popularity.

TRANGE sights may be seen on
the desert — and sometimes they
need a bit of explaining.

For instance, if the visitor happens to
pass a certain sand dune area in the Coa-
chella valley of California when a grey-
haired woman with a broom is busily
sweeping away at the base of a dune, there
is no need to become alarmed as to her
sanity. It probably is Gertrude Favier on
a collecting trip. Gertrude Favier is a very
rational person, as you will learn presently.

Closer inspection will reveal that she is

gently sweeping up tiny sea shells and
placing them in a carton. And if you ask
her, "Why the sea shells?" she likely will
reply, "I am gathering prehistoric shells
to use in my jewelry."

Before telling about that jewelry, per-
baps I should explain about those shells.
Why are great quantities of well-preserved
sea shells found out in the middle of this
big dry desert? Well, it is quite a story.

Hundreds of years ago when the basin
that is now Coachella and Imperial valleys
was a huge fresh water lake, the inhabitants

of these tiny shells lived and died along
its shores. Lake Cahuilla, as scientists call
it, was fed by overflow waters from the
Colorado river. The ancient shore line is
still plainly visible along the hills about 15
feet above mean sea level. Such spots as
Travertine Point, the "Fish Traps' and
Coral Reef are landmarks along the tufa-
encrusted water line.

When the Colorado finally changed its
delta and no longer overflowed into the
basin, the lake evaporated, leaving the ac-
cumulated salts from the countless over-
flows in the bottom of the sink. When
man accidentally let more water into the
valley those salts were dissolved in the
smaller lake to form what is now known
as the Salton Sea.

The little shells and their larger cousins,
the fresh water snails and clams, were left
high and dry. It was this dryness of the
desert that preserved them in almost their
original condition. Some were buried under
the sand and others drifted about, buffeted

She SeIli Sea Sh IIi
--cm the Peiett

By JOHN HILTON
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These colorful corsages are made of sea shells, snails and fish scales gathered in the desert.

by vagrant winds, accumulating in swirls
and eddies and bleaching in the sun.

Then the Spaniards came. They noticed
the tiny shells in the sand and soil. They
believed as did others later on that these
shells Were left by an arm of the Gulf of
California that once had come this far
inland. Conchologists and geologists later
proved this to be wrong, but it is surpris-
ing how deeply rooted this belief is even
today among people who should really
know better.

The truly interesting fact is that these
Spaniards named the area El Valle de las
Conchillas (the valley of little shells). It
was a good name—descriptive of a feature
of the country that set it apart from the
other deserts they had explored.

The tiny shells were still there however
along with their larger relatives, and when
the valley began to settle, men who knew
about soils rejoiced that here was a good
source of lime which would break down
under cultivation and irrigation to sweeten
the soil. While millions of these tiny or-
ganisms were absorbed by a growing agri-

culture, those around the sandy margins of
the valley remained unchanged, still drift-
ing and eddying with the winds, gleaming
like tiny pearls in the sun.

Then Mrs. Favier came along. Ten years
ago at Corpus Christi, Texas, she had put
some sea shells together into little bouquets
of artificial flowers. Making these corsages
from the sea became an absorbing hobby.
She experimented with cements and dyes.
The flowers became more lifelike and
structurally sounder. Her ideas changed
almost every day and better, more decora-
tive articles took shape under her nimble
fingers. Then she moved to the desert—
the last place on earth one would expect
to carry on a hobby of making flowers and
ornaments from shells. But the desert
where she settled was - the valley of little
shells. - She wasn't long in discovering its
potentialities. For the first time in hun-
dreds of years someone looked at those little
shells and saw a direct use for them. Mrs.
Favier started to work.

New cements and new dyes had to be
worked out. She was pioneering now.

Others had made shell jewelry from sea
shells for years, but these were fresh water
shells that had baked and bleached in a
desert sun. They reacted differently. New
techniques had to be employed in collect-
ing too. The silvery clams and larger snails
could be gathered by hand from the desert,
just as shells are picked up from the beach,
but to get quantities of the conchillas was
another problem.

That's where the broom came in. Mrs.
Favier discovered after trying a good many
other things, that she could sweep up the
tiny shells, sift the sand from them with
a screen, and pick the larger sticks and
rubbish out by hand. Then the shells had
to be washed, dried, dyed the right color,
and the tints set by boiling in vinegar.

It was a hobby at first. Then it became a
small business, making Christmas presents
for friends. These friends told others. The
word got around. From corsages she
branched out into matching earrings, pins,
combs, necklaces and bracelets. Curio and
novelty shops began to take notice and be-
fore long Mrs. Favier - the desert shell
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lady" was up to her ears in business. She
was approached by commercial houses to
enlarge and hire help but she wisely chose
to keep the project down to a personal craft.

The army came to train on the desert
and the soldiers and their wives discovered
the clever novelties. They mailed hundreds
home to sweethearts, mothers and friends.
No less personage than Mrs. George S.
Patton, wife of the famous desert general,
came to watch her as she worked with her
shells and ordered gifts made for her
friends in the east. Moving picture stars
wintering in Palm Springs took up the fad.
The Conchilla jewelry was a hit, and Mrs.
Favier was happy for she was busy doing
the thing she liked.

Later when barnacles came hitch hiking
into the Salton sea on navy planes she
saw another opportunity. Soon her line was
enriched by barnacles off the sagebrush.
When 'I predicted in my story (Desert
Magazine, March '45) that clams might
appear in the Salton sea if barnacles had
become acclimated, she took me seriously
and started hunting clams. She found them!
Now the shells of short necked razor clams
whose ancestors flew in on navy planes
form other flowers in her charming bou-
quets.

Her last discovery was a place along- the
shore where commercial fishermen have
been seining mullet for the fish markets.
Here were bushels of the large transparent
scales just waiting for her to make use of
them. Her newest "flowers" are cleverly
fashioned from mullet scales tinted and
cemented together to look like pearl lust-
ered roses. The scales that had curled up
tight as they dried form the buds. There
seems to be no limit to her imagination.

Recently I visited the home workshop
of Mrs. Favier in Indio and saw her busy
among her shells. She has never lost her
liking for sea shells. Her room was full of
them from all over the world. On one
table was a group of vases decorated with
shells and the "flowers" in them were
sprays of sagebrush from the shore of the
Salton sea coated with barnacles. They
were tinted delicate pastel shades. They
make lovely permanent bouquets.

In boxes around her were thousands of
minute shells, cleaned and dyed to the
desired tints. In dozens of tin cans were the
individual "flowers" ready to be assembled
into jewelry. I asked her where she had
acquired the ability to blend her colors and
balance her designs so well and she
chuckled as she replied that her mother
had been a landscape artist. It seems that
mother had tried hard to get her to take
up painting, too. Daughter had been duti-
ful in trying but finally gave up because
she said she "didn't have the patience." I
was struck by the irony of this as I looked
at the seemingly endless numbers of tiny
units ready to be painstakingly assembled.
I paint landscapes for most of my living
but I wouldn't have the patience to make

DESERT QUIZ Goodbye gas coupon books—and it won't be long
now before the Quiz fans are rolling over the desert
getting better acquainted with the many places the

Quiz editor has been writing about. In the meantime, here is another set of ques-
tions to puzzle over. You always learn something from this column, so you win
even if you lose. The average person will get about 10 correct answers. A Desert
Rat should score 15, and any score above that is evidence either of good luck or a
very superior knowledge of the history, geography, mineralogy and people of the
desert country. Answers are on page 34.

	1—Highest mountain peak in the Southwest is in— Arizona 	
California	 Nevada 	 Utah 	 New Mexico 	

2—Pyramid Lake is located on the reservation of the—
Pima Indians 	  Cahuillas 	  Piutes 	  Hualpais 	

3—Organizer of the first stage line to carry passengers and mail across the Great
American desert was— Butterfield 	  Banninc,b 	  Bradshaw	  Birch

4—Indian kivas found in ruins of the Southwest were used for— Ceremonial pur-
poses 	  Storinab food 	 Hiding from enemies 	
Clinics for the medicine men 	

5—The lowest natural unsubmerged elevation in the United States is in—
Grand Canyon 	  Salton Sink 	  Death Valley 	  Ubehebe crater 	

6—The old Indian cliff dwelling known as Montezuma Castle is in—
Arizona 	  California 	  Utah 	 New Mexico 	

7—San Xavier del Bac in Arizona is the name of a—
Mountain Range 	  Old mission 	  Postoffice 	  River 	

8—Indian signs incised in the rocks properly are called—
Hieroglyphs 	  Pictographs 	  Lithographs 	  Petroglyphs 	

9—Bisnaga is the name of a desert— Reptile 	  Bird 	
Rodent 	  Cactus 	

10—An Indian wickiup is a— Dwelling 	  Type of boat 	
Basket for storing food 	  Ceremonial headdress 	

11—In the botanical world Ocotillo is a— Palm 	 Yucca 	
Cactus 	 Fouquieria 	

12—Indians of the Pueblo San Ildefonso in New Mexico are best known for
their— Basketry 	  Silverwork 	 Weaving 	  Pottery 	

13—To visit the Timpanogas Cave national monument, you would go to—
Nevada 	 Utah 	  Arizona 	  Colorado 	

14—The book, The Wonders of the Colorado Desert, was written by—
James 	 Chase 	 Van Dyke	 Saunders 	

15—Most of the iron mined in this country comes from—
Fluorite 	  Bauxite 	  Hematite 	  Cinnabar 	

16—Jacob Hamblin was a— Guide for Kearny's army 	
Mormon missionary 	  Mining engineer 	  Stage driver 	

17—The native Washingtonia palm which grows on the Southwest desert is of the
species— Filifera 	  Gracilis 	  Sonorae 	  Robusta 	

18—Boulder dam was built in— Boulder canyon 	 Grand Canyon 	
Marble canyon 	 Black canyon 	

19—"The Crossing of the Fathers" where Father Escalante and his party crossed
the Colorado river in 1775 is in— Nevada 	 Utah 	  Arizona 	
New Mexico 	

20—Dellenbaugh is a name connected with— Exploration 	
Apache wars 	 Mine discovery 	  Archeology 	

bank." She took me to another room where
cartons were stacked on shelves in orderly
rows clear to the ceiling. Every box was
full of prepared shells. On the front of
each carton she has cemented a sample of
the contents so she can pick at a glance any
size or color. It was a novel sight. Literally
millions of shells weighing hundreds of
pounds are "filed" in this manner.

She explained that she is constantly
building up this reserve against the day
when she would get too old and have too
many kinks in her back to gather material.
When that day finally comes, she doesn't
propose to be caught with nothing for her
busy hands to do.

just one of the items she turns out by the
dozen every day.

I asked her how she felt about imitations
of her work that are appearing on the
market. She replied that it didn't alarm
her—that, in fact, it is a relief. These take
some of the highly commercialized pres-
sure from her from buyers who demand
hundreds of exactly the same item. It gives
her more time to work on newer and more
interesting things. She has sale for every-
thing she can make. She signs each card
on which she mounts her novelties and her
imagination will always keep her out ahead.

I was about to leave when she remem-
bered that she hadn't shown me her "shell
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DESERT CENTER E. BLYTHE

'Kw °Add ta #idaten Siatinv

Z NCLOSED by the almost vertical
walls of a tiny tributary canyon at
the southwestern base of the Oroco-

pia massif in the Southern California desert
is Hidden Springs oasis.

Thirty-nine palms, some of them scarred
veterans perhaps a hundred years old, are
grouped around a little spring where
mountain sheep and mule-tail deer and
quail and coyote come more often than
white visitors.

A few of Desert's readers have been
over the old prewar trail to Hidden
Springs. Many more will be going there
to enjoy the remote seclusion of this lovely
spot in the days ahead. But the contractors
now excavating a huge ditch that will
bring Colorado river water to the Coachella
valley have closed the old road, and it was
for the purpose of scouting a new route
to this palm oasis that John Hilton and I
took off from Mecca to visit these springs
the week that gas rationing ended.

Hidden Springs is just five miles north
of the old Bradshaw stage road that con-
nected San Bernardino with the placer gold

fields on the Colorado at La Paz 75 years
ago. But if the old stage drivers or their
passengers ever found the springs they left
no record of it. And that is understandable
—for Nature did a masterly job of conceal-
ment when she created this little oasis
deep in the Orocopia foothills.

The prewar trail to Hidden Springs fol-
lowed the power line—approximately the
old stage route—east from Mecca a dis-
tance of 7 1/2 miles. Then the seldom-used
road swung north along the floor of Hid-
den Springs canyon to a parking place
where the vertical walls bulge out in a gor-
geously colored natural amphitheater.
From this point it is a hike of less than 300
yards up a narrow tributary to the palm-
fringed springs.

That was the old route to Hidden
Springs. But it is changed now. Today the
25-foot earthen embankment of the Coa-
chella branch of the All-American canal
cuts squarely across this old trail at the
entrance to Hidden Springs canyon.

With no one to give us directions, John
and I did a lot of floundering and back-

tracking before we discovered the way
around this earthen embankment. But we
finally got through—along the route in-
dicated on the accompanying map. Unless
the engineers make further changes in the
terrain at that point, future visitors to
Hidden Springs will take the paved Box
Canyon road out of Mecca, as formerly, but
instead of following the power line, will
take off on a newly constructed road along
the south side of the canal. At a point 1.9
miles after leaving the pavement, the canal
will be crossed on an overpass where the
canal water is syphoned underground to
permit storm waters from the Orocopia
foothills to sweep over without damage to
the irrigation ditch.

Having crossed the canal, the route will
be along the floor of the new storm drain
a distance of 2.1 miles to the mouth of
Hidden Springs canyon. Hence the road
to Hidden Springs will be as before. Of
course this will not be a feasible route when
storm water is coming down out of the
hills. But Hidden Springs is not a place
to go when there is the threat of rain-
storms.

Due to recent excavations, the sand is
unpacked, and John and I had to do some
excavating of our own to get the car
through. I wouldn't recommend this trip
for a motor holiday until the dredges have
completed their job, and winter rains have
packed the sand. But eventually, I be-

"Despite the destructive work of campers and miners, the venerable
palms of Hidden Springs oasis stand strong and defiant in their remote
rocky fortress. They have been burned by fires, whittled by jackknife
morons; they've withstood the withering heat and the cloudburst torrents
of a hundred years, and remain today a living symbol of the courage and
dignity with which Nature endows the flora of the desert country."

By RANDALL HENDERSON

OCTOBER, 1945	
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Se
Hard Rock Shorty
of Death Valley .

-Naw, were outa eggs today, -

the clerk at Inferno store was telling
the man at the counter.

"What's the matter with them
chickens 01' Pisgah Bill was raisin? -

asked the customer. "We heerd over
at Rhyolite that Bill's hens was sup-
plyin' eggs for every camp in Death
valley. -

Just then Hard Rock Shorty came
in the door. He listened to the con-
versation for awhile. When the sub-
ject got around again to Pisgah Bill's
chicken farm, Shorty took his pipe

By HARRY OLIVER

out of his mouth and eyed the
stranger.

"I guess you ain't been around
here much lately, - he said. "Pisgah's
gone back prospectin'. He ain't in the
chicken business no more.

"Yep, the war put him out o'
business. He lost all his hens. He was
doin' all right 'til them March winds
come along. Only way to keep chick-
ens from blowin' away when them
winds come is to feed 'em lead.

"Worked all right, too. But this
year Bill couldn't get no buckshot."

Sheep's Hole O asis

lieve the new route will be more feasible
than the old trail to Hidden Springs.

Parking our car in the calico-walled am-
phitheater, we passed through a narrow
portal of red andesite rock for the hike to
the oasis. Our passage was obstructed by
great blocks of conglomerate which had
fallen from the cliffs above. It was neces-
sary in one place to crawl through a narrow
tunnel beneath these immense boulders.
Threading our way through and around
and over the chunks of conglomerate, we
emerged from a slit-like passageway and

In Grotto Canyon

suddenly there was the oasis in full view.
It is a picture that one will never forget.

John had brought his easel and brushes,
and completed a working sketch of the
oasis while I crawled my way up the side-
walls, seeking vantage points from which
to take pictures.

The water in the springs was low, as it
generally is in the late summer, and recent
campers at the springs, reported to be
workmen from the contractor's camp, had
left evidence of untidy housekeeping. Hid-
den Springs is a desert waterhole of more

Portal to Hidden Springs

than ordinary charm, and it deserves better
protection than it has received from the
Riverside County authorities.

The portal which is the entrance to the
little side-canyon narrowly escaped de-
struction several months ago when D. L.
Heyser and a party of friends from Lemon
Grove, California, on an Easter Day visit
to the oasis, discovered that the canal work-
men had drilled holes in the andesite pre-
paratory to blasting it for construction ma-
terial. Heyser reported the facts to John
Hilton. John immediately got in touch with
the contractor's office and protested against
the destruction of this scenic portal. He was
given assurance that the blast would not
be made. The drill holes may still be seen.
l'he contractors, however, have done con-
siderable quarrying in the walls of the
main canyon just below the natural gate-
way. Small nodules of crystallized calcite
are found in the volcanic rock broken
down in the mining process.

Despite the destructive work of campers
and miners, the venerable palms of Hidden
Springs oasis stand strong and defiant in
their remote rocky fortress. They have been
burned by fires, whittled by jackknife
morons; they've withstood the withering
heat and the cloudburst torrents of a hun-
dred years, and remain today a living sym-
bol of the courage and dignity with which
Nature endows the flora of the desert
country.

Desert Indians knew about this watering
place. An ancient trail is still visible in
places, leading from Hidden Springs to
Sheep's Hole palms and thence to Box
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Just 39 palms in this oasis—where wild sheep and deer
and quail and coyote come more often than uhite visitors

John Hilton unpacked his artist's kit to make a working	 •
sketch of the oasis. Picture taken looking upstream

Canyon, three miles to the west. Another
trail climbs out of the canyon just above
the palms and threads its way over the
ridges in the direction of the Cottonwood
mountains to the north.

Hidden Springs is not the only scenic
attraction in this vicinity. It is a compara-
tively easy hike from the parking place to
Grotto canyon, the next tributary upstream
on the left. Grotto is a narrow crevasse cut
through sandstone walls by many thous-
ands of years of erosion. When great blocks
of stone fell from above and choked the
passageway, the storm waters from the
drainage basin above tunneled beneath
them. With a flashlight and the help of a
rope one can follow through these tunnels
a quarter of a mile and emerge in the
sunlight of the open canyon above.

Another side-trip is up the main can-

yon a half mile to the van-colored rock
walls of Rainbow cove. There are caves
to be explored here, and when the light
is right, the kodachrome photographer will
find a brilliant setting for pictures.

When the sand has been packed by rains
it is possible to drive up another side-can-
yon downstream from Hidden Springs
tributary. This trail leads to Sheep's Hole
oasis. George Wharton James found this
palm group in 1905 when he followed an
old Indian trail out of Box canyon. Only
six of the original palms remain in Sheep's
Hole, and generally it is necessary to dig
for water, unless the coyotes have been
there ahead of you and done the excavating
with their paws.

The palms at Sheep's Hole and Hidden
Springs, Eke the thousands of native palms
in the Indio mudhills a few miles to the

west, probably depend for their moisture
on the fault—one of the many branches
of the Andreas fault system which projects
across the Colorado desert of Southern
California. In the mountains these fault
lines may be traced by the offset lines in the
rock—on the desert by vegetation watered
by the artesian flow that makes its way to
the surface where the earth's crust is
broken.

To those who later will be following
the beaten-sand trail to Hidden Springs
and Sheep's Hole Oasis, I would suggest
this—that these have been the watering
places of many species of desert wildlife
for countless ages, and since we are in-
truders upon their domain we at least owe
it to them to keep their springs clean, their
shade trees unmarred, and their security
inviolate.

OCTOBER, 1945
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Hidden Springs oasis. Many of the older trees have been scarred by ancient fires,
but an ample water supply keeps them vigorous

THREE NEW CALIFORNIA
DESERT PARKS PROPOSED

Plans for three new state parks in the
California desert region are being spon-
sored by separate groups in the southern
part of the state.

State Senator Ralph E. Swing states that
preliminary steps have been taken for a
park reservation along the western shore
line of Lake Havasu between Parker and
Needles in western San Bernardino county.
This park is designed to make availabe

for the public the waters of the lake for
swimming, boating and fishing.

At Blythe, the Palo Verde Irrigation
district has asked members of the state
park commission to visit the Colorado river
at that point to consider a park reservation
extending along the California side of the
stream.

In San Diego, the County Park com-
mission has laid before the board of super-
visors plans for a joint county park near
he top of Mountain Springs grade where

RECORD STORMS DRENCH
MANY DESERT AREAS

- Rain, rain, rain—if this keeps up the
cows will have to wear rubber boots and
every home will have to tie a boat to its
back door." This was the prediction of one
Utah editor who thought some suppliants
had been overzealous in their prayers for
rain. After many long months of desert
drouth storms beginning near mid-August
brought enough rain to the Southwest to
satisfy a desert rat for a long time.

In Salt Lake City rain and hail storms,
striking suddenly August 19, flooded gar-
dens, basements and lower floors and
broke windows; trees were toppled, traffic
impeded, planes at the airport and many
homes were damaged, and business inter-
rupted—to the tune of an estimated $500,-
000. Precipitation for August was the high-
est in 72 years.

Residents of Clifton, Arizona, dug out
from under tons of rock and debris after a
cloudburst storm August 17, said by old-
timers to be the worst since the 1916 flood
of the San Francisco river, causing an es-
timated damage of $100,000. Three inches
of rain and hail fell in 45 minutes.

As usual Californians relied on that
good old word "Unusual" to describe the
kind of weather that washed out roads,
interrupted power service, damaged crops
and generally soaked the desert ground in
both the Mojave and Colorado deserts. At
Twentynine Palms, where the average an-
nual rainfall is two inches, 3.18 inches had
fallen by August 17, almost half of all
the rain that has fallen during the month
of August for the past ten years.

To all those people who have been scrap-
ing A stickers from their windshields this is
good news. If they like to get off the high-
way, they'll find good going along the
sandy washes. But they won't have to leave
the highway to see the wildflower display
which should result from such generous
early rains. In the areas where rain has
fallen the ocotillos immediately brought
out their cloaks of green—and no doubt
many of them will be flowering during the
fall months.

San Diego and Imperial counties meet on
Highway 80. It was stated that San Diego
owns 160 acres and Imperial county 20

acres of adjoining lands at this point and
the park would be designed as a gesture of
hospitality to Highway 80 travelers coming
into the state over the southern route

• • •

WOULD CREATE MONUMENT
WHERE BOMB EXPLODED

Residents of Alamogordo, New Mexico,
through their chamber of commerce, have
petitioned the U. S. National Park service
for the creation of a national monument at
the site of the experimental atomic bomb
explosion on July 16. The location is not
far from the present White Sands national
monument.
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The South family is in temporary exile. Although
each day they look up longingly toward their home
on top of Ghost Mountain, awaiting the day when
they can return, they are enjoying an Arcadian life
in the peaceful little valley where they found refuge
from what the Navy calls a "gunnery range." With-
in the sound of flowing water the children are
making a garden; along the tangled paths of mes-
quite and wild plum they have found evidences of
ancient Indian life, and beyond the green little
meadow Marshal discovered luxuriant patches of
tuna cactus, which he tells how to convert into a
delicacy prized by Indian and Mexican.

Pe3ett Aiuye
By MARSHAL SOUTH

4 CROSS this page as I write lies the sun-fretted shadow
of an old tree, veteran of many a desert storm. Around its
gnarled roots flows a thin silver ribbon of water. Bees

cluster thirstily along the edges of the little rivulet and the sound
of their continuous hum lends an added note of drowsiness to
the long dun leagues of sun-steeped desert that sweep away and
away into the hot haze of distance.

On a tiny slope of green, where the trickling of the little water
run gives nourishment to some hardy grass, Rider is busy riding
herd on the grazings of the four tortoises, while near by, Rud-
yard and Victoria are investigating a nimble red racer snake who
has poked his inquisitive nose under a pile of dry wood in search
of mice. An easy biscuit toss to my right a friendly roadrunner
meditates in the shadow of an overhanging rock. And a few
yards to the left of him a sentinel quail keeps his vigil upon the
summit of a bush. There are towering thunderheads massed
along the southern horizon, and it is hot. For this is summer.

But this is not Ghost Mountain, nor Yaquitepec.
For the hand of War reached out and cast its shadow over

Yaquitepec—as it did over hundreds of thousands of acres of
surrounding desert wilderness. -Naval Air-to-Air Gunnery
Range . .. the Secretary of the Navy . . . pursuant to authority of
an Act of Congress . . . extremely hazardous to you . . . your re-
moval from your present location is considered to be necessary."
• .. and so forth.

We were for the moment stunned. Like a bolt out of the blue
the blow had fallen. We had had not even the remotest fore-
warning of its approach. And here we were, to be dispossessed
and thrown out "for the duration." It was a staggering blow.
And worse because it was hurry . . . hurry! Shooting was shortly
to commence. Ominous red and white signs appeared suddenly
upon the roads. All traffic was to be stopped. "Naval Gunnery
Range" ... Already in imagination we seemed to hear the chatter
of machine guns above our beloved mountain. To see the wheel-
ing, diving planes. To watch the raging devastation of the brush
fires which are almost always caused in such maneuver areas.
Our hearts chilled and ached at the thought of the fate of our
ancient junipers, of all the little wild denizens of the mountain,
of all the tangle of primitive desert vegetation, unmolested since
the days of the vanished Indians.

And where were we to go? We did not know. Nor had we
the time nor the cash to go exploring. Frantic haste was the key-
note. We must get out right away. The guns were impatient to
bark. Good friends, whose kindness will be long remembered,
made suggestions and whole-hearted offers. But the whole world
was black and had crashed about our ears. Victoria, with the
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Rider and Rudyard with Mojave, one of the four desert
tortoises which are sharing exile with the South family.

battered-faced "Susie" hugged tight in her arms, sat upon the
edge of the bed and wept.

And then, in the dead of a moonlit night, the spirit of the Old
West came speeding across the desert. Insistent hails and the sig-
nalling bark of a six-shooter drifting up from the lowlands
across the rimrocks of Ghost Mountain roused us from troubled
sleep. From the cliff edge we blinked answer with a flashlight.
And hurrying down the long precipitous foot trail we were met
by the Grand Old Spirit of the West—two of them, to be exact
—in the persons of a well known westerner and his wife. They
had heard of our plight and made a long night trip across the
desert to offer, at considerable inconvenience to themselves, a
wasteland retreat tucked away in the solitudes of desert buttes
and foothills. Here, in much the same isolation and freedom as
that of Ghost Mountain, we could stay until the guns had ceased
to bark and we were free to return home.

And so, once again, as it so often does, the magic wand of
true friendly fellowship turned darkness into light. Plans swiftly
were made, and all hands at Yaquitepec fell to the toilsome,
back-breaking task of carrying down the mountain such posses-
sions as we would need in our exile. There was a discouraging
quantity of them, for life at Yaquitepec has many angles
which must somehow carry on despite uprootings. How many
trips we made up and down that long climbing trail I do not
know. No matter how ambitious one may be there is a limit to
physical strength and to the amount which can be packed at one
time upon one's shoulders. Everyone toiled, lugging burdens.
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Even Victoria, who each time picked her way down the trail
with the rest of us, her arms heavy burdened. The Navy had
promised to send a truck and a work party to help us. But by
the time the great powerful monster with its attendant jeep and
cheerful work party arrived at the foot of Ghost Mountain, we
had already carried down the bulk of our effects. Only a couple
of trips up the mountain by our new gang of willing helpers, to
bring down such stuff as we had found difficult to manage alone,
were needed. Then, with the big truck loaded almost to capacity,
we rolled away from Ghost Mountain into the shimmering des-
ert. Life at Yaquitepec—for the duration—was over.

So, for a space, in our new desert home there is a new life,
with new scenes. Our young Yaquitepecos, who uproot more eas-
ily than their oldsters, have the solace of new sights and new
"adventures" to offset their spells of wistful longings for the old
haunts. There is the trickling water of the spring to splash in
and to exclaim over and to dam into pools with rocks and mud
and sticks. Pools which soon are inhabited by fascinating little
black tadpoles which lie like miniature ocean sting-rays on the
sand at the bottom of the clear water. There are new friends to
be made with the quail and with the roadrunners and with the
jackrabbits and the snakes and with the little black and white fly-
catcher who sits all day upon a tree twig above a tiny water pool
and waxes fat upon venturesome yellow butterflies and gauzy
winged gnats.

The youngsters have made a garden too, irrigating it carefully
with buckets of water carried from the pool. The possibility of
this combination of seeds with water and soil is not without its
effect. And this morning Rudyard, after meditating awhile upon
the miracle of a melon seed that had sprouted in his own particu-
lar plot, wandered off to the typewriter and upon a torn frag-
ment of paper napkin—the first bit of paper that he found handy
—produced the following:

The Melon.
It comes up.
Its leaves are folded together.
It slowly opens them to great life
And its coming future.

(At seven years of age Rudyard has not yet definitely decided
whether his life work is to be that of an author, an artist or a
poet.)

Yesterday we went up to the source of the spring which sup-
plies water to the house. It lies up under the toe of encircling
rocky ridges, and that characteristic atmosphere of primeval
peace which is the special attribute of mountain solitudes lay
over it like a healing benediction from the Great Unseen. All
places, like all human beings, creatures and objects, have their
own aura or atmosphere. A surrounding area of given-off vibra-
tions which are just as real and distinct as the area of light rays
emitted by a lamp or candle. There are dwelling houses that are
sinister and others that are joyous. You can sense the spirit of
them the moment you set eyes upon them. And the uplift or de-
pression of them falls upon you heavily as soon as you cross the
threshold. There are places where the birds sing and all the spirit
of gladness seems to reign. There are others that you instinctively
;lee from, pursued by uneasy dread which you cannot put into
words. The roar of his soul-destroying machines has made civil-
ized man less sensitive to these primitive vibrations, even to the
point of incredulity and scoffing. Primitive peoples who live
close to the soil and to nature do not mock at such vibrations.
Nor do animals—who are closer, physically, to fundamental
sources.

One did not need, however, to be possessed of any exceptional
"sensitiveness" to appreciate the peaceful atmosphere of the
little mountain rimmed bowl where our spring came bubbling
its limpid waters up through a cleft in the earth. A single glance
around was enough to attest the fact that the peace and soothing
quiet which wrapped the place had endured through centuries.
On one side of a little meadow of green, kept verdant by the
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seeping waters of the spring, rose an inviting thicket of mesquite
trees. While on the other, through tangles of wild plum bushes,
weathered boulders and the cream-and-rust blooms of crowding
buckwheat, the land heaved upward steeply, between ranks of
yuccas, to the mystery of narrow canyons, dim with deep shadows
and tangled greenery.

Indians had been here. Traces of them lay all about, despite
the many years that had drifted by since their passing. Time cov-
ers swiftly the relics of its vanished children. Yet the storm worn
guide stones and the ancient weathered metates, lying lone in
the silence, told a mute story that was eloquent with the mystery
of dead and vanished days. For how long had this little haven
amid the hills, warmed by the desert sun and made softly musical
by the breeze in the mesquites and the murmur of its bubbling
water, been the gathering spot of the dusky children of the desert,
before the European invader, greedy-hearted and intolerant,
came marching up across the wastelands? For how many centuries
had the little crystal spring at our feet been flowing? And for
how many generations had the desert people gathered here to
rest and to gossip and to grind the beans of the mesauite into
sweet flour? The desert and the mountains are silent. The whit-
ened stones of the metates give no answer.

There were luxuriant patches of tuna cactus along the rocky
gullies. And its pink fruit, almost ripe, clustered temptingly
amidst the bristling spines. So this little desert Eden provided
its old-time guests with fruit also. Even to this last detail it was
perfect. Were they sad to lose it—those departed ones whose
abandoned grinding stones lie wistful in the silence? One sus-
pects so. For, even though the trails of the Happy Hunting
Ground be pleasant, it is difficult to imagine anything more
pleasant than sitting in the cool shade of a mesquite, beside a
bubbling spring, on a hot desert day and eating the delicious
juicy fruit of the tuna cactus. There are some things that are not
exceeded.

For the fruit of the tuna is something that is not sufficiently
appreciated by modern residents of the Southwest. Perhaps it is
because of tediousness in the picking and preparation. Our gen-
eration is not given to the taking of trouble. It prefers something
that can be taken in rush order. Yet in Mexico and in other coun-
tries where the tuna (or mission cactus) flourishes or has been
introduced, it is more popular. Not only are the fresh ripe fruits
—rubbed clean of their growth of defensive spicules—readily
obtainable in the markets, but in addition, considerable trouble
is taken to prepare syrups, jellies and preserves from the crop.

Queso de tuna, or Tuna Cheese is a delicacy highly esteemed
in Indian and Latin America. This thick, toothsome sweetmeat
is prepared by boiling the carefully skinned ripe fruit for long
periods until the syrup has been evaporated to a jelly-like semi-
solid. Primitive methods of manufacture are generaly used, the
fruits being peeled by hand and the numerous hard seeds sep-
arated from the pulp by means of a home-made contrivance
(often fashioned from a large tin can or drum) whereby a re-
volving wooden paddle wheel forces the soft pulp of the fruit
through perforations in the metal cylinder which are too small
to allow the passage of the seeds. Thus seeds and pulp are sep-
arated. The juicy product is then boiled in ollas over wood fires
until it assumes the required thick consistency.

INNER POWER

It is our hopes that goad us on,
Our vivid dreams that light our path.
May no new day to even run,
Save we have put our every breath
Unto the task of growing better.
A new phase and a higher plan
Will need no growth of outer matter,
But an enlarging inner span.

—Tanya South
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NEW BOOK OF LOST
TREASURE MYTHOLOGY

New lure for the fraternity of lost
treasure hunters is contained in THUN-
DER GODS GOLD, latest book on the
treasure legends of the Superstition moun-
tains of Arizona, written by Barry Storm
of Tortilla Flat.

Storm's current collection of treasure
myths combines the stories published in
Desert Magazine during the past year with
additional tales of legendary gold, all more
or less related to the original discovery at-
tributed to the Peralta family in 1846.

Storm's book is profusely illustrated
with photographs and maps and charts—
charts which lead the gold seeker on a
never ending quest through and over the
baffling terrain of the rugged Superstitions
—but never quite revealing the point
where the gold actually is concealed.

The author is a professional treasure-
hunter. But he also wields a highly im-
aginative pen, and only the most cynical of
humans will fail to respond with a quick-
ened pulse to his vivid word pictures of
fortunes that lie waiting in the hidden
recesses of the Superstitions.

There is a fascination for most people in
the dreaming, if not the actual quest, of
buried treasure and lost mines. For the
most part it is a harmless pastime.

Barry Storm may never find any of the
lost loot he describes so enticingly—but he
has at least made an important contribu-
tion to the Southwest's mythology of treas-
ure-that-is-never-found.

Southwest Publishing Co., Tortilla Flat,
Arizona. 156 pp. with appendix. Illus-
trated. $2.75.

• • •
MIND OF THE ORIENTAL
UNDER INTERNMENT

Under the sponsorship of the American
Council, Institute of Pacific Relations,
Commander Alexander H. Leighton of the
U. S. Navy was assigned to the Japanese
Relocation Center at Poston, Arizona, for
social research, with the thought that les-
sons learned in governing the Japanese
there might be of value later in dealing
with the populations of occupied areas.

Leighton, a psychiatrist and anthropo-
logist, went to Poston on the Colorado
River Indian reservation at Parker, Ari-
zona, in 1942. He witnessed the strike of
the evacuees in November of that year, and
remained to see the Japanese and the camp
administration solve their most critical
problems and eventually create a fairly
smooth-functioning community.

- —
Commander Leighton has given a de-

tailed report of his observations at the Jap-
anese camp in THE GOVERNING OF
MEN. The first part of the book is a clini-
cal account of what he observed at Poston.
Part II is a presentation of principles and
recommendations.

For those interested in the social sciences,
this is a highly interesting and informative
book, well written and rich in illustrations
of how man's mind works.

Published by Princeton University Press,
1945. 367 pages, with appendix and index.
Halftone illustrations. $3.75.

• • •

TOMBSTONE LIVES AGAIN
IN STORY OF BIRD CAGE

In the first novel written about Tomb-
stone, Lynton Wright Brent has created
characters and motives which should make
the Arizona silver camp live up to its
reputation of "the town too tough to die."
Action of THE BIRD CAGE, published
recently by Dorrance and company,. New
York, springs from the events which arise
as a result of rancher Matt Prane's resolve
to avenge the murder of his parents. In
carrying out what he believed to be an
honorable obligation, he already was
known as a "four-man killer." Now there
remained only the fifth, whose identity was
as yet unknown to him.

Opening performance of a New York
theatrical company at the Bird Cage thea-
ter, provides an ideal and novel framework
for the author's purpose in portraying the
Tombstone citizenry and for developing
his plot at a rapid pace.

The premier was given in December,
1881, just a few years after Ed Schieffelin
discovered the rich silver ore of which he
said, "Here is my tombstone," and only a
few months after the climax of the Earp-
Clanton feud at the 0 K Corral. But the
dramatic talents of the company were not
the first concern of many in the audience
of tough cowboys, gamblers, gun-slingers,
miners—and Wyatt Earp and Doc Holli-
day. For before the curtain rose two men
had been killed in quarrels over Donna
Drew, leading lady of the red-gold hair
and jade-green eyes. Unbelievably beauti-
ful and talented (she was author-producer-
star of the performance), she was to be
the innocent cause of more tragedies before
the end of the 330 pages.

Its well-known historical setting, its
variety of characters, its tense dramatic
moments and extravagant action should
make good movie material. $2.50.

BOOS BRIEFS . . .
Most recent of the books on Mormons

is Richard Scowcroft's Children of the Cov-

enant, published by Houghton Mifflin
company, New York. The author is a
native of Ogden, Utah, graduate of Uni-
versity of Utah and now on English staff at
Harvard. It is a novel not about Mormon-
ism as such but about 20th century people
conditioned by their Mormon background.

• • •
Current issue of American Fern Jour-

nal, includes an article, "The Lure of Ari-
zona Ferns" written by Miss Alice East-
wood, curator of botany, California Acad-
emy of Sciences, Golden Gate Park, San
Francisco. She explains the surprising va-
riety of Arizona's ferns by the fact that the
area is the geological meeting place of
the Rocky Mountain region, Colorado
desert and Mexico.

• • •
Wallace Stegner, who wrote Mormon

Country and Big Rock Candy Mountain,
published by Duell, Sloan and Pearce in
the American Folkway Series, has written
in collaboration with editors of Look a new
type of photo-text book, One Nation. It
attempts, says its publisher Houghton Mif-
flin company, to indicate the economic,
social and religious reasons behind dis-
crimination and the possible means of bet-
tering the situation by creating the true
tolerance on which the future of our
country depends.

• • •
Popular novelist Faith Baldwin's new

book has a desert setting. In her Arizona
Star, published by Farrar and Rinehart, she
shows a sincere appreciation of Arizona's
ranch life and desert landscape which she
uses as an effective and vivid background
for her character novel, focused on Emily
Chester Grafin, domineering, unscrupu-
lous matriarch.

• • •
Arizona Quarterly, a new journal of lit-

erature, history and folklore published by
University of Arizona, Tucson, is receiving
favorable comment in national periodicals.
Its editorial staff includes Frederick Crom-
well, university librarian, Harry Behn,
Frances Gillmor, Howard A. Hubbard and
Emil W. Haury. Frank C. Lockwood is
honorary editor.

• • •
Van Tilburg Clark, whose Ox-Bow Inci-

dent brought him national recognition,
used Reno as the setting for his new novel,
The City of Trembling Leaves, published
by Random House, New York. The story
of youth and its idealistic search for per-
fection are far removed from the stark
realism of the former book.

• • •
W. Thetford LeViness, a New Mexico

writer, has published through the Rydal
Press, Santa Fe, a bicentennial tribute to
William Hayley, eighteenth century poet,
essayist, dramatist, novelist and biographer.
The 20 -page brochure is illustrated by
New Mexico artist Alfred Morang. $1.00.
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We're Needing
Back Copies of Desert

To meet the constant demand for
old files of Desert Magazine, the
following copies are wanted. They
may be sent direct to Desert Maga-
zine office or delivered to Harrison
Magazine & Book store at 7912 S.
Vermont St., Los Angeles, and the
following prices will be paid for
issues in good condition.

November '37 (first issue) 	 $3.00
April '38 	 1.00
January '39 	 1.00
February '39 	 2.00
May '39 	 2.00
June '39 	 1.00
January '40 	 1.00
March '40 	 1.00

A very limited number of com-
plete files of Desert are now avail-
able in permanent loose-leaf bin-
ders, and will be shipped prepaid
at the following rates:

Volume 1, Nov."37 to Oct.'38 $12.00
Volume 2 	  13.00
Volume 3 	  10.00
Volume 4 	  6.00
Volume 5 	  5.00
Volume 6 	  4.00
Volume 7 	  4.00
Complete set of 7 volumes 	  50.00

The magazines in these volumes
are not all new, but they are guar-
anteed to be complete copies in
good condition.

DESERT MAGAZINE
EL CENTRO, CALIFORNIA

LETTERS...
They know how to catch 'em . . .

Riverside, California
Dear Mr. Henderson:

We especially enjoyed your contributions
to the August number as we have had the
pleasure of meeting most of the people
you mentioned—the Richardsons, Wilsons,
Gouldings and Mr. Nevi Ils.

So far we have found your magazine very
accurate, but this time we wish to correct
a statement you made—the one about Oak
Creek. It is all you say as to beauty, but
it also has plenty of trout. We caught as
many as we could use the five days we were
there, as did many others in our camp. And
they were 10 to 15 inches long. So please
correct that part.

We are glad to learn that Rainbow lodge
is to be reopened next season. We were
there in '39, and will be going back again
when this is over.

GLENN & JOSEPHINE BLAKE

Reward for the Artist . . .
Somerton, Arizona

Dear Sirs:
Randall Henderson's remark in your

September issue that the manufacture of
Indian style jewelry on a factory basis
brings him a feeling of regret, is much ap-
preciated. He further speaks of the dilem-
ma of the Indian craftsman, whether he
should produce his handwork at starvation
wages, or sacrifice art in the interest of a
decent income.

There has been a market developed for
imitation Indian jewelry, and the product
offered exhibits every regrettable side of
such debasement. One might point out that
not only the Indian and his chances of mak-
ing a living are involved in the factory
manufacture of jewelry, but that also the
public deserves to be offered a superior
product—a truly beautiful article which
has not departed from the spirit of the
native handwork designs.

Why not honor the Indian craftsman by
treating him with the same consideration
that is given artists in other fields? The
best and most beautiful designs should be
chosen for reproduction. The manufac-
turers should secure advice from competent
authorities as to the designs most worthy.

Once the design is selected, credit should
be given to the designer, both by stamping
the metal with his signature, and by a
royalty arrangement. The materials used
should be the best—real silver, real stones.
The product should be offered at a price
that adequately covers the costs.

DOROTHY W. ALLEN
• • •

Giant of the Catsclaw Family . . .
Los Angeles, California

Dear Friends:
December '44 quiz states that catsclaw is

a bush. Well, about a hundred yards back
of Hudson's place, a few miles east of
The Pipes, north of Morongo valley, is a
catsclaw some 40 feet high. At the ground
the circumference of the trunk is 116 in-
ches and at the crotch about 3 feet up, the
branches measure 81 and 59 inches around.
Some bush!

GEO. M. GOODELL

Friend George: Frankly, I am some-
what skeptical regarding that 40-foot
catsclaw. That would be as odd a freak
as a100-foot saguaro. It is easy to con-
fuse catsclaw with ironwood. I once
made this mistake myself—and then
learned to distinguish young iron-
wood from catsclaw by their thorns,
On ironwood they come in pairs like a
rattler's fangs. I hope you'll look that
tree over again when you have an
opportunity—and let me know your
conclusion.

Lost Art in Cooking . . .
Las Vegas, Nevada

Desert editor:
In answer to Mrs. Nelson's inquiry

about camp cooking in dutch ovens and
pits, I am glad to pass along the method
I learned in Wyoming 40 years ago.

Use a real dutch oven if possible—with
legs and a top with cupped rim. The harder
the wood the better, but with more care,
any wood around camp will do.

Lay the oven right side up and the lid
under side down on the coals to heat. Bis-
cuit dough is put direct in the oven. Pie,
cake or light bread which is already raised
are best left in a pie plate and set inside the
hot oven.

Pull out not too many coals to set the
oven on, and fill the top of the lid. Have a
pot hook, either iron or made from a limb,
and after a few minutes lift the lid. If it
is too hot, push off some of the coals, if
not hot enough, add more.

For pit cooking, dig a hole a foot deeper
than the kettle or oven. Rake in six inches
of coals. Put more coals on the lid and
cover with earth and forget it. This will
stay hot all day. This is for beans, meat and
vegetables.

The automatic electric stove might be
more convenient, but the food lacks a lot
of fine flavor. Dutch oven and pit cooking
are becoming lost arts. They take more
work, but are worth it.

DORA TUCKER

NOTE—Mrs. Nelson's letter has
brought much information on the sub-
ject of dutch oven cooking, and more
details will be published in future
issues of Desert—Editor.

• • •

Aleutian Prospecting . . .
The Aleutians

Dear Sir:
Desert Magazine is coming through reg-

ularly and on time. Believe me it helps pass
these lonely Aleutian hours.

I purchased a Mineralight through one
of your advertisers, and it has proved a
very handy instrument, as I have located
some fluorescent rocks in my spare time.

CPL, DICK SHUTLER
• • •

On the Subject of Desert Rats . . .
Wilmar, California

To the Editor:
Some time ago one of your readers sug-

gested changing the expression "Desert
Rat." I never liked it very much myself. So
how about this for a new name which I
think most desert folks would like? I sug-
gest "Desert Dab."

According to Webster, Dab means ex-
pert, etc. I am not a Desert Dab myself,
but I would be if I could find some way
to make a living out there.

J. H. HUNTOON
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I..LAPIDARY UNIT
SAWING • POLISHING

LAPPING • FACETING

SANDING • GRINDING

SPHERE CUTTING

BeFore you buy any lapidary equipment-

pod lilt 614

NEW CATALOG
THE NEW COMPACT 3V

• THE LATEST in lapidary
equipment, with many
exclusive features found

in no other machines. More than 1000 in use. Stand-
ard Unit, $88.00 f.o.b. factory (less motor and stand).
Price includes diamond saw, grinding wheels, sanding

wheels, polishing buff and everything necessary to
make cabochons and specimens sip to capacity of the
8" saw. Saws up to 10" can be used on this machine.

FACETING ATTACHMENT
• A FINE precision tool that

greatly simplifies the cut-
ling of any faceted gem.
Can be used with any hari-
zontal lap thru the use of
a simple adaptor socket.

$28 f.o.b. factory. Adaptor
socket, $1.50. Na priority.

• HANDLES from
010" to 16" blade. Safe
clamp hold quickly adjusted
to any size stone. Cross feed
permits several parallel cuts
without reclamping stone.
Internal Pressure grease lu-
brication ... adjustable oil
sump. Splash proof, yet
work is visible at all times.
$74.00 f. o. b. factory less
blade and motor.

AVAILABLE

ma-moo PRIORITY

LOOK AT THESE

LOW PRICES
NEW RECHARGED

6" ....... $4.00 $3.3 5

7" ....	 430	 3.60

8 T 5 25 4.25...
10" ..	 6.75	 5.75

12" ....... 8.25	 7.00

14" ...... .10.00	 8.25

16" ....	 11.75	 9.75

e.gt4 #14tort

Zzata ttueget!

PRECISION MACHINE MdOE

tintin
_FLIPER_SPFE0
1,14.111

• USERS say our Hillquist
SuperSpeed Diamond
Saws cut faster and out-
last many saws that sell
for twice the money. If
you need a new saw or
the old one needs recharg-
ing, try a Su perSpeed-
you'll swear by it, and not
alit. Be sure to state size
of arbor hole.

a

t-Rt
ARIZONA

Hopis Migrate From Mesas . . .
POSTON—Some 90 Hopi Indians com-

prising 16 families were scheduled to move
from their mesa homes in northern Ari-
zona to the Colorado River Japanese re-
location center September 1, it was an-
nounced in August by Project Director
Duncan Mills. Although remainder of the
Japanese will not leave until December 1,
the early date was set so Indians could
start fall planting. Others expected to
move later to the center, which is on the
Colorado River Indian reservation. Ap-
proximately 3200 acres of desert land have
been cleared and 2500 acres brought under
cultivation in the three years the center has
been open. An extensive irrigation system
has been installed, most of the work having
been done by the evacuees.

Salt River Power Supply Upped . . .
PHOENIX—Electric power now sup-

plied by Parker dam will be supplemented
by purchase of 35,000,000 kilowatt hours
of energy from Southern California Edison
company and Los Angeles Water and
Power department, it was announced in
August by Salt River Valley Water Users'
association.

Climbers Scale Vishnu Temple . . .
FLAGSTAFF — M. D. Clubb, Okla-

homa A. & M. college faculty member, and
his son Roger scaled Vishnu Temple, one
of the great mountain peaks within Grand
Canyon, according to Dr. H. C. Bryant,
park superintendent, in July. They found
no evidence of a previous ascent; only
forms of life found were a few lizards
and lichens. They also scaled \Wotan's
Throne, which an American Museum party
climbed in 1937.

Mexican Birds Irk Anglers . . .
GLOBE—Arizonans believe in being

Good Neighbors, but sportsmen here wish
Mexico would keep her cormorants at
home. The birds are reported to be taking
priority on the bass in San Carlos lake, the
large artificial reservoir behind Coolidge
dam in the Gila river. They already had
been a nuisance but as soon as 18,000 fin-
gerling recently were planted, hundreds
more flew in from the Gulf of California
as if some avian telegraph had made an-
nouncement of fine fishing. Lake is on
the Apache reservation, but hunters are
being registered to get rid of the bass
destroyers. Although they are called "Mex-
ican cormorants" local authorities are not
sure of their species.

• • •
Phoenix metropolitan population is es-

timated at 165,000, a growth of 136,000
in past 25 years.

. afrt ate .2SaeAd
Survey completed July 1 showed only

69,000 bee colonies in state compared with
77,000 a year ago. Unusually cold windy
spring and subsequent drouth starved al-
most a tenth of the honey bees which
depend on wild flowers, mesquite and cats-
claw.

• • •
James D. Walkup, veteran of World

War I and II and former secretary of Flag-
staff chamber of commerce, was appointed
to chamber post again August 1.

• • •
Arizona has declared closed seasons on

elk, wild turkey, tree squirrels, antelope.
They're saving elk for the veterans "when
they get home."

• • •
CALIFORNIA

Sidewinders Are "Sissies". . .
INDIO—Sidewinders may be deadly to

others, but they're just sissies to S. C.
(Tiny) Perry, picturesque owner of 1000
Palms Cafe. He stepped on a sidewinder
recently. Snake, resentful of Tiny's 260
pounds, bit him on the ankle. Tiny stopped
long enough to kill the snake, then applied
his own first aid—a vigorous scratch with
his thumb nail, a bit of squeezing, a gen-
erous application of chewing tobacco. Tiny
has been bitten by gila monsters and once
by a copperhead while riding herd on the
King ranch in Texas. He says he did a
bit of cutting then, but these little Cali-
fornia sidewinders are "just sissies."

DesArtations:

Reason I'm writin' ads fer
the DesArt Shop is becuz
the folks said they wanted
the best dope on the des-
ert. So if you want the best
enlargements from yer ko-
dak negatives send 'em to
the address below an'
they'll make 3 of 'em fer a
buck, size 5x7; 'er if you
want 'em 8x10 send two
bucks. In slick 'er dull fin-
ish, ready fer framing.
They'll make 'em from just
the part you want if you say
so. Prompt service, consis-
tent with good quality.

Azzever, Yourn
Art of the Desert

DesArt Shop, 329 College,
Santa Fe, N. M.

Water Companies Merged . . .
TWENTYNINE PALMS—It was an-

nounced in August that the three local
water companies — Twentynine Palms
Water company, Twentynine Palms Mut-
ual Water company and Desert Homes
Mutual Water company—had been pur-
chased and will be operated as a public
utility system by C. W. Fanes and Leonard
Wikoff. Wi'..,off, an engineer, established
the original power plant serving this com-
munity.
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Actually about one-half cent per thousand readers.

The Desert Trading Postt Classified advertising in this section costs five cents a word, $1.00 minimum per issue—

Date Disease to be Studied . . .
INDIO—An appropriation of $20,480

has been made to State Department of
Agriculture to make a survey of commercial
date palms for determination of presence
of Omphalia root rot. This disease has been
investigated by Dr. Donald E. Bliss of the
Citrus Experiment Station, Riverside, who
made a report in March 1944 in University
of California's publication Hilgardia. Ac-
cording to Bliss the rot is the main disease
of the date palm, but fortunately is still
limited in its distribution. The survey will
consist of a search for locations of the
disease, which will indicate where healthy
offshoots may be obtained by growers. In-
fected offshoots carry the disease.

MISCELLANEOUS

TUNA (CACTUS APPLES), the delicious fruit
of the Prickly Pear Cactus. Large, luscious,
ripe. Send $1.00 for carton, mailed postpaid
in USA. We'll enclose instructions for hand-
ling fruit. Emmy B. Smith, Box 164, Roscoe,
California.

CACTUS CATALOG — 20 big pages — 65
ILLUSTRATIONS. Cultural Guide. How to
graft and insect control. 25c coin or stamps.
Fitzpatrick's Cactus Gardens, Rt. 3X, Edin-
burg, Texas.

WANTED: Engraver to do Silver work. Also
to stamp dies of different designs. Looking
for Mexican Opals and rings. Silverstate
Gems, 1119 Wheeler, Reno, Nev.

PETRIFIED PALM rock specimens and nearly
every kind of cut stones both precious and
semi-precious. Still have good selection of
Reservation hand-hammered silver, Navajo
rugs, old Indian baskets that are worthwhile
and other artifacts. We do not have a catalog.
Daniels Indian Trading Post, 441 W. Foothill
Blvd., Fontana, California.

BRAND NEW GUNS available for immediate
delivery in trade for your used Rifles, Shot-
guns, Handguns, Reels, Rods, Outboards,
Cameras and other sports equipment. Save
money by dealing with America's Biggest
Traders who offer maximum Trade Allow-
ances for your merchandise as full or part
payment for new guns. Ship your merchan-
dise for appraisal, or write full description to-
day. We also pay spot cash for equipment.
Send 25c (refunded with first order) for Fall
"Guaranteed Bargain Catalog" featuring
new and used guns and other "Hard-To-Find"
items. Klein's Sporting Goods (Sixty Years
Fair Trading), Key South Halsted, Chicago 7.

SOUTHWEST BOOK BARGAINS, postpaid.
One-Smoke Stories, by Mary Austin, $1.29.
Brothers of Light (Penitentes of the South-
west), Henderson, $1.49. Rainbow Bridge,
Bernheimer, $1.39. Edge of Taos Desert, Lu-
han, $1.89. Spanish Pioneers and California
Missions, Lummis, $1.89. These are all new
books. We handle books of all publishers and
welcome inquiries. New Mexico Book Store,
511 West Central Ave., Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

New Spiders Identified . . .
WENTYNINE PALMS—Seven new

species of spiders and a new genus of sol-
pugid have been taken from this area by
J. H. Branch. Verification was made by
Dr. W. J. Gertsch of American Museum
of Natural History, New York. Mr. Branch,
who has been doing research for the mus-
eum here for several months, believes that
the early naturalists who described most
of the fauna of California did not pass this
way, and for that reason it probably will be
found that this area is very rich in new
species of other groups besides spiders.
New species accredited to Mr. Branch are
plectreurys, neoanagraphis, syspira bogerti,
zelotes, oxyopes, titanebo and habronattus.

GOLD PANNING for profit, healthy, fascinat-
ing, outdoor occupation. Beginners' big in-
struction book, blueprints, photograph —
$1.00. Desert Jim, 208 Delmar, Vallejo, Calif.

ANTIQUES and Desert Oddities. Desert Tea
in natural form, large bundle $1.00. Grail
Fuller Ranch (Center of the Mojave), Dag-
gett, Calif.

YOUR INNERMOST LONGINGS FUL-
FILLED! Get "Spiritual Help For Your
Everyday Problems"— 25c. Booklists includ-
ed. OUTSTANDING BOOK ASSOCIA-
TION, Box 2501, Los Angeles.

LIVESTOCK

KARAKULS. Producers of Persian Lamb fur
are easy to raise and adapted to the desert
which is their native home. For further in-
formation write Addis Kelley, 4637 E. 52
Place, Maywood, California.

We sell Nationally Recognized Fur Producing
Karakuls. Have permanent market for wool
and furs. Attractive investment for rancher
or city investor. James Yoakam, National
Distributor, 1128 No. Hill Ave., Pasadena,
California.

REAL ESTATE

WILL SELL: All equipment including house,
mill trucks, machinery, etc. to operate a go-
ing business. Agents or jobbers wanted for
Mojave Desert Tea, wholesale only. Rancho
Del Remolino, Amboy, Calif.

CONTRACTOR wishes to purchase 200 acres
of desert land, suitable for developing into
5 acre tracts, preferably near highway or
town. Need not be all in one piece. Send de-
scription and price to Helene C. McGregor,
Licensed Real Estate Broker, 210 Post Street,
San Francisco, California (9).

FOR SALE OR TRADE: In Whispering Pines,
Julian, California, Home, 2 rentals, Highway
frontage, water, phone, electricity. Owner,
Harry Steele, Box 238, Julian, California.
Phone 26-J.

For Imperial Valley Farms—

W. E. HANCOCK
"The Farm Land Man"

Since 1914
EL CENTRO - - - - CALIFORNIA

Radio Station For Indio . . .
INDIO—KREO will be the call letters

of a radio station here, to be affiliated with
the American Broadcasting company net-
work, according to report to Indio News in
August. Station will be located on a 40-
acre tract on Calhoun street just south of
Palm Springs highway, recently purchased
by Broadcasting Corporation of America,
operators of KPRO, Riverside-San Ber.
nardino station. Present plans, dependent
upon availability of labor, are to have
station on 18-hour schedule before Christ-
mas. Another station, KROP at Brawley, is
planned for next spring.

• • •

NEVADA

Cowboys cmd Prognectors
Find Tern "Puff Balls". . .

YEIR TNGTON—The first of I-lirohito's
"puff balls" discovered in Nevada, it is
now revealed, was found on the Wilson
ranch near here. Cowboys, unable to iden-
tify it, tied it to an automobile and after
towing it to a garage. attempted to notify
authorities by letter. Receiving no reply,
they deflated the bag, used the white rub-
berized silk to cover a haystack. Later when
state police identified it as a Tap balloon,
two demolition bombs were found hidden
at its base. Last of the balloons located was
found by an aged prospector who "thought
the government had lost something" and
delivered it by burro from the hills near
Elko last May 10.

Scientists to Seek Relics . . .
BOULDER CITY — Archeologists of

national park service, according to Asso-
ciated Press, say research of prehistoric
human and animal life in Las Vegas-
Boulder dam area will be speeded by gov-
ernment's decision to complete Davis dam,
50 miles south of here. Evidence of a
human race greatly antedating the Chris-
tian era has been unearthed there, and
scores of pueblo ruins and campsites in
Davis dam section containing similar early
evidences will be covered with water when
the dam is finished. Department of interior
has selected 15 of these prehistoric archeo-
logical sites for exploration. They will be
sealed, entered and excavated before they
are flooded by the reservoir. Discoveries
will be added to government exhibit at
Boulder City.

• •	 •

NEW MEXICO
Ruins Unhurt by Bomb Tests . . .

SANTA FE — Atomic bomb experi-
ments at Los Alamos laboratories did no
damage to nearby prehistoric cliff dwell-
ings in Bandelier national monument, na-
tional park service reports. Part of the
lands used in the bomb tests are within the
monument. Park officials said that Interior
Secretary Ickes consented to the experi-
ments but insisted that every effort be made
to protect the prehistoric treasures.
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Indians Inspire Dress Designer . . .
GALLUP — Searching for stimulating

ideas for American designs in dress fabrics,
Mrs. Ethel Eaton, head of a New York de-
signing firm, studied arts and crafts of
Southwestern Indians at the August Inter-
Tribal Ceremonial here. Declaring she was
intrigued with the possibilities in velvet
blouses of Navajo women, she said, "I feel
that both the silver jewelry and the textiles
of the Indians warrant their adaptation to
modern dress designs. We have for too
long relied on France to provide all our
styles. It is high time for us to realize what
we have right here in America and set the
pace in styles ourselves."

White Sands on the March . . .
ALAMOGORDO—The famous White

Sands are creeping toward Alamogordo,
according to Dr. L. A. Nelson, geology pro-
fessor. The sands which are 35 miles long,
15 miles wide and average 20 feet high,
have 14 miles to go to reach the city. But
residents won't have to worry for a while,
Dr. Nelson said, for the sands are traveling
one foot per year.

Famed Art Obiects on Exhibit . . .
ALBUQUERQUE—Priceless collection

of art objects and historical items gathered
from all over the world by Fred Harvey
and his associates soon will be on display
in the Indian room at Santa Fe railway de-
pot here. Nothing is for sale, display is to
be free to public. Handfuls of fiery Mexi-
can opals "as large as hen's eggs," small
chests of other semi-precious jewels, buck-
skin garments as soft as velvet, prehistoric
Indian pottery and baskets and the gamut
of Spanish and Mexican church art will be
included. One alcove will resemble a Na-
vajo hogan where Indians will weave and
do silverwork. Value of exhibit is estimated
at more than a million dollars.

Bomb Field to be Permanent . . .
LAS CRUCES--It was reported August

24 that war department would continue
construction at the unfinished White Sands
proving grounds, which will be maintained
on permanent basis for testing rocket
bombs. Lt. Col. Harold R. Turner, com-
manding officer, announced that a large
supply of parts from German V-2 rocket
bombs already had been delivered by rail
for transfer to White Sands.

• • •
Cattle shipments from New Mexico in

July totaled 44,840 as compared with 8728
in the same month last year.

• • •
Plans have been drawn to construct 100

rooms and a number of apartments as an
addition to Hilton Hotel, in Albuquerque.

• • •
Of the 217 fires which occurred in na-

tional forests of New Mexico from January
1 through July 10, 78 were listed as man-
caused, principally through carelesmiess of
campers. Total of 8838 acres were burned.

UTAH

Cut-off Road Completed . . .
OGDEN—The $60,000 overpass across

railroad tracks at Hot Springs on US high-
way 91 north of here was opened to traffic
in August, marking completion of Nye's
corner-Hot Springs cutoff highway which
gives heavy traffic easy access to West
Ogden industrial section. It permits north-
south traffic to follow a direct route from
northern Utah to Salt Lake City and south-
ern points. It is one mile shorter than al-
ternate route of US 91, which passes
through Ogden.

Record Fruit Crop Forecast . . .
LOGAN—Utah's 1945 fruit crop is ex-

pected to be one of the best all-around
crops in history, with increases forecast for
cherries, apricots, peaches, pears and
grapes, with decline in apples. Completed
sweet cherry crop was 225 cars, compared
with 152 in 1944. Total increase is esti-
mated at 125 per cent of 1944 crops.

• • •
Japanese and Japanese-Americans were

scheduled to evacuate Topaz relocation
center in Millard county by November 1.
Center once contained 8500 evacuees.

DESERT BINDERS
for the new year

With this issue Desert Maga-
zine completes its 8th year—
Volume 8. For Desert readers
who are keeping permanent
files, we can now supply loose-
leaf gold-embossed binders for
the new volume—No. 9.

Also, we still have an ample
supply of Volume 8, and all pre-
ceding numbers-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7 and unnumbered binders.

$1.25 Postpaid

DESERT MAGAZINE
El Centro, California

Healing thru Teaching
and

Teaching thru Healing

For Nice Things . . •

• INFANTS' AND
CHILDREN'S WEAR

• LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR

• MEN'S FURNISHINGS

• FINE LINENS

CUSTER'S
206 W. TENTH STREET	 PHONE 246

LANCASTER, CALIFORNIA
THE HEART OF ANTELOPE VALLEY

•RILLA CUSTER	 GALEN CUSTER

Electric Generating
Sets

350 Watt to 90,000 Watt
"Caterpillar" Diesel

or Gasoline Powered

Some of the smaller models are
now available for shipment from
stock.

We will be glad to help you esti-
mate your light and power costs.

JOHNSON TRACTOR CO.
Box 351

RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA

A WESTERN THRILL
"Courage," a remarkable oil painting

20x60 feet, the Covered Wagon Train cross-
ing the desert in '68. Over a year in painting.
On display (free) at Knott's Berry Place
where the Boysenberry was introduced to
the world and famous for fried chicken din-
ners with luscious Boysenberry pie.

You'll want (1) A 4-color picture of this
huge painting suitable for framing. (2) A
36-page handsomely illustrated souvenir,
pictures and original drawings, of Ghost
Town Village and story of this roadside
stand which grew to a $600,000 annual busi-
ness. (3) One year's subscription (6 num-
bers) to our illustrated bi-monthly magazine
of the West. True tales of the days of gold,
achievements of westerners today and cour-
ageous thoughts for days to come. Mention
this paper and enclose one dollar for all three
and get authentic western facts. Postpaid.

GHOST TOWN NEWS
BUENA PARK, CALIF.

1039 Cochran Avenue
LOS ANGELES 35, CALIFORNIA

YOrk 7093

ESCHATOLOGY
THE SCIENCE OF LAST THINGS

MRS. LUCILLE C. HUGHES
Metaphysician and Teacher
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Use Your Own Power-Make it Pay  for the All American Canal

San Francisco, California . . .
Uranium, basic element of atomic bombs,

is revealed by Walter W. Bradley, state
mineralogist, to be found in at least three
locations in California. "Crystals of urani-
nite or pitchblende (a complex uranite of
lead and rare earth) occur in pockets with
gold and quartz at the Rathgeb mine near
San Andreas, Calaveras county," says Brad-
ley. "Autunite, a uranium and calcium
phosphate, occurs in Summit Diggings, near
Randsburg, Kern county. Some specimens,
associated with torbernite, a phosphate of
uranium and copper, have been found in
the northeasterly portion of San Bernar-
dino county, but there has been no com-
mercial production from any of these oc-
currences." According to Bradley about 95
per cent of known uranium ore comes from
El Dorado mines at Great Bear Lake,
Northwest Territory, Canada, and Union
Miniere du Haut Katanga in Belgian
Congo.

• • •
Winnemucca, Nevada . . .

Withheld until after atomic bomb was
announced, it is revealed that government
mining engineers for the past two years
have been investigating extent of uranium
deposits in Lyon county.

• •
Albuquerque, New Mexico . . .

New Mexico Miners and Prospectors
association has opened new headquarters
in Barnett building, Albuquerque, under
direction of R. H. Downer, secretary. Head-
quarters formerly was at Silver City.

• • •
Winnemucca, Nevada . . .

Slower airplanes and faster color films
are expected to play a large part in mining
discoveries, particularly in the western
states, according to the Mining Record.
Aerogeology's chief use is not discovery
of actual deposits but to give geologist the
lay of the land, to indicate presence of likely
formations for closer exploration on foot.
From the air, bands and streaks of soil
shades often suggest presence of rock of
different kinds far beneath. Wartime devel-
opment of color film with speeds un-
dreamed of even in 1940 "will add to the
stature of the science of aerogeology. Geo-
logists reason that after study of the color
photographs of the future, color and grada-
tions in vegetation or soil may fairly shriek
to their trained senses of a mineral deposit
or the presence of a formation traditionally
associated with a mineralized area under-
neath."

Bishop, California . . .
Six companies and 10 of 11 executives

charged with conspiring to violate Sher-
man anti-trust law by monopolizing world
supply of borax were fined $146,000 Aug-
ust 16 by Federal Judge A. F. St. Sure in
San Francisco. (Ninety-five per cent of
world's borax is produced in California.)
California properties of two British com-
panies, Borax Consolidated Ltd. and Borax
& Chemicals Ltd., London, were ordered
sold by a receiver. The British group, which
includes Pacific Coast Borax company, was
ordered to terminate litigation with gov-
ernment over ownership of Little Placer
claim in Kern county, valued at $7,000,000,
one of world's richest kernite deposits.
Title reverts to US. Pacific Borax also must
sell Western Borax mine in Kern county,
for which it paid $700,000. Borax Con-
solidated must sell Thompson mine in
Death Valley, for which it paid $100,000.
US companies involved are: United States
Borax company, Los Angeles, American
Potash & Chemical corporation, New York,
Three Elephant Borax corporation, New
York.

• • •

Socorro, New Mexico . . .
Eugene C. Anderson, formerly with In-

ternational Minerals and Chemical cor-
poration at Carlsbad, has been named
director of New Mexico bureau of mines
and mineral resources, succeeding A. D.
Hahn.

Mes and M

otpeAlai 44i9aliaa 2:sat/tied Poute4	 . .

BIG BUSINESS
BIG — Its Power Lines Keep Farms and Businesses

running in an Area as Big as THE WHOLE
STATE OF MARYLAND!
Of course, the District's public power serves all
of Imperial Valley, greatest irrigated empire in
the Western hemisphere, but others, too, depend
upon the electrical energy the people of Imperial
Valley have made possible. These include

COACHELLA VALLEY . . .
Fertile Date Orchards — Vegetable Farms
Pumping Plants — Business and Industry — All
Depend on District Lines for Power.

PALO VERDE VALLEY . . .
Great Alfalfa Farms—Stores and Shops—Homes
and Schools—District Power Goes to Them All.

MEXICALI VALLEY. . .
Growing, thriving Mexicali, Baja California —
home of countless new industries and homes,
farms and businesses—It, too, depends on Dis-
trict power.

BIG — That's Part of the Reason Imperial Irrigation
District's Power System Is Paying for Itself —
IT'S GOOD BUSINESS.
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Afoaoe .,sawd qem
s4e.p. . .

On Highway 91, 11 Mi. East of Barstow
One Mile West of Yerrno, Calif.

E. W. SHAW, P. 0. Box 363, Yermo, Calif.

APPEAL FOR SPECIMENS TO
RESTORE DESTROYED MUSEUM

An appeal, sponsored by Council of the
Mineralogical Society of America, is being made
to mineralogists of America and Canada for
mineral specimens for the mineralogical mus-
eum of University of Liege, Belgium, which
was destroyed by fire September 7, 1944, the
day the Germans were leaving the city. Three
kinds of specimens are needed: Display, teach-
ing, research. Each specimen should be carefully
wrapped with its original label signed by donor.
Catalog filing card (3"x5"), white, preferably
unruled and punched, should be typed, giving:
name of mineral, locality, size of specimen in
centimeters, short description of features illus-
trated, name and address of donor.

Specimens should be sent prepaid to one of
the curators: Charles R. Toothaker, The Com-
mercial Museum, 34 St., below Spruce, Phila-
delphia 4, Penn., or Dr. V. Ben Meen, Di-
rector, Royal Ontario Museum of Mineralogy,
Toronto 5 Canada. Corresponding filing cards
should be mailed separately to the same address.

In the improbable event that too many speci-
mens of one species are received, the committee
will use its discretion and offer such samples to
other devastated museums where they will do
the most good or, if the donor desires, will re-
turn them to him by express, C.O.D.

• • •
770-CARAT DIAMOND TO
BE SOLD IN THE ROUGH

The world's biggest uncut diamond, about
the size of a chicken egg, has been brought to
Britain from the British colony of Sierra Leone
in West Africa, where it was found in January
by a native workman.

The gem, which weighs 770 carats, is believed
to be the largest ever found in an alluvial de-
posit and is the biggest diamond of gem quality
in the world.

The Sierra Leone Selection Trust, owners,
have decided not to cut the stone, but to sell it
in the rough.

• • •
Find Specimens of Bassanite

A rare prize for those persons who collect
gypsum specimens in Imperial county, Califor-
nia, is bassanite. Dana reports this rare type of
gypsum as found only in lava deposits from Mt.
Vesuvius, Italy, but recently, several specimens
have been found in the Colorado desert. Chemi-
cally, bassanite (notice the spelling) is the same
as gypsum, or really a form between gypsum and
anhydrite. The chief difference lies in the crystal.

• • •
A fluorescent display, opened in Tune at El

Mono hotel, Leevining, California, is being
shown daily by Mr. and Mrs. George I. Wil-
liams, proprietors, who traveled for years
throughout the United States lecturing on fluor-
escence and minerals. The exhibit includes what
are described as some of the largest specimens
of fluorescent responsive minerals ever collected
and is the same exhibit which has been shown at
universities, fairs and special groups. The pub-
lic is invited free, large groups being especially
welcome.

ROCKHOUND PHOTOGRAPHS
PAN-AMERICAN HIGHWAY

G. Haven Bishop spoke on the Pan-American
highway at August 16 meeting of Los Angeles
Mineralogical society. For the past two and a
half years Mr. Bishop, who is a member of
LAMS, has been official photographer with US
army engineers who are building the highway.
His talk was illustrated with an extensive series
of fine color pictures, vividly portraying the dif-
ficulties and hazards of highway construction in
regions where often the only roads are deeply
rutted ox-cart trails, where elevations range from
sea level to 11,000 feet, and where a long rainy
season leaves only about three work months.

Many of the pictures showed geology of the
Central American countries and scenic views of
tropic vegetation and quaint villages. He be-
lieves it will be between two and three years
before the highway will be completed. By then
"we will probably all be trying out new jalopies
and the chances are many of us will be getting
acquainted with our good neighbors along the
Pan-American highways."

• •
Test for Lead . . .

Take a large piece of the ore and scrape a
small cavity in the top. Place a few drops of
concentrated nitric acid in the cavity. Drop in
two or three crystals of potassium iodide and
allow to dissolve. Then, with a medicine dropper
and distilled water drop by drop allow the mix-
ture to run and spread over the ore. Whenever
it comes in contact with lead, it will quickly
form bright yellow iodide. The color is its
identification. This can be varied. Powder a
small quantity of ore and place in a test tube.
Add enough nitric acid to cover and drop in
the potassium iodide crystals. Stir thoroughly
and add a few drops of distilled water. If lead
is present, the mixture takes on a distinctly
yellowish tinge.

"BON/TA"
(Spanish for Beautiful)

This beautiful stone with a thous-
and colors and scenes, is found close
to the famous Gem Mine of Benitoite,
Neptunite and Joaquinite and Ameri-
ca's largest Mercury mine, the New
Idria.

It is hard, about 8, opaque, trans-
lucent and transparent. The colors
are a delicate baby to deep blue;
light blue-green to very deep; jade
green to emerald. The variables run
from a seaweed, emerald or blue-
green background with clear, bright
yellow, blood to cinnabar red and
white spots. The figurines or scenics
have a definite picture; some water
pools, sunlight, streams, trees, etc.

For the time being this material
will not be sold in bulk pieces or
wholesale, nor cheapened. We sug-
gest ordering three 1 inch blanks,
which will give some idea of their
range. These will have light polish
on one side to quickly show their
beauty.

Opaque, with small translucent
or transparent spot . . . $ 3.00

Translucent with figures . 5.00
Transparent, mostly solid

color—our finest . . .	 10.00
A large round cut and

polished brooch or bracelet
stone, selected for beauty and
quality	 15  00
Prices include luxury tax and post-

age. Sold on strictly money back
guarantee if not satisfied.

GEM MINES
P.O. Box 441, Puente, Calif.

•

HERE ARE THE GIFTS
YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR!
Rings, $4.00 and Up Necklaces, $5.00 and Up

Brooches, $5.00 and Up
Bracelet and Ring Sets, $15 and Up

Plus 20% Excise Tax and 21/2% Sales Tax

Petrified Picture Wood and Moss Agate — Jewelry
Hand Made in Sterling Silver Mountings

RINGS — BRACELETS — NECKLACES
BROOCHES — TIE SLIDES, ETC.

Mail Orders Filled Anywhere in U. S. A.

ELLIOTT'S GEM SHOP
26 Jergins Arcade Village	 Long Beach 2, Calif.

Entrance Subway at Ocean and Pine
Open 10 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily
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OEM /WART ADVERTISING RATE
Sc a Word — Minimum $1.00    

AMONG THE

ROCK HURTERS
WASHINGTON PETRIFIED WOODS. Many

color combinations and varieties. Six slabs,
One dollar plus postage. Over twelve square
inches. State preference. Cabochons or speci-
mens. Money back if dissatisfied. Full log
sections available. Native Gems, 111 No.
Tacoma Ave., Tacoma 3, Washington.

FRANKLIN, N. J., COLLECTION. 10 excel-
lent specimens, several highly fluorescent.
Polyadelphite, Willemite, Rhodonite, Rhodo-
chrosite, Norbergite, Mangan Calcite, Salmon
Colored Calcite, Franklinite, Zincite, Graph-
ite in Limestone, etc. About 2x2 in.--$4.00
postpaid. H. STILLWELL & SON, Rockville
Centre, N. Y.

MY COLLECTION of cut stones and uncut. 65
hearts, 20 blanks, 220 cabochons and facets.
Facet cutting machine and complete heavy
duty cutting equipment including 5 motors.
Full price $800.00. R. H. Justice, 343 West
87 St., Los Angeles 3, Calif.

FOR SALE—My private collection of mineral
specimens. For particulars write: R. E.
Goodell, 291 Canyon Road, Salt Lake City 3,
Utah.

ATTENTION ROCK CUTTERS: Citrine
Quartz $2.00 per ounce. Assortment of 12
cabochon blanks $1.50. Blanks of green Wy-
oming jade 50 cents. Black Wyoming jade 35
cents. Sterling silver earring backs $3.00 per
doz. Cut and polished Star Sapphires $2.50
per carat (stones are 2 to 7 carats). Cut and
polished black Wyoming jade 12x16 mm size
81.00. Please include luxury tax on earring
backs and cut stones. de Marrionne and
Charles, 420 No. La Cienega Blvd., Los An-
geles 36, Calif.

PURPLE "X" 250 watt $1.37 each, includes all
tax, shipped postpaid. Fluoresces some min-
erals and gems. Humphreys Laboratories, 240
Claiborne, Long Beach 7, Calif.

FLUORITE CLEAVAGE OCTAHEDRONS.
Very attractive and most of them fluoresce
under Wonderlite bulb. 6 specimens 1/2 in. to
1 in. tip to tip in various colors yellow, green,
blue, purple, colorless, etc., $1.60 postpaid.
12 extra selected specimens 1/2 in. to 11/2 in.
tip to tip $4.25 postpaid. A very few larger
specimens up to 21/2 in. at special prices. H.
STILLWELL & SON, Rockville Centre, N.Y.

WANTED: TO BUY, sell and exchange speci-
mens outstandingly rare and beautiful. Sam
Parker, 2160 East Van Buren, Phoenix, Ariz.

SORRY FOLKS, No gold or silver work in Oc-
tober. It's hunting season. I will be back in
November to get your Xmas work out.
Thanks for waiting. K. K. Brown, Star Route,
Castle Rock, Washington.

SORRY, but the many attractive Colorado Des-
ert mineral specimens and cutting material we
advertised in the September issue of Desert
have all been sold and we are out of stock
temporarily. We hope the many collectors
who bought these items were well pleased
with their material. We will have more fine
items to announce later. Desert Blossom
Rocks, Winterhaven, California.

NEW WONDERLITE U. V. BULB. Fits any
standard electric socket, 50 hour, 300 watt,
105-120 volts, A.C. or D.C. Can be used con-
tinuously if desired. An excellent bulb giving
beautiful results. Price $2.60 tax and insured
post included. H. STILLWELL & SON,
Rockville Centre, N. Y.

INDIAN RELICS, Curios, Coins, Minerals,
Books, Old Buttons, Old Glass, Old West
Photos, Weapons, Catalogue Sc. Lemley An-
tique Store, Osborne, Kansas.

AGATE JEWELRY AND OREGON AGATES
—Ladies 10k gold rings, pointed or oval type,
$14.40 including excise tax. We make pen-
dant necklaces, brooches, rings of several
types. Sell plume and other agate by the slab.
We guarantee satisfaction or will refund your
money upon receipt of our merchandise. See
that funds accompany your order. E. Lee
Sigfrit, 211 Con'gress, Bend, Oregon.

$2.50 brings you prepaid six rare and beautiful
crystallized Arizona minerals. Vanadinite,
Dioptase, Wulfenite, Willemite, Chrysocol-
la, Azurite. Specimens 11/2x2 or larger.
Wiener Mineral Co., Box 509, Tucson, Ari-
zona.

Choice Palm Root—Full of eyes showing root
and trunk structure. Very colorful. Sliced for
Cabochons. 25 cents per square inch. Satis-
faction guaranteed. GASKILL, 400 North
Muscatel, San Gabriel, Calif.

Minerals, Gems, Coins, Bills, Old Glass, Books,
Stamps, Fossils, Buttons, Dolls, Weapons,
Miniatures, Indian Silver Rings and Brace-
lets. Also Mexican. Catalogue Sc. Cowboy
Lemley, Las Cruces, New Mexico.

Mineral Sets-24 Colorful Minerals (identi-
fied) in 1x1 compartments — Postage paid,
$3.50. Prospector's Set of 50 Minerals (iden-
tified) in 1x1 compartments in cloth rein-
forced sturdy cartons, Postage paid $5.75.
Elliott's Gem Shop, 26 Jergins Arcade, Long
Beach 2, Calif.

Good cutting material, Petrified Wood, Agate,
Jasper, $1.00 per lb. Special mixed lots $4.00
for 5 lbs. Variscite specimen material $1.00
per lb. and up. Geodes and Ribbon Rock, 5
lbs. for $2.00. Please include postage. John
L. James, Tonopah, Nevada.

EXPERIENCED TURQUOISE cutters wanted.
Rate 2 cents per carat for 40 hours work, 3
cents per carat for cutting after 40 hours in
one week. Can cut up to 53 hours per week.
List references and experience in first reply.
Maisel's Indian Trading Post, P. 0. Box 1333,
Albuquerque, N. M.

Colorado plume agate, sawed slabs, $1 to $30.
All on approval. This is a new find, none
better. Priced according to size and beauty.
The Colorado Gem Co., Bayfield, Colo.

AGATES: A new find, not nodules. You have
seen nothing like these, I am sure. Very high
grade, bright colored Plume, Flower and
Moss in shades of red, yellow, green, black,
etc. Pieces will make striking, charming jewel-
ry. Will sell slices excellent for gem cutting.
Plume $5.00 to $25.00, Flower and Moss,
$1.50 to $10.00 plus tax, postpaid. Send or
come for your order now. Money back if not
entirely satisfied. Mae Duquette, 407 No.
Muscatel, San Gabriel, Calif.

MEXICAN FIRE OPAL and fine specimen
opal, all colors, Tiger's Eye, Brazil Carnelian,
slab Chrysocolla, Ceylon Sapphire, Mexican
gem amethyst, Baddeleyite pebbles, Zircon-
ian. Money back if not satisfied. The Desert
Rat's Nest, 2667 E. Colorado St., E. Pasa-
dena 8, California.

Chicago Lapidary and Craft club is a new
organization for those whose special interest
is gem stones. Members will study gems, gem
minerals and jewelry making. Anyone wishing
information about this club may write the presi
dent pro-tem, Eldon Sanas, care of The Lapidary
Shop, Austin Town Hall, Chicago.

• • •
Southwest Mineralogists, Los Angeles, heard

a talk by Victor M. Arciniega on Crestmore, at
their social-educational meeting July 20. The
following Sunday 50 members and friends took
their first field trip in many months to the
Crestmore field.

• • •
Members of Long Beach Mineralogical society

were shocked and stunned at the sudden death
of their beloved president, E. F. (Bill) Carlson
of Bellflower, who was stricken with a heart
attack while on a field trip near Tonopah,
Nevada, August 5.

• • •
Sacramento Mineral society held a picnic

meeting in McKinley Park July 27. This was
such an enjoyable outing, it was decided to make
the July picnic an annual event.

• • •
Forty-one members and guests were present

at the July meeting of Sequoia Mineral society
held in Parlier Park. During the study period
Bill McRae spoke on tungsten. Elmer Geese
gave his impressions of the Los Angeles lapidary
show. Dinuba delegation invited the club to
meet August 7 in Dinuba.

• • •
"Real Story of Staurolites" was subject chosen

by Dr. C. H. Moore, of the National Lead com-
pany, for his talk before New Jersey Mineralog-
ical society, Plainfield, August 7. A special all-
day meeting was held August 19, combining
picnic in Cedar Brook Park and a field trip to
the Carnelian locality or to the Scotch Plains
quarry.

• • •
Norman E. Dawson, of San Marcos, spoke

to San Diego Mineralogical society August 12
on the occurrence of gem minerals in pegmatites.
Meetings are in the YMCA auditorium, 8th
Avenue and C Street.

FINE KENTUCKY FOSSILS. Rhynchotremas,
snails, Chocolate Bryozoas, Stony Bryozoas,
Crinoid stems, Platystrophias, Delicate Bra-
chiopods, Starfish. Etc. Nine 3x4 Specimens,
$4.00. Unbroken Geodes, 84.75 for 10 pounds.
Postpaid. George Bryant, R. 2, Lawrenceburg,
Ky.

JUST RECEIVED: Shipment of Nevada Tur-
quoise, have also purchased entire mineral
stock at Brea of Ed Matteson. Some good
cutting material and very rare mineral speci-
mens. Daniels Trading Post, 401 W. Foot-
hill Blvd., Fontana, Calif.

ARIZONA GEMS & SPECIMENS
Agates, Jaspers, Petrified wood, with

ferns, moss, birdseye, picture, trees, and
flower. These are beautiful and of many
colors. Choice slices $5.00, $10.00, $15.00,
$20.00 and $25.00 each. 8 slices of fine gem
material all different $25.00. 30 lbs. of
Agates, Jaspers, and Petrified Wood, in
mixed lots $12.50. Gem geodes, Agates,
Jaspers, Petrified wood, with one sawed
surface, 5 for $6.50, 12 for $10.00.

Satisfaction Guaranteed. Send Deposit.
Postage Extra.

Chas. E. Hill, 2205 N. 8th St., Phoenix,
Arizona.
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• •	 •

Of a Rockhound
By LOUISE EATON

War's end. Tears of joy or relief in
eyes of every adult American. Peace means
mutch to everywun. Even thoze whose
hearts are bleeding from th' loss uv loved
ones are glad that th' conflict is over. In
view uv all th' sorrow in th' wurld it
seems almost sacreligious f'r rockhouns
to rejoice that they can fieldtrip again.
But they duz. Folkes is already beginnin
to write their desert frens to see if th'
invitation to visit urn given four years
ago still holds good.

• • •
When rockhouns 'ye been separated

an' then reunited they begins conversa-
tion right where it left off. It may have
been a week or a year in between con-
flabs but time is wiped out. Opal or un-
identified speciment that wuz under dis-
cussion last thing in June is fu_rst thing
to be talked about in October. Just as
tho th' rockhouns hadn't been apart a
tall.

• • •
Yu can make mountains out uv mole-

hills if yu have enuf molehills. Little
irritations, each wun insignificant p'r-
haps, piles up an' piles up till finally th'
sum total becumz more than human pa-
tience can bear an' yu explodes all over
th' place. That's th' time to head f'r th'
desert where things can be seen in their
true value an' importance.

POLISHED TURQUOISE--
Wholesale Lots or Small Orders

of Matched Sets

H. & B. TRADING CO.
37 Globe St.	 Miami, Ariz.

AMAZING BARGAINS! . . .
HIGH QUALITY STONES

Almandine Garnets (Madagascar) ea	 $1.20
Green Garnets (Australia) ea. 	  1.80
Opals (Australia) ea. 	  .95
Moonstones (Ceylon) ea. 	  1.20
Sapphires (Blue & Golden, India) ea	  2.40
Aquamarines (Brazil) ea. 	  1.80
Sardonyx (South America) ea. 	  .90
Quartz Topaz (Brazil) ea. 	  1.80
Amethysts (Brazil) ea. 	  120
Turquoises (Persia) ea. 	  .90
Rough Quartz Topaz (Brazil) ea.   1.80
All stones cut and polished. We guarantee
complete satisfaction. See that remittance ac-
companies your order.

L. de CRISSEY
P. O. Box 93 — Times Square Station

NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

GEMS . . .
GARNET, facet cut 	 ea. .50
TOPAZ, (quartz) facet cut 	 ea. .75
OPALS, Australian 	 ea. .25
MOSS AGATES (green or grey) 	 ea. .50
SARDONYX CAMEOS 	 ea, 1.50
TIGEREYE CAMEOS 	 ea. .50
TIGEREYE, blue, grey, or brown 	 ea. .50
AMAZONITE 	 ea. .50
SAPPHIRE, blue, orchid, or green 	 ea. 3.00
LAPIS 	 ea. 1.00

No order less than $3.00

KRUEGER LAPIDARIES
106 W. Third, Dept. C, Los Angeles, 13, Calif.

Mail Orders Only

Residents of Calif. add 21/2 % Sales Tax

SPECIALS . . .
MINIATURE SETS, Asst'd per doz. 	 $6.00
50 RING STONES, including genuine and

synthetic 	 $7.50
SYNTHETIC RUBIES or GENUINE GAR-

NETS, per carat  $1.25
CAMEOS or OPALS—Genuine-12 for $3.75
100 JEWELRY STONES removed from rings,

etc., $2.40; 50 large ones 	 $2.40
12 ARTICLES ANTIQUE JEWELRY, rings,

pins, etc. 	 $3.00
500 COSTUME JEWELRY STONES 	 $2.00

B. LOVVE, Holland Bldg., St. Louis L Mo.

Victor M. Arciniega spoke on the geology of
gems at the dinner meeting August 21 of Pacific
Mineral society, Los Angeles. Mr. Arciniega, the
club's technical advisor, is a consulting engineer
and geologist, member of American Institute
of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, and
instructor of mineralogy, geology and chemistry
in the evening school of Manual Arts high
school.

• • •
Chairman Ann Pipkin is laying ground-work

for a bigger and better Hobby show to be held
by Searles Lake Gem and Mineral society in
October. Anyone who has a hobby or knows of
someone with a hobby is urged to contact Mrs.
Pipkin, Trona. The society is eager to encourage
amateur hobbyists through the medium of its
annual exhibit.

• • •
At the August 14 meeting of Texas Mineral

society, Dallas, Frank Howell told of his ex-
plorations of the Texas Val Verde county pre-
historic shelters. He displayed many of the
Indian artifacts he had found, and explained
their uses.

• • •
At the August meeting of Yavapai Gem and

Mineral society, Prescott, A. De Angelis ex-
plained the art of cutting faceted gems, and
Moulton B. Smith described his method of cut-
ting and polishing rocks. Among the exhibits
were fine specimens of polished nodules and
Arizona minerals, including a junior display.
Meetings are held second Thursday of each
month.

• • •
A cloudburst in Surprise Canyon in August

washed out the road below the Chris Wicht
memorial clubhouse of Searles Lake Gem and
Mineral society. Member Newell Merritt was
the troubleshooter, investigating amount of
damage and repairing water system.

• • •
A. A. Dixon, known by rockhounds through-

out the country as the proprietor of an agate shop
near Rogue River, lost his left arm in an auto-
mobile collision near Central Point, Oregon,
August 20. His life was saved by an unidentified
man who applied a tourniquet with a handker-
chief and a screwdriver.

• • •
New Jersey Mineralogical society, Plainfield,

announces that the November meeting is being
planned as a combined meeting with the New
York, Newark, Philadelphia and possible other
mineral societies. O. Ivan Lee, a member of
this society, is the new president of the New
York Mineralogical club.

• • •
Lelande Quick, Desert Magazine writer,

talked at a dinner meeting of Native Sons of
the Golden West August 3 at Clark Hotel, Los
Angeles, on amateur gem cutting and California
gem history.

• • •
Searles Lake Gem and Mineral society planned

to hold their annual potluck dinner meeting
August 15 at Valley Wells, with Mrs. Edna
Damron, chairman of refreshment committee.

• • •
Committee chairmen to serve Yavapai Gem

and Mineral society, Prescott, for the year are:
Mrs. J. Bryant Kasey, receptionist ; A. De Ange-
lis , membership and sales table ; T. E. Harper,
field trips; H. L. Womack, display table; Mrs.
T. E. Harper, refreshments. Committee assis-
tants are Mrs. Alvin A. Hanson, Floyd N. Wood
and Moulton B. Smith.

• • •
At August 10 meeting of Los Angeles Dana

Mineral club, Dr. John Herman and Howard
Kegley, of the Los Angeles Tinzes were the
speakers. Future of Western minerals was dis-
cussed by Dr. Herman, who also told of his
experiences in conducting experiments with
uranium ore in 1932. Kegley, interspersing wit
and humor with a thorough knowledge of oil
geology spoke on "A Geological Buffet Dinner."

Umpqua Mineral club, Roseburg, Oregon, met
August 8 at home of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Roberts
for a garden potluck dinner. "New Find of
Oregon Zeolites," an article written by Mr.
Roberts and published in August issue of The
Afineralogist was read. The 22 members and
guests present spent the evening viewing Mr.
Roberts' extensive collection of rocks and min-
erals, and Mrs. Roberts' beautiful gardens.

• • •
H. Stanton Hill, mineralogy and crystallo-

graphy instructor at Pasadena junior college, and
Ralph Dietz were the speakers at August 13
meeting of Mineralogical Society of Southern
California, Pasadena. Mr. Hill told of the early
geological history of the Great Lakes region and
the Tri-State district and the discovery of min-
erals and metals by the Indians. Mr. Dietz con-
tinued discussion of this area, as he described
and exhibited some of the minerals found here.

Choice Specimens . . .
The fine specimens advertised below come from our Calcite Mines

which are described in the August issue of the Mineralogist and the
Desert Magazine.
CALCITE in superb crystal groups. 2x2 in.—$2.00 to 4x5 in.—$7.50
CLEAR CALCITE RHOMBS (Iceland Spar)—Fluoresces a beautiful red under the

Mineralight. 35c to $1.00 according to size and quality.
SPECIAL—Optical Basal Plates from which the secret gun sights were made. Never

before advertised. These also fluoresce a nice red. 2x2 in.—$1.00 to 5x7 in.—$12.00

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Please Include Postage with Remittance

FROST & DYE MINING COMPANY
59 East Hoffer Street	 Banning, California
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Felker Di-Met
Rimlock

Diamond Blades
Available for immediate

Delivery from

Warner cmd Grieger

Diameter

6 -

Net Price
Each

4.60
8" 6.65

10" 8.70
12" 10.75
14" 14.80
16" 16.85
18" 20.90
20" 22.95
22" 25.50
24" 29.60

WARDER & GRIEGER
405 Ninita Parkway, Pasadena 4, Calif.

Phone Sy. 6-6923

NAVAJO INDIAN RUGS & JEWELRY
Tom S. Hubbell, 2331 Pico Blvd.

Santa Monica, California

ROOK HOUNDS
Slash sawing time with
FELKER DI-MET RIMLOCK
Diamond Wheels

tl K

o tir

Enlarged section ol rim
51,61,5 ,pecid. relined blade
side and diamond tooth con-
ttruCtiOn which provides un-
.1ually last, free cutting.

Po' Faster Cutting

ko' Freer Cutting

fo.° Smoother Surfaces

t/' Exceptionally Long Wheel Life

to" Greater Diamond Wheel Econ-

omy per Dollar Invested

Due to Rimlock's remarkable cutting ability,
almost all production has been going into mili-
tary use. Now limited quantities have been
released and are available for rock cutting.
Write for literature, specifications and
quotations.

FELKER MANUFACTURING CO.
1132 BORDER AVENUE • TORRANCE, CALIF.

DIAMOND ABRASIVE WHEELS AND CUTTING MACHINES

Bob Deidrick, president East Bay Mineral
society, will resume his classes in mineral identi-
fication at Tech High, 43rd & Broadway, Oak-
land, September 17, Monday and Friday eve-
nings. "Cost is nominal and returns are inval-
uable."

• • •
Ethel Dyer, secretary of Old Baldy lapidary

society, Glendora, California, writes that the
membership limit of 25 is rapidly being reached
now that service men are returning. Members
all have excellent collections and in turn display
five specimens at regular meetings. Summer
picnic was held in San Dimas park August 5.

• • •
Thanks are due to secretaries and other cor-

respondents of mineral groups for information
sent promptly to Desert. A suggestion: Please
remember to include in reports-Who, What,
When, Where, Why. Give full names whenever
possible.

• • •
Orange Belt mineralogical society enjoyed a

covered dish dinner at August meeting. A speci-
men from the collection of the late Dr. Clark
was won by a lucky visitor. The group plans to
hold September gathering at Norco, Mr. Eells,
host.

• • •
Dr. Mars F. Baumgardt, director of Griffith

Park observatory and park commission of Los
Angeles, was scheduled to speak on the Palomar
200-inch telescope at August 8 meeting of Long
Beach Mineralogical society. Mrs. Shuster was
to speak on Sardonyx, mineral of the month.

• • •
A. J. McArthur, vice-president Los Angeles

Mineralogical society, calls attention to an error
in labeling minerals on page 15, August 1945
issue. Aragonite is incorrectly labeled Nail-head
Spar, and vice versa. Desert Magazine apologizes
to mineral students.

• • •

Tin and Tungsten Tests
Sequoia bulletin reports tests by Bob Deidrick

for tin and tungsten. Tin test: Grind sample ore
fine and dissolve in dilute hydrochloric acid, add
small piece of aluminum or iron , filter if neces-
sary. Add filtrate to a solution of mercuric chlo-
ride. If tin is present a gray precipitate will form
(HgC1).

Tungsten test: Place small amount of finely
powdered mineral sample in a test tube; add
about 1/2 ounce concentrate HC1; heat mixture
to boiling; when a lemon yellow residue begins
to form in bottom of tube add a bit of metallic
tin or zinc. If an appreciable amount of tung-
sten is present the solution will turn deep blue
and later brown.

ANSWERS TO DESERT QUIZ
Questions are on page 18

1-Mt. Whitney in California.
2-Piutes.
3-Butterfield.
4-Ceremonial purposes.
5-Death Valley.
6-Arizona.
7-Old Mission at Tucson.
8-Petroglyphs.
9-Cactus.

10-Dwelling.
11-Fouquieria.
12-Pottery.
13-Utah.
14-George Wharton James.
15-Hematite.
16-Mormon missionary.
17-Filifera.
18-Black canyon.
19-Utah.
20-Exploration.

Oter-D
LAPIDARY SUPPLIES

VRECO Lapidary Equipment will again
be available just as soon as our facilities
can be converted and our NEW line of
equipment put into production. Waton for
announcements. In the meantime, let us
serve you with these highest quality
VRECO supplies:

VRECO DIAMOND SAWS ... give you better
performance . .	 .	 longer	 life	 .	 .	 faster	 cutting.

6-inch .....,. ..........$4.50 I 2-inch 	 $ 8.75
8-inch ............... 5.50 I4-inch 	 11.00

10-inch 	 6.80 16-inch 	 13.75
Be sure to specify arbor hole size required. Postpaid.

VRECO GRINDING WHEELS are made ex-
pressly for gem stone grinding.

100 Grain
6" 100 & 180 220 Grit

6 x	 3/4 -inch	 $ 2.10 $ 2.25
6x -inch 	 2.40 2.60
8x -inch	 3.60 3.90

10 x -inch 	 5.00 5.30
10 x l/2 -inch 	 7.00 7.50
12 x -inch 	 6.90 7.50
12 x 1/2-inch 	 9.60 10.40
12 x 2	 -inch 	 12.30 13.30

Be sure to specify arbor hole size. Postage extra.

VRECO DRESSING BRICKS are an indispensible
aid to keeping wheels trued.
8" x2" x I" Dressing Brick 	 $ .85

ABRASIVE GRAIN . .. Silicon-carbide grains in
grit sizes 60, 80, 100, 120, 150, 180, 220, also F
(240), FF (300), and FFF (400).

50e per lb. in single lb. lots
35c per lb. in 2 to 5 lb. lots
30c per lb. in 6 to 99 lb. lots
23c per lb. in 100 lb. lots or more

(Postage extra)

POLISH POWDER ... Tripoli Polishing Powder,
2 lbs  $ .85

FELT POLISH WHEELS-----Spanish White Felt ...
made expressly for us by Byfield Felting Co.
These wheels are the proper hardness for polish-

ing gem stones and flat specimens.

	$ 4

	

Arbor hole sizes:	

nn	 $ 1 1 . 0 06x 1-in 
  7 .25

2 5	 11 00 xx1	 i	$111/92. 0-_ io 	

	Felt prices are postpaid. 

	114. .908 x l-in
10 x 2-in 	

1/2", 5/8", 3/4 ", 7/8 ",

SANDING CLOTH . . . CARBORUNDUM
BRAND Silicon-carbide cloth for disc or drum

type sanders. Grit sizes, 120, 220, 320.

Width
Price per

Ft.
No. Ft.
per $

Price per
ISO ft. Roll

rt ,-di ship
Weight

2" 5e 24 ft. $ 4.70 3 lbs.
3" 7c 15 ft. 6.90 5 lbs.
8” I 7c 7 ft. 18.00 12 lbs.

10" 22e 6 ft. 22.00 15 lbs.

12" 25c 5 ft. 26.50 20 lbs.

VREELAND MFG. CO.
2026 S. W. Jefferson St.	 Portland 1. Orea
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14-inch

Power
Feed
DIAMOND
SAW

Send for
Literature to

Covington Lapidary
Engineering Co.
Redlands. Cal.

16-inch
LAP UNIT

RX—the complete
lapidary shop in
one small machine

No more sales
during duration

W. A FRYER	 1 527 Post Ave To.ranc, Cantor,'

;--
4147
Whet

NEW

MODELS

• Mcf. Mt.
Loft Amorist. •

r

MINERALIGHT

'COLORADO MINERALS'
Crystals

Cabinet and Fluorescent Specimens
Gems Native to Four-Corner-States

MARVIN'S ROCS SHOP
U. S Hiways 160 6- 550, Dunan ,3c-, Colo

Highland Park Lapidary Supply
1009 Mission St., South Pasadena, Calif.

1 in. ARBOR 31 in. LONG

2 3x8 DRUM SANDERS

Write for our Catalogue

GREATER

EFFICIENCY

HIGHER
INTENSITY

LIGHTER
WEIGHT

F' R E E
4-Color
Catalog

CHEELITEIdentifies

Instantly s

This page of Desert Magazine
is for those who have, or aspire
to have, their own gem cutting

and polishing equipment. Lelande Quick, who conducts this department, is former presi-
dent of Los Angeles Lapidary society. He will be glad to answer questions in connection
with your lapidary work. Queries should be addressed to Desert Magazine, El Centro, Calif

By LELANDE QUICK

AMATEUR GEM CUTTER

Nothing delights me more when I open my
Desert Magazine mail than to find a letter from
someone who has "discovered" gem cutting
through this page, or at least has been influenced
to do something with a latent gem cutting desire.
A reader from Manitou Springs, Colorado,
writes, "Through your department I have just
caught a glimpse of the fascinating world of
lapidary of which I had never dreamed and I
am wondering if I have stumbled upon the very
hobby I have been seeking."

But gem cutting is so much more than a hobby
—it is an art. In fact it is the oldest art in exist-
ence for man adorned himself with hand
polished pebbles long before he drew pictures
on the walls of dark caves or organized a system
of words that could be written. He carried gems
as amulets long before he was smart enough to
build a roof over his head. I seldom refer to gem
cutting as a hobby because I think it belittles it.
Stamp collecting or butterfly collecting is a
hobby and so is mineral collecting but when
you start to process the collected minerals into
finished gems you're well on the road to becom-
ing an artist. And I belong to that considerable
group who earnestly hopes that some day some-
one will originate a better descriptive term than
"rockbound." It's as ill chosen as "desert rat."

An attorney in a group I talked to recently
about gems said, "I always wanted a 'shop'
and I assembled one and then I didn't know how
to begin to use it. I made a lamp or two and
some other things but I didn't know where to
go from there. I felt I needed to do something
with my hands and this gem cutting is the
answer to my big problem. I'm going to convert
as fast as I can." Yes, there is a great blessing
for professional men in having something to
turn to where they can use their hinds. It's
the greatest medicine the army psychiatrist has
and that is why recuperating casualties are given
something to do with their hands as soon as
they can sit up.

If a person wants a hobby nothing offers more
satisfaction around the calendar than the col-
lection and processing of gem materials. The
hobby of hunting and fishing has its limitations
to certain seasons. Stamp collecting never gets
you outdoors while butterfly collecting gets
you outdoors too much and it is seasonal too.
There are many other hobbies whose value in
any direction is extremely doubtful but aside
from horticulture, which is also very rewarding,
there is nothing as satisfying as gem cutting. It
gets you outdoors to the far corners of the
country to collect material. It provides a chal-
lenge for the imagination and to the skill of your
hands. It rewards with materials that are death-
less for probably no one in the history of the
world ever intentionally destroyed or discarded
a perfect gem. The first gems ever processed
thousands of years ago still exist somewhere
and the ones you process will remain to the
end of time. No hobby is more worth while and
eternal than gem cutting.

If you are not in a position to proceed to
organize but intend doing so you can do as Mrs.
John E. Ward is doing in Boston. You can pre-
pare yourself for the great day by reading books
about it. Mrs. Ward says, "I have a good nos-
talgic bawl over every issue. If Mr. Henderson
ever runs a picture of a flaming ocotillo on the
cover it will take the battle of Bunker Hill all
over again to keep me here."

And now, of course, postponement is no
longer necessary for those who have had to hold
their plans in abeyance. One blessing of peace
is the availability of all gem cutting machinery
and motors by the time this appears. You don't
need a shopful of machinery to cut good gems
You can pump up a tire by hand but compressed
air at a service station is easier on the back.

• • •

J. E. Felker of Goleta, California, offers a
formula for dopping cement for those who are
dissatisfied with sealing wax. Take equal parts
by weight of common lump rosin and asphaltum
(the kind the roofers use) and melt and mix
in a tin container. While it is hot dip your dops
in and get a plentiful supply on each stick for
future use. Felker's dopping procedure is no
different than that in common use but he claims
that his mixture has merit because "it's cheap,
easily applied, has good holding quality, is
easy to remove and clean from the stone." But
J. A. Hummel of St. Paul, Minnesota, offers a
more novel suggestion. He writes, "I have found
that dentist's impression wax makes a very good
dopping wax. After a dentist uses it once he
throws it away and he is glad to give it to the
lapidary. It adheres well to the dop stick and
the specimen and it has just about the ideal
melting point." Has anyone had experience with
the above dopping materials or other ideas to
offer? I'm going to stick to sealing wax until
something else comes along that has the one
feature I desire most—I want a material that
doesn't burn the fingers when I get careless.

• • •

An interesting letter from Perry Fritz of
Grant's Pass, Oregon, offers an excellent sug-
gestion for displays of fluorescent materials. Mr.
Fritz claims that people had trouble reading the
signs of the fluorescent exhibit at the recent
show of Los Angeles Lapidary society. He says,
"the time the white light was on was too short.
When a person picked out a specimen under the
black light and watched for the change so he
could read the card to learn its name the
lights changed again. A better way would be to
have the names of specimens printed with fluor-
escent paint." This suggestion permits uninter-
rupted study of fluorescent exhibits. It has dis-
advantages however and I have known of people
who labeled their specimens with fluorescent
paint only to abandon it in a burn. because the
paint was so violently fluorescent that it domin-
ated the view under the ultra-violet light. This
was noticeable with the few specimens that
were so labeled in the show. Many people who
have tried the idea believe that the viewing of
good specimens suffers when the paint is used.

Mr. Fritz sent me a unique arrangement for
preheating stones before dopping. It is a spoon-
like affair cut from metal screening. "The same
thing can be accomplished," he says, "by the use
of an old teaspoon. Drill numerous holes in the
spoon, cut the handle short and insert it in a
wooden handle (not a heat conductor) as you
would a file. It is safer than handling a set with
pliers.

Peace, blessed sweet peace and the high privi-
lege of once again doing the things you want to
do with an easy conscience. But please remember
this— the desert is no safe place for most of
today's tires.

MINERS — PROSPECTORS

ATTENTION!

Are you overlooking hidden riches?
Over SI 00,000,000.00 worth of
Scheetite located by Minerolight
users—much of it in gold, lead, silver
cod copper mining properties.
Accurate check for Mercury, too.
Models in all sixes shown in new
catalog—also ore specimens in full
color. Money-back guarantee and 20
free ore specimens with each lamp.

WRITE DEPT. 1 TODAY

ULTRA-VIOLET' PRODUCTS, Inc.
5205 SANTA MONICA BLVD.	 LOS ANGELES
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By RANDALL HENDERSON

1 HERE seems to be some difference of opinion as to who
brought the war to an early end—whether it was the
army, the air corps, the navy and marines, the atomic

bomb, or the Russians—but as far as I am concerned the credit
goes to all of them, plus the courage and industry and loyalty of
the folks at home.

But it is over. And we are grateful. And we are determined
that our world shall not again be allowed to drift into such
cataclysmic folly. For that was our failure—we drifted. We were
smug and self-confident. We were sure the storm clouds on the
horizon were not of our making—and therefore would not loose
their fury on us.

But we were wrong. They WERE of our making. Hitler and
Mussolini and Hirohito were not the causes of the war. They
merely were the prc duct of an age when too many civilized men
had come to regard science as more important than religion,
money more important than art, justice more important than
love, brains more important than morals.

We can see more clearly, now that the first atomic bomb has
been exploded. For in releasing the power within the atom,
science has attained one of its ultimate goals. It has created an
instrument of colossal power. And yet we know this power can
be used for the destruction as well as for the benefit of mankind.

Science is an impersonal thing. Whether it shall be used for
good or evil, depends on what is in the hearts—not the minds—
of men. For science is intellectual, and faith is a matter of the
emotional life. It is what we feel, not what we think, that
ultimately determines the course of life. As John MacMurray
so well expressed it:

"In the modern world, that is to say since the break-up of the
mediaeval world, there has been an immense development of
knowledge. There has, however, been no corresponding emo-
tional development. As a result we are intellectually civilized
and emotionally primitive ; and we have reached the point at
which development of knowledge threatens to destroy us. Know-
ledge is power, but emotion is the master of our values and of the
uses, therefore, to which we put our power. Emotionally we are
primitive, childish, undeveloped. Therefore, we have the tastes,
the appetites, the interests and the apprehensions of children.
But we have in our hands a vast set of powers, which are the
products of our intellectual development. We have used these
powers to construct an intricate machinery of life, all in the
service of our childish desires. And now we are waking up to
the fact that we cannot control it . . . That is the modern
dilemma."

And that is why I say he war was of our own making. We
have defeated Hitler and Hirohito and Mussolini—but that has
not removed the causes of war. The things that make war are
found in our emotional immaturity—in greed that takes the
form of excessive tariffs and exploitation of labor and a thous-
and forms of chiseling and racketeering—in intolerance that
takes the form of racial and religious hatreds—in fear which is
faith in reverse—in dishonesty, the most insidious form of
which is dishonest thinking.
*Freedom in the Modern World. D. Appleton -Century Co. 1934
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If we would keep faith with the men who died in Europe and
Asia and Africa and the Pacific; if we would end wars ; these
are the problems we must solve.

Some one in the Indian service should be credited with a very
potent idea. I refer to the recent news item announcing that 16
Hopi families from their reservation in northeastern Arizona,
are to be colonized at Poston, Arizona, on the site now being
vacated by Japanese evacuees.

If this move is being made with the full consent of the Hopi
Indians—and is followed by further migration of these tribes-
men—I can foresee a revolution in the economy of the Hopi.

For they are leaving one of the most barren areas in the desert
Southwest, to occupy some of the most fertile land in the world
—the Colorado river valley. If the Hopi are as intelligent and
industrious as I have always credited them with being, and are
given the opportunity to make the most of their new environ-
ment, they will acquire complete independence, and even wealth,
in their new home.

The lands they will occupy are on the Colorado River Indian
reservation. However, the Mojave, Yuma and Chemehuevi In-
dians for whom the reservation was set aside, have never utilized
more than 15,000 out of the 75,000 acres of rich bottomland in
their reservation. The remainder, until the Japanese were located
there, was covered by mesquite and arrowweed.

Anyone who has seen the Hopi Indians nursing and cultivat-
ing the dwarfed little stalks of corn that grow in their tiny gar-
dens at the foot of the Hopi mesas will know how meager is
the livelihood of these tribesmen. There is no hope for more
than a starvation economy in their present homeland. With the
rich lands of the Colorado valley at their disposal, they truly
will have migrated to a land overflowing with milk and honey.

I hope they like their new homes, and I am pulling for their
success. For if the program works out, the time will come before
many years when the Hopi can thumb their noses at the guardian-
ship of Uncle Sam—and discard the reservation boundaries and
emerge as free and independent American citizens. And don't
think they won't be able to hold their own in the white man's
world. They are smart traders—as many of their present Navajo
neighbors will testify.

But I am wondering what will become of the snake dances—
the annual prayer for rain—when the Hopi can get all the water
he wants by opening a gate in the irrigation ditch.

On the mesas of northeastern Arizona the Hopi Indians held
their snake dances—their annual prayers for rain—August 22
and 26. The rain gods were good this year—they brought
showers to Hopi cornfields even before the dances were held.

Elsewhere in the desert country the story was much the same
—record August rainfall. It almost seemed as if the God of
Nature—now that the war was ended—wanted to help man-
kind forget; wanted to refresh and revitalize the earth ; to cover
the scars left by armies on training maneuvers, to wash the
canyons clean, to change the drab brown landscape to living
green, dotted with the brilliant reds and yellows and whites o(
wildflowers in blossom.
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Amateur Gem Cutter department 	 Each issue
American Gem society 	  Feb 45 p36
Amethyst Spectacles 	  Sep 45 p2
Antelope Chipmunk 	  Nov 44 p18
Anza Desert state park 	  Dec 44 pp18,28
Jan 45 p37, Feb 45 p37, Jul 45 p17, Aug 45 p9
Apache Lake, Arizona 	  Jul 45 p25
Arizona Star 	  Oct 45 p25
Arroyo Salado (Borrego Badlands)....Apr 45 p7
Art of Gem Cutting 	  Jul 45 p37
Auerbach, Herbert S. 	  May 45 p31
Austin, Mary Hunter 	  Sep 45 p2
Aztecs 	  Jul 45 p13

Babbitt, James E. 	  Jan 45 p29
Baboquivari mountains, Arizona 	  Jul 45 p8
Bailey, Alfred M. and Patricia 	  Sep 45 p17
Baker , Shermaro Trek of the

Mormon Battalion 	  Jun 45 p4
Bandelier nat'l. monument, N. M	 Oct 45 p28
Barnacles, Salton Sea 	  Mar 45 p4
Bartlett, John R. 	 Oct 45 p5
Beal, Mary. Author of-

,	 Cream Flowered Cactus with
Rose-red Wreath 	 Nov 44 p13

Mistletoe's for Christmas 	  Dec 44 p14
Camote—the Black Sheep 	  Feb 45 p16
Desert's Shower of Gold 	 Mar 45 p24
Sunflower Pageantry 	  Jun 45 p25
Fall's Golden Carpet 	  Oct 45 p2

Beale, Lt. Edward Fitzgerald 	  Mar 45 p10
Beatty, A. A. (Doc) 	 Feb 45 p12, Apr 45 p7

Jul 45 p17, Aug 45 p9
Beckwith, Frank   Feb 45 p19
Benavides Memorial on

New Mexico 	 Aug 45 p'
Big Bead mesa, New Mexico 	 Feb 45 p4
Bighorn sheep 	 Dec 44 p25
Bird Cage theater 	  Jan 45 p29
Bird Island, Utah 	  Sep 45 p14
Birds, desert spring 	  May 45 p19
Birds, Great Salt Lake 	 Sep 45 p14
Birds, woodpeck,ers 	  Jan 45 p16
Bbnd, Frank 	  Aug 45 p31
Bondurant, Don 	  Sep 45 p17
Book Reviews-

Altrocchi, Old California Trail, Jun 45 p39;
Bodley, Wind in the Sahara, Jan 45 p39;
Chaffee, Western Wild Life, Jan 45 p39;
Coblentz, Blue and Silver Necklace, Nov 44
p37; Dake and Pearl, Art of Gem Cutting,
Jul 45 p2; Elmore, Ethnobotany of the Na-
vajo, Apr 45 p39; Fansett, Field Tests for the
Common Metals, Sep 45 p2; Fenton, The
Rock Book, Jul 45 p2; Hewett, Man and the
State, Jan 45 p39; James, Indians' Secrets of
Health, Mar 45 p2; Keech, Children Sing in
New Mexico, May 45 p39; Kornitzer, The
Jeweled Trail, Feb 45 p39; Kraus and Slaw-
son, Gems and Gem Materials, Apr 45 p39;
Kupper, The Golden Hoof, Aug 45 p2;
Leighton, The Navaho Door, Jun 45 p39;
Macmullen, Paddle - W heel Days in Calif or-
nia, Feb 45 p39; McDonald, Jewels and
Gems, Mar 45 p2; Mers and Stubbs, Indian
Silverwork—Bridles, Jun 45 p39; Morris,
Digging in the Southwest, Dec 44 p39; Nye,
Cartridge-Case Law, Wild Horse Shorty,
Nov 44 p37; Paden, Wake of the Prairie
Schooner, Nov 44 p37; Porter, Cortez the
Conqueror, Jun 45 p39; Stone, Canyon Coun-

try, Jul 45 p2; Summers, Where Cattle Roam,
May 45 p39; Sykes, A Westerly Trend, May
45 p39; Thorp and Woodson, Black Widow,
Apr 45 p39; Von Hagen, Aztec and Maya
Papermakers, Feb 45 p39; Wagner, juan
Rodriguez Cabrillo, Feb 45 p39; Wheel-
wright, Navajo Creation Myth, Dec 44 p39;
Wolf, California Wild Tree Crops, Jun 45
p39; Brent, The Bird Cage, Oct 45 p25;
Leighton, The Governing of Men, Oct 45
p25; Storm, Thunder Gods Gold, Oct 45 p25.

Borrego Badlands, California 	  Apr 45 p7
Aug 45 p9

Botany—
Cactus, Pincushion 	 Nov 44 p13
Cactus, primitive species 	  May 45 p7
Camote (Hoffmanseggia) 	  Feb 45 p16
Chinch-weed (Pectis) 	  Oct 45 p2
Dalea 	  Jun 45 p9
Desert Lily 	  Apr 45 p15
Desert Mistletoe 	  Dec 44 p14
Desert Sunflowers 	  June 45 p25
Palo Verde 	  Mar 45 p24
Pilostyles ("Desert Midget") 	 Jun 45 p9
Rafflesia ("Jungle Giant") 	 Jun 45 p9
Welwitschia (Tumbo) 	  Apr 45 p13
Yucca 	  Aug 45 p18

Boyd, Keith 	  Mar 45 p18
Bradford, Roy 	  Jul 45 p25
Bradshaw stage road 	  Oct 45 p19
Bradt, George McClellan. Author of—

Solo Flight. . . of a W oodpecker 	 _ Jan 45 p16
Birds of the Desert Spring 	  May 45 p19

Brandenberg, Fred G. 	  Sep 45 p17
Bridger, Jim 	  Sep 45 p14
Brophy, William A. 	 Apr 45 p38, Jul 45 pll
Brown, Dr. J. G. 	  Aug 45 p4
Bull, Frank and Anna 	 Sep 45 p12
Burbank Among the Indians 	  Sep 45 p2
Burnand, A. A. 	 Jul 45 p17
Butterfield stage route 	  Mar 45 p7

Cactus (see also Botany) 	  Jul 45 p39
Cactus, origin 	  May 45 p7, Sep 45 p9
Cactus, Prickly Pear 	  Oct 45 pp13,23
Cactus, Saguaro 	  Aug 45 p4
Cactus recipes 	  Oct 45 pp13,23
Calcite, mining 	 Aug 45 p9
Calcium 	 Aug 45 p13
California Desert Trails 	 Apr 45 p7
Camels, on American desert 	  Mar 45 p10

May 45 p27
Canyon Country 	  Apr 45 p4
Carrick, Margaret. Close -ups 	  Dec 44 p3
Carrick, Margaret. Desert Bouquets—

for your Holiday Table 	 Dec 44 p19
Carrol, John 	  Jul 45 p25
Carry-All, for rockhounds 	  Apr 45 p36

Jun 45 p33
Carson, Kit 	  Jun 45 p4, Sep 45 p14

Oct 45 pp5,10
Carson, William (Uncle Kit) 	 Jun 45 p17
Catalina mountains, Arizona 	  Aug 45 p4
Chaney, A. B. 	 Jan 45 p13
Chaney, Dr. Ralph 	 May 45 p7
Children of the Covenant 	  Oct 45 p25
Chinlee Navajo rugs 	 Aug 45 p2
Chiricahua natl. monument, Ariz. 	 Dec 44 p2
City of Trembling Leaves 	  Oct 45 p25
Clark, Charles M. 	  Jul 45 p25
Clark, Fred 	  May 45 p30
Clark, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. 	  Feb 45 p12
Cliff dwellings (see Indian Ruins)
Clubb, M. D 	  Oct 45 p27
Coachella Valley, Calif. 	  Oct 45 p16
Cochineal insect 	  Mar 45 p20
Cockerell, Prof. and Mrs. T. D. A 	 Dec 44 p30
Cole, James E. 	 Jun 45 p14
Collins Valley, California 	  lui 45 p17
Colorado River 	 Apr 45 p4, Sep 45 p17

Colorado River bridge, Topock 	 May 45 p29
Colorado River park, proposed 	 May 45 p29
Colton, Dick 	  Nov 44 p14
Colville, Clyde 	 May 45 p29
Cooke Frank and Marjorie 	  Sep 45 p17
Cooke, Col. Phillip St. George 	 Jun 45 p4
Cookery, cactus 	  Oct 45 pp13,23
Cookery, dutch oven and pit 	  Oct 45 p26
Corn Spring, Calif. 	 Jan 45 p13, Jul 45 p28
Coyote Canyon, California 	  Jul 45 p17
Coyote Mountain, California 	  Feb 45 p28
Coyotes 	 Aug 45 p4
Crawford, Robert 	  Mar 45 p7
Creswell, Lena. Close -ups 	  May 45 p3
Creswell, Lena. Old Man of the

Mountains 	  May 45 p23
Crickmer, Ruth and Noel 	 Feb 45 p12
Crystals, formation 	 Jul 45 p13

D

Daniels, Rose 	 Aug 45 p23
Dante's Point, Death Valley (photo)..Oct 45 p4
Date crop, Coachella Valley 	 Nov 44 p27
Date Palm Beach, California 	 Mar 45 p4
Daugherty, Lyman H. 	 Jan 45 p19
Davis, Jefferson 	  Mar 45 p10
Davis, Mrs. Nellie 	  Sep 45 p29
De Anza, Juan Bautista 	  Jul 45 p17
Dellenbaugh, Frederick S. 	 May 45 p27
Democracy Under Pressure 	  Mar 45 p38
Desert fences 	  Sep 45 p36
Desert lily 	  Apr 45 p15
Desert Philosopher, Frank and

Dick Adams 	 Dec 44 p8, Feb 45 p22
Desert quiz 	  Each issue
"Desert Rats" 	 Jan 45 p25, Jul 45 p28
Desert sparrow 	 Aug 45 p27
Desert tortoise 	 Dec 44 p25
Desert travel 	 Apr 45 p7, May 45 p38

Jul 45 p38, Sep 45 p9
Dinosaurs 	 Jan 45 p19
Dodge, Henry Chee 	 May 45 p9
Dodge, Natt N. Close -ups 	  Aug 45 p3
Dodge. Natt N. Nature Sets New

Booby Traps 	 Aug 45 p4
Donner Party 	 Dec 44 p9, Apr 45 p28
"Doodlebug" ore locator 	  Jul 45 p5
Dos Palmas, California 	  May 45 p38
Douglass, Earl 	  May 45 p7
Dunn, William H. 	 Apr 45 p4, May 45 p27
Duval, Edward 	  Feb 45 p12
Dye, Robert R. 	  Aug 45 p9
Dye plants 	 Mar 45 p20

Earp, Mrs. Josephine Marcus 	 Feb 45 p29
Eastwood, Miss Alice 	  Oct 45 p25
Eaton, Arthur L. Editor of—

Gems and Minerals 	  Each issue
Eaton, Louise. Cogitations 	  Each issue
Egermayer, Don 	  Aug 45 p4
Eilers, Gus 	  Mar 45 p4
Electronic metal locators 	  Jul 45 p5
Elephant trees 	 Mar 45 p7
Emory, Lt. Wm. H. 	 Mar 45 p7
Ethnologic Dictionary of the

Navaho Language 	 May 45 p9
Evans, Willis 	  Feb 45 p9

Farquhar, Francis and Marjorie 	 Sep 45 p17
Faulks, Cecelia 	  Mar 45 p4
Favier, Mrs. Gertrude 	  Oct 45 p16
Fish, Salton Sea 	 Mar 45 p4
"Fish Traps" 	 Jul 45 p2, Aug 45 p17
Five-acre homesteads (see Homesteads)
Fleming, John R. 	  Feb 45 p12
Floradora on a Pony 	 Aug 45 p2
Flower arrangements 	 Dec 44 p19
Font, Fr. Pedro 	 Jul 45 p17
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Ford, Walter. Author of-
We Found the Arch-

	

but not the Nuggets, 	 Nov 44 p14
Doodlebug Prospector 	  Jul 45 p5

Fort Defiance, Arizona 	  Oct 45 p10
Fort Lowell, Arizona 	  Feb 45 p29
Fort Robidoux, Colorado 	  Oct 45 p5
Fort Tejon, California 	  Mar 45 p10
Fort Yuma, Arizona 	  Oct 45 p5
Fox, Maude A. Cabin in the Rocks....Sep 45 p12
Frazer, Jack 	  Jan 45 p23
Frazier, Dr. Russell G 	 Apr 45 p4
Freedom in the Modern World 	 Oct 45 p36
Fremont, John Charles 	  Sep 45 p14
Frost, Jack and Alice 	 Aug 45 p9

G

Gap trading post, Arizona 	  Aug 45 p37
Garces, Fr. Francisco 	  Jul 45 p17
Gemological Institute of America 	  Feb 45 p36
Gem polishing 	 Nov 44 p4, Dec 44 p36

Jan 45 p36
Gem polishing (cat's eye shells) 	 Mar 45 p37
Gem polishing (jade) 	  Mar 45 p37

Jun 45 p37
Gem polishing (opal) 	  Mar 45 p37
Gem polishing, dopping methods 	 Aug 45 p32

Oct 45 p35
Gem polishing, lubricants 	  Aug 45 p32
Gems, artificial coloring of 	  Nov 44 p30

Dec 44 p36, Jan 45 p36
Gems, importation of 	  May 45 p37
Gems, synthetic and simulated 	 . Apr 45 p36
Gem and mineral department 	  Each issue
Gems and minerals-

Alexandrite 	  Apr 45 p37
Bassanite 	  Oct 45 p31
Brochantite 	  Dec 44 p33
Cadmium 	 Apr 45 p36, Jun 45 p33
Calcite 	  Aug 45 p9
Calcium 	  Aug 45 p13
Caledonite 	  Apr 45 p36
"Cat's Eye" 	  Nov 44 p30
Chalcedony 	  Dec 44 p35
Diamonds 	  Oct 45 p31
"Diamonds," Hot Springs 	 Jun 45 p33
Dioptase 	  Mar 45 p33
Fluorspar 	,,	 Nov 44 p31
Halite 	  Feb 45 p33
Jade 	 Mar 45 p37, Jul 45 p33
Lead 	  Oct 45 p31
Mackayite 	  May 45 p32
Obsidian 	  Jul 45 p13
Opal, Common 	 Mar 45 p33
Selenite 	  Jun 45 p11
Tiger-Eye 	 Nov 44 p30
Tin 	 Oct 45 p34
Tungsten 	  Oct 45 p34
Uranium 	 Oct 45 p30

Geronimo, Apache Chief 	 Jun 45 pp17,20
Gila Monsters 	  Aug 45 p31
Gila Valley project, Arizona 	  Aug 45 p29
Gonzales, Ramon Peralta y 	  Jul 45 p25
Grand Canyon 	 Apr 45 p4
Grant, Heber Jedediah 	 Jul 45 p31
Great Salt Lake, Utah 	  Sep 45 p14
Greenwood, Caleb 	  Dec 44 p9

H

Hall, Sir James 	  Jul 45 p13
Hall, June 	 Mar 45 p4
Hamblin, Jacob 	  Apr 45 p4
Hardrock Shorty - Mar 45-Aug 45; Oct 45 p20
Harrington, M. R. Nevada's Salt

Cave Mystery 	  Feb 45 p9
Hart, John 	  Dec 44 p15
Hawkins, David 	 Jun 45 p20
Hazen, Guy 	 Aug 45 p9
Heald, Major Weldon F. 	  Jan 45 p3

Sep 45 p17
Hellhole canyon, California 	  Feb 45 p12

Apr 45 p27
Henderson, Randall. Editorial 	  Each issue

Henderson, Randall. Author of-
Oasis in the Cbuckawallas 	 Jan 45 p13
Oasis in Hellhole Canyon 	  Feb 45 p12
Oasis of the "Cabbage Trees" 	  Mar 45 p7
Up Arroyo Salado to

17 Palms Oasis 	  Apr 45 p7
Hidden Palms Oasis 	  May 45 p13
Lone Survivors of a Deluge 	 Jun 45 p14
Wild Palms of the San Y sidros	 Jul 45 p17
Vanishing Oasis of Palm Wash Aug 45 p9
River Trail to Rainbow Bridge	 Sep 45 p17
New Trail to Hidden Springs 	  Oct 45 p19

Hermit mining claim,
Santa Rosa mountains 	  May 45 p13

Heyser, D. L. 	  Oct 45 p19
Hickman, Dez 	  Jun 45 p11
Hidden Palms, Santa Rosa Mts..... May 45 p13
Hidden Springs, Orocopia Mts. 	  Jun 45 p27

Jul 45 p4, Oct 45 p19
Higgins, Theodore A. 	 Dec 44 p15
Hi Jolly 	  Mar 45 p10
Hilton, John 	 Nov 44 p14, Aua 45 pp3.9

Oct 45 p19
Hilton, John. Author of-

Photographer of the Dunes 	 Jan 45 p5
Where Barnacles Grow on

the Sage 	  Mar 45 p4
Art-the Hard Way 	 Sep 45 p10
She Sells Sea Shells

-on the Desert 	 Oct 45 p16
Hinch. Gus L. 	  May 45 p13
Hinton, Sam 	 Mar 45 p4
History of New Mexico and

Arizona 	  Feb 45 p4
Home in the West 	 Sep 45 p2
Homesteads 	  Dec 44 p37, Mar 45 p38

Apr 45 pp16,38, Sep 45 p12
Homesteads, proposed in

Palo Verde valley 	  May 45 p6
Hopi snake dance 	  Sep 45 p5
Horned lizards 	  Mar 45 p18, May 45 p28
House Ranee, Utah 	  Feb 45 p19
Howland, Seneca and O. C. 	  Apr 45 p4

May 45 p27
Hutton. James 	  Jul 45 p13
Hyde. Glen R. 	  Apr 45 p4

I
Immel, Mort 	 Nov 44 p14
Indian ceremonials-

Night Chant (Navajo) 	  Dec 44 p4
Snake Dance (Hopi) 	  Sep 45 p5
Squaw Dance (Navajo) 	  Nov 44 p9

Indian commissioner 	  Apr 45 p38
Jul 45 p11

Indian cookery (Hews) 	  Jan 45 p8
Indian craftsmen 	  Sep 45 p38, Oct 45 p26
Indian dye making 	  Mar 45 p20
Indian legends (Navajo) 	  Oct 45 p10
Indian legends (Pima) 	  Jul 45 pg
Indian pottery, prehistoric 	  Feb 45 p4
Indian relics 	  Apr 45 p19, Jun 45 p23

Sep 45 p12
Indian rock circles 	  Jun 45 p28, Jul 45 p2

Aug 45 p17
Indian rugs (Navajo)   Aug 45 p2
Indian ruins-

Ghost Mountain, California 	  Jul 45 p23
Mesa Verde natl. park, Colo. 	  May 45 p4
White House cliff ruin, Ariz. 	 Dec 44 p4

Indians-
Apache 	  Jun 45 pp19,20
Cosnino 	  Oct 45 p5
Hopi 	 Sep 45 p5, Oct 45 pp27,36
Mojave 	  Oct 45 p5
Navajo 	 Nov 44 p9, Dec 44 p4

Feb 45 p4, Aug 45 p23, Oct 45 p10
Papago 	  Jul 45 p8
Pima 	  Jun 45 p4, Jul 45 p8
Ute 	 Apr 45 p23, Aug 45 p23
Yampai 	  Oct 45 p5
Zurii. 	  Jan 45 p8, Oct 45 p5

Indians, prehistoric 	  Feb 45 pp4,9
Inglesby, Dr. A. L. 	  Jun 45 p11
Izac Five-Acre law (see Homesteads)

J
Jackrabbit homesteads (see Homesteads)
Jackson Hole nat'l. mon., Wyo. 	  Feb 45 p37

Mar 45 p16, Aug 45 p17
Jacobs, German prospector 	  Apr 45 plc)
Jeeps, for desert travel 	  Nov 44, p24
Jewelry, Gem Cutting and

Metalcraft 	  May 45 p37
Johnson, Mrs. Bernice 	  Dec 44 p9
Jones, Onie 	  Sep 45 pI2
Jones, Tommy 	  Jan 45 p13
Joshua Tree natl. mon., Calif. 	  Feb 45 p2

Jun 45 pI4
Journey of the Flame 	  Jul 45 p5

IC
Kaibab plateau, Arizona 	  Aug 45 p4
Kanab, Utah 	  Jan 45 p19
Keagle, Cora L. He Prospects

With a Camera 	  Nov 44 p18
Kearny, General 	  Mar 45 p7, Jun 45 p4
Kegley, Howard.

We Collect Morteros 	  Apr 45 p19
Kelly, Charles. Close-ups 	  Dec 44 p3
Kelly, Charles. Author of-

Donner Tragedy Relic Found 	 Dec 44 p9
Utah's Rumbling Mountains 	  Feb 45 p19
The Three Who Lost 	  Apr 45 p4
Crystal Jewel Box in

the Utah Desert 	  Jun 45 p 11
Bird Island in Great Salt Lake _ 	 _ Sep 45 p14
Desert Fences 	  Sep 45 p36
Antoine Leroux-Pathfinder 	  Oct 45 p5

Kenny, Jack 	  Feb 45 p30
Kern, R. H. 	  Oct 45 p5
Ketcham, W. E. 	  Sep 45 p38
Keur, Dr. John Yak 	  Feb 45 p4
Krehm, William P. 	  Sep 45 p10

L
Lake Cahuilla, Calif. (Prehistoric)....Jun 45 p28

Oct 45 p16
Lambert, Ed   Jun 45 p20
Langley, Dama. Author of-

Indian Givers 	  Apr 45 p23
Meet the New Commissioner! 	  Jul 45 p11
Burbank of the Utes 	  Aug 45 p23
"I Was a Snake Priest" 	  Sep 45 p5

Lapidary courses 	  Jul 45 p37
Lapidary department 	  Each issue
Laudermilk, Jerry. Close-ups 	  Aug 45 p3
Laudermilk, Jerry. Author of-

Mystery of the Magical Surface _Nov 44 p4
The Giants of Kanab Jan 45 p19
Indians Made Their Own Dyes ....Mar 45 p20
The Natives Call it Tumbo' 	 Apr 45 p13
Dawn Cactus of Green River 	  May 45 p7
Desert Midget and Jungle Giant ....Jun 45 p9
Glittering Stone of the Aztecs 	  Jul 45 p13
When Yucca Flowers 	  Aug 45 p18
Mexicans Call it Tuna 	  Oct 45 p13

Lederer, Gus 	  Jan 45 p13, Mar 45 p15
Lee's Ferry, Arizona 	  Sep 45 p17
Leroux, Antoine 	 Jun 45 p4, Oct 45 p5
Liebler. Fr. Harold Baxter 	  Sep 45 p17
Little Morongo canyon, Calif. 	  Jun 45 p14
Little San Bernardino Mts.,

Calif. 	  Jun 45 p14, Sep 45 p12
Lockwood, Frank C. Close-ups 	  Jul 45 p3
"Lost City," Nevada 	  Feb 45 pp3,9
Lost mines-

Lost Arch gold mine, Calif. 	  Nov 44 p14
Jan 45 p25

Lost Dutchman mine, Ariz. 	  May 45 p16
Lost Pegleg mine, Calif. 	  Aug 45 p9
Organ Mountain gold, N. M. 	 Dec 44 p27
Peralta mines, Arizona 	  Mar 45 p25

Apr 45 p10, Jul 45 p25
Silver Antelope treasure, Ariz..... Jun 45 p20
Soldiers' Lost vein, Ariz. 	  Jan 45 p23
Vallecito gold, California 	  Dec 44 p15
Wagoner's Lost ledge, Arizona .... Feb 45 p23

Lost mines, locating 	  Apr 45 p27, Jul 45 p5
"Lost Ship of the Desert" 	  Jul 45 p5
Ludi, Dutch prospector 	  Apr 45 p10
Luhan, Mabel Dodge 	 Sep 45 p29
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M
MacLeod, Alexander 	  Dec 44 p15
Marble Canyon lodge, Ariz. 	  Aug 45 p37
Mason, Charles 	  May 45 p4
Mason, Charles G. 	  Jan 45 p23
McConkie, Wayne 	  Sep 45 p17
McDonald, Wallace 	  Jun 45 p20
McKenney, J. Wilson ....Mar 45 p38, Jul 45 p17
Mesa Verde natl. park, Colo.	 May 45 p4
Mescal (Agave) 	  Feb 45 p17
Metates 	  Apr 45 p19, Sep 45 p12
Mexican Hat, Utah 	  Sep 45 p17
Mielke, Dr. James 	  Aug 45 p4
Milkweed floss 	  Apr 45 p23
Morgan, Dale L. 	  Aug 45 p31
Mormon Battalion 	  Jun 45 p4, Jul 45 p28
Mormon monument 	 May 45 p8
Mormons 	 Aug 45 p23, Sep 45 p30
Morteros 	  Apr 45 p19
Mountain Center, California 	  Jul 45 p30
Mountain Palm springs, Calif. 	  Mar 45 p7
Mullins, Fred 	  Feb 45 p23
Munz, Dr. Philip A. 	  Mar 45 p15
Museum of Northern Arizona,

Flagstaff 	  Apr 45 p29

N
Names on the Land 	  Aug 45 p2
Navajo Indian dictionary 	  Jun 45 p29
Navajo weaving 	  Jun 45 p31
NeviIls, Mrs. Mae 	  Sep 45 p17
Nevills, Norman 	 Apr 45 p4, Aug 45 p37

Sep 45 p17
Nordenskiold, Baron G. 	  May 45 p4

0

Obsidian, origin 	  Jul 45 p13
Oliver, Harry 	 Feb 45 p12, Jun 45 p38
Oliver, Harry. Hardrock Shorty 	  Jul 45 p22

Oct 45 p20
(Mate, Juan de 	 Oct 45 p10
One Nation 	  Oct 45 p25
Orocopia mountains, Calif. 	  Oct 45 p19

Palm Oases—
Corn Spring (Chuckawalla Mts.)..Jan 45 p13

Jul 45 p28
Dos Palmas (Chocolate Mts.) May 45 p38
Hellhole Canyon

(San Ysidro Mts.) 	  Feb 45 p12
Hidden Palms

(Santa Rosa Mts.) 	  May 45 p13
Hidden Springs (Orocopia Mts.)..Oct 45 p19
Little Morongo Palms

(Little Morongo Mts.) 	  Jun 45 p14
Mountain Palm Springs

(Vallecito Mts.) 	  Mar 45 p7
Palm Wash

(Borrego Badlands) 	  Aug 45 p9
San Ysidro oases (Indian, Sheep,

Cougar canyons) 	  Jul 45 p17
Seventeen Palms

(Borrego Badlands) 	  Apr 45 p7
Sheep's Hole (Orocopia Mts.) 	 Oct 45 p19

Palm Springs Desert museum 	 Dec 44 p30
Palm Springs tramway project 	  Aug 45 p25
Palo Verde 	 Mar 45 p24
Party Line 	  Apr 45 p3
Paso Por Aqui 	 Jun 45 p31
Patton, Mrs. Geo. S. 	  Oct 45 p16
Pawnee Bill 	  Jun 45 p17
Paxton, June LeMert.

Creed of the Desert 	  Each issue
Peralta, Manuel, Pedro and Ramon 	 Mar 45 p25

Apr 45 p10, Jul 45 p25
Perkins, Fay 	  Feb 45 p9
Perry, L. E. 	  Sep 45 p35
Petrasch, Reinhart and Herman 	 May 45 p16
Photographers—

Floyd B. Evans 	 Jan 45 p5
F. V. Sampson 	 Nov 44 p18

Photographs. Covers by—
Ivan B. Mardis, Nov 44; Fred H. Ragsdale,
Dec 44; Floyd B. Evans, Jan 45; Ivan B.
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Mardis, Feb 45; John L. Blackford, Mar 45;
Betty Evans, Apr 45; Juanita Schubert, May
45; Josef Muench, Jun 45; Harold Kellogg,
Jul 45; Wm. M. Pennington, Aug 45; Ran-
dall Henderson, Sep 45; Ivan B. Mardis,
Oct 45.

Picket Post military post, Ariz. 	Jan 45 p23
Pitahaya (Saguaro fruit) 	 Oct 45 p13
"Pitch-polishing" 	  Nov 44 p4
Pliny the Elder 	  Jul 45 p13
Pocket mice 	 Mar 45 p13, May 45 p25
Poetry 	  Each issue
Pottery making 	  Nov 44 p25
Powell, Major John Wesley 	

 
Apr 45 p4

Jun 45 p27, Sep 45 p17
Prescott, Arizona  

	
Aug 45 p37

Quick, Lelande.
Amateur Gem Cutter 	  Each issue

R
Ragsdale, Desert Steve 	 Jan 45 p13
Rainbow Bridge, Utah 	 Sep 45 p17
Rankin, Hugh. Quest for the

Lost Gold of Vallecito 	  Dec 44 p15
Rattlesnakes 	  Sep 45 p5
Raw Material 	  Sep 45 p2
Redfield, Georgia B. Close -ups ___ 	 Jun 45 p3
Redfield, Georgia B.

Uncle Kit, Frontiersman 	 Jun 45 p17
Reichard, Dr. Gladys A 	 Jan 45 p29
Ridin' on a Rainbow 	  Aug 45 p2
Roadrunners 	 May 45 p27
Robidoux, Michel and Antoine 	  Oct 45 p5
Rockbound "Carry-All" 	  Apr 45 p36

Jun 45 p33
Rogers, Malcolm 	  Mar 45 p7
Ross, Lillian Bos. Close-ups 	  Feb 45 p3
Roswell, New Mexico 	  Jun 45 p17
"Rumbling mountains," Utah 	  Feb 45 p19

S

Saguaro cactus, disease 	  Aug 45 p4
Saguaro cactus, fruit   Jun 45 p3, Oct 45 p13
Saguaro national monument, Ariz..... Aug 45 p4
St. Michaels mission, Ariz.   May 45 p9
St. Thomas, Nevada 	 Feb 45 p9, Jul 45 p30
Salton Sea, Calif. 	  Mar 45 p4, Aug 45 p29

Oct 45 p16
Sampson, Fred V. 	  Nov 44 pp3,18
San Jacinto tramway project 	  Mar 45 p29
San Juan river, exploration 	  Sep 45 p17
San Ysidro mountains, Calif. 	  Jul 45 p17
Santa Catarina spring

(Coyote canyon) 	  Jul 45 p17
Santa Rosa mountains, Calif. 	 May 45 p13
Schnorbus, Fr. Juvenal 	  May 45 p9
Scrugham, Sen. James G. 	 Aug 45 p30
See-a-huh (Pima deity) 	  Jul 45 p8
Separation Rapids

(Colorado river) 	  Apr 45 p4
Sewn, Ernest Thompson 	  Jan 45 p31
Sharp, Happy 	 May 45 p23
Sheep, Navajo 	  Oct 45 p10
Sheep's Hole, Orocopia Mts. 	  Oct 45 p19
Shell jewelry 	  Oct 45 p16
Shepherd's Empire 	 Aug 45 p31
Shreve, Dr. Forrest 	  Aug 45 p4
Silver King mine, Ariz. 	  Jan 45 p23
Silverlock, C. H. 	 Mar 45 p25
Simpson, Lieut. 	  Oct 45 p5
Sitgreaves, Capt. Lorenzo 	  Oct 45 p5
Smith, Ida and Moulton 	 Aug 45 p37
Smith, Jack Wilkinson 	  Sep 45 p10
Snake dance (Hopi) 	  Sep 45 p5
Sonora Sketchbook 	 Aug 45 p3
South, Marshal 	  Feb 45 p37, Sep 45 p25
South, Marshal. Desert Refuge 	 Each issue
Spiders, new desert species 	  Oct 45 p28
Split Mountain, California 	  Jan 45 p37
Squaw Dance (Navajo) 	  Nov 44 p9
Stanley, Leon 	  Sep 45 p14
Stansbury, Capt. Howard 	  Sep 45 p14
Stanton, Charles Tyler 	  Dec 44 p9
Stanton, Robert B. 	  Apr 45 p4

Stephens, Frank 	
MAaprr4455Pp413Stone, Julius F. 	

Stone, Margaret.
Routa of Zufii 	 Jan 45 p8

Jan'l u n445 5pp234
Storm, Barry. Author of—
Stoneman, Gen. George 	

Soldier's Lost Vein of Gold 	
Wagoner's Lost Ledge 	  Feb 45 p23
Lost Mines of the Peraltas 	  Mar 45 p25
Curse of the Thunder Gods 	 Apr 45 p10
Bonanza of the Lost Dutchman„ 	 May 45 p16
Rumors of Gold 	 Jun 45 p20
Mountain Treasure 	 Jul 45 p25

Superstition mountains, Arizona,
(see Barry Storm articles)

Swinnerton, James 	 Sep 45 p10
Syrett, Rueben Carlson (Ruby) . 	 Jul 45 p31

T
Thamer, Owen. Hardrock Shorty ..._ Mar 45 p28

Apr 45 p25
This Is the Place 	 May 45 p3
"This is the Place" monument 	 May 45 p8
Thompson, John D. Calcium—

Mineral of Many Guises 	 Aug 45 p13

Toledo Joe 	  Feb 45 p4
Topawa, Arizona 	

Timpanogos Cave nat . ]. mon., Utah__Jul

Aug

445455ppp3 981

Truckhaven, California 	  
Tucson, Arizona 	  Jun 45 p4, Aug 45 p4
Tuna (Cactus) 	  Oct 45 pp13,23
Turquoise mining 	 Jun 45 p33, Aug 45 p26

V
Vallecito stage station, Calif. 	  Dec 44 p15
Van Valkenburgh, Richard.

Close-ups 	 Dec 44 p3
Van Valkenburgh, Richard. Author of—

War Dance of the Enemy Way 	 Nov 44 p9
I Watched the Gods Dance 	 Dec 44 p4
Big Bead Mesa—Where Campfires

Burned in the Ancient Days 	
May 45

4455 pp94
Interpreter to the Navajo 	
Sacred Ram of the Navajo 	 Oct 45 p10

Veterans homesteads
(see also Homesteads) 	 Jan 45 p37

Vishnu Temple (Grand Canyon) .... Oct 45 p27

w.

Walker, Frank 	 May 45 p9
Walpi, Arizona 	  Sep 45 p5
Walz, Jacob 	 Apr 45 p10, May 45 p16
Wanderer of the Wasteland 	  Jul 45 p29
Washingtonia palms (see Palm oases)
Watkins, Frances. Close -ups 	  Jan 45 p3
Watkins, Frances. When Camels

Came to the Desert 	 Mar 45 p10
Watson, Jack 	  Feb 45 p19
Way, Lawrence 	  Jul 45 p17
Wayne Wonderland, Utah 	  Jun 45 p11
Weaver, Pauline 	
Weber, Fr. Anselm 	  May 

4455 pp94

Wetherill, Al. As I Remember 	 May 45 p4
Wetherill, John 	  Jan 45 p12, Feb 45 p37
Wetherill, Louise Wade 	 Aug 45 p37
Whipple, Lieut. 	  Oct 45 p5
White House cliff ruin, Ariz.  Dec 44 p4
White Sands natl. mon., N. M.__Oct 45 pp22,29
Wicht, Chris   Dec 44 p30
Willis Palms oasis, Calif. 	  Nov 44 p27
Wilson, H. E. W. 	  Feb 45 p12

Apr 45 p27, Aug 45 p9
Wilson; Katherine and Bill 	  Aug 45 p37
Wiser, Jacob 	  Apr 45 p10, May 45 p16
Woods, Clee. I Found the Cave of a

Pima God 	 Jul 45 p8
Woodson, Weldon D. They're Harmless

Little Reptiles 	 Mar 45 p18
Worthington, T. J. (Cap) 	 Jun 45 p30

Y
Yucca 	 Aug 45 p18

Zufii pueblo, New Mexico . 	  Jan 45 p8
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Desert Candy

Library
Univc. -zitv cf Arizona

Oc' 46
r:1 

Tucson, Arizona

This is a fine gift package. It
ships well and keeps for months.
Packaged in moisture-proof cello-
phane, the 'candy' remains soft
and luscious. Order a sample
package now for yourself — and
then more than likely you will want
to have us send many of these
packages as gifts to friends and as-
sociates. The dates in this 'candy'
are grown in Coachella valley of
California, packed and processed
under high standards of sanitation
—a perfect food perfectly prepared.

MADE OF CHOICE COACHELLA

VALLEY DATES, WALNUTS AND

DESERT HONEY . .	 .

1	 lb 	 $125

31b 	 350

41b 	 450

51b 	 r	 0

Delivered Prepaid

1 lb., 3 lb. and 4 lb. packages
shipped overseas at no extra

charge

PAIERIE JEAN DATE SHOP 	  THERMAL CALIFORNIA


